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Background: The rapidly evolving coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), was declared

a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020. It was first detected

in the Wuhan city of China and has spread globally resulting in a substantial health and

economic crisis in many countries. Observational studies have partially identified different

aspects of this disease. There have been no published systematic reviews that combine

clinical, laboratory, epidemiologic, and mortality findings. Also, the effect of gender on

the outcomes of COVID-19 has not been well-defined.

Methods: We reviewed the scientific literature published from January 1, 2019 to

May 29, 2020. Statistical analyses were performed with STATA (version 14, IC; Stata

Corporation, College Station, TX, USA). The pooled frequency with 95% confidence

intervals (CI) was assessed using random effect model. P < 0.05 was considered a

statistically significant publication bias.

Results: Out of 1,223 studies, 34 satisfied the inclusion criteria. A total of 5,057

patients with a mean age of 49 years were evaluated. Fever (83.0%, CI 77.5–87.6) and

cough (65.2%, CI 58.6–71.2) were the most common symptoms. The most prevalent

comorbidities were hypertension (18.5%, CI 12.7–24.4) and Cardiovascular disease

(14.9%, CI 6.0–23.8). Among the laboratory abnormalities, elevated C-Reactive Protein

(CRP) (72.0%, CI 54.3–84.6) and lymphopenia (50.1%, CI 38.0–62.4) were the most

common. Bilateral ground-glass opacities (66.0%, CI 51.1–78.0) was the most common

CT scan presentation. The pooledmortality rate was 6.6%, with males having significantly

higher mortality compared to females (OR 3.4; 95% CI 1.2–9.1, P = 0.01).

Conclusion: COVID-19 has caused a significant number of hospitalization and mortality

worldwide. Mortality associated with COVID-19 was higher in our study compared to the

previous reports fromChina. Themortality was significantly higher among the hospitalized

male group. Further studies are required to evaluate the effect of different variables

resulting in sex disparity in COVID-19 mortality.
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INTRODUCTION

Facing an immediate crisis by the novel coronavirus, Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
which has been called the once in a century pathogen, requires
a global response (1). The disease caused by this virus has
been named “coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID-19) by the
World Health Organization (WHO). As of now, more than
180 countries have reported COVID-19 patients. Given the
increasing number of countries infected with SARS-CoV-2,
WHO finally classified COVID-19 as a pandemic on March 11,
2020 (2). The SARS-CoV-2 virus is a beta-coronavirus, belonging
to the same coronavirus family as the Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome virus (MERS-CoV) and SARS-CoV. MERS-CoV
and SARS-CoV were previously responsible for respiratory
syndrome outbreaks. However, COVID-19 is the first virus of the
coronavirus family to cause a pandemic (3).

COVID-19 started in China in December 2019 when a cluster
of patients with pneumonia of unknown origin were identified
in the city of Wuhan. Since then, it has infected hundreds of
thousands of people around the world and resulted in more than
539,900 deaths up to this date (4). Despite governmental travel
restrictions in many countries, the confirmed number of new
cases has been rising globally. The international community has
asked for at least 675 million US dollars to use for preparedness
and protection of states with weaker health systems (5).

In the previous two outbreaks of coronaviral respiratory
illness, namely Severe Acute Respiratory Illness (SARS)
and Middle East Respiratory Illness (MERS), gender-based
differences in mortality were observed. In SARS, mortality
risk was twice as high in younger males compared to younger
females, but this difference in mortality decreased with older age.
Additionally, the case fatality rate observed in males was twice
that of females in MERS (6). The effect of sex on COVID-19
mortality was unknown. In our systematic review, we compared
male and female mortality risk for COVID-19.

The novelty of COVID-19 has raised many questions about
the epidemiology of the disease, clinical and laboratory methods
of diagnosis, as well as therapeutic measures. Many observational
studies have been dealing with these features separately. Further
combined systematic reviews are needed, to understand the role
of sex in COVID-19 associated mortality. In this meta-analysis
study, we reviewed the published literature from January 1,
2019 to May 29, 2020 to provide a comprehensive overview
of COVID-19.

METHODS

Search Strategy
We searched Pubmed/Medline, Embase, Web of Science, and
the Cochrane Library for studies published from January 1,
2019 to May 29, 2020. The search strategy was based on
the following key-words: COVID-19, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2, novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, nCoV
disease, SARS2, COVID19, Wuhan coronavirus, Wuhan seafood
market pneumonia virus, 2019-nCoV, coronavirus disease-19,
coronavirus disease 2019, 2019 novel coronavirus and Wuhan

pneumonia. Lists of references of selected articles and relevant
review articles were hand-searched to identify further studies.
This study was conducted and reported according to the PRISMA
guidelines (7). The study did not require Institutional Review
Board approval.

Study Selection
The records found through database searching were merged
and the duplicates were removed using EndNote X7 (Thomson
Reuters, New York, NY, USA). Two reviewers (YF and PJ)
independently screened the records by title and abstract to
exclude those not related to the current study. The full texts
of potentially eligible records were retrieved and evaluated by a
third reviewer (AT). Included studies met the following inclusion
criteria: (i) patients were confirmed and diagnosed with RT-
PCR as suggested by WHO; (ii) The raw data for clinical,
radiological and laboratory findings were included; and (iii) the
outcomes were addressed. Studies with insufficient information
about patients’ characteristics and outcomes were excluded. Case
reports, reviews, and animal studies were also excluded. Only
studies written in English were selected.

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment
A data extraction form was designed by two reviewers (AZ
and SH). These reviewers extracted the data from all eligible
studies and differences were resolved by consensus. The following
data was extracted: first author name; year of publication;
type of study; country(ies) where the study was conducted;
distribution of age and sex in the population; number of patients
investigated; data for clinical, radiological, and laboratory
findings; and outcomes.

Data Synthesis and Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with STATA (version 14,
IC; Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA). The pooled
frequency with 95% confidence intervals (CI) was assessed
using random effect model. The between-study heterogeneity
was assessed by Cochran’s Q and the I2 statistic. Publication
bias was assessed statistically by using Begg’s and Egger’s tests
(p < 0.05 was considered indicative of statistically significant
publication bias).

Quality Assessment
The checklist provided by the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) was
used to perform quality assessment (8).

RESULTS

The search yielded 1,223 publications, of which 280 potentially
eligible studies were identified for full-text review, resulting in
34 studies fulfilling the inclusion criteria (Figure 1) (Table 1). A
total of 5,057 patients were included, of which the mean age was
49.0 years. Based on JBI tool, the included studies had a low risk
of bias.
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FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of study selection for inclusion in the systematic review and meta-analysis.

Clinical Manifestations and Comorbidities
The most common signs and symptoms were fever (83.0%, CI
77.5–87.6), cough (65.2%, CI 58.6–71.2), dyspnea (27.4%, CI
19.6–35.2), myalgia/fatigue (34.7%, CI 26.0–44.4), and Sputum
production (17.2%, CI 10.8–26.4). Less common symptoms
included hemoptysis (2.4%, CI 0.8–6.7), diarrhea (5.7%, CI 3.8–
8.6), and nausea/vomiting (5.0%, CI 2.3–10.7) (Table 2).

The most common comorbidities were hypertension (18.5%,
CI 12.7–24.4), cardiovascular diseases (14.9%, CI 6.0–23.8),
diabetes (10.8%, CI 8.3–13.3), chronic liver disease (8.1, CI 4.6–
11.6) and smoking (8.0%, CI 2.3–13.6), respectively (Table 3).

Lab Abnormalities and Complications
The most frequent abnormal laboratory findings in patients
with COVID-19 were, respectively, elevated C-Reactive Protein
(CRP) (72% CI 54.3–84.6), lymphopenia (50.1%, CI 38.0–62.4),
elevated Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) (41%, CI 22.8–62.0),
elevated serum aspartate aminotransferase (19.7%, CI 10.5–33.7),
and thrombocytopenia (11.1%, CI 7.7–15.7) (Table 4). Among
the confirmed COVID-19 subjects, 14.0% (CI, 6.7–29.0) had

viremia. Impaired hepatic function with ALT levels >47.25 U/L
was seen in 13.3% (CI 3.2–41.0) of COVID-19 subjects. Acute
cardiac injury with troponin levels >28 pg/ml was seen in 12.4%
(CI 6.2–23.2). Acute kidney injury was found in 5.5% (CI 1.3–
20.8). Shock was reported in 4.0% (CI 1.6–12.0). Finally, 13.0%
(CI 4.8–30.0) met the definition of acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS).

Radiological Characteristics
Chest X-Ray (CXR) and Chest CT scan were the most common
imaging modalities used for the diagnosis of COVID-19. The
pooled sensitivity of CT scan for detecting COVID-19 was 79.3%.
The most common sites of the lung involvement based on chest
CT scan were right lower lobe (76.2%, CI 57.8–82.5) followed by
the left lower lobe (71.8%, CI 57.8–82.5). Most of the patients
(74.8%) had bilateral involvement. The most common pattern of
parenchymal involvement was ground-glass opacities (66.0%, CI
51.1–78.0). The Chest CT scan was reported normal in 20.7% of
the patients with confirmed RT-PCR results (Table 5).
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the included studies.

First author Country Published time Type of study Mean age Male/female Nationality No. of patients Diagnostic

methods

Hui et al. (9) China 14, Jan, 2020 Case series NR NR Chinese 41 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Xia et al. (10) China 26, Feb, 2020 Case series 54.5 21M, 9F Chinese 30 RT-PCR

Xu et al. (11) China 13, Feb, 2020 Case series 41 M35, F27 Chinese 62 RT-PCR

Zhang et al. (12) China 7, Feb, 2020 Case series NR NR Chinese 178 RT-PCR

To et al. (13) China 12, Feb, 2020 Case series 62.5 7M, 5F Chinese 12 RT-PCR

Zou et al. (14) China 19, Feb, 2020 Correspondence 59 9M,9F Chinese 18 RT-PCR

Hoehl et al. (15) Germany 3, Mar, 2020 Correspondence 35 NR German 126 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Pan et al. (16) China 24, Feb, 2020 Correspondence NR NR Chinese 82 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Tang et al. (17) China 19, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 54 98M, 85F Chinese 183 RT-PCR

Chung et al. (18) China 4, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 51 M13, F8 Chinese 21 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Fang et al. (19) China 19, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 45 29M, 22F Chinese 51 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Guan et al. (20) China 28, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 47 640M,459F Chinese 1099 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Huang et al. (21) China 24, Jan, 2020 Cross-sectional 49 30M,11F Chinese 41 RT-PCR

Kui et al. (22) China 7, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 57 61M,76F Chinese 137 RT-PCR

Li et al. (23) China 29, Jan, 2020 Cross-sectional 52 M238, F187 Chinese 425 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Liu et al. (24) China 9, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 53.6 8M, 4F Chinese 12 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Wang et al. (25) China 7, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 56 75M, 63F Chinese 138 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Wu et al. (26) China 29, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 46 39M, 41F Chinese 80 RT-PCR

Zhang et al. (27) China 19, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 57 71M,69F Chinese 140 RT-PCR

Ai et al. (28) China 26, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 48.5 M467, F547 Chinese 1014 RT-PCR/CT scan

Pan et al. (29) China 13, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 40 6M, 15F Chinese 21 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Shi et al. (30) China 24, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 49.5 42M, 39F Chinese 81 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Yang et al. (31) China 21, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 59.7 35M, 17F Chinese 52 RT-PCR

Bajema et al. (32) China 4, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional NR 115M, 95F Chinese 210 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Bernheim et al. (33) China 20, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 45.3 61M, 60F Chinese 121 RT-PCR

Chen et al. (34) China 15, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 55.5 67M, 32F Chinese 99 RT-PCR

Pan et al. (35) China 13, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 45 33M, 30F Chinese 63 RT-PCR

Xu et al. (36) China 21, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 44 29M, 21F Chinese 50 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Xu et al. (37) China 28, Feb, 2020 Cross-sectional 50 39M, 51F Chinese 90 RT-PCR

Chang et al. (38) China 7, Feb, 2020 Research letter 34 10M, 3F Chinese 13 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Chen et al. (39) China 26, Feb, 2020 Research letter NR NR Chinese 85 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Kwok et al. (40) China 7, Feb, 2020 Research letter 59.8 9M, 5F Chinese 14 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Hansen et al. (41) Norway 23 April, 2020 Cross-sectional 72.5 28M,14F Norwegian 42 RT-PCR/CT-scan

Yu et al. (42) China 14, May, 2020 Cross-sectional 64 139M, 87 F Chinese 226 RT-PCR/CT-scan

TABLE 2 | Meta-analysis of comorbidities.

Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(p-value) (p-value) I2 (%) p value

Smoking 8.0 (2.3–13.6) 172/1,332 0.06 100 0.00

Hypertension 18.5 (12.7–24.4) 306/1,800 0.98 100 0.00

Cardiovascular disease 14.9 (6.0–23.8) 178/2,031 0.72 100 0.00

Diabetes 10.8 (8.3–13.3) 166/1,932 0.39 100 0.00

Pulmonary disease 3.4 (0.8–6.0) 39/2,031 0.72 100 0.00

Malignancies 2.8 (0.8–4.8) 33/1,816 0.74 100 0.00

Chronic liver disease 8.1 (4.6–11.6) 29/546 0.45 100 0.00

Renal disease 4.4 (0.24–8.6) 17/1,472 0.33 100 0.00

*n, number of patients with comorbidity; N, total number of patients.
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TABLE 3 | Meta-analysis of clinical manifestations.

Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) (p-value) I2 (%) p-value

Fever 83.0 (77.5–87.6) 2,073/2,465 0.76 86 0.00

Cough 65.2 (58.6–71.2) 1,689/2,515 0.80 85 0.00

Dyspnea 27.4 (19.6–35.2) 477/2,014 0.42 89 0.00

Myalgia/fatigue 34.7 (26.0–44.4) 742/1,938 0.60 89 0.00

Sputum production 17.2 (10.8–26.4) 480/1,862 0.01 89 0.00

Sore throat 14.5 (10.6–19.5) 224/1,577 0.88 66 0.00

Headache 11.1 (7.7–15.7) 230/1,864 0.30 74 0.00

Diarrhea 5.7 (3.8–8.6) 104/2,041 0.77 66 0.00

Hemoptysis 2.4 (0.8–6.7) 20/1,339 0.77 100 0.00

Anorexia 10.1 (1.0–57.2) 82/1,322 0.73 98 0.00

Nausea/vomiting 5.0 (2.3–10.7) 65/1,563 0.90 85 0.00

Dizziness 8.6 (2.5–26.0) 16/205 0.90 65 0.00

Chest tightness 8.4 (2.5–26.0) 24/256 0.24 78 0.00

Rhinorrhea 9.3 (2.2–31.0) 28/232 0.17 88 0.00

Chills 14.3 (3.0–47.4) 12/111 NA 86 0.00

TABLE 4 | Meta-analysis of laboratory findings.

Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) (p-value) I2 (%) p-value

Lymphopenia 50.1 (38.0–62.4) 1,122/1,853 0.08 93 0.00

Lymphocytosis 33.5 (2.4–90.2) 55/93 NA 88 0.00

Neutrophilia 29.7 (19.3–42.7) 60/191 0.51 58.7 0.08

Leukopenia 28.0 (20.0–37.4) 544/1,798 0.89 88 0.00

Leukocytosis 10.8 (5.8–19.1) 165/1,829 0.86 92 0.00

Thrombocytopenia 11.1 (7.7–15.7) 343/1,393 0.00 86 0.00

Anemia 43.5 (30.3–57.7) 79/179 NA 72 0.00

Decreased albumin 51.8 (2.0–98.0) 105/191 0.99 96 0.00

High CRP 72.0 (54.3–84.6) 918/1,681 0.02 96 0.00

High LDH 41.0 (22.8–62.0) 408/1,393 0.32 94 0.00

High ESR 79.7 (66.6–88.5) 143/179 NA 69 0.00

High AST 19.7 (10.5–33.7) 267/1,474 0.70 93 0.00

High ALT 14.6 (7.6–26.3) 191/1,290 0.99 84.8 0.00

High creatinine kinase 14.1 (8.3–23.0) 142/1,453 0.20 84 0.00

High bilirubin 7.9 (2.9–19.0) 95/1,278 0.96 89 0.00

High creatinine 3.3 (1.2–9.1) 20/1,294 0.13 74 0.00

High troponin I 2.4 (0.3–15.0) 1/41 NA 0.00 0.1

Outcomes
94.6% (CI 73.8–99.1) of the patients with severe COVID-19
were hospitalized. The pooled mortality rate of these patients
was 6.6% (CI 2.8–15.0) (Tables 6, 7). Old age, male sex,
presence of underlying diseases, higher level of D-dimer, lower
level of fibrinogen and anti-thrombin, progressive radiographic
deterioration on follow up CT scans, development of ARDS,
and requirement of mechanical ventilation were all reported
factors associated with increased mortality rate. As shown in
Table 8, men had significantly higher mortality in the hospital
compared to women (OR 3.4; 95% CI 1.2–9.1, P = 0.01).
Although ICU admission was higher in men, the difference was

not statistically significant. The mean duration between the time
of hospitalization and death was 17.5 days with minimum and
maximum periods of 14 and 21 days, respectively. The effects and
summaries calculated using a random-effects model weighted by
the study population is shown in Figure 2.

DISCUSSION

We evaluated the signs and symptoms, diagnostic modalities,
therapeutic measures, and epidemiologic features of COVID-
19 to have a better understanding of this pandemic caused
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TABLE 5 | Meta-analysis of imaging findings.

CT Scan Patterns Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) (p-value) I2 (%) p-value

Location of involvement Number of affected lobe Unaffected 20.7 (15.1–27.6) 33/161 0.18 0.0 0.57

1 lobe 14.8 (7.4–24.0) 52/318 0.22 73 0.00

2 lobes 9.5 (6.5–12.8) 30/318 0.32 0.0 0.50

3 lobes 11.7 (7.9–14.6) 36/318 0.64 0.0 0.50

4 lobes 15.8 (10.3–20.7) 49/318 0.90 40 0.15

5 lobes 37.2 (32.0–42.3) 118/318 0.50 30 0.22

Affected lobe (s) RUL 56.8 (50.6–62.8) 145/255 0.12 52 0.10

RML 48.6 (42.5–54.8) 124/255 0.07 0.0 0.48

RLL 76.2 (65.5–84.4) 193/255 0.14 64 0.03

LUL 56.0 (47.1–64.7) 153/255 0.12 0.0 0.40

LLL 71.8 (57.8–82.5) 167/234 0.30 76 0.01

Laterality Uni lateral 28.8 (16.6–45.2) 62/205 0.80 77 0.01

Bi lateral 70.6 (55.3–82.5) 142/205 0.20 74 0.01

Pattern of involvement Pattern of involvement No involvement 17.2 (11.4–25.0) 193/1,080 0.42 63.0 0.04

Both of GGO* & consolidation 39.0 (28.1–51.0) 57/142 NA 25 0.24

GGO without consolidation 66.0 (51.1–78.0) 846/1,365 0.67 90 0.00

Consolidation without GGO 9.4 (3.3–23.6) 26/274 0.21 82 0.00

Laterality Uni lateral 21.8 (12.0–36.3) 101/507 0.63 87 0.00

Bi lateral 74.8 (62.5–84.0) 405/548 0.29 84 0.00

*GGO, Ground Glass Opacities.

TABLE 6 | Meta-analysis of complications.

Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) (p-value) I2 (%) p-value

RNAemia 14.0 (6.7–29.0) 6/41 NA 0.00 1.00

ARDS 13.0 (4.8–30.0) 142/1,794 0.67 96 0.00

Acute cardiac injury 12.4 (6.2–23.2) 28/243 0.83 65 0.03

Acute kidney injury 5.5 (1.3–20.8) 34/1,441 0.58 93 0.00

Liver failure 13.3 (3.2–41.0) 20/144 0.50 84 0.00

Shock 4.0 (1.6–12.0) 32/1,389 0.60 86 0.00

Hospitalization 94.6 (73.8–99.1) 1,561/1,829 0.76 98 0.00

TABLE 7 | Meta-analysis of outcomes.

Pooled frequency n/N* Publication bias Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) (p-value) I2 (%) p-value

Discharged 52.7 (36.5–68.4) 486/948 0.44 93 0.00

Death 6.6 (2.8–15.0) 111/2,026 0.50 93 0.00

by SARS-CoV-2. The pooled mortality rate of these patients
was 6.6% overall. We detected several factors that contributed
to a worsened outcome including old age, male sex, presence
of underlying diseases, and abnormal laboratory finding
such as an elevated D-Dimer. Although there was not a
significant difference between male and female gender in ICU
admissions, male gender showed a significantly higher in-
hospital mortality rate.

D-Dimer>1µg/mLwas identified as an associative factor that
increased odds of in-hospital death in a study by Zhou et al. (p=
0.0033) (43).

Another significant finding in our analysis was the incidence
of cardiac injury in 12.4% of the patients, which is a common
event seen in amultitude of viral illnesses (44). Gao et al. observed
that subjects with influenza (H7N9) and cardiac injury had an
elevated risk of mortality (HR= 2.06) (45). In a study by Ludwig
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TABLE 8 | Mortality and ICU admission in men vs. women in patients with

COVID-19.

Pooled OR p-value Heterogeneity test

(95% CI) I2 (%) p-value

Mortality in 3.4 (1.2–9.1) 0.01 0.00 0.6

men vs. women

ICU admission in 1.6 (0.7–3.2) 0.1 0.00 0.5

men vs. women

FIGURE 2 | The pooled mortality rate of patients with COVID-19. Effects and

summaries were calculated using a random-effects model weighted by study

population.

et al. which analyzed cardiac biomarkers in influenza patients,
24% of the subjects showed acute cardiac injury ≤30 days after
influenza diagnosis and half of the injuries included myocardial
infarctions (46). Although our analysis did not show increased
mortality risk in patients with cardiac injury, these findings could
indicate the potential need for identifying and optimizing cardiac
risk factors in COVID-19 patients during the treatment period.

The mean duration between hospitalization and death was
17.5 days (range: 4–21 days), compared to 17.4 days in SARS (47).
The overall mortality rate in this study was 6.6%, which is more
than twice that was reported earlier (20). Though comparable
mortality was reported by Li et al. (7%) and Qian et al. (8.9%) in
their meta-analyses, a study by Rodriguez et al. showed a much
higher death rate of 13.9% (48–50). On the other hand, a study
from the Jiangsu province of China results showed a high cure
rate equal to 96.67%. Although the main reason for very low
mortality in this study remains unknown, measures including
early recognition and centered-quarantine may be contributing
factors (51).

Of note, the in-hospital mortality of males was significantly
higher than that of females (OR 3.4; 95% CI 1.2–9.1, P = 0.01).

A similar pattern of higher mortality in males has been reported
in previous coronavirus outbreaks of SARS and MERS. Karlberg
et al. also reported that the gender-based difference in mortality
was higher in younger males (0–44 years) (RR = 2), compared
to those of age group 45–74 (RR-1.45) (52). Similarly, the study
by Alghamdi et al. showed that the case fatality rate in males
was twice that of females in MERS (52 vs. 23%) (6). Although
a gender-based difference in the immune response to infections
has been suggested as a possible factor, other contributing
factors including smoking history and severity of underlying
comorbidities cannot be ruled out (53). This is especially of
significance in China, where the prevalence of smoking among
men (57.6%) is almost 10 times higher that of women (6.7%)
(54). This difference in mortality opens the discussion for the
need to treat COVID-19 more aggressively in males, including
the possibility of earlier intubation and mechanical ventilation
in this population. Cigarette Smokers showed to have a higher
expression of Angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) in lower
airways. As it was discussed, ACE2 is the receptor for SARSCoV-
2 in the lower respiratory tracts. This finding suggests that
smokers are at a higher risk for COVID-19 (55). Therefore we
emphasize on smoking cessation especially in the male group
with COVID-19. Men smoke more than five times as much as
women. (35% in males compared to 6% in females). Although
this ratio varies in different countries, it is true that men smoke
more in almost all countries (56). These findings can suggest part
of the reason behind the significant higher mortality in males
with COVID-19. Further investigations are needed to understand
this phenomenon.

According to Xiaochen Li et al. male, elder age, leukocytosis,
high LDH level, cardiac injury, hyperglycemia and chronic
corticosteroid use were related to a higher risk of death in
COVID-19. Male group counted for slightly more than half of
all their patients (50.9%), however 56.9% of the severe COVID-
19 cases were males compared to 45.2% females (P = 0.006).
They showed that 19.2% of patients with severe COVID-19 were
smokers (57).

Ruan et al. studied 68 deceased cases and 82 discharged
ones to identify the clinical predictors of COVID-19 mortality,
they found a significant difference among patients with
Cardiovascular diseases (p < 0.001), however, their study didn’t
show any significant difference in sex ratio between the death
group and the discharge group. (P < 0.43) (58).

Obesity is a risk factor for comorbid conditions such as
cardiovascular diseases which are associated with a higher
COVID-19 related deaths. Simonnet et al. showed that invasive
mechanical ventilation was significantly associated with male sex
(p < 0.05) and Body Mass Index (BMI) (p < 0.05), independent
of age, diabetes, and hypertension (59). Previous studies had
shown a low mortality rate in obese and morbid obese patients
presenting with ARDS which is defined as obesity paradox. There
is still more data required to identify whether this paradox is
broken by COVID-19 (60).

According to Zirui Tay et al. there may be alleles on the
location of ACE2 on X-chromosome that confer resistance
to COVID-19. This may explain the lower mortality among
females. Additionally, estrogen and testosterone sex hormones
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can modulate the immune response. Therefore, the disease
severity may vary based on the hormonal immunoregulation
effect (61). In general testosterone have an immunosuppressive
effect and estrogen enhances the immunity. Females are less
susceptible to viral infections (62).

Recent studies have shown that estrogen upregulates ACE2
in human atrial myocardium by modulating the local Renin
angiotensin aldosterone system (RAAS). Apart from ACE2, Toll-
like receptor (TLR) 7 is also encoded on X-chromosome. TLR7
mediates several immune cell responses (63). Berghöfer et al.
showed that in vitro exposure of peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) to TLR7 ligands results in higher production of
interferon-α (IFNα) in cells from females compared to the cells
from males (64).

The mechanisms by which androgens such as testosterone
decrease the immune response has not been fully understood.
Rettew et al. evaluated the acute effect of testosterone through
in vitro treatment of macrophages generated in absence of
androgen. The result was a significant decrease in TLR4
expression and sensitivity to a TLR4-specific ligand. In vivo
removal of testosterone resulted in significantly increased TLR4
cell surface expression and higher sensitivity to endotoxin.
This may indicate an important mechanism of testosterone
immunosuppressive effect (65).

Similar to the sex-based differences in SARAS-CoV2, some
studies related to SARS-CoV infection have shown a higher
mortality and severity of the disease in males. Karlberg
et al. showed a significantly higher case fatality rate in males
compared females infected with SARS-CoV (p < 0.0001) (52).
Channappanavar et al. evaluated the susceptibility to SARS-CoV
infection in male mice compared to the age-matched female
group. Ovariectomy or estrogen receptor antagonist treatment
of female mice showed increased mortality in the SARS-CoV
infected mice indicating a protective effect of estrogen receptor
signaling (66).

Although around 70% of health and social care workforce
worldwide are women and they are in potential exposure to
sick patients, most of the studies have shown a higher overall
mortality among men with COVID-19. More research is needed
to investigate how sex results in different outcomes during the
COVID-19 pandemic (63).

This study has several limitations. Due to the rapidly emerging
COVID-19 situation around the globe and the novelty of
this coronavirus, there is still limited clinical data regarding
diagnostic modalities and effective therapeutic measures. Most
of the clinical findings were from observational studies. Future
clinical trials and animal models are also required to have
conclusive clinical information. More studies outside China
are needed for comprehensive results that reflect COVID-19
epidemiology globally. Due to the lack of accurate reports of the

new cases in different countries, the epidemiologic measures are
also limited. As this pandemic is growing fast, future studies are
needed for the evaluation of epidemiologic and clinical features
of COVID-19.

CONCLUSION

COVID-19 has presented with a significant number ofmortalities
especially among the males around the world. The high rate
of hospitalization and case fatality among hospitalized patients
along with the lack of intensive care facilities necessitated the
identification of the risk factors associated with severe disease
and mortality. Males had a significant higher risk of mortality
compared to females in our study which was higher than the
previous reports from the studies done in China. The reason
behind the gender and sex disparity in COVID-19 mortality is
still unclear. COVID-19 has been an emerging, rapidly evolving
situation. There is still a lot of unknown features of COVID-
19 for the broad scientific community to study and identify
the risk factors and possible causes of a worse outcome among
these patients.

FUTURE DIRECTION

Further studies are essential on the role of sex hormones
on mortality in COVID-19. Moreover, social, lifestyle, and
environmental factors should be investigated to understand
gender difference in COVID-19 mortality. Studying risk factors
associated with mortality can assist us to develop a precise
prognostic tool and to personalize treatment in COVID-19.
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Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which is a betacoronavirus, and is associated with cytokine

storm inflammation and lung injury, leading to respiratory distress. The transmission

of the virus is mediated by human contact. To control and prevent the spread of

this virus, the majority of people worldwide are facing quarantine; patients are being

subjected to non-specific treatments under isolation. To prevent and stop the COVID-19

pandemic, several clinical trials are in the pipeline. The current clinical trials either target

the intracellular replication and spread of the virus or the cytokine storm inflammation

seen in COVID-19 cases during the later stages of the disease. Since both targeting

strategies are different, the window drug administration plays a crucial role in the efficacy

of the treatment. Here, we review the mechanism underlying SARS-CoV-2 cell infection

and potential future therapeutic approaches.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, immune therapy, monoclonal antibody, respiratory distress, cytokine

treatment

INTRODUCTION

The members of the Coronaviridae family cause mild respiratory disease, and infection with these
viruses can be transmitted between humans (1). Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(SARS-CoV) is transmitted from animals to humans, leading to severe respiratory diseases in
individuals (2). SARS was discovered in Guangdong Province, China, in 2002 (3). Chinese bats
serve as the natural reservoir hosts of SARS-CoV-2 (4). The human transmission of SARS-CoV
requires intermediate hosts, such as animal food sources, including pangolin and cats (5). No
specific antivirals or effective vaccines are available to treat or prevent SARS. In 2002 and 2003,
the SARS pandemic was controlled by travel restrictions and patient isolation.

Recently, a new virus strain from the same virus family was discovered in Wuhan, Hubei
Province, China, that causes coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) (6). It has been suggested that
the human transmission of this strain was linked to the Hunan seafood market. The infection
is very contagious and results in the development of the disease and fatalities (7). SARS-CoV-
2 is closely related to SARS-CoV, and COVID-19 has been described as a new lung disease (8).
Infections have also been detected in several countries globally and are linked to international
travel. Elucidating the mechanisms through which the virus gains entry into target cells and how
this process can be inhibited would allow the development of new therapeutics or vaccines to
rapidly curb the ongoing pandemic. A significant number of clinical trials have been started to
explore potential therapeutic strategies for COVID-19 to identify as quickly as possible high-quality
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efficient treatments to stop the ongoing pandemic. Here, we
present a brief overview of the SARS-CoV infection mechanism
and potential strategies to prevent virus entry along with the
effects of infection, such as inflammatory cytokine storms, on
lung injury. We discuss some published data and the mechanism
of the ongoing clinical trials.

MECHANISM OF SARS-COV CELL
INFECTION

Basically, the entry of coronavirus is mediated by the interaction
of cellular receptor proteins and the S1 unit of the viral spike (S)
protein, which, in turn, promotes viral attachment to the target
cell surface. Furthermore, viral attachment requires cellular
proteases to prime the S protein, which entails its cleavage at
the S1/S2 and S2’ sites, resulting in the fusion of the viral
and cellular membranes. It has been shown that the S protein
from SARS interacts with angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) as its receptor and uses the cellular serine protease
TMPRSS2 to prime the S protein (9, 10). Additionally, it has
been demonstrated that the SARS-S/ACE2 interaction favors the
spread of the virus, leading to severe acute respiratory syndrome
(11). ACE and ACE2 have high homology with metalloproteases
that play a role in the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) to
maintain blood pressure homeostasis. The renin protease cleaves
angiotensinogen to generate angiotensin I (Ang I). The two C-
terminal amino acids of Ang I are cleaved by ACE to generate
angiotensin II (Ang II), whereas ACE2 cleaves Ang II. Ang II acts
specifically through Ang II receptor type 1 (AT1R) and Ang II
receptor type 2 (AT2R) (12, 13). ACE also degrades additional
substrates such as bradykinin or apelin (14). ACE2 has been
identified as the key determinant of SARS-CoV transmissibility
(15). The SARS-S and SARS-2-S proteins have 76% amino
acid homology. However, it is not yet clear whether SARS-2-
S and SARS-S use ACE2 and TMPRSS2 for host cell binding.
A recent study demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 uses the same
ACE2 receptor as SARS-CoV to enter the target cell and also
uses the same cellular protease, the serine protease TMPRSS2,
to prime the S protein. The study also suggested a treatment
strategy based on the inhibition of S protein priming by targeting
TMPRSS2 to block entry. Moreover, the study showed that sera
from convalescent SARS patients cross-neutralized the S protein
to block SARS-2 entry (3).

COVID-19 AND CYTOKINE STORM
SYNDROME

The antiviral response is mediated by both innate and acquired
immunity, which recognize pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) and the antigen-specific adaptive immune
response. The viral response is based on the release of
inflammatory mediators (cytokines, chemokines, leukotrienes,
proteases, and reactive oxygen species) and on the clearance
of virus through internalization and killing of the virus. Cell
responses are in many ways controlled by the balance between
antagonistic signals, which may affect the immune response

to pathogens. The resulting balance is of great importance to
prevent damage to tissues through immunopathology and to
ensure the return of activated cells to a resting state. However,
exaggerated and excessive synthesis of cytokines can lead to
an acute, severe systemic inflammatory response known as a
“cytokine storm” and cause severe damage to multiple organs
(16). The cytokine profile of COVID-19 patients with differences
in disease severity has been investigated, and a subset of patients
with severe COVID-19 develop profound inflammation and
multiorgan dysfunction that is consistent with a “cytokine
storm.” Recently, a large panel of cytokines (IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-
2, IL-4, IL-6, and IL-10) and C-reactive protein (CRP) have been
analyzed and compared with serum samples from a control group
and from COVID-19 patients. The values for cytokines and CRP
were significantly higher in patients with COVID-19 than those
in healthy controls. However, using univariate logistic regression
analysis, only two cytokines, IL-6 and IL-10, were found to be
predictive of disease severity, suggesting that a higher level of
cytokine storm is associated with severe disease development.
Improving the understanding of hypercytokinemia (i.e., IL-6
levels from 100 to 5,000 pg/mL) and immune dysregulation
associated with COVID-19 is urgent. Investigations of different
potential therapeutic strategies for COVID-19 cytokine storm
syndrome are ongoing that use corticosteroids, IL-6 blockade and
IL-1 inhibition (17). A series of clinical trials of IL-6 inhibitors
such as tocilizumab, sarilumab and siltuximab are also underway
(see Table 1).

COAGULATION AND FIBRINOLYSIS IN
COVID-19

The host defense against viral infection activates the coagulation
cascade to limit the spread of pathogens. During the first
phase of infection, an adaptive haemostatic response occurs that
is associated with the activation of a systemic inflammatory
response, which is characterized by an increase in inflammatory
activity and thrombin and fibrinogen generation. The increase
in cytokine production during virus infection induces additional
procoagulant effects, such as the expression of tissue factors
that are major initiators of coagulation activation. Moreover,
other factors, such as DAMPs and neutrophil extracellular traps,
may also contribute to the procoagulant profile in COVID-19.
During pulmonary infection, the measurement of coagulation
and fibrinolysis factors in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid has
demonstrated an increase in thrombin generation, an insufficient
balance in physiologic anticoagulation, and the suppression of
fibrinolysis, mediating the pathogenesis of respiratory distress.
Endothelial injury of the pulmonary capillary is also caused by
vascular endothelial damage. SARS-CoV-2 infects endothelial
cells through the ACE2 receptor, and viral spread and rapid
viral replication leads to massive endothelial cell apoptosis
and inhibits the anticoagulant function of the vascular lumen.
Moreover, endothelial dysfunction contributes to procoagulant
changes in COVID-19 (42).

Platelets play a dual role; they contribute to haemostasis but
also to inflammation and the host defense response, especially
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TABLE 1 | Current therapeutic drugs used to treat COVID-19.

Drug Description and mechanism of action References

Inhibitors of the cellular entry of SARS-CoV-2

Chloroquine and

Hydroxychloroquine

(QuensylTM,

PlaquenilTM,

HydroquinTM,

DolquineTM, QuinoricTM )

• Antimalarial; they have been used for decades for the prophylaxis and treatment of malaria and for various

autoimmune diseases

• Inhibit the terminal phosphorylation of ACE2 and elevate the pH in endosomes.

• Chloroquine can inhibit the entry of SARS-CoV-2 and prevent virus-cell fusion by interfering with glycosylation of

the ACE2 receptor and its binding with the spike protein, suggesting that chloroquine treatment might be more

effective in the early stage of infection before COVID-19 reduces ACE2 expression and activity.

• Hydroxychloroquine exhibits an anti-inflammatory effect on Th17-related cytokines (IL-6, IL-17, and IL-22) in

healthy individuals and systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis patients.

(18–21)

Camostat mesylate (FoipanTM) • Developed decades ago for the treatment of oral squamous cell carcinoma, dystrophic epidermolysis, exocrine

pancreatic enzyme inhibition, and chronic pancreatitis

• TMPRSS2 protease activity as a synthetic serine protease inhibitor. In a clinical trial investigating the effects of

camostat mesylate against dyspepsia associated with non-alcoholic mild pancreatic disease, 95 patients

received 200mg camostat mesylate three times daily for 2 weeks and showed only mild side effects and no

severe adverse effects.

(22–24)

Nafamostat mesylate (BuipelTM) • Approved in Japan for the treatment of acute pancreatitis, disseminated intravascular coagulation and for

anticoagulation in extracorporeal circulation

• TMPRSS2 protease activity: clinically proven as a synthetic serine protease inhibitor. Nafamostat mesylate has

been shown to inhibit MERS-CoV S protein-mediated viral membrane fusion with TMPRSS2-expressing lung

Calu-3 host cells by inhibiting TMPRSS2 protease activity. It may also inhibit the cellular entry of SARS-CoV-2.

In cell culture experiments with simian Vero E6 cells infected with SARS-CoV-2, Nafamostat mesylate was

shown to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infection at an EC50 of 22.50µM.

(19, 25, 26)

Monoclonal antibodies targeting SARS-CoV entry

80R, F26G19, m396, CR3014,

CR3022, F26G18, m396, 201,

S230

• Binds to the conformational epitope on the S1 fragment of SARS-CoV or to the amino acid residues with high

affinity on the S1 fragment of SARS-CoV.

• Blocks the interaction of the S1 subunit protein with the cellular receptor ACE2

(27–32)

Inhibitors of the replication, membrane fusion, and assembly of SARS-CoV-2

Remdesivir • A novel small-molecule adenine nucleotide analog antiviral drug synthesized and developed by Gilead Sciences

in 2017 that has shown efficacy against Ebola virus in rhesus monkeys. It displays antiviral activity against other

single-stranded RNA viruses, including filoviruses, pneumoviruses, paramyxoviruses, and the coronaviruses

MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV.

• It results in the delayed chain cessation of nascent viral RNA. It potently blocks SARS-CoV-2 infection at a low

range of micromolar concentrations and has a high selectivity index with an EC50 of 0.77µM and a CC50 >

100µM. It acts early in infection and is metabolized into its active form GS-441524, which is an adenine

nucleotide analog that interferes with the activity of viral RNA polymerase and that promotes the evasion of

proofreading by viral exoribonuclease, leading to the inhibition of viral RNA synthesis.

(19, 33, 34)

Lopinavir/ritonavir (KaletraTM ) • Lopinavir was developed in 1998 to circumvent HIV resistance toward the protease inhibitor ritonavir. The

combination of lopinavir and ritonavir was first established as an effective oral drug for the treatment of

HIV-infected individuals when used in combination with other antiretroviral agents.

• Lopinavir-ritonavir administration significantly decreased coronavirus titres, and low or no coronavirus titres were

observed in the follow-up study. Another study investigated lopinavir in patients with COVID-19 receiving either

lopinavir-ritonavir 400 mg/100mg orally twice daily plus the standard of care or the standard of care alone.

(35)

Umifenovir (ArbidolTM ) • A small indole-derivate molecule licensed for oral prophylaxis and treatment of infections with influenza A and B

viruses and other respiratory viruses that has been demonstrated to inhibit in vitro infection with globally

prevalent pathogenic viruses, including the hepatitis C virus, hepatitis B virus, Ebola virus, Lassa virus, human

herpesvirus, poliovirus, and vesicular stomatitis virus.

• Prevents viral host cell entry by inhibiting membrane fusion of the viral envelope and the host cell cytoplasmic

membrane via inhibition of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, thereby preventing virus infection.

(36)

Favipiravir (AviganTM) • An oral pyrazinecarboxamide derivative and guanine analog.

• Selectively and potently inhibits the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) of RNA viruses (influenza A virus,

flavi-, alpha-, filo-, bunya-, arena-, and noroviruses as well as West Nile virus, yellow fever virus,

foot-and-mouth-disease virus, Ebola virus and Lassa virus) and induces lethal RNA transversion mutations,

thereby producing a nonviable virus phenotype. A study showed favipiravir has efficacy in Vero E6 cells infected

with SARS-CoV-2 with an EC50 of 61.88µM and a CC50 over 400µM.

(19)

Anti-cytokines and chemokines

Tocilizumab

Sarilumab

Siltuximab

• Anti-IL-6 receptor is a human immunoglobulin G1 monoclonal antibody (mAb) that binds specifically to both

soluble and membrane-bound interleukin-6 receptors (IL-6Rs)

• Blocks the interaction between the cytokine and its receptor, avoiding the amplification of inflammation

associated with lung injury that leads to respiratory distress.

(37, 38).

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Drug Description and mechanism of action References

Supporting agents

Azithromycin • An antibiotic that can be used for different types of bacterial infections, such as respiratory and skin infections

and sexually transmitted diseases. It has been proven to be active against the Zika and Ebola viruses and to

prevent severe respiratory tract infections when used to treat patients suffering from viral infection. It has been

used as an adjunctive therapy to provide antibacterial coverage and exerts potential immunomodulatory and

anti-inflammatory effects in the treatment of some viral respiratory tract infections (e.g., influenza).

• Prevents the growth of bacteria by interfering with bacterial protein synthesis. It binds to the 50S subunit of the

bacterial ribosome, thus inhibiting the translation of mRNA. In COVID-19 patients, Gautret et al. reported 100%

viral clearance based on nasopharyngeal swabs in six patients who were co-treated with hydroxychloroquine

and azithromycin. However, Molina et al. reported findings that contrasted with those reported by Gautret.

Based on those results, the data presented to date are insufficient to evaluate the possible clinical benefits of

azithromycin in patients with COVID-19

(39, 40)

Corticosteroids • A potent anti-inflammatory and anti-fibrotic drug.

• Low doses of methylprednisolone prevent extended cytokine release and may accelerate the resolution of

pulmonary and systemic inflammation in pneumonia. Recently, many medical researchers have stated that

corticosteroids may improve the dysregulated immune response caused by sepsis (a possible complication of

infection with COVID-19) and increase the blood pressure when it is low. In a retrospective cohort study, 201

patients with confirmed COVID-19 who developed ARDS were treated with methylprednisolone (1–2 mg/kg

daily via IV for 5–7 days), and the results showed that treatment with methylprednisolone may be beneficial for

patients who develop ARDS in terms of the reduction of the risk of death.

(41)

during lung infection. Recently, many cases of thrombocytopenia
have been observed in COVID-19 patients, and the baseline
platelet levels and changes were associated with subsequent
mortality. However, the mechanism of SARS-CoV-2 involved in
thrombocytopenia is not yet clear (43). One of the possibilities
is that lung tissue injury could cause platelet activation and
aggregation, and thrombi formation at the site of the injury
may lead to the consumption of platelets and megakaryocytes.
In addition, SARS-CoV-2 induces increases in D-dimer and
fibrinogen and further increases the consumption of platelets in
damaged lungs.

POTENTIAL THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES

Monoclonal Antibodies Targeting
SARS-CoV Entry
The spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 play a major role in the
interaction between the virus and the ACE2 receptor expressed
by the host cell. The binding of the spike protein to ACE2 leads
to membrane fusion and the initiation of the viral life cycle.
To inhibit SARS-CoV-2 binding to ACE2, several neutralizing
monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) targeting the spike protein of
SARS-CoV-2 have been developed. Among them, the 80R MAb
binds to the S1 fragment of SARS-CoV at the conformational
epitope (amino acid residues 426–492) and blocks the binding
of the viral S1 subunit to the ACE2 receptor, thereby preventing
the entry and spread of the virus (44). These findings have been
demonstrated by in vitro and in vivo studies (27, 45). Other
MAbs targeting different epitopes of the S1 subunit have also
been developed and tested by in vitro and in vivo studies, such
as CR3022, F26G18, F26G19, m396, 1A9, and CR3014 (27–32).

A recent study suggested the involvement of similar
mechanisms of host entry in infection with SARS-CoV-2, and
consequently, different studies are currently investigating single

MAbs or combinations of different MAbs. Such antibodies
recognize different epitopes on the SARS-CoV-2 surface, which
should be assessed first by in vitro and in vivo (mouse) approaches
prior to different clinical trials. However, several neutralizing
MAbs also bind to IgG Fc receptors (FcγR). The antibody/FcγR
interaction might lead to virus entry that could infect other cells
expressing this receptor independently of the ACE2-specific virus
receptor. Recently, it has been demonstrated that FcγRIIA plays
a major role in viral entry via antibody-dependent enhancement
(ADE) using in vitro strategies (46). However, the signaling
pathway associated with the MAbs/virus/receptor interaction is
not yet clear. ADE viral entry in the presence of neutralizing
MAbs has been demonstrated for many viruses, especially for
those expressing the coronavirus spike protein. Understanding
the effect of this interaction on the activation of human cells
expressing the Fc receptor and viral proliferation may help to
establish new vaccination strategies in the future.

Treatment of Inflammatory Cytokine Storm
MAbs Against the IL-6 Receptor
To explore the pathophysiological mechanisms and development
of novel therapeutic approaches for sepsis, a recent study
using caecal ligation and puncture (CLP) was performed in a
septic mouse model. The mouse models demonstrated classical
inflammatory symptoms associated with an increase in soluble
triggering receptors expressed on immune cells, including
interleukin (IL)-6, IL-10, TNF-α, macrophage inflammatory
protein (MIP)-1α, MIP-1β, andMIP-2. These results were similar
to those found in human patients with sepsis (47). IL-6 plays
an important role in host defense during infections. However,
exacerbation of IL-6 production favors acute severe systemic
inflammation, which is named ’cytokine storm’ (48). During
the COVID-19 pandemic, a recent study explored the levels
of cytokines, including IL-6, and the T cell frequency in three
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groups of individuals: healthy individuals and patients with
moderate and severe COVID-19 cases. The moderate cases
presented an increase in IL-6 and a decrease in the total T
lymphocyte frequency. However, the severe COVID-19 cases
showed an increase in IL-6, IL-2R, IL-10, and TNFα secretion
associated with a severe decrease in T cells, particularly CD4+
T cells (49). These results suggest that IL-6 plays a key role in
the amplification of inflammation associated with lung injury,
leading to respiratory distress (37, 38). Moreover, this antibody
has been used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and was
approved by the FDA 10 years ago, and the side effects have been
extensively studied (50). Taken together, these findings suggest
that IL-6 or its receptor present a potent target of interest for
the treatment of COVID-19-associated acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS). In this context, treatment of one case of
COVID-19 associated with respiratory failure with an anti-
interleukin-6 receptor inhibitor named tocilizumab resulted in
favorable recovery (51). To explore whether tocilizumab can
be used as a treatment for COVID-19, clinical trials with a
large number of patients with the correct groups should be
conducted robustly to prevent mortality. However, the optimal
disease stage for the administration of tocilizumab must be
defined carefully. Since it has been shown that IL-6 can either
suppress or facilitate viral replication (52), one crucial issue to
address will be the optimal timing of anti-IL6 administration.
If it occurs too early, the drugs may affect viral clearance. If
it occurs too late, the drugs may not be effective. The optimal
timing of the administration of anti-IL-6 must be assessed
in trials. Several randomized controlled trials of tocilizumab,
sarilumab and siltuximab, either alone or in combination, are
now being proposed in patients with severe COVID-19 and
are underway mainly in China, Western Europe, USA, Russia,
Malaysia, and Australia (53).Moreover, different clinical trials are
under way to evaluate the safety and efficacy of IL-6 inhibitors
with various protocols and comparators. The identifiers of the
clinical trials are NCT04332913, NCT04335071, NCT04317092,
NCT04324073, NCT04320615, NCT04306705, NCT04315298,
NCT04315480, NCT04321993, NCT04348500, NCT04329650,
NCT04330638, NCT04345289, NCT04327388, NCT04341870,
and NCT04322773 (ClinicalTrials.gov).

MAbs Against Chemokine Receptors
Several clinical trials are also ongoing to examine the effect of
blocking other proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNF (54)
and granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM–
CSF), with the clinical trial identifier NCT04341116. The aim
of this study is to interfere with cytokine signaling, leading to
decreased hyperinflammation in patients with severe COVID-
19. Indeed, the most highly pathological macrophages are
derived from the circulating monocytes infiltrating the lung.
Moreover, CCR2 plays a central role in the recruitment and
accumulation of monocytes in inflamed tissues (55). Altogether,
these results suggest that CCR2 blockade could potentially help to
reduce the accumulation of pathological monocytes in inflamed
tissues. A new clinical trial (NCT04343651) targeting CCR5,
another chemokine receptor that regulates monocyte and T cell

recruitment, is ongoing in patients with COVID-19 with mild-
to-moderate symptoms of respiratory illness.

Chloroquine
Chloroquine (CQ) or hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) (a more
soluble and less toxic metabolite of CQ) are antimalarial products
that have been tested in humans (56). CQ and HCQ are also used
in the treatment of several autoimmune diseases, such as systemic
lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis. Additionally, CQ
inhibits autophagy, favoring the apoptosis of cancer cells (57).

Promising studies have demonstrated that the CQ/HCQ
compounds have the ability to inhibit certain coronaviruses,
such as SARS-CoV-1 (58). Additional in vitro studies have
shown that CQ and HCQ have antiviral activity against SARS-
CoV-2, with more side effects being observed for CQ than
for HCQ (58). In contrast, others have demonstrated that
HCQ has greater antiviral activity than CQ during SARS-CoV-
2 infection (18). Basically, CQ or HCQ exert their effects on
eukaryotic cells by increasing the vacuolar pH of organelles such
as endosomes and lysosomes. The increase in pH neutralizes
the acidic lysosomal pH, decreasing autophagosome-lysosome
fusion and autophagic degradation (59, 60). Autophagosome-
lysosome fusion is essential for virus/cell fusion and immune-
modulating activity (61). CQ and HCQ can also modify the
glycosylation of ACE2, which binds to the spike protein S
of SARS-CoV. This may interfere with the virus-receptor
interaction (19). Additionally, an in vitro approach demonstrated
that CQ inhibits COVID-19 virus infection (62). Some studies
have indicated that HCQ also reduces the levels of some
proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, IL-18, and TNF-α (63).
Indeed, CQ and HCQ inhibit endosomal TLRs and have anti-
inflammatory effects by inhibiting prostaglandin synthesis or
lipid peroxidation (64).

Hence, it was suggested that CQ and HCQ represent a
potential new drug treatment for COVID-19. However, there are
some limitations in performing clinical trials in patients owing to
the restrictions on research studies using cell culture or animals
and side effects, such as cardiotoxicity and liver cytotoxicity,
due to the half-life of these compounds of ∼3.1 days (65).
However, the risk of toxicity in patients treated for 10 years
with HCQ for systemic lupus erythematosus was shown to be
approximately 7.5% and to be higher in patients treated for longer
periods (66). In COVID-19-associated acute infection, CQ and
HCQ are used for a very short time (∼5 days). Nevertheless,
acute adverse events, such as hypersensitivity and gastrointestinal
intolerance, require attention, especially in critically ill patients
who may develop similar clinical manifestations due to COVID-
19. Additionally, CQ and HCQ can be safely used during
pregnancy (67). Recently, a clinical trial with a small sample
size showed that HCQ treatment is associated with a decrease
in viral load in COVID-19 patients, and the effect is reinforced
by azithromycin (39). Because of the low number of patients
and the lack of some group controls during this recent study,
new national and international clinical trials are being conducted
to confirm the authenticity of these findings. A current clinical
trial of CQ and HCQ therapy in the treatment of COVID-19
in Europe may reveal new possibilities for antiviral therapy for
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COVID-19 to stop the pandemic. Although the antiviral activity
of hydroxychloroquine remains uncertain, there have been
several controversies regarding the clinical benefits of this drug
in patients with COVID-19. Recently, a new publication showed
the beneficial effects of hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine when
used alone or with a macrolide on in-hospital outcomes for
COVID-19. Each of the drug regimens was associated with a
decrease in in-hospital survival and an increased frequency of
ventricular arrhythmias when used for the treatment of COVID-
19. However, this study was retracted from the Lancet journal
(https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(20)31174-0). In contrast,
an approved study by the Ethics Committee of Shanghai
Public Health Clinical Center under the number NCT04261517
demonstrated that the prognosis of COVID-19 patients with
moderate cases is good. However, a large sample size study is
needed to investigate the effects of HCQ in the treatment of
COVID-19 (68). A new study is ongoing and can be found
on ClinicalTrials.gov under the identifier NCT04303507 with
the official title “Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine Prevention
of Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19).” This study is a double-
blinded, randomized, and placebo-controlled trial that will be
conducted in a healthcare setting. A total of 40,000 participants
will be recruited, and the investigators predict an average of 400–
800 participants per site at 50–100 sites. However, the estimated
completion date is April 2021.

Anticoagulant Treatments
Since recent findings revealed that most COVID-19 patients
with severe cases admitted to the intensive care unit for
respiratory failure present predominantly with hypercoagulation,
anticoagulant drugs could a potentially prevent a state that
could lead to arterial and venous thromboembolic complications
(69). Antithrombin and activated protein C for the treatment
of classical acute respiratory distress syndrome can be used as
anticoagulants for inflammatory thrombus prevention. Platelets
may be involved in systemic and local thrombotic responses.
Antiplatelet therapies may present a new therapeutic approach.
This is a known phenomenon in acute coronary syndromes,
where anticoagulant therapy along with antiplatelet therapy
decreases arterial thrombosis, but it is associated with an increase
in bleeding risk (42).

Therapies Targeting Viral Replication
Remdesivir is an antiviral molecule with a chemical formula
of C27H35N6O8P. Remdesivir prevents viral replication by
inhibiting viral DNA polymerase. Its antiviral activity has been
demonstrated against Ebola virus in multiple human cell types,
including primary macrophages and human endothelial cells,
with low half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) values
of 0.06–0.14µM (33). It has also been shown that remdesivir
inhibits SARS-CoV in primary human airway epithelial cell
cultures, which are a biologically relevant in vitro model of
pulmonary infection (70). Moreover, remdesivir has exhibited
antiviral activity against the Marburg virus (33). SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 present 82% RNA sequence homology, and
their RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) sequences share
96% sequence similarity. Therefore, drugs targeting the viral

RdRp proteins of SARS-CoV are also suspected to be effective
against SARS-CoV-2. According to the in vitro antiviral activity
of remdesivir, the in vivo tests showed the suppression of Ebola
virus replication and the protection of all infected animals against
lethal infection (33). In addition, remdesivir decreased the viral
load in the lungs and preserved the pulmonary function of mice
during SARS-CoV infection (70). These findings suggest that
remdesivir can be used as a potential new therapeutic approach
for human infections caused by coronaviruses, including SARS-
CoV-2. In fact, the first case of COVID-19 in Washington, USA,
was treated with intravenous remdesivir. During the treatment,
no obvious adverse effects were observed (71). However, we
cannot comment yet on the efficiency of the treatment effect of
remdesivir during the COVID-19 outbreak.

There are four clinical trials currently enrolling patients in the
United States. Moreover, two clinical trials in China have been
registered on ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT04257656 for severe disease
and NCT04252664 for mild-to-moderate disease (72). Recently,
Yeming et al. published the results of the NCT04257656 clinical
trial, which showed no clear outcome because of the death or
discharge of patients (73). Moreover, in another clinical trial, the
benefit in terms of the time to clinical improvement was not
statistically significant (21 vs. 23 days), even though the study was
underpowered (74). There are limited safety data for remdesivir,
which should be obtained in further studies.

Therapies Targeting Viral Transcription
Ribavirin is a broad-spectrum nucleoside antiviral drug that is
phosphorylated in virus-infected cells. Basically, the entry of the
product into virus-infected cells leads to its phosphorylation.
This product acts as a competitive inhibitor of the viral
synthetase, interfering with early viral transcription events
and thereby hindering the synthesis of ribonucleoproteins and
subsequent viral spread. Several controversial in vitro studies
investigating ribavirin have been conducted. While a few of them
have demonstrated that ribavirin has an antiviral effect on SARS,
others have revealed no evidence of its antiviral role (75, 76).
Additionally, a clinical trial reported no significant antiviral
effects on SARS-infected patients (77). In fact, the same study
reported side effects, such as haemolytic anemia, resulting from
the clinical administration of ribavirin (77). During the COVID-
19 pandemic, ribavirin combined with interferon was used based
on the Chinese treatment guidelines.

BCG Vaccine
The Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine against
tuberculosis has been demonstrated to reduce mortality
during other infections. The protective mechanism involved
in tuberculosis infection has been explored in vivo. It was
demonstrated that BCG vaccination increased IFN-γ production
by CD4+ cells (78). T cells play a crucial role in viral infections;
CD4T cells provide B cell help for antibody production and
control the response of other immune cell subsets, whereas
CD8T cells kill infected cells to reduce the viral burden. To
better understand the role of T cell responses in SARS-CoV-2
infection, some studies are beginning to be conducted. During
SARS-CoV-1 infection, the occurrence of lymphopenia with
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drastically reduced numbers of both CD4 and CD8T cells in
moderate and severe COVID-19 cases has been described in
several current reports (79). Th1 and Th17 cells play a crucial
role in the induction of CD4+ and CD8+ memory cells that are
involved in the control of the immune system response during
non-mycobacterial secondary infections. Interestingly, BCG
vaccination continued to increase Th1 and Th17 responses at
least 1 year after vaccination in healthy subjects (80). COVID-19
infection severity is associated with a sharp decrease in the
frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ cells and the expression of INF-γ
on the surface of CD4+ cells (78). The nonspecific effects of the
BCG vaccine present a potential therapeutic method to increase
memory responses and enhance the immune system during viral
infections that might aid in combating the COVID-19 pandemic.

DISCUSSION

Improved understanding of the viral entry mechanisms and
the inflammatory response generated during infection would
allow the development of appropriate therapeutic strategies
to manage patients with COVID-19. The different therapeutic
strategies (Table 1) discussed in this review are encouraging
and have been proposed to treat or prevent the spread of
COVID-19. In addition, most of the described compounds are
readily available, and they are known to result in a minor
risk of adverse events. Several clinical trials are in process to
validate the results. However, these strategies are not without
risks, and special attention to factors such as age, sex, and
associations with other chronic diseases must be considered
during patient selection. Non-specific proinflammatory cytokine
targeting during COVID-19 treatment using corticoids, e.g.,
may favor viral spread. However, targeting specific individual
cytokines does not increase viral infection and prevents cytokine
storm inflammation-mediated tissue injury, notably in the lung.

Since observations have indicated that there are two stages of
disease, the first of which is characterized by virus spread and the
second by the hyperproinflammatory response responsible for
respiratory distress, the timing of the initiation of therapy needs
to be carefully defined.

In this review, we also mentioned that virus-neutralizing
MAbs represent a therapeutic method with a high potential to
prevent viral spread. However, the use of immunoglobulin class G
(IgG) MAbs may contribute to an ADE mechanism favoring the
spread of the virus during treatment. In parallel, these antibodies
can also induce anaphylactic shock that is mediated by the FcγR
receptor; FcγRIIA is expressed by neutrophils and platelets, in
particular (81). These side effects remain poorly studied. The
development of IgG4 or F(ab)′2 antibodies to neutralize the virus
or to target proinflammatory antibodies that cannot interact with
FcγR may prevent this risk.

Finally, the treatment duration should be well-defined in
terms of the half-life of molecules to prevent liver toxicity and
the immunosuppressive effect.

Thus, the use of monotherapy or combinatorial therapeutic
strategies during different stages of COVID-19 infection
represent a potential therapeutic strategy to stop the
ongoing pandemic.
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There is an urgent need for effective countermeasures against the current emergence

and accelerating expansion of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Induction of herd immunity by

mass vaccination has been a very successful strategy for preventing the spread of many

infectious diseases, hence protecting the most vulnerable population groups unable

to develop immunity, for example individuals with immunodeficiencies or a weakened

immune system due to underlying medical or debilitating conditions. Therefore,

vaccination represents one of the most promising counter-pandemic measures to

COVID-19. However, to date, no licensed vaccine exists, neither for SARS-CoV-2 nor

for the closely related SARS-CoV or Middle East respiratory syndrome-CoV. In addition,

a few vaccine candidates have only recently entered human clinical trials, which hampers

the progress in tackling COVID-19 infection. Here, we discuss potential prophylactic

interventions for SARS-CoV-2 with a focus on the challenges existing for vaccine

development, and we review pre-clinical progress and ongoing human clinical trials of

COVID-19 vaccine candidates. Although COVID-19 vaccine development is currently

accelerated via so-called fast-track programs, vaccines may not be timely available to

have an impact on the first wave of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless,

COVID-19 vaccines will be essential in the future for reducing morbidity and mortality

and inducing herd immunity, if SARS-CoV-2 becomes established in the population like

for example influenza virus.

Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, vaccine, immunopathology, immune response, animal models,

herd immunity

INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), emerged in December 2019 in Wuhan, China, and rapidly spread
globally due to high transmissibility and pathogenicity (1, 2). According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), the disease has infected more than 9.0 million people across 216 countries
and territories as of June 23rd 2020, with evidence of ongoing local transmission (3). In most cases,
the symptoms of COVID-19 are mild and include fever, cough, and shortness of breath. However,
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in certain cases, the disease develops into severe pneumonia
and multiple organ failure, primarily in elderly and patients
with other underlying diseases or conditions, and it has a
mortality rate of ∼3.7% (4). On January 30th 2020, WHO
declared COVID-19, a public health emergency of international
concern. At present, the understanding of the pathogenesis of
and immunity against COVID-19 is incomplete, and there is
no approved therapy or prophylaxis against the disease. Hence,
there is an urgent need to develop both new therapeutics
and prophylactics to contain SARS-CoV-2, given the pandemic
spread and the associated enormous global humanitarian and
economic losses.

Vaccines represent one of the most successful and cost-
effective health interventions in human history (5). According
to the WHO, global vaccination programs save up to 2–3
million lives each year by priming the immune system to protect
the host against potential pathogens, who would otherwise
significantly challenge global health and economy (6). Besides
providing individual protection, vaccination programs also aim
for so-called population or herd immunity, i.e., immunization
of a large proportion of the population to protect the non-
vaccinated, immunologically naïve, and immunocompromised
individuals by reducing the percentage of vulnerable hosts to
a level below the transmission threshold (7). For example,
a global immunization coverage of more than 80% against
smallpox virus has reduced the transmission rates to uninfected
individuals to such low levels that the virus has been
eradicated (6). For measles, 91–94% of a population must
be vaccinated to achieve herd immunity and prevent new
measles outbreaks (8). Likewise, a threshold of 80–85% is
now the target for global eradication of poliovirus (6). These
examples illustrate well that the threshold for vaccination-
induced herd immunity is pathogen specific. A threshold
value of ∼67% is estimated to be sufficient for achieving
herd immunity against SARS-CoV-2, assuming that the basic
reproductive number (R0) of the virus is three, i.e., one infected
individual infects three new individuals (9). Based on this
estimate, ∼5.3 billion vaccine doses are required for a single-
dose vaccine, or possibly 12–16 billion in case of a multi-dose
vaccine. Therefore, it is clear that inducing herd immunity
by mass vaccination would be an incredibly powerful tool
to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, but it also represent a
massive challenge.

The urgent need for safe and efficacious vaccines against
COVID-19 has accelerated the development of a number of
vaccine candidates, of which a few have already progressed
into phase I/II clinical testing. Globally, academic partners are
collaborating with vaccine manufacturers to exploit a number
of different novel and established vaccine development and
manufacturing platforms in the design of COVID-19 vaccines
at an unprecedented pace. Here, we review these global
efforts with focus on the vaccine candidates in preclinical
and clinical development. We also describe the characteristics
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and the immunopathology of
the infection, and discuss the host immune response and
animal models.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SARS-COV-2

Genome and Virion
Coronaviruses (CoVs) constitute a genus in the Coronaviridae
family, which are pleomorphic enveloped viruses (10). The
Coronaviridae are classified into four subgroups, including (i)
alpha (α), (ii) beta (β), (iii) gamma (γ), and (iv) delta (δ)
coronaviruses. The former two subtypes usually infect mammals,
whereas the latter two subtypes predominantly infect birds. The
novel SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the β subgroup, along with
SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS)-CoV
(11, 12). All CoVs are enveloped, positive single-stranded RNA
viruses, and they have relatively large RNA genomes ranging
from 26 to 32 kilobases (kb) (12). The genome of SARS-CoV-
2 contains a 5′ cap structure and a 3′ poly(A) tail, allowing
it to serve as messenger RNA (mRNA) for translation of the
replicase polyproteins (Figure 1A). The open reading frames
(ORFs) 1a/b occupy two-thirds of the genome (∼20 kb) and
encode the replicase polyproteins. The replicase polyproteins
include the 1–16 non-structural proteins (nsps1-16), which are
responsible for (i) viral replication, (ii) RNA-dependent RNA-
polymerase activity, (iii) helicase activity, and (iv) assembly of
virus replication structures (11). The majority of the remaining
one-third of the genome encodes structural and accessory
proteins (11–13). Coronaviruses contain four major structural
proteins, i.e., the spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M),
and nucleocapsid (N) proteins (Figure 1B). The 5′ end of the
genome contains a leader sequence and an untranslated region
(UTR), including structures required for RNA replication and
transcription. The 3′ UTR also encodes RNA structures required
for replication and synthesis of viral RNA. The genomic sequence
of CoV is 5′-leader-UTR-replicase-S-E-M-N-3′-UTR-poly(A) tail
with accessory genes interspersed between the structural proteins
at the 3’ end of the genome (13). Interestingly, the accessory
genes encoding the ORF3b, ORF6, and N proteins are interferon
(IFN) antagonists, which act on the type I IFN pathway, either by
inhibiting transcription or by acting on effector mechanisms, and
they modulate the host innate immune response (14, 15). Like
other coronaviruses, SARS-CoV-2 virions are spherical in shape
with a diameter of 65–125 nm (16), and the most prominent
features include the spikes projections emanating from the
surface of the virions. These spike projections give the virus the
resemblance of a crown, hence the name coronavirus (12, 17).
The S protein represents the key on the virion, which binds by
locking into its receptor on a host cell. The N proteins hold the
RNA genome, and together, the S, E, and M proteins constitute
the viral envelope (18).

It is crucial to investigate the impact of mutations in the major

antigenic proteins of SARS-CoV-2 when developing vaccines

and vaccination strategies against SARS-CoV-2. The S protein
is the most commonly used SARS-CoV-2 virus protein for

vaccine development (19). Recently, 149 mutation sites have

been identified across the genome from 103 sequenced strains

of SARS-CoV-2 (20), indicating that there is a high mutation
rate within these strains. SARS-CoV-2 strains in this study had
evolved into two different subtypes (L, which is a more aggressive
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FIGURE 1 | The genome, virion, and replication of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). (A) Schematic diagram of the SARS-CoV-2

genome. Approximately two-thirds of the positive single stranded RNA genome encodes a large polyprotein (ORF1a/b; nude). The last third of the genome proximal to

the 3′-end encodes four structural proteins, i.e., the spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins (red, orange, green, and blue, respectively).

The colors of the structural proteins are consistent in this figure. (B) Schematic diagram of the SARS-CoV-2 virion. The virion displays a nucleocapsid composed of

genomic RNA (+ssRNA) and N protein, which is enclosed inside the virus envelope consisting of S, E, and M proteins. (C) Schematic overview of the life cycle of

SARS-CoV-2 in host cells. The life cycle is initiated upon binding of the S protein to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on host cells, e.g., epithelial cells in the

alveoli. After receptor binding, a conformational change in the S protein facilitates viral endocytosis and envelope fusion with the cell membrane. Subsequently, viral

genomic RNA is released into the host cell, and viral +ssRNA is translated into viral polymerase encoded by the genome, which initiates replication of +ssRNA to

–ssRNA and further produces a series of genomic and subgenomic mRNAs. These are translated into viral proteins, which are subsequently assembled with genomic

RNA into virions in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) to form mature virions that are trafficked via Golgi vesicles out

of the cell by exocytosis. Created with Biorender.com.

type and S, which represents a less aggressive type) with great
differences in geographical distribution, transmission ability, and
severity of disease (20). Hence, these differences also complicate
vaccine design (20). In another study, of the 144 sequences of
global SARS-CoV-2 strains, two subtypes SARS-CoV-2a (China
strains) and SARS-CoV-2b (USA strains) were identified, which

differ only by a novel synonymous mutation of position D614G
in the S protein and display different antigenicity (21). Domains
containing this mutation point have been confirmed to represent
B-cell epitopes (21). Further, it has been reported that the
antigenic indexes were reduced more for SARS-CoV-2b than
for SARS-CoV-2a (21). These results indicate that different
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subtypes may display different antigenicity and that vaccine
development may benefit from a strategy focused on targeting
multiple subunits of the virus (21).

Viral Replication
SARS-CoV receptor recognition and attachment is initiated via
interactions between the S protein and the human angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) expressed by cells in (i) vascular
endothelia, (ii) renal and cardiovascular tissue, (iii) epithelia of
the airways, small intestine, and testes, and (iv) lung parenchyma
[(11, 13); Figure 1C]. The S protein of SARS-CoV-2 has been
shown to engage with a comparable affinity with human ACE2 as
the SARS-CoV S protein (16). Due to the genomic resemblance
between the novel SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-
2 is expected to display a pathogenesis, which is similar to
that of SARS-CoV. ACE2 is suggested to play a protective role
in inflamed lung tissue, and the binding of the SARS-CoV S
protein to ACE2 is assumed to contribute to disease severity (11).
Following receptor binding and attachment, SARS-CoV-2 gains
access to the host cell cytosol. This is accomplished by cleavage
of the S protein by cathepsin, transmembrane protease serine
2 (TMPRRS2) or another protease, followed by fusion of the
viral and cellular membranes (12, 13). The S protein of SARS-
CoV-2 has been shown to contain a furin cleavage site between
the two polypeptides referred to as the S1 and S2 subunits,
which is not present in the S protein of SARS-CoV (16). An
additional cleavage of the S2’ subunits is important for separating
the receptor-binding domain (RBD) and the fusion domains,
and for exposing the fusion peptide (13, 16). Subsequently,
the fusion peptide is inserted into the membrane, followed by
the formation of an antiparallel six-helix bundle, which allows
mixing of cellular and viral membranes, eventually resulting in
fusion and release of the viral genome into the cytosol (13).
The next step for SARS-CoV replication is translation of the
replicase gene from the virion genomic RNA. The replicase
gene encodes two large ORFs, i.e., rep1a and rep1b, which code
for the co-terminal polyproteins pp1a and pp1b, respectively
(13). These polyproteins are subsequently cleaved into nsps1-
16, which assemble into the replicase-transcriptase complex,
where RNA synthesis takes place. Ultimately, nsps1-16 facilitate
RNA replication and transcription of the sub-genomic RNAs
(11, 13). Viral RNA synthesis follows the translation and assembly
of viral replicase complexes. Both genomic and subgenomic
RNAs are produced by viral RNA synthesis through negative-
strand intermediates (12, 13). Subgenomic RNAs serve as
mRNAs for the structural and accessory genes. After replication
and subgenomic RNA synthesis, the structural proteins S,
E, and M are translated and inserted into the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) (12). Here, they are transported into the ER-
Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), where viral genomes
become encapsulated by the N protein, resulting in the formation
of mature virions (13). The virions are subsequently transported
in vesicles to the cell surface and released through exocytosis,
thereby contributing to the generation of new virions able to
infect host cells and promote human-to-human transmission
(11, 12).

COVID-19 DISEASE

Transmission
According to the WHO, SARS-CoV-2 has killed more than
469,159 and infected over 8,974,795 individuals globally by June
23rd 2020. Hence, SARS-CoV-2 has a higher transmission rate
compared to SARS-CoV in 2002–2003, which infected 8,098 and
killedmore than 700 individuals. This may be the result of genetic
recombination in the RBD of the S protein, thus enhancing
the transmission ability of SARS-CoV-2 (12). For preventive
strategies against SARS-CoV-2, it is important to determine the
source of origin and transmission of the virus. The outbreak
arose at the Huanan Seafood market in the city ofWuhan, China,
and SARS-CoV-2 rapidly infected more than 50 individuals. At
this market, which is now closed, live animals were frequently
sold, e.g., bats, birds, frogs, rabbits, and snakes. Genomic analyses
revealed similarities between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-like bat
viruses, hence bats are suspected to be reservoirs for SARS-
CoV-2 (1). In another study, the origin of SARS-CoV-2 has
been associated with Pangolin-CoV, because Pangolin-CoV was
found to be 91.02 and 90.55% identical to SARS-CoV-2 and Bat-
CoV, respectively (22). Close contact with these infected animal
reservoirs is the major cause of animal-to-human SARS-CoV-2
transmission (23), which eventually leads to a rapid human-to-
human transmission (12, 24). Respiratory droplets and contact
transmission are considered as the main transmission routes for
human-to-human transmission, and aerosol spread is suspected
to be another important transmission route (18). The stability
of SARS-CoV-2 on various surfaces has been investigated,
indicating that aerosol and fomite transmission of SARS-CoV-
2 is plausible, because the virus remains viable and infectious
in aerosols for several hours and even up to days on surfaces
(25). Pharyngeal virus shedding and active virus replication in
the upper respiratory tract has been confirmed (26). Together,
these findings stress the importance of good hand hygiene and the
use of surgical masks as mitigation strategies against respiratory
droplets to prevent SARS-CoV-2 transmission (27). Reports also
indicate that SARS-CoV-2 may follow alternative transmission
routes (28, 29). Studies have shown a prolonged presence of
SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA in fecal samples from infected patients.
Urine and rectal swabs from children and adults have also been
tested positive, even after negative nasopharyngeal tests, implying
a risk of fecal-oral transmission (28, 29).

Clinical Presentation
Typical clinical symptoms of COVID-19 disease include fever,
dry cough, dyspnea, headache, and pneumonia. The clinical
features revealed by chest computed tomography (CT) present
as pneumonia, however abnormal features, e.g., alveolar damage,
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), acute cardiac injury,
and incidence of ground-glass opacities have also been reported
(1, 30). The symptoms of COVID-19 infection appear after
an incubation period of ∼5.2 days (31). The period from the
onset of symptoms until death ranges from 6 to 41 days with a
median of 14 days (32), depending on the age, immune system
status, and care of the patient, and it has been shown to be
shorter for patients above 70 years of age (32). The CT findings
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and COVID-19 symptoms show similarities to infection with
other betacoronaviruses, i.e., SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. In
addition, COVID-19 patients develop gastrointestinal symptoms
like diarrhea, emphasizing the importance of testing fecal and
urine samples to exclude any potential alternative transmission
route (28, 33). A recent review by the Chinese Center for Disease
and Prevention including 72,314 cases of COVID-19 showed that
<1% of the cases represented children younger than 10 years of
age (34).

IMMUNOPATHOLOGY AND HOST IMMUNE
RESPONSE

Innate Immune Response
Currently, only limited data is available characterizing the innate
immune response of patients against SARS-CoV-2. In one study
from Wuhan, China, increased total numbers of neutrophils
(38%), reduced total numbers of lymphocytes (35%), increased
serum IL-6 levels (52%), and increased c-reactive protein levels
(84%) were observed for 99 patients (1). In addition, a meta-
analysis of six clinical studies conducted in China showed that
the neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio was significantly increased
in patients with severe COVID-19, whereas the lymphocyte-
to-C-reactive ratio protein was significantly decreased (35). In
a separate study, the numbers of T cells and CD8+ T cells
were significantly lower, while the number of NK cells was
reduced considerably in patients with severe COVID-19, as
compared to the numbers for individuals with mild disease
(36). Furthermore, an exuberant increase of the plasma levels
of interferon gamma-induced protein 10 (IP-10), monocyte
chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory
protein 1α (MIP-1α), and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)
was associated with disease deterioration and a fatal outcome
[(37); Figure 2]. These clinical features suggest a remarkably
higher pro-inflammatory condition in the disease progression
and severity than previously reported for SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV infection, suggesting a potential cytokine storm-mediated
disease severity [(38); Figure 2].

Like SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 exploits the receptor ACE2
to gain entry into cells. ACE2 is widely expressed in
cardiopulmonary tissues and in hematopoietic cells, including
monocytes and macrophages (38). To mount an antiviral
response, innate immune cells recognize virus invasion by
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), which in
the case of RNA viruses is either viral genomic ssRNA or
double-stranded RNA. This genomic RNA is recognized either
by endosomal RNA receptors, including Toll-like receptor
(TLR)-3 and TLR7, or by the cytosolic retinoid-inducible
gene (RIG)/melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5)
receptor (39). Following recognition, a downstream signaling
cascade is activated, which in turn activates a number of
transcription factors, i.e., nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), activator
protein 1 (AP-1), IFN response factor 3 (IRF3), and IRF7,
which is accompanied by their translocation into the nucleus.
These transcription factors induce the expression of type I IFN
(IFN-α and IFN-β) and pro-inflammatory cytokines, e.g., TNF

and IL-1, and chemokines, e.g., C–C motif chemokine ligand
2 and C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 8, which comprise the
first line of anti-viral immune defense (39). The binding of
IFN to the IFNα/β receptor activates the Janus kinase-signal
transducer and activator of transcription 1 (JAK-STAT) pathway,
which brings the receptor-associated kinases JAK1 and Tyk2
into close proximity, eventually resulting in phosphorylation of
STAT1 and STAT2. STAT1/2 form complexes with IFN regulatory
factor 9 (IRF9), which subsequently translocate into the nucleus
to initiate transcription of IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs) (39).
Induction of a type I IFN response may be sufficient to inhibit
viral replication and dissemination in the early stage of viral
infection (40). However, the production of type I IFN (IFN-α
and IFN-β), which constitute key antiviral mediators, is inhibited
in COVID-19 patients (41, 42). Reportedly, coronaviruses have
evolved several immune evasion mechanisms to restrict the early
induction of type I IFN (43, 44).

Adaptive Immune Response
Neutralizing antibodies (nAbs) induced by virus infection play
a crucial role in controlling viral infection. For SARS-CoV-2,
nAbs limit the infection at a later phase and prevent re-infection
upon a future encounter with the virus (45). Recently developed
SARS-CoV- and MERS-CoV-specific nAbs target the S1-RBD,
S1- N-terminal domain (NTD) and S2 region, respectively,
and block protein-receptor interaction and interfere with viral
entry into the host cell, hence inhibiting viral infection (46).
However, no SARS-CoV-2-specific nAbs have been reported
so far. SARS-CoV nAbs with potential cross-reactivity and/or
cross-neutralizing activity against SARS-CoV-2 infection are
currently being identified (45) because SARS-CoV-2 is closely
related to SARS-CoV, and the S proteins of the two different
viruses display high sequence identity (1). Encouragingly, recent
studies show that nAbs from convalescent SARS patients
can block SARS-CoV-2 from entering target cells in vitro,
which suggests potential cross-protective epitopes between the
two viruses (1, 47).

T cell-mediated immune responses in SARS-CoV have been
well-elucidated (48). Both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells provide
broad and long-term protection against coronavirus infections.
CD4+ T cells promote the proliferation of virus-specific
antibodies by activating T-cell dependent B cells, whereas CD8+

T cells are cytotoxic and kill virus-infected cells. In COVID-19
patients, a significant T cytopoenia was observed in circulating
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (49). Furthermore, a progressive
increase in the PD-1+CD8+ and Tim-3+CD8+ subpopulation,
which corresponds to exhausted T cells, was observed in
symptomatic patients (49). In another study, the function of NK
and CD8+ T cells was exhausted with the increased expression
of natural killer group 2 member A (NKG2A) in COVID-
19 patients (36). Recently, the decreased T cell proportion in
patients with severe COVID-19 was associated with a down-
regulated gene expression related to Th17 cell activation and
differentiation (50). In one study investigating samples from
convalescent SARS-CoV infected patients, a higher magnitude
of CD8+ T cells, as compared to CD4+ T cells, was observed.
Both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells from patients with severe disease
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FIGURE 2 | Host immune response and immunopathology during severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection. SARS-CoV-2 infects cells

expressing the surface receptors angiotensin- converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2). SARS-CoV-2 dampens anti-viral type I

IFN responses, which results in uncontrolled viral replication. Viral pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and danger-associated molecular patterns

(DAMPs) activate epithelial cells, endothelial cells, and tissue-resident macrophages to release proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, including interleukin 6

(IL-6), IFN gamma-induced protein 10 (IP-10), IFN gamma (IFN-γ), IL-2, IL-10, macrophage inflammatory protein 1α (MIP1α), MIP1β, monocyte chemoattractant

protein 1 (MCP1), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α). Cytokine- and chemokine-activated macrophages and

virus-infected dendritic cells mediate extensive production of additional cytokines and chemokines, which eventually initiates a so-called cytokine storm. Chemokines

attract more inflammatory cells that migrate from the blood vessels into the lungs, and these cells intensify the cytokine storm by releasing additional proinflammatory

chemokines and cytokines, hence establishing a proinflammatory feedback loop. The cytokines circulate to other organs via the blood, eventually causing multi-organ

damage. The downstream production of the cytokines IL-6 and IL-1β recruits neutrophils and CD8+ T cells, which not only control viral growth but also induce tissue

damage, leading to alveolar flooding and consolidation (acute respiratory distress syndrome). IL-6 may recruit T-helper type 17 cells (Th17), which exacerbate

inflammatory responses following activation. IL-6 also recruits follicular helper T cells (TFH) and B cells/plasma cells, which produce SARS-CoV-2-specific antibodies

that may help virus neutralization. Alternatively, B cells produce non-neutralizing antibodies that enhance SARS-CoV-2 infection through antibody-dependent

enhancement, which further exacerbate organ damage. Created with Biorender.com.

displayed a central memory phenotype, as compared to the
cells from patients with mild disease. Strong T-cell responses
correlated with high titers of nAbs, while a Th2 type cytokine
response (IL-4, IL-5, and IL-10) was detected in patients with
a fatal outcome (51). The strong evidence that a Th1 type
immune response plays a significant role in clearing SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV infection applies presumably also for clearance
of SARS-CoV-2 infection. A recent study reported SARS-CoV-
2-specific CD4+ T cells in all and CD8+ T cell responses
in most COVID-19 patients (52). Importantly, this study also
identified SARS-CoV-2-reactive CD4+ T cells in ∼40–60% of
unexposed individuals, which suggests cross-reactive T cell

recognition between circulating “common cold” coronaviruses
and SARS-CoV-2.

ANIMAL MODELS

Validated and predictive animal models represent important
tools in the translation of vaccine candidates from bench
to bedside because they help improving the understanding
of disease biology and the requirements for developing of
safe and efficacious vaccines. Validation of animal models is
based on the criteria that animal models represent humans in
terms of (i) comparable disease biology and clinical symptoms,
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i.e., face validity, (ii) displaying clinical interventions, which
exhibit similar biological effect, i.e., predictive validity, and
(iii) analogous function of the therapeutic target, i.e., target
validity (53). An ideal animal model is immunocompetent and
reproduces the typical features of human disease as closely as
possible upon receiving a bio-relevant dose of challenge virus via
an appropriate inoculation route (54).

Models based on mice, which are easy to breed and handle,
often represent the animal models of choice in biomedical
research, and murine models would be relevant for COVID-19
vaccine research. However, wild-type mice are resistant to SARS-
CoV-2 infection because murine ACE2 is significantly different
from the human receptor (1). However, genetically modified
heterozygous mice that express both the murine and the human
ACE2 receptor have been developed and used for testing of
novel vaccine candidates during the SARS-CoV outbreak (55).
Compared to wild-type mice that display only mild symptoms,
transgenic mice expressing the human ACE2 receptor develop
clinical illness after SARS-CoV-2 infection, including weight
loss and interstitial pneumonia, and viral antigens have been
detected in their bronchial epithelial cells, alveolar macrophages,
and alveolar epithelial cells (56). However, the expression of the
human ACE2 receptor in transgenic mice is not physiological,
and transgenic mice are currently not readily available for
testing of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine candidates. ACE2 knockout mice
have been used in ARDS and SARS research and may also
be useful for studying ARDS associated with COVID-19 (57).
Transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) knockout mice
may also be useful for investigating COVID-19 pathogenesis
because TMPRSS2 is involved in cellular SARS-CoV-2 entry (58).
In addition, STAT1 knockout mice develop progressive lung
disease, including diffuse interstitial pneumonia and spread to
other systemic organs, hence they may be useful for studying
disease pathogenesis (1, 58). Adaptation of SARS-CoV by serial
passage in the lungs of BALB/c mice resulted in a virus (MA15)
that was lethal for young mice following intranasal inoculation
and was preceded by high viral titer in the lungs, viremia,
and spreading of virus to other systemic organs (59). With the
availability of mouse-adapted SARS-CoV-2 isolates, it is expected
that inbred mice could be useful to study the disease and evaluate
novel vaccine candidates and antiviral drugs (60). Young inbred
mice, for example of the strains BALB/c, C57BL/6, and 129S6,
support SARS-CoV replication, but without development of
disease, and these strains may be useful for evaluating immune
responses to COVID-19 infection and vaccines (61). On the other
hand, old (12–14months) BALB/c mice exhibit patchy interstitial
pneumonia following SARS-CoV infection, hence they can be
used for COVID-19 research, especially to model the age-related
higher mortality in humans (62). Aged C57BL/6 and 129S6 mice
can also be used for these studies, but they exhibit lower viremia,
as compared to BALB/c mice, following SARS infection (63).
C57BL/6 mice have been used in SARS (64) and MERS (65)
coronavirus-induced ARDS and can also be used for studying
ARDS associated with COVID-19.

Ferrets have been widely used as a model for studying
several respiratory viruses (66, 67). Viral replication has been
detected both in the upper and lower respiratory tract of

ferrets after infection with influenza and SARS-CoV (66–68).
However, SARS-CoV-2 was found to replicate only in the nasal
turbinate, soft palate, and tonsils of ferrets (69). SARS-CoV-
2 can apparently also replicate in the digestive tract of ferrets,
because viral RNA has been detected in the rectal swabs, but
the virus was not detected in the lung lobes of ferrets, even after
intratracheal inoculation (69). Between ferrets and humans, there
is a difference of two amino acids in the segment of ACE2 to
which SARS-CoV-2 first attaches (69), but the reason for the
inability of SARS-CoV-2 to replicate in the lower respiratory
tract of ferrets remains elusive. Despite this, the replication of
SARS-CoV-2 in the ferret upper respiratory tract implies that
ferrets represents an interesting animal model for evaluation of
COVID-19 vaccine candidates.

Golden Syrian hamster is another widely used experimental
animal model, which supports replication of SARS-CoV (63,
70) but not MERS-CoV, which uses the dipeptidyl peptidase−4
protein for viral entry (71). Golden Syrian hamsters represent a
suitable experimental animal model for SARS-CoV−2 infection,
because efficient viral replication takes place in the upper and
lower respiratory epithelial cells, the animals display apparent
clinical signs accompanied with weight loss, and high viral titers
are found in the lungs and the intestine (72). Moreover, SARS-
CoV-2 infection in Golden Syrian hamsters not only satisfies
the Koch’s postulates [(i) the pathogen must be present in every
case of the disease, (ii) the pathogen must be isolated from the
diseased host and grown in pure culture, (iii) the specific disease
must be reproduced when a pure culture of the pathogen is
inoculated into a healthy susceptible host, and (iv) the pathogen
must be recoverable from the experimentally infected host] but
also indicates virus transmission between challenged hamsters
and naïve contact hamsters housed in the same cages (72).
The differences in the susceptibility of mice and hamsters to
SARS-CoV-2 infection are suggested to be related to the fact
that in mice, 11 of the 29 amino acids present in the SARS-
CoV-2 spike-contacting regions of ACE2 differ in the human
ACE2 as compared to only four amino acids in hamster ACE2
(72). Nevertheless, in contrast to the large animal models and
ACE2-transgenicmice, the Golden Syrian hamstermodel is easily
available, physiologically relevant, and closely reflects COVID-
19 infection, hence it represents a useful tool for studying the
pathogenesis, treatment, and vaccines for COVID-19.

Despite being expensive, not readily available, and difficult
to handle, non-human primates (NHPs) often represent the last
stage of animal testing before any drug or vaccine candidate can
enter clinical trials. NHPs are the gatekeepers for clinical trials
due to their close genetic relationship with humans. Among the
NHPs, African greens, rhesus macaques, cynomolgus macaques,
and marmosets are being studied for SARS-CoV-2 infection. In
one study including eight cynomolgus macaques, four of the
oldest macaques excreted virus from the nose and the throat
without any clinical signs after SARS-CoV-2 infection (73). The
virus was detected in type I and II pneumocytes and in ciliated
epithelial cells of the nasal, bronchial, and bronchiolar mucosa
(73). In another study, two rhesus macaques that recovered from
SARS-CoV-2 infection were reinfected after confirmed recovery,
but they did not shown any signs of COVID-19 4 weeks later
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(74). This finding suggests a possible protection following natural
infection or vaccination against COVID-19. In another study,
older rhesus macaques infected with SARS-CoV-2 exhibited
more severe interstitial pneumonia than younger macaques (75).
This age-related difference in the pathogenicity of SARS-CoV-
2 in NHPs may be useful for evaluation of therapeutics and
vaccines due to the close correlation to humans. In a recent
study, rhesus macaques were rechallenged with SARS-CoV-2
and displayed a 5 log10 reduction in the viral titers in the
bronchoalveolar lavage and nasal mucosa, as compared to the
primary infection, which suggests that the SARS-CoV-2 infection
induces protective immunity against a subsequent exposure
(76). Efforts are also underway to develop NHP models that
can mimic the co-morbidities in COVID-19, e.g., hypertension
and diabetes.

VACCINE PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES

In the past decades, a wide array of novel vaccine platform
technologies has been developed, thanks to advances primarily in
molecular biology and vaccinology. These platform technologies
range from inactivation and targeted attenuation of live
pathogens to the delivery of synthetic peptide antigens and
recombinantly produced protein antigens, as well as virus-
like particles (VLPs), non-replicating and replicating viral
vectors, polysaccharide-protein conjugates, and nucleic acid-
based (DNA and RNA) vaccines. The existing marketed
vaccines against infectious diseases are based on many of
these platform technologies (77, 78). However, it is striking
that all types of vaccine platform technologies are currently
evaluated against COVID-19 in preclinical animal models
(Figure 3A and Table 1), and some of them have even
progressed into clinical development (Figure 3B and Table 2).
This broad diversity increases the chances that at least
a few of the candidates eventually will become approved
and marketed.

Inactivated Vaccines
Many approved vaccines are so-called inactivated vaccines
based on inactivated pathogens, including the vaccines against

polio, typhoid, cholera, plague, pertussis, and influenza. A few
COVID-19 vaccine candidates based on this well-established
technology are evaluated in preclinical studies [(79–81);
Table 1]. This includes a formalin-inactivated COVID-19
vaccine candidate developed by Osaka University, Japan similar
to their previous formalin-inactivated West Nile virus vaccine
(79), which was found to be protective in mice and immunogenic
in NHPs (80). Researchers at Colorado State University (Fort
Collins, CO, USA) are developing an inactivated virus vaccine for
COVID-19 (SolaVAX), which is based on an existing technology
platform for pathogen inactivation in blood products including
the use of ultraviolet light and riboflavin to inactivate the
virus by targeted damage of nucleic acids while preserving the
integrity of proteins and viral antigens (81, 82). This strategy
has been shown to be efficient for inactivating MERS-CoV (83).
Sinovac Biotech (Beijing, China) in collaboration with Dynavax
(Emeryville, CA, USA) will evaluate the combination of Sinovac’s
chemically inactivated COVID-19 vaccine candidate (86) with
Dynavax’s advanced adjuvant CpG 1018 (84, 85). Sinovac is
also testing their chemically-inactivated whole SARS-CoV-2
virus particles (PiCoVacc) developed in VERO monkey cells
and the adjuvant alum (86) in phase I/II clinical trials (Table 2).
PiCoVacc induced SARS-CoV-2-specific neutralizing antibodies
in mice, rats, and NHPs and conferred complete protection
in NHPs against SARS-CoV-2 (86). Using the same platform
technology, candidate vaccines against influenza (176) and
SARS (177) where shown to be safe and immunogenicity in
phase I clinical trials. Wuhan Institute of Biological Products
(Wuhan, China) and Beijing Institute of Biological Products
(Beijing, China) are testing their vaccine candidates, which
have been prepared by growing the SARS-CoV-2 in the VERO
monkey cell line and inactivated with chemicals [(19); Table 2].
The development of conventional inactivated vaccines requires
the cultivation of high titers of infectious virus, which in the
case of SARS-CoV-2 has to take place in biosafety level 3
facilities, which is of major safety concern. Moreover, incomplete
virus inactivation constitutes a potential risk to vaccine
production workers and may also cause disease outbreaks
in vaccinated populations and induce harmful immune or
inflammatory responses.

FIGURE 3 | Examples of COVID-19 vaccine candidates in (A) preclinical (n = 62) and (B) clinical development (n = 15), grouped according to vaccine platform

technology.
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TABLE 1 | Examples of COVID-19 vaccine candidates in preclinical development.

Vaccine

platform

Vaccine

candidate/Information

Developer Status Trial/Production site Link Reference to the

technology

INACTIVATED

Formalin-inactivated Osaka

University/BIKEN/National

Institutes of Biomedical

Innovation, Health and

Nutrition (NIBIOHN)

Animal testing planned Osaka, Japan WHO (79, 80)

SolaVAX: Chemically

inactivated

Colorado State University Animal testing ongoing Fort Collins, CO, USA Colorado State

University

(81–83)

Inactivated vaccine + CpG

1018 adjuvant

Sinovac/Dynavax Animal testing planned Emeryville, CA, USA;

Beijing, China

Dynavax (84–86)

LIVE ATTENUATED

Viral de-optimized live

attenuated vaccine

Codagenix/Serum

Institute of India

Animal test results from

mice and primates in

August 2020

Farmingdale, NY, USA Codagenix (87, 88)

Attenuated measles virus German Center for

Infection Research (DZIF)

Animal testing in mice

in Autumn 2020

Brunswick, Germany DZIF (89, 90)

Attenuated measles virus Etna Biotech Advancing preclinical

candidate

Catania, Italy Zydus Cadila (91)

Codon de-optimization

technology

Griffith University/Indian

Immunologicals

Ongoing animal testing Brisbane, Australia;

Hyderabad, India

Indian

Immunologicals

–

PROTEIN SUBUNIT

Recombinant vaccine of

SARS-CoV-2S protein

expressed in baculovirus

system + pandemic

adjuvant system (squalene,

dl-α-tocopherol and

polysorbate 80)

Sanofi

Pasteur/GSK/Biomedical

Advanced Research and

Development Authority

(BARDA)

Advancing preclinical

candidate; clinical trial

to begin between

March and August

2021

Lyon, France;

Brentford, UK;

Washington, DC, USA

Sanofi Pasteur (92–95)

Molecular clamp-stabilized

S protein

University of

Queensland/GSK/CSIRO/

Viroclinics Xplore

Clinical testing in July,

2020

Queensland, Australia;

Brentford, UK;

Canberra, Australia;

Rotterdam, The

Netherlands

GSK

University

of Queensland

https://

patentscope.wipo.

int/search/en/

detail.jsf?docId=

WO2018176103;

(96)

COVID-19 XWG-03:

truncated S protein

GSK/Xiamen Innovax

Biotech Co., Ltd./Xiamen

University

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Brentford, UK; Xiamen,

Fujian, China

GSK (97–99)

S protein AJ Vaccines Advancing preclinical

candidate

Copenhagen, Denmark AJVaccines –

S protein Walter Reed Army

Institute of Research

(WRAIR)/U Army Medical

Institute of Infectious

Diseases

Ongoing animal testing Maryland,

United States

WRAIR (100, 101)

S protein EpiVax/University of

Georgia

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Providence, RI, USA;

Athens, GA, USA

EpiVax (102–105)

S protein VIDO-InterVac, University

of Saskatchewan

Ongoing animal testing Saskatoon, SK,

Canada

VIDO-InterVac (106, 107)

Adjuvanted S protein National Institute of

Infectious Disease

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Tokyo, Japan Japanese Agency

for Medical

Research and

Development

(108, 109)

PittCoVacc: Microneedle

arrays S1 subunit

University of Pittsburgh Clinical testing in

Summer, 2020

Pittsburgh, PA, USA University of

Pittsburgh

(110)

Recombinant protein,

nanoparticles (based on

S-protein and other

epitopes)

Saint-Petersburg

scientific research

institute of vaccines and

serums

Clinical testing in 2021 Saint-Petersburg,

Russia

WHO –

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Vaccine

platform

Vaccine

candidate/Information

Developer Status Trial/Production site Link Reference to the

technology

Heat shock protein gp-96

backbone for multiple

antigens

Heat Biologics/University

of Miami

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Morrisville, NC, USA;

Miami, FL, USA

Heat Biologics (111, 112)

Receptor-binding domain

(RBD) protein

Baylor College of

Medicine/Texas

Children’s Hospital

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Houston, TX, USA Baylor College of

Medicine

(113, 114)

Adjuvanted RBD protein Biological E Ltd. Advancing preclinical

candidate

Hyderabad, India WHO –

DPX-COVID-19: Oil-based

formulation with peptides

epitopes of S protein

IMV Inc. Clinical testing in

Summer 2020

Québec, Canada IMV (115, 116)

Human signal peptide

domain complexed with

undisclosed SARS-CoV-2

protein(s) as vaccine

Vaxil Bio Therapeutics Advancing preclinical

candidate (identified by

in silico analysis)

Ness Ziona, Israel Vaxi Bio

Therapeutics

(117, 118)

FlowVax COVID-19:

Peptide, dry powder for

injection or nasal spray

Flow Pharma Inc. NHP testing in April

2020

East Palo Alto, CA,

USA

Flow Pharma (119, 120)

Ii-Key hybrid peptide Generex/EpiVax Clinical testing in June,

2020

Toronto, Canada;

Providence, RI, USA

EpiVax (102, 103, 121,

122)

Adjuvanted microsphere

peptide

University of

Saskatchewan

Ongoing animal testing Saskatoon, SK,

Canada

University of

Saskatchewan

(123, 124)

Synthetic long peptide

vaccine candidate for S and

M proteins

OncoGen Advancing preclinical

candidate

Timisoara, Romania OncoGen https://www.

preprints.org/

manuscript/

202002.0102/v1

Recombinant Lactobacillus

acidophilus expressing S

protein

Colorado State University Advancing preclinical

candidate

Fort Collins, CO, USA Colorado State

University

(125, 126)

Drosophila S2 insect cell

expression system virus-like

particles (VLPs)

(Split-protein conjugation

system)

ExpreS2 ion/Adaptvac/

University of

Copenhagen

Clinical testing in April,

2021

Hørsholm, Denmark;

Netherlands

ExpreS2ion/Adaptvac (127–130)

IBIO-200: Subunit protein

(Virus-Like Particle), plant

produced

iBio/CC-Pharming Ongoing animal testing Bryan, TX, USA;

Beijing, China

iBio (131, 132)

VLP-recombinant protein

administered with an

adjuvant

Osaka

University/BIKEN/NIBIOHN

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Osaka, Japan WHO –

NON-REPLICATING VIRAL VECTOR

Ad26 (alone or with MVA

boost)

Janssen Pharmaceutical

Companies (Johnson &

Johnson)/BARDA

Clinical testing in

September 2020

New Jersey, USA Johnson & Johnson (76, 133)

Modified Vaccinia Ankara

encoded virus-like particles

(MVA-VLP)

GeoVax/BravoVax Ongoing animal testing Atlanta, GA,

United States; Wuhan,

China

GeoVax (134, 135)

MVA-S encoded DZIF—German Center

for Infection Research

Animal testing in mice

in Summer 2020

Brunswick, Germany DZIF (136, 137)

AdCOVID:

Adenovirus-based NasoVAX

expressing SARS2-CoV S

protein; nasal spray

Altimmune Clinical testing in

quarter three of 2020

Maryland, USA Altimmune https://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

articles/

PMC6253025/

pdf/ofy209.162.

pdf

Ad5S (GREVAXTM platform) Greffex Animal testing ongoing Houston, USA Greffex

SARS-CoV-2 protein VLP

produced in tobacco

Medicago Inc. Clinical testing in

Summer 2020

Quebec, Canada Medicago (138, 139)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Vaccine

platform

Vaccine

candidate/Information

Developer Status Trial/Production site Link Reference to the

technology

Oral recombinant vaccine

through adenovirus type 5

vector (Ad5)

Vaxart Inc. Preclinical; Phase I in

second half of 2020

San Francisco, USA Vaxart (140, 141)

Adenovirus VLPs expressing

SARS2-CoV S protein

Imophoron/University of

Bristol

Animal testing planned Bristol, UK Imophoron (142)

Adenovirus vector

expressing SARS2-CoV S

protein

ReiThera/LEUKOCARE/

Univercells

Clinical testing in

Summer 2020

Rome, Italy; Munich,

Germany; Brussels,

Belgium

ReiThera (143, 144)

Parainfluenza virus 5

expressing S protein

University of

Georgia/University of

Iowa

Animal testing ongoing Athens, GA, USA; Iowa

City, IA, USA

University of

Georgia

(145)

REPLICATING VIRAL VECTOR

Measles vector Institute

Pasteur/Themis/University

of Pittsburg Center for

Vaccine Research

Animal testing planned Paris, France; Vienna,

Austria; Pittsburgh, PA,

USA

Themis (146, 147)

TNX-1800: Horsepox vector

expressing S protein

Tonix Pharma/Southern

Research

Animal testing planned Birmingham, AL, USA;

New York, USA

Tonix Pharma (148, 149)

Vesicular stomatitis virus

(VSV) vector expressing S

protein

International AIDS

Vaccine Initiative

(IAVI)/Batavia

Biosciences

Animal testing ongoing New York, USA;

Leiden, The

Netherlands

IAVI (150, 151)

Influenza vector expressing

RBD

University of Hong Kong Clinical testing in July

2020

Hong Kong University of

Hong Kong

(152, 153)

CoroFlu: Influenza virus

expressing S protein

University of Wisconsin

Madison/ FluGen/Bharat

Biotech

Clinical testing in Fall

2020

Madison, WI,

United States;

Hyderabad, India

University of

Wisconsin Madison

(154, 155)

DNA

DNA plasmid vaccine

(electroporation)

Zydus Cadila Advancing preclinical

candidate

Ahmedabad, India Zydus Cadila –

Four linear DNA-based

vaccine candidates

Takis/Applied DNA

Sciences/Evvivax

Preclinical testing in

Autumn 2020

Stony Brook, USA;

Rome, Italy

Evvivax (156, 157)

DNA Osaka

University/AnGes/Takara

Bio

Animal testing in April

2020

Tokyo, Japan AnGes (158, 159)

DNA with electroporation Karolinska

Institute/Cobra Biologics

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Staffordshire, UK;

Stockholm, Sweden

Cobra Biologics (160, 161)

Plasmid DNA, needle-free

delivery

Immunomic

Therapeutics,

Inc./EpiVax,

Inc./PharmaJet, Inc.

Animal testing ongoing Rockville, MD, USA;

Providence, RI, USA;

Golden, CL, USA

Immunomix (102, 103, 162,

163)

DNA, nasal delivery University of Waterloo Advancing preclinical

candidate

Waterloo, ON, Canada University of

Waterloo

(164, 165)

RNA

RNAoptimizer® technology CureVac Clinical testing in June

2020

Tubingen, Germany CureVac –

mRNA BIOCAD Animal testing in April

2020

St. Petersburg, Russia BIOCAD –

Lipid nanoparticle

(LNP)-encapsulated mRNA

China CDC/Tongji

University/Stermirna

Therapeutics

Clinical testing in April

2020

Beijing, China Xinhuanet.com –

LNP-encapsulated mRNA

cocktail encoding VLP and

LNP-encapsulated mRNA

encoding RBD

Fudan University,

Shanghai JiaoTong

University, and RNACure

Biopharma

Animal testing ongoing Shanghai, China Fudan University http://chinaxiv.org/

abs/202002.

00070

LNP-encapsulated saRNA Imperial College London Clinical testing in June

2020

UK Imperial College

London

(166, 167)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Vaccine

platform

Vaccine

candidate/Information

Developer Status Trial/Production site Link Reference to the

technology

LNP-encapsulated saRNA Arcturus

Therapeutics/Duke-

National University of

Singapore

Animal testing ongoing San Diego, USA;

Singapore

Arcturus

Therapeutics

(168)

mRNA for intranasal delivery eTheRNA

Immunotherapies/EpiVax/

Nexelis,

REPROCELL/Centre for

the Evaluation of

Vaccination

Clinical testing in early

2021

Niel, Belgium eTheRNA (169, 170)

mRNA Sanofi Pasteur/Translate

Bio

Animal testing planned Lyon, France;

Lexington, MA,

United States

Sanofi Pasteur (171, 172)

Replication defective

SARS-CoV-2 derived RNAs

Centro Nacional

Biotecnología

(CNB-CSIC)

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Madrid, Spain CNB-CSIC (173, 174)

LNP-encapsulated mRNA University of

Tokyo/Daiichi-Sankyo

Advancing preclinical

candidate

Tokyo, Japan Daiichi-Sankyo (175)

Live Attenuated Vaccines
Live attenuation of pathogens is yet another conventional vaccine
technology, which is exploited for at least four novel COVID-
19 vaccine candidates (Table 1). Live attenuated vaccines against
several viruses have been commercialized, including influenza
virus, rotavirus, polio virus, yellow fever virus, and measles
virus. A live-attenuated vaccine has several advantages, including
inducing an immune response against several different antigens
of the virus and the possibility for scale-up for mass production.
Codagenix (Farmingdale, NY, USA) and the Serum Institute of
India (Pune, India) are co-developing a live-attenuated vaccine
candidate against SARS-CoV-2 using rational, computer-aided
gene design and chemical synthesis through a process referred to
as viral gene deoptimization (87). A vaccine against respiratory
syncytial virus designed using this technique has previously
been shown to induce protective immunity in NHPs (88). The
German Center for Infection Research (DZIF, Braunschweig,
Germany) and Zydus Cadila (Etna Biotech, Ahmedabad, India)
are developing a live attenuated recombinant measles virus
(rMV) vectored vaccine against COVID-19. Using rMV, Etna
Biotech has demonstrated the ability of a live attenuated human
papillomavirus virus (HPV) vaccine to induce nAbs in NHPs
(91), while DZIF has shown protection against infection with
MERS-CoV (89) and Zika virus (90) in mice using this platform.
Indian Immunologicals (Hyderabad, India) in collaboration
with Griffith University (Brisbane, Australia) is exploiting the
codon de-optimization technology to develop a live attenuated
COVID-19 vaccine. Although live attenuated vaccines that
target respiratory viral infections have been approved for use
in humans, the fact that the virus is excreted in the feces of
SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals (178, 179) generate concern
that a live attenuated SARS-CoV-2 vaccine strain may also be
excreted in the feces and can potentially transmit to unvaccinated
individuals. Yet another potential matter of concern is the risk

of recombination of a live attenuated vaccine virus with wild-
type CoV.

Subunit Vaccines
Subunit vaccines are based on synthetic peptide(s) or
recombinant protein(s) of the target pathogen. Several approved
vaccines are subunit vaccines, for example vaccines against HPV,
hepatitis B virus and influenza virus. Unlike inactivated viruses,
live attenuated viruses, and virus-vectored vaccines, subunit
vaccines only contain specific viral antigenic fragments and
do not include any additional components of the pathogenic
viruses. Therefore, this approach eliminates the concerns
of incomplete viral inactivation, virulence recovery, and
pre-existing anti-vector immunity (180). Hence, subunit
vaccines are generally considered very safe. In addition, subunit
vaccines can specifically target well-characterized neutralizing
antigenic epitopes and, in combination with adjuvants, improve
immunogenicity, and/or efficacy (180). Because the S protein
of SARS-CoV-2 plays a vital role in receptor binding and
membrane fusion, vaccines targeting the S protein are suggested
to be capable of inducing antibodies that can neutralize virus
infection by blocking virus binding and fusion (181). Therefore,
the S protein constitutes a major target antigen for SARS-CoV-2
subunit vaccine candidates (Table 1). However, in addition to the
full-length S protein and its antigenic fragments, the S1 subunit,
NTD, RBD, and the S2 subunit may also be important antigen
targets for the development of subunit vaccines (20). Sanofi
Pasteur (Lyon, France) and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK, London,
UK) are developing a COVID-19 subunit vaccine candidate,
where Sanofi contributes with an S-protein antigen, which is
based on recombinant DNA technology using a baculovirus
expression platform (92, 93). Using this platform, Sanofi has
licensed a recombinant influenza vaccine in the USA (93).
GSK contributes with a pandemic adjuvant technology based
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TABLE 2 | COVID-19 vaccine candidates in clinical trials.

Study title Vaccine Sponsor Location Status Phase Primary outcome Study identifier

Safety and Immunogenicity

Study of 2019-nCoV

Vaccine (mRNA-1273) to

Prevent SARS-CoV-2

Infection;

Dose-Confirmation Study to

Evaluate the Safety,

Reactogenicity, and

Immunogenicity of

mRNA-1273 COVID-19

Vaccine in Adults Aged 18

Years and Older

mRNA-1273 National Institute

of Allergy and

Infectious

Diseases

(NIAID)/Moderna

Therapeutics

Washington,

USA

Recruiting I; II Relevant safety outcomes

(12 months follow up);

Adverse events (28 days

post-vaccination);

SARS-CoV-2-specific

binding antibody (through

1 year after the final dose)

NCT04283461;

NCT04405076

Immunity and Safety of

Covid-19 Synthetic

Minigene Vaccine

LV-SMENP-DC

vaccine and

antigen-specific

CTLs

Shenzhen

Geno-Immune

Medical Institute

Guangdong,

China

Recruiting I/II Clinical improvement

based on a 7-point scale

(28 days after

randomization); Lower

Murray lung injury score (7

days after randomization)

NCT04276896

Safety and Immunity of

Covid-19 aAPC Vaccine

Pathogen-specific

aAPC

Shenzhen

Geno-Immune

Medical Institute

Guangdong,

China

Recruiting I Frequency of vaccine

events; Frequency of

serious vaccine events;

Proportion of subjects

with positive T cell

response

NCT04299724

A Phase I Clinical Trial in

18-60 Adults (APICTH); A

Phase II Clinical Trial to

Evaluate the Recombinant

Vaccine for COVID-19

(Adenovirus Vector)

(CTII-nCoV); Phase I/II

Clinical Trial of Recombinant

Novel Coronavirus Vaccine

(Adenovirus Type 5 Vector)

in Canada

Recombinant

Novel Coronavirus

Vaccine

(Adenovirus Type 5

Vector)

CanSino Biologics

Inc./Institute of

Biotechnology,

China

Hubei, China;

Halifax,

Canada

Recruiting/Active,

not recruiting;

Not yet

recruiting

I/II Adverse reactions 0–7

days post-vaccination.

Adverse reactions (0–14

days post-vaccination);

IgG and neutralizing

antibodies (28 days

post-vaccination); Adverse

reactions (0–6 and 0–28

days and 6 months after

post-vaccination)

NCT04313127/

ChiCTR2000030906;

NCT04341389;

NCT04398147

A Study of a Candidate

COVID-19 Vaccine

(COV001) and Investigating

a Vaccine Against

COVID-19

ChAdOx1

nCoV-19

University of

Oxford/Advent Srl

UK Not yet

recruiting

I/II and

II/III

Efficacy, safety, and

immunogenicity (6

months); Efficacy and

safety (6 months)

NCT04324606 and

NCT04400838

Evaluating the Safety,

Tolerability and

Immunogenicity of

bacTRL-Spike Vaccine for

Prevention of COVID-19

bacTRL-Spike

(orally)

Symvivo

Corporation

Canada Not yet

recruiting

I Frequency of adverse

events (up to 12 months

post-vaccination)

NCT04334980

Safety, Tolerability and

Immunogenicity of

INO-4800 for COVID-19 in

Healthy Volunteers

INO-4800

administered

intradermally

Inovio

Pharmaceuticals

Missouri and

Pennsylvania,

USA

Recruiting I Adverse events, injection

site reactions,

antigen-specific binding

antibody titers and, IFN-γ

responses (baseline up to

week 28)

NCT04336410

Safety and Immunogenicity

Study of 2019-nCoV

Vaccine (Inactivated) for

Prophylaxis SARS CoV-2

Infection (COVID-19); Safety

and Immunogenicity Study

of Inactivated Vaccine for

Prevention of SARS-CoV-2

Infection (COVID-19)

Inactivated

SARS-CoV-2

Sinovac Biotech

Co., Ltd.

Jiangsu,

China; Hebei,

China

Recruiting;

Not yet

recruiting

I/II Safety indexes of adverse

reactions; Immunogenicity

indexes of

neutralizing-antibody

seroconversion rates (up

to 28 days after the whole

schedule vaccination)

Seroconversion rates of

neutralizing antibody (30th

day after the 2nd dose)

NCT04352608;

NCT04383574

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study title Vaccine Sponsor Location Status Phase Primary outcome Study identifier

Study to Describe the

Safety, Tolerability,

Immunogenicity, and

Potential Efficacy of RNA

Vaccine Candidates Against

COVID-19 in Healthy Adults;

A Trial Investigating the

Safety and Effects of Four

BNT162 Vaccines Against

COVID-2019 in Healthy

Adults

BNT162

(BNT162a1,

BNT162b1,

BNT162b2)

(Prime/Boost),

BNT162c2 (Single

Dose)

BioNTech RNA

Pharmaceuticals

GmbH and Pfizer

Mainz,

Germany;

Berlin,

Germany

Recruiting;

Recruiting

I/II Solicited local reactions at

the injection; Solicited

systemic reactions (up to

7 ± 1 day after each

immunization);

Treatment-emergent

adverse event (up to 21 ±

2 day after prime

immunization and 28 ± 4

days after boost

immunization)

NCT04368728;

NCT04380701

Evaluation of the Safety and

Immunogenicity of a

SARS-CoV-2 rS (COVID-19)

Nanoparticle Vaccine

With/Without Matrix-M

Adjuvant

SARS-CoV-2 rS and

Matrix-M Adjuvant

Novavax Victoria and

Queensland,

Australia

Not yet

recruiting

I Solicited adverse events

(28 days); Serum IgG

antibody levels specific for

the SARS-CoV-2 rS

protein antigen(s) (35

days)

NCT04368988

SCB-2019 as COVID-19

Vaccine

SCB-2019 with or

without AS03 or

CpG 1018 + Alum

Clover

Biopharmaceuticals

AUS Pty Ltd.

Australia Not yet

recruiting

I Solicited adverse events

(7 days after the first or

second vaccination);

Antibody Titers (Day 1 to

Day 184)

NCT04405908

A clinical study for

effectiveness and safety

evaluation for recombinant

chimeric COVID-19 epitope

DC vaccine in the treatment

of novel coronavirus

pneumonia

Recombinant

chimeric COVID-19

epitope DC vaccine

Shenzhen Third

People’s Hospital

Guangdong,

China

Recruiting I/II Duration of disease;

Antipyretic rate; Severe

rate

ChiCTR2000030750

A randomized,

double-blinded,

placebo-controlled phase II

clinical trial for Recombinant

Novel Coronavirus

(2019-nCOV) Vaccine

(Adenovirus Vector)

Adenovirus type 5

vector vaccine

Jiangsu Provincial

Center for Disease

Control and

Prevention

Jiangsu,

China

Not yet

recruiting

II Adverse reactions 0–14

days post-vaccination;

Anti-SARS-CoV-2

neutralizing antibody titer

on day 28

post-vaccination

ChiCTR2000031781

A randomized, double-blind,

placebo parallel-controlled

phase I/II clinical trial for

inactivated Novel

Coronavirus Pneumonia

vaccine (Vero cells)

Inactivated Wuhan Institute of

Biological Products

Co., Ltd.

Wuhan,

Hubei, China

Not yet

recruiting

I/II Incidence of adverse

reactions/events (up to 7

days); Four-fold growth

rate and antibody level,

and cellular immunity (up

to 90, 180, and 360 days)

ChiCTR2000031809

A phase I/II clinical trial for

inactivated novel

coronavirus (2019-CoV)

vaccine (Vero cells)

Inactivated Beijing Institute of

Biological Products

Co., Ltd.

Beijing, China Recruiting I/II Incidence of adverse

reactions/events (up to 7

days); Four-fold growth

rate and antibody level (up

to 28 days); Cellular

immunity (Up to 28, 180,

and 360 days)

ChiCTR2000032459

aAPC, artificial antigen-presenting cell; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; CTLs, cytotoxic T lymphocytes; DC, dendritic cell; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; mRNA, messenger RNA; nCoV,

novel coronavirus; SARS-CoV-2, SARS coronavirus 2; S protein, SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Sources: Chinese Clinical Trial Register website (www.chictr.org.cn); ClinicalTrials.gov

website (www.clinicaltrials.gov); EU Clinical Trials Register (www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu).

on the Adjuvant System 03 (AS03) comprising of squalene,
dl-α-tocopherol, and polysorbate 80 (94, 95). GSK is also testing
their adjuvant in collaboration with Clover Biopharmaceuticals,
University of Queensland (Brisbane, Australia), and Xiamen
Innovax Biotech (Xiamen, China). Utilizing its patented Trimer-
Tag© technology, Clover Biopharmaceuticals has developed a
SARS-CoV-2 S-Trimer subunit vaccine candidate SCB-2019 that

resembles the native trimeric viral spike (182, 183). SCB-2019
is in phase I clinical testing with AS03 (94, 95) or CpG 1018
and alum adjuvants [(84, 85); Table 2]. Researchers at the
University of Queensland are using the patented molecular
clamp technology, which involves synthesizing a protein and
subsequently clamping it onto virus-infected cells (184) as shown
previously against flaviviruses (96). Molecular clamp-stabilized
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S protein will be combined with GSK adjuvants. COVID-19
XWG-03 is a preclinical vaccine candidate developed by Xiamen
University (Xiamen, China) and Xiamen Innovax Biotech using
the GSK adjuvant AS04 (monophosphoryl lipid A and aluminum
hydroxide) (97). COVID-19 XWG-03 is based on a series of
truncated S proteins, which will be screened in combination
with AS04. Xiamen Innovax Biotech has previously developed
similar Escherichia coli-produced subunit vaccines against HPV
(98) and hepatitis E (99) in humans. The Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research (Silver Spring, MD, USA) is also targeting
the S protein and has previously demonstrated efficacy of a
MERS-CoV S1-protein subunit vaccine in mice and NHPs (100),
as well as in camels and alpacas (101). EpiVax (Providence, RI,
USA) is exploiting the proprietary iVAX toolkit that comprises
a suite of immunoinformatics algorithms for sorting candidate
antigens, selecting immunogenic and conserved T cell epitopes,
and eliminating regulatory T-cell epitopes (102–104). The
optimized S-protein antigens will be tested for immunogenicity
and protection against a SARS-CoV-2 challenge in collaboration
with University of Georgia (Athens, GA, USA), which has
previously tested the platform against influenza (105). Vaccine
and Infectious Disease Organization—International Vaccine
Centre (VIDO-InterVac, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon,
Canada) is developing an S protein subunit vaccine based on
prior experience with testing of a MERS-CoV vaccine candidate
in NHPs (106, 107). The National Institute of Infectious
Disease (Tokyo, Japan) is aiming at developing a new vaccine
by combining an undisclosed adjuvant and an antigen using
recombinant protein synthesis as previously demonstrated
against influenza virus H5N1 (108, 109). PittCoVacc is a subunit
vaccine candidate from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA,
USA) that is based on a microneedle array (MNA) embedded
SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein, which was recently found to elicit
strong antigen-specific antibody responses for up to 2 weeks in
mice (110). This MNA platform is currently tested in clinical
trials against cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT02192021). The COVID-19 vaccine candidate of
Heat Biologics (Morrisville, NC, USA) is based on its secreted
heat shock protein chaperone gp96 platform and has been shown
to induce protection against simian immunodeficiency virus
(SIV) in NHPs (111, 112). Vaccine researchers at Baylor College
of Medicine and Texas Children’s Hospital (both Houston, TX,
USA) are using their experience with developing a SARS vaccine
antigen consisting of the RBD of the SARS-CoV S protein to
develop a similar vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 (113, 114).

In addition to vaccines based on full protein, several
vaccine developers are investigating peptides antigens as vaccine
candidates against COVID-19. IMV Inc. (Québec, Canada)
is developing a vaccine candidate based on the IMV’s DPX
delivery technology and incorporating peptides targeting S
protein epitopes of SARS-Cov-2 as shown previously for
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (115) and anthrax (116).
Vaxil Bio Therapeutics (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) is using
the proprietary bioinformatic approach VaxHitTM to identify
signal peptide domains of SARS-CoV-2 proteins as shown
for mucin 1 tumor-associated antigen in mice (117) and in
multiple myeloma patients (118). FlowVax COVID-19 is a

candidate vaccine from Flow Pharma (Palo Alto, CA, USA)
consisting of an adjuvanted, thermostable, and biodegradable
peptide-loaded microsphere vaccine targeting the SARS-CoV-
2 nucleocapsid. Flow Pharma has developed and tested a
Zika virus vaccine candidate that induces cytotoxic T cell
(CTL) responses in mice (119, 120). Generex Biotechnology
(Toronto, Canada) is using EpiVax’s computational tools to
predict epitopes that can be used to generate peptide-based
COVID-19 vaccines using the patented NuGenerex Immuno-
Oncology Ii-Key technology (NGIO). NGIO technology has
been used to develop peptide-based vaccine candidates, which
have been tested against a HPV16+ cancer model in mice
(121) and prostate cancer in humans (122). University of
Saskatchewan’s VIDO-InterVac is developing a peptide-based,
microsphere-adjuvanted COVID-19 vaccine candidate using
a combination adjuvant platform (TriAdj) (123) comprising
of a TLR agonist (either polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid or
CpG oligodeoxynucleotides), a host defense peptide, and
polyphosphazene. TriAdj has been used to generate vaccine-
induced protective immunity against several infectious diseases
in animals and humans (124, 185). Colorado State University
is developing a novel oral COVID-19 vaccine candidate
using recombinant Lactobacillus acidophilus expressing the
viral S protein. This platform has been shown to induce
Th1 and Th17 responses against HIV-1 epitopes in mice
after oral administration (125, 126). ExpreS2ion Biotechnology
(Hørsholm, Denmark), Adaptvac (Hørsholm, Denmark), and
University of Copenhagen is applying a Drosophila melanogaster
Schneider 2 stable cell line expression system expressing VLPs to
generate a novel vaccine candidate as previously used for malaria
in human clinical trials (127, 128). They are utilizing this split-
protein conjugation technology to generate stable isopeptide-
bound antigen-VLP complexes by mixing antigen and VLP
components. The technology has been demonstrated to induce
broadly nAbs specific for HIV-1 V3 glycan in mice and macaques
(129), and it has been used to develop a combinatorial HPV
and placental malaria vaccine (130). iBio (Newark, DE, USA)
in partnership with CC-Pharming (Beijing, China) is working
on iBIO-200, which is a COVID-19 candidate vaccine based
on Agrobacterium-mediated transient protein production in
tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) plants and has been used for
delivering recombinant proteins into mammalian cells (131)
and for generating strong virus-specific nAb responses in
animals (132).

Novavax (Gaithersburg, MD, USA) with support from
the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI,
Oslo, Norway), is clinically testing their COVID-19 subunit
vaccine candidate prepared using the proprietary Sf9/baculovirus
recombinant technology platform to generate S protein antigens
as done previously for an RSV vaccine candidate (186). The
protein antigens have been combined with a saponin-based
Matrix-MTM adjuvant [(187); Table 2]. A subunit-based vaccine
candidate from Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital (Guangdong,
China) in phase I/II testing is aimed at evaluating the
effectiveness and safety of the recombinant chimeric COVID-
19 epitope DC vaccine in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2-
induced pneumonia.
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Non-replicating Viral Vector Vaccines
Viral vectors are used to deliver vaccine antigens to the
target cells or tissues. A wide variety of replicating and
non-replicating viral vectors are available. Adenoviruses and
poxviruses represent examples of viral vectors, of which both
replicating and non-replicating forms are available. Vectors
designed primarily as replication-defective or non-replicating
viral vectors include adeno-associated virus, alphavirus, and
herpesvirus, while replicating vectors include measles virus,
vesicular stomatitis virus, poliovirus, and yellow fever virus.
Several of the non-replicating viral vector-based COVID-19
vaccine candidates in preclinical testing are based on adenovirus
vectors (Table 1). Janssen (Johnson & Johnson, Leiden, The
Netherlands) is using the AdVac R© technology (based on
adenovirus type 26) alone or in combination with theMVA-BN R©

technology based on a Modified Vaccinia Ankara (MVA) virus
from Bavarian Nordic A/S (Hellerup, Denmark) as a prime-boost
immunization approach against COVID-19. The adenovirus
type 26 vector was demonstrated to mediate protection against
SIV in NHPs (76) and immunogenicity against Ebola virus
in clinical phase I testing (133). Vaxart (South San Francisco,
CA, USA) initiated a project to develop a COVID-19 vaccine
based on the VAASTTM platform, which contains an adenovirus
5 vector and a TLR3 adjuvant, and it is designed as enteric-
coated vaccine tablets that release the vector in the small
intestine for targeted immune activation, as previously shown
for an oral influenza candidate vaccine (140, 141). Imophoron’s
(Bristol, UK) in collaboration with University of Bristol (Bristol,
UK) is using the ADDomer vaccine platform, which is an
adenovirus-derived multimeric protein-based self-assembling
nanoparticle scaffold engineered to facilitate plug-and-play
display of multiple immunogenic epitopes from pathogens,
and it has been tested against Chikungunya infection (142).
ReiThera (Rome, Italy), LEUKOCARE (Munich, Germany),
and Univercells (Brussels, Belgium) are developing a vaccine
candidate based on ReiThera’s simian adenoviral vector with
strong immunological potency (143, 144) and Univercells’s
NevoLineTM biomanufacturing platform for scale up. GeoVax’s
(Atlanta, GE, USA) MVA platform technology has the advantage
of being a live replication-competent vector in avian cells for
manufacturing, yet replication-deficient in mammalian cells
upon vaccination, and it was found to protect against Lassa
fever virus in mice (134) and Ebola virus in NHPs (135).
The DZIF is also developing a COVID-19 vaccine candidate
based on MVA as a viral vector for the SARS-CoV-2 S
protein, and protective efficacy against MERS infection has
previously been demonstrated in mice (136) and camels (137).
Medicago (Uppsala, Sweden) is using SARS-CoV-2 protein
VLPs produced in tobacco (Nicotiana Benthamiana) to generate
cellular and humoral immunity, as shown previously against
influenza in clinical testing (138, 139). University of Georgia
(Athens, GA, USA) in collaboration with University of Iowa
(Iowa city, IA, USA) is developing a vaccine candidate using
a parainfluenza virus 5 vector that encodes the S protein
of SARS-CoV-2. Using this vector, a similar vaccine has
been developed against MERS-CoV, which was protective in
mice (145).

LV-SMENP-DC and pathogen-specific artificial antigen-
presenting cell (aAPC) are the two lentiviral vector-based
vaccine candidates in clinical trials from Shenzhen Geno-
Immune Medical Institute (Guangdong, China) (Table 2).
For the LV-SMENP-DC vaccine, an efficient lentiviral vector
system (NHP/TYF) is used to express SARS-CoV-2 minigenes,
engineered based on multiple viral genes, into viral proteins
and immune-modulatory genes to modify DCs and to activate
T cells (188, 189). In a similar strategy, a lentiviral vector
system is used to express viral proteins and immune modulatory
proteins to modify aAPC and to activate T cells (190). ChAdOx1
nCoV-19, developed by University of Oxford (Oxford, UK) and
manufactured by Advent Srl (Pomezia, Italy), consists of an
attenuated chimpanzee adenovirus capable of producing the S
protein of SARS-CoV-2, and it is expected to induce antibodies
against these proteins in SARS-CoV-2. The ChAdOx1 viral vector
was shown to elicit nAbs and cellular immune responses in
mice against human MERS-CoV (191). Another non-replicating
viral vector-based vaccine candidate in clinical trials has been
developed by CanSino Biologics (Hubei, China) and is based on
a recombinant adenovirus type 5 vector (192).

Replicating Viral Vector Vaccines
Measles virus, influenza virus, vesicular stomatitis virus, and
horse pox virus, respectively, are used as replicating viral
vector platforms to develop novel COVID-19 vaccine candidates
(Table 1). Institut Pasteur (Paris, France) is exploiting their
measles vaccine vector technology and has developed vaccine
candidates against chikungunya (146) and MERS (147) based on
this technology. Tonix Pharmaceuticals (New York, NY, USA)
in collaboration with Southern Research (Birmingham, Alabama,
USA) is developing TNX-1800, which is a live modified horsepox
virus designed to express the S protein of SARS-CoV-2, and
it is based on Tonix’s biodefense vaccines against small pox
and monkey pox (148, 149). The International AIDS Vaccine
Initiative (IAVI, NewYork, NY, USA) is exploiting a recombinant
vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV) vector against COVID-19 and
has demonstrated efficacy of rVSV-vectored vaccines against
SIV in NHPs (150) and Ebola virus in humans (151). CEPI is
partnering with The University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong,
China) to develop a COVID-19 vaccine candidate based on a live-
attenuated influenza vaccine platform (152, 153). The University
of Wisconsin–Madison (Madison, WI, USA) and the vaccine
companies FluGen (Madison, WI, USA) and Bharat Biotech
(Hyderabad, India) have initiated the development and testing
of the vaccine candidate CoroFlu that builds on the backbone of
FluGen’s flu vaccine candidate known as M2SR, which is a self-
limiting version of the influenza virus in which gene sequences
of SARS-CoV-2 are inserted to induce additional immunity
against coronavirus (154, 155). Although several viral vector-
based COVID-19 vaccine candidates are in preclinical as well as
clinical development, several drawbacks are associated with the
use of viral vectors to deliver genetic material to cells. First, the
viral vector itself can induce an immune response in the body
(193). Second, if a vaccine fails during clinical testing, the same
viral vector cannot be reused in the patient because it can induce
an immune response. Third, pre-existing immunity against the
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viral vector can render a vaccine ineffective (193). However, pre-
existing immunity can be challenged by priming with a non-viral
DNA vaccine (194) or by increasing the vaccine dose or changing
the administration route (195). Other potential issues with viral
vectors, e.g., low transgenic expression and genetic toxicity, can
be overcome by using hybrid viral vectors (196).

DNA Vaccines
This type of vaccine contains selected gene(s) of the virus
in the form of DNA. Upon injection, the DNA is used as
template for in situ expression of potentially harmless viral
protein(s), which induces a protective immune response. One
of the greatest advantage of this type of vaccine is the safety
and scalability for mass production. DNA-based viral vaccines
have been shown to induce strong immune responses in animal
models, especially in mice (100, 197–199). However, there
is limited positive clinical data on DNA-based viral vaccines
in humans, and no commercial DNA vaccine against any
disease has yet been approved. Nevertheless, several DNA
vaccine candidates are tested preclinically (Figure 3A) and
two candidates have progressed into phase I clinical testing
(Figure 3B). Zydus Cadila (Ahmedabad, India) is developing a
DNA vaccine against the S protein of SARS-CoV-2 based on
an indigenously developed plasmid DNA delivery technology
(19). Evvivax (Rome, Italy) collaborates with Applied DNA
Sciences (Stony Brook, NY, USA) and Takis Biotech (Rome,
Italy) to develop four linear DNA-based vaccine candidates.
Evvivax utilizes viral or plasmid DNA vectors for in vivo
delivery of an expression cassette carrying the coding region of
the target gene in combination with the electro-gene-transfer
technology from Takis Biotech (heterologous prime/boost) (156,
157). AnGes Inc. (Osaka, Japan) in partnership with Osaka
University is developing a DNA-based COVID-19 vaccine
candidate based on a hepatocyte growth factor plasmid, which
has been used to develop a therapeutic DNA vaccine against
hypertension (158, 159). Cobra Biologics (Newcastle, UK) and
Karolinska Institutet (Stockholm, Sweden) are developing a DNA
vaccine candidate, which is based on Cobra’s ORT R© (Operator-
Repressor Titration) technology for producing plasmid DNA
without antibiotics, antibiotic resistance genes or any other
selectable marker genes (160, 161). These vaccine strategies
all involve DNA administration by conventional intramuscular
immunization. However, Immunomic Therapeutics (Rockville,
MD, USA) is working with EpiVax and PharmaJet (Golden, CO,
USA) to develop a DNA vaccine that is delivered intradermally
using a needle-free injection system. This partnership will
combine platform technologies from all three companies:
Immunomic’s (Rockville, MD, USA) UNiversal Intracellular
Targeted Expression (UNITE) platform (162), EpiVax’s in silicoT-
cell epitope prediction tool (102, 103), and PharmaJet’s Tropis R©

needle-free injection system that accurately targets delivery
to the intradermal tissue layer (163). Immunomic’s UNITE
platform involves fusing pathogenic antigens with lysosomal-
associated membrane protein, which is an endogenous protein
in humans, for enhanced MHC-II processing and MHC-I cross
presentation and subsequent induction of both Th1 and CD8+ T
cell responses (162). Researchers at the University of Waterloo

(Waterloo, ON, Canada) are developing a DNA-based vaccine
that is administered using a nasal spray. They will use a lambda
bacteriophage system for delivering DNA into target cells (164,
165), which them produce SARS-CoV-2 VLPs that stimulate an
immune response.

Among DNA vaccine candidates in clinical testing, bacTRL-
Spike developed by Symvivo Corporation (Burnaby, Canada) is
based on the bacTRL platform technology, which is a genetically
modified live cell probiotic bacteria-based gene delivery
platform (200). Each oral dose of bacTRL-Spike contains live
Bifidobacterium longum, which has been genetically engineered
to deliver plasmids containing synthetic DNA encoding the
S protein of SARS-CoV-2. INO-4800 developed by Inovio
Pharmaceuticals (Pennsylvania, USA) involves intradermal
plasmid delivery directly into cells using INOVIO’s proprietary
hand-held device called CELLECTRA R© 2000 (201, 202). The
principle of CELLECTRA R© 2000 is to use a brief electrical pulse
to reversibly open small pores in the cell membrane to allow
plasmid entry (203).

RNA Vaccines
Similar to DNA vaccines, RNA vaccines contain selected genes of
the virus in the form of mRNA, and following cytosolic delivery,
these genes are translated into viral proteins. The mRNA-
1273 from Moderna Therapeutics (Cambridge, MA, USA) is
the first candidate vaccine that entered into Phase I clinical
testing just 42 days after the sequencing of the full SARS-CoV-
2 genome (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT04283461) (Table 2).
The mRNA-1273 has recently entered into phase II clinical
testing (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT04405076). mRNA-1273
is a novel LNP-encapsulated, mRNA-based vaccine that encodes
the full-length, prefusion-stabilized S protein of SARS-CoV-2.
This LNP-based technology platform has previously been shown
to induce strong immune responses and protection against a
number of different pathogens in preclinical studies (204, 205).
In addition, the LNP technology was approved in 2018 for
siRNA delivery as part of the product Patisiran (Onpattro,
Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA, USA), which inhibits
hepatocyte expression of transthyretin in patients with hereditary
transthyretin-mediated amyloidosis (206). The mRNA-based
vaccine candidate program BNT162 of BioNTech’s (Mainz,
Germany), which is developed jointly with Pfizer, is based
on BioNTech’s extensive experience with developing mRNA-
based therapeutics, in particular against cancer, using customized
mRNA molecules and intracellular delivery systems (207–209).
BNT162 comprises of four vaccine candidates, each of which
represent different mRNA formats and target antigens (S and
RBD), and they are formulated using the LNP delivery system.
Two candidates include nucleoside-modified mRNA (modRNA),
one includes a uridine-containing mRNA (uRNA), and the
fourth vaccine candidate is based on saRNA. CureVac (Tübingen,
Germany) is exploiting the propriety RNAoptimizer R© platform
technology for developing a novel COVID-19 vaccine candidate
(Table 1). BIOCAD (Saint-Petersburg, Russia) is designing
an mRNA vaccine against SARS-COV-2 based on previous
experience with mRNA-based cancer vaccines (19). The mRNA
COVID-19 vaccine candidate co-developed by the Chinese
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Center for Disease Control and Prevention (Beijing, China),
Tongji University School of Medicine (Shanghai, China),
and Stermirna Therapeutics (Shanghai, China) is based on
Stermirna’s mRNA synthesis and lipopolyplex nano-delivery
platform (19). Fudan University (Fudan, China), in cooperation
with Shanghai JiaoTong University (Shanghai, China), and
RNACure Biopharma (Shanghai, China), is pursuing two
different strategies to develop mRNA vaccines against COVID-
19. The first strategy includes an mRNA encoding the RBD of
the S protein to induce nAbs (19), while the second strategy
includes an mRNA that instructs the host to produce VLPs (19).
Imperial College London (London, UK) is developing an mRNA
COVID-19 vaccine based on prior work with lipid nanoparticle
(LNP)-encapsulated self-amplifying RNA, which has previously
been shown to induce antibodies against the HIV-1 Env
gp140 (166, 167). Arcturus Therapeutics (San Diego, CA, USA)
in collaboration with Duke National University of Singapore
(Singapore) is developing a vaccine candidate using its STARRTM

(self-transcribing and replicating RNA) technology platform that
combines self-replicating RNA with the nanoparticle delivery
system LUNAR R© into a single solution for in situ expression
of SARS-CoV-2 proteins that induce an anti-viral immune
response (168). eTheRNA Immunotherapies (Niel, Belgium)
is developing a novel vaccine using the proprietary TriMix
technology platform (169, 170). The TriMix platform comprises
three different mRNAs encoding proteins (caTLR4, CD40L, and
CD70) that stimulates dendritic cells (DCs) to activate strong
CD4+ and CD8 T+ cell responses, and it was shown to induce
immunogenic responses in preclinical (169) and clinical studies
(170) of an mRNA-based melanoma vaccine. Sanofi Pasteur and
Translate Bio (Lexington, MA, USA) are collaborating to develop
a novel mRNA vaccine based on Translate Bio’s proprietary
mRNA therapeutic platform (MRTTM). This platform includes
the design of the desired mRNA sequences and then packaging
them into delivery systems (171), and it has been shown to
induce therapeutic antibodies against human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2-positive tumors in humanized mice (172).
Centro Nacional de Biotecnología (Madrid, Spain) is developing
an mRNA COVID-19 vaccine candidate based on the highly
attenuated poxvirus vector MVA expressing the S protein, which
has previously been tested as a vector for vaccine candidates
against Zika and Ebola viruses (173, 174). Daiichi Sankyo (Tokyo,
Japan) is developing an mRNA vaccine encoding the S protein
using their novel nucleic acid delivery technology based on
LNPs, and the protective effects of the vaccine will be verified in
animal models in partnership with University of Tokyo (Tokyo,
Japan) (175).

Repurposed Vaccines
Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG), which is a live attenuated
vaccine that was developed against tuberculosis, has been
reported to decrease the susceptibility to respiratory tract
infections (210, 211) through reprogramming of innate
immunity (212). Currently, there is no evidence that the BCG
vaccine affords protection against COVID-19. However, several
phase III and IV clinical trials are investigating if the BCG

vaccine can help to boost the immune system and reduce the
infection rate of SARS-CoV-2 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier
NCT04327206, NCT04348370, NCT04350931, NCT04362124,
NCT04369794, and EU Clinical Trials Register 2020-001591-
15, 020-001678-31) or reduce absenteeism among healthcare
workers involved in COVID-19 patient care (NCT04328441
and NCT04373291). One phase I trial in China is testing
the effect of inhalation of inactivated Mycobacterium vaccae
on protection against COVID-19 (Chinese Clinical Trials
Register ChiCTR2000030016).

VACCINE MANUFACTURE

Vaccine development and manufacture of sufficient doses to
induce herd immunity is one of the most challenging tasks
within biopharmaceutical enterprises due to the complexity of
the products. The most basic requirements for manufacturing
vaccines in a way that is safe, effective yet consistent from
batch to batch are difficult to implement. A number of variables
dictate the outcome of vaccine production processes, including
(i) the biological variability of the starting material, (ii) the
pathogen, (iii) the environmental conditions during culture, (iv)
the expertise of the manufacturing personnel, and (v) multiple
steps during the purification process. In addition to these
variables, the analytical methods used and the antigens produced
during manufacturing often have high intrinsic variability. Scale
up and safety of vaccine formulations are equally important
for maintaining a successful production process. Therefore,
improved technologies to streamline vaccine development and
manufacturing are crucial. During the past decades, multiple
novel platforms have been developed for producing vaccines at
pandemic speed, including VLPs, viral vector-based vaccines,
and nucleic acid-based vaccines. Each platform has its own
advantages and challenges related to its ability to induce
potent immune responses, manufacturing capacity, and safety
for clinical use (Table 3). Therefore, it is unlikely that any
single platform on its own will constitute a solution for the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic or a pandemic situation in the
future (213).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Currently, SARS-CoV-2 is spreading and posing a considerable
economic and public health concern globally. It is urgent
to design and develop safe and efficacious vaccines to
prevent further spread of COVID-19 and establish vaccine-
induced herd immunity. The development of transforming
vaccine technology platforms over the past few decades has
broadened the scope and shortened the time from pathogen
identification to the deployment of vaccine candidates for clinical
testing. The global COVID-19 vaccine pipeline is currently
expanding on a daily basis, and radical rethinking of vaccine
development and manufacturing processes may substantially
improve our responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
knowledge generated through vaccine development efforts for
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TABLE 3 | Vaccine platform technologies used for developing vaccines against COVID-19.

Platform Antigen type Immune

response

Advantages Disadvantages Response

time in

pandemics

Inactivated

(egg-based)

Inactivated

pathogen

Humoral

Cellular

Over 70 years of experience

Potent

Simple formulation

Labor-intensive

Difficult to manufacture in a short time

Stringent quality control

Low

Live

attenuated

Attenuated

pathogen

Humoral

Cellular

Potent

Multivalent by nature

Simple formulation

No adjuvants required

Labor-intensive

Difficult to manufacture in a short time

Stringent quality control

Risk for infection

Low

Subunit/Recombinant

protein

Protein Humoral Non-infectious

Less side effects

Labor-intensive

New production process and stability

assays for each new antigen

Quality control

Cold chain transfer and storage

Need for adjuvants

Medium

Virus-like

particles

(VLPs)

Protein Humoral Non-infectious

Potent

Stability

Quality control

Potential contaminants

Assembly into stable particles

Heterogeneity

Cold chain transfer and storage

Medium

Viral vectors Nucleic acid Humoral

Cellular

Potent

No need for an adjuvant

Antigens are

expressed natively

Recombination of virus during production

Contaminants from human- or

animal-derived material

Pre-existing immunity against the vector

High

DNA Nucleic acid Humoral

Cellular

Room temperature storage

Rapid large-scale

production

Options for multivalency

Cell-free

No contaminants

Non-infectious

Weak immunogenicity in humans

Risk of carcinogenesis due to potential

genetic integration

Difficult to scale up to g-kg scale

Purity

High concentration

High

mRNA Nucleic acid Humoral

Cellular

Room temperature storage

Ease of large-scale

production Options for

multivalency

Cell free

No contaminants

Non-infectious

No genome integration risk

No anti-vector immunity

Scale up of mRNA synthesis

Stability

Stringent RNase-free environment

Relatively higher cost

Risk of adverse reaction

Inflammation

High

closely related coronavirus strains, e.g., SARS and MERS, are
used to direct the vaccine development efforts for COVID-
19. Although inducing nAbs against the S proteins represents
the main target for the majority of the vaccine candidates, the
prospects of exploiting T and B cell responses for COVID-19
vaccination should also be considered, because these responses
have been found to be persistent and protective in animal
models. In addition, strategies worth further investigation
include (i) vaccine potentiation with adjuvants, (ii) tailoring
of S protein, (iii) targeting RBD and N proteins, (iv) mucosal
immunization, and (v) the employment of unchartered vaccine
platforms for reducing vaccine development time and costs,
and/or for improving vaccine safety and efficacy. The lack
of naturally acquired immunity against SARS-CoV-2 should
not be considered a bottleneck in developing efficacious

vaccines against COVID-19, because this was disproved for
vaccination against now eradicated smallpox. Also, research
efforts should be directed toward studying SARS-CoV-2 infection
in appropriate animal models to analyze (i) viral replication,
(ii) transmission, (iii) pathogenesis, and (iv) host immune
responses, as well as (v) the effect of serious underlying
medical conditions like hypertension and diabetes. To date,
no mRNA vaccines have been licensed for human use.
However, important lessons from the current advancement
of the mRNA vaccine platform technology for COVID-19,
which takes place at an unprecedented pace, may benefit the
development of any target vaccine in the future, because the
technology implies a significantly reduced overall time from
target identification to regulatory approval and deployment of
the vaccine. Collectively, the broad array of platform technologies
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under investigation in the development and manufacture
of novel vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 will hopefully result
in one or a few safe and efficacious novel COVID-19
vaccines that can bring us closer to the goal of COVID-19
herd immunity.
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The Covid-19 outbreak is due to a virus which emerged in China at the end of December 2019, and
is now widespread in more than 200 countries worldwide (1). Several researches have highlighted
that it was introduced to humans from bats (2, 3). The infection spreads like a chain reaction as one
infected person passes this virus to two or three others, who then continue to spread it in a similar
manner (Figure 1). The number of people infected in a region from a single person is estimated as
R0 (R zero). R0 is the rate at which new infections stem from a single case (4). R0 <1 indicates the
reduction of cases, whereas R0 > 1 suggests that the number of cases are increasing. The global R0

value for Covid-19 is estimated to range between 3 and 5, which is twice as fast as SARS (Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome) (5). This is why the spread of Covid-19 is so rapid, and why the
number of infected people double every 5–10 days (Coronavirus in India). The socioeconomic
impact of Covid-19 is disruptive, and the whole world is looking forward to the end of this crisis.
Similar to other countries, its transmission among the Indian population is evident. But the major
question is its fate in India, as India makes up one-fifth of the world’s population. The recent report
makes India’s fate more vulnerable, by estimating that the total number of reported cases are 10-
fold less than the total number of infected people (6). Thus, such complexity makes India one of
the most monitored countries during this pandemic.

Contrary to what one would expect, the emerging data suggests that at the front of mortality, the
situation in India turned out not to be as bad as in some European nations and the USA. However,
given the fact that India’s emergency services are limited, it is likely to be more vulnerable to this
pandemic. Keeping this in mind, the Indian government has introduced unprecedented measures
(including the stringent and early nation-wide lockdown from March 22), to stop the spread of
Covid-19. Wherever a high number of cases are found, it is considered as a hotspot. The locality is
immediately sealed to stop the spread of the virus. Further, in lockdown 3.0, the country was divided
in to green, orange, and red zones, based on severity and the number of cases (MOHFW-GoI)1.
However, we are not sure how long this measure should be implemented and what the chances of
resurgence will be when these restrictions are relaxed after a few weeks. Equally at the research
front, scientists from all over the world are trying to find a way to exit from this crisis. More
than 20,000 research papers (doubling every 20 days) on this topic itself suggests its seriousness
(7). Indeed, social distancing and other governmental measures would reduce the virus’s ability to
sweep through the population, but unless, or until a vaccine is discovered, what measures can India
rely upon to control the spread of the virus?

The one and most prominent way is to obtain “herd immunity” (8). When a population is
exposed to any infectious disease, many of its inhabitants gain immunity in a short period of time.
When∼70% of individuals in the population become immune, this facilitates herd immunity. This
barrier of immunity blocks the virus from taking hold and infecting others. Immunity may be
sustained for almost a year, and such a time period can buy us time to develop a vaccine. Moreover,
immune people can volunteer for the healthcare services and other necessary activities without any
sophisticated protective gear. This seems easy to implement, but when looking fatalities figures for

1Available at: mohfw.gov.in.
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FIGURE 1 | The graphical representation of Covid-19 infection in a natural population. The viral infection spread from peer-to-peer like a chain reaction. This figure is

only a graphical representation of the spread, without considering whether someone in the population has recovered or died.

the coronavirus, we cannot put the life of ∼3% (or even more)
people on the line (Figure 2A). Therefore, thinking of obtaining
rapid herd immunity in this particular case, is an autophagy for a
nation like India. A recent example is the UK, which had initiated
this method in the beginning as a measure, but seeing the severe
impact of the virus, abandoned this plan (9, 10).

Accumulating research in other regions of the world are
suggesting the effect of high temperatures and humidity on
Covid-19 (11–13). However, so far, none of the dedicated studies
in India have been performed on the association of temperature
or humidity on the spread of Covid-19. Therefore, the relevance
of temperature on the spread of Covid-19 in India is not known.

Recent research suggests that the coronavirus receptor of
human ACE2 plays a pivotal role in disease predisposition,
therefore, certain polymorphisms in this gene may affect the
susceptibility of a population (14–21). As an expert on Human
Evolutionary Genetics, it is necessary to reiterate that, in India,

modern humans have been living for at least 50,000 to 70,000

years and have experienced various kinds of pathogen pressures

(22–25). A large number of genetic and archaeological studies

are consistent with a largely local emergence of South Asian

ancestry with minor [and in some cases relatively higher e.g.,

Tibeto-Burmans (26), Austroasiatics (27), and some Northwest

Indian populations (28)], ancestry contributions from East and

West Eurasians respectively (29–31). Therefore, these long term

geographic and genetic isolations, might have certainly helped

us to modify our genetic landscape against various kinds of

pathogens (22, 25, 32–34). Moreover, the high level of endogamy

practices among caste and tribal populations (29, 35) has created

a unique genetic profile, and thus, likely variations in ACE2.

Therefore, it is likely that many of the endogamous populations

might have developed a varied degree of susceptibility responses

against this virus.
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FIGURE 2 | The analysis of Covid-19 from India. (A) The frequency (%) of infected people with various levels of symptoms. The data was obtained from (https://www.

mohfw.gov.in/). (B) The statewide mortality rate (number of people deceased/total number of reported cases) of the infected people. The data was obtained from the

https://www.covid19india.org/ and plotted through (https://app.datawrapper.de/). (C) The mortality rate of India in comparison with the USA, the UK, and Italy.

(D) The plot of day-by-day recovery rates (number of people recovered/total number of reported cases) in India (last updated: 12th May 2020). The data was obtained

from (https://www.mohfw.gov.in/).

In fact, Cao et al. (15) have looked at the binding sites of
the S protein of coronavirus but did not find any variation
among 1,000 genome populations. However, keeping in mind
that 1,000 genome South Asian samples do not capture the
complete South Asian diversity (36), one should look at these
variations as well as whole ACE2 variations in the large number
of South Asian ethnic groups. Moreover, the greater role of
ACE2 in disease manifestation is evident in our recent study,
which showed that the major South Asian ACE2 haplotypes are
identity by descent (IBD) of East Eurasians rather than West
Eurasian (19), which is possibly one of the reasons for the
low mortality among the Indian population. Therefore, studying
the detailed ACE2 variations among diverse Indian populations
would be worthwhile to understand human susceptibility
to Covid-19.

A study done by the Chinese Centre for Disease Control
and Prevention on 72,314 cases suggested the presence of 1%

asymptomatic individuals (Chinese Center for Disease Control
and Prevention)2. Asymptomatic individuals are people who
have been diagnosed to have a positive viral load but lack
any characteristic symptoms including fever, dry cough, and
fatigue etc. Recent data in India has identified 28% asymptomatic
people—which is alarming (Figure 2A). Notably, ∼65% of the
Indian population is under the age of 35 years, thus the number of
asymptomatic people would likely be much higher than reported
(6). Therefore, it is highly alarming and brings to the forefront
the question—how can one stop infections that are spread by
asymptomatic people?

To identify asymptomatic people, two important dependent
measures can be applied. First is mass antigen/antibody
testing, and second is to look at their ACE2 variations.
In order to investigate the real spread estimation (6), as

2http://www.chinacdc.cn/en/COVID19/ (accessed March 29, 2020).
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well as disease spread due to asymptomatic people, the
government could initiate, first, mass antigen/antibody testing
in containment zones, and second, to see if these people
have certain ACE2 polymorphisms in common. In a positive
sense, this would not only help in identifying some of the
asymptomatic ethnic groups, but could also help the government
in substantially reducing infections (37, 38). Additionally,
since the comorbidity is consistent all around the globe (39,
40), serious public awareness is required for those at high
risk, to reduce the mortality. The statistics of high risk
people in India with diseases such as Diabetes-2 (80M) and
Cardiovascular diseases (53M) are daunting, and may require
urgent attention (41, 42).

The first nation-wide lockdown of 21 days and further

lockdowns 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0, was certainly helpful in restricting

asymptomatic people. The governmental measures applied so

far have substantially reduced the infection rate R0 (<1.5)

with a doubling rate of cases (i.e., cases double every 15 days)

for India [MOHFW-GoI1; (43)]. The data available to date

suggest a mean death rate of 2.8% for India, which includes

86% comorbidity cases (Figure 2A). Many of the states are

performing well except those states such as West Bengal and
Gujarat, where death rates are closer to the USA i.e., >5%
(Figures 2B,C). In fact, the recovery rate for India has increased
from 7.6 to 32% in a month (Figure 2D). Additionally it is
highly evident that mortality is extremely low compared to
western nations (per 100,000 population; 0.2 for India, 26.6
for the USA and 52.1 for the UK) (Figures 2B,C), keeping
in mind the low healthcare index 154/195 ranking of India
(44). The lockdown measures, public awareness campaigns, and
social distancing would have all likely contributed to this low
mortality rate.

The growing number of cases in India suggests that the peak of
infection has not yet occurred. However, if we look closely, 1/3rd
of the cases have been accumulating in two cities, Mumbai and
Delhi, and ½ of the cases have occurred in four cities (Mumbai,
Delhi, Chennai, and Ahmedabad). If a similar situation occurs
in another few densely populated cities, things may be not as
under control as we are witnessing today. Therefore, each and
every region of India has to develop their own preventionmodels,
considering our past experiences in pandemics, literacy, and
healthcare availability (45–47).

It is therefore in India’s best interest to continue the use of
standard protective measures (48, 49), to conduct systematic
epidemiological studies in different real time situations, to test
various ethnic groups for ACE2 variations, to perform mass
antigen/antibody testing in containment zones, to identify those
who are immune, and to continue the lockdown until R0 reduces
to <1. This will provide massive success in this current health
crisis. Collectively, it is likely that with India’s diverse ethnic
groups and governmental measures, it will not be easy for Covid-
19 to cause a large number of casualties.
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Background: The ABO blood group system has been associated with multiple infectious

diseases, including hepatitis B, dengue haemorrhagic fever and so on. Coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a new respiratory infectious disease and the relationship

between COVID-19 and ABO blood group system needs to be explored urgently.

Methods: A hospital-based case-control study was conducted at Zhongnan Hospital

of Wuhan University from 1 January 2020 to 5 March 2020. A total of 105 COVID-19

cases and 103 controls were included. The blood group frequency was tested with

the chi-square statistic, and odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs)

were calculated between cases and controls. In addition, according to gender, the

studied population was divided into two subgroups, and we assessed the association

between cases and controls by gender. Finally, considering lymphopenia as a feature of

COVID-19, the relationship between the ABO blood group and the lymphocyte count

was determined in case samples.

Results: The frequencies of blood types A, B, AB, and O were 42.8, 26.7, 8.57, and

21.9%, respectively, in the case group. Association analysis between the ABO blood

group andCOVID-19 indicated that there was a statistically significant difference for blood

type A (P = 0.04, OR = 1.33, 95% CI = 1.02–1.73) but not for blood types B, AB or O

(P = 0.48, OR= 0.90, 95% CI= 0.66–1.23; P= 0.61, OR= 0.88, 95% CI = 0.53–1.46;

and P = 0.23, OR = 0.82, 95% CI = 0.58–1.15, respectively). An analysis stratified

by gender revealed that the association was highly significant between blood type A in

the female subgroup (P = 0.02, OR = 1.56, 95% CI = 1.08–2.27) but not in the male

subgroup (P = 0.51, OR = 1.14, 95% CI = 0.78–1.67). The average level of lymphocyte

count was the lowest with blood type A in patients, however, compared with other blood

types, there was still no significant statistical difference.

Conclusions: Our findings provide epidemiological evidence that females with blood

type A are susceptible to COVID-19. However, these research results need to be

validated in future studies.

Keywords: ABO blood group system, COVID-19, association analysis, female, lymphocyte count
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INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), also named novel
coronavirus pneumonia (NCP), was first reported in Wuhan
in December 2019 and then gradually spread throughout the
country. By early March 2020, more than 80,000 people were
infected, nearly 3,200 of whom died in China. The pneumonia
outbreak has become a serious public health event. COVID-
19 is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-
2 (SARS-CoV-2), which is a new member of the coronavirus
family. There are currently 7 known coronaviruses that can
infect humans, such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
coronavirus and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS)
coronavirus. Based on current epidemiological investigations,
the incubation period is 1–14 days and typically 3–7 days, but
there are also cases in which an incubation period of over 14
days is reported (Wang et al., 2020; Wu and McGoogan, 2020).
Individuals are contagious during the incubation period, and
asymptomatic infection may also become the source of infection.
Respiratory droplets and close contact are themajor transmission
routes. COVID-19 is clinically characterized by fever, fatigue,
and dry cough. In severe cases, affected individuals can undergo
acute respiratory distress syndrome, septic shock, and even death
(Chan et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020).

The ABO blood group is the most important blood group
system in humans and includes 4 blood types, namely, A,
AB, B, and O. The human ABO blood group is located on
chromosome 9 (9q34.2) (Melzer et al., 2008;Wiggins et al., 2009).
Many studies have found that the ABO blood group plays an
important role in various human diseases, such as cardiovascular,
oncological, and some infectious and non-infectious diseases
(Wolpin et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2016). Meanwhile, the system
can play a direct role in infection by serving as receptors or
coreceptors for microorganisms, parasites, and viruses. Blood
group antigens, also named human histo-blood group antigens
(HBGAs), are one of the main antigens on the surface of human
red blood cells. They represent polymorphic traits inherited
among individuals and populations. Differences in blood group
antigen expression can increase or decrease host susceptibility
to many infections. In addition, many blood group antigens
facilitate intracellular uptake, signal transduction, or adhesion
through the organization of membrane microdomains and
modify the innate immune response to infection (Behal et al.,
2010; Singh et al., 2016; Chakrani et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018).

The ABO blood group has been previously found to
contribute to the risk of multiple infectious diseases in a series of
studies. Mohammadali et al. reported that the presence of blood
group O might significantly decrease the risk of hepatitis B, and
the distribution of Rh in HBV-infected individuals was higher
between Rh-positive donors (Mohammadali and Pourfathollah,
2014). Elnady et al. found that Rota-positive status for rotavirus
gastroenteritis was significantly more prevalent among those
with blood type A and significantly less prevalent among those
with blood type B (Elnady et al., 2017). Another recent study
carried out by Degarege et al. reported that malaria patients
with blood group A had a higher risk of anemia than did those
with O and non-A phenotypes (Degarege et al., 2012). Among

patients infected with dengue virus, Murugananthan et al. found
that patients with AB blood had a risk that was more than 2.5
times higher of developing dengue haemorrhagic fever than did
those with other blood types (Murugananthan et al., 2018). In
addition, a meta-analysis suggested that blood types A, B, and AB
might not affect susceptibility to norovirus infection. However,
those with blood type O appeared to be more susceptible to this
infection (Liao et al., 2020). Because SARS-CoV-2 is a completely
new virus, it is unclear whether the ABO blood groups affect
individuals’ susceptibility to COVID-19.

Hence, we performed a case-control study to explore the
relationship between the ABO blood group and COVID-19
in Wuhan and further classified the populations according to
gender. Additionally, lymphopenia is a common feature of
patients with COVID-19 and might be a critical factor associated
with the severity and mortality of the disease (Xu Z. et al.,
2020). The association between ABO blood type and the count
of lymphocyte was also investigated in cases.

METHODS

Study Design and Data Source
A retrospective case-control association study was performed
during the period from 1 January 2020 to 5 March 2020, with
a total of 208 subjects (105 cases vs. 103 controls). All subjects
were enrolled from Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University,
which is a hospital designated for the treatment of patients
with COVID-19.

All study individuals were subjected to demographics, clinical
features, laboratory findings, reports, and chest CT scans.
Demographics included age, gender, hypertension, diabetes, and
heart disease. Clinical features involved disease manifestations
such as fever, cough, dyspnoea, chest tightness, and diarrhea.
Laboratory findings included white blood cell count, lymphocyte
count, neutrophil ratio, lymphocyte ratio, blood type, and throat
swab nucleic acid test results. All information was obtained
and analyzed with the standard Excel program. Two doctors
independently extracted the data of the eligible individuals, and
the results were reviewed by a third investigator.

This study was reviewed and approved by the Medical Ethical
Committee of Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University. Oral
consent was obtained from patients.

Case and Control Selection
The criterion for enrolment as a case was defined according
to the Diagnosis and Treatment Scheme for New Coronavirus
Pneumonia (Trial version 5, Trial version 6) issued by the
General Office of National Health Commission of the People’s
Republic of China and the Office of State Administration of
Traditional Chinese Medicine.

COVID-19 cases were diagnosed as “clinically diagnosed
cases” or “confirmed cases” according to the above criteria. The
specific diagnostic criteria for clinically diagnosed cases are as
follows: (a) history of epidemiology: I Travel history or residence
history in Wuhan and surrounding areas within 14 days prior to
onset of the disease, or other cases reported in the community;
II contact with patients from Wuhan and surrounding areas,
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or with fever or respiratory symptoms from the community
prior to the onset of the disease, within 14 days prior to onset
of the disease; III cluster disease; and IV. contact with a new
type of coronavirus infection; (b) clinical manifestations: I fever
and/or respiratory symptoms; II imaging features of the above
pneumonia; and III normal or decreased total white blood
cell count or decreased lymphocyte count at the early stage
of onset; and (c) comprehensive evaluation by three COVID-
19 consultation experts in the hospital. The specific diagnostic
criterion for confirmed cases is as follows: COVID-19 nuclear
acid test positive for viral nucleic acid by reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction real-time (RT-PCR) detection with
specimens from the respiratory tract or blood samples.

The eligible control subjects were selected from individuals
with the following characteristics: (1) gender- and age-matched;
(2) no other history of respiratory infections, such as bacterial
pneumonia, mycoplasma pneumonia, tuberculosis and other
types of pneumonia; (3) no other infectious diseases, such
as hepatitis B and AIDS; and (4) no severe liver and
kidney dysfunction.

Association Analysis
The association between different blood types and COVID-19
was performed in the selected population. According to gender,
subgroups were stratified to assess whether there was a significant
difference between blood type and the incidence of COVID-
19. In addition, because lymphocyte decline was related to
the severity of COVID-19, we performed a correlation analysis
between blood group and lymphocyte count in the COVID-19
patients (Chen et al., 2020).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 21.0. Independent sample t-
tests were used for age, white blood cell count, lymphocyte
count, neutrophil ratio, and lymphocyte ratio. A chi-square test
was used for hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, tumor, liver
disease, and kidney disease. The ABO blood group frequency
in all populations and different gender subgroups was tested
using chi-square tests and odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence
intervals (CIs). Analysis of the association between the ABO
blood group and the lymphocyte count was performed with
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a linear regression model. A
P < 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Distribution of the ABO Blood Group
System
Table 1 illustrates the demographic, clinical, and laboratory
characteristics of the study population. The present research
consisted of 208 participants divided into two groups: the
COVID-19 case group and the control group. Of the 105 patients
with COVID-19, 55 were males and 50 were females. The age
range of patients was 56.8± 18.3. The frequencies of blood types
A, B, AB, and O were 42.8, 26.7, 8.57, and 21.9%, respectively. In
the control group, 56 (54.4%) of the participants were males, and

TABLE 1 | The clinical characteristics of the studied population.

Characteristics Case Control P

Number of subjects 105 103 −

Age (years) 56.8 ± 18.3 54.0 ± 15.0 0.228

Gender (male %) 55 (52.4%) 56 (54.4%) 0.774

Hypertension (%) 36 (34.0%) 20 (19.4%) 0.019

Diabetes (%) 11 (10.5%) 9 (8.74%) 0.815

Heart disease (%) 18 (17.1%) 10 (9.71%) 0.155

Tumor (%) 5 (4.76%) 6 (5.83%) 0.767

Liver disease (%) 3 (2.86%) 0 (0.00%) 0.246

Kidney disease (%) 9 (8.57%) 2 (1.94%) 0.06

White blood cell count (10∧9/L) 6.94 ± 3.66 6.27 ± 1.75 0.091

Lymphocyte count (10∧9/L) 0.81 ± 0.47 1.64 ± 0.49 < 0.001

Neutrophil ratio (%) 76.8 ± 13.6 62.3 ± 10.1 < 0.001

Lymphocyte ratio (%) 14.4 ± 10.5 27.6 ± 9.37 < 0.001

The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation or a percentage.

TABLE 2 | Association analysis of ABO blood type between COVID-19 cases and

controls.

Blood Case (%) Control (%) χ
2 P OR (95% CI)

group

A 45 (42.8%) 30 (29.1%) 4.25 0.04 1.33 (1.02–1.73)

B 28 (26.7%) 32 (31.1%) 0.49 0.48 0.90 (0.66–1.23)

AB 9 (8.57%) 11 (10.7%) 0.27 0.61 0.88 (0.53–1.46)

O 23 (21.9%) 30 (29.1%) 1.43 0.23 0.82 (0.58–1.15)

OR, odds ratio after adjustment; CI, confidence interval.

47 (45.6%) were females. The age range of the control subjects
was 54.0 ± 15.0. The distribution of the ABO blood group of the
controls was 29.1% for A, 31.1% for B, 29.1% for O and 10.7%
for AB.

Association Between ABO Blood Group
and COVID-19
As shown in Table 2, we performed a combined association
analysis between ABO blood group and COVID-19, which
showed a statistically significant difference in COVID-19
infection among those with blood type A (P = 0.04, OR =

1.33, 95% CI = 1.02–1.73) but not blood types B, AB or O (P
= 0.48, OR = 0.90, 95% CI = 0.66–1.23; P=0.61, OR = 0.88,
95% CI = 0.53–1.46; and P = 0.23, OR = 0.82, 95% CI =

0.58–1.15, respectively).

Stratified Analysis by Gender
An additional statistical analysis was performed by dividing the
entire population into two subgroups by gender, as shown in
Table 3. The male group comprises 111 subjects, and the female
group includes 97 individuals. The association analysis revealed
a significant relation between blood type A and COVID-19 in
the female subgroup (P = 0.02, OR = 1.56, 95% CI = 1.08–
2.27) but not in the male subgroup (P = 0.51, OR = 1.14, 95%
CI= 0.78–1.67).
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TABLE 3 | Gender-stratified analysis of ABO blood type and COVID-19 cases.

Blood group Male χ
2 P OR (95% CI) Female χ

2 P OR (95% CI)

Case Control Case Control

A 21 18 0.44 0.51 1.14 (0.78–1.67) 24 12 5.24 0.02 1.56 (1.08–2.27)

B 17 19 0.12 0.73 0.93 (0.62–1.41) 11 13 0.42 0.52 0.85 (0.53–1.39)

AB 6 5 0.12 0.73 1.13 (0.63–1.98) 3 6 1.32 0.25 0.62 (0.24–1.61)

O 11 14 0.40 0.53 0.86 (0.53–1.40) 12 16 1.19 0.28 0.78 (0.48–1.26)

OR, odds ratio after adjustment; CI, confidence interval.

TABLE 4 | Association analysis between the lymphocyte count and ABO blood

type in COVID-19 cases.

Blood grouping n Mean ± SD (10∧9/L) 95% CI F P

A 45 0.76 ± 0.48 0.61–0.90

B 28 0.85 ± 0.52 0.65–1.05

AB 9 0.83 ± 0.27 0.62–1.03 0.30 0.83

O 23 0.85 ± 0.45 0.60–1.04

SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence intervals.

In addition, blood types B, AB, and O were not significantly
associated in either male or female subgroups (P > 0.05).

Association Between Lymphocyte Count
and COVID-19
As illustrated in Table 4 and Figure 1, the average lymphocyte
count levels of individuals with blood type A were lower
than those of individuals with blood types B, AB, and O
in the case group (0.76∗109/L, 0.85∗109/L, 0.83∗109/L and
0.85∗109/L, respectively).

Unfortunately, statistical analysis showed that blood type A
was not significantly associated with lymphocyte count levels in
case subjects (P = 0.83, F= 0.30).

DISCUSSION

Of the human blood group systems, the ABO blood group
is widely used in clinical practice. As some of the important
antigens, HBGAs are complex carbohydrate molecules with
specific oligosaccharide sequences expressed on the surface of red
blood cell membranes. These antigens are also highly expressed
on a large number of human cells and tissues, including epithelia,
platelets, vascular endothelia and neurons (Storry and Olsson,
2009; Liumbruno and Franchini, 2013; Heggelund et al., 2017;
Kazi et al., 2017). HBGAs have been postulated to modify the
spread of pathogens through the action of natural antibodies
and complements (Neil et al., 2005; Ewald and Sumner, 2018).
ABO antibodies are part of the innate immune system against
some parasites, bacteria and enveloped viruses, and HBGAs are
important as receptors for immune and inflammatory responses
(Cooling, 2015; Jing et al., 2020). Meanwhile, this system is often
used as a genetic marker in the human genome, generated by a
polymorphic glycosyl-transferase encoded by 2 dominant active

FIGURE 1 | ABO blood type and lymphocyte count level analysis in the case

group. (A) Comparisons among every pair of the four blood types via ANOVA.

(B) Association analysis between the lymphocyte count and ABO blood type

in a linear regression model.

and a recessive inactive alleles. The association between ABO
blood groups and infectious and non-infectious diseases has been
widely explored (Groot et al., 2020).
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In the current study, we aimed to evaluate the contribution of
the ABO blood group to COVID-19 susceptibility in Wuhan by
employing a case-control association analysis. Our present results
demonstrated that there was a significant association between the
A blood group and COVID-19, such that females (but not males)
with blood type A were more susceptible to COVID-19 infection.
Compared with other patients, female patients with blood type A
had a relative risk of 1.33 for coronavirus infection. Xiong et al.
recently also found that women show different characteristics
from men in the transmission of COVID-19 (Xiong et al., 2020).
We speculate that this result may be related to the different
anatomic structures, estrogen levels, immune systems and genetic
backgrounds of men and women. We further investigated the
possible association between ABO blood group and lymphocyte
count, the latter was considered as one of the index to evaluate
the severity of COVID-19. Although statistical analysis showed
no significant difference in ABO blood group and lymphocyte
counts, our study found that the decreased lymphocyte counts
in patients with blood type A were lower than those in patients
with other blood types. The possible explanation for this finding
may be related to the small sample size.

In fact, a number of epidemiological studies had also been
conducted. For instance, the study of Li et al. reported that the
proportion of blood type A in patients infected with SARS-CoV-
2 was significantly higher than that in healthy controls (0.38 vs.
0.32%, P < 0.001), while the proportion of blood type O in SARS-
CoV-2 infected patients was significantly lower than in healthy
controls (0.26 vs. 0.34%, P < 0.001) (Li et al., 2020). In another
study, Zhao et al. also showed that blood type A was associated
with an increased risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection, whereas blood
type O was associated with a decreased risk (Gerard et al., 2020;
Zhao et al., 2020). The main finding of our study was consistent
with the above analysis by Li et al. and Zhao et al., but slightly
different. In our cases, the relationship between ABO blood type
and the count of lymphocyte was further investigated, due to
the importance of lymphocyte count in the evaluation of severity
of COVID-19.

As with COVID-19, SARS is also a serious respiratory
infectious disease. Nevertheless, ABO blood group-associated
susceptibility to SARS is different from the corresponding
susceptibility to COVID-19. In 2005, Cheng et al. found that
individuals with blood type O had a reduced susceptibility
to SARS infection in the Hong Kong population. Variable
binding affinity to differing ABH substances present
in gut epithelial cells may be the cause of the above
phenomenon (Cheng et al., 2005).

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to lineage B betacoronavirus and shares
high sequence identity with that of bat or human severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus-related coronavirus (SARSr-
CoV) (Tian et al., 2020). The structural analysis of SARS-CoV-
2 contains two important viral proteins, the nucleocapsid and
the spike (S) proteins. S proteins of coronaviruses are large
transmembrane heavily N-glycosylated proteins that mediate
association with a cell surface receptor. SARS-CoV-2 makes use
of the S protein to gain entry into the host (Li et al., 2006; Wrapp
et al., 2020). Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is the

main host cell receptor of SARS-CoV-2 and plays a crucial role
in the entry of the virus into the cell to cause the final infection
(Cao et al., 2020; Wu, 2020; Xu H. et al., 2020). The relationship
between natural antibodies of the ABO blood system and the
ACE2 interaction has been experimentally investigated. In 2008,
Guillon et al. observed that S protein/ACE2-dependent adhesion
of special Chinese hamster ovary cells to an ACE2-expressing
cell line could be specifically inhibited by either monoclonal or
human natural anti-A antibodies. Their findings indicated that
anti-A antibodies may block the interaction between the SARS
coronavirus and its receptor-ACE2, thereby providing protection
(Guillon et al., 2008). This is consistent with our findings,
suggesting that those with blood type A may be more susceptible
to viral infection.

Meanwhile, several drawbacks existed in our study. First, Due
to the limited sample size of COVID-19 in the early stages,
the sample size included in our research is not very large.
Second, regional selection bias needs to be considered. Third,
other potential diseases may affect the research results. Finally,
some of the control individuals might develop COVID-19 in
the future.

In conclusion, female patients with blood type A are
susceptible to COVID-19 in Wuhan after gender stratification.
However, more studies are necessary to confirm these findings
in a larger sample and among individuals of different ethnicities.
The underlying mechanism between the ABO blood groups and
ACE2 needs to be further explored.
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China

During the COVID-19 pandemic, ensuring the gradual recovery of anesthesia nursing

unit and avoiding cross-infection between surgical patients and staff are difficult

problems for hospital managers. We outlined the emergency response measures and

the transition to normal operation of the anesthesia nursing unit in West China Hospital,

which is a large teaching hospital. This mainly included hospital and operating room

channel management, three-level screening management of patients and medical staff,

classification management of patients undergoing anesthesia and recovery, training

management of medical personnel, strict environmental management, and online

teaching management.

Keywords: novel coronavirus pneumonia, COVID-19, epidemic prevention, anesthesia nursing, nursing

management

INTRODUCTION

A novel coronavirus pneumonia outbreak occurred in Wuhan, Hubei, China, in December 2019
(1, 2). Following more than 2 months of struggle, China’s epidemic ultimately began to show a
downward trend (3). During the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, ensuring the gradual
recovery of anesthesia nursing unit and avoiding cross-infection between surgical patients and
staff are difficult problems for hospital managers. West China Hospital of Sichuan University, a
comprehensive teaching hospital with more than 4,000 beds, is an emergency and critical treatment
center in Western China. To effectively meet the needs of daily diagnosis and treatment, from
February 10, 2020, the anesthesia nursing unit, as well as the operation of elective surgery, was
slowly resumed. According to the operation in the past month, we outlined the epidemic prevention
and control strategies for anesthesia nursing units and then strictly implemented them.

From February 10 toMarch 20, 2020, 2213 patients underwent postoperative anesthesia recovery
nursing. No cross-infection occurred in the COVID-19 hospital, and no adverse nursing events
took place. During the epidemic period, it was impossible to stop all scheduled operations. Our
aim is to help anesthesia and nursing departments worldwide based on our experience of epidemic
prevention and control, as will be discussed in the following text.
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We statistically evaluated the basic information of the 2,213
patients, such as age, gender, preoperative fever, fever patients
with COVID-19 nucleic acid test, preoperative CT, ASA grade,
anesthesia method, and operation type. The age frequency
distribution of the patients was mainly distributed in the
following age groups: 50–59, 40–49, 60–69, and 0–9 years old
(Figure 1A). Also, the gender distribution (Figure 1B) was 1,167
males (52.7%) and 1,046 females (47.3%). The patients were also
assessed for preoperative fever (≥37.3◦C), and the nucleic acid
test results of 13 patients (0.59%) with fever (Figure 1C) were
negative. The principal distribution (Figure 1D) of patients with
3 days preoperative CT was normal (n = 1,598, 72.2%), and
increased lung texture (n = 210, 9.5%), COPD (n = 270, 12.3%),
and Pulmonary nodules (n = 135, 6.1%) were noted. The ASA
grade (Figure 1E) was chiefly composed of ASA I (n= 41, 1.9%),
ASA II (n= 1,613, 72.9%), ASA (n= 549, 24.8%), and ASA IV (n
= 10, 0.5%), and anesthesiamethods (Figure 1F) were principally
intravenous inhalation combined anesthesia (n= 1,893, 85.54%),
total intravenous anesthesia (n = 167, 7.55%), and inhalation
anesthesia (n = 153, 6.91%); in addition, the top 3 surgical types
(Figure 1G) were orthopedic surgery (n = 370), gastrointestinal
surgery (n= 236), and pediatric surgery (n= 201).

HOSPITAL AND OPERATING ROOM
CHANNEL MANAGEMENT

Implementation of Three-Channel
Management for Patients in All Buildings
We report the building plan and channel management of the
outpatient building, the first inpatient building, and the second
inpatient building of West China Hospital (Figure 2). According
to the hospital outpatient spatial structure, the patient treatment
route was converted to one-way, and the entrances and exits
were, respectively, arranged at the two ends of the outpatient
building. Patients could only enter from the entrance and
exit from the exit, and the rest of the access was closed in
the meantime.

The implementation of “three-channel” management in
all buildings of the hospital meant that the entrances and
exits of operation inpatients, inpatients and their escorts, and
medical staff were separated and run separately without crossing
each other (Figure 2). Patients and the person accompanying
them were given an admission certificate. Personnel with no
certificate were not allowed to enter under strict control. All
personnel entering hospital buildings had to wear masks and take
temperature measurements properly.

Transformation of Patient Access to the
Operating Room
The route of patients entering and leaving the operating room
was fixed to one-way transport. Prior to the operation, their
temperature was taken thrice in the entrance of the inpatient
buildings and operating rooms and also inside the operating
rooms. When the temperature was not normal, a report had to
be made to the infection management department of the hospital
that included the patient’s epidemiological history. Experts from

the infectious disease department and respiratory department
would determine whether the operation could be pushed through
as usual following consultation. Following the operation, the
patient’s tracheal intubation or laryngeal mask had to be removed
in the operating room, and then the patients were transferred
to the anesthesia recovery room for recuperation. The post-
anesthesia care units were on the 10th floor of the first inpatient
building, and the operating rooms were on the 11th to 13th floor
of the second inpatient building. The two buildings are connected
by corridors. If the vital signs of patients were stable and reached
the standard of withdrawal from the anesthesia recovery room,
the anesthesia nurse would return them to the ward via the
“operation inpatient elevator.”

THREE-LEVEL SCREENING
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS AND
MEDICAL STAFF

Surgical Patients During Hospitalization
In theory, patients were not allowed to come with
an accompanying person. However, in special cases,
“one patient, one accompanying person” (one fixed
person) was strictly implemented. The head nurse would
evaluate the epidemiological history and then issue the
accompanying certificate.

A “three-level screening” system was applied in each ward and
outlined as follows:

1. First-level screening: Each nursing unit was under the control
of a specially assigned person for 24 h, and the patient or/and
the accompanying person had to enter with a certificate. The
temperature and epidemiological history had to be inquired
about and registered.

2. Second-level screening: The patient’s temperature had to
be monitored as required, and the temperature of the
accompanying person had to be monitored thrice a day. The
epidemiological history, dizziness, chest tightness, fatigue, and
other symptoms had to be inquired about so that people
having these problems could be found in time and reported
to the infection management department of the hospital.

3. Third-level screening: When the doctor did rounds in the
room, the patient would again be asked about his/her
epidemiological history and whether he/she had dizziness,
chest tightness, and fatigue. Patients had to complete a chest
CT examination prior to the operation to check whether they
had COVID-19 (4).

Pre-job Epidemiological Screening of
Medical Staff
Following the Chinese Lunar New Year holiday, the medical
staff needed to report to the department managers their health
status, their activity regarding going out and returning during
the epidemic, their epidemiological contact history, etc. Before
returning to work, those who had left Sichuan Province and
returned to Chengdu for <14 days had to isolate at home and
not return to work. Until the isolation time reached 14 days
following return with no infection symptoms, they needed to
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FIGURE 1 | Baseline characteristics of patients who underwent postoperative anesthesia in the COVID-19 pandemic (N = 2,213). (A) Age frequency distribution of

the patients for every 10 years; pie charts of (B) gender distribution (male, female), (C) preoperative fever (≥37.3◦C, normal, fever), (D) 3-day preoperative CT (normal,

increased lung texture, COPD, pulmonary nodules), (E) ASA grade (ASA I, ASA II, ASA III, and ASA IV), (F) anesthesia methods (intravenous inhalation combined

anesthesia, total intravenous anesthesia, and inhalation anesthesia), and (G) surgical types.

apply to the department for a certificate to return to work.
Medical staff had to wear masks and have work permits, and
a special passage was set up for them before entering and
leaving each inpatient building. Temperature measurement and
registration were again performed before lunch and on leaving
the department after work.

CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT OF
PATIENTS UNDERGOING ANESTHESIA
AND RECOVERY

Special Management of Ordinary Patients
Following the operation, the tracheal intubation or laryngeal
mask was removed from the patient in the operating room,
and they were then sent to the anesthesia recovery room for
further assistance. Not only could this save on medical protective
materials, but it also avoided the spread of aerosol in the recovery
room due to tracheal intubation and extubation. Following the
extubation of the tracheal intubation or laryngeal mask, patients

were given low-flow oxygen via a facemask with a reservoir and
a medical surgical mask once they were breathing smoothly and
were then sent to the anesthesia recovery room.

At the end of each operation, the operating room would be
disinfected. In addition to routine anesthesia and care, special
attention was paid to ensuring the following:

1. The space between beds of resuscitated patients was >1 meter
to lessen the possibility of cross-infection between patients.

2. In the recovery room, patients used a low-flow, non-
humidification nasal prong to inhale oxygen, reducing
aerosol production.

3. During the recovery period, the patients wore masks and were
given low-flow nasal oxygen.

4. The patient’s temperature was monitored. If the temperature
exceeded 37.3◦C, it was reported immediately to the head
nurse, the surgeon in charge, and the anesthesiologist during
the operation. The causes of fever were assessed in different
ways until the possibility of infection with COVID-19
was eliminated.
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FIGURE 2 | The building plan of the outpatient building and inpatient buildings 1 and 2. The post-anesthesia care units are on the 10th floor of the first inpatient

building, and the operating rooms are on the 11th to 13th floor of the second inpatient building. The two buildings are connected by corridors.

5. The use of antiemetics could lessen postoperative nausea,
vomiting, and the possibility of exposure.

6. When patients with tracheotomy needed sputum suction,
medical staff had to wear anti-seepage isolation clothing
and goggles or a face screen on the basis of standard
prevention (5).

7. After the patient left the anesthesia recovery room, the used
instruments, surface, bed unit, cardiac conductivity line, blood
pressure cuff, blood oxygen saturation fingertip, etc. were
wiped with a disinfectant containing 500 mg/L chlorine, and
the humidification bottle was placed into a white garbage bag
with a cover.

8. When transferring patients back to the ward, the shortest
route and the special elevator for surgical patients were taken.

9. The disposable bedspread and quilt cover were replaced by
one person only, and the part of the transfer vehicle that
had come into contact with the patient was wiped with a
disinfectant containing 500 mg/L chlorine.

Special Management of
Suspected/Confirmed Patients
In theory, suspected/confirmed patients should have no elective
surgery, as the impact of surgery may aggravate the patient’s
condition or even lead to the death of the patient. Only
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emergency rescue surgery was performed (6). The operation and
postoperative recovery were completed in a negative-pressure
operating room.

Aside from the routine recovery nursing, the following should
be paid attention to when patients are being intubated and
recovering in the negative-pressure operating room (7):

1. The air pollution in the operating room should be lessened as
much as possible, a breathing filter at the connection between
the patient’s tracheal intubation and the threaded pipe of
the anesthesia machine should be installed, and a breathing
filter between the suction and the exhalation of the anesthesia
machine should be installed as well.

2. Under deep anesthesia, secretion in the airway should be
suctioned to lessen the incidence of cough.

3. There should be someone to assist the anesthesiologist in
the removal of the tracheal intubation when the patient’s
spontaneous breathing pattern has not recovered.

4. When the tracheal tube is pulled out, the breathing filter at
the end of the tube should be kept and connected with the
breathing mask, which should be tightly connected with the
patient’s nose and mouth and connected with the anesthetic
breathing circuit.

5. Following the stoppage of oxygen inhalation, the patient
should wear a medical protective mask right away.

6. The prophylactic use of antiemetic drugs to avoid nausea and
vomiting complications should be noted.

7. Once the patient is deemed ready for discharge, the infection
management department and the medical department of the
hospital should be asked to work out the transfer route and
make preparations for the transfer route and docking with
the isolation ward.

8. The transport personnel ought to wear protective equipment
in accordance with the level three protection standard,
carry a sealed special transport rescue box (including the
breathing bag, breathing mask, sputum suction tube, and
50-ml syringe), and use a negative-pressure transfer bed to
transport the patients back to the isolation ward.

9. The treatment of articles, instruments, and equipment
used by patients and the environmental treatment of the
operating room and buffer room should be performed in
accordance with the regulations on the management of
medical wastes, the technical specifications for disinfection
of medical institutions, the management specifications for
hospital air purification, and the management specifications
for environmental surface cleaning and disinfection of
medical institutions.

10. The medical staff in the operating room should only
leave the negative-pressure operating room after taking off
their medical protective equipment in accordance with the
standard process and hand hygiene.

TRAINING MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL
PERSONNEL

Training on the Front Line
The hospital adopted the forms of live broadcast, a TV
morning meeting, WeChat enterprise number push, and so

on, to report COVID-19-related knowledge to medical staff,
students, and logistics personnel in all hospitals and to train
the personnel on how to wear protective equipment and
relieve mental stress (8). At the end of each course, an online
theoretical assessment was performed to complete the first step of
advanced training.

Offline Training After Arrival
The selection of personal protective equipment (PPE) in
place of standard and corresponding protective measures
and various treatment activities in clean areas, potential
pollution areas, and pollution areas was made clear. The
aim was that protection of medical personnel would be
implemented, but overprotection would be ended. When
nurses assist in tracheal intubation, sputum suction, tracheal
intubation extubation, fiberoptic bronchoscopy, etc., which
may generate splashes or aerosols, they should wear medical
protective masks, goggles/protective screens, and anti-seepage
isolation clothing (9). It was highlighted that the corresponding
protective equipment should be removed in accordance with
the standard process when leaving the polluted area and
potentially polluted areas, and, as far as possible, pollution
should not happen during the removal. Since the wearing
of protective equipment impacts the operation sensitivity and
flexibility of nursing staff, the wearing of three-level protective
equipment will also impact the hearing, vision, and touch
of nursing staff, resulting in poor communication between
colleagues, poor operations, and even operation failure (10,
11). Thus, situation simulation training of wearing protective
equipment should be performed in batches to lessen the
negative impact of wearing protective equipment on nurses
(Figure S1).

We outline recommendations for the PPE of the medical staff
in anesthesia surgery centers for three-level screening (Table 1).

For patients with no fever during selective operation, we
carried out level 1 protection (Figure 3A): Work clothes,
disposable work caps, and disposable surgical masks were to
be worn. Latex gloves were also worn when in contact with
blood, body fluids, secretions, or excreta, and goggles or a
protective face screen were worn when carrying out tracheal
intubation, sputum aspiration, tracheal extubation, and other
possible ways to generate aerosols. For the replacement time,
disposable surgical masks were to be changed every 4 h if they
were not contaminated or wet. Disposable working caps and
clothes had to be changed every 8 h and replaced in time if
contaminated or wet; the goggles or protective screen had to be
replaced following each operation.

For patients with fever during selective operation, we
implemented level 2 protection (Figure 3B): Work clothes,
disposable work caps, and disposable medical protective masks
(N95 type masks and above), disposable protective clothing,
disposable waterproof isolation clothes, waterproof shoe covers,
double latex gloves, and goggles or a protective face screen
were worn. In terms of replacement time, disposable medical
protective masks had to be replaced every 4 h if not contaminated
or wet. Disposable working caps and clothes had to be
replaced every 8 h and were replaced in time if contaminated
or wet; following each operation, the disposable waterproof
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TABLE 1 | Recommendations for the personal protective equipment (PPE) of the medical staff in anesthesia surgery centers.

Protective level Scope of application PPE Replacement time

Level 1 Patients with no fever during

elective operation

Work clothes, disposable work caps, and disposable

surgical masks were to be worn. Latex gloves were

also worn when in contact with blood, body fluids,

secretions, or excreta, and goggles or protective face

screen were worn when carrying out tracheal

intubation, sputum aspiration, tracheal extubation, and

other possible ways to generate aerosols.

Disposable surgical masks had to be changed every

4 h if they were not contaminated or wet. Disposable

working caps and clothes had to be changed every 8 h

and were to be replaced in time if contaminated or wet;

goggles or protective screens had to be replaced

following each operation.

Level 2 Patients with fever during

elective operation

Work clothes, disposable work caps and disposable

medical protective masks (N95 type masks and

above), disposable protective clothing, disposable

waterproof isolation clothes, waterproof shoe covers,

double latex gloves, and goggles or protective face

screens were worn.

Disposable medical protective masks had to be

replaced every 4 h if not contaminated or wet.

Disposable working caps and clothes had to be

replaced every 8 h and had to be replaced in time if

contaminated or wet; following each operation, the

disposable waterproof protective clothing, disposable

protective clothing, waterproof shoe covers, and

goggles or protective face screen were to be replaced.

Level 3 Patients with suspected or

confirmed COVID-19 during

emergency surgery

Work clothes, disposable working cap and

comprehensive respirator, disposable protective

clothing, disposable waterproof isolation clothes,

waterproof shoe covers, and double latex gloves were

worn.

All equipment had to be replaced after each operation.

protective clothing, disposable protective clothing, waterproof
shoe cover, and goggles or protective face screen had to
be replaced.

For patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 during
emergency surgery, we carried out level 3 protection (Figure 3C):
work clothes, disposable working cap, and comprehensive
respirator, disposable protective clothing, disposable waterproof
isolation clothes, waterproof shoe covers, and double latex gloves
were worn. In terms of the replacement time, all equipment was
replaced following each operation.

SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND HUMAN
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Strict Environmental Management
Windows were opened to ventilate, the air conditioning was
turned off, and the air was disinfected thrice a day in the
anesthesia recovery room, the office area, and the dining
room. Office desktops, mice, keyboards, printers, walkie talkies,
computers, and other public facilities had to be wiped with
500 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant thrice a day. The
door handles of public toilets, changing rooms, and duty rooms
had to be disinfected every day, and toilet paper was provided
outside the door for use as an anti-pollution measure. To avoid
cluster-dining and cross-infection, the dining plan of the dining
room of the anesthesia operation center was adjusted: self-
service dining was canceled and modified to aid with taking a
box meal; the dining time was controlled to about 20min in
batches and to a limited number of people, and no chatting was
allowed during the dining period; most of the dining chairs were
removed to ensure that the distance between each diner was
not < 1 m.

Human Resource Management Under
Special Situations
We listed details on working shift durations for various
employees. Recently, research has indicated that we should
consider minimizing staff exposure to COVID-19 patients by
optimizing work shifts (12). The numbers of open operating
rooms, anesthesiologists, and anesthesia nurses who needed to
work were determined in accordance with the amount of surgery
on the next day. The working time of medical staff was around
8–10 h with rest breaks. The anesthesiologists in the surgery
room were divided into three batches with three different shifts,
8:00–16:00, 9:00–17:00, and 16:00–19:00; the anesthesiologists
in PACU were split into two batches with three shifts, 7:00–
17:30 and 9:00–19:00; the nurses and transport workers were split
into four batches with four shifts: 8:00–16:00, 9:00–17:00, 10:00–
18:00, and 11:00–19:00. These schedules ensured the smooth
operation and lessened staff gathering. Cleaning personnel were
split into two batches with two shifts, 7:00–15:00 and 15:00–
23:00, for two-liner change.

ONLINE TEACHING MANAGEMENT

Our hospital is the teaching hospital of a large medical center.
Because of the impact of the epidemic situation and the delay of
the students’ school opening time, we investigated new teaching
methods and conducted live broadcasts, question answering,
and discussions of theoretical courses via various networked
teaching or conferencing platforms. To avoid the gathering
of personnel, on-site teaching was canceled and modified to
record teaching videos for the Wechat group, asking and
answering questions from the group. After 3 days of file sharing,
online tests related to the teaching content were taken to test
the learning effect and ensure the teaching quality. During
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FIGURE 3 | Personal protective equipment for medical staff at three levels.

(A) Level 1 protection: for patients with no fever during elective operation.

(B) Level 2 protection: for patients with fever during elective operation (wear

disposable medical latex gloves with an outer layer). (C) Level 3 protection: for

patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 during emergency surgery

(wear disposable medical latex gloves with an outer layer).

the COVID-19 epidemic, we should strengthen the training
of interns on the knowledge and skills related to epidemic
prevention and control and pay special attention to training on
the awareness, skills, and psychological adjustment of prevention
and control. During the outbreak of COVID-19, interns did not
carry out invasive operations so as to lessen the possibility of
occupational exposure.

DISCUSSION

Under the COVID-19 pandemic, the ways to ensure the gradual
recovery of anesthesia nursing unit and avoid cross-infection
of the anesthesia nursing unit in a West China hospital can be
outlined according to six aspects.

1. Hospital and operating room channel management: The
hospital and the nursing department should adopt a
reasonable layout of the medical space, optimize the treatment
process and patient transfer process, implement “three-
channel management,” and build a physical barrier.

2. Three-level screening management of patients and
medical staff: Patients and medical staff should perform
epidemiological history screening and be under the control
of three-level screening management to implement multiple
filtering and cut off the source of infection.

3. Classification management of patients undergoing anesthesia
and recovery: Ordinary patients and suspected/confirmed
patients with COVID-19 should be managed in accordance
with anesthesia and operation classification and precautions
to ensure the safety of patients and staff.

4. Training management of medical personnel: Training should
be given to medical staff on COVID-19 prevention and
control to improve personal protection ability, particularly
covering medical staff nursing behavior, selection of
protective equipment, and specification of the wearing
and taking off process based on “three-level protection” under
different situations.

5. Special environmental and human resource management: The
strict management of the environment of the department
should be strengthened, aggregation lessened, and the supply
of ppe ensured; flexible human resource management can
ensure the smooth completion of daily work while reducing
the number of medical staff and exposure as much as possible;

6. Online teaching management: On-site teaching should be
replaced with online teaching to ensure the safety of students
and to complete the teaching plan.

Some other groups have also shared their clinical experiences
of managing patients under COVID-19. Sorbello et al. (13)
described key elements of clinical management in Italy, including
safe oxygen therapy, airway management, PPE, and non-
technical aspects of caring for patients diagnosed with COVID
2019. In these settings, there are specific factors that must be
highlighted: oxygen administration and non-invasive ventilation
of spontaneously ventilating patients; airway management of
patients requiring tracheal intubation; clinical management
with PPE; and human factors. Dexter et al. (14) suggested
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an evidence-based approach for the optimization of infection
control and operating roommanagement to defend perioperative
COVID-19. The approach included improved hand hygiene,
environmental cleaning via surface disinfectants and ultraviolet
light, improved vascular care, patient decolonization, and
surveillance optimization, which was in part consistent with
our strategies. Recently research indicated that a combination
of effective patient testing strategies, intelligent work planning,
and thoughtful resource management could optimize treatment
capacity, limit healthcare worker exposure, limit unnecessary use
of PPE, and ensure high-quality patient care while avoiding staff
overexertion (12, 15).

Through the implementation of the previously mentioned
epidemic prevention and control strategies, anesthesia nursing
work in our department is performed in an orderly and safe
manner. Theoretical teaching is arranged according to the
plan, but online teaching and discussion are more popular
with students. These epidemic prevention and control strategies
are based on China’s national conditions, local epidemic
situation, and hospital conditions, so anesthesia nursing
colleagues can select from them in accordance with their own
specific conditions.
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Geographic and Genomic
Distribution of SARS-CoV-2
Mutations
Daniele Mercatelli † and Federico M. Giorgi*†
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The novel respiratory disease COVID-19 has reached the status of worldwide pandemic

and large efforts are currently being undertaken in molecularly characterizing the virus

causing it, SARS-CoV-2. The genomic variability of SARS-CoV-2 specimens scattered

across the globe can underly geographically specific etiological effects. In the present

study, we gather the 48,635 SARS-CoV-2 complete genomes currently available thanks

to the collection endeavor of the GISAID consortium and thousands of contributing

laboratories. We analyzed and annotated all SARS-CoV-2 mutations compared with

the reference Wuhan genome NC_045512.2, observing an average of 7.23 mutations

per sample. Our analysis shows the prevalence of single nucleotide transitions as the

major mutational type across the world. There exist at least three clades characterized

by geographic and genomic specificity. In particular, clade G, prevalent in Europe, carries

a D614G mutation in the Spike protein, which is responsible for the initial interaction of

the virus with the host human cell. Our analysis may facilitate custom-designed antiviral

strategies based on the molecular specificities of SARS-CoV-2 in different patients and

geographical locations.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, genome evolution, COVID-19, genomics, coronavirus

INTRODUCTION

Initially reported in mid-December 2019 in the Chinese city of Wuhan, the newly emerged severe
acute respiratory syndrome virus (SARS-CoV-2) is a single-stranded RNA beta-coronavirus with a
compact 29,903 nucleotides-long genome. This virus causes a serious disease known as Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19), which has spread in over 210 countries in <4 months, counting more
than 10 million confirmed cases and almost 500,000 deaths reported worldwide as of June 28,
2020 (source: World Health Organization). A difference in case fatality rates across countries was
observed, possibly due to a diverse demographic composition and the type of measures that have
been taken in different countries to limit viral spreading (Dowd et al., 2020). According to data
from the public database of the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID), three
major clades of SARS-CoV-2 can be identified (Forster et al., 2020), that have been subsequently
named as clade G (variant of the spike protein S-D614G), clade V (variant of the ORF3a coding
protein NS3-G251), and clade S (variant ORF8-L84S). However, as more complete sequences
become available, the need to define specific geographic distributions of virus variants becomes
of practical importance to define clinical and political strategies at the local level. Despite several
reports having confirmed a relatively low variability of SARS-CoV-2 genomes (Ceraolo and Giorgi,
2020; Lu et al., 2020), it is still unclear if different fatality rates or speed of transmission observed
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in different countries may be the consequence of clade’s
differences in virulence, as discussed by a recent commentary
comparing different strains in the USA (Brufsky, 2020). It
is therefore possible that more insights into the pathogenesis
and virulence of this virus may come from comparative
genomic analysis linked to epidemiologic data coming from
different countries.

Genetic variance analyses must now play a crucial role in
expanding knowledge on this new virus to adopt measures to
contain its outbreak. Complete viral genome sequences have been
made rapidly publicly available to the research community and
have recently surpassed the 48,000 units, thanks to the worldwide
effort of scientists and to the GISAID consortium. This data
avalanche will result in an unprecedently rapid effort to analyze
data to understand genome diversity (Andersen et al., 2020; Shen
et al., 2020), to hypothesize suitable targets for drug repositioning
(Wu et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020) and to develop prevention
strategies (Zhao and Chen, 2020). In the present study, we
performed the largest comparative study so far by analyzing
more than 48,000 complete SARS-CoV-2 genomes. We report
all mutations and stratify them genomically and geographically,
also highlighting insurgence of sub-clades and genomic highly
variable spots. These finding may be extremely useful to design
and think about the efficacy of measures that have been taken on
a regional basis to limit SARS-CoV-2 spreading.

METHODS

Forty-eight thousand six hundred thirty-five SARS-CoV-2
genomic sequences were downloaded from GISAID (Shu and
McCauley, 2017) on June 26, 2020 (Supplementary File 1).
Only viruses affecting human hosts were selected, removing
low-quality sequences (>5% NNNs) and using only full-length
sequences (>29,000 nt). Forty-eight thousand six hundred
twenty-four sequences were associated to a geographic region,
specifically: 514 from Africa, 3,340 from Asia, 31,818 from
Europe, 10,250 fromNorth America, 2,127 fromOceania and 575
from South America. Eleven sequences were not associated to any
continent. We provide as Supplementary File 2 a full geographic
description of each sample used in the study.

The reference NC_045512.2 SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan genome
(Coronaviridae Study Group of the International Committee
on Taxonomy of Viruses, 2020), 29,903 nucleotides long, was
obtained from NCBI GenBank. A GFF3 annotation associated
to the refence, showing genomic coordinates for all protein
sequences of SARS-CoV-2, is provided as Supplementary File 3.
The large ORF1 polyprotein was split into its constituent
Non-structural proteins (NSPs). The NSP12, encoding for the
viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, was considered in the
annotation as two regions, NSP12a and NSP12b, corresponding
to the regions before and after a ribosomal frameshift, occurring

Abbreviations: AA, amino acid; COVID-19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; GISAID,

Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data; Indel, insertion/deletion event;

NSP, non-structural protein; ORF, open reading frame; S, SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein; SARS-CoV-2, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, Coronavirus 2; SNP,

single nucleotide polymorphism.

as nucleotide 13,468 is translated as both the last nucleotide of a
codon and the first of the next codon.

NUCMER version 3.1 (Delcher, 2002) was used to align all
48,635 genome sequences over the NC_045512.2 reference. The
output of the alignment was converted to an annotated list of all
mutational events using an internally developed R SARS-CoV-2
annotation algorithm provided as Supplementary File 4.

SARS-CoV-2 5′UTR RNA secondary structure has been
predicted by free energy minimization together with equilibrium
partition function and base pair binding probabilities algorithm
from the RNAfold WebServer using default settings (Gruber
et al., 2008).

RESULTS

Our analysis of 48,635 SARS-CoV-2 highlights a total of
353,341 mutation events compared to the NC_045512.2 Wuhan
reference genome. Our results, event by event, are available as
Supplementary File 5. While 256 samples, mostly originating
from Asia, did not have any difference from the reference,
48,379 samples possessed at least one mutation. The number
of mutations is relatively low, with mode per sample equaling
6, an average of 7.23, and very few samples having more than
15 events (Figure 1A). Overall, no continent differs significantly
from the average mutation rate (Figure 1B), but there is a
significant difference (one-way ANOVA p = 9.55 × 10−205) in
the average number of mutations per sample between countries.
Specifically, amongst the top 40 nations with the highest number
of sequenced full viral genomes (Figure 1C), these countries have
a slightly but significant higher number of observed mutations
per sample, when compared to the world’s average: India: (8.40),
Congo (8.30), Bangladesh (9.83), and Kazakhstan (9.47). On
the other hand, the sequences from the following countries
show a significantly lower mutational burden: Germany (6.09),
Japan (4.55), Italy (5.92), Greece (5.91), Hong Kong (5.00), and
Kenya (5.38). One must bear in mind that some sampling biases
may affect this comparison: for example, some countries have
generated the highest number of sequences in the early phases of
the pandemic, and may have therefore observed fewer mutations
(for example, Italy has not shared any sequence in the months
of May and June 2020, the last two considered in our analysis).
On the other hand, one would expect China to have a lower
number of mutations, being the likely point of origin of SARS-
CoV-2 (Ceraolo and Giorgi, 2020), and indeed the distribution
of mutations per sample seems to suggest that (Figure 1C);
however, a small number of sequences carrying a very high
number (>50) of mutations are associated to China, shifting
the distribution for this country. Upon manual inspection, these
sequences do not appear to share similarities between each other,
and are likely the product of technical sequencing errors.

We analyzed the nature of each mutation, highlighting
a massive prevalence of single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) over short insertion/deletion events (indels) worldwide
(Supplementary File 6) and in every continent (Figure 2A).
Worldwide, we observed 205,482 amino acid(aa)-changing SNP
events (58.2% of the total), with fewer than half silent SNPs falling
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Mercatelli and Giorgi Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 Mutations

FIGURE 1 | (A) Distribution of number of mutational events for all SARS-CoV-2 genome samples analyzed. (B) Distributions of number of mutations for each sample,

stratified per continent. The main boxplot rectangles are drawn between the 1st and 3rd quartile, with the median value indicated as a thick line. Boxplot whiskers fall

on the closest point to the 1st/3rd quartile + 1.5 interquartile range as described in the R boxplot() function. The number in brackets after the continent name

indicates the number of sequenced genomes. The horizontal red line indicates the average number of mutations per sample, worldwide. (C) As in (B), with

stratification performed country-wise, using the 40 countries with the highest number of sequenced genomes. The boxplot color indicates the country has a mutation

rate higher (red) or lower (blue) than the world’s average (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p < 2.2 × 10−16 and absolute difference of averages between country and world

higher than one).
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 mutation classes in continents. “SNP,” “deletion,” and “insertion” terms without further specifications are intended as

frameshift-preserving aa-changing events. (B) Continent-stratified distribution of SARS-CoV-2 mutation types. Colors are assigned randomly but preserved across

panels to facilitate tracking of identical types across continents. Listed nucleotide changes represent those found in the positive-sense viral RNA. We indicate the

thymine T letter for consistency with the NCBI reference sequence NC_045512.2, but the actual viral sequence will be factually represented by a U (uracil) as the RNA

counterpart for thymine. Dots (’·’) on the x-axis mutation type names indicate nucleotide deletion.

in coding regions (27.6%, with 97,573 events). There are 44,345
events in intergenic regions (12.6%), prevalently the 5′UTR and
3′UTR of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA sequence. Short frameshift

deletions are the most common indel event in the SARS-
CoV-2 population (0.8%), followed by in-frame deletions (3x
deletions reducing the viral protein length without introducing
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stop codons), which account for 0.6% of all observed mutational
events. SNPs generating a stop codon are also very rare (496
observed events, 0.1% of the total). Insertions are an extremely
rare event, accounting for <0.1% of all SARS-CoV-2 mutations
detected so far. Similar profiles and relative percentages are
observed in all continents, suggesting a conserved molecular
basis for SARS-CoV-2 evolution (Figure 2A).

We then classified the SARS-CoV-2 mutations according to
their type, observing a prevalence of SNP transitions (purine-
>purine and pyrimidine->pyrimidine) over SNP transversions
(purine->pyrimidine and vice versa), an observation that
matches what was observed for SARS-CoV (Hu et al., 2003).
The most common event, both worldwide and continent-wise,
is by far the C>T transition, accounting for 55.1% of all observed
worldwide viral mutations (Figure 2B, Supplementary File 6).
The A>G transition is the second most common event
worldwide (14.8%) and in Africa, Europe, and the Americas. The
most common transversion, G>T, is the third most common
event worldwide, with 42,408 occurrences (12.0%), but it is the
second most common event in Asia and Oceania. The most
common indel, the deletion of the ATG codon, is the 12th most
common event worldwide, with a total of 1,298 occurrences,
but it rises to the 9th most frequent in European genomes
(Figure 2B). A peculiar multi-nucleotide event, the substitution
of a GGG triplet with AAC, was also observed as the 5th
most common event worldwide (4.0%, Supplementary File 6).
As we will discuss later, this mutation type is mostly associated
to a specific event affecting the Nucleocapsid locus, which
characterizes the clade GR in the viral phylogenetic tree. It
must be noted here that our choice of the “T” base notation,
corresponding to thymine, was made for compatibility reasons
with the NCBI NC_045512.2 reference genome notation, while
the actual RNA base in the SARS-CoV-2 genome is a “U” (Uracil).

We went into higher detail and analyzed the effects of
each mutation on the protein sequences of SARS-CoV-2.
Again, the profiles appear quite similar across continents. The
most prevalent mutation in sequenced genomes worldwide is
a transversion affecting the 23,403rd nucleotide adenosine
(Supplementary File 6), transformed into a guanosine
(A23403G), defining the so-called G-clade of SARS-CoV-2
genomes, prevalent in Europe (where overall the highest
sequencing effort has been undertaken, and therefore the
highest number of samples), Oceania, South America, and
Africa (Figure 3A). This mutation causes a D614G (aspartate
to glycine in protein position 614) aa-change of the Spike (S)
protein, which is responsible for the initial entry of the virus
in the cell via the ACE2 human receptor (Guzzi et al., 2020).
However, this mutation is outside the observed Spike/ACE2
binding domain, roughly located between amino acids 330 and
530 (Wang et al., 2020). Three mutations show similar frequency
with A23403G: C14408T, C241T, and C3037T (Figure 3A).
As we will show later, these four mutations are almost always
co-occurring in the same genomes, defining the major clade
G observed in the viral population. In Asia, while the most
common mutation was G11083T for samples sequenced between
December 2019 and March 2020, recent sequencing efforts

have highlighted a current profile similar to those of the other
continents (Figure 3A).

The effect of the majority of SARS-CoV-2 nucleotide
mutations is reflected in protein changes.We show, in Figure 3B,
the most common mutations, in protein annotation, in the
six continents, while in Table 1 we highlight the effect of
the 20 most common mutations worldwide, in nucleotide and
protein coordinates. The most common set of events is a
quadruplet of mutations, corresponding to the G clade nucleotide
mutations described before. Apart from the aforementioned
D614G mutation observed in the Spike protein, the second most
common amino acid changing mutation is P314L, affecting the
Non-structural Protein 12 (NSP12), the viral RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase. The other two mutations in the top four do not
affect the protein sequence, as they are silent mutations targeting
the 106th codon of NSP3 (a viral predicted phosphoesterase) and
the 5′UTR in position 241.

Other common mutations affecting protein sequence are
N:RG203KR (in the Nucleocapsid protein N), induced by a tri-
nucleotide mutation and determining a 2-amino acid change and
mutations affecting the less characterized ORF3a, ORF8, NSP2,
NSP6, and NSP13 proteins (Table 1). The G15S mutation in the
viral protease NSP5 is the 16th most common event worldwide,
with 1,798 samples affected (3.7%), however it seems to be too
peripheric, in the protein sequence, to influence catalytic activity,
and folding (Zhang et al., 2020).

We proceeded then to analyze the distribution of mutation
groups rather than individual events, in order to observe
their phylogenetic groups and geographical and temporal
distributions. Our observation on co-occurring mutations
(Figure 4) matches the current phylogenetic classification
defined by the GISAID consortium (Table 2). Specifically, the
four mutations C241T, C3037T, C14408T, and A23403G are
observed in all samples from the clade “G” (named after the
Spike D614G mutation) and its two derivative GH (further
characterized by the ORF3a:Q57H mutation) and GR (affected
by the trinucleotide mutation in the Nucleocapsid gene, inducing
a RG203KR mutation).

Other two major clades are called “S,” named after the
mutation in ORF8 L84S (Ceraolo and Giorgi, 2020), also
characterized by a silent C8782T genomic mutation, and
“V,” from the ORF3a:G251V mutation, almost always co-
occurring with the NSP6:L37F event, and identified by early
phylogenetic studies (Forster et al., 2020). The original lineage
“L,” corresponding to the reference genome NC_045512.2, is
populated in our study by all genomes carrying reference alleles
for all loci defined in clades G, GH, GR, S, and V (Table 2).
Finally, a general group for other sequences not matching any
of these criteria (e.g., other alleles or combinations) is defined
here as “O” clade. Clustering all genomes clearly highlights the
five major phylogenetic groups G, GH, GR, S, and V and their
characterizing mutations (Figure 4), as well as more nascent
clades (e.g., in the GH clade, further split by a novel mutation
in the NSP2 locus, C1059T), and a general distribution of non-
recurring mutations for the majority of sequences. There are,
however, a few hundreds of highly “clean” sequences (e.g., for
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Continent-stratified distribution of SARS-CoV-2 most frequent specific events, annotated as nucleotide coordinates over the reference genome

NC_045512.2. Colors are assigned randomly but preserved across panels to facilitate tracking of identical types across continents. (B) Continent-stratified distribution

of SARS-CoV-2 most frequent specific events, annotated protein changes using the format protein:mutation. Colors are assigned randomly but preserved across

panels to facilitate tracking of identical types across continents.

clade GR), characterized by the exclusive presence of the clade-
characterizing mutations.

Generally, the G and GR clades are prevalently present in
Europe, while the clade S and GH have been mostly observed

in the Americas (Figure 4). The “L” reference clade is mostly
represented by sequences from Asia, where the virus likely
originated (Andersen et al., 2020). In Table 2, we also report,
for reference and completeness, the corresponding nomenclature
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TABLE 1 | The 20 most frequent mutation events observed in sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes.

Genomic

coordinate

Effect on

protein/UTR

Nr of

samples

Class Genomic region

A23403G S:D614G 36,500 aa-changing SNP Spike protein

C14408T NSP12b:P314L 36,444 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 12, post-ribosomal

frameshift (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase)

C3037T NSP3:F106F 36,384 silent SNP Non-structural protein 3 (predicted

phosphoesterase)

C241T 5′UTR:241 36,007 5′UTR SNP 5′ UnTranslated Region

GGG28881AAC N:RG203KR 14,095 aa-changing SNP

triplet

Nucleocapsid protein

G25563T ORF3a:Q57H 10,929 aa-changing SNP ORF3a protein

C1059T NSP2:T85I 8,451 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 2

G11083T NSP6:L37F 5,507 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 6 (transmembrane

protein)

C14805T NSP12b:Y446Y 4,505 silent SNP Non-structural protein 12, post-ribosomal

frameshift (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase)

T28144C ORF8:L84S 3,804 aa-changing SNP ORF8 protein

G26144T ORF3a:G251V 3,792 aa-changing SNP ORF3a protein

C8782T NSP4:S76S 3,743 silent SNP Non-structural protein 4

A20268G NSP15:L216L 2,479 silent SNP Non-structural protein 15 (endoRNAse)

C18060T NSP14:L7L 1,813 silent SNP Non-structural protein 14 (3′-5′ exonuclease)

C23731T S:T723T 1,799 silent SNP Spike protein

G10097A NSP5:G15S 1798 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 5 (protease)

A17858G NSP13:Y541C 1,780 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 13

C17747T NSP13:P504L 1,736 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 13

C2558T NSP2:P585S 1,701 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 2

A2480G NSP2:I559V 1,615 aa-changing SNP Non-structural protein 2

The acronym “aa” stands for “amino acid”.

used by the PANGOLIN phylogenetic classification (Rambaut
et al., 2020).

Currently, the G clade and its offspring, GH and GR, are
the most common clades amongst the sequenced SARS-CoV-
2 genomes, globally accounting for 74% of all world sequences
(Figure 5A). Specifically, the GR clade, carrying the combination
of Spike D614G and Nucleocapsid RG203KR mutations, is
currently the most common representative of the SARS-CoV-2
population worldwide. The original viral strain, represented by
clade L, still accounts for 7% of the sequenced genomes, and
the other derived clades S and V have similar frequencies in the
global dataset.

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic (December
2019) the most commonly retrieved genome was the reference
one (clade L), but the first mutated virus appeared in sequence
databases at the beginning of 2020 (clade S) alongside other,
less clearly defined, sequences (generic clade O). The clade V
(mutated in NSP6 and ORF3a) appeared around mid-January
2020, around the same time as the original clade G (Figure 5B).
The first detection of subclades GH and GR can be placed more
than a month later, at the end of February 2020. Sequencing
efforts, mostly located in North America and Europe, have
demonstrated an ever-increasing frequency of G, GH, and GR
genomes, which have gradually become the most represented
sequences in the GISAID database (Figure 5B).

Our analysis highlights pivotal differences in
clade distribution over time between continents
(Supplementary File 7, Figure 5C). Currently, the vastly
prevalent genome in North America is GH (mutations in Spike
D614G and ORF3a Q57H), accounting for more than 50%
sequences submitted. In Europe and South America, the most
frequent clades are GR, while in Oceania there seems to be the
most balanced co-existence of all observed clades. Africa shows a
prevalence of clade G. It is interesting to note that Asia, initially
characterized by reference sequences, is currently observing a
rise in G, GH, and GR genomes, which gained ground in the
continent at the beginning of March 2020, more than 1 month
after the appearance of these clades in Europe (Figure 5C).

We provide, as Supplementary File 8, also a country-wise
analysis of the 32 countries with most SARS-CoV-2 full genome
sequences available. As a general observation, countries tend
to follow the general trend of their continent, with a few
notable exceptions. China, for example, has produced almost
no sequences belonging to clades G and derivatives. Moreover,
some European countries have a prevalence of GH genomes
(Denmark, France), while others show higher numbers of GR
(United Kingdom, Portugal). The currently predominant clade in
the United States of America is GH, like Israel and Saudi Arabia,
while the most common genomes in Russia and Brazil belong to
clade GR.
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TABLE 2 | Current definition of characterizing mutations of SARS-CoV-2

phylogenetic categorization systems (GISAID clades and PANGOLIN lineages).

GISAID

clade

PANGOLIN

lineage

Nucleotide

features

Corresponding

effects on protein

sequence

G B.1 C241T

C3037T

C14408T

A23403G

5′UTR

NSP3:F106F

NSP12b:P314L

S:D614G

GH B.1.* C241T

C3037T

C14408T

A23403G

G25563T

5′UTR

NSP3:F106F

NSP12b:P314L

S:D614G

ORF3a:Q57H

GR B.1.1 C241T

C3037T

C14408T

A23403G

GGG28881AAC

5′UTR

NSP3:F106F

NSP12b:P314L

S:D614G

N:RG203KR

S A C8782T

T28144C

NSP4:S76S

ORF8:L84S

V B.2 G11083T

G26144T

NSP6:L37F

ORF3a:G251V

L Reference in

all nts defining

clades G, GH,

GR, S, and V

O Others

Generally speaking, we observe an increase over time in
G clade genomes, and its derivatives GH and GR, paired by
a gradual disappearance of clades L and V. Clade S, while
declining, seems to be still accounting for a significant minority
of sequenced genomes, especially in the United States of America
and Spain.

As a final part of our analysis, we analyzed the effects
of mutations in the 26 SARS-CoV-2 proteins, producing a
map of all the most frequent observed aa-changing mutations
(Supplementary File 9). All proteins are affected by at least
one recurring (>75 observations), even if rarer, non-silent
mutation. In general, mutations seem to be distributed uniformly
across the viral genome, with the obvious exception of
highly frequent clade-defining mutations. We analyzed in
detail the four structural proteins S (Spike), E (Envelope),
M (Membrane), and N (Nucleocapsid) in Figure 6A. The
Spike protein, apart from the discussed D614G mutation,
has no other event present in more than 1% of the viral
population; amongst the top 5, a N439K variant located in
the Spike/ACE2 interaction domain is observed in 0.7% of
the viruses. The Envelope protein appears to be the most
conserved, with the most frequent mutations present in the
C-terminus and never present in more than 0.2% of the
population. More than 1% of sequenced viruses show a
T175M mutation in the Membrane protein. The Nucleocapsid
protein, apart from the clade GR-defining RG203KR mutation,
has several non-silent mutations above the threshold of 1%

frequency in the population, specifically P13L, D103Y, S194L, and
S197L (Figure 6A).

We also analyzed the C241T mutation, located in the SARS-
CoV-2 5′UTR. While not inducing a change in protein sequence,
we postulated that this event may have effects in the secondary
RNA structure, therefore influencing the rate of RNA replication
and therefore the speed of the viral infection cycle (Kim
et al., 2020). Our prediction, based on the Vienna RNA suite
(Figure 6B) shows no significant difference in the secondary
structure of the wild-type (WT) genome and the C241T variant,
since this nucleotide is not participating in any hydrogen bond
with other nucleotides.

DISCUSSION

Our analysis, based on 48,635 samples, confirms a low mutation
rate of the virus, with an average of 7.23 mutations per sample
with respect to the reference SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences.
One caveat of our estimate is that it is based on assembled
genomes, not on raw Illumina, Oxford Nanopore, or Sanger
sequencing data. This made it impossible to analyze e.g., the
presence of viral subpopulations within the same patient and
to evaluate the complex evolutionary events within the SARS-
CoV-2 quasispecies (Knyazev et al., 2020). It is therefore
likely that the actual mutation rate of SARS-CoV-2 is higher
than 7.23, which is calculated from reported sequences of the
sole dominant population. This is further sustained by the
recent evidence of intense RNA editing in the SARS-CoV-2
genome, fueled by the human host cell APOBEC mechanism
(Milewska et al., 2018; Di Giorgio et al., 2020), which can also
explain the prevalence of transitions as the prevalently observed
mutational events.

While few, the existing detected mutations allow to group
the samples into five distinct clades, G, GH, GR, S, and V,
characterized by a collection of specific mutations. The clades can
be further characterized by most recent mutations and will likely
be split even further in the future.

The aa-changing SNPs are the most prevalent mutational
events, followed by silent SNPs and extragenic (mostly 5′UTR)
SNPs. The silent events may not determine an immediate effect
on the protein sequences, but they have repercussions as they
may change the codon usage and translation efficiency. In the
case of the 5′UTR SNPs, mutations may affect the transcription
and replication rates of the virus, or the folding of the genomic
ssRNA, processes that have been only recently and only partially
elucidated (Kim et al., 2020).

The early studies currently performed on SARS-CoV-2
transcriptome dynamics may also suggest mechanisms for
mutation onset, which our study shows being prevalently single-
nucleotide transitions. This phenomenon can be associated to
defective efficiency of the viral RNA-depedent RNA polymerase
or, as recently suggested, by mechanisms of RNA editing
triggered by the host cell as a defense mechanism (Di Giorgio
et al., 2020). Whatever the origin, SARS-CoV-2 tends to retain
its genomic integrity across propagation, with almost no reported
large indels across sequenced genomes (the largest reported being
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FIGURE 4 | Dot mat showing as X-axis the 29,903 nucleotide positions (sorted from left, 5′ to right, 3′) of SARS-CoV-2, and as Y axis the 48,635 genomes analyzed

in this study. The genomic sequences were clustered using simple correlation followed by the “complete” clustering algorithm. Coding sequence regions are shown at

the top. To the right of the plot, we assigned a color to each sample according to the continent of origin. On the left, we manually annotated the groups according to

the known GISAID clades (G, GH, GR, S, and V) and the mutations that named them. Labels of clade-defining mutations are placed on the corresponding genomic

coordinate.
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 clades in the World at the time of writing (26 June 2020). (B) Stacked area chart of relative SARS-CoV-2 clade frequency

(y-axis) over time (x-axis) worldwide. (C) Stacked area charts of relative SARS-CoV-2 clade frequency over time in six continents.
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Occurrence of mutations in the four SARS-CoV-2 structural proteins S (Spike), E (Envelope), M (Membrane), and N (Nucleocapsid). On the x-axis, the

amino acid coordinate of the mutation. On the y-axis, the Log10 of the number of samples where the mutations have been observed, worldwide. The horizontal

dashed line indicates the maximum (Log10 of all the 48,635 samples). In blue, silent mutations, and in red, mutations affecting the protein sequence. The frequency (in

percentage) of the top 5 aa-changing mutations is also indicated. (B) Dot-bracket notation of minimum free energy prediction of the secondary structure of

SARS-CoV-2 5′UTR (nt 1-265), WT (left) and C241T variant (right). Base reliability is expressed as positional entropy and colored accordingly.
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a unique 80-nucleotide deletion in ORF7a, in Arizona sample
EPI_ISL_424669 – Supplementary File 5).

Further studies combining genomic details with
epidemiological information and clinical features of COVID-19
patients may be extremely useful to identify strategies and
therapies that can help to reduce the burden of this disease.
There is currently little evidence on the clinical and molecular
differences between the circulating clades of SARS-CoV-2;
for example, one study has shown that the D614G mutation
in the Spike protein may be associated to higher case fatality
rates (Becerra-Flores and Cardozo, 2020). However, as this
coronavirus continues to evolve, surely new features will emerge
or mutate alongside the genomic sequences, with clinical and
pharmacological repercussions.

The emergence of new mutations may force the development
of new antiviral therapies, as well as the adaptation of current
ones to tackle the new molecular structures of the virus. For
example, the development of protein-based and RNA-based
vaccines based on the SARS-CoV-2 Spike region (Amanat and
Krammer, 2020) will have to take into account the observed
diversity of the Spike protein. The prevalent Spike D614G
mutation does not seem to affect the interaction domain with
ACE2 (Wang et al., 2020), responsible for the viral entry into
epithelial cells (Guzzi et al., 2020), but other mutations are
currently located in that domain, such as N439K, present in 0.7%
of the sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes. Our analysis in Figure 4
shows that new mutations and clades are emerging beyond the
current clade categorization and will likely expand if they confer
an evolutionary advantage to SARS-CoV-2.

Constant monitoring of mutations will also be pivotal in
tracking the movement of the virus between individuals and
across geographical areas. For example, our descriptive analysis
of clade prevalence over time (Figure 5) shows the birth of the
original L clade in Asia (China) in December 2019, followed
by the appearance of the G clade in Europe in January 2020.
G and G-derived clades have then reached North America and
Asia in March 2020 and are currently the fastest growing viral
subpopulation worldwide. Tracking viral evolution must benefit
however from constant monitoring of the SARS-CoV-2 genomic
sequences, with ad-hoc epidemiological and genomic online
resources that go beyond the scope of this publication (Hufsky
et al., 2020;Mercatelli et al., 2020). One of such tools is NextStrain
(Hadfield et al., 2018), which also allows for scalable phylogenetic
analyses and real time tracking of specific mutations.
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When the 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was rapidly spreading in China in

early 2020, China’s National Health Commission quickly responded to the psychological

crisis by issuing guidelines for establishing mental health intervention systems, including

providing psychological assistance hotlines. However, recent critiques have emphasized

China’s lack of pre-established mental health interventions which resulted in an inefficient

response. This is the first empirical study to systematically examine mental health service

use in China during the COVID-19 outbreak. The current study focused on the use

of mental health hotlines in a Northern Chinese region. This region originally had a

regional level hotline. During the outbreak, 12 out of its 16 sub-regional juridical areas

started providing their own hotlines. Data regarding the regional level hotline and the

12 sub-regional level hotlines were obtained, including daily number of calls received,

strategies for disseminating hotline services, and callers’ expressed concerns. Confirmed

COVID-19 cases in China, in the region, and in each of the sub-regional juridical area

were also recorded daily during China’s peak period of COVID-19. Analyses of these

data revealed that the mental health hotlines tended to have low usage overall. Hotlines

that merely provided their numbers to community centers and quarantine centers tended

to receive few calls. Hotlines that encouraged individuals to advertise the service on

personal social media accounts tended to receive more calls. The daily number of

confirmed COVID-19 cases in the country was closely related the number of phone

calls received at the regional hotline. Sub-regional hotline operators reported that a

significant proportion of callers had concerns about contracting COVID-19, negative

emotions from prolonged social isolation, and family conflicts while stay-at-home policies

were implemented. It was also observed that the sub-regional level hotlines did not

start until COVID-19 cases in the country started to decline. Overall, the psychological

assistance hotlines provided during COVID-19 satisfied some mental health needs.

However, consistent with recent commentaries, the hotline services were not established

during the time that demand likely peaked. Future studies are warranted to determine

the best strategies to improve the accessibility of mental health hotline services.

Keywords: COVID-19, mental health, dissemination, hotline, service utilization
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INTRODUCTION

In 2019, China was the first country to be affected by the
novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), which would eventually
become a worldwide pandemic. The initial COVID-19 outbreak
occurred in the city of Wuhan, located in Central China, in
December 2019. In January 2020, the number of confirmed
cases and deaths due to COVID-19 rapidly increased in China.
There were then significant concerns regarding the impact of
COVID-19 on the mental health of the Chinese public (e.g.,
Dong and Bouey, 2020; Liu et al., 2020). Several studies have
since reported emotional distress and symptoms of anxiety and
depression experienced by people in China (Wang et al., 2020;
Xiang et al., 2020; Zhou, 2020). A national study of 52,730
Chinese individuals revealed that 35% experienced psychological
distress during the COVID-19 pandemic (Qiu et al., 2020). Soon
after COVID-19 started to rapidly spread in China, on January
27th, 2020, The National Health Commission of the People’s
Republic of China (NHCC) issued guidelines for responding
to the psychological crisis and distress created by the disease
(National Health Commission of China, 2020c).

However, recent commentaries suggested that the country’s
organization and management models for psychological
interventions still had much to improve (e.g., Dong and Bouey,
2020; Duan and Zhu, 2020; Xiang et al., 2020). Commentaries
indicated that the guidelines issued by the NHCC were overly
general, providing no specification about how different resources
should be delivered to which group of individuals (Dong
and Bouey, 2020). Additionally, the practical implementation
of mental health services was challenged by unestablished
intervention systems and the inadequacy of authoritative mental
health organizations (Duan and Zhu, 2020). China lacked a
pre-existing and well-established organization and management
models for mental health interventions. Therefore, it was
relatively difficult for China to efficiently respond to the sudden
need for psychological services brought by the COVID-19 crisis.
The commentaries provided general directions for establishing
and improving mental health response systems in China. For
instance, Dong and Bouey (2020) emphasized the importance
of proactively establishing community resources, planning for
psychological interventions, and implementing preventative
strategies before the occurrence of emergency events.

Despite these general recommendations, no empirical studies
have systematically examined any type of mental health service
in any area of China during the COVID-19 outbreak. Therefore,
there are neither specific points of intervention nor steps
toward resolution available for Chinese mental health service
providers. Chinese mental health service providers are then
unable to consider, establish, or improve the system, particularly
in the context of crisis response. The service providers are left
with the same issue they had faced while responding to the
psychological crisis associated with the COVID-19 pandemic,
namely, not having specific guidance for a potential next step
of implementation.

Psychological assistance hotlines can quickly connect a person
in need with a provider. Their implementation formed an

important part of the mental health strategy in China during
COVID-19 (National Health Commission of China, 2020a,b).
The first mental health intervention guidelines issued by the
NHCC on January 27th specified that interventions, including
psychological assistance hotlines, should be organized at each
juridical level (National Health Commission of China, 2020c).
On February 2nd, 2020, the NHCC issued a notice for the
provinces of China to establish the psychological assistance
hotlines (National Health Commission of China, 2020b). The
particular guidelines for the establishment followed soon on
February 7th, 2020 (National Health Commission of China,
2020a).

Psychological Assistance Hotlines in China
The first psychological assistance hotlines were established in
China in the late 1980s (Zhang et al., 1995) (Zhang et al., 1 when
it became increasingly common for families to own telephones
(e.g.,0.4% of families in Shanghai owned telephones in 1984
compared to 30.3% in 1994; Ji, 1995). The Shanghai Mental
Health Hotline (Shanghai is an Eastern-Central Chinese area,
within Southern China) was one of the first general psychological
assistance hotlines in China. From 1990 to 1992, it received
14,667 calls from all over the country (Ji, 1995). Of these calls,
8,214 had complete records available. An analysis of these records
revealed that the majority of calls were concerning intimate or
family relationships (Ji, 1995). A significant proportion (12.4%)
of the 8,214 calls sought assistance about emotional issues such
as depression and anxiety (Ji, 1995). Over the next years, this
hotline witnessed an increasing proportion of calls that presented
emotional concerns, from 20.3% in 1995 to 31.5% in 1999 (Cheng
et al., 2000). An analysis of the Shanghai hotline data over the
decade from 1990 to 2000 concluded that hotline counseling
provided effective mental health intervention (Zhu et al., 2005).

In addition to general psychological assistance hotlines, the
Nanjing Crisis Intervention Center (located in an Eastern-
Central Chinese area within Southern China) set up the first crisis
intervention hotline in China in 1991 (Xie et al., 1996). This
hotline was primarily aimed at suicide prevention. Over the first
4 years of operation, this crisis intervention hotline received over
4,000 calls (Xie et al., 1996).

Few records are available regarding hotline operations in
Northern China until early 2000. In 2003, China was faced
with the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic,
a viral respiratory illness also caused by a coronavirus. The
SARS outbreak was associated with high levels of anxiety and
depression among the Chinese public (Liang, 2003), those who
were ill with SARS at the time of the study (Cheng and Wong,
2005), and the survivors (Cheng and Wong, 2005; Mak et al.,
2009; Moldofsky and Patcai, 2011; Fang et al., 2019). An analysis
of a general psychological assistance hotline that mainly received
calls from Beijing showed that the hotline provided effective
mental health support during the SARS epidemic (Wang et al.,
2003). The current study examined psychological assistance
hotlines in a Northern Chinese region that operated during
the COVID-19 crisis, as directed by relevant NHCC guidelines
(National Health Commission of China, 2020a,b,c).
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Psychological Assistance Hotlines at the
Time of the COVID-19 Outbreak
The geographic region of interest in this study is located in
Northern China and is home to ∼16 million people. This
Northern Chinese region has 16 sub-regional juridical areas.
The specific details of this region (e.g., name of the region,
the specific juridical level, dates of its first and last reported
COVID-19 case, the precise number of accumulated cases) are
omitted to protect the identities of the individuals involved in
the original data collection. In this article, “regional level hotline”
refers to a hotline established by an organization governed by the
regional jurisdiction. A “sub-regional hotline” refers to a hotline
established by one of the sub-regional juridical areas within this
region. This Northern Chinese region only had onemajor hotline
available at the regional level before the spread of COVID-191,
which had been available for about 10 years.

This region began to see its first cases of COVID-19 during
the last week of January 2020. Following guidelines provided by
the NHCC (National Health Commission of China, 2020a,b),
12 out of the 16 sub-regional juridical areas in this region
implemented individual hotline services on the same day within
the first week of February. The psychological interventions used
in this region during the peak of the COVID-19 were typical
of similar areas in China (e.g., on February 6th, 2020, Sichuan,
a Southwestern Chinese province, started to provide several
psychological assistance hotlines to the public; Zhou, 2020).
These hotlines were available to address general mental health
concerns, not limited to COVID-19 related issues. Operators
would provide referrals (e.g., contact information for hospitals)
for callers with concerns beyond the hotlines’ capacity to support.
The hotlines did not offer follow-up calls to the callers. Since
these hotlines were not established before the spread of COVID-
19 in China, this period provided a unique opportunity to
examine factors that may have contributed to the utilization of
hotlines at their outset.

Aim and Objectives
The goal of the current study was to characterize usage rates
of the hotlines (i.e., number of calls received) in the Northern
Chinese region, and to examine factors that may be associated
with the usage, such as dissemination strategies and the number
of confirmed COVID-19 cases. The first objective of this study
was to analyze the amount of usage at these hotlines. Because
the sub-regional hotlines were introduced during COVID-19 and
needed to be promoted to the public, we predicted that rates
of utilization of these hotlines would be low relative to the pre-
existing regional hotline. We anticipated that the regional level
hotline, which had been established before COVID-19, would
receive a greater number of calls.

1The only other hotline available in this region before COVID-19 was one offered

by the Women’s Federation. Data from this hotline were not available for analysis

in the current study. However, private communication with the director of this

hotline revealed that daily number of phone calls received, before and during

COVID-19, were much fewer than the number received by the regional level

hotline examined in this study. Not including data from this hotline therefore

would unlikely change the results of this study.

The second objective of the study was to describe how
the hotlines disseminated their services. Approachability is one
factor that may contribute to health service utilization. It relates
to the extent to which a health resource is identifiable to people
facing health needs (Levesque et al., 2013). One way to increase
service approachability is for the services to make themselves
known to the people in need. Therefore, this study described how
each of the hotlines available in this region advertised its services
to the public. We also explored whether and how different
methods of service dissemination used by the hotlines might have
contributed to their different usage rates.

The third objective of the study was to examine whether the
daily number of calls received at the hotlines were related to
the daily confirmed number of COVID-19 cases. As a fourth
objective, callers’ characteristics and concerns raised during the
hotline calls were briefly explored. This exploration was to
complement the understanding of people who responded to
outreach from the hotlines. Understanding hotline users would
help target future service outreach and provision.

METHODS

Ethical Considerations
Secondary data obtainment and analyses involved in the current
study received ethics clearance through the Institutional Ethics
Review Board at the University of Waterloo.

Data Collection
Twelve of the 16 sub-regional juridical areas within the
examined region established psychological assistance hotlines
during COVID-19. Since the names of the sub-regional areas
were not specified in this study to protect the identities of
the individuals who provided the information, the areas were
randomly numbered and presented as Areas 1–12.

Hotline Service Information and Dissemination

Methods
The hours of operation of each hotline was publicly available.
All the hotline host organizations were contacted by phone to
obtain their organization type (e.g., hospital, counseling service
center) and qualification of their hotline operators. The regional
level host organization and 10 out of the 12 sub-regional hotline
host organizations were able to provide a list of methods used to
advertise their own hotline numbers.

Daily Number of Calls Received
The 12 sub-regional hotline host organizations reported the daily
number of calls received to the regional hotline host. The regional
hotline host was contacted to provide these numbers to the
researchers. The number of daily calls obtained was from the date
that the sub-regional hotlines were established in the first week of
February, till ∼1 week after COVID-19 cases stopped increasing
in this entire region. In total, 32 days of data of the daily number
of calls received at the 12 sub-regional hotlines were obtained.
Since the regional level hotline was previously established, the
daily number of calls received was obtained from January 1st,
2020, till April 8th, 2020, for a total of 98 days.
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of hotlines.

Hotlinea Total callsb Total calls in proportion

to population

Host organization type Qualification of hotline operators

Regional Hotline 3,206 0.0206% Psychiatric hospital Certified psychotherapists

Area 1 191 0.0206% Private counseling service center Certified psychotherapists

Area 2 39 0.0045% Counseling and psychiatry department of hospital Psychiatrists and certified psychotherapists

Area 3 92 0.0031% Psychiatric hospital Psychiatrists

Area 4 1 0.0001% Government administrative service line No relevant qualifications

Area 5 18c 0.0019% Psychiatric hospital Psychiatrists

Area 6 10 0.0029% Private counseling service center Certified psychotherapists

Area 7 28 0.0028% Psychiatric hospital Certified psychotherapists

Area 8 6 0.0011% Psychiatric hospital Psychiatrists

Area 9d 10 0.0013% – –

Area 10 41 0.0045% Psychiatric hospital Certified psychotherapists

Area 11 318 0.0279% Counseling and psychiatry department of hospital Psychiatrists

Area 12 5 0.0004% – –

aAll the hotlines operated 24/7, except for the Area 4 hotline which operated 8:30 am.−5 pm. Monday to Friday.
bTotal number of calls are counted from the day the hotlines stated operating till 1 week after the number of COVID-19 cases stopped increasing in any of the areas. There were 32

days included in total.
cMost of the phone calls reported by Area 5 were outgoing calls made by hotline operators to individuals at quarantine centers who were identified as having high mental health risk.
dData about host organization type and qualification of hotline operators are not available for Area 9 and Area 12.

Daily Number of Confirmed COVID-19 Cases
Since January 21, 2020, the confirmed COVID-19 cases were
reported and updated daily for the public. The research team
documented the number of daily confirmed cases for 104 days
(from January 21st to May 4th). The daily number of cases
at the national level, the region of interest of this study, and
the sub-regional areas were noted and used for analyses in the
current study.

Content of Phone Calls and Caller Characteristics
In mid-March of 2020, the Area 6 hotline host organization
interviewed operators at the regional hotline and at hotlines of
Area 1–12 that meet the inclusion criteria described below. The
interviews asked (1) about notable demographic characteristics
(e.g., age, sex-at-birth) of the people who called, (2) whether
the calls received were mostly related to COVID-19, and, (3)
what concerns about COVID-19 were raised. Answers to (1)
and (2) were noted during the interviews and summarized in
writing immediately after the interview. Answers to (3) were
transcribed (typed) verbatim during the interviews. The written
summaries and interview transcripts were obtained from the
Area 6 hotline host to explore the characteristics of people who
used the hotlines.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Only the hotlines that had received a total of more than 10
calls before the end of the first week of March were contacted.
Out of the 12 sub-regional hotlines, nine sub-regional hotlines
had satisfied the criterion of having received more than 10 calls
and were included in the study. Area 5 was excluded because
the operator informed the interviewer that the hotline operated
mainly by making out-going calls to people at high risk of
contracting COVID-19 (see Note 3 of Table 1). Area 9 and Area

12 could not be reached and were excluded from this analysis.
Two operators at the regional level hotline were interviewed.
Therefore, data of caller characteristics and content of calls
received were originally collected from nine hotline operators
from eight hotlines, including the regional level hotline and seven
out of the 12 sub-regional hotlines.

Analyses
Objective 1: Analyzing the Number of Calls Received

by the Hotlines During COVID-19
For each of the regional level hotline and the 12 sub-regional
hotlines, the calls received at the hotlines were summed across
the 32 days during which data of the sub-regional hotlines were
obtained. To examine the number of calls in proportion to
population size, the sums were then divided into the populations
of the areas (i.e., the total number of calls at the regional hotline
was divided into the total population of the region; the total
number of calls at each sub-regional hotline was divided into the
population size of the respective sub-regional area).

Objective 2: Describing Dissemination Strategies of

the Hotlines
Descriptions of the dissemination methods were summarized
for each hotline. Methods of hotline service dissemination were
categorized according to the level of populations reached (e.g.,
community, individuals).

Objective 3: Examining the Association Between the

Number of Calls and the Number of Confirmed

COVID-19 Cases
Correlations were calculated between the number of calls
received at each hotline and the daily confirmed number of
COVID-19 cases in the local area, the entire region, and China
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overall. The situation in Hubei and China overall was salient
on media and affected policies (e.g., stay-at-home orders, mental
health interventions) implemented in regions outside of Hubei.
Thus, people’s psychological state was likely affected by the
severity of COVID-19 both in Hubei locally and in the country
overall. The correlational analyses were only done for the regional
level hotline and three sub-regional hotlines (i.e., hotlines of
Areas 1, 3, and 11). The other sub-regional hotlines received too
few calls during the 32 days of hotline operation examined for
any correlational results to be interpretable.

Additionally, confirmed cases of COVID-19 were reported
since January 21st, 2020, at the national level, before this region
saw any COVID-19 cases. The daily number of phone calls
received at the regional hotline was obtained until April 8th,
2020. A non-parametric Spearman correlation was calculated for
these two variables between these two dates (for a total of 79
days).We also found the period during which calls at the regional
hotline peaked, and compared it with the period during which
the national daily confirmedCOVID-19 cases peaked. To identify
the period during which phone calls peaked, we calculated 5-
day running averages for the number of phone calls and then
subtracted each resulting data point from the next one. The
results of the subtractions indicated the change in the number of
phone calls from day-to-day. A positive change value indicated
an increase in the number of calls from the previous day, whereas
a negative change value indicated a decrease. We flagged change
values whose absolute values were one standard deviation away
from the mean. The period between the day with the first flagged
positive change and the day with the last negative change was the
peak period. When finding the peak period of daily confirmed
COVID-19 in the country, two outliers (data from February 12th
and 13th) were first removed. The rest of the process of finding
the peak was the same as that used for finding the peak period of
the regional hotline calls.

Objective 4: Exploring Callers’ Characteristics and

Concerns Raised During the Calls
The basic characteristics of the callers and their expressed
concerns, as described by the hotline operators, were analyzed.
The researchers coded the descriptions by categories of concerns
(e.g., COVID-19 illness-related anxiety, mental health issues
due to prolonged social isolation). Major themes of concerns
were summarized.

RESULTS

Representativeness of the Region Studied
The Northern Chinese region studied in the current analyses had
a total of ∼150 accumulated COVID-19 cases (0.00087% of the
population), with its last confirmed case of COVID-19 reported
at the end of February 2020. This total confirmed number was
relatively low compared to other areas of the world affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, this number is representative of
reported COVID-19 cases in areas of China outside of Hubei
(the province where Wuhan is located). Specifically, as of the
date that this Northern Chinese region saw its last COVID-
19 increase, China had accumulated 78,959 COVID-19 cases.

Of these cases, 83.48% (65,914 cases;0.11% of the population)
were reported within Hubei. The other provincial jurisdictions of
China (n= 33) had an average number of 395.30 (SD= 403.4426)
accumulated COVID-19 cases (M = 0.00092% of population; SD
= 0.00062%). Therefore, although the accumulated COVID-19
cases in the region studied appears low compared to other areas
of the world, this number is representative of Chinese regions
outside of Hubei.

Calls Received at Each Hotline
Characteristics of the hotlines examined (e.g., type of host
organization, service hours) are presented in Table 1.

Across the 32 days during which data for the sub-regional
hotlines were obtained, the number of calls received at the
regional level hotline (n= 3,206) was 0.021% of the population of
the region. At the 12 sub-regional level hotlines, the proportion
of the number of calls (M = 63.25, SD= 96.59) to the population
size (M = 1047.91 thousand, SD= 651.49 thousand) in each area
ranged from 0.00011 to 0.028%. Table 1 shows the total number
of calls received at each hotline and their proportion to the
population. Area 1 (0.021%), Area 11 (0.028%), and the regional
level hotline (0.021%) received the highest number of calls in
proportion to population size. Although the number of calls (n=
91) in Area 3 might seem relatively higher than hotlines in most
other areas, its number of calls in proportion to population size
(0.0031%) was not as high in rank (e.g., Areas 10 had 41 calls but
0.0045% in proportion to the population size of the area).

Summary
Consistent with prediction, the sub-regional hotlines had low
usage. The regional hotline received a relatively large number of
calls overall but the usage rate in proportion to population size
was still low.

Dissemination Methods of Hotline Service
Dissemination strategies of the hotlines are presented below
according to whether the method was through (1) channels
owned by the host organization, (2) community channels, (3)
targeting specific populations (e.g., people at quarantine centers),
(4) reaching individual residents, and (5) methods with non-
specific targets. Summaries of these methods are presented
in Table 2.

Host Organization Channels
The hosts of the regional hotline and the hotlines in Areas 3,
7, and 11 all advertised their hotline numbers through their
own official social medial accounts. These hosts also encouraged
employees at the organization to re-post the hotline information
on their personal accounts. Area 7 host made the re-posting task
a requirement for its employees.

All the sub-regional hotline host organizations were also
required to submit their hotline numbers to the regional
hotline host. On the third day following the start of the sub-
regional hotline operations, the regional hotline host posted these
numbers along with its own on its official social media account.
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TABLE 2 | Hotline Service Dissemination Strategies.

Hotline Strategies of Service Dissemination

Host organizationa Community Targeting specific populations Reaching non-specific

populations

Regional

hotline

• Posted on official social media

account

• Encouraged employees to post

hotline information on personal

accounts

(Not used) • Quarantine centers

• Corporations

• Schools

• Hospitals

• Local television channels

• Broadcasting

Area 1b (Not used) (Not used) • Quarantine centers

• Hospitals

• Social media accounts of

employees’ union, women’s

federation, youth leagues

• Local television channels

• Broadcast speakers

• Posted on social media

accounts of governmental

departments

Area 2 (Not used) • Posted posters

• Gave out pamphlets at service

booths

• Quarantine centers

• Senior care centers

• Hospitals

• Social media accounts of

employees’ union, women’s

federation, youth leagues

(Not used)

Area 3 • Posted on official social media

account

• Encouraged employees to post

hotline information on personal

accounts

• Gave out pamphlets at service

booths

• Quarantine centers • Local television channels

Area 5 (Not used) (Not used) • Quarantine centers (Not used)

Area 6 (Not used) • Gave out pamphlets at service

booths

• Quarantine centers (Not used)

Area 7 • Posted on official social media

account

• Required employees to post hotline

information on personal accounts

(Not used) • Quarantine centers (Not used)

Area 8 (Not used) • Posted on community centers’

official social media accounts

• Quarantine centers (Not used)

Area 10 (Not used) • Gave out pamphlets at service

booths

• Quarantine centers

• Entrances of the area

(Not used)

Area 11 • Posted on official social media

account

• Encouraged employees to post

hotline information on personal

accounts

• Encouraged community service

staff to post on personal social

media accounts

• Quarantine centers (Not used)

aAll the sub-regional hotlines reported their phone numbers to the regional level hotline host, and the regional level host posted all the phones numbers on its social media account.
bArea 1 hotline was the only one which used dissemination strategies that reached individual residents, by delivering text messages through mobile service providers.

Community Channels
Each sub-regional area had residential communities under its
governance. Areas 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, and 11 all advertised their hotline
service through community resources. Specifically, posters were
posted in the communities of Area 2. Pamphlets were given out at
community service booths in Areas 2, 3, 6, and 10. These service
booths were operated by volunteers during the COVID-19 to
provide body temperature checks. Area 8 had community centers
post the hotline number on their official social media accounts.
Area 11 encouraged community service staff to post the hotline
number on their personal social media accounts.

Targeting Specific Populations
All the hotlines, except for Area 4, provided their numbers to
local quarantine centers, where people who had close contact
with those who contracted COVID-19 temporarily stayed. The

regional hotline additionally provided its number to corporations
and schools so they can distribute to individual employees and
students. Area 2 provided its numbers to senior care centers.
Hotline numbers at the regional level and Areas 1 and 2
were also provided to hospitals under their respective juridical
governance. Additionally, Areas 1 and 2 had their hotline
numbers posted on social media accounts of the Employees’
Union, Women’s Federation, and Youth Leagues. Area 10
provided its hotline information to people at entrances of the area
to incoming travelers.

Reaching Individuals
Area 1 had all the major mobile service providers forward
its hotline number to individual residents through
text messages.
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TABLE 3 | Correlations between numbers of calls received at selected hotlines and number of days past since their operation, daily confirmed COVID-19 cases in the

sub-regional local area, in the region, and in the country.

Hotline Days past since start of

hotline operation

Local reported cases of

COVID-19

Regional reported cases of

COVID-19

National reported cases of

COVID-19

n = 32 p n = 32 p n = 32a p n = 32 p

Regional hotline −0.931** <0.001 – – 0.802** <0.001 0.855** <0.001

Area 1 0.338 0.058 −0.413* 0.019 −0.436* 0.013 0.307 0.087

Area 3 −0.178 0.329 −0.266 0.142 0.234 0.197 0.27 0.135

Area 11 0.772* 0.001 −0.239 0.188 −0.7** <0.001 −0.789** <0.001

aThe last 8 days had no newly confirmed COVID-19 cases in any area of the region. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01.

Channels Reaching Non-specific Targets
The number of the regional level hotline and those of Area
1 and 3 were disseminated through local television channels
and local newspapers. The regional level hotline was also
advertised through broadcasting. Additionally, Area 1 uniquely
had broadcast speakers installed throughout the area, and its
hotline number was cast to its residents through this channel.
Area 1 also had governmental departments post the hotline
information on their departmental social media accounts.

Summary
Patterns between methods of service dissemination and hotline
usage could be observed. Area 1 used methods that ensure
reaching each resident and had relatively high hotline usage. Area
11 received the most phone calls and had the highest number
in proportion to population, compared with other sub-regional
hotlines. The relatively high usage rate of the Area 11 hotline
may be related to its method of service dissemination, as it
relied the most heavily on dissemination through individuals’
personal social media. Merely relying on dissemination through
community centers and/or providing the number to quarantine
centers appeared to be inadequate for reaching consumers, as can
be seen from Areas 5, 6, and 8. Area 4 did not use any method
to advertise its service other than submitting its number to the
regional host organization, and hotline at this area had the least
number of phone calls. Overall, encouraging individuals to post
the hotline service on their social media accounts appeared to be
an effective way of service outreach.

Relationship Between Daily Number of
Calls and Daily Number of Confirmed
COVID-19 Cases
We first observed that Area 1 is the area where COVID-19 cases
were concentrated in the region, with 44% of total COVID-
19 cases from Area 1 and the rest from the other 16 areas of
the region.

Results of the correlational analyses are presented in Table 3.
Non-parametric Spearman correlations revealed that the calls
received at the Area 1 hotline had an increasing trend over time (r
= 0.34, df = 30, p = 0.058). The number of calls were negatively
correlated with the daily increase of COVID-19 cases in the area
(r = −0.41, df = 30, p = 0.019) and in the region overall (r =

−0.44, p = 0.013), but not with the daily increase in the country
(r = 0.31, df = 30, p= 0.087).

On the other hand, the number of calls received at the Area
11 hotline significantly increased over time (r = 0.77, df = 30, p
< 0.001). The number of calls did not correlate with increases of
COVID-19 in this area but had significantly negative correlations
with the daily reported of COVID-19 cases in the overall region
(r = −0.70, df = 30, p < 0.001) and the country (r = −0.79, df
= 30, p < 0.001).

Area 3 saw no trend of the phone calls received at its hotline
over time. There was also no relationship between the number of
phone calls and the daily confirmed number of COVID-19 in the
area, in the region, or the country. As noted previously, although
Area 3 received a high number of phone calls that allowed the
correlational analysis, the area had a larger population size and
the number of phone calls in proportion to population size
was low.

At the regional level hotline, the number of phone calls
received decreased (r = −0.93, df = 30, p < 0.001) over
the 32 days since the sub-regional hotlines started operating.
Contrasting the patterns seen in Areas 1 and 3, the number of
calls received at the regional hotline positively correlated with
daily increase of COVID-19 in the region (r = 0.80, df = 30, p <

0.001) and in the country (r = 0.86, df = 30, p < 0.001). During
the 79 days between January 21st and April 8th, the calls at
the regional hotline were again significantly positively correlated
with the national daily confirmed COVID-19 cases (r = 0.68, df
= 30, p < 0.001).

Peak Period of Phone Calls at the Regional Level

Hotline
As can be seen in Figure 1, the number of phone calls at the
regional hotline had a peak period. The beginning of the peak
period (i.e., first flagged positive change) occurred on the day
after the first day that the region saw its first COVID-19 case.
In the following 10 days, the calls showed flagged increases on
9 days, before reaching the absolute peak point and starting to
show a decrease in the number of calls (i.e., flagged negative
values). We observed that the peak point (i.e., the point whose
change from its previous point is positive and whose change
to its next point is negative) occurred on the day that the sub-
regional hotlines started to operate. There were 16 days between
this day of peak and the end of the peak period (i.e., the last
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FIGURE 1 | The daily number of phone calls received at the regional hotline from January 1st, 2020, till April 8th, 2020, and 5-day running averages. The number of

phone calls showed a monotonic increase since the day COVID-19 cases were reported in this region, peaked on the day the sub-regional hotlines started to operate,

and started to show monotonic decrease afterward. The peak period spanned 27 out of the 79 days.

flagged change). Six of the 16 days had a flagged decrease of
phone calls and none indicated a flagged increase of calls. The
last flagged decrease occurred ∼1 week before the region saw its
last COVID-19 increase.

Summary
Taken together, phone calls received at the regional hotline
showed a monotonic increase since the day COVID-19 cases
were reported in this region, peaked on the day the sub-regional
hotlines started to operate, and started to show monotonic
decrease afterward. In total, the peak period spanned 27 days.
Notably, the number of phone calls received at the regional level
hotline appeared to show decreasing trend over time when only
examining the calls from the day when the sub-regional hotlines
started operation (as described above). However, examining the
number of phone calls over a longer period revealed that the
number of phone calls changed over time in a non-linearmanner.

Peak Period of National COVID-19 Cases
Since the number of COVID-19 cases at the national level
correlated with the number of calls received at the regional level
hotline, as described above, we also identified the peak period
of COVID-19 in China. We observed that the daily increase of
COVID-19 cases showed a monotonic increase between January
25th and February 3rd. Changes were not flagged between
February 4th and February 6th, and there is amonotonic decrease
between February 7th and February 21st, with 10 of the days
having flagged negative change values.

We observed that the day on which the regional level hotline
calls peaked fell within the days during which the daily confirmed
cases of COVID-19 peaked in China, February 3rd to 7th.

Interestingly, the day that increase of COVID-19 started to slow
down (February 7th) was also the day on which the NHCC
issued a specific guideline for establishing mental health hotlines
(National Health Commission of China, 2020a). Overall, the
peak period of the regional level hotline calls coincided almost
perfectly with the peak period of national daily confirmed
COVID-19 cases.

Concerns Raised During the Hotline Calls
According to the operators’ recollection, callers’ ages ranged from
seven to over 80 years old, with most individuals between 20 and
50 years old. There were slightly more female callers than males.
Major themes of concerns included anxiety about contracting
COVID-19, mental health issues associated with social isolation,
and conflict with family members due to extended time of staying
at home. Quotations illustrating these themes and some other
concerns are presented below.

Illness-Related Anxiety
Most calls received during the peak of COVID-19 were related
to the crisis. One major theme of concerns revealed was fear of
contracting COVID-19:

Many people were anxious about getting sick, getting the

coronavirus. They reported lots of somatized symptoms. It’s

common to hear reduced appetite and difficulty falling asleep.

Also, heart palpitation, increased blood pressure, sweating. People

checked their body temperature multiple times a day, staring at

the body thermometer all day long. There were also people who

repeatedly checked themselves against the coronavirus symptoms.
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Social Isolation
Aside from concerns directly related to becoming sick, one major
theme of issues was related to long-term isolation. As the hotline
operators recalled, many concerns were about not being able to
have social interactions and living with the same home routine
every day for a prolonged period of time. People started to have
feelings of boredom, fatigue, and associated anxiety. For instance,
one operator recalled:

A lot of people were calling because they had to stay at home for

this prolonged period. They were in a very different psychological

state. Some people used to like playing online games, but then

they had this time to play all day long. It became boring and tiring

very quickly. Got rid of any gaming addiction right there. Similar

to those who watched TV series all day long. There was a lot of

anxiety. Anxiety from isolation and not having much to do.

Family Conflict
Another major issue raised was family conflict due to spending
extended time with family during isolation at home. As reported
by a hotline operator:

One common issue is family conflict. Before the pandemic, people

were busy at work, at school, and family didn’t spend so much

time together. Now family members were stuck together all day

long. Issues that used to be glossed over created explicit conflicts.

There were also family conflicts surrounding the coronavirus

itself. I remember, to give you an example, one person talked

about her mother believing herself being sick and complaining to

the rest of the family about not taking her to the hospital. That

created a lot of fights.

Other Concerns
The hotline operators also highlighted some issues related to
COVID-19 even though they did not form themes as the ones
discussed above. For instance, one operator received a call from
a 7-year-old child. The child felt helpless because both of the
child’s parents were working at the medical frontline and the
grandparents were quarantined. An elderly caller expressed re-
triggered traumatic memories. This caller survived a major
earthquake in the 1970s, and the pandemic was triggering anxiety
and worry about natural disasters. The hotline operator at Area
1 also highlighted that some callers were survivors of COVID-19
but they felt guilty about having made others sick:

[Area 1 to this region] is like Wuhan to China. It’s where the

coronavirus was the worst. Most people got the virus because they

went to this one place. Some people who went to this place and

then later got tested positive felt very guilty. They felt guilty about

having passed the virus to others.

Summary
Overall, hotline operators reported that a significant proportion
of hotline callers had concerns directly or indirectly related
to COVID-19. However, many calls were about general
psychological concerns, not related to COVID-19 per se. The
issues related to COVID-19 were grouped into themes including
illness-related anxiety, a psychological difficulty about prolonged

home isolation, and family discord due to spending more time
at home.

DISCUSSION

Despite China’s unprecedented emphasis on and speed of
response to the psychological crisis when COVID-19 spread
in the country, its mental health solutions were criticized as
inadequate, primarily due to lack of pre-established organization
and management (Dong and Bouey, 2020; Duan and Zhu, 2020).
The current study is the first to examine a specific provision
of mental health intervention, namely, psychological assistance
hotlines, in China during COVID-19. The results revealed the
low usage of mental health hotlines during COVID-19. The
hotline usage appeared to be related both to ways of service
promotion and the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the
local area and the country. Results from this study suggest specific
directions for the improvement of hotline service establishment
in China to meet the mental health needs of the public and to
prepare for future crises.

Number of Calls Is Associated With
Service Dissemination Strategies
The hotline services were used by only a small proportion of
the population but some patterns between usage and methods
of service dissemination were observed. Hotlines that only relied
on disseminating services through community centers (e.g.,
social media accounts of community centers, community service
booths), and/or providing its numbers to local quarantine centers
did not receive many calls. The sub-regional hotline that received
the highest number of calls relied heavily on advertising its
service through personal social media. This hotline encouraged
individuals to re-post information about the service on their
personal social media accounts. Interestingly, this area was the
only one that received a significant increase in phone calls over
time. It is possible that this pattern was related to its reliance on
social media for service dissemination. It may be that this method
allows individuals to directly and quickly share information
with others on a platform they are familiar with, rather than
relying on the mass public to continuously be aware of and
seek out resources provided by community centers. Because
individuals continued posting and re-posting the hotline service
information within their mutual social circles, the information
would be expected to become more widely known as more time
passed. This result suggests that where it is consistent with the
societal and work culture, using personal social media may be
an effective, efficient, and more relatable way of mental health
service outreach, reflecting modern forms of communication.

The hotline that reached each individual resident in its
service dissemination received a relatively high number of
phone calls. However, this area also had the highest number
of confirmed COVID-19 cases compared to other sub-regional
areas examined. Without another area that experienced a similar
impact of COVID-19 but used different service dissemination
approaches, it is difficult to dissect the influence of COVID-19
severity from the effectiveness of service outreach.
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Notably, although the strategies of service dissemination
appeared to be related to the hotline service usage, it is difficult
to determine the extent of their causal relationship from the
current study. For instance, the area that had the lowest hotline
usage barely engaged in service dissemination. The only way it
promoted its service to the public was by submitting it to the
regional hotline host so the regional host could post it on its social
media account, along with phone numbers of the other hotlines.
However, this limitation in outreachwas not the only downside of
the service provided by this hotline. This hotline had the shortest
operation hours. It was also the only hotline whose operators
did not have training or qualifications to provide psychological
interventions. Therefore, although variation in dissemination
strategies appeared to be related to variation in hotline usage,
this association may be merely a reflection of the general service
quality that contributed to service use overall. Future studies are
required to determine how different aspects of hotline service
provision may influence the number of calls it receives, besides
dissemination strategies.

Association of Number of Calls With
Confirmed COVID-19 Cases
No consistent patterns were observed across the sub-regional
hotlines when comparing the number of calls they received and
the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases. However, the number
of calls received at the regional level hotline was closely related
to the daily confirmed COVID-19 cases reported in the country.
The examination of this relationship was possible because the
regional level hotline operated prior to the peak of COVID-
19 cases in China. The daily number of calls received at the
regional level hotline positively correlated with daily confirmed
cases reported in the nation. Moreover, the period during which
the regional hotline calls peaked coincided almost perfectly with
the period during which daily confirmed cases of COVID-19
peaked in China.

Notably, this observed relationship between the number
of regional hotline calls and national COVID-19 cases does
not preclude the influence of service dissemination on the
use of the hotlines. It is possible that dissemination efforts
changed over time according to the number of confirmed
COVID-19 cases. Specifically, the hotline hosts might have
engaged in more outreach when more COVID-19 cases
occurred. The effort of service outreach and COVID-19
severity would then affect the number of calls at the same
time. Although COVID-19 will become a unique historical
event, future studies can experiment with the impact of
different service dissemination strategies on the utilization
of mental health hotlines in order to better assess causal
relationships between dissemination and the utilization of
hotline services.

Need for Established Mental Health
Systems for Public Crisis Response
Interestingly, the days when the regional level hotline reached
its absolute usage peak coincided not only with the days
of the absolute peak of daily confirmed COVID-19 in

China but also the time when sub-regional hotlines started
operating. That is, after the sub-regional hotlines became
available, the regional level hotline started to see a decline
in the number of phone calls received. It is possible that
phone calls that would have been made to the regional
hotline were directed to the sub-regional hotlines when these
hotlines became available, thus resulting in the decrease
in the number of calls to the regional hotline. It would
suggest that the sub-regional hotlines did effectively share
the service demand that would have been directed to the
regional hotline.

The coincidence between the peak of COVID-19 in the
country and the beginning of the sub-regional hotline operations
revealed potential delays of the hotline service provision.
Specifically, the sub-regional hotlines only became available when
COVID-19 cases in the country already started to decrease.
The services were not established when COVID-19 started to
become an increasing concern and when the regional hotline saw
increasing usage. This observation is consistent with opinions
expressed in the commentaries that criticized the lack of pre-
established psychological intervention systems in China, which
limited the country’s ability to respond effectively when facing
crises (Dong and Bouey, 2020; Duan and Zhu, 2020). COVID-
19 may be an opportunity for mental health service providers in
China to learn from the limitations of the current systems and
better prepare for future needs.

Future Development of Hotline Services in
China
Over the past decades, psychological assistance hotlines in
China have become more available and increasingly accessed
(Ji, 1995; Zhu et al., 2005). Even though the public mental
health crisis brought by COVID-19 revealed some limitations
of the mental health systems in China, the development
of mental health systems is a work in progress in every
country. In fact, the establishment of psychological assistance
hotlines in China during COVID-19 was extremely rapid. The
lowest juridical levels set up their hotlines (e.g., the ones
examined in the current study) within 2 weeks after the
issuance of NHCC’s psychological crisis response guidelines
(National Health Commission of China, 2020c) and within 1
week after the national notification for hotline establishment
(National Health Commission of China, 2020b). Despite such
rapid response, service provision still lagged behind the public’s
service demand (as discussed above). This observation suggests
that disaster/crisis response simply cannot rely on the ad hoc
creation of intervention systems. Mental health systems need
to be established in a proactive manner and well-disseminated
beforehand, with staff already trained for crisis intervention,
in order to effectively serve the need of the pubic when a
disaster/crisis occurs.

As mental health service providers continue to improve the
quality and accessibility of psychological assistance hotlines,
some options may be considered. For instance, the hotlines
examined in this study were all general counseling hotlines.
The development of hotlines that address specific concerns for
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specific populations may help improve the efficiency and quality
of service provision. As seen from the themes of COVID-19
related concerns found in this study (i.e., anxiety about disease
contraction, the psychological impact of prolonged isolation at
home, and family conflicts due to spending more time at home
with family), people at different ages experienced a variety of
difficulties. The hotline operators, however, might not have been
trained to provide services that would suit the diverse needs
of the callers. To provide more targeted services, it may be
valuable to create hotlines based on the type of issues raised
by different populations (e.g., sexual assault; Finn and Hughes,
2008; child abuse; Ngoc, 2005; suicidal ideation; Ohtaki et al.,
2016). It should be noted that in countries (e.g., the U.S.) where
a variety of hotlines are usually available, it may be difficult for
the people in need to identify the hotline that best suits their
needs. As hotline providers in China establish their services,
it may be beneficial to plan for providing targeted services
that are also easily accessible. Future studies could examine
how specialty needs are currently addressed and determine
whether systematic changes would be required to improve
current services.

In addition, the provision of hotline counseling services
should be considered in the context of other mental health
services available. In someWestern countries, hotlines are mainly
available for crisis interventions. General counseling services
are usually provided by psychotherapists in the community
and many consumers have insurance coverage when using
these services. The hotlines examined in the current study,
similar to many others in China, provide general counseling;
in-person consultation from therapists is not always accessible
or affordable. Therefore, the establishment of hotline service
systems in China may face unique challenges. Chinese mental
health providers may need to establish standards suitable
for the circumstance of the society, in addition to learning
from countries with a longer history of mental health
system development.

Challenges in Achieving Service
Accessibility
Service dissemination is only one of the many steps involved
in translating the needs of mental health care to the actual
use of services and attaining desirable health outcomes. Many
factors from both the suppliers’ and the consumers’ side
play a role (Ecob and Macintyre, 2000; Andersen, 2008;
Andersen et al., 2013; Levesque et al., 2013). For example,
Levesque et al. (2013) conceptualized five dimensions that
health service providers need to accomplish in order to
make the service accessible. These five dimensions included
approachability (i.e., the extent to which the service is known
and identifiable), acceptability (i.e., the extent to which the
service is appropriate for a particular individual in the cultural
and social environment), availability and accommodation (i.e.,
the extent to which the service can be reached in time),
affordability (i.e., the extent to which prices and opportunity
costs of the service can be covered by one’s income) and
appropriateness (i.e., the extent to which the service fits the

service seeker’s needs; Levesque et al., 2013). In reflection to
the dimensions presented by Levesque et al. (2013), each sub-
regional hotline in the current study made various efforts
to increase their approachability by distributing information
regarding hotline services.

Corresponding to the five dimensions of accessible service
are the five abilities of individuals that would enable their needs
to be translated into outcome (Levesque et al., 2013). Namely,
these are people’s abilities to perceive, seek, reach, pay for, and
engage in services. Consumers’ ability to perceive the need for
care is complementary to approachability of the service provider.
For instance, someone who is experiencing anxiety about having
COVID-19 may be aware of the hotline resource, but they may
not recognize this anxiety as a psychological issue and have no
desire to call a mental health hotline. Therefore, it is necessary to
increase the mental health literacy of the public so individuals
with service needs are able to self-identify and respond to the
outreach efforts of the service providers.

Notably, among all the challenges that China needs to
overcome for mental health hotlines and other psychological
interventions to function adequately, improving service quality
may take the longest time and require the most investment.
China is currently under a severe shortage of mental healthcare
providers (Liang et al., 2018). This shortage was indicated in
commentaries about China’s mental health provision during
COVID-19 (Dong and Bouey, 2020) and is also evident from
the varying degree of qualification of mental health hotline
operators seen in the current study. The shortage of professionals
renders the fast establishment of psychological interventions
during crises infeasible (Duan and Zhu, 2020). Consequently, to
become effective in mental health service provision, especially
when facing unexpected events of crises, China would likely
have to engage in long-term commitment and investment in
establishing mental health systems.

LIMITATIONS

Several limitations should be noted when interpreting the
findings. First, the results of the current study were obtained
from the data of one Northern Chinese region. The results
may not generalize to other regions, especially those that
were geographically further from this region and had different
demographics. However, other regions may still be informed by
this study because the severity of COVID-19 in this region was on
par with most regions in China and the mental health solutions it
used were representative of other regions during COVID-19.

Second, observations about mental health hotline usage
from this study were made from the limited time period
of COVID-19 in China, as the sub-regional hotlines were
previously not available. It may inform hotline service usage
during a public health crisis. However, before the findings from
this study can be used to inform changes to dissemination
strategies of mental health hotline services in general, more
studies should be done to understand hotline usage outside
of the time of a pandemic. For instance, although the
operators reported that most individuals who called the
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hotlines tended to be between ages 20 and 50, it is unknown
whether this age group is also more likely to use hotlines
in general.

Third, many factors in addition to service outreach can affect
mental health resource utilization. Future studies are warranted
to determine to what extent service dissemination can affect
usage of mental health hotlines, and what other factors are
significant contributors to mental health service use in China, in
general, and in response to crises.

Fourth, the qualitative analysis of concerns people expressed
during the hotline calls was not systematic or in-depth in this
study, due to the limitations of the secondary data that were
available. To better understand the issues raised during these
calls, future studies should collect systematic records for each
call. Finally, the current study did not include information
about how various issues were approached by the hotline
operators during the calls. As dissemination is only one step
in ensuring service use, future studies should examine details
of the service provision and understand how it may impact
the use of the hotline services. If future studies examine
hotline usage post-COVID-19, it may be especially important
to accounting for service provision during the crisis, as current
service may impact people’s trust of the service and therefore
future usage.
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The novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 disease “COVID-19” emerged in China and rapidly

spread to other countries; due to its rapid worldwide spread, the WHO has declared

this as a global emergency. As there is no specific treatment prescribed to treat

COVID-19, the seeking of suitable therapeutics among existing drugs seems valuable.

The structure availability of coronavirus macromolecules has encouraged the finding

of conceivable anti-SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics through in silico analysis. The results

reveal that quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) and

saquinavir strongly interact with the active site (Cys-His catalytic dyad), thereby are

predicted to hinder the activity of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. Out of 113 quinoline-drugs,

elvitegravir and oxolinic acid are able to interact with the NTP entry-channel and

thus interfere with the RNA-directed 5′-3′ polymerase activity of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp.

The bioactivity-prediction results also validate the outcome of the docking study.

Moreover, as SARS-CoV-2 Spike-glycoprotein uses human ACE2-receptor for viral

entry, targeting the Spike-RBD-ACE2 has been viewed as a promising strategy

to control the infection. The result shows rilapladib is the only quinoline that can

interrupt the Spike-RBD-ACE2 complex. In conclusion, owing to their ability to target

functional macromolecules of SARS-CoV-2, along with positive ADMET properties,

quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI), saquinavir,

elvitegravir, oxolinic acid, and rilapladib are suggested for the treatment of COVID-19.

Keywords: drug repurposing, SARS-CoV-2, main-protease (3CLpro), RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase,

spike-ACE2 complex, quinoline based-drugs

INTRODUCTION

The current outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the severe acute
syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), has been considered as a major anxiety of the twenty
first century (Dey et al., 2020). As of May 07, 2020, WHO states that over 3,672,238 cases have
been authoritatively affirmed, including 254,045 deaths around the globe. The pathognomonic
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symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, dry cough, shortness of breath,
and dyspnea (Wu et al., 2020). In severe conditions, it causes
hypercytokinemia, lymphopenia, disseminated intravascular
coagulation, severe acute respiratory syndrome, kidney failure,
and eventually death (Thomas-Rüddel et al., 2020). In general,
SARS-CoV-2 is a positive sense, long (30,000 bp), single-strand
RNA coronavirus that belongs to the family Coronaviridae and
genus Betacoronavirus, which is highly similar to SARS-CoV
(Zou et al., 2020). No specific medication for COVID-19 is
accessible at the present time. Thus, researchers are seriously
searching for suitable vaccines and therapeutic-drugs against
COVID-19 (Yao et al., 2020). The fact is that discovery, as
well as marketing, of new drugs frequently takes months to
years (Stebbing et al., 2020), and hence looking for appropriate
therapeutics among existing-drugs seems to be a promising
strategy to control the current pandemic of COVID-19 in this
critical time.

In the SARS-CoV-2 macromolecules, the large-polyproteins-
encoded cysteine protease, called 3-chymotrypsin like protease
[3CLpro or main protease (Mpro)], are essential for the viral life-
cycle of novel coronavirus (Zhang H. et al., 2020). This enzyme
plays a crucial role in the processing of viral polyproteins, which
are indispensable for viral maturation and their infectivity (Khan
et al., 2020). Subsequently, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) is a key enzyme essential for the viral replication of
SARS-CoV-2 (Gao et al., 2020). Due to their crucial roles,
these viral proteins are considered as imperative targets for
developing antiviral compounds against COVID-19 (Wu et al.,
2020). Recently, Choy et al. (2020) reported that the combination
of HIV-protease inhibitors such as lopinavir/ritonavir effectively
kills SARS-CoV-2 at the cellular level. Similarly, Wang M.
et al. (2020) reported that the nucleotide analog RdRp-
inhibitor, remdesivir, successfully inhibited SARS-CoV-2 in vitro.
Hall and Ji (2020) reported zanamivir, indinavir, saquinavir,
and remdesivir as SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro inhibitors using in
silico analysis. Further, Elfiky (2020) also suggested ribavirin,
remdesivir, sofosbuvir, galidesivir, and tenofovir as potent drugs
against SARS-CoV-2 through docking analysis.

On the other hand, human angiotensin-converting enzyme
2 (ACE-2), a type-I integral membrane protein, has been
considered to be the specific and functional receptor for the
spike glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 (Patel et al., 2014). It is also
well-known to play the main role in the rennin-angiotensin
system (RAS), which is associated with the regulation of heart
function and blood pressure hemeostasis (Oudit et al., 2003).
The coronavirus entry into host cells is mediated by the spike
glycoprotein, which is a surface transmembrane protein in
SARS-CoV-2 (Zhao et al., 2020). The analysis of the receptor-
binding motif (RDM) in the Spike glycoprotein revealed that
most of the aminoacid residues essential for receptor-binding
with ACE-2 were conserved between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-
CoV, demonstrating that these viruses use the same host
receptor for cell entry (Yan et al., 2020). Hoffmann et al.
(2020) proved that anti-human ACE-2 antibody (R&D Systems,
Catalog #AF933) can inhibit the Spike protein-associated entry
into cultured cells in vitro. Accordingly, human ACE2 is
considered as a host target for the treatment of COVID-19 to

avoid SARS-CoV-2 from entering host cells (Zhang L. et al.,
2020).

The existing quinoline-based antimalarial drugs,
hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine, have shown their potential
in the treatment of COVID-19 (Kaur et al., 2010), which inspired
us to identify the quinoline-based potent inhibitors against the
therapeutic targets of SARS-CoV-2 using an in silico approach.
Due to the drug-like properties and therapeutic potential,
quinoline-derived compounds have sustained attention for
developing novel drugs in future medicine (O’donnell et al.,
2010). Quinolines are nitrogen-containing heterocyclic aromatic
compounds, known to be versatile compounds because of their
extensive uses in medicine, organic chemistry, and industrial
chemistry (Prajapati et al., 2014). They are frequently found in
several medicinal plants and are known to have antimalarial,
anticancer, antibacterial, anti-fungal, anticonvulsant, anti-
inflammatory, anthelminitc, cardiotonic, and analgesic activity
(Hussaini, 2016). Some of the compounds with quinoline core
are the preferred choice for the treatment of diverse ailments,
especially cancer and malaria (Touret and de Lamballerie, 2020).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ligand Preparation
Numerous medicinal plants and their phytocompounds have
demonstrated their antiviral properties against a large group
of viruses. Consequently, the phytocompounds of Diplocyclos
palmatus leaf extract were subjected to docking analysis in the
current study. In previous studies, the tropical medicinal plant of
D. palmatus has been reported for its anti-biofilm, anti-infection,
and anti-photoaging activity using Caenorhabditis elegans
model (Alexpandi et al., 2019). The list of quinoline-drugs
(total 113) was retrieved from DrugBank database (https://
www.drugbank.ca/categories/DBCAT000788). The canonical
SMILES of the compounds was retrieved from the PubChem
database. The canonical SMILES of quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-
1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) was retrieved
from the Guidechem database (https://www.guidechem.com/
reference/dic-395649.html). Then, the PDB-format 3D-structure
of compounds was downloaded from the Openbabel online
server http://www.cheminfo.org/Chemistry/Cheminformatics/
FormatConverter/index.html.

Protein Preparation
The 3D crystal protein-structures of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (PDB
ID: 6LU7) (Hall and Ji, 2020), SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-ACE-
2 receptor-binding domain (RBD) (PDB ID: 6M17) (Wu et al.,
2020), and human ACE2 (PDB ID: 1R4L) (Joshi et al., 2020) were
obtained from the RCSB PDB database (http://www.rcsb.org/
pdb). The 3D crystal structures of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp generated
through homology modeling using ICM 3.7.3 modeling software
was gifted by Prof. Hua Li, Hubei Key Laboratory of Natural
Medicinal Chemistry and Resource Evaluation, School of
Pharmacy, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology, Wuhan, China (Wu et al., 2020).
The energy minimization of targeted protein structures was
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performed using the YASARA server. The protein preparation
was done with AutoDock Tools Version 1.5.6.

Molecular Docking
The virtual screening of best scoring compounds was performed
using the iGEMDOCK with blind-mode docking. The
iGEMDOCK tool is a graphical-automatic drug design system
mainly used for structure-based virtual screening of drug
molecules (Hsu et al., 2011). After the selection of best binding
compounds, the interaction on the active domains of therapeutic
targets (3CLpro, RdRp, and Spike-ACE2 complex) of selected
compounds were analyzed using the AutoDock Vina tool. It is an
open-source docking software, which extensively improves the
average accuracy of the binding mode predictions of compounds
better than other docking tools (Trott and Olson, 2010). It
implements a competent optimization algorithm for estimating
the affinity of protein-ligand interactions and predicting the
plausible binding modes of compounds (Goodsell et al., 1996).
Then, the ligand-protein interactions were visualized by Maestro
10 (Schrödinger) (Balasubramaniam et al., 2019). In the present
study, to compare the selected quinolines with already reported
anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs, lopinavir (Hall and Ji, 2020) and
remdesivir triphosphate (Gordon et al., 2020) were selected as
positive inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 for in silico analysis in the
present study. Further, the selected quinolines and remdesivir
triphosphate were compared with the parental nucleotides
(NTPs) of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp for understanding the inhibition
mode of viral replication.

In silico Drug-Likeliness and Bioactivity
Prediction
The drug likeliness and bioactivity of quinolines were analyzed
using the Molinspiration server (http://www.molinspiration.
com). Molinspiration tool is a cheminformatics software that
provides molecular properties as well as bioactivity prediction of
compounds (Mabkhot et al., 2016). In the Molinspiration-based
drug-likeness analysis, there are two important factors, including
the lipophilicity level (log P) and polar surface area (PSA)
directly associated with the pharmacokinetic properties (PK)
of the compounds (Beetge et al., 2000). In the Molinspiration-
based bioactivity analysis, the calculation of the bioactivity score
of compounds toward GPCR ligands, ion channel modulators,
kinase inhibitors, nuclear receptor ligands, protease inhibitors,
and other enzyme targets were analyzed by sophisticated
Bayesian statistics (Mabkhot et al., 2016). This was done as the
protein families, such as G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR),
ion channels, kinases, nuclear hormone receptors, proteases, and
other enzymes (RdRp), are the major drug targets of most of the
drugs (Hauser et al., 2017).

In silico ADMET Analysis
The PK properties, such as Absorption, Distribution,
Metabolism, Excretion, and Toxicity (ADMET), of quinolines
were predicted using the admerSAR v2.0 server (http://lmmd.
ecust.edu.cn/admetsar2/). The admerSAR server is an open-
source computational tool for prediction of ADMET properties
of compounds, which makes it a practical platform for drug
discovery and other pharmacological research (Guan et al.,

2019). In the ADMET analysis, the absorption (A) of good drugs
depends on factors such as membrane permeability [designated
by colon cancer cell line (Caco-2)], human intestinal absorption
(HIA), and the status of either P-glycoprotein substrate or
inhibitor. The distribution (D) of drugs mainly depends on the
ability to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB). The metabolism
(M) of drugs is calculated by the CYP, MATE1, and OATP1B1-
OATP1B3 models. Excretion (E) of the drugs is estimated based
on the renal OCT substrate. Then, the toxicity (T) of the drugs is
predicted on the Human Ether-a-go-go- related gene inhibition,
carcinogenic status, mutagenic status, and acute oral toxicity
(Shen et al., 2012).

RESULTS

Screening of Potent SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro
Inhibitors
In Table S1, the iGEMDOCK-based virtual screening result
reveals that among the 17 phytocompounds, the novel quinoline
(NQ) identified from D. palmatus, quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-
1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI), has a lower
binding energy (-6.8 Kcal/mol) with SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro,
compared to other phytocompounds. As shown in Figures 1D,I,
the NQ builds five hydrophobic interactions (Cys145, Met49,
Met165, Phe140, and Leu141), 8 polar interactions (His41,
His164, Gln192, Gln189, His63, His172, Ser144, and Asn142),
two negative-charged interactions (Asp187 and Glu166), and
one unspecified residue interaction (Arg188). As shown in
Figure 1G, the NQ forms a hydrogen bonding interaction with
Glu166 (2.044 Å distance). Importantly, the NQ has effectively
interacted with the active site of catalytic-dyad (Cys145 and
His41) of the SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (Figures 1B,F), and hence
we assumed that the NQ is able to hinder the protease activity of
SARS-CoV-2 like lopinavir (−6.6 Kcal/mol) (Figure S1), which
is a protease-inhibitor based anti-SARS-CoV-2 drug reported for
COVID-19 (Choy et al., 2020).

Based on the virtual screening results of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro,
rilapladib, saquinavir, oxolinic acid, elvitegravir, batefenterol,
sitafloxacin, CP-609754, GSK-256066, alatrofloxacin, and
quarfloxin were predicted to be the best compounds from the
commercial quinoline-based drugs (Figure 2 and Table S2).
Out of these compounds, only saquinavir (−8.5 Kcal/mol) was
found to interact with the active catalytic-domain (Cys145 and
His41) of the SARS-CoV-2 2CLpro (Figures 1H,C). As shown in
Figures 1E,J, saquinavir forms seven hydrophobic interactions
(Cys145, Met165, Met49, Leu27, Leu167, Leu141, and Phe140),
12 polar interactions (His41, Asn142, His163, Ser144, Ser46,
Thr25, Thr26, Thr24, Gln192, Gln189, Thr190, and His164),
one negative-charged interaction (Glu166), and one glycine
interaction (Gly143) with SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. Therefore, for
the development of strong interactions at the CysHis catalytic
dyad, saquinavir was predicted to obstruct the 3CLpro activity.

Screening of Potent SARS-CoV-2 RdRp
Inhibitors
As shown in Figure 3 and Table S3, amongst the tested-
quinolines, elvitegravir, oxolinic acid, saquinavir, garenoxacin,
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FIGURE 1 | (A) The 3CLpro monomer has three domains, namely domain I (residues 8–101), domain II (residues 102–184), and domain III (residues 201–303). The

red arrow mark indicates the region of the active site of 3CLpro, which is located in the gap between domains I and II, and has a CysHis catalytic dyad (Cys145 and

His41). (B,C) Depicts the binding region of the quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) (−6.8 Kcal/mol) and saquinavir (−8.5

Kcal/mol) with SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro, respectively. (D,E) Shows the super-position view of the binding sites and their interacting amino acids of quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetra

hydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) and saquinavir with SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro, respectively. (F,H) Indicates the interaction with the active catalytic dyad

of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (Cys145 and His41). (G) Hydrogen bond formation of quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) with Glu166

residues of 3CLpro at 2.044 Å distance. (I,J) Reveal the interacted aminoacid residues of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro with quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-

[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) and saquinavir.

rilapladib, pelitinib, difloxacin, batefenterol, danofloxacin, and
LGD-2226 were shown to be the best-docked compounds against
SARS-CoV-2 RdRp. Figures 4A,C reveals that elvitegravir and
oxolinic acid have the same binding energy (−7.1 Kcal/mol)
and same binding site at SARS-CoV-2 RdRp, which is almost
similar to natural nucleotides such as ATP (−7.6 Kcal/mol),

UTP (−7.1 Kcal/mol), GTP (−7.7 Kcal/mol), and CTP (−7.1
Kcal/mol) (Figure S2). As shown in Figures 4B,I, elvitegravir
forms five hydrophobic interactions (Tyr455, Ala554, Tyr619,
Pro620, and Cys622), seven polar interactions (Thr556, Thr680,
Ser681, Ser682, Thr687, Asn691, and Ser759), four negative-
charged interactions (Asp452, Asp618, Asp623, and Asp760),
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FIGURE 2 | The binding patterns and aminoacid interactions of the best scoring quinolines with SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. The red circle-marking indicates the interaction

with the active site of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro (CysHis catalytic dyad).

and five unspecified residue interactions (Lys545, Arg553,
Arg555, Lys621, and Lys798) with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp. Notably,
elvitegravir builds a hydrogen bond interaction with Lys621
residue (1.931 Å distance), as shown in Figure 4F. Similarly,
it formed five hydrophobic interactions (Tyr456, Met542,
Ala554, Val557, and Ala558), six polar interactions (Thr556,
Thr680, Ser681, Ser682, Thr687, and Asn691), two negative-
charged interactions (Asp452 and Asp623), and five unspecified
residue interactions (Lys545, Arg553, Arg555, Arg624, and
Lys676) (Figures 4D,J). Subsequently, oxolinic acid forms three

hydrogen bonding interactions with Thy456 (1.224Å), Ser682
(1.815Å), and Arg624 (2.904) residues of the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp
(Figure 4H). As shown in Figures 4E,G, both elvitegravir and
oxolinic acid have the ability to bind with the NTP binding
channel (a set of hydrophilic residues such as Lys545, Arg553,
and Arg555) of the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp, similar to remdesivir
triphosphate (−7.8 Kcal/mol) (Figure S3), which is a RdRp-
inhibitor based anti-SARS-CoV-2 agent reported for COVID-19
(Gao et al., 2020; Gordon et al., 2020). As shown in Figure S4,
due to the same binding sites, we expect these two quinolines
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FIGURE 3 | The binding patterns and aminoacid interactions of the best scoring quinolines with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp. The red circle-marking indicates the interaction

with the NTP entry channel of SARS-CoV-2.

(elvitegravir and oxolinic acid) can readily interact with the
NTP binding channel of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp, more quickly
than the parental-nucleotides (NTPs) such as ATP, UTP, GTP,

and CTP. Hence, these two quinoline drugs are anticipated
to arrest the viral replication of SARS-CoV-2, as is seen with
remdesivir triphosphate.
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FIGURE 4 | (A,B) Shows the binding region and close-up view of the interacting amino acids of elvitegravir (−7.1 Kcal/mol) with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp, respectively.

(C,D) Individually depicts the binding region and super-position view of the interacting amino acids of oxolinic acid (−7.1 Kcal/mol) with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp,

respectively. (E,G) Visualizes the interaction with the NTP entry channel of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp (a set of hydrophilic residues such as Lys545, Arg553, and Arg555) of

elvitegravir and oxolinic acid. (F,H) Shows the hydrogen bond formation of elvitegravir (Lys621 with a distance of 1.931 Å) and oxolinic acid (Thy456, Ser682, and

Arg624 with a distance of 1.224, 1.815, and 2.904 Å, respectively). (I,J) Illustrate the interacted aminoacid residues of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro with elvitegravir and

oxolinic acid.

Screening of Potent Inhibitor for Spike
Protein-RBD-ACE2 Interaction
In Figure S5 and Figure 6A, the crystal structure of spike
protein-ACE2 (PDB: 6M17) revealed that the aminoacid residues
of ACE2, including Gln24, Thr27, Asp30, Lys31, His34, Glu35,
Glu37, Asp38, Tyr41, Gln42, Met82, Lys353, Gly354, Asp355,
and Arg357, were recognized as the Spike protein receptor-
binding domain (RBD) or entry receptor site to invade the target
cells (Benítez-Cardoza and Vique-Sánchez, 2020). Based on the
virtual screening results of ACE2 protein, CP-609754, saquinavir,
rilapladib, quarfloxin, batefenterol, oxolinic acid, alatrofloxacin,
dovitinib, GSK-256066, and rebamipide were predicted as the
best compounds, exhibiting a high binding affinity to ACE2 with
low energy (Figure 5 and Table S4). However, these quinolines
were not predicted to interact with the RBD of the Spike-ACE2
complex (Figure 5). The only compound that could target the
RBD interface between Spike and ACE2 was rilapladib, as shown
in Figure 6B. Rilapladib was predicted to be positioned on the
central shallow pit of the RBD of the Spike-ACE2 complex
with strong interactions (Figure 6D). The aminoacid residues of
the Spike-RBD-ACE2 complex that interact with rilapladib were
His34, Glu35, Glu37, Asp38, and Leu39, as shown in Figure 6C.

As a result of superimposing the Spike-RBD-ACE2 complex
to the rilapladib-RBD-ACE2 complex, an individual overlap of
rilapladib with the interface of ACE2 was observed, signifying
that rilapladib may possibly interrupt the interaction of the
Spike-RBD-ACE2 complex.

In silico Prediction of Drug-Likeness
Property and Bioactivity Score
The adequacy of therapeutic drugs mainly depends on the
molecular property and bioactivity of the compounds (Shen
et al., 2012). To predict the drug-likeness and bioactivity
of the selected quinolines, the in silico molecular property
assessment was performed using the Molinspiration tool.
This tool measures the milogP value (Octanol-water partition
coefficient logP) and TPSA (Topological polar surface area)
values of the compounds using Bayesian statistics. The result
shows that the milogP value of quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-
1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) (3.63), saquinavir
(4.26), elvitegravir (3.58), and oxolinic acid (0.68) were predicted
as having ideal lipophilicity (logP < 5) (Han et al., 2019);
rilapladib (7.33) was predicted as having poor lipophilicity
(logP > 5) in the aspect of absorption and permeation
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FIGURE 5 | The binding patterns and aminoacid interactions of the top ten scoring quinolines with the RBD interface of the Spike-ACE2 complex. The red

circle-marking indicates the interaction with the RBD interface of Spike-ACE2 complex.

(Figure S6). The TPSA of the quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-
[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) (37.38), elvitegravir
(88.77), oxolinic acid (77.77), and rilapladib (54.79) were <100,
showing that these compounds had superior oral-absorption
or membrane permeability than saquinavir (166.75), lopinavir
(119.99), and remdesivir triphosphate (289.53) (Bakht et al.,
2010). On the other hand, the majority of drug targets of
existing drugs are in one of the following protein families:
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), ion channels, kinases,
nuclear hormone receptors, proteases, and other enzymes. In
Figure S7, the in silico bioactivity prediction analysis also
divulges that the NQ and saquinavir were predicted as protease
inhibitors. Subsequently, elvitegravir and oxolinic acid were

predicted as enzyme inhibitors, which means that these are
able to inhibit other enzymes, including RdRp enyzme, except
G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR), ion channels, kinases,
nuclear hormone receptors, and proteases. This is because
the protein families are the major drug targets of most
of the drugs (Hauser et al., 2017). These data support the
outcome of the predicted in-silico activity of selected quinolines
against SARS-CoV-2.

The half-life (t1/2) of drugs is a valuable pharmacokinetic
factor as it provides an exact indication of the duration of time
that the effect of the drug continues in an individual. The period
of action of a drug is called its half-life. The distribution half-life
(t1/2a) is the time required to divide the plasma concentration
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Shows the receptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein with human ACE-2 receptor for viral entry into host cells. (B) The interrupting

mode of rilapladib (−9.7 Kcal/mol) on the interface of RBD of the Spike protein-ACE2 complex. (C) Super-position view of the binding interations of rilapladib on the

interface of RBD of the Spike protein-ACE2 complex. (D) Shows the interacted aminoacid residues of rilapladib on the interface of RBD of the Spike

protein-ACE2 complex.

by two after reaching pseudo-equilibrium, and not the time
needed to eliminate half the administered dose. The elimination
half-life (t1/2b) of drugs is defined as the time required for the
concentration of the drug to reach half of its original value in
the plasma or the total amount in the body. As mentioned in
Table 1, the elimination half-life (t1/2b) of saquinavir (670.84
g/mol) is 7–12 h and their elimination half-life is 9–15 h (Taylor
et al., 2001). The distribution half-life (t1/2a) of elvitegravir
is calculated at 8.7 h, and the elimination half-life (t1/2b) as
12.9 h (Cada et al., 2013). Oxolinic acid (261.23 g/mol) has
1.3 and 84 h as its distribution half-life and elimination half-
life, respectively (Samuelsen et al., 2003). Unfortunately, the
half-life of rilapladib (735.81 g/mol) as well as quinoline,1,2,3,4-
tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-, trans-(8CI)
(313.41 g/mol) are not available in the database. On the other

hand, the elimination half-life of SARS-CoV-2 protease inhibitor
lopinavir (628.8 g/mol) measured at 6.9 ± 2.2 h. Similarly, the
reported anti-COVID-19 drug remdesivir has a very short half-
life (0.39 h) and hence the human esterases hastily converted the
remdesivir into nucleoside triphosphate metabolite (remdesivir
triphosphate). However, the produced remdesivir triphosphate
has a longer half-life of∼20 h in humans, in which the metabolite
acts as an NTP analog and slows down the viral replication of
SARS-CoV-2 (Eastman et al., 2020). Due to the long half-life
of the NTP analog of remdesivir triphosphate, only one dose
is required for daily administration for treating COVID-19.
The data obtained revealed that the selected quinolines are
significantly long in terms of drug half-life, in which the
quinolines treatment will be successful in the drug repurposing
against COVID-19.
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TABLE 1 | Half-life, molecular weight, and pharmacological functions of the suggested quinoline drugs for drug-repurposing against COVID-19.

S.

No.

Drug/Compound Name DrugBank ID Structure Molecular

weight (g/mol)

Half-life (h) Pharmacological function Binding energy with

the therapeutic

targets of COVID-19

Drug-repurposing

for COVID-19

Distribution

half-life (t1/2a)

Elimination

half-life (t1/2b)

1 Quinoline,1,2,3,4-

tetrahydro-1-[(2-

phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-,

trans- (8CI)

Not available 313.41 Not available Not available • Protease Inhibitor −6.8 Kcal/mol with

3CLpro

In this study

2 Saquinavir DB01232

(APRD00623)

670.84 7–12 9–15 • Anti-HIV Agent (Kim et al., 1998)

• Anti-Infective Agent (Noble and Faulds,

1996)

• Protease Inhibitor (Kim et al., 1998)

−8.5 Kcal/mol with

3CLpro

In this study

3 Lopinavir (Reported

anti-SARS-CoV-2 agent)

DB01601

(EXPT00388)

628.8 Not available 6.9 ± 2.2 • Experimental Unapproved Treatment for

COVID-19 (Choy et al., 2020)

• Anti-HIV Agent (Walmsley et al., 2002)

• Protease Inhibitor (Agarwal et al., 2007)

−6.6 Kcal/mol with

3CLpro

Choy et al., 2020

4 Elvitegravir DB09101

(DB05618)

447.88 8.7 12.9 • Anti-HIV Agent (Ramanathan et al., 2011)

• Anti-viral for Systemic Use (Lampiris,

2012)

• Enzyme Inhibitor (Shimura et al., 2008)

−7.1 Kcal/mol with

RdRp

In this study

5 Oxolinic acid DB13627 261.23 1.3 84 • Anti-bacterial Agent (Barry et al., 1984)

• Anti-Infective Agent for Urinary Infections

(Irgi et al., 2015)

• Enzyme Inhibitor (Wright et al., 1981)

−7.1 Kcal/mol with

RdRp

In this study

6 Remdesivir triphosphate

(Reported anti-SARS-CoV-2

agent)

DB14761 527.17 Not available 20 • Experimental Unapproved Treatment for

COVID-19 (Gordon et al., 2020; Wang Y.

et al., 2020)

−7.8 Kcal/mol with

RdRp

Gordon et al., 2020;

Wang Y. et al., 2020

7 Rilapladib DB05119

(DB05256)

735.81 Not available Not available • Anti-Alzheimer’s Disease (Husna Ibrahim

et al., 2020)

• Lp-PLA2 inhibitor (Shaddinger et al.,

2014)

−9.7 Kcal/mol with

Spike protein-ACE2

complex

In this study
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In silico ADMET Analysis
In Table 2, the absorption (A) analysis reveals that the NQ and
oxolinic acid were predicted to have high Caco-2 permeability.
A HIA of <30% is classified to be poorly absorbed. The result
reveals that all the quinolines were predicted to be highly
absorbed by the human intestine. P-glycoprotein, a member of
ATP-binding trans-membrane glycoprotein, excretes incoming
drugs or other chemicals from the cells (Äänismaa and Seelig,
2007). The results revealed that the NQ and oxolinic acid are
non-substrates or non-inhibitors for P-glycoprotein and other
compounds are substrates/inhibitors for P-glycoprotein. In the
distribution (D) analysis, the BBB permeability, logBBB >0.3,
is thought to cross the BBB easily (Han et al., 2019). Here,
all the quinolines were predicted to be BBB+ and they can
easily cross the BBB. In the metabolism (M) analysis, the
two main sub-types of cytochrome P450s (CYP) are CYP2D6
and CYP3A4, which are essential enzyme-systems for drug
metabolism in the liver (Sams et al., 2004). The results showed
that all the quinolines were non-inhibitors to CYP2D6; only NQ
and saquinavir were substrates for CYP2D6 and CYP3A4. This
data suggested that these quinolines may possibly metabolize in
the liver. OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 are transporters expressed
on the sinusoidal-membrane of hepatocytes, which interact with

therapeutic-drugs as their substrates or inhibitors, and cause
clinically relevant drug-drug interactions (Shitara, 2010). The
result found that all the selected quinolines were predicted as
inhibitors for OATP1B1-OATP1B3. The excretion (E) of drugs is
associated with their hydrophilicity and molecular weight. In the
kidney, organic cation transporters (OCTs) and multidrug and
toxin extrusion proteins (MATEs) are the foremost transporters
for the clearance of cationic drugs into the urine (Motohashi
and Inui, 2013). The results showed that the quinolines were
predicted as non-inhibitors to MATE-1, OCT-1, and OCT-2,
which indicates the safety elimination profile of the quinolines.
In the toxicity (T) analysis, the result showed that all quinolines
were non-carcinogen and non-eye corrosive. In conclusion,
the predicted results indicate that the ADMET properties of
the quinolines are almost similar to the reported anti-SARS-
CoV-2 drugs (lopinavir and remdesivir triphosphate), which
promotes repurposing of these quinoline drugs for the treatment
of COVID-19.

DISCUSSION

As significant functional biological-macromolecules of
coronavirus, the viral protease (3CLpro) and RNA-dependent

TABLE 2 | Predicted ADMET properties of the selected quinolines.

ADME parameters Novel quinoline Saquinavir Elvitegravir Oxolinic acid Rilapladib Lopinavir Remdesivir triphosphate

Absorption

Caco-2 permeability + – – + + + –

Human Intestinal Absorption

(% absorbed)

+ + + + + + +

88.96% 98.13% 96.44% 93.75% 92.54% 96.24% 93.17%

P-glycoprotein inhibitor – + + – + + +

P-glycoprotein substrate – + + – + + +

Distribution

Blood Brain Barrier + + + + + + +

Subcellular localization Plasma membrane Mitochondria Lysosomes Mitochondria Mitochondria Mitochondria Lysosomes

Metabolism

CYP2D6 inhibition – – – – – – –

CYP2D6 substrate + + – – – – –

CYP3A4 inhibition + + – – – – –

CYP3A4 substrate – + + – + + +

OATP1B1 inhibitor + + + + + + +

OATP1B3 inhibitor + + + + + + +

Excretion

OCT1 inhibitor – – – – – – –

OCT2 inhibitor – – – – – – –

MATE1 inhibitor – – – – – – –

Toxicity

Carcinogens – – – – – – –

Acute-toxicity (Class) III III III III III III III

Eye corrosion – – – – – – –

Eye irritation – – – + – – –

Human either-a-go-go inhibition + + – – + + –

The predicted properties are color-coded to enable easy classification among the quinolines. The color codes are: red for toxic or inhibitor, orange for weak inhibitor or slightly toxic,

green for safe or non-inhibitor. The symbols include + for yes and – for no.
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RNA-polymerase (RdRp) are indispensable for proteolytic
processing of the polyproteins as well as viral replication
and have been considered as promising drug targets in the
treatment of viral diseases (Zumla et al., 2016). Several drugs,
including hydroxychloroquine, chloroquine, arbidol, remdesivir,
favipiravir, lopinavir/ritonavir, interferon-α, and ribavirin are
undergoing clinical trials to assess their anti-viral efficacy
and safety level in the treatment of COVID-19 (Dong et al.,
2020). Most of the reported anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs are
protease-inhibitors or RdRp-inhibitors (Elfiky, 2020; Wu et al.,
2020).

One of the most-characterized therapeutic targets among
coronaviruses is inhibiting the 3CLpro activity since this enzyme
is crucial for processing the polyproteins that are translated
from the RNA molecules (Ghosh et al., 2007; Khan et al.,
2020). The 3CLpro, also called Nsp5 (non-structural protein 5),
is first routinely cleaved from polyproteins to produce mature
enzymes, and subsequently further cleaves downstream Nsps
at 11 cleavage sites to release Nsp4-Nsp16 (Wu et al., 2020).
3CLpro directly mediates the maturation of Nsps, which is
fundamental in the life-cycle of SARS-CoV-2 (Zhang H. et al.,
2020). The 3CLpro monomer has three domains, namely domain
I (residues 8–101), domain II (residues 102–184), and domain
III (residues 201–303), and a long loop (residues 185–200) links
domains II and III, as shown in Figure 1A. The active site of
3CLpro is located in the gap between domains I and II, and
has a CysHis catalytic dyad (Cys145 and His41) (Jin et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2020).The active site of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro
is located in the gap between domains I and II, and has a
CysHis catalytic dyad (Cys145 and His41) (Muralidharan et al.,
2020). The cleavage by 3CLpro arises at the glutamine residue
in the P1 position of the substrate through the CysHis catalytic
dyad, wherein cysteine thiol functions as the nucleophile in
the proteolytic process (Chen et al., 2005). Hence, inhibiting
the activity of this enzyme would arrest the viral replication
of SARS-CoV-2.

We saw that quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-
phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI) (NQ) and saquinavir
can target main proteases through authoritative interaction to
the catalytic dyad (Cys145 and His41) of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro
(Figures 1F,H), and along these lines are believed to hinder the
protease activity, as has been reported with anti-SARS-CoV-2
agent (lopinavir). As referenced before, we identified the NQ
from the methanolic leaf extract of D. palmatus using GC-MS
analysis (Alexpandi et al., 2019). Unfortunately, the NQ is not
available commercially. Henceforth, the present study essentially
evaluated their drug-likeness, bioactivity, andADMETproperties
through an in silico approach. The outcomes demonstrated that
the NQ has low milogP (3.63) and low TPSA value (37.38), which
authenticates the ideal lipophilicity (milogP < 5) nature and
higher oral-absorption or membrane permeability (TPSA < 100)
than other quinolines. These are the physicochemical properties
that play a fundamental role in deciding the ADMET properties
of compounds (Shen et al., 2012; Han et al., 2019). In ADMET
analysis, the results reveal that the NQwas predicted as Caco-2+,

HIA+, a non-inhibitor to P-glycoprotein, BBB+, a non-inhibitor
to CYP2D6, a non-substrate to CYP3A4, and a non-inhibitor to
excretion-related receptors such as OCT-1, OCT-2, andMATE-1.
The NQ showing some toxic impact on the human either-a-go-
go related genes, has even been predicted as a non-carcinogenic,
non-mutagenic, non-eye irritant, and non-eye corrosive. These
results unequivocally suggest that the novel phytocompound,
quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-
trans-(8CI), can be used as a protease-inhibitor drug for
the treatment of COVID-19, but the compound needs to
be synthesized.

Saquinavir, the first FDA-approved HIV-1 drug, has the
ability to cleave between Tyr-Pro or Phe-Pro of the HIV
polyproteins, which is rare in mammalian systems (Noble
and Faulds, 1996). Hence, saquinavir does not interfere with
mammalian proteases, symbolizing its safety level for humans
(Ganguly et al., 2011). Saquinavir is a protease inhibitor that
binds to the active site of the viral protease and thereby blocks
cleavage of viral polyproteins and maturation of the HIV-1
and HIV-2 (Kim et al., 1998). Furthermore, (Tan et al., 2004)
showed the in vitro antiviral activity of saquinavir against
SARS-CoV-1. The present study revealed that saquinavir is able
to bind with the catalytic dyad, and is thereby anticipated
to interrupt 3CLpro activity (Figure 1H). So, we recommend
saquinavir as the potent protease-inhibitor for drug-repurposing
against COVID-19.

In the research of anti-SARS-CoV-2 drug designing, RdRp
has been well-thought-out as an incredibly potent drug target
due to its central role in RNA-synthesis from RNA-templates
(Gao et al., 2020). In addition, RdRp-inhibitors do not show
considerable toxicity or side effects on host cells (Dong et al.,
2020). The active site of the SARS-CoV-2 RdRp domain is
formed by the conserved polymerase motifs A-G, within 549th
to 776th aminoacid residues, which are essential for the RNA-
directed 5’-3’ polymerase activity (Shannon et al., 2020). As
in other RNA-polymerases, the template/primer entry (known
as nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) entry) and budding strand
are congregating in a central cavity where the RdRp motifs
intercede RNA-template mediated RNA synthesis in SARS-
CoV-2. The NTP entry channel of SARS-CoV-2 is placed in
the set of hydrophilic residues, including Lys545, Arg553, and
Arg555 in motif-F (Gao et al., 2020). Therefore, the nucleotide-
analog antiviral inhibitors such as remdesivir and favipiravir also
showed their antiviral potential against SARS-CoV-2 (Gordon
et al., 2020). Our results revealed that both elvitegravir and
oxolinic acid have the ability to bind with the NTP binding
channel of SARS-CoV-2 with a low binding energy (−7.1
Kcal/mol) (Figures 4E,G), similar to the parental nucleotides
such as ATP (−7.6 Kcal/mol), UTP (−7.1 Kcal/mol), GTP
(−7.7 Kcal/mol), and CTP (−7.1 Kcal/mol). We believed that
these two quinolines can more readily interact with the NTP
binding channel than parental-nucleotides (especially than UTP
and CTP), and thereby, possibly block the de novo addition
of NTP to the 3’-OH strand, which leads to the arrest of
viral replication (Gao et al., 2020), as illustrated in Figure S4.
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Elvitegravir is an integrase inhibitor used for the anti-retroviral
treatment of HIV-1 (Shimura et al., 2008; Ramanathan et al.,
2011). Oxolinic acid is a synthetic quinoline-derived antibiotic
used to treat bacteria causing urinary tract infections (Sato et al.,
2006; Irgi et al., 2015). Owing to the nucleotide-antagonistic
behavior, we suggest that elvitegravir and oxolinic acid might
be the potent RdRp inhibitors for SARS-CoV-2 in the treatment
of COVID-19.

On the other hand, ACE2 is a type I transmembrane
metallocarboxypeptidase, an enzyme that plays a crucial role
in the rennin-angiotensin (RAS) system and is considered as a
target for the treatment of hypertension (Burrell et al., 2004).
ACE2 is widely distributed in the human body and has been
associated with the protective function in the cardiovascular
system and other organs (Yagil et al., 2003). In contrast,
human ACE2 is the recognized functional receptor for the
Spike glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 that initiates cell entry
into host cells and viral replication in the target cells (Lan
et al., 2020). The previous report proved that ACE2 knockout
significantly reduces the viral load in mice after the experimental
SARS-CoV infection (Hoffmann et al., 2020). As shown in
Figure 3, though several quinolines could bind with ACE2,
none was found to bind with the RBD of the ACE2-Spike
complex. Moreover, these kinds of ACE2 inhibitors may not
be appropriate for treating COVID-19 because these drugs can
inhibit ACE2 enzyme activities, and cause lung injury and heart
failure (Velkoska et al., 2016). To predict the RBD interface
binding compound, we found one quinoline-drug, rilapladib,
was targeting the RBD of the Spike-ACE2 complex, as shown
in Figure 6B. Rilapladib, a hydroquinoline-based small molecule
drug developed by GlaxoSmithKline was used as a lipoprotein-
associated phospholipase A2 (Lp-PLA2) inhibitor or 1-alkyl-
2-acetylglycerophosphocholine esterase inhibitor for treating
atherosclerotic plaques and Alzheimer’s disease (Shaddinger
et al., 2014). It’s worth mentioning that rilapladib was well-
fitted into the interface of the RBD of the Spike-ACE2
complex (Figure 6B), in which lots of interactions with His34,
Glu35, Glu37, Asp38, Leu39, Lys68, Ala71, Phe72, Glu75,
Gln76, Leu79, and Lys353 create a strong binding with the
interface of RBD and block the Spike-ACE2 interactions.
Owing to the formation of possible interactions at the
RBD interface of the Spike-ACE2 complex, the present
study suggests rilapladib prevents ACE2-mediated viral entry
of SARS-CoV-2.

Moreover, the in silico ADMET results demonstrated that
these quinolines were non-toxic, non-carcinogenic, absorb in
the human intestine, have Caco-2 permeability, do not inhibit
CYP enzymes, are non-inhibitors for RCT, and non-inhibitors
for Human Ether-a-go-go related genes, which suggested their
significant pharmacokinetic properties. Further, the drug half-
life of selected quinoline drugs are significantly long, in
which these quinolines were expected to offer an efficient
drug distribution against COVID-19. Overall, we believe that
these quinolines may be efficient drug candidates for the

development of efficient therapeutics against COVID-19 in this
pandemic period.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the current investigation recommends that
the novel phyto-quinoline (quinoline,1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-
[(2-phenylcyclopropyl)sulfonyl]-trans-(8CI)) and the existing
quinoline-based drugs saquinavir, elvitegravir, and oxolinic
acid could be used as potent inhibitors for SARS-CoV-2.
Subsequently, rilapladib is suggested for anti-Spike-RBD-ACE2
therapy to avoid ACE2-mediated viral entry of SARS-CoV-2
into the host cells. Notwithstanding, further in vitro and in vivo
experiments are needed to transform these potential inhibitors
into clinical drugs. We anticipate that this new finding could
significantly impact the development of therapeutic agents for
COVID-19 in the future.
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In the first month of 2020, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2

(SARS-CoV-2), a novel coronavirus spreading quickly via human-to-human transmission,

caused the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Italy installed a successful

nationwide lockdown to mitigate the exponential increase of case numbers, as the basic

reproduction number R0 reached 1 within 4 weeks. But is R0 really the relevant criterion

as to whether or not community spreading is under control? In most parts of the world,

testing largely focused on symptomatic cases, and we thus hypothesized that the true

number of infected cases and relative testing capacity are better determinants to guide

lockdown exit strategies. We employed the SEIR model to estimate the numbers of

undocumented cases. As expected, the estimated numbers of all cases largely exceeded

the reported ones in all Italian regions. Next, we used the numbers of reported and

estimated cases per million of population and compared it with the respective numbers of

tests. In Lombardy, as the most affected region, testing capacity per reported new case

seemed between two and eight most of the time, but testing capacity per estimated

new cases never reached four up to April 30. In contrast, Veneto‘s testing capacity per

reported and estimated new cases were much less discrepant and were between four

and 16 most of the time. As per April 30 also Marche, Lazio and other Italian regions

arrived close to 16 ratio of test capacity per new estimated infection. Thus, the criterion

to exit a lockdown should be decided at the level of the regions, based on the local

testing capacity that should reach 16 times the estimated true number of newly infected

cases as predicted.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, SEIR epidemic model, basic reproduction number, lockdown measures

INTRODUCTION

In the first month of 2020, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), a
novel coronavirus spreading quickly via human-to-human transmission, caused the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. In most countries, the disease started from few cases
in one province or area and, depending on the efficacy of immediate containment measures,
remained under control or lead to uncontrolled community transmission. In case early
containment measures were not sufficient, the local outbreak turned into uncontrolled community
transmission (Leung et al., 2020), ultimately addressed by social distancing and, in some
cases, complete lockdown (Li C. et al., 2020). However, such mitigation measures come
at large costs in terms of declining economic activity, employment rates, and wealth of
a nation. Increasing depts, poverty, domestic violence, and mental health problems are
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only some of the economic and social consequences of such
mitigationmeasures. In expectation of these trade-offs, when and
how to install mitigation measures is a matter of debate among
decision-makers. The same debate later occurred with regards to
when and how one can implement the installed mitigation. Some
countries installed different measures in each region depending
on the extent to which COVID-19 affected the respective region.
Not so for Italy.

In February 2020, Italy was the first country in Europe noting
local outbreaks; these were in Veneto and Lombardy, two regions
in the northeast and northwest of Italy, respectively, and, while
early containment measures controlled the problem in Veneto,
the infection spread in an uncontrolled manner in Lombardy. On
March 8, the Italian government installed a nationwide lockdown
during a moment where symptomatic COVID-19 was highly
prevalent in Lombardy, while many other regions of Italy had
seen few cases. This offers the unique possibility of analyzing
the effect of identical mitigation measures on different phases of
community spreading of COVID-19 using real world data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Source
The data of tested, confirmed, hospitalized, and deceased
cases of SARS-CoV-2 reported by provinces in Italy were
obtained from the Italian Ministry of Health (Ministero
della Salute, http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/
homeNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?).

Susceptible Exposed Infectious Recovered
Model
We proposed a deterministic “Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-
Recovered” (SEIR) compartmental model based on the clinical
disease severity and intervention measures. For the modified
SEIR model, the population under consideration was stratified
by six groups as susceptible (S), exposed (E), mild infectious (I),
hospitalized (H), recovered (R), and deceased (D) compartments.

dS (t)

dt
= −

βS (t) I (t)

N
dE (t)

dt
=

βS (t) I (t)

N
− αE(t)

dI (t)

dt
= αE (t) − (γ + p) I

dH (t)

dt
= pI (t) − (γh + µ) H (t)

dR (t)

dt
= γI (t) + γhH (t)

dD (t)

dt
= µH (t)

The model was parameterized by using data obtained for the
previous report of SARS-CoV-2, where β is the force of infection
or disease transmission rate, α is the inverse of the latent period
(days), (γ + p) is the inverse of the mild infectious period (days)
or removal rate, p is the rate of mild cases progress to severe
cases requiring hospitalization, (γ h + µ) is the removal rate

TABLE 1 | Parameters of the susceptible-exposed-infected-removed model.

Quantity Parameter Value Source

Basic reproduction

number

R0 2.2 (1.6–3.0) Kucharski et al., 2020;

Li Q. et al., 2020; Wu

et al., 2020; Zhao et al.,

2020

Average

incubation period

1
α

5 days Lauer et al., 2020

Average duration

of mild infection

1
(γ + p) 6 days Prem et al., 2020

Proportion of

severe infections

p
(γ + p) 15% Wu and McGoogan,

2020

Average time from

onset of

symptoms to

death

– 18 days Verity et al., 2020

Average Duration

of hospitalization

1
(γh + µ) 12 days [Average time from

onset of symptoms to

death]- [Average

duration of mild

infection]

Case fatality ratio Server% × µ

(γh + µ) 2.2–3.3% Bassetti et al., 2020;

Russell et al., 2020;

Verity et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2020

from hospitalization, and µ is the mortality rate for SARS-CoV-2
inpatient. Parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Estimation of Infected Cases and Basic
Reproductive Number
Instead of the number of SARS-CoV-2-positive individuals
reported by authorities, often falsely referred to as “infected
cases” because they mostly represent the capability and intensity
of testing activity, we employed the numbers of deceased
cases. They provide a more robust estimate of outbreak trends,
especially when the number of infected individuals exceeds by
far the number of those tested positive. To reversely estimate the
number of infected cases based on deceased cases number, we
used cubic spline with a smoothing parameter of 0.6 to reduce
the data noise of deceased cases and then calculated the number
of hospitalized cases at time t, H (t) =

Dt+1−Dt
µ

, infected cases

with mild symptom number at time t, I (t) =
Ht+1+(γh+µ−1)Ht

p ,

and new recovered cases number at time t, Rnew (t) = γ It+γhHt .
All together, the total number of infected cases estimates at time
t is: Itotal (t) = I (t) + H (t) + D (t) +

∑t
i=1 Rnew (i). The

reported hospitalized cases number was also used to estimate
infected cases number by same strategy.

We assumed that, during the early phase, before depletion of
susceptible individuals, the curve of infected individuals should
follow an exponential increase with basic reproductive number
(R0) = 2.5 as previously reported (Hellewell et al., 2020; Zhao
et al., 2020). Upon installment of mitigation measures, a real-
time reproductive number (Rt) was calculated according to a
Bayesian framework algorithm established by Thompson et al.
(Thompson et al., 2019). The probability of occurrence of a case
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FIGURE 1 | Epidemic trends for Italy and its provinces Lombardia and Veneto. (A–C) Real-time R0 and test per million. The blue, green, and red curve represents R0

estimated by using Bayesian framework algorithm based on reported, hospitalized, and deceased cases. The green bars represent test per million. (D–F) Daily

test/estimated and reported infected cases. The green and red bars represent reported and estimated infected number. The green and red curves represent the

number of daily test/reported and estimated infected cases. A vertical dashed line indicates the nationwide lockdown on March 8. Pmp, per million of population. All

data were obtained from the Italian Ministry of Health (Ministero della Salute, http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/homeNuovoCoronavirus.jsp?).

was expressed as

P (It−τ , It−τ+1, . . . , It|I0, I1, . . . , It−1,Ws,Rt)

=

t∏

K=t−τ

(Rt3k (Ws))
Ikexp (−RtΛk (Ws))

Ik!

where 3k represents the number of total infected individuals at
time k, τ (7 days) represents the length of the time window over
which Rt is estimated, and Ws is the serial interval distribution.
Then we used a gamma distribution prior and conjugating to
the Poisson likelihood to obtain an analytical formulation of the
posterior distribution of Rt (Thompson et al., 2019). In addition
to estimate Rt based on the reported infected cases, we also
performed calculations using decease-estimated infected cases.

All analyses were performed using R software (version
3.6.1). EpiEstim package was used to implement Rt algorithm
(Thompson et al., 2019).

RESULTS

Italy Lockdown
On March 8, 2020, Italy installed a nationwide lockdown to
mitigate the exponential increase of case numbers. We assessed
its effect ex post by calculating the real-time R0 based on the
reported tested positive cases and deceased cases to understand

the dynamic changes of infection spreading. Above all, the
Italian lockdown measures were successful, as the real-time basic
reproduction number R0 for infected, hospitalized, and deceased
cases were decreasing in a parallel manner and reached 1 on
March 22, which meant the epidemic come under control. In
most regions of Italy, the R0 declined to <1 within 4 weeks of
lockdown (Figures 1A–C, Figure S1), but is R0 really the relevant
criterion with which to determine whether or not community
spreading is under control?

Novel Criteria
Italy ramped up testing capacities to isolate infected individuals
but again to a much different extent as per million of population
in each region (Figures 1A–C, Figure S1). In most parts of the
world, and thus most regions of Italy, testing largely focused
on symptomatic cases, ignoring that the pandemic spreads via
unrecognized asymptomatic individuals (Li R. et al., 2020).
Therefore, we hypothesized that the true number of infected
cases and relative testing capacity are better determinants to
guide lockdown exit strategies and, because these parameters
likely differ in each region, may suggest different exit strategies
in each region.

We employed the “Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-
Recovered” (SEIR) model to estimate the numbers of all
infected cases for each Italian region on the basis of reported
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deceased cases as these are more reliable (Figure S2). The
prediction model was reliable, as predicted and reported
numbers of hospitalized and deceased COVID-19 cases matched
very well for most regions (Figure S2). As expected, the
estimated numbers of all infected cases largely exceeded the
reported ones in all regions (Tables S1, S2). Next, we used
the numbers of reported and estimated cases per million of
population and compared it with the respective numbers of
tests (Figure 1D, Figure S3). In Lombardy, as the most affected
region, testing capacity per reported new case seemed between
two to eight most of the time, but testing capacity per estimated
new cases never reached four up to April 30 (Figure 1E). In
contrast, Veneto‘s testing capacity per reported and estimated
new cases were much less discrepant and were between four
and 16 most of the time (Figure 1F). As per April 30, Marche,
Lazio, Campania, Puglia, Friuli Venezia, Giulia Sicilia, Umbria,
Calabria, Basilicata, Liguria, and Veneto also arrived close to 16
ratio of test capacity per new estimated infection (Figure S3).
Thus, the criterion to exit a lockdown should be decided at the
level of the regions, based on the local testing capacity that should
reach 16 times the estimated true number of newly infected cases
as predicted.

DISCUSSION

The timing of reopening could be a complex and step-by-step
issue, which needs to balance the local capacity to identify
infected cases and the degree of social contact. Therefore, the
question is how many people contact infected cases per day, and
how many could get a test. The concept of testing/new cases
is more like a parameter to assess the capacity for authorities
to trace the potential cases exposed by one infected case. For
example, the testing capacity is 16 times the new cases, which
means 16 exposed cases get tested per newly infected case, and
the number 16 is about equal to the number of people contacted
per infected cases in lockdown setting. However, the number
should be increased if we reopen since people have more chance
to contact with others

On May 18, Italy reopened commercial activities—all regions’
testing/new cases reached 16 ratios. Since this partial reopening,
the epidemic remains under control without any subsequent
adverse consequence, which supports our conclusion. With
the continuous increase in testing capabilities, the number of
infected cases is declining, and a full reopening is just around
the corner.

A nationwide exit from lockdown would ignore that the
capacity to control community spreading differs across regions,
which is not sufficiently indicated by the basic reproduction

number R0 (Hellewell et al., 2020). Thus, when and how to exit
a lockdown should be decided at the level of the regions, or
potentially even on a district level, based on the local testing
capacity that should reach 16 times the estimated true number
of newly infected cases as predicted, e.g., by the deceased
cases in this district or region. Reaching congruency between
estimated and documented cases and a sufficient capacity to
isolate new cases are further requirements. Based on these
indications, regions like, for example, Veneto, Campania, Friuli
Venezia Giulia, Umbria, Calabria, Basilicata, or Sardegna may
exit some of the lockdown measures earlier than Lombardy,
Emilia-Romagna, or Piemonte if travel restrictions across the
regions remain in place.

We believe there are not enough data to draw relevant
conclusion about the consequence of a region being reopened
before certain criteria are met, while, in our opinion, a test
capacity of 16 ratios per new estimated infection is a robust
criterion for the authorities to consider further strategies of
exiting lockdown gradually. This model can help in making
political decision also in other countries or regions of the world,
provided that the necessary data are available at the regional or
district level.
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Outbreak: A Perspective of
Healthcare Workers
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Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacy Practice, University of Science and Technology (UST), Sana’a, Yemen, 5Clinical Pharmacy
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Kulliyyah of Pharmacy, International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), Kuantan, Malaysia, 7 School of Dentistry, The University
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Background: In the past decade, Yemen has witnessed several disasters that resulted

in a crumbled healthcare system. With the declaration of COVID-19 a global pandemic,

and later the appearance of first confirmed cases in Yemen, there is an urgent need to

assess the preparedness of healthcare facilities (HCFs) and their capacities to tackle

a looming COVID-19 outbreak. Herein, we present an assessment of the current

state of preparedness and capabilities of HCFs in Yemen to prevent and manage the

COVID-19 outbreak.

Methods: An online survey for HCFs was developed, validated, and distributed.

The questionnaire is divided into five main sections: (1) Demographic variables for

participants. (2) HCFs capabilities for COVID-19 outbreak. (3) Support received to face

the emergence and spread of COVID-19. (4). Current practices of infection prevention

and control measures in the HCFs. The last section focused on the recommendations to

ensure effective and timely response to this outbreak in Yemen. Descriptive analysis was

used to analyze data using statistical package for social sciences (SPSS), version 23.

Results: Responses were received from healthcare workers (HCWs) from 18 out of

22 governorates in Yemen. Out of the 296 HCWs who participated in the study, the

vast majority (93.9%) believed that the healthcare system in Yemen does not have the

resources and capabilities to face and manage a COVID-19 outbreak. Approximately

82.4% of participants rated the general preparedness level of their HCFs as very poor or

poor. More specifically, themajority of HCWs rated their HCFs as very poor or poor in term

of availability of the following: an adequate number of mechanical ventilators (88.8%),

diagnostic devices (88.2%), ICU rooms and beds (81.4%), and isolation rooms (79.7%).
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Conclusions: The healthcare facilities in Yemen are unprepared and lack the most basic

resources and capabilities to cope with or tackle a COVID-19 outbreak. With the current

state of a fragile healthcare system, a widespread outbreak of COVID-19 in Yemen could

result in devastating consequences. There is an urgent need to provide support to the

healthcare workers and HCFs that are on the frontline against COVID-19.

Keywords: Yemen, COVID-19, healthcare facilities, capabilities, preparedness

INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has been declared by the
World Health Organization (WHO) as a public health emergency
of international concern on January 30, 2020 (1). A few weeks
later, onMarch 11, 2020,WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak
a global pandemic, after the novel coronavirus infected 118,000
individuals in 114 countries (2). As of April 30, 2020, nearly every
country in the world has been affected by the virus, and theWHO
situation analysis of COVID-19 reported 3,090,445 confirmed
cases with 217,769 deaths globally (3). In war-torn Yemen, the
first confirmed case of COVID-19 was announced on April
10, 2020, in Hadramout, Yemen’s largest province (4). Three
weeks later, six confirmed cases of COVID-19 were reported
in Yemen, with two deaths (3). The risk of larger outbreaks in
Yemen is very high, given the ongoing war and conflicts, political
instability and fragmentation, and its fragile health system, where
only 45% of the healthcare facilities are fully functioning. The
situation in Yemen is further complicated by the presence of
high numbers of migrants, refugees and internal displacement
of people (IDPs), and concomitant outbreaks of communicable
diseases such as cholera, dengue, and diphtheria (4–8). Yemen
remains the world’s largest humanitarian crisis, with nearly 80
percent of the population requiring some form of humanitarian
assistance and protection (4).

The healthcare system in Yemen is largely dependent
on the support of international organizations (9). There are
39 health cluster partners [UN agencies, international non-
government organizations (NGOs), and national NGOs] that
provide support to the primary and secondary healthcare
services across the country as of December 2019 (10). However,
many gaps in the healthcare system still exist, and the
capability and capacity of Yemen’s healthcare facilities for
facing a widespread COVID-19 outbreak is unknown. Therefore,
healthcare facilities (HCFs) preparedness for emergency response
and capacities for COVID-19 outbreaks needs to be ascertained.
In this study, we describe the current state of emergency
response and preparedness for facing COVID-19 in Yemen’s
healthcare facilities. The study provides a baseline level for
preparedness and capacities of the HCFs for facing COVID-
19 and allows for future comparative work and intervention
progress assessment. Moreover, the results could be utilized by
healthcare policy-makers and health cluster partners in designing
and providing the appropriate interventions to urgently enhance
the preparedness and competency of the HCFs in Yemen, and to
ensure their readiness to launch an effective response to prevent,
control and manage COVID-19 and future outbreaks.

METHODS

Study Design and Setting
A cross-sectional study using an online survey-based
questionnaire was conducted in Yemen over a period of 2
weeks, opened on March 27, 2020, and closed on April 9,
2020, a day before Yemen’s first COVID-19 was revealed.
Eligible participants were healthcare workers (HCWs) and
administrative personnel working at governmental, private, and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) hospitals. Eighteen
out of twenty-two governorates were covered in this survey.
Ethical approval was approved by the institutional review board
committee at the University of Sciences and Technology, Sana’a,
Yemen (ECA/UST189).

Instrument
An online survey was developed, validated, and distributed to
the targeted population. The original draft of the questionnaire
was evaluated for face validity by four independent healthcare
providers, and modifications were made where appropriate
according to the comments and feedback provided. The
final version of the questionnaire included five main sections
addressing various topics of interest. The first section of this
study was demographic data intended to elicit information to
describe the respondent. The second part contained: (1) a close-
ended question (Yes/No) about whether the healthcare system in
Yemen is prepared or not for COVID-19 outbreak; (2) a general
Likert-type question (very poor, poor, fair, good, and very good)
to rate the capability and preparedness of the healthcare facility
they are working in to face COVID-19; (3) 10 specific questions
addressing the preparedness level of their healthcare facilities
(HCFs). In these 10 questions, HCWs were asked about how
their HCFs are prepared in terms of 10 essential competencies
for managing the COVID-19 outbreak, including diagnostic
devices, mechanical ventilators, intensive care unit rooms and
beds, private isolation rooms, personal protective equipment,
sufficient trained personnel, adequate knowledge, enough beds
in all departments, alternative electricity source, and pre-emptive
plans. The third section was about the support received to face the
outbreak. Section four assessed the current practices of infection
prevention and control measures in the HCFs. The last section
addressed the recommendations that should be made to respond
to this outbreak in Yemen.

Survey Implementation and Analysis
Participants were recruited using social media such as Facebook
Messengers and WhatsApp; those willing to participate could
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TABLE 1 | Healthcare providers’ characteristics.

Category Subcategory F (%)/Mean (SD)

Gender Male 240 (81.4)

Female 56 (18.6)

Age, Years Mean ± SD 32.9 ± 7.4

Minimum 20

Maximum 72

Experience, Years Mean ± SD 7.9 ± 6.5

Minimum 1

Maximum 46

Specialty Consultant 15 (5.1)

Specialist 67 (22.6)

GP 74 (25.0)

Nurse 26 (8.8)

Hospital pharmacist 60 (20.3)

Laboratory technician 16 (5.4)

Physician assistant 14 (4.7)

Administration 24 (8.1)

Department Emergency 52 (17.6)

ICU 29 (8.9)

Pediatric 18 (6.1)

General/Family medicine 15 (5.1)

Infectious diseases 10 (3.4)

Respiratory 7 (2.4)

Others 165 (55.7)

Working place Governmental hospital 133 (44.9)

Private hospital 127 (42.9)

NGO hospital 36 (12.2)

Governorate Sana’a 130 (43.9)

Aden 38 (12.8)

Taiz 26 (8.8)

Ib 21 (7.1)

Al Hodeida 20 (6.8)

Others 61 (20.6)

SD, standard deviation; ICU, intensive care unit; NGOs, non-governmental organization.

open a link to initially view the consent form of the study
and then proceeding to the survey. Data were collected and
aggregated into Microsoft Excel file, exported into statistical
package for social science (SPSS) version 21 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA), and then analyzed. Descriptive statistics
were undertaken using frequency and percentage for qualitative
variables and mean and standard deviations for continuous
variables. The distribution of various variables was summarized
in tables and figures. Chi-square test was used to investigate the
differences in preparedness and practice between demographic
factors such as hospital types and departments. P < 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.

RESULTS

Responses were received from healthcare workers (HCWs) living
in 18 out of 22 governorates of Yemen. The average age
of the HCWs (296) that participated in the study was 32.9
years [standard deviation (SD): 7.4, range: 20–72], and 240

FIGURE 1 | Healthcare workers’ perspective regarding the general

preparedness of the healthcare system in Yemen.

(81.4%) were male. The majority of participants were general
practitioners (25%), specialists (22.6%), and hospital pharmacists
(20.3%). Other respondents included nurses (8.8%), individuals
with administrative duties (8.1%), laboratory technicians (5.4%),
consultants (5.1%), and physician assistants (4.7%). Self-reported
years of experience ranged from 1 to 46 years, with the
average (SD) being 7.9 (6.5) years. One hundred thirty-three
(44.9%) are working in governmental hospitals, 127 (42.9%)
in private hospitals, and 36 (12.2%) in NGOs hospitals. Other
characteristics are shown in Table 1.

When participants were asked about the readiness of the
healthcare system in Yemen, the vast majority of HCWs (93.9%)
believed that the current healthcare system in Yemen does
not have the resources or capabilities to face and manage
the COVID-19 outbreak (Figure 1). Approximately 82.4% of
participants rated the general preparedness level of their HCFs
as very poor or poor (Figure 2). More specifically, the majority
of HCWs rated their HCFs as very poor or poor in term of
availability of the following: an adequate number of mechanical
ventilators (88.8%), diagnostic devices (88.2%), ICU rooms and
beds (81.4%), and isolation rooms (79.7%) (Figure 3). There
was a significant difference between hospitals’ types in only
one preparedness parameter. Governmental hospitals had a
much lower level of preparedness in terms of safety equipment
in comparison to NGOs and private hospitals, with poor
preparedness percentages of 72.9, 52.8, and 55.9%, respectively
(p= 0.018).

Regarding the support received from local authorities
and NGOs, most HCWs (68.6%) indicated that they did
not receive proper training in all aspects related to COVID-
19. In this light, a large proportion of participants (66.6%)
reported that they had not been trained on isolation
procedures. Moreover, half of HCWs indicated that their
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HCFs did not receive adequate financial support earmarked
for addressing and facing COVID-19 pandemic, neither
from the local health authorities nor NGOs or international
agencies (Figure 4).

With respect to the preventive measures taken by the
HCFs to limit and slow the spread of COVID-19, a large
proportion of respondents (80.1%) indicated that their HCFs
did not implement a social distance strategy, did not measure
the temperature of patients and visitor at the entry points
of their HCFs (73.3%), and did not have volunteers or
employees at the entrance of the hospital to inform and

FIGURE 2 | Healthcare workers’ perspective regarding the preparedness level

of their healthcare facilities.

educate the visitors and patients about COVID-19 best practices
and preventive measures (72.3%) (Figure 5). There were no
significant differences in the practice of preventive measures
across hospital departments. However, significant differences
were noted between hospitals’ types. In this light, the practice
of body temperature measurement and the availability of hand
sanitizers at all entry points of hospitals were significantly
lower in governmental hospitals compared to private and
NGOs hospitals with p-values of 0.04 and <0.0001, respectively.
Similarly, the availability of masks and hand sanitizers in the
examination area was much lower in governmental hospitals
than other hospitals (p < 0.0001).

With regards to recommendations, majority of respondents
recommended that (1) HCPs should be trained in all aspects
of emergency response for COVID-19 outbreak (86.5%); (2)
more support is urgently needed for HCFs in the form
of diagnostic devices, mechanical ventilators, and adequate
protective equipment (84.1%), and (3) financial aid for theHCWs
and HCFs to face the outbreak (82.4%) (Figure 6). Some specific
recommendations are highlighted below:

• Forming an independent emergency committee of individuals
who are not affiliated with any political party to manage the
COVID-19 crisis.

• Financial support should be directed to the health care
facilities under the supervision of independent organizations.

• Payment of salaries on time and giving financial incentives for
all healthcare workers.

• Daily wages workers affected by the infection-control policy
should be supported financially.

• Constructing field hospitals to face
COVID-19 outbreak.

• Making a management protocol for COVID-19 based on the
latest evidence.

• Awareness campaigns for the community using different tools.

FIGURE 3 | Assessment of essential competencies for HCFs to face COVID-19.
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FIGURE 4 | Support received by HCFs to cope with the COVID-19 outbreak.

FIGURE 5 | Current practices of preventive and control measures by the HCFs.

DISCUSSION

Although various measures, by international and national
authorities, are ongoing in Yemen to suppress the spread of
the outbreak (11), nevertheless, the healthcare system capability
and preparedness to combat COVID-19 is still unknown. Several
cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) infection have been reported in the Arabian Peninsula
and Middle Eastern region (Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Oman, and
Jordan) during the time of data collection of this work with
no reported case in Yemen (12). Yemen shares borders with
some of these countries, with many people entering the country

daily from these borders. These individuals could be potential
sources for infection transmission, particularly with the absence
of national precautionary steps or strict preventive measures at
the borders (13). Given this situation, we aimed to assess the
current state of the healthcare system in Yemen.

For demographics, the majority of respondents were male.
This can be explained by the fact that males constitute the
majority of Yemen’s workforce (14). The limited number of
consultants participating in this study could be justified by either
they were too busy with patients, or they could have limited-time
to access social networks. In addition, the number of consultants
currently in Yemen has decreased significantly due to migration
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FIGURE 6 | Recommendations that should be made to face COVID-19.

abroad as a result of the ongoing war and conflict (15). Most of
the healthcare workers were from hospitals in Sana’a, the capital
of Yemen. This is justified by the fact that Sana’a is the largest
city in Yemen and has the highest number of hospitals in the
country (16).

The healthcare system capability and general preparedness to
face COVID-19 was rated as very poor or poor by the majority
of HCWs who participated in the study. This is consistent
with international reports, which show that Yemen’s healthcare
system is fragile and has limited capacity to cope with public
health emergencies (17). The country’s infrastructure has been
destroyed by more than 5 years of conflict. In this light, only
<50% of HCFs are fully functioning, leaving a little capacity
to respond to COVID-19 or other public health emergencies
(11). Since 2015, there have been 142 attacks on hospitals and
medical facilities across Yemen (18). By January 2017, four
of the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) health facilities have
been destroyed by airstrikes, resulting in casualties, including
deaths, injuries, and ultimately forcing medical staff to leave the
country (19).

Very poor availability of essential competencies such as
mechanical ventilators, diagnostic devices, ICU rooms, beds,
and isolation rooms, and lack of support to HCWs by local
authorities is expected. Most of the facilities were left deserted
by staff owing to security risks associated with working at those
facilities. There is limited medicine, equipment, and personal
protective equipment available, and only three testing sites
for COVID-19, with a limited number of testing kits, are
available in the entire country (Sana’a, Aden, and Al Mukalla).
In addition to the war, several other reasons have contributed
to pushing the healthcare system in Yemen to the brink of
collapsing, including (1) declining public expenditure which
due to deterioration in functions of public administration and
contraction of country’s economy (6); (2) the health system

facilities were already overwhelmed by the outbreaks, cholera,
and dengue (7, 20).

With regards to infection prevention and control measures,
the majority of HCWs felt that their HCFs did not practice
the simplest recommended preventive measures to minimize the
spread of COVID-19. A significant proportion of HCFs did not
adopt a policy for regulating the flow of people to the hospitals
by decreasing the number of visitors and limiting the clinic
and hospital visits to urgent and emergency cases. This huge
gap in practicing these precautionary measures that require a
no or low-cost for implementation could reflect the absence
of emergency response and infection control plan within the
hospitals prior to the outbreak of COVID-19 in Yemen. Social
distancing has been identified as a crucial measure for COVID-
19 containment and a vital step in slowing the spread of the novel
coronavirus, not only in the community (21) but also within
the hospitals (22). The risks of visitors with COVID-19 entering
HCFs, queuing and staying in overcrowded waiting areas are
very real, and the large outbreak of the Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) infection in 2015 in South
Korea gives a real example and provide us with valuable
lessons of how dangerous a single patient exposure can be (23).
Therefore, protecting the staff personnel and patients within the
HCFs is paramount, and carrying out these proactive measures
could play an essential role in the prevention and control
of COVID-19.

For recommendations regarding the appropriate
interventions to prompt the capabilities of the HCFs in
facing COVID-19, the vast majority of respondents agreed
that training of healthcare providers, providing them with
the appropriate protective equipment, resources, and financial
assistance, supporting the health information system for risk
communication, and direct support with diagnostic devices
and mechanical ventilators are needed. This majority consent
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could reflect critical shortages of essential medial supply
for prevention, control, and management of COVID-19
in Yemen. Other specific recommendations made by the
HCWs, include directing the international financial support of
COVID-19 containment to an independent committee, which
was addressed by many healthcare providers. This reflects a
lack of trust toward the local authorities. Others urged the
government and international organizations to provide direct
financial support to individuals who are being quarantined
in the hospitals or being advised for self-isolation by the
HCWs. This is very crucial due to the fact that 78% of the
population is below the line of poverty, and the majority of
them are daily wage workers (24). Thus, implementing such
control measures without direct support could exacerbate their
financial crisis.

LIMITATIONS

Our study has some limitations. First, the survey did not
adequately cover all the hospitals in the country, with low
responses were received from some governorates; thus, caution
should be exercised in generalizing these findings. Also,
due to time constrain and the current emergency state, the
questionnaire was only face validated. Moreover, there was no
official record-audit, and the data was a perspective of the HCWs.
Thus, response bias cannot be rule out as participants may
overestimate/underestimate the current capabilities of the HCFs
they are working in. Despite these limitations, this is the first
study investigating the capabilities and preparedness of Yemen’s
healthcare system for the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, the study
used extensive sources of data, applied a rigorous methodology,
and received responses from the main governmental and private
healthcare facilities across the country. Finally, our findings are
in line with the findings and field reports published by the UN
and international organizations (4, 11).

CONCLUSION

The healthcare facilities in Yemen are unprepared and poorly
equipped to cope with a COVID-19 outbreak. The majority
of HCFs do not have enough ICU rooms, beds, isolation
rooms, and there are huge deficits of essential medical supplies,
testing capabilities, and protective equipment for personnel. Also,
proactive measures for prevention and control of COVID-19
are not implemented or adequately enforced. With the current
state of a fragile healthcare system, a widespread outbreak of
COVID-19 in Yemen could result in devastating consequences.
Support and interventions are urgently needed to face COVID-19
pandemic in Yemen.

Based on the current study findings, the following
recommendations can be made:

1. Urgent interventions are required to provide PCR
devices, diagnostic kits, mechanical ventilators, personnel
protective equipment, and other essential medical supply
to monitor, manage, and combat a COVID-19 outbreak
in Yemen.

2. Training of more healthcare providers on infection control
and emergency response is needed to combat the current
COVID-19 outbreak.

3. Frontline healthcare personnel should be provided with the
appropriate protective equipment to avoid any refusal to work
at hospitals designed to receive individuals with COVID-
19 infection.

4. Providing salaries on time and financial incentives for all
healthcare workers are required to motivate them to engage
in treatment and follow-up with COVID-19 patients.

5. Strict emergency plans and preventive measures are needed to
be taken by the healthcare facilities.

6. We believe that the different authorities in Yemen should
work together with the WHO on this dangerous situation
by establishing a national emergency committee for the
entire country, and a risk communication system for
COVID-19 outbreak must be carried out between the
different health authorities throughout the country with
the help of international organizations, private, and NGOs-
operated hospitals.

7. Building rapid response teams in each city for active
surveillance, rapid detection, and management of suspected
COVID-19 cases, as this will help in developing and
implementing real-time preventive and control measures.

8. The government should be strict and proactive in enforcing
the different measures for prevention, control of COVID-
19 transmission.
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The novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has become a global health crisis since its first

appearance in Wuhan, China. Current epidemiological studies suggest that COVID-19

affects older patients with multiple comorbidities, such as hypertension, obesity, and

chronic lung diseases. The differences in the incidence and severity of COVID-19 are

likely to be multifaceted, depending on various biological, social, and economical factors.

Specifically, the socioeconomic differences and psychological impact of COVID-19

affecting males and females are essential in pandemic mitigation and preparedness.

Previous clinical studies have shown that females are less susceptible to acquire viral

infections and reduced cytokine production. Female patients have a higher macrophage

and neutrophil activity as well as antibody production and response. Furthermore,

in-vivo studies of the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) showed higher expression

in the kidneys of male than female patients, which may explain the differences in

susceptibility and progression of COVID-19 between male and female patients. However,

it remains unknown whether the expression of ACE2 differs in the lungs of male or

female patients. Disparities in healthcare access and socioeconomic status between

ethnic groups may influence COVID-19 rates. Ethnic groups often have higher levels of

medical comorbidities and lower socioeconomic status, which may increase their risk of

contracting COVID-19 through weak cell-mediated immunity. In this article, we examine

the current literature on the gender and racial differences among COVID-19 patients and

further examine the possible biological mechanisms underlying these differences.

Keywords: coronavirus, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, pandemic, sex, gender, race

INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). The first reported case of COVID-19 was in December 2019 in
Wuhan, China. The disease has continued to spread globally and was classified as a pandemic in
March by the World Health Organization. Coronaviruses belong to a family of single-stranded
RNA viruses, which cause several respiratory, gastrointestinal, hepatic, and neurologic diseases
(1–3). Similar to the viruses causing Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), the SARS-CoV-2 is the seventh coronavirus (CoV) identified that
can infect humans (2, 4, 5). Patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 have an incubation period of 3–14
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days with a mean period of 5 days (1, 5, 6). The most common
symptoms of COVID-19 include fever, cough, fatigue, and
bleeding (2, 4, 5, 7–11). Other symptoms include taste changes,
headache, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and gastrointestinal
bleeding (2, 4, 5, 7–11). If left untreated, COVID-19 can lead
to pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
and acute respiratory failure resulting in death (1, 5, 6). The
number one risk factor for severe disease is age with the severity
increasing with the presence of comorbidities, such as heart
and lung diseases (1, 5, 6). However, the effects of gender and
ethnicity on SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and severity remain an
area of active investigation.

The original clinical reports from China suggested that the
COVID-19 virus infected both men and women equally; further
studies suggested that sex differences exist in both mortality
and infection susceptibility for SARS-CoV-2 (12, 13). From a
socioeconomic perspective, school closures force more women
with families to provide informal care for their immediate
families, which limits women’s work and economic opportunities
for advancement (13). These differences are further compounded
by the unique physical, sanitary, and security needs of women
in quarantine conditions compared to men (13). Furthermore,
data from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) suggest that
ethnic differences between COVID-19 patients may influence
susceptibility and mortality. However, the mechanism for such
differences remains mostly unknown (14). Another theory for
these differences is related to differences in the expression of
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors, which is the
primary receptor for viral entry into the cells. In this article, we
aim to elaborate on the effect of gender and ethnic backgrounds
on COVID-19 infection and related mortality.

GENDER AND COVID-19

Studies With Male Predominance
The first cases of COVID-19 that occurred in China indicated the
presence of gender differences (13). Initial reports estimated that
60% of COVID-19 patients were male (13). A study examining
799 patients in the Tongji Hospital in Wuhan, China found that
of 113 COVID-19 deaths, 27% were female, and 73% were male
(15). The authors concluded that the fatality rate was higher in
men, possibly due to an increased prevalence of cardiopulmonary
disease and smoking (15). Men were also more likely to develop
heightened systemic inflammation, multi-organ dysfunction, and
cardiac injury (15). A similar study of 54 deceased COVID-
19 patients in South Korea showed that 61% of the patients
were male.

A subsequent study examining 155 consecutive patients
with confirmed COVID-19 in Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan
University found that 56% of the patients were male (16). A
multivariate analysis performed in this study showed that male
sex was a significant risk factor (OR: 2.206, 95% CI: 1.012–4.809)
for prolonged (>14 days) COVID-19 symptoms (16). However,
since 49% of these patients had chronic diseases, the authors
believed that older male patients might have an increased risk for
COVID-19, resulting in longer hospital stays and slow recovery
(16). Similarly, another study showed that the male gender was a

significant factor for COVID-19 infection on logistic regression
analysis, with elderly male patients being at higher risk for the
virus (17). Another study examined 46 deceased COVID-19
patients and found that men accounted for 67% of the fatalities
(18). However, higher mortality in males could be a reflection of
increased risk and prevalence of COVID-19 amongmale patients
rather than being correlated with the male gender (18). A study
examining 133 COVID-19 patients in Wuhan China, reported
a similar male-predominance (58% male vs. 42% female) of
COVID-19 infections (19). The study found that male patients
were more likely than females (odds ratio: 3.24; 95% CI: 1.31–
8.02) to shed the COVID-19 (20). Specifically, male patients
continued to shed the COVID-19 virus for 18 days, while females
shed the virus for 15.2 days (19).

Given the potential gender disparity, a recent study examined
4,880 COVID-19 patients who either had respiratory symptoms
or close contact with a COVID-19 patients in Wuhan, China
using quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) from nasopharyngeal
samples. The study found no significant gender differences in
the sample, which included 2,251 (46%) male and 2,629 (54%)
female patients (17). However, 36.71% of females and 40.43% of
males tested positive for COVID-19; furthermore, the positive
rate of COVID-19 diagnosis using qRT-PCR was higher in males
than females (17). Similarly, the positive rate for COVID-19
diagnosis also increased from 24.9 to 61.81% between younger
and older patients (17). A recent study from COVID-19 patients
in China showed that both the severity and mortality rates
were worse among men than women (21). Specifically, men
were over two times more likely to die from COVID-19 than
women (21).

Studies With Female Predominance
Although the first reports in China showed a predominance of
male COVID-19 patients, recent studies suggest that females may
be at higher risk for COVID-19. The Korean Society of Infectious
Diseases collected data on 4,212 COVID-19 patients, which
showed that 37.7% were males while 62.3% were female (22).
These results are in contrast to Chinese data, which estimated
∼51% of COVID-19 patients weremale (22). The authors suggest
the difference may reflect differences in social activities from
different countries; in South Korea, the largest social age group
are in their 20s. Furthermore, contact tracing of the COVID-19
outbreak in South Korea suggested that female practitioners of
the Daegu religious sect may have contributed to the COVID-
19 outbreak. Therefore, gender disparities in COVID-19 may
reflect social and cultural differences between different countries
(22). In a similar study in Qingdao City, China, examining 44
COVID-19 patients showed that 66% were female. The female
predominance reported in this study was likely due to the
small sample size during the early stages of the COVID-19
epidemic (23).

A larger study from the Zhejiang Province of China examined
the gender distribution of COVID-19 patients in young and
elderly patients (24). Young patient populations showed no
significant difference in gender distribution (54% male 46%
female). In contrast, the elderly (>60 years) COVID-19 patients
were predominately female (43% male vs. 57% female) (24).
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The differences in gender distribution are likely from increased
medical comorbidities reported among elderly patients (older
vs. younger groups: 55.15 vs. 21.93%) (24). Lastly, a multicenter
European study examining 417 COVID-19 patients showed a
higher proportion of COVID-19 patients were female (63%)
than male (37%) (25). Interestingly, the study also found that
female COVID-19 patients were more likely than males to
be affected by olfactory and gustatory dysfunctions (25). It is
unknown what biological process may be involved in female
patients exhibiting a proportion of sensory dysfunction related to
COVID-19 (25).

Studies With No Gender Predominance
Despite some studies showing gender differences in the incidence
and case fatality rate in COVID-19 patients, a growing number
of studies show no gender differences in SARS-CoV-2 infections.
A study in Jiangsu Province, China, examined 80 patients with
COVID-19 who found that men (49%) and women (51%) were
equally affected (26). The authors of the study noted that the
lack of gender differences could be related to the small sample
size or the mode of transmission during the early stages of the
pandemic (26). A similar study involving 135 patients, an equal
distribution between men (53%) and women (47%) were noted
with an average age of 47 years (27).

A study involving patients on a Japanese cruise ship found
that among the 634 people who tested positive for COVID-19,
49% of cases were female and 51% male (20). The cases were
from a total of 28 countries, including Japan (270 cases), the
United States (88 cases), China (58 cases; including 30 from
Hong Kong), Philippines (54 cases), Canada (51 cases), and
Australia (49 cases) (20). Given the assortment of different ethnic
groups in close proximity, this study suggests that COVID-19
infection rates may not depend on gender but may be reflective of
underlying health status, comorbidities, and social factors within
a given population.

Reproductive and Psychological
Challenges of COVID-19 on Females
Despite the rapid spread of the disease, the COVID-19
outbreak has revealed unique challenges for both men and
women. For pregnant women infected with COVID-19,
there are reports of fetal distress, preterm delivery, and
intrauterine virus transmission in the third trimester; however,
the lack of information has produced much uncertainty
concerning the overall health of the mother and fetus
exposed to COVID-19 (28). Therefore, pregnant women
are treated aggressively if exposed to COVID-19 and remain a
vulnerable risk group to the COVID-19 virus (28). Furthermore,
pregnant women face additional challenges with work, child-
rearing, and maternal services, which further increase the
risk of exposure to COVID-19 (28). Women may also
have limited access to acute and emergency reproductive
services forcing many women to travel long distances to
safe medical facilities or have their child delivered at home
in developing countries (28). In addition, cesarean sections
and abortion care are also limited due to staff shortages and
increased risk of COVID-19 infections in surgical wards

(28). In poorer countries, these limitations are further
compounded by the limited access to routine clinical care
for contraceptive counseling or other reproductive health
services (28).

As a result, the females are associated with a more significant
psychological impact leading to higher levels of stress, anxiety,
and depression (29, 30). A study following the outbreak in
Wuhan, China, found that the level of post-traumatic stress
syndrome (PTSS) was 7% in women (21.9%) who reported
higher negative alterations in mood and hyper-arousal than
men (14.6%) (30). A survey conducted by the Kaiser Family
Foundation in the US telephone interviewed 1,126 adults to
determine the differences in men and women responding to
the COVID-19 pandemic (31). The survey found that more
women than men worry that they or someone in their family
will get sick from the coronavirus (68 vs. 56%) or are concerned
about losing income due to a workplace closure or reduced
hours (50 vs. 42%) (31). In addition, more women compared to
men worry that they would put themselves at risk of exposure
to coronavirus because they cannot afford to stay home and
miss work (39 and 31%). Women also reported having more
part-time jobs than men (13 vs. 9%) and worried more than
men about whether they would be able to afford testing or
treatment for coronavirus if they need it (40 vs. 31%) (31). Given
the increased stress reported in this survey, women were also
asked questions about their mental health. The survey found
that more women (16%) than men (11%) felt that worry or
stress related to COVID-19 would have a significantly negative
impact on their mental health. Furthermore, four in 10 women
(36%) and three in 10 men (27%) felt worried or stressed
about how coronavirus has had some impact on their mental
health (31).

Despite the emotional challenges faced by women, women
reported taking more precautions to reduce their exposure and
spread of COVID-19 compared to men. The survey found that
more women compared to men say they decided not to travel
or changed travel plans (47 vs. 37%), or reported canceling
plans to attend large gatherings (43 vs. 36%). Furthermore,
women were more likely than men to stock food, household
supplies, or prescription medications (39 vs. 30%), and planned
to stay at home instead of going to work, school, or other
regular activities (30 vs. 22%). In this respect, women may act
as a safety net and an essential component for maintaining
social distancing with their families and society at large by
balancing several responsibilities. Studies show that women play
an essential role in the stages of public health management,
including planning, decision-making, and emergency response
systems (32). Furthermore, women are the primary caregiver
for the young, the elderly, and sick in most households and
healthcare facilities (32). Despite this, women remain under-
represented in most political and healthcare organizations
(32). Specifically, political and healthcare organizations with
a higher representation of women had a lower number of
COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations (32). Without a long-
term policy response, including more female representation,
these issues will persist long after the COVID-19 pandemic
has passed.
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RACE AND COVID-19 INFECTION

Current epidemiological data on COVID-19 suggests that
minority groups may also be more susceptible to COVID-
19 infections (14). A study conducted by the CDC and the
COVID-19–Associated Hospitalization Surveillance Network
during March 2020 examined 1,482 hospitalized patients across
14 states in the US (14). The study found that 54 and 46% of
hospitalized patients were male and female, respectively (14).
Furthermore, the COVID-19-associated hospitalization rates
were higher among males than among females (5.1 vs. 4.1 per
100,000 population) (14). Furthermore, CDC and COVID-19–
Associated Hospitalization Surveillance Network examined 580
of the 1,482 COVID-19 patients with race/ethnicity data and
found that 45.0% were Caucasian, 33% African-American, 8%
Hispanic, 5% Asian, <1% American Indian/Alaskan Native,
and 7.9% were of other or unknown race (14). These results
are impressive since 33% of hospitalized patients were African
American even though they constitute 13% of the United States
(US) population. In contrast, 8% of hospitalized patients were
Hispanics, who make up 18% of the US population, and 45% of
hospitalized COVID-19 patients were Caucasian, who make 76%
of the US population.

However, the study noted racial distributions of hospitalized

COVID-19 varied state by state depending on the population of
interest (14). Furthermore, minority populations, such as African
Americans, are more likely to have diabetes, hypertension,

obesity, asthma, and heart disease, which increases their risk of
contracting COVID-19. The CDC and COVID-19–Associated
Hospitalization Surveillance Network reported that 89% of
hospitalized COVID-19 patients had some form of a pre-
existing condition. Specifically, 50% of hospitalized patients had
hypertension, 48% had obesity, 35% had chronic lung diseases,
28% had diabetes mellitus, and 28% had cardiovascular disease
(14). A previous study examining cytomegalovirus (CMV)
among different socioeconomic groups in the US found that a
reduced socioeconomic status was associated with amore inferior
cell-mediated immunity (33). The study suggested that patients
with a lower socioeconomic status predispose them to reduced
access to medical care, multiple comorbidities, poor diet, and life
stressors that could weaken their immune system.

Given that many minority populations have higher
proportions of patients with low socioeconomic status, this
may be a contributing factor to the higher prevalence of
COVID-19 infections (33–35). Current COVID-19 guidelines
encourage clinicians to perform preventive measures, such
as social distancing, respiratory hygiene, and wearing face
coverings in public settings, to protect older adults and persons
with underlying medical conditions (14). There may exist
some racial disparity in COVID-19 infections, given the data
published on SARS infections (36). A previous study examining
polymorphisms in mannose-binding lectin (MBL) genes
found that MBL gene polymorphisms were associated with
increased susceptibility to SARS-CoV infection (36). Further
data collection and research are needed to determine if a racial
disparity exists with COVID-19 and which socioeconomic and
biological factors are involved.

Although few studies have examined the biological
mechanisms underlying ethnic differences of COVID-19
infection susceptibility, a recent study noted that ACE2
expression could vary among Asians (significantly higher)
compared to African Americans and Caucasians (37). Though
this might explore susceptibility patterns among different
ethnicities, larger studies are needed to validate these. Therefore,
it remains open whether gender or ethnic differences exist
with the expression of ACE2, and ultimately, the pathogenesis
of COVID-19.

The major limitation in determining whether gender or ethnic
differences exist for COVID-19 patients is the lack of pre-clinical
and clinical studies. The significant studies for documenting the
epidemiological data for COVID-19 patients were from Wuhan,
China. Only two studies included data outside of Wuhan, China,
and these data sets were located in Asian countries (Japan and
Korea). Therefore, there is a significant bias in the ethnic group
represented in these samples. Besides, the limited number of
patients diagnosed with COVID-19 may be much higher than
reported, given the lack of systematic testing during the initial
stages of the outbreak. Furthermore, patients presenting with
mild symptoms of cough, fever, and headache may have been
misdiagnosed with influenza rather than COVID-19. Given the
rapid changes in this pandemic, the data on infection rate,
morbidity, and mortality between male and female COVID-19
patients will likely improve with larger sample sizes and greater
distribution of age and ethnic backgrounds.

PUTATIVE MECHANISMS FOR GENDER
DIFFERENCES AMONG COVID-19
PATIENTS

Although the precise mechanism of gender differences in
COVID-19 remains unknown, previous studies provide insights
into possible mechanisms. Previous studies have shown females
have increased resistance to viral, bacterial, fungal, and
parasitic organisms than males (38). Specifically, females
are less susceptible to microbial infections by mounting a
higher innate immune response than males (39, 40). Women
produce a higher expression of the inflammatory and cytotoxic
proteins, including interferon-g (IFN-g), lymphotoxin b (LTb),
granzyme A (GZMA), interleukin-12 receptor b2 (IL12Rb2), and
granulysin (GNLY) (39). Furthermore, female patients are less
likely to produce extreme immune responses to bacterial or viral
infections thanmale patients leading to sepsis. A study examining
gender differences in sepsis patients found that male patients
have higher circulating levels of TNF-α than female patients,
which are correlated with a worse prognosis (41). Female
sepsis patients were protected from sepsis due to the increased
production of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 (41).
Specifically, female patients produce lower levels of inflammatory
mediators and increase the production of immunosuppressive
molecules to reduce systemic inflammation. The protection of
females to microbial and viral affections is attributed to the
protection provided by the X chromosome and sex hormones,
which modulate the innate and adaptive immunity (38). In
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contrast, males are at higher risk of developing cancers as
opposed to females who have a higher risk of autoimmune
diseases (38).

Hormonal Effect
Estrogen has been well-documented as a positive stimulator of
the immune response, particularly with increasing the activity
and proliferation of T-cells (42). Estrogen suppresses the immune
system by reducing the production of IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF
by monocytes (43). Estrogen also reduces the expression of
nitric oxide synthase, which impairs chemotaxis of neutrophils
(44, 45). Furthermore, estrogen increases the expression of Toll-
like Receptor 4 (TLR4) and CD14 expression on macrophages
and the differentiation and activation of dendritic cells (38).
Lastly, estrogen increases humoral responses fromB lymphocytes
producing more antibodies in females than males through
enhancing IgG and IgM antibodies (38).

Testosterone shows several immunosuppressive functions by
reducing cytokine production and proliferation of lymphocytes
(38). It increases neutrophil activation in non-infectious states
while reducing the expression of TLR4 (38). It reduces IgM
and IgG production directly and by reducing the production
of IL-6 by monocytes (38). As a result, men with higher
testosterone levels have been reported to have lower titers of
antibodies after vaccination compared to women who have lower
testosterone levels (38). Therefore, the levels of testosterone and
estrogen between men and women could predispose individuals
to different levels of severity in COVID-19 symptoms.

Infection Susceptibility
Women are less susceptible to viral infections than men due
to their mounting of more robust immune responses. A study
comparing HIV-1 infections in men and women showed that
untreated HIV-1 infected women had 40% less circulating viral
RNA and greater activation in CD8+ T cells than men (46, 47).
Similar studies with Hepatitis B and C viruses, HIV, Hantavirus,
West Nile Virus infections, and influenza viruses showed that
men were more susceptible than females to viral infections (48).
However, the study also found that the hyperactive response
in female immune systems to viral infections may increase
symptom severity and pathological effects than observed in male
patients (49). The authors hypothesized that effect could result
from an increase in the production of cytokines, chemokines,
and interferons in females than males (50). Following the
elimination of the viral infection, females maintain elevated
immune responses that can increase the risk of post-infection
complications compared to men (50). Given these disparities in
viral symptoms, female patients infected with COVID-19 may
experience more long-term complications than men. Further
investigation into the immune response to COVID-19 between
male and female patients will be needed.

Gender Differences in ACE2
It remains uncertain whether there are gender differences in the
expression of ACE2 receptor, which is the protein involved in
the first step of viral entry for COVID-19 (51). ACE-2 is a type-
1 transmembrane metallo-carboxypeptidase that regulates blood

pressure through the renin-angiotensin systems (RAS) (52). The
ACE-2 degrades Angiotensin II to generate Angiotensin 1–7,
thereby negatively regulating RAS (53, 54). Although ACE-2
is expressed mostly in the vascular endothelial cells, the renal
tubular epithelium, and in Leydig cells in the testes, ACE-2 has
also been detected in several other organs and tissues, such as the
nasopharynx, lung, stomach, small intestine, colon, lymph nodes,
thymus, bone marrow, spleen, liver, kidney, and brain (55, 56).

In vivo studies suggest that ACE2 expression in the kidney is
higher in males than females due to the presence of testosterone
and estrogen regulatory activities on post-transcriptional and
post-translational mechanisms on ACE2 expression (57, 58).
However, the same study examining rat lung ACE-2 expression
also showed a decreased expression of ACE-2 with increasing rat
age (59). Furthermore, there was no difference observed in the
ACE2 expression in the heart and lungs of both rats andmice (60,
61). Interestingly, the expression of ACE2 changes through the
life-span of female rats through fluctuations in estradiol (E2); in
particular, the expression of ACE2 increases significantly during
pregnancy (62). Together, these studies suggest a combination
of social and biological differences (e.g., ACE-2 expression) in
pregnant female patients may predispose them to COVID19.
Medical comorbidities with ACE-2 expression may also explain
the increased susceptibility of pregnant female patients to
COVID-19. However, further histological and pathology studies
are needed to examine the influence of age and gender on the
expression of lung ACE-2 and the risk of patients for COVID-
19 infection.

Currently, smaller sample sizes or cases are being reported
in the literature to assess the gender and ethnic differences of
COVID-19 patients (63). Furthermore, the lack of systematic
testing across the world limits the accuracy of epidemiological
data for the distribution of COVID-19 patients. Second, the
morbidity and mortality rates for gender and ethnic groups
should be stratified in future epidemiological studies on COVID-
19 to assess the differences in healthcare interventions and
outcomes for each group (63). Third, there needs to be an
increase in scientific and pathological studies assessing the
expression and activity of ACE-2 to identify which patient
populations are most at risk. Currently, there have been few
studies investigating ACE-2 expression in COVID-19 patients
and whether ACE-2 inhibitors may provide therapeutic benefit.
Further genetic and biomedical studies are needed to determine if
other biomarkers exist for evaluating susceptible populations and
guiding patient management. This information would provide
clinicians a broader perspective of the biological, social, and
economic factors influencing the susceptibility and management
of COVID-19 patients.

GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

There is a greater need to focus on the unique challenges
male patients face with the COVID-19 pandemic (64). A
recent study showed that there was a 29% reduction in men
seeking medical treatment for ST-segment elevation myocardial
infarction during the COVID-19 pandemic; in contrast, there
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was no change in women hospitalized (64). It is believed
that the association of cardiovascular illness among men
with COVID-19 may cause male patients to be reluctant
in seeking medical attention for cardiovascular illness (64).
Furthermore, the co-existence of COVID-19 symptoms may
mask the symptoms of a heart attack among male patients
(64). Male patients are also known to have a higher treatment-
seeking threshold due to the prevalence of male stoicism and
self-reliance (64). Therefore, physicians may be required to
investigate other medical conditions in addition to COVID-
19 to avoid under-diagnosing potential devastating medical
conditions, such as heart disease, among male COVID-
19 patients.

The current epidemiological data suggests that men are
more affected than women by the COVID-19 virus (65).
However, these studies are limited by location, sample size,
and other potential biases in the population examined.
Different clinical studies have given conflicting reports on
the male or female predominance of COVID-19 infections.
This discrepancy is likely due to the lack of large-scale
epidemiological studies, socioeconomic disparities, or other
confounders on the prevalence of pre-existing conditions
in different countries. Recent epidemiological data from 38
countries showed a male predominance in COVID-19 infections,
which increased in older age demographics. Furthermore, the
case fatality rate was 1.7 times higher in men than females
(65). The authors of the study suggested that differences in
sex hormones, sex chromosomes, genetic polymorphisms, and
epigenetic modifications between males and females may impact
immune responses (65). Specifically, the authors reported that
the ACE-2 receptor is located on the X chromosome and is
down-regulated by increased estrogen levels (65). However, the
expression of ACE-2 seems to increase with age and with the
menstrual cycle of female mice. Therefore, it is possible that
the increased expression of ACE-2 expression in elderly and
pregnant patients may increase their risk for COVID-19. In
general, the increased estrogen in females reduces their chance of
viral infections from increase macrophage/neutrophil/dendritic
cell activity, humoral response, and T-cell function compared
to males. It is believed that the increased immune response
in females reduces their susceptibility to COVID-19. The
biological mechanism behind these differences also needs
further elucidation.

CONCLUSION

As the COVID-19 pandemic spreads, the differences between
male and female mortality and infectivity remains an area of
active investigation. The current literature suggests that men
tend to have a higher risk of severe infection and mortality
related to COVID-19. It is believed that elevated estrogen levels
in female COVID-19 patients may reduce the severity and
mortality of COVID-19 deaths through an elevation in the
innate and humoral response. Furthermore, pre-clinical studies
suggest that ACE-2 expression may increase the susceptibility
of COVID-19 in pregnant patients. Similarly, the severity and
mortality with COVID-19 differ between different ethnic groups.
Although genetic polymorphisms associated with COVID-19
susceptibility among ethnic groups remains unknown, the
increase in medical comorbidities and lack of access to care
are significant contributors to increased COVID-19 mortality
in these communities. As the pandemic continues to spread,
African American and Hispanic communities have shown
increased rates of infection and hospitalization compared to
Caucasian populations. These differences are likely due to a
higher prevalence of diabetes, hypertension, obesity, asthma, and
heart disease in minority groups.

Further research is required to understand the molecular
and pathophysiological mechanisms underlying these ethnic
disparities in COVID-19 infection and severity. It remains
unknown though whether genetic polymorphisms in ACE-2
expression or other genes may be involved in the gender or
ethnic disparities to COVID-19 infection. Furthermore, the role
of ACE-2 expression in male and female COVID-19 patients
remains unknown. Pre-clinical studies show no difference in
ACE-2 expression between male and female murine models.
Additional studies are needed to evaluate whether expression
levels of ACE-2 in the lung correlated with the severity or
susceptibility of COVID-19 in human subjects. In the meantime,
policies for reducing the spread of COVID-19 should take into
consideration the unique challenges among men and women,
including social, emotional, physical, and economic security.
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Background: Transmission of COVID-19 in developing countries is expected to surpass

that in developed countries; however, information on community perceptions of this new

disease is scarce. The aim of the study was to identify possible misconceptions among

males and females toward COVID-19 in Uganda using a rapid online survey distributed

via social media.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey carried out in early April 2020 was conducted with

161 Ugandans, who purposively participated in the online questionnaire that assessed

understandings of COVID-19 risk and infection. Sixty-four percent of respondents were

male and 36% were female.

Results: We found significant divergences of opinion on gendered susceptibility to

COVID-19. Most female respondents considered infection risk, symptoms, severe signs,

and death to be equally distributed between genders. In contrast, male respondents

believed they were more at risk of infection, severe symptoms, severe signs, and death

(52.7 vs. 30.6%, RR = 1.79, 95% CI: 1.14–2.8). Most women did not share this

perception and disagreed that males were at higher risk of infection (by a factor of three),

symptoms (79% disagree), severe signs (71%, disagree), and death (70.2% disagree).

Overall, most respondents considered children less vulnerable (OR = 1.12, 95% CI:

0.55–2.2) to COVID-19 than adults, that children present with less symptoms (OR= 1.57,

95% CI: 0.77–3.19), and that there would be less mortality in children (OR = 0.92, 95%

CI: 0.41–1.88). Of female respondents, 76.4% considered mortality from COVID-19 to

be different between the young and the elderly (RR= 1.7, 95%CI: 1.01–2.92) and 92.7%
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believed young adults would show fewer signs than the elderly, and 71.4% agreed that

elderly COVID-19 patients would showmore severe signs than the young (OR= 2.2, 95%

CI: 1.4, 4.8). While respondents considered that all races were susceptible to the signs

and symptoms of infection as well as death from COVID-19, they considered mortality

would be highest among white people from Europe and the USA. Some respondents

(mostly male 33/102, 32.4%) considered COVID-19 to be a “disease of whites” (30.2%).

Conclusion: The WHO has identified women and children in rural communities as

vulnerable persons who should be given more attention in the COVID-19 national

response programs across Africa; however, our study has found that men in Uganda

perceive themselves to be at greater risk and that these contradictory perceptions

(including the association of COVID-19 with “the white” race) suggest an important

discrepancy in the communication of who is most vulnerable and why. Further research

is urgently needed to validate and expand the results of this small exploratory study.

Keywords: COVID-19, COVID-19 response in Africa, impact of COVID-19 in Uganda, myths about COVID-19, United

Nations emergency appeal response to COVID-19, gender matters in COVID-19 response, impact of COVID-19 in

children, efforts to mitigate and adapt to COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

The new pandemic caused by the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) emerged in late 2019,
disrupting health systems and critical care, even within the
most developed heath systems and economies (1). As of April
22nd, 2020, 2.5 million confirmed cases of COVID-19 have
been reported globally (2). Sustained community transmission is
expected in low- and middle- income countries (LMICs) where
COVID-19 containment strategies continue to be a challenge (3).
Extreme mitigation strategies have been put in place in many
countries to control COVID-19, to reduce disease transmission
and to avoid overburdening healthcare systems including mass
lockdowns, curfews, and social distancing measures (4). SARS-
CoV-2 and interventions to reduce transmission are negatively
impacting already impoverished communities in LMICs and will
test heath systems that have little capacity for the management
of high dependency patients, or sufficient PPE to protect health
workers (5). Interventions will have long-lasting detrimental
impacts on LMIC economies, and, in the absence of reliable
and efficient tools for early detection of infected and exposed
individuals, are likely to extend beyond 2020/21 including in
Africa (6).

Africa is vulnerable to being overwhelmed by COVID-19. The
World Health Organization (WHO)Director General Dr. Tedros
Ghebreyesus, stated that the greatest concern was COVID-19
transmission in countries with weaker health systems than in
developed nations (7). On Apr 17, 2020, the WHO estimated 10
million cases of COVID-19 spreading rapidly across Africa and
up to 3 million deaths within 6 months (8). Cases are expected
to rise quickly due to a chronic lack of testing, lack of personal
protective equipment (PPE), and poor patient care facilities of

Abbreviations: nCTF, National COVID-19 Task Force; WHO, World Health

Organization; LMIC, Low Middle income Countries; BAME, Black, Asian,

Minority Ethnic; CDC, Center for Disease Control.

basic equipment to contain the pandemic, such as PPE (9, 10).
The ability to contain COVID-19 will depend on the success of
social distancing and the ability to diagnose, isolate, and treat
cases (11).

Case finding and reporting for COVID-19 in Africa is making
less than ideal progress. Data from the African Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) shows that while risk of importation of
COVID-19 to Africa was lower than that to Europe (1 vs. 11%),
response and reaction capacity are also lower; the latter being
intrinsically linked to individual country wealth and resources
for detection, prevention, and control (12). In late March, Africa
had reported 41 local transmissions and only 9 imported cases,
by 7 April 2020, 9,888 of 9,971 cases (99.2%) were community
acquired with only 83/9,971 cases being imported. As of 18

April 2020, Africa had reported 1,000 deaths with COVID-19
and more than 19,800 cases in 52 out of 54 countries on the
African continent (13). With travel restrictions in place, all cases
of COVID-19 are considered community acquired (14). While

many African nations have employed lessons learned from Ebola
(15). COVID-19 is far more challenging to manage. Quantifying

the pandemic growth across the African sub-continent and
assessing the impact of interventions put in place will be
compromised by the lack of diagnostic capacity (16).

Across East Africa, in April 2020, countries lack a coordinated
response against COVID-19. While theWHO/AFRO are making
strong recommendations, many governments are taking their
own approach. The president of Tanzania encouraged people
to “pray for 3 days” against COVID-19 and has not imposed

any movement restrictions—places of worship remain open (17).
In Kenya, only a partial lockdown is in place in major cities

and many are not prepared for a total lockdown of the country
(18, 19). In Uganda and Rwanda more extreme actions have

been taken with total national lockdowns that have involved
closure of all non-essential businesses, public transport, and

the closure of schools and universities. Only local food stores,
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supermarkets, medical, and veterinary supplies are exempt and
for these services a mandatory curfew has been imposed. No
motor vehicles/motorists are permitted to use public roads unless
they are listed among essential service providers authorized by
the Office of the President (20–22). Countries not abiding with
the social distancing guidelines as recommended by theWHOare
putting neighboring countries at risk and compromising health
security within the East African Community (EAC). The EAC
continues to show a disorganized response against COVID-19
and this high level of disorganization has created confusion in
the general public as to what is “true” and “false” COVID-19
information. Rumors and misinformation have spread widely
within the community and the media; for example, a religious
leader inUganda claimed that there was no COVID-19 inUganda
and stated that it was just “simple flu” and an individual at
Kampala City Council Football Club falsely claimed that Uganda
had lost a patient to COVID-19; these culprits are currently
in jail awaiting trial for spreading false information (23, 24).
Risks and assumptions are causing disharmony in communities,
fearful of risk of infection and of the economic consequences of
government interventions.

To date, COVID-19 cases and deaths have been greatest
in Europe, the Americas, the Western Pacific, the Eastern
Mediterranean, South East Asia, and Africa, but the situation is
fluid and will change as COVID-19 impacts new regions (25).
While most COVID-19 patients have been of European, Asian,
and African descent, data from the USA indicates that while
African-Americans are at equal risk of infection with SARS-CoV-
2, they are at higher risk of severe COVID-19 complications and
death. In Illinois, USA, African Americans accounted for 29% of
confirmed cases and 41% of deaths, yet comprise 15% of the state’s
population (26). Similar trends have been observed in Michigan
and Wisconsin, USA (27). This is unlikely to have a basis in
racial susceptibility but is more likely due to a vulnerability to
infection and lack of access to quality medical care—it’s not
about race but about racism and poverty (28). These observations
are of concern for developing countries in Africa and Latin
America (29).

The prognosis for COVID-19 infection in Asia and Europe
appears to be influenced by sex (being male), pre-existing health
conditions (diabetes, cancers, and cardiovascular disease), and
age (average age 81 years) (30); other risk factors may include
air pollution and smoking (31). Reports released by the Chinese
Center for Disease Control and Prevention show that men
are more at risk than women (32). Sex differences in males
and females in China are supported by the relatively higher
antibodies titer generated in females against COVID-19 (33).
Reports from Italy showed no significant differences between
males and females infected with COVID-19 (34). Older males
continue to be disproportionally affected by COVID-19 (35).

In young people (<18 years), reported COVID-19 infections,
hospitalization, and death are low (36). COVID-19 generally
presents with milder symptoms in children than in adults (3, 7),
but the evidence-base is unclear. This does not mean children are
immune, and children are considered important asymptomatic
carriers able to facilitate SARS-CoV-2 transmission within
households (37).

While most COVID-19 infections are mild (with <20%
of cases being severe to critical) (38), communities of heavy
smokers or those with lung function impairments are believed
to be particularly susceptible to complications (39). The WHO
has stated that women in Africa are most likely to die from
COVID-19 due to sex inequity, chronic poverty among women,
weak economic capacity, sexual, and gender-based violence
(40). The elderly are more vulnerable to coronavirus (41) and
underlying non-communicable diseases that are pervasive in
Africa will predispose individuals to complications from SARS-
CoV-2 infection.

This study aimed to identify perceptions of COVID-19 risk
among Ugandans in order to identify novel strategies to guide
the national COVID-19 Task Force (nCTF) to improve, control,
and prevent COVID-19 infections.

METHODS

This was a cross sectional study conducted with 161 Ugandan
respondents in the second week of April 2020. During this
period, COVID-19 infections started to increase in East
Africa and Uganda was placed in total lockdown (March–
May 2020). A pre-tested online questionnaire using Q-survey R©

(https://www.qsurvey.qa/home/en) was administered with study
participants through online resources i.e., email, Facebook,
Twitter, WhatsApp, and Viber. Only Ugandans were included
in the study while international residents were excluded from
the study, using phone IP addresses, which were automatically
generated by the Q survey R©. Study participants were encouraged
to share the link to the questionnaire with family members
and friends to enhance data collection using the same social
media platforms. Financial challenges in this period implied
that the response rate was low since a majority of Ugandans
use prepaid mobile internet connection. The questionnaire was
designed using major trending informal statements on COVID-
19 to assess the knowledge and perceptions of COVID-19
(Supplementary File 1). Completing the questionnaire in full
was not a mandatory requirement and some questions could
be skipped. Metadata was collected and only study participants
whose current location was in Uganda was preserved for
statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Data was exported from Q survey in MS Excel and univariate
statistics were conducted using WinPEPI R© and significance was
reported at a 95% confidence interval using questions which were
asked to both males and females in Uganda.

RESULTS

COVID-19 Perceptions Amongst Male and
Female Ugandans
Of 161 Ugandan respondents, 64% (n = 103, 95% CI: 56.3–
71.1) were male and 36% were female (n = 58, 95% CI: 28.9–
43.7). Most were between the ages of 18–30 years (70.5%,
110/161) (Table 1). A total of 52.7% ofmale respondents (54/102)
considered males to be more vulnerable to infection with
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TABLE 1 | Description of the study participants in Uganda.

Variables Statistic Percentage 95% CI

Sex Male 103a 64.0 56.3–71.1

Female 58a 36.0 28.9–43.7

Total 161a 100 98.2–100

Age 18–30 110a 70.5 60.8–75.2

31–55 46a 28.5 22.0–35.9

Undeclared 05a 3.1 1.2–6.8

Total 161a 100 98.2–100

Descriptive of age (years)

Mean 28.2b 27.1–29.2

Median 27.0b 25.0–29.0

Minimum 18.0b

Maximum 55.0b

25th Percentile 23.0b

75th Percentile 31.8b

SEM 0.6b

aFrequency; bcounts. 95% CI, 95% confidence intervals.

COVID-19 while 70.4% of female respondents (38/54) did not
consider males to be more vulnerable; a significant difference
between the groups (RR = 1.79, 95% CI: 1.14–2.8). Most female
respondents considered infection risk to be equally distributed
between genders and there was no significant difference in this
perception between male and female respondents.

More male (52.5%, 52/99, 95% CI: 42.7–62.2) respondents
believed they were more likely to die from COVID-19 than
females (29.6%, 16/54, 95% CI: 18.6–42.8); however 70.2%
(40/57) of females disagreed with them on who is more likely
to die. Females were half as convinced that men were more
likely to die than the male respondents (RR = 1.76, 95% CI:
1.1–2.7). There was no significant difference between the groups
of male and female respondents on whether both sexes were
equally at risk of death (RR = 0.8, 95% CI: 0.7–1.0). The
majority of males (41.4%, 41/99) believed that males present with
more severe signs; however, females (71.4%, 40/56) were over
two times more likely to disagree with this statement. Female
respondents (79%, 45/57) disagreed with the statement that
symptoms presented more in males (OR= 1.8, 95% CI: 0.8–4.2).
Most female respondents agreed that both sexes showed equal
signs for COVID-19 (46/56) however no significant differences
were found in males and females (RR = 0.9, 95% CI: 0.8–1.1).
The majority of female respondents (n = 40/56, 71.4%, 95% CI:
58.6–82.1) did not think males present with more severe signs
of COVID-19 than women, although no significant differences
were found (RR = 1.5, 95% CI: 0.9–2.3). Most study participants
indicated that both sexes shared the same symptoms (Table 2).

Perceptions on COVID-19 Toward Children
and Young Adults Amongst Ugandans
Overall, most respondents, 53.5%, 95% CI: 45.7–61.2 (84/157)
considered children to be less vulnerable than adults; no
significant differences were found between males and females
(RR = 1.1, 95% CI: 0.8–1.5). Similar observations were found

on participant responses for children being as equally vulnerable
as adults. Most respondents considered mortalities to be less
in children (male = 63.7%, 65/102, females = 55.4%, 31/56);
however, no significant differences were found among those who
disagreed with this perception (RR = 1.15, 95% CI: 0.9, 1.5). In
addition, most respondents considered children to present with
fewer signs of COVID-19 (82/158), and that the signs of infection
are not the same in children (77/156), being less severe than
in adults (80/155); there were no significant differences between
males and females in these responses (Table 3).

Perceptions on COVID-19 Risks Among the
Elderly
A significantly large proportion of female respondents (76.4%,
42/55) (compared to male respondents 59.4%, 60/101) did not
believe mortality rates to be equal in the young and elderly (RR=

1.7, 95% CI: 1.0–2.9). Amongst those who believed that young
adults show fewer signs than the elderly, a majority (92.7%,
51/55) of female respondents believed this to be true compared
to 84.2% (85/101) of males. Furthermore, a majority of female
respondents (71.4%, 40/56)—compared to only 53.1% (52/98) of
male respondents agreed that elderly COVID-19 patients would
show more severe signs than the young (OR = 2.2, 95% CI:
1.4, 4.8) as shown in Table 4. Among those who believed that
young adults are more likely to die of COVID-19 than the elderly
(19/156), 16% were males while 5.4% were females and there was
no significant difference between them.

Perceptions of Risk and Race Among
Ugandans
A majority of participants agreed that all races were at risk of
COVID-19, however some participants thought that other races
were more at risk than others. Amongst those who thought
that COVID was a disease of “the whites,” a majority of these
were males (32.4%, 33/102, 95% CI: 23.82–41.88) compared to
26.3% females (n = 15/57, 95% CI: 16.1–38.9). Furthermore, no
significant differences were found between males (5.9%, 6/102)
and females (5.3%, 3/57) toward agreement that the disease also
affects Blacks. Furthermore, a majority of respondents stated that
all races show severe signs of COVID-19 and of these, a majority
were females (57.9, 33/57%,) compared to 49.5% (50/101) who
were males (Table 5).

DISCUSSION

In this study, a majority of study participants were young adults
(64%, 103/161) and this was in agreement with statistical reports
which have stated that a majority (51.3%) of Ugandans are in the
age range of 15–64 years (42). The Uganda National Bureau of
Statistics has classified age groups of Ugandans of adults using the
18–30 and 31–64 age groupings for adults (43), demonstrating
the importance of young adults in epidemiological surveys.
The study showed that a large proportion of males felt they
were most vulnerable to COVID-19; however, these sentiments
were not shared by women. Findings in the study demonstrate
some disparities in COVID-19 risk perceptions at a time when
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TABLE 2 | Frequency and percentage of respondents and their risk estimates on signs and symptoms of COVID-19 amongst male and female Ugandans.

Parameter compared to females Variables Frequency (%) of study participation

response

Risk estimates (95% CI)

Male Female Total aR RR OR

Age (years) 18–30 65 (65.0) 45 (80.4) 110 (70.5) −15.4

(−30.7,0.0)

0.9

(0.7–1.0)

0.5

(0.2–1.0)31–55 35 (35.0) 11 (19.6) 46 (29.5)

Total 100 (100) 56 (100) 156 (100)

Males more vulnerable Yes 54 (52.9) 16 (29.6) 70 (44.9) 23.3

(6.3–40.3)

1.8

(1.1–2.8)

2.7

(1.3–5.5)No 48 (47.1) 38 (70.4) 86 (55.1)

Total 102 (100) 54 (100) 156 (100)

Equal risk to infection Yes 68 (67.3) 44 (77.2) 112 (70.9) −9.9

(−25.5–5.7)

0.9

(0.7–1.1)

0.6

(0.3–1.3)No 33 (32.7) 13 (22.8) 46 (29.1)

Total 101 (100) 57 (100) 158 (100)

Males more likely to die Yes 52 (52.5) 17 (29.8) 87 (55.8) 22.7

(5.9–39.5)

1.8

(1.1–2.7)

2.6

(1.3–5.3)No 47 (47.5) 40 (70.2) 69 (44.2)

Total 99 (100) 57 (100) 156 (100)

Both sexes equally die Yes 61 (59.8) 42 (73.7) 103 (64.8) −13.9

(−30.1–2.4)

0.8

(0.7–1.0)

0.5

(0.3–1.1)No 41 (40.2) 15 (26.3) 56 (35.2)

Total 102 (100) 57 (100) 159 (100)

Males have more signs Yes 32 (32.3) 12 (21.1) 44 (28.2) 11.3

(−4.1–26.7)

1.5

(0.9–2.7)

1.8

(0.8–4.2)No 67 (67.7) 45 (78.9) 112 (71.8)

Total 99 (100) 57 (100) 156 (100)

Males show equal signs Yes 78 (76.5) 46 (82.1) 124 (78.5) −5.7

(−20.0–8.7)

0.9

(0.8–1.1)

0.7

(0.3–1.6)No 24 (23.5) 10 (17.9) 34 (21.5)

Total 102 (100) 56 (100) 158 (100)

Males with more severe signs Yes 41 (41.4) 16 (28.6) 57 (36.8) 12.8

(−3.9–29.5)

1.5

(0.9–2.3)

1.8

(0.9–3.6)No 58 (58.6) 40 (71.4) 98 (63.2)

Total 99 (100) 56 (100) 155 (100)

Both sexes equal to suffer signs Yes 69 (68.3) 39 (69.6) 108 (68.8) −1.3

(−17.8, 15.1)

1.0

(0.8–1.2)

0.9

(0.5–1.9)No 32 (31.7) 17 (30.4) 49 (31.2)

Total 101 (100) 56 (100) 157 (100)

Risk estimates conducted with males being the reference category; aR, attributable risk; RR, relative risk; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

COVID-19 cases are progressively increasing on the African
continent (13). The differences in perception of vulnerability
between men and women in our sample is concerning. The
WHO has stated that women are at greater vulnerability in Africa
(25), a risk perception not shared by our sample of Ugandan
respondents (RR= 1.8, 95% CI: 1.14–2.8).

While both males and females recognize the importance of
COVID-19 in their households, nearly half (52.9%, 54/102) of
male respondents in our study perceived that they were more
likely to die from COVID-19 than their female counterparts,
while most women disagreed with this perception (RR = 1.8,
95% CI: 1.1–2.7). These findings in Uganda are worrying since
a majority of males affected in Europe are elderly (34), and
in this exploratory study, this was not the case. Furthermore,
a majority of females disagreed with their male counterparts,
demonstrating a level of superior knowledge; however, reasons
for these disparities were not investigated by the current study.
Perceptions of heightened male risk are likely to be influenced
by online reports of more males dying than females, in Europe
and China (32). It also appears to show an under-appreciation

of the structural reasons why women are vulnerable to COVID-
19, since they provide the most informal care in families, have
limited economic opportunities, and less power in decision
making (44, 45).

There is a need to develop novel strategies for communication
of COVID-19 risk in Africa (5). The prognosis for COVID-19
patients in Asia and Europe appears to be affected mainly by
sex, pre-existing health conditions, such as diabetes, cancers, and
cardiovascular disease and being elderly (30), conditions which
are also progressively rising in the African continent, despite poor
prioritization of health service systems (46). However, women
seek more health services than men (47). This may explain
why women are able to mount stronger immunity than men
(48); however, a young population in Africa is bound to have
its own infection dynamics. Recent findings from Italy show
no significant differences between genders (34). Symptomology
in COVID-19 depends heavily on the immune status of a
patient due to risky lifestyles like smoking and air pollution, and
not necessarily on gender (33). In East African communities,
household air pollution remains a public health threat especially
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics and risk estimates on perceptions of COVID-19 in children and adults amongst male and female Ugandans.

Parameter compared to adults Variables Frequency (%) of study participation

response

Risk estimates (95% CI)

Male Female Total aR RR OR

Children more vulnerable Yes 48 (47.5) 25 (44.6) 73 (46.5) 2.9

(−14.8–20.5)

1.1

(0.8–1.5)

1.1

(0.6–2.2)No 53 (52.5) 31 (55.4) 84 (53.5)

Total 101 (100) 56 (100) 157 (100)

Children equally vulnerable Yes 41 (40.2) 20 (36.4) 61 (38.9) 3.8

(−10.9–18.6)

1.1

(0.7–1.7)

1.2

(0.6–2.5)No 61 (59.8) 35 (63.6) 96 (61.1)

Total 102 (100) 55 (100) 157 (100)

Children die less Yes 65 (63.7) 31 (55.4) 96 (60.8) 8.4

(−9.0–25.8)

1.2

(0.9–1.5)

1.4

(0.7–2.9)No 37 (36.3) 25 (44.6) 62 (39.2)

Total 102 (100) 56 (100) 158 (100)

Children die equally Yes 44 (44.4) 26 (46.4) 70 (45.2) −2.0

(−19.7–15.7)

1.0

(0.−1.4)

0.9

(0.4–1.9)No 55 (55.6) 30 (30.0) 85 (54.8)

Total 99 (100) 56 (100) 155 (100)

Children less signs Yes 57 (55.9) 25 (44.6) 82 (51.9) 11.2

(−6.3–28.8)

1.3

(0.9–1.8)

1.6

(0.8–3.2)No 45 (44.1) 31 (55.4) 76 (48.1)

Total 102 (100) 56 (100) 158 (100)

Children equal signs Yes 52 (52) 27 (48.2) 79 (50.6) 3.8

(−14.0–21.5)

1.1

(0.8–1.5)

1.2

(0.6–2.4)No 48 (48) 29 (51.8) 77 (49.4)

Total 100 (100) 56 (100) 156 (100)

Children less severe signs Yes 55 (55) 25 (45.5) 80 (51.6) 9.5

(−8.2–27.3)

1.2

(0.9–1.7)

1.5

(0.7–3.0)No 45 (45) 30 (54.5) 75 (48.4)

Total 100 (100) 55 (100) 155 (100)

Children equally severe signs Yes 48 (48) 28 (50) 76 (76) −2.0

(−19.7–15.7)

1.0

(0.7–1.3)

0.9

(0.5–1.9)No 52 (52) 28 (50) 80 (80)

Total 100 (100) 56 (100) 156 (100)

Risk estimates conducted with males being the reference category; aR, attributable risk; RR, relative risk; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

in slums and rural communities where the use of firewood and
charcoal continues to be routine (49). In Malaysia, knowledge
has been shown to affect practice to minimize exposure to air
pollutants (50), while a recent study in Uganda on COVID-19 has
shown that knowledge affects practices promoted by the WHO
against COVID-19 amongst market vendors (51).

Most male and female Ugandans in our sample believed
that children below 18 years were less vulnerable to COVID-
19 infections and that if they contracted the illness, they would
be faced with a milder infection and that less would die from
the disease. This is a common global perception that has been
communicated by the media and many health agencies around
the world in 2020 and is in agreement with studies that have
shown a low infection rate in children (36). However, a significant
number of women in this survey considered children to be
equally vulnerable than adults and that children die more from
the disease than adults (RR = 1.2, 95% CI: 0.9, 1.5). This may be
due to maternal sentiments, communicated by women and not
shared by men in Uganda, where men are often believed to show
less empathy toward children (52).

The general opinion that elderly persons are more vulnerable
to COVID-19 than young people is in agreement with recent
epidemiological findings (42). Elderly individuals are known to

be at high risk for COVID-19 (30). In general, women appear
more knowledgeable than men on SARS-CoV-2; they may have
a greater interest in health-related topics and show more health
seeking behavior than men (51). Such misconceptions may
have significant and far-reaching influence on health-seeking
behavior (53).

It has been proposed that conception is functional and if
people can solve problems within their existing conceptual
environment, then the drive to change one’s opinion becomes
weak, although this does not help in solving a current problem
(54). Thus, this theory of conceptual change is embedded in a set
of epistemological assumptions that are far more generalizable
than our application to misconceptions has exploited. These
epistemological assumptions suggest that the basic problem of
understanding cognitive development is to understand how
the components of an individual’s conceptual ecology interact
and develop and how the conceptual ecology interacts with
experience (55).

Of concern in this study is the perception among 30.2%
(48/159) of respondents, particularly men, that COVID-19 is
a “white-man’s disease;” these feelings were strongest amongst
males. These sentiments reflect the present disunified response
against COVID-19 in East African states. In Tanzania and
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TABLE 4 | Perceptions on COVID-19 presentation in young adults and the elderly in Ugandans.

Parameter as compared to the elderly Variable Frequency (%) of study participation

response

Risk estimates (95% CI)

Male Female Total aR RR OR

Young adults are more likely to die Yes 16 (16.0) 3 (5.4) 19 (12.2) 10.6

(0.0–21.3)

3.0

(0.9–9.8)

3.4

(0.9–18.8)No 84 (84.0) 53 (94.6) 137 (87.8)

Total 100 (100) 56 (100) 156 (100)

Young adults are equally vulnerable to dying Yes 41 (40.6) 13 (23.6) 54 (34.6) 17.0

(0.8–33.1)

1.7

(1.0–2.9)

2.2

(1.0–5.0)No 60 (59.4) 42 (76.4) 102 (65.4)

Total 101 (100) 55 (100) 156 (100)

Young adults show more signs Yes 16 (15.8) 4 (7.3) 20 (12.8) 08.6

(−2.7–19.9)

2.2

(0.8–6.2)

2.4

(0.7–10.4)No 85 (84.2) 51 (92.7) 136 (87.2)

Total 101 (100) 55 (100) 156 (100)

Young adults equally show signs Yes 45 (45.5) 17 (31.5) 62 (40.5) 14.0

(−03.3–31.2)

1.4

(0.9–2.3)

1.8

(0.93.9)No 54 (54.5) 37 (68.5) 91 (59.5)

Total 99 (100) 54 (100) 153 (100)

Young adults are more vulnerable to severe signs Yes 19 (19.4) 5 (9.3) 24 (15.8) 10.1

(−02.3–22.6)

2.1

(0.8–5.3)

2.4

(0.8–8.6)No 79 (80.6) 49 (90.7) 128 (84.2)

Total 98 (100) 54 (100) 152 (100)

Young adults equally show severe signs Yes 46 (46.9) 16 (28.6) 62 (40.3) 18.4

(1.5–35.2)

1.6

(1.0–2.6)

2.2

(1.0–4.8)No 52 (53.1) 40 (71.4) 92 (59.7)

Total 98 (100) 56 (100) 154 (100)

Risk estimates conducted with males being the reference category; aR, attributable risk; RR, relative risk; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

TABLE 5 | Description of participant responses on race amongst male and female Ugandans.

Parameter compared to race Variable Frequency (%) of respondents Risk estimates

Male Female Total aR RR OR

Vulnerable White 33 (32.4) 15 (26.3) 48 (30.2) 6.5 1.3 1

All races 53 (52.0) 33 (57.9) 86 (54.1) −4.9 0.9 0.7

Blacks 6 (5.9) 3 (5.3) 9 (5.7) −1.0 0.9 0.7

Not Sure 10 (9.8) 6 (10.5) 16 (10.1) −0.5 0.9 0.8

Total 102 (100) 57 (100) 159 (100)

Susceptibility to death White 37 (36.6) 13 (23.2) 50 (31.8) 13.4 1.6 1

All races 50 (49.5) 32 (57.1) 82 (52.2) −7.6 0.9 0.5

Blacks 5 (5.0) 2 (3.6) 7 (4.5) 1.4 1.4 0.9

Not Sure 9 (8.9) 9 (16.1) 18 (11.5) −7.2 0.6 0.4

Total 101 (100) 56 (100) 157 (100)

More signs and symptoms White 34 (33.7) 15 (26.8) 49 (31.2) 6.7 1.3 1

All races 54 (53.5) 31 (55.4) 85 (54.1) −1.9 1.0 0.8

Blacks 6 (5.9) 2 (3.6) 8 (5.1) 2.4 1.7 1.3

Not Sure 7 (6.9) 8 (14.3) 15 (9.6) −7.4 0.5 0.4

Total 101 (100) 56 (100) 157 (100)

Severe signs White 38 (37.6) 16 (28.1) 54 (34.2) 1.0 1.3 1

All races 50 (49.5) 33 (57.9) 83 (52.5) −8.4 0.9 0.6

Blacks 6 (5.9) 3 (5.3) 9 (5.7) 0.7 1.1 0.8

Not Sure 7 (6.9) 5 (8.8) 12 (7.6) −1.8 0.8 0.6

Total 101 (100) 57 (100) 158 (100)

Risk estimates conducted using a 2 x k analysis. aR, attributable risk; RR, relative risk; OR, odds ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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Burundi prayers are being promoted for people to seek divine
intervention (17). Many believe that Africa will “be spared”
COVID-19, since the disease originated in Asia before spreading
to Europe (1), and following reports thatmalaria endemic regions
would be protected, from generational exposure to chloroquine
and hydroxychloroquine amongst Africans, since these drugs
were reported to have some success in COVID-19 treatment
(56, 57). That Ugandans perceive COVID-19 and infection of
“whites” or the “other” is in direct contradiction of data coming
from the USA and UK where Black, Asian, and minority ethnic
(BAME) communities have been hit hard with infection.

Projections, from the WHO and others, indicate over 10
million cases of COVID-19 in Africa (8), and 3 million COVID-
19 related deaths in the comingmonths of 2020 (11). Quantifying
pandemic growth and assessment of interventions put in place
(16) will not be straightforward in low- and middle- income
settings faced with challenges of access to testing and reporting
of cases and deaths. While many African nations have indeed
learned from experiences of Ebola (15), SARS-CoV-2 is a far
greater challenge. The virus itself and interventions that have
been put in place are both new and difficult to manage long-
term in LMICs. Disunity of policies across Sub-Saharan Africa
(17, 18, 20, 21), will not enable disease containment necessary for
economic and social recovery and will fuel sustained community
transmission (3).

Study Limitations
The study was conducted through an Online application,
meaning that Ugandans without smart phones connected to
the internet were not able to participate. Recruitment was
achieved through sharing of the online link via social media
and email platforms and data in this study was generally from
the same age group i.e., 18–31 years. The sample size was
small and further large-scale studies are needed to extend this
exploratory study. Furthermore, results should be approached
with caution until more large-scale studies are conducted which
would include asymptomatic variables not investigated in the
current study.
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INTRODUCTION

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, mortality following infection of severe acute
respiratory coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) was thought to be solely associated with aging and
pre-existing conditions; however, as the pandemic ensued, several large scale epidemiological
observations eluded to additional atypical risk factors, particularly hypertension, obesity, and male
gender (1–11).

SARS-CoV-2: CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE MECHANISMS
OF ACTION

The peculiarities and complexity of SARS-CoV-2 infection patterns precluded definitive findings
regarding the mechanisms of infectivity. Current literature suggests that angiotensin-converting
enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptor and transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) are the key for
SARS-CoV-2 cell entry (12–19). While ACE2 is the coupling site of the spike protein of
SARS-CoV-2, TMPRSS2 facilitates SARS-CoV-2 spikes and ACE2 for viral cell entry. Although
ACE2 expression is present diffusely, up to 80% of its expression is located in the type-2
pneumocytes (12, 17), which may explain why COVID-19 is predominantly pulmonary, although
SARS-COV-2 may affect any organ and system. TMPRSS2 activity is modulated by androgens,
which may justify why males are overrepresented among severe COVID-19 infected patients (20).

Current understanding of SARS-CoV-2 allows the division of COVID-19 into two
phases (12–18). In a first, early phase, which corresponds to the period of SARS-CoV-2 cell
entry, lung membrane-attached ACE2 expression seems to be positively correlated with virus
infectivity, while the balance between circulating ACE2, that could protect from lung infectivity
by coupling with SARS-CoV-2 and precluding from the entry into the pneumocytes (13–16), and
membrane-attached ACE2, may also be relevant.

In a second phase, represented by the inflammatory and immunological responses to
SARS-CoV-2 infection, ACE2 is downregulated due to the entry into cell cytoplasm when coupled
with the virus. In opposition to the first phase, in the second phase, lung-attached ACE2 expression
may be positively correlated with better clinical outcomes, since ACE2 may limit the cytokine
storm that underlies the Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) in COVID-19, while the
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balance between proinflammatory angiotensin II–angiotensin
receptor type 1 (AT1) axis, and the anti-inflammatory
angiotensin 1–7—G-coupled Mas receptor (angiotensin 1–
7 receptor) axis may also be crucial for level of severity of the
second phase (13, 15–19).

SARS-CoV-2: THE LINK BETWEEN
MECHANISMS OF ACTION AND RISK
FACTORS

The Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System (RAAS) has been
shown to be central in COVID-19, since three of the key
modulators of SARS-CoV-2 infectivity–angiotensin 1–7, ACE2,
and AT1—belong to the RAAS, in addition to the TMPRSS2
expression (12–19).

Disruption of RAAS and ACE2 expression abnormalities
are likely the underlying mechanism that links hypertension
and obesity as important risk factors for COVID-19 (21–29).
Conversely, TMPRSS2 overexpression in response to exposure
to androgens may justify the higher occurrence of COVID-
19 complications in males (30–33), which can be reinforced
by the fact that males under androgen deprivation therapies
such as for prostate cancer may experiment decreased risk for
ARDS when compared to age-, sex-, and comorbidities-matched
subjects (33).

A pro-thrombotic state, and endothelial, hematological,
kidney, hepatic, cardiovascular, gonadal, neurological, and
gastrointestinal manifestations in COVID-19 are at least partially
mediated by ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expressions (34–60).

In summary, aberrancies in ACE2 expression, unbalance
between angiotensin II and angiotensin 1–7 levels, and
overexpression of TMPRS22 seem to be key factors for the
severity of clinical manifestations in COVID-19.

SPIRONOLACTONE AS A CANDIDATE
AGAINST COVID-19

Drugs that address ACE2, any sight of the RAAS, or TMPRSS2
expression are potential candidates for COVID-19. In this
context, the use of old drugs against COVID-19 may present
major potential benefits over novel drugs for some reasons,
including: (1) The well-established long-term safety profile
(2) Extensively described risks and contraindications, which
allows to prevent its use when contraindicated and monitor for
risks directedly; and (3) The lower cost of old, non-patented
drugs allows its massive use in public health systems, when
clinically indicated.

These observations combined with our understanding of
SARS-CoV-2 molecular mechanism of infectivity lead us to
believe that spironolactone is an ideal candidate drug for the
prophylactic treatment of SARS-CoV-2.

Spironolactone is a safe and well-tolerated anti-hypertensive
and anti-androgenic drug used since 1959, that is effective to
maintain normal blood levels (61–63), address heart function,
and provide cardio- and renoprotection (64–68).

While spironolactone is a safe and unexpensive option, it may
act in multiple sites against COVID-19, including: (1) Favorable
patterns of ACE2 expression, including potential increase of
circulating ACE2, enhancing its potential protective role in
SARS-CoV-2, once plasma ACE2 may couple to SARS-CoV-2
and avoid its entry in the cells (24, 69–74); (2) Downregulation
of the androgen-mediated TMPRSS2 due to its antiandrogenic
activity (75–77), without the adverse events of male sexual
castration; (3) Mitigation of the deleterious effects of obesity
on the RAAS, possibly reducing obesity-related COVID-19
complications (78, 79); (4) Direct anti-inflammatory and anti-
viral effects that could directly avoid pulmonary complications
of COVID-19 (80–90).

Hence, spironolactone meets corresponding epidemiological
data, mechanistical plausibility, and sufficient safety profile to
become a candidate against COVID-19.

For the proper management of spironolactone during
COVID-19, since spironolactone mostly targets the virus entry
in the cells, which is the hallmark of the first phase of Covid-19,
spironolactone should be preferably started during the earlier
stages of the infection, prior to the complications of respiratory
manifestations, but could also be employed in the second
phase, when the inflammatory and immunologic responses
become clinically relevant, due to its anti-inflammatory
effects (91).

CONCLUSION

Abnormal ACE2 expression, angiotensin II and angiotensin 1–7
imbalance, and TMPRSS2 androgen-mediated overactivity seem
to be key regulators of SARS-CoV-2 infectivity, in accordance
with epidemiological observations of hypertension, obesity, and
male sex as being major risk factors. Since spironolactone is
a long used safe drug that exhibits concurrent actions in the
modulation of ACE2 expression that could avoid SARS-CoV-2
cell entry, attenuation of the harms caused by the overexpression
of angiotensin II-AT-1 axis, discloses anti-androgenic activity
that can decrease viral priming through TMPRSS2 activity,
and has anti-inflammatory effects in the lungs, spironolactone
seems to be a plausible candidate for the prophylactic and early
treatment of SARS-CoV-2.
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THE OBJECTIVE: SAVE LIVES

The health crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic continues to claim thousands of lives around
the world. The current challenge for the scientific community, along with governments, is to
quickly find solutions to save lives and limit the consequences of the crisis.

The scientific community is currently tackling the problem primarily by aiming to develop a
vaccine to enable the body to develop an antigen-specific immune response to COVID-19. This
approach requires time-consuming studies in order to understand the underlying properties of
COVID-19 and to deploy the vaccine (1), which is very challenging to achieve at pandemic speed
(2). Moreover, it could be compromised by mutations in the COVID-19 genome (3).

However, it is essential to note that the problem could be approached from at least one other
front for more rapid deployment in a pandemic context. Too little consideration has been devoted
to the roles of the non-specific immune response via natural killer (NK) cells, which continue to be
neglected in research into vaccines (4).

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: EXPLOITING THE ACTION OF NK
CELLS

NK cells are involved in innate resistance that is not antigen-specific, but these cells also play roles
in adaptive immunity by favoring the development of antigen-specific T helper (Th) type 1 cells
by producing IFN-γ and IL-2 (5–7). In other words, a better NK effector cell response [via the
production of IFN-γ and the exocytosis of cytotoxic granules (4)] directly contributes to virus
neutralization and to the efficiency by which specific antigens are developed at the time of infection.
During an infection, NK cells also specialize as memory NK cells, which mediate protection against
a second infection by the same pathogen (4, 8). The ability of these memory cells to mediate
protection against other pathogens should therefore be further investigated.

Since the beginning of the pandemic, children have presented the highest resistance to COVID-
19, but this resistance gradually decreases with age (9). In the first phase of infection, the innate
immune system of children typically neutralizes the virus, but this is ineffective in the older
population, which commonly lacks NK cells during this phase (10). The depletion of NK cells
correlates with the severity of infections (10, 11). Therefore, the perspective of enhancing the
response of the non-specific immune system should be seriously investigated in the context of
this pandemic.
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IMPROVING IMMUNITY TO COVID-19

Horowitz et al. (4) demonstrated that vaccination enhances NK
cell effector responses in an antigen-specific manner for a fairly
long period of time (their tests were conducted after about
4 months), which agrees with the documented properties of
memory NK cells (8). Hence, if multiple vaccines enhance the
NK effector response with diverse memory NK cells, this suggests
that they may significantly contribute to (i) the neutralization of
the COVID-19 pathogen, and (ii) the development of specific
antibodies at the time of infection.

Children experience many novel antigens via vaccines,
influenza, and other environmental pathogens. The speed
by which NK cells neutralize the pathogen, as seen in
children, is the main factor limiting its propagation in
the body. The literature shows that the response of the
immune system can be trained by episodic infections. We
propose the hypothesis that the novelty, diversity, and quantity
of antigen could play a key role in training the non-
specific immune system to evoke a fast, efficient response
to pathogens.

In order to test this hypothesis, we aim to reproduce
the experience of children with many diverse and potentially
novel antigens, before analyzing the effects of such experiences
on the immune system. The complexity of this task should
require numerous research projects, giving rise to a new
avenue for research in immunology. Nevertheless, this could
be investigated in the first instance by the revaccination of
older people with a set of vaccines administered to young
children. For the novelty of antigen, the use of vaccines that
are new to a target population (e.g., existing vaccines in
foreign countries) could also be studied. In such a study, a
group of vaccinated subjects and a group of demographically
equivalent non-vaccinated subjects should be periodically tested
for COVID-19. If vaccination effectively improves non-specific
immunity, the infected subjects of the vaccinated group should
be less severely infected on average (including lower morbidity
and more asymptomatic cases) than the infected subjects in
the non-vaccinated group. Here, an improvement in non-
specific immunity is expected, in particular, if (i) an increased
concentration of NK cells is observed and lasts for several
months/years; (ii) these NK cells (including primitive NK cells
and memory NK cells developed in response to vaccination)
are effective against new antigens; and (iii) they accelerate the
development of antibodies.

It is worth mentioning that vaccines have shown to be less
effective on older people, who are subject to immunosenescence
(12). In spite of the adverse events reported, e.g., by the
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) in the U.S.,
several vaccines have proven to be secure and relevant for
adults and older people including, for example, the vaccines for
measles, mumps, and rubella (13); influenza (14); pneumococcal
conjugate with PCV13 and PCV23 (15); tetanus toxoid, reduced
diphtheria, and acellular pertussis (16, 17); herpes zoster (18); and
acute upper respiratory tract infectionwith the Bacillus Calmette-
Guérin vaccine (19, 20), which is also under study for improving
immunity to COVID-19 (21).

Yu et al. (22) analyzed the effect of childhood vaccinations
on cross-reactivity against SARS-CoV in mice by evaluating
the ability of T cells to recognize the SARS-CoV antigen
in vaccinated compared to unvaccinated mice. They did not
observe a significant difference between the two groups. Their
conclusion was that “the reduced symptoms among children
infected by SARS-CoV may be caused by other factors [than
vaccination]”; however, this ignores the effects of the non-specific
immune system via NK cells. First, as suggested by Horowitz
et al. (4), vaccines given to children could be rather beneficial
by improving the response of NK cells. Second, given the
interspecies differences in NK cell activity (23), we do not know
whether NK cells neutralize the virus prior to the development of
specific antibodies.

CONCLUSION

We propose the hypothesis that the novelty, diversity, and
quantity of antigen could play a key role in training the non-specific
immune system for a fast, efficient response to pathogens. If true,
it is expected that vaccination with existing vaccines could help
vulnerable populations to fight the virus more effectively. This
hypothesis should be seriously considered since:

• It is supported by the recently documented action of the non-
specific immune system via NK cells, and is coherent with
clinical observations (despite the fact that they are still not
sufficient to validate it). For example, this hypothesis would
explain why children aremore resistant to COVID-19 andwhy
immunity gradually decreases with age.

• This could mean that thousands of lives can be saved quickly.

It could be addressed empirically by a statistical analysis
of the occurrence of COVID-19 and severity in a targeted
population in which we administer a set of existing vaccines.
This approach could also be tested in resource-restricted
settings. Most countries around the world, including developing
countries, currently have access to many low-cost vaccines (24).

Given the urgency of the situation, we recommend that the
scientific community, in cooperation with governments, rapidly
investigate this hypothesis. Such a study would be quick, easy,
and inexpensive to perform, with little risk to the population as
the effects of existing vaccines are already known and validated.
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The effects of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic globally are striking as it impacts
greatly the social, political, economic, and healthcare aspects of many countries. The toll of this
pandemic quantified with human lives and suffering (1), the psychosocial impact (2), and the
economic slowdown (3) constitute strong reasons to translate experiences into actionable lessons,
not simply to prevent similar future crises, but rather to improve the whole spectrum of population
health and healthcare delivery. This is the third coronavirus (CoV) outbreak of international
concern in 20 years, after the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV) and the Middle-East
respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV), in addition to other viral outbreaks such as Zika virus and
Ebola virus over the last decade. It becomes clear that infectious diseases should be considered
among the most important health hazards that we will need to continue facing in the foreseeable
future (4). Thus, the transformation of various aspects at the individual as well as the societal and
governmental levels seems inevitable.

The COVID-19 pandemic has become a reality check for many aspects of healthcare systems,
especially regarding their overall readiness. Public health surveillance programs and available
infrastructures were shown as not consistently optimal (5–7). Additionally, healthcare systems
appeared unable to absorb and manage sudden and persistent pressures on their workload
especially in the settings of acute care. Even though contingency plans were often in place,
healthcare systems seemed unable to cope with the sudden, intense surge in demand (8, 9). From a
policy perspective, potential delay(s) in committing tomajor decisions, such as lockdownmeasures,
in an “epidemiologically timely fashion” could significantly impact downstream healthcare
outcomes (10, 11). The latter is of particular importance, as healthcare challenges in one country
should be considered both an internal and a potentially global challenge, at least for infectious
diseases (12, 13). Finally, the speed at which a global public health issue translated into a financial
downturn, affecting many different industries, was underestimated (3, 14).

The COVID-19 pandemic acts as a transformation catalyst, accelerating the implementation
and adoption of changes in public health interventions. Thus, a new model of healthcare delivery
emerges with more emphasis on preventive measures, remote care, and substantial technological
dependence. However, these are juxtaposed against ongoing technical challenges to meet the surge
capacity in laboratory testing, the fast-tracked implementation of new technologies, the mental
health concerns, the ethical concerns on the potential rationing of insufficient resources, and the
protection of privacy and personal data during times of crises. Taking the former into account, the
following aspects seem likely to emerge as most affected in the post-COVID-19 era.

SHIFTING GREATER PATIENT NUMBERS TO REMOTE CARE

Remote care or telehealth services were already used in emergencies, crises, and routine care
previously (15, 16). During the COVID-19 pandemic, their wider utilization has accelerated.
Telehealth services have now been used in the large-scale screening of patients prior to their visit
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and triage assessment, in the routine monitoring of patients at
home, for remote clinical encounters, or supervising patient care
by off-site experts (17–19). It is likely that a significant portion of
such services will remain telehealth-based post COVID-19, e.g.,
the remote monitoring and management of greater numbers of
patients, as it provides higher convenience and better patient-
centered care, thus partially addressing the healthcare system
flow rate and capacity challenges.

This has been observed in mental healthcare as well, where
the pandemic became a catalyst for the implementation of
online therapy and e-health tools in routine practice, following
more than two decades of many brilliant, but mostly failed,
attempts (20, 21). Imperatives dominating the field, e.g., that
“the clinician/patient therapeutic alliance can only be established
face-to-face,” in spite of research showing the opposite (22), are
being resolved. It is likely that oncemental healthcare institutions
have developed the capabilities post COVID-19 of serving their
patients via different digital technologies, there is little reason
for them to give all of these up, in view of the advantages they
have experienced over an extended period of crisis response
(23). A future “blended approach” is likely to emerge, where e-
mental-health solutions occupy a greater part of routine services.
Additionally, the currently developed expertise can be used in
expanding a wider public e-mental-health approach, utilizing not
only guided but also fully self-guided interventions, such as self-
help apps or online therapeutic modules (24). The latter could
also be tested and eventually applied in settings and countries
with scarce mental health resources, where such need has been
previously identified (25), as a positive post-COVID-19 long-
term outcome.

This system evolution is likely to serve as an adjunct for
the gradual adoption of further new technologies, for example,
the use of drones as delivery vehicles for critical supplies,
robotics, the widespread 3D-printing of healthcare-related items,
and smartphone-enabled monitoring of patient adherence to
treatments (26, 27).

IMPROVED EMPHASIS ON
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS AND DATA
ANALYSIS

The speed by which SARS-CoV-2 spread globally highlights once
more that the need for reliable and representative surveillance
systems for infectious diseases remains as acute as ever. Public
health surveillance for infectious diseases uses reported positive
results from sentinel clinical laboratories or laboratory networks
to survey the presence of specific microbial agents that constitute
a threat to public health in a given population (28). However, the
continuing rationalization of public health costs has led to the
consolidation of a number of clinical microbiology laboratories
involving a shift toward laboratory amalgamation. Through
this consolidation activity, an operational model emerged with
large centralized clinical laboratories performing on one central
platform and one or several distal laboratories dealing locally
only with urgent analyses (29, 30). It would be informative to
see if this reduction in the number of small clinical laboratories

and the aggregation of the remaining ones conditioned or not
the ability to detect epidemiological changes in the context
of COVID-19.

Therefore, the routine use of big data and artificial
intelligence approaches to model crises and to identify and
understand the weaknesses of existing systems (close to real-
time) would be necessary in order to strengthen existing
structures. Mobile-enabled technologies can now be deployed en
masse to monitor quarantined individuals and to trace exposed
individuals in a timely and accurate fashion within regions
and/or countries, as in the cases of South Korea and Taiwan
(31). These are some of the new tools likely to move further
into the public health sphere and support the understanding
in an interconnected and hypercomplex global environment.
The necessity for international collaboration and sharing of
information between competent healthcare authorities during
crises has been highlighted many times previously, as well as the
rapid deployment of specialist teams on the ground, and this is
likely to be strengthened even further post COVID-19 (32, 33).

Any such changes would need to be accompanied by a
greater public awareness of the health systems, new and/or better
tools, and their potential implementations in order to combat
infectious disease outbreaks. As such, the interaction with social
media and behavioral science is likely to be used extensively for
health promotion, education, and mass communications (34).
However, the pandemic has also highlighted that poor health
literacy among the general population is an underestimated
public health problem globally (35). Improving public health
literacy is now essential as it might help people to grasp the
reasons behind the recommendations and reflect on outcomes
of their various possible actions, especially in the context of
resource-restricted settings (36).

DEVELOPMENT OF LEGISLATIVE,
POLITICAL, AND HEALTHCARE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

While the COVID-19 outbreak accelerated many of the
above processes, there still remain challenges, including, for
example, credentialing, licensing, reimbursement, and issues
related to technology, security, privacy, safety, and litigations
(37–39). More specifically, in the ethical field and from an
individual perspective, the collection and availability of vast
amounts of information regarding people (e.g., via geo-tagged
social networks) makes full data anonymization ineffective in
protecting the identity of the data source, making it only
more difficult, yet still feasible via the use of advanced systems
and triangulation, to (re)identify individuals (40). As such,
the ethical imperative of transparency with regard to the
dangers of downstream data linkage and inadvertent individual
identification should be upheld (41). From a population-level
perspective, if systems are designed to be entirely reliant
on anonymous data in order to protect data contributors,
they might not work very well-either, as the element of
information accountability and, hence, transparency is affected.
Especially in the case of humanitarian emergencies, and certainly
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FIGURE 1 | The simplified relative impact of the organizations mentioned in the manuscript (adapted) (49). This schematic representation defines the different influence

domains of the main actors during the pandemic and the need for a coordinated international approach for future responses to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).

communicable disease outbreaks, anonymous information is
current best practice, but cannot be considered as the ethical
panacea (42).

It should be noted that public health ethics differs from
clinical ethics in that it requires giving priority to promoting
the common good over protecting individual autonomy (43).
This ethical contrast becomes even greater in resource-restricted
settings during public health emergencies, where overwhelmed
healthcare systems might instigate the rationing of staff and/or
medical supplies, with distressing decision-making, such as who
receives life support (44).

One of the defining aspects of the current pandemic was the
unprecedented levels of misinformation, conspiracy theories, and
rumors reproduced by lay and social media related to COVID-
19; these can only be counterproductive in the fight against the
current epidemic, both in the short and long term. Perhaps,
this is an outcome of the pandemic taking place during the
“social media age.” (45). TheWHO responded to the “infodemic”
releasing a statement and suppressing several such measures
advocated online and in social media, which are not effective in
the treatment of COVID-19, and has done so ongoingly (46). In
terms of responses, social media platforms have responded to the
majority of the social media posts rated false by fact-checkers by
removing them or attaching various warnings. However, as the
number of English-language fact-checks rose more than 900%

from January to March, outpacing the available fact-checking
resources, misinformation has almost certainly grown even faster
(47). Consistency in the public health messaging as well as
increased funding dedicated to fact-checking seems to be needed
as the immediate first step.

It seems inevitable that post COVID-19, there will be
a review of policies, guidelines, and regulations relating to
individuals’ rights and the implementation of drastic public
health measures, such as prolonged quarantine measures as well
as the governance of new technologically driven solutions within
healthcare (relative impact shown in Figure 1). Compulsory
“public health-triggered” powers are currently justified under a
common legal and ethical standard, taking into account the risk
of the pathogen to the individual and the general population,
the incidence rate and transmission mode of the pathogen,
the effectiveness of available public health interventions, and
the availability and type of clinical treatments. In particular,
in emerging crises, such as in the case of COVID-19 when
the science is uncertain, the adoption of the “precautionary
principle” is reasonable to ensure public safety. It is expected that
post COVID-19, a number of these measures will be evaluated on
their timing and effectiveness, whether the nature of themeasures
and their implementation was proportionate to the risk, and
whether the legal assessments of the partial scientific evidence
were successful (48).
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY-BASED APPROACHES

The transformation in healthcare would not be possible
if it is not associated with technological innovations in
communication, machine learning, and transportation.
The expansion of Medicare telehealth coverage amidst the
pandemic is a major step in the right direction (50) as
well as the increased delivery of healthcare closer to home
for chronic neurological patients (51). However, concerns
about security remain as not all publicly available tools for
videoconferencing comply with internationally accepted
standards of confidentiality. This security concern, for example,
the phenomenon of Zoom-bombing, applies as much to
patients as it does to medical professionals delivering the new
remote services. Therefore, technology-empowered approaches
must take all necessary steps to safeguard the privacy of
their participants.

The silver lining for the post-COVID-19 era is the
realization that a significant portion of healthcare activities
in the wider sense can be improved by technologically
empowered approaches, and some can even be done remotely
equally as effectively. For example, for some postoperative
follow-ups, phone visits are not necessarily inferior to in-
person visits in terms of patient satisfaction, complications,
and adverse events (52). Where there needs to be an
increased emphasis is the investigation of how technologies
can be utilized earlier and/or better in order to provide
added flexibility to the responsiveness of the healthcare
system in times of crisis. Existing guidelines have supported
part of this perspective (53). However, there has been a
noticeable struggle to shift the focus of healthcare systems to
tackle the current emergency resulting in potential response
timelags (54).

DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL MODELS
TO SUPPORT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH,
COOPERATION, AND CRISIS
PREPAREDNESS

COVID-19 led simultaneously to two opposite consequences on
laboratory medicine activities. On the one hand, microbiology
departments faced a huge increase in their diagnostic activities
related to the afflux of COVID-19 suspected patients (55). On
the other hand, activities of clinical laboratories not directly
related to COVID-19 dropped significantly, including for
instance cancer services, which had to adapt to a different,
remote-based service model (17, 18). A similar picture was
also observed at the institutional/hospital level, with a drop
of routine activity (56), and the acute need for reallocation
of staff and services (57). Considering these factors, COVID-
19 has changed the healthcare business models of basic
academic health sciences, public health surveillance, and

the industry. The efficient collaboration within informal
networks comprising clinical laboratories servicing consortia of
hospitals, academic groups, and test manufacturers (forged
through previous recent outbreaks and/or operational
consolidations) represented a key element in the European
response against COVID-19 and in supporting acute clinical and
international needs (e.g., utilization of the existing COMBACTE
Network) (58).

Thus, it is likely that because of their quick mobilization
and response times to the clinical needs, further global activities
such as those within the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI)
framework will be strengthened, hopefully maintaining the
breadth of creative approaches. The urgency of the COVID-
19 situation forced major healthcare providers to respond often
without the ability for a full discussion of the financial costs
involved in those emergency responses. However, the scale
of investment needed for combatting COVID-19 is certainly
ambitious and a key consideration for the immediate future.
As such, new public private partnerships are vital, whether
this involves drug, vaccine, and/or test development. Unlocking
additional financing sources, acknowledging the imperative to
link financial returns to the providers of capital, and creating
profitable, sustainable financing structures will be central in
developing new financial models to support scientific research,
cooperation, and crisis preparedness (59).

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 outbreak serves as a reminder that proactive
planning for healthcare emergencies as well as an intensified
commitment to global public health preparedness remains
necessary. The lessons learned on the limitations of extant
healthcare systems and their capacity to respond to infectious
disease epidemics in the 21st century should be considered,
enabling the transformation of future healthcare. In addition,
the realization that technologically empowered solutions can be
implemented and work well-should constitute the benchmark for
the greater integration of such technologies as part of routine
healthcare design and provision. Optimal outcomes can be
attained where both patients and healthcare providers become
active participants in this process. However, for that to be
achieved, ethical, regulatory, and legal concerns that emerged
during this pandemic need to be addressed. The current global
experiences lay the foundation for a significant post-COVID-19
healthcare transformation, so that systems can better prepare to
address the next global threat(s) of the 21st century.
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COVID-19 has recently become the most serious threat to public health, and its

prevalence has been increasing at an alarming rate. The incubation period for the

virus is ∼1–14 days and all age groups may be susceptible to a fatality rate of about

5.9%. COVID-19 is caused by a novel single-stranded, positive (+) sense RNA beta

coronavirus. The development of a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 is an urgent needworldwide.

Immunoinformatics approaches are both cost-effective and convenient, as in silico

predictions can reduce the number of experiments needed. In this study, with the aid

of immunoinformatics tools, we tried to design a multi-epitope vaccine that can be

used for the prevention and treatment of COVID-19. The epitopes were computed by

using B cells, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL), and helper T lymphocytes (HTL) base

on the proteins of SARS-CoV-2. A vaccine was devised by fusing together the B cell,

HTL, and CTL epitopes with linkers. To enhance the immunogenicity, the β-defensin (45

mer) amino acid sequence, and pan-HLA DR binding epitopes (13aa) were adjoined

to the N-terminal of the vaccine with the help of the EAAAK linker. To enable the

intracellular delivery of the modeled vaccine, a TAT sequence (11aa) was appended to

C-terminal. Linkers play vital roles in producing an extended conformation (flexibility),

protein folding, and separation of functional domains, and therefore, make the protein

structure more stable. The secondary and three-dimensional (3D) structure of the final

vaccine was then predicted. Furthermore, the complex between the final vaccine and

immune receptors (toll-like receptor-3 (TLR-3), major histocompatibility complex (MHC-I),

and MHC-II) were evaluated by molecular docking. Lastly, to confirm the expression of

the designed vaccine, the mRNA of the vaccine was enhanced with the aid of the Java

Codon Adaptation Tool, and the secondary structure was generated fromMfold. Then we

performed in silico cloning. The final vaccine requires experimental validation to determine

its safety and efficacy in controlling SARS-CoV-2 infections.

Keywords: immunoinformatics, epitope prediction, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, vaccine

INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, COVID-19, caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) was first discovered in China and has rapidly spread across the world. As of 12:00
noon on June 4, a total of 6,392,319 confirmed cases of COVID-19 have been reported globally,
including 383,318 deaths. The prevalence of the disease has been increasing at an alarming rate.
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There were 1,849,852 cases in the United States, 555,383 in Brazil,
431,715 in Russia, 281,270 in the United Kingdom, and 3,275,736
in a number of other countries (1).

The incubation period for the virus is∼1–14 days, and all age
groups are susceptible to a fatality rate of about 5.9%. The most
common clinical manifestations are low-grade fever, dry cough,
fatigue, and gastrointestinal symptoms (2). About half of all
patients with COVID-19 develop shortness of breath, and severe
cases may rapidly develop SARS, septic shock, difficult-to-correct
metabolic acidosis, and coagulation disorders (3). COVID-19
may also affect other organs, most commonly the heart and
kidneys (4–6). Some patients may have mild symptoms, without
fever, and may recover after 1–4 weeks (7). Other patients may
show signs of serious illness and some may die; however, most
patients show favorable progress (8). Male individuals with the
disease and aged patients have the worst prognosis. In children,
the disease is relatively mild (9).

COVID-19 is caused by a novel single-stranded, positive
(+) sense RNA beta coronavirus, which is a pathogen of
the Coronaviridae family, named SARS-CoV-2 (10). The
full-length genome sequences revealed that SARS-CoV-
2 has the greatest genetic similarity to bat coronavirus,
∼45–90% similarity to severe acute respiratory syndrome-
related coronavirus (SARSr-CoV), and a smaller similarity
of 20–60% to the Middle East respiratory syndrome-related
coronavirus (MERS-CoV) (10). Thus, a bat might be the
original host of SARS-CoV-2, but the intermediate host remains
undiscovered (10).

The genes of SARS-CoV-2 encode structural proteins and
non-structural proteins. Four structural proteins are absolutely
vital for viral assembly and invasion of SARS-CoV-2. Spike
protein homotrimers constitute the spikes on the viral surface,
and these spikes are responsible for attachment to host
cells by binding to their receptors (10). The M protein has
three transmembrane domains, which determine the shape of
the virion, facilitate membrane curvature, and bind to the
nucleocapsid. The E protein plays an important role in virion
assembly and release, as well as involved in viral pathogenesis.
The N protein has two different domains, both of which bind
to the viral RNA genome via totally different mechanisms. In
addition, some reports have shown that non-structural proteins
are essential for the replication of coronaviruses (10).

Vaccination is a vital tool for the control and elimination of the
virus, and the development of a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 remains
an urgent need (11). Traditional methods of vaccine development
are time-consuming and very labor-intensive (12). The realm of
immunoinformatics tools considers the mechanism of the host
immune response to yield additional methodologies in the design
of vaccine against diseases are cost-effective and convenient,
as in silico predictions can reduce the number of experiments
needed (13, 14). Dozens of studies have generated epitope-based
peptide vaccine of SARS-CoV-2. Baruah and Bose (15) used
immunoinformatics tools to discover cytotoxic T lymphocyte
(CTL) and B cell epitopes for the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2.
Then, Abraham et al. developed a multi-epitope vaccine that was
designed using immunoinformatics tools that potentially trigger
both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell immune responses (16).

Although there are many vaccines generated by
immunoinformatics tools, most of these are based on spike
protein. The spike protein is responsible for attachment to
host cells by binding to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) (17). A vaccine based on the spike protein could induce
antibodies to block SARS-COV binding and fusion or neutralize
virus infection (18). But there are still many obstacles, spike
protein-based SARS vaccine may induce harmful immune
responses that cause liver damage of the vaccinated animals
(19). Other virus proteins are considered as the candidates for
designing vaccine with protective and less harmful immune
responses (20). Vaccine-based on structural and non-structural
proteins of the virus is revealed potential vaccine inducing
protective immune responses (20, 21). Pandey et al. reported the
more scientifically rigorous strategy of multi-epitope subunits
based on multiple proteins against parasitic and viral diseases,
such as malaria, visceral leishmaniasis, and HIV (22–24). In this
present, we employed immunoinformatics to predict multiple
immunogenic proteins from the SARS-CoV-2 proteome and
thereby design a multi-epitope vaccine. These proteins included
non-structural and structural sequences of SARS-CoV-2, their
reference sequences were retrieved from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Retrieving COVID-19 Protein Sequences
The proteins of the SARS-CoV-2 have been reported and
reference could get from NCBI (25, 26). The reference sequences
of SARS-CoV-2 proteins were retrieved from NCBI Protein
Database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein) and accession
numbers in Table 1, then we stored the reference sequences
as a FASTA data type. The proteins with <100 amino acid
sequences which are too short to predict epitopes were excluded,
the remaining proteins were used for further analysis.

Identifying Antigenicity of Protein
Sequences
VaxiJen is the first server for alignment-independent prediction
of protective antigens, which overcome the limitations of
alignment-dependent methods (27). To identify the potential
antigenicity of SARS-CoV-2 proteins, an online prediction
server, VaxiJen v2.0 (http://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/vaxijen/
VaxiJen/VaxiJen.html) was used to predict the antigenic values
of each protein (28). This identification was applied according to
the default parameters of the server. Proteins having antigenicity
were sorted according to an antigenic score of ≥ 0.5 (Threshold
for this model is 0.5) and were selected for further structural
modeling (27).

Structural Modeling of SARS-COV-2
Proteins
There are no available experimental structures of SARS-COV-2
proteins, Phyre 2 provide model regions trough a new ab initio
folding simulation with no detectable homology (29). The SARS-
CoV-2 proteins were modeled by Phyre 2 server (http://www.sbg.
bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/). Because the SARS-COV-2 proteins with no
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TABLE 1 | Details and antigenicity of SARS-CoV-2 proteins.

No. Accession

numbera
Protein Amino

acids

Antigenic

valueb

1 YP_009724395.1 ORF7a protein 121aa 0.6755

2 YP_009724396.1 ORF8 protein 121aa 0.6392

3 YP_009725305.1 nsp9 113aa 0.6292

4 YP_009725302.1 nsp6 290aa 0.5668

5 YP_009725299.1 nsp3 1945aa 0.5538

6 YP_009725310.1 endoRNAse 346aa 0.5436

7 YP_009724391 ORF3a protein 275aa 0.541

8 YP_009724393.1 Membrane

glycoprotein

222aa 0.5184

9 YP_009724397.2 Nucleocapsid

phosphoprotein

419aa 0.5133

10 YP_009725295.1 ORF1a polyprotein 4405aa 0.4813

11 YP_009725300.1 nsp4 500aa 0.4759

12 YP_009724390.1 Surface glycoprotein 1273aa 0.4707

13 YP_009724389.1 ORF1ab polyprotein 7096aa 0.4624

14 YP_009725297.1 Leader protein 180aa 0.4497

15 YP_009725309.1 3′-to-5′ exonuclease 527aa 0.4219

16 YP_009725308.1 Helicase 601aa 0.4219

17 YP_009725307.1 RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase

932aa 0.4123

18 YP_009725306.1 nsp10 139aa 0.4091

19 YP_009725304.1 nsp8 198aa 0.4063

20 YP_009725298.1 nsp2 638aa 0.4043

21 YP_009725301.1 3C-like proteinase 306aa 0.4037

22 YP_009725311.1 2′-O-ribose 298aa 0.3917

23 YP_009724394.1 ORF6 protein 61aa 0.5719

24 YP_009725296.1 ORF7b protein 43aa 0.5505

25 YP_009725255.1 ORF10 protein 38aa 0.622

26 YP_009725312.1 nsp11 13aa 0.2878

27 YP_009724392.1 Envelope protein 75aa 0.6243

aThe accession number is the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

reference sequence number.
bThe antigenic value threshold was > 0.5000.

detectable homology protein to finish the modeling, we chose
the intensive search and output the accurate alignment by the
alignment of hidden Markov models.

ModRefiner was used by the GalaxyRefine server (http://
galaxy.seoklab.org /cgi-bin/submit.cgi?type=REFINE) (30). The
structure assessment was performed by the SWISS-MODEL
workspace (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/assess) (31). The three
dimensional (3D) models were used for the conformational
(discontinuous) B-cell epitope predictions while the sequences
were utilized in linear B-cell and T-cell epitope predictions.

Prediction of CTL Epitopes
NetCTL-1.2 is demonstrated to have a high predictive
performance (32). The NetCTL 1.2 server (http://www.cbs.
dtu.dk/services/NetCTL/) was applied to predict CTL epitopes
for the SARS-CoV-2 at the threshold value of 0.75 with high
sensitivity and specificity (32). To cover ∼90% of the world’s
population, three supertypes (A2, A3, and B7) were selected

based on artificial neural networks, to predict MHC class I
binding epitopes (33). The best candidates for the SARS-CoV-2
vaccine construction were sorted for further prediction, based
on a half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) < 500 nm
and an integrated score. The IC50 < 500 nm represents epitope
has a high affinity to receptor. The integrated score indicated
the transporter of antigenic peptides (TAP) transport efficiency,
class I binding, and proteasomal cleavage prediction (34–36).
Then the specific Treg epitopes were screened and excluded by
the EpiToolKit (https://epivax.com/).

Prediction of Helper T Lymphocyte (HTL)
Epitopes
ForMHC class II T cell epitope predictions, The Immune Epitope
Database server predicted binders based on the percentile rank or
MHC binding affinity (37). The Immune Epitope Database server
(IEDB; http://tools.iedb.org/mhcii/) was used to predict helper
T lymphocyte (HTL) epitopes (37). We chose the combinatorial
approach which recommended by IEDB to predict HTL epitopes.
The combinatorial approach combined NN-align, SMM-align,
CombLib, Sturniolo, and NetMHCIIpan methods (38–42). The
17 alleles of the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) were selected
for the prediction at α and β chains, separately (43). For final
construction, epitopes were selected based on their scores (low
scores indicated favorable binding), the release of interferon-
gamma (IFN-γ), induction of emergent properties, and the IC50
< 500 nm.

Prediction of IFN-γ Inducing Epitopes
The IFN-γ cytokine makes a major contribution to antiviral
mechanisms. It excites both native and specific immune
responses by activating macrophages and natural killer cells (44).
Further, IFN-γ augments the response of MHC to antigens. The
IFN-γ epitope server (http://crdd.osdd.net/raghava/ifnepitope/
scan.php) was used to recognize IFN-γ epitopes (45). We entered
the HTL epitopes with low scores into the IFN-γ epitope server.
Positive IFN-γ induction was predicted based on the support
vector machine (SVM) hybrid approach. The final HTL epitopes
were determined based on IFN-γ induction and MHC Class
II binding, both of which facilitate the stimulation of T-helper
cells (46).

Prediction of Line and Conformational B
Cell Epitopes
The ABCpred (http://crdd.osdd.net/raghava/abcpred/) and
BepiPred linear epitope prediction (http://tools.iedb.org/bcell/
result/) servers were utilized to predict linear B cell epitopes.
The ABCpred server is based on an artificial neural network
(ANN) (47, 48). The linear B cell epitopes of the SARS-CoV-2
protein were predicted at a threshold of 0.5. The BepiPred
linear epitope prediction server is based on seven methods:
(a) Bepipred-1.0 Linear Epitope Prediction; (b) BepiPred-2.0:
Sequential B cell Epitope Predictor; (c) Chou and Fasman
beta-turn prediction; (d) Emini surface accessibility scale;
(e) Karplus and Schulz flexibility scale; and the (f) Kolaskar
and Tongaonkar antigenicity scale (49–54). We used these
seven methods separately to predict the average threshold. The
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overlap between ABCpred and BepiPred severs was selected to
determine the candidate epitopes for the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine
construction (55).

Unlike T-cell epitopes that are linear continuous stretches
of residues, B-cell epitopes are generally conformational
(discontinuous) (56). In this study, the ElliPro servers
(http://tools.iedb.org/ellipro/) were applied to predict the
conformational B-cells epitopes (57). The server predicts
epitopes based on PI (Protrusion Index) value. The epitope with
PI = 0.9 would include 90% of residues with 10% being outside
the ellipsoid, discontinues B-cells epitopes with the top PI value
was selected for vaccine designing (57).

Multi-Epitope Subunit Vaccine Design
To develop the final vaccine, epitopes determined by various
immunoinformatics software were linked together with the aid of
separate linkers. The CTL epitopes were linked by the AAY linker,
HTL epitopes by the GPGPG linker, and B cells were linked by the
KK linker (48, 58, 59). To increase the vaccine immunogenicity,
the β-defensin (45 mer) amino acid sequence was adjoined to
the N-terminal of the vaccine with the help of the EAAAK
linker (60). The β-defensin peptides provoke innate immunity
cells and recruit naive T cells through the chemokine receptor-
6 (CCR-6) (61). The pan-HLA DR binding epitopes (13aa) as
well as added to the N-terminal of the vaccine with the aid of the
same linker (59). The pan-HLA DR binding epitopes in vaccine
construct facilitating binding to many different types of mouse
and human MHC-II alleles to induce CD4-helper cell responses
(59). To enable the intracellular delivery of the modeled vaccine,
a TAT sequence (11aa) was appended to C-terminal (62). Linkers
(AYY, KK, and GPGPG) play vital roles in producing an extended
conformation (flexibility), protein folding, and separation of
functional domains, and therefore, make the protein structure
more stable (59).

Prediction of Allergenicity, Antigenicity
The allergenic proteins induce a harmful immune response,
allergenicity of the vaccine should be non-allergic (63). The
non-allergic character of the vaccine sequence was evaluated by
the AlgPred server (http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/algpred/)
(63). We predicted allergenicity of vaccine sequences choosing
a hybrid approach (SVMc+IgE epitope+ARPs BLAST+MAST)
with the highest accuracy and sensitivity (63).

The Vaxijen v2.0 server (http://www.ddgpharmfac.net/
vaxijen/VaxiJen/VaxiJen.html) was applied to evaluate the
antigenicity of the vaccine (27). The antigenicity prediction
method was solely based on the physicochemical properties of
proteins without recourse to sequence alignment. The precision
rate of the server ranged from 70 to 89%.

Immune Simulations
To determine immune response profile of this multi-epitope
vaccine, computational immune simulations were performed
by the C-ImmSim online server at (http://kraken.iac.rm.cnr.it/
C-IMMSIM/) (64). The C-ImmSim utilizes the Celada-Seiden
model for describing both humoral and cellular profiles of a
mammalian immune system against designed vaccine. As per

the literature, three injections were administrated at different
intervals of 1 month. The simulation was performed with default
parameters. The vaccine sequence was administered 4 weeks
apart. The simulation volume was 1,000, simulation steps was
1,000, random seed was 12,345, and the vaccine injection with
no LPS (64).

Prediction of Various Physicochemical
Properties
The ProtParam tool (http://web.expasy.org/protparam/)
was used to evaluate the physicochemical properties of the
final vaccine protein (65). The physicochemical properties
included the number of amino acids, molecular weight,
theoretical isoelectric point (pI), amino acid composition,
atomic composition, formula, extinction coefficients, estimated
half-life, instability index, aliphatic index, and grand average
of hydropathicity (GRAVY) (66). The molecular weight and
theoretical pI were computed by user-entered sequences. The
amino acid and atomic compositions were self-explanatory. The
extinction coefficient of a protein was based on information
about its amino acid composition. The instability index of a
protein indirectly indicated the stability of the protein. If the
computed instability index of protein was <40, it was regarded
as a stable protein, while values >40 were regarded as unstable.
In vivo half-life evaluation of proteins was based on the principle
of the “N-end rule.” Furthermore, GRAVY is a measurement of
the hydrophobic nature of the protein, which is calculated by
determining the total hydropathy of all amino acids divided by
the number of amino acid residues in the protein.

To avoid inducing pathogenic priming and autoimmunity, the
sequence homology of the final vaccine to human protein was
screened by BLASTp online server (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/Blast.cgi) (67). An ideal vaccine should have non-sequence
to human proteins.

Prediction, Refinement, and Quality
Assessment of the Tertiary Structure of the
Developed Vaccine Construct
The designed vaccine was a reconstructed protein with no
detectable homology (29). Phyre2 incorporates an ab initio
folding simulation to model regions of proteins with no
detectable homology. The Phyre 2 server (http://www.sbg.bio.
ic.ac. uk/phyre2/) was used to predict the three-dimensional
structure of the designed vaccine. The server generates a full-
length 3D model of a protein sequence by employing both
multiple template modeling and simplified ab initio folding
simulation (29).

To enhance the overall and partial structural quality of the
protein, the output 3D structure of the final vaccine from the
Phyre 2 server was further refined by the GalaxyRefine server
(http://galaxy.seoklab.org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?type=REFINE)
(30). The GalaxyRefine server predicted five refined models of
our developed vaccine construct, in which Model 1 was made
by the structural perturbation based simply on the clusters of
the side chains; whereas, Models 2–5 were generated by deeper
perturbations of loops and secondary structural elements (30).
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For the assessment of the tertiary structure of the final
vaccine protein, a Ramachandran plot was performed by
the SWISS-MODEL workspace (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/
assess) (31). The Ramachandran plot illuminates favored regions
for backbone dihedral angles against amino acid residues in
protein structure (31). The Structure Assessment page shows
the most relevant scores provided by Molprobity and help we
easily identify where residues of low quality lie in their model
or structure (31). Then, ProSA-web (https://prosa.services.came.
sbg.ac.at/prosa.php) was employed in the final vaccine protein
structure validation. A positive Z-score commonly means an
erroneous or erratic section found in the generated 3D protein
model (68).

Molecular Docking of the SARS-CoV-2
Vaccine Construct With the Related
Antigenic Recognition Receptor
To revealing the binding affinity between the vaccine construct
and antigenic recognition receptors of toll-like receptor-3
(TLR3, 2A0Z) and major histocompatibility complex (MHC-
I, 4WUU, and MHC-II, 3C5J) present on the surface of
immune cells (69). Docking analysis was performed using the
ClusPro server (https://cluspro.bu.edu/login.php?redir/queue.
php). TLR3 act as receptors for antigenic recognition. The
ClusPro server computed the models based on electrostatic
interactions and desolvation energy (69). To reconfirm the
binding affinity of the designed vaccine construct between these
receptors, the PatchDock server (https://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/
PatchDock/) was used for docking (70). The server predicted the
potential complex with the help of three algorithm-molecular
shape representations, surface patch matching, filtering, and
scoring (70). After the acquisition of the output from the
PatchDock server, the complexes were refined by the FireDock
algorithm, which predicted the optimal complex with the aid of
energy functions (70).

Molecular Dynamic Simulation
The pdb file of vaccine protein and receptor complex (TLR3,
MHC-I, and MHC-II) were used to start the molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations. The complexes were placed in a
octahedron box of water molecules represented by the three-
point charge SPC model, whose boundary is at least 10 Å
from any protein atoms. The solvated protein was subsequently
neutralized by chloridions. Covalent bonds involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained using the LINCS algorithm, and long-
range electrostatic interactions were treated with particle-mesh
Ewald employing a real-space cutoff of 10 Å. The system
was first briefly minimized with backbone atoms restrained
to the initial coordinates to remove close contacts, and
the restrained system was gradually heated to 300K under
constant volume conditions in 100 ps. Each system was
equilibrated for 1 ns using the constant isothermal-isobaric
ensemble at 1 atm and 300K without any restraints. The
Parrinello-Rahman barostat and a V-rescale thermostat were
used with an integration time step of 2 fs. Production run
MD simulations were performed for 10 ns with coordinates

recorded every 10 ps. All simulations were performed using
GROMACS 2018.2 along with the GROMOS96 54a7 force
field (16, 24).

Codon Adaptation and in silico Cloning
For the purpose of cloning, codon adaptation of the designed
vaccine was performed for analyzing the codon usage by
the prokaryotic organism (Escherichia coli, E. coli). The
Java Codon Adaptation tool (http://www.jcat.de/) was used
to optimize codon (71). Then the secondary structure of
mRNA was predicted by Mfold (http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/?
q=mfold) (72). For raising the expression efficiency of the
final vaccine protein, the E. coli K12 strain was chosen. For
the valid translation of the vaccine gene, we proofread and
avoided rho-independent transcription termination, prokaryote
ribosome binding site, and cleavage site of restriction enzymes.
Restriction endonuclease sites XhoI and BamHI were appended
to N and C terminals of vaccine, respectively. Then, it was
inserted into the pET28a (+) vector between the XhoI and
BamHI. The flow chart of the designed work is shown
in Figure 1.

RESULTS

The strategy of vaccine construction is presented in Figure 1.

Antigenicity Analysis of SARS-CoV-2 and
Selection of Protein Sequences for Vaccine
Construction
The proteome of SARS-CoV-2 was retrieved, which comprised
27 proteins. The reference sequences of those proteins
were retrieved in the FASTA format and their details are
presented in Table 1. Five proteins with <100 amino acid
sequences are too short to predict epitopes (ORF6 protein,
ORF10 protein, ORF7b protein, nsp11, and envelope protein)
were excluded.

In order to develop a subunit vaccine, it is critical to
identify candidate proteins that are important for inducing a
protective immune response (27). The remaining 22 proteins
sequence were relayed to the VaxiJen server to determine their
antigenicity based on the antigenic scores (Table 1). Proteins
with antigenic scores >0.5 were selected for further analysis (28).
Nine proteins, namely ORF7a protein, ORF8 protein, nsp9, nsp6,
nsp3, endoRNAse, ORF3a protein, membrane glycoprotein, and
nucleocapsid phosphoprotein were finally selected for further
epitope prediction.

There is no available experimental structures of these nine
proteins, we predicted homology models for the nine proteins
applying the normal mode of phyre2 online server. The most
suitable templates for the nine proteins were identified to be
the PBD entries (Table S1). All of the modeled structures were
showed over 90% residues in the Ramachandran favored region
Figure S1 and Table S2.

Identification of Cytotoxic T Cell Epitopes
The prediction of CTL epitopes (9 mer) was performed by the
NetCTL server. The binder sites were determined based on
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of design strategy, representing the steps of the construct of the multi-epitope subunit vaccine.

three supertypes (A2, A3, and B7), with a 95% coverage rate
of the world’s population. Nine proteins were selected based
on antigenicity. One epitope of each supertype was selected
based on the highest score and an IC50 value < 500 nm.
Then the specific Treg-inducing epitopes were excluded by
Epitoolkit. A total of 18 epitopes were selected from nine
proteins as the candidates for the construction of the vaccine
(Table 2).

Identification of Helper T Lymphocyte
Epitopes
The HTL epitopes (15 mer) were evaluated for three HLA
supertypes: HLA-DR (DRB1∗01:01, DRB1∗07:01, DRB1∗09:01,
DRB3∗01:01, DRB4∗01:01); HLA-DQ (DQA1∗01:01/DQB1∗

05:01, DQA1∗01:02/DQB1∗06:02, DQA1∗03:01/DQB1∗

0:02, DQA1∗04:01/DQB1∗04:02, DQA1∗05:01/DQB1∗02:01,
DQA1∗05:01/DQB1∗03:0 1); and HLA-DP (DPA1∗01/DPB1∗

04:01, DPA1∗01:03/DPB1∗02:01, DPA1∗02:01 /DPB1∗01:01,
DPA1∗02:01/DPB1∗05:01, DPA1∗03:01/DPB1∗04:02). We sorted
the top epitopes with the lowest scores (low scores indicated
the highest binding capability) from three supertypes. The best
candidate was then selected based on positive IFN-γ induction
and an IC50 < 500 nm. Then the specific Treg-inducing epitopes
were excluded by Epitoolkit. Thus, a total of 14 epitopes were
selected for vaccine design (Table 3).

Identification of Line and Conformational
B-Cell Epitopes
We used the ABCpred and BepiPred servers to identify the line B
cell candidate epitopes. All predicted epitopes from both servers
were compared, and only the overlapping epitopes were selected
for the development of the vaccine. The line epitopes identified
by ABCpred had prediction scores ranging from 0.52 to 0.93,
and line epitopes identified by BepiPred had prediction scores
ranging from 0.5 to 1. Among these line epitopes, only 12 (16
mer) were found to be common or partly common in both
servers (Table 4). These 12 line epitopes were selected for vaccine
construction (Table 4).

The non-continuous B cell epitopes were predicted by the
ElliPro severs, a total number of 27 non-continuous B cell
epitopes were generated from ElliPro. Amino acid residues,
sequence location, the number of residues, and the PI scores
of the predicted conformational epitopes are shown in Table 5

and the graphical depiction of these epitopes can be seen in
Figure S2. Twenty-four epitopes were excluded because it added
the allergenicity of vaccine, three epitopes were marked red and
selected for vaccine construction.

Construction of the Subunit Vaccine
The best candidate epitopes were used for the construction of
the vaccine. A total of 18 CTL epitopes, 14 HTL epitopes, 12
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TABLE 2 | Predicted cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes of SARS-CoV-2

proteins utilized for the construction of a multi-epitope subunit vaccine.

Protein CTL epitopes predicted using the NetCTL server

A2 supertype

(IC50)

A3 supertype

(IC50)

B7 Supertype

(IC50)

ORF7 protein KLFIRQEEV

(58.81)

TLCFTLKRK

(219.46)

SPIFLIVAA

(231.29)

nsp9 ALLSDLQDL

(8.28)

nsp6 FLLPSLATV (2.7) SAFAMMFVK

(92.76)

MPASWVMRI

(171.46)

nsp3 VMYMGTLSY

(72.50)

endoRNAse LLLDDFVEI

(21.12)

SPFGHSLTL

(10.75)

ORF3a protein IMRLWLCWK

(98.03)

IPIQASLPF (13.56)

Membrane

glycoprotein

GLMWLSYFI

(11.32)

LSYFIASFR

(138.74)

LPKEITVAT

(244.01)

Nucleocapsid

phosphoprotein

LLLDRLNQL

(84.26)

KTFPPTEPK

(69.08)

FPRGQGVPI

(3.82)

The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value was > 500 nm, which ensured a

higher binding capability of the selected epitopes to MHC molecules.

linear, and three non-continuous B cell epitopes were fused
together with the aid of linker sequences. The CTL epitopes
were linked by AYY (The AAY liner helps the epitopes produce
suitable sites for binding to TAP transporter and enhances
epitope presentation), the HTL epitopes were combined with
the aid of GPGPG (The GPGPG linker stimulate HTL responses
and conserve conformational dependent immunogenicity of
helpers as well as antibody epitopes), and B cell epitopes
were merged with the aid of KK. The final to enhance
vaccine immunogenicity, the human β-defensin-3 sequence
(45aa) and pan-HLA DR binding epitopes (The pan-HLA DR
binding epitopes in vaccine construct facilitating binding to
many different types of mouse and human MHC-II alleles
to induce CD4-helper cell responses.) was added to the N-
terminal of the vaccine with the aid of the EAAK linker.
To enable the intracellular delivery of the modeled vaccine, a
TAT sequence (11aa) was appended to C-terminal. The vaccine
was developed to be 864 amino acids in length (Figure S3).
The sequence homology of final vaccine protein to human
protein sequence shown that there were no significant alignments
(Figure S4).

Evaluation of Allergenicity, Antigenicity,
and Physiochemical Parameters of the
Vaccine
The allergenic character of the vaccine was determined by the
AlgPred server and was based on the hybrid approach (SVMc +
IgE epitope + ARPs BLAST + MAST) with a 93.5% coverage.
The vaccine was non-allergen with 84% accuracy and 82.78%
sensitivity at threshold value was −0.2. Similarly, the antigenic

TABLE 3 | Predicted Helper T lymphocyte (HTL) epitopes of SARS-CoV-2

proteins utilized for the construction of a multi-epitope subunit vaccine.

Epitope Allele (score) IC50

ORF8 protein

HFYSKWYIRVGARKS HLA-DRB1*07:01 (0.06)

HLA-DRB1*01:01 (0.07)

32.2

39.5

DFLEYHDVRVVLDFI HLA-DQA1*05:01/DQB1*02:01 (0.01)

HLA-DQA1*01:01/DQB1*05:01 (0.5)

276

101.9

IHFYSKWYIRVGARK HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*01:01 (0.01)

HLA-DPA1*03:01/DPB1*04:02 (0.02)

HLA-DPA1*01:03/DPB1*02:01 (0.09)

281.8

42.8

79.4

nsp9

KGLNNLNRGMVLGSL HLA-DQA1*05:01/DQB1*03:01 (0.04)

HLA-DQA1*01:02/DQB1*06:02 (0.62)

62

95

GPKVKYLYFIKGLNN HLA-DPA1*01:03/DPB1*02:01 (0.01)

HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*05:01 (0.02)

HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*01:01 (0.52)

61

79.7

109.3

nsp3

TAFGLVAEWFLAYIL HLA-DQA1*05:01/DQB1*02:01 (0.01)

HLA-DQA1*01:01/DQB1*05:01 (0.14)

50

46.4

AAIMQLFFSYFAVHF HLA-DPA1*01:03/DPB1*02:01 (0.01)

HLA-DPA1*01/DPB1*04:01 (0.01)

HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*01:01 (0.02)

8.7

78.5

110.8

endoRNAse

MEIDFLELAMDEFIE HLA-DQA1*03:01/DQB1*03:02 (0.01)

HLA-DQA1*05:01/DQB1*02:01 (0.03)

HLA-DQA1*01:01/DQB1*05:01 (0.07)

97.6

12.9

37.9

GLAKRFKESPFELED HLA-DPA1*01/DPB1*04:01 (0.02)

HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*05:01 (0.12)

108.6

453

ORF3a

ACFVLAAVYRINWIT HLA-DRB1*07:01 (0.01)

HLA-DRB1*01:01 (0.02)

19.9

12.4

membrane glycoprotein

ACFVLAAVYRINWIT HLA-DQA1*05:01/DQB1*02:01 321.4

KLIFLWLLWPVTLAC HLA-DPA1*03:01/DPB1*04:02 (0.01)

HLA-DPA1*02:01/DPB1*01:01 (0.52)

HLA-DPA1*01:03/DPB1*02:01 (0.75)

187.6

133.8

21.3

DDQIGYYRRATRRIR HLA-DRB1*01:01 (0.01)

HLA-DRB1*07:01 (0.01)

HLA-DRB3*01:01 (0.01)

223

43

79.2

nucleocapsid phosphoprotein

GKMKDLSPRWYFYYL HLA-DPA1*01:03/DPB1*02:01 (0.08) 194.7

The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value was < 500 nm, which ensured a

higher binding capability of selected epitopes to MHC molecules.

nature of the vaccine construct was evaluated and showed that
the protein was a favorable antigen with a global prediction
score of a protective antigen of 0.5308 (Probable antigen).
The default threshold value for antigenicity was 0.4 in the
virus model.

Moreover, the vaccine constructs contained 864 amino acids,
and its molecular weight was 95.4 kDa. The theoretical pI
was predicted to be 9.71. The vaccine contained 63 negatively
charged residues and 125 positively charged residues. The vaccine
construct was composed of 13,541 atoms, and its chemical
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TABLE 4 | Predicted line B cell (BCL) epitopes of SARS-CoV-2 proteins utilized for

construction of a multi-epitope subunit vaccine.

Protein Sequence Start position Score

ORF7 protein SGTYEGNSPFHPLADN 37 0.92

ORF8 protein KSPIQYIDIGNYTVSC 68 0.88

HFYSKWYIRVGARKSA 40 0.87

nsp9 KGPKVKYLYFIKGLNN 81 0.93

AGTTQTACTDDNALAY 16 0.91

endoRNAse DFLELAMDEFIERYKL 212 0.76

ORF3a protein TSPISEHDYQIGGYTE 176 0.93

Membrane HVQIHTIDGSSGVVNP 243 0.91

glycoprotein YRIGNYKLNTDHSSS 199 0.69

NGTITVEELKKLLE 5 0.61

Nucleocapsid phosphoprotein KSAAEASKKPRQKRTA 249 0.93

EGALNTPKDHIGTRNP 136 0.93

formula was C4395H6791N1153O1174S28. The computed instability
index was 32.84, which was <40, classifying the vaccine as a
stable protein. The estimated half-life was 1 h in vitro. In vivo,
the estimated half-lives in yeast and Escherichia coli are greater
30min and 10 h, respectively. The aliphatic index of the vaccine
construct was 79.29, which suggests a high thermostability.
The GRAVY value of the vaccine construct was −0.215, which
indicated the hydrophobicity of the protein.

The Immune Response Profile in silico

Immune Simulation
The immune stimulation of the final vaccine was performed
using C-ImmSim online server, which gives the immune profiles
of the designed vaccine. The proliferation in the secondary
and tertian immune response were identified by IgG1 + IgG2
and IgM, as well as, the decreasing of the antigen count IgG
+ IgM showed the proliferated (Figure 2A). The stimulation
result revealed the development of immune response after
immunization. B cell population was highly stimulated upon
immunization (Figure 2B). Similarly, the cytotoxic and helper
T cell levels were proliferated that suggested the development of
secondary and tertian immune response (Figures 2C,D). During
the exposure time, it was also observed that the production
of IFN-γafter immunization (Figure 2E). These results were
significant for the immune response against SARS-CoV-2. Hence,

Prediction, Refinement, and Quality
Assessment of the Tertiary Structure of the
Developed Vaccine Construct
The tertiary structure of the full-length vaccine sequence was
predicted by Phyre 2, and it was applied for refinement
and further analysis. Twenty-five templates were employing
modeling as Figure S5 shown. There were three templates
from human defensin which were we added in to enhance the
immunogenicity, others from virus (Figure S5). The immune
epitopes were not structural homology to human proteins that
could avoid inducing autoimmune. The secondary structure of

the predicted model contained 18% alpha-helix, 21%TM helices
44% beta-sheets, and 27% disordered Figure S6.

To optimize the 3D structure of the modeled protein, the
initial model was refined in the GalaxyRefine server. The
GalaxyRefine server-generated five models based on the root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) and MolProbity algorithm. The
details of the five models are shown in Table S3. Model 1
with the top Ramachandran favored, therefore selected for
docking purposes (Figure 3). A model with more residues in
the Ramachandran favored region, less in outliers region and
rotamer region was considered as a more ideal one. The initial
model generated from Phyre 2 server and refine model from
GalaxyRefine were evaluated with the aid of the SWISS-MODEL
workspace. The initial model was 63.46% of residues in the
Ramachandran favored region, 19.49% in the Ramachandran
outliers region, and only 10.22% in the rotamer region (Figure 4).
The refine model was 89.1% of residues in the Ramachandran
favored region, 2.09% in the Ramachandran outliers region, and
only 0.15% in the rotamer region (Figure 3). Other favorable
parameters of the refined model were as follows: GDT score of
0.9922, RMSD value of 0.260,MolProbability of 2.049, clash score
of 8.9, and poor rotamers totaling 0.3 (Table S1).

The quality and potential errors in the final vaccine 3D model
were verified by ProSA-web. The Z-score indicates overall model
quality, the model with a lower Z-score was considered as the
higher quality one. The z-score of the initial model was −2.81,
refine model is−3.64 (Figure 5).

Molecular Docking of Final Vaccine
Construct With the Relatively Antigenic
Receptor
To further evaluate the binding affinity between the developed
vaccine construct and the relative antigenic receptors (TLR3,
MHC-I, and MHC-II), molecular docking was performed. The
server yielded 44 candidate models with different binding
energies. Twenty-nine model complexes of TLR3 and COVID-
19 vaccine were determined, from which just one complex with
the lower binding energy score of −1156.2 was selected to
show (Table 6 and Figure 6). A total of 29 model complexes of
MHC-I and the COVID-19 vaccine were discovered, and the
lowest binding energy score was−1346.8 (Table 6 and Figure 6).
A total of 29 complex models of MHC-II and the COVID-
19 vaccine were predicted, among which, one model complex
with the lowest binding energy score of −1309.1 was chosen to
show (Table 6 and Figure 6). Further, the vaccine construct was
evaluated using the PatchDock server, which identified different
models and produced a score table. The top 10 complexes
identified were refined by the FireDock algorithm. Among those
top 10 models, the model with the lowest binding energy was
further selected to show in this paper. The refinement outcomes
of TLR3 and the vaccine complex was solution number 1 with
global energy of −38.40, attractive van der Waals energy (VdW)
of−26.02, repulsive (VdW) of 8.62, and atomic contact energy of
−11.06 (Table 6 and Figure 6). The complex of MHC-I and the
vaccine was ranked number nine, with global energy of −22.97,
attractive VdW of −26.84, repulsive VdW of 12.82, and atomic
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TABLE 5 | Predicted conformational B cell (BCL) epitopes of SARS-CoV-2 proteins.

R Residues NO. score

ORF7a protein

1 R25, G26, T27, T28, L30, K32, E33, P34, C35, S36, S37, G38, P45, H47, P48, L49, A50, D51, N52, K53, C58, C67, P68, D69,

G70, V71, R80, S81, V82, S83, P84, K85, L86, F87, I88, R89, E91, E92, E95, L96

40 0.675

ORF8 protein

2 C37, P38, I39 3 0.558

3 Q23, S24, C25, T26, Q27, H28, Q29, P30 8 0.556

nsp9

4 K58, S59, D60, G61, T62, G63, T64 7 0.831

5 D47, V76, D78, T79, P80, K81, G82, P83, K84, V85, G104, A107, A108, T109, V110, R111, 17 0.729

6 N1, N2, E3, L4, S5, P6, V7, A8, L9, T34, T35, K36, G37, G38, E70, K92, G93, L94, N95, N96, L97 21 0.659

7 T18, T19, Q20, T21, A22, C23, T24, D25, L48, Q49, D50, L51 12 0.647

nsp6

8 G258, L259, L260, P261 4 0.786

9 L275, L276, G277, V278, G279, G280, K281, P282, C283, I284 10 0.641

nsp3

10 S675, S676, K677, T678, P679, E680, E681, H682, F683, I684, E685, T686, I687, S688, L689, A690, G691, S692, Y693, K694,

D695, W696, S697, Y698, S699, G700, Q701, S702, T703, Q704, L705, G706, I707, E708, F709, L710, K711, R712, G713, D714,

K715, S716, V717, Y718, Y719, T720, S721, N722, P723, T724, T725, F726, H727, L728, D729, G730, E731, V732, I733, T734,

F735, D736, N737, L738, L741, R745

66 0.818

11 N922, L923, D924, S925, C926, K927, R928, V929, L930, N931, V932, V933, C934, K935, T936, C937, G938, Q939, Q940,

Q941, T942, T943, L944, K945, G946, K962, K963, G964, V965, Q966, I967, P968, C969,T970, C971, G972, K973, Q974, A975,

T976, K977, Y978, L979, V980, Q981, Q982, E983, S984, P985, F986

50 0.719

12 K839, P841, Q842, V843, N844, G845, L846, T847, W851, A852, D853, N854,N855, C856, L956, S957, A991, P992, P993, A994,

Q995, Y996, E997, L998, K999, H1000, G1001, T1002, F1003, T1004, E1008, Y1009, T1010, G1011, N1012, Y1013, Q1014,

C1015, G1016, H1017, K1019, T1022, S1023, K1024, E1025, T1026, L1027, Y1028, C1029, I1030, D1031, G1032, A1033,

L1034, L1035, T1036, K1037, S1038, S1039, E1040, Y1041, K1042, G1043, P1044, I1045

65 0.648

13 D806, D807, T808, L809, V811, E812, F814 7 0.62

14 K1051, E1052, N1053 3 0.602

endoRNAse

15 S1, L2, E3, N4, V5, A6, F7, N8, V9, V10, N11, K12, G13, H14, F15, D16, G17, Q18, Q19, G20, E21, V22, P23, V24, S25, I26, I27,

N28, N29, T30, V31, Y32, T33, K34, V35, D36, G37, V38, D39, V40, E41, L42, E44, N45, K46, T47, T48, L49, P50, V51, N52

51 0.755

16 E145, G146, S147, V148, K149, G150, L151, G169, E170, A171, V172, K173 12 0.707

17 L200, P205, S207, M209, I211, D212, L214, E215, L216, A217, M218, D219, E220, F221, I222, E223, R224, Y225, L227, E228,

G229, Y230, A231, F232, E233, H234, I235, Y237, G238, D239, F240, S241, H242, S243, Q244, L245, G246, K256, R257, F258,

K259, E260, S261, P262, E264, F279, T281, D282, A283, Q284, T285, G286, S287, S288, K289, C290, K307, S308, Q309, D310,

L311, S312, V313, V314, S315, K316, V317, M330, L331, W332, C333, K334, D335, G336, H337, V338, E339

77 0.699

18 T98, I99, G100, C102, S103, M104, T105, D106, I107, A108, K109, K110, P111, T112, E113, T114, I115, C116, A117, P118,

L119, T120, G125, R126, V127, D128, G129, V131, D132, L133, F134, R135, N136, A137, R138, N139, K181, V182, D183, G184,

V185, V186, Q187

45 0.655

19 Q152, P153, S154 3 0.581

ORF3a

20 H78, C81, N82, L83, L84, L85, L86, F87 8 0.69

21 V97, A98, A99, G100, L101, E102, F105, Y109 8 0.668

22 Q70, L71, K75 3 0.613

Membrane glycoprotein

23 N21, L22, V23, I24 4 0.731

24 N5, G6, T7, I8, T9, V10, E11, K 8 0.588

Nucleocapsid phosphoprotein

25 K338, L339, D340, D341, K342, D343, P344, N345, F346, K347, D348, V350, I351, N354, I357 15 0.747

26 G316, M317, S318, R319, I320, G321, M322, E323, V324, T325, P326, S327, G328, T329, W330, L331, G335 17 0.689

27 A252, E253, A254, S255, K256, K257, P258, K261, R262, A264, T265, K266, A267, Y268, N269, Q272, G278, P279, E280, T282,

Q283, N285, G287, D288, Q289, E290, R293, Q294, D297, Y298, K299, H300, D358, A359, Y360, K361, T362, F363, P364

36 0.567
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FIGURE 2 | Immune Simulation results by C-ImmSim. (A) The immunoglobulins production represent proliferation of immune response after the vaccine

administration. Various subtypes of immunoglobulin are represented as colored peaks. (B) The active B-cell population is observed with the administration of vaccine.

(C) The generation of Helper-T cells. (D) The generation of cyototoxic-T cells were found after the vaccine injection. The RESTING indicates to the cells, which were

not shown to the antigens while ANERGIC indicates the tolerance level of antigen. (E) The cytokine profile shows that the induced IFN-γlevel upon administration of

vaccine. The inset graph indicating the Simpson Index, D of IL- 2. Simpson Index, D was inferred as the measurement of diversity.

contact energy of −1.79 (Table 6 and Figure 6). The complex
of MHC-II and the vaccine was ranked number three, with
global energy of −27.52, attractive VdW of −26.86, repulsive
VdW of 10.93, and atomic contact energy of 0.77 (Table 6
and Figure 6).

Molecular Dynamic Simulation
To accomplish the estimate of the stability of the vaccine-
receptor complex, we performed the simulation of the docked
complexes (vaccine and TLR-3, MHC-I, and MHC-II) with
the help of GROMACS. Then, various analysis like energy
minimization, pressure assessment, temperature, and potential
energy calculations were performed. The temperature and
pressure of the simulation system during the production run
was around 300K and 1 atmosphere, respectively, indicating
a stable system and successful md run. The temperature and
pressure of the three simulation systems (vaccine and TLR-3,
MHC-I, and MHC-II complexes) during the production run
were around 300K and 1 atmosphere, respectively, indicating
the stable systems and successful MD run (Figures 7A–F). The
complex root mean square deviation (RMSD) plot represents
the structural fluctuation of the overall structure of the complex
of vaccine and immune receptor. The RMSD of vaccine-TLR3
complex has large fluctuation during 0–6 ns simulation. After 6
ns, the RMSD value was kept around 1.25 nm, indicating that the

FIGURE 3 | Refinement of the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine construct. Representative

3D image of the tertiary structure of the 2019nCOV vaccine after modeling.

conformation of this complex was stable (Figure 7G). Otherwise,
the RMSD of vaccine-MHC-I and -MHC-II complexes has large
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FIGURE 4 | Ramachandran plots to initiate and refine the 3D structure of the vaccine construct illustrated using the SWISS-MODEL/Structure Assessment. (A)

Shows the Ramachandran plot of initiate model, (B) shows the Ramachandran plot of refining the model.

FIGURE 5 | Z-Score plot for the 3D structure of the final vaccine. The Z-score of (A) the initial model is 2.81 and (B) The z-score of the refined model is 3.64, both of

two models not in the range of native protein conformation. Z-Score plot contains z-scores of all experimental protein chains in PDB determined by NMR

spectroscopy (dark blue) and X-ray crystallography (light blue).

fluctuation during 0–4 ns simulation. After 4 ns, the RMSD
value were kept around 1 nm, indicating that the conformation
of the two complexes were stable (Figures 7H,I). Next, the

root medium square fluctuation (RMSF) indicates the flexibility
of the residue in the docking complex. From the results of
vaccine-TLR3, MHC-I, andMHC-II complexes, residue 200–600
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TABLE 6 | Molecular docking of final vaccine constructs with TLR3, Mda5, and MHC-II.

Receptor ClusPro FireDock

Center Lowest energy Globa aVdWb rVdWc ACEd

TLR3 −1156.2 −1416.4 −38.40 −26.02 8.62 −11.06

MHC-I −1346.8 −1379.8 −22.97 −26.84 12.82 −1.79

MHC-II −1309.1 −1389.3 −27.52 −26.86 10.93 0.77

aGlob, Global Energy.
baVdW, attractive van der Waals energy.
crVdW, repulsive van der Waals energy.
dACE, atomic contact energy.

FIGURE 6 | Representation of the ligand-receptor docked complex. (A,C,E) show the molecular docking of the vaccine construct (red color) and TLR-3, MHC-I, and

MHC-II receptors (other colors) illustrated using the ClusPro software. (B,D,F) show the molecular docking of the vaccine construct (red color) and TLR-3, MHC-I, and

MHC-II receptors (other colors) illustrated using PatchDock to verify the stability of the docked complex.
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FIGURE 7 | The results of molecular dynamics simulation of vaccine and immune receptors. (A–C) show the equilibration phase ensembles-temperature (constant at

300 k for 100 ps) of the complex of vaccine-TLR3, MHC-I, and MHC-II, respectively. (D–F) represent the pressure (displaying fluctuations at 1 bar value for 100 ps) of

the complex of vaccine-TLR3, MHC-I, and MHC-II, respectively. (G–I) suggest the RMSD (root mean square deviation) plots reflect the stability between the vaccine

and TLR-3, MHC-I, and MHC-II receptor, separately. Whereas, (J–L) RMSF (root mean square fluctuation) reflect the flexibility and fluctuation of the amino-acids

residues in the side chain of docked complexes (the complex of vaccine-TLR3, MHC-I, and MHC-II), separately.

has low RMSF value, indicating these residues has low structural
flexibility. By contrast, residue 0–200 and 600–800 has relatively
higher RMSF value, indicating the larger flexibility during those
regions (Figures 7J–L).

In silico Cloning and Prediction of RNA
Secondary Structure
To fuse the final vaccine to an expression vector, codon
conversion of the vaccine protein was performed by the Java
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FIGURE 8 | In silico cloning of the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine in the vector, pET28a (+). Red areas represent the COVID-19 vaccine, while the black areas represent the

expression vector, pET28a (+).

Codon Adaptation tool. Restriction site XhoI and Bam HI were
added to N and C terminals of the codon sequence, then was
inserted into the pET28a (+) vector between the XhoI and
BamHI (Figure 8). The RNA secondary structure using the
Mfold program was generated foldings contain 4,381 base pairs
out of 2.3% in the energy dot plot. Mfold predicted an identical
secondary structure of 4,381 bp formed by nucleotide fragments
(Figure S7).

DISCUSSION

SARS-CoV-2 is characterized by high infectivity and high
transmission speed; thus, a prophylactic vaccine is needed
(11). The availability and advantages of the multi-peptide

vaccine developed by immunoinformatics methods have been
confirmed by previous studies (73, 74). Ojha et al. used the
immunoinformatics methods to develop a multiepitope subunit
vaccine to Epstein-Barr virus-associated malignancy (73). In
recent studies, genomics and proteomics information of SARS-
CoV-2 have been retrieved, stored, and utilized (75, 76). In
the present research, we tried to develop a multi-epitope
subunit prophylactic vaccine of SARS-CoV-2, with the help of
immunoinformatics tools.

A line of research have tried to develop the vaccine of SARS-
CoV-2 by immunoinformatics tools. Baruah and Bose (15) used
immunoinformatics tools to discover cytotoxic T lymphocyte
(CTL) and B cell epitopes for the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2.
Then, Abraham et al. developed a multi-epitope vaccine that was
designed using immunoinformatics tools that potentially trigger
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both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell immune responses (16). Most of
those research just focus on the spike protein-based vaccine.
A vaccine based on the spike protein could induce antibodies
to block SARS-COV-2 binding and fusion or neutralize virus
infection (18), as well as induce harmful immune responses
that cause liver damage (19). Other proteins should be ideal
candidates for designing vaccines.

In the present report, we selected nine proteins with positive
antigenicity for further epitope prediction. All proteins from
SARS-CoV-2 with <100 amino acid sequences were excluded,
and the antigenic nature of the remaining proteins was evaluated.
This method can facilitate the discovery of potential antigens
of SARS-CoV-2 when the precise immunity mechanisms are
unknown. To design an effective vaccine, we selected the
SARS-CoV-2 protein through the above-mentioned methods for
epitope prediction. In recently, Asaf et al. reported that identify
multiple epitopes for CD4 + 12 and CD8 + T cells based on
muti-protein (77). Their protein list was the same as this in our
research. In Asaf ’s report, they just predicted the T cell epitopes,
non-B cell, B cell peptide was not predicted (77).

The B cell epitopes are antigenic determinants from the
antigen that are recognized by the B cell surface membrane
receptor and evoke the production of specific antibodies. The
persistent challenge in immunological prediction tools is the
prediction of epitopes to a higher level of accuracy (78). To
determine accurate linear B cell epitopes from the antigenic
proteins, we used two bioinformatics tools based on different
algorithms of prediction. We identified nine overlapping linear
B cell epitope candidates from two different bioinformatics tools.
This method was superior to the prediction of epitopes from
a single tool (78). Moreover, we also have predicted the non-
continue B-cell epitopes.

The B cell immune response is preferred in the design
of a vaccine. However, T cells may also elicit a strong
immunoreaction. The vaccine that activates both CTLs andHTLs
should be more effective than a vaccine that only targets CTL
responses (79). To generate amore effective vaccine, we predicted
both CTL epitopes and HTL epitopes. The T cell epitopes were
decomposed fragments from the antigen presented by the MHC
molecules of T cells and stimulated the production of effector
T cells, immunological memory T cells, and IFN-γ. The cell-
mediated immune response induced by CTLs plays a vital role
in the defense against viral infections through the recognition of
intracellular viral pathogens by MHC class I molecules.

In the present report, MHC-I binding epitopes were predicted
by choosing A2, A3, and B7 alleles, which cover ∼95% of world’s
population. We selected 18 CTL epitopes. The HTLs play a
vital role in the antiviral immune response by producing IFN-γ.
Moreover, HTLs are able to induce and maintain CTL responses.
Furthermore, 14 HTLs epitopes were chosen based on both
the binding capability and IFN-γ induction. Bhattacharya et al.
also used the spike protein sequence predicted for MHC-I and
MHC-II epitopes of SARS-CoV-2, but not predicted capability
of producing IFN-γ (80). The T cell epitopes enhanced IFN-γ
inducing capability, which evokes both the native and specific
immune responses by activating macrophages and natural
killer cells, and augmenting the response of the MHC to the
antigen (81, 82).

In this study, the immunogenic epitopes from B cells, CTLs,
and HTLs were chosen to develop a more valid, reliable, and
effective vaccine against SARS-CoV-2. A multiepitope approach
was used by splicing together epitopes with the aid of their
respective linkers. To improve the immunogenicity of this
multiepitope vaccine, an adjuvant β-defensin and pan-HLA DR
binding epitopes (13aa) were fused to the N-terminal with
the aid of an EAAAK linker, then A TAT sequence (11aa)
was appended to C-terminal with the added of KK. The
final vaccine constituted 864 amino acids. The allergenicity,
antigenicity, and stability of the designed vaccine constructs
were then evaluated. The tertiary structure of the generated
vaccine was predicted by using the Phyre 2 server and then
refined by the GalaxyRefine server. The binding affinity of
complexes of the developed vaccine and receptors, in which
TLR-3, MHC-I, and MHC-II (present on the surface of the
immune cell) were confirmed by the ClusPro server was based
on molecular docking.

Furthermore, to ensure the translation efficiency of the
designed vaccine in a specific expression system, themRNAof the
vaccine was enhanced with the aid of the Java Codon Adaptation
Tool. The restriction enzyme cutting sites of Xho? and BamH?
were then appended to the N and C terminals, respectively.
The vaccine sequence was subsequently cloned in pET28a (+),
the expression vector. Further experimental validation of the
safety and efficacy of the designed vaccine for SARS-CoV-2
is warranted.
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Background: Anti-malarial drugs inhibit coronaviruses in-vitro. Few published studies

have evaluated the safety and efficacy of these drugs in the treatment of

COVID-19 infection.

Materials and Methods: This is a systematic review and meta-analysis of clinical trials

and observational studies. Major database searches were carried out up until June 5,

2020. Participants admitted with RT-PCR-confirmed SARS Cov-2 (COVID-19) infection

were included. The “Intervention group” received anti-malarial drugs with or without other

drugs (Azithromycin) administered as an adjunct to the standard treatment/care. The

“Control group” received treatment except anti-malarial drugs. The primary outcome

is “all-cause mortality.” Secondary outcome measures were effects on clinical and

laboratory parameters and adverse events.

Results: Of 3,472 citations, 17 (six clinical trials and 11 observational studies) studies

provided data of 8,071 participants. Compared to the control, Hydroxy-chloroquine

(HCQ) has no significant effect on mortality [(OR 0.87; 95% CI 0.46–1.64); eight

observational studies;N= 5,944]. Data from a single, small non-randomized trial (N= 42)

also reached a similar conclusion (OR 1.94; 95% CI 0.07–50.57; p = 0.69). Compared

to the control, HCQ plus Azithromycin (AZM) significantly increased mortality [(OR 2.84;

95% CI 2.19–3.69); four observational studies; N = 2,310]. Compared to the control,

risk of any adverse event was significantly increased in HCQ group [(OR 3.35; 95% CI

1.58–7.13); four clinical trials; N = 263]. Compared to control, risk of adverse cardiac

events (abnormal ECG, arrhythmia, or QT prolongation) were not significantly increased

in HCQ group (but significantly increased in the HCQ plus AZM group). The GRADE

evidence generated for all the outcomes was of “very low-quality.”

Conclusions: As very low quality evidence suggests an increased risk of mortality and

adverse event with HCQ plus Azithromycin combination (not HCQ alone), caution should
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be exercised while prescribing this combination for treatment of hospitalized adults with

COVID-19 infection. Good quality, multi-centric RCTs (including both hospitalized and

non-hospitalized patients) are required for any firm recommendation to be made during

the ongoing pandemic.

OSF Protocol Registration Link: https://osf.io/6zxsu.

Keywords: aminoquinoline, azithromycin, SARS-CoV-2, evidence-based medicine, COVID-19, mortality,

Chloroquine, Hydroxychloroquine

INTRODUCTION

COVID-19, also known as severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), emerged in Wuhan, China, in
late 2019. It is a highly contagious disease with a global
average mortality rate of 4.6% (1). There have been ongoing
efforts to develop effective treatment modalities for this dreaded
pandemic. Currently, no specific therapies against SARS-CoV-2
infection exist, and a series of therapeutic agents (e.g., antiviral
agents, antibiotics, immune-modulators, inhaled nitric oxide,
and convalescent plasma) have been repurposed with negative to
inconclusive evidence available (2). There has been an increased
interest in two existing anti-malarial drugs belonging to amino-
quinoline group (Chloroquine and Hydroxy-chloroquine) to
treat COVID-19. This is because of the inhibitory effects of
these two drugs on other coronaviruses, such as SARS-CoV-1
(2, 3). The plausible mechanism of actions includes inhibition
of angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) present on the
cell surface for virus entry (by reduction of glycosylation in the
enzyme) (4, 5), inhibition of release of viral particles into intra-
cellular space (6, 7), and an anti-inflammatory effect (inhibition
of interleukin-6, the tumor necrosis factor, the aberrant
interferon, and other pro-inflammatory cytokines that cause lung
injury leading to acute respiratory distress syndrome) (6, 8).
Chloroquine and Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) are both cost-
effective and considered safe as per their approved indications.
Compared to Chloroquine (CQ), Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) is
more soluble and less toxic and is considered safer (9, 10). It has
to be kept in mind that these drugs are not entirely safe because
of the risk of some serious side-effects (e.g., neuro-psychiatric,
retinal, cardiac, and hypoglycemia), and there have been reports
of toxicities in people who are self-medicating (11, 12).

There have been published studies evaluating the safety
and/or efficacy of these agents (alone or in combination)
compared to a control arm or parallel intervention, to treat
patients with COVID-19 (13–32). However, the results have
been contradictory. Earlier published rapid systematic reviews
have concluded the role of anti-malarial drugs in patients with
COVID-19 is still uncertain, and its routine use should not be
recommended until more evidence is available from ongoing
studies (33, 34). However, these systematic reviews neither
included larger observational studies and randomized clinical
trials (RCTs) published recently nor provided quality (GRADE)
of evidence in a more systematic manner. In addition, findings
from an ORCHID (Outcomes Related to COVID-19 treated
with hydrox-ychloroquine among In-patients with symptomatic

Disease) study have shown that HCQ neither harms nor benefits
patients with COVID-19 infection (35). The present systematic
review is an endeavor in this direction to synthesize the available
evidences to inform clinical practice and guide the international
agencies to formulate recommendations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This systematic review protocol is registered at the Open Science
Forum (OSF) registration link: https://osf.io/6zxsu.

Types of Studies
Both clinical trials (randomized, quasi- randomized, and non-
randomized) and observational studies comparing anti-malarial
drugs (Chloroquine and Hydroxy-chloroquine) alone or in
combination with other drugs vs. a control (standard of care)
or other treatment were included. As a majority of the studies
were published on pre-print servers (for rapid dissemination of
knowledge) prior to publication in peer-reviewed journals, we
planned to include these studies in the present meta-analysis after
taking permission from the study authors.

Types of Participants
Children of 12–18 years of age and adults with RT-PCR-
confirmed SARS Cov-2 (COVID-19) cases treated in the hospital
were included. Exclusion criteria were an allergy to anti-malarial
drugs [Chloroquine (CQ) and Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ)],
retinopathy, hearing loss, and severe neuro-psychiatric diseases.

Types of Interventions
(a) Interventions included anti-malarial drugs (CQ and HCQ)

provided in various formulations and dose schedules. Based
on a previous study, the following dose schedules were
considered: HCQ—a loading dose of 400mg twice daily
(BID) followed by a maintenance dose of 200mg BID
for 4 days; and CQ-−500mg BID for 5 days (9). The
intervention was administered as an adjunct to other
treatment modalities [including Azithormycin (AZM)] to
patients infected with SARS Cov-2 (COVID-19). Those in
the control group received supportive treatments without
CQ/HCQ. We also included trials comparing different doses
(high dose vs. low-dose of anti-malarial drugs) to provide
more information and urgent dissemination of knowledge
during the current pandemic.

(b) Supportive and additional treatment included various
methods. In hospitalized cases, it varied from bed rest,
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nebulization, and oxygen inhalation to invasive respiratory
support (mechanical ventilation) and maintenance of
vital parameters. In addition, additional treatment during
the current pandemic included antibiotics, non-specific
anti-viral drugs [Remdesivir, Lopinavir/Ritonavir, IFN-
α/β, Umifenovir [Arbidol], Entecavir, Ribavirin, and/or
Oseltamivir], Immuno-modulators (Immunoglobulin,
Tocilizumab, and Sarilumab), steroids, and NSAIDs
(including Aspirin). There is evidence that non-specific
antiviral drugs may not benefit patients with Covid-19,
though Remdesivir and immune modulators may have some
role in severe or critical cases (36, 37).

Types of Outcome Measures
Primary
1. All-cause mortality: patients with Covid-19 dying from

any cause.

Secondary
1. Time to clinical recovery: time taken for normalization of

temperature, respiratory distress, and relief of cough or no
cough for 72 h

2. Proportion of patients with clinical recovery: proportions
of patients with normalization of temperature, respiratory
distress, and relief of cough or no cough for 72 h

3. Proportion of patients requiring escalation of respiratory
support (including mechanical ventilation) or requiring
ICU transfer: escalation of respiratory support defined
as progressive change in the requirement of respiratory
support to maintain normal oxygen saturation (SpO2) and
vital parameters

4. Proportion of patients developing severe disease:
proportions of patients developing severe disease as
defined as per the National Institute of Health (NIH)
COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines (37)

5. Duration of hospitalization: the time from admission (days)
to either discharge or death

6. Duration of ICU stay: the time from admission (days) to ICU
to death or transfer back to non-critical areas

7. Time to negative PCR results for COVID-19: the time taken
for two consecutive negative reports of a positive patient

8. Proportion of patients with negative PCR results for
COVID-19 after day 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28: proportions
of patients with two consecutive negative reports after a
positive report

9. Proportion of patients with improved radiological features
after day 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 21, and 28: proportions of patients
with improvement noted in either chest X ray or CT scan of
chest compared to that done at baseline

10. Effect on hematological parameters (including inflammatory
markers): these include the blood parameters (complete
blood count, differential counts, and platelet count),
acute phase reactants (ESR, CRP, and pro-calcitonin), and
inflammatory markers (IL-6, TNF-α, etc.)

11. Adverse events: developing secondary to the use of anti-
malarial drugs alone or in combination with other drugs.

Search Methodology
The following major databases were searched systematically from
1970 till June 5, 2020: Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials (CENTRAL), PubMed/MEDLINE, Google Scholar, and
EMBASE (Appendix 1). We also searched the Pre-print servers
(medRxiv, bioRxiv, OSF pre-prints, Pre-prints.org) till June 5,
2020. The PubMed/Medline search strategy used the various
MeSH and free text terms for “novel corona virus,” “COVID
19,” “Hydroxychloroquine,” and “Chloroquine” combined using
the Boolean operators. No language restrictions were applied.
Three reviewers (RRD, NJ, and ND) reviewed the search results
to identify relevant studies.

Data Extraction
Data extraction was done using a data extraction form that was
designed and pilot tested a priori. Three authors (NJ, ND, and
SSN) independently extracted the following information from
each study: author; year; location (country); study design (clinical
trial or observational study); setting (hospital or community);
method of recruitment; inclusion criteria; unit of analysis;
allocation ratio In case of RCT); risk of bias; participants (age, sex,
sample size, and disease severity); intervention (dosage, duration,
frequency, and co-intervention if any); outcomes (outcome
definition, valid unit of measurement, time points of collection
and reporting); loss to follow-up; and miscellaneous (key
conclusions, references to other relevant trials, and additional
data required).

Assessment of Risk of Bias in the Included
Studies
Two review authors independently (NJ and SSN) assessed
the methodological quality of the selected trials by using
methodological quality assessment forms and the criteria
outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions (38). Quality assessment was undertaken using the
Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NOS) for observational studies. This
scale assesses the quality under three major headings, namely,
selection of the studies (representativeness and the exposure
assessment/control selection), comparability (adjustment for
main/additional confounders), and outcome/exposure (adequacy
of outcome measured, exposure measured vs. self-report) (39).
Quality assessment was undertaken using the ROBINS-I tool for
non-randomized trials (40). Any disagreements between the two
review authors were resolved through discussion with a third
author (JS).

Dealing With Missing Data
We described missing data, including dropouts in included
studies. Differential dropout rates can lead to biased estimates of
the effect size, and bias may arise if the reasons for dropping out
differ across groups. We reported reasons participants dropped
out of studies as mentioned by the authors. If data were missing,
or if reasons for dropping out were not reported, we contacted
the authors for further information.

Data Synthesis
Data were analyzed using Review Manager (RevMan) V.5.1
(The Nordic Cochrane Center, The Cochrane Collaboration,
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Copenhagen, Denmark) (41). The data from various studies
were pooled and expressed as mean difference (MD) with 95%
confidence interval (CI) in case of continuous data, and odds
ratio (OR) with 95% CI in case of categorical data. Where data
were expressed as a median (IQR), we calculated the mean and
SD by the statistical formula described previously (42). The
primary pooled analysis of all the reports was conducted using the
Generic Inverse Variancemethod using random effects weighting
(43), where the log RRs for cohort studies or log ORs for case–
control studies were weighted by the inverse of the variance to
obtain a pooled RR estimate. Since nested case-cohort and nested
case–control studies are temporally prospective, we analyzed data
from these studies with the prospective studies. A p < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. Inter-study heterogeneity was
assessed by Cochrane’s Q (χ2 p< 0.10) and quantified by I2. An I²
≥ 50% indicated “substantial” heterogeneity and≥75% indicated
“considerable” heterogeneity (44). The cause of substantial and
considerable heterogeneity was explored, and sensitivity and/or
sub-group analyses were carried out.

Publication Bias
To evaluate for any possible publication bias, we constructed the
funnel plot from primary outcome data (45).

Grade of Evidence
To assess the quality of evidence we used GRADE Profiler
software (V.3.2) (46, 47). The software uses five parameters
for rating the quality of evidence. The parameters used
were limitations to design of randomized controlled trials,
inconsistency of results or unexplained heterogeneity,
indirectness of evidence, imprecision of results, and publication
bias. The rating was determined as no, serious, or very
serious limitations.

RESULTS

Description of Studies
Of 3,472 total citations retrieved, the full texts of 49 papers
were assessed for eligibility, and 29 were excluded for various
reasons (Figure 1). Of the remaining 20 eligible studies, 14 were
published in peer-reviewed journals (13–29) and six in pre-
print servers (not peer-reviewed) (17, 28–32). We contacted
the authors of these six studies to give us their permission
to use their data in the meta-analysis, but only three authors
gave their permission (17, 28, 29). We therefore included the
data of three studies in the meta-analysis and described the
characteristics of the remaining three studies using a separate
table (Supplementary Table 1). Finally, we were able to conduct
a meta-analysis of a total of 17 studies (six clinical trials and 11
observational studies) including 8,071 patients (Adults = 8,041;
Adolescents = 30) (Table 1). Twenty-nine studies were excluded
for the following reasons: 19 were case series (without having a
control/comparator that is inclusion criteria of present review),
nine studies mentioned about intervention but did not provide
outcome data for them separately, and one study reported use
of anti-malarial drugs with or without AZM in rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) patients for non-RA indications (including viral
and other infections).

Of 17 published peer-reviewed studies included, six clinical
trials provide data of 381 patients, and the 11 observational
studies provided data of 8,071 patients. A total of 4,009 patients
received HCQ or CQ (clinical trials = 226, observational studies
= 3,783), and 1,255 received a combination of HCQ plus
Azithromycin (clinical trials= 06, observational studies= 1,249).
The studies were conducted in following countries: USA (five
studies, 3,985 patients), Spain (two studies, 2,185 patients), China
(four studies, 752 patients), France (two studies, 217 patients),
Brazil (one study, 81 patients), and the UAE (one study, 34
patients). One trial compared high vs. low-dose of Chloroquine
(18). One clinical trial (13) and six observational studies (19–22,
25, 27); each had three arms of comparison (HCQ, HCQ+AZM,
and Control). Two studies included data on adolescents (<18
years) (13, 21). Two studies used Azithromycin but did not
provide separate outcome data for both the groups (19, 20). Of
the six clinical trials, three were described as double blinded, two
were open label, and one was a non-randomized trial.

As shown in Table 1, the age of included participants,
severity of illness, dose schedule, and timing of administration
of intervention (HCQ/CQ) varied widely among the studies.
Majority of the participants in the clinical trials were ≤50 yr of
age, whereas, majority of the participants in the observational
studies (except one) were ≥60 yr of age. Around 72% of
participants in the clinical trials were having mild and moderate
illness, whereas <40% of the participants in the observational
studies were having mild and moderate illness. One study
included only cancer patients (27). The dose of CQ was nearly
uniform (except one RCT comparing high and low-dose) with
duration varying from 5 to 10 days. The dose of HCQ varied
widely with the lowest dose being 200 mg/d−1,200mg on day
1 followed by variable doses for variable period (sometime till
discharge/death). Two studies did not provide any information
on dose schedule of HCQ (26, 27). The median time from onset
of symptom to admission or treatment initiation was ≤8 days in
all but two studies (one RCT has 17 days, and one observational
study has 10 days). Two studies did not provide any information
on the timing of initiation of HCQ (26, 27). Except one study
(17), no other study was able to start the intervention (HCQ/CQ)
in the early phase of illness (within 48 h of symptom onset), which
is regarded as the golden window for antiviral treatment (e.g., in
influenza) (48).

Risk of Bias in Included Studies
The details have been provided in Appendix 2. Except two trials
(17, 18), others had low to high-risk of bias in different domains.
One non-randomized trial had a serious risk of bias overall (13).
Of the 11 observational studies, five were at a high risk of bias for
selection of cases (22, 23, 25, 28, 29). Except for one study (27),
the remaining 10 studies were at a high risk of bias for selection
of controls and a low risk of bias for the exposure parameters.

Effect of Interventions
Primary Outcomes (All-Cause Mortality)

HCQ vs. control
(i) overall results: Three trials reported no mortality in any of

the groups. One Non-RCT (N = 42) found no significant
difference in the mortality rate between HCQ and control
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FIGURE 1 | PRISMA flow diagram.

group (OR 1.94; 95% CI 0.07–50.57; p = 0.69) (13)
(Supplementary Figure 1). Eight observational studies (N
= 5,944) reported mortality rate, and found no significant
difference between the HCQ and control group (OR 0.87;
95% CI 0.46–1.64; p= 0.66; I2 = 92%) (Figure 2) (19–21, 23,
25–27, 29).

(ii) Subgroup analysis (data from observational studies):
Mortality rate was found to be significantly increased in the
HCQ group in the studies from USA (OR 1.71; 95% CI 1.38–
2.13; p < 0.001; I2 = 0%; N = 3,036) (20, 21, 25, 27), whereas
a significantly decreased mortality rate was found in the

studies conducted outside USA (N = 2,908) population (OR
0.38; 95% CI 0.23–0.63; p < 0.001; I 2 = 56%) (19, 23, 26, 29).
The heterogeneity was not significant once we separated
studies conducted in USA vs. outside USA. Two studies
(20, 23) compared mortality rate in participants aged ≤60
vs. >60 yr and found significantly increased risk in those
>60 yr age [data provided as hazard ratio [not raw data]].
One study used HCQ after 48 h of admission and two studies
had no information on timing; when these two studies were
omitted, no difference in mortality was found (OR 1.24; 95%
CI 0.7–2.18; p = 0.46; I2 = 82%) (23, 26, 27). When studies
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of included studies.

Study author,

Country

(Reference)

Sample size (N),

additional inclusion

criteria*

Age and sex of

participants

Illness severity of

participants

Intervention group

(dose schedule)

Time from onset of

symptom to

treatment (d)

Supportive and additional

treatment used

Additional comments

CLINICAL TRIALS (RANDOMIZED AND NON-RANDOMIZED)

Gautret et al.

France (single

center) (13)

N: 36 (HCQ = 14;

HCQ+AZM = 6; Control

=16).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >12 yr (HCQ =

51.2 ± 18.7; Control =

37.3 ± 24).

Male: 41.7%.

All severity included.

Asymptomatic: 16.7%

URTI: 61.1%

LRTI: 22.2%.

HCQ: 600 mg/d

(200mg TID) for 10

days.

HCQ+AZM: AZM

500mg on day 1

followed by 250mg OD

for 4 days in addition to

HCQ.

Mean (SD): 4.1 (2.6) in

HCQ group, and 3.9

(2.8) in Control group.

Symptomatic and antibiotics. HCQ group recruited in one center and

control group in another. Control group

included those refused intervention or

were not eligible for it. Attrition rate 23%

in HCQ group. Funded study. There

were protocol deviations.

Chen et al.

China (single

center) (14)

N: 30 (HCQ = 15;

Control = 15).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ =

50.5 ± 3.8; Control =

46.7 ± 3.6).

Male: 70%.

Severe illness or other

measures of severity not

defined.

HCQ: 400 mg/d (OD) for

5 days.

Not mentioned. Respiratory support and

others (anti-virals, IFN-α,

nebulisation, and antibiotics).

Arbidol (Umifenovir): HCQ

group (80%), Control group

(67%).

Lopinavir/Ritonavir: HCQ

group (0%), Control group

(13%).

Underlying co-morbidities: hypertension

(27%), diabetes (7%), and chronic

obstructive lung disease (3.5%). Started

enrolment 1 day prior to trial

registration. Funded study.

Tang et al.

China

(multi-center)

(15)

N: 150 (HCQ = 75;

Control = 75).

Additional inclusion

criteria: A Chest CT

scan needed before

randomization.

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ =

48.0 ± 14.1; Control =

44.1 ± 15.0).

Male: 54.7%.

Mild: 14.7% Moderate:

84%

Severe: 1.3%.

HCQ: 1,200 mg/d for 3

days followed by 800

mg/d for the remaining

days (total treatment

duration: 2 weeks for

mild/moderate and 3

weeks for severe cases).

Mean: 16.6 (HCQ

started within 24 h of

randomization).

Respiratory support. ntibiotics

(39%), anti-virals

(Lopinavir/Ritonavir, Arbidol,

Ribavirin, and/or Oseltamivir),

and Steroid (7%).

Trial stopped early (intended to enroll

360 patients-−180 in each arm).

Underlying co-morbidities (30%):

diabetes (14%), hypertension (6%), and

others (20.7%). Funded study.

Shanghai Pharma donated HCQ.

Huang et al.

China (single

center) (16)

N: 22 (CQ = 10; Control

= 12).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >18 yr (CQ

[median, IQR] = 41.5

[33.8–50]; Control

[median, IQR] = 53

[41.8–63.5]).

Male: 59.1%.

Moderate: 64%

Severe: 36%.

CQ: 1,000 mg/d

(500mg BID) for 10

days.

Lopinavir

(400mg)/Ritonavir

(100mg): BID for 10

days in the control

group.

Median: 2.5 in CQ

group, and 6.5 in

Control group.

Respiratory support,

antibiotics, anti-virals, and

steroid.

Underlying co-morbidities: hypertension

(18.2%), diabetes (9.1%), smoking

(9.1%), and cerebro-vascular disease

(4.5%). No protocol deviation. Funding

status not mentioned.

Chen et al.

China (single

center) (17)

N: 62 (CQ = 31; Control

= 31).

Additional inclusion

criteria: Chest CT with

pneumonia; SaO2/SPO2

ratio > 93% or

PaO2/FIO2 ratio > 300

mmHg (mild illness).

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ =

44.1 ± 16.1; Control =

45.2 ± 14.7).

Male: 46.8%.

Mild: 100% HCQ: 400 mg/d

(200mg BID) for 5 days.

Both groups had fever

and cough 1 day before

starting of intervention

(intervention started

within 48 h)

Oxygen therapy, antiviral

agents, antibacterial agents,

and Immunoglobulin, with or

without Corticosteroids.

No information on underlying

co-morbidities. Significant deviation

from registered protocol. Funded study.

Shanghai Pharma provided the HCQ

tablets.

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Study author,

Country

(Reference)

Sample size (N),

additional inclusion

criteria*

Age and sex of

participants

Illness severity of

participants

Intervention group

(dose schedule)

Time from onset of

symptom to

treatment (d)

Supportive and additional

treatment used

Additional comments

Borba et al.

Brazil (single

center) (18)

N: 81 (CQ high-dose =

41; CQ low-dose = 40).

Additional inclusion

criteria: RR >24/min

and/or HR >125 bpm

and/or SpO2 <90% in

ambient air and/or

shock.

Age (yr): >18 yr (CQ

high-dose = 54.7 ±

13.7; CQ low-dose =

47.4 ± 13.3).

Male: 75.3%.

Severe: 89% (33% were

critical)

High-dose CQ: 600mg

BID for 10 days (total

dose 12 g).

Low-dose CQ: 450mg

BID on day 1 followed

by OD for 4 days (total

dose 2.7 g).

Ceftriaxone (7 days) plus

azithromycin (5 days) in all

cases, and Oseltamivir (5

days) in 87% cases.

Co-morbidities: hypertension (45.5%),

alcohol disorder (27.5%), and diabetes

(25.5%). Older and more heart disease

(high-dose = 17.9%, low-dose = 0) in

the high-dose group. Funded study.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES

Mahévas et al.

France (multi-

center) (19)

N: 181 (HCQ = 84;

Control = 97).

Additional inclusion

criteria: requiring oxygen

by mask or nasal prongs

(WHO progression

scores of 5).

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ

[median, IQR] = 59

[48–67]; Control

[median, IQR] = 62

[55–69].

Male: 72%.

Severe: 100%. HCQ: 600 mg/d Median: 7 (HCQ started

within 24 h of admission

except in 8 cases).

Respiratory support,

Azithromycin (HCQ = 18%,

Control = 29%); Amoxicillin

and Clavulanic acid (HCQ =

52%, Control = 28%).

No patient received anti-viral

drugs or anti-inflammatory

drugs.

Co-morbidities: cardio-vascular disease

(55%), obesity (26%),

immunosuppression (12%), chronic

respiratory disease (11%), diabetes

(9%), and chronic kidney disease (5%).

Virological cure (repeat PCR) not

checked. Non-funded study.

Geleris et al.

USA (single

center) (20)

N: 1,376 (CQ = 811;

Control = 565).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >18 yr [Majority

were ≥60 years of age

(60.5%)].

Male: 56.8%.

Severe illness or other

measures of severity not

defined (HCQ group

were more severely ill

than control group).

HCQ: 600mg BID on

day 1 followed by

400mg OD for 4 days.

Not mentioned (in 86%

cases, HCQ started

within 48 h of

admission).

Respiratory support,

antibiotics (66.1%),

Azithromycin (44.5%),

Tocilizumab (5.1%),

Remdesivir (2%), Sarilumab

(2.2%), and Corticosteroids

(19.8%).

Co-morbidities: diabetes (35.7%),

hypertension (31.7%), chronic lung

disease (18.2%), chronic kidney

disease (17.3%), cancer (12.8%),

smoking (11.4%), and

transplant/HIV/immunosuppression

(4.2%).

Rosenberg

et al. USA

(multi-center)

(21)

N: 1,438 (HCQ = 271;

HCQ+AZM = 735; AZM

= 211; Control = 221).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr) (median):

Children and Adults

(HCQ = 65.5;

HCQ+AZM = 61.4;

Control = 64).

Male: 59.7%.

All severity included

(HCQ group: 30%

critically ill; Control

group: 10% critically ill).

Only HCQ group had the

highest levels of chronic

lung disease (25.1%)

and cardiovascular

conditions (36.5%).

Obese, diabetes,

dementia Black or

Hispanic patients,

clinically severity score

and abnormal

radiological findings

were significantly more

in HCQ group.

HCQ: 200–600mg in

OD or BID schedule

(variably used).

Median: three in the

HCQ group, two in the

HCQ+AZM group, and

four in the Control group

(HCQ started within 48 h

of admission).

Respiratory support, Aspirin

(19.8%), and NSAIDs (3.6%).

Included 25 children. Co-morbidities:

diabetes (35%), obesity (30.4%),

cardio-vascular disease (30.4%),

chronic lung disease (18%), smoking

(17.4%), kidney disease (13%),

dementia (6.5%), and cancer (3.8%).

Patients entered the ICU/mechanical

ventilated, often with HCQ and AZM

initiation, rendered these outcomes

unsuitable for efficacy analyses.

Adverse events were collected,

potentially before drug initiation. Conflict

of interest unclear (spouse of one

author received grant from Gilead

foundation). Funded study.

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Study author,

Country

(Reference)

Sample size (N),

additional inclusion

criteria*

Age and sex of

participants

Illness severity of

participants

Intervention group

(dose schedule)

Time from onset of

symptom to

treatment (d)

Supportive and additional

treatment used

Additional comments

Saleh et al.

USA (single

center) (22)

N: 201 (CQ/HCQ = 82;

CQ/HCQ+AZM = 119).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >18 yr (mean

± SD = 58.5±9.1).

Male: 57.2%.

Severe illness or other

measures of severity not

defined.

CQ/HCQ: CQ 500mg

BID on day 1 followed

by OD for 4 days; HCQ

400mg BID on day 1

followed by 200mg BID

for 4 days (total 5 days.

HCQ+AZM: AZM

500mg OD for 5 days in

addition to above.

Not mentioned. Respiratory support. Co-morbidities: hypertension (60.2%),

hyperlipidemia (41.8%), diabetes

(32.3%), chronic lung diseases (14.9%),

coronary artery disease (11.4%), heart

failure (7.5%), atrial fibrillation (7%), and

chronic kidney disease (5%). No

virological outcome studied.

Non-funded study.

Yu et al. China

(Single- center)

(23)

N: 550 (HCQ = 48;

Control = 502).

Additional inclusion

criteria: CT chest

suggestive and critically

ill (corresponding to a

WHO progression score

of 5).

Age (yr) [median (IQR)]:

>18 yr [HCQ = 68

(60–75); Control = 68

(59–77)].

Male: 62.5%.

Critically ill (100%). HCQ: 400 mg/d

(200mg BID for 7–10

days).

Median (IQR): 10 (3–13)

after admission.

Respiratory support. antivirals

(Lopinavir/Ritonavir, Entecavir

hydrate, or Ribavirin), IVIg,

antibiotics, and Interferon (no

Interferon in HCQ group).

Co-morbidities were: hypertension

(45.8%), diabetes (17.1%), coronary

heart disease (10.7%), and COPD

(2.9%). Funded study.

Huang et al.

China (Multi-

center) (24)

N: 373 (CQ = 197;

Control = 176).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr) [median (IQR)]:

>18 yr [CQ = 43

(33–55); Control = 47.5

(35.8–56)].

Male: 46.9%.

Mid: 3.8% Moderate:

91.4%

Severe: 4.8%.

CQ: 500–1,000 mg/d

(OD or BID) for 10 days.

Median (IQR): 7 (3–10.8)

after admission

(Guangdong province).

Median (IQR): 19

(17–124.5) after

admission (Hubei

province).

Respiratory support.

Only Control group received

following treatment: antivirals

(Arbidol, Lopinavir/Ritonavir),

Chinese traditional medicine,

and Interferon.

Co-morbidities were: hypertension

(6.4%) and diabetes (2.4%). Funded

study.

Magagnoli

et al. USA

(single center)

(25)

N: 807 (HCQ = 198;

HCQ+AZM = 214;

Control = 395).

Additional inclusion

criteria: Availability of

data on body mass

index, vital parameters.

Age (yr) [median (IQR)]:

>18 yr [HCQ = 71

(62–76.8); HCQ+AZM

= 68 (59–74); Control =

70 (59–77)].

Male: 95.7%

All severity included (no

severity subgroups

mentioned).

HCQ [median (IQR) daily

dose]: 400 (400–480)

mg in HCQ group, and

422.2 (400–480) mg in

HC+AZM group for

median (IQR duration of

5 (3–6) d.

Not mentioned (HCQ

and AZM started within

24 h).

Respiratory support, and

Azithromycin (23% in control

group only).

Co-morbidities: Diabetes mellitus

(66.2%), cardio-vascular disease

(42.9%), renal disease (25%), chronic

pulmonary disease (19.6%), malignancy

(18%), hyper-lipidemia (15.8%),

cerebro-vascular diseases (15%),

smoking (14.1%), liver disease (9.2%),

dementia (8.4%), asthma (6%), and

HIV/AIDS (2.4%). There were significant

differences among the three groups in

baseline demographic characteristics,

selected vital signs, laboratory tests,

prescription drug use, and

co-morbidities.

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Study author,

Country

(Reference)

Sample size (N),

additional inclusion

criteria*

Age and sex of

participants

Illness severity of

participants

Intervention group

(dose schedule)

Time from onset of

symptom to

treatment (d)

Supportive and additional

treatment used

Additional comments

Ayerbe et al.

Spain (multi-

center) (26)

Number: 2,019 (HCQ =

1,857; Control = 162).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ =

67.11 ± 15.51; Control

= 73.47 ± 16.22)

Male: 57.3%.

All severity included (no

severity subgroups

mentioned).

HCQ: dose and

schedule not

mentioned.

Not mentioned. Respiratory support,

anti-virals (Lopinavir/Ritonavir),

Tocilizumab, Steroids,

Heparin, and Oseltamivir.

No information on underlying

co-morbidities. Funded study.

Kuderer et al.

USA, Canada,

and Spain

(multi- center)

(27)

Number: 756 (HCQ =

89; HCQ+AZM = 181;

Control = 486).

Additional inclusion

criteria: underlying

malignancy.

Age (yr) [median (IQR)]:

>18 yr [66 (57–76)].

Male: 50%.

All severity included (no

severity subgroups

mentioned).

HCQ: dose and

schedule not

mentioned.

Not mentioned. Not mentioned except for the

specific treatment of

malignancy

Co-morbidities: Malignancy (100%),

and obesity (19%). Funded study.

HCQ+AZM was given to patients with

severe illness.

Mallat et al.

UAE (single

center) (28)

N: 34 (HCQ = 23;

Control = 11).

Additional inclusion

criteria: None.

Age (yr): [median (IQR)]:

>18 yr [HCQ = 33 (31 –

48); Control = 41

(30–55)].

Male: 73.5%.

Mild and moderate

(100%).

HCQ: 800 mg/d

(400mg BID) on day 1

400 mg/d for 10 days.

Median: 4 (HCQ started

within 24 h).

Respiratory support. Others

not mentioned.

Co-morbidities: hypertension (14.7%),

asthma (8.8%), diabetes (5.9%), heart

disease (2.9%), renal disease (2.9%),

and immunosuppressant use (2.9%).

Co-morbidities and D-dimer levels were

significantly higher in the non-HCQ

group.

Membrillo et al.

Spain (single

center) (29)

Number: 166 (HCQ =

123; Control = 43).

Additional inclusion

criteria: bilateral

pneumonia with clinical

picture compatible with

COVID-19.

Age (yr): >18 yr (HCQ =

61.5 ± 16.2; Control =

68.7 ± 18.8).

Male: 62%.

Mild: 50% Moderate:

29%

Severe: 21%.

HCQ: 1,200mg (800mg

+ 400mg) loading dose

on day 1 followed by

400mg OD.

Median: 7 in HCQ group

(started within 24 h).

Respiratory support,

anti-virals (Lopinavir/Ritonavir),

IFN-β), and/or

anti-inflammatory drugs

(steroids and/or tocilizumab).

Co-morbidities: hypertension (42.8%),

dyslipidemia (34.3%), heart disease

(22.3%), diabetes (17.5%), cancer

(13.9%), and pulmonary disease

(14.4%).

HCQ, Hydroxychloroquine; CQ, Chloroquine; AZM, Azithromycin; RT-PCR, Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction; MV, Mechanical ventilation; COPD, Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; URTI, Upper respiratory tract

infection; LRTI, Lower respiratory tract infection; ARDS, Acute respiratory distress syndrome; IQR, Inter-quartile range; ICU, Intensive care unit; WHO, World health organization; OD, Once daily; BID, Twice daily; NSAIDs, Non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs; IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin.

*Additional inclusion criteria, any additional features besides RT-PCR positive SARS-CoV-2.
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FIGURE 2 | All-cause mortality (HCQ vs. control; observational studies).

FIGURE 3 | All-cause mortality (HCQ + AZM vs. control; observational studies).

with median time from onset of symptom to admission
or treatment initiation of >8 days were excluded, and no
significant difference was found (OR 1.24; 95% CI 0.7–2.18;
p = 0.46; I2 = 82%). We could not carry out subgroup
analyses of mortality rate in participants with and without
co-morbidity, as these data were not provided separately by
the included studies. When studies that did not follow the
recommended dose schedule of HCQ/CQ were excluded,
still no significant difference was found (OR 0.83; 95% CI
0.36–1.88; p= 0.65; I2 = 90%).

HCQ plus azithromycin (AZM)
Four studies (N = 2,310) reported a significant increase in the
mortality rate in the HCQ plus AZM group compared to the
control group (OR 2.84; 95% CI 2.19–3.69; p < 0.001) (19, 21, 25,
27) (Figure 3). Another study used Azithromycin in treatment
but did not provide separate data (19).

HCQ vs. HCQ plus AZM
Five studies (N = 1,988) reported mortality rate, and found a
significant decrease in HCQ group (OR 0.7; 95% CI 0.54–0.9; p
= 0.006; I2 = 0%) (19, 21, 22, 25, 27).

High-dose vs. low-dose CQ
One RCT (N = 81) found a significantly higher mortality rate
in the high-dose group (OR 3.63; 95% CI 1.24–10.58; p = 0.02)
(Supplementary Figure 2) (18).

Secondary Outcomes
Details have been provided in Table 2. A majority of the outcome
measures favored the Control group (i.e., the Control was better
than HCQ±AZM), and these were the occurrence of adverse
events [any events (Supplementary Figure 3), or only cardiac
events, or only vomiting], development of severe disease, and
duration of hospitalization. Those favored HCQ group (i.e.,
HCQ±AZM was better than Control) were resolution of cough,
proportion of patients with negative COVID-19 PCR after days
5, 10, and 14, proportion of patients with improved radiological
features after day 5, change in IL-6 level (pg/mL), and change in
total leukocyte count (/cumm). The outcomes that favored HCQ
over HCQ plus AZMwere mortality rate and the development of
severe disease. Contrary to common belief, no difference between
HCQ and HCQ plus AZM was found for any type of adverse
cardiac events.

Publication Bias
The funnel plot was asymmetrical showing publication bias
(Supplementary Figure 4). The reasons for publication bias were
heterogeneity among studies, poor methodological design, and
selective outcome reporting.

Grade of Evidence
The evidence generated was of “very low quality” for all the
outcomes (primary and secondary). A detailed analysis of the
summary of evidence is provided in Table 3.
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TABLE 2 | Secondary outcome measures from the included studies.

Name of outcome No of trials

(Reference)

Sample

size

Effect estimate P-value

CLINICAL TRIALS (RANDOMIZED, AND NON-RANDOMIZED)

Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ)/chloroquine (CQ) vs. control

Time to alleviation of clinical symptoms (d)

Fever 2 (14, 17) 92 MD 0.21; 95% CI −2.95 to 3.37 0.9

Cough 1 (17) 62 MD −1.1; 95% CI (−1.86 to −0.34) 0.005*

Clinical recovery 1 (15) 119 Could not be pooled 0.96

Time to negative RT- PCR results (d) 2 (14, 15) 180 MD 1.55; 95% CI −0.7 to 3.79 0.18

Escalation of respiratory support (including MV) 1 (13) 42 OR 4.92; 95% CI 0.24 to 101.66 0.3

Development of severe disease 1 (17) 62 OR 0.1; 95% CI 0.0 to 1.88 0.12

Proportion with clinical recovery after day 28 1 (15) 150 OR 0.75; 95% CI 0.39 to 1.46 0.34

Proportion with negative RT- PCR

After day 3 2 (13, 15) 180 OR 1.02; 95% CI 0.16 to 6.6 0.98

After day 5 1 (13) 30 OR 9.33; 95% CI 1.51 to 57.65 0.02*

After day 7 3 (14–16) 202 OR 0.65; 95% CI 0.36 to 1.17 0.15

After day 10 1 (15) 150 OR 0.73; 95% CI 0.37 to 1.47 0.38

After day 14 3 (14–16) 202 OR 0.98; 95% CI 0.44 to 2.15 0.95

After day 21 1 (15) 150 OR 1.49; 95% CI 0.62 to 3.61 0.37

After day 28 1 (15) 150 Not pooled (event NE in HCQ group)

Proportion with improved radiological features

After day 3 1 (14) 30 OR 0.57; 95% CI 0.13 to 2.5 0.46

After day 5 1 (17) 62 OR 3.43; 95% CI 1.1 to 10.7 0.03*

After day 14 1 (14) 30 All patients (HCQ and control group) improved

Adverse events

Any 4 (14–17) 263 OR 3.35; 95% CI 1.58 to 7.13 0.002*

Serious 1 (15) 150 OR 5.88; 95% CI 0.28 to 124.5 0.26

Vomiting 2 (15, 16) 172 OR 8.67; 95% CI 1.32 to 56.99 0.02*

Abdominal complaints 2 (15, 16) 172 OR 0.77; 95% CI 0.12 to 5.11 0.79

Diarrhea 3 (14–16) 202 OR 2.45; 95% CI 0.25 to 24.18 0.44

Transamnitis 2 (14, 15) 180 OR 1.74; 95% CI 0.2 to 14.78 0.61

Kidney injury 2 (14, 15) 180 OR 1.06; 95% CI 0.1 to 11.3 0.96

Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) and azithromycin (AZM) vs. control

Proportion of patients with negative RT-PCR

After day 3 1 (13) 22 OR 15.0; 95% CI 1.32 to 169.89 0.03*

After day 5 1 (13) 22 OR 0.45; 95% CI 0.02 to 10.67 0.62

High-dose vs. low-dose chloroquine (CQ)

Proportion of patients with negative RT-PCR

After day 3 1 (18) 27 No separate data (six patients negative) NE

Adverse events 1 (18) 81 OR 2.27; 95% CI 1.14 to 4.49 0.02*

Name of outcome No of studies

(Reference)

Sample

size

Effect estimate P-value

OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES

Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) or Chloroquine (CQ) vs. control

Escalation of respiratory support (including MV) 5 (19–21, 25, 27) 3,247 OR 2.04; 95% CI 0.99 to 4.18 0.05

Development of severe disease 3 (19, 21, 24) 1,038 OR 1.12; 95% CI 0.51 to 2.46 0.77

Duration of hospitalization (d) 5 (21, 23–25, 29) 1,858 MD 2.17; 95% CI 0.21 to 4.13 0.03*

Time to negative RT- PCR results (d) 2 (24, 28) 407 MD 1.14; 95% CI −11.98 to 14.26 0.86

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Name of outcome No of studies

(Reference)

Sample

size

Effect estimate P-value

Proportion of patients with negative RT- PCR

After day 10 1 (24) 373 OR 7.86; 95% CI 4.4 to 14.04 <0.001*

After day 14 2 (24, 28) 407 OR 6.37; 95% CI 3.01 to 13.48 <0.001*

Proportion with improved radiological features

After day 10 1 (24) 71 OR 1.13; 95% CI 0.38 to 3.3 0.83

After day 14 1 (24) 71 OR 0.88; 95% CI 0.32 to 2.46 0.81

Effect on hematological parameters

Change in IL-6 level (pg/mL) 1 (23) 550 MD −20.64; 95% CI −26.24 to −15.04 <0.001*

Change in CRP level (mg/L) 1 (28) 34 MD −4.95; 95% CI −34.17 to 24.27 0.74

Change in total leukocyte count (/cumm) 1 (28) 34 MD −1247.7; 95% CI −2356.6 to −138.7 0.03*

Change in total lymphocyte count (/cumm) 1 (28) 34 MD −190.75; 95% CI −998.12 to 616.62 0.64

Change in serum ferritin (µg/L) 1 (28) 34 MD −165.97; 95% CI −680.53 to 348.59 0.53

Adverse events

Any 1 (24) 373 OR 0.77; 95% CI 0.49 to 1.2 0.25

Abnormal ECG 2 (19, 21) 665 OR 4.17; 95% CI 0.63 to 27.58 0.14

Arrhythmia 2 (21, 22) 693 OR 1.44; 95% CI 0.87 to 2.39 0.16

QT prolongation 3 (19, 21, 22) 866 OR 1.8; 95% CI 0.79 to 4.11 0.16

Cardiac arrest 1 (21) 492 OR 2.17; 95% CI 1.16 to 4.07 0.02*

Diarrhea 2 (21, 28) 865 OR 0.8; 95% CI 0.34 to 1.85 0.60

Hypoglycemia 1 (21) 492 OR 1.23; 95% CI 0.43 to 3.51 0.70

Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) and azithromycin (AZM) vs. control

Escalation of respiratory support (including MV) 4 (19, 21, 25, 27) 2,294 OR 2.18; 95% CI 0.63 to 7.57 0.22

Development of severe disease 1 (21) 492 OR 3.19; 95% CI 2.07 to 4.91 <0.001*

Duration of hospitalization (d) 2 (21, 25) 1,180 MD 3.6; 95% CI 1.6 to 5.61 <0.001*

Adverse events

Abnormal ECG 1 (21) 492 OR 2.28; 95% CI 1.51 to 3.44 <0.001*

QT prolongation 1 (21) 492 OR 1.98; 95% CI 1.08 to 3.63 0.03*

Arrhythmia 1 (21) 492 OR 2.21; 95% CI 1.38 to 3.52 <0.001*

Cardiac arrest 1 (21) 492 OR 2.52; 95% CI 1.44 to 4.42 0.001*

Diarrhea 1 (21) 492 OR 1.68; 95% CI 0.96 to 2.92 0.07

Hypoglycemia 1 (21) 492 OR 1.26; 95% CI 0.51 to 3.12 0.61

Hydroxy-chloroquine (HCQ) vs. HCQ and azithromycin (AZM)

Escalation of respiratory support (including MV) 4 (19, 21, 25, 27) 1,730 OR 0.66; 95% CI 0.41 to 1.05 0.08

Development of severe disease 1 (21) 1,006 OR 0.53; 95% CI 0.38 to 0.75 <0.001*

Duration of hospitalization (d) 1 (25) 262 MD −1.0; 95% CI −2.46 to 0.46 0.18

Adverse events

Abnormal ECG 1 (21) 1,006 OR 1.01; 95% CI 0.74 to 1.38 0.94

QT prolongation 2 (21, 22) 1,207 OR 1.28; 95% CI 0.88 to 1.87 0.20

Arrhythmia 2 (21, 22) 1,207 OR 0.74; 95% CI 0.52 to 1.06 0.10

Cardiac arrest 1 (21) 1,006 OR 0.86; 95% CI 0.58 to 1.29 0.46

Diarrhea 1 (21) 1,006 OR 0.68; 95% CI 0.41 to 1.1 0.12

Hypoglycemia 1 (21) 1,006 OR 0.98; 95% CI 0.45 to 2.12 0.95

OR, Odds ratio; MD, Mean difference; CI, Confidence interval; NE, Not estimable; PCR, Polymerase chain reaction; MV, Mechanical ventilation; ECG, Electrocardiogram.

*P < 0.05 significant.

DISCUSSION

Summary of Evidence
After an extensive search of the literature, we included 17 studies
with data of 8,071 participants. Compared to control, HCQ
alone (not HCQ+AZM combination) has no significant effect on

mortality or risk of adverse cardiac events. The evidence for all
the outcomes was of “very low quality.”

The high mortality and increased risk of adverse events with
anti-malarial drugs noted by some studies may be overestimated
because of the inclusion of an older population with underlying
co-morbidities (including cardiac conditions) and simultaneous
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TABLE 3 | GRADE evidence (anti-malarial drugs ± azithromycin vs. standard of care for patients with COVID-19 infection).

Outcomes No of Participants

(studies)

Quality of the evidence (GRADE) Relative effect

(95% CI)

Anticipated absolute effects

Risk with

standard of

care

Risk difference with

anti-malarial drugs

(95% CI)

Primary outcome measures (HCQ or HCQ+AZM vs. control/supportive care and high vs. low-dose CQ)

All-cause mortality

(HCQ vs. control)

5,944

(eight Observational

studies)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWa,b,c,d,e

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, imprecision,

publication bias

OR 0.87

(0.46–1.64)

Study population

202 per 1,000 22 fewer per 1,000 (from

98 fewer to 91 more)

All-cause mortality

(HCQ vs. control)

42

(one Non-RCT)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWd,f,g,h,i,j

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, imprecision

OR 1.94

(0.07–50.57)

Study population

Not estimable Not estimable (“0”

event in

control/standard of

care group)

All-cause mortality

(HCQ+azithromycin

vs. control)

2,310

(four Observational

studies)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWa,b,c,i

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, publication bias

OR 2.84

(2.19–3.69)

Study population

94 per 1,000 133 more per 1,000 (from

91 more to 182 more)

All-cause mortality

(HCQ vs.

HCQ+azithromycin)

1,988

(five Observational

studies)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWa,c,d,f,h

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, imprecision,

publication bias

OR 0.7

(0.54–0.9)

Study population

226 per 1,000 46 fewer per 1,000 (from

2 fewer to 83 fewer)

All-cause mortality

(CQ: high-dose vs.

low-dose)

81 (one RCT) ⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWd,f,i,k

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, imprecision

OR 3.63

(1.24–10.58)

Study population

150 per 1,000 240 more per 1,000 (from

30 more to 501 more)

Secondary outcome measures (HCQ vs. control/supportive care)**

Duration of

hospitalization (day)

1,858

(five Observational

studies)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWa,c,e,f,h

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, publication bias

MD 2.17

(0.21–4.13)

The mean duration of

hospitalization (day) in the

intervention groups was

2.17 higher

(0.21 to 4.13 higher)

Any adverse events 264

(four RCTs)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWc,f,g,h,j

due to risk of bias, inconsistency,

indirectness, publication bias

OR 3.35

(1.58–7.13)

Study population

145 per 1,000 217 more per 1,000 (from

66 more to 402 more)

Proportions with

negative COVID-19

PCR after day 14

407

(two Observational

studies)

⊕⊖⊖⊖

VERY LOWa,c,f,h

due to risk of bias, indirectness,

inconsistency, publication bias

OR 6.37

(3.01–13.48)

Study population

594 per 1,000 309 more per 1,000 (from

221 more to 358 more)

*The basis for the assumed risk (e.g., the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% confidence interval) is based on

the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI). CI, Confidence interval; OR, Odds ratio; MD, Mean difference.

**Secondary outcomes reporting pooled results from minimum two studies with significant difference between groups are reported here.

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence High quality: Further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect. Moderate quality: Further research is

likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate. Low quality: Further research is very likely to have an important impact on

our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate. Very low quality: We are very uncertain about the estimate.
acase-control study. b Inhomogeneous population with many being >65 years and male (not matched for age and sex confounders). cPatients in both the groups also received additional

treatment which might influence the outcome, but not clearly defined. dThe 95% CI around the pooled effect is wide and different in the included studies. The 95% CI includes no effect.
eBeing published on pre-print server and not in a peer-reviewed journal. fBoth the groups were not homogenous considering the age and sex of the participants. gOpen label trials.
hDifferent dose schedule of intervention used. iSingle study. jSingle country data. kThough described as double-blinded, blinding of investigators, participants, and outcome accessor

unclear. Allocation concealment also unclear. kOne trial is open label. lSignificant statistical heterogeneity. mTwo trials are open label and one double-blinded (but this trial has unclear

blinding and allocation concealment). nWider 95% CI. oDeveloped country setting data that cannot be apply to developing country setting.

use of other cardiotoxic drugs (e.g., Azithromycin, and
Oseltamivir). The same may be difficult to know during the
current pandemic as there is no definitive treatment, and

healthcare professionals all over the world want to administer
these experimental drugs with the hope of saving some lives.
The use of HCQ+AZM has drawn attention, and there are
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differences in opinion regarding use of this combination.
Compared to control, HCQ+AZM combination was found
to increase the mortality rate significantly, in contrast to
HCQ alone. Compared to HCQ+AZM combination, HCQ
alone was significantly decreasing the mortality rate. These
indirect evidences suggest that HCQ+AZM might increase
the mortality rate, and caution should be exercised while
using this combination in vulnerable population (e.g., those
with advanced age, underlying cardiac conditions, and those
receiving medication with cardiac side-effects, as noted in the
included studies).

It has to be kept in mind that, the anti-viral action of anti-
malarial drugs against COVID-19 is still largely unknown (49,
50). An acute systemic inflammatory reaction/cytokine storm
(besides the viral infection itself) is the hallmark of COVID-
19 infection (51). This reaction, once well-established, can cause
rapid disease progression leading to death (52, 53). However,
except for three studies (15, 23, 28), no studies have reported the
effect of anti-malarial drugs on the inflammatory markers and
blood counts (lymphocyte, neutrophil). As supportive treatments
were not uniform across the included studies, one may argue
that simultaneous use of other drugs (anti-viral drugs, and/or
interferon-α) as a part of supportive treatment might have
confounded (increased or decreased) the efficacy of the anti-
malarial drugs (15). This possibility, however, seems less likely,
as few studies have found no difference after excluding patients
receiving these drugs (15).

An interesting observation was that, studies fromUSA showed
a significantly increased risk of mortality compared to those from
outside USA. The same could be explained by the following
points in the USA study cohort: inclusion of a higher proportion
of patients with severe or critical illness, advanced age, and co-
morbidities. Among the included studies in the present review,
marked variation (high heterogeneity) was noted in the age group
(in the clinical trials majority were ≤50 yr of age, whereas, in
the observational studies majority were ≥60 yr of age), severity
of COVID-19 illness (around 72% of participants in the clinical
trials were having mild and moderate illness, whereas <40% of
the participants in the observational studies exhibited mild and
moderate illness), and inclusion of patients with co-morbidities
(diabetes, cardio-vascular disease, chronic lung disease, etc.)
among the study cohorts. We could not, however, carry out
sub-group analyses as per severity illness because of paucity of
data. Except for the severity of COVID-19 illness, the remaining
two characteristics (age group and inclusion of patients with
co-morbidities) of the study cohort could increase mortality
that is independent of the effect of CQ/HCQ (±Azithromycin).
This emphasizes the role of randomized double-blind trials in
establishing the actual efficacy (if any) of anti-malarial drugs,
as the chance of selection bias would be very low, and the
groups would be comparable. The dose schedule of CQ was
nearly uniform; however, the dose schedule of HCQ varied
widely among the studies (except for one large study, the
cumulative dose was equal or higher than the recommended
schedule in the remaining studies). There was, however, no
difference in the mortality rate. The median time from onset
of symptom to admission or treatment initiation was nearly

≤8 days in all but two studies, and, apart from one study,
others used CQ/HCQ within 48 h of admission/hospitalization
(not symptom onset). There was no significant difference in the
mortality rate between exposure/interventions and controls in
these sub-groups. This might be due to the fact that starting
anti-viral drugs (including HCQ/CQ) after 48 h of symptom
onset might not be beneficial as the golden window for antiviral
treatment (e.g., in influenza) is lost (48). This is difficult
in a hospitalized setting (may be possible in outpatient or
community setting); however, one RCT could able to use it
within 48 h of symptom onset (found a significantly shorter
time to clinical recovery and pneumonia resolution without any
mortality) (17).

Limitations
The studies were variable in many aspects (blinding of
participants and outcome assessors, patient selection,
severity of illness, dose schedule of the anti-malarial drugs,
timing of administration, measurement of inflammatory
markers and effect of the drugs on these markers, outcome
definition, and measurements). We could not determine
the effect of anti-malarial drugs in Covid-19 infection in
pediatric and adolescent population. As there were few
studies, results from all the secondary outcomes could not
be pooled.

Future Areas of Research
Future clinical trials should include good quality RCTs with
adequate sample size, should ideally be multi-centric, and should
focus on the variability noted in the present review. Pediatric and
adolescent population also need to be included in the ongoing
studies to guide recommendation in this group of patients. Both
CQ/HCQ should also be evaluated in non-hospitalized patients
with COVID-19 infection.

CONCLUSIONS

As very low quality evidence suggests an increased risk of
mortality and adverse event with HCQ plus Azithromycin
combination (not HCQ alone); caution should be exercised while
prescribing this combination for treatment of hospitalized adults
with COVID-19 infection. Multi-centric RCTs (including both
hospitalized and non-hospitalized patients) of a good quality are
required for any firm recommendation to be made during the
ongoing pandemic.
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The culture-centered approach (CCA) foregrounds the organizing role of communities

at the “margins of the margins” of the globe as the spaces for identifying the structural

challenges to health and well-being and for co-creating community-anchored solutions

to these challenges. Pandemics such as COVID-19 render visible the deep-rooted

inequalities across and within societies, seeded and catalyzed by over three decades

of variegated neoliberal reforms. The trajectories of COVID-19 outbreaks as well as the

effects of COVID-19-related policies render visible the inequalities that are written into

the neoliberal organizing of political economy. Community participation is scripted into

the neoliberal framework as an instrument for depoliticizing community and utilizing it as

a channel for disseminating top-down individual behavior change messages. Drawing

on the examples of community organizing in Kerala where the Communist Party of India

(Marxist) has actively co-created an infrastructure for socialist organizing, and Iwi-led

Maori checkpoints in Aotearoa New Zealand, we delineate the features of transformative

community organizing. Community organizing in the CCA is political, foregrounding

community sovereignty as the basis for resisting neoliberal health structures. Community

struggles for communication equality thus point to alternative forms of organizing health

and well-being that challenge and seek to dismantle neoliberal governmentality.

Keywords: COVID-19, culture—centered communication, community organizing, Maori organizing, Kerala,

socialist organizing, Labor, Communist Party of India (Marxist)

The culture-centered approach (CCA) foregrounds the organizing role of
communities1 at the “margins of the margins”2 (Dutta, 2020a) of the globe as
the spaces for identifying the structural challenges to health and well-being and
for co-creating community-anchored solutions to these challenges. Pandemics such

1The culture-centered approach (CCA) constructs communities as contested, dynamic, and unequal terrains, constituted

in relationships of power. Communities are sites of interrogating power as well as creating radical equality through

struggles for power. Interrogating the hegemonic notion of the community as monolith, the CCA suggests that communities

are strategically constructed, crafting specific identities directed toward achieving certain goals. In culture-centered co-

constructions with the margins, communities are depicted as spaces at the margins, forged through communicative processes

to articulate demands.
2The concept of the “margins of the margins” reflects the processes of discursive erasure and material marginalization

constituted in community organizing spaces in marginalized contexts. As a theoretical, methodological and practical anchor,

the “margins of the margins” point toward the vitality of collective reflexivity as the basis for continually attending to erasure

and the necessity for building communicative equality that is open-ended.
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as COVID-19 render visible the deep-rooted inequalities across
and within societies (Dutta, 2016, 2020b, 2020e; Ahmed et al.,
2020; Van Lancker and Parolin, 2020), seeded and catalyzed by
over three decades of variegated neoliberal reforms (Brenner
et al., 2010). The trajectories of COVID-19 outbreaks as well
as the expulsions and displacements produced by COVID-19
policy responses across states foreground the urgent necessity
of structurally directed social change communication amid
the pandemic. As witnessed across the globe, COVID-19 is
reproducing, catalyzing, and circulating existing inequalities
that have been produced by increasingly extreme neoliberal
reforms, further exacerbating the already disenfranchising
conditions experienced by large proportions of those at
the “margins of the margins” (Dutta, 2020a). The process
of cultural centering anchors communicative responses to
pandemics in community voices, constituted in the work of
everyday organizing for radical democracy in communities
at the margins to transform the unhealthy structures and
generate socialist state responses owned by and accountable to
communities. The spaces for community voices at the margins
make visible the violence entrenched into market-promoting
neoliberal reforms, and the powerful effects of these reforms on
human health and well-being; simultaneously, these community
spaces re-organize local-regional-national-global linkages in the
rationality of communicative, political, and economic equality
(Dutta, 2016).

Meaningful responses to pandemics are constituted
in communities, situated amidst grassroots democratic
decision-making and community negotiations of the
structural contexts of the pandemic. The organizing role
of communication draws on the agentic capacities of
communities in identifying and responding to challenges
through the ongoing work of building dialogic infrastructures
for community voices. Communication is constitutive of
community, and mediates community action through an
iteratively reflexive process of interrogating power (Dutta
and de Souza, 2008). It forms the infrastructure, fabric,
and texture of community life and is in turn, constituted
by community. Drawing on the extant scholarship on the
linkages between communication and community in the
CCA, we theorize communication as the organizing space
for co-creating responses to the pandemic. As a resource
embedded in everyday community life, communication brings
together people in spaces, creating the basis of shared values,
shared meanings, and shared actions. These shared values,
meanings, and actions form the basis of local, national, and
global responses to pandemics. We argue that democratic
community action in pandemic/crisis response is strengthened
when state structure support socialist economic organizing,
guaranteeing the fundamental resources of health as a
human right.

In its role as a dialogic anchor for creating connections,
communication brings the “margins of the margins” in
collectives, and organizes and sustains relationships that
form communities. The manuscript draws on two case
studies of emergent success in responding to COVID-19,
one from the Indian state of Kerala and the other from

the context of Maori organizing in Aotearoa to depict
the organizing roles of communities in interplay with the
organizing structure of the state in responding to COVID-
19. Both the state of Kerala under the Communist Party
of Indian (Marxist) and Aotearoa New Zealand under
Labor reflect a certain level of commitment to socialist
political-economic organizing, although this is negotiated
amidst turns toward neoliberal policies internally as well
as within a broader global climate of pressures exerted by
the transnational capitalist class and international financial
institutions (IFIs) for further neoliberal reforms. In the
case of Kerala, the response of the democratically elected
Communist state is situated within a broader anti-science
neo-fascist right-wing federal government further pushing
extreme neoliberalism within an already neoliberal structure
(Cammaerts, 2020). Through this comparative work that
delves into local, national, regional, and global responses, we
examine closely the role of community organizing rooted in
radical democracy in relationship with processes of socialist
state organizing in constituting effective pandemic response.
Our analysis of responses and comparison of community
responses foregrounds the following key threads in community
organizing in response to COVID-19: (a) addressing structures,
(b) mobilizing resources, (c) drawing on cultural values,
(d) anchoring in social justice, and (e) fostering spaces for
democratic ownership.

Drawing on the key tenets of the CCA, we explore community
organizing that co-creates communication infrastructures for
imagining, creating, and sustaining socially just responses
to the pandemic at the global margins. The communication
infrastructures work toward fostering communicative equality
through the democratization of spaces of decision-making, while
simultaneously negotiating continually a politics of structural
transformation based on an ongoing commitment to socialist
principles for organizing health, education, housing, food, and
work (Dutta, 2008, 2011, 2016; Dutta and de Souza, 2008).
Organizing processes that foster socialist radical democracies
at the global margins address both the trajectories of spread
of the virus as well as the overarching structural inequalities
that constitute deep unequal effects of pandemic response
policies. Culture-centered health communication interventions
recognize the material inequalities that constitute health
and well-being, thus imagining broader transformations
in economic structures, with fundamental provisions of
universal basic income, universal housing, universal food,
and universal health. The two cases offered for comparison
in this manuscript will empirically examine the forms of
communicative response anchored in culture-centered processes
that seek transformations in political, social, and economic
organizing3. In resistance to the hegemonic framework
of health communication that keeps neoliberal structures
intact through individualizing responses, communities at the
margins as spaces of democratic response offer imaginaries for
organizing health and well-being that are not only responsive

3In constructing the cases, we will draw from published news reports, reports by

civil society organizations, as well as academic reports.
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to COVID-19 in the short term, but also potent in their
transformative capacities for re-organizing political economies
(Habersaat et al., 2020).

CULTURE-CENTERED APPROACH AND
PANDEMIC COMMUNICATION

Working with the question of voice, the CCA examines the
sites of erasure in hegemonic formations, the various layers
at which erasures are codified into these structures, and the
ways in which voices are erased from spaces of decision-
making (Dutta, 2005, 2007, 2018, 2019). These erasures of
voices, especially voices from communities at the margins, are
situated amidst an overarching ideology of neoliberalism that
positions health problems as problems of individual behavior,
to be targeted through expertise-driven top-down models of
health communication. The locus of decision-making is driven
by experts, with elite technocratic managerialism driving health
communication. The behaviors recommended as well as the
communication surrounding the recommended behaviors are
located in the ambits of expertise. Very much embedded within
the logics of the neoliberal status quo, models of pandemic
communication problematize the pandemic as resulting from
the behaviors of individuals. Pandemic communication in the
hegemonic framework targets individual attitudes, knowledge,
and behavior, then proposing messaging strategies directed at
changing these individual behaviors in order to stop the spread
of the pandemic.

Entire industries of behavior change communication have
been put forth within the hegemonic logic of individualized
health communication, while simultaneously backgrounding
the structural inequalities that form the fabrics of health
problems. In the context of pandemics, the structural violence
that constitutes the trajectories of spread of the pandemic as
well as the precarities that are reproduced by the pandemic
are rendered invisible while communities at the margins are
turned into targets of top-down expert-led interventions. The
problematization of health in the realm of individual behavior
thus keeps the neoliberal structures intact, circulating erasures
of the margins (Dutta, 2018, 2019). Resisting this neoliberal
model of privatized individualism, the CCA centers the interplays
of culture and community in health communication (Dutta,
2007, 2008; Dutta and Basu, 2008). In the context of pandemic
communication, the foregrounding of community voices at the
margins interrogates the hegemonic narratives of pandemic
response, building structurally directed advocacy and activist
interventions. The behavior change framework constituting the
ideology of pandemic response globally is interrogated through
the presence of subaltern voices that have hitherto been erased
(Dutta, 2004).

Community Participation
Community participation serves as a register for bringing about
change that is meaningful to the community (Dutta, 2018). The
participation of the community is essential for comprehending
the problems as experienced by community members, and

creating solutions that are meaningful to their lived experiences
(Dutta, 2004). Through evidence-based knowledge grounded in
cultural meanings and everyday understandings embedded in
community life, communities emerge as anchors to developing
health communication solutions. In contrast to the concept
of community participation serving as a conduit for diffusing
the neoliberal agendas of hegemonic health communication
solutions, community participation in the CCA is re-organized
in the logics of organizing at the margins anchored in an active
politics of resistance. The impetus of community participatory
processes in the CCA emerges from within the margins as the
basis of expressing individual, familial, and collective agency. The
process of cultural centering re-works culture as an infrastructure
of drawing on community values, community norms and
community narratives to put forth health solutions that challenge
the hegemonic structures and the capitalist/racist logics that
constitute these structures.

Community Participation, Co-optation, and

Neoliberalism
Community participation in the neoliberal ideology constitutes
community as a depoliticized space for disseminating the
top-down interventions designed by technocratic elites.
Community-based participatory interventions, funded by
neoliberal organizations such as the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund, development agencies (USAID) and global
foundations (Gates, Ford) organize communities as spaces
for self-help, while simultaneously catalyzing the depletion of
public resources and infrastructures (Dutta, 2013). Community
voice, incorporated as community participation in hegemonic
health interventions, serves the agendas of neoliberal expansion,
incorporated into the ideology of growth as development.
Participatory agency of communities at the margins is coded into
self-help programs of community engagement that reproduce
the ideology of the global free market, with individualized
health solutions disseminated through community participatory
infrastructures (Dutta, 2017). Participation serves to perpetuate
the neoliberal ideology, constructing it in culturalist language,
and developing culturally sensitive health communication
solutions that perpetuate the neoliberal status quo. Participation
maps and domesticates dissent, depoliticizing communities and
incorporating subjects as engaged stakeholders to consolidate
state-capitalist power configured in technocratic logics.
Participation is an instrument for control and disciplined
management built on the idea that voters are irrational, ignorant,
and incapable of making informed decisions.

Community Participation and Resistance
The CCA positions community participation in resistance
to this co-optive nature of participation in the service
of global capital. Noting that the hegemonic forms of
participation established within the ambits of the WB or
global Foundations serve the expansionary logics of global
capital, culture-centered interventions root themselves in the
actual lived politics of co-creating communicative infrastructures
for democracy at the global margins. Health is theorized
amidst the participation of those at the global margins in
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processes of resisting hegemonic structures, foregrounding local
meanings, and working with these meanings to mobilize for
change. The work of community participation in the CCA is
centered on building spaces community democracy, centering
community voice infrastructures in the participation of the
“margins of the margins.” The recognition that communities
are not homogenous guides the co-creation of community
infrastructures for the voices of the “margins of the margins.”
The framework for who participates and what the rules of
participation are therefore emerges from within community
spaces, guided by the conceptual anchors, “whose voices are
missing from this discursive space,” and “how can we co-create
communicative spaces that seek out those at the margins.”

Noting that voices from the margins reflect local agency,
culture-centered processes attend to the agentic community
ownership of the local organizing frameworks, which serve
as the basis of securing health and well-being (Dutta,
2007, 2011, 2015, 2018; Basu and Dutta, 2009). Entrenched
communicative inequalities are addressed through the co-
creation of communicative processes of building spaces of local
participation, embedded in local ownership over democratic
processes of decision-making (Dutta et al., 2019), social change
emerges from the imaginations of subaltern communities in
the Global South. The CCA centers meanings as the basis
of knowledge production, working with meanings to build
infrastructures for securing resources, transforming politics,
and co-creating infrastructures at the margins. These locally
situated meanings therefore serve as the basis of theorizing
communication for health and well-being. In the context
of COVID-19, meanings of everyday health and wellbeing guide
the organizing of communities, movements, and political parties.

The CCA suggests that de-centering the top-down framework
of COVID-19 response calls for exploring expressions of
collective agency at various levels and in various forms, including
in communities, in workplaces, in worker unions, in civil
societies, and in policy infrastructures that are critical to
creating and sustaining responses anchored in care and justice.
The pandemic constitutes the backdrop for the emergence of
communicative leadership across spaces from communities to
nation states to global organizations. In contrast, the absence
of communicative leadership strains existing resources, seeds
divisiveness, further fosters disinformation, and exacerbates the
struggles experienced by the margins of highly unequal societies.
COVID-19 makes visible the deep inequalities in contemporary
political and economic organizing; it is in this backdrop that
communities emerge as spaces for re-organizing meanings,
conceptual anchors, and political economic systems.

HEGEMONIC COVID-19 RESPONSES

Hegemonic COVID-19 responses, situated within the framework
of top-down, expertise-driven behavior change interventions
constructs the spread of COVID-19 amidst individual-level
behavior. The behavior change strategies and recommendations,
formulated by dominant state actors, are framed as individual
behaviors. The framing of behaviors in the realm of the individual

perpetuates the neoliberal status quo, leaving intact the logics
of “flow,” “free market,” “global movements,” and “privatization
of resources” that have led to the deep inequalities evident
amidst COVID-19.

COVID-19 and the New Zealand
Government’s Response
As the global COVID-19 pandemic surfaced in Aotearoa, New
Zealand, Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern, announced on 23
March 2020 that New Zealand would move into lockdown level
four at 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday 25 March 2020. On the
announcement date, there were 102 positive cases of COVID-19
in New Zealand. The majority of cases were linked to overseas
travel and two cases were treated as community transmission
(Ministry of Health, 2020, Strongman, 2020). Sobering images
of strained public healthcare systems and the rapid escalation
of COVID-19 cases causing death from Italy and other infected
areas of the world circulated social and national media prompting
New Zealand’s decisive elimination strategy to “go hard and
go early” (Ardern, 2020 as cited in Hickey, 2020). It could
be argued that global shortages of valuable ventilators to treat
severely ill patients also influenced the government’s strategy
that closed all borders and locked down the country. A public
health stock audit revealed that there were 520 ventilators in the
public healthcare system (Checkpoint, 2020) with possible access
to another 250 ventilators used by private hospitals and other
organizations (Pennington, 2020). Should the hospitals become
inundated with COVID-19 patients, the current stock would not
be sufficient to artificially ventilate critical patients. Drawn from
Bentham’s version of utilitarianism (Gustafsson, 2018) where
simply put, acts are justified and should be pursued if they
produce the most good for the most people in society, the Italian
College of Anesthesia, Analgesia, Resuscitation and Intensive
Care published guidelines for doctors working in the intensive
care units. These guidelines advised that age and comorbidity
rates of infected patients should be considered during the triaging
process to maximize the best use of healthcare facilities and
equipment (Mounk, 2020; Ovadia, 2020). This reasoning means
that the provision of healthcare, a basic humanitarian service,
should be deployed for people who present with a greater success
of recovery. Should positive COVID-19 cases exponentially rise
in New Zealand and the public healthcare system becomes
overwhelmed to the point where there are not enough healthcare
facilities and equipment for everyone in need, then who decides
who will be connected to a potentially life-saving ventilator and
who will miss out? In other words, who decides who will live and
who will die?

Historical Precedents
Against the backdrop of New Zealand’s colonial settler state,
the public healthcare system has failed Māori resulting in over-
representation in many debilitating health statistics (Reid et al.,
2019; Waitangi, 2019). These health outcome inequalities existed
pre-COVID-19. Ngata (2020) highlights that the COVID-19
pandemic has not plunged the country into unprecedented times
because like other nations, New Zealand has a historical litany
of deadly pandemics that has plagued these shores (Day, 1999;
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Chapple, 2016, 2018). The Spanish flu’ 1918 pandemic struck
deadly rates at 48.9 per 1,000 for Māori, massively higher than
the Pākehā (European New Zealanders) morbidity rate of 6 per
1,000 (Rice, 2018).

Day (1999) provides a historical account of the 1913 smallpox
epidemic and its prevalence amongst Māori communities.
Furthermore, Day explains that the vaccine lymph thought
to provide immunization against smallpox was produced for
distribution to Māori, not out of kind benevolence but an
attempt to curb further infection of Pākehā. Despite the Health
department’s publicized intent to distribute smallpox vaccines
to Māori communities, Day added that most of the doses were
swallowed up in urban areas by Pākehā, resulting in a shortfall
with some rural northern Māori communities entirely missing
out. Māori were prevented from traveling unless they carried a
successful immunization certificate and even then, many were
turned back on their journey and barred from entering towns
and shops. Although Day notes the discriminating attitudes of
Pākehā, her analysis falls short of naming the deep-seated racism
that often accompanies pandemics, underpinned by the colonial
servitude to Whiteness.

Hegemonic Response in India
It takes a pandemic to render visible the deep inequalities that
make up the highly unequal societies we inhabit. As pandemics
go, the power of COVID-19 lies in its mobility, along the circuits
of global capital, picked up and carried by the upwardly mobile
classes feeding the financial and technology hubs of capital.
The irony of neoliberal globalization lies in the disproportionate
burden of accelerated mobilities borne by the bodies of the poor
at the global margins. The poor, whose bodies are the sites of
neoliberal extraction, are also the bodies to be easily discarded
when crises hit. The images of throngs of people, the poor, now
expelled from their spaces of precarious work at the metropolitan
centers of financial and technology capital in India, spaces that
are projected as the poster-models of mobility in development
propaganda, walking on the long walk home, are circulating
across our mobile screens (Dutta, 2020c,d). Images of a migrant
worker dead after the grueling walk home, a mother pulling
her daughter as they try to make their way home, a young
man bursting into tears at the sight of food, a father walking
as he carries his sleeping daughter on his shoulders, crowds of
workers waiting in long lines to board buses, these are the faces
of the unequal India made visible by COVID-19. These images
of emaciated men and women, with little children, carrying pots,
torn down bags and dilapidated beddings on their heads, walking
on the roads and highways that form the infrastructures of the
new India are haunting reminders of the masses of displaced
people expelled by wars, riots, genocides, and famines. These
forced mobilities as expulsions reflect the worst excesses of
neoliberal India, rife with caste-class hierarchies.

Deep Inequalities and Indian Society
Note in the backdrop of these images the high-rises and the
gated communities that house India’s upwardly mobile classes,
the classes that fuel its financial and technological imaginaries.
These are the classes that extract the daily labor of the precarious

workers. Ironically, also these same classes are quick to catalyze
the expulsion of precarious workers when they are turned into
threats, by an inversion of empirical evidence (where the actual
threats of the infection are largely carried by the upwardly
mobile bodies traveling across global borders) and driven by
irrational fears.

Authoritarian Repression and State Control
What is the most striking feature of the Indian lockdown is
the paradox inherent in the state’s management of COVID-
19 (Roy, 2020). Even as the state has decreed Indians to stay
indoors, replete with police violence targeting anyone that is
seen outside, large crowds of migrant workers are on the
streets, walking insurmountable distance to get home. Contrary
to the 24/7 propaganda of the strong leader, the state here is
weak and ineffective, demonstrating its lack of preparedness
in addressing the needs of those at the margins. The poor
governance, lack of preparedness, and mismanagement of the
crisis are publicly on display, contrary to the propaganda the
regime concocts regularly. The absence of careful planning
and consideration of the needs of the migrant workers is
evident in the absence of infrastructures of care. For instance,
transportation facilities following precautionary measures are
entirely missing. Similarly, transit-housing arrangements for
precarious migrant workers following precautionary measures
are entirely missing. Infrastructures for addressing everyday food
needs of migrant workers are entirely absent.

All this is ironic in the backdrop of the power asserted by
the authoritarian state to mobilize material resources quickly
to set up infrastructures for marking and incarcerating so-
called illegals picked up by its neo-fascist National Register of
Citizens. The precarious workers that hold up the IT-finance
economies in the metropole are discardable. Their bodies can be
thrown off, disciplined, and violently targeted by the repressive
state in its performance of governance. What’s more, as amply
evident on our screens, their bodies can be subjected to brutal
violence and repression unleashed by the police as instruments
of the state. As all this happens, the yuppies from the gated
communities that benefit from the labor of these precarious
bodies are all too comfortable that the threat has been managed
and mitigated. Note the inversion at work here, much like other
discourses of inversions carried out by the neoliberal regime. The
burden of COVID-19, a virus carried into India by the chains of
neoliberal mobility, has to be borne by India’s underclasses. The
performance of risk is an inversion of the actual sources of risk.

Depletion of Public Health
The poverty and precarity made visible by COVID-19 is
constituted amidst extreme neoliberal reforms pursued by a state
aligned with the interests of capital (Dutta, 2016). From the
privatization of the telecommunication infrastructures to the
privatization of the railways, the current regime is soaked in
the worst excesses of the neoliberal ideology. This translates
into the large-scale absence of financial infrastructures, welfare
resources, food resources, and essential shelter infrastructures
to address the needs of those in poverty. For a virus that
thrives on mobility, guaranteeing these essential infrastructures
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is central to managing the epidemic. With the Congress-led
neoliberal reforms introduced in the 1990s to the BJP-led
accelerated privatization of the Indian economy, the public health
infrastructure in India has rapidly dwindled. The systematic
attack on the public health infrastructure has been catalyzed
by transnational Foundations such as the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, which in the name of addressing the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, strategically invested into setting up a
privatized management model. The hegemony of the mantra of
public-private partnerships categorically dismantled the already
minimal public health infrastructures.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING AT THE
MARGINS

In the backdrop of the larger structures of neoliberal organizing
of COVID-19 response, both in Kerala and Aotearoa, grassroots
community participation in dialogic conversation with a
socialist state structure points toward other imaginaries,
offering transformative registers for COVID-19 response. These
imaginaries are explicitly grounded in community collective
agency, depicting the resistive spaces of community life organized
in principles of collective care. Aligned with the notion of the
“pandemic as portal” (Roy, 2020), the empirically grounded
practices of community organizing are constituted in relationship
with the structures of the state, both in resistance to the structures
of the state and in confluence with state formations. The ongoing
negotiations of community response with state structures,
practices and policies points to the tensile spaces of power
constituted in the relationship between the state and community
organizing. Organizing at the community is constituted by
the state formation, and simultaneously organizes the state
formation. The state structure in both AotearoaNewZealand and
Kerala is a site of ongoing negotiations of power between socialist
commitments and neoliberal seductions. Whereas, on one hand,
both states exist within a broader neoliberal climate that works by
individualizing health care, on the other hand, the party politics
in state formation in both Kerala and New Zealand articulates an
explicitly socialist commitment to differing degrees.

A People-Centric Route to Rebuild the
World From the Global South
One by one
Companies close down.
Life comes to a standstill
Everywhere in the land.
Lords are hardly bothered
Lords of the government are hardly bothered (Andalattu, 1987,
as cited in Mannathukkaren, 2013).

As the world grapples with the COVID-19 pandemic these
lines written decades ago by Andalattu, who often wrote about
communism in Kerala, is of much significance. As Andalattu’s
poignant lines reverberated, life has come to a standstill now,
and the lords are hardly bothered. The policy responses of some
countries to COVID-19 reveal the paramount importance given
to fiscal repercussions overlooking the health of its people. The

reaction of states to thousands of affected people, dead and
people in quarantine lay bare the model that has steered public
policies over the last decades: the neoliberal model. COVID-19
has shown us amirror to our society that the neo-liberal strategies
have failed humanity. The divide in life chances between rich
and poor is apparent, as poor populations lacking access to
health services in standard settings are left most vulnerable
during times of the COVID-19 debacle (Ahmed et al., 2020). The
cracks in developed nations like the US and the UK are evident
as the countries are bracing an unexpected peak in COVID-
19 fatalities. Years of austerity and cutbacks in public health
care have ruined the healthcare system of many such countries
(Malliori et al., 2013; Stuckler et al., 2017). As a by-product of
neoliberal procedures across public sector establishments, health
care system encounters severe limitations at regular times like
understaffing, over workload, low salaries, inadequate working
conditions (Selberg, 2013) and hence are not likely to provide the
desirable care in a crisis like COVID-19. The pursuit of wealth
under the neo-liberal agendas has worsened the COVID-19 crisis
and nations ability to tackle it. However, the small state of Kerala
in India has shown to the world how putting human lives ahead
of profit is critical.

Kerala had dealt with setbacks back to back, from severe
floods in 2018 and 2019 to Nipah outbreak, a disease known
to have no vaccine developed so far. In India, the first case of
COVID-19 was reported in Kerala on January 30th, 2020, when
a student who came to Kerala from Wuhan, China contracted
the virus (Raghunath, 2020). Kerala with 35.1 million population
is a much-touted tourist destination for international travelers
and it has a massive number of expatriates who travels back and
forth. These posed a risk for transmission among its population.
Kerala’s COVID-19 cases escalated in March first week when
people started coming back from middle-eastern countries and
Europe. At one stage, the state had the maximum number
of contagions in India. As of May 9th, 2020, 503 cases were
reported in Kerala, and four people died, amounting to <1%
of the total reported cases. Whereas, India, in total, has 59,662
cases with 1,981 deaths (PTI, 2020). Kerala was able to flatten
the curve because of its stable grass-root democracy and robust
healthcare system (Biswas, 2020). The Guardian cites Kerala as an
exemplar of COVID-19 response (Kurian, 2020). A Washington
Post story states that aggressive testing and contact tracing is
key to communist-run Kerala’s triumph in tackling COVID-19
(Masih, 2020).

Socialist Organizing
In this section, we argue that Kerala’s COVID-19 success
is an offshoot of years of investment in healthcare and its
people-centered development strategy. Kerala tops the human
development index, compared to other states in India, and in
sharp contrast to the state of Gujarat that is sold as the model of
neoliberal growth and development (Singh, 2020). The state has
high literacy rates and better health outcomes than other Indian
states, with strong state support for education (Tripathi, 2019).
Over the years, the Communist Party of India -Marxist [hereafter
cited as CPI(M)]-led government has tremendously invested
in education and in the healthcare system (Namboodiripad,
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1984, 1994; Thomas and Jayesh, 2019; Raj, 2020) to assist the
underprivileged sections of the society (Chasin and Franke,
1991). Kerala is one of the few states in India where left parties
play an active role in the socio-political environment [other
than the state of West Bengal where the CPI(M) has been on
a decline because of problems with organizational structure as
well as the targeted attacks organized by right-wing reactionary
forces]. From the very outset of the first communist ministry in
1957, the left has played an inevitable role in shaping the public
discourse and consciousness in Kerala (Singh, 2011). In 1979, a
coalition called the Left Democratic Front was created, of which
the CPI(M) is the largest political party (Bhatt, 2005). CPI(M)
paved a new road to socialist democracy, where the party gave
precedence to democratic institutions, practices, and policies in
Kerala (Williams, 2017). Despite Kerala’s precarious financial
position, state governments of Kerala have never reversed any
public service schemes, thus reiterating the commitment of state
governments to the social sector (Heller and Isaac, 2005). The
rhetoric of the Communist Party is instilled with strong overtones
of well-being and CPI (M)’s election manifesto commits to
the right to free health care. Under the current communist-
led government, an initiative called “Aardram” was launched
in Kerala to make public health care system more people-
centric and to improve the amenities of public health facilities
(Chetterje, 2020), thus slashing the dependence of public on
private health facilities. The people centered policy by the left
front and the grassroot participation carved a remarkable public
health infrastructure for Kerala.

The communist state in Kerala, embedded within a larger
democratic electoral politics, is embossed by substantial
social expenditures and schemes targeted at the margins
of society. Contrary to India’s tryst with neoliberalism, the
communist government in Kerala battled the neo-liberal policies
encouraged by the Central government (Nair, 2007). Socio-
political organizations in Kerala regularly submitted requests
to officials for better health and educational facilities (Nag,
1983). Failure to meet public demands caused agitations, in
some instance officers were gheraoed or encircled by agitators
who did not permit them to leave the office premises until
their demands were met (Franke and Chasin, 1992). In the
1970s, CPI(M) employed one of the most radical set of land
reforms in the world to safeguard the rights of the tenants on
land (Franke and Chasin, 1992). The communist government
in 1996 took the agenda of decentralization as the priority and
introduced the “People’s Campaign for Decentralized Planning”
as a commitment to democratic politics and to amplify the
participation of community in planning process (Heller et al.,
2007). The solidarity of communist government for class-based
movements in Kerala (Heller, 2000) augmented social trust and
paved way for many programmes with community participation.
Under the communist regime an ascendance of neoliberalism
is evident in Kerala, with high rates of unionization (Dreze
and Sen, 2002; Thanickan, 2006). Participatory institutions
and grass roots democracy under CPI(M) developed a unique
state-civil society synergy, synergized in a socialist register to
deliver the fundamental resources of health and well-being to
the economically dispossessed (Heller, 2000). The aftermath of

2008 financial crisis saw a reduction of investment in public
health in many countries including across India; however the
investment in state public health infrastructure has been a
consistent policy tool of the successive communist governments
in Kerala. The “Kerala model of health” is often seen as
“good health based on social justice and equity,” rooted in the
CPI(M)’s conceptualization of health as a universal human right
(Ekbal, 2017).

With adequate capacity built into the state-led health care
system, COVID-19 treatment in Kerala focused on delivering
care in government hospitals rather than assigning it to private
players. For every coronavirus case, a comprehensive route map
was created. This was then widely circulated in neighborhoods
and social media to find whether other people have been exposed
to the virus (Rakesh, 2020). When the virus spread to hundreds,
healthcare workers and volunteers with flowcharts conducted
rigid contact tracing and thus helped to flatten the curve of
community spreading. The community participation was evident
when students also chipped in forming walk-in kiosks for taking
samples (Varma, 2020). The counter-hegemonic use of spaces
and decentralization of power was reflected when village councils
enabled community outreach programmes to combat COVID-
19 (Sweeney, 2020). This strong community participation was
equipped with a strong public education system that had invested
in literacy, and especially science literacy. The CPI(M)-associated
civil society-led science communication program has invested
into building an open science infrastructure across communities
in Kerala, anchored in the concept of creating democratic spaces
for universal access to scientific literacy.

Regular press meets by the Kerala government kept people
well-informed about the situation. The campaign, “Break the
Chain” was initiated by the Kerala government to keep people
informed about the benefits of washing hands to stop the
spread of the virus and thus breaking the chain of community
spreading (Bhattacharya, 2020; Flattening the curve: Lessons
from Kerala, 2020). A veritable group of volunteers, local
government institutions, Kudumbashree, another community
initiative, engaged in the production of masks and sanitizers and
distribution of foods. Activities ranged from production of over
1,45,000 masks and 2,000 l of hand sanitizers, distribution of
food, medicine and so on (Mohan, 2020). These are exemplary
examples of workers power, to tackle the crisis of neo-liberalism.

Community Care
The mortalities resulting from COVID-19 has taken a back seat
as the state of Kerala was hell-bent in sheltering its population
from the catastrophe. On March 19, 2020, a 2.6 billion package
was announced by the Kerala government to tackle the pandemic
(Agarwal, 2020). Community kitchens, reflecting community
care and ownership, were set up to feed the needy. Free
treatments were provided to the infected and quarantined people.
Regardless of category free rice and other essential items were
distributed through ration shops. The government ensured that
midday meals will be delivered for school children at their homes
and social security pensions for 2 months were given to the
elderly (Nowrojee, 2020). Helplines were developed for people
struggling to cope with COVID-19 stress and anxiety. The state
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also was equipped to bring its international migrants who were
stranded in different pockets of the world and to provide them
medical assistance as needed (Mathew, 2020).

COVID-19 deprived the migrant laborers of their livelihood,
who came from rural areas to find work in cities. The neoliberal
forces extracted the most from these migrant laborers in the
form of cheap labor and during the COVID-19 pandemic
they were left on the streets, exposed and vulnerable. Across
Indian cities, several incidents were reported where precarious
migrant workers were discriminated, marginalized, mistreated
and attacked (Dutta, 2020d). The plight of migrant workers in
other states were deplorable as they underwent starvation, police
violence and they had to walk hundreds of kilometers to their
villages from the big cities. Kerala has outshined the rest of
India, in handling the plight of migrant workers.Whereas, Kerala
has acknowledged that the foundation of Kerala’s infrastructure
constitutes the labor of precarious migrant workers from other
states. The migrant workers in Kerala, from other states, were
given the title of “guest workers,” given proper shelters and
provided with food (Why Kerala is a home to ’outsiders’ - Times
of India., 2020). In Kerala, several programmes were launched to
help low-wage migrant workers in contrast to other states. The
communist led government intervened to lessen the hardships
of migrant workers in Kerala, by cash transfer, supplying free
rations and food. Out of the 23,567 camps set up for the migrant
workers in India, Kerala attributed for 65% (Sadanandan, 2020).
The government recognized that the sudden lockdown must
have caught the migrant laborers off guard and hence, took the
responsibility of them in the time of uncertainty. When the
stories of neglected marginalized migrant workers in countries
like Singapore are surfacing (Ratcliffe, 2020), the Kerala model,
shows how health is intertwined in participation, transparency
and voice.

Community-centric approach by Kerala demonstrates that it
has disruptive potential to break from the chains of a system
embedded in individualism and create a response based on
solidarity and compassion. In a world, where humans are
devalued, and happiness is measure by wealth and economic
growth; such models are pertinent to overcome the neoliberal
dogmas. We all need a voice so that we can denounce the callous
neglect for human life in the neoliberal regimes. As the so called
“global leaders” like the USA, the UK, stands still, there is a
clarion call to relook policymaking and regulatory processes and
to adopt a people-centric method, which is the most prudent
alternative we have amid the COVID-19 crisis.

Maori Organizing in Aotearoa, Power, and
Politics
This paper explores Iwi-led checkpoints as a humanitarian,
cultural and community response to COVID-19 against the
backdrop of the colonial settler state and amidst the politics,
police and power structures in Aotearoa, New Zealand. Given
the historical accounts of past pandemics in Aotearoa, Māori,
particularly in geographically isolated areas, have lived memories
of harrowing pandemics that have been passed down through
the generations. Māori collectivization to prevent virulent death

once again sweeping through their communities was a necessary
response. Ngata (2020) contextualizes the Iwi-led checkpoints on
the borders of tribal boundaries amidst public criticism, backed
by a petition against the checkpoints, created by a far right
racist group called Hobson’s Pledge (Dalder, 2019). Ngata (2020)
explains the importance of the checkpoints to safeguard isolated
communities because “nobody will come to do this for us, and
nor could they do it as effectively as us, for nobody knows and
loves our people and place as we do (para 8).”

Iwi-Led Checkpoints
Te Whānau a Apanui, located in a geographically isolated area
in the Eastern Bay of Plenty, took prompt action to close
their borders with Karakia (Prayer) to all who did not reside
in the area on 25 March 2020. Waititi (2020), Iwi (Tribal)
representative announced the establishment of an Iwi checkpoint
citing around 200 Kaumātua (Elders) residing in their Tribal
area, sparce medical services and the over 100 km journey to the
nearest hospital as compelling factors to exert their sovereignty
to look after their own community. There were no COVID-
19 cases in the area and the Iwi was committed to keeping
the virus locked out. To reduce the travel to supermarket
services, also located over 100 km away, Te Whānau a Apanui
started an online shopping system providing the community
with supermarket food 2 days a week (Paranihi, 2020). Whilst
their major food sources are derived from the forest, the ocean
and rivers, the government uniformly banned all hunting and
fishing. Notwithstanding the ban, Waititi encouraged other
Māori communities not to “rely on the government and their
supplies to save us” (Waititi, 2020 as cited in Paranihi, 2020, para
11) and continue with their tribal food gathering practices.

The remote community of Te Araroa is a 3 h drive to the
nearest hospital in Gisborne. The Iwi also created plans to
establish their checkpoint prior to lockdown. Iwi in the Far
North, Taranaki, Maketu, and Murupura followed suit (Graham-
McClay, 2020; Jones, 2020; New Zealand Herald, 2020; Wright,
2020a). It was the Iwi-led checkpoint in Murupara that attracted
the most attention. Two gang members from different gangs
joined the frontline Iwi-led checkpoint drawing negative and
racist criticism (Judd, 2020 as cited in Hurihanganui, 2020;
Ngarewa-Packer, 2020). In response to the racism and cited in
Video: Gangs unite with Iwi against COVID-19 (Peters K. N.,
2020), Iwi checkpoint organizer, Leila Rewi created a Tiktok
video of the checkpoint volunteers—Iwi, Māori from other areas
and gang members, united and dancing on checkpoint duty
to a song called Tutahi - Stay (Coddington et al., 2020), by a
collection of New Zealand artists, innovatively recorded during
lockdown level four. The Tiktok video went viral, shared by
supporters and critics. Noteably the negative volume on Iwi-
led checkpoints increased as Hobson’s Pledge initiated a petition
to stop the checkpoints. Conversely an outpouring of support
for the checkpoints not just by Iwi members but by general
community members gathered momentum (One Double, 2020;
Scoop, 2020). The Iwi-led checkpoint at Murupura continued
unabated, with frontliners smiling and, or dancing as they
exercised their Iwi and community sovereignty. Mongrel Mob
member, Deets Edwards explains that:
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we weren’t breaking the law, we were out there greeting people

with hello. We didn’t physically stand there to force someone to

stop. They stopped on their own free will. . . The people that didn’t

know me, like everyone else, they’ll judge a book by its cover

(Edwards, 2020 as cited in Wright, 2020b, paras 7–8).

The Iwi-led checkpoints continued to be emphatically discussed
in the Epidemic Response Committee’s live online daily meetings,
led by the leader of the National Party, Simon Bridges. This
committee was set up by the government to scrutinize its
national COVID-19 pandemic response. Recounting reports
from concerned citizens annoyed that their freedom of
movement was being challenged at Iwi-led checkpoints, the
committee demanded answers from the Police Commissioner,
Andrew Coster about the legality of these checkpoints. Under
lockdown level four regulations, everyone was banned from
traveling inter-regionally (Small, 2020); but that didn’t stop
some people, who attempted travel under the cover of darkness
(Canning, 2020; Neilson, 2020).

During the first few weeks of lockdown level four, at the
local level, Police supported the checkpoints both conceptually
and visibly (Peters K. N., 2020; Peters M., 2020; RNZ, 2020).
This was backed by the Deputy Police Commissioner, Wally
Haumaha who was keen to model community partnerships with
Iwi, particularly in isolated areas (Haumaha, cited in Peters K. N.,
2020). Initially, when the Media asked the PM about whether she
approved of the checkpoints, described by the Media as “medical
checkpoints,” the PM sidestepped the issue and responded
generally about self-isolation as evidenced in both the live-update
video recordings and the transcriptions of those video recordings
uploaded on the official New Zealand government website
(New Zealand Government, 2020a). The next time the Iwi-led
checkpoints were raised by Media during the PM’s live updates
was on day four of lockdown on 29 March 2020. Again, the PM’s
response carefully sidestepped referencing “Iwi-led checkpoints,”
referring instead to her communication with local MPs from the
Iwi area regarding the local establishment of roadblocks (New
Zealand Government, 2020b). As criticism mounted in some
sectors regarding the legality of the Iwi-led checkpoints, the
PM was further questioned about her stance on the checkpoints
almost 1 month later on 22 April 2020. The PM indicated that the
Police have been working with communities to ensure that the
checkpoints are conducted within the law, strategically keeping
the focus on the intent and response of communities to safeguard
each other. An acknowledgment from the PM that the checkpoint
initiatives from these communities were Iwi-led was still not
forthcoming (New Zealand Government, 2020c). The next day
on 23 April 2020, the verbatim was not that different, except the
PM highlighted that the powers to stop people lay only with the
Police and the Civil Defense (New Zealand Government, 2020d).

New Police Commissioner, Coster (2020) followed suit by
carefully avoiding the phrase “Iwi-led checkpoints,” in his
article, referring to them instead as “COVID-19 community
checkpoints,” or “community-led checkpoints” devaluing the
stoic, around the clock labor actioned by Iwi in placing their
bodies on the line to prevent the spread of COVID-19 amongst
their Whānau, Hapu, Iwi and communities. Moreover, Coster

added that “a strong enforcement-led response to the [Iwi]
checkpoints could lead to protests at various sites around the
country. . . ” (Coster, 2020, para 9). Iwi members gathering and
protesting at various sites around the country during lockdown
level four would disrupt the lockdown plan and not align with
the government’s messaging that “we are all in this together.”
Coster added that the model of policing underscored by the
principle of discretion directed Police action by deploying
Police to Iwi-led checkpoints in a monitoring capacity to both
ensure that public movement is lawful and within the lockdown
restrictions. Notably, the discretion principle that underpins
the policing model referred to by Coster was not utilized
during the latter half of 2019 when the Police presented in
considerable numbers at Ihumātao to restrict the movement
of the land protectors occupying the land (Webb-Liddall,
2019). The communication strategy adopted by the PM and
the Police Commissioner rendered taboo the mere mention
of “Iwi-led checkpoints” in their media statements, preferring
instead the referencing of “community checkpoints.” Whilst
there were reports of community volunteers assisting at the Iwi-
led checkpoints, these care initiatives were, as the name clearly
describes, led by Iwi. Yet an examination of the transcriptions
reveal that the government had no qualms about referencing
Iwi when Iwi were assisting Civil Defense teams to distribute
food among vulnerable communities and collaborate with
agencies to secure housing assistance (NewZealandGovernment,
2020d). When the pulse of racism quickens to sideline
Iwi sovereignty, exacerbated by negative public opinion, the
government’s mantra that “we are all in this together” during the
COVID-19 pandemic reveals the entrenched logics of acceptable
participation determined by this nation’s hegemonic, colonial
power structures.

Ironically, while some of New Zealand’s concerned citizens
together with National and Act Party members on the Epidemic
Response Committee were challenging the legality of the Iwi-
led checkpoints, a judicial review application challenging the
legality of some of the lockdown orders was before the High
Court. In Christiansen v. The Director-General of Health (2020),
the applicant, Oliver Christiansen returned to New Zealand to
visit his dying father in April 2020. Christiansen was confined to
managed isolation but when his father’s illness suddenly declined,
Christiansen sought an exemption to the order issued under the
Health Act 1956, as a matter of urgency, to enable him to visit
his father. Ministry of Health officials acting under delegated
authority by the Director-General, Dr. Ashley Bloomfield
declined Christiansen’s application. The High Court upheld
Christiansen’s application and overruled the government’s
COVID-19 lockdown orders (Hurley and Bayer, 2020). The
High Court ruled that according to the Order provisions,
the Ministry of Health was wrong in denying Christiansen
an early exemption out of mandatory lockdown to visit his
father. Christiansen was able to visit his father 1 day before
he passed away. Subsequently Jacinda Ardern, prime minister
ordered a review into all the Ministry of Health decisions on
this matter.

Former Parliamentary Counsel, Andrew Borrowdale is also
seeking a judicial review by the High court to determine whether
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the government was sufficiently empowered by legislation
to enact lockdown levels four and three. Chair of the
Epidemic Response Committee, Simon Bridges has tagged onto
the legal debacle and is planning to tackle parliamentary
privilege to summon government officials and parliamentary
privilege to obtain all legal advice received by the government
to enact lockdown to determine if the government acted
within its powers (Geddis, 2020; Geiringer, 2020; RNZ, 2020).
Obtained via public official information requests, thousands
of official COVID-19 government papers were released on 8
May 2020 revealing the basis for the government’s COVID-
19 decisions (Walls and Cheng, 2020), except for the legal
advice documents.

DISCUSSION

One of the key threads that emerges from the community
organizing in response to COVID-19 is the nature of
organizing work as political. Interrogating and disrupting
the depoliticization of communities to be incorporated into
community-based participatory projects serving the agendas
of capital, community organizing at the margins in the
Global South/South in the North foreground the concept
of community sovereignty. Community sovereignty, moves
beyond the concept of community mutual aid in support
of each other, to organizing communities to resist local-
global structures of individualization and privatization under
the hegemonic neoliberal project (Dutta, 2016). Organizing
processes and structures of pandemic response, owned
by those at the “margins of the margins” in communities
challenge the hegemonic theorizing of pandemic response that
construct the prevention of the pandemic in terms of behavior
change (constructing individuals in the dichotomous category
of adherence/non-adherence).

In resistance to a top-down definitional framework that
sees behavior change as individual response produced through
persuasive messages (Dutta, 2005), community sovereignty
foregrounds and renders visible the structures of inequality
that are exacerbated and worked upon by the pandemic,
constituting the contexts within which behaviors are enacted.
Health behavior, in this case COVID-19-related behaviors,
Therefore, in the two cases offered in this article, when the
very structural formations that constitute behaviors are targeted,
health communication works toward structural transformation
that enables collective preventive behaviors at the community
level. In addition, community organizing is directed specifically
at addressing the overarching structures, thus directly addressing
the health needs at the margins and seeking to transform
overarching pandemic inequalities. Based on these two cases,
we attend to the interplays of community and state structures
in constituting pandemic response, mediated through voice
(see Figure 1). Voices of the margins laying claims to
infrastructures of health, education, income, and food interact
with the state, both constituted by the state and in turn,
constitutive of it. Drawing on the key conceptual tenets of
the CCA, we thus propose a strong state for pandemic

response that is simultaneously centralized and de-centralized.
As opposed to the extreme neoliberal state that is “rolled
out” to serve capital while simultaneously being “rolled
back” from the delivery of essential health and well-being
infrastructures, the culture-centered state is strengthened in
its capacity to deliver substantive health and well-being
infrastructures through the participation of the “margins of
the margins.”

In India, the community response in Kerala is situated
within a socialist structure of organizing politics and economics,
with the strong presence of worker organizing and the
transformative role of the CPI(M). The specific forms of
welfare and workplace protections secured in the state through
the ongoing organizing of unions and collective movements
serve as the basis of developing a COVID-19 response that
is directed at addressing the entrenched structural inequalities.
The recognition of structural violence as the conduit through
which the pandemic spreads, the community organizing work
complements the structurally-directed intervention designed
by the CPI(M). Drawing on the deep roots of grassroots
organizing, land reforms and resource distribution that form
the architectures of the CPI(M), community organizing works
alongside Left party politics to materialize a socialist framework
of pandemic response. The community response in Kerala
is constituted by the state policy directed at decentralization
and community-led governance. Contrast the Kerala model
with the pandemic response across India formulated within
a neoliberal framework, without protection for the poor
and the working classes, expelling migrant workers into
conditions of vulnerability, and without the provision of
fundamental resources of health and well-being (Roy, 2020).
Moreover, contrast the Kerala model of a strong education
infrastructure with robust science literacy in the backdrop of
a weak education and science infrastructure across large cross-
sections of neoliberal idea, with the ruling Hindutva forces
being key players in the dissemination of misinformation.
The strong scientific temperament in community networks in
Kerala stands in contrast to the communicative structures of
disinformation and superstition disseminated by Hindutva forces
across India.

In Aotearoa, iwi-led checkpoints, grounded in the voices
and actions of grassroots Whānau, Hapu, and Iwi, foreground
the concept of community sovereignty (tino rangatiratanga) in
the backdrop of a settler colonial state. Through sovereignty,
communities take collective ownership of households, families,
and larger collectives, anticipating and addressing the deep
inequalities that are likely to impact disproportionately
communities at the margins. The larger racist responses to
iwi-led checkpoints, particularly from the right (National Party,
center right), using the language of law and order, depict
the ways in which transformative community participation
challenges the hegemonic formations of colonial-capitalist state
structures. Through their participation in organizing responses
to the pandemic that assert materialities of boundary-making to
protect community health and well-being, iwi-led checkpoints
write new possibilities for organizing global health and well-
being. The organizing of community voice is constituted
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FIGURE 1 | Community-state interaction in constituting COVID-19 response.

amidst the Te Tiriti O Waitangi (Treaty of Waitangi) that
offers a framework for making Māori claims into the colonial
state. The Treaty itself emerges in the discursive-material
arena as a register for challenging the catalytic expansion
of neoliberalism. Moreover, the check-point response is
constituted amidst a center-Left Labor-led government that
has offered a strong centralized response to the pandemic,
driven by science and addressing the economic needs of
those hit by the lock-down. Particularly salient in Labour’s
response to the pandemic are clear communication and the
overarching narrative of kindness that shaped the response
to the pandemic. Māori community sovereignty is negotiated
in dialogue with a state that is currently turning toward a
rights-based response in contrast to the earlier capital-friendly
leadership of the National Party (Note here that the neoliberal
reforms were initiated into New Zealand by Labor and pursued
aggressively subsequently by National Party as well as Labor).
Foregrounding the logics of community sovereignty in global
responses to COVID-19 recognizes community agency as
the basis of pandemic response. Community participation in
this instance, rather than being directed and scripted by the
colonial state to fit pre-existing colonial agendas, emerges as
a site of owning community health and well-being. Voices
reflecting Māori agency exist in ongoing negotiations of power
with the colonial state, foregrounding the vitality of Māori

party formations in shaping state responses. Simultaneously,
given the large scale health disparities experienced by
Māori in New Zealand, these party formations ought to
be fundamentally anchored in commitments to securing
universal rights to basic income, housing, food, education,
and health.

In summary, the culture-centered processes of community
organizing drawn on the case studies of community organizing
in Communist Kerala and in iwi-led Māori checkpoints in settler
colonial Aotearoa New Zealand foreground the vital work of
alternative4 practices of health response, serving as the basis
for robust alternative imaginations amid the pandemic. Both of
these contextually situated frameworks of pandemic response
recognize and work with a radical conceptualizing of community
organizing, owned by the “margins of the margins” as the basis
of transforming the deep inequalities that threaten human health
and well-being, and that have been rendered visible by the
pandemic. Compared to the failed neoliberal responses elsewhere
across the globe, we point to the exceptional success of the Kerala
model and the Māori model. The exceptionalism of these models
offers an imaginary anti-dote to exceptional neoliberalism that

4The very notion of “alternative” is constituted in relationship to the neoliberal

model. In this article, we hope that these alternatives emerge as pathways to the

mainstream in post-COVID organizing.
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has worked over the last three decades by turning the structural
and material violence of neoliberalism into the normative mode
of global governance. The interplays of socialist organizing and
community democracy materially evident in the cases discussed
here dismantle the neoliberal ideology that constitutes the
exceptional violence evident globally amidst the pandemic, both
as a result of the pandemic as well as a result of the market-
driven policy responses to pandemic. The very processes of
community participation that co-opt community agency into
serving the neoliberal status quo are organized in resistance in
these two instances, thus challenging the various forms of erasure
written into hegemonic processes of knowledge production
and health response. Cultural centering is the turn toward
communities as spaces for challenging structures and building
communicative equality through grassroots democracy. Co-
creating infrastructures for community voices centers grassroots
democracy while simultaneously re-organizing the state in
socialist principles to ensure fundamental access to education,
income, housing, food, health and well-being. Although the two
examples offered here provide openings for building democratic
socialist pandemic responses, more broadly, they offer global
registers for re-organizing health, education, housing, food, and
income. Drawing on Roy’s (2020) invitation to work through the
“pandemic as a portal,” our analysis of community organizing in

Kerala and community-led Māori checkpoints in Aotearoa New
Zealand puts forth a conceptual register for addressing COVID-
19 transitions, as well as for organizing post-COVID political
economies. Ultimately, communicative equality as the basis
for health communication is constituted in ongoing dialogue
between community agency and state response, seeking to
building infrastructures for voices of the “margins of themargins”
and simultaneously creating a socialist state.
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Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a novel coronavirus

that is responsible for the 2019–2020 pandemic. In this comprehensive review,

we discuss the current published literature surrounding the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

We examine the fundamental concepts including the origin, virology, pathogenesis,

clinical manifestations, diagnosis, laboratory, radiology, and histopathologic findings,

complications, and treatment. Given that much of the information has been extrapolated

from what we know about other coronaviruses including severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

(MERS-CoV), we identify and provide insight into controversies and research gaps for

the current pandemic to assist with future research ideas. Finally, we discuss the global

response to the coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) pandemic and provide thoughts

regarding lessons for future pandemics.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, coronavirus, respiratory infection, pandemic, global health

INTRODUCTION

The world has witnessed numerous epidemics and pandemics that have affected thousands to
millions of lives. Despite our advances in medicine and research, we continue to be challenged
with new pathogens that pose a threat to human lives, global economic security, and the healthcare
system. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a novel coronavirus
that was first identified in Wuhan, Hubei province, central China, and is responsible for the
2019-20 pandemic.

SARS-CoV-2 is the seventh coronavirus to date that is known to infect humans. This has been
possible by frequent cross-species infections and occasional spillover events (1). Two of these
previously identified coronaviruses were responsible for major epidemics in the past two decades;
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) also originating from China in
2002–2003 and theMiddle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) originating from
the Middle East in 2012 (2, 3). All three of these coronaviruses are considered zoonotic in origin
and have the ability to cause severe and fatal illness in humans (3, 4). Unfortunately, given their
large genetic diversity and the frequent recombination of their genomes coupled with the increase
in human-animal interface activities due to modern agricultural practices, novel coronaviruses are
likely to continue to develop and cause periodic seasonal spreads (3).
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Here, we provide a multidisciplinary review of the current
literature involving the SARS-CoV-2 virus. We review the origin
of the virus, the course of disease, the therapeutic investigations,
and the global response. Specifically, we discuss the pathogenesis,
histopathology, virology, and immune response. We also
examine the clinical manifestations, diagnosis, laboratory and
radiology findings, in addition to common complications. This
is followed by a briefing on the existing literature regarding
adjunctive therapies and ongoing trials. Finally, we discuss the
global response to the coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic and the lessons learned for future pandemics.

TIMELINE TO PANDEMIC

Though the specific date varies according to different reports,
it is postulated that the outbreak started in Wuhan around
December 12, 2019, when multiple patients presented with
similar clinical symptoms including fever, cough, dyspnea,
and atypical pneumonia (3). On December 29, four cases
of “pneumonia of unknown etiology” were officially reported
by local hospitals using a surveillance mechanism that was
established following the 2002–2003 SARS epidemic with the aim
of allowing timely identification of novel pathogens. All four of
these cases were thought to have a connection to a local seafood
market, Huanan Seafood Market, which sold live non-aquatic
wild animals (5, 6).

In an attempt to identify the causative pathogen, three
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples from one patient with
“pneumonia of unknown etiology” were collected and sent for
identification on December 30. Whole genome sequencing and
bioinformatic analyses revealed that the virus features were
typical of the beta-coronavirus 2B lineage of the coronavirus (7).
Additionally, the genome of the novel virus was found to be 96%
identical to the bat SARS-like coronavirus strain BatCov RaTG13,
a bat coronavirus detected in Rhinolophus affinis from Yunnan
province (2).

On December 31, the Chinese authorities alerted the World
Health Organization (WHO) of these cases. Due to the continued
connection of emerging cases to the Huanan SeafoodMarket, the
market was eventually closed on January 1, 2020 for sanitization.
On January 6, the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (China CDC) activated a Level 2 emergency response.
On January 8, a novel coronavirus was officially announced
to be the cause of the outbreak and on January 10, the first
genome sequence for the virus was released by China CDC.
The novel virus was initially called the 2019 novel coronavirus
(2019-nCoV). The WHO subsequently changed the name to
SARS-CoV-2 on February 11 due to its vast resemblance to
SARS-CoV (8).

The first case reported outside of China was on January 13 in
Thailand. China CDC upgraded the emergency response to Level
1 on January 15 (9). On January 20, the CDC confirmed the first
case in the United States (U.S.) in Washington state, which was
linked to recent travel from Wuhan (10). Due to the continued
surge of new cases, the Chinese government ordered a complete
lock down of Wuhan on January 23. By January 30, the WHO

declared a global health emergency and COVID-19 was declared
a pandemic on March 11, 2020 (9) (Figure 1).

As of the beginning of June, there were more than 7
million confirmed cases of COVID-19 with more than 400
thousand deaths globally. This pandemic has spread to more
than 200 countries, areas, or territories across the world (11).
In comparison, SARS-CoV spread to 12 countries including the
U.S. with a total of 8,096 confirmed cases and 774 deaths until it
was contained in 2003 (12). MERS-CoV spread to 27 countries,
including the U.S., with a total of 2,494 confirmed cases and 858
deaths (13) (Table 1).

THE ORIGIN OF SARS-COV-2

It is crucial to identify the origin, hosts, and evolutionary pathway
of the causative pathogen of a pandemic to be able to implement
proper control measures and help prevent future pandemics.
Unfortunately, the exact origin of SARS-CoV-2 remains unclear
so many theories have been proposed based on information
stemming from SARS-CoV.

After the SARS epidemic in 2002, bats were first recognized
to be hosts for coronaviruses and interest grew in identifying
other potential mammal hosts (15). The majority of early cases
of SARS occurred in patients with close contact to animals
including market palm civets. Soon afterwards, SARS-CoV was
cultivated from caged Himalayan palm civets from live wild
markets in Guangdong, China. Upon further investigation, with
the discovery of many coronaviruses phylogenetically related
to SARS-CoV in bats from different provinces in China and
other countries, bats were believed to be the natural reservoir
for SARS-CoV, and the palm civet was a possible intermediate
host. It was likely that the virus acquired multiple mutations in
the market palm civets before spillover to humans (1, 6). Bats
were also believed to be the natural reservoir for MERS-CoV and
dromedary camels were thought to be the intermediate hosts.
Bats have since been discovered to be the hosts of a minimum of
30 coronaviruses with available complete genome sequences (15).
This may be an underestimation since many more coronaviruses
may exist that have yet to be identified or sequenced.

As previously stated, SARS-CoV-2 has been found to be
96% identical at the whole genome level to the bat SARS-
like coronavirus strain BatCov RaTG13, making it likely
that bats served as reservoir hosts. With many theories not
supportive of direct spillover from bats to humans, further
investigation was conducted. Pangolins were then reported as
potential intermediate hosts after samples were analyzed from
Malytan pangolins, an endangered species illegally trafficked into
southern China for use in old-fashioned Chinese medicine and
as a food source. These were obtained from Guangdong and
Guangxi, China during an anti-smuggling operation. Samples
from the pangolins showed new coronavirus genomes with 85.5–
92.4% resemblance to SARS-CoV-2. More remarkable was the
97.4% amino acid similarity in the receptor binding domain
(RBD) of coronavirus genomes from pangolins compared to
SARS-CoV-2. In comparison, the Bat CoV RaTG only had 89.2%
amino acid similarity in the RBD with SARS-CoV-2. Up until
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FIGURE 1 | COVID-19: timeline to pandemic. The sequence of events from the outbreak in Wuhan, China to the declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic. BALF,

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid.

TABLE 1 | Comparison between SARS-CoV-2, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV.

SARS-CoV-2 MERS-CoV SARS-CoV

Pandemic/ epidemic

year

2019-Present 2012 2002–2003

Coronavirus subfamily Beta–Coronavirus Beta–Coronavirus Beta–Coronavirus

Natural reservoir Bat Bat Bat

Intermediate host Pangolin Dromedary camel Palm civets

Origin Wuhan, China Arabian Peninsula Guangdong, China

Country spread >180 27 26

Total cases to date >7,000,000 2,494 8,096

Total deaths to date >400,000 858 774

Total cases in the U.S.

to date

>1,900,000 2 27

Case fatality rate* 1–7.2% 34.4% 9.6%

* Case fatality rate varies in different countries depending on different testing strategies,

definition of COVID-19 related deaths, and population age. Numbers are subject to

change with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic (1, 11–14).

now, bats and pangolins are the only two mammals known to be
infected by SARS-CoV-2-related coronaviruses (6, 16) (Table 1).

VIRAL MORPHOLOGY

Coronaviruses are enveloped, positive single-stranded RNAswith
the largest known RNA genome ranging from 26 to 32 kilobases
in length (8, 17). They are spherical virions with a core shell
and a surface that resembles a solar corona based on its surface
protein projections, hence their name (Latin: corona = crown)
(8). There are four main subfamilies; alpha-, beta-, gamma- and
delta- coronaviruses.

Alpha- and beta-coronaviruses originate from mammals,
mainly bats, and are thought to cause more severe and fatal

FIGURE 2 | SARS-CoV-2 structure. Viral structure with its protein

components and viral RNA (vRNA).

diseases in humans, while gamma- and delta-viruses mainly
originate from birds and pigs and are thought to cause
asymptomatic or mild disease in humans (8).

SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the beta-coronavirus group, which
also includes MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV. The latter shares
∼75–80% of its viral genome with SARS-CoV-2 (8, 18).
Beta-coronaviruses have three important envelope proteins:
Spike (S) protein, Membrane (M) protein, and Envelope
(E) protein. S protein mediates viral attachment to the cell
membrane receptor, membrane fusion, and ultimately viral
entry into the host cell. M protein, the most abundant
membrane protein, together with E protein are responsible for
the coronavirus membrane structure. Another component of
the beta-coronavirus is the N protein, which is the protein
component of the helical nucleocapsid that includes the genome
RNA (19) (Figure 2).
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MODE OF TRANSMISSION

According to current evidence, the WHO reports that SARS-
CoV-2 transmission occurs via respiratory droplets and contact
routes. Droplet transmission occurs through direct contact
when a person is exposed to infective respiratory droplets
when they are within 1m of someone with respiratory
symptoms including coughing and sneezing. Being within this
distance puts the individual at risk of having their mucous
membranes, including their mouth, nose and eyes, exposed
to the droplets. Transmission can also occur through indirect
contact by way of fomites on surfaces in the immediate
environment around the infected person. Airborne transmission
may be possible when aerosol-generating procedures are
performed including endotracheal intubation, cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, administration of nebulized treatments, and
others (20).

Transmission of the virus can occur in the pre-symptomatic
incubation period. A study in a nursing home showed that more
than half of the residents with positive test results for SARS-CoV-
2 infection were pre-symptomatic and most likely contributed to
transmission (21). Asymptomatic transmission (i.e., in patients
who never develop symptoms) can also occur as suggested in
some studies (22, 23).

In terms of infectivity, the basic reproductive number (R0),
which is defined as the expected average number of additional
infectious cases that one infectious case can generate, was
thought to range from 2.2 to 2.7 for SARS-CoV-2 infection
in the early stages of the epidemic in China. This means
that one person infected with SARS-CoV-2 can spread the
infection to ∼2.2–2.7 people (5, 24). This number is subject
to change with the progression of this pandemic, especially
following the introduction of better control measures (5). The
R0 for SARS-CoV was estimated to be around 3 after critically
comparing various independent studies (25). However, the
SARS-CoV outbreak was better controlled compared to the
current pandemic due to successful isolation of infected patients
(5). The R0 for MERS-CoV was estimated to range from 2 to 5 in
Saudi Arabia and South Korea (26).

PATHOGENESIS

Although the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 is not clearly
understood, information regarding viral replication and
pathogenesis can be extracted from what we know about other
beta-coronaviruses (SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV) due to their
similarities to SARS-CoV-2.

Direct Viral Injury
SARS-CoV-2 binds to epithelial cells in the oral and nasal cavities
and can also migrate further down the respiratory tract into the
conducting airways. SARS-CoV has been shown to infect primary
ciliated cells in the conducting airway and therefore, it has been
hypothesized that the same occurs with SARS-CoV-2. About 80%
of the infected patients will have a mild course limited to the
upper and conducting airways (27).

The virus can progress even further and can infect the alveolar
type II pneumocyte cells, similar to SARS-CoV. It has been
shown that SARS-CoV are released in large numbers from
infected type II pneumocytes and cause cell apoptosis. Type
II pneumocyte cells normally comprise 10–15% of total lung
cells. They produce surfactant, which is responsible for the
maintenance of surface tension in alveolar walls. These cells are
also responsible for maintaining the lung epithelium after injury
through epithelial regeneration (28). Therefore, as replicated
viral particles are released from the cell and move on to infect
more type II pneumocytes, the resulting apoptosis eventually
causes diffuse alveolar damage and impaired gas exchange, which
is hypothesized to lead to acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS). A similar mechanism is postulated for SARS-CoV-2 (27)
(Figure 3).

Viral Replication Cycle
SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to use the angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor for cell entry, similar to SARS-CoV
(2). Through the examination of human tissue specimens, ACE2
receptors have been found in various organs and cells including
the nasopharynx, nasal and oral mucosa, small intestine, colon,
kidney, liver, vascular endothelium, and epithelial cells of lung
alveoli (mainly type II pneumocytes) (29).

The RBD in the S protein of SARS-CoV-2 specifically
recognizes its host ACE2 receptor. The viral RBD region is made
of 394 glutamine residues and is recognized by 31 lysine residues
of the human ACE2 receptor. Previous studies revealed that host
susceptibility to SARS-CoV infection is mainly determined by the
affinity between the host ACE2 receptor and the viral RBD in the
early viral attachment phase. It is thought that this mechanism is
likely similar in SARS-CoV-2 and that a genetic recombination
event in the RBD region of SARS-CoV-2 may be the cause of its
higher transmission rate as compared to SARS-CoV (30).

After cell entry, the viral RNA positive sense genome is
released into the cell cytoplasm and undergoes translation and
replication forming progeny genomes and sub-genomic mRNAs.
The latter translates into membrane proteins, N protein, and
a variety of accessory proteins (19). SARS-CoV has its own
central enzyme called the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase,
which, along with other viral and cellular proteins, composes
the main replication complex responsible for replicating the viral
genome (31).

The formed membrane proteins (S, M, and E) are then
inserted into the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) and are
transported to the endoplasmic reticulum-golgi intermediate
compartment (ERGIC). N proteins along with genomic RNA
then form nucleocapsids, which fuse into the ERGIC. Finally,
the pathogen gets transported to the plasma membrane and is
exported out of the cell via exocytosis (19, 32) (Figure 3).

Immune System Activation and Cytokine
Storm Syndrome
When the virus enters the cell, its antigen is presented by
the antigen-presenting cells (APCs) such as dendritic cells
and macrophages. This leads to the activation of the body’s
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FIGURE 3 | COVID-19 pathogenesis. 1. A. SARS-CoV-2 enters the epithelial cell either via endocytosis or by membrane fusion through binding to ACE2 receptor and

releasing its RNA into the cytoplasm. B. Viral RNA uses the cell’s machinery to translate its viral non-structural and structural proteins and replicate its RNA. C. Viral

structural proteins S, E, and M assemble in the rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER). D. Viral structures and nucleocapsid subsequently assemble in the endoplasmic

reticulum golgi intermediate (ERGIC). E. New virion packed in golgi vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane and get released via exocytosis. 2. SARS-CoV-2 infection

induces inflammatory factors that lead to activation of macrophages and dendritic cells. 3. Antigen presentation of SARS-CoV-2 via major histocompatibility

complexes I and II (MHC I and II) stimulates humoral and cellular immunity resulting in cytokine and antibody production. 4. In severe COVID-19 cases, the virus

reaches the lower respiratory tract and infects type II pneumocytes leading to apoptosis and loss of surfactant. The influx of macrophages and neutrophils induces a

cytokine storm. Leaky capillaries lead to alveolar edema. Hyaline membrane is formed. All of these pathological changes result in alveolar damage and collapse,

impairing gas exchange.

humoral and cellular immunities, which are mediated by virus-
specific B and T cells (32, 33). Antigen presentation occurs via
major histocompatibility complexes (MHC; or human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) in humans) present on the surface of APCs and
recognized by virus-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs).
There are two major classes of MHCs involved in antigen
presentation: MHC 1 and MHC II. SARS-CoV mainly depends
on MHC I molecules. Unfortunately, the evidence regarding
antigen presentation in SARS-CoV-2 is lacking and most of
the information is extrapolated from prior studies done on
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. Studies have shown that different
HLA genotypes may be responsible for differences in host
susceptibility to the virus and therefore, severity of disease.
Patients infected with SARS-CoV with HLA-B∗46:01 genotypes
were shown to have more severe disease compared to those with
different genotypes. This has not been clinically validated in
studies on SARS-CoV-2 as of yet (32).

Once CD4+T cells, also known as helper T cells, are activated,
they cause the release of cytokines and chemokines (Figure 3).
If exaggerated, this leads to the development of cytokine storm
syndrome. The exact mechanism by which the immune system
response to a viral infection can lead to cytokine storm syndrome

is not completely understood. It has been shown that certain
viruses are capable of altering the immune response to infection
predisposing the host to develop a cytokine storm. Cytokine
storm syndrome has been described in prior viruses including
SARS-CoV, dengue and influenza virus. It remains a challenge
to understand why some patients develop a cytokine storm while
others do not. Research has shown that genetic polymorphisms,
for example changes in the toll-like receptors (TLR), may play an
important role in affecting host responses to certain infections,
ultimately leading some to develop a cytokine storm (34).

Acute lung injury, including its severe form ARDS, is a
common consequence of cytokine storm syndrome. This has
been shown to occur in patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection
with the development of diffuse lung injury, inflammation, and
fluid buildup, which can ultimately lead to death. ARDS is
also a common immunopathological event in both SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV (32). A study done in Wuhan, China noted
that patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 had high amounts of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in their plasma.
Critically ill patients who required intensive care unit (ICU)
admission were found to have higher concentrations of cytokines
in their plasma as compared to those with milder illness,
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suggesting that cytokine storm was connected to disease severity
(35). Similarly, patients with severe MERS-CoV and SARS-
CoV infections showed higher levels of interleukin-6 (IL-6),
a pro-inflammatory cytokine, and chemokines in their serum
compared to those with mild disease (32).

IL-6 has received special attention. IL-6 plays a key role
in cytokine storm syndrome. It has both anti-inflammatory
and pro-inflammatory effects. IL-6 binds to its transmembrane
and soluble receptors, which result in the activation of the
inflammatory response potentially leading to cytokine storm
(36). IL-6 levels have been shown to be ∼2.9 folds higher in
patients with complicated disease, mainly those requiring ICU
admission, compared to those with mild disease, with higher
levels associated with a higher incidence of death (37).

Immunity
Individuals who become infected with SARS-CoV-2 produce
antibodies against the virus. Most studies show that patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 develop antibody titers at days 10 to
15 after symptom onset. Based on preliminary evidence, these
antibodies may have a protective role, however this is yet to be
established (38, 39) An observational cohort study in Hong Kong
showed a correlation between antibody titers detected by ELISA
and virus neutralization titers (38). However, another study
involving 175 patients who recovered from SARS-CoV-2 showed
that a proportion of them developed very low antibody titers
(below the detectable level) despite recovering from the disease.
Therefore, further studies are needed to establish if antibody
titers determine the likelihood to recover from disease (39).
Further studies are needed to understand whether antibody titers
reflect immunity, and if so, at what level and for how long.

RAAS Inhibitors and COVID-19
SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are involved with the renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) through ACE2, the
enzyme that functions as a receptor for both viruses and
also physiologically counters RAAS activation (40). Within
RAAS, angiotensin I is converted to angiotensin II by ACE.
Angiotensin II mediates vasoconstrictive and pro-inflammatory
effects through angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R). ACE2,
on the other hand, converts angiotensin II to angiotensin I-7,
which binds to Mas receptor and facilitates numerous functions
including vasodilation and anti-inflammatory effects. ACE2 also
converts angiotensin I to angiotensin I-9, which can be further
converted by ACE to angiotensin I-7. ACE2 limits the adverse
vasoconstrictor and pro-inflammatory properties of angiotensin
II by degrading it and by the formation of angiotensin I-7,
counteracting its action. ACE inhibitors (ACE-Is) block the
conversion of angiotensin I to angiotensin II. Angiotensin
receptor blockers (ARBs) inhibit the binding of angiotensin II
to AT1R and angiotensin II type 2 receptor (AT2R); its affinity
for AT1R, the main pathway by which angiotensin II exerts its
pro-inflammatory effects, is 1,000 times greater than AT2R (41)
(Figure 4).

A large proportion of COVID-19 patients have preexisting
hypertension. Also, patients with more severe illness are more
likely to have hypertension than those with mild illness.

This has sparked concerns that the RAAS inhibitors used
for medical management of hypertension may somehow be
contributing to poor outcomes through their effect on ACE2
(40). Conflicting data exists regarding the effect of RAAS
inhibitors on levels and expression of ACE2 in various human
tissues (41). In studies involving patients with a variety of
cardiac conditions, plasma ACE2 activity was not higher among
patients taking ACE-Is or ARBs when compared to patients
not treated with these medications. On the other hand, in
a longitudinal cohort study in Japan involving patients with
hypertension, those who received long-term treatment with
the ARB olmesartan had higher urinary ACE2 levels than
control patients. However, the same findings were not present
among patients using ARBs other than olmesartan or the
ACE-I enalapril (40). Data showing the effects of RAAS
inhibitors on lung-specific expression of ACE2 specifically are
lacking (42).

It is unclear whether RAAS inhibitors increase, decrease, or
have no effect on levels and expression of ACE2. It is also
uncertain whether increased ACE2 would have protective or
detrimental effects. It is thought that increased ACE2 would be
detrimental as it would facilitate greater entry of SARS-CoV-
2 into the cell causing higher disease virulence. Instead, some
postulate that increased ACE2 may have a beneficial role in
SARS-CoV-2 infection by attenuating virus-induced lung injury
due to the vasodilator and anti-inflammatory role of the ACE2
pathway (42). Finally, others have proposed that SARS-CoV-
2 entry into the cell downregulates ACE2 expression based
on studies done in vitro in cultured cells, which showed that
viral infection and replication contributed to reduced membrane
ACE2. Down-regulation of ACE2 activity may be detrimental as
it would cause unopposed accumulation of angiotensin II leading
to the organ injury seen in COVID-19 (40).

The uncertainties outlined above make it difficult to offer
guidance regarding the use of these medications in patients
with COVID-19. The results of a retrospective Chinese study
in Wuhan involving 1,178 patients hospitalized with COVID-19
showed that the frequency of severe disease, ARDS, andmortality
did not differ in those using ACE-Is or ARBs compared to those
not using these medications (43). Also, there is clear potential
for harm associated with the withdrawal of RAAS inhibitors
in patients in otherwise stable condition. RAAS inhibitors have
well-established benefits in protecting the myocardium, and
their withdrawal causes clinical decompensation in high-risk
patients as has been shown in multiple studies. For example,
in the Quinapril Heart Failure Trial, withdrawal of quinapril
in patients with chronic symptomatic heart failure resulted in
a progressive decline in clinical status. Among patients dealing
with an unstable clinical status and ongoing myocardial injury
due to COVID-19, withdrawal of RAAS inhibitors may pose an
even higher risk (40).

Therefore, societies including the American College of
Cardiology (ACC) have supported the continuation of RAAS
inhibitors in patients in otherwise stable condition who are at
risk for, are being evaluated for, or have been diagnosed with
COVID-19 (40). The ACC advises that patients should continue
taking RAAS inhibitors for conditions such as heart failure,
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FIGURE 4 | The association between SARS-CoV-2 and the Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone System (RAAS). SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 receptor and enters into the

cell. It has been hypothesized that this process leads to down-regulation of surface ACE2, resulting in unopposed angiotensin II buildup and activity, leading to a

pro-inflammatory cascade. Alternative hypotheses are further described in the text. The uncertainties regarding the role of ACE-Is and ARBs in COVID-19 are also

discussed. Ang, angiotensin; ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; AT1, angiotensin II type 1 receptor.

hypertension, or ischemic heart disease, and that if COVID-
19 occurs, “individualized treatment decisions should be made
according to each patient’s hemodynamic status and clinical
presentation” (44).

HISTOPATHOLOGY

Compared to the robust clinical literature, there are relatively
few published reports on the histopathology of COVID-19, none
of which are large series (45–52). Published reports as of the
time of this writing (April 25, 2020) are summarized in Table 2.
The first description of COVID-19 histopathology came from
China and consisted of a single case report based on post-
mortem core biopsies of the lung, liver and heart (52). This was
followed by another publication from China on the pathologic
findings in two lobectomies for lung cancer in which the
patients developed symptoms of COVID-19 after surgery (49).
The authors postulated that the (rather non-specific) findings
observed in the lungs possibly represented early COVID-19
pathology. On April 10, 2020, the first findings of complete
autopsies in the English literature were described by Barton et al.
from the United States (46).

This publication was followed by a few small autopsy series
(including “limited autopsies”) and another small series of post-
mortem biopsies from China (48, 50, 51).

Thus, far, themost consistently reported finding in COVID-19
has been diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) in the lungs (Figure 5A).

This finding has been observed in virtually every published case
report or series thus far [Table 2; (46–52)]. DAD is a pathologic
manifestation of severe acute lung injury. It is characterized
by the presence of hyaline membranes in the acute stage and
interstitial edema and fibroblast proliferation in the organizing
stage. We would like to emphasize that DAD is not specific for
COVID-19 but has a large list of potential causes, including
shock, sepsis, severe trauma, other infections, connective tissue
disease, drug toxicity, and toxic inhalants, among others (53–
56). A subset of cases is idiopathic (57). Common secondary
pathologic findings in DAD (regardless of etiology) include
large, prominent and sometimes atypical type II pneumocytes,
squamous metaplasia, and occasional thrombi within small
pulmonary arteries. This last point is worth stressing: thrombi
in the lung are well-known as a common secondary finding in
DAD. They are thought to result from endothelial damage, which
is central to the pathogenesis of DAD regardless of etiology.
We stress this point to prevent misinterpretation of occasional
thrombi in small arteries in the lung in the context of DAD as
evidence of a more generalized thrombotic tendency. In fact,
prominent thrombi were reported in lungs infected by H1N1,
and at the time it was suggested that this finding might be unique
to H1N1 (58).

Inflammatory infiltrates of various types have also been
reported in COVID-19, including lymphocytic infiltrates in the
airways and interstitium (46, 49), and neutrophils (45). An
example of interstitial lymphocytic inflammatory infiltrates in the
lung in a COVID-19 case is shown in Figure 5B.
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TABLE 2 | Histopathology of COVID-19 in peer-reviewed English language journals.

Date First author

(country)

Specimen type No. of

cases

Main findings DAD Thrombi

Feb 18, 2020 Xu Z (China) (52) Post-mortem biopsies of lung,

liver, heart

1 DAD Yes None mentioned

Feb 28, 2020 Tian S (China) (49) Lobectomies 2 Edema, intra-alveolar fibrin,

mononuclear inflammatory

cells

Yes (“early DAD

pattern” in 1 of 2)

None mentioned

April 10, 2020 Barton LM (USA) (46) Complete autopsies 2 DAD, chronic airway

inflammation

Yes (1 case) Few (lung, 1 case)

April 11, 2020 Karami P (Iran) (47) “Autopsy of lungs” 1 Hyaline membranes, viral

cytopathic effect

Yes (hyaline membrane

noted)

None mentioned

April 14, 2020 Tian S (China) (50) Post-mortem biopsies of lung,

liver, heart

4 DAD Yes None mentioned

April 15, 2020 Magro C (USA) (48) Limited autopsies (2), skin

biopsies (3)

5 “Hemorrhagic pneumonitis”

(lung), “thrombogenic

vasculopathy” (skin)

Yes (hyaline

membranes in 1 of 2

cases in which lungs

were examined)

Yes (skin)

April 16, 2020 Barnes BJ (USA) (45) Autopsies (brief mention) 3 “Neutrophil extracellular

traps”

Not mentioned None

mentioned

April 20, 2020 Varga Z (Switzerland)

(51)

Autopsies (2), small intestine

resection (1)

3 Endotheliitis, DAD, viral

inclusions in endothelial

cells in kidney

Yes “Only scattered fibrin

thrombi”

DAD, Diffuse alveolar damage.

FIGURE 5 | COVID-19 lung autopsy specimen. This figure is original and

based on data from (46). It demonstrates COVID-19 pathology as seen in the

lungs of an autopsied case (case 1, Barton et al.). (A) Diffuse alveolar damage.

The arrow points to a hyaline membrane. (B) Interstitial lymphocytic

inflammatory infiltrate. The arrow indicates lymphocytes within an alveolar

septum. Hematoxylin-eosin stain, 200×, both images.

There has been intense clinical interest around the
development of thrombi in a subset of patients with COVID-19.
Interestingly, a widespread thrombotic process has not been
documented in the majority of pathology specimens examined
thus far (Figure 6 and Table 2). Only one report has illustrated a
few thrombi in skin biopsies from three patients who presented

with a purpuric rash. No published pathology reports have
illustrated widespread multi-organ thrombi in the setting of
COVID-19. In future pathology studies, it will be interesting
to determine whether the clinical suspicion of widespread
“microthrombosis” is confirmed by histopathology, and if so,
to determine whether this is common or occurs only in a small
subset of cases.

Other pathologic findings reported only sporadically in
COVID-19 include viral inclusions, edema, intra-alveolar fibrin,
and endotheliitis. To our knowledge, there are no reports of
histologically documented myocarditis clearly attributable to
COVID-19 thus far. Additionally, there is no evidence that any
of the pathologic findings discussed above are pathognomonic
of COVID-19.

CLINICAL SYMPTOMS

Clinical symptoms have been shown to occur most commonly
between days 4 and 5 from exposure; however, studies have
shown that the incubation period can last up to 14 days (5, 59).
The most common symptoms reported in the literature so far
include fever, cough, fatigue and shortness of breath, which
are similar to other viral infections including the seasonal flu.
One study identified 24 critically ill patients from nine Seattle-
area hospitals with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection
with symptoms beginning 7 ± 4 days before admission. The
most commonly reported symptoms were cough and shortness
of breath and around 50% of patients had fever on admission
(60). A case series study in New York, the epicenter of the
pandemic in the U.S., that included 5,700 patients with COVID-
19 infection found that 30.7% of the patients were febrile on
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FIGURE 6 | Small blood vessels in various organs in COVID-19. This figure is original and based on data from (46). No thrombi are seen in the small blood vessels of

the (A) Lung. (B) Heart. (C) Kidney (glomerulus). (D) Liver (portal tract) (autopsy case 1, Barton et al.).

TABLE 3 | A list of the most common clinical symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 infection

based on a 1,099 patient study in China (59).

Symptoms Percentage (%)

Fever 88.7

Cough 67.8

Fatigue 38.1

Sputum production 33.7

Shortness of breath 18.7

Myalgia or arthralgia 14.9

Sore throat 13.9

Headache 13.6

Chills 11.5

Nausea or vomiting 5

Nasal congestion 4.8

Diarrhea 3.8

admission (61). Another large study in China that extracted
data from 1,099 patients with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19
showed that 43.8% of the patients had a fever on admission while
88.7% of patients developed a fever during their hospital stay. The
second most commonly reported symptom was cough (67.8%)
while fewer patients reported gastrointestinal symptoms such as
nausea (5%) and diarrhea (3.8%) (59) (Table 3).

Anosmia and dysgeusia have also been reported in patients
with SARS-CoV-2 infection. A cross-sectional survey study
found that these symptoms were frequently reported in patients
infected with SARS-CoV-2 and, in most cases, preceded the

onset of other symptoms (62). Asymptomatic infection has also
been discussed in the literature; however, the frequency remains
unclear. A study of 55 asymptomatic carriers with confirmed
SARS-CoV-2 infection on admission found that the majority of
these patients ended up havingmild symptoms and amild disease
course while asymptomatic infection was rare and was mainly
in young patients between 18 and 29 years of age (63). Another
study involving 634 patients infected with COVID-19 on a cruise
ship in Japan found that 17.9% were asymptomatic (64).

DIAGNOSIS

SARS-CoV-2 RNA is detected via reverse-transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) most commonly collected
from nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs. In the United States, the
CDC recommends the collection of NP swabs for asymptomatic
individuals. Instead, specimens from symptomatic patients
should be collected from bilateral anterior nares and mid-
turbinate. An oropharyngeal (OP) swab could be collected
if an NP swab is not possible. The CDC also recommends
collecting sputum in patients with a productive cough, however
sputum induction is not recommended. Also, when clinically
indicted (i.e., patients who are mechanically intubated), a lower
respiratory tract sample via a bronchioalveolar lavage (BAL)
should be collected (65).

The accuracy of SARS-CoV-2 testing is yet to be established.
It has been noted that RT-PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2 could be
falsely negative either due to insufficient viral load if the specimen
is collected too early or too late in the disease course, or due
to technical errors like being handled or shipped improperly
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(64, 66). There have been cases reported of patients presenting
with classic computed tomography (CT) chest findings (bilateral
peripheral distribution with multifocal lower lung involvement)
combined with high clinical suspicion for SARS-CoV-2 infection
who test negative on RT-PCR (67). Lower respiratory tract
samples (i.e., BAL) are more likely to yield a positive result
compared to upper respiratory tract samples. In a study involving
205 patients, 93% of BAL specimens (14 out of 15) were positive
compared to 72% of NP swab specimens (72 out of 104) (68).
Consequently, if initial testing is negative but clinical suspicion
remains high, the WHO recommends repeat testing, preferably
from a lower respiratory tract specimen, if possible.

Given that SARS-CoV-2 is a newly discovered virus, the
antibody response in COVID-19 patients remains largely
unknown. As of now, RT-PCR-based viral RNA is the current
reference standard diagnostic tool for COVID-19 infections,
but several studies are suggesting the incorporation of serologic
antibody testing to aid in diagnosis of COVID-19 infections.
These can be particularly useful in suspected patients with
negative RT-PCR-based viral RNA and those with asymptomatic
infections. In addition, these tests may improve the sensitivity of
COVID-19 pathogenic diagnosis when combined with RT–PCR-
based viral RNA testing.

In a study conducted by Zhao et al., among 173 patients with
SARS-CoV-2 infection, the median seroconversion time for total
antibodies, immunoglobulin-M (IgM), and immunoglobulin-
G (IgG) against SARS-CoV-2 were day-11, day-12 and day-
14, respectively. The presence of antibodies was <40% among
patients within 1-week since onset, and rapidly increased to
100.0% for total antibodies, 94.3% for IgM, and 79.8% for IgG on
day 15 after onset. In comparison, RNA detectability decreased
from 66.7% in samples collected before day 7–45.5% during days
15–39 (69).

Another study by Long et al. showed that among 285 patients
with COVID-19 infections, 100% of patients tested positive for
antiviral IgG within 19 days after symptom onset. Within the
same study, 4 out of 52 suspected cases with negative RT-PCR-
based viral RNA for SARS-CoV-2 tested positive for virus-specific
IgG or IgM (70).

Rapid point-of-care testing for SARS-CoV-2, which is also
an IgG/IgM based test with a time to result of 20min has
shown a good specificity of 88.9% but low sensitivity of 36.4%
making it a less effective test for screening (71). Despite their
aid in diagnosis, antibody tests do impose limitations, especially
as single screening tools since the sensitivity and specificity of
serologic antibody tests are highly variable. Also, it might take
several days from the onset of infection for the body to formulate
these antibodies.

Similar to SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 has been
detected in blood and stool. Therefore, blood and stool specimens
could be tested to aid with the diagnosis (66).

LABORATORY FINDINGS

Hospitalized patients with SAR-CoV-2 infection have been found
to have varying white blood cell counts. A study by Huang

et al. showed leukopenia (< 4 × 109 per L) in 25% of
patients, normal leukocyte counts (4–10 × 109 per L) in 45%
of patients, and leukocytosis (>10 × 109 per L) in 30% of
patients. Lymphopenia (< 1 × 109 per L) was found in 63%
of patients (35). Another study by Guan et al. showed that
leukopenia was present in 33.7% of patients on admission and
36.2% of the cases had thrombocytopenia (59). In a systematic
review and meta-analysis of 43 studies involving 3,600 patients,
the most common laboratory abnormalities included elevated
C-reactive protein (68.6%), lymphopenia (57.4%), and elevated
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (51.6%) (72). A study done by
Zhou et al. showed that elevated levels of LDH, serum ferritin,
IL-6, and high sensitivity cardiac troponin I were all associated
with worsening illness and higher mortality (73).

One of the most common laboratory findings in hospitalized
patients with COVID-19 is an increased d-dimer level. In a large
retrospective analysis study of 1,099 patients with confirmed
COVID-19 in China, patients with more severe illness were more
likely to have an elevated d- dimer level compared to patients
with non-severe illness (59). In another retrospective analysis
study of 183 patients with confirmed COVID-19 pneumonia in
Wahun, non-survivors were found to have significantly higher d-
dimer and fibrin degradation product (FDP) levels, and longer
prothrombin time (PT) on admission compared to survivors.
Fibrinogen and antithrombin (AT) levels were also significantly
lower in non-survivors. Also, 71.4% of non-survivors had
overt disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) during their
hospitalization compared to only 0.6% of survivors. The results
imply that abnormal coagulation parameters during COVID-
19 pneumonia were significantly associated with poor prognosis
(74). Studies also showed that blood urea nitrogen and creatinine
levels progressively increased in critically ill patients (75).

RADIOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Chest CT abnormalities during the early stages of COVID-19 are
usually peripheral and focal or multifocal ground-glass opacities
affecting both lungs in ∼50–75% of patients (Figure 7). As the
disease progresses, crazy paving and consolidation become the
dominant CT findings, peaking around 9–13 days followed by
slow clearing at ∼1 month and beyond. Up to 50% of patients
with COVID-19 infection may have normal chest CT scans 0–
2 days after the onset of symptoms (76). On the other hand, it
has been shown that abnormal chest CT findings may develop
in asymptomatic patients (77). In one study, chest CT images
from patients with SARS-CoV-2 who were admitted to the
hospital showed some level of abnormality in all patients and
bilateral lung involvement in around 98% of patients (40 out
of 41) (35). Another study showed 86.2% of chest CT images
on COVID-19 positive patients were abnormal and only 17.9%
of patients had normal chest CT images, all of whom had mild
disease (59).

During pandemics, physicians rely more on portable chest x-
ray (CXR) since it is widely available and creates less exposure
risk for staff compared to CT. However, some studies have
shown that CXR may lack sensitivity for the detection of some
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FIGURE 7 | COVID-19 positive patient chest computed tomography (CT). This

figure is original and illustrates the findings from (76). It demonstrates bilateral,

predominately peripheral, patchy ground-glass opacities consistent with

multi-lobar pneumonia.

FIGURE 8 | COVID-19 positive patient chest x-ray (CXR). This figure is original

and illustrates the findings from (78). It demonstrates bilateral predominately

mid to lower lung field airspace opacities.

lung changes frequently seen in COVID-19, which are otherwise
detected with CT. Similar to CT, themost common reported CXR
findings in COVID-19 include ground-glass opacities and lung
consolidation (Figure 8) (78).

SPECTRUM OF ILLNESS SEVERITY AND
COURSE OF DISEASE

The spectrum of illness associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection
ranges from mild to severe and even fatal infection. The largest
study to date was done by China CDC, which included around

44,672 patients with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection. This
study showed that among 44,415 patients, the majority of the
cases (81%) were classified as mild disease (i.e., mild pneumonia
or no pneumonia) while ∼14% were classified as severe disease
(i.e., dyspnea with respiratory rate ≥30/min, blood oxygen
saturation ≤93%, partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fraction
of inspired oxygen ratio <300, and/or the development of diffuse
lung infiltrates involving more than 50% of the lungs within 24–
48 h), and 5% as critical disease (i.e., respiratory failure, shock,
and/or multi-organ failure) (79).

The majority of patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection have
been found to start with mild symptoms and, during the course
of a week, progress to moderate or severe disease. A study done in
Wuhan showed that, in the majority of patients, the median time
to the development of dyspnea was 5 days, to hospital admission
was 7 days, and to the development of ARDS was 8 days from the
start of illness (75). Another study showed that the median time
to mechanical ventilation was around 14.5 days from the onset of
illness (73).

DISEASE COMPLICATIONS

ARDS is one of the major complications of SARS-CoV-2
infection. A study involving 138 patients in Wuhan, China
showed that 19.6% of the patients developed ARDS. Other
common complications identified in this study included shock
(8.7%), arrhythmia (16.7%), and acute cardiac injury (7.2%)
(59). Patients who were admitted and received care in the ICU
were more likely to develop these complications than non-ICU
patients (75).

Another study including 191 patients in Wuhan, China
showed that the most common complication was sepsis (59%)
followed by respiratory failure (54%), ARDS (31%), heart
failure (23%), and septic shock (20%). Other less frequent
complications included coagulopathy (19%), defined as 5-
s extension of activated partial thromboplastin time or 3-s
extension of prothrombin time, and acute cardiac injury (17%),
defined as elevated high sensitivity cardiac troponin I to above the
99th percentile of the upper reference limit or new EKG and/or
echocardiogram findings. Non-survivors suffered more of these
complications compared to survivors (73).

Interestingly, cardiac events such as new or worsening
congestive heart failure, myocardial infarctions, arrythmias,
and cardiac arrest occurred more frequently in patients with
associated pneumonia (73).

In severe COVID-19 disease, hypercoagulability can be
stimulated by endothelial cell dysfunction, increased blood
viscosity from hypoxia, or hypoxia-induced transcription
factor-dependent signaling pathway (80, 81). Acute venous
thromboembolism (VTE) has been reported in patients with
SARS-CoV-2 infection. A Dutch study involving 184 ICU
with proven COVID-19 found a 31% incidence of thrombotic
complications, of which 27% comprised of radiographically
confirmed VTE. Pulmonary embolism (PE) was the most
frequent of these thrombotic complications (82). Another study
in Wuhan, China showed that 66 out of the 143 hospitalized
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patients with COVID-19 included in the study developed a lower
extremity deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Their analysis suggested
multifactorial causes of DVT in these patients including older
age, more severe illness, more chronic illness, stasis, and high
thrombotic and inflammatory abnormalities (83). A case report
by Danzi et al. described the case of a 75-year-old COVID-19
positive hospitalized female radiographically diagnosed with a
pulmonary embolism who had no other predisposing factors
other than the acute infection with COVID-19 (84).

RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
SEVERE DISEASE

Many studies have shown that severe illness and death occur
in patients with certain risk factors including older age and
underlying medical comorbidities. A study done by Wu et al.
showed that among 44,672 cases of COVID-19 inWuhan, China,
the majority of patients were 30 to 79 years of age (87%) followed
by those aged 80 years and older (3%) while only 1% were aged 9
years and younger (79). Older age was one of the identified risk
factors associated with poor prognosis and death (73). A study by
Guan et al. showed that those with severe disease were older by a
mean of 7 years compared to those with mild disease (59).

It remains unclear whether gender is an independent risk
factor for more severe disease. A retrospective case series done in
New York, showed that among the 393 patients with confirmed
COVID-19, 60.6% were males. Also, males were more likely to
receive mechanical ventilation (85). However, this correlation
does not imply causation since this study did not adjust for other
medical comorbidities.

A study by Guan et al. showed that patients with severe
disease were more likely to have an underlying coexisting
illness compared to those with non-severe disease (38.7 vs.
21%) (59). Another study done in Wuhan, China showed that
among 191 patients with COVID-19, hypertension (30%) was
the most commonly reported comorbidity followed by diabetes
(19%), coronary heart disease (8%), and chronic obstructive lung
disease (3%) (73). According to data from the CDC in the US,
among 7,162 patients with reported medical problems, diabetes
mellitus (10.9%), chronic lung disease (9.2%), and cardiovascular
disease (9.0%) were the most commonly reported comorbidities.
Immunocompromising conditions (3.7%) and chronic kidney
disease (3%) were also reported (86). In a case series study in
New York including 5,700 patients with COVID-19 infection,
the most common comorbidities in hospitalized patients were
hypertension (56.6%), obesity (41.7%), and diabetes (33.8%)
(61). Obesity was found to be risk factor for intubation in a
retrospective cohort study of 124 patients with SARS-CoV-2
infection. Of the patients who were intubated, 47.6% had a body
mass index (BMI) > 30 kg/m2 and 28.2% had a BMI > 35
kg/m2 (87).

CASE FATALITY RATES

Case Fatality Rates (CFR) is defined as the ratio between
confirmed deaths and confirmed cases. To date, SARS-CoV-2

seems to have a lower CFR compared to SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV (Table 1).

Estimating the CFR in an ongoing pandemic can be
challenging since it is subject to considerable change as more
cases emerge and more outcomes unveil. CFR varies depending
on multiple factors including testing strategies. For example, low
testing capability can lead to an over-estimation of the CFR by
causing an under-estimation of the number of confirmed cases
(14, 88).

China CDC estimated the CFR to be around 2.3% among
44,672 confirmedCOVID-19 cases, 8% of whomwere aged 70–79
years, 14.8% aged 80 years and older, and 0% were among those
aged 9 years or younger (79).

According to the Italian National Institute of Health, the CFR
in Italy was 7.2% among 22,512 cases up to March 17, 2020
(14). According to data collected by the South Korea CDC, the
CFR was 1.79% among 10,237 cases up to April 5, 2020 (89).
According to the CDC in the United States, the CFR was 2.5%
among 304,826 cases as of April 5, 2020 (65).

The numbers of cases and deaths are evolving on a daily basis;
however, it remains unclear why there is such a big difference
in CFR across different countries. As noted, the overall CFR in
Italy is significantly higher than that reported in China (2.3 vs.
7.2%). The demographic characteristics of the Italian population
in 2019 showed that∼23% of its population was above the age of
65. This might somehow explain Italy’s higher CFR compared to
other countries affected by the virus with smaller proportions of
their populations in this age group.

However, when data was stratified according to age groups, the
CFR in Italy and China were similar among those aged 0–69 years
but the CFR remained significantly higher in Italy compared to
China in patients aged 70 years and older (14). Understanding
this significant difference in CFR across countries remains
challenging and further studies are required to comprehend
it fully.

INVESTIGATIONAL APPROACHES AND
ADJUNCTIVE THERAPIES

Unfortunately, up until this point, there has yet to be a vaccine
or proven effective therapy against SARS-CoV-2 infection. While
many trials, including much needed randomized controlled trials
(RCTs), are currently underway, the mainstay of therapy remains
supportive care. This ranges from symptomatic treatment
to ventilator support for patients with ARDS depending on
illness severity. This also includes recognizing and treating
superimposed bacterial infections and/or sepsis early on. Many
of the current clinical trials are investigating drugs that were
previously used to treat SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. These will
be discussed further below.

Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine
Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are widely used anti-
malarial drugs. Hydroxychloroquine is a chloroquine analog with
less drug to drug interaction and a better safety profile.
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Both chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are shown
to inhibit the growth of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro and decrease
viral replication in a concentration-dependent manner.
Hydroxychloroquine was found to be more potent. It has been
hypothesized that both chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine
may inhibit SARS-CoV-2 replication. They may do this
by changing the pH at the surface of the cell membrane
thereby inhibiting fusion in addition to inhibiting nucleic acid
replication, glycosylation, and viral assembly and release (90).

Multicenter clinical trials in China showed that chloroquine
was effective and had an acceptable safety profile in patients
with SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia (91). Hydroxychloroquine is
currently under investigation in various RCTs in the Unites
States for treatment in patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection and
also for pre-exposure and post-exposure prophylaxis. In one
retrospective cohort study involving 1,438 patients hospitalized
in metropolitan New York, treatment with hydroxychloroquine,
azithromycin, or both was not associated with significantly
lower in-hospital mortality when compared to neither treatment.
However, the interpretation of these findings may be limited by
the observational design (92).

In another randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial in the US, 821 asymptomatic participants were randomly
assigned to receive either placebo or hydroxychloroquine 4 days
after exposure to someone with confirmed COVID-19. The study
found that hydroxychloroquine did not prevent illness related to
COVID-19 or confirmed infection when used as postexposure
prophylaxis within this timeframe (93).

On June 15, 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) revoked the emergency use authorization granted
on March 28, 2020 for chloroquine phosphate and
hydroxychloroquine sulfate in certain hospitalized COVID-
19 patients. They cite the serious cardiac adverse events and
other protentional serious side effects to outweigh the potential
benefits of their use (94).

Azithromycin
Azithromycin is a macrolide antibiotic that has been widely
used in patients with chronic pulmonary inflammatory
disorders and/or community acquired pneumonia for its
anti-inflammatory effect (95). However, there is limited data
suggesting the beneficial effect of azithromycin in combination
with chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine in the treatment of ARDS
in patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection.

An open-label non-randomized clinical trial of 36 patients
done in China showed a synergistic effect combining
hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin in treatment of SARS-
CoV-2 infection by reducing the detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA
in specimens from the upper respiratory tract (96). However,
this study did not comment on the clinical benefit of this
combination. Another small observational study in China
showed that combining hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin
for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 in hospitalized patients had
no clinical benefit and no evidence of rapid viral RNA clearance
(97). Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin can both lead
to corrected QT (QTc) prolongation, which can lead to fatal
arrythmias. Therefore, they should be used with caution in

patients with prolonged QTc and those with certain medical
conditions such as hepatic or renal disease.

Remdesivir
Remdesivir is a novel nucleotide analog that incorporates into
nascent viral RNA chains and causes premature termination
inhibiting viral replication. Remdesivir has been shown to be
an effective antiviral agent against beta-coronaviruses such as
SARS-CoV and SARS-MERS in mice, non-human primates and
in vitro, and is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of
Ebola virus (98).

A study in China showed that remdesivir is highly effective
in controlling SARS-CoV-2 infection in vitro (98). Another
study that was recently published involving compassionate-use
of remdesivir showed clinical improvement in 68% of patient
(36 out of 53) who had severe SARS-CoV-2 infection; 57% were
extubated and 47% were discharged (99).

Despite its promising results in vitro, in vivo in animal models,
and in compassionate-use studies in humans, remdesivir is still
not approved by the FDA for use as a standard of care therapy
due to lack of established data on safety and efficacy in humans.
The biopharmaceutical company Giliad has initiated two phase
3 clinical trials to evaluate the safety and efficacy of this drug in
COVID-19 patients.

Lopinavir-Ritonavir
Lopinavir-ritonavir is a protease inhibitor combination that
has been used against human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection. This drug was proven to have in vitro
activity against SARS-CoV; however, it does not seem to
have a clear benefit during the current outbreak (100). A
randomized, controlled, open-label trial that included 199
patients assessed the use of lopinavir–ritonavir treatment
in patients with SARS-CoV-2 and showed no benefit with
administration of the drug compared to standard care alone,
which comprised of antibiotics, vasopressors, renal replacement
therapy, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)
and/or supplemental oxygen/invasive ventilation if needed.
Gastrointestinal adverse events were higher in the lopinavir–
ritonavir group compared to those receiving standard-care alone;
however, adverse events were higher in the standard-care group
overall (101).

Favipiravir
Favipiravir is an RNA polymerase inhibitor that is used for the
treatment of influenza in China. Favipiravir is able to block
the replication of RNA viruses by blocking the RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRp) enzyme. Therefore, favipiravir may
have antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2, which is also an RNA
virus (102). Clinic trials involving the use of this drug in treating
SARS-CoV-2 infection are currently ongoing.

IL-6 Pathway Inhibitors
As previously mentioned, cytokine storm syndrome and
increased levels of IL-6 have been described in patients with
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severe SARS-CoV-2 infection. IL-6 levels were found to be 2.9-
fold higher in patients with severe complicated SARS-CoV-
2 infection, including those with ARDS, when compared to
mild, non-complicated disease. Until now, there are no RCTs
showing that IL-6 inhibitors benefit patients with SARS-CoV-2
infection. However, preliminary investigation demonstrated that
IL-6 inhibitors are safe and efficacious in these patients. A single
non-randomized, single-arm study showed that patients with
severe SARS-CoV-2 infection who received tocilizumab, an IL-
6 inhibitor, showed significant clinical improvement including
decreased oxygen requirement and resolution of radiographic
abnormalities (37).

Treatment guidelines from China’s National Health
Commission included tocilizumab for patients with severe
SARS-CoV-2 infection who also have increased IL-6 levels based
on a multicenter, randomized controlled trial (103). Multiple
IL-6 inhibitors including tocilizumab, sarilumab, and siltuximab
are currently under investigation in clinical trials in China.

Ivermectin
Ivermectin is an FDA-approved medication for the treatment of
various parasites and has an established safety profile in humans.
Ivermectin has been shown to inhibit in vitro replication of
various positive single stranded RNA viruses such as dengue and
west Nile (104, 105). This drug has recently demonstrated in
vitro activity against SARS-CoV-2 when a single dose was able
to control viral replication within 24–48 h. It is hypothesized that
this is likely through the inhibition of importin α/β1 heterodimer,
which mediates nuclear import of viral proteins, a process that
many RNA viruses rely on during infection (105, 106). The FDA
has not yet approved ivermectin for the prevention or treatment
of SARS-CoV-2 infection. RCTs studying the efficacy and safety
of this drug in COVID-19 are still lacking.

Corticosteroids
The use of glucocorticoids in patients with SARS-CoV-2
infection, especially in those with severe disease, was a point of
major controversy. The rationale behind their use is to decrease
lung inflammation as seen in ARDS. However, this comes with
adverse effects such as inhibiting the immune response and thus
increasing the risk of secondary infections as well as delaying
viral clearance (107). A Cochran review published in July 2019
that included 48 RCTs found insufficient evidence to determine if
corticosteroids were effective at reducing mortality and duration
of mechanical ventilation in patients with ARDS (108).

A recent randomized, controlled, open label study known
as the RECOVERY trial included 2,104 COVID-19 patients
in the United Kingdom (UK) who were randomly allocated
to receive 6mg of dexamethasone per day for up to 10 days
compared to standard of care therapy alone. Preliminary results
from this trial showed that dexamethasone use reduced 28-days
mortality among those with severe disease (i.e., those receiving
invasive mechanical ventilation or oxygen support) but not
among patients with mild disease (i.e., those who did not receive
any respiratory support) (109).

Prior to this trial, many treatment guidelines stated that
corticosteroids were either not recommended or contraindicated

in COVID-19 patients. The WHO welcomed the preliminary
results of the RECOVERY trial and will soon be updating their
guidelines regarding how and when dexamethasone should be
used in COVID-19 patients (110).

Convalescent Plasma
Convalescent plasma (CP) therapy is a classic adaptive
immunotherapy that has been used for decades in the prevention
and treatment of various diseases. CP was used in prior epidemics
including SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and H1N1 in 2009 and
it showed successful results with a safe profile (111). Given
the similarity between SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, and MERS-
CoV, CP may have potential efficacy in this current pandemic.
However, no RCTs involving CP in SARS-CoV-2 infection have
been completed as of yet, and hence the risks and benefits
remain unclear.

In an uncontrolled case series, the treatment of five patients
with severe SARS-CoV-2 infection and ARDS with CP showed
clinical improvement in all five cases. All of these patients
showed stabilization in their vital signs, decrease in inflammatory
biomarkers (CRP, IL-6 and procalcitonin), and improvement of
abnormalities on imaging. Three out of five of these patients were
successfully extubated (112). Another study showed that the use
of CP in 10 patients with severe SARS-CoV-2 infection resulted in
significant clinical improvement with no side effects. All patients
had disappearance of viremia within 7 days, improvement
in their clinical symptoms, and improvement in their chest
radiographic abnormalities (111).

In the United States, the FDA is accommodating emergent
investigational application for the use of CP in patients with
severe or immediate life-threatening SARS-CoV-2 infection, such
as those in respiratory failure, septic shock and/or multiorgan
failure (113).

Heparin
As more studies emerge linking coagulopathies to COVID-19
including systemic thrombosis and DIC, this raises the question
whether heparin should be used in hospitalized patients to
prevent these complications.

In a retrospective study in China that included 449 patients,
patients who received a prophylactic dose of heparin when they
had sepsis-induced coagulopathy (SIC) score ≥ 6 and a d-dimer
level >6-fold of upper limit of normal had decreased mortality
(81). Based on the limited available data, the International
Society of Thrombosis and Hemostasis (ISTH) recommends the
measurement of d-dimer, PT, and platelet count for all patients
with COVID-19 infection to help with risk stratification. The
society also recommends the administration of low molecular
weight heparin at prophylactic dose to all hospitalized patients
with no contraindications (114). RCTs examining the use
of heparin in COVID-19 patients are required to make
appropriate recommendations.

Vitamin C
Vitamin C, also known as ascorbic acid, has antioxidant
properties and plays a significant role in reducing inflammatory
response. Studies have shown that ascorbic acid down-regulates
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the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (115). These
concepts have generated interest in the use of ascorbic
acid in the management of inflammatory conditions. In a
recent randomized clinical trial involving 167 patients in the
intensive care unit, intravenous infusion of high-dose ascorbic
acid compared to placebo did not significantly reduce organ
dysfunction scores or improve levels of biomarkers indicating
inflammation among patients with sepsis and ARDS, two
disease processes heavily associated with inflammation (116). A
randomized controlled trial is currently underway and in phase 2
to study the clinical efficacy and safety of vitamin C infusion for
treatment of COVID-19 pneumonia (117).

Zinc
It has been shown that increased zinc concentration inside the
cell can effectively impair replication of a number of RNA viruses
such as influenza and polioviruses. A study showed that zinc in
combination with zinc-ionophores like pyrithione inhibited the
replication of SARS-CoV in cell cultures (118). Therefore, zinc
supplementation may be of potential benefit for prophylaxis and
treatment of COVID-19 and it is currently under investigation
in multiple clinical trials in combination with other agents
including hydroxychloroquine, vitamin C, and vitamin D (119).

Montelukast
Montelukast has been shown to suppress oxidative stress and
have anti-inflammatory effects. Use of high dose montelukast has
been effective in the treatment of acute asthma. Because much of
the morbidity and mortality from COVID-19 infection is due to
excessive inflammatory processes, it is thought that montelukast
may play a role in limiting the progression of disease (120).
One of the protein complexes involved in cytokine production
and inflammatory responses is NF-B (nuclear factor kappa-light-
chain-enhancer of activated B cells). Therefore, inhibition of the
NF-B signalizing pathway has been investigated for potential
therapeutic options in inflammatory diseases. Montelukast
inhibits the signaling of NF-B and other proinflammatory
mediators. Its use in COVID-19 infection is currently being
studied in a large clinical trial, which is in phase 3, compared with
placebo (121).

Potential Vaccines
To date, there is no vaccine proven effective against SARS-CoV-2
infection. There are numerous potential vaccines currently being
investigated. The COVID-19 vaccine research and development
landscape includes 115 vaccine candidates globally as of April 8,
2020. 78 of these candidates are confirmed, 73 of which are at
exploratory or preclinical stages (122). One of the more advanced
candidates that has recently moved into clinical development in
the United States involves a messenger RNA platform (mRNA-
1273), which encodes for the viral S protein of SARS-CoV-
2 (123).

COVID-19 RESPONSE

Many have criticized the global response to COVID-19 due to
the rapidly increasing number of cases and deaths worldwide.

It is important to highlight the sequence of events in this
response in order to recognize areas of concern and associated
consequences, and to extract potential lessons and improvements
for future pandemics.

As previously mentioned, the cluster of cases identified in
Wuhan were reported to the WHO by Chinese authorities on
December 31, 2019 and confirmed to be associated with a novel
coronavirus, later termed COVID-19, on January 8, 2020 (124).
There have been multiple reports of suspected intimidation of
clinicians who initially identified cases linked to COVID-19,
which likely led to a delay in the release of information and a lack
of transparency (125).

On January 17, consistent with existing communicable disease
response protocols based on previous pandemics, the CDC
introduced screening of travelers entering at 5 major US airports
on direct and connecting flights fromWuhan, China. Travel bans
were not instituted by the Chinese government until January
24, when they started restricting travel in and out of Hubei
province (124). However, according to Wuhan officials, by the
time these travel restrictions were instituted, 5 million people
had already traveled from Wuhan to other locations for Lunar
New Year (126). These restrictions were placed almost 1 month
after the first cases of COVID-19 were detected. This delay in
travel restrictions and continued ability of citizens traveling from
high-risk areas to freely pass through international borders with
minimal health screening allowed individuals potentially infected
with COVID-19 to spread the infection both nationally and
internationally (125).

As cases began to spread outside of Mainland China, on
January 21, the CDC activated its Emergency Operations
Center to optimize coordination for domestic and international
COVID-19 response efforts. TheWHO director-general declared
that the COVID-19 outbreak constitutes a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) on January 30
(124). The International Health Regulations (IHR) grants the
WHO director-general to declare a PHEIC for an extraordinary
event that requires a coordinated international response as it
poses a public health risk to other states through international
spread. TheWHO has previously declared five PHEICs: H1N1 in
2009, Polio in 2014, Ebola in West Africa in 2014, Zika in 2016,
and Ebola in the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2019. This
declaration is a powerful signal to the international community to
launch a surge public health response and mobilize both political
action and funding (126). This declaration acknowledging and
widely broadcasting the severity of this outbreak came 1 month
after the initial cluster of cases, possibly delaying appropriate
containment measures (125).

Just 1 day later, on January 31, the secretary of the
US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
declared the response to COVID-19 a US public health
emergency (124). This declaration authorizes enhanced federal
powers, interjurisdictional coordination, additional resources,
and waivers of specific regulations. The exercise of federal powers
is based on the need to prevent dire public health, national
security, economic, and societal consequences. The federal
powers exercised by the HHS in the response to COVID-19
goes beyond those ever used for other public health emergencies
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such as Ebola, SARS, and H1N1 influenza. Following this
declaration, federal agencies immediately implemented travel
warnings, border protections, and entry bans (127). Since this
declaration, multiple federal agencies, the CDC, and state and
local health departments have also implemented other aggressive
measures in an attempt to slow the spread of this illness, better
prepare the health care systems for widespread transmission with
considerable associated illness, and gain a better understanding
of COVID-19 to guide public health recommendations and the
development of diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines (124).

Perhaps, the most apparent and life-changing measure to the
general public is the implementation of mitigation strategies,
which are non-pharmaceutical interventions for communities
with local transmission. These strategies are based on lessons
learned from previous pandemics and are interventions that
assist in slowing transmission of the virus in communities. This
is an especially important feat prior to the wide availability of a
pandemic vaccine. These strategies include “personal protective
measures for everyday use” like self-isolation and hand hygiene;
“personal protective measures reserved for pandemics” like
home quarantine and wearing face masks when ill; “community
measures aimed at increasing social distancing” like closing
schools and stopping mass gatherings; and “environmental
measures” like cleaning all surfaces that are frequently touched
(128). The timing of the implementation of these strategies
during the current pandemic has been under scrutiny.

A SECOND WAVE

As seen in multiple previous pandemics including the influenza
pandemic of 1918, the first wave is often followed several months
later by a second wave of infections that could potentially be
even worse than the first. A second wave can be caused by a
region being re-exposed to infection by an influx of infected
people from another. The degree of the resulting new outbreak
will depend on the level of immunity in the first region from
the initial wave. This will be influenced by multiple factors
including the potential for endogenous loss of immunity in the
first population and the introduction of people who are not
immune, for example, individuals moving from one state to
another in the U.S. (129). To date, mitigation strategies have been
effective at controlling the pandemic in several regions. A study
by Aleta et al. showed that removing these restrictions could lead
to a second wave of COVID-19 infections that could overwhelm
the health care system. However, combining this with enhanced
testing and contact tracing can reduce transmission and allow
for reopening of economic activities, while having a manageable
impact on the health care system even in the absence of herd
immunity (130).

LESSONS LEARNED FOR FUTURE
PANDEMICS

As this pandemic continues to develop and continues to take
the lives of so many, there are innumerable lessons to be
learned for future pandemics. To begin with, it is crucial to

establish clear whistleblowing policies for potential global health
emergencies. This will allow for transparency and help encourage
clinicians to bring important information to light as soon as
they are detected. Once high-risk areas have been identified,
precautions including travel restrictions and quarantines should
be implemented as soon as a possible health threat is identified.
Also, framework should be developed to escalate a threat
status earlier for fast-spreading diseases (125). It is then crucial
to implement population-based interventions including social
distancing, quarantine, and isolation actions promptly. And
finally, it is imperative for health care systems along with
local, regional, and global forces to work together to ensure
better preparedness for future pandemics in all aspects including
staffing, supplies, the number of hospital beds, testing capacity,
research and development, and policy. A high price was paid for
these difficult lessons to be learned, so it is now our responsibility
to dedicate the appropriate funding and efforts to prevent this
level of catastrophe from repeating itself (131).

CONCLUSION

Pandemics propose an immense challenge to public health,
health care systems, and global economic security. Due to
modern agricultural practices that increase human-animal
interface, new zoonotic coronaviruses are likely to continue to
spillover from animals to humans causing future outbreaks.
Gaining insight into every aspect of coronaviruses is crucial
to implement proper control measures to help prevent these
outbreaks or lessen their impact on humans and society if
they were to still happen. Special focus should be placed on
understanding their pathophysiology to help better tailor and
generate effective drug therapies and vaccinations. Nevertheless,
our ability to handle future outbreaks will rely on the actions
we take based on the lessons we have learned from previous
pandemics. We hope that the rapidly developing research on
the current COVID-19 pandemic will help provide the new
information needed to fill these gaps.
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In December 2019, the Chinese city of Wuhan was the center of origin of a pneumonia-
like disease outbreak with an unknown causative pathogen. The CDC, China, managed
to track the source of infection to a novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV; SARS-CoV-2)
that shares approximately 79.6% of its genome with SARS-CoV. The World Health
Organization (WHO) initially declared COVID-19 as a Public Health Emergency of
International Concern (PHEIC) and later characterized it as a global pandemic on
March 11, 2020. Due to the novel nature of this virus, there is an urgent need for
vaccines and therapeutics to control the spread of SARS-CoV-2 and its associated
disease, COVID-19. Global efforts are underway to circumvent its further spread and
treat COVID-19 patients through experimental vaccine formulations and therapeutic
interventions, respectively. In the absence of any effective therapeutics, we have devised
h bioinformatics-based approaches to accelerate global efforts in the fight against
SARS-CoV-2 and to assist researchers in the initial phase of vaccine and therapeutics
development. In this study, we have performed comprehensive meta-analyses and
developed an integrative resource, “CoronaVR” (http://bioinfo.imtech.res.in/manojk/
coronavr/). Predominantly, we identified potential epitope-based vaccine candidates,
siRNA-based therapeutic regimens, and diagnostic primers. The resource is categorized
into the main sections “Genomes,” “Epitopes,” “Therapeutics,” and Primers.” The
genome section harbors different components, viz, genomes, a genome browser,
phylogenetic analysis, codon usage, glycosylation sites, and structural analysis. Under
the umbrella of epitopes, sub-divisions, namely cross-protective epitopes, B-cell
(linear/discontinuous), T-cell (CD4+/CD8+), CTL, and MHC binders, are presented.
The therapeutics section has different sub-sections like siRNA, miRNAs, and sgRNAs.
Further, experimentally confirmed and designed diagnostic primers are earmarked in
the primers section. Our study provided a set of shortlisted B-cell and T-cell (CD4+
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and CD8+) epitopes that can be experimentally tested for their incorporation in vaccine
formulations. The list of selected primers can be used in testing kits to identify
SARS-CoV-2, while the recommended siRNAs, sgRNAs, and miRNAs can be used in
therapeutic regimens. We foresee that this resource will help in advancing the research
against coronaviruses.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, 2019-nCoV, COVID-19, epitopes, therapeutics, primers

INTRODUCTION

The world is currently undergoing and living with the great threat
of pathogenic severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2), which has newly emerged from Wuhan, Hubei
province, China (Du Toit, 2020; Hui et al., 2020; Wang C. et al.,
2020). Apart from this, in recent years, we have also witnessed
sporadic outbreaks and epidemics of various lethal viruses, i.e.,
Ebola, Zika, Nipah, etc (Gupta et al., 2016, 2020). The current
pandemic of SARS-CoV-2 (also named as 2019-nCoV) is now
reported to spread over 199 countries and to be responsible for
excessive economic loss worldwide (Zhang and Liu, 2020). The
World Health Organization (WHO) declared it a public health
emergency with a global alert (Ryu and Chun, 2020; Wang C.
et al., 2020). Overall, more than 10 million cases and over 0.5
million deaths had been reported worldwide by the end of June
20201. Earlier in different years, CoVs have emerged periodically
in various regions worldwide with different death rates (Ksiazek
et al., 2003; Bogoch et al., 2020; Guarner, 2020). During the
epidemic in 2002–2003, severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV) led to reported deaths and infected
cases of 916 and 8422, respectively. Likewise, another outbreak of
Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) was
reported in 2012, with 543 deaths out of 1401 total cases, giving it
a mortality rate of around∼39% (de Wit et al., 2016).

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are positive-sense single-stranded
enveloped RNA viruses belonging to the Coronaviridae family
(The, 2020). CoVs are the largest known RNA virus genomes,
being 27 to 32 kb in length. CoV genomes contains 10–12
open reading frames (ORFs) that encode for the four structural
proteins, i.e., surface glycoprotein (or spike) (S), envelope (E),
membrane glycoprotein (M), and nucleocapsid (N), 16 non-
structural proteins (NSP1–NSP16) (orf1ab polyprotein), other
accessory proteins like ORF3a, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, and
ORF10. These are only RNA viruses, which encode proofreading
machinery, i.e., exonuclease and other replicase proteins, for the
regulation of fidelity (The, 2020).

Coronaviruses are genotypically divided into four genera, viz.,
alpha, beta, gamma, and delta coronaviruses. Among these, beta
coronaviruses are further classified into four subgroups, i.e., A,
B, C, and D (Lu et al., 2020). Previously, six CoVs, two from the
alpha group (HCoV-229E and HCoV-NL63) and four belonging
to the beta group [HCoV-HKU1 (subgroup-A), HCoV-OC43
(A), SARS-CoV (subgroup-B), MERS-CoV (subgroup-C)], were
known to infect humans. SARS-CoV-2 becomes the seventh

1https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/20200630-covid-19-
sitrep-162.pdf?sfvrsn=e00a5466_2

coronavirus member to infect humans (Cheng and Shan, 2020;
Zhu et al., 2020). CoVs are highly pathogenic agents known to
cause mainly fatal respiratory ailments (like pneumonia) and to
infect various species like humans, bats, pigs, etc (Huang et al.,
2020; Lu et al., 2020; Wang C. et al., 2020). Common symptoms
are fever, cough, fatigue, breath shortness, muscle ache, headache,
diarrhea, etc (Chen et al., 2020; Del Rio and Malani, 2020; Huang
et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020).

Different strategies have been trialed and applied to combat
these viruses (Dennis Lo and Chiu, 2020; Maxmen, 2020; Watts
et al., 2020; Zhang J. et al., 2020). Primarily, four proteins, which
include two proteases, i.e., coronavirus main proteinase (3CLpro)
and papain-like protease (PLpro), which are responsible for the
proteolysis process, a replicase RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) responsible for the replication of RNA genome, and
surface glycoprotein (spike), which mediates viral entry and
fusion to host cells, are essential for the CoVs, making them
preferred targets for therapeutics (Du et al., 2017; Cheng and
Shan, 2020; Goo et al., 2020; Morse et al., 2020; Zhang J.
et al., 2020). Researchers have mainly explored the ability of
existing FDA-approved drugs to control SARS-CoV-2 (Zumla
et al., 2016; Lu, 2020). For example, Wang et al., has shown that
Remdesivir (GS-5734), a nucleotide prodrug, and Chloroquine
effectively inhibit 2019-nCoV in vitro (Colson et al., 2020; Wang
M. et al., 2020). Remdesivir is known to exhibit broad antiviral
activity and has also previously been shown to have effective
inhibition efficiency against MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, Ebola, and
Nipah (de Wit et al., 2020; Lu, 2020; Sheahan et al., 2020).
Further, various antiviral agents are also in separate clinical
trials targeting different SARS-CoV-2 genomic regions/proteins
(Maxmen, 2020).

Furthermore, different studies have also reported potential
inhibitors to combat CoVs (Momattin et al., 2019; Shen et al.,
2019; Totura and Bavari, 2019; Xia et al., 2019). Various studies
have also shown the use of different vaccine candidates primarily
based on the spike (S), nucleocapsid (N), and envelope (E)
proteins (Schoeman and Fielding, 2019; Yong et al., 2019; Zumla
et al., 2019; Goo et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2020).

Additionally, various groups have also advocated the use of
immune-informatics and computational approaches to target the
different proteins of CoVs (SARS as well as MERS). For example,
Qamar et al., provide B- and T-cell epitopes against the MERS-
CoV spike (S) protein (Tahir Ul Qamar et al., 2019). Srivastava
et al., used the in silico method to design a multi-epitope
vaccine (MEV) against MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV (Srivastava
et al., 2018, 2019). Shi et al. (2015) have screened epitope-based
vaccine targets against MERS-CoV. Another study provides
N protein-based B and CTL epitopes against MERS-CoV
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(Hori et al., 1989). Recently, a report identified T-cell and B-cell
epitopes in the surface glycoprotein of 2019-nCoV (Baruah and
Bose, 2020). However, there is no approved drug and licensed
vaccine available to combat the virus. Therefore, effective control
strategies are urgently required to combat this deadly pathogen
(Kickbusch and Leung, 2020; Lu, 2020; Zhang and Liu, 2020). To
support the global efforts to fight this virus, we have performed an
in silico analyses and developed a resource of vaccine candidates
and therapeutics to assist the global scientific community.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection and Curation
The aim of the current work and analysis is to target all of the
Human infecting coronaviruses, with a prime focus on SARS-
CoV-2. Complete genome sequences of the CoVs having Humans
as hosts were retrieved from the NCBI. An advanced search
interface is also deployed on the server to serve the users’
requirements. Along with this, we have also implemented a
genome browser for interactive graphical visualization utilizing
JBrowse (Buels et al., 2016). Further, as the world is currently
suffering from the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2, we have primarily
concentrated on the alternative therapeutic options and vaccine
candidates. For this, we mainly utilized the protein and gene
sequences of the reference SARS-CoV-2 (NC_045512.2). We have
also explored the cross targeting and conservancy of different
putative regimens against the other six reference CoVs, namely,
SARS-CoV (NC_004718.3), MERS-CoV (NC_019843.3), HCoVs
NL63 (NC_005831.2), HCoVs 229E (NC_002645.1), HCoVs
OC43 (NC_006213.1), and HCoVs HKU1 (NC_006577.2).

Vaccine Epitopes
The sequences of a large polyprotein (ORF1ab), four structural
proteins [Envelope (E), Spike (S), Nucleocapsid (N), and
Membrane (M)], and accessory proteins (ORF3a, ORF6,
ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, and ORF10) of annotated SARS-CoV-2
(NC_045512.2) were retrieved and utilized for the analysis. These
sequences were used to predict putative T-cell epitopes (MHC-
I and MHC-II binders, Cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (CTL), and
Immunogenic CD8+ and CD4+ epitopes) and B-cell epitopes
(linear and conformational) that can be used for designing
vaccines against CoVs. An overview of the epitope analysis
pipeline is depicted in Figure 1.

T-Cell Epitope Prediction
We predicted MHC-I and MHC-II binders, CTL epitopes,
immunogenic CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell epitopes, and IFN-γ-
inducing peptides (restricted by MHC-II) from all protein
sequences of SARS-CoV-2.

For MHC-I and MHC-II binding prediction, we used the
corresponding tools available at the Immune Epitope Database
(IEDB) Epitope analysis tool page2 (Peters and Sette, 2005;
Nielsen et al., 2007). For this, the “IEDB recommended”
approach was utilized. This approach adopts a consensus method

2http://tools.iedb.org/main/tcell/

comprising ANN, SMM, and CombLib (if the predictor is
available for a particular HLA; otherwise, it uses NetMHCpan EL)
for MHC-I and NN-align, SMM-align, CombLib, and Sturniolo
for MHC-II (Kim et al., 2012). Shortlisting of predicted binders
can be done based on percentile ranks and predicted affinities,
where peptides with low percentile rank and low-affinity value
(IC50 < 50 nM) are considered good binders (Kim et al., 2012).

The prediction of CD8+ (CTL) T-cell epitopes was performed
using NetCTLpan v 1.1 Server3 for 12 HLA supertypes (A1,
A2, A3, A24, A26, B7, B8, B27, B39, B44, B58, and B62)
(Stranzl et al., 2010). While predicting CTL epitopes, it takes
into account various sequence-processing steps such as cleavage
by proteasomes, TAP binding, and MHC-I binding (Stranzl
et al., 2010). MHC-I-restricted immunogenic peptides were
identified using the “IEDB Class I Immunogenicity tool”4 with
the default settings (Calis et al., 2013). This is based on amino
acid properties and their respective positions within the sequence
and gives an output in the form of scores, where a higher score
indicates a greater probability of eliciting an immune response
(Calis et al., 2013).

The immunogenicity of MHC-II restricted peptides was
predicted using the “CD4 T cell immunogenicity prediction tool”
available at the IEDB5. The prediction was performed with the
“IEDB recommended” method, which uses a combination of
MHC-binding to seven alleles and the immunogenicity method
(Dhanda et al., 2018). The output is in the form of a table
containing a description of the input sequences along with the
combined score, immunogenicity score, 9-mer peptide core,
median percentile rank, and score for each of the seven alleles.

Furthermore, Interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) is secreted by
T-helper cells and is of central help in clearing the viruses from
the host (Chesler and Reiss, 2002). IFN-γ-inducing peptides were
predicted among positive MHC-II binders (15-mer) using the
IFNepitope web server6 (Dhanda et al., 2013). The default settings
(“motif and SVM hybrid” and the “IFN-gamma vs. Non-IFN-
gamma” model) were used to predict IFN-γ-inducing peptides
based on score, where the higher the score, the higher the chance
of inducing IFN-γ (Dhanda et al., 2013).

B-Cell Epitope Prediction
The identification of linear (continuous) B-cell epitopes is an
important step in designing a vaccine against a microorganism.
Linear B-cell epitope prediction was accomplished using the
“BepiPred Linear Epitope Prediction 2.0” method available at the
B-cell epitope prediction tool of the IEDB7. The tool is based on
the random forest algorithm and was trained on amino acids
of epitopes and non-epitopes identified from antigen-antibody
crystal structures (Jespersen et al., 2017). Amino acid residues
with scores greater than the default threshold value of 0.5 are
envisaged as being part of an epitope (Jespersen et al., 2017).

3http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetCTLpan/
4http://tools.iedb.org/immunogenicity/
5http://tools.iedb.org/CD4episcore/
6http://crdd.osdd.net/raghava/ifnepitope/
7http://tools.iedb.org/main/bcell/
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FIGURE 1 | Complete pipeline of epitope prediction and analysis.

The conformational B-cell epitopes are discontinuous or
scattered amino acid sequences that make up an antigen
and interact with B-cell receptors (BCR) (Sanchez-Trincado
et al., 2017). Prediction of these discontinuous B-cell epitopes
was performed using the ElliPro tool available at the IEDB8

(Ponomarenko et al., 2008). It predicts discontinuous B-cell
epitopes based on the 3D structure of protein antigen depending
on selected parameters, with the defaults being 0.5 and 6
Angstrom (Å) for minimum score and maximum distance,
respectively (Ponomarenko et al., 2008). The output result
is in the form of a table displaying “amino acid residues,”
“Number of residues,” “Score,” and a link to “3D structure”
(Ponomarenko et al., 2008).

Feature Profiling of Selected B- and
T-Cell Epitopes
The shortlisted predicted epitopes (B-cell and T-cell) were
analyzed for important features such as antigenicity, toxicity, and
allergenicity. The probable peptide-based vaccine epitopes must
be antigenic, non-toxic, and non-allergenic.

Antigenicity Prediction
Antigenicity prediction of the selected epitopes was performed
to find the antigenic peptides. To accomplish this, we used the

8http://tools.iedb.org/ellipro/

Vaxijen v2.0 server9 to predict the antigenicity of these predicted
MHC-I and MHC-II binders, CTL epitopes, immunogenic
CD8+ and CD4+ T-cell epitopes, and linear B-cell epitopes.
Vaxijen v2.0 was used with a default cut-off of 0.4, indicative
of viral antigens, to assess the antigenicity of these peptides
(Doytchinova and Flower, 2007).

Toxicity and Allergenicity Prediction
The toxicity of antigenic B-cell and T-cell epitopes with a
Vaxijen score above 0.4 was predicted using the ToxinPred web
server10 (Gupta et al., 2013). It is based on a quantitative matrix
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) utilizing various peptide
properties (Gupta et al., 2013). We used the SVM (Swiss-Prot)-
based method while keeping all other criteria as default. Epitopes
with the prediction result “Non-toxin” were used for further
analysis. Likewise, putative vaccine candidates must be checked
for allergenicity to prevent allergic responses in the host that
may be caused by vaccination (McKeever et al., 2004). We used
AllerTOP v. 2.011 to predict the allergenicity of the epitopes being
forecasted as “Non-toxic” by ToxinPred. This was developed
based on using the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) method to
discriminate allergens from non-allergens (Dimitrov et al., 2014).

9http://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/vaxijen/VaxiJen/VaxiJen.html
10http://www.imtech.res.in/raghava/toxinpred/
11http://www.ddg-pharmfac.net/AllerTOP/
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Epitope Conservancy Analysis
The conservancy of the predicted epitopes was further analyzed
using the epitope conservancy tool available at the IEDB12 (Bui
et al., 2007). Conservancy is an indication of the percentage
identity of the selected epitopes with the proteins of other
similar organisms (here, other coronaviruses). We tested the
conservancy of predicted epitopes with the other six coronavirus
strains that are responsible for causing respiratory illnesses in
humans, comprising two alpha coronaviruses (NL63 and 229E)
and four beta coronaviruses (SARS, MERS, OC43, and HKU1).

Population Coverage Analysis
The numerous polymorphic HLAs present in different
populations have varied frequencies, and the epitopes restricted
by such HLAs would have biased population coverage (Sidney
et al., 2010). Hence, during a vaccine design, population coverage
must be accounted for to avoid a decrease in the applicability
of a vaccine candidate in some populations (Bui et al., 2006).
Therefore, it is vital to calculate the frequency of individuals that
are anticipated to respond to a given epitope set based on HLA
typing (Bui et al., 2006).

We further analyzed the population coverage of the predicted
CD8+ (MHC-I), CD4+ (MHC-II), and CTL epitopes and their
respective HLA alleles using the IEDB population coverage tool13

(Bui et al., 2006). This reflects the percentage of individuals in
a population likely to respond to at least one T-cell epitope
from the collection (Bui et al., 2006). The “HLA–epitope pairs”
set (epitopes with their restricted HLA alleles) was utilized to
compute the projected population coverage (PPC) using query-
“area_country_ethnicity” and selecting each of the 16 areas to
provide broad global coverage, including China.

Coronavirus Derived T- and B-Cell
Epitopes
The T-cell (MHC class I and class II) and B-cell epitopes of all
coronaviruses around the world were searched in the IEDB by
querying “Coronavirus” (taxonomy ID: 11118). The search was
restricted to “Positive Assays Only” for both “T-cell Assays” and
“B-cell Assays” for “Any Host,” “Any MHC restriction,” and “Any
Disease.”

SARS-CoV Derived T- and B-Cell
Epitopes
The T-cell (MHC class I and class II) and B-cell epitopes of
SARS-CoV were explored in the IEDB by querying “Severe
acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus (taxonomy ID:
694009). We restricted our search to “Linear Epitope” and
“Positive Assays Only” to include linear epitopes with at least one
positive assay for T cell and B cell, respectively, while keeping all
other parameters as default.

12http://tools.iedb.org/conservancy/
13http://tools.iedb.org/population/

RNAi-Based Therapeutics
Potential Small Interfering RNAs (siRNAs)
We used the VIRsiRNApred (Qureshi et al., 2013) and desiRm
(Ahmed and Raghava, 2011) programs for the prediction of
siRNAs against SARS-CoV-2. VIRsiRNApred is a virus-specific
method, and we used model-2, constructed by employing
different features like the hybrid nucleotide frequencies, binary
pattern, and thermodynamic properties of 1725 viral siRNAs.
Further, only highly efficacious siRNAs (inhibition more than or
equal to 60%) were considered. Additionally, potential siRNAs
(predicted efficacy score greater or equal to 1) were also identified
using the desiRm tool. Moreover, the off-targets of the siRNAs
were also predicted. Additionally, the immunomodulatory
impact was also deduced by the imRNA tool, which explores
the immunomodulatory and non-immunomodulatory potential
of siRNAs (Nagpal et al., 2017).

Putative MicroRNAs (miRNAs)
Similarly, we have also identified miRNAs for SARS-CoV-2 using
a two-step method. In the first step, the VMir algorithm was
utilized to predict the precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA) hairpins
using the default parameters (Sullivan and Grundhoff, 2007),
while in the second step, mature miRNAs were identified using
the Mature Bayes tool (Gkirtzou et al., 2010).

Single Guide RNAs (sgRNAs)
For the identification of all of the possible single guide RNAs
(sgRNAs), we used the ge-CRISPR tool/pipeline (Kaur et al.,
2016). Prediction of sgRNAs was performed based on the
Protospacer Adjacent motif (PAM) for the SARS-CoV-2 genome.
The underlying algorithm scans all the “NGG” motifs in the
genome for both the forward and reverse strands and picks up
putative sgRNAs 20 nucleotides upstream of the motifs found
thereby. In the geCRISPR tool pipeline 2, ge-CRISPRr was
selected, which employs a regression-based algorithm to predict
sgRNA efficiency (0–100%).

Coronavirus (CoV) Primers
To obtain an exhaustive list of primers, two separate approaches
were employed in the study. First, we searched for the
experimental primers previously used for the detection of
coronaviruses (CoVs). For this, a literature search was performed
in PubMed using the different keywords “coronavirus” and
“primers∗.” Overall, 185 papers were obtained (on 12/02/2020)
and were further examined to collect the oligonucleotide primer
information. Meta-information was collected for each primer
pair, mainly primer name, sequence, orientation, start-end,
genome name, gene name, strain, accession number, etc.

Furthermore, in the second approach, we designed primer
pairs for SARS-CoV-2 based on different parameters using the
PrimerDesign-M tool (Yoon and Leitner, 2015). We used the
multiple fragment option with Flex design for fragment overlap.
Further, the start and end of the target region were specified for
the region of interest. Additionally, primer length range (20–
25), detection limit (5%), complexity limit (2%, one degenerate
position), window size (10-mer), and dimer ratio (0.9) were used.
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A 5◦C difference between the melting temperatures (Tm) of the
forward and reverse primer in pairs was set.

Glycosylation in CoVs
We also performed prediction and analysis of glycosylation
sites (C, N, and O) for all of the proteins of SARS-CoV-
2. Additionally, the other six CoVs, i.e., SARS, MERS, 229E,
OC43, NL63, and HKU1, were also investigated for the
identification of glycosylation sites. We used NetCGlycv1.0
(Julenius, 2007), NetNGlycv1.0 (Blom et al., 2004), and NetOGlyc
v.4.0 (Steentoft et al., 2013) for C-linked, N-linked, and O-linked
glycosylation, respectively. Additionally, we also compared
the glycosylation sites in these seven CoVs to elucidate the
conservation between them.

Phylogenetics
For the phylogenetic analysis, 48 representative coronavirus
genomes and their corresponding proteomes (latest as of
17/02/2020) were selected, and their evolutionary relationship
was identified using MEGA 10.1.7 (Kumar et al., 2018). Genome
sequence alignment was performed using the MUSCLE (Edgar,
2004) algorithm integrated within the MEGA program. For
both the genomes and the proteomes, the phylogenetic tree was
constructed based on the maximum likelihood (ML) method. In
the case of genomes, the ML tree was constructed following the
general time-reversible (GTR) model using a discrete Gamma
distribution (+G). Similarly, for proteomes, the LG (Le and
Gascuel, 2008) model using discrete Gamma distribution (+G)
was used for building the ML tree. The robustness of the tree
topology was calculated using the bootstrap method (Felsenstein,
1985) with 1000 bootstrap replications for the genome-based
tree, while the corresponding proteome tree was built using 100
bootstrap replicates.

Codon Usage and Nucleotide Composition
Complete nucleotide sequences of all coding regions of SARS-
CoV-2 were retrieved from NCBI (NC_045512.2). To gain insight
into the codon usage, different parameters such as the number
of amino acids, number of codons, relative synonymous codon
usage (RSCU), rare codons, and codon context were calculated
using Anaconda software (Moura et al., 2005). The nucleotide
composition (in percentages) of A, U, G, C, A + U, G + C,
G + A, G + T, A + T, A + C, C + T, GC1, GC2, and GC3
of all coding regions was calculated using the online program
CAIcal14 (Puigbo et al., 2008). Additionally, the estimation of
codon adaptation of the SARS-CoV-2 in the host, the effective
number of codons (ENc), and the Codon Adaptation Index (CAI)
value were calculated using CAIcal software. In the analysis, the
synonymous codon usage pattern of the viral host (Homo sapiens)
was taken as the reference, and the CAI values of the coding
regions of SARS-CoV-2 were calculated after comparison with
the reference. The codon usage pattern of Homo sapiens was
retrieved from the Codon Usage Database15.

14http://genomes.urv.es/CAIcal/
15https://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/

Protein Structure Prediction, Comparison, and
Analysis
In order to elucidate important aspects and structural
conservation of SARS-CoV-2 proteins, in silico structure
prediction and analysis was performed for six proteins of CoVs,
namely, the four structural proteins, S, E, N, and M, and two
non-structural proteins, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) and Helicase. The structures of the above-mentioned
proteins from seven different CoVs were modeled using SWISS-
MODEL (Waterhouse et al., 2018). Further, 3D structural
comparison and analysis were also performed and represented
using PyMOLv1.7.416. All of the predicted structures of proteins
for these seven CoVs, including all SARS-CoV-2 proteins, are
also provided on our web resource with the visualization and
download facility.

CoronaVR Resource Development
“CoronaVR” was built and hosted in the Linux environment on
an Apache HTTP server (v2.2.17) utilizing the LAMP (Linux,
Apache HTTP Server, MySQL, and PHP) open-source platform.
The backend is mainly supported by MySQL for effective data
management. The web-interface was created the employing PHP,
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. In-house scripts were also developed
to process and perform data processing. Further, a Corona
genome browser was also included.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have developed an integrative resource equipped with
a compendium of putative anti-CoV solutions and genomic
knowledge to assist the scientific community in dealing with
the deadly public health threat of COVID-19. For this, using a
systematic and dedicated approach, we developed “CoronaVR.”
The resource is well-organized into different sections for
interactive navigation. It is broadly categorized into the separate
divisions, viz., epitopes, therapeutics, primers, and genomes. It
also comprises tools for analysis and visualization. A complete
overview of the CoronaVR resource is illustrated in Figure 2.

CoronaVR Genomes and Browser
We have compiled 365 complete genome sequences of human
infective CoVs with sizes ranging between 27 and 32 kb. A catalog
of CoVs is also provided in the resource in the genomes section.
A categorywise advance search facility using different criteria,
viz., geographic area (e.g., Asia), country (e.g., China), Year
(2003, 2019, etc.), Length range, etc., is also implemented for
sequence data retrieval. Detailed meta-information, like genome
accession number, virus name, strain/isolate, length, geographical
area, country of origin, etc., is provided. To navigate through the
seven reference human-infecting CoVs, we have also developed
a graphical genome browser backed by JBrowse. Different color
codes depict distinct genome features with semantic navigation,
a ruler, and zooming.

16https://pymol.org/2/
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FIGURE 2 | Architecture of the CoronaVR compendium.

Putative Vaccine Epitopes
We used the IEDB MHC-I binding prediction tool to predict
MHC-I binders from protein sequences of SARS-CoV-2. The
consensus method was used for binding prediction, and peptides
with IC50 less than 50 nM were selected as strong binders.
These predicted binders of each protein sequence are subjected to
antigenicity, toxicity, and allergenicity prediction. Out of the total
424 non-allergenic, non-toxic, and antigenic MHC-I binders, 168
peptides were found to be 100% conserved within the SARS-
CoV protein sequences (Supplementary Table S1). The number
of peptide sequences that remained after each prediction step is
shown in Supplementary Table S2.

Likewise, we used NetCTLpan v1.1 to predict CD8+ T-cell
epitopes from protein sequences. Prediction was made on 12
HLA supertypes (A1, A2, A3, A24, A26, B7, B8, B27, B39, B44,
B58, and B62) with the remaining parameters as default. The
peptides with a% Rank less than 1% (<E) were selected as per
the default selection criteria of the web server. Overall, 1499
CTL epitopes were predicted from 11 proteins of SARS-CoV-
2. Out of 1499 predicted CTL epitopes, 765 were found to be
antigenic. Further analysis of these 765 peptides showed that
754 were non-toxic and 273 were non-allergenic (Supplementary
Tables S3, S4). These 273 non-allergenic CTL epitopes were
analyzed for sequence conservancy and population coverage.
Of the 273, 169 epitopes were found to be 100% conserved
with SARS-CoV sequences, while the others were conserved
to variable degrees (Supplementary Table S3). Potential CTL
epitopes pertaining to the four structural proteins (E, S, M, and
N) conserved in both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are provided
in Table 1.

Furthermore, immunogenic peptides restricted to MHC-I
were identified using the “IEDB Class I Immunogenicity tool”
with default parameters. We found 236 immunogenic epitopes
in total, with envelope (E) and ORF8 having no predicted
immunogenic MHC-I epitopes. Out of these 236 epitopes,
only 33 were found to be antigenic according to the Vaxijen
score and were selected for toxicity and allergenicity prediction.
These 33 peptides were found to be non-toxic, while 21 were
non-allergenic (Supplementary Table S5). The numbers of

TABLE 1 | Potential CTL epitopes conserved in SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV.

Protein Peptides Start Stop

E SVLLFLAFV 16 24

E LLFLAFVVF 18 26

E FLAFVVFLL 20 28

E FLLVTLAIL 26 34

E YVYSRVKNL 57 65

M LWPVTLACF 57 65

M FVLAAVYRI 65 73

M SELVIGAVI 136 144

M ATSRTLSYY 173 181

M TSRTLSYYK 174 182

N LSPRWYFYY 105 113

N SPRWYFYYL 106 114

N KTFPPTEPK 366 374

S VRFPNITNL 331 339

S YQPYRVVVL 512 520

S PYRVVVLSF 514 522

S LLFNKVTLA 832 841

S WTFGAGAAL 898 906

S FAMQMAYRF 910 918

S AEIRASANL 1030 1038

S VVFLHVTYV 1075 1083

S KEIDRLNEV 1197 1205

S VLKGVKLHY 1282 1290

E, envelope, M, membrane, N, nucleocapsid, S, spike.

selected epitopes from each protein used for prediction at
each step are shown in Supplementary Table S6. Finally, these
21 immunogenic and non-allergenic epitopes from different
proteins were selected for conservancy analysis and population
coverage (Table 2). The conservancy analysis showed that only
two immunogenic CD8 + T-cell epitopes (present in ORF7b)
were 100% conserved with the SARS-CoV sequences, while five
were 90% conserved (Supplementary Table S5).

Similarly, MHC-II binders from SARS-CoV-2 protein
sequences were predicted using the IEDB MHC-II binding
prediction method. As per IEDB recommendation, we used
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TABLE 2 | Potential immunogenic CD8+ T-cell epitopes pertaining to
SARS-CoV-2.

Protein Peptides Start End

M RINWITGGIA 72 81

M VYRINWITGG 70 79

NSP3 DCEEEEFEPS 935 944

NSP2 EHEHEIAWYT 233 242

NSP3 GDCEEEEFEP 934 943

2′-O-ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) GHFAWWTAF 6983 6991

2′-O-ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) GHFAWWTAFV 6983 6992

2′-O-ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) HFAWWTAFV 6984 6992

NSP2 KLNEEIAIIL 468 477

NSP2 LNEEIAIILA 469 478

NSP4 LVPFWITIA 3135 3143

NSP4 LVPFWITIAY 3135 3144

2′-O-ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) MGHFAWWTA 6982 6990

2′-O-ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) MGHFAWWTAF 6982 6991

NSP4 PLVPFWITIA 3134 3143

NSP4 TKHFYWFFS 3150 3158

NSP4 VPFWITIAY 3136 3144

NSP4 VPFWITIAYI 3136 3145

S NVTWFHAIHV 61 70

ORF7b IMLIIFWFSL 23 32

ORF7b MLIIFWFSL 24 32

E, envelope, M, membrane, N, nucleocapsid, S, spike, NSP, non-structural protein.

peptides with IC50 less than 50 nM as a cut-off to select strong
binders (Wang et al., 2008). Using this selection criterion, we
obtained 1478 strong binders restricted by MHC-II alleles. These
predicted binders were subjected to antigenicity prediction. Out
of the 1478 predicted MHC-II peptides, 831 were found to be
antigenic on the basis of a Vaxijen score greater than 0.4. After
subjecting these antigenic peptides prediction of Interferon
gamma (IFN-γ) secreting peptides, only 304 were found to be
positive according to the IFNepitope score. Toxicity prediction
reduced this number to 296 (i.e., non-toxic). These 296 peptide
sequences were then further subjected to allergenicity prediction,
and 194 peptides were found to be non-allergenic, while 102 were
allergenic. These 194 peptides can be used as vaccine candidates
to elicit helper T-cells (CD4+) (Supplementary Tables S7, S8).
Additionally, epitope conservancy and population coverage
by these epitopes were also determined. Out of these 194
peptides, only three sequences were 100% conserved (S: 2,
ORF1ab: 1) within the SARS-CoV sequence, while the total
number of sequences with more than 90% conservancy was
78, with a variable degree of conservation with other CoVs
(Supplementary Table S7).

Prediction of immunogenic CD4 + T-cell epitopes from SARS-
CoV-2 proteins using the “CD4 T cell immunogenicity prediction
tool” available at the IEDB resulted in 319 immunogenic
peptides. Out of these 319 epitopes, 132 were found to be
antigenic. Further testing of these peptides for toxicity resulted
in 129 peptides where no “non-toxic” peptide was found in
ORF10. Among these 129 peptides, 44 were found to be non-
allergic (Supplementary Tables S9, S10) and, thus, can be

safely used for vaccine formulations after testing them further
for conservancy and population coverage. The conservancy
analysis showed that 19 epitopes were 100% conserved with
SARS-CoV sequences, while there were 28 sequences in
total that were more than 90% conserved with SARS-CoV
(Supplementary Table S9).

Likewise, 320 linear B-cell epitopes were predicted from the
SARS-CoV-2 proteins. Predicted epitopes varied in length from
111 (maximum) to a single amino acid residue (minimum). Of
these epitopes, only 135 were found to be antigenic using Vaxijen.
Toxicity prediction of these 135 antigenic peptides resulted in 126
non-toxic and 9 toxic sequences. Allergenicity prediction of these
non-toxic peptides showed that only 65 sequences were predicted
to be non-allergenic, while the remaining 61 were allergenic.
These epitope sequences and their lengths, start and end points
in a protein, and conservancies are shown in Supplementary
Table S11. Supplementary Table S12 shows the protein-wise
distribution of the counts of these epitopes. These 65 sequences
were further tested for conservancy with other coronavirus
strains (Supplementary Table S11).

Of these 65 epitopes, 20 were found to be 100% conserved
and 26 sequences (N = 2, S = 1, ORF1ab = 23) were more
than 90% conserved with SARS-CoV (Table 3). These 20
sequences are located in ORF1ab polyprotein in various regions.
One Spike glycoprotein (S) epitope (404GDEVRQIAPGQTGKIA
DYNYKLP426) with a length of 23-mer was found to be
91.3% conserved with the SARS-CoV spike protein. For
envelope protein, only one sequence (57YVYSRVKNLNSSRVP71)
was conserved within SARS-CoV, with 80% conservancy.
Nucleocapsid protein (N) had two sequences (226RLNQLESKMS
GKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKA267 and 276R
RGPEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYK299) that were more than
95% conserved with the SARS-CoV sequence (Supplementary
Table S11).

The epitopes from ORF1ab polyprotein, with length greater
than 9-mer, were found to be variously conserved within
ORF1ab polyprotein from the other six viruses. Two sequences
(KLQNNELSPVAL and SYKDWSYSGQ) each of length 12-
mer and 10-mer were conserved within four other coronavirus
strains, while few are conserved within only SARS-CoV.
No epitope sequences were found to be conserved within
these five coronavirus strains according to our set criteria
(Supplementary Table S11).

Further, a total of 37 conformational B-cell epitopes were
predicted using the Ellipro method (Supplementary Table S13).
The top 10 sequences of these 37 predicted epitopes had
protrusion scores lying between 0.77 and 0.99. A high protrusion
index (PI) value means enhanced solvent availability. Among
these 10 sequences, 5 sequences belonging to the proteins ORF3a
[(M1, D2, L3, F4, M5, R6), (T9, I10, G11, T12, V13, T14, L15)],
ORF7b (E39, T40, C41, H42, A43), ORF8 (E92, P93, K94), and
ORF10 (R24, N25, Y26) had PI scores above 0.80. The two
highest-scoring peptides belonged to ORF3a, with PI scores of
0.99 and 0.94, respectively (Supplementary Table S13).

A few recent immunological studies have experimentally
validated several epitope sequences and found some to be positive
in qualitative/quantitative assays against SARS-CoV-2 proteins,
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TABLE 3 | Putative linear B-cell epitopes for SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV.

Protein Peptides Start End Length

N RLNQLESKMSGKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKA 226 267 42

N RRGPEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYK 276 299 24

S GDEVRQIAPGQTGKIADYNYKLP 404 426 23

Leader protein (NSP1) LPVLQV 18 23 6

NSP3 SYKDWSYSGQ 1510 1519 10

NSP3 FPDLNG 1960 1965 6

NSP3 TRQVVNV 2747 2753 7

3C-like proteinase (NSP5) MAFPSGK 3269 3275 7

3C-like proteinase (NSP5) YNYEPLTQDH 3500 3509 10

NSP7 VQSKMSD 3858 3864 7

NSP8/NSP9 KLQNNELSPVAL 4138 4149 12

RDRP (NSP12) PCGTGTSTDV 4413 4422 10

RDRP (NSP12) TFSNYQHEET 4468 4477 10

RDRP (NSP12) VAFQTVKPGNFNKDFYDFAVSKGFFKEGSSVEL 4797 4829 33

RDRP (NSP12) LKYAISAKNR 4936 4945 10

RDRP (NSP12) KPGGTSSGDATT 5068 5079 12

RDRP (NSP12) WTETDLTKGP 5192 5201 10

Helicase (NSP13) TCVGSDNVTDFNAIATCDWTNAGDYILANTCTE 5420 5452 33

Helicase (NSP13) FEKGDYG 5524 5530 7

Helicase (NSP13) PAPRTLLTKGTLEPE 5730 5744 15

Helicase (NSP13) LYDKLQ 5905 5910 6

Helicase/3′-5′ Exonuclease RNVATLQAENVTG 5919 5931 13

3′-5′ Exonuclease (NSP14) MYKGLPW 6078 6084 7

3′-5′ Exonuclease (NSP14) GFTGNLQSNHDLYCQVHGNAHVA 6173 6195 23

2′-O- ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) DKGVAP 6873 6878 6

2′-O- ribose methyltransferase (NSP16) IQLSSYSLFDMSKFPLKLRG 7035 7054 20

specifically spike glycoprotein (Poh et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020;
Yi et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020).

Poh et al. (2020) have found 2 linear B-cell epitopes
(S14P5 and S21P2) in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2
and our predicted linear B-cell epitope sequences, namely-
555SNKKFLPF562 and 807PDPSKPSK814, in the spike protein
of SARS-CoV-2 mapped on these two experimentally validated
epitopes. These epitopes were found to be antigenic and non-
toxic but allergenic in nature.

A study published in Science by Yuan and group found a
conformational B-cell epitope in the receptor-binding domain
that was highly conserved between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV
(Yuan et al., 2020). We have also predicted a linear B-cell epitope
that is a part of this discontinuous epitope with the sequence
369YNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFT393. This epitope was
found in our analysis to be antigenic, non-toxic, and non-
allergenic, having 84% sequence conservancy with SARS-CoV.

Similarly, Yi et al. (2020) also found some key residues
in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 that interact with
ACE2 as well as with neutralizing antibodies. These
residues mapped on our predicted linear B-cell epitope
369YNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFT393 (mentioned above).

Trevor et al., found nine MHC-I-restricted T-cell epitopes
in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 (Smith et al., 2020).
Out of these nine epitopes, three were found to match with
our predicted epitopes. “VLSFELLHA” mapped on one of

the epitopes (VVLSFELLHAPATVC) and was found to be
antigenic, non-toxic, and non-allergenic in our analysis. In
the same way, “VVFLHVTYV” was predicted to be positively
antigenic, non-toxic, and non-allergenic and completely mapped
on an epitope (PHGVVFLHVTYVPAQ) found in the above-
mentioned study. These two sequences can be used as vaccine
candidates to elicit the adaptive arm of the immune system
and provide protection against SARS-CoV-2. Epitope sequence
“KIADYNYKL,” predicted as a positive epitope by this study, also
had a few residues matching with an experimentally confirmed
epitope (YNYKLPDDFTGCVIA). However, it was found to be
allergenic in our study.

Population Coverage Analysis
The T-cell epitopes selected following the conservancy analysis
were used to compute population coverage. We used the
population coverage tool offered by the IEDB (see text footnote
14) to compute the population covered by predicted MHC-
I, MHC-II binders, and CTL epitopes from SARS-CoV-2
(Bui et al., 2006).

The maximum population coverage of predicted MHC-I
binders (which are also antigenic, non-toxic, and non-allergenic)
was found for the European population (97.71%), which was
followed by North America, West Indies, West Africa, Southeast
Asia, Northeast Asia, North Africa, Oceania, South Africa, South
Asia, East Africa, South America, Southwest Asia, Central Africa,
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and Central America, with predicted population coverages (PPC)
of 97.48, 96.96, 92.96, 92.68, 92.61, 92.46, 91.64, 88.81, 88.78,
86.85, 85.18, 84.32, 83.82, and 7.76%, respectively, as shown in
Supplementary Table S14.

The highest PPC for CTL epitopes was also found for
the European population (95.66%), which was immediately
followed by the North American population (87.54%). The PPC
for Northeast Asia, including China (the area of COVID-19
outbreak), covered by these epitopes was quite low (65.65%) as
compared to the high PPC (92.61%) for MHC-I binders for the
same region. For MHC-II binders, the highest PPC was observed
for the North American population (99.99%) closely followed by
the European population (99.92%). Here, the area of Northeast
Asia also had a high estimated PPC (93.81%). It is to be noted that
the estimated PPC for European countries including Italy (most
effected by COVID-19 along with China, United States, and Spain
to date) provided by our predicted epitopes was very high (>99%)
(Supplementary Table S14).

T-Cell and B-Cell Epitopes of All
Coronaviruses
The search for T-cell and B-cell epitopes from all global
coronaviruses was performed in the IEDB, which harbored
details for the following coronaviruses: Alphacoronavirus 1,
Avian coronavirus, Betacoronavirus 1, Coronavirus HKU15,
HCoV-229E, MERS-CoV, Murine coronavirus, Porcine epidemic
diarrhea virus, SARS-CoV, and Swine acute diarrhea syndrome-
related coronavirus. We obtained 320 positive T-cell epitopes,
with 778 T-cell assays related to these epitopes. Similarly, 663
positive B-cell epitopes with 1568 B-cell assays were found in
IEDB. Of these 663 epitopes, 582 were linear and 81 were
conformational. The conservancy analysis of T-cell and B-cell
epitopes from these coronaviruses with SARS-CoV-2 proteins
showed that 41 unique T-cell and 83 linear B-cell epitopes
were 100% conserved within SARS-CoV-2. Only Humans (Homo
sapiens) and various experimental mice (Mus musculus) were
found as hosts for these coronaviruses in the case of T-cell
epitopes. However, in the case of linear B-cell epitopes from other
coronaviruses that shared 100% conservancy with SARS-CoV-2,
various animals such as the Formosan rock macaque (Macaca
cyclopis), Guinea pig (Cavia porcellus), and Rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) were also observed as hosts as well as Homo sapiens
and Mus musculus.

Cross-Protective Epitopes (CPEs)
Between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2
At a time when a vaccine is urgently required against SARS-
CoV-2, the non-availability of epitope information for it is
a shortcoming that may lengthen the vaccine development
process. To help the researchers in developing a SARS-CoV-
2 vaccine, we sought to identify the cross-protective epitopes
(CPEs) and unique epitopes (UE) based on antigenic similarities
and differences between SARS-CoV epitopes and SARS-CoV-
2 protein sequences. For this, we extracted 119 T-cell and
405 linear B-cell epitope sequences of SARS-CoV (ID: 694009)
available on the IEDB. These 119 T-cell epitopes were dispersed

in 51 and 68 MHC class I and class II alleles, respectively.
The conservancy analysis to find cross-protective epitopes was
performed by mapping SARS-CoV T- and B-cell epitopes on
SARS-CoV-2 proteins. Of the 119 T-cell epitopes, 27 potential
cross-protective epitopes were found with 100% conservancy (no
mutation) distributed in four different proteins (N: 13, S: 12,
ORF1ab: 1, and M: 1) of SARS-CoV-2. Altogether, 75 T-cell
epitopes of SARS-CoV were found with high sequence identity
(>80%) with SARS-CoV-2. On the other hand, 13 sequences
had moderate similarity (>70% but <80%) and 29 had low
similarity (<70%) and can be considered as unique in SARS-
CoV-2 (Supplementary Table S15).

We also checked the IFNepitope score (for MHC-II epitopes),
toxicity, and allergenicity of these experimentally confirmed
T-cell epitopes of SARS-CoV and their corresponding sequences
in SARS-CoV-2. Among the 27 epitopes that were 100%
conserved, 14 were predicted to be non-toxic and non-allergenic
(Table 4). Out of the 7 MHC-II restricted T-cell epitopes (100%
conserved), only 2 were found to have positive IFNepitope scores,
and only one (306AQFAPSASAFFGMSR320) was found to be non-
toxic and non-allergenic. Supplementary Table S15 lists T-cell
epitopes of SARS-CoV with conservancy with SARS-CoV-2 that
fulfill other criteria [IFNepitope (for MHC II), Non-Toxic, Non-
Allergenic] that can be used as vaccine candidates to provide
cross-protection against each other.

In parallel, the mapping of linear B-cell epitopes of SARS-
CoV showed that out of 405 epitopes, 83 were 100% conserved
in SARS-CoV-2 proteins (E: 1, ORF1ab: 1, M: 6, N: 32, and S: 43).
Comprehensively, there were 237 epitopes with sequence identity
>80% (Supplementary Table S16). Toxicity and allergenicity
prediction of SARS-CoV epitopes resulted in 45 non-toxic and
non-allergenic sequences that were 100% conserved with SARS-
CoV-2 proteins. These 45 shared epitopes between SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 can provide cross-protection against each other
and can be utilized as potent linear B-cell epitopes to elicit
humoral immunity (Table 5).

Overall, an immuno-informatics-driven methodology was
implemented to discover the B-cell (linear and conformational)
and T-cell (CD8+ and CD4+) epitopes, which can help
researchers at the initial stage of the design of vaccine against
SARS-CoV-2. With no experimentally confirmed epitopes of
SARS-CoV-2 to date, we sought to address potential epitopes
using various computational tools. We also considered various
other properties, neglecting which may destroy the purpose of
the development of a vaccine against SARS-CoV-2, such as
antigenicity, toxicity, and allergenicity.

Some parallel studies are available that have identified different
epitope components of SARS-CoV-2 through bioinformatics
predictions (Ahmed et al., 2020; Baruah and Bose, 2020; Grifoni
et al., 2020; Lucchese, 2020; Qiu et al., 2020). Grifoni et al.,
mapped experimentally confirmed epitopes of SARS-CoV on
SARS-CoV-2 and predicted new epitope sequences as well
(Grifoni et al., 2020). Ahmed et al., also mapped experimentally
confirmed epitopes of SARS-CoV on SARS-CoV-2 and analyzed
the population coverage for T-cell epitopes to find epitopes for
vaccine formulation (Ahmed et al., 2020). Qui T. et al., searched
for cross-protective epitopes on Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2
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TABLE 4 | Potential cross-protective T-cell epitopes (vaccine candidates) against SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV.

Protein MHC type SARS-CoV-2 Epitopes Start End Length Allergenicity

S MHC-I VNFNFNGL 539 546 8 Allergen

N MHC-I ILLNKHID 351 358 8 Allergen

S MHC-I ALNTLVKQL 958 966 9 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I ALNTPKDHI 138 146 9 Allergen

S MHC-I FIAGLIAIV 1220 1228 9 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I GMSRIGMEV 316 324 9 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I ILLNKHIDA 351 359 9 Allergen

N MHC-I LALLLLDRL 219 227 9 Non-Allergen

S MHC-I LITGRLQSL 996 1004 9 Allergen

N MHC-I LLLDRLNQL 222 230 9 Allergen

N MHC-I LQLPQGTTL 159 167 9 Allergen

S MHC-I NLNESLIDL 1192 1200 9 Allergen

S MHC-I RLNEVAKNL 1185 1193 9 Allergen

ORF1ab MHC-I VLAWLYAAV 3467 3475 9 Non-Allergen

S MHC-I VLNDILSRL 976 984 9 Non-Allergen

S MHC-I VVFLHVTYV 1060 1068 9 Non-Allergen

M MHC-I TLACFVLAAV 61 70 10 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I MEVTPSGTWL 322 331 10 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I RRPQGLPNNTASWFT 40 54 15 Allergen

N MHC-II AQFAPSASAFFGMSR 305 319 15 Non-Allergen

N MHC-II SPRWYFYYLGTGPE 105 119 15 Non-Allergen

N MHC-II VILLNKHIDAYKTFP 350 364 15 Allergen

S MHC-II GAALQIPFAMQMAYRF 891 906 16 Non-Allergen

S MHC-II MAYRFNGIGVTQNVLY 902 917 16 Non-Allergen

S MHC-II QALNTLVKQLSSNFGAI 957 973 17 Non-Allergen

N MHC-I LLNKHIDAYKTFPPTEPK 352 369 18 Allergen

S MHC-II QLIRAAEIRASANLAATK 1011 1028 18 Allergen

based on similarity with epitopes of SARS-CoV (Qiu et al.,
2020). Lucchese et al., addressed pentapeptides of SARS-CoV-
2 proteins absent in human as vaccine candidates (Lucchese,
2020). Bose et al., identified T- and B-cell epitopes in spike
protein of SARS-CoV-2 using an immunoinformatics method
(Baruah and Bose, 2020).

Our work is different from other studies in several aspects
and gives various new insights that are important for designing
vaccine formulations against SARS-CoV-2. The most important
difference is that we are providing a unifying online platform
for easy, free, and direct access to components to assist
researchers. We have not limited our study to a selected few
but have performed a comprehensive analysis of all proteins
of SARS-CoV-2, specifically the structural proteins, to find
vaccine candidates.

We performed antigenicity, toxicity, and allergenicity
prediction of our addressed epitope sets since these are
important considerations in vaccine formulation. For the
MHC-II-restricted epitopes predicted in our study, we have also
predicted the IFN-gamma-inducing ability of these peptides. We
have performed cross-conservancy analysis of predicted epitopes
with other coronaviruses causing diseases in Humans. To the
best of our knowledge, no study has performed these analyses on
SARS-CoV-2 proteins.

Our study suggests several epitopes as probable vaccine
candidates on the basis of antigenicity, toxicity, and allergenicity

along with IFN-gamma-inducing properties for MHC-II-
restricted epitopes. The epitope mapping on the proteins of other
human-infecting coronavirus strains showed conservancy to
SARS-CoV to variable degrees. We found 169, 2, 19, and 20 CTL,
immunogenic CD8+, immunogenic CD4+, and B-cell epitopes,
respectively, with 100% sequence conservancy within SARS-CoV,
which can be used as potent vaccine candidates against both
of the viruses. However, very few sequences were found to be
conserved with the other five coronaviruses, highlighting the
fact that SARS-CoV-2 is quite different from these human-
infecting viruses. This finely selected list of predicted epitopes of
SARS-CoV-2 can be tested in future studies for the elicitation of
immune response for their use as vaccine candidates. We have
predicted T-cell epitopes in order to cover the Chinese ethnicity
as well as the majority of the population around the world.

Several studies have highlighted the importance of the
adaptive arm of the immune system (i.e., T-cells and B-cells)
in providing protection against SARS-CoV (Wang et al., 2004;
Xu and Gao, 2004; Chen et al., 2010; Channappanavar et al.,
2014; Liu et al., 2017). We have identified SARS-CoV T-cell
and B-cell epitopes with 100% conservancy in SARS-COV-2
proteins. These are cross-protective and can be used for designing
a vaccine against SARS-CoV-2. A total of 27 T-cell epitopes of
SARS-CoV were found that were fully conserved in different
proteins (N: 13, S: 12, ORF1ab: 1, and M: 1) of SARS-CoV-2.
We also checked peptide sequences of SARS-CoV-2 proteins that
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TABLE 5 | Potent cross-protective B-cell epitopes (vaccine candidates) against
SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV.

Protein SARS-CoV-2 Epitopes Start End Length

E RVKN 61 64 4

M LEQWNLVIGFLFL 17 29 13

M PKEITVATSRTLSYYKL 165 181 17

M GRCDIKDLPKEITVATSR 157 174 18

N GSFCTQLN 278 285 8

N LPQRQKKQ 382 389 8

N SQASSRSS 180 187 8

N TFPPTEPK 362 369 8

N LPQGTTLPKG 161 170 11

N GFYAEGSRGGSQASS 170 184 15

N GSRGGSQASSRSSSR 175 189 15

N KTFPPTEPKKDKKKK 361 375 15

N TTLPKGFYAEGSRGG 165 179 15

N YKTFPPTEPKKDKKK 360 374 15

N FFGMSRIGMEVTPSGTW 314 330 17

N KHWPQIAQFAPSASAFF 299 315 17

N QFAPSASAFFGMSRIGM 306 322 17

N PKGFYAEGSRGGSQASSR 168 185 18

N QLPQGTTLPKGFYAEGSR 160 177 18

N KHIDAYKTFPPTEPKKDKKK 355 374 20

N VTQAFGRRGPEQTQGNFGDQ 270 289 20

N QLPQGTTLPKGFYAEGSRGGSQ 160 181 22

S AMQMAYRF 899 906 8

S GAGICASY 667 674 8

S KGIYQTSN 310 317 8

S DDSEPVLKGVKLHYT 1259 1273 15

S DKYFKNHTSPDVDLGD 1153 1168 16

S AISSVLNDILSRLDKVE 972 988 17

S EAEVQIDRLITGRLQSL 988 1004 17

S EELDKYFKNHTSPDVDL 1150 1166 17

S GAALQIPFAMQMAYRFN 891 907 17

S IRQGTDYKHWPQIAQFA 292 308 17

S KEIDRLNEVAKNLNESL 1181 1197 17

S MAYRFNGIGVTQNVLYE 902 918 17

S PELDSFKEELDKYFKNH 1143 1159 17

S PFAMQMAYRFNGIGVTQ 897 913 17

S QALNTLVKQLSSNFGAI 957 973 17

S RLITGRLQSLQTYVTQQ 995 1011 17

S SLQTYVTQQLIRAAEIR 1003 1019 17

S TVYDPLQPELDSFKEEL 1136 1152 17

S CKFDEDDSEPVLKGVKLHYT 1254 1273 20

S EIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYEQY 1182 1209 28

S EIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDLQELGKYEQY 1182 1209 29

S DSFKEELDKYFKNHTSPDVDLGD
ISGINASVV

1146 1177 32

S ISGINASVVNIQKEIDRLNEVAK
NLNESLIDLQELGKYEQYI

1169 1210 42

were found with variable levels of conservancy with SARS-CoV
epitopes and predicted their antigenicity, toxicity, IFN-gamma-
secreting ability, and allergenicity. We found one MHC-II-
restricted epitope, namely, 306AQFAPSASAFFGMSR320, present
in nucleocapsid of SAR-CoV that was 100% conserved within

SARS-CoV-2 and was predicted to be antigenic, non-toxic,
IFN-gamma-inducing and non-allergenic. Hence, this epitope
sequence can be incorporated in designing a vaccine to provide
cross-protection against SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. We also
found 45 shared linear B-cell epitopes between SARS-CoV and
SARS-CoV-2 that were antigenic, non-toxic, and non-allergenic
that can provide cross-protection against each other and can be
utilized as potent vaccine candidates to elicit humoral immunity.

We expect that this study may help researchers in developing
an inexpensive epitope-based vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 that
may provide immunity to the entire world’s population.

siRNAs and miRNAs
RNA interference-based silencing of viral genes provides an
excellent alternative therapeutic tool. For this, we also explored
and provided a compilation of putative efficient siRNAs
against all of the genes of SARS-CoV-2. In total, 166 potent
siRNAs with more than 60% inhibition were identified using
the VIRsiRNApred algorithm. The different siRNAs targeting
different genes of SARS-CoV-2 are provided in Supplementary
Table S17. Correspondingly, 1163 putative siRNAs with efficacy
scores equal to or more than 1 were also recognized utilizing
the desiRm method and are provided on the server. For all
of the siRNAs, the sense–antisense sequence, gene target, start-
end, efficacy scores, immunomodulatory potential, and off-
target information are provided on the CoronaVR resource.
Additionally, we have also identified SARS-CoV-2 pre-miRNAs
and mature miRNAs. Overall, 50 pre-miRNAs were identified,
with a pair of mature miRNAs (5p and 3p). Complete information
on precursor (hairpin) sequence, precursor length, location
(start-end), genomic region, mature-miRNA sequence, GC
content, etc., is provided (Supplementary Table S18).

sgRNA-Based Genome Editing
Based on our analysis, 64 putative efficient sgRNAs were
identified for SARS-CoV-2. Complete information like sgRNA
sequences (5′-3′), PAM, start and end positions of the sgRNAs
in the genome, GC%, and predicted sgRNA efficiency (%) is
displayed in tabular format. This analysis will certainly help
the scientific community to identify potential CRISPR targets
and to design efficient sgRNAs against SARS-CoV-2 prior
to experimental procedures. Highly efficient sgRNAs targeting
SARS-CoV-2 are provided in Supplementary Table S19.

Molecular Diagnostic Primers
The literature was searched in PubMed using different keywords,
i.e., “coronavirus,” “homo-sapiens/humans,” and “primers∗,” and
a total of 185 papers were retrieved. Overall, 198 primer sets
specific for different strains of CoVs were obtained. Of these, 7
primer pairs are specific for SARS-CoV-2, 47 are for SARS-CoV,
25 are for MERS-CoV, and 107 are for the different HCoVs (229E-
45, OC43-28, NL63-23, and HKU1-9). Additionally, we also
identified three universal primer pairs, 6 sets of primers for beta-
CoVs (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, OC43, and HKU1), and 2 primer
sets specific to the alpha-CoVs (229E and NL63). These primers
are specific for the particular genes, and some are applicable for
the whole genome of the CoVs. Among all of them, 67 primers
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belong to the N gene, 6 primers are for gene E, 14 belong to the S
gene, 9 primers are for gene M, 27 primers are specific for RdRp,
3 primer sets are for the UTR region, 17 are for ORF1a, 13 belong
to ORF1b, 13 are for orf1ab, and 1 primer set is for ORF8.

Furthermore, we also designed specific primers for the
different genes of SARS-CoV-2 using the Primer Design-M tool.
In total, 21 primer sets were designed that are specific to the
individual genes. Among these primer pairs for each gene, i.e., M,
N, ORF3a, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, and ORF10, 4 belong to ORF8
and 3 primer sets were designed for the S gene.

Glycosylation in SARS-CoV-2
We also explored glycosylation sites in SARS-CoV-2. For this,
three types of glycosylation sites, namely, C-linked, N-linked, and
O-linked, were deduced. In total, 130 sites, i.e., 52 N-glycosylated
(N-Gly) sites, and 78 O-glycosylated (O-Gly) sites were predicted.
However, we could not find any C-mannosylated sites in SARS-
CoV-2.

The protein-wise N-linked glycosylation sites are as follows
M (1), E (2), S (17), ORF6 (1), ORF7b (1), ORF8 (1), N
(2), nsp2 (3), Papain-like proteinase (8), Proteinase 3CL-PRO
(2), nsp6 (1), nsp9 (1), nsp10 (2), Helicase (3), Guanine-N7
methyltransferase (3), Uridylate-specific endoribonuclease (2),
and 2′-O-methyltransferase (2). In contrast, there are no single
N-glycosylation sites found in ORF3a, ORF7a, ORF10, Host
translation inhibitor nsp1, nsp4, nsp7, nsp8, and RdRp. Likewise,
protein-wise O-linked glycosylation sites are as follows: S (3)
and N (47), Host translation inhibitor nsp1 (1), Papain-like
proteinase (14), nsp9 (1), RdRp (2), Helicase (6), Guanine-N7
methyltransferase (3), and Uridylate-specific endoribonuclease
(1). The remaining proteins, viz., ORF3a, E, M, ORF6, ORF7a,
ORF7b, ORF8, ORF10, nsp2, nsp4, Proteinase 3CL-PRO, nsp6,
nsp7, nsp8, nsp10, and 2′-O-methyltransferase, do not contain
any O-linked glycosylation sites.

Phylogenomics
The 48 viral genomes and their corresponding proteome that
were selected for the construction of the phylogenetic tree
included 36 SARS-CoV-2 strains, and the remaining 12 were
from SARS coronavirus, MERS, and different HCoVs strains, viz.,
NL63, HKU1, 229E, and OC43. A similar pattern of positioning
of the viral taxa has been observed in the previous reports
(Benvenuto et al., 2020a,b; Malik et al., 2020), where all of the
SARS-CoV-2 strains were clustered together, indicating their
uniqueness and identity when compared with the previously
reported strains (Supplementary Figures S1, S2).

Codon Usage and Bias Analysis
We analyzed the nucleotide composition, amino acid numbers,
number of codons, relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU),
rare codons, codon context, effective number of codons (ENC),
and codon adaptation index (CAI) for the different genes of
SARS-CoV-2. The nucleotide composition of all of the coding
regions in SARS-CoV-2 revealed that the most and least frequent
bases are T and G, respectively. The nucleotide frequencies were
T > A > C > G (Supplementary Table S20). Also, the same
frequency is observed for nucleotides at the third position (NT3s)

of a codon. This shows that AT% > GC% in the SARS-CoV-2
genome (Supplementary Table S20). Further, codon numbers
and RSCU were analyzed. This gives the ratio of expected to
observed frequencies of synonymous codon usage by amino
acids. An RSCU value of 1 indicates no bias in codon usage,
whereas RSCU values <1 or >1 indicate negative and positive
codon usage bias (Sheikh et al., 2020). From the RSCU values
for different coding regions, the most preferred (RSCU ≥ 1.5)
and the least favored codons (RSCU ≤ 0.5) are identified in
Supplementary Table S21. A list of codons and RSCUs values
for each coding region, i.e., ORF1ab, ORF1a, ORF3a, ORF6,
ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, ORF10, E, M, N, and S are provided on
the web resource. The analysis showed that U3s and A3s were
the most recurrent nucleotides in the represented (preferred)
codons and that C3s and G3s were the least frequent in all coding
regions. Furthermore, gene-wise rare codons are also shown in
a histogram. Simultaneously, gene-wise codon context analysis
is also performed using Anaconda software, which provides the
association between two codons, and the color scale indicates the
preferred (green color with residual value more than +3), rejected
(red color with residual value more than −3), and codon context
with no bias (black color with residual values −3 to +3) codon
pairs. The codon context for all of the coding regions is also
provided on the server.

Moreover, codon usage bias is also deduced by determining
the effective number of codons (ENC values) for different coding
regions (Supplementary Table S22). ENC values range between
20 and 61. The higher ENC values indicate low codon bias,
which indicates that more synonymous codons are used for
amino acids (Chen et al., 2017). ENC values for different regions
except ORF7b are greater than 40, which also shows low codon
usage bias in SARS-CoV-2. In order to look into the relative
adaptiveness of SARS-CoV-2 to its host, the codon adaptation
index (CAI) was also calculated (Supplementary Table S22).
CAI values range from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that the gene
always uses the most frequently used synonymous codons in the
reference set (Castells et al., 2017). The mean CAI value for all
coding regions is 0.686, which is greater than 0.5 and indicates
moderate adaptability of SARS-CoV-2 to its host.

We have assessed all of the coding regions of SARS-CoV-
2 for codon usage patterns, bias, and adaptability to the host.
SARS-CoV-2 showed low GC content, like other members of
the Coronaviridae family, such as SARS-CoV (Zhao et al., 2008),
MERS-CoV (Chen et al., 2017), and BCoV (Castells et al., 2017).
The RSCU values for each coding region in SARS-CoV-2 showed
that almost all preferred codons ended with Us and As at the
3rd position of synonymous codons, whereas the least preferred
ended with Gs and Cs at the 3rd position of synonymous codons.
This showed that codon usage bias exists. The mean ENC value
(46.845) of all coding regions in SARS-CoV-2 is greater than
40, which indicates low codon usage bias. This is consistent
with previous studies on other SARS viruses like BCoV (mean
ENC = 43.78), SARS-CoV (ENC = 48.99), Avian coronavirus
Infectious bronchitis virus (ENC = 42.79), and Porcine epidemic
diarrhea virus (ENC = 47.91) (Castells et al., 2017). The low
codon usage bias indicates that SARS-CoV-2 might be able to
use many synonymous codons to code for a single amino acid,
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which can be helpful in better survival and adaptability of a
virus to its host. Further, to gain insight into the adaptation,
the codon adaptation index (CAI) for each coding region was
calculated in relation to the codon usage of its host, i.e., Homo
sapiens. The mean CAI value of 0.686 showed better adaptability
of SARS-CoV-2 to its host, Homo sapiens.

Structural Analysis and Interpretation of
SARS-CoV-2 Proteins
In this analysis, six different important proteins of SARS-CoV-
2, i.e., RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), Helicase, Spike
(S), Envelope (E), Nucleocapsid (N), and membrane (M) were
structurally analyzed and compared against the other human-
infecting CoVs, namely, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and other
HCoVs (OC43, 229E, NL63, and HKU1). The structures of these
proteins from different CoVs along with all of the SARS-CoV-
2 proteins were predicted (Supplementary Tables S23, S24).
The templates used for the structure prediction are also
provided. A structural comparison of these proteins is shown
in Supplementary Figure S3. Additionally, root mean square
deviation (RMSD) values for all of the protein comparisons are
provided in Supplementary Table S25. Among these proteins,
we have mainly focused on the two vital drug targets, viz.,
RdRp and S proteins.

RNA-Dependent RNA Polymerase (RdRp)
RdRp proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV share a
remarkable 96.4% sequence identity, and other strains of CoVs,
i.e., MERS, HKU1, OC43, NL63, and 229E and share 71, 67,
66, 59, and 58%, respectively (Supplementary Figure S4). RdRp
involves a very large and deep groove as an active site for
the polymerization of RNA (Supplementary Figure S3). Higher
sequence conservation between RdRp enzymes makes it very
likely that any potent agents developed for SARS-CoV and other
strains of CoV RdRp will exhibit equally good potency and
efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 RdRp. Further, Figure 3 shows a
protein structure comparison of the RdRp of SARS-CoV-2 with
SARS (Figure 3A) and seven different strains (Figure 3B) of
coronavirus along with depictions of functional domains (A-G).
Figure 3C shows the conservation and variation among different
RdRp motifs of CoVs. SARS-CoV shows higher structural
similarity with SARS-CoV-2 with a lower RMSD (Root Mean
Square Deviation) value (0.005), while OC43 shows the highest
divergence, with a RMSD of 0.122 (Supplementary Table S25).

Membrane (M) Protein
Membrane (M) proteins represent the major protein component
of the viral envelope. During viral assembly, M proteins play a
very essential role by interacting with all of the other structural
proteins. Its length ranges from 217 to 270 amino acid residues in
most CoVs (Perrier et al., 2019). M proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and
SARS-CoV share a remarkable 90% sequence identity, and other
strains of CoVs, i.e., MERS, HKU1, OC43, NL63, and 229E share
42, 36, 40, 31, and 30%, respectively (Supplementary Figure S5).
M protein contains three membrane-spanning hydrophobic
segments, a small N-terminal domain situated outside the virion,

and a large C-terminal domain that makes up half of the protein
inside the virion. M proteins of some alphacoronaviruses contain
an additional hydrophobic segment that functions as a signal
peptide (de Haan and Rottier, 2005).

Envelope (E) Protein
Envelope (E) protein of coronavirus is a small, integral membrane
protein containing 76 to 109 amino acids that are involved in
assembly, budding, envelope formation, and pathogenesis in the
virus life cycle. The E proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV
share a remarkable 94% sequence identity, and other strains of
coronavirus MERS, HKU1, OC43, NL63, and 229E share 36, 31,
31, 18, and 27%, respectively (Supplementary Figure S6).

Helicase Protein
The unwinding of the double-stranded oligonucleotides into
the single-stranded form using ATP during the replication
cycle of the coronavirus is carried out by the enzyme helicase.
Helicase proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV share 99.83%
sequence identity, and other strains of CoVs, i.e., MERS,
HKU1, OC43, NL63, and 229E, share 72, 65, 68, 61, and 60%,
respectively (Supplementary Figure S7). Structural conservation
of these helicase proteins from different CoVs is also shown in
Supplementary Figure S3. Helicase carries out the unwinding
of nucleic acids during replication, recombination and DNA
repair and is also involved in other biological processes,
like movement of Holliday junctions, chromatin remodeling,
displacement of proteins from nucleic acid, catalysis of nucleic
acid conformational changes, and several aspects of RNA
metabolism and mitochondrial gene expression (Adedeji and
Lazarus, 2016). As the helicases of different coronaviruses are
very homologous, helicase inhibitors are good and reliable
anti-CoV treatment options. The helicase inhibitors can be
categorized into two groups depending on their mechanism
of action. Bananins and 5-hydroxychromone derivatives come
under the first class of inhibitors, which inhibit viral replication
in vitro by preventing the unwinding and ATPase activity of
SARS-CoV helicase (Tanner et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2011). The
second class of inhibitors includes those inhibitors that inhibit
the unwinding but not the ATPase activity of helicase of CoV
(Zumla et al., 2016).

Nucleocapsid (N) Protein
This is a protein with numerous activities. Packaging of the
viral genome into a helical ribonucleocapsid (RNP) is done by
the nucleocapsid phosphoprotein. It plays a fundamental role
during viral self-assembly. The suppression of RNA silencing
and RNA interference that is triggered by either short hairpin
RNAs or siRNAs is done by the N protein. The SARS-CoV-2
N protein is a phosphoprotein of 419 amino acids, sharing 90%
sequence identity with the N protein of SARS-CoV. It shows a
sequence identity of 38, 36, 48, 38, and 28% with the 229E, HKU1,
MERS, OC43, and NL63 strains, respectively (Supplementary
Figures S3, S8). N protein consists of two separate domains,
an N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C-terminal domain (CTD),
which are capable of binding to RNA in vitro via different
mechanisms (Chang et al., 2006; Hurst et al., 2009). It also binds
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FIGURE 3 | Structural comparison of RdRp. (A) SARS-CoV-2 RdRp with SARS-CoV RdRp, (B) SARS-CoV-2 compared with SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, HKU1, OC43,
NL63, and 229E. Different functional domains (A-G) of RdRp marked on structure, (C) Alignment showing conservation and variation among different motifs of RdRp
from distinct CoVs.

to nsp3 and M protein, nsp3 being the key component of the
replicase complex (Sturman et al., 1980; Hurst et al., 2009, 2013).
These protein interactions are likely to help in the packaging of
the encapsulated genome into viral particles (Fehr and Perlman,
2015). Previous studies also show that N protein has been widely
used as a diagnostic target of SARS-CoV. Viral N protein is
considered to be a genetically stable protein, which is a primary
criterion for selecting an efficient drug target candidate. It is
even a therapeutic target in antiviral therapy due to its role in
pathogenicity inside the cell (Chang et al., 2014).

Spike (S) Glycoprotein
Surface glycoprotein or Spike (S) is a major immunogenic antigen
of CoVs that is essential for interactions between a virus and
host cell receptor, i.e., angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)
and on S protein priming by a cellular protease, i.e., TMPRSS2
(Hoffmann et al., 2020). It has also been found that both SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV use a common receptor, ACE2, for entry,
and this is important for understanding the transmissibility and
pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 (Hoffmann et al., 2020). Further,
it is also estimated that SARS-CoV-2 S protein may have high
binding affinity toward Human ACE2 (Smith et al., 2020; Zhang

H. et al., 2020). In order to activate membrane fusion, virus
entry, and syncytium formation, cleavage at the S1-S2 junction
is necessary, and it undergoes structural rearrangement (Chan
et al., 2015). When receptor-binding domain (RBD) of S1 subunit
attaches to the host cell receptors, it causes conformational
changes in the S2 subunit, which ultimately leads to the fusion
of the viral and the cell membrane by bringing them into close
proximity (Lu et al., 2014; Wrapp et al., 2020). Spike glycoprotein
can be an ideal target for vaccine and antiviral development due
to its role in receptor binding and membrane fusion. Various
previous studies summarize the development of SARS vaccines
based on the spike protein (Casais et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2005;
Roper and Rehm, 2009; Du et al., 2010). Various ideas and
strategies (live-attenuated SARS-CoV, killed SARS-CoV, DNA
vaccines, and viral-vectored vaccines) that have been used to
develop vaccines against animal-CoVs could be used to develop
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines as well. Additionally, a TMPRSS2 inhibitor
may block the entry of the virus and might constitute a treatment
option (Casais et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2005; Roper and Rehm,
2009; Du et al., 2010; Morse et al., 2020).

S proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV share 75% sequence
identity, and other strains of CoVs, MERS, HKU1, OC43, NL63,
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FIGURE 4 | (A) The Spike protein structure of SARS-CoV-2 (green) compared to SARS-CoV (red). The RBD is represented by a cartoon, while the rest of the protein
is represented by sticks. The highlighted part is the comparison of the RBM of SARS-CoV-2 (Purple) and SARS-CoV (Cyan). Magnified view of RBM shows both
subunits. Subunit 1 of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are highlighted in yellow and deep blue, respectively. Likewise, subunit 2 of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are
depicted in gray and forest green, respectively. (B) The sequence alignment of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV spike RBD. The yellow and gray shaded parts represent
the RBD of both of the CoVs, and the RBM is represented in red. The conservancy and variation among subunit 1 (black boxes) and subunit 2 (pink boxes) are also
shown in the alignment.

and 229E, share 35, 35, 37, 30, and 31% identity, respectively
(Supplementary Figures S3, S9). Further, S protein mainly
consists of receptor-binding domain (RBD) and receptor-binding
motif (RBM), which are critically important for viral entry and
attachment. The RBD of both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV
shows high conservancy; however, it is important to notice that
both of the subunits (S1 and S2) present in RBM show less
conservancy, thus suggesting different modes and affinities to
receptor binding and membrane fusion. The conservation and
variation of RBD and RBM are shown in Figures 4A,B. The
figure also depicts the receptor-binding S1 at amino-terminal and
membrane fusion S2 subunits at carboxy-terminal along with
RBD and RBM (Figures 4A,B). Further, some major structural
differences between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are depicted
in Figure 5. Moreover, the active sites of S protein interacting

with ACE2 are very critical for viral entry and transmission. We
also analyzed and mapped the active sites, i.e., T402, R426, Y436,
Y440, Y442, S460, L472, N473, Y475, N479, D480, Y484, T486,
T487, G488, and Y491 of SARS-CoV S protein RBD on the SARS-
CoV-2 S protein and marked the corresponding residues, which
are structurally and sequentially conserved as putative active
sites (Figure 6).

Based on the structural alignment, we found that amino acids
at different positions, viz., T415, Y449, Y453, N487, Y489, T500,
G502, and Y505, of SARS-CoV-2 S protein RBD remained the
same, corresponding to the SARS-CoV S protein amino acids,
i.e., T402, Y436, Y440, N473, Y475, T486, G488, and Y491,
respectively (Figure 6). Furthermore, other amino acids, i.e., R
and T at positions 426 and 487 of SARS-CoV was replaced by N
at positions 439 and 501 of SARS-CoV-2, respectively. Likewise,
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FIGURE 5 | Structural differences between SARS-CoV (red) and SARS-CoV-2 (green). Sequences and positions of SARS-CoV-2 regions are highlighted in blue.

FIGURE 6 | Structural representation of various attachment sites of S protein RBD to ACE2. (A) Known active sites of SARS-CoV. (B) Mapped putative active sites
on SARS-CoV-2 S protein corresponding to SARS-CoV S protein. Different amino acids are shown in distinct colors, i.e., R, T, N, Y, L, S, Q, F, G, D, and N.

L445 of SARS-CoV-2 replaced the aromatic amino acid Y442, Q
at positions 474, 493, and 498 replaced S460, N479, and Y484 of
SARS-CoV, respectively. The L472 and D480 of SARS-CoV were
substituted by the aromatic amino acid F at positions 486 and
S494 of SARS-CoV-2, respectively (Figures 4B, 6).

As S protein may be an ideal target for vaccine design and
development and, to date, there is no licensed vaccine or drug
available for the treatment of the infection (COVID-19), a peptide
vaccine could be designed based on S protein subunit 1, relying
on the fact that ACE2 is the SARS-CoV-2 receptor (Shang et al.,
2020). We have also depicted the predicted potential B cell
(linear and discontinuous) (Supplementary Figures S10, S11)
and T cell (CD4+, CD8+, and CTL) vaccine candidates on S
protein (Supplementary Figures S12, S13). The four predicted
efficient linear B-cell epitopes present at different locations
are as follows: 369-YNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFT-393

(25 AA), 404-GDEVRQIAPGQTGKIAD YNYKLP-426 (23
AA), 206-KHTPINLVRDLPQGFS-221 (17 AA), and 656-
NNSYECDIPI-666 (11 AA) (Supplementary Figure S10), and
three discontinuous epitopes are shown on trimeric S proteins
(Supplementary Figure S11).

Further, predicted CD4+ and CD8+ epitopes of SARS-
CoV-2 are depicted on the S protein (Supplementary
Figure S12). The predicted epitopes are present at the 231-IGIN
ITRFQTLLAH-245 (14 AA) and 61-NVTWFHAIHV-70 (10
AA) positions, respectively. Likewise, predicted CTL epitopes,
i.e., 746-STECSNLLL-754, 821-LLFNKVTLA-829, 1053-VV
FLHVTYV-1061, 827-TLADAGFIK-835, 507-PYRVVVLSF-515,
712-IAIPTNFTI-720, 886-WTFGAGAAL-894, 327-VRFPN
ITNL-335, 505-YQPYRVVVL-513, 1016-AEIRASANL-1024,
and 898-FAMQMAYRF-906 of length 9-mer, are also represented
on the SARS-CoV-2 S protein (Supplementary Figure S13).
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We have focused on structure prediction and conservation
analysis of distinct proteins of seven different CoVs, including
SARS-CoV-2. Comparisons between different coronavirus
proteins provided valuable information on protein evolution,
conservation, and variations to strategically develop antiviral
agents against different CoVs, specifically for SARS-CoV-2. We
also provide mapping of putative binding sites of S protein and
potential epitopes for the active development of anti-SARS-
CoV-2 agents. Moreover, high conservation against different
proteins of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 provides an opportunity
for the repurposing of small molecules and inhibitors and the
development of cross-protective vaccine and antiviral therapy.

CONCLUSION

The ongoing infectious COVID-19 disease caused by SARS-
CoV-2 has caused millions of deaths worldwide with no vaccine
or therapeutic treatment to date to combat the deadly virus.
To assist researchers in fighting SARS-CoV-2, we performed
comprehensive meta-analyses and developed an integrative web-
resource “CoronaVR.” Largely, we focus on and recommend
potential anti-SARS-CoV-2 solutions, i.e., T-cell and B-cell
epitopes for incorporation into vaccine formulations, siRNA-
based therapeutic regimens, and diagnostic primers. These can
be useful candidates for researchers working toward developing
anti-SARS-CoV-2 solutions.
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Background: The recent COVID-19 pandemic sweeping the globe has caused great

concern worldwide. Due to the limited evidence available on the dynamics of the virus

and effective treatment options available, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

2 (SARS-CoV-2) has had a huge impact in terms of morbidity andmortality. The economic

impact is still to be assessed.

Aims: The purpose of this article is to review the evidence for the multiple treatment

options available, to consider the future of this global pandemic, and to identify some

potential options that could revolutionize the treatment of COVID-19. Moreover, this

article underscores the sheer importance of repurposing some of the available antiviral

and antimicrobial agents that have long been in use so as to have an effective

and expeditious response to this widespread pandemic and the need to conduct a

multicenter global randomized controlled trial to find an effective single antiviral agent

or a cocktail of available antimicrobial agents.

Method: We thoroughly searched and reviewed various case reports, retrospective

analyses, and in vitro studies published in PubMed, EMBASE, and Google Scholar

regarding the treatment options used for SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 since

its outbreak in an attempt to highlight treatments with the most promising results.

Conclusion: We are currently facing one of the worst pandemics in history. Although

SARS-CoV-2 is associated with a lower mortality rate than are SARS-CoV and

MERS-CoV, its higher infectivity is making it a far more serious threat. Unfortunately, no

vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 or effective drug regimen for COVID-19 currently exists.

Drug repurposing of available antiviral agents may provide a respite; moreover, a cocktail

of antiviral agents may be helpful in treating this disease. Here, we have highlighted a few

available antimicrobial agents that could be very effective in treating COVID-19; indeed,

a number of trials are underway to detect and confirm the efficacy of these agents.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, ivermectin, remdesivir, immunoglobulin,

tocilizumab
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, the city of Wuhan, China, saw the outbreak
of an unusual disease manifesting as severe pneumonia and
respiratory distress. This disease epidemic was later shown to
be caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) and has now engulfed the world. The disease
has spread across borders, leading to a global pandemic, and
is currently showing no significant plateauing. SARS-CoV-
2, formerly known as novel coronavirus (2019-nCOV), is a
positive single-stranded RNA virus belonging to the family
coronaviridae (1). Currently, there is not much strong evidence
from randomized clinical trials to show improved outcomes or
a decrease in terms of mortality with regards to the various
treatment options available or prophylactic treatment. With
little known about the virus and treatments available, we here
highlight some of the leading therapeutic options and compare
and contrast these in an attempt to determine which may be the
most promising.We try to highlight up-to-date published clinical
data and the treatment strategies for this novel pandemic so far.

Given the rapid spread so far and the new treatment
modalities under consideration, the main focus lay on the
repurposing of existing drugs, with several trials underway in
attempts to find the most revolutionizing one.

TREATMENT MODALITIES COMPARED
AND CONTRASTED

The treatment options available for COVID-19 and their
mechanisms of action are briefly outlined in Table 1.

Chloroquine (CQ)/Hydroxychloroquine
(HCQ)
CQ and HCQ have been used for the treatment of malaria for
70 years. CQ and HCQ act on multiple pathways of virus entry
into and exit from cells and cause disruption of the essential
viral protein synthesis (2). The in-vitro activities of CQ and HCQ
have been shown to have an inhibitory effect on SARS-CoV-2
mRNA production, with HCQ showing greater efficacy than CQ
(3, 4). However, in vitro activity cannot be interpreted as clinical
activity against COVID-19; in vitro activity of CQ/HCQ against
many other viruses, such as Ebola virus (5), Chikungunya virus
(6), influenza virus (7), HIV (8), and dengue virus (9), has been
reported previously, but their clinical efficacy did not reach that
seen in vitro.

In a non-randomized trial in France on 36 patients with
COVID-19, HCQwas administered alone or in combination with
azithromycin. After 6 days of treatment, 100% of patients treated
with the hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin combination had
no detectable viral load in nasopharyngeal swabs compared to
57.1% of patients treated with hydroxychloroquine only and
12.5% of the control group (p < 0.001) (10). In another report
from China in 100 patients with COVID-19, those treated with
HCQ showed better clinical outcomes than control patients (11).

Triggered somewhat by the media and an intense pressure
to prescribe a medication to COVID-19 patients and also due

to the general perception of CQ/HCQ efficacy, clinicians may
turn to off-label use of CQ/HCQ. Off-label use of CQ/HCQ is
occurring globally, including in some hospitals in the USA but
should be approached cautiously, as CQ and HCQ have a narrow
therapeutic index and can cause QT interval prolongation,
torsade de pointes, arrhythmia (12), bone marrow suppression,
seizure, retinopathy, and myopathy.

Given the lack of evidence, we strongly call on public health
organizations to collaborate effectively with local governments to
support unified randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to test the
potential therapeutic effects of CQ/HCQ against COVID-19. If
the ethical use, safety, and advanced clinical efficacy of CQ/HCQ
can be established by RCTs, as proposed by the WHO, it would
be a significant advancement in the treatment of COVID-19
patients. Global multicenter RCTs would be the most effective
approach for collecting accurate data about the safety and clinical
efficacy of CQ/HCQ for the treatment of COVID-19, and this
strategy would allow robust data to be available in the near
future (13).

Azithromycin
Azithromycin is a bacteriostatic belonging to the macrolides class
that inhibits bacterial protein synthesis and thus interferes with
bacterial growth. It is also known to have antiviral effects in
addition to its antibacterial properties. It has been used to treat
respiratory viral infection due to this former property (14).

In a small non-randomized study conducted by Gautret et
al., azithromycin in combination with HCQ has demonstrated
substantial antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2 (10). Literature
on azithromycin alone as a treatment option for COVID-19 is
scarce, and it is not clear whether macrolides can be used alone
or should be in combination with HCQ. Masashi et al. believe
that macrolides alone, or in combination with other drugs, are
effective against SARS-CoV-2 (15).

Several clinical trials are being conducted to check the efficacy
of HCQ-azithromycin for SARS-CoV-2. An interventional
clinical trial is underway to determine the efficacy and safety of
HCQ-azithromycin (16).

Remdesivir
Remdesivir is an adenosine analog that interferes with the
synthesis of new viral RNA by chain termination. Although it
was developed to be used against Ebola virus and Marburg virus
infections (17), it showed antiviral activity against many other
RNA viruses such as Lassa virus, respiratory syncytial virus, and
coronaviruses such as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. Due to its
antiviral activity against SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, it has also
been tested against SARS-CoV-2.

Remdesivir achieved satisfactory results in the Ces1c (–/–)
mouse SARS model. It significantly reduced lung virus titers and
improved pulmonary function when administered one day after
disease onset (p < 0.0001). Virus titers were discernibly reduced,
but with high mortality of mice, when administered 2 days
after disease onset. This study concluded that when lung injury
reaches a peak, simply reducing the virus titers can no longer
suppress the strong immune responses in mice, but remdesivir
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TABLE 1 | Different drugs available for COVID-19.

DRUGS Mechanism of action Adult dose/

administration drug

Contraindications Toxicities References

1-Choloroquine

(CQ)/Hydroxy-

Choloroquine

(HCQ)

Interfere with viral entry &

exit through cell and

disruption of viral protein

synthesis

Oral, HCQ 400mg BID × 2

doses, then 400mg q day

× 4 days (five doses)

- Known hypersensitivity to

CQ/HCQ

and 4-aminoquinoline

- Presence of retinal or

visual field defects

- CQ/HCQ has a narrow

therapeutic index

- Can cause QT interval

prolongation, torsade de pointes,

arrhythmia

- Bone marrow suppression

- Seizure

- Retinopathu

- Myopathy

(2–13)

2- Azithromycin Inhibits bacterial protein

synthesis and also has

some antiviral effect

Oral, 500mg × 1, then 25

0mg × 4 days (5 days total)

- Myasthenia Gravis

- Hypokalemia

- Hypomagnesemia

- Tosade de pointes

- QT interval prolongation (14–16)

3- Remdesivir An adenosine analog;

causes premature

termination of the nascent

viral RNA chains by

incorporating into the viral

genome

IV, 200mg × 1, then 100mg

daily × 9 days (10 doses)

- Elevated level of transaminases

- Kidney injury

(17–24)

4- Lopinavir/Ritonavir An inhibitor of HIV type 1

protease (HIV-1); halts HIV-1

maturation and thus

infectivity; the same for

SARS-CoV-2

Oral, 400/100mg BID × 10

days

Common:

- GIT intolerance

- Nausea/vomiting

Major:

- Pancreatitis

- Hepatotoxicity

- Cardiac conduction

abnormalities

(25–36)

5- Favipiravir Inhibits RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase (RdRp) of

RNA viruses which leads to

chain termination

Oral, dosage varies

Dosage adjustment requires

in renal and liver diseases

- Neutropenia

- Diarrhea

- Hyperuricemia

- Elevated level of transaminases

(37–43)

6- Ribavirin A nucleoside analog of

guanosine, inhibits RNA

polymerase and acts as a

chain terminator; is

incorporated into the

genome and causes

mutations resulting in

defective viral progeny -

called “error catastrophe”

Oral, 400mg TID (>50

ml/min), 400mg BID (50–30

ml/min), 200mg daily (<30

ml/min) × 10 days

- Pregnant women

- Men whose female

partners are pregnant

- Patient

with hemoglobinopathies

- Hemolytic Anemia

- Tretogenic

(44–63)

7- Ivermectin Anti-parasitic drug; has

been shown to halt the

replication of SARS-CoV-2

in vitro, as indicated by

several-fold reduction of

viral RNA

- Skin rash

- Joint or muscle pain

(64–67)

8-Immunoglobulin Antibodies obtained from

recovered patients of

COVID-19 can neutralize

the virus when injected into

new patients

- Flushing

- Headache

- Malaise

- Fever

- Renal impairment

- Thrombosis

- Arrhythmia

(68–76)

9- Corticosteroids Corticosteroids play an anti

-inflammatory role because

of their various effects on

various cytokines (1L-1,

1L-6, 1L-8, 1L-12, TNFα)

and reduce pathological

damage

- Patients with

underlying infections

- Diabetes

- Hypertension

Short-term use does not cause

any significant side effects, but

long-term use can result in:

- hypertension

- diabetes

- Osteoprosis

- Weight gain

(77–81)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

DRUGS Mechanism of action Adult dose/

administration drug

Contraindications Toxicities References

10. Interferon Proteins secreted by cells of

the immune system; boost

the immune system

- Flu-like symptoms such as

headache, fatigue, and

weakness

- Chills

- Fever

(82–91)

11. Tocilizumab Recombinant human IL-6

monoclonal antibody; binds

to IL-6 receptors

IV, 400mg (flat dose) × 1 - Patients with known

hypersenstivity

to tocilizumab

- Caution in patients with

neutropenia (<500

cells/micro L) or

thrombocytopenia (<50,000

cells/micro L)

- Increase in upper respiratory

tract infections like tuberculosis

- Nasopharyngitis

- Headache

- Hypertension

- Hematologic effects

- Hepatotoxicity

-GIT perforation

- Hypersensitivity reactions

(92–102)

can significantly improve the symptoms and mortality (p =

0.0037) in mice when administered at early stages (18).
A case has been reported in which a patient with a

SARS-CoV-2 infection confirmed by RT-PCR (performed on
a nasopharyngeal swab) showed drastic improvement in one
day with remdesivir (19). On account of the broad-spectrum
anti-CoV activity of remdesivir, a randomized, double-blinded
clinical trial was planned and is still ongoing (20). This study
includes 308 participants, randomized to either remdesivir or
placebo. Another phase 3 randomized, double-blinded, placebo-
controlled study is underway focusing on the safety and efficacy
of remdesivir in 452 hospitalized adults with severe respiratory
symptoms from SARS-CoV-2 (21).

In an in vitro study, remdesivir inhibited the growth of
bat-CoVs and human CoV (22). Another study revealed that
remdesivir and chloroquine are very effective against SARS-CoV-
2 in vitro (23).

Preliminary results from a recent randomized, placebo-
controlled, double-blind phase 3 clinical trial in hospitalized
patients with COVID-19 revealed that compared to placebo,
remdesivir was associated with shorter time to recovery (11 vs.
15 days) (24)

Lopinavir/Ritonavir
Lopinavir is an inhibitor of HIV type 1 protease (HIV-1),
halting the maturation of HIV-1 and thus its infectivity (25).
Ritonavir, which is also a protease inhibitor, is administered
in combination with lopinavir to enhance its bioavailability by
inhibiting its metabolic inactivation (25). This combination
is considered to be a highly effective antiretroviral agent,
and some studies even advocate the use of monotherapy as
a therapeutic option in certain HIV-infected patients (26).
Along with other drugs (chloroquine, chlorpromazine, and
loperamide), lopinavir was found to inhibit the in vitro
replication of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV (27). In patients with
SARS associated with SARS-CoV infection, the combination
of lopinavir/ritonavir and ribavirin resulted in a lower rate
of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) or death at

day 21 when compared to the historical control group treated
with ribavirin only (2.4 vs. 28.8%, p < 0.001) (28). The
lopinavir/ritonavir and ribavirin combination also allowed
a reduction in steroid dosages and resulted in a decreased
incidence of nosocomial infection (28). Lopinavir/ritonavir also
reduced mortality in marmosets with MERS-like disease.
The mortality rate at 36 h post-inoculation was 0–33%
with lopinavir/ritonavir treatment vs. 67% in untreated or
mycophenolate-treated animals (29). A case was reported in
which a patient with MERS-CoV pneumonia improved and
showed viral clearance after 6 days of triple antiviral therapy
with lopinavir/ritonavir, ribavirin, and pegylated interferon
(IFN)-alpha 2a (30). In another case, a patient with MERS-
CoV pneumonia who later developed renal failure was started
on triple antiviral therapy (lopinavir/ritonavir, ribavirin, and
pegylated interferon) and showed resolution of viremia 2 days
after treatment initiation, though virus shedding continued,
highlighting the importance of starting ribavirin treatment
early (31).

Given the effectiveness of lopinavir/ritonavir against MERS-
CoV and SARS-CoV, it was thus tested for the treatment
of SARS-CoV-2. Lopinavir, but not ritonavir, inhibits the in
vitro replication of SARS-CoV-2 (32). Lopinavir/ritonavir was
recommended for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia
in China (33). A small report showed that out of four patients
(two with mild SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia and two with severe)
treated with lopinavir/ritonavir, umifenovir, and Shufeng
Jiedu Capsule (a traditional Chinese medicine), three patients
showed significant improvement and were discharged, while
the other patient (with severe pneumonia) showed signs
of improvement (34). In a patient with SARS-CoV-2 mild
pneumonia, administration of lopinavir/ritonavir resulted in
a decrease in the viral load from the very next day, and viral
titers were later undetectable (35). The author highlighted
that the decrease in viral titers could be due to the natural
course of the disease; therefore, further studies are needed
to determine the direct antiviral effect of lopinavir/ritonavir.
Another young woman treated with lopinavir/ritonavir for
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SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia showed improvement after 7 days of
therapy (36).

Favipiravir
Favipiravir inhibits RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) of
RNA viruses (but not cellular RNA and DNA synthesis) (37)
and shows broad-spectrum antiviral activity against RNA viruses
(38). Favipiravir (T-705) can induce mutations in the genome of
the influenza virus, which reduces the infectivity of the virus in
vitro. This mechanism of lethal mutagenesis is proposed to be
the key antiviral mechanism of favipiravir (39). It was originally
developed against the influenza virus (38) and was the first
effective drug against Ebola virus infection in an animal model
(40). Favipiravir has shown in vitro effectiveness against the
rabies virus (RABV) but is ineffective in vivo, especially after
neuroinvasion. Although favipiravir blocked RABV replication
at the site of inoculation in mice, it was not effective in the
CNS, which means a method for its adequate penetration into
the CNS needs to be devised (41). A randomized clinical trial
in China comparing the efficacy of favipiravir and umifenovir
for moderate symptoms showed that favipiravir is superior to
umifenovir, having a higher recovery rate (71.4 vs. 55.9% for
favipiravir and umifenovir, respectively; p = 0.0199). The time
to cough relief and fever reduction by favipiravir was also shorter
than that by umifenovir (p < 0.0001) (42). Further clinical trials
of favipiravir in adult patients with SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia
have been approved in China (43), and similar trials are being
conducted at Harvard University and also in Japan.

Ribavirin
Ribavirin is a guanosine analog that acts as a chain terminator
by inhibiting RNA polymerase (44). Alternative potential
mechanisms could include its incorporation into the HCV
genome, causing mutations and resulting in the production of
defective viral progeny in a process called “error catastrophe”
(45), or the inhibition of inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase
(46). It is being used in combination with interferon in patients
with chronic hepatitis C (47) and showed good results in patients
with respiratory syncytial virus, especially immunocompromised
patients (48).

The use of ribavirin in addition to corticosteroids in patients
with SARS-CoV pneumonia resulted in resolution of fever
and lung opacities within 2 weeks (49). In another study in
Canada, ribavirin was administered to patients with clinical
improvement, but no clear benefit was found. However, this
study did highlight the side effects of ribavirin, as 49% of the
patients showed a decrease in hemoglobin levels of 2 g/dL,
and 76% showed signs of hemolysis, diagnosed by a 1.5 times
increase in bilirubin or decreased haptoglobin level (50). In
a series of 31 patients with SARS, 1 patient recovered with
antibiotics only, 17 showed a rapid response to combination
therapy (ribavirin and methylprednisolone), while the remaining
required step-up or pulsed methylprednisolone therapy. This
highlights the importance of ribavirin therapy in SARS (51).
Ribavirin, when used in combination with interferon β, inhibits
SARS-associated coronavirus replication in vitro; in another
study, it showed antiviral activity against SARS coronavirus when

used synergistically with interferon 1α and interferon β (52, 53).
In a further study, it was able to lower the viral load in five out of
eight patients (54). Ribavirin and interferon α2a given to MERS-
CoV patients resulted in 14/20 (70%) survival as compared to
7/24 (29%) survival with no treatment at day 14 (p = 0.04)
but 6/20 (30%) survival in the treatment group vs. 4/24 (17%)
survival with no treatment at day 28 (p = 0.54). There was no
significant difference between the later groups (55). It did not
show any advantages in SARS-CoV patients (56, 57). Ribavirin
used with interferon α in MERS-CoV resulted in improvement
in 4 days in one patient and 6 days in another (58). No treatment
advantage was seen with ribavirin in MERS-CoV after meta-
analysis (59, 60). Ribavirin showed in vitro antiviral effects against
SARS-CoV-2 (24). Ribavirin can be used for COVID-19 (61),
and it has also been recommended to use for COVID-19 via
intravenous infusion (62), as it binds tightly with SARS-CoV-2
RdRp and stops polymerase function (63). However, we need a
randomized control trial to elucidate the antiviral potential of
ribavirin. Moreover, it should be used in combination with either
interferon or lopinavir/ritonavir to enhance its antiviral activity
against SARS-CoV-2.

Ivermectin
This FDA-approved anti-parasitic drug has been shown to halt
the replication of SARS-CoV-2 in vitro, as indicated by a
several-fold reduction in viral RNA ivermectin-treated samples
(64). However, further evaluation is needed to determine its
efficacy in combating COVID-19 in humans. Ivermectin also
shows broad-spectrum antiviral activity. It inhibits yellow fever
virus replication, specifically targeting NS3 helicase activity (65).
Ivermectin also inhibits HIV-1 (66) and Dengue virus (66, 67)
replication by inhibiting importin alpha/beta, which facilitates
the transport of proteins between the cytoplasm and nucleus, as
these viruses use these proteins for their replication.

Immunoglobulin
IgG antibodies have two functional parts: Fab fragments, which
help in antigen recognition, and the Fc fragment, which helps
in the activation of the immune system (68). Intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG) is effectively used for autoimmune
diseases and chronic inflammatory diseases such as lupus,
multiple sclerosis, Kawasaki disease, and dermatomyositis (69,
70). It has been used for the treatment of various bacterial,
viral, and fungal infections in humans and in many experimental
models (71, 72).

Likewise, SARS-Cov-2 infections could be treated using
polyclonal antibodies from recovered COVID-19 patients (73).
It would be preferable to extract the immunoglobulin from
patients in the same city or the same area, as lifestyle, diet, and
the environment are implicated in the development of specific
antibodies against the virus. Immune IgG collected in China may
be different from that collected in Europe or the USA (74).

In an uncontrolled case series, five critically ill COVID-
19 patients on ventilators and receiving methylprednisolone
and antiviral agents were transfused with convalescent plasma
containing SARS-CoV-2 specific antibody (IgG) at a binding titer
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>1:1,000 that had been obtained from five recovered COVID-
19 patients. Convalescent plasma was transfused between days
10–22 after admission. Out of five patients, three were weaned
from the ventilator after 2 weeks, and four out of five recovered
from ARDS after 12 days of transfusion of convalescent plasma.
Three patients were discharged after 51-, 53-, and 55-days stays at
hospital, and the remaining two were in stable condition after 37
days of convalescent plasma transfusion (75). There were a few
limitations to the above study. Firstly, this was a small case series
with no control patients, and secondly, these patients had already
been given antiviral agents and steroids.

This method of passive antibody therapy can provide an
effective treatment against the rapidly rising pandemic of
COVID-19 (76). Though serum antibodies have been in use as
a treatment for a relatively long time, further clinical trials with
control groups are needed to support the idea of using serum
antibodies as a treatment option for COVID-19.

Corticosteroids
Corticosteroids are a class of steroid hormones that play a key
physiological role in inflammation and the immune system. The
use of corticosteroids for COVID-19 has been controversial since
the outbreak of this disease (77). In the past, corticosteroids
have been widely used for treatment during SARS-CoV outbreaks
because of their effects on various cytokines [IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-
12, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)] (78, 79). Studies in
humans have shown that corticosteroids are effective in reducing
pathological damage, but the main concern is their adverse
effects, such as acute respiratory syndrome (79).

A study was conducted on the treatment of porcine respiratory
coronavirus with dexamethasone and showed that one or two
doses at earlier stages are effective in reducing pro-inflammatory
responses but prolonged use may play a role in enhancing viral
replication (80). Another Chinese study was conducted in which
SARS-CoV patients were divided into four groups; this showed
that early and high doses of steroids with quinolone had an
effective response (56).

A randomized clinical trial will be conducted to determine the
effectiveness of systemic glucocorticoids in patients with severe
novel coronavirus pneumonia (6). The use of corticosteroids
for COVID-19 is controversial because of the risks of
acute respiratory syndrome and further enhancement of viral
replication (81).

Interferon
Interferons are naturally occurring proteins produced and
secreted by cells of the immune system, e.g., white blood cells,
epithelial cells, and fibroblasts. There are three major classes of
interferon (alpha, beta, and gamma). Each class has a different
and diverse action. Interferons boost the immune system against
invading antigens, such as viruses and bacteria, and affect not
only the stimulated cell but also neighboring cells (82).

Literature reviews highlight that interferons have been in
use for many years against emerging viruses when no other
treatment options have been available (83). Interferons have
also been used for SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV in the past and
have shown promising results both in vitro and in vivo in

decreasing viral replication (83–86). Most of the time, interferons
were used in combination with ribavirin or lopinavir/ritonavir,
but the potential benefits did not meet expectations, most
probably because of their administration at later, post-infectious,
stages (59).

From previous studies, we can assume that interferons may be
an effective treatment option against SARS-CoV-2 (87). SARS-
CoV and MERS-CoV are able to disrupt interferon signaling
pathways by interfering with proteins involved in interferon
expression, such as Orf6 and Orf3b (88). The excessive in vitro
sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 to interferons is potentially because
SARS-CoV-2 might have lost these anti-interferon actions due
to their truncated Orf6 and Orf3b proteins (89). This suggests
that interferons may be a better potential treatment option for
SARS-CoV-2 than for SARS-CoV. As interferon treatment is
more effective at earlier stages, they can be used prophylactically
against SARS-CoV-2, and this is further supported by the in
vitro efficacy of interferon pretreatment against the virus (89).
Shen et al. stated that interferon-2α can effectively reduce the
infection rate of SARS-CoV-2, which further supports the above
hypothesis (90).

The recommended guidelines for the treatment of SARS-
CoV-2 in China include administering 5M units of interferon
α via an inhaler in combination with oral ribavirin twice a
day (62). The advantage of inhalation therapy is that it acts
directly on the respiratory tract; however, the pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics of this route are not precisely known
(87). A clinical trial is underway to determine the effectiveness of
interferon α with ribavirin and lopinavir/ritonavir in COVID-19
patients (91).

Due to the greater sensitivity of SARS-CoV-2 to interferon α

in comparison to its family members (SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV), it can be used as an effective treatment option for COVID-
19 patients. However, it will be necessary to wait for the results
from current clinical trials to understand the exact efficacy of
interferon (87).

Tocilizumab
Tocilizumab is a recombinant anti-human interleukin (IL)-6
receptor monoclonal antibody. It binds to both membrane-
bound and soluble IL-6 receptors (IL-6R) and prevents further
inflammatory cascades (92). It has been seen that critical SARS-
CoV-2 patients have a surge of inflammatory cytokines, called
a cytokine storm, as was previously seen with SARS and
MERS. These inflammatory markers (IL-1B, IL-1RA, IL-7, IL-
8, IL-9, IL-10, fibroblast growth factor, granulocyte-macrophage
colony stimulating factor, IFNγ, granulocyte-colony stimulating
factor, interferon-γ-inducible protein, monocyte-derived growth
factor, TNFα, and vascular endothelial growth factor) were
high in COVID-19 patients, leading to systemic inflammation
and multi-organ failure (93, 94). IL-6 and IL-2 receptor (IL-
2R) can be used to predict the severity of COVID-19-related
pneumonia, as significant differences between the levels of IL-6
and IL-2R were seen between the three clinically differentiated
groups (p < 0.05). The study showed that the more severe
the disease, the higher the levels of IL-6 and IL-2R (95).
Several other reports have shown elevated levels of IL-6 in
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COVID-19 critical patients (96). IL-6 is a key substance in
cytokine release syndrome, so blocking IL-6R with tocilizumab
can save patients with severe COVID-19 (97). In a small
clinical trial in China, 21 patients with severe or critical
COVID-19 were treated with tocilizumab. Within a few days
of treatment, fever resolved in all patients, 15/20 (75%) needed
less oxygen (one needed no oxygen), and CT scans showed
resolution of pulmonary lesions in 19/21 (90.5%) patients.
Lymphocytes in 10/19 (52.6%) patients and C-reactive protein
(CRP) in 16/19 (84.2%) patients also returned to normal (98).
In another retrospective study, tocilizumab was administered
to 15 patients, and a significant improvement was seen in
CRP levels, which dropped from 126.9 (10.7–257.9) to 11.2
(0.02–113.7) mg/L (p < 0.01) (99). Many individual cases have
been reported in which the use of tocilizumab resulted in
a significant improvement in patients. A 60-year-old patient
with a previous history of multiple myeloma presented with
chest tightness, and his chest CT showed multiple ground-glass
opacities. He was admitted and given moxifloxacin for 3 days.
Later, he was given umifenovir (arbidol), as the diagnosis of
COVID-19 was confirmed by real time RT-PCR performed on
a nasopharyngeal swab.

Two weeks later, he was transferred to another hospital as
his chest tightness had worsened, and his oxygen saturation
had become low. A CT scan showed bilateral, multiple ground-
glass opacities. He was given methylprednisolone on days 2–6
of admission to improve his chest tightness and dyspnea. The
patient still had bilateral, multiple ground-glass opacities on a
chest CT performed on day 8. His laboratory results showed a
high level of serum IL-6, and he was administered 8 mg/kg of
IV tocilizumab. His IL-6 level started decreasing, chest tightness
improved, and his CT on day 19 showed a decrease in ground-
glass opacities (100).

Another 42-year-old patient with a history of renal cell
carcinoma presented with fever and received ceftriaxone. After
6 days, he developed cough and fever, and his real-time PCR
results for SARS-CoV-2 were positive. A further CT scan
showed bilateral ground-glass opacities, and he was started on
lopinavir/ritonavir (for 5 days) on day 7. On day 8, he developed
dyspnea with decreasing oxygen saturation and was put on
oxygen supplementation. He was given two doses of tocilizumab,
8 h apart, and his condition started improving. On day 12, partial
regression of pulmonary infiltrates and ground-glass opacities

was seen on chest CT. His CRP (a marker of cytokine storm)
decreased from 225 mg/L to 33 mg/L in 4 days (101).

A 45-year-old male patient with a history of sickle cell disease
presented with vaso-occlusive crises, no pulmonary findings,
no dyspnea, no cough, no fever, and oxygen saturation of
98%. On day 1, the patient developed fever, and his oxygen
saturation dropped to 91% with auscultatory crepitations. He
was given amoxicillin-clavulanic acid and hydroxychloroquine,
while a specimen was sent for RT-PCR testing for SARS-CoV-
2. On day 3, his saturation dropped to 80% and his chest
CT showed abnormal findings consistent with SARS-CoV-2-
related pneumonia and acute chest syndrome. After RT-PCR
results indicated SARS-CoV-2, a single dose of tocilizumab was
injected and the patient improved and was discharged after blood
transfusion (his hemoglobin was low) (102).

These cases highlight that tocilizumab can be used to
successfully treat COVID-19 patients with respiratory failure by
limiting cytokine-related pulmonary damage.

VACCINES

Vaccination can be the only definitive and preventive treatment
option for COVID-19. A number of vaccine clinical trials are
being conducted. A clinical trial by the University of Oxford
is currently in phase 2/3 (103), and another phase 2 trial by
the Institute of Biotechnology, Academy of Military Medical
Sciences, PLA of China, is in progress. (104).

CONCLUSION

After reviewing a number of studies and case reports, we
conclude that remdesivir and hydroxychloroquine/chloroquine
with or without azithromycin are promising treatment options
for patients with mild and moderate COVID-19. However,
tocilizumab and immunoglobulin therapy seem to be effective in
treating severe disease. There is a need for randomized control
trials involving the entire globe to determine the efficacy and
potency of these available potential treatment options.
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A systemic stock-flow diagram is proposed for the communication and management

of health services and strategies concerning the COVID-19 epidemic. The possible role

of government interventions in activating systemic leverage points is also addressed.

The presented approach, based on Systems Thinking, can create the basis for creating

an analytical simulator of the disease spread, and at the same time the diagram can

constitute a powerful tool for improving the quality of information for both policy-makers

and the general public in situations of epidemics.

Keywords: systems thinking, COVID-19, epidemics, communication, publich health

INTRODUCTION

The organization and efficiency of health services has recently drawn considerable attention due
to the COVID-19 pandemic (Gates, 2020). A lack of resources has been evidenced worldwide
in the reaction toward the coronavirus spread (Jones, 2020). Diverting medical personnel and
equipment from the cure of other pathologies created further malfunctioning in hospital services
and in domestic assistance (Horton, 2020). A sense of precariousness and a lack of foresight have
emerged, especially for prompt reaction measures taken by governance bodies (ILOSTAT, 2019),
and are independent of the overall efficiency of healthcare systems in non-emergency situations.
The Global Risk Report 2020 (World Economic Forum, 2020), published annually by the World
Economic Forum, warned of this situation a few months ago, reporting (Nuclear Threat Initiative,
2019) that: “A recent first-of-its-kind comprehensive assessment of health security and related
capabilities across 195 countries found fundamental weaknesses around the world: no country is
fully prepared to handle an epidemic or pandemic.” To identify the most effective interventions
to halt the virus spread in its earliest stage is therefore a priority, but a systemic assessment of the
emergency is still lacking. The main purpose of this paper is to address how the novel application of
a methodological approach might be of immediate use for communication purposes of epidemics.
The presented general diagram may be used by managers or decision-makers to address the
problem of communication and emergencymanagement at different levels, representing a powerful
tool in the process of daily reporting of the situation to both the general public and operative
stakeholders, as well as potentially contributing to the general improvement of scientific literacy.
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SYSTEMIC APPROACHES TO
HEALTHCARE

In the last two decades, new approaches have started catching on

in the field of healthcare management. They aim at describing
healthcare systems from an integrated, holistic point of view [for

a general review on this field, see Carey et al. (2015)], calling
for a stronger integration of systemic thinking into public health

procedures and management (Fahey et al., 2004; Williams et al.,
2005; Midgley, 2006; Trochim et al., 2006; Leischow et al., 2008;
Mabry et al., 2008; Barabási et al., 2011; Hood et al., 2012;
Wolkenhauer et al., 2013; Bishai et al., 2014; Peters, 2014). The

World Health Organization itself produced a report entitled
“Systems Thinking for health systems strengthening” (de Savigny

and Taghreed, 2009). The various methods are usually based on
computational tools, derived from social network analysis (SNA)

procedures and the concurrent availability of very large sets of

data, whereas systems thinking quantitative approaches based on
stock-flow diagrams remain unexplored so far [see discussions

in Dammann et al. (2014) and Cassidy et al. (2019)]. Systemic
approaches were also used in the study of specific epidemics, or,

more generally, in the development of epidemiology discipline
(Ritchie-Dunham and Méndez Galván, 1999; Xia et al., 2017).
Verelst et al. (2016) and Walters et al. (2018) reported recent

reviews on this field. Computational models of epidemics often
follow data-driven metapopulation procedures (Balcan et al.,

2010; Mari et al., 2017), yet without encompassing the spatial and
temporal dynamics of infections at the global scale, due to the

difficulty in having reliable and significant extended data (Walters
et al., 2018). Only a few works report the use of a systemic
perspective in the assessment of strategies to limit contagion
spreading (Gumel et al., 2004; Ferguson et al., 2005; Araz, 2013),
indicating the urgent need for putting together medical and
epidemiological issues with management tools. This is a crucial
point, since scientific information during the emergency must be
reliable but at the same time feasible for both politicians and the
general public (Rybniker and Fätkenheuer, 2020). Based on this
background, models of the coronavirus spreading dynamics were
reported in recent weeks, mostly based on the determination
of parameters from existing reliable big data (Chinazzi et al.,
2020; Gatto et al., 2020; Hellewell et al., 2020; Kucharski et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020; Read et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Wu
et al., 2020). A key point differentiates the stock-flow quantitative
systemic approach from those addressed in the cited works: our
diagram is not a “photograph” of a collection of the existing
elements, but rather a representation of those elements that
determines the system dynamics, mutually interacting by means
of properly defined processes. It is important to clarify that in
the conceptual framework of stock-flow ST the words “system”
and “systemic” do not have the same meaning they assume in
the Network Analysis contexts, which the cited approaches are
mostly based on. While both NA and ST aim at describing
a system as a whole, the former still relies on the knowledge
of a proper collection of empirical parameters and on the
availability of sophisticatedmathematical and statistical tools. On
the contrary, the ST approach starts from the identification of

the minimum set of state extensive variables (stocks) necessary
to model the flows and the feedback network that describes the
configurations of the system dynamics. The worldwide reference
model by Johns Hopkins University (https://systems.jhu.edu/
research/public-health/ncov-model-2/) is a good example of this
difference. It presents a stochastic metapopulation epidemic
simulation, based on a global network of city-level populations
connected by edges representing passenger air travel between
cities. From an epistemological point of view, it represents
exactly the kind of computational-based approach that is
complementary to the ST-based one. It starts from local
connections (edges) between many physically existing elements,
while in our approach we have a limited number of elements
(the stocks) necessary to represent the system state, connected
by physically existing flows of the same elements of the stocks.
Owing to the processes, they form a network of mutual
relationships that ultimately determine the evolution dynamics.
Nevertheless, ST and NA approaches are two faces of the same
complexity, whose complementarity has enormous potential,
as pointed out by Bielekova et al. (2014): “The integration of
systems thinking with dynamic computational modeling can lead
to the development of a ‘virtual sandbox’ in which researchers
can utilize their creativity and intuition to try out and explore
multiple different hypotheses and lines of investigation.” In
this paper, we propose a comprehensive descriptive framework,
based on stock-flow symbolic language used in energy systems
diagramming, suitable to be adapted and used at different
scales and for different epidemics and site-specific situations.
The presented general diagram, developed on the basis of the
COVID-19 emergency, is suitable to be integrated in the current
data-driven models. This may be used by managers or decision-
makers to address the problem of communication at different
levels and of emergency management, representing a powerful
tool in the process of daily reporting of the situation to both
the general public and operative stakeholders, also potentially
contributing to the general improvement of scientific literacy.

SYSTEMS THINKING AND STOCK-FLOW
DIAGRAMS

The Systems Thinking (ST) approach was developed from the
pioneering work of Ludwig von Bertalanffy on General Systems
Theory (von Bertalanffy, 1968). It has found applications in
quite a wide range of fields, from hard sciences to sociology and
economics. From an operational point of view, the first (and
fundamental) step of an ST-based analysis is the creation of a
systemic diagram containing all the relevant elements that define
the system operation at the decided level of study (Bossel, 1994,
2007; Luna-Reyes and Andersen, 2003). The systemic diagram
presented for COVID-19 was set up following four basic steps:

1. Identification of the set of variables suitable to describe the
emergency evolution as a system.
The variables must be countable extensive state variables that
constitute an n-tuple of numbers that at any time represents
a state of the system. In the system’s language, these variables
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are called the stocks. The number of stocks must be the
minimum necessary to describe the state of the system for
the prescribed purposes. It must be possible to describe the
relevant processes occurring in the system in terms of stocks
interactions. In the current case, we first chose stocks made
of people at different stages of the disease, from healthy ones
who become infected to either recovered or dead. These stocks
are also needed to describe the epidemic from the point of
view of the news reported every day by media, on which
public perception is based. The second type of stocks represent
those necessary to study the epidemic (local) management, so
they include medical personnel, equipment, and devices, and
the government, whose role is that of providing means and
implementing suitable intervention measures to contain the
disease spread.

2. Identification of the flows connecting the stocks and the
external environment.
A stock may change its value only upon its inflows and/or
its outflows, represented by arrows entering or exiting
the stock. If Q is the quantity of something contained
in a stock, then inflows and outflows are expressed
as dQ/dt.

3. Identification of the processes occurring within the system.
Processes are mechanisms able to change the value of a
flow. Since the system state is a collection of stocks, and
the only way to change the value of a stock is by acting on
its in/outflows, processes are located along the flows. Flows
between stocks may have different natures, but are usually
matter flows. A flow between a stock and a process may also
represent a control, exerted by the stock on the process. It
this case, the flow is made of either information or labor
or services.

4. Identification of feedbacks.
The value of a flow may alter the value of a stock,
but if this change also alters the value of the flow
in a cause-effect loop, we say we are in the presence
of feedback. This may be direct or indirect, the
latter of which is when the mutual change in the
flow and stock values follows a path that includes
other stocks. The pattern of feedback is the feature
that defines the ultimate dynamics of a system
(Meadows, 2008).

It is worth underlining that a stock-flow diagram is not a
“photograph” of the system, but rather an abstract representation
that has a mainly epistemological role, based on a description
of the pattern of reciprocal influences between the stocks.
The epistemology of modeling in systems thinking is very
rigorous [see for example Odum and Odum (2000)], passing
from a structural model (the diagram) to an analytical
one (the set of differential equations), to a computational
one (the simulator), the latter connecting the state of the
system (the n-tuple of stock variables that defines a point
in a state’s space) to a point in the space-time diagram of
the system evolution. This conceptual structuring is rarely
addressed explicitly in the application of ST diagrams, but it
constitutes the core of the use of this approach in several

disciplines, such as ecology, hard sciences, economy, and
anthropology, while its application in both communication
and health management issues is, to our knowledge, almost
completely unaddressed.

SYSTEMS THINKING AND COVID-19

Figure 1 shows the ST diagram of the COVID-19 spread.
Symbols are borrowed from the energy language (Odum and
Odum, 2000), where shields indicate the stocks, arrowed solid
lines the flows, dashed solid lines the controls on processes, and
solid big arrows the processes. Sick (K) elements are defined
as people who have been positively diagnosed, and who will be
either hospitalized or quarantined, while Symptomatic (Y) have
not been diagnosed yet. This division in two different stocks
is purely systemic, and is concerned only with our knowledge.
It is made to specify the “Diagnosis” process in the diagram.
In fact, this process requires resources in terms of medical
equipment (e.g., swabs) and thus is a possible critical point
for epidemic management. “Diagnosis” has therefore a systemic
meaning; it is the process that makes a person who belongs
to the stock Infected (IN) become an element of the stock
Sick (K), independent of the type of diagnosis. The processes
labeled with M (measure) represent the systemic locations of
possible leverage points. In fact, these processes are the elements
on which government measures and interventions may act, for
instance, by imposing restrictions to contacts or by providing
more resources in terms of equipment and labor-force of medical
personnel. They are based on the elaboration of the information
flow exiting the system. As already remarked, the stock-flow
diagram was prepared first of all by creating the stocks of
people at different stages of the disease or differently treated.
Other stocks were then included, necessary to point out the
processes involved in the epidemic management. Among these,
sanitary personal devices (SPD) played a role in weakening
the reinforcing feedback in the Infected (IN) stock, while the
medical equipment stock (ME) was necessary for both the
“Diagnosis” and the “Cure” processes. The medical personnel
are more likely to be infected by symptomatics (through the
“Contagion” process), since doctors and nurses work in contact
with them, whereas healthy people are more likely to be
infected by people from the Infected (IN) stock, since they
are generally expected to avoid contact with persons presenting
symptoms. In the diagram, the controls exerted on some of the
processes by governance management are indicated by dashed
arrows, which are actually flows of information or services.
The stocks and the flows chosen for this diagram can offer a
synthetic and clear way to report to the public the relevant
data that day by day are necessary to follow the epidemic
evolution. Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the diagram,
keeping only the people stocks (except for the personnel)
and the corresponding flows. This synopsis corresponds to
the actual information typically given, day by day, by the
government, various agencies, and the mass media, as reported
in the corresponding legend within the figure. The figure also
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FIGURE 1 | Systems Thinking stock-flow diagram for the COVID-19 epidemic description. Stocks (shield symbols) are: IN, infected people whitout symptoms; Y,

infected with symptoms; K, diagnosed sick people; Q, people in quarantine; H, hospitalized people; D, dead people; E, healed people (returned to normal); SPD,

sanitary personal devices (face masks, gloves, disinfectant); ME, medical equipment (including swabs, test kits, personal protective equipment, and intensive care

equipment, especially mechanical ventilators and oxygen). Blue and red arrowed lines (labeled with J for subsequent mathematical representation) are the flows of

people in the system, that in turn define day by day the value of the people stocks and the systemic state of the system. Solid black lines are the flow of resources

needed to take on the epidemic, with the green line representing the medical personnel labor. Dashed black lines indicate the governance measures implemented to

face the crisis. From a systemic point of view, they are flows of information or services. Big arrowed symbols are the processes, labeled with “M” wherever they could

represent an effective leverage point for intervention. Colors are: blue for healthy people and governance, red or yellow for infected people, and green for generic

systemic resources.

reports the mathematical expressions of the corresponding
system elements.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This version of the diagram allows for the following of the
flows of people exiting the diagnosis process to populate the
stocks of Sick (K) and Healed (E) by the flows J5 and J15,
respectively. The Infected (IN) stock is characterized by a
reinforcing feedback, that through the process named “Contacts”
may activate the exponential increase of infected people. The
value of the stock Infected (IN) is virtually unknown, thus the
strength of the feedback remains unknown as well, at least

during the emergency state. Moreover, some infected people
remain asymptomatic, eventually going back to the stock E
without being counted (flow J12 in Figure 1). People from the
stock K populate both the Quarantine (Q) and the Hospitalized
(H) stocks, the latter undergoing the cure processes, in turn
activated by the availability of medical equipment and by
the labor of medical personnel, represented by the two flows
entering the process. A special role is played by the infection
of physicians and nurses coming from their interactions with
infected people (transformation of the flow J10 into the flow
J11), since the depletion in their qualified labor provision is
potentially crucial in determining the worsening of assistance,
that will be systemically evidenced by an increase of the
flow J8.
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FIGURE 2 | Simplified version of the diagram, keeping only people stocks and the corresponding flows. The figure visualizes the actual information typically given day

by day by the media in terms of stocks and flows, as reported in the legend within the figure (J9 may be assumed to be equal to J13 ). The mathematical espressions of

the elements are also given.

Six possible leverage points are present, represented by
the dashed lines and the corresponding processes labeled
with M (measure). Some of them (i.e., those entering in the
“Recruitment,” “Provision,” and “Supply” processes) depend
on the overall balancing feedback provided by the flow of
information J16, collected daily from the system state. The control
on the process “Prognosis” is particularly delicate since, on
one hand, hospitalization should guarantee a higher level of
medical care, while, on the other hand, overcrowded structures
make the risk of contagion increase. This is one of the crucial
points to be determined; in fact, the domestic assistance quality
should be increased in order to limit the proximity to infected
people, but without compromising the overall quality of the
assistance. The control on the “Contacts” process is also crucial,

as demonstrated by the different evolutions of the pandemic
in countries that have followed different lockdown strategies.
Specific attention has to be paid to the related reinforcing
feedback, since any of the possible levels of intervention in
the process can be highly site-dependent (population density,
cultural aspects, socio-economic factors, etc.) and should take
into account the overall effect on the social structure. Generally
speaking, this diagram further addresses the necessity of treating
a complex situation using complex integrated tools, like those
provided by the ST framwork. At this level, the presented
systemic description is a general structure, and does not provide
specific details on the biomedical mechanisms of contagion, nor
on the epidemiological aspects. As a matter of fact, different
social communities and infrastructures may exhibit relevant
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differences in their systemic arrangement, and the disease spread
depends on social, geographical, climatic, and political aspects,
as well as on the local availability of appropriate resources. The
ST diagram may be adapted and used at different scales and
situations, with parameters and elements adjusted depending
on the type of infection, the strength of the contagion, and
the involved community. For example, the choice of the stocks
to include in the diagram might require us to specify a
stock of people who cannot undergo lockdown conditions, for
example dwellers of overpopulated urban slums. In this case,
the level of governance intervention should take into account
the existence of sub-stocks of infected people that operate
differently in the system, in order to tailor the measures for
a better overall efficacy. A specific study including a finer
description of these aspects goes beyond the scope of this
paper, but the characteristics of our diagram still indicates the
flexibility of our stock-flow approach in the description of
different situations. By the definition of proper equations for
the accumulation-discharge of each stock [see Odum and Odum
(2000)], a simulator can be used to study the evolution of the
system configurations, particularly under different emergency
management interventions. Of course, once the quantitative
simulator of the diagram is created, a validation process will
be necessary. Both processes (simulator creation and validation)
follow standard procedures described in Systems Thinking and
System Dynamics textbooks, like, for example, the classical book
by Bossel (1994). The development of an actual quantitative
example of computer simulation is well-beyond the scope
of the paper, that is not aimed at predicting any outcome,
at least before the pandemic is exhausted and proper data
are collected. This is due to the intrinsic complexity of the
system, whose behavior quantifìcation requires the knowledge
of phenomenological parameters that can be estimated only
when the epidemic will be virtually disappeared within the
reference community at issue. In particular, some coefficients
must be defined for measuring the effectiveness of controls
by the government, represented by the dashed lines in our
diagram. In fact, in all the described processes, they act as a
multiplying factor able to either increase or decrease a physically
real flow. These coefficients, together with medical parameters
representing mortality, morbidity, incubation time, etc., cannot
be presently estimated with a sufficiently low uncertainty, so that
the exercise of running a simulator in the context of dynamical
systems analysis (Sterman, 2000) would not yet provide a reliable
prediction. The proposed general diagram, developed on the
basis of the COVID-19 emergency, can be integrated on the
current data-driven models, providing a tool to simulate the
dynamics of different epidemics and to indicate the leverage
points at the level and type of socio-sanitary interventions. It
can be implemented and enriched depending on the level of
complexity of the study at hand, as well as on the specific target of
the study.

An important consideration must finally be made regarding
the communicative potential of this ST-based diagram. In fact,

the confusion between the concepts of stock and flow is a
common example of the general lack of scientific literacy. In
particular, the concept of “accumulation” (that is, the stock
value) is often misunderstood even by well-educated people
(Cronin et al., 2009). In the case of the epidemic, the daily
evolution of a stock is often perceived as that of its inflow,
thereby creating wrong perceptions about what is going on.
For example, some stock values will never decrease [e.g.,
Healed (E) and Dead (D)] over time, while their derivatives
(i.e., their inflows) may increase or decrease depending on the
epidemic evolution. This also applies for the Sick (K) stock,
whose value at a time may be much less important than the
behavior of its inflow and outflow. The diagram we propose,
along with the corresponding table (except for the mathematical
expressions), may be a powerful communication tool, as far as
it offers a standardized pictorial representation able to explain
the tables of data and the graphics reported in the media
communications. The graphical synopsis provided by the ST
diagram may significantly help the dissemination of correct
information about the epidemic’s development to the general
public, since it connects the reported figures and trends with
the overall dynamics of the disease spread. The diagram helps
to explain to an audience with a low level of scientific literacy
the differences between cumulative numbers and daily trends,
linked to stocks and flows, and how they are related to each
other. More scientifically educated people should more easily
be able to focus on the relationships between quantities and
their derivatives, and appreciate what this means in terms
of overall balances of the stocks. It is our opinion that all
the communication sources should refer to a picture similar
to that of Figure 2, helping to create a better understanding
even of the epidemiological aspects involved in the epidemic.
Once the structure of the system and the relevant processes
are identified, their control will be crucial to guarantee a good
systemic functioning, that may be in turn determined by
proper data collection and scenario simulations. The diagram
will be then used both as an analytical and a communication
tool, able to evidence the causes of malfunctioning and
the possible effective protocols to be activated for the
system management.
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Background: A crucial aspect of the 2019 coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic

was the psychological impact on the population. Most countries issued restrictive laws

to reduce community-based viral spread. Children and adolescents were forced to

experience physical and social distancing. Subjects with chronic diseases, such as type 1

diabetes, were more vulnerable and at higher risk of developing psychological disorders.

Methods: We conducted a web-based survey to investigate the behavioral responses

during quarantine due to the COVID-19 outbreak in a cohort of pediatric patients with

type 1 diabetes. Data were collected on demographic and clinical characteristics, lifestyle

changes, and the impact of COVID-19 on the management of diabetes.

Results: Two hundred four pediatric patients (aged 5–18 years) with type 1 diabetes

completed the questionnaire. Interestingly, patients ≤12 years were significantly more

influenced by the quarantine period in their approach to the disease than older patients.

Conclusion: Although quarantine was a stressful psychological condition, our results

showed that most children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes developed high levels

of resilience and excellent coping skills by using technology in a proper way.

Keywords: children, coronavirus, lockdown, outbreak, management, resilience, technology

INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection, also known as 2019
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), erupted in China on December 2019 and spread worldwide
in very few months (1). Italy is currently one the most affected countries in Europe. The World
Health Organization on March 11, 2020 declared COVID-19 a pandemic. The most direct and
dramatic consequence of this pandemic is the high number of deaths due to SARS-CoV-2
infection. At the time of this publication 511,909 subjects died all over the world (2). A crucial,
underestimated aspect is the heavy psychological impact on the population. Most countries issued
strict governmental decrees that imposed self-isolation and social distancing in order to minimize
community-based viral transmission. In Italy, the lock-down period lasted from March 9 to May
3, 2020 for a total of 55 days. Hospital shut their outpatient services, deferring all “non-urgent”
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healthcare activities (3). These restrictive measures led to a
gradual reduction of new cases of infection (4). However,
people were forced to radically change their daily lifestyles
and were at high risk of developing feelings of panic, anxiety,
depression, and sometimes even dread (5). The psychological
aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic also influenced the pediatric
population due to the strong experience of physical and
social isolation (6). In addition, children and adolescents
suffering from type 1 diabetes (T1D) were unable to comply
with scheduled outpatient follow-up visits and were also
forced to modify the approach to the management of their
chronic disease.

Aim of this study was to investigate the behavioral responses
during the quarantine due to the COVID-19 pandemic in a
cohort of Italian pediatric patients with T1D.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From April 15 to May 1, 2020 we conducted a cross-
sectional survey based on an on-line questionnaire. We enrolled
204 children and adolescents (aged 5–18 years) diagnosed
with T1D for at least 3 months, and followed-up at our
Pediatric Diabetes Centre in Messina. The online link for
the questionnaire was sent to one of the parents and to the
patient itself if over 12 years, and they were encouraged to
fill it out together. Written informed consent through on-
line form was obtained from patients’ parents. The study
was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.
The questionnaire included fourteen questions focusing on
patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics (e.g., age,
gender, diabetes duration, insulin regimen, type of glucose
monitoring), lifestyle changes during the quarantine period, and
the impact of the lock-down on the management of diabetes.
Finally, the participants were asked to quantify how much the
quarantine influenced their approach to the disease according to
the following four response levels: no influence, poor influence,
relevant influence, extreme influence. Furthermore, the results of
questionnaire were evaluated between two age groups (5–12 and
13–18 years).

An English translation of the full Italian questionnaire is
available as Supplementary Material.

Demographic and clinical patients’ characteristics and
results of questionnaire were statistically analyzed. The
numerical data were expressed as mean and standard deviation,
and the categorical variables as absolute frequencies and
percentages. In order to compare patients less or more
than 12 years we applied Mann-Whitney test for numerical
parameters and Chi Square test for categorical variables.
The influence of patients’ clinical and demographical
characteristics (i.e., gender, age group, diabetes duration,
type of insulin treatment and glucose monitoring system) on
the perception of the impact of quarantine in the approach to
T1D management was assessed by the cumulative proportional
odds model. A P-value smaller than 0.050 was considered to be
statistically significant.

TABLE 1 | Overview of the results of web-based survey.

N◦ 204

Age (years) 12.2 ± 3.6

Female (%) 86 (42.2%)

Duration of diabetes (years) 5.2 ± 3.7

Type of treatment

Multiple daily injection 84 (41.2%)

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion 120 (58.8%)

Glucose monitoring system

Self-monitoring blood glucose 56 (27.5%)

Continuous glucose monitoring or Flash glucose

monitoring

148 (72.5%)

Modification of sleep-weak rhythm

Yes 147 (72.5%)

No 55 (27.5%)

New skills acquired

Cooking 54 (26.5%)

Reading books 28 (13.7%)

Do it yourself activities 35 (17.2%)

Art of music (singing, play an instrument) 18 (8.8%)

Housecleaning 12 (5.9%)

Others 49 (24%)

None 8 (3.9%)

Time spent on technology for recreational activities

<1 h a day 36 (17.6%)

1–3 h a day 73 (35.8%)

4–6 h a day 43 (21.1%)

>6 h a day 44 (21.6%)

Not used 8 (3.9%)

Time spent on technology for educational purposes

<1 h a day 14 (6.8%)

1–3 h a day 56 (27.5%)

4–6 h a day 69 (33.8%)

>6 h a day 59 (28.9%)

Not used 6 (2.9%)

Variations in eating habits

Increased carbohydrate consumption 54 (26.5%)

Increased fat consumption 16 (7.8%)

Increased protein consumption 18 (8.8%)

No differences 116 (56.9%)

Time spent on physical activity at home

<1 h a week 30 (14.7%)

1–3 h a week 57 (27.9%)

4–6 h a week 27 (13.2%)

>6 h a week 15 (7.4%)

Not practiced 75 (36.7%)

Variations in the approach to glucose monitoring

More intensive 69 (33.8%)

Less intensive 38 (18.6%)

No differences 97 (47.5%)

How to contact the diabetes team

Email messages 35 (17.2%)

Phone calls 18 (8.8%)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Text messages 51 (25%)

No contact 100 (49%)

How much the quarantine influenced the approach to the disease

No influence 33 (16.2%)

Poor influence 78 (38.2%)

Relevant influence 74 (36.3%)

Extreme influence 19 (9.3%)

RESULTS

Mean age of our study population was 12.2 ± 3.6 years,
with a prevalence of male gender (57.8%). Mean duration of
T1D was 5.2 ± 3.7 years. Interestingly, most patients (72.5%)
modified their sleep-wake rhythm. The use of technology was
predominant both for recreational activities (communications,
games, videos) and for educational purposes (scholar, musical
and sportive activities). Less than 5% declared they did not
use technology during this quarantine period. The average time
spent on technology was mostly 4–6 h a day for educational
purposes, and 1–3 h a day for recreational activities. Almost
all the subjects (96.1%) took advantage of this period to
acquire new skills, such as cooking, do it yourself activities
learning, and reading books (13.7%). Regarding the dietary
lifestyle, more than half of patients (56.9%) did not change
their eating habits during the lock-down period. Fifty-four
subjects (26.5%) increased carbohydrate consumption, 16 (7.8%)
and 18 (8.8%) patients ate a large amount of fat and protein,
respectively. Despite Italian governmental decrees prohibited
outdoor sports, 63.3% of our patients regularly practiced physical
activity at home. Particularly, 27.9% of patients spent from
1 to 3 h a week for physical activities, 14.7% of subjects
spent less than an hour a week to do sports, and 20.6%
of patients declared that physical activities kept them busy
at least 4 h a week. Regarding the daily glucose monitoring,
33.8% of patients reported that it was more intensive during
the quarantine period. Instead, 18.6% of the study participants
paid less attention to their glycemic levels, and 47.5% of
patients did not report differences from the pre-quarantine
period. Interestingly, almost half of the patients (49%) did not
need to contact the Diabetes team for advice on managing
their disease. The most common used communication modality
between patients and diabetes specialists was text messages,
followed by e-mail messages and phone calls. None of the
surveyed patients needed to be acutely evaluated during the
lockdown period for diabetes-related acute complications (i.e.,
severe hypoglycemia, diabetic ketoacidosis). Finally, 45.6% of
patients reported that the quarantine was an additional heavy
burden on their perspective of the disease. Among these patients,
36.3% reported a relevant impact and 9.3% referred an extreme
impact. On the contrary, 16.2% of the study participants declared
that the quarantine did not affect their psychological and
practical approach to diabetes, and 38.2% of patients partially

TABLE 2 | Differences regarding the management of type 1 diabetes between

patients <12 years group and patients ≥12 years group.

Variables Patients ≤12

years

Patients >12

years

P-value

Gender 0.571

Male 55.9% 59.8%

Female 44.1% 40.2%

Duration of T1D (years) 3.8 ± 2.6 6.6 ± 4.1 <0.001

Type of treatment 0.155

Multiple daily injection 46.1% 36.3%

Continuous subcutaneous

insulin infusion

53.9% 63.7%

Glucose monitoring

system

0.120

Self-monitoring blood

glucose

22.5% 32.4%

Continuous glucose

monitoring or flash glucose

monitoring

77.5% 67.6%

Variations in the

approach to glucose

monitoring

0.028

More intensive 39.2% 28.4%

Less intensive 22.5% 14.7%

No differences 38.2% 56.9%

Time spent on physical

activity at home

0.001

<1 h a week 18.6% 10.8%

1–3 h a week 22.5% 33.3%

4–6 h a week 7.8% 18.6%

>6 h a week 3.9% 10.8%

Not practiced 47.1% 26.5%

Variations in eating habits 0.195

Increased carbohydrate

consumption

21.5% 25.5%

Increased fat consumption 8.8% 6.9%

Increased protein

consumption

4.9% 8.8%

No differences 64.7% 58.8%

How to contact the

diabetes team

0.271

Email messages/Phone

calls/Text messages

54.9% 47.1%

No contact 45.1% 52.9%

The influence of

quarantine on the

approach to diabetes

0.017

No influence 12.7% 19.6%

Poor influence 31.4% 45.1%

Relevant influence 42.2% 30.4%

Extreme influence 13.7% 4.9%

The bold values mean that the result is statistically significant.

suffered the consequence caused by the lock-down measures
(Table 1).

When the two age groups were compared (Table 2), a
significant difference was found in the duration of T1D
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TABLE 3 | The relationship between patients’ clinical and demographical characteristics and the perception of the influence of quarantine in their approach to type 1

diabetes.

Variables Coefficient 95%C.I. P-value

Constant 1* −2.141 −2.949; −1.332 <0.001

Constant 2* −0.260 −1.006; 0.485 0.494

Constant 3* 1.910 1.087; 2.733 <0.001

Gender −0.162 −0.684; 0.360 0.543

Age group −0.779 −1.343; −0.215 0.007

Diabetes duration −0.005 −0.083; 0.072 0.898

Type of treatment 0.102 −0.482; 0.687 0.731

Glucose monitoring systems 0.025 −0.608; 0.658 0.938

*The cumulative proportional odds model uses a number of constants equal to the number of the variables included in the outcome (response levels regarding the influence of the

lock-down period on the approach to the disease) minus 1.

The bold values mean that the result is statistically significant.

(P < 0.001). Older patients reported they spent more hours
for physical activities than younger subjects (P < 0.001).
On the contrary, patients aged ≤12 years measured glucose
levels more frequently (P = 0.028). Interestingly, they were
significantly more influenced by the quarantine period in their
approach to the disease than older patients (P = 0.017).
No further differences were found between the two groups.
The cumulative proportional odds model showed that the
younger age was the only factor that was significantly related
to the different perception of the influence of quarantine in
the approach to T1D management in our study population
(P = 0.007) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

T1D is a metabolic disease characterized by the progressive
decline of pancreatic β cells functions leading to relative
or absolute insulin deficiency (7). T1D is one of the most
frequent autoimmune disorders in the pediatric population, and
its incidence and prevalence are increasing worldwide (8). It
is estimated that about 18,000 children and adolescents are
currently affected by T1D in Italy (9). Evidence shows that a large
number of pediatric patients, especially diabetic adolescents,
experience disease-related impairment of quality of life and may
develop depression, anxiety and other psychological states (10,
11). Psychological and behavioral disorders in T1D pediatric
patients have been demonstrated to be related to negative health
outcomes, such as brittle glycemic control and high risk of acute
and chronic complications (12).

Although no data are available on the exact number of
symptomatic and asymptomatic subjects positive for COVID-
19 in the pediatric age, children appear to be less infected and
if infected develop milder clinical pictures due to SARS-CoV-2
infection (13). A descriptive cases series of 130 Italian children
with a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 reported that only
8.5% of these had a severe disease, and 6.9% had a critical
presentation (14). Another Italian study involving a cohort of
100 hospitalized children affected by COVID-19 demonstrated
that only nine patients needed respiratory support (15). Children
and adolescents have been impacted psychologically experiencing

various behavioral issues (6). The risk of acute stress disorder,
adjustment disorder and grief in children who are quarantined
during pandemic diseases had already been well-described (16).
Furthermore, people suffering from a chronic disorder, such as
T1D, are more vulnerable and at higher risk for developing
dangerous feelings, such as uncertainties, distraction, irritability,
and fear.

However, our results showed that most of the study
participants reacted reassuringly to this new social condition as
demonstrated by the responses regarding the management of
the disease. In fact, the majority of children and adolescents
with T1D were able to comply with the landmarks of the
management of diabetes (i.e., healthy and balanced diet, regular
physical activity and careful glucose monitoring). More than
half of patients reported having avoided overeating during this
quarantine period. We suppose that abstention from school
and peer relationships out of school, has helped to maintain a
healthy diet since numerous extra meals disappeared. Despite the
lock-down measures, almost two third of our patients regularly
have engaged in physical activity. Regular physical exercise is
known to help subjects with T1D achieve good glycemic control,
as well as improve lipid profile, body composition and well-
being (17). Regarding the daily glucose monitoring, our results
showed that the quarantine period negatively influenced only
18.6% of patients who reported a less intensive control of their
glycemic values.

These findings suggest that pediatric patients with T1D

developed functional “empowerment” as a response to the social
emergency. Furthermore, they showed greater awareness of their

disease and excellent coping skills by using technology in a proper
way (18). Technology has played a crucial role in the quarantine

approach for T1D children. In fact, technological medical
devices (e.g., insulin pump, glucose sensor) have facilitated the
management of the disease, while other technological tools,

such as smartphones, tablets, and personal computers have
preserved the “social dimension” even during the lock-down.

Thanks to the availability of technology, children and adolescents
have been able to continue school learning and to ensure
social networks by minimizing negative emotions related to the

social isolation.
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Although physical freedom has been limited by the lock-
down, new individual resources have been emerged due to
personal and familiar factors, but also thanks to the school
system and friendly system which have been kept active through
technological tools (19).

Interestingly, patients >12 years reported having practiced
indoor physical activities more regularly than younger patients
and, above all, they were significantly less affected by the
quarantine period in their approach to the disease. Adolescence
is a well-known, high-risk time period for all young people who
experience rebellion and lawlessness. It is widely demonstrated
that the adolescent population with T1D is at high risk of poor
clinical outcomes (20). However, our findings highlight that
adolescence is also a crucial phase of life for the individual
since it allows the achievement of a satisfactory level of interior
maturity and new personal skills (21). Instead, patients ≤12
years were mainly affected by the quarantine as they are still in
need for reassurance and parental care, and appear uncertain
in the management of the disease because of recent diagnosis
and/or poor autonomy. Therefore, our finding that this age group
monitored glycemic levels more intensely could also be explained
by the more rigorous parental control in the various aspects of
T1D management.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that children
and adolescents with T1D showed high levels of resilience.
Although quarantine was a stressful psychological condition,
pediatric patients were able to overcome their limits to reach new
interior resources and strengthened self-awareness.
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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a recently described infectious disease caused

by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Since late 2019,

COVID-19 has rapidly spread in virtually all countries, imposing the adoption of significant

lockdown and social distancing measures. The activation of the coagulation cascade

is a common feature of disseminated intravascular coagulation and adverse clinical

outcomes in COVID-19 patients. In this study, we conducted a meta-analysis aiming

to investigate differences in serum D-dimer concentrations in patients with and without

severe COVID-19 disease. An electronic search in Medline (PubMed), Scopus and Web

of Science was performedwith no language restrictions, and 13 articles were reporting on

1,807 patients (585, 32.4% with severe disease) were finally identified and included in the

meta-analysis. The pooled results of all studies revealed that the D-dimer concentrations

were significantly higher in patients with more severe COVID-19 (SMD: 0.91 mg/L; 95%

CI, 0.75 to 1.07 mg/L, p < 0.0001). The heterogeneity was moderate (I2 = 46.5%;

p = 0.033). Sensitivity analysis showed that the effect size was not modified when any

single study was in turn removed (effect size range, 0.87mg/L to 0.93mg/L). The Begg’s

(p = 0.76) and Egger’s tests (p = 0.38) showed no publication bias. In conclusion,

our systematic review and meta-analysis showed that serum D-dimer concentrations

in patients with severe COVID-19 are significantly higher when compared to those with

non-severe forms.

Keywords: D-dimer, coagulation, thrombosis, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2

INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a recently described infectious disease caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (1). Since late 2019,
COVID-19 has rapidly spread in virtually all countries, affecting more than two million
people and causing more than 150,000 deaths worldwide (data from 17 Apr 2020, https://
www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/). These figures are continuously growing despite the
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adoption of significant lockdown and social distancing measures,
particularly in Eastern Asia, Europe, and North America (2).
The rapid expansion and the relatively high lethality may
depend on several biological characteristics, such as the high
infectivity of SARS-CoV-2, the high percentage of asymptomatic
vectors, and the relatively long incubation period (3). However,
significant knowledge gaps remain in the pathophysiology of
the disease. In this context, a better knowledge of the factors
that are responsible for the development of significant clinical
complications in a subgroup of COVID-19 patients, indicating
high disease severity, might lead to the identification of better
pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies and care
pathways. This would improve patient outcomes, and reduce the
current burden on health care systems, pending the development
of effective vaccines. There is increasing evidence that SARS-
CoV-2 induces, in severe cases, a cytokine storm that triggers
the coagulation cascade, causing thrombotic complications (4).
This is clinically relevant as the activation of the coagulation
cascade is a common feature of disseminated intravascular
coagulation (DIC) and adverse clinical outcomes in COVID-
19 patients and appears to be more frequent than what
observed in patients suffering from severe forms of SARS-
CoV in 2003 (5). The key pathophysiological role of DIC
in the clinical progress of COVID-19 is further supported
by the presence, in autopsies of patients succumbing to the
disease, of fibrinous thrombi, endothelial tumefaction, and
megakaryocytes in small pulmonary arteries and pulmonary
capillaries (6).

The D-dimer, a fibrin degradation product, is a relatively
small protein fragment that is present in the blood following
degradation of blood clots by fibrinolysis. The determination of
circulating D-dimer concentrations is a sensitive test in clinical
practice to diagnose thrombotic states, including pulmonary
embolism and DIC (7). Therefore, elevations in D-dimer levels in
COVID-19 patientsmight be helpful to rapidly identify those that
have high disease severity, pulmonary complications, and risk
of venous thromboembolism in the setting of a pro-thrombotic
state. This would assist with risk stratification and the early
introduction of therapeutic measures that might reduce COVID-
19 related morbidity and mortality.

A recent meta-analysis has shown that patients with severe
forms of COVID-19 have higher D-dimer concentrations when
compared to those with milder forms (8). However, only a
small number of studies in a total of 553 patients were selected.
Furthermore, in this meta-analysis the heterogeneity across the
studies was extremely high, I2 94%, P < 0.001). Therefore, we
conducted an updated meta-analysis that takes into account
additional studies to investigate differences in serum D-dimer
concentrations in patients with and without severe COVID-
19 disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Search and Selection
An electronic search in Medline (PubMed interface), Scopus,
and Web of Science was performed using the keywords “D-
dimer” AND “coronavirus” OR “D-dimer” AND “COVID-19.”

The inclusion criteria were: (a) studies reporting continuous
data on serum D-dimer concentrations in COVID-19 patients,
(b) articles dividing COVID-19 patients in severity classes, (c)
articles including adult patients, (d) studies approved by an
ethical committee, and (e) articles published from 1st January
2020 to the date of the electronic search (14th April, 2020).
There were no language restrictions. The titles, abstracts and
full texts of the publications retrieved were screened by two
independent investigators (PP and AZ). The reference list of the
studies identified was also checked in order to identify additional
studies. The Newcastle—Ottava Scale (NOS) was used for quality
assesment. This meta-analysis was conducted according to the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Supplementary Materials).

Statistical Analysis
Standardized mean differences (SMD) were used to build forest
plots of continuous data and to evaluate differences in serum
D-dimer concentrations between severe and non-severe patients
with COVID-19 disease. A P-value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were
reported. When necessary, the mean and standard deviation
values were extrapolated from median and IQR values, as
previously reported by Wan et al. (9). Heterogeneity of SMD

FIGURE 1 | Flow-chart illustrating the electronic search strategy and results.
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the patients and D-dimer values in the studies enrolled for meta-analysis.

References NOS stars Total cases

(severe)

Age Males, n (%) D-dimer total

(mg/L)

D-dimer severe

(mg/L)

D-dimer

non-severe (mg/L)

Zhou et al. (16) 6 17 (5) NA 6 (35) NA 0.28 ± 0.11 0.29 ± 0.11

Tang et al. (17) 7 449 (134) 65 (mean) 268 1.94 (0.90–9.44) 4.70 (1.42–21.00) 1.47 (0.78–4.16)

Chen et al. (18) 6 21 (11) 56 (median) 17 (81) 0.5 (0.4–1.8) 2.6 (0.6–18.7) 0.3 (0.3–0.4)

Chen et al. (19) 6 274 (113) 62 (median) 171 (62) 1.1 (0.5–3.2) 4.6 (1.3–21.0) 0.6 (0.3–1.3)

Wan et al. (20) 6 135 (40) 47 (median) 72 (53) 0.4 (0.2–0.6) 0.6 (0.4–1.1) 0.3 (0.2–0.5)

Gao et al. (21) 6 43 (15) 45 (mean) 26 (58) NA 0.49 (0.29-0.91) 0.21 (0.19–0.27)

Han et al. (22) 6 84 (35) NA NA NA 19.11 ± 35.48 2.14 ± 2.88

Zhou et al. (23) 7 191 (54) 56 (median) 119 (62) 0.8 (0.4–3.2) 5.2 (1.5–21.1) 0.6 (0.3–1.0)

Wu et al. (24) 6 201 (84) 51 (median) 128 (64) 0.61 (0.35–1.28) 1.16 (0.46–5.37) 0.52 (0.33–0.93)

Liu et al. (25) 6 30 (4) 35 (mean) 10 (33) NA 1.54 ± 1.22 0.26 ± 0.08

Zhang et al. (26) 7 138 (56) 57 (median) 71 (51) 0.2 (0.1–0.5) 0.4 (0.2–2.4) 0.2 (0.1–0.3)

Tang et al. (27) 7 183 (21) 54 (mean) 98 (53) 0.66 (0.38–1.50) 2.12 (0.77–5.27) 0.61 (0.35–1.29)

Huang et al. (28) 7 41 (13) 49 (median) 30 (73) 0.5 (0.3–1.3) 2.4 (0.6–14.4) 0.5 (0.3–0.8)

Total 1,807 (585)

NOS, Newcastle – Ottawa Scale; NA, not available.

across studies was tested using the Q statistic (significance level at
p< 0.10). The I2 statistic, a quantitative measure of inconsistency
across studies, was also calculated (I2 < 25%, no heterogeneity; I2

between 25 and 50%, moderate heterogeneity; I2 between 50 and
75%, large heterogeneity; and I2 > 75%, extreme heterogeneity)
(10, 11). In analyses in which heterogeneity was high, a random-
effects model was applied. To investigate the influence of an
individual study on the overall risk estimate, a sensitivity analysis
was conducted by sequentially excluding one study at a time
(12). Begg’s adjusted rank correlation test and Egger’s regression
asymmetry test, for the analysis of associations between study
size and magnitude of effect were used to evaluate the presence
of potential publication bias (13, 14). The Duval and Tweedie
“trim and fill” procedure to identify and correct for funnel plot
asymmetry arising from publication bias was also used (15).
Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 14 (STATA Corp.,
College Station, TX, USA).

RESULTS

Study Selection Results and
Characteristics
The flow diagram of the literature search performed is presented
in Figure 1. From an initial total of 69 studies, 13 were finally
identified and included in the meta-analysis (16–28); the total
number of COVID-19 patients in these studies was 1,807.
Among them, 585 (32.4%) were affected by a severe form of
COVID-19 (Table 1). The NOS quality assessment is described
in Table 1.

All selected studies were conducted in China. Six articles
defined severe cases based on current clinical guidelines (20–
22, 24–26), four defined severe cases as those who died in
comparison to survivors (17, 19, 23, 27), and three had alternative
definitions (disease progression vs. no progression or admission
vs. no admission to intensive care units) (16, 18, 28).

Meta-Analysis
The mean differences in serum D-dimer concentrations between
COVID-19 patients with or without severe disease in the 13
studies are shown in Figure 2. In 12 studies, patients with severe
COVID-19 displayed higher D-dimer serum concentrations
when compared to those with milder forms (mean difference
range, 0.62–3.15 mg/L) (17–28). By contrast, in the remaining
study, the D-dimer concentration was found to be mildly higher
in patients with non-severe forms of COVID-19 (mean difference
0.09 mg/L) (16). The pooled results of all studies revealed that
the D-dimer concentrations were significantly higher in patients
with more severe COVID-19 (SMD: 0.91 mg/L; 95% CI, 0.75 to
1.07 mg/L, p < 0.0001). The heterogeneity was moderate (I2 =

46.5%; p = 0.033). Sensitivity analysis showed that the effect size
was not modified when any single study was in turn removed
(effect size range, 0.87 mg/L−0.93 mg/L, Figure 3). The Begg’s
(p = 0.76) and Egger’s tests (p = 0.38) showed no publication
bias. Accordingly, the trim-and-fill analysis found that no study
was missing or should be added (Figure 4). In meta-regression
analysis, no correlation was found either between SMD and age
(p = 0.37) or between SMD and gender (p = 0.41). Notably, the
age ratio between patients withmore severe COVID-19 and those
with milder forms was relatively small, between 1.0 and 1.3, in
all studies. In addition, as reported in Figure 5, there were no
significant differences in SMD values between the subgroup of
patients classified according to guidelines (SMD: 0.94 mg/L; 95%
CI 0.78 to 1.10 mg/L, p < 0.0001) and the subgroup classified as
dead or survivors (SMD: 0.97 mg/L; 95% CI 0.65 to 1.29 mg/L,
p < 0.0001), although in the first group a significantly lower
heterogeneity was observed (I2 = 21.4%, p < 0.28 vs. I2 = 65.5%,
p < 0.013).

DISCUSSION

Our updated meta-analysis of 13 studies in 1,807 COVID-
19 patients showed that the serum D-dimer concentrations in
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FIGURE 2 | Forest plot illustrating D-dimer standardized mean differences (SMD) in patients with and without severe COVID-19.

patients with severe forms of the disease were significantly higher
than those in patients with milder forms. When compared
to a recent meta-analysis of four studies in a total of 553
COVID-19 patients, the observed SMD values were relatively
small, 0.91 mg/L (3, 17, 27, 28). Furthermore, in our meta-
analysis the heterogeneity was substantially lower, I2 46.5 vs.
94% (8). These results further support the presence of a pro-
thrombotic state, and possibly DIC, in COVID-19 patients
with severe disease, potentially accounting for the structural
and functional lung abnormalities commonly reported in this
subgroup. In support of this hypothesis, recent autoptic reports
have shown alterations compatible with DIC in the lungs
of COVID-19 patients (6). Interestingly, we observed no
significant associations between increasing SMD values and
the age ratio between patients with more severe COVID-
19 and those with milder forms, despite the established age-
related increase in serum D-dimer concentrations (7). As
patients with severe COVID-19 disease are also significantly
older than subgroups with milder forms (29), our findings
suggest that the reported differences in serum D-dimer
concentrations are independent of age differences in patients
with different disease severity. Although this further supports the
presence of DIC as the primary marker of D-dimer elevations
and COVID-19 severity, additional studies in cohorts with
higher age ratios between patients with more severe COVID-
19 and those with milder forms are required to confirm
this proposition.

Pending further research to investigate the cause-effect
relationship between serum D-dimer concentrations, COVID-
19 disease severity, the onset of pulmonary complications and
clinical outcomes, the identification of D-dimer as a biomarker
of COVID-19 severity is potentially clinically relevant. Its
relatively simple and inexpensive determination might assist,
particularly with serial assessments, with the rapid identification
of those patients developing DIC, pulmonary compromise, or
at risk of venous thromboembolism that requires aggressive
care and intensive monitoring (30). While the development of
COVID-19 vaccines is eagerly awaited, a better understanding of
the pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for the clinical
deterioration and increased risk of death in affected patients
is likely to be beneficial. For example, the rapid initiation
of DIC therapies, instigated by high D-dimer concentrations
and the presence of other diagnostic criteria, might provide
additional therapeutic advantages in severe COVID-19 patients
already receiving ventilatory and circulatory support (30). This
proposition is supported by the findings of a recent study in
449 severe COVID-19 patients with significant elevations of
serum D-dimer concentrations and/or criteria for DIC. The
administration of low molecular weight heparin in these patients
was associated with a significant improvement in 28-day survival
when compared to non-users (27).

The moderate heterogeneity in the studies enrolled might
depend on the different definitions of disease severity; in
six studies, available clinical guidelines were followed, mainly
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FIGURE 3 | Sensitivity analysis of the studies enrolled. CI, confidence interval.

FIGURE 4 | Trim-and-fill analysis of the studies enrolled.

the “new coronavirus pneumonia diagnosis and treatment
plan” (versions 4 and 5) developed by the National Health
Committee of the People’s Republic of China (31). In four

studies, the severity of the disease was based on survivorship
or death, and finally, in the remaining three studies, further
classifications were used, such as disease progression vs. no
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FIGURE 5 | Forest plots illustrating subgroup analyses on the basis of the definition of COVID-19 severity. SMD: standardized mean difference.

progression, and admission or no admission in intensive
care units. For this reason, we performed subgroup analyses,
which showed no significant differences in SMD values
between the subgroup of patients classified according to clinical
guidelines and the subgroup classified as dead or survivors.
Further potential issues are that all the included studies were
carried out in China, no strict diagnostic performance was
investigated, and no specific guidelines for reporting (such
as the Standards for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy Studies,
STARD recommendations) were followed in each individual
study. Other potential sources of heterogeneity, not described
in the identified studies, include differences in the timing
of blood sample collection and analytical protocols for D-
dimer measurement.

In conclusion, our systematic review and meta-analysis
showed that the serum concentrations of D-dimer, a fibrin
degradation product that is used to diagnose the presence of
a pro-thrombotic state, are significantly higher in patients with
severe COVID-19 when compared to those with non-severe
forms. This suggests that D-dimer concentrations might be
helpful to rapidly identify COVID-19 patients with high risk
of pulmonary complications and venous thromboembolism,
facilitating the early initiation of effective therapies. However,
further studies are required to confirm such findings in different
geographical areas, using robust assessment methods, and to
investigate the associations between D-dimer concentrations,

COVID-19 disease progress, response to treatment, and overall
clinical prognosis.
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Background: The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic is causing millions of

infections and hundreds of thousands of deaths worldwide. Cumulative clinical and

laboratory evidence suggest that a subset of patients with severe COVID-19 may

develop a cytokine storm syndrome during the course of the disease, with severe

respiratory impairment requiring ventilatory support. One field of research nowadays is

to identify and treat viral-induced hyperinflammation with drugs used in other clinical

conditions characterized by an hyperinflammation status. These drugs might help to

reduce COVID19 mortality.

Methods: Ruxolitinib, a JAK1 and JAK2 inhibitor, has been successfully used to treat

severe immune-mediated diseases, such as graft vs. host disease and Hemophagocytic

lymphohistiocytosis. We used ruxolitinib in 18 patients with clinically progressive

COVID-19 related acute respiratory distress syndrome, with a primary endpoint to rapidly

reduce the degree of respiratory impairment and as a secondary endpoint to rapidly

restore the PaO2/FiO2 ratio, as an evaluation of clinical status, and monitoring of drug

related Adverse Events. Parameters of inflammation responses and organ functions were

assessed and monitored. The treatment plan was ruxolitinib 20mg bid for the first 48 h

and subsequent two-step de-escalation at 10mg bid and 5mg bid for a maximum of 14

days of treatment.

Results: Our data collection shows a rapid clinical response with no evolution from

non-invasive ventilation to mechanical ventilation in 16/18 patients and no response

in two patients (overall response rate—ORR 89%). Already after 48 h of ruxolitinib

treatment 16/18 patients showed evident clinical improvement, and after 7 days of

treatment 11/18 patients showed fully recovered respiratory function (pO2 > 98% in
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spontaneous breathing), 4/18 patients had minimal oxygen requirement (2–4 L/m),

1/18 patient showed stable disease, and 2/18 patient showed progressive disease.

After 14 days, 16/18 patients showed complete recovery of respiratory function (ORR

89%). Compliance to ruxolitinib planned treatment was 100% and no serious adverse

event was recorded. In our case series of 18 critically ill patients with COVID-19 and

ARDS, administration of ruxolitinib resulted in a clinical improvement that concurred

to modify the standard course of disease. Ruxolitinib can be a therapeutic option

for patients with respiratory insufficiency in COVID-19 related ARDS. RESPIRE Study

(Ruxolitinib for the treatment of acute rESPIratory distREss syndrome, ClinicalTrials.gov

Identifier: NCT04361903).

Keywords: COVID-19, ruxolitinib, respiratory distress syndrome, ICU, treatment

INTRODUCTION

Since December 2019, coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has led
to a pandemic condition, requiring unprecedented public health
interventions (1). From December 2019 up to date, millions of
people have been infected and hundreds of thousands have died.
The general mortality is about 1–5% in all COVID-19 cases, and
the incidence of critical COVID-19, including both severe and
life-threatening clinical pictures, is about 10–20%, with a much
higher mortality rate (30–60%) (2).

Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), characterized by
refractory hypoxemia and multi-organ dysfunction syndrome, is
the leading cause of mortality in COVID-19 patients, placing a
sudden and heavy burden on health care services (3, 4). It is
currently believed that SARS-CoV-2 primarily infects the lungs,
and subsequently causes systemic inflammation and immune
response disorder, ultimately leading to multiple organ injury
and even death (5). The available clinical treatment strategies to
critical COVID-19 are mainly antiviral and oxygen therapy, as
well as organ and symptomatic support, including mechanical
ventilation, and even extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
(ECMO) of cardiopulmonary support (6). However, the clinical
efficacy of these strategies is still uncertain and the mortality
rate of critical COVID-19 patients, as reported in clinical data
from intensive-care units (ICUs), remains elevated (7). While
efforts are focused on the development of safe and effective
antivirals and vaccines, a growing body of evidence support the
notion of an inflammatory excess, with cytokine upregulation, in
patients with human coronavirus infections, including COVID-
19, (8, 9) who develop severe respiratory impairment. Lung
pathology (10) showed capillary leakage and recruitment of
inflammatory cells, both from the adaptive and innate immune
system, suggesting that adhesion molecules, chemokines, and the
vascular endothelium are likely involved.

Cytokines’ derangement in the context of COVID-
19 resembles that of secondary hemophagocytic
lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH), (11) which may be, indeed,
triggered by viral infections. Both conditions share notable
clinical features, such as fever and lung involvement, and
both show increased levels of several cytokines, including
interleukin (IL)-2, IL-6, IL-7, IL-10, Interferon alpha (IFN),

tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-alfa), and chemotactic
proteins (5). Some sHLH markers such as ferritin and IL-
6 were found to be predictive of patients’ outcome, thus
suggesting a link between COVID-19 severity and the secondary
inflammatory state. Moreover, evolution to ARDS is less likely in
immunocompromised patients (12), especially in patients being
treated with biological inhibitors or JAK inhibitors (13).

Anti-inflammatory agents were proposed (14) as reasonable
options to counteract the overexuberant inflammatory response,
with the aim of reducing mortality and rates of admission to ICU.

Ruxolitinib, a JAK1 and JAK2 inhibitor, is widely used for
the treatment of myeloproliferative neoplasms, but has been
successfully used to also treat immune-mediated diseases, such
as graft vs. host disease (GvHD) (15, 16) and HLH (17), based on
its rapid, potent, and pleiotropic influence on the host immune
system. Based on these considerations, we hypothesized that

TABLE 1 | Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria

Positive analysis by real-time reverse transcriptase-polymer chain reaction [RT

PCR (Shanghai BioTec or Sansure Biotech)] for SARS-CoV-2 of pharyngeal and

nasal swabs

Non-pregnant male or female sex, aged 18 and over imaging [thoracic

ultrasound, chest X Ray (CXR) or computed axial tomography (CT scan) positive

for pneumonia]

Oxygen saturation (SaO2) of 93% or less in on room air

Ratio of partial oxygen pressure (PaO2) to inspired oxygen fraction (FiO2)

(PaO2/FiO2 ) less than 200 mg/Hg but not less than 100

Rapid clinical evolution with worsening respiratory parameters in the last 12 h

Exclusion criteria

Known hypersensitivity to the drugs

Patients in assisted breathing with tracheal cannula

Patients with active and undetailed serious illnesses prior to COVID-19 infection

Patients with kidney failure

Patients with positive Quantiferon TB test

Patients with unchecked documented bacterial or fungal sepsis (excluding

procalcitonin in the presence of negative hemocultures)

Patients with neutropenia of 1,000 neutrophils/µl or less

Patients with platelets of 100,000/µl or less
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immune-modulation with ruxolitinib might have been beneficial
in reducing severity of ARDS in the context of COVID-19.

Here, we present the results of the retrospective multicenter
observational study RESPIRE.

METHODS

Study Design and Participants
This multicenter retrospective cohort study was performed in
three hospitals designated by Tuscany Regional Health Service
Administration as treatment centers for COVID-19 (Livorno,
Viareggio, Siena). The data collection period was from 10 March
2020 and the data cutoff date was 7 April 2020. Inclusion and
exclusion criteria are summarized in Table 1.

Procedures
Ruxolitinib was used as off-label therapy, in patients with
COVID-19 related ARDS. All patients were treated after written
informed consent was provided. Informed consent was in
accordance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(EU) 2016/679 and Italian Law 1998/94. The study was approved
by the Italian COVID-19 Ethical Committee (National Institute
for Infectious Diseases “Lazzaro Spallanzani”) (trial register no.
81 April 2020). The data collection form included demographic,
clinical, treatment, laboratory data, and prognosis. Detailed
clinical data before and during ruxolitinib treatment were
collected and obtained from the patient’s electronic medical
records. Other treatments delivered to the patients according
to local guidelines for COVID-19, (e.g., azithromycin, heparin,
steroids, etc.) have been preserved. The treatment plan included
ruxolitinib 20mg bid [same dose used in the hemophagocytic
syndrome (17)] for the first 48 h and subsequent two-step de-
escalation at 10mg bids and 5mg bids according to response
achievement for a maximum total of 14 days of treatment.

In case of worsening of the respiratory status during the
first 48 h, a reduction of dosage to 10mg for the next 24 h and
subsequent suspension of treatment was carried out.

The following data on the cohort of patients treated with
ruxolitinib were retrospectively evaluated: the number of patients
who had worsened respiratory function and from NIV needed
MV; the time to restore PaO2/FiO2; compliance to the treatment
and drug related AE, and overall survival as described in
Respire Protocol.

For each patient treated with ruxolitinib, parameters of
inflammation and organ function were measured before
treatment (T0) and every 12, 24, or 48 h: vital parameters and
respiratory function were monitored every 12 h and in any case
in the presence of significant clinical changes. Serum cytokines:
Interleukin 6 (IL6), Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha (TNF-a), and
Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), were measured
every 48 h. Chest imaging was done as follows: T0: chest X
Ray (CXR) and thoracic ultrasound (TUS). In patients with
deteriorating respiratory function a computed axial tomography
(CT scan) was performed. CXR and US were the imaging
technique used as follow up (bed-side) every 48 h. Routine blood
chemistry examinations were performed every 24 h. All patients
treated with ruxolitinib were admitted to the Intensive Care Unit

(ICU) designated as the COVID-ICU and the decision to stop
NIV and initiate MV was dependent on the ICU Medical Staff
(18). We also retrospectively analyzed the outcomes (evolution
from NIV to mechanical ventilation and life status) of all patients
admitted in our COVID-ICU during the same period of time
(March 2020 to April 2020) who did not receive ruxolitinib
but who were treated according to the internal COVID-ICU
Hospital guidelines.

Statistical Analysis
The categorical data were summarized as numbers and
percentages, and inter-group comparisons were performed using
Fisher’s exact test. Continuous variables were expressed as
the arithmetic mean and standard deviation (SD) or as the
median and interquartile range, depending on whether or not
they showed a gaussian distribution. Continuous data with
gaussian distribution were compared with the Student’s t-test
or one-way ANOVA. Statistical analysis was performed using
the SPSS Windows version 11.0 statistical package (SPSS Inc,

TABLE 2 | Demographics and clinical characteristics at baseline.

Age, Years (median) 62.5 (28.0–86.0)

Sex Male

Female

12 (67%)

6 (33%)

Comorbidity pts N (%) 6 (33%)

Comorbidity numbers 10

Hypertension 3 (2 pts)

Coronary heart disease 2 (2 pts)

Arrhythmia 2 (2 pts)

Diabetes 1 (1 pt)

Chronic obstructive lung disease 1 (1 pt)

Neoplasm 1 (1 pt)

Temperature (◦C), median (IQR) 37.8 (37.1–39.3)

Pulse (beats per min), median (IQR) 89 (74–118)

Respiratory rate (breaths per min), median

(IQR)

22 (17–27)

Laboratory findings, median (IQR)

WBC (1 × 109/l) 7.6 (4.9–12.7)

Neu (1 × 109/l) 4.5 (3.9–10.2)

Lym (1 × 109/l) 0.9 (0.5–1.1)

PLT (1 × 109/l) 173 (132–298)

Hb (g/l) 10.3 (8.6–14.8)

Fibrinogen (g/l) 4.4 (2.1–21.6)

Ferritin (ng/ml) 841 (321–3,348)

CRP (mg/l) 17.8 (4–82)

PCT (ng/ml) 0.6 (0.1–3.3)

LDH (UI/l) 301 (189–506)

ALT (U/l) 55 (34–213)

D-Dimer (ng/ml) 747 (202–1,724)

TNF-a (normal value <14 pg/ml) 2.2 (1–10.6)

MCP-1 (normal range 200–720 pg/ml) 524 (152–1,471)

IL-6 (normal value <12.7 pg/ml) 24.5 (4.5–111)

PaO2/FiO2 159 (106–208)
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Chicago, IL), P-values (two-tailed) below 0.01 were considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Demographics and Baseline
Characteristics
In the time frame of the retrospective observational study, the
clinical data of 18 patients (12 males, six females) with confirmed
critical COVID-19 were collected. Median age was 62.5 years,
range 28–86. All patients were included in the final analysis. The
detailed demographic and clinical profile data of all critically
ill patients with COVID-19 on baseline are summarized in
Table 2. Comorbidity was present in six patients (33%) and
they all had pre-existing COVID-19 medical conditions and
were well-compensated with medical treatment. Distribution by
sex reproduced incidence in the Italian population COVID-19
positive (female 33% vs. male 67%).

Primary and Secondary Survey in All
Patients
The median time from the beginning of COVID-19 related
symptoms and the beginning of ruxolitinib therapy was 9

days (range 4–15). All 18 patients started ruxolitinib treatment
on rapidly progressive ARDS, showing a median PaO2/FiO2

ratio of 159 (range 106–208) on NIV and being eligible for
mechanical ventilation in accordance with the guidelines of our
ICU. All patients continued their planned treatments according
to the best local practices or guidelines for COVID-19 along
with ruxolitinib.

Analysis of our data showed no evolution from NIV to
mechanical ventilation in 16/18 patients and no response in
two patients. Sixteen out of 18 patients showed a significant
improvement in respiratory response within the first 48 h. After
7 days of ruxolitinib treatment, 11/18 patients showed fully
recovered respiratory function (pO2 > 98% in spontaneous
breathing), 4/18 patients had minimal oxygen requirement (2–4
L/m) 1/18 patient showed stable disease and 2/18 patient showed
progressive disease. At day 14 of ruxolitinib treatment, 16/18
patients showed complete respiratory function. The complete
ORR was 89%. In 4/16 responsive patients, the first 2 days of
ruxolitinib treatment at full planned dose (20mg BID) were
followed by a faster drug de-escalation (3 days at 10mg BID,
2 days at 5mg BID) for a total treatment length of 7 days. As
a secondary survey, a rapid restoration of PaO2/FiO2 ratio was
observed in all responsive patients (16/18) during the first 48 h
of ruxolitinib treatment. Figure 1 and Table 3 show, in detail,

FIGURE 1 | pO2/FiO2 ratio in first 48 h of ruxolitinib treatment.
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the respiratory data evolution from starting ruxolitinib treatment
in all 18 patients. Regarding laboratory findings, neither the
reduction of LDH (p = 0.49) nor ferritin (p = 0.7) correlated
with respiratory response. Also, restoration of lymphocyte count
(p = 0.49) was not related with respiratory response. D-Dimer
levels (median 747, range 202–1,724) was at the upper limit
in all patients. Normal (pg/ml < 12.7) or high (pg/ml >

12.7) IL6 levels at T0 significantly correlated to time from first
COVID-19 symptoms (fever, cough), at fewer or more than 10
days (p < 0.001).

Responsive patients (16/18) showed a rapid reduction in IL6
levels (Figure 2). On the contrary, the non-responsive patients
(2/18) showed a significant IL-6 increase (pts 11: T0 = 111 vs.
T2 = 1722, pts 12: T0 = 104 vs. T2 = 286). CRP levels (median

17.8, range 4–82) was at the upper limit in all patients. We
saw a statically significant correlation between rapid respiratory
response and CRP reduction in the first 48 h, with p < 0.001.
All patients had good compliance to ruxolitinib, and none
discontinued the drug or needed a reduction of the planned dose.
No drug related AEs were observed, neither during treatment,
nor during follow up after treatment ended. Median follow
up after ruxolitinib discontinuation was 21 days (range 7–
32). Analysis of the data showed no relevant reductions in
leucocytes count, erythrocytes, or platelets. Chest imaging was
performed with thoracic ultrasound (TUS) (13/18 pts), chest X
Ray (CXR), and computed axial tomography (CT scan) (5/18).
Ultrasonographic B lines (19) reduction was observed with a
median delay of 2.5 (range 2–5) days compared to the clinical
improvement. Figures 3, 4 depict CT and CXR imaging from

three representative patients. In the same period of time of
our observational study, 33 COVID-19 patients with severe
respiratory distress were admitted in our ICUs and were not
treated with ruxolitinib. The outcome of these patients showed
a 19/33 evolution from NIV to mechanical ventilation (57%) and
9/33 patients died (27%).

DISCUSSION

Critical type COVID-19 patients showed poor prognosis.
Compared to SARS and MERS, COVID-19 demonstrates
several exceptionalities, including prolonged course, potential
asymptomatic hypoxia, severe lung injury, and unexpected
progression induced death (3). These clinical heterogeneous
features suggest pursuing exploratory treatment attempts. JAK-
STAT inhibitors are one such attempts. JAK-STAT inhibitors may
indeed offer an interesting model of cytokines storm reduction
also in the acute respiratory distress syndrome observed in
COVID-19 patients. In our case series of 18 critically ill
patients with COVID-19 and progressive ARDS, administration
of ruxolitinib sensibly ameliorate the course of disease allowing
the avoidance of mechanical ventilation in 89% of treated
patients. Notably, all patients are alive. On the contrary, evolution
from NIV to mechanical ventilation in 33 COVID-19 patients
with ARDS treated with the usual ICU guidelines without
ruxolitinib was 57% (19 pts) and 27% (9 pts) of them died.
Even though we cannot consider these patients as a case control
series for our observational study, their outcome data are in
accordance with what was recently reported by Grasselli et al.

FIGURE 2 | IL6 levels at baseline, after 24, 48, and 96 h from starting ruxolitinib treatment.
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TABLE 3 | pO2/FiO2 ratio and respiratory support type.

pO2/FiO2 ratio Respiratory support

Pts Basal 24 h 48 h Basal 24 h 48 h 7 day 14 day

1 118 151 182 cPAP VM 60% VM 50% NC 6L ra

2 106 136 308 VM 50% VM 40% VM 30% ra ra

3 152 200 300 cPAP cPAP VM 50% ra ra

4 120 156 300 cPAP cPAP cPAP VM 30% ra

5 137 435 255 cPAP cPAP MV cPAP VM 60%

6 200 280 360 cPAP VM 50% VM 30% ra ra

7 136 163 228 VM 50% VM 40% VM 30% NC 3L ra

8 168 180 294 cPAP VM 50% VM 30% NC 3L ra

9 118 151 182 cPAP 60% cPAP VM 50% VM 30% ra

10 200 268 300 cPAP VM 50% VM 50% NC 4L ra

11 216 229 290 cPAP VM 40% VM 40% VM 30% ra

12 208 250 360 cPAP VM 50% VM 50% ra ra

13 175 346 420 VM 50% VM 40% VM 30% NC 3L ra

14 126 290 330 VM 50% VM 40% VM 30% NC 2L ra

15 190 230 340 cPAP VM 40% VM 40% ra ra

16 148 178 280 VM 50% VM 30% VM 20% ra ra

17 167 221 320 cPAP VM 40% VM 30% NC 4L ra

18 175 175 170 cPAP cPAP MV cPAP VM 50%

cPAP, Continuous positive airway pressure; VM, Ventimask; NC, nasal cannula; ra, on room air; MV, mechanic ventilation.

FIGURE 3 | CT chest in 67 years old patient at T0 (Left) and at day 14 of treatment (Right).

(7) in a retrospective case series of 1,591 consecutive patients
with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19, referred to the COVID-
19 ICUs network in Northern Italy. This report confirms that

the mortality in Italian ICUs in a COVID-19 setting, similar to
that we assessed (median age 63 years, male/female ratio 3:1,
comorbidity numbers and baseline PaO2/FiO2 with median =
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FIGURE 4 | CXR at T0 and after 48 h of ruxolitinib treatment in two patients.

156), was 29% in the age group 60–70 (597 pts) and 40% in
the age group 71–80 (340 pts). CRP and IL6 rapid reduction
seem to be directly related to clinical improvement and are
conceivable to be anticipatory parameters of response. Very
recently, La Rosee et al. reported efficacy of ruxolitinib in 14
severe COVID-19 patients prospectively stratified for targeted
inhibition of cytokine, using a newly developed COVID-19
Inflammation Score (CIS) (20). The starting doses of ruxolitinib
employed in this study were lower (7.5mg BID) and then
increased over time and clinical efficacy, documented in the
majority of patients, peaked after 7 days of treatment. This paper
confirms the positive effect of ruxolitinib in severe COVID-
19 patients with the unique difference that in our series we
used a short-term high dose starting schedule, documenting an
apparently faster and clinically more relevant response (16/18

patients with significant improvement after 48 h of treatment,
11/18 with spontaneous breathing -complete response- after 7
days of treatment). The rationale to employ higher doses and
most likely to achieve a rapid reduction in hyperinflammation
was based on the evidence that ruxolitinib demonstrated dose
and time depending inhibition of cytokine induced pSTAT3,
with maximal inhibition occurring 1 to 2 h from oral intake and
with maximal mean inhibition of 40% at 5mg vs. 90% at 20
mg (21).

Even if recurrently used during this pandemic, the COVID-19
“cytokine storm" is an attractive image behind which there is a
really imprecise concept. No one is sure of what the term really
means in pathophysiological terms. However, in both La Rosee
and our retrospective experiences, the clinical improvement after
ruxolitinib appeared related to a quenching of an acute and
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rapidly evolving hyperinflammation status. We also believe that
one of the most challenging issue in COVID-19 life-threatening
disease, is to identify the best timing to initiate ruxolitinib or
any other anti-cytokine approach. In treated patients, the interval
between the appearance of COVID-19 symptoms and the onset
of ruxolitinib treatment was about 10 days, when viral damage
subsides and hyperinflammation damage begins. Additionally,
we found that the best results in our patients were obtained
in those in whom respiratory symptoms were worsening but
with still reversible lung damage. Clinical and/or laboratory
markers, such as newly reported CIS (20) might be beneficial
in defining the right time to initiate the drug and will be a
matter of future studies. We are aware that our evaluation of
ruxolitinib effect was mainly based on clinical outcome, rather
than direct cellular andmolecular assessment, including cytokine
production by inflammatory cells and viral load. Regarding
the latter, we used ruxolitinib in an off label setting with the
assumption that JAK inhibitors may play a role in controlling
ARDS hyperinflammation with no expected direct effect on viral
load. In addition, it could have been very difficult to correlate
viral load reduction with ruxolitinib treatment considering that
the majority of patients started this drug after a median of 9 days
from the onset of COVID-19 related symptoms and most likely
at the lower end of the viral load curve (22). Moreover, given
the similarities between COVID-19 and SARS-CoV, we may
speculate that while virus-induced direct pathogenic effects have
an essential role in disease severity, viral load is not correlated
with the worsening of symptoms (23).

In conclusion, our study provides clinical evidence for the
use of JAK inhibitors in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infection,
including patient selection and administration timing and
dosage. Despite the limited number of patients collected, the
results obtained are encouraging and indicate ruxolitinib as a
potential therapeutic option for patients with severe COVID-19

related respiratory insufficiency. Several trials exploring the
efficacy of ruxolitinib to counteract ARDS in COVID-19 patients
just started worldwide (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=COVID&term=ruxolitinib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=)
and the cumulative data coming from these studies will be crucial
to confirm our observations.
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Background: COVID-19 is a serious and potentially deadly disease. Early diagnosis

of infected individuals will play an important role in stopping its further escalation. The

present gold standard for sampling is the nasopharyngeal swab method. However,

several recent papers suggested that saliva-based testing is a promising alternative that

could simplify and accelerate COVID-19 diagnosis.

Objectives: Our aim was to conduct a meta-analysis on the reliability and consistency

of SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA detection in saliva specimens.

Methods: We have reported our meta-analysis according to the Cochrane Handbook.

We searched the Cochrane Library, Embase, Pubmed, Scopus, Web of Science and

clinical trial registries for eligible studies published between 1 January and 25 April 2020.

The number of positive tests and the total number of tests conducted were collected as

raw data. The proportion of positive tests in the pooled data were calculated by score

confidence-interval estimation with the Freeman–Tukey transformation. Heterogeneity

was assessed using the I2 measure and the χ2-test.

Results: The systematic search revealed 96 records after removal of duplicates.

Twenty-six records were included for qualitative analysis and 5 records for quantitative

synthesis. We found 91% (CI 80–99%) sensitivity for saliva tests and 98% (CI 89–100%)

sensitivity for nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) tests in previously confirmed COVID-19

patients, with moderate heterogeneity among the studies. Additionally, we identified 18

registered, ongoing clinical trials of saliva-based tests for detection of the virus.

Conclusion: Saliva tests offer a promising alternative to NPS for COVID-19 diagnosis.

However, further diagnostic accuracy studies are needed to improve their specificity

and sensitivity.

Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, diagnostic tests, saliva, systematic review, meta-analysis
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, is a serious and
potentially deadly disease. Globally, as of 5 May 2020, there have
been 3,489,053 confirmed cases of COVID-19 reported to WHO,
including 241,559 deaths (1). Early diagnosis and isolation of
infected individuals will play an vital role in stopping the further
escalation of the pandemic.

At present, nasopharyngeal swabbing, followed by reverse
transcription of the extracted RNA and quantitative PCR
(RT-qPCR), is the gold standard for detection of SARS-CoV-2
infection (2). Specimen collection currently requires trained
medical personnel (3), thus exposing staff to a high risk of
infection (4). These tests are not always successful at the first
attempt, and shortages of swabs and protective equipment are
frequently reported (2). Additionally, mass testing requires an
increased number of trained personnel at specimen acquisition
sites. Consequently, the nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) collection
method is causing an economic and logistic burden on
healthcare systems. Additionally, nasopharyngeal swabbing
causes discomfort to the patients (5) and there are several
contraindications, such as coagulopathy or anticoagulant
therapy, and significant nasal septum deviation (6). Clearly, there
is a need for a simpler and less invasive method that also reduces
the risk to healthcare personnel.

One candidate for non-invasive specimen collection is saliva.
The saliva secreted by salivary glands contains water, electrolytes,
mucus, and digestive and protective proteins (7–9). But whole
saliva collected from the mouth is a mixture of glandular
secretions, gingival crevicular fluid, serum, expectorated airway
surface liquid and mucus, epithelial and immune cells from the
oral mucosa and upper airways, and oral microbes and viruses
(10). Despite its heterogeneous origins, this mixed fluid is used
widely and successfully as a diagnostic tool to identify various
oral and systemic conditions (8, 11). These already include viral
infections such as dengue, West Nile, chikungunya, Ebola, Zika
and Yellow Fever, and also the recently emerged coronaviruses
responsible for severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) (12).

Since early January 2020, several papers have been published
on the possible use of saliva as a specimen for detecting SARS-
CoV-2 in the diagnosis of COVID-19. Until now there has been
no systematic review or meta-analysis of this topic. Our aim,
therefore, was to conduct a meta-analysis, thus overcoming the
limitations of the small sample sizes in individual studies, in order
to estimate the diagnostic sensitivity of saliva-based detection
of the virus. We also aimed to summarize the study protocols
that have been registered in clinical trial registries to investigate
saliva-based COVID-19 diagnosis in the future.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protocol and Registration
The reporting of our meta-analysis follows the guidelines of
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (13). The PRISMA checklist for our
work is available in the supporting information (Table S1). We

registered our meta-analysis protocol in the OSF (Open Science
Framework, Center for Open Science) registries on 23 April
2020 (https://osf.io/3ajy7).

Deviation From the Registered Protocol
Studies eligible according to our inclusion criteria did not present
sufficient raw data to complete 2 × 2 contingency tables. True
positive, true negative, false positive and false negative values
were not generally available, thus sensitivity and specificity could
not be separately calculated. Instead, positive event rates were
pooled for statistical analysis. Details of the analysis are described
in section Summary Measures and Synthesis of Results.

Eligibility Criteria
We included records if they met the following eligibility criteria:
(1) records published in scientific journals or clinical trial
registries; (2) patients diagnosed with COVID-19; (3) index
test: saliva specimens with PCR diagnostics for detecting SARS-
CoV-2; (4) reference standard (comparator test): NPS specimens
with PCR diagnostics for detecting SARS-CoV-2; (5) records
written in English or available in English translation. Exclusion
criteria: (1) publications with no primary results such as reviews,
guidelines and recommendations; (2) publications dated before 1
January and after 25 April, 2020; (3) gray and black literature.

Search Strategy
Systematic searches for records published in English after 1
January 2020 were performed in five major literature databases
(Cochrane Library, Embase, PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science)
and also in five clinical trial registers (ClinicalTrial.gov, EU
Clinical Trials Register, NIPH Clinical Trial Search, ISRCTN
Registry, ANZCTR Registry). The last update of our systematic
search was performed on 25 April 2020. Cited and citing papers
of the relevant studies were screened for further eligible studies.

The following key words were applied to each database to
identify eligible records: (COVID 19 OR COVID19 OR Wuhan
virus OR Wuhan coronavirus OR coronavirus OR 2019 nCoV
OR 2019nCoV OR 2019-nCoV OR SARS CoV-2 OR SARS-CoV-
2 OR NCP OR novel coronavirus pneumonia OR 2019 novel
coronavirus OR new coronavirus) AND (saliva).

Study Selection
We used EndNote X9.3.3 reference manger to organize records.
After removal of duplicates, two authors (A.H. and I.M.)
independently screened the records for eligibility based on the
titles and abstracts. Papers included at this stage were further
appraised by reading the full text. Any disagreement between
reviewers was resolved by consulting a third reviewer (L.M.C.).

Data Collection
Using a preconstructed, standardized data extraction form, two
authors (A.H. and I.M.) independently collected data from
the included records. From primary studies the following
information was extracted (Table 1): first author’s name, year
of publication, place of study, study type, population size, age,
gender, method of diagnosis, type of PCR kit, and the following
outcome parameters: numbers of total, positive and negative
saliva tests and numbers of total, positive and negative NPS
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TABLE 1 | Summary of study characteristics of included records.

References Country Study

type

Population Diagnoses of

COVID-19

PCR kit Reference

standard

Index

test

Outcome

parameters

n (m/f) Age

(14) Italy Consecutive

case series

25 (17/8) 61

(mean)

(39–85)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

Luna Universal

qPCR Master Mix

NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative index

tests

(15) South

Korea

Consecutive

case series

4 (2/2) 61.5

(35–82)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

And clinical signs of

pneumonia

N/A NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative index

tests

(16) China Consecutive

case series

32

(16/16)

41

(34–54)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

N/A NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative index

tests

(17) Hong Kong,

China

Consecutive

case series

23

(13/10)

62

(37–75)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

QuantiNova Probe

RT-PCR Kit

NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative index

tests

(18) Australia Consecutive

case series

39 (not

published)

Not

published

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

Coronavirus

Typing (835 well)

assay

NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative index

tests

Not included in quantitative synthesis:

(19) China Case

report

1 (0/1) 39 Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

And clinical signs of

pneumonia

N/A NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative

reference tests

and index tests

(20) South

Korea

Case

report

1 (0/1) Neonate

(27

day-old)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

PowerChek TM

2019-nCoV

Real-time PCR Kit

NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative

reference tests

and index tests

(21) USA Consecutive

case series

29

(16/13)

59

(mean)

(23–91)

Viral RNA detection

with PCR from NPS

The US CDC

real-time RT-PCR

primer/probe sets

NPS Saliva Number of positive

and negative

reference tests

and index tests

NPS, Nasopharyngeal swab; N/A, Not available.

tests. From registered study protocols the following information
was extracted (Table S2): clinical trial ID, recruiting status, study
type, number of centers, study design, location, population,
intervention, comparison, primary outcomes, and secondary
outcomes. In cases of disagreement during extractions a third
author (L.M.C.) was consulted.

Risk of Bias and Applicability Assessment
We evaluated the potential for bias, the quality of reporting and
the applicability of the studies using the QUADAS-2 tool (Quality
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies 2) (22), which is
a tool widely used to assess studies of diagnostic accuracy.
Our appraisal consisted of evaluating the risk of bias and
applicability in four domains: (1) patient selection, (2) conduct
and interpretation of the index test, (3) reference standard, and
(4) flow and timing. We applied the following review question
to judge the applicability of the studies to our investigation: Are
saliva specimens reliable for detecting SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19
patients confirmed by nasopharyngeal swab testing?

We used the preconstructed form available on the QUADAS-2
web page of the University of Bristol (23).

Summary Measures and Synthesis of
Results
In the synthesis of quantitative data we included patient-based
data from consecutive case series. Case reports from single
participants were excluded.

The sensitivities of the saliva and NPS tests were assessed
in patients who had previously been confirmed to be infected,
having had both a positive NPS test and well-defined clinical
symptoms on admission to the hospital. Extracted data were
limited to test results from subsequent occasions when both saliva
and NPS samples were collected concurrently. Therefore, the
sensitivity of the NPS test is based on the matching NPS tests
when saliva tests were also performed.

The sensitivity of the saliva test in the patient-based pooled
data was calculated using the methods recommended by the
working group of the Cochrane Collaboration. Because some
of the sensitivity values are close to or equal to 1, the
score confidence interval estimation (24) was applied with the
Freeman–Tukey double arcsine transformation (25). Because of
the variability of the population sizes and methodologies in
the different studies, the DerSimonian and Laird method (26)
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was used, with 95% confidence intervals (CI), for a random-
effects meta-analysis.

Heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 measure and
the χ2-test, where p < 0.1 is taken to indicate significant
heterogeneity. I2 values of 25, 50, and 75% were identified as
low, moderate and high estimates, respectively (27). Statistical
analyses were carried out using STATA software version 15.0
(STATACorp, Texas, USA).

RESULTS

Study Selection
We included 20 articles for full-text evaluation of completed
studies. Of these, eight were included in the qualitative synthesis,
from which five were also included in the quantitative synthesis.
Figure 1 illustrates the study selection process.

Our search in the clinical trial register yielded 19 protocols, of
which one was excluded due to its relating to a different topic.

Study Characteristics
Characteristics of the Studies Included
All five records included in the quantitative synthesis were
consecutive case series, involving 123 patients from five distinct
global locations (Table 1) (14–18). All of these publications
included patients with confirmed diagnoses of COVID-19. No
other restrictions on inclusion were stated in any of the studies.

In the qualitative synthesis we also included another
consecutive case series (Table 1). But in their work Wyllie
et al. presented 38 matching NPS and saliva samples from 29
patients without identifying the double or multiple samplings
from individual patients. Therefore, their sample-wise results
cannot be combined for quantitative analysis with the others
which reported patient-wise data (21).

Results of Individual Studies and Synthesis
of Results
Diagnostic Potential of Saliva Specimens
In the individual studies included in the quantitative synthesis,
the sensitivity of the saliva test among COVID-19 infected
patients ranged from 78% (16) to 100% (14).

Pooled event rates (positive and negative test results) from
saliva specimens show that the sensitivity of the saliva test was
91% (CI 80–99%) among COVID-19 patients diagnosed in the
recruitment period (Figure 2A). By definition, the nature of the
initial diagnosis implies or rather assumes a 100% sensitivity for
the nasal swab test in those patients at that time point. However,
pooled event rates from NPS specimens taken concurrently
with the saliva specimen collections, generally some time after
the initial diagnosis, indicate that the sensitivity of the NPS
test, based on these time-matched samples, was 98% (CI 89–
100%) (Figure 2B). Since the two confidence intervals overlap,
it appears that the proportions of positive test results from the
saliva and NPS samples are not very different. However, a firm
conclusion will require formal diagnostic accuracy tests based
upon larger clinical studies.

We assessed our pooled results for inconsistency using the
I2-test (28). In the case of the saliva tests we found a moderate

level of heterogeneity (I2 = 60.98%, p = 0.04) indicating the
contribution of confounding factors. On the other hand, we
found a low level of heterogeneity among the NPS test results
(I2 = 46.56%, p= 0.13).

Interestingly some of the data suggest that NPS tests may
occasionally be negative when the corresponding saliva test gives
a positive result. Azzi et al. reported that two patients showed
positive saliva tests while their NPS tests were negative (14),
and a case report showed that in seven sample pairs from one
individual, the NPS tests were all negative while the saliva tests
were positive on each occasion (19). In a sample-based study of
38 patients, Wyllie et al. (21) detected SARS-CoV-2 in saliva but
not NPS specimens from eight patients (21%), while the virus was
detected in NPS but not saliva in only 3 matched samples (8%).
And overall, they found significantly higher SARS-CoV-2 titers
in the saliva than in the NPS specimens.

In a more detailed study, Bae et al. examined the difference in
viral loads between the two sampling methods: the values were
0.06 to 3.39 log10 units higher in the NPS specimens than in
the saliva specimens (15). One case series (18) and another case
report on a 27-day-old neonate (20) also found that there were
higher viral loads in the NPS specimens.

Only two studies assessed the specificity of the saliva tests
(18, 21). In one, a subset of saliva specimens from 50 patients
with PCR-negative nasal swabs was tested. SARS-CoV-2 was
detected in 2% (CI 0.1–11.5%) of these saliva samples (18).
The other study tested 98 asymptomatic healthcare workers
with parallel NPS and saliva tests. NPS tests turned out to be
negative for all participants, while saliva tests were positive for
two (21).

Risk of Bias Within Studies
We assessed the risk of bias in the six included case series (14–
18, 21) according to the QUADAS-2 tool. Five of the six (14–
17, 21) had low risk of selection bias. On the other hand four
studies (14–17) had high risk of bias in the index test due to
the fact that the saliva tests results were interpreted with prior
knowledge of the results of the reference standard. Flow and
timing were high or unclear in all studies, since there was no
exact information regarding the time passed between specimen
collections for the two tests. Applicability had low concerns in
index test in four studies (14, 17, 18, 21) and unclear in two
studies (15, 16). A summary of the risk-of-bias analysis and
applicability concerns is available in Tables S3, S4. Altogether,
our risk-of-bias analyses demonstrated a moderate bias level in
both the individual and the overall aspects of the studies.

Ongoing Registered Clinical Trials on Saliva

Diagnostics for COVID-19
We also systematically searched five clinical trial registers
(EU Register, ISRCTN, ANZCTR, JPRN, ClinicalTrials.gov)
for clinical trial protocols that are planned to evaluate saliva
specimens for COVID-19 diagnosis. By using the same keywords
as for the studies already completed, we found 18 registered
clinical trials on planned or ongoing clinical studies. All of
them appeared in the ClinicalTrials.gov registry (Table S2).
Among these, 13 are non-interventional, focusing primarily
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FIGURE 1 | PRISMA flow diagram of the study selection process. Flow chart illustrating the selection process for identifying eligible records.

on the diagnostic and prognostic value of various specimens
collected from patients, including NPS, saliva and blood,
in detecting and following the progression of COVID-19
disease. The other five, interventional studies are examining
the effectiveness of several potentially beneficial compounds,
including azithromycin, lopinavir/ritonavir, beta-cyclodextrin,
citrox 3 and peginterferon lambda, on the outcomes of SARS-
CoV-2 infection. In these studies, besides NPS specimen

collections, saliva tests are also planned. Unfortunately, in
the trial protocols very little information is available about
the optimization and validation of the saliva collection
protocols, the transportation and storage of the saliva samples,
the viral RNA assay methods to be used for the saliva
samples, and the choice of appropriate internal controls,
which is important given the scarcity of human DNA in
saliva samples.
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FIGURE 2 | Forest plot analysis of SARS-CoV-2 detection sensitivity based on RT-qPCR analysis of saliva and nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) specimens from

COVID-19 patients. (A) Proportion of positive saliva tests in the five studies included in the quantitative analysis, ranging from 0.78 to 1. The overall proportion in the

pooled data is 0.91 (CI 0.80–0.99). The I2 value (60.98%, p = 0.04) indicates a moderate level of statistical heterogeneity. (B) Proportion of positive NPS tests in the

four studies included in the quantitative analysis, ranging from 0.91 to 1. The overall proportion in the pooled data is 0.98 (CI 0.89-1). The I2 value (46.56%, p = 0.13)

indicates a low level of statistical heterogeneity.
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DISCUSSION

In April 2020 the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
granted emergency use authorization (EUA) to Rutgers’ RUCDR
Infinite Biologics and its collaborators for a new specimen
collection approach that utilizes saliva as the primary test
biomaterial for the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, the first such
approval granted by the federal agency (https://www.fda.gov/
media/136877/download). This new saliva-based diagnostic

collection method, which RUCDR has developed in partnership
with Spectrum Solutions and Accurate Diagnostic Labs (ADL),

claims to allow an easier and therefore broader screening of the
population compared with the current method using nose and
throat swabs. Another accelerated EUA for the “Curative-Korva
SARS-Cov-2 Assay,” which was specifically designed for use
with oral fluid samples, was also approved to permit the testing
of oral fluids, i.e., saliva (https://www.fda.gov/media/137088/
download). Nasopharyngeal swabs, oropharyngeal swabs and
nasal swabs can also be used with the Curative-Korva SARS-CoV-
2 Assay, but their performance with this assay has not yet been
assessed (https://www.fda.gov/media/137088/download). These
two saliva-based, FDA-approved assays are now in use to test for
COVID-19 infection, in spite of the fact that no independent,
scientific analysis has yet established their effectiveness. Our
present work is the first integrative meta-analysis study to review
the existing multi-study evidence for validity of the saliva-
based approach.

The use of saliva as a diagnostic tool for various systemic
conditions is nothing new. Considerable research effort has been
made in the past to seek biomarkers in saliva, since its collection
is non-invasive and easy. As a result, emerging evidence indicates
that whole saliva can be used to identify various oral and systemic
conditions [for reviews see (8, 11, 29)]. Importantly, the concept
of using saliva to detect viral infections is now well-established
(12, 30).

Among RNA viruses, salivary diagnostic tests for Zika
are well-established (31, 32) and a number of salivary-based
detection methods have been reported for Ebola virus detection
(12). The presence of considerable quantities of viral RNA in
the saliva of 17 SARS-infected patients has also been shown
unequivocally (33). But most studies lack any direct comparison
of the sensitivity and specificity of NPS- and saliva-based assays.
The one important exception is a study which compared saliva
and NPS specimens for the detection of respiratory viruses
by multiplex RT-PCR (4). This study, which included results
from 236 patients with 11 different viral respiratory infections,
including coronaviruses, revealed no significant difference in the
sensitivity and specificity of saliva- and NPS-based tests (4).
Taken together, although saliva-based diagnostics are supported
by a considerable amount of evidence, routine applications are
still rare because of the lack of well-standardized protocols.

The source of SARS-CoV-2 in saliva is unknown at present
but it could come from multiple locations. One obvious source
is debris from the nasopharyngeal epithelium which drains into
the oral cavity (17). Secondly, SARS-CoV-2 may actually infect
the salivary glands and the virus is then secreted into the saliva
from the glands. No information is available on this. But it is of

note that during the infection of rhesus macaques by the SARS
coronavirus, epithelial cells lining salivary gland ducts are an
early target of the virus (34). One consequence of this is the
production of SARS-specific secretory immunoglobulin A into
the saliva (35). Thirdly, SARS-CoV-2 from blood plasma may
access the mouth via the crevicular fluid, an exudate derived
from periodontal tissues (36). Fourthly, infected oral mucosal
endothelial cells, which show overexpression of ACE2 during
SARS-CoV-2 infection, may also contribute to the viral load
in saliva (37). Finally, salivary cells may endocytose viruses
and virus-containing exosomes from the circulation at their
basolateral surface and release them into the salivary lumen
by exocytosis. Such mechanisms have been revealed for other
macromolecular constituents of the blood, such as DNA and
RNA (8). Any or all of these five possible sources may contribute
to the appearance of SARS-CoV-2 in the saliva of COVID-
19 patients. Given also that the main sites of viral infection
(nasal, oral, pharyngeal or respiratory tract) may differ between
individuals, it is quite possible that in some patients the virus
is more readily detected in the saliva and in others it is more
readily detected in an NPS specimen. Such differences might
also be related to genomic variations between patients (38).
Consequently discrepancies between NPS and saliva test results,
rather than indicating a deficiency in one or other test, may be
an expected outcome, and it may have implications in terms of
assessing asymptomatic carriers (39, 40). Either way, our present
level of understanding paves the way for more intensive studies
of these important issues, extending well-beyond the design of
better diagnostics for SARS-CoV-2 infection (6, 38).

In the present meta-analysis we found that the test sensitivities
for SARS-CoV-2 were 91% (CI 80–99%) and 98% (CI 89–
100%) for saliva and for NPS samples, respectively, based the
pooled event rates among COVID-19 patients. Clearly the two
confidence intervals overlap, suggesting that the outcomes of the
saliva tests and NPS tests are not very different. There appears to
be a slight tendency for NPS tests to be more sensitive but this is
not statistically significant. On the other hand, one study reported
the opposite tendency with the virus detectable in the saliva but
not the NPS sample on a significant number of occasions (21).
Although NPS-based SARS-CoV-2 virus detection is currently
regarded as the gold standard (2, 41, 42), carefully performed
future studies need to be carried out to determine the relative
diagnostic accuracies and specificities of the saliva and NPS tests.

At present only two studies have considered the specificity of
the saliva tests. In one of those tests only one saliva sample was
found to be positive among 50 apparently healthy individuals
who were PCR-negative for the NPS test (18). In the other
work two individuals were detected positive in saliva tests on 98
participants who were negative for NPS test (21). These results
may reflect a real difference in the specificities of the NPS and
saliva tests, or they may simply be a consequence of occasional
false negatives in the NPS tests.

For optimal saliva-based testing at least three conditions
have to be improved by standardization and validation (43).
(1) A specific saliva collection method should be selected and
optimized after systematically comparing the various methods
currently used for collecting whole saliva in other clinical
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and scientific contexts. (2) The optimal solution for collecting,
transporting and storing saliva samples should be found. (3) The
RNA assay method, either RT-qPCR, loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP) or another protocol, should also be
optimized for saliva, using an appropriate internal control; this
cannot be human DNA which is overwhelming in NPS but not
in saliva samples (15–18, 21). In order to obtain a reliable and
sensitive saliva test, all of these conditions must be standardized.

Not surprisingly the studies included in our analysis used
different sampling methods to collect saliva. This may have had
a significant effect on the sensitivity of the saliva test. Azzi
et al. used a simple drooling technique to collect saliva and they
resuspended the collected specimens in 2ml of PBS (14). In
contrast, To et al. collected saliva specimens that also contained
fluid from the posterior oropharynx obtained by coughing up and
clearing the throat (17). Another study (18) asked patients to pool
saliva in their mouth prior to collection, and to spit 1–2ml into
a collection pot. The act of pooling saliva in the mouth may have
stimulated additional saliva secretion, which could have diluted
the viral load in the specimen. In this case no transport medium
was added to the specimens but, after transportation to the
laboratories, liquid Amies medium was added. Wyllie et al. used
a self-collection technique: patients were asked to spit repeatedly
into a sterile urine cup until one third was full (21). This too
could have diluted the sample with additional virus-free saliva.
The remaining two studies did not describe the collectionmethod
at all (15, 16). Additionally, two of the studies specified that
specimens were collected in early morning to avoid anomalies
introduced by eating, drinking and tooth brushing (17, 21). The
rest of the studies did not specify the time of collection or
mention any other confounding factors that may have affected
the sample. Taken together, the sample collection protocols of the
included studies are quite diverse. But it is promising that even
without validated, standardized collection protocols, the studies
reviewed here yielded very similar results.

Other factors, such as the type of transport medium, the
temperature during transportation, and the time passed between
specimen collection and RNA extraction, may also affect the
outcome of the tests (43). Unfortunately, there is insufficient
information in these few studies to draw any conclusions about
the possible effects of these confounding factors on the accuracy
of saliva testing for COVID-19 diagnosis (15–18, 21). But again,
although the five studies used different RNA isolation methods,
and different PCR primers and conditions, it is encouraging to
note that the virus could in all cases be detected in saliva samples
with a consistently high level of sensitivity.

It is likely that a simple drooling technique, with no specific
target volume and no extra stimulation of saliva secretion, will
provide the greatest sensitivity if the viral RNA in whole saliva
derives mainly from sources other than the secretions of the
salivary glands. Drooling is a well-established saliva collection
method that is generally recommended for analytical purposes
(44). Due to its simplicity, it does not require trained personnel,
it can be self-administered, and it can be done at home if
necessary. Even in the clinic, the drooling method is safer than
nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swabbing, with no need for
infected swabs to be carried through the air from the patient
to the container. The fact that nasopharyngeal swab sampling

sometimes has to be repeated in overt COVID-19 patients before
a positive result is obtained suggests that the reliability of that
sampling method is lower than might be expected from saliva
sampling. Moreover, this saliva collecting technique also avoids
the mixing of fluids from different anatomical regions such as the
oropharynx (14).

In the present meta-analysis the overall sensitivity of the saliva
(index) test is assessed by comparison with the NPS (reference
standard) test using patient-based pooled data. This simple
comparison does not allow us to address any of themore complex
questions that arise from the widely varying presentation of
different COVID-19 patients. For example, are there significant
differences in the sensitivities of the two sampling methods
according to the primary location of the infected cells? Are there
higher viral loads in the saliva, and is there therefore a higher
saliva test sensitivity, in COVID-19 patients who only present
with a loss of taste sensation or who are asymptomatic? Are
saliva tests more or less sensitive than NPS tests in patients
whose infection is mainly localized to the respiratory tract?
Correlation studies comparing saliva and NPS viral loads in
patients categorized by the nature and severity of their symptoms
should be very informative. Time series data on the relative viral
loads in the saliva andNPS specimensmay be useful in predicting
the progression of the disease and in guiding treatment. But, as
discussed above, these studies will require careful optimization
and standardization, particularly of the saliva collection protocol.

The need for reliable, non-invasive and easy-to-perform
tests for COVID-19 has focused special attention on saliva
in the last few months. Between 1 January and 25 April
2020, 18 clinical trials involving saliva specimens have started
according to the ClinicalTrials.gov registry (Table S2). Among
these, 13 are non-interventional, focusing on the diagnostic value
of various specimens including saliva, and five interventional
studies also planned to use saliva as a diagnostic tool, but with a
primary focus on evaluating potential treatments for SARS-CoV-
2 infections. Unfortunately, these registered clinical trials vary
considerably in the amount of information presented about the
proposed testing methodology. Neither the non-interventional
nor the interventional protocols have clear descriptions of the
collection, transportation and storage of saliva samples, and
the optimization of the viral RNA assay for saliva specimens.
Only a few of them emphasize the necessity for determining the
sensitivity and specificity of the saliva-based test. But hopefully,
during the course of execution, such studies will yield high
quality, reliable data that can be used to address some of the
important biological and methodological questions that we have
discussed here.

LIMITATIONS

A limitation of the present work is the relatively small number
of studies and small sample sizes available regarding this topic.
Despite the large number of records found in the systematic
search of the literature, only 6 studies could be included.
Although intensive research is in progress regarding COVID-19,
there are still only a handful articles fulfilling our eligibility
criteria. The limited amount of reported data makes it difficult to
perform comprehensive analyses and to thoroughly investigate
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the causes behind certain trends in the results. Another issue
that hinders in-depth analysis is the lack of methodological
homogeneity, and the inadequate reporting of methods and
outcome parameters. A significant limitation is the lack of
false-positive data, based on an independent reference, that
would be required for 2 × 2 contingency tables to allow
estimation of the test specificities. Thus, the more rigorous
statistical methodologies specially developed for meta-analysis of
diagnostic test accuracy could not be used in this work.

All studies except two (18, 21) investigated the reliability
of the saliva test only among confirmed COVID-19 infected
participants, with no healthy individuals or asymptomatic
COVID-19 patients recruited for comparison. Additionally, there
are several other confounding factors that might have affected the
detectability of viral RNA in the saliva, such as the timing and
method of sample collection, the choice of transport medium,
storage and transport temperatures, the time passed between
specimen collection and RNA isolation, and the extraction and
PCR kits used for isolation, amplification and detection. None of
these factors could be properly addressed in our analysis owing
to the lack of information in the reported studies.

CONCLUSION

In the present meta-analysis we provide evidence that saliva
tests are a promising alternative to nasopharyngeal swab tests for
COVID-19 diagnosis. Optimized and validated saliva assays offer
the possibility of reliable self-collection of samples for COVID-
19 testing in the future. However, there are many open questions
to be answered before the precise specificity and sensitivity
of the saliva-based tests can be determined and appropriate
standardized procedures introduced into clinical practice.
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The outbreak of a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) in Wuhan, China in December 2019
has now become a pandemic with no approved therapeutic agent. At the moment,
the genomic structure, characteristics, and pathogenic mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2
have been reported. Based upon this information, several drugs including the directly
acting antivirals have been proposed to treat people with coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19). This rapid review aims to describe the directly acting antivirals that have
been examined for use in the management of COVID-19. Searches were conducted
in three electronic databases, supplemented with a search on arXiv, bioRxiv, medRxiv,
ChinaXiv, ClinicalTrials.gov, and Chinese Clinical Trial Registry for studies examining the
use of antivirals in COVID-19 to identify for case reports, case series, observational
studies, and randomized controlled studies describing the use of antivirals in COVID-
19. Data were extracted independently and presented narratively. A total of 98 studies
were included, comprising of 38 published studies and 60 registered clinical trials. These
drugs include the broad spectrum antivirals such as umifenovir, protease inhibitors
such as lopinavir/ritonavir as well as the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase inhibitors,
remdesivir, and favipiravir. Other drugs that have been used include the nucleosidase
inhibitors and polymerase acidic endonuclease inhibitors which are currently approved
for prevention of influenza infections. While some of the drugs appear promising in small
case series and reports, more clinical trials currently in progress are required to provide
higher quality evidence.

Keywords: rapid review, systematic review, COVID-19, antivirals, pandemic

INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, an outbreak caused by a novel coronavirus was reported in Wuhan city, in Hubei
province, China. The outbreak was found to be caused by a novel virus, the severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (Cheng and Shan, 2020; Wu and McGoogan, 2020). Since
then, the cases of SARS-CoV-2 have been reported in every single continent around the world.
With over nine million individuals infected with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and over
450 thousand death as of mid-June 2020, COVID-19 is now a public health emergency. In many
individuals with COVID-19, they often present with a decrease in both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells
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count and suffer from acute respiratory syndrome for 7 to
10 days due to the rapid viral replication (Cheng and Shan,
2020; Zhou F. et al., 2020). Clinical features of SARS-CoV-2
infections are similar to SARS-CoV, characterized by fever, dry
cough, dyspnoea or shortness of breath, diarrhea, sore throat,
muscle ache, and vomiting in some patients (Meo et al., 2020;
Wu and McGoogan, 2020).

The SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the family Coronaviridae,
a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus that enters
the mammalian cell through an interaction of viral spike
glycoprotein that binds to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) receptor (Fehr and Perlman, 2015). Following receptor
binding, the virus uses the host cell receptor and endosome to
enter the cell and synthesizes viral polyproteins that encode for
the replicase-transcriptase complex. The virus then synthesizes
RNA using its RNA-dependent RNA polymerase to synthesize
structural proteins leading to completion of assembly and
release of viral particles (Fehr and Perlman, 2015; Cheng and
Shan, 2020). Genomic sequencing of the virus has revealed that
SARS-CoV-2 has a high similarity to the bat-derived SARS-CoV,
with approximately 79% identity (Wu C. et al., 2020). Studies
have shown that SARS-CoV-2 is spread primarily through the
respiratory system and droplets, with an incubation period of
between 2 and 14 days, and a median period of 4 days (range, 2–
7 days) (Livingston et al., 2020). As such, pharmacological agents
that target the spike protein or host’s ACE2 proteins used to treat
SARS and Middle-East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) have been
suggested as potential agents that could be used to treat patients
with COVID-19. Agents proposed to eradicate the coronavirus
or at least reduce the effects and hinder the contagion of the
SARS-CoV-2 include repurposing currently available drugs such
as monoclonal antibodies, antivirals, antimalarial among others
(Fehr and Perlman, 2015; Cheng and Shan, 2020).

This intensifying outbreak has led to a surge in registered
clinical trials since the infection was first reported (Zhu N.
et al., 2020). In order to rapidly inform further and better
design and conduct of clinical trials, there is an urgent need to
provide government agencies on the investigational candidates
most suitable for clinical trials. While there are major gaps
in knowledge around COVID-19, especially in terms of the
effectiveness and safety of various directly acting antiviral agents,
a review of the characteristics of published, on-going trials and a
synthesis of all available results can help inform current practice
and direct future research. This rapid review was performed to
provide government bodies on the evidence available in relation
to the antiviral drug therapies that have been examined to date.

METHODS

Search Strategy
We performed a search of PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane
CENTRAL from inception to March 31st, 2020 to search
for articles assessing the use of antivirals in patients with
SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia without any language restriction. This
was supplemented by a search on ClinicalTrials.gov, WHO
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform and Chinese

Clinical Trial Registry as well as pre-print articles on medRxiv,
arXiv, bioRxiv, and ChinaXiv. Keywords used include: novel
coronavirus, COVID-19, 2019-nCoV, antivirals, anti-retroviral
and humans. Following peer-review, we updated our search
to May 31st, 2020 on the database identified previously.
We also expanded our keywords to include the following
search terms: SARS-Co-v 2, abidol, tenofovir, EIDD-2801,
sofosbuvir/ledipasvir, sofosbuvir/daclatasvir.

Study Selection and Data Abstraction
Articles were screened by two authors (SL, NL, and ST)
independently for relevant studies. Studies which described the
use of direct acting anti-viral therapies, irrespective of study
designs conducted in humans were included. These could include
case studies, case reports, cohort studies, observational studies or
randomized controlled studies since. In vitro, animal studies and
reviews were excluded since studies have suggested that these may
not directly translate to clinical effects in human. We excluded
drugs which does not act directly on virus such as antibiotics and
antimalarial since these drugs have limited role in targeting the
functions of the virus and preventing it from replicating in the
body. All information was extracted independently by authors
with discrepancies resolved thorough consensus. Due to the time
constraints, the review was not registered in PROSPERO but the
corresponding author can be contacted for the full protocol.

Study Quality and Reporting
The quality of all included studies which were registered and
currently underway were assessed subjectively by one author,
and classified anecdotally to either low, medium or high. This
classification was based upon the study population > study
design > sample size of trial and finally the presumed importance
of results. Using this approach, a study that reports on patients
would be given higher priority over those which had involved
healthy subjects. In the event that the study recruited similar
populations, a randomized controlled trial would be graded
higher priority over a quasi-randomized study > observational
study > case series > case report. Finally, a study of similar
design that had reported clinical outcomes such as mortality,
hospitalization days would be graded higher compared to those
which had reported laboratory data only such as presence or
absence of SARS-CoV-2 in patients. All data were summarized
narratively due to the limited available evidence on the topic.

RESULTS

The database search identified a total of 1,416 articles of which
158 potentially relevant studies were screened. Forty-four studies
were excluded based upon screening of abstract, and a further 16
were excluded since they did not include individuals with SARS-
CoV-2, or were an in vitro studies. A total of 98 studies including
nine randomized studies (RCTs) (Beigel et al., 2020; Cao et al.,
2020; Chen C. et al., 2020; Goldman et al., 2020; Hung et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020; Lou et al., 2020; Wang Y. et al., 2020; Zheng
F. et al., 2020) and 29 non-randomized studies (Antinori et al.,
2020; Cai et al., 2020; Chen W. et al., 2020; Chen H. et al., 2020;
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Deng et al., 2020; Gautret et al., 2020; Giacomelli et al., 2020;
Grein et al., 2020; Haerter et al., 2020; Holshue et al., 2020; Kim
et al., 2020; Lian et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020;
Panagopoulos et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020; Vizcarra et al., 2020;
Wang Z. et al., 2020; Xi et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020; Yan et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2020; Young et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020; Zheng C. et al., 2020; Zhou Y. et al., 2020; Zhu Z.
et al., 2020; Zuo et al., 2020) examining the use of antivirals in
COVID-19 were included (Figure 1). We also included another
60 registered clinical trials which were at clinical phases 2,
3, or 4 (Supplementary Appendix Table 1, Supplementary
Appendix Figure 1, and Supplementary Appendix Figure 2).
Most of the trials will be mainly conducted in China but also
from other countries including France, Canada, Hong Kong,
Iran, Brazil, Egypt, Pakistan, Thailand, United States, Spain, and

Korea. The pharmaceutical interventions found for COVID-19
treatment include remdesivir, oseltamivir, favipiravir, danoprevir,
ritonavir, darunavir, baloxavir marboxil, azvudine, triazavirin,
umifenovir, lopinavir either alone or in combination with
other products such as human immunoglobulin, interferons,
carrimycin, bevacizumab, cobicistat, and traditional Chinese
medicines (see Tables 1, 2 for characteristics of studies identified).

Most of the registered trials were very small in size with sample
size of fewer than 100 patients, with a median sample size of
145 (IQR: 60–343). In most trials, participants had to be aged
18 years and above. Most of these trials were in the recruiting
stages (n = 39) or the preparation stages (n = 19). There was only
limited data available on the efficacy of antivirals on COVID-19
and their clinical impact. Most of the trials will examine a myriad
of primary outcomes, including time to clinical improvements,

FIGURE 1 | Flow of studies searched and identified.
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TABLE 1 | Study characteristics and reported outcomes from randomized controlled studies.

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Primary outcome Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Cao et al. (2020)
China

Open label single center RCT,
n = 199
Int: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily for 14 days
with standard care
Ctr: Standard care comprising of as
necessary supplemental oxygen,
non-invasive and invasive
ventilation, antibiotic agents,
vasopressor support,
renal-replacement therapy, and
extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO)

Severe Time to clinical improvement on
two points (from randomization) on the
following seven scale category or live
discharge
1. Not hospitalized with resumption of

normal activities;
2. Not hospitalized, but unable to resume

normal activities
3. Hospitalized, not requiring

supplemental oxygen
4. Hospitalized, requiring supplemental

oxygen
5. Hospitalized, requiring nasal high-flow

oxygen therapy, non-invasive
mechanical ventilation, or both

6. Hospitalized, requiring ECMO, invasive
mechanical ventilation, or both

7. Death

Median time to clinical improvement
Int: 15 days
Ctr: 16 days
Hazard ratio: 1.39, 95% CI: 1.00–1.91
Mortality
Int: 19 (19.2%)
Ctr: 25 (25.0%)
MD: −5.8%; 95% CI: −17.3 to 5.7.
Median ICU length of stay
Int: 6 (2 to 11)
Ctr: 11 (7 to 17)
MD: −5 days; 95% CI: −9 to 0
Number with clinical improvement at
14 days
Int: 45 (45.5)
Ctr: 30 (30.0)
MD: −15.5; 95% CI: 2.2 to 28.8
Median hospital stay
Int: 14 (12 to 17)
Ctr: 16 (13 to 18)
MD: 1, 95% CI: 0 to 2

Any adverse event (any grade),
n (%)
Int: 46 (48.4)
Ctr: 49 (49.5)
Any adverse event (Grade 3 or
4), n (%)
Int: 20 (21.1)
Ctr: 11 (11.1)
Serious adverse event (any
grade), n (%)
Int: 19 (20.0)
Ctr: 32 (32.3)
Serious adverse event (Grade 3
or 4), n (%)
Int: 17 (17.9)
Ctr: 31 (31.3)

Chen C. et al.
(2020)
China
ChiCTR2000030254

Open label multi-center RCT,
n = 240
Int: Favipiravir 1600 mg twice daily
on day 1, then 600 mg twice daily
for 7–10 days with standard care
Ctr: Umifenovir 200 mg three times
daily for 7–10 days with standard
care

Mild and moderate Clinical recovery defined as
• Normal body temperature for more than

3 days, with axillary
temperature ≤ 36.6◦C
• Respiratory rate ≤ 24 times/min
• Oxygen saturation ≥ 98%
• Mild or no cough

Clinical recovery at day 7, n (%)
Favipiravir: 71 (61.2%)
Umedipavir: 62 (51.7%)

Adverse effect (all)
Total patients, n (%)
Favipiravir : 37 (31.9)
Umedipavir: 28 (23.3)
Total events, n
Favipiravir : 43
Umedipavir: 33

Li et al. (2020)
China
NCT04252885

Open label single-centre RCT,
n = 86
Int 1: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg
and 100 mg) twice daily for
7–14 days with standard care and
oxygen therapy if needed
Int 2: Umifenovir 200 mg three
times daily for 7–14 days with
standard care and oxygen therapy
if needed
Ctr: Standard care and oxygen
therapy if needed (no antivirals)

Mild and moderate Time to negative detection of
SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid at day 21

Mean time to negative conversion of
SARS-CoV-2, mean (SD)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 9.0 (5.0)
Umifenovir: 9.1 (4.4)
Ctr: 9.3 (5.2)
Difference between group: p = 0.98
Rate of positive to negative conversion
at day 7, total patients, n (%)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 12 (35.3)
Umifenovir: 13 (37.1)
Ctr: 7 (41.2)
Rate of positive to negative conversion
at day 14, total patients, n (%)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 29 (85.3)
Umifenovir: 32 (91.4)
Ctr: 13 (76.5)

Adverse effect (all)
Total patients
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 12 (35.3)
Umifenovir: 5 (14.3)
Ctr: 0 (0)
Serious adverse effect (all)
Total patients
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 1 (2.9)
Umifenovir: 0 (0)
Ctr: 0 (0)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Primary outcome Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Wang Z. et al.
(2020)
China
NCT04257656

Multi-center RCT, n = 237
Int: Remdesivir 200 mg loading dose on
day 1 is given, followed by 100 mg iv
once-daily maintenance doses for
9 days ± concomitant use of
lopinavir–ritonavir, interferons, or
corticosteroids
Ctr: Placebo for 10 days ± concomitant
use of lopinavir–ritonavir, interferons, or
corticosteroids

Severe Time to clinical improvement within 28 days after
randomization

Time to clinical improvement,
median (IQR)
Remdesivir: 21 (13–28)
Placebo: 23 (15–28)
Early symptom resolution, n (%)
Remdesivir: 8 (11)
Placebo: 7 (15)
Clinical improvement rates
Day 7, n (%)
Remdesivir: 4 (3)
Placebo: 2 (2)
Day 14
Remdesivir: 42 (27)
Placebo: 18 (23)
Day 28
Remdesivir: 103 (65)
Placebo: 45 (58)
Duration of mechanical ventilation
in days, median (IQR)
Remdesivir: 7.0 (4.0–16.0)
Placebo: 15.5 (6–21.0)
28 days mortality, n (%)
Remdesivir: 22 (14)
Placebo: 10 (13)

Adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir: 102 (66)
Placebo: 50 (64)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir: 28 (18)
Placebo: 9 (6)

Beigel et al. (2020)
NCT04280705

Multi-center RCT in Europe, Asia, and
America, n = 1,107
Int: Remdesivir 200 mg loading dose on
day 1 is given, followed by 100 mg iv
once-daily maintenance doses for 9 days
Ctr: Placebo for 10 days

Moderate to severe Time to recovery, defined as the first day, during the
28 days after enrolment, on which a patient
satisfied categories 1, 2, or 3 on the eight-category
ordinal scale.

Time to recovery, median (95% CI)
Remdesivir: 11 (9–12)
Placebo: 15 (13–19)
No of recoveries, n (%)
Remdesivir: 334 (63.3)
Placebo: 273 (52.4)
Mortality at day 14, n (%)
Remdesivir: 32 (5.9)
Placebo: 54 (10.4)

Adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir: 156 (28.8)
Placebo: 172 (33.0)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir: 114 (21.1)
Placebo: 141 (27.0)

Goldman et al.
(2020)
NCT04292899

Open label multi-center RCT in Europe,
Asia and America, n = 397
Int: Remdesivir 200 mg loading dose on
day 1 is given, followed by 100 mg iv
once-daily maintenance doses for 4 days
Ctr: Remdesivir 200 mg loading dose on
day 1 is given, followed by 100 mg iv
once-daily maintenance doses for 4 days

Moderate to severe Clinical status on day 14, assessed on a 7-point
ordinal scale on the following 1, death; 2,
hospitalized, receiving invasive mechanical
ventilation or ECMO; 3, hospitalized, receiving
non-invasive ventilation or high-flow oxygen
devices; 4, hospitalized, requiring low-flow
supplemental oxygen; 5, hospitalized, not requiring
supplemental oxygen but receiving ongoing
medical care (related or not related to COVID-19);
6, hospitalized, requiring neither supplemental
oxygen nor ongoing medical care (other than that
specified in the protocol for remdesivir
administration); and 7, not hospitalized

Time to clinical improvement,
median
Remdesivir 5 days: 10
Remdesivir 10 days: 11

Adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir 5 days: 141 (70)
Remdesivir 10 days: 145 (74)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Remdesivir 5 days: 42 (21)
Remdesivir 10 days: 68 (35)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Primary outcome Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Hung et al. (2020)
Hong Kong
NCT04276688

Multicenter, open label RCT, n = 127
Int: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and 100 mg)
twice daily, ribavirin 400 mg twice daily and
three doses of eight million iu interferon
beta-1b on alternate days for three doses
Ctr: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily for 7–14 days

Unclear Time to achieve a negative RT-PCR
result for SARS-CoV-2 in a
nasopharyngeal swab sample.

Time to achieve negative RT-PCR
result for SARS-CoV-2, median
days (IQR)
Int: 7 (5–11)
Ctr: 12 (8–15)
Hospital stay, median days (IQR)
Int: 9.0 (7.0–13.0)
Ctr: 14.5 (9.3–16.0)

Adverse events, n (%)
Int: 41 (48)
Ctr: 20 (41)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Int: 0 (0)
Ctr: 1 (2)

Zheng F. et al.
(2020)
China
ChiCTR2000029496

Open label single-center RCT, n = 89
Int 1: Novaferon (20 µg) twice daily
Int 2: Novaferon (20 µg) twice
daily + lopinavir/ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily
Ctr: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily

Moderate to severe SARS-CoV-2 clearance rates in
COVID-19 patients assessed on day 6
of antiviral treatment.

SARS-CoV-2 clearance at day 3,
n (%)
Int 1: 5 (16.3)
Int 2: 11 (36.7)
Ctr: 3 (10.3)
SARS-CoV-2 clearance at day 6,
n (%)
Int 1: 15 (50.0)
Int 2: 18 (60.0)
Ctr: 7 (24.1)
SARS-CoV-2 clearance at day 9,
n (%)
Int 1: 17 (56.7)
Int 2: 21 (70.0)
Ctr: 15 (51.7)
Median time to SARS-CoV-2
clearance, days
Int 1: 6
Int 2: 6
Ctr: 9

Adverse events, n (%)
Int 1: 0 (0)
Int 2: 3 (10.0)
Ctr: 4 (13.8)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Int 1: 0 (0)
Int 2: 0 (0)
Ctr: 0 (0)

Lou et al. (2020)
China
ChiCTR2000029544

Open label single-center RCT, n = 89
Int 1: Antiviral therapy + baloxavir marboxil
80 mg daily for 4 days and on day 7 if
needed
Int 2: Antiviral therapy + favipiravir with
loading dose of 1600 mg followed by
600 mg three times daily up to 14 days
Ctr: current antiviral treatment (drug, dose
and frequency not stated)

Unclear Number of people with viral negative at
day 14
Time to clinical improvement defined as
2 point improvement on a
seven-category ordinal scale or live
discharge from the hospital

Viral negative at day 14, n (%)
Int 1: 7 (70)
Int 2: 7 (77)
Ctr: 10 (100)
Time to clinical improvement
median days, (IQR)
Int 1: 14 (6–49)
Int 2: 14 (6–38)
Ctr: 14 (6–49)

Adverse events, n (%)
Int 1: 10 (100)
Int 2: 8 (88)
Ctr: 9 (90)
Severe adverse events, n (%)
Int 1: 0 (0)
Int 2: 0 (0)
Ctr: 0 (0)

Ctr, control; Int, intervention; MD, difference; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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TABLE 2 | Summary of reported clinical effects on use of antivirals from non-randomized studies.

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Prospective Open-label/Cohort Study
Antinori et al. (2020)
Italy

Prospective open-label study,
n = 35
Int: Remdesivir (compared
between patients in intensive
care unit and infectious
diseases ward)

Severe Intensive care unit patients:
By 10 days of treatment, 4/18 (22.2%) of patients improved in hospitalization
Status (1 not requiring supplemental oxygen and 3 weaned from invasive ventilation),
10/18 (55.5%) still undergoing invasive ventilation, and 4/18 (22.2%) died;
By the 28 days of follow-up, 7/18 (38.9%) of patients improved in hospitalization
Status (6 discharged, 1 weaned from invasive ventilation), 16.7% still undergoing
mechanical ventilation and the other 44.4% died.
Infectious diseases ward patients:
By 10 days of treatment, 6/17 (35.3%) of patients improved in hospitalization
Status (1 discharged, 3 no longer required oxygen supplementation, 2 no longer
required high-flow therapy and/or non-invasive mechanical ventilation); 10 still required
high-flow therapy and/or non-invasive mechanical ventilation, and 1 died.
By day 28 of follow-up, hospitalization status had improved in 88.2% of the IDW
patients (14 had been discharged, one no longer required oxygen supplementation) but
one still required high-flow therapy and/or non-invasive mechanical ventilation.

Severe adverse advents:
Hypertransaminasemia 15/35 (42.8%)
Increased total bilirubin levels 7/35 (20.0%)
Acute kidney injury 8/35 (22.8%)
Rash 2/35 (5.7%)
Any adverse event leading to treatment
discontinuation 8/35 (22.8%)

Cai et al. (2020)
China
ChiCTR2000029600

Prospective open-label,
non-randomized, n = 80
Int: Favipiravir 1600 mg twice
daily on day 1, 600 mg twice
daily from day 2–14
Ctr: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg
and 100 mg) twice daily for up
to 14 days

Median days to viral clearance, (IQR)
Int: 4 (2.5–9)
Ctr: 11 (8–13)
P < 0.001
Improvement in chest CT scans at day 14, n (%)
Int: 32 (91.4)
Ctr: 28 (62.2)
P = 0.004

Adverse effect (all), n (%)
Int: 4 (11.4)
Ctr: 25 (55.6)

Chen W. et al.
(2020)
China

Prospective open-label study,
n = 62
Int: Arbidol
Ctr: Standard of care including
interferon antiviral treatment

NR Hospitalization period in the test group and control group: (16.5 ± 7.14) days and
(18.55 ± 7.52) days
Fever and cough in the test group were relieved markedly faster than those in the
control group (p < 0.05); time for two consecutive negative nucleic acid tests in the test
group were shorter than that in the control group.

No significant difference between the two
groups for any adverse drug reaction.

Grein et al. (2020)
United States,
Japan, Europe,
Canada

Prospective cohort study,
n = 53
Int: Remdesivir 200 mg on day
1, then 100 mg daily for the
following 9 days.

NR Over a median follow up of 18 days (IQR 13–23) after receiving the first dose of
remdesivir, 36/53 (68%) showed improvement in oxygen support, 8/53 (15%) showed
worsening.
By the date of most recent follow up, 25/53 (47%) had been discharged.
By 28 days of follow-up, cumulative incidence of clinical improvement was 84% (95%
CI 70–99). Clinical improvement was less frequent among those receiving invasive
ventilation than among those receiving non-invasive oxygen support (HR 0.33; 95% CI
0.16–0.68) and among patients 70 years and older as compared to patients younger
than 50 years (HR 0.29; 95% CI 0.11–0.74).
7/53 patients (13%) died after the completion of remdesivir treatment.
Overall mortality from the date of admission was 0.56 per 100 hospitalization days (95%
CI 0.14–0.97) and did not differ among patient receiving invasive ventilation and
non-invasive oxygen support. Hazard ratio for patient receiving invasive ventilation as
compared with patient receiving non-invasive oxygen support was 2.78 (95% CI
0.33–23.19).
Mortality rate was higher among patients 70 years and older as compared with patients
younger than 70 years (HR 11.34; 95% CI 1.36–94.17) and among those with higher
serum creatinine at baseline (HR 191; 95% CI 1.22–2.99).

32 patients (60%) reported adverse events
during follow up.
Most common adverse events were
increased hepatic enzymes, diarrhea, rash,
renal impairment, and hypotension.
12 patients (23%) had serious adverse
events, which all received invasive
ventilation at baseline.
Most common serioys adverse events were
multiple organ dysfunction syndrome,
septic shock, acute kidney injury, and
hypotension.
4 patients (8%) discontinued remdesivir
prematurely, due to worsening of
pre-existing renal failure (n = 1), multiple
organ failure (n = 1), elevated
aminotransferases (n = 1), including one
patient with a maculopapular rash.
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Retrospective cohort studies

Deng et al. (2020)
China
ChiCTR2000030254

Retrospective cohort, n = 33
Int: Umifenovir 200 mg three times daily
and lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily for 5–12 days
Ctr: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and
100 mg) twice daily for 5–12 days

Moderate to severe Negative SARS-CoV-2 detection at day 7, n (%)
Int: 12 (75)
Ctr: 6 (35)
p < 0.05
Negative SARS-CoV-2 detection at day 14, n (%)
Int: 15 (94)
Ctr: 9 (53)
p < 0.05
Improvement in chest CT scans at day-7
Int: 11 (69)
Ctr: 5 (29)
p < 0.05

Adverse effect (all)
Total patients, n (%)
Favipiravir : 37 (31.9)
Umedipavir: 28 (23.3)
Total events, n
Favipiravir : 43
Umedipavir: 33

Giacomelli et al.
(2020)
Italy

Retrospective intent-to-treat analysis,
n = 172
Lopinavir/ritonavir
(LPV/r) + hydroxychloroquine (HCQ):
Int: Treatment started within 5 days of
symptom onset (early treatment) (25%
of patients)
Ctr: Treatment started later (delayed
treatment) (75% of patients)

Rate of clinical improvement increased over time to 73.3% on day
30, without any significant difference between the two groups
(Gray’s test P = 0.213).
No significant association between the timing of the start of
treatment and the probability of 30-day mortality (adjusted odds
ratio [aOR] early treatment vs delayed treatment = 1.45, 95%
confidence interval 0.50–4.19).

8% of the patients discontinued the treatment
because of severe gastrointestinal disorders
attributable to LPV/r.

Kim et al. (2020)
Korea

Retrospective cohort study, n = 65
Lopinavir–ritonavir 400 mg/100 mg
twice daily (n = 31)
Hydroxychloroquine 400 mg once daily
(n = 34)

Median duration of treatment was 7 days
Median time to negative conversion of viral RNA
Lopinavir–ritonavir: 21 days
Hydroxychloroquine: 28 days
Lopinavir–ritonavir (aHR 2.28; 95% CI 1.24–4.21) and younger age
(aHR 2.64; 95%CI 1.43–4.87) were associated with negative
conversion of viral RNA.
No significant difference in time to clinical improvement between
lopinavir–ritonavir-treated patients and hydroxychloroquine-treated
patients (median 18 days vs. 21 days).

Lymphopenia and hyperbilirubinemia were more
frequent in lopinavir–ritonavir group compared with
hydroxychloroquine group.
One serious adverse event (ARDS) occurred in one
patient treated with lopinavir–ritonavir, two serious
adverse events (ARDS and shock) occurred in
patients treated with hydroxychloroquine.

Lian et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, n = 81
Int: Umifenovir 0.2 g three times a
day + symptomatic treatment
Ctr: symptomatic treatment

Moderate and
severe

Rate of negative pharyngeal swab tests for SARS-CoV-2 within
1 week after admission:
Int: 33 (73%)
Ctr: 28 (78%)
Time from admission to first negative test of SARS-CoV-2:
Int: 6 days (4–8)
Ctr: 3 days (1–7)
Time from onset of symptoms to first negative test of SARS-CoV-2:
Int: 18 days (12–21)
Ctr: 16 days (11–21)
Length of hospital stay:
Int: 13 days (9–17)
Ctr: 11 days (9–14)

5/45 (45%) patients in Umifenovir group and 3/36
(8%) in control group demonstrated digestive
symptoms, including diarrhea and nausea.
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Panagopoulos et al.
(2020)
Greece

Retrospective cohort, n = 16
Group A: Lopinavir/ritonavir +
hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin
Group B:
Hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin

NR 7/8 patients in group A recovered, one needed intubation and mechanical ventilation.
1/8 patient in group B recovered, 3/8 died, 4/8 patients needed intubation.
Days of hospitalization:
Group A: 14.71 ± 0.76
Group B: 11.40 ± 2.07
Days for clinical improvement (no fever):
Group A: 6.00 ± 1.16
Group B: 4.4 ± 1.52
Days for negative result of RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2:
Group A: 8.86 ± 1.68
Group B: 13.8 ± 2.68

NR

Shi et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort study, total
n = 184 (divided into seven groups).
Symptomatic treatment group, Arbidol
group, lopinavir/ritonavir group,
Arbidol + lopinavir/ritonavir group,
interferon group,
interferon + lopinavir/ritonavir group,
and interferon + darunavir group
(Doses: interferon, interferon-α2β

(aerosol inhalation), 100,000 U/kg, 2
times/day; Arbidol, 200 mg, 3
times/day; lopinavir/ritonavir, 2 tablets,
2 times/day; darunavir, 1 tablet, 1
time/day)

Not classified Data extensive among seven groups, but no significant different among groups in the
rates of pneumonia resolution and length of hospital stay.
Pneumonia resolution after treatment, n (%)
Int 1: 16 (53%)
Int 2: 12 (44%)
Int 3: 9 (36%)
Int 4: 24 (59%)
Int 5: 16 (76%)
Int 6: 14 (61%)
Ctr: 7 (41%)
Length of hospital stay, mean ± SD
Int 1: 15.7 days ± 6.4
Int 2: 18.4 ± 7.2
Int 3: 18.5 ± 9.5
Int 4: 16.5 ± 5.5
Int 5: 16.2 ± 7.1
Int 6: 17.4 ± 7.0
Ctr: 20.0 ± 6.0

NR

Vizcarra et al.
(2020)
Spain

Prospective cohort, n = 51 HIV-infected
individuals diagnosed with COVID-19.
Nine individual received protease
inhibitor before COVID-19, 37
individuals received tenofovir before
COVID-19
N = 39 HIV-infected individuals received
off-label treatment for COVID-19.
- Hydroxychloroquine (n = 30)
- Azithromycin (n = 19)
- Ritonavir/lopinavir (n = 14)
- Tocilizumab (n = 4)
- Systemic corticosteroids (n = 15)

Mild, moderate and
severe

Clinical outcomes for HIV-infected COVID-19 individuals (n = 51):
Respiratory failure, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 4 (11%)
Severe: 13 (100%)
Sepsis, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 2 (5%)
Severe: 9 (69%)
Critical disease or intensive care unit admission, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 0
Severe: 6 (46%)
Invasive mechanical ventilation, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 0
Severe: 5 (38%)
Death, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 0
Severe: 2 (15%)
Recovered, n (%)
Mild or moderate: 35 (92%)
Severe: 9 (69%)
Duration of hospital stay, days
Mild or moderate: 8 (6–17)
Severe: 8 (6–19)

NR
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n (%)

Xu et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, multi-center study (n = 141).
Combined group (n = 71) patients were given Arbidol
and IFNa2b
Monotherapy group (n = 70): patients inhaled IFNa2b
for 10 to 14 days.

Mild and moderate
(non-ventilated)

The median hospitalization days was 27.1 vs.
24.2 days in two group (P = 0.056).
After treatment for 7 to 14 days, there was no
statistically differences of the viral RNA clearance
days between two groups.

There were no differences between the two groups
in hemoglobin, WBC count, platelet count, ALT,
AST, or creatinine during or after treatment. Thirteen
patients (18.8%) treated with Arbidol demonstrated
mild nausea, stomachache, but all patients could
tolerate without giving up treatment.

Yan et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, n = 120
Int: Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and 100 mg) twice daily
for 10 or more days
Ctr: Standard care

Mild, moderate,
severe, and critical

Median duration of treatment was 10 days (IQR:
9–10 days
Median duration of SARS-CoV-2 shedding, (IQR)
Int: 22 (18–29)
Ctr: 28.5 (19.5–38)
p = 0.02

NR

Yang et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, single-center study involving
frontline health professionals (n = 164), including 82
infected with COVID-19 and 82 uninfected controls.
Arbidol were taken by 23.2% if the participants in the
infected group and 58.5% of the participants in the
uninfected group as prophylaxis against symptomatic
COVID-19 requiring hospital admission.

Asymptomatic
infected and
uninfected groups.

The cumulative uninfected rate of health
professionals in the Arbidol group was significantly
higher than that of individuals in the non-Arbidol
group (log-rank test, χ2 = 98.74; P < 0.001).
Forty-eight patients (58.5%) in the infection group
were hospitalized, with a median age of 39
(31–49) years, of whom 7 (14.6%) were
prophylactically administered Arbidol.

NR

Ye et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, n = 47.
Lopinavir/Ritonavir along with Arbidol and interferon
(n = 42), and “control” (no lopinavir/ritonavir, with
Arbidol and interferon only, n = 5).
“The per ml of LPV/r oral liquid contained
80 mg lopinavir and 20 mg ritonavir. Usage and
dosage: 5 ml/time (400/100 mg) for adults, twice a day
or 10 ml/time (800/200 mg) once a day with food”

Not classified “Compared with the control group, the patients in
the test group returned to normal body temperature
in a shorter time (test group: 4.8 ± 1.94 days vs.
control group: 7.3 ± 1.53 days, p = 0.0364).”
No significant differences between groups
otherwise.

The abnormal percentage of ALT and AST in the
test group was lower than that in the control group.

Zheng F. et al.
(2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, n = 55
Mild: Intermitted low-flow oxygen therapy (≤3 L/min)
and antiviral treatment for 10 days
Moderate: continuous middle-flow oxygen therapy
(3∼5 L/min), triple antiviral treatment, ribavirin 500 mg
twice daily and recombinant interferon-α2b (5 million
units) twice daily for 10 days
Severe: Oxygen support including mask oxygen
(>5 L/min), high flow nasal oxygen therapy (HFNO), or
non-invasive ventilation (NIV), triple antiviral treatment,
ribavirin and recombinant interferon-α2b (5 million units)
twice daily for 10 days. All patients also received
methylprednisolone (0.5∼1 mg/kg/d × 5 days).
Empirical antibiotic treatment given if bacteria infection
was suspected. Treatment-failure patients were
prepared early for intubation and invasive mechanical
ventilation and considered for ECMO

Mild, moderate and
severe

Improvement in clinical symptoms, n (%)
Non-severe (mild/moderate cases): 31 (91.2)
Severe: 18 (85.7)
p = 0.85
At least 50% improvement in chest CT scans at
7 days, n (%)
Non-severe: 22 (64.7)
Severe: 12 (57.4)
At least 75% improvement in chest CT scans at
14 days, n (%)
Non-severe: 28 (82.4)
Severe: 16 (76.2)
Negative SARS-CoV-2 detection, n (%)
Non-severe: 33 (97.1)
Severe: 20 (95.2)
P = 0.92

NR
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Study ID, Country Study design Disease severity Efficacy outcomes Safety outcomes, n
(%)

Zhu Z. et al. (2020)
China

Retrospective cohort, n = 50
Lopinavir/ritonavir group received 400 mg/100 mg
twice a day for a week
Umedipavir 0.2 g Arbidol three times a day

NR Negative SARS-CoV-2 detection at day 7, n (%)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 8 (23.5)
Umedipavir: 8 (50)
Negative SARS-CoV-2 detection at day 14, n (%)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 19 (55.9)
Umedipavir: 16 (100)

Adverse event, all, n (%)
Lopinavir/ritonavir: 4
(11.8)
Umedipavir: 6 (33.3)

Case–control

Zhang et al. (2020)
China

Case control, n = 190
Int: Umifenovir 200 mg three times daily for
5–10 days
Ctr: Oseltamivir 75 mg once daily or placebo

NR Number of individuals with positive COVID-19 diagnosis, n (%)
Int: 2 (2)
Ctr: 19 (21)
(Odds ratio: 0.011, 95% CI: 0.001–0.125, p = 0.003)

NR

Zhu Z. et al. (2020)
China

Case–control, n = 238
Int: Arbidol

Mild and severe Median duration of SARS-CoV-2 virus shedding: 23 days (IQR,
17.8–30 days)
SARS-CoV-2 RNA clearance was significantly delayed in patients
who received Arbidol > 7 days after illness onset, compared with
those in whom Arbidol treatment was started ≤ 7 days after illness
onset (HR, 1.738 [95% CI, 1.339–2.257], P < 0.001).

NR

Case series

Chen H. et al.
(2020)
China
NCT04291729

Case series, n = 11
Int: Danoprevir 100 mg twice daily and ritonavir
100 mg twice daily ± with interferon-α2b
atomization inhalation (5 million units) twice daily for
4–12 days with

Moderate Use of danoprevir with ritonavir appears to be safe and effective in
supressing the viral replication of SARS-CoV-2.
Median days to negative SARS-CoV-2 detection, (range): 2 (1–8)
Median days to improvement in chest CT scans, (range): 3 (2–4)

NR

Gautret et al. (2020)
France

Case series, n = 80
Int: Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin over a
period of at least 3 days

Mild Mean length of infectious disease unit stay before discharge: 5 days
All patients improved clinically except one 86-year-old patient who
died, and one 74-year-old patient still in intensive care.
Observations:
- Rapid fall of nasopharyngeal viral load was noted: 83% negative at

Day 7, and 93% at Day 8.
- Virus cultures from patient respiratory samples were negative:

97.5% of patients at Day 5.

Nausea or vomiting:
2.5%
Diarrhea: 5.0%
Blurred vision: 1.2%

Haerter et al. (2020)
Germany

Case series of PLWH with COVID-19, n = 17 out of
33 with tenofovir use in combination with:
- Bictegravir/emtricitabine (n = 6)
- Rilpivirine/emtricitabine (n = 3)
- Darunavir/cobicistat/emtricitabine (n = 3)
- Elvitegravir/cobicistat/emtricitabine (n = 3)
- Nevirapine/emtricitabine (n = 2)

All mild except two
critical and one severe

All recovered, one death (critical) NR

Holshue et al.
(2020)
United States

Case report, n = 1
Remdesivir (dose and frequency not reported)

NR Improvement reported in patient condition NR

Lim et al. (2020)
South Korea

Case report, n = 1
Lopinavir–ritonavir (400 mg and 100 mg) twice daily
for 10 or more days

Mild Reduced viral loads and improved clinical symptoms with treatment
of antiviral

NR
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number of individuals requiring mechanical ventilation, number
of individuals hospitalized into ICU, length of hospitalization,
mortality as well as absence of virological indicators. Three
studies also used physical functioning scores based upon an
ordinal 7-point scale from the WHO master protocol and the
National Early Warning Score 2 (NEWS2).

DIRECT ANTIVIRALS USED IN COVID-19

Protease Inhibitors
Successful entry of the SARS-CoV-2 into the cell will depend
on the activation of envelope glycoprotein by host cell protease.
As such, protease enzyme inhibitors are considered an excellent
drug target for patients with COVID-19 (Table 3). Examples of
such drugs include lopinavir, ritonavir, darunavir, danoprevir and
the experimental drug ASC-09. Among these agents, the most
commonly examined protease inhibitor was lopinavir/ritonavir
combination, using a dosing regimen of 400 mg/100 mg
lopinavir/ritonavir twice daily for up to 14 days which was
reported in 18 published studies (Cai et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2020;
Deng et al., 2020; Giacomelli et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020;
Vizcarra et al., 2020; Wang Y. et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020; Ye et al.,
2020; Young et al., 2020; Zhu Z. et al., 2020; Zuo et al., 2020).
These studies were conducted in China (n = 13), South Korea
(n = 2), Italy, Singapore, and Greece (n = 1 each). Results from
the published randomized controlled studies suggest that there is
limited clinical efficacy of the combination (Cao et al., 2020; Hung
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Zheng F. et al., 2020). In a recently
completed RCT in China, the lopinavir/ritonavir combination
was reported to have limited efficacy, with no difference in
time to clinical improvement (median, 16 days), duration of
intensive care unit stay, days of mechanical ventilation, or days
of oxygen support (Cao et al., 2020). Authors reported that
there appears to be some benefit when patients were given
the drug therapy earlier (within 12 days of symptom onset) as
they experienced a shorter time to clinical improvement (HR
1.25; 1.77–2.05 versus 1.30; 0.84–1.99). Nevertheless, given the
significant drug-drug interaction and potential risk of adverse
events including gastrointestinal distress such as nausea and
diarrhea and hepatotoxicity, caution should be exercised while
using this combination given that nearly 20% to 30% of patients
have elevated transaminases at presentation (Wu and McGoogan,
2020; Wu C. et al., 2020).

While there are no RCTs on the other protease inhibitors
darunavir and danoprevir, real world evidence have been
reported from Germany and China (Chen H. et al., 2020; Haerter
et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020). Haerter et al. (2020) in Germany
reported the outcomes of a case series of patients living with
HIV treated with antiretroviral treatment including darunavir. Of
the four patients treated, one died while the other three patients
recovered. Shi et al. (2020) similarly reported in their case series
on the limited efficacy of darunavir in terms of reducing duration
from illness onset to admission and clinical symptoms. Only one
small study reported the safety of danoprevir in patients with
COVID-19. However, taken together these data are difficult to
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TABLE 3 | Overview of mechanism of action of antivirals and recommended doses for use in COVID-19 patients.

Antiviral Mechanism of action Recommended dosing
regimen

Contraindication Adverse effects Drug interactions

Broad spectrum antiviral

Triazavirin Guanosine nucleotide analog that inhibits RNA
synthesis. The drug was developed as a potential
treatment for influenza A and B, including the H5N1
strain. Triazavirin also showed activity against
tick-borne encephalitis virus, forest-spring encephalitis
virus in animal models.

Not available Not available Gastrointestinal effect Not available

Umifenovir Indole derivative which has dual mechanism- direct
acting virucidal activity and inhibiting several stages of
viral life cycle, such as virus entry, membrane fusion and
viral replication. It is currently licensed in China and
Russia for the prophylaxis and treatment of influenza
and other respiratory viral infections. It inhibits in vitro
hepatitis C virus, Ebola virus, Zika virus, West Nile virus,
and tick-borne encephalitis virus.

200 mg every 8 h for 7 to
14 days.

Children under 2 years Allergic reaction,
gastrointestinal upset,
elevated transaminases

Inducers and inhibitors of
CYP3A4

RNA−dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) inhibitor

Favipiravir Pyrazinecarboxamide derivative that mimics purines or
purine nucleosides and selectively inhibits
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of RNA viruses
during viral replication. Favipiravir showed promising
in vitro antiviral activities against various RNA viruses,
including influenza virus, West Nile virus, Ebola virus,
yellow fever virus, and Chikungunya virus. It was
approved in Japan in 2014 to treat novel or re-emerging
pandemic influenza virus infection when other antiviral
drugs are ineffective.

A higher end of the dosing
range using a loading dose
of 2400 mg to 3000 mg
every 12 h × 2 doses
followed by a maintenance
dose of 1200 mg to
1800 mg every 12 h

Pregnancy, breastfeeding Hyperuricemia, diarrhea,
elevated transaminases,
decreased neutrophil
count, decreased appetite

CYP2C8 and aldehyde
oxidase inhibitor
Influenza virus vaccine
(live/attenuated)

Remdesivir Adenosine nucleotide analog and inhibitor of
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Drug was initially
developed to treat Ebola and Marburg virus infections.
It has demonstrated in vitro and in vivo activity in animal
models against coronaviruses including MERS and
SARS.

200 mg loading dose, and
100 mg every 24 h as IV
infusion.

Not recommended in
patients with GFR < 30

Elevated transaminase,
kidney injury,
hyperglycemia, fever

Chloroquine,
hydroxychloroquine

Protease inhibitor

ASC-09 (TMC-310911) Protease inhibitor that is structurally similar to its parent
molecule, darunavir. It acts as a peptidomimetic
inhibitor and dimerization inhibitor, inhibits the cleavage
of polypeptides into functional proteins required for
infectious HIV. It is given in combination with ritonavir.

Ritonavir/ASC-09
100 mg/300 mg twice daily

Allergic to components of
ASC-09/ritonavir tablet

Fatigue, nausea,
gastrointestinal effects,
increase in liver enzyme
level

Not available

Danoprevir Hepatitis C virus NS3 protease inhibitor which
selectively inhibits HCV replication. It is used in
combination with ritonavir. Danoprevir is currently
licensed in China for the treatment of chronic hepatitis
C, in combination with ritonavir, peg-interferon alpha
and ribavirin.

Danoprevir/ritonavir
100/100 mg twice daily

Not available Neutropenia Strong inhibitor of CYP3A4
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Antiviral Mechanism of action Recommended dosing
regimen

Contraindication Adverse effects Drug interactions

Darunavir Protease inhibitor which inhibits HIV-1 protease. It
selectively inhibits the cleavage of polypeptides in
infected cells, thus preventing the formation of mature
viral particles. It is used in combination with cobicistat
or ritonavir, which are potent inhibitors of CYP3A
isozymes, to increase the systemic exposure of
protease inhibitor.

Darunavir/cobicistat
800 mg/150 mg once daily

Severe (Child-Pugh Class
C) hepatic impairment,
co-administration with
CYP3A4 inhibitors

Skin rash, increased serum
cholesterol, increased
serum glucose,
gastrointestinal effect,
headache, fatigue,
increased liver enzymes

Strong inhibitor and inducer
of CYP3A4

Lopinavir/ritonavir HIV protease inhibitor which selectively inhibits the
cleavage of polypeptides in infected cells, thus
preventing the formation of mature viral particles.
Ritonavir is mainly used to enhance the action of
protease inhibitor by inhibition of CYP3A4 isozymes.

400 mg/100 mg every 12 h
for up to 14 days

Hypersensitivity,
co-administration with
CYP3A4 inducer or inhibitor

Gastrointestinal intolerance,
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
pancreatitis, hepatotoxicity,
cardiac conduct
abnormalities

Inducers and inhibitors of
CYP3A4

Nucleoside inhibitor

Azvudine Azidocytidine nucleoside analog and nucleoside reverse
transcriptase inhibitor. It is metabolized intracellularly
into active triphosphate form and incorporates into
primer strand by reverse transcriptase, resulting viral
DNA chain termination. It demonstrates antiviral activity
on HIV, hepatitis B virus and hepatitis C virus.

Azvudine 10 mg on day 1,
then 5 mg once daily on
day 2–5

Not available Not available Not available

Tenofovir disoproxil
fumarate

Adenosine nucleotide analog and inhibitor of
RNA-dependent DNA polymerase resulting in inhibition
of viral replication. It is approved for treatment of
Hepatitis B and HIV-1 infection.

Tenofovir disoproxil
fumarate/emtricitabine
245 mg/200 mg daily

Hypersensitivity Pruritus, increased serum
lipid, gastrointestinal effect,
insomnia, pain, dizziness,
depression, decreased
bone mineral density

Cidofovir, lopinavir/ritonavir,
didanosine, atazanavir

Ribavirin Guanosine nucleoside analog and inhibitor of virus RNA
polymerase activity. It is indicated for treatment of
chronic hepatitis C virus infection.

500–600 mg twice daily Pregnancy,
hemoglobinopathies,
concomitant use with
didanosine,
CrCl < 50 mL/min

Fatigue, pyrexia, myalgia,
headache, depression,
hepatic decompensation

Nucleoside analogs,
azathioprine

Neuroamidase inhibitor

Oseltamivir Potent inhibitor of influenza virus neuraminidase
enzymes found on the surface of the virus, which
prevents budding from the host cell, viral replication,
and infectivity. It is currently licensed for used in the
treatment and prophylaxis of infection with influenza
viruses A (including pandemic H1N1) and influenza B.

75 mg twice daily Hypersensitivity to
oseltamivir or component of
the formulation, not
recommended in ESRD not
undergoing dialysis

Gastrointestinal effect,
headache, pain

Dichlorphenamide,
probenecid, influenza virus
vaccine (live/attenuated)

Polymerase acidic endonuclease inhibitors

Baloxavir Marboxil Selective inhibitor of influenza cap-dependent
endonuclease thus preventing polymerase function and
influenza virus mRNA replication. The drug is currently
approved for treatment of influenza virus A and B.

80 mg on day 1, day 4 and
day 7 (no more than 3
doses)

Hypersensitivity Diarrhea, bronchitis,
nausea, sinusitis, headache

Polyvalent
cation-containing laxatives,
antacids or oral
supplements
Live attenuated influenza
virus
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interpret given the concomitant use of drug therapies, lack of
comparator treatment and heterogeneity of disease severity.

Broad Spectrum Antiviral
Another drug commonly examined is umifenovir, a broad
spectrum antiviral licensed in China and Russia for influenza.
Umifenovir prevents viral host cell entry by inhibiting the
membrane fusion of the viral envelope and host cell cytoplasmic
membrane (Blaising et al., 2014; Fink et al., 2018; Haviernik et al.,
2018). The drug was suggested to have some effects in reducing
the risk of COVID-19 transmission and has been examined
for post-exposure prophylaxis using a dose of 200 mg orally
every 8 h. In an early pilot study from China, treatment with
umifenovir was found to reduce SARS-CoV-2 viral loads, with
94% of patients treated with umifenovir reported negative SARS-
CoV-2 viral load compared to 53% in the control (Deng et al.,
2020). Nevertheless, the results from two RCTs suggested limited
efficacy in treating COVID-19 (Chen C. et al., 2020; Li et al.,
2020), as the recovery rates were comparable with control.

RNA−Dependent RNA Polymerase
(RdRP) Inhibitor
Favipiravir is another oral antiviral that has been examined
recently. Favipiravir is a pyrazinecarboxamide derivative and
guanine analog which selectively inhibits the RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRP) of RNA viruses (Furuta et al., 2009).
RdRP is required during the replication process of RNA viruses
as it determines the replication rates and mutation of the virus to
adapt to the new host environment, which ultimately influences
its fidelity. As such, targeting of RdRP has become another
mainstay in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2. In a pilot pre-
post study in China, 80 patients with COVID-19 were treated
with favipiravir with a loading dose of 1600 mg followed by a
maintenance dose of 600 mg three times daily for up to 14 days.
After 14 days of treatment, the authors found that patients treated
with favipiravir had better treatment outcomes in terms of disease
progression and viral clearance compared to those treated with
lopinavir/ritonavir (Cai et al., 2020). Two recently completed
RCTs in China had reported promising clinical results due to
the higher 7-day recovery rates, and symptom improvements
such as fever and cough (Chen C. et al., 2020; Lou et al., 2020).
With no significant adverse events were reported, favipiravir is
currently being examined in several clinical trials as a potential
target drug for SARS-CoV-2.

Remdesivir is another nucleotide analog inhibitor of RdRP
that have been extensively examined as a potential anti
SARS-CoV-2 medication. The earliest report on the use of
remdesivir was reported by Holshue et al. (2020), which reported
improvement in the patient’s condition after treatment. Since
then, two RCTs on remdesivir has been conducted using a dose
of remdesivir 200 mg on day 1, followed by 100 mg daily for
up to 10 days. In the first RCT of 237 patients with COVID-19
by Wang Y. et al. (2020) in China, the authors found that more
patients on remdesivir had clinical improvements after 28 days,
and they reported faster time to symptoms improvements
compared to control. Beigel et al. (2020) meanwhile reported a

large multi-center RCT in Europe, Asia, and America on 1,107
patients treated with either remdesivir or placebo for 10 days.
In their study, they found that the median time to recovery
was much faster with remdesivir treatment, with a significantly
higher number of patient who recovered. Nevertheless, there
are uncertainties about the adverse effects of the drugs, and
more clinical trials are underway to examine the potential of this
drug in SARS-CoV-2.

Nucleosidase and Neuroamidase
Inhibitors
Another class of drugs that has been used in SARS-CoV-2 is
the neuroamidase inhibitors such as oseltamivir. Given that the
COVID-19 outbreak in China occurred during the peak influenza
season, a large proportion of patients had received oseltamivir
therapy prior to the discovery of SARS-CoV-2 as these agents
have been used for various influenza subtype and other RNA
viruses to inhibit the spread of the influenza virus (Wang et al.,
2014; Malosh et al., 2018). Several clinical trials are currently
evaluating the effectiveness of oseltamivir either alone or as a
combination such as with chloroquine and favipiravir, but given
its pharmacological action, there is limited role of these drugs in
the management of COVID-19 once influenza has been excluded.

Similarly, the neuroamidase inhibitors ribavirin and azvudine
have been recommended in the initial stages for management
of COVID-19, given that the symptoms were thought to
be due to pneumonia. There is currently no evidence to
suggest that ribavirin when used alone offers any benefit in
the management of COVID-19. The combination therapy of
ribavirin, lopinavir/ritonavir and interferon beta-1b was recently
shown to have some positive results and would need to be
explored further (Hung et al., 2020). However, as ribavirin
causes a dose-dependent hematological toxicity, and is a
known teratogen, there is limited value of this drug in the
treatment of COVID-19.

Polymerase Acidic Endonuclease
Inhibitors
The only drug in its class examined identified in the current
review was baloxavir marboxil. This drug targets the viral
polymerase acidic protein to block the endonuclease function,
resulting in the inhibition of virus mRNA transcription and
infection (Koszalka et al., 2019; Locke et al., 2019). Only one small
clinical study in China has been identified in the current review,
but due to the small sample the implications will be limited
(ChiCTR2000029548).

DISCUSSION

With no therapeutic agent is currently known to be effective
for COVID-19, multiple different antivirals have been examined
based upon the early in vitro evidence against SARS-CoV. While
several case series and reports showed improvements with use
of lopinavir-ritonavir, the recently published study by Cao et al.
(2020) have showed limited benefits highlighting the difficulty in
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finding an appropriate agents for rapid implementation in such
outbreaks. It remains unfortunate that this therapy is ineffective,
given that this would have represented an immediate and safe oral
therapy for COVID-19. For most of the current trials reported,
these are underpowered and unlikely to provide the healthcare
community with the necessary high quality evidences needed to
combat this pandemic if taken individually. In addition, most
of the trials registered will only include patients aged 18 and
above, and thus will unlike to provide the necessary information
on children, adolescents, pregnant women or even those with
respiratory diseases (Lee, 2020).

These trials also included a wide range of primary outcomes
including time to clinical improvements, number of individuals
requiring mechanical ventilation, number of individuals
hospitalized into ICU, length of hospitalization, mortality
as well as absence of virological indicators. As most of the
outcomes that will be reported varied, and will include subjective
outcomes, this may lead to measurement bias. Importantly,
few of the current trials have reported on mortality in their
study either as a primary or secondary outcome. While the
case fatality rates differs between countries, ranging from as
low as 0.3% to as high as 11.0%, these reports have not been
forthcoming in all the included studies and should be given
attention (Rajgor et al., 2020). In addition, most of the current
studies are not coordinated, leading to inconsistencies among
trials in their definitions of conditions and inclusion criteria,
the design and delivery of intervention and comparison, as
well as measurement of the outcomes. Cognisant of this, the
World Health Organization (WHO) is initiating a clinical
trials experts group which will aim to develop a master
protocol for a RCT to evaluate efficacy of therapeutics against
nCov (World Health Organization, 2020). Other impending
initiatives include the strengthening of management and
coordination of the promising drugs such as remdesivir and
favipiravir, which should be prioritized for clinical studies.
This is based upon the potential activity of both agents against
RNA polymerase, established use in novel influence and also
oral bioavailability. This ideally should involve the pharmacist
who can help in the development of treatment protocols,
monitoring of drug adverse events as well as assist in the
expanded access of these new investigational drugs (Lee et al.,
2019; Stevens et al., 2020).

Investigators should also consider using other clinical trial
designs including step-wedge design which may reduce the need
for large sample sizes (Baio et al., 2015). In addition, a database
should also be setup to share all available existing data between
sites and countries, which effectively create a real-world evidence

study network, which can increase the speed of information
dissemination especially in pandemics such as COVID-19.
Indeed, there is a need for researchers to report as much details
as possible to ensure reproducibility of results especially as these
studies currently use very weak outcomes which can limit the
efficacy assessment. Nevertheless, the development of clinical
trials during an outbreak is an adaptive process, with new
evidence being generated at an impressive rate. As such, we
believe that these results generated will inform the adaptation of
existing and new trials that are being developed. Indeed, with
progressive release of trial results, there is a need for a living
systematic review to progressively update the pooled results with
each additional trial included. This is crucial in view of the small
sample size of individual studies.

Nevertheless, we acknowledge that there are some limitations
to this review, given that we had only one reviewer who had
conducted the search. In addition, this review also included
several pre-print articles which have not been peer-reviewed and
thus may not provide the academic rigor normally required for
published studies. However, in view of the evolving situation of
COVID-19 and the need for rapid understanding of this disease,
the decision to include these studies were needed in order for
us to provide the readers with the most updated information
available. Most of the published treatment data to date are
derived from observational studies which have relatively small
sample size, which may introduce risk regarding the magnitude
of effect sizes.

In summary, this updated review of antivirals in COVID-
19 showed that there is limited information available to guide
clinical practice as well as the need for a more coordinated
research network to seek the best therapeutic options especially
in pandemics. While several agents reviewed have suggested some
potential benefits of therapy, the evidence remains inconclusive.
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Background: Amount of parenchymal involvement in patients with interstitial pneumonia

Covid-19 related, seems to be associated with a worse prognosis. Nowadays 3D

reconstruction imaging is expanding its role in clinical medical practice. We aimed to use

3D lung reconstruction of a young lady affected by Sars-CoV2 infection and interstitial

pneumonia, to better visualize, and quantitatively assess the parenchymal involvement.

Methods: Volumetric Chest CT scan was performed in a 15 years old girl with

interstitial lung pneumonia, Sars-CoV2 infection related. 3D modeling of the lungs,

with differentiation of healthy and affected parenchymal area were obtained by using

multiple software.

Results: 3D reconstruction imaging allowed us to quantify the lung parenchyma

involved, Self-explaining 3D images, useful for the understanding, and discussion of the

clinical case were also obtained.

Conclusions: Quantitative Assessment of Parenchymal Involvement Using 3D Lung

Model in Covid-19 Infection is feasible and it provides information which could play a

role in the management and risk stratification of these patients.

Keywords: 3D lung reconstructions, 3D modeling in pneumonia, 3D parenchima reconstruction, 3D rendering in

pneumonia, 3D in Covid19, 3D quantify in pneumonia

INTRODUCTION

The amount of parenchymal involvement in patients with interstitial pneumonia Covid-19 related
seems to be associated with a worse prognosis (1).

Nowadays 3D reconstruction imaging is expanding its role in clinical medicine (2–5).
We describe the use of 3D lung reconstruction of a young lady affected by Covid-19 infection

and interstitial pneumonia, to quantitatively assess the lung parenchyma involved.
In March, 2020, a 15-year-old girl was admitted to our Emergency Department, with a 7-day

history of fever and anosmia. She had been complaining exertional shortness of breath over the
previous 2 days. At initial evaluation oxygen saturation was 97% in room air. Chest X-Ray showed
no significant consolidation with perihilar infiltrates mainly on the left basal side.
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Her pharyngeal swab Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction
(RT-PCR) was positive for Sars-Cov2 infection.

As further investigation the patient underwent Chest-
CT. Non-contrast spiral high isotropic resolution CT
acquisition was performed. In the left lower lobe multiple
shaded areas of increased density, Ground Glass Opacity
(GGO) type, were observed. There were also subpleural
parenchymal “rounded” consolidations. Similar changes
were seen in the lingular segment. The CT pattern was
reliably related to a viral pneumonia with exclusive left lung
involvement (6). Experimental treatment with azithromycin and
hydroxychloroquine was started, with progressive improvement
of the clinical condition.

Using CT images we performed a 3D advanced segmentation
and reconstruction of both lungs, in order to better delineate and
quantitatively assess the amount of parenchymal abnormalities.

Written informed consent of the family, for use of imaging
and clinical data for research purposes, was obtained.

METHODS

CT high spatial resolution images with an isotropic voxel size
of 1mm and a smooth filter were used for the segmentation.
The dataset was uploaded on an advanced 3D post-processing
platform “Mimics” (Materialize, Belgium) and three different
segmentation masks were defined: parenchyma, GGO areas,
and spot consolidations. Ground-glass opacity (GGO) has
been defined as an area of blurry increased lung opacity
where vessels and bronchial structures may still be seen,
whilst in consolidation such structures are concealed. Most
commonly, GGO areas suggest inflammatory, or infiltrative
interstitial lung disorders, such as interstitial pneumonia.
Consolidation conversely is a region of normally compressible
lung tissue that has filled with liquid instead of air, and suggest
an infiltrative or inflammatory process involving the entire
lung tissue.

Two semi-automatic reconstruction methods were applied.
In particular, the thresholding algorithm, was an effective
tool to segment normal lung parenchyma (7) (Figure 1A),
whilst the region-growing algorithm was used for ground
glass areas (Figure 1B) and spot consolidations (Figure 1C).
In addition, some small areas of consolidation have been
manually segmented.

We measured density values on healthy right lung with
Hounsfield values from −1024Hu to −543Hu similar to typical
range values of pediatric lungs (8).

Both GGO and parenchymal consolidations Hounsfield
ranges were obtained by making several measurements on a
different CT Slices (−957Hu to +1246Hu for GGO areas, and
−834Hu to +356Hu for consolidations areas). Any transition
areas between the two masks have been optimized with Boolean
difference operations aimed at better defining the consolidations
and GGO boundaries.

Each of the three masks has been 3D reconstructed with a
specific mesh quality setup to obtain the highest resolution and
the best 3D-2D correspondence.

FIGURE 1 | (A) Green mask of normal parenchyma segmentation within

Hounsfield range −1024Hu to −543Hu. (B) Light blue mask of sub-pleural

GGO areas segmentation within Hounsfield range between −957Hu to

+1246Hu. (C) Pink mask spot consolidations segmentation within Hounsfield

range between −834Hu to +356Hu.

In order to obtain an adequate 3D rendering and 3D mesh
reconstruction, the model was optimized with the Rhinoceros
software (McNeel, USA) to allow adequate 3D visualization for
clinical purposes.

RESULTS

The 3D reconstructions allowed us to accurately calculate
volumes of Lungs, GGO areas, and consolidation spots. A
volume-relationship was then established between the different
reconstructed parts, as shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 | Quantification of lung volumes obtained from CT 3D reconstructions.

Total lung Left lung Ground glass

opacity

Consolidations

spots

Volume (ml) 4.724 2.136 240.94 26.30

Total lung Vol (%) – 45.21 5.10 0.55

Left lung Vol (%) – – 11.28 1.23

Ground glass opacity areas were 5.1% of the entire lung
volumes and 11.28% of the left lung. Consolidation spots
represented 0.55% of the entire lung volumes and 1.23% of the
left lung.

3D rendering proved to be a very simple and effective
approach for representing the lung anatomy including the
distribution/topography of the different pathological areas. We
obtained a series of different 3D volume rendering views to
highlight radiological changes as shown in Figures 2A,B. We
also produced a 3D movie (additional Video online) which
shows a more comprehensive rotational rendering overview of
the parenchymal changes, interstitial pneumonia related. The
final rendering was uploaded on a 3D online viewer platform
(Sketchfab), which allows the clinical team to explore and
navigate the 3D model on a web-link, taking advantage of a
very powerful rendering capability with no need for dedicated
workstation and additional software.

DISCUSSION

3D modeling represents a “paradigm shift” from the classical
descriptions of lung changes based on conventional radiological
reformats to 3D volume rendering reconstructions, that could
improve the understanding (and communication to families and
patients) of the extent and nature of these lung changes. In
addition, we try to test it as a potential tool for surveillance and
comparisons in clinical practice and research activity.

In this case we apply advanced 3D segmentation tools
to increase the diagnostic information in case of Covid-19
patient. In effect, the progressive impairment of lung tissues
due to the Sars-Cov2 infection is one of the most threatening
phenomenon for people affected by this viral infection (1).
CT has been introduced in many diagnostic algorhytm to
manage these patients in order to predict or anticipate severe
clinical deterioration (9, 10). Detailed extent and quantification
of affected lung volume, such as GGO or consolidation areas,
could be helpful in the management of this pandemic infection.
Therefore, accurate quantitative assessment might be useful and
included in the CT scan report.

The 3D reconstruction and rendering views in addition
to provide a comprehensive and self explaining lung “tissue
characterization” with distribution of the different pathological
areas, seems to be able to allow reliable lung volumes calculation
with detailed analysis of the compromised areas.

We described our algorithm to obtain 3D rendering
views and accurate lung volume calculations; it appears
to be easily obtainable using a commercial 3D software

FIGURE 2 | Back view (A), and frontal view (B) of lungs parenchyma (crystal

clear), with GGO areas in yellow, and spot consolidation in red.

and potentially reproducible even by using different 3D
platforms. In addition, 3D visualization of lung lesions can
provide to the medical staff a wider and self-explaining
understanding of the underlying lung pathology of Covid-
19 patients. As already reported (11) 3D models can also be
used for communication with families and patients and for
teacing purposes.

Moreover, since CT represents an important imaging
biomarker and is pivotal to guide pharmacological
management and improve ventilation strategies, further
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implementation of semi-automatic and/or fully automatic
(AI-based) algorithms for image processing (12, 13)
might be beneficial in order to rapidly and systematically
provide accurate data about the extent of lung disease in
these patients.

Main limitation of our study is that it is a single case
investigation. Therefore, we can’t assess its reproducibility,
and its real impact on clinical practice. Our aim is to point
out the opportunity and feasibility of this approach in the
particular clinical setting of Covid-19 pandemic in order to
stimulate its wider use. Further analysis aimed to assess the
clinical impact for the management and risk stratification of
this novel tool, and its reproducibility in this setting are
obviously needed.
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Since COVID-19 in the pediatric population is infrequently severe, the indirect costs of

the pandemic, related to the measures implemented to deal with the spread of the virus,

can be worse than the infection itself. To assess this issue, we evaluated the number of

children vaccinated or evaluated for the most common diseases in a poor village in Sierra

Leone, showing a worrisome drop in vaccinations performed and children evaluated for

acute diseases. Our preliminary findings highlight that support is needed to guarantee

basic services to children during the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly in poor settings

where preventive measures can be lifesaving in the long term.

Keywords: COVID-19, Africa, SARS-CoV-2, vaccination, children, malaria, pneumonia

INTRODUCTION

After the first description of clusters of pneumonia due to SARS-CoV-2 in China, the virus has
spread all over the world. Monitoring activities and quarantine are playing an important role as
rapid corrective strategies, but these processes could be very critical in the world’s poorest health
systems. Since COVID-19 in the pediatric population is infrequently severe (1), the indirect costs
of the pandemic, related to the measures implemented to deal with the spread of the virus, can be
worse than the infection itself.

In this scenario, the COVID-19-related effects on child healthcare in Africa can be massive (2),
especially in the remote areas of sub-Saharan Africa, where health, economic, and social monitoring
systems are poorly developed. This situation may even worsen, considering that several countries
are soon entering the rainy season, which has major consequences for daily life and a potential
impact on the rate of SARS-CoV-2 spread. A decrease in vaccinations could be among the most
feared indirect effects of the pandemic, leading to a possible increase inmorbidity andmortality in a
population that has been considered to be less involved as regards the severe clinical manifestations
of SARS-CoV-2 compared to adults (1).

For these reasons, we aimed to understand the potential indirect impact of COVID-19 on child
vaccinations and basic healthcare in a typical poor peripheral area of Sierra Leone (Kent, Rural
Western Area, Sierra Leone). This area is not provided with basic services such as electricity and
running water, with people needing to go to local streams for daily provision of water (3, 4).
Moreover, the area, although not far from the capital, Freetown, refers to local health centers
for vaccinations as well as for routine antenatal and postnatal care. The area has an overall 90%
vaccination coverage, which is in line with the overall national data published by the World
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TABLE 1 | Vaccination performed in a community health center in Sierra Leone

during COVID-19 lockdown, compared with the previous year.

Vaccination Children under 5 years of age

01/03/2019

to

26/04/2019

01/03/2020

to

26/04/2020

Change

(%)

P-value

BCG 36 17 −52.7 p < 0.0005

OPV0 36 17 −52.7 p < 0.0005

OPV1 58 17 −70.7 p < 0.0005

PENTA1 58 17 −70.7 p < 0.0005

PCV1 58 17 −70.7 p < 0.0005

ROTA1 58 17 −70.7 p < 0.0005

OPV2 71 15 −78.9 p < 0.0005

PENTA2 71 15 −78.9 p < 0.0005

PCV2 71 15 −78.9 p < 0.0005

ROTA2 71 15 −78.9 p < 0.0005

IPTI1 49 15 −69.4 p < 0.0005

OPV3 67 15 −77.6 p < 0.0005

PENTA3 67 15 −77.6 p < 0.0005

PCV3 67 15 −77.6 p < 0.0005

IPTI2 44 15 −65.9 p < 0.0005

IPV 67 15 −77.6 p < 0.0005

IPTI3 45 22 −51.1 p < 0.0005

Measles 64 22 −65.6 p < 0.0005

Yellow fever 64 22 −65.6 p < 0.0005

Measles 2nd 49 8 −83.7 p < 0.0005

BCG, Bacille Calmette Guerin; OPV, oral polio vaccine; PENTA, diphtheria, pertussis,

tetanus, hepatitis B, and hemophilus; PCV, pneumococcal vaccine; ROTA, rotavirus; TT,

tetanus toxoid vaccine; IPTi, intermittent preventive treatment in infants. The number

associated with the abbreviation denotes initial and booster vaccinations. Data are

collected as absolute numbers.

Health Organization and UNICEF in 2019 (http://158.232.12.
119/immunization/monitoring_surveillance/data/sle.pdf). This
research is part of a project that we started in 2015 in Bureh
Town, Rural Western Area, Sierra Leone, partnering with the
nearby community health center of Kent (Rural Western Area,
Sierra Leone), which is the referral center for basic pediatric
health services, from child visits (health controls and acute
diseases) to vaccinations.

In Sierra Leone, the first restrictive governmental measures
(border control and closure, social distancing) were dated March
23, with total lockdown declared on April 3 (https://www.imf.
org/en/Topics/imf-and-covid19/Policy-Responses-to-COVID-
19#S). As in many African countries, healthcare in Sierra Leone
is free only for children under 5 years and pregnant women.
Moreover, since health centers cover a wide area, most people
need to pay for transport services to reach health centers, which
is generally difficult and is even harder after COVID-19-related
drop in income. Also, quarantine and fear of contagion, as well as
the fear of being recognized as a COVID-19 case and stigmatized
[a known problem in Africa, as already described with HIV and
Tuberculosis (4)] might impact the routine child healthcare in
these settings.

TABLE 2 | Main acute illnesses evaluated in a community health center in Sierra

Leone during COVID-19 lockdown compared with the previous year.

Diseases Children under 5 years of age

01/03/2019

to

26/04/2019

01/03/2020

to

26/04/2020

Change

(%)

P-value

Malaria (clinical diagnosis) 211 126 −40.3 P >0.05

Malaria (confirmed) 120 90 −25 P >0.05

Pneumonia 129 74 −42.6 P >0.05

Diarrhea 30 15 −50 P >0.05

Death 0 0 / na

Data were collected as absolute numbers.

METHODS

We performed a retrospective cross-sectional study collecting
the number of children under 5 years of age vaccinated for
the most common diseases at the Kent Community Health
Post (referral from the local communities of Kent, Bureh,
Checkpoint, Bonga Wharf, and Quarry; estimated population
of about 5,000 people) from March 1, 2020, to April 26,
2020, and compared the results to the same period of the
previous year (March 1, 2019, to April 26, 2019). In the
same periods, the diagnoses of malaria, pneumonia, and
diarrhea were also assessed for the two different populations
of children under 5 years of age as well as immunization
for tetanus in pregnant women. During the lockdown, the
health center continued to provide the same activities as
in the pre-lockdown era, with all services guaranteed, from
acute disorders to immunization services. Therefore, there
was no reduction in the health activities offered to the
local population due to COVID-19 restrictions. The data
were collected, as absolute numbers, by the center’s health
workers in accordance with the usual rules held in Sierra
Leone. Cases were retrospectively obtained using the health
facility routine activity reporting forms. In many peripheral
Sub-Saharan Africa health centers, data are collected by the
health facility on a register by crossing off with a pen the
type of vaccinations performed or the disease diagnosed,
without registering personal data. Peripheral health centers
have a registry book with dedicated pages for registration of
diagnoses and type of vaccinations. For example, they have
boxes to tick labeled “PENTA1,” “PENTA2,” and “PENTA3.”
This means that “PENTA1” is the first, and the others are
the boosters.

Written data were subsequently transferred to an electronic
database and analyzed with SPSS software v.36. A comparison
between the number of vaccinated children in the two periods
of time, for each type of vaccine, was performed by applying a
Wilcoxon test.

The study was approved by a local commission composed
of the research team of the Kent Community Health Post, the
headman of the community, and the old men of the village, in a
similar way as happens for all important political and economic
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decisions in the examined area (n24_may-2020). Personal data
were not collected.

RESULTS

We noticed that a lower number of children received vaccination
in 2020 compared with 2019, ranging from 50 to 85%
depending on the individual vaccine analyzed, including BCG
and OPV1, which are given directly at birth in Sierra Leone
(see Table 1 for full details). Moreover, we also noticed a
drop in common diagnoses, as has been happening also in
developed countries (5), and a reduction of the most common
clinical conditions (malaria, pneumonia, and diarrhea), although
no increases in deaths were reported (Table 2). There was
a 50–80% drop in vaccination in 2020 compared to the
previous year (p < 0.0005). Conversely, although the number
of common diagnoses was lower in 2020, there was not
enough evidence to be sure that this is a true difference
(p > 0.05).

DISCUSSION

Although we only analyzed preliminary data from an extremely
poor area, they show an important decline in the vaccination
rate and, although the difference was not significant, in child
visits for acute diseases in the lockdown period in a rural area
of Sierra Leone. The reduction in vaccination rates is particularly
evident for booster vaccinations, suggesting that parents are
not bringing their children back to health facilities for the
subsequent controls and vaccinations, possibly because of fear
of contagion. It is important to remark also the reduction of
vaccinations given at birth in Sierra Leone in our sample (BCG
and OPV1). This suggests either a decrease in the number of
births or an increase in deliveries at home due to a fear of
being infected in health facilities, which may be a high risk
for woman and child health. These data highlight the need
for active surveillance of births and immunizations registered
in peripheral health centers in order to better understand the
meaning of our findings. No increase in deaths in the area was
reported. Anecdotical reports from our team highlighted no
problems regarding vaccine supplies in the area due to COVID-
19 restrictions, so the reduced vaccinations are not related to
vaccine supplies. Also, it is important to highlight that, during
the lockdown, the health center maintained the same activities as
in the pre-lockdown era, with all services guaranteed, from acute
disorders to immunizations services. Therefore, there was no
reduction of the health activities offered to the local population
because of COVID-19 restrictions.

We are aware of the limitations of our findings. In
particular, this is a retrospective study concerning a limited time
period, we collected absolute numbers, and no comprehensive
epidemiological data for the area are currently available (such
as birth rates from local villages) since the current pandemic
is creating a high workload for local workers and, at the
same time, limits their possibility of interacting with other
offices. However, we also understand that collecting more robust

data in very remote, peripheral, rural areas of Sierra Leone is
not easy, particularly in a period when movements between
areas are not allowed. However, these findings are new and
bear potential significant implications. Local health workers
anecdotally reported they had the feeling that people could
not afford routine care (from transport fees to visit fees for
those over 5 years of age), and our data provide, to the best
of our knowledge, the first evidence of a possible drop in
access for basic but priority pediatric services in remote areas,
while similar rates have already been reported in the adult
population of South Africa (6). A similar scenario is currently
happening in the United States, where a recent nationwide
analysis of vaccine information found that measles, mumps, and
rubella vaccinations had dropped by 50% during the COVID-
19 outbreak (6). However, while the U.S. has tools to face this
challenge, and the American Academy of Pediatrics is working
hard to support pediatricians and families to ensure vaccination
coverage, low-income rural/peripheral settings in Sierra Leone do
not have easy access to the appropriate instruments to ensure that
families bring children to health centers, and our data on a small
sample population confirm what the World Health Organization
predicted as one of the possible effects of the lockdown on
child healthcare (7, 8). Importantly, a drop in vaccination
coverage in Africa bears potentially devastating consequences for
child health.

Although our data must be interpreted with caution, since
we report only a single experience from an area of Sierra Leone,
they clearly indicate a new scenario. It is not easy for low-income
rural/peripheral settings in Sierra Leone to respond to COVID-
19, giving rise to a potential risk that children could suffer from
the indirect consequences of the pandemic more than in other
parts of the world. Sources of income in peripheral/rural areas
in Sierra Leone can be significantly impacted by the COVID-
19 pandemic lockdown (9). Although testing, isolating, and
quarantining are the best ways to prevent COVID-19 diffusion
in Africa (10), this can lead to difficulties in providing basic
services to the local population, as previously described (3).
People from the area we analyzed are already experiencing
limitations related to the pandemic in accessing basic needs,
such as food, water, health services, and preventive strategies,
and are now depending on donations for basic food (3). Highly
vulnerable populations, such as younger children, often already
compromised by malnutrition and comorbidities, face a greater
risk of developing diseases or missing preventive opportunities
(11). In these peripheral/rural areas in Sierra Leone, people need
a comprehensive approach that aims to provide COVID-19 care
facilities as well as social services and essential resources for more
common problems, and economic support must not be directed
only to epidemiologic research trials (12). Importantly, the rainy
season is coming soon, and the situation will probably worsen.

In conclusion, despite the limitations mentioned, our findings
highlight a possible drop in immunizations in children living
in a peripheral, rural area in Sierra Leone, West Africa.
Considering the potential short- and long-term impact of
reduced immunization rates on child health, there is a need to
actively monitor vaccination practices in low-resource settings to
ensure that there is no break in service delivery.
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Value of Viral Nucleic Acid in Sputum
and Feces and Specific IgM/IgG in
Serum for the Diagnosis of
Coronavirus Disease 2019
Yuwen He 1†, Jiangyan Luo 2†, Jie Yang 2†, Jinlong Song 3, Li Wei 1* and Weifeng Ma 2*

1Department of Pharmacy, The First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, Guangzhou, China, 2Department of

Microbiology, School of Public Health, Southern Medical University, Guangzhou, China, 3Department of Clinical Laboratory,

The First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, Guangzhou, China

A new type of coronavirus-induced pneumonia eventually termed “coronavirus disease

2019” (COVID-19) was diagnosed in patients in Wuhan (Hubei Province, China) in

December 2019, and soon spread worldwide. To improve the detection rate of severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), we analyzed the results of viral

nucleic acid and serum-specific antibody tests on clinical samples from 20 patients with

SARS-CoV-2 infection diagnosed at the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical

University in China. By comparing various sample types collected from COVID-19

patients, we revealed multiple pathways for SARS-CoV-2 shedding, and a prolonged

detectable period for viral nucleic acid test in sputum specimens, demonstrating that

the timeline of the viral shedding is of great value in determining the time of release

from quarantine or discharge from hospital. We also recommend for the application of

serological test to assist in confirming SARS-CoV-2 infection judged by viral nucleic acid

test, especially when COVID-19-related symptoms have appeared and the viral nucleic

acid test was negative. Our findings are critical for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection

and for determining deadline of restriction measures to prevent transmission caused by

convalescent patients with COVID-19.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, sputum, feces, nucleic acid test, serological test, IgM, IgG

INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), identified inWuhan, China at
the end of 2019, spread rapidly worldwide. In order to diagnose a large number of patients, samples
of lower respiratory tract such as sputum with high positive rate are generally collected for viral
nucleic acid detection (Han et al., 2020; Qu et al., 2020). In addition, some studies have reported
the presence of viruses in feces (Tang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020), implying the risk of fecal-oral
transmission, and indicating that specimen collection should not be limited to respiratory samples.
Common symptoms at onset of illness were fever (98%), cough (76%), myalgia, or fatigue (44%)
(Huang et al., 2020). However, it is worth noting that carriers who are subclinical can also infect
people (Rothe et al., 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to deliver viral nucleic acid and serological
tests for people with a history of exposure to SARS-CoV-2. We undertook a study on the viral
nucleic acids of SARS-CoV-2 in swabs (nasal, pharyngeal), sputum and feces, as well as antibodies
in the serum of COVID-19 patients admitted to the First Affiliated Hospital of GuangzhouMedical
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University, China. We aimed to clarify the importance of the
test results of different specimen types for the diagnosis and de-
isolation of patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).

METHODS

Ethical Approval of the Study Protocol
The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of GuangzhouMedical
University (Guangzhou, China). Written informed consent was
obtained from all study participants.

Collection and Processing of Specimens
From 29 January to 6 June 2020, samples (swabs, feces, sputum,
and blood) of 20 COVID-19 patients were collected from the
First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, a
designated hospital for the treatment of critically ill patients with
COVID-19 in Guangzhou, a first-tier city in China. By the way,
there were only 20 patients in this hospital who were almost
critically ill or severe, other mild or asymptomatic patients were
not admitted. The subjects of our study were all COVID-19
patients admitted to our hospital, and there were no additional
inclusion or exclusion criteria. After admission, the patient was
tested for viral nucleic acid continuously for a week and then
every 2–3 days. Antibodies have been tested every 2–3 days since
15 February. To improve the efficiency of clinical work, collection
of long-lasting negative specimens was suspended, while positive
specimens were continuously collected until discharge. In the
First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University,
extraction of nucleic acids from the respiratory and fecal samples
was performed with the commercialized nucleic acid extraction
kits (Magnetic bead method, Daan Gene Co., Ltd. of Sun Yat-sen
University, Guangzhou, China). The operations were completely
following the instruction of the kit. The blood specimen was
centrifuged with 3,000 rpm for 15min to separate the serum
within 24 h after collection, and then inactivated at 56◦C for
30min and stored at 4◦C until use.

RT-PCR
RNA was detected using the New Coronavirus 2019-nCoV
Nucleic Acid Detection kit (Daan Gene Co., Ltd. of Sun Yat-
sen University, Guangzhou, China). The analytical sensitivity
of our kit was 500 copies/mL. This kit had no cross-reaction
with other pathogens similar to SARS-CoV-2 or causing similar
symptoms. Exogenous substances such as COVID-19 therapeutic
drugs and endogenous substances such as blood and mucus in
specimens did not interfere with the detection results of the kit.
The primer and probe sequences designed for the open reading
frame (ORF1ab), nucleoprotein (N) gene regions of SARS-CoV-2
are shown in Table 1. NC (ORF1ab/N) PCR reaction solution A
and solution B were oscillated thoroughly after melting at room
temperature followed by 8,000 rpm centrifugation for several
seconds. Next, 17 µL of NC (ORF1ab/N) PCR reaction solution
A and 3 µL of NC (ORF1ab/N) PCR reaction solution B were
fully mixed and centrifuged briefly to bring down all the liquid to
the bottom of the tube. Each PCR reaction tube was added with
20 µL of the above amplification system followed by adding 5 µL

of the negative quality control (QC) substance, the viral nucleic
acid of the sample to be tested, or positive QC substance. It was a
one-step RT-PCR. The total PCR reaction volume was 25µL. The
volume of the template was 5 µL. The concentration of primers
and probes was 1µM and 10µM in the final PCR reaction
volume respectively. These PCR reaction tubes were centrifuged
(8,000 rpm) for a few seconds at room temperature and placed
in an RT-PCR instrument (ABI Prism 7500; Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA, USA) for amplification and detection. The
amplification process was as follows: 50◦C for 15min, and 95◦C
for 15min, then 45 cycles were performed, including 94◦C for
15 s, 55◦C for 45 s, and the default melting curve steps of the RT-
PCR instrument. If the Ct value of the tested sample was < 40 in
the FAM and VIC channels (FAM and VIC are fluorescent dyes),
and there was an obvious amplification curve, the sample was
judged to be positive for SARS-CoV-2.

Serological Test
Our serological test used for SARS-CoV-2 specific IgM/IgG
antibodies was a rapid detection method. The detection principle
of the IgM/IgG antibody detection kit (Livzon Diagnostics Co.,
Ltd, Zhuhai, China) for SARS-CoV-2 is based on colloidal gold
immunochromatography. The antibody detection kit was proved
that there was no cross-reaction to the kit in the detection
of IgM/IgG-positive samples of similar or other viruses. It has
been experimentally verified that a variety of exogenous and
endogenous substances have not interfered with our antibody
detection kit, and the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibody
does not affect the detection of SARS-CoV-2 IgM antibody
and vice versa. The clinical test results of this kit showed that
the detection sensitivity of IgM was 79.0% and the specificity
was 99.7%; the detection sensitivity of IgG was 84.3% and the
specificity was 99.4%; the combined detection sensitivity of IgM
and IgG was 90.6% and the specificity was 99.2%. Serum (10
µL) was added to the sample well of the IgM and IgG detection
cards. Then, two drops (∼100 µL) of sample diluent were added
vertically. If the detection line and QC line appeared within
15min, then the sample was judged to be positive.

Statistical Analyses
Data processing was carried out using SPSS v22.0 (IBM, Armonk,
NY, USA). The differences between samples or individuals were
analyzed by ANOVA of randomized block design data and
Bonferroni multiple comparison. Data are presented as mean ±

SD. Time from onset to admission and hospital stay are presented
as median (IQR). ANOVA of randomized block design data with
2-sided P< 0.05 was considered significant.Multiple comparison
with 2-sided P < 0.0083 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Characteristics of Cases
A total of 22 patients were diagnosed as COVID-19 in our
hospital, of which two (patients #19, #20) were transferred the
next day after hospital admission. The median time from onset
to admission to our hospital for 20 patients was 9.5 (7.5–14.0),
some patients had been treated elsewhere during this period.
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TABLE 1 | Primer and probe sequences.

Genes Primer sequences Probe sequences

Forward Reverse

ORF1ab CCCTGTGGGTTTTACACTTAA ACGATTGTGCATCAGCTGA 5′-FAM-CCGTCTGCGGTATGTGGAAAGGTTATGG-BHQ1-3′

N GGGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT CAGACATTTTGCTCTCAAGCTG 5′-FAM-TTGCTGCTGCTTGACAGATT-TAMRA-3′

And the median hospital stay was 63.5 (28.0–93.8) days. In
fact, a longer time from onset to admission may result in more
serious symptoms or organic damages, thereby increasing the
difficulty of clinical cure (Qi et al., 2020). Of 20 patients with
COVID-19, the mean age were 57.35 years old. The ratio of
males: females was 14:6. According to the clinical diagnosis, the
ratio of patients with critical: severe: mild disease was 15:2:3.
The clinical characteristics were summarized in Table 2. During
hospitalization, the most common symptoms of 20 patients were
fever (20 [100%]), cough (17 [85%]), shortness of breath (15
[75%]), sputum production (13 [65%]), and fatigue (10 [50%]);
less common symptoms were headache (3 [15%]) and diarrhea
(2 [10%]). In addition, 17 (85%) patients had comorbidities,
including 14 (70%) acute respiratory distress syndrome, 9 (45%)
myocardial damage, and 8 (40%) hypertension, etc. Specimens
were collected from these 20 patients admitted to the hospital
since January 29. As of May 10, all 20 patients had turned
negative for viral nucleic acid. The discharge criteria include: (i)
Body temperature returned to normal for more than 3 days; (ii)
Respiratory symptoms were significantly improved; (iii) Chest
images showed that acute exudative lesions were significantly
improved; (iv) Viral nucleic acid tests were negative in sputum,
nasopharyngeal swabs, and feces samples for two consecutive
times (at intervals of more than 24 h). Seventeen patients had
been discharged from the hospital on June 7, while three patients
(patients #8, #13, #22) had not been discharged so far because
of other underlying diseases. Among the 20 tested patients,
the time-dependent diagnostic results of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in
throat swabs, nasal swabs, sputum, and feces were summarized
in Figure 1, as well as serum specific IgM/IgG antibodies. When
all types of specimens turned negative, the symptoms of most
patients had completely disappeared or were alleviated.

High Detection Rate and a Long Positive
Duration of SARS-CoV-2 in Sputum
Samples
Sputum samples were positive in 19 of the 20 (95%) patients
with COVID-19. In other words, of all the sample types tested,
the detection rate of the viral nucleic acids of SARS-CoV-2 was
highest in sputum samples. Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2 nucleic
acid tests in nasal swabs, throat swabs and feces for a small
number of patients (patients #10, #14, #17, and #21) were
invariably negative from diagnosis to discharge but lasted for 94,
29, 41, and 4 days in sputum, respectively. Moreover, sputum
samples remained positive for an average of 42.8 ± 4.2 (mean
± SD) days since diagnosis. The comparison of the virus-
carrying duration showed that the persistence of SARS-CoV-2

TABLE 2 | Clinical characteristics of patients infected with COVID-19.

Patients (n = 20)

Signs and symptoms during hospitalization

Fever 20 (100%)

Cough 17 (85%)

Shortness of breath 15 (75%)

Sputum production 13 (65%)

Fatigue 10 (50%)

Headache 3 (15%)

Diarrhea 2 (10%)

Comorbidities

Acute respiratory distress syndrome 14 (70%)

Myocardial damage 9 (45%)

Hypertension 8 (40%)

Respiratory failure 8 (40%)

Sepsis 6 (30%)

Diabetes 6 (30%)

Kidney disease 5 (25%)

Dysfunction or abnormal blood coagulation 4 (20%)

Shock 4 (20%)

Chronic liver disease 4 (20%)

Chronic lung disease 3 (15%)

Data are n (%).

RNA in sputum stayed significantly longer than that in throat
swabs, nasal swabs, and feces (Figure 2), which prolonged by
32.0, 24.0, and 20.6 days, respectively. Among them, patient #5
even continued to be positive for 99 days. In short, sputum
has a high detection rate of viral nucleic acid and a long-term
continuous positive.

Prolonged Presence of SARS-CoV-2 in a
Part of Fecal Samples
The feces samples remained SARS-CoV-2 RNA positive for
22.3 ± 29.8 (mean ± SD) days since diagnosis, of which 11
patients (55%) were positive. Although the existence time of
virus in feces was not significantly different from that in nasal
or throat swabs (Figure 2), it is worth noting that patients #2
and #8 presented consecutively positive in feces samples for 24.0
and 29.0 days, respectively after the nasal-swab, throat-swab,
and sputum samples consistently became negative. Moreover,
patients #5 with the longest positive duration in the sputum
had a longer feces duration, which took 103 days before it
turned negative.
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FIGURE 1 | Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA of four types of samples (throat swab, nasal swab, sputum, and feces) and specific antibody of 20 patients on different

dates.

High Sensitivity of Serological Detection
Although the detection of virus nucleic acid based on RT-PCR
has high sensitivity, it is inevitable to produce false-negative
results according to our experience and other references (Li
et al., 2020). The potential problem of a high false-negative
rate caused by the nucleic-acid test prompted us to increase
the detection of IgM and IgG antibodies against SARS-CoV-2
from 15 February 2020. These specific antibodies against SARS-
CoV-2 were successfully detected in all of 20 patients (100%)
(Figure 1), with the exception of two patients (patients #19, #20)
who were not tested. Otherwise, a few cases such as patient

#16 would likely be considered to be SARS-CoV-2-negative
through routine RNA testing and, thus, pose a threat to other
people. Initially, we observed that patient #16 presented fever
and diarrhea, and chest X-ray/CT showed unilateral pulmonary
infection. Epidemiological investigation showed a history of
passing through the epidemic area and similar symptoms appear
on her spouse. For this patient, SARS-CoV-2 RNAs in all kinds of
samples were negative while SARS-CoV-2 IgG and IgM remained
positive. In view of the above circumstances, we finally took
IgM/IgG positive as the diagnostic criteria to include this patient.
In a word, we found that the combined detection of viral nucleic
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FIGURE 2 | The number of days it took for SARS-CoV-2 RNA to shed in four

types of sample (throat swab, nasal swab, sputum, and feces). *p < 0.00833,

**p < 0.00167, ***p <0.00017.

acid and specific antibody successfully improved the detection
rate of SARS-CoV-2.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the clinical biological samples of all
COVID-19 patients in the first affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
Medical University, most of them were critical or severe patients.
Compared with mild patients (Wölfel et al., 2020), our specimens
usually have a longer time for virus shedding, and critically
ill patients have a longer period of treatment and observation,
which provides a reference for the discharge and isolation time
of critically ill patients. Secondly, since COVID-19 was first
prevalent in China, we successfully demonstrated the whole
process from diagnosis to discharge, while other areas may have
not detected until the endpoints of some critically ill patients
from the beginning of the epidemic to the present. One limitation
is that the sample size is relatively small, and more data on
critically ill patients need to be collected in the future to further
confirm our results. We also call for a follow-up of discharged
patients to observe the prognosis or re-positive conditions,
although we failed to collect these useful data in time.

Our results show that viral nucleic acid has a high detection
rate and a significantly long existence time in the sputum from
COVID-19 patients. Research by Qu et al. (2020) also showed
that SARS-CoV-2 RNA is still detectable in sputum obtained
by atomization from cured patients, although the pharynx swab
test is negative. In addition, the viral load in the sputum is
the highest compared to other specimens in the later stage of
COVID-19 (Yoon et al., 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to collect
lower respiratory tract specimens for SARS-CoV-2 RNA testing
before COVID-19 patients can be discharged. Taken together,
these results indicate that the sputum test was a more reliable
criterion for discharge from hospital or quarantine release testing
from a specimen taken from the upper airways. Moreover, since
some patients (10%, such as patients #2 and #8) have positive
feces longer than sputum, we recommend that the combined
detection of feces and sputum is more reliable. Our data suggest
that the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in feces may be prolonged

for more than a month in exceptional cases after a negative
result in nasal-swab, throat-swab, and sputum samples. This
observation is similar to that of Wu et al. (2020), who found
that the positivity of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in fecal samples lagged
behind that in respiratory samples. Currently, although no cases
of SARS-CoV-2 transmission through fecal-oral route have been
reported, the potential risk of fecal-oral transmission may be
increased in closed residential spaces and areas with poor sanitary
conditions. For themselves, SARS-CoV-2 can actively replicate in
human intestinal organs, and infectious viruses can be isolated
from fecal samples of COVID-19 patients (Zhou et al., 2020).
Our results suggested that infected patients could potentially
shed SARS-CoV-2 through respiratory and fecal-oral routes.
Therefore, we suggest that RT-PCR should be employed to
routine diagnosis of fecal samples after removal of SARS-CoV-2
RNA from the respiratory tract. A negative fecal result for SARS-
CoV-2 nucleic acids in feces could be included in the rules for
discharge from the hospital or lifting of quarantine measures
as a supplement to sputum detection for patients recovering
from COVID-19.

However, a negative result of viral nucleic acid cannot
rule out the possibility of SARS-CoV-2 infection. We have
further confirmed that combined detection of serum SARS-
CoV-2 IgM and IgG was a practical and sensitive indicator,
and also an effective complement to viral nucleic acid testing
considering false-negative results upon it (Li et al., 2020).
In addition, the duration of IgM/IgG-positivity from serum
samples was much longer than that of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic
acids from clinical samples. Serological test appears to be
more meaningful for patients with an exposure history but
who are negative for SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acids, regardless of
whether the patients present symptoms or not. We speculate
that serological test can effectively make up for the omission
risk of viral nucleic acid detection, thus possessing important
value in the timely diagnosis and prevention of COVID-19.
Although nucleic acid test is difficult to avoid false negative,
it can directly detect whether there is SARS-CoV-2 virus in
human body, and its positive result is of great significance and
is the gold standard for COVID-19 diagnosis (Shen et al., 2020).
Compared with serological detection, nucleic acid detection
can be applied in the early stage of SARS-CoV-2 infection,
and indicate that it is now undergoing an infected state.
However, in view of the high sensitivity of specific antibody
detection, we suggest that it can be used as a supplementary
indicator for nucleic acid detection, or even as a targeted remedy
for leakage.

In summary, SARS-CoV-2 has multiple shedding ways and
a more prolonged survival period in sputum specimens from
COVID-19 patients. A comprehensive understanding of the
viral shedding period in human body is extremely helpful to
determine the time of release from quarantine or discharge
from the hospital. We also recommend the application of a
serological test to assist in identifying SARS-CoV-2 infection
judged by viral nucleic acid test, especially when COVID-19-
related symptoms have presented. Since COVID-19 has progress
to one of the latest severe infectious diseases threatening
human and restricting social activities worldwide, our findings
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are critical for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection and
the prevention of virus transmission in convalescent COVID-
19 patients.
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Background: A novel pneumonia (COVID-19) spread rapidly throughout worldwide,

in December, 2019. Most of the deaths have occurred in severe and critical cases,

but information on prognostic risk factors for severely ill patients is incomplete. Further

research is urgently needed to guide clinicians, and we therefore prospectively evaluate

the clinical outcomes of 114 severely ill patients with COVID-19 for short-term at the

Union Hospital in Wuhan, China.

Methods: In this single-centered, prospective, and observational study, we enrolled 114

severely ill patients with confirmed COVID-19 from Jan 23, 2020, to February 22, 2020.

Epidemiological, demographic, laboratory, treatment, and outcome data were recorded,

and the risk factors for poor outcome were analyzed.

Results: Among the 114 enrolled patients with a mean age of 63.96 ± 13.41

years, 94 (82.5%) patients were classified as a good outcome group. Common

clinical manifestations included fever, cough, and fatigue. Compared with the good

outcome group, 20 (17.5%) patients in the poor outcome group more frequently

exhibited lymphopenia, and lower levels of albumin, partial arterial oxygen pressure,

higher levels of lactate dehydrogenase, creatine kinase, hypersensitive troponin I,

C-reactive protein, ferritin, blood urea nitrogen, and D-dimer, as well as markedly

higher levels of IL-6 and IL-10. Absolute numbers of T lymphocytes, CD8 + T

cells, decreased in almost all the patients and were markedly lower in the poor

outcome group than the good outcome group. We also found that traditional

Chinese medicine can significantly improve the patient’s condition, which is conducive

to the transformation from a severe to mild condition. In addition, univariate and

multivariate Cox analyses of potential factors for poor outcome patients indicated

that cytokine storms and uncontrolled inflammation responses as well as liver,

kidney, and cardiac dysfunction are related to the development of a poor outcome.
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Conclusion: In summary, we reported this single-centered, prospective, and

observational study for short-term outcome in severe patients with COVID-19. We found

that cytokine storms and uncontrolled inflammation responses as well as liver, kidney, and

cardiac dysfunction may play important roles in the final outcome of severely ill patients

with COVID-19. Our study will allow clinicians to benefit and rapidly estimate the likelihood

of a short-term poor outcome for severely ill patients.
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INTRODUCTION

A pneumonia caused by a novel coronavirus, severe acute
respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), spread
rapidly throughout worldwide in December 2019 (1). Despite
progress made in our understanding of the characteristics of
the disease, there are currently no drugs to combat SARS-
CoV-2, and patients are primarily provided with supportive
treatment. Several studies have indicated that themain symptoms
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) include fever, cough,
and dyspnea (2–5). Huang et al. described the epidemiological,
clinical, laboratory, and radiological characteristics of COVID-
19, as well as various treatment strategies and outcomes, among
41 patients during the first wave of hospitalizations. They also
compared clinical characteristics between patients treated in an
intensive care unit (ICU) and those treated in non-ICU (2). Yang
et al. also performed a detailed analysis of the patients critically
ill with SARS-CoV-2 infection (5). In an analysis of 74 patients
with COVID-19 exhibiting gastrointestinal symptoms, Jin et al.
suggested that non-classical symptoms have been overlooked,
posing a threat to the public (6). Wu et al. further noted that
the risk of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and death
is increased in older adults (≥65 years old) with COVID-19 (7).
Guo et al. found that diabetes is a risk factor for patients with
COVID-19 (8). However, few prospective studies have explored
the short-term outcomes of severely ill patients under current
medical treatment and the risk factors that affect the short-
term outcomes of severely ill patients, especially pneumonia
patients with certain chronic diseases, which accounted for the
majority of deaths. Here, we used a single-centered, prospective
method to describe the basic clinical characteristics and short-
term outcomes of severe patients in Union hospital, Wuhan,
and we further aimed to explore the potential risk factors for
poor outcomes among these patients using Cox proportional
hazard models.

METHODS

Study Design and Participants
This single-center, prospective study included 114 severe patients
with confirmed COVID-19 pneumonia hospitalized at the Union
Hospital inWuhan, China, which is a hospital designated to treat
patients with COVID-19. From January 23, 2020, to February 22,
2020, we continuously enrolled patients diagnosed with COVID-
19 based on interim guidance provided by the World Health
Organization (WHO). Based on the Diagnosis and Treatment

Scheme for SARS- CoV-2 of Chinese (The Seven Edition),
severe patients were diagnosed if one or more of following
criteria were met: dyspnea with respiratory rate (RR) ≥30
times/min, resting finger oxygen saturation ≤93%, and artery
PaO2/FiO2 ≤300mmHg (1mmHg= 0.133 kPa). This study was
approved by the Ethics Commission of Wuhan Union Hospital
of Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and
Technology. Written informed consent was waived due to the
emergency of this infectious diseases.

Data Collection
Data related to clinical characteristics were collected using a case
record formmodified from the standardized International Severe
Acute Respiratory and Emerging Infection Consortium case
report form. Epidemiological and demographic data, including
age, sex, and coexisting disorders, were also collected. The
Baseline laboratory indices and radiographic findings were
obtained from clinical electronic medical records. Moreover, the
treatment strategies and outcomes were collected until the day of
death /discharge or for the first 28 days after a diagnosis of severe
illness, whichever was shorter. All missing or vague data, were
obtained by communicating with patients and their families.
All data were checked by two physicians (Xiaobo Feng and
Liang Ma), and a third researcher (Wei Yang) adjudicated any
difference in interpretation between the two primary reviewers.

Outcomes
Clinical outcomes after 28 days of consecutive observations were
divided into two categories. Patients that had been discharged,
those whose condition had been deemed non-severe, and
those not requiring mechanical ventilation were considered to
have experienced good outcomes. Patients requiring mechanical
ventilation and those who had died were considered to have
experienced poor outcomes. The criteria for discharge were as
follows: normal temperature for more than 3 days (T < 37.3◦C),
significant improvement in respiratory symptoms, pulmonary
imaging showing significant improvement in acute exudative
lesions, and nucleic acid tests negative for respiratory tract
specimens such as sputum and nasopharyngeal swabs for two
consecutive samplings (at least 24 h after sampling). Patients
with mild clinical symptoms and no signs of pneumonia on
radiography were considered to be non-severe. ARDS and shock
were confirmed by the WHO guidance for COVID-19. Acute
kidney injury was defined according to the serum creatinine.
Cardiac injury was identified by the serum concentration of
hypersensitive cardiac troponin I (hsTNI) and, if it was above the
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FIGURE 1 | Distribution of short-term (28 days) outcomes of severely ill

patients with COVID-19 (N = 114).

upper limit of the reference range (>28 pg/mL), measured in the
laboratory of Union Hospital (5).

Statistics
Continuous variables were expressed as means ± SDs if
normally distributed and medians (IQRs) if skewed distributed
while categorical variables were summarized as number (%).
Differences between the characteristics of outcome groups
were assessed using students t-test or Mann-Whitney U-test
for continuous variables and chi-square tests for categorical
variables. In addition, univariate and multivariate Cox
proportional hazard models were used to determine hazard
ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of poor outcome
in severe patients with COVID-19. The candidate risk factors
included demographic and epidemiological characteristics as
well as some laboratory indices. We determined the cut points of
levels according to normal range, actual distribution, and clinical
significance of each index. Adjustments were made for potential
confounders, including age and sex. For risk factors identified in
Cox analyses, we used restricted cubic spline model to further
explore the potential dose-response relationship between factors
and poor outcome risk. The referent (HR = 1) was set according
to the cut point in Cox analyses. P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. All data were analyzed using SPSS (23.0
IBM SPSS).

RESULTS

Clinical Outcomes
As of March 21, 2020, a total of 114 patients diagnosed with and
treated for severe COVID-19 were enrolled in this study. Twenty-
eight days after a diagnosis of severe COVID-19, good and poor
outcomes were observed in 94 and 20 patients, respectively.
As shown in Figure 1, 51 (45%) patients were alive and had
been discharged, 39 (34%) had transitioned to non-severe illness,
four (3%) remained severely ill but did not require a ventilator,
i.e., severe status and ventilator free, 11 (10%) were alive but
remained ventilated, and nine (8%) had died.

Demographics and Characteristics
The general demographic and epidemiological characteristics of
all enrolled patients are summarized in Table 1. The mean age
was 63.96 ± 13.41 years, 62 (54.4%) were older than 65 years
and 71 (62.3%) were male. A total of 89 (78.1%) severe patients
have a chronic medical illness, and the most coexisting disorders
were hypertension with 62 (54.4%), diabetes with 39 (34.2%) and
cardiovascular disease with 31 (27.2%). No significant differences
were observed in such characteristics between outcome groups
(P ≥ 0.05 for all). Table 2 displays the clinical characteristics of
the patients. The duration from onset of symptoms to diagnosis
of COVID-19 was 4.0 (2.0–7.0) days, while the duration from
the onset of symptoms to the diagnosis of severe illness was 10.0
(6.0–14.3) days. For 114 patients, the most common symptoms
at initial diagnosis were fever in 78 (68.4%), cough in 49 (43.0%),
chest tightness in 34 (29.8%), and fatigue in 30 (26.3%) patients.
Other symptoms, including shortness of breath in 18 (15.8%),
anorexia in 12 (10.5%), chill in 12 (10.5%), myalgia in 10 (8.8%),
sputum in nine (7.9%), headache in eight (7.0%), diarrhea in eight
(7.0%), chest pain in three (2.6%), stomachache in three (2.6%)
and nausea in three (2.6%) were relatively rare. As for oxygen
saturation, patients in the poor outcome group had significantly
lower levels than those in the good outcome group [median
(IQR): 91 (90–93%) in the good outcome group and 81 (74–88%)
in the bad outcome group, P < 0.001].

Laboratory and CT Findings
In terms of the 114 severe patients, many laboratory indicators
differed significantly between outcome groups (Table 3).
Compared with the good outcome group, the absolute counts
of neutrophils 6.25 (4.69–9.20) vs. 3.48 (2.54–5.23), c-reactive
protein 102.15 (78.07–122.90) vs. 48.95 (15.08–83.98), D
dimer 2.10 (1.22–3.07) vs. 0.96 (0.41–.78), total bilirubin 19.20
(9.25–33.05) vs. 11.05 (8.53–14.05), blood urea nitrogen 9.02
(5.26–11.30) vs. 4.11 (3.11–5.04), creatine kinase 151.50 (50.50–
218.50) vs. 62.00 (46.75–110.50), lactate dehydrogenase 638.00
(436.00–923.00) vs. 259.50 (213.75–382.50), hypersensitive
cardiac troponin I 60.70 (18.48–298.98) vs. 4.10 (1.70–10.83),
ferritin 679.00 (573.90–993.15) vs. 321.80 (231.00–532.88),
interleukin-6 (IL-6) 76.10 (19.05–192.88) vs. 21.23 (7.23–47.61),
and IL-10 6.59 (4.58–11.78) vs. 4.64 (3.65–6.18) were significantly
higher in poor outcome. Besides, total protein 60.40 (56.78–
64.05) vs. 63.80 (59.33–68.50) and PaO2 68.15 (49.00–77.75) vs.
81.00 (74.75–89.00) were significantly lower in poor outcome
group. For chest X- ray/CT, 107 (93.9) patients had Ground-glass
opacity. These data indicated that the uncontrolled inflammation
responses, infection, liver, and kidney dysfunction, and hypoxia
may contribute to poor outcomes in patients with COVID-19.

Complications and Treatments
As shown in Table 4, patients with severe COVID-19 had
complications including acute liver injury, ARDS, acute kidney
injury, arrhythmia, acute myocardial injury, Disseminated
Intravascular Coagulation (DIC), rhabdomyolysis, and septic
shock. However, no patients in the good outcome group
experienced septic shock. All patients in the poor outcome
group experienced ARDS. Acute myocardial injury, acute kidney
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TABLE 1 | Demographic and epidemiological characteristics of severe patients with COVID-19.

Total (N = 114) Good outcome (N = 94) Poor outcome (N = 20) P

Age (years) 63.96 ± 13.41 62.85 ± 13.65 69.15 ± 11.08 0.056

<65 52 (45.6) 46 (48.9) 6 (30.0) 0.123

≥65 62 (54.4) 48 (51.1) 14 (70.0)

Sex, male 71 (62.3) 58 (61.7) 13 (65.0) 0.782

Hospital infection 7 (6.1) 6 (6.4) 1 (5.0) >0.999

Coexisting disorders 89 (78.1) 73 (77.7) 16 (80.0) >0.999

Diabetes 39 (34.2) 34 (36.2) 5 (25.0) 0.339

Hypertension 62 (54.4) 50 (53.2) 12 (60.0) 0.579

Hyperlipidemia 17 (14.9) 15 (16.0) 2 (10.0) 0.739

Cardiovascular diseases 31 (27.2) 24 (25.5) 7 (35.0) 0.388

Cerebrovascular diseases 6 (5.3) 3 (3.2) 3 (15.0) 0.110

Cancer 10 (8.8) 9 (9.6) 1 (5.0) 0.825

Chronic renal diseases 6 (5.3) 4 (4.3) 2 (10.0) 0.622

Chronic liver diseases 4 (3.5) 3 (3.2) 1 (5.0) 0.543

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 11 (9.6) 9 (9.6) 2 (10.0) >0.999

Neuropsychiatric disorders 3 (2.6) 2 (2.1) 1 (5.0) 0.443

History of surgery 33 (28.9) 26 (27.7) 7 (35.0) 0.511

Values are n (%) for categorical data, means ± SDs for normally distributed data, or medians (IQRs) for non-normally distributed data.

injury, arrhythmia, rhabdomyolysis, and DIC were significantly
higher than their counterparts in 13.8, 22.3, 17.0, 2.1, and
2.1% of patients with COVID-19 in the good outcome group,
respectively. All 114 patients with severe COVID-19 were treated
with antibiotics and high flow nasal cannula, while 25 (21.9%)
were treated with non-invasive mechanical ventilation and 22
(19.3%) with invasive mechanical ventilation treatment. Six
(5.3%) patients were treated with extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO) and all of whom were in the poor outcome
group. Almost all [113 (99.1%)] patients received antiviral
treatment, including arbidol hydrochloride capsules (0.2 g three
times daily), lopinavir, and ribavirin (500mg two times daily) via
the oral route. Furthermore, as many as 41.2% patients received
glucocorticoid therapy. Sixty-four (56.1%) patients received
immunoglobulin treatment, and 49 (43.0%) patients were treated
with parenteral nutrition; the percentage was higher in the poor
outcome group than in the good outcome group [20 (100.0%)
vs. 29 (30.9%)]. Two patients (1.8%) were treated with renal
replacement therapy and 20 (17.5%) with vasoconstrictive agents,
and it was higher than in the good outcome group [19 (95.0%) vs.
1 (1.1%)]. Moreover, the patients were given Traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) based on the protocol (9). All 20 patients in the
poor group were transferred to the ICU, which was significantly
higher than that of 9 (9.6%) in the good outcome group.

Prediction of Risk Factors for Severe
COVID-19 in the Poor Outcome Group
Tables 5, 6 display the results of univariate and multivariate
Cox analyses of potential risk factors for short-term outcomes
in severe patients with COVID-19. Our results indicated that,
for severe patients, higher levels of oxygen saturation (HR,
0.123; 95% CI, 0.041–0.369), albumin (HR, 0.060; 95% CI,
0.008–0.460), and arterial partial pressure of oxygen (HR,

0.321; 95% CI, 0.106–0.973) were associated with decreased
risk of developing poor outcome within 28 days. In the other
hand, higher levels of leucocytes (HR, 5.575; 95% CI, 2.080–
14.943), neutrophils (HR, 2.566; 95% CI, 1.022–6.443), total
bilirubin (HR, 6.171; 95% CI, 2.458–15.496), globulin (HR,
2.526; 95% CI, 1.027–6.211), blood urea nitrogen (HR, 5.640;
95% CI, 2.193–14.509), creatine kinase-MB (HR, 3.032; 95%
CI, 1.203–7.644), lactate dehydrogenase (HR, 4.607; 95% CI,
1.057–20.090), hypersensitive cardiac troponin I (HR, 5.023; 95%
CI, 1.921–13.136), lactate concentration (HR,15.721; 95% CI,
2.099–117.777), Interleukin-10 (HR, 3.551; 95%CI, 1.280–9.857),
and C-reactive protein (HR, 5.275; 95% CI, 1.517–18.344) were
associated with increased risk of poor outcome development. For
all the factors analyzed above, increased concentration of lactate
(≥1.6 mmol/L) and total bilirubin (≥19.0 µmol/L) might be the
most important predictors of poor outcome in the early stage.
As shown in Figure 2, non-linear dose-response relationship was
also found between 10 indices and poor outcome risk in the cubic
spline model.

DISCUSSION

The global spread of SARS-CoV-2 poses a significant threat
to public health. Previous studies have shown that 20% of
COVID-19 patients developed critical disease due to hypoxia
or respiratory failure. Among them, 5% require treatment in
the ICU, while 15% require oxygen and essential care. This
suggests that this is particularly important in understanding
this part of the patient (10). Recently, Dong et al. found that
children, particularly infants, developed severe outcomes (11).
This indicated that patients of any age could develop severe
illness. Feng et al. found that severe and critical patients with
the typical characteristics ofmultiple organ and immune function
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TABLE 2 | Clinical characteristics of severe patients with COVID-19.

Total

(N = 114)

Good outcome

(N = 94)

Poor outcome

(N = 20)

P

Onset of symptom to, d

Diagnosis 4.0 (2.0–7.0) 4.0 (2.0–7.0) 4.5 (2.3–10.8) 0.517

Serious illness 10.0 (6.0–14.3) 10.0 (6.0–15.0) 8.0 (5.0–14.0) 0.540

Signs and symptoms at initial

Fever 78 (68.4) 63 (67.0) 15 (75.0) 0.486

Chest tightness 34 (29.8) 27 (28.7) 7 (35.0) 0.577

Shortness of breath 18 (15.8) 13 (13.8) 5 (25.0) 0.365

Cough 49 (43.0) 39 (41.5) 10 (50.0) 0.485

Sputum 9 (7.9) 8 (8.5) 1 (5.0) 0.943

Fatigue 30 (26.3) 28 (29.8) 2 (10.0) 0.068

Headache 8 (7.0) 7 (7.4) 1 (5.0) >0.999

Myalgia 10 (8.8) 8 (8.5) 2 (10.0) >0.999

Chest pain 3 (2.6) 3 (3.2) 0 (0.0) 1.000

Anorexia 12 (10.5) 12 (12.8) 0 (0.0) 0.198

Chill 12 (10.5) 8 (8.5) 4 (20.0) 0.263

Stomachache 3 (2.6) 3 (3.2) 0 (0.0) >0.999

Diarrhea 8 (7.0) 7 (7.4) 1 (5.0) >0.999

Nausea 3 (2.6) 2 (2.1) 1 (5.0) 0.443

Temperature at disease onset (◦C) 38.1 (36.7–38.8) 38.1 (36.7–38.7) 38.2 (37.0–39.0) 0.561

<37.4 36 (31.6) 31 (33.0) 5 (25.0) 0.622

37.4–39.0 63 (55.3) 50 (53.2) 13 (65.0)

>39.0 15 (13.2) 13 (13.8) 2 (10.0)

Signs and symptoms at hospital admission

Fever 32 (28.1) 25 (26.6) 7 (35.0) 0.448

Chest tightness 50 (43.9) 46 (48.9) 4 (20.0) 0.018

Shortness of breath 68 (59.6) 49 (52.1) 19 (95.0) <0.001

Cough 9 (7.9) 7 (7.4) 2 (10.0) >0.999

Fatigue 43 (37.7) 37 (39.4) 6 (30.0) 0.433

Headache 6 (5.3) 6 (6.4) 0 (0.0) 0.542

Myalgia 5 (4.4) 5 (5.3) 0 (0.0) 0.585

Chest pain 3 (2.6) 3 (3.2) 0 (0.0) >0.999

Anorexia 18 (15.8) 16 (17.0) 2 (10.0) 0.657

Diarrhea 10 (8.8) 7 (7.4) 3 (15.0) 0.516

Nausea 2 (1.8) 2 (2.1) 0 (0.0) >0.999

General signs at admission

Temperature (◦C) 36.7 (36.4–37.4) 36.7 (36.4–37.3) 38.2 (37.0–39.0) 0.279

<37.4 85 (74.6) 72 (76.6) 13 (65.0) 0.535

37.4–39.0 26 (22.8) 20 (21.3) 6 (30.0)

>39.0 3 (2.6) 2 (2.1) 1 (5.0)

Heart rate (/min) 86 (78–102) 87 (78–102) 88 (78–102) 0.456

<100 83 (72.8) 69 (73.4) 14 (70.0) 0.756

>100 31 (27.2) 25 (26.6) 6 (30.0)

Respiratory rate (/min) 20 (20–23) 20 (20–22) 21 (20–30) 0.122

<20 22 (19.3) 19 (20.2) 3 (15.0) 0.760

≥20 92 (80.7) 75 (79.8) 17 (85.0)

Oxygen saturation (%) 90 (88–92) 91 (90–93) 81 (74–88) <0.001

<90 35 (30.7) 19 (20.2) 16 (80.0) <0.001

≥90 79 (69.3) 75 (79.8) 4 (20.0)

Values are n (%) for categorical data, means ± SDs for normally distributed data, or medians (IQRs) for non-normally distributed data.
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TABLE 3 | Laboratory and radiographic findings at baseline of severe patients with COVID-19.

Total (N = 114) Good outcome (N = 94) Poor outcome (N = 20) P

Hematologic

Leucocytes (×109 /L) 6.28 ± 3.36 5.74 ± 2.49 8.78 ± 5.36 0.022

Neutrophils (×109 /L) 3.88 (2.65–5.81) 3.48 (2.54–5.23) 6.25 (4.69–9.20) <0.001

Lymphocytes (×109 /L) 0.87 (0.65–1.31) 0.92 (0.70–1.43) 0.67 (0.43–0.89) 0.001

Monocytes (×109 /L) 0.44 (0.30–0.59) 0.48 (0.33–0.61) 0.34 (0.22–0.40) 0.009

Platelets (×109 /L) 192.00

(140.74–269.75)

205.00 (142.75–272.50) 165.00 (138.25–218.00) 0.160

Hemoglobin (g/L) 122.04 ± 17.78 122.65 ± 16.75 119.15 ± 22.29 0.427

CD4+ T cells (%) 43.54 (36.45–53.41) 44.98 (36.53–53.20) 39.95 (31.46–57.32) 0.687

CD8+ T cells (%) 21.53 (16.48–28.55) 22.11 (17.61–29.95) 17.90 (14.00–23.45) 0.025

Coagulation function

Prothrombin time (s) 13.5 (12.8–14.3) 13.40 (12.70–14.23) 14.25 (12.93–15.28) 0.072

Activated partial thromboplastin time (s) 38.00 (35.18–41.53) 38.00 (35.10–41.43) 38.45 (35.45–43.98) 0.398

Fibrinogen (g/L) 4.98 ± 1.48 5.05 ± 1.43 4.66 ± 1.67 0.282

Thrombin time (s) 17.35 (16.58–18.30) 17.35 (16.77–18.15) 17.20 (15.35–19.18) 0.467

D-dimer (mg/L) 1.06 (0.51–2.10) 0.96 (0.41–1.78) 2.10 (1.22–3.07) 0.005

Biochemical

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L) 45.50 (26.00–74.25) 44.50 (25.75–72.50) 49.00 (29.25–80.25) 0.427

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L) 39.50 (26.75–64.50) 38.50 (26.00–57.25) 44.00 (29.50–114.75) 0.197

Total bilirubin (µmol/L) 11.35 (8.93–16.15) 11.05 (8.53–14.05) 19.20 (9.25–33.05) 0.024

Total protein (g/L) 63.10 (58.48–67.70) 63.80 (59.33–68.50) 60.40 (56.78–64.05) 0.015

Albumin (g/L) 34.65 (30.350–38.60) 35.80 (31.85–39.10) 30.05 (27.10–32.65) <0.001

Globulin (g/L) 29.15 (25.70–31.65) 28.95 (25.68–30.78) 30.35 (29.63–35.50) 0.057

Prealbumin (mg/L) 120 (90–153) 120 (90–151) 93 (82–181) 0.145

Blood urea nitrogen (mmol/L) 4.39 (3.27–6.13) 4.11 (3.11–5.04) 9.02 (5.26–11.30) <0.001

Creatinine (µmol/L) 74.35 (60.00–87.85) 74.35 (60.28–86.38) 71.80 (53.70–95.60) 0.636

Creatine kinase (U/L) 66.50 (46.75–133.50) 62.00 (46.75–110.50) 151.50 (50.50–218.50) 0.046

Creatine kinase-MB (U/L) 17.00 (14.00–23.00) 17.00 (14.00–22.00) 19.50 (13.00–31.75) 0.234

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L) 286.00

(223.75–452.25)

259.50 (213.75–382.50) 638.00 (436.00–923.00) <0.001

Hypersensitive cardiac troponin I (ng/L) 5.70 (2.10–19.05) 4.10 (1.70–10.83) 60.70 (18.48–298.98) <0.001

Glucose (mmol/L) 6.20 (5.20–8.31) 6.13 (5.16–7.63) 8.26 (5.81–13.42) 0.013

Serum potassium (mmol/L) 4.03 (3.70–4.50) 4.07 (3.72–4.51) 3.97 (3.59–4.36) 0.344

Serum sodium (mmol/L) 138.85

(136.30–142.00)

138.20 (136.00–141.68) 142.40 (138.85–146.93) 0.001

Serum calcium (mmol/L) 2.15 ± 0.18 2.17 ± 0.16 2.04 ± 0.20 0.003

Serum phosphorus (mmol/L) 1.00 (0.88–1.11) 1.00 (0.89–1.11) 0.95 (0.73–1.12) 0.381

Serum chlorine (mmol/L) 100.48 ± 5.10 100.03 ± 4.45 102.61 ± 7.20 0.137

Lactate concentration (mmol/L) 1.60 (1.38–1.80) 1.50 (1.30–1.70) 2.10 (1.70–2.40) <0.001

Positive Urinary protein, n 47 (41.2) 33 (35.1) 14 (70.0) 0.004

Positive Urinary glucose, n 8 (7.0) 7 (7.4) 1 (5.0) >0.999

Positive urinary occult blood, n 31 (27.2) 21 (22.3) 10 (50.0) 0.012

Blood gas characteristics

pH 7.39 (7.36–7.42) 7.38 (7.36–7.42) 7.41 (7.31–7.46) 0.636

Arterial partial pressure of oxygen (mm Hg) 79.00 (70.00–88.00) 81.00 (74.75–89.00) 68.15 (49.00–77.75) <0.001

Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (mm

Hg)

43.00 (38.00–46.00) 42.80 (38.00–45.00) 45.50 (35.60–57.00) 0.198

Infection-related biomarkers

Interleukin 2 (pg/mL) 2.70 (2.43–3.04) 2.70 (2.47–3.02) 2.69 (2.41–3.60) 0.991

Interleukin 4 (pg/mL) 2.16 (1.85–2.60) 2.16 (1.89–2.52) 2.21 (1.68–3.50) 0.729

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Total (N = 114) Good outcome (N = 94) Poor outcome (N = 20) P

Interleukin 6 (pg/mL) 23.28 (8.31–54.23) 21.23 (7.23–47.61) 76.10 (19.05–192.88) 0.002

Interleukin 10 (pg/mL) 4.91 (3.92–6.74) 4.64 (3.65–6.18) 6.59 (4.58–11.78) 0.001

Tumor necrosis factor-α (pg/mL) 2.63 (2.11–4.80) 2.63 (2.11–4.80) 2.67 (2.07–4.66) 0.838

Interferon-γ (pg/mL) 2.50 (1.96–3.20) 2.46 (1.96–3.20) 2.58 (1.89–3.49) 0.571

C-reactive protein (mg/L) 67.95 (20.50–103.25) 48.95 (15.08–83.98) 102.15 (78.07–122.90) <0.001

Ferritin (ng/mL) 390.60

(261.70–721.00)

321.80 (231.00–532.88) 679.00 (573.90–993.15) 0.001

IgM, n 60 (68.2) 52 (69.3) 8 (61.5) 0.748

IgG, n 88 (100.0) 75 (100.0) 13 (100.0) NA

Chest X- ray/CT findings

Ground-glass opacity 107 (93.9) 87 (92.6) 20 (100.0) 0.351

Unilateral pneumonia 11 (9.6) 11 (11.7) 0 (0.0) 0.208

Bilateral pneumonia 102 (89.5) 82 (87.2) 20 (100.0) 0.122

Interstitial abnormalities 21 (18.4) 15 (16.0) 6 (30.0) 0.200

Data are n (%), means ± SDs or medians (IQRs) when appropriate.

TABLE 4 | Complications and treatments of severe patients with COVID-19.

Total

(N = 114)

Good outcome

(N = 94)

Poor outcome

(N = 20)

P

Complications

Shock 8 (7.0) 0 (0.0) 8 (40.0) <0.001

Acute respiratory distress syndrome 41 (36.0) 21 (22.3) 20 (100.0) <0.001

Acute renal injury 35 (30.7) 21 (22.3) 14 (70.0) <0.001

Acute myocardial injury 28 (24.6) 13 (13.8) 15 (75.0) <0.001

Acute liver function injury 69 (60.5) 57 (60.6) 12 (60.0) 0.958

Arrhythmia 31 (27.2) 16 (17.0) 15 (75.0) <0.001

Rhabdomyolysis 11 (9.6) 2 (2.1) 9 (45.0) <0.001

Disseminated intravascular coagulation 15 (13.2) 2 (2.1) 13 (65.0) <0.001

Treatment

Antibiotic treatment 114 (100.0) 94 (100.0) 20 (100.0) NA

Anticoronavirus treatment 113 (99.1) 93 (98.9) 20 (100.0) >0.999

Glucocorticoids 47 (41.2) 28 (29.8) 19 (95.0) <0.001

Oxygen therapy 114 (100.0) 94 (100.0) 20 (100.0) NA

Immunoglobulin 64 (56.1) 45 (47.9) 19 (95.0) <0.001

Parenteral nutrition 49 (43.0) 29 (30.9) 20 (100.0) <0.001

Admission to intensive care unit 29 (25.4) 9 (9.6) 20 (100.0) <0.001

Non-invasive ventilation 25 (21.9) 13 (13.8) 12 (60.0) <0.001

Invasive mechanical ventilation 22 (19.3) 4 (4.3) 18 (90.0) <0.001

Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation 6 (5.3) 0 (0.0) 6 (30.0) <0.001

Vasoconstrictive agents 20 (17.5) 1 (1.1) 19 (95.0) <0.001

Renal replacement therapy 2 (1.8) 0 (0.0) 2 (10.0) 0.029

Traditional Chinese medicine 86 (75.4) 77 (81.9) 9 (45.0) 0.001

Trastuzumab 13 (11.4) 12 (12.8) 1 (5.0) 0.459

Infusions of blood plasma 4 (3.5) 2 (2.1) 2 (10.0) 0.141

Onset of severe illness to, d*

1st for RT-PCR (–) 14.0 (11.0–18.0) 14.0 (10.0–18.0) 19.0 (15.5–24.0) <0.001

2nd for RT-PCR (–) 17.5 (14.0–22.0) 17.0 (14.0–21.5) 24.0 (22.0–27.5) <0.001

Data are n (%) or medians (IQRs) when appropriate.

*Data available for 98 patients.
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TABLE 5 | Univariate and multivariate analyses of potential factors (demographic and epidemiologic) predicting poor outcome.

Factors Level Crude HR (95% CI) P Adjusted HR (95% CI)* P

Age (years) ≥65 vs. <65 2.192 (0.842–5.708) 0.108 2.184 (0.839–5.687) 0.110

Sex Female vs. Male 0.772 (0.308–1.937) 0.581 0.732 (0.292–1.838) 0.507

Coexisting disorders Yes vs. No 1.154 (0.386–3.453) 0.797 0.692 (0.207–2.313) 0.550

Diabetes Yes vs. No 0.706 (0.257–1.945) 0.380 0.622 (0.224–1.728) 0.363

Hypertension Yes vs. No 1.122 (0.458–2.747) 0.801 0.960 (0.386–2.384) 0.929

Hyperlipidemia Yes vs. No 0.677 (0.157–2.919) 0.601 0.729 (0.168–3.167) 0.673

Cardiovascular diseases Yes vs. No 1.601 (0.638–4.015) 0.316 1.062 (0.380–2.970) 0.908

Cerebrovascular diseases Yes vs. No 3.327 (0.975–11.356) 0.055 2.326 (0.612–8.848) 0.216

Cancer Yes vs. No 0.536 (0.072–4.004) 0.543 0.410 (0.054–3.103) 0.388

Chronic renal diseases Yes vs. No 3.678 (0.835–16.202) 0.085 3.437 (0.764–15.465) 0.108

Chronic liver diseases Yes vs. No 1.433 (0.192–10.707) 0.726 0.997 (0.128–7.760) 0.997

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Yes vs. No 0.991 (0.230–4.272) 0.990 0.642 (0.139–2.955) 0.569

Neuropsychiatric disorders Yes vs. No 1.186 (0.158–8.894) 0.868 0.734 (0.094–5.741) 0.768

History of surgery Yes vs. No 1.168 (0.466–2.930) 0.740 1.041 (0.413–2.623) 0.932

Temperature at disease onset (◦C) 37.4–39.0 vs. <37.4 1.514 (0.540–4.248) 0.430 1.844 (0.638–5.326) 0.258

>39.0 vs. <37.4 1.036 (0.201–5.342) 0.966 2.714 (0.348–21.190) 0.622

Temperature at admission (◦C) 37.4–39.0 vs. <37.4 1.476 (0.561–3.885) 0.430 1.721 (0.646–4.580) 0.277

>39.0 vs. <37.4 2.630 (0.343–20.167) 0.352 2.714 (0.348–21.190) 0.341

Respiratory rate (/min) ≥20 vs. <20 1.357 (0.398–4.629) 0.626 1.316 (0.385–4.502) 0.662

Oxygen saturation (%) ≥90 vs. <90 0.131 (0.044–0.394) <0.001 0.123 (0.041–0.369) <0.001

*Adjustments were made for age and sex.

dysfunction. They also found that older people aged ≥ 75 years
are a risk factor for mortality (12). With the increase number
of asymptomatic infectious patients, taking measures to detect
and isolate early are especially important. In our study, we
used a short-term method to prospectively study the reported
the epidemiology and risk factors of 114 severe patients with
COVID-19 from the Union hospital, Hubei province. To our
knowledge, this is the first report to describes the severe patients
with COVID-19 during a short-term observation and predict
some risk factors for final outcome. In our study, the mean age
of severe patients were 63.96 ± 13.41 years, and 58 (50.9%) were
older than 65 years; the patients are thus older than in other
studies (5, 13, 14). We also found that 78 (68.4%) of 114 patients
initially exhibited fever, in accordance with previous studies,
where fever is the one of the most common symptom in patients
who had COVID-19 (5, 14–16). But, 36 (31.6%) of 114 severe
patients did not exhibit fever at the beginning of illness, and other
clinical manifestations should therefore be concerned. Recently,
Jin et al. found that attention should also be paid to people
who have gastrointestinal symptoms (6). Mao et al. indicated
that clinicians should suspect COVID-19 also in patients with
neurological manifestations (14).

According to results from laboratory tests, the poor outcome
group had lower lymphocytes than the good outcome group
[0.67 (0.43–0.89) vs. 0.92 (0.70–1.43)]. As is known to all,
lymphocytes are the main fighting force against the virus, and we
suspected that SARS-CoV-2 damages the lymphocyte and causes
its reduction (17). Chen et al. found that severe lymphopenia
were persistent and we more increased in dead patients than
recovered patients, and they suggested that lymphopenia may

be associated with poor outcome (18). Tan et al. demonstrated
a contrasting result: lymphopenia is an effective indicator for
the severity of patients with COVID-19 (19). CD8+ T cells
were significantly lower in the poor outcome group. Chen et al.
indicated that the SARS-CoV-2 infection may affect CD4+ and
CD8+ T lymphocyte cells in particular and argue that this is a
potential correlation with COVID-19 severity (20). In addition,
markedly higher concentrations of cardiac troponin I, creatine
kinase, and lactate dehydrogenase could be observed in the poor
outcome group than in their counterpart. Most notably, patients
who exhibited a poor outcome may develop pulmonary and
extra-pulmonary organ damage, including septic shock, acute
respiratory distress syndrome, acute kidney injury, acute cardiac
injury, as well as disseminated intravascular coagulation. The
fatality risk of COVID-19 patients with or without a history of
previous cardiovascular disease may include acute cardiac injury
and heart failure (18). Costanza Emanueli et al. suggested that
the COVID-19 crisis will have long-term residual repercussions
on the cardiovascular system (21). The suggestion is that the
cardiac injury also requires special attention. In our study, we also
found that lactate concentration was higher in poor outcomes
than their counterpart. Lactate is generally the end product
of energy through anaerobic metabolism, and the elevation of
lactate levels is mainly caused by the increase of blood oxygen
deficiency and anaerobic metabolism; this result is consistent
with the lower oxygen saturation in the poor group, and this
indicated that lactate level is an important predictor of poor
outcome in the early stage. In addition, total bilirubin was also
an important predictor of poor outcome in the early stage. Qi
recommend that dynamic monitoring of the liver function of
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TABLE 6 | Univariate and multivariate analyses of potential factors (laboratory indexes) predicting poor outcome.

Factors Normal range Level† Crude HR (95% CI) P Adjusted HR (95% CI)* P

Hematologic

Leucocytes (×109 /L) 3.5–9.5 ≥9.5 vs. <9.5 4.634 (1.840–11.669) 0.001 5.575 (2.080–14.943) 0.001

Neutrophils (×109 /L) 1.8–6.3 ≥6.3 vs. <6.3 2.663 (1.102–6.433) 0.030 2.566 (1.022–6.443) 0.045

Lymphocytes (×109 /L) 1.1–3.2 ≥1.1 vs. <1.1 0.293 (0.068–1.266) 0.100 0.337 (0.077–1.475) 0.149

Monocytes (×109 /L) 0.1–0.6 ≥0.6 vs. <0.6 0.179 (0.024–1.335) 0.179 0.182 (0.024–1.366) 0.098

Platelets (×109 /L) 125.0–350.0 ≥125.0 vs. <125.0 0.733 (0.245–2.192) 0.578 0.837 (0.275–2.553) 0.755

Hemoglobin (g/L) 130.0–175.0 ≥130.0 vs. <130.0 0.865 (0.354–2.116) 0.751 0.652 (0.244–1.732) 0.394

CD4+ T cells (%) 25.34–51.37 ≥51.37 vs. <51.37 1.144 (0.439–2.980) 0.783 1.235 (0.468–3.259) 0.670

CD8+ T cells (%) 14.23–38.95 ≥14.23 vs. <14.23 0.687 (0.249–1.890) 0.467 0.867 (0.303–2.482) 0.790

Coagulation function

Prothrombin time (s) 11.0–16.0 ≥13.5 vs. <13.5 1.574 (0.644–3.852) 0.320 1.112 (0.417–2.966) 0.832

Activated partial thromboplastin time (s) 28.0–43.5 ≥43.5 vs. <43.5 1.363 (0.493–3.766) 0.551 1.204 (0.433–3.344) 0.722

Fibrinogen (g/L) 2.0–4.0 ≥4.0 vs. <4.0 0.533 (0.212–1.338) 0.180 0.520 (0.205–1.317) 0.168

Thrombin time (s) 14.0–21.0 ≥17.4 vs. <17.4 1.114 (0.463–2.678) 0.809 1.197 (0.489–2.930) 0.694

D-dimer (mg/L) <0.5 ≥0.5 vs. <0.5 1.232 (0.411–3.697) 0.710 0.940 (0.294–3.001) 0.917

Biochemical

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L) 5–40 ≥40 vs. <40 0.961 (0.393–2.351) 0.931 1.203 (0.429–3.373) 0.726

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L) 8–40 ≥40 vs. <40 1.611 (0.658–3.942) 0.296 1.900 (0.755–4.783) 0.173

Total bilirubin (µmol/L) 5.1–19.0 ≥19.0 vs. <19.0 5.849 (2.433–14.063) <0.001 6.171 (2.458–15.496) <0.001

Total protein (g/L) 60–80 ≥60 vs. <60 0.687 (0.284–1.661) 0.405 0.721 (0.298–1.748) 0.470

Albumin (g/L) 35–55 ≥35 vs. <35 0.054 (0.007–0.405) 0.054 0.060 (0.008–0.460) 0.007

Globulin (g/L) 20–30 ≥30 vs. <30 2.723 (1.113–6.666) 0.028 2.526 (1.027–6.211) 0.043

Prealbumin (mg/L) 170–420 ≥170 vs. <170 1.001 (0.364–2.755) 0.999 1.282 (0.448–3.665) 0.643

Blood urea nitrogen (mmol/L) 2.9–8.2 ≥8.2 vs. <8.2 6.283 (2.565–15.391) <0.001 5.640 (2.193–14.509) <0.001

Creatinine (µmol/L) 44–133 ≥74 vs. <74 0.973 (0.405–2.337) 0.950 0.709 (0.254–1.978) 0.511

Creatine kinase (U/L) 38–174 ≥174 vs. <174 2.039 (0.783–5.307) 0.144 1.982 (0.756–5.199) 0.164

Creatine kinase-MB (U/L) 0–24 ≥24 vs. <24 2.449 (1.000–5.997) 0.050 3.032 (1.203–7.644) 0.019

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L) 109–245 ≥245 vs. <245 3.963 (0.915–17.161) 0.066 4.607 (1.057–20.090) 0.042

Hypersensitive cardiac troponin I (ng/L) <26.2 ≥26.2 vs. <26.2 5.613 (2.233–14.112) <0.001 5.023 (1.921–13.136) 0.001

Glucose (mmol/L) 3.9–6.1 ≥6.1 vs. <6.1 1.678 (0.637–4.416) 0.295 1.454 (0.543–3.893) 0.457

Serum potassium (mmol/L) 3.5–5.2 ≥4.0 vs. <4.0 1.112 (0.462–2.677) 0.813 0.921 (0.368–2.304) 0.860

Serum sodium (mmol/L) 136–145 ≥136 vs. <136 1.881 (0.436–8.120) 0.397 3.302 (0.702–15.535) 0.131

Serum calcium (mmol/L) 2.03–2.54 ≥2.03 vs. <2.03 0.385 (0.160–0.925) 0.033 0.433 (0.173–1.083) 0.073

Serum phosphorus (mmol/L) 0.96–1.62 ≥0.96 vs. <0.96 0.831 (0.345–2.001) 0.680 0.794 (0.330–1.914) 0.608

Serum chlorine (mmol/L) 96–108 ≥96 vs. <96 1.617 (0.375–6.970) 0.519 2.195 (0.489–9.845) 0.305

Lactate concentration (mmol/L) 0.5–1.6 ≥1.6 vs. <1.6 15.457 (2.067–115.615) 0.008 15.721 (2.099–117.777) 0.007

Positive Urinary protein / / 3.239 (1.244–8.433) 0.016 2.905 (1.099–7.678) 0.032

Positive Urinary glucose / / 0.893 (0.120–6.676) 0.912 0.961 (0.128–7.238) 0.969

Positive urinary occult blood / / 2.474 (1.030–5.945) 0.043 2.247 (0.932–5.421) 0.071

Blood gas characteristics

pH 7.35–7.45 ≥7.35 vs. <7.35 0.427 (0.170–1.074) 0.071 0.468 (0.181–1.207) 0.116

Arterial partial pressure of oxygen (mm Hg) 80–100 ≥80 vs. <80 0.295 (0.098–0.883) 0.029 0.321 (0.106–0.973) 0.045

Arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (mm Hg) 35–45 ≥45 vs. <45 2.159 (0.892–5.230) 0.088 2.224 (0.895–5.525) 0.085

Infection-related biomarkers

Interleukin-2 (pg/mL) 0.1–4.1 ≥4.1 vs. <4.1 1.820 (0.533–6.212) 0.339 2.343 (0.654–8.389) 0.191

Interleukin-4 (pg/mL) 0.1–3.2 ≥3.2 vs. <3.2 1.663 (0.663–4.172) 0.279 2.112 (0.797–5.597) 0.133

Interleukin-6 (pg/mL) 0.1–2.9 ≥23.3 vs. <23.3 1.782 (0.711–4.468) 0.218 1.485 (0.575–3.836) 0.414

Interleukin-10 (pg/mL) 0.1–5.0 ≥5.0 vs. <5.0 2.629 (1.010–6.843) 0.048 3.551 (1.280–9.857) 0.015

Tumor necrosis factor-α (pg/mL) 0.1–23.0 ≥2.6 vs. <2.6 1.079 (0.448–2.600) 0.866 1.032 (0.427–2.491) 0.945

Interferon-γ (pg/mL) 0.1–18.0 ≥2.5 vs. <2.5 1.260 (0.522–3.043) 0.607 1.421 (0.582–3.473) 0.440

C-reactive protein (mg/L) <8.0 ≥65.0 vs. <65.0 4.703 (1.374–16.093) 0.014 5.275 (1.517–18.344) 0.009

Ferritin (ng/mL) 4.6–204.0 ≥204.0 vs. <204.0 2.582 (0.210–11.930) 0.657 2.647 (0.311–22.522) 0.373

*Adjustments were made for age and sex.
†
Cut points of levels were determined according to normal range, actual distribution, and clinical significance.
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FIGURE 2 | Non-linear dose–response relationship between 10 indices and poor outcome risk. Hazard ratios (HRs) were adjusted for age and gender. Dotted lines

represent the 95% CIs for the fitted trend. (A) Leucocytes (×109 /L), referent (HR = 1): 9.5; (B) Neutrophils (×109 /L), referent: 6.3; (C) Total bilirubin (µmol/L),

referent: 19.0; (D) Albumin, referent: 35.0 (g/L); (E) Globulin (g/L), referent: 30.0; (F) Blood urea nitrogen (mmol/L), referent: 8.2; (G) CK-MB (U/L), referent: 24.0; (H)

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L), referent: 245; (I) Hypersensitive cardiac troponin I (ng/L), referent: 26.2; (J) Lactate (mmol/L), referent: 1.6.
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patients is necessary (22). Cai et al. conclude that patients with
abnormal liver function may had higher risks of progressing to
severe disease (23). Due to the “cytokine storm” also observed
in the poor outcome group, 19 (95.0%) of these patients were
given glucocorticoid therapy. Wu et al. previously found that
the administration of methylprednisolone may have reduced the
risk of death in patients with ARDS (7). To our surprise, most
of the severe patients treated with Traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM) were eventually converted to a good outcome, indicating
the importance of this effort on COVID-19. A large of clinical
practice results indicated that TCM shows significant role in the
patients with COVID-19. For the severe patients in the treatment
of TCM, the mean length in hospital and the time of nucleic acid
turning negative has been shortened by more than 2 days (24).
Yang et al. analyzed the effect of Lian Hua Qing Wen Capsules
in the treatment of COVID-19 patients, and they found that
this TCM could markedly relieve fever and cough and promote
recovery (25). Besides, a comprehensive evaluation and further
scientific research should be carried out on the effect of TCM
on COVID-19.

Meantime, the risk factors related to the poor outcome
included uncontrolled inflammation responses, infection,
hypoxia, and liver, kidney, and cardiac dysfunction. The
pathogenesis of COVID-19 is still being studied. Cytokine
storms and uncontrolled inflammation responses are thought
to play important roles in the outcome of COVID-19 (26–30).
External stimuli resulted in an excessive immune response,
and the pathogenesis of the cytokine storm is complex and
can leaded to rapid disease progression and high mortality.
The inflammatory cytokine storm is closely correlated to the
development and progression of ARDS (31). Neutrophils play
important role in chemokines and cytokines (32). In our study,
the poor outcome group had significantly higher neutrophil
counts than the good outcome group, and this may be the
underlying cause of the cytokine storm. In addition, CD8+

T cells were significantly lower in the poor outcome group.
These results highlight the important roles of CD8+ T cells in
COVID-19. Studies had shown that T cells could inhibit the
over-activation of innate immunity (33). T cells can help to clear
SARS-CoV, and a low T-cell response can result in pathological
changes in mice with SARS-CoV (34). The relevant mechanisms
need to be studied further.

This study has some limitations. First, owing to the limited
number of cases, only 114 severe patients were included. Second,
this study was a single-center research, and a larger cohort
study of severe patients with SARS-CoV-2 from other cities
in China and other countries would help to further describe
the clinical characteristics and predict risk factors related to

this disease. Third, although we included numerous factors that
may be associated with clinical outcome in the analyses and
made adjustment for potential confounders when exploring the

associations, we could not rule out the possibility of other
residual confounders.

In summary, the present study is a single-center, prospective
observational study that examined clinical characteristics and
risk factors for poor short-term outcomes in patients with
severe COVID-19. Our univariate and multivariate analyses
demonstrated that cytokine storm/uncontrolled inflammatory
responses as well as liver, kidney, and cardiac dysfunction
may play important roles in determining final outcomes in
patients with severe illness due to COVID-19 infection. Our
data may aid clinicians in diagnosing severe cases of COVID-
19 and determining the most appropriate treatment strategies
for infected patients. Given that Traditional Chinese medicine
has been shown to improve outcomes in some cases, additional
studies are also required to assess the efficacy of such strategies.
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Background: Non-febrile illness seizures may present in previously healthy children

as afebrile seizures associated with minor infections, such as mild gastroenteritis or

respiratory tract infections, and are linked to a genetic predisposition. For the novel

human coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, causing COVID-19, fever, cough, and gastrointestinal

complaints are the most common symptoms in children, and a hyperimmune response

may be present. No detailed temporally associated neurological complications have been

documented in pediatric case series so far.

Case description:We present the case of a 3-months-old girl with non-febrile repeated

seizures in a COVID-19 family setting. The infant started with a mild fever and cough

that lasted for 2 days. At day 6 from onset, the girl presented with two focal motor

seizures with impaired consciousness and awareness. All investigations ruled out signs

of meningo-encephalitis or active epilepsy, including normal electroencephalogram and

cerebral magnetic resonance imaging. PCR from nasal and throat swabs was positive

for SARS-CoV-2. Remarkably, blood ferritin and D-dimer levels were increased. At day 9,

the infant presented another afebrile motor seizure, and levetiracetam dose was modified

there was a favorable response within 3 months of the follow-up. Much interest has been

raised with regards to host genetic determinants to disease severity and susceptibility

to COVID-19. We thus performed whole exome sequencing, revealing a pathogenic

frameshift mutation in the PRRT2 gene in both the mother and the infant. The mother

had presented two late infantile febrile convulsions with normal outcome afterwards.

Discussion: The hyperimmune response described in adult cases with COVID-19 can

be seen in infants, even in the absence of respiratory symptoms. Moreover, COVID-19

may present in infants as non-febrile seizures, triggering early onset seizures in infants

with a genetic predisposition. In this pandemic situation, precision medicine using
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massive sequencing can shed light on underlying molecular mechanisms driving the host

response to COVID-19.

Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, pediatric COVID-19, non-febrile seizures, afebrile seizures,

PRRT2 mutations, benign familial infantile epilepsy

INTRODUCTION

Non-febrile illness seizures are described as afebrile seizures
associated with minor infections in previously healthy children.
Seizures occur mainly in infants in the setting of acute
infections, such as mild gastroenteritis or respiratory tract
infections, without structural correlate or hydro-electrolytic
imbalance (1–4). Rotaviruses are frequently found in non-febrile
convulsions associated with gastroenteritis, and noroviruses
have been recently identified as an emergent pathogen in
these cases (1, 5). In infants with non-febrile seizures related
to respiratory tract infections, common seasonal viruses,
such as influenza, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and
metapneumovirus, have been pointed out as plausible causative
pathogens (3, 4, 6).

Human coronavirus (HCoV) causes respiratory infections
with a seasonal pattern in children, and in some cases,
extra-pulmonar manifestations have been described.
It has been increasingly recognized that HCoV shows
some neurotropism due to its capacity to reach the
central nervous system after the nasal infection, shown
for HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-NL63 (7, 8). Neurological
complications of common HCoV infections have been
reported, including febrile seizures, convulsions, loss of
consciousness, encephalomyelitis, and encephalitis (9).
Another HCoV, SARS-CoV, emerged in Guandong province,
southern China, in 2002, and it spread to many countries
and caused severe lower respiratory tract infection with
an overall case-fatality rate of 10%. The SARS-CoV was
associated with milder disease in children compared to
adults, with some case series reporting febrile seizures in
10% of a total sample of 41 children (10–12). Fortunately, no
human SARS-CoV infections have been identified since July
2003 (8).

In December 2019, a novel HCoV (SARS-CoV-2) was
reported from Wuhan city, Hubei province, China, and it
rapidly spread worldwide causing a pandemic outbreak by
March 2020, producing a respiratory disease called COVID-
19. Initial case series have shown that children present milder
clinical symptoms than adults and that most pediatric cases
were infected in family clusters. Fever, cough, respiratory
distress, myalgia, and gastrointestinal complaints are the most
common symptoms (13–18), but no detailed neurological
complications have been documented in pediatric case series
so far.

In this article, we describe the case of a 3-months-old
girl with non-febrile repeated seizures in a COVID-19 family
setting. Whole exome sequencing was applied and revealed
an underlying genetic pathogenic variant that may cause the
clinical presentation.

CASE PRESENTATION

A previously healthy, with uneventful pregnancy and
delivery, 3-months-old girl was admitted to the pediatric
emergency department early morning on April 1 after her
mother reported two episodes of convulsions without fever.
During the night, the mother, who was a nurse, reported
a first episode of clonic movements of the face with tonic
posture of extremities and trismus, without consciousness,
lasting 3min approximately. Few hours later, the infant
presented with a second episode, described as staring gaze,
clonic movements of the face and right extremities, and
repeating sucking movements of the mouth, lasting <5min.
At admission, vital constants were normal; physical and
neurological examination showed mild hypotonia and
drowsiness without focal deficits. The mother informed us
that, on March 27–28, the infant had presented with a low fever
of <38.1◦C, rhinorrhea, cough, and diarrhea with subsequent
improvement. No fever was documented the 3 days before
these convulsions. Interestingly, the mother referred herself
as having persistent symptoms of anosmia and dysgeusia
since March 23, and showed no signs of fever or respiratory
symptoms since.

At admission, patient blood tests did not show any
abnormalities except for a high ferritin value (385 µg/L;
normal values 10–204). PCRs of nasopharyngeal and throat
swabs tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. Additional testing for
other viruses was negative, including HCoV-NL63, HCoV-OC43,
HCoV-229E, RSV, rhinovirus, metapneumovirus, influenza,
adenovirus, bocavirus, and enterovirus. Chest x-ray and brain
CT scans did not reveal abnormalities; the CSF analysis for
cells, glucose, and protein was normal. PCRs for herpes virus
family (HSV-1, HSV-2, and VZV) and enterovirus in CSF
were negative. Bacteria cultures in blood, urine, and CSF were
also negative.

During hospitalization, three interictal
electroencephalograms (EEG) and a cerebral 1.5T MRI
showed normal results. Levetiracetam was started the 1st day
as prophylactic antiepileptic treatment (28 mg/Kg/day), but
the infant presented with another afebrile seizure on April 4,
consisting of upright tonic eye deviation, clonic movements
of face muscles, and tonic posture of four limbs in extension,
lasting 90 s. The seizure was recorded by the mother and was
checked by pediatric neurologists. Pre-dosing blood levels
of levetiracetam were within therapeutic range (15 mcg/mL;
normal values 10–40). Hydroxychloroquine was then started
on April 4, as compassionate use due to the persistence of
seizures in a COVID-19 setting, at a dosage of 6.5 mg/Kg/day
for 5 days with excellent tolerance. Blood test controls revealed
a sustained decrease of ferritin values, with a late increase
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of D-dimer levels. Unfortunately, D-dimer control was not
possible due to technical procedures. The rest of the lab tests
were within normal limits. Following discharge, the patient
was followed as an outpatient, and she presented with normal
neurological development and an absence of seizures. A timeline
of clinical course, lab test, and investigations is summarized
in Figure 1. Informed and written consent to publish clinical
details was obtained from the parents. Additionally, during
hospitalization, the patient and her mother were included
in a collaborative study of genomic medicine for identifying
genetic variants causing hyperimmunity due to SARS-CoV-2
infection. The local ethics committee approved the study.
Whole exome sequencing was performed, and prioritized
genes were analyzed. No pathogenic variants of susceptibility
genes for hyperimmunity were found, but both the infant
and the mother carried a loss-of-function variant in the
PRRT2 gene (NM_145239.3), c.649dupC (p.Arg217fs), at the
heterozygous state. This frameshift variant has been recurrently
described in ClinVar as pathogenic. It is associated with benign
familial infantile convulsions (OMIM 605751), but it is also
allelic to infantile convulsions and choreoathetosis (OMIM
602066) (19). A revision of maternal family history revealed
that the mother could have had two convulsions during late
infancy, related to mild infections and fever, with normal
development afterwards.

DISCUSSION

SARS-CoV-2 infection in children is being increasingly
recognized. However, detailed clinical data are still lacking and
individual cases, such as the one presented, can shed some light
to comprehend the complex systemic manifestations of this
disease in the youngest.

A review of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention on February 24 has shown than <1% of the COVID-
19 cases were in children younger than 10 years of age (20). In
Wuhan Children’s Hospital, China, 1,391 children were tested
through February, and a total of 171 (12.3%) were positive
for SARS-CoV-2 infection, with a median age of 6.7 years. Of

these, 65% presented pneumonia and three required invasive
mechanical ventilation. Only 18% of the positive children were

infants younger than 1 year of age, and no cases were reported
with neurological features. In Spain, by March 16, 41 of the

4,695 confirmed cases (0.8%) in the Madrid region were children
younger than 18 years, and 60% of the pediatric cases required
hospitalization (21). In a systematic review of SARS-CoV-2
infection in children, Castagnoli et al. found, by April 22, 444
participants younger than 10 years of age, but no details about
clinical symptoms were revealed (22).

Our infant presented with afebrile seizures during the course
of COVID-19, some of themwith focal semiology, and these were

FIGURE 1 | Timeline course of the patient’s COVID-19 disease.
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not associated with signs of encephalitis, structural damage, or
other concomitant infection. The clinical picture is compatible
with the definition of non-febrile illness seizures, which occur in
association with an acute infection the week before or 3 days after
the seizure, although without presenting with fever on the day of
the seizure (3, 23).

Besides respiratory symptoms, HCoV infections may present
with febrile seizures in susceptible infants (9–12). Very recently,
a febrile convulsion in a 2-years-old girl with COVID-19 was
reported (15). However, several studies have suggested that non-
febrile illness seizures are a different seizure category from febrile
seizures or unprovoked seizures. Non-febrile illness seizures may
share some genetic predisposition in a similar manner as febrile
seizures or epilepsy, and, as with febrile seizures, the prognosis is
favorable in most cases (3).

This pandemic has sparked an interest in genomic medicine
to elucidate host determinants of phenotype severity (24, 25).
We thus performed whole exome sequencing as described
(26) and uncovered the genetic predisposition of the infant
to develop afebrile seizures due to a well-known recurrent
pathogenic PRRT2 mutation associated with benign familial
infantile convulsions (OMIM 605751) and infantile convulsions
and choreoathetosis (OMIM 602066) (19). In the mother,
the phenotype is benign and self-limited, without movement
disorders. Nonetheless, a long-term follow-up is required to
detect the possible development of dyskinesias in the infant.

Regarding other investigations in this case, ferritin levels were
increased at admission, on day 6 since symptoms onset, and
they progressively decreased over time. D-dimers were within
normal limits at admission but increased during hospitalization.
These findings resemble the hyperimmune response found is
adult COVID-19 severe cases, a major driver of adverse outcome
(27, 28). Same findings are being reported in severe COVID-19
in children (8), and, during the SARS-CoV epidemic of 2002,
some patients presented with decreased lymphocyte count and
increased levels of LDH and D-dimers.

Therapeutic strategies and evidence-based protocols for
COVID-19 treatment in children are still lacking. On April 4, we
thus decided to treat our infant with hydroxychloroquine since
this drug is renowned for its antiviral and immunomodulating
properties (29), and it has been previously used in young
infants (30–33). Preliminary results of hydroxychloroquine
on adults COVID-19 clinical trials suggested that 600mg
daily may decrease viral load in nasal swabs (34), but
further studies has raised concerns about its use during
hospitalization (35). On July 4, the WHO International Steering
Committee discontinued clinical trials for hydroxychloroquine in
hospitalized patients (www.who.int/news-room).

One limitation of this case is related to the storing of the
biological samples. PCR of SARS-CoV-2 in CSF was not available
at that moment, and the sample was not stored. Moreover,

hyperimmune response in younger children is an uncommon
phenomenon and warrants further research in samples of the
patients. We would like to encourage pediatricians to collect and
store biological samples of patients with COVID-19 for further
analysis, as it would be useful for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

The last two decades witnessed the emergence of three zoonotic coronaviruses that crossed the
species barrier and caused outbreaks in humans: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(SARS-CoV) in 2002, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) in 2012,
and most recently, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) in 2019
(1). All three viruses are β-coronaviruses belonging to the Orthocoronavirinae subfamily in the
Coronaviriade viral family (1). Similar to SARS-CoV, the newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 utilizes the
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) cellular receptor for cell entry (2). Although many drugs
have been proposed as potential therapeutic agents for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),
no specific antiviral agent has been proven effective to date (3). Convalescent plasma is effective
in treating many viral conditions, including respiratory infections (4). Hence, the therapeutic
potential of convalescent plasma for COVID-19 is a noteworthy topic. This viewpoint discusses
the plausibility of using convalescent plasma from COVID-19 recovered patients as an effective,
feasible therapeutic intervention for COVID-19.

HISTORY

Convalescent plasma has been used since the 1890s to treat several infectious diseases (5). In the
early 20th century, convalescent sera obtained from recovered individuals during outbreaks of viral
etiology, such as influenza and measles, were used for therapeutic purposes (5). In the early 21st
century, convalescent plasma was utilized to increase the survival rate among critically ill patients
during the H1N1 pandemic in 2009, as well as during the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV outbreaks
in 2002 and 2012, respectively (5). Thirty-two studies demonstrated a consistent reduction in
mortality among convalescent plasma-treated patients with severe SARS and influenza infections
without convalescent plasma-related adverse effects (6). The pooled data from 27 out of these
32 studies revealed a statistically significant reduction in the pooled odds of death among the
convalescent plasma-treated group compared with the control group (6). Further, during the Ebola
virus epidemic inWest Africa in 2014, convalescent plasma therapy (CPT) was used empirically, as
recommended by the World Health Organization (7).

MODE OF ACTION

Convalescent plasma exemplifies passive immune therapy, which combats invading pathogens
by administering antibodies (2). It is hypothesized that polyclonal antibodies in convalescent
plasma neutralize the circulating initial inoculum of microbes and facilitate antibody-dependent
cellular cytotoxicity and phagocytosis (5). In the context of CPT for COVID-19, the
antibodies are anticipated to employ both immune mechanisms, but the main one would be
neutralization, which occurs when neutralizing antibodies block SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins,
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thereby aborting viral entry (2, 4, 5). Hosts naturally develop
antibodies 10–14 days post-infection; therefore, convalescent
plasma administration before seroconversion is believed to be
more therapeutically effective (4, 5).

CPT IN TREATING EMERGING
CORONAVIRUSES

CPT for SARS and MERS
Several studies have shown a favorable outcome of CPT in
treating infections caused by emerging coronaviruses (3, 5, 7–10).
A retrospective non-randomized comparison study addressed
the outcome of 40 severely affected SARS-CoV patients, where
the treatment group (n= 19) received SARS convalescent plasma
while the control group was kept only on methylprednisolone
after both groups had finished an empirical combination of
ribavirin and methylprednisolone (8). Patients in the treatment
group were given 200–400ml of convalescent plasma obtained
using an apheresis device from SARS-recovered individuals with
a SARS-IgG titer ranging from 160 to 2,560 (8). In 2003,
researchers addressed the outcome in 80 SARS-CoV-infected
patients on convalescent plasma (7). The outcome was deemed
to be good if the hospital admission lasted <23 days post-
onset. The SARS-CoV convalescent plasma volume used in this
study ranged from 160 to 640ml with a SARS-IgG titer ranging
from 160 to 2,560 (7). The mortality rate among those 80
critical SARS patients was 12.5%, while the overall mortality
rate when the SARS epidemic struck Hong Kong in 2003 was
17% (8). Moreover, this study found that convalescent plasma
administration before the 14th day post-onset is associated with
a better outcome than its administration after this point (58.3
vs. 15.6%). It was also evident from this study that convalescent
plasma administration in SARS-CoV PCR-positive but SARS-
seronegative patients was more therapeutically effective than
in SARS-CoV PCR-positive and SARS-seropositive patients
(66.7 vs. 20%) (7). These findings are in accordance with the
notion that the effectiveness of CPT is directly related to its
early administration prior to seroconversion (3, 5, 8). A study
involving three critical SARS-CoV-infected patients who were
treated with 500ml SARS-CoV convalescent plasma of SARS-
CoV IgG titer >640 infusion each showed clinical improvement
followed by viral burden decline (9). CPT was used to treat
three critically ill MERS cases in South Korea (10). The study
concluded that effective convalescent plasma treatment was
associated with a MERS-IgG titer ≥80, while an IgG titer of 40
was ineffective (10). Further, the neutralization activity could be
predicted by ELISA-IgG without conducting sophisticated BSL-3
laboratory-dependent procedures, such as the plaque reduction
neutralization test. At a cutoff optical density of 1.6 and 1.9, the
specificity of ELISA-IgG in predicting the neutralization activity
was ≥95 and 100%, respectively (10).

CPT for COVID-19
In an uncontrolled case series, five ARDS-complicated COVID-
19 patients were on mechanical ventilation, four of whom
were ≥50 years of age. They received 400ml of convalescent
plasma infusion each immediately after being obtained by

apheresis from ABO-compatible donors (3). The convalescent
plasma had an IgG titer >1000 and a neutralization titer >40.
Following plasma transfusion, all patients manifested a restored
normal body temperature within 3 days and the range of
their PaO2/FiO2 improved from 172–276 to 284–366 within
12 days (3) (Table 1). Further, viral load and inflammatory
cytokines started to decline while serological responses began
to mount after the CPT. Moreover, three out of the five
patients were extubated and discharged (3). Anecdotal pieces
of evidence on the safety and efficacy of convalescent plasma
in treating COVID-19 have been reported (11). After infusion
with 200ml volume and ≥640 neutralization titer convalescent
plasma, 10 critical COVID-19 patients on supportive and
antiviral treatments improved in terms of clinical and laboratory
parameters (11). Post-plasma infusion, fever, and respiratory
symptoms subsided within 3 days while RNAemia took 6
days to become undetected. No serious adverse reactions were
reported (11) (Table 1). Another four severe SARS-CoV-2-
infected cases on supportive and antiviral therapy improved
following convalescent plasma administration with no adverse
effects. The volume of CPT ranged from 200 to 2,400ml
(12) (Table 1). The first reported use of CPT for COVID-19
in South Korea was on two ARDS-complicated SARS-CoV-
2-infected patients (13). Convalescent plasma was obtained
from two fully recovered SARS-CoV-2-causing pneumonia cases
with anti-SARS-CoV-2 ELISA optical density of 0.586 and
0.532 (cutoff: 0.22). Despite being on lopinavir/ritonavir and
hydroxychloroquine, both CPT recipients had been suffering
from a worsening course of ARDS-complicated SARS-CoV-2
infection (PaO2/FiO2: <100) prior to the convalescent plasma
infusion. After 500ml of convalescent plasma infusion each, both
critically ill COVID-19 patients improved in terms of symptoms
and infection-related markers, with no adverse effects reported.
Their escalating viral loads prior to the plasma administration
started to dramatically fall the next day after the convalescent
plasma infusion, while their oxygen demand gradually decreased
until they were successfully extubated. Although the subjects
in this study received methylprednisolone within 2 days prior
to convalescent plasma infusion, their viral burden decreased
afterwards, suggesting the successful neutralization effect of
the administered plasma (13) (Table 1). A recent study in
Wuhan, China, described the efficacy and safety of CPT on
six COVID-19 cases (14). At least 200ml of convalescent
plasma infusion was administered to six laboratory-confirmed
COVID-19 cases, five of whom had lower respiratory tract
involvement. All convalescent plasma recipients showed clinical
improvement without any adverse effects. Yeh et al. linked CPT
in COVID-19 to radiological and serological improvements in
terms of resolution of COVID-19-related abnormal radiological
findings and mounting numbers of anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies,
respectively (Table 1). There was evidence of the clinical benefits
of convalescent plasma in those running a late course of COVID-
19 even after seroconversion exists (14). Hence, the efficacy of
convalescent plasma in relation to seroconversion should be
rigorously evaluated. CPT succeeded in lowering the SARS-
CoV-2 viral burden, although it was administered after steroids
(3, 13), contradicting the general notion that steroids have a
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TABLE 1 | Safety and efficacy of convalescent plasma therapy for COVID-19 infected patients.

Study Participants Pre-CPT status CPT Post-CPT outcome Adverse Effects References

1 n:5, 3♂:2♀, age (36–65 y.),

HTN & MR (n:1)

ARDS-complicated

COVID-19 (n:5), MV (n:5),

ECMO (n:1), PaO2/FiO2

(range, 172–276),

neutralizing Ab (range,

40–160)

Volume (400ml), neutralizing

Ab titer (range, 80–480),

administration day (range,

10–22 d. post-admission)

Fever subsided within 3 d. post-CPT (n:5), viral

load decline (undetectable within 12 d.

post-CPT) (n:5), PaO2/FiO2 improved within 12

d. post-CPT (range, 284–366) (n:5), neutralizing

Ab titer increased (range, 80–320 and 160–480

at 1st and 3rd d post-CPT, respectively),

radiological improvements noticed from the 3rd

d post-CPT (n:5), MV removal within 12 d.

post-CPT (n:3), ECMO removal within 5 d.

post-CPT (n:1), patient discharge (n:3)

None (n:5) (3)

2 n:10, 6♂:4♀, age (34–78 y.),

HTN (n:3), cardiac and

cerebrovascular diseases

(n:1)

Severe COVID-19 (n:10),

MV (n:3), high-flow O2 (n:3),

low-flow O2 (n:2), SaO2%

(median,93; range,

89–96.5), neutralizing Ab

titer (range, 160–640)*

Volume (200ml), neutralizing

Ab titer (≥640),

administration day (range,

10–20 d. post-onset)

Symptoms and SaO2% (median,96; range,

95–96.5) both improved within 3 d post-CPT

(n:10), viral load decline (undetectable within 6

d. post-CPT) ‡ (n:7), neutralizing Ab titer

increased to 640*
†
(n:5), radiological

improvements noticed within 3 d post-CPT

(n:10), MV removal (n:2), high-flow O2 not

needed anymore (n:2), patient discharge (n:3),

patient improved and ready for discharge (n:7)

Evanescent facial red spots

(n:1), none (n:9)

(11)

3 n:4, 2♂:2♀, Age (31–73 y.),

COPD (n:1), HTN (n:1), HTN

and CKD (n:1), pregnant

(n:1)

ARDS-complicated

COVID-19 (n:4), MV (n:3),

non-invasive ventilation and

high-flow O2 (n:1), ECMO

(n:1)

Volume (range,

200–2,400ml),

administration day (range,

12–19 d post-admission)

Clinical and radiological improvement (n:4), viral

load decline within 30 d. post-CPT§ (qRT-PCR

undetectability range, 6–30 d. post-CPT) (n:4),

MV removal within 20 d. post-CPT§ (n:2),

ECMO removal within 7 days post-CPT§ (n:1),

Patient discharge (n:3)

None (n:4) (12)

4 n:2, 1♂:1♀, Age (67 and 71

y.), HTN (n:1)

ARDS-complicated

COVID-19, MV (n:2),

PaO2/FiO2: 86 and 76

Volume: 500ml,

Anti-SARS-2 IgG ELISA:

0.586 and 0.532 (Cut-off:

0.22), administration day:

6th and 10th d

post-admission

Clinical and radiological improvement (n:2), viral

load decline (undetectable in both patients after

16 and 14 d post-CPT, respectively),

PaO2/FiO2 in both patients increased to 300

and 230 within 8 and 6 d post-CPT,

respectively, MV removal (n:2), patient

discharge (n:1)

None (n:2) (13)

5 n:6, 3♂:3♀, Age (range,

28–75 y.), Sjören syndrome

(n:1)

COVID-19 (n:6), clinical and

radiological picture of

SARS-CoV-2 causing LRTI�

(n:5)

Volume (range,

200–600ml), administration

day (33–50 d. post-onset)

Clinical and radiological improvement� (n:5),

viral load decline and eventually undetectable*

(n:5), patient discharge* (n:5)

None (n:6) (14)

HTN, Hypertension; MR, Mitral regurgitation; ARDS, Acute respiratory distress syndrome; MV, Mechanical ventilation; ECMO, Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; IFN-α, Interferon-alpha; COPD, Chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease; CKD, Chronic kidney disease; LRTI, Lower respiratory tract infection.

*One patient’s data was unavailable.
†Four patients’ neutralizing Ab titer remained the same as before the CPT at 640.
‡Three patients had already had undetectable SARS-CoV-2 prior to the CPT.
§From the first or the only CPT dose received.
�One patient was SARS-CoV-2 positive and asymptomatic during the CPT after being previously symptomatic with no LRTI involvement.
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counteractive effect on CPT (11). A thorough assessment of
the relationship between steroids and CPT may lead to a more
effective therapeutic combination. As of this writing, more than
80 clinical trials are aiming to investigate the safety and efficacy
of CPT in COVID-19 subjects; however, results have yet to be
posted (15). The scarcity of convalescent plasma donors should
not be a problem, with millions of fully recovered COVID-19
cases all over the globe.

DRAWBACKS OF USING CPT

The drawbacks associated with CPT include adverse effects, such
as transfusion transmissible infections (TTIs) and transfusion-
related acute lung injury (TRALI) (2, 5). In addition, its effectivity
depends on the neutralization titer (2, 10). However, based on
available studies, plasma infusion is a safe medical practice,
mainly due to advances in blood banking and transfusion,
including ABO compatibility checking and TTI screening and
monitoring during and after transfusion (2, 5). Further, in a
reported case of TRALI following MERS convalescent plasma
infusion, neither anti-human leukocyte antigen nor anti-human

neutrophil antigen, both of which are TRALI pathophysiology
key players, were detected in the donated plasma (2, 16).
Additionally, neutralization activity could be predicted by ELISA-
IgG (10).

CONCLUSION

Currently, no specific antiviral agent has been proven
for SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, based on available
data, it is plausible to consider CPT as an effective,
safe, and feasible therapeutic option for COVID-19.
Determining the effective dose of convalescent plasma
infusion is essential, along with other variables such as the
neutralization titer.
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After the 1918 flu pandemic, the world is again facing a similar situation. However,

the advancement in medical science has made it possible to identify that the novel

infectious agent is from the coronavirus family. Rapid genome sequencing by various

groups helped in identifying the structure and function of the virus, its immunogenicity

in diverse populations, and potential preventive measures. Coronavirus attacks the

respiratory system, causing pneumonia and lymphopenia in infected individuals. Viral

components like spike and nucleocapsid proteins trigger an immune response in the

host to eliminate the virus. These viral antigens can be either recognized by the B

cells or presented by MHC complexes to the T cells, resulting in antibody production,

increased cytokine secretion, and cytolytic activity in the acute phase of infection. Genetic

polymorphism in MHC enables it to present some of the T cell epitopes very well over

the other MHC alleles. The association of MHC alleles and its downregulated expression

has been correlated with disease severity against influenza and coronaviruses. Studies

have reported that infected individuals can, after recovery, induce strong protective

responses by generating amemory T-cell pool against SARS-CoV andMERS-CoV. These

memory T cells were not persistent in the long term and, upon reactivation, caused local

damage due to cross-reactivity. So far, the reports suggest that SARS-CoV-2, which

is highly contagious, shows related symptoms in three different stages and develops an

exhaustive T-cell pool at higher loads of viral infection. As there are no specific treatments

available for this novel coronavirus, numerous small molecular drugs that are being used

for the treatment of diseases like SARS, MERS, HIV, ebola, malaria, and tuberculosis

are being given to COVID-19 patients, and clinical trials for many such drugs have

already begun. A classical immunotherapy of convalescent plasma transfusion from

recovered patients has also been initiated for the neutralization of viremia in terminally

ill COVID-19 patients. Due to the limitations of plasma transfusion, researchers are

now focusing on developing neutralizing antibodies against virus particles along with

immuno-modulation of cytokines like IL-6, Type I interferons (IFNs), and TNF-α that could

help in combating the infection. This review highlights the similarities of the coronaviruses

that caused SARS and MERS to the novel SARS-CoV-2 in relation to their pathogenicity

and immunogenicity and also focuses on various treatment strategies that could be

employed for curing COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION

The whole world is currently confronting a crisis situation
that first appeared in late December 2019 as merely a few
cases of pneumonia in Wuhan, China. The patients were
exhibiting common symptoms like fever, dry cough, sore throat,
breathlessness, and fatigue. Sample swabs from the oral cavity
and anal region were collected along with the blood and
Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluid (BALF) from all seven of the
patients, irrespective of their age and gender, which were then
sent to the Wuhan Institute of Virology for further examination.
As the outbreak initiated at the seafood market with the onset of
winter, similar to that of the previous Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) infection, the scientists first screened the
samples using pan-CoV qPCR primers. Surprisingly, five samples
were reported positive for coronavirus. Thorough investigation
employing next-generation sequencing and phylogenetic analysis
led to the identification of the causative agent of this respiratory
disease, a novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) (1). As more cases
started to appear around the world, on February 11, 2020, the
World Health Organization assigned a name, COrona VIrus
Disease 2019 or COVID-19, to the disease and declared it a
pandemic on March 11, 2020. The virus was renamed from
2019-nCoV to SARS-CoV-2 by the International Committee
on Taxonomy of Viruses on the basis of its genetic similarity
to a previously known coronavirus, Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) (2). Transmission of SARS-
CoV-2 occurs when a healthy individual inhales or comes
into contact with respiratory droplets from an infected person.
The average incubation period before patients exhibit disease
symptoms ranges from 2 to 14 days (3). Before the spread of
COVID-19, SARS emerged as an epidemic in 2003, followed
by Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in 2012, both
caused by a novel coronavirus of zoonotic origin and assigned
to the genus Betacoronavirus (4). The worldwide outbreak of
SARS-CoV-2 has put life on hold, having a major impact
on the world’s economy, and has claimed ∼436,167 lives
globally as of June 15, 2020 (5, 6). Unlike previous episodes
of coronavirus spread, where it took months to identify

the cause of infection and perform genome sequencing (7),
advancement in science and technology made it possible to

identify the causative organism swiftly. Within a few weeks

of the outbreak, different laboratories across the world had

sequenced the whole viral genome and had also provided
structural and functional insights into the essential proteins

required by the virus for its survival. These immediate scientific
inputs helped with developing diagnostic kits and defining
treatment strategies for effective prognosis and prevention (8–
10). In this review, we are emphasizing the immunological aspect
of SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis by taking into consideration the
previous experimental and clinical knowledge obtained from
the coronaviruses that were responsible for causing SARS and
MERS. This approach will assist in utilizing immunotherapies,
repurposing the previously approved antiviral drugs, and
developing therapeutic vaccines specific to novel coronavirus
more effectively.

CLASSIFICATION AND COMPARISON OF
SARS-CoV-2

Initial genome sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of novel
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has shown that it is genetically similar
to previously known coronavirus SARS-CoV and hence is placed
under the family Coronaviridae. Coronavirus contains positive-
sense single-stranded RNA (+ve ssRNA) as its genetic material,
which can be about 30 kb in length and is mostly protected by an
outer fatty layer of an envelope that also helps the virus to evade
host immune response and assists its entry inside the host cell (11,
12). The subfamily Coronavirinae is further subdivided into four
genera, namely alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and delta- coronavirus (α-
CoV, β-CoV, γ-CoV, and δ-CoV). Viruses having the potential to
infect humans are placed under the genus α-CoV and β-CoV
(SARS-CoV & MERS-CoV), whereas viruses of γ-CoV and δ-
CoV genera are mostly known to infect avians and pigs (13). The
novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 falls under the genus β-CoV, as it
shares 88% sequence identity with SARS-CoV-like coronaviruses
(derived from bat) but is only 79% identical to SARS-CoV and
50% identical to MERS-CoV (3). Thus, it can be deduced by its
genome identity that the immediate host of this virus could be
a bat, which then transmitted it to some unknown intermediate
host that acted as a source for the transmission of the virus
to humans.

Like those of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, the SARS-CoV-2
genome comprises of 12 open reading frames (ORFs) in number.
At the 5′ end of the viral genome, overlapping ORFs 1a and 1b
are present that encode the RNA polymerase and other non-
structural proteins of the virus and occupy approximately two-
thirds of the genome. Genes encoding structural proteins such
as spike (S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and nucleocapsid
(N), are present in the remaining one-third of its genome
spanning from the 5′ to the 3′ terminal, along with several
genes encoding non-structural proteins (NSPs) and accessory
proteins scattered in between, as shown in Figure 1. Despite
being in the same serogroup, there is a slight difference in
the nucleotide number, sequence, gene order, and expression
method among previously known coronaviruses and the novel
SARS-CoV-2 (1, 14, 15). Recent reports highlight that a few
amino acid substitutions have occurred in the novel coronavirus
genes encoding the S protein, NSP2, NSP3, and receptor-binding
domain (RBD). These mutations in the NSP2 & NSP3 are also
believed to impart the enhanced infection abilities of the novel
coronavirus (16, 17). RNA viruses are prone to acquiring genetic
mutations that eventually help them to escape the host immune
system and develop drug resistance. Researchers have also found
minor mutations in SARS-CoV-2 genotype in different COVID-
19 patients (18). One such hotspot of mutation in the SARS-
CoV-2 genome is the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene.
On analyzing 220 sequences across the globe, eight repetitive
novel point mutations were observed. Viral genetic sequences
accessed from Europe exhibited five mutation hotspots, whereas
the remaining three point mutations were solely present in the
sequences from North America. These unique mutations suggest
that the viral strains are continuously evolving across the globe
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the coronavirus structure and genomic comparison of coronaviruses. (A) Representation of coronavirus showing different

components of the particle, which is 100–160 nm in diameter. The single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) genome, covered with the envelope and membrane proteins, gains

access into the host cell and hijacks the replication machinery. (B) The ssRNA of SARS-CoV-2 is about 30 kb and has similarities with the genomes of SARS-CoV and

MERS-CoV. Translation of this ssRNA results in the formation of two polyproteins, namely pp1a and pp1ab, that are further sliced to generate numerous non-structural

proteins (NSPs). The remaining ORFs encode for various structural and accessory proteins that help in assembly of the viral particle and evading immune response.

and that the strains from Europe, North America, and Asia might
have co-existed the whole time (19). Another similar report
analyzed 7,666 global viral genomic sequences and found 198
unique mutation sites on SARS-CoV-2 genome that encodes

NSPs and S protein, suggesting that the virus is trying to adapt
to its new host (20). As numerous drugs are currently being
designed to target the proteins that are essential for the survival
of the virus, rapid genetic mutation occurring in these proteins
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might not prove to be a potential candidate for drug design.
Therefore, the invariable region of the virus could be a better
target to avoid drug failures.

Interestingly, SARS-CoV-2, similar to SARS-CoV, exploits the
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor to gain access
inside human cells, whereas MERS-CoV binds specifically to
Dipeptidyl Peptidase 4 (DPP4) receptor (21, 22). Binding of the
virus particle to the specific receptor on the host cell plays a
key role in governing its pathogenicity. Functional evaluation
was carried out to reveal the potential receptors for different
Betacoronaviruses (β-CoV) including SARS-CoV-2, and it was
found out that the entry of the virus particle was enhanced
in human cells expressing ACE2 receptor instead of DPP4 or
Aminopeptidase N (APN) in the case of the novel coronavirus
(23). Recent structural insights provided by Cryo-EM studies of
S protein in prefusion conformation highlighted that the binding
efficiency of ACE2 and S protein of SARS-CoV-2 is 10–20 times
greater than for the previously known SARS-CoV (24, 25). The
latest reports suggest that the trimeric S protein of SARS-CoV-
2 is sliced by transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2),
similar to SARS-CoV (26, 27). Hence, profound knowledge of
the potential receptors to which the virus particle can bind and
its associated proteases will help us in designing specific antiviral
drugs and neutralizing antibodies and will lead us to foresee
whether particular coronaviruses of zoonotic origin could be able
to adapt and infect humans.

CORONAVIRUS REPLICATION

All coronaviruses initiate entry inside the target cell by engaging
the host receptor with the S glycoprotein present on their surface
so as to gain entry inside the target cell. The region of S protein
containing the RBD is present on the S1 subunit. In a few
coronaviruses, RBD is present at the N-terminus region of S1,
whereas in SARS-CoV, it is situated at the C-terminus region (28,
29). The fusogenic activity of virus-cell membrane is governed
by two tandem domains, heptad repeats (HR1,2) that are present
on the S2 region of S protein (30, 31). Initially, it was believed
that SARS-CoV enters the target cell merely by virtue of cell
membrane integration of virus particle and host cell membrane
(32). Later, it was discovered that an essential proteolytic cleavage
event takes place in the S protein at the S2 position of SARS-CoV
that results in membrane fusion and facilitates virus entry inside
the cell (33).

Once the coronavirus is inside the host cell via membrane
fusion, it releases its +ve ssRNA genome into the cytoplasmic
compartment, where the translation of ORF-1a and ORF-1b
begins resulting in the formation of two large polyproteins
(pp1a and pp1ab). Three functional proteases then cleave
the polyproteins into 16 non-structural proteins (NSP1-16),
which eventually create the viral RNA polymerase and other
accessory proteins for virus assembly (34–36). An uninterrupted
replication-transcription event results in the formation of
various nested sets of subgenomic (sg) mRNAs that eventually
translate into numerous structural and accessory proteins (37).
The E glycoproteins after synthesis are incorporated into the

rough endoplasmic reticulum or Golgi membrane. The +ve
ssRNA combines with capsid protein to form the nucleocapsid,
followed by budding of assembled virus particles in the ER-
Golgi Intermediate Compartment (ERGIC) (38). Lastly, the
virus particle-loaded vesicles are fused with the cell membrane
for effective shedding of the virus (4). These new virions are
now accessible to infect the neighboring healthy cells and are
also released into the surrounding environment via respiratory
droplets that are highly contagious and hence potentially spread
the disease to healthy individuals.

PATHOGENESIS OF COVID-19

The path followed by SARS-CoV-2 to reach the lungs is via the
naso-oral cavity. Once the virus is inhaled, it enters the epithelial
cells of the nasal cavity by engagement of ACE2 receptor with
the viral RBD and initiates its replication (27, 39, 40). This initial
asymptomatic phase lasts for about 1–2 days, during which the
virus multiplies in the upper respiratory tract, where no major
hindrance is caused by the innate immune cells. Within 2–14
days of initial encounter, the common symptoms of COVID-19
start to appear, which are similar to those of SARS and MERS,
i.e., fever, dry cough, pharyngitis, shortness of breath, joint pain,
and tiredness. Numerous problems arise during this phase of
the disease, including nosocomial and fomite transmission of
infection, which enhances the chances of community spread (41).
Soon, the virus begins to move toward the lower respiratory tract
via airways, and this triggers a strong innate immune response.
Patients at this stage start exhibiting enhanced pro-inflammatory
response that leads to viral sepsis accompanied by other
complications, including pulmonary edema, Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome (ARDS), different organ failures, and death
in the worst scenarios (42). The infected individuals rarely
show the intestinal symptoms like diarrhea that were evident
in other coronavirus infections. Patients are recommended to
be quarantined to prevent community spread of this pandemic
virus (43). The severity of COVID-19 has been found to be
greater in aged individuals and in people with a health history,
such as those immune-compromised by HIV infection or by
chemotherapy for cancer. Diabetic and asthma patients, along
with individuals with hypertension, obesity, or heart, kidney,
or liver disorders, are also at higher risk if they acquire the
disease (44). Autopsy reports of individuals who died due to
SARS show multi-organ dysfunction, with the highest viral titers
in the lungs and immune cells in circulation, thus damaging the
pulmonary and immune system (45, 46). As opposed to adults,
only a very small population of children has been infected with
SARS-CoV-2. In one study, the symptoms displayed by children
above 15 years were found to be milder as compared to those of
younger children, who showed severe symptoms but with rare
deaths and better prognosis (47). The study speculated twomajor
possibilities related to COVID-19 severity in children among
different age groups. One of these rests on the finding that ACE2
activity is higher in children aged 4–13 years; after this age,
it starts to decline until adolescence. This could be one of the
reasons why lung fibrosis is observed mainly in younger children.
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Secondly, differential CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations have
been seen in children as compared to adults (48, 49). A large
number of clinical and epidemiological criteria were defined to
assess probable pediatric cases of COVID-19 (50). A preliminary
report from a cross-sectional study of children admitted to US
and Canadian Pediatric Intensive Care Units (PICUs) during
March 14-April 3, 2020, revealed that the 48 children were
admitted in the USA whereas no COVID-19 cases were reported
in Canadian PICUs. The study revealed that there are fewer
COVID-19 cases in children as compared to adults and that
there is a median PICU time of 5 days (51). A recent preprint
from Paris reports that 11 children (age 3.7–16.6) were admitted
experiencing symptoms similar to Kawasaki disease (KD) along
with gastrointestinal issues and elevated inflammatory markers.
Further investigation suggested that they were also SARS-CoV-
2-positive, speculating that this could be the reason for KD
shock syndrome (52). Similar cases have been observed in
New York, where four otherwise healthy SARS-CoV-2-positive
children started displaying symptoms similar to KD and toxic
shock syndrome, thereby needing intensive care (53). Therefore,
medical practitioners should be prepared to tackle such sudden
post-infection complications to avoid the associated risks.

IMMUNE RESPONSE TO SARS-CoV-2

Once the virus gains access inside the target cell, the host immune
system recognizes the whole virus or its surface epitopes, eliciting
the innate or adaptive immune response (Figure 2). Pathogen
recognition receptors (PRRs) present on immune cells, mainly
Toll-like receptors 3, 7, and 8, are the first to identify the
virus, which leads to enhanced interferon (IFN) production.
The function of host innate immune cells is impaired during
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infection by their non-structural
proteins, which affects the overall cytokine production (54–56).
Humoral response against SARS-CoV-2 has been found to be
similar to that against other coronavirus infections, involving the
characteristic IgG and IgM production. At the onset of SARS-
CoV infection, B cells elicit an early response against the N
protein, while antibodies against S protein could be detected
after 4–8 days from the appearance of initial symptoms (57,
58). Although N protein is smaller than S protein, it is highly
immunogenic, and the absence of glycosylation sites on it results
in N-specific neutralizing antibody production at an early stage
of acute infection (59). SARS-CoV-specific IgA, IgG, and IgM
antibodies were detected after the onset of symptoms at different
time points in infected patients. A persistent level of IgG was
detected for a longer period, whereas IgM levels started to decline
after 3 months (60, 61). In an observational case study of 16
SARS-CoV-2 patients, anti-S-RBD IgG was detected in all of
the subjects, whereas anti-N IgG and anti-S-RBD IgM were
detected in 15 patients and anti-N IgM in 14 patients (62). An
ELISA-based time kinetics study to detect the COVID-19 specific
humoral immune response showed that the patients produced
IgM and IgG antibodies that did not cross-react with other
human coronaviruses except SARS-CoV. IgM and IgA antibodies
were detected 5 days after the onset of initial symptoms, whereas

IgG was detected after 14 days (63). Another kinetic study of
viral shedding and antibody detection was published in a preprint
and reported the presence of higher IgG and IgM antibody titers
in severe patients. They also observed that weak responders for
IgG antibody had higher viral clearance than strong responders.
This observation suggests that robust antibody response leads
to disease severity while feeble response is associated with the
elimination of virus (64). A case study on pediatric patients
reports that 5 out of 6 children showed a protective humoral
response, with neutralizing IgG and IgM antibodies targeting
the N and S-RBD proteins of SARS-CoV-2 (65). These studies
propose that IgM-based ELISA can be used for early diagnosis of
patients along with qPCR techniques to improve the sensitivity
and specificity of the technique.

In addition to neutralizing antibodies, which are defensive
and useful, there are numerous non-neutralizing antibodies in
the system that aid the infection of immune cells and APCs.
Previously existing SARS-CoV antibodies may promote the viral
infection in FcR-expressing cells (66). This ACE2-independent
pathway of viral entry does not result in viral replication;
rather, viral shedding by macrophages enhances inflammation
and tissue injury by myeloid cell activation. This mechanism
of viral entry through non-neutralizing antibody that results in
aberrant activation of immune cells is called ADE (Antibody-
Dependent Enhancement) (66, 67). ADE has been observed
in a number of viral infections, including SARS and MERS.
In the case of SARS, anti-S antibodies were observed to be
involved in ADE to gain entry into FcR-expressing cells (68),
while in MERS, a neutralizing Mab (Mersmab1) targeting RBD
aided in MERS pseudo-virus entry via the DPP4 pathway (69).
Although there is no clear evidence regarding ADE in SARS-
CoV-2 infection, it is still necessary to consider all of the odds
in the pursuit of developing vaccines and treatment regimens
involving antibodies (70).

Antigen Presentation
During viral infection, T cells also recognize the viral antigens
presented by MHC class I [MHC; Human Leukocyte Antigen
(HLA) in humans], which in turn promotes the cytokine release
and cytotoxic activity of CD8+ T cells (71). But in some other
cases, MHC class II is also found to present SARS-CoV peptides
to CD4+ T cells. Due to the genetic polymorphism of HLA,
some haplotypes, like HLA-B∗07, HLA-B∗46, HLA-DRB1∗12
(72), and HLA-Cw∗08 (73), are found to be more susceptible to
coronavirus infection, whereas the HLA-DRB1∗03, HLA-A∗02,
and HLA-Cw∗15 haplotypes are protected from SARS-CoV
infection (74). Similarly, HLA-DRB1∗11 and HLA-DQB1∗02
were found to be vulnerable to MERS-CoV infection (75).
Additionally, MHC expression is also found to be reduced during
the infection due to epigenetic modifications of downstream
molecules (76, 77). So far, HLA association is not very well-
identified for SARS-CoV-2 infection, and this could be crucial
for the prevention and treatment of COVID-19. However, in
a recent report, blood plasma from COVID-19 patients was
able to block the expression of HLA-DR on CD14+ monocytes,
which was restored effectively on inhibiting IL-6, suggesting
that decreased HLA-DR expression in SARS-CoV-2 patients
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FIGURE 2 | Plausible host immune responses during COVID-19 infection. The SARS-CoV-2 virus infects through the naso-oral route, followed by infection in cells

expressing ACE2 receptor in the lung, such as type 2 alveolar cells. These viruses dampen anti-viral IFN responses by evading the innate immune cells as a

consequence of unrestrained virus replication. The infiltration of monocytes/macrophages, neutrophils, and several other adaptive immune cells leads to increased

pro-inflammatory cytokines. In the helper T cell subset, stimulation of Th1/Th17 cells with viral epitopes may lead to aggravated inflammatory responses. This

inflammatory response results in “cytokine storms” that lead to immunopathologies like pulmonary edema and pneumonia. Cytotoxic T cells recruited to the site of

infection try to kill virus-infected cells in the lungs. B cells/plasma cells also recognize viral proteins and are activated to produce antibodies specific to SARS-CoV-2,

which may help in deactivating viruses and provide systemic immunity in different organs.

is due to the buildup of hyper-inflammatory conditions (78).
Decrease in MHC expression is also evident in cancer cells,
which is a mechanism by which they evade the immune
response by epigenetically modifying calnexin promoter. But
infection with influenza virus in these cancer cells results in
enhancedMHC-I presentation due to the increased expression of
chromatin remodeling proteins, which stabilizes p53 expression
and hence augments the immune surveillance of cancer cells (79).
Therefore, molecules that can upregulate chromatin regulators
and increase the MHC-I expression could potentially be used
for COVID-19. Most of the T-cell epitopes presented by MHC
complex are derived from structural proteins such as the S
and N proteins of the coronavirus in both humans and animal
models, while the NSPs have regulatory effects on the signaling
cascade (80, 81). T cells can be stimulated by 14 epitopes,
most of which are observed to be located on ORF3 and the S
protein in SARS patients (61). In a large cohort study during
SARS-CoV infection, S protein was the only immuno-dominant
epitope for CD8+ T-cell activation (61), whereas, in MERS,

CD8+ response was against the S and N proteins along with
some of the M/E epitopes (82). These T-cell epitopes have been
tested in animal models by assessing the lung pathology and
T-cell response upon infection in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice
(80, 83). The sequence of SARS-CoV-2 being more similar to
SARS-CoV than to MERS-CoV, with no mutation in 19 epitopes,
provides a prospective subunit vaccine for stimulating a strong
T-cell response in COVID 19 patients (84). In a recent study,
samples from 20 convalescing COVID-19 patients were analyzed
to check the development of adaptive immune response during
infection. The results highlighted that helper T cells were eliciting
a robust immune response against S, M, and N protein. The
effect of adaptive immune response on humoral immunity was
also compared, where a strong CD4+ T-cell response against
SARS-CoV-2 eventually resulted in an increase in anti-S-RBD-
specific IgG and IgA antibody titer. Along with CD4+ T cells,
immunogenic epitopes on S, M, and N proteins were also able
to activate CD8+ T cells. However, such T-cell response was not
specific to recovered patients only but was also present in 40–60%
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of the individuals who were not exposed to SARS-CoV-2. Further
analysis showed that they had pre-existing cross-reactive CD4+

T cells, which might have been generated in response to some
previous coronavirus infection. Hence, these T-cells could impart
protective immunity in such individuals against SARS-CoV-2 to
some extent (85). These epitopes could be a promising factor in
developing immunotherapy by small molecules that can increase
the presentation of viral epitopes.

Cytokine Production
A rapid and coordinated immune response during viral infection
leads to enhanced secretion of various cytokines, which acts as a
defense mechanism against the virus. Numerous reports suggest
that individuals affected with SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV have
dysregulated cytokine production from both innate and adaptive
immune cells. In the case of SARS, infected hematopoietic
cell, monocyte-macrophages, and other immune cells trigger
enhanced secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines like TNF-α,
IL-6, and IFN-α/-γ, with reduced anti-inflammatory cytokines
(86–88). Similarly, MERS-CoV infection leads to delayed but
increased production of IFN-α and pro-inflammatory cytokines
like IL-6, IL-8, and IL-1β (89–91). Such elevated levels of
cytokines were associated with Multi-Organ Dysfunctional
Syndrome (MODS) and ARDS due to the accumulation of
numerous immune cells like macrophages, neutrophils, and
dendritic cells in the lungs causing alveolar damage and edema
(56, 92, 93). Similarly, in COVID-19 patients, secretion of
cytokines and chemokines, which attract the immune cells to
the lungs, was increased, hence causing ARDS, which is fatal to
critically ill individuals (94, 95). Signature cytokines in severely
ill COVID-19 patients were consistent with those in SARS and
MERS, i.e., enhanced expression of IL-6, TNF-α, macrophage
inflammatory protein 1-α (MIP-1α), MCP3, GM-CSF, IL-2, and
IP-10 along with elevated chemokines (IP-10, CCL2/MCP1,
CXCL1, CXCL5) were also detected in SARS-CoV-2 infection
(96–99). In children, the increased inflammatorymarkers include
IL-6, IL-1, and C-reactive protein along with procalcitonin in
serum (52). In a case study, a 14-year-old child with cytokine
storm was treated with anakinra (IL-1 receptor antagonist)
in order to stabilize the respiratory illness and other clinical
symptoms (100). Transcriptomic analysis of PBMC and BALF
showed that a number of immune regulators were upregulated,
particularly CXCL10, with respect to BALF. This study also
reported that several apoptotic genes and P53 signalingmolecules
were upregulated, suggesting a possible reason for lymphopenia
in these patients (101). Therapeutic measures to control such
cytokines involve neutralizing antibodies or small molecular
drugs that can stop the signaling cascade for cytokine production.

Immune Evasion
The most potent antiviral machinery acquired by immune cells
is the secretion of interferons that act as secondary messengers

stimulating the neighboring cells. Most innate immune cells are
efficient in producing IFNs that are involved in obstructing cell

proliferation, apoptosis, and immunomodulation (54, 102). As an
escape mechanism, SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV uses several ways
to overcome the host immune response, one of which is by severe

leukopenia and lymphopenia (103–105). After gaining entry to
the cell, these viruses encode different proteins that interact
with downstream signaling molecules of TLRs and the JAK-
STAT pathway. MERS-CoV encoded matrix protein, accessory
proteins from ORF 4a, 4b, and 5, which directly inhibits the IFN
promoter and nuclear localization of IRF3 (106). PLpro, encoded
by SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, prevents the dissociation of
NF-κB from IκBα, whereas nonstructural proteins of SARS-
CoV, i.e., PLpro and ORF3b, inhibit IRF3 phosphorylation and
hence its translocation to the nucleus (4, 107, 108). These viral
accessory proteins also inhibit the JAK-STAT pathway, resulting
in inhibition of genes by ISRE promoters (109–111) (Figure 3). A
new investigation revealed that SARS-CoV-2 infection leads to an
overall decrease in the transcription of antiviral genes because of
the lower production of Type I and III interferons with sufficient
ISG expression, along with elevated chemokine secretion. Results
obtained from in-vivo and ex-vivo COVID-19 experiments were
in tune with the in-vitro findings. Therefore, a decrease in the
innate antiviral response, along with hyper-inflammation, could
be one of the causes of COVID-19 severity (112). In addition
to reduction in T cells, SARS-CoV-2 infection also enhances the
exhaustion of effector T cells, decreasing the immune response
against the virus (94, 113). Exhaustion and loss in function of
effector T cells is the result of increased expression of inhibitory
receptors like PD-1, TIM-3, and TIGIT on its surface as a result
of cytokines like IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α or by decreasing the
regulatory T-cell population (114, 115).

Memory T Cell
Following viral/antigen clearance, most of the effector T cell
undergoes apoptosis in the contraction phase. Subsequently, a
pool of memory T cells are generated that are programmed
to fight against re-infection. CD4+ memory T cells, upon re-
stimulation, trigger B cells and other immune cells by cytokine
production, while cytotoxic memory T cells help in destroying
the infected cells during subsequent infection (116, 117). Case
studies in recovered SARS patients showed that both CD4+

and CD8+ memory T cells were efficient in eliciting immune
response from 3 months to 6 years without the presence of
any antigens (118). In a case study of 23 recovered SARS-CoV
patients, the patients showed very low frequencies of memory
B cells, while memory T cells elicited a response against the S
protein in 60% of recovered individuals (119). Considering the
memory T-cell subset, N-specific helper T cells had more of
central memory markers (CD45RA−, CCR7+, CD62L−) while
the CD8+ T cell population had the effectormemory (CD45RA+,
CCR7−, CD62L−) phenotype in a steady-statemanner (120). The
study suggests that an effective vaccine or T cell epitopes could be
used to target a particular population for rapid viral clearance.
In recent reports, COVID-19 subjects have shown reduced
regulatory T cell populations and memory T cells, which may
aggravate the inflammatory response leading to cytokine storm
and hence enhance the tissue damage and organ failure (114). In
a mouse model, the use of CD4+ memory T cells as a vaccine
by the intranasal, but not the subcutaneous, route imparted a
protective response against the human coronavirus. The infused
CD4+ memory T cell, upon re-stimulation, produces IFN-γ and
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FIGURE 3 | SARS-CoV-mediated evasion of host innate immune response. The viral antigens are recognized via different PRRs to elicit the innate immune response.

(1) Upon interaction of the virus with surface PRRs or the specific receptor, the particles are endocytosed into the cytosol and are then recognized by cytosolic PRRs

like RIG-I and MDA5. (2) The viral genome, along with different proteins, interacts with MAVS and initiates NF-κB activation via triggering a signaling cascade that

involves numerous E3 ubiquitin kinases and ligases. (3) Upon translocation into the nucleus, activated NF-κB acts as a transcriptional activator for numerous

pro-inflammatory cytokines with an NF-κB-response element. The IFN-regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), upon phosphorylation via ubiquitin kinases, homodimerizes and

moves inside the nucleus to activate the transcription of Type I IFNs. (4) Type I IFNs have both autocrine and paracrine mechanisms to activate the JAK–STAT

signaling pathway via IFNα/β receptor (IFNAR), followed by phosphorylation of STAT1 and STAT2 via cytoplasmic protein JAK1 and TYK2 kinases. STAT1 & STAT2

heterodimers translocate into the nucleus and are recruited for transcription of the IFN-stimulated gene having an IFN-stimulated response element (ISRE) present on

their promoter. SARS-CoV and other coronaviruses have found many ways to inhibit the signaling cascade by utilizing either the structural proteins (M and N protein)

or NSPs (NSP1, NSP3b, and NSP6 along with PLpro), shown as numbers and letters in the figure. Together, the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and type I

IFNs tries to create an antiviral immune microenvironment that controls viral synthesis and infection, but the viruses have deployed various strategies to shut down

these signaling pathways to counteract the immune response. RIG-I, Retinoic acid-Inducible Gene I protein; MDA5, Melanoma Differentiation-Associated protein 5;

MAVS, Mitochondrial antiviral-signaling protein; M, Membrane protein; N, Nucleocapsid; IFNAR, IFNα/β receptor; ISGs, IFN-stimulated genes; ISRE, IFN-stimulated

response element.

recruits CD8+ T cells for rapid clearance in response to SARS-
S366 peptide (121). Recently, a human ACE-2-expressing mouse
model has been developed by CRISPR/Cas9 technology that
recapitulates the human symptoms upon infection with SARS-
CoV-2 through the intra-nasal route. This tool will be beneficial
for evaluating the efficacy of vaccines for COVID-19 and also to
study its transmission and pathogenesis (122).

TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR COVID-19

Just like SARS and MERS, there are no specific clinically
approved drugs available for COVID-19 as of June 15, 2020
(123). Currently, the treatment regime focuses mainly on

providing intensive care in order to alleviate the symptoms
and discomfort associated with COVID-19. Conservative fluid

therapy accompanied by broad-spectrum antibiotics are also

given to the patients as a protective measure to avoid
opportunistic bacterial infections. However, ventilator support

for respiration is provided to the patient under extreme
conditions (124). Numerous FDA-approved antiviral drugs,
vaccines, and immunotherapies that are already being used to
treat other diseases have also been considered as a possible
approach for treating COVID-19 (Table 1). But this approach
may reduce the availability of these drugs and vaccines for
the intended diseases and for the patients with the greatest
need. The molecular, structural, and functional relationships of
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TABLE 1 | List of drugs and vaccines for the treatment of COVID-19.

Targets Description References

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY THERAPY

S230.15 mAbs m396 mAbs RBD–ACE2 interaction Tested in mice against SARS virus (strains Urbani,

rGD03, or rSZ16).

(125)

MERS-4 MERS-27 RBD–DPP4 interaction Blocks receptor–ligand interaction at the cell surface

and prevents syncytia formation.

(126)

Tocilizumab IL-6 receptor Obstructs IL-6-mediated signal transduction. (127)

Infliximab TNF Blocks soluble tumor necrosis factor and signal

transduction, which helps maintain remission of

COVID-19.

(128)

Adalimumab

Lenzilumab GM-CSF Neutralization antibody for GM-CSF that is essential

for chronic and acute inflammation in COVID-19.

(129)

Gimsilumab (130)

Interferons IFNß-1b Enhances ISG expression via JAK/STAT signaling.

Hinders virus multiplication and shedding.

(131)

IFN- λ (132)

SMALL-MOLECULE ANTIVIRAL DRUGS

Aurine tricarboxylic acid Viral RNA polymerase Binds to viral polymerase, and tested against SARS

virus in in-vitro culture.

(133)

Rupintrivir Viral proteases Protease inhibitor: inactivates 3CLpro and PLpro. (134)

Benzopurpurin B NSP15 endo-ribonuclease Reduces viral infectivity of SARS virus in cell culture

by inhibiting NSP15.

(135)

C-21 Angiotensin AT2 receptor AT2 receptor agonist that may improve the viral

damage to the lungs.

(134)

β-D-N4-hydroxycytidine (NHC) Viral RNA polymerase Inhibits replication of multiple coronaviruses. Can be

used orally.

(136)

REPURPOSED FDA-APPROVED DRUGS

Baricitinib JAK kinase Interferes with inflammatory signaling involving Janus

kinase.

(137)

Lopinavir Viral protease Involved in immature, noninfectious HIV virus particle,

and inhibits PLpro or 3CLpro in SARS-CoV-2.

(138)

Ritonavir CYP3a (target unknown for

coronavirus)

HIV protease inhibitor. No positive response in

combination with lopinavir.

(139)

Favilavir Viral RNA polymerase Purine analog blocking viral RNA synthesis. (140)

Remdesivir (141)

Ribavirin Guanosine nucleoside binds to nucleoside binding

pocket of the enzyme.

(133, 140, 142)

Galidesivir Adenosine analog, effective against Ebola, Zika, and

other RNA viruses.

(143)

Chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine Heme polymerase and

ACE2

Increases endosomal pH and terminal glycosylation

of ACE2, inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 entry.

(144, 145)

Nitazoxanide Glutathione-S-transferase Alters pH and inhibits viral maturation. Reported

against TB, helminthic, and protozoan infection.

(140)

Umifenovir/arbidol N/A Interacts with aromatic residues of viral

glycoproteins. Is being trialed for prophylactic action

against COVID-19.

(146)

SARS-CoV-2 with SARS-CoV might define the use of existing
anti-viral drugs against COVID-19 (147, 148), considering the
total time it takes to perform clinical trials and get FDA
approval for the use of novel drugs and vaccines. The increasing
knowledge of the genetic, immunological, and molecular
mechanisms behind its enhanced pathogenicity might help in
developing specific treatment approaches for COVID-19 in
the future.

Antiviral Agents
Considering the studies on the molecular mechanism of
coronavirus infection (147), several antiviral drugs could be
repurposed for the treatment of COVID-19. Remdesivir is
a nucleotide analog that acts as an antiviral agent for a
wide variety of viruses and has been tested widely against
previous epidemics of coronavirus infections in both in-vitro
and in-vivo models (138, 149–151). This adenosine analog
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gets incorporated into the newly synthesized viral RNA, which
inhibits the addition of further nucleotides by viral RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase and hence terminates the ongoing
transcription. Administration of intravenous remdesivir was
found to be effective in treating the first known patient of
COVID-19 in the USA (152). A randomized double-blinded
clinical trial on 1,059 adult hospitalized COVID-19 patients was
sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, USA, to further test the potency of intravenously
administered remdesivir. The preliminary outcomes of the
trial reported that remdesivir treatment decreased the median
recovery time in the treatment group (11 days) as compared
to the placebo group (15 days). The mortality rate was also
less in the treatment group (7.1%) in contrast to the placebo
group (11.9%) (153). Numerous clinical studies, similar to this,
are required so as to validate the proposed drugs for COVID-
19. Favipiravir, ribavirin, and galidesivir are also potential
nucleoside analogs that might be useful against novel coronavirus
infection (154). The combinatorial therapy approach of using
remdesivir along with chloroquine, a well-known anti-malarial
drug, has also been tested in vitro so as to study its effectiveness
against SARS-CoV-2 (141, 155). It has been reported that
chloroquine immuno-modulates the host microenvironment and
also interferes with the replication of the virus and its interaction
with the receptor (156, 157). In a randomized clinical trial
(NCT04308668) involving 821 asymptomatic individuals across
the US and Canada who had come into close contact with
potential COVID-19 patients, the individuals were given either
hydroxychloroquine or placebo as a prophylactic measure. The
results revealed that hydroxychloroquine treatment had the same
effect as did the placebo group. The usage of hydroxychloroquine
resulted in minor side effects (40.1%) as compared to the
placebo treatment (6.8%). However, no cardiovascular disorder
or treatment-related major complications were observed (158).
Based on the putative function of hydroxychloroquine on the
endosomal acidification, whereby it is presumed to hinder viral
uncapping, it can be observed that it has a great potential for
prophylaxis, not to prevent infection but to reduce effective
viral load in patients and thus lead to milder disease. Numerous
clinical trials to further explore the usage of hydroxychloroquine
in different combinations are in the pipeline and will finally
provide a better understanding of the efficacy of this drug for
COVID-19. A few anti-HIV drugs, such as lopinavir/ritonavir in
combination with interferon beta (IFN-β), have been tested in
vivo for treating coronavirus infections (SARS-CoV,MERS-CoV)
and have also been used in the case of COVID-19 (138, 139, 159).
Various complementary therapies could also be employed as
a preventive measure against viral infections. Many essential
proteases, such as chymotrypsin (3C-like protease) and PLpro,
which are required by coronavirus for completing the replication
process, can also be targeted using drugs. Cinanserin, flavonoids,
and some small molecules are known to inhibit 3CLpro, whereas
diarylheptanoids are used to inhibit PLpro (160–162). In a
recent study, 16 potential anti-HCoV drugs were identified
through a systems biology-based approach, such as melatonin,
mercaptopurine, sirolimus, dactiomycin, and toremifene, which
are to be tested further for their potency (163).

Plasma Therapy
In the absence of any dependable vaccine or drugs with
tested efficacy and when the pandemic onslaught is ongoing,
a worthy therapeutic approach is passive immunization using
purified antibodies. The source of such antibodies could be the
sera of convalescing individuals, mAbs, or genetically modified
antibodies from an animal host, which can efficiently neutralize
the virus. This is an age-old practice, with pioneering work
having been done by the Nobel Laureate, Emil Behring, who
applied this approach for diphtheria, and has been used whenever
there are sudden outbreaks of viral diseases like SARS, MERS,
H1N1, H5N1, Ebola, and many others (61, 164, 165). As opposed
to active vaccination, plasma therapy is the only means to
provide immediate immunity for viral clearance, as in the case
of SARS-CoV-2. As in other epidemic diseases, convalescent sera
are currently being employed for COVID-19 in a number of
countries (166, 167). Although a randomized controlled trial
is yet to be reported, limited studies in 10 patients have been
documented with no remission of severe respiratory afflictions
on receiving neutralizing antibodies from 39 convalesced donors
with antibody titers of 1:160, along with drugs and oxygen
support (168). A report from Hong Kong suggested that this
therapy had poor outcome in SARS patients, with a number
of limitations in their study (169). As with transfusion of any
blood products, precautionary screening of infectious agent is
warranted in plasma transfusion. Recently, the FDA in the
USA has approved trials of convalescent plasma therapy in
COVID-19 under specific guidelines; plasma donation is advised
3 weeks after a patient becomes virus-negative on PCR. The
major challenge in this therapy is obtaining donors with similar
blood antigens with a high antibody titer of SARS-CoV-2 (170).
Another potential adverse effect of this approach is ADE of
infection, which is common in so many other viruses. But,
to date, the incidence of ADE has not been reported in the
case of SARS-CoV-2. Another major point of contention is
the selection of patients for this therapeutic approach. In most
clinical trials, patients with severe diseases are being recruited,
while the presumedmechanism of action of convalescent plasma,
based on its content of virus-neutralizing antibodies, rather
points to plausible favorable outcomes in earlier phases of the
disease because in the later, more severe phases, the hyper-
immune response, rather than the viral load, becomes the more
critical pathology. Finally, there are no available data on the
heterogeneity of response to convalescent plasma transfusion,
which may further illustrate the importance of careful evidence-
based patient selection, as heterogeneity of response may result
from both virus and host-intrinsic factors which are, to date,
not revealed.

Vaccine Design Strategies
Researchers around the world are working hard to develop a
potential vaccine candidate so as to stop the deadly pandemic
caused by SARS-CoV-2. However, vaccine development is not
an easy task, as a number of successful clinical trials are
required before approval for patients. Different approaches
are being utilized for designing a specific vaccine targeting
either the structural proteins or viral replication process, which
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eventually results in the inhibition of viral growth and its
further transmission. The common strategies involve the use
of live attenuated vaccine (LAV), inactivated virus, subunit
vaccines, monoclonal antibody vaccine, virus vectors, protein
vaccines, and DNA/RNA-based vaccines (171–174). There are
numerous subunit vaccines targeting all or a part of S protein
that have already been tested for SARS and MERS in animal
models (175) and could be potential candidates for testing
against SARS-CoV-2. A recent pilot study with a purified
inactivated SARS-CoV-2 virus vaccine displayed very promising
outcomes in different animal models. The neutralizing antibodies
generated after vaccination were able to effectively target
10 different strains of SARS-CoV-2 without developing any
ADE of infection (176). Various randomized controlled trials
(NCT04327206, NCT04328441) are also underway to evaluate
the effectiveness of the BCG vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 for
healthcare professionals. An adenovirus vector-based vaccine
candidate, ChAdOx1 (presently AZD1222), developed by Oxford
University (licensed to AstraZeneca) for use against SARS-CoV-2
has been reported to activate both the humoral and cell-mediated
immune response when tested in rhesus monkey (177). The
phase I clinical trial to confirm its potency is also in progress
(NCT04324606). Another group has followed a similar approach
by using a recombinant adenovirus type 5 (Ad5-nCoV) vector-
based vaccine for COVID-19. The full report from the phase I
clinical trial (NCT04313127) of Ad5-nCoV shows that it is very
effective in generating both humoral and rapid T-cell response
post immunization. The group is now ready for the next clinical
trial phase to further strengthen the effectiveness of the Ad5-
nCoV vaccine (178). It should be noted that there are potential
risks associated with the usage of live attenuated viruses, for
example, complications resulting in lung damage by infiltrating
eosinophils, as seen in in vivo models (179, 180). However,
eosinophil immunopathology due to SARS-CoV vaccine could
be reduced by using TLR4 agonist as an adjuvant (181). Viral
neutralizing antibodies specifically targeting various regions of
S, i.e., S1-RBD, S1-NTD, or the S2 region, and blocking the
interaction of virus with the receptor are well-known for SARS
and MERS (182). These neutralizing antibodies could prove to
be the best and potential candidate for cross-neutralization of
SARS-CoV-2. Despite being structurally related, some of the
SARS-CoV neutralizing monoclonal antibodies failed to interact
with the S-protein of SARS-CoV-2, which could be attributable
to the substantial differences in their RBD (183). A recent
study reported the presence of high titres of neutralizing anti-
S-RBD IgG antibodies, but no antibodies were detected against
the N protein in recovered COVID-19 patients, suggesting
that anti-S IgG persists longer than does anti-N IgG. Along
with the humoral immune response, they also observed an
S protein-specific T cell-population producing IFN-γ, which
further contributes to conferring protective immunity against
SARS-CoV-2 infection (184). Recently, a monoclonal antibody
(47D11) has been identified from 51 SARS-Spike hybridomas
that targets the conserved S-RBD region (residue 338–506)
and therefore can very effectively neutralize SARS-CoV-2 along
with SARS-CoV (185). On similar lines, a group has isolated a
single-domain antibody from a phage display library targeting

the S-RBD region of SARS-CoV-2. The fully humanized single-
domain antibody was able to neutralize the virus by interacting
with a cryptic epitope in S protein (186). These mAb and single-
domain antibodies could be used to treat as well as to design quick
diagnostic kits for COVID-19.

The new technology of themicroneedle array (MNA) has been
employed for delivering SARS-CoV-2 S1 subunit vaccine, which
could be really helpful in the treatment of the emerging COVID-
19 outbreak (187). The transfer of S1 subunit by MNA elicited
a strong virus specific-antibody response in SARS-CoV-2 (187).
A novel encapsulated mRNA vaccine candidate developed by
ModernaTX, Inc. that encodes full length S protein of SARS-
CoV-2, is also under clinical trial (NCT04283461). There is an
urgent need to develop more such specific vaccines that could
neutralize the novel coronavirus effectively (188).

Immunomodulatory Therapies
The host innate immune system encounters upcoming infections,
and this results in elevated production of various cytokines and
type I interferons (IFNs). In the case of prolonged infection,
hyperactivation of the immune system may also result in the
development of a pro-inflammatory microenvironment, leading
to adverse outcomes and even death. The induction of numerous
lymphokines, such as IL-6, IL-1β, TNF-α, and CCL2, that are
pro-inflammatory in nature has also been observed in the case
of COVID-19 (189–191). A previous study in a MERS animal
model showed that treatment with recombinant type-1 IFN
(rIFN) decreased the viral RNA level in lungs with a decrease
in IFN-stimulating gene expression. Early treatment with rIFN
resulted in a dampening of cytokine and chemokine release that
lowered the migration of neutrophils and other cells in lung
(91). An allogenic mesenchymal stem cell-based (Remestemcel-
L) therapy developed by Mesoblast, which has been previously
used for inflammatory conditions and graft vs. host disease
in children and adults, is now being assessed for COVID-
19 (192–194). In this therapy, bone marrow-derived MSCs
from the donor are grown in vitro and are then transfused to
the recipient patients. Upon infusion, these cells exhibit anti-
inflammatory activity by reducing pro-inflammatory cytokine
production via the recruitment of anti-inflammatory cells in the
affected tissue (195). Currently, a randomized placebo-controlled
trial (NCT04371393) with 300 patients is ongoing for treating
ARDS caused by COVID-19. Treatment with rIFN, inhibitors
of the pro-inflammatory pathway, cytokine inhibitors such as
tocilizumab, lenzilumab, and many others are still to be used
in combination with other drugs for treating COVID-19. So
far, there is not much evidence from clinical trials of such
inhibitors with which to predict the outcome of these anti-
cytokine therapies.

CONCLUSION

Considering the current situation of more than 8 million
people being infected, with ∼436,167 deaths as of June 15,
2020, there is an urgent need to control the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic. The fatality rate of SARS-CoV-2 in lower than
those of other coronaviruses that caused catastrophes in the
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past, but the higher infectivity rate makes it worse. Raising
awareness of this contagious virus is one of the many ways by
which its spread can be prevented. The governing authorities
concerned in every country have approved guidelines and
taken necessary action to quarantine infected people and break
the chain of community spread. Antibodies, vaccines, and
drugs developed for previously emerged coronaviruses could
potentially be used for treating SARS-CoV-2. The combination
of various neutralizing antibodies against S protein could
enhance the effectiveness of viral clearance. Among various
antivirals and other small molecules that are FDA approved,
chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine has shown better positive
outcome in COVID-19 patients. In clinical trials, some of the
combinational antiviral drugs like lopinavir + ritonavir and
blockers like angiotensin receptor blocker that were thought to
be effective, have failed in curing the disease (139, 196). Cytokine
storm being one of the symptoms of infected individuals, anti-
cytokine therapy for TNF and IL-6 should be attempted to
determine the efficacy of these antibodies in the treatment of
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Clinical trial ChiCTR2000029765 with
tocilizumab, a monoclonal humanized antibody against IL-6
receptor, has shown some efficacy, but this still needs to be

tested in a larger cohort. With the increasing number of deaths,
there is an immense need to accelerate the development of
rapid and sensitive diagnostic kits and to commence clinical
trials of the readily available and safe drugs to reduce the rising
infections and COVID-19-related deaths so as to bring life back
on track.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by SARS-CoV-2, is highly infectious

and its ongoing outbreak has been declared a global pandemic by the WHO. Pregnant

women are susceptible to respiratory pathogens and the development of severe

pneumonia, suggesting the urgent need to assess the potential maternal and infant

outcome of pregnancy with COVID-19. The intrauterine vertical transmission potential

of SARS-CoV-2 also remains controversial. Herein, we discuss the potential effect of

COVID-19 on maternal and infant outcomes based on current studies, including those

published in Chinese, in a total of 80 mothers with COVID-19 and 80 infants. We also

comprehensively explored the mother-to-child transmission routes of SARS-CoV-2, in

particular the route of intrauterine vertical transmission. Given SARS-CoV-2 is a sister

to SARS-CoV, of the SARS-related coronavirus species, we made a comprehensive

comparison between them to learn from experiences with SARS. Although there is

no evidence supporting the intrauterine vertical transmission of SARS-CoV-2, our

comprehensive analysis suggests that the adverse maternal and infant outcomes caused

by COVID-19 cannot be underestimated. Further, we speculated that the inconsistency

between nucleic acids and serological characteristics IgM to SARS-CoV-2 of infants’

specimens may be caused by the disruption of the amniotic barrier by the inflammatory

factors induced by SARS-CoV-2 infection. Our review is beneficial to understand the

effect of SARS-CoV-2 on maternal and infant outcomes.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, maternal outcome, infant outcome, SARS-CoV

INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of December 2019, a cluster of pneumonia cases with unknown causes
were reported (1, 2). A subsequent high-throughput sequencing revealed that the pneumonia
epidemic resulted from a novel beta coronavirus tentatively named “2019 novel coronavirus”
(2019-nCoV) that was subsequently termed “severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2” (SARS-CoV-2) (3–5). SARS-CoV-2 is a sister to SARS-CoV, of the SARS-related
coronavirus species (4–8). Pneumonia caused by SARS-CoV-2 was correspondingly termed
“coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID-19) (4, 5). The ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 has
posed a great threat to global human health, which has been declared by the WHO as a
global public health emergency (1, 2). As shown by the Center for Systems Science and
Engineering at Johns Hopkins University (last updated on 07/07/2020), the global cumulative
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number of confirmed cases has reached 11,779,263, with
6,758,547 cures, and 540,948 deaths (9). Due to the high
transmissibility of COVID-19, the prevention, and control
of COVID-19 infection has become a major concern (4,
5). Pregnant women are more susceptible to respiratory
pathogens and the development of severe pneumonia than
the general population, especially so for those with chronic
diseases or maternal complications (4). The physiologic changes
in pregnancy, including altered cell-mediated immunity, and
alterations in pulmonary function, may confer the susceptibility
and severity of pneumonia to pregnant women (6, 10, 11).
Pneumonia arising from infectious etiology is the most common
non-obstetric infectious condition that occurs in pregnant
women (6, 12, 13). In particular, universal SARS-Cov-2 screening
for women admitted for delivery found that all women with
positive test results were asymptomatic at the time of testing
(14, 15). Therefore, the effect of SARS-CoV-2 infection on
maternal and infant outcomes needs to be explored, especially
the intrauterine vertical transmission potential of COVID-19.
Moreover, in the use of a reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) and the specific antibody to SARS-CoV-2
of neonate samples remains controversial (4, 5, 16–20). Given
SARS-CoV-2 is a sister of SARS-CoV, it is important for us
to learn from the experience of preventing and controlling
SARS-CoV among pregnant people. In this review, we made
a comprehensive comparison of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV
in genetic, infection, transmission, and clinical characteristics.
Based on such a comparison, we summarized the potential
maternal, and infant outcomes from pregnancy with COVID-
19 or SARS. Further, we discuss the potential of mother-to-
child transmission of SARS-CoV-2, in particular the possibility
of intrauterine vertical transmission. The guidelines for those
women with SARS-CoV-2 infections during pregnancy and
puerperium prepared by numerous experts were also briefly
presented (21). Considering the ongoing global public health
emergency, we believe that our review is important for
understanding the mother-to-child transmission potential of
SARS-CoV-2 and its implication for the safe management of
COVID-19 in pregnancy.

COMPARISON BETWEEN SARS-CoV AND
SARS-CoV-2

The pathogen contributing to the COVID-19 epidemic was
tentatively named “2019-nCoV” (3, 22). Based on phylogeny,
taxonomy, and established practice, the Coronavirus Study
Group (CSG) of the International Committee on Taxonomy
of Viruses formally recognizes this virus as a sister to SARS-
CoV and designates it as SARS-CoV-2 (8). A coronavirus is
spherical, enveloped, and the largest of the positive-strand RNA

Abbreviations: SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

2; SARS-CoV, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 1; SARS, severe

acute respiratory syndrome; COVID-19, 2019 novel coronavirus disease; ACE2,

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; LGA, large-for-gestational-age; SGA, small-

for-gestational-age; TTN, transient tachypnea of the newborn; nCPAP, nasal-

Continuous Positive Airway Pressure.

virus and SARS-CoV-2 is the seventh member of enveloped
RNA coronaviruses with the ability to infect humans (2, 6).
The coronaviruses currently known to infect humans include
HCoV-229E and HCoV-NL63 (Alphacoronavirus genus), HCoV-
OC43, HCoV-HKU1, MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2
(Betacoronavirus genus) (23). SARS-CoV is the pathogen that
caused the SARS epidemic from 2002 to 2003 (24). There were
8,422 cases and 916 deaths in 29 countries, with most of them
having occurred in mainland China by 31 July 2003 (24).

Given the great similarity between SARS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-2, a comprehensive comparison between these two viruses
can help us learn from the SARS epidemic to control and
prevent COVID-19. Their comparisons were mainly presented
according to their clinical and viral characteristics (Table 1).
In general, there was a 79.5% similarity in the whole genome
between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, while only a 74.9%
similarity in the gene coding spike glycoprotein (3, 22, 25).
Both SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV spread rapidly from human-
to-human transmission (7, 28–32). SARS-CoV can be spread
via respiratory droplets, secretions, nosocomial contacts, and
mechanical aerosols, such as the aerosols arising from the
flushing of toilets (33–35). SARS-CoV-2 seems to spread more
easily among humans than SARS-CoV, which may result from
the various modes of transmission and its high affinity with its
receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (Table 1). The
latest pilot experiment confirmed that 4 out of 62 stool specimens
(6.5%) tested positive to SARS-CoV-2, and another 4 patients
who tested positive toward SARS-CoV-2 in rectal swabs also
had SARS-CoV-2 detected in their gastrointestinal tract, saliva,
or urine (7). The results suggest the possibility of transmission
via aerosols arising from the flushing of toilets. In particular,
SARS-CoV-2 can be detected in esophageal erosion and bleeding
sites in cases with severe peptic ulcers after symptom onset
(7). Although these results only suggest the existence of SARS-
CoV-2 nucleotides fragments in these samples, Sun et al. (36)
reported that urine samples of COVID-19 patients can isolate
SARS-CoV-2 with the infectious ability, suggesting the existence
of infectious viral particles in these samples. Moreover, the
gastrointestinal tract highly expressed ACE2 as indicated by the
Human Protein Atlas, which may explain the existence of SARS-
CoV-2 in urine and stool specimens (7). Indeed, the 20–30-
fold higher affinity of SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoproteins binding
to ACE2 than the SARS-CoV spike protein may also enable
the rapid transmission of COVID-19 (25–27). Collectively, the
mounting routes of transmission and high affinity with ACE2
might jointly contribute to the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2.
However, COVID-19 exhibited a lower-case fatality rate than
SARS (7). The median incubation period of SARS-CoV is also
longer than SARS-CoV (7).

Despite the high phylogenetic homogeneity between SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, there are still some clinical characteristics
differentiating COVID-19 from SARS. The symptoms of those
infected with SARS-CoV have been more common in respiratory
out-patient clinics and wards (37, 38). After analyzing the 1,099
COVID-19 patients, Guan et al. (7) found that the typical
radiological finding on chest computed tomographies is ground-
glass opacity with a ratio of 50.00%. Consistent with previous
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TABLE 1 | Comparisons between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2.

Items SARS-CoV SARS-CoV-2 References

First location Guangdong, China Wuhan, Hubei, China (7)

Classification Genus Betacoronavirus, subgenus

Sarbecovirus

Genus Betacoronavirus, subgenus Sarbecovirus (3, 22, 25)

Disease name SARS COVID-19 (8, 24)

Clinical characteristics Fever (99–100%);

Cough (62–100%);

Diarrhea (20–25%);

Chest radiograph abnormality (94–100%);

Leukopenia (25–35%); Lymphopenia

(68–85%);

Thrombocytopenia (40–45%)

Fever (83–98%);

Cough (76–82%);

Diarrhea (2–3%);

Chest radiograph abnormality (76.4%);

Leukopenia (5–9%); Lymphopenia (35–63%);

Thrombocytopenia (5–12%)

(7)

Case fatality rate (%) 11 1.4–2.1 (7, 24)

Basic reproduction number (R0) 2.0–3.0 2.2–2.68 (24, 26)

Median and range of incubation period (days) 4.6 (2.0–14.0) 5.2 (95%CI: 4.1–7.0) (7, 24)

Receptor of virus spike protein ACE2 ACE2(With a 20–30-fold higher affinity than SARS-CoV) (25–27)

Conventional routes of transmission Respiratory droplets, secretions,

nosocomial contact, and mechanical

aerosols

Respiratory droplets, direct contact, fomite

transmission

(7, 24)

Evidence of supporting Intrauterine vertical

transmission

No No (4–6)

publications (1, 32, 39), the most common clinical characteristics
of COVID-19 are fever (87.9%) and cough (67.7%), but not the
gastrointestinal symptom that is more frequently observed in
SARS (7). The absence of fever in COVID-19 seems to be more
frequent than in SARS-CoV (1%), as fever occurred in only 43.8%
of COVID-19 patients on initial presentation (40), implying the
limitation of focusing on fever detection in defining surveillance
cases (41).

MATERNAL AND INFANT OUTCOMES
FROM SARS-CoV-INFECTED PREGNANT
WOMEN

Although there were relatively few cases of patients infected
with SARS during pregnancy based on previous clinical studies
and case reports, there were more than 100 cases of SARS-
CoV infections that occurred in pregnant women as estimated
by the WHO (24). SARS-CoV infection during pregnancy
was associated with a risk of adverse maternal and neonatal
complications, including intrauterine growth restriction, preterm
delivery, spontaneousmiscarriage, severe maternal illnesses, such
as, admission to the intensive care unit (ICU), renal failure, and
disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, and death (4, 6, 13,
42–46). In detail, a case-control study found that the clinical
characteristics of SARS in pregnant women were similar to those
reported for non-pregnant patients with SARS (47). However,
all the pregnant women with SARS required endotracheal
intubation, and six were admitted to the ICU, whereas the
intubation rate and ICU admission rate in the non-pregnant
group was only 17.5 and 12.5%, respectively (47). There were
three deaths among pregnant women with SARS, while no deaths

occurred in the non-pregnant women with SARS-CoV infection.
Both renal failure and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy
were developed more frequently in pregnant SARS patients than
non-pregnant SARS women (47). Zhang et al. (46) also reported
SARS-CoV infections in five primigravids while none of the
five infants had virologic evidence of SARS-CoV. In a more
detailed case report, Robertson et al. (48) described a 36-year-
old pregnant woman with a SARS-CoV infection. Obstetrical
ultrasounds revealed a low-lying placenta (placenta previa), but
the pregnancy was otherwise normal. The cesarean section was
performed at 38 weeks gestation due to the placenta previa and a
healthy baby girl was delivered (48, 49). Antibodies against SARS-
CoV were tested positive from the maternal serum, umbilical
cord blood, and breast milk. No viral RNA was detected in
specimens of maternal serum and whole blood, or in swabs from
the maternal nasopharynx and rectum, post-delivery placenta,
umbilical cord blood, amniotic fluid, and breast milk. However,
no clinical specimens were available for testing from the infant
in this study (48). Another 38-year-old woman was exposed to
SARS-CoV in the same hotel as the aforementioned patients (50).
The serum samples taken on days 28 and 64 post-onset of illness
tested positive for antibodies against SARS-CoV. Her pregnancy
continued and was unremarkable except for developing elevated
glucose levels. Due to the preterm rupture of membranes and
fetal distress, this patient underwent a cesarean section at 36
weeks gestation and obtained a healthy baby boy. The mother’s
serum samples at the time of delivery were positive for antibodies
against SARS-CoV, but both umbilical cord blood and placenta
were negative. Also, breast milk sampled 12 and 30 days after
delivery were negative for SARS-CoV antibodies. The specimens,
including maternal blood, stool, nasopharynx samples, and
umbilical cord blood of the infant, were negative for SARS-CoV
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RNA. Consistently, the stool samples from the neonate obtained
on days-of-life 12 and 30 were negative for SARS-CoV RNA.
Yudin et al. (51) reported a 33-year-old pregnant woman who
was admitted to the hospital at 31 weeks’ gestation due to SARS.
Following a 21-day stay in the hospital, the antibody against
SARS-CoV tested positive, while she had a normal labor delivery.
Together, there were no cases of vertical transmission identified
among the pregnant women with SARS-CoV infection (24, 43,
45, 52). However, the effect of SARS on maternal outcomes
seems to be associated with the stage of pregnancy when the
onset of SARS-CoV occurs (44, 53). Wong et al. (44) found that
the SARS-CoV infections present during the first trimester of
pregnancy was more likely to cause spontaneous miscarriages,
while infections present after 24 weeks of pregnancy developed
into delivered preterm.

MATERNAL AND INFANT OUTCOMES
FROM PREGNANT WOMEN WITH
COVID-19

Current research involving pregnancy with COVID-19 were
listed in Table 2. Results seems to be inconsistent between
antibody-based serological characteristics and RT-PCR-based
virologic evidence of infants. Specifically, a retrospective study
published in The Lancet from (5) reported that the clinical
characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnancy were
similar to those reported for non-pregnant adults with a SARS-
CoV-2 infection. In brief, the typical symptoms, including fever
(in seven of nine patients), cough (in four), myalgia (in three),
malaise (in two), and sore throat (in two), were observed in
these patients, while none of them developed severe COVID-19
pneumonia or died. All patients underwent a cesarean section
and their live births had a 1-min Apgar score of 8–9 and a 5-
min Apgar score of 9–10 (5). The samples of amniotic fluid,
cord blood, neonatal throat swab, and breastmilk samples from
six patients tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 (5), suggesting no
intrauterine vertical transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in the nine
pregnant COVID-19 patients. However, this study enrolled only
nine pregnant women with COVID-19, and sample collection
was successful in only six infants (5). Another study from Chen
et al. reported four pregnant women with COVID-19 (16).
All mothers recovered from COVID-19 and had no critical
maternal illness, although one mother suffered severe dyspnea
after delivery which required respiratory support, and one
developed anemia and dyspnea after admission. Of note, none of
the three infants whose parents provided consent to be diagnosed
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 from throat swab samples or
developed serious clinical symptoms such as fever, cough, or
diarrhea. However, two newborns had a rash, which disappeared
spontaneously without treatment; a newborn from the mother
with placenta previa was considered to suffer from transient
tachypnea of the newborn and was supported by non-invasive
mechanical ventilation for 3 days. Of note, a study published
in JAMA Pediatrics indicated three neonates born to a pregnant
woman with COVID-19 tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by qRT-
PCR (20). However, as indicated by themedical record, the throat

swab sample of the neonate was collected at more than 48 h
after delivery. No direct testing of intrauterine tissue samples,
such as amniotic fluid, cord blood, or placenta, was collected
to detect SARS-CoV-2, which is critical for confirming that the
SARS-CoV-2 infection in the neonate was due to intrauterine
transmission (20). Therefore, intrauterine SARS-CoV-2 infection
remains uncertain.

Recently, two studies published in JAMA from separate
research teams in China reported that three neonates may have
acquired SARS-CoV-2 in utero from mothers with COVID-
19 based on the elevated IgM antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 in
neonates (17, 19).

Specifically, the study from Zeng et al. made a retrospectively
review for six pregnant women with COVID-19 (19). All these
mothers hadmild clinical manifestations and performed cesarean
deliveries in their third trimester. Of note, all six newborn babies
had a normal 1- and 5-min Apgar score and none of them
presented any symptoms of COVID-19. However, serological
characteristic results indicated that two infants had SARS-CoV-
2-specific IgG and IgM concentrations higher than the normal
level (<10 AU/mL). Given that IgM is not usually transferred
from mother to fetus because of its larger macromolecular
structure under normal conditions (57), the author speculated
that the neonates may have been infected with SARS-CoV-2
in utero from mothers with COVID-19. However, all neonatal
throat swabs and blood samples had negative RT-PCR test
results. Moreover, this study is limited by the small sample size,
lack of cord blood, placenta, amniotic fluid, mother’s vaginal
secretions, and breast milk and by incomplete information on
the outcome of the infants (19). Similar to the case mentioned
above, another study from Lan et al. reported that an infant
girl born to a mother with COVID-19 (34 weeks, 2 days of
gestation) may have acquired SARS-CoV-2 in utero due to the
elevated IgM antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 (17). However, both the
infant’s nasopharyngeal swabs and breast milk sampled 3 days
after delivery had a negative RT-PCR test result of SARS-CoV-2.
Moreover, all neonates had a normal 1- and 5-min Apgar score.
The mother’s vaginal secretions obtained at delivery also tested
negative for SARS-CoV-2. However, this study is limited by the
single case, and the lack of amniotic fluid and placenta. There
was also no detailed information regarding the pregnancy stage
of the onset of COVID-19.

In summary, there was no positive RT-PCR result in the
neonate specimens obtained within 24 h post-birth (5, 14, 16,
17, 19), implying no virologic evidence for congenital infection.
However, the serological characteristics of infants reported three
neonates with elevated IgM antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 born
to a mother with COVID-19, suggesting a possible vertical
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from mother to newborn (17,
19). Indeed, the virologic evidence for supporting the utero
transmission should be diagnosed based on RT-PCR test results
of the samples from neonates but not IgM detection with a
high incidence of its false-positive and false-negative results
(58, 59). A reasonable explanation for such inconsistency may
be the disruption of the placenta or amniotic barrier caused
by the inflammatory mediators from mothers that, induced by
SARS-CoV-2, facilitates the cross of IgG and IgM. In detail,
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TABLE 2 | Maternal and infant outcome of pregnant women with COVID-19 reported by the indicated study.

Sample size Pregnancy

stage

Delivery manner Infant outcome Maternal outcome RT-PCR results of

neonate samples for

SARS-CoV-2

References

Nine (only six

obtained samples

successful)

Third

trimester (9/9)

Cesarean section

(9/9)

Premature (4/9)

Increased myocardial

enzymes and creatine

kinase-myocardial (1/9)

Lymphopenia

(5/9)

Fetal distress

(2/9)

Positive (0/6) (amniotic

fluid, cord blood,

throat swab)

(5)

Nine (ten neonates,

including two twins)

Third

trimester (9/9)

Cesarean section

(7/9)

Vaginal

delivery (2/9)

LGA (1/10)

SGA (2/10)

Fever (2/10)

Thrombocytopenia

accompanied by

abnormal liver function

(2/10)

Rapid heart rate (1/10)

Vomiting (1/10)

Pneumothorax (1/10)

Death (1/10)

Fetal distress (9/10) Positive (0/10)

(pharyngeal swab)

(54)

Four Third

trimester (4/4)

Cesarean section

(3/4)

Vaginal

delivery (1/4)

Rashes after birth (2/4)

Edema from the mother

with cholecystitis (1/4)

TTN and required

nCPAP after birth from

mother with placenta

previa (1/4)

Reduced fetal movement (1/4)

Anemia and dyspnea (1/4)

Lymphopenia

(2/4)

Increased C-response

protein (4/4)

Positive (0/4) (throat

swab)

(16)

Six N/A Cesarean section

at third trimester

(6/6)

Increased IgM antibody

to SARS-CoV-2

concentration (2/6)

Increased IgG antibody

to SARS-CoV-2

concentration (5/6)

Increased IL-6

concentration (6/6)

Increased IgM/IgG antibody to

SARS-CoV-2 concentration

(5/6)

Positive (0/6) (throat

swabs, blood samples)

(19)

One Third

trimester (1/1)

Cesarean section

(1/1)

Increased IgM antibody

to SARS-CoV-2

concentration (1/1)

Increased IgG antibody

to SARS-CoV-2

concentration (1/1)

Increased IgM/IgG antibody to

SARS-CoV-2 concentration

(1/1)

Positive (0/1)

(nasopharyngeal

swabs)

(17)

Thirty-three N/A Cesarean section

(26/33)

Vaginal

delivery (7/33)

N/A N/A Positive (3/33)

(nasopharyngeal and

anal swabs) All tested

positive obtained from

Cesarean section

(20)

Three Third

trimester (3/3)

Cesarean section

(3/3)

Low birth weight (1/3)

Fibrin deposition inside

and around the villi with

local syncytial nodule

increases (3/3)

Increased C-response protein

(3/3)

Positive (3/3) (throat

swabs)

(55)

Seventeen Third

trimester

(17/17)

N/A Headache (1/17) N/A Positive (0/17)

(oropharyngeal/

nasopharyngeal

combination swab)

(14)

One Third

trimester (1/1)

N/A Intermittent fever, dry

cough, headache, and

myalgia (1/1)

A dysplastic and multi-cystic

right kidney (1/1)

N/A (56)

LGA, large-for-gestational-age; SGA, small-for-gestational-age; TTN, transient tachypnea of the newborn; nCPAP, nasal- Continuous Positive Airway Pressure.

the placenta is a barrier to viral infection (60). The damage of
the placenta by SARS-CoV-2 may represent an important link
in the vertical transmission according to the experience from

SARS-CoV. The two placentas fromwomen who were recovering
from SARS-CoV infection in the third trimester of pregnancy
had abnormal weights and pathologies (53). By contrast, in the
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case of COVID-19, whether the placentas from those pregnant
while infected with COVID-19 were abnormal or damaged in
most of these studies are unknown (5, 16, 17, 19). Indeed, a study
reported that there were various degrees of fibrin deposition
inside and around the villi with local syncytial nodule increases in
three placentas from those pregnant while infected with COVID-
19, especially a placenta with massive infarction (55). However,
these three placenta samples tested negative for the nucleic
acid of SARS-CoV-2, suggesting no virologic evidence in the
placenta (55). However, another study revealed that SARS-CoV-
2 invasion of the placenta in a woman with COVID-19 in the
second trimester through molecular and immunohistochemical
assays and electron microscopy (61). Moreover, the public
antibody-protein profiles resident inHuman Protein Atlas (HPA)
revealed enrichment of the SARS-CoV-2 receptor ACE2 in the
placenta and ovary (62). Collectively, the possibility of SARS-
CoV-2 infection acquired from the uterus cannot be excluded,
highlighting the potential for severe morbidity among pregnant
women with COVID-19.

An EDITORIAL published in JAMA holds that SARS-CoV-
2 can theoretically be transmitted in the uterus, especially given
that virus’ nucleic acid has been detected in blood samples (59).
However, nucleic acids do not represent infectious particles.
Indeed, it had been revealed that inflammatory mediators,
including IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-α, cause severe dysfunction
of the amniotic barrier via decreasing the expression of
tight junctions-associated factors claudin-3 and claudin-4 and
inducing apoptosis of the amniotic epithelial cells (63). Of note,
IL-6 has prominent pro-inflammatory properties (64). IL-6 was
significantly increased in all infants from mothers with COVID-
19 (19) and the clinical and immunological features suggested
that both the concentration of IL-6 and TNF-α are higher
in severe COVID-19 patients than in moderate patients (65).
The elevated IgM antibody to SARS-CoV-2 in the blood was
not observed in all neonates, which may be associated with
the different levels of inflammatory mediators among them.
Collectively, in addition to the possibility of false-positive and
false-negative results of IgM (59), disruption of the placenta
barrier and amniotic barrier caused by inflammatory mediators
causing the elevated IgM concentration also needs to be further
investigated. However, determination of the level of ordinary IgG
but not specific to SARS-CoV-2 in neonate blood would be a
crucial indicator explaining the disruption of the placenta and
amniotic barrier.

POTENTIAL OF MOTHER-TO-CHILD
TRANSMISSION OF SARS-CoV-2 BASED
ON THE GENERAL ROUTES

In general, the routes of mother-to-child transmission of SARS-
CoV-2 mainly include intrauterine vertical transmission, birth,
or breastfeeding. There is currently no evidence supporting the
intrauterine vertical transmission of both SARS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-2 based on the discussion above (4–6, 42, 51). However,
all the pregnant women recruited in these studies were in their
third trimester. Of note, the effect of SARS-CoV-2 on the infant

and maternal outcome may be closely associated with their
pregnancy stage during the virus infection, which was observed
in both SARS-CoV and rubella (44, 66). Therefore, the possibility
of intrauterine transmission in pregnancy with SARS-CoV-2
infection in the first or second trimester of pregnancy cannot
be overlooked. The potential damage caused by inflammatory
factors (above) also needs to be assessed.

For the transmission during birth, most of the people pregnant
while infected with COVID-19 discussed above underwent a
cesarean section to deliver the live births in current studies,
three neonatal from which exhibited early-onset infection with
SARS-CoV-2 (20). By contrast, there were ten patients with
COVID-19 who performed vaginal delivery, all infants from
which tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 (16, 20, 54). Of note, such
low transmitted cases were greatly based on the comprehensive
protective methods. Indeed, the samples of vaginal mucosa and
shedding in birth canals are crucial samples indicating whether
SARS-CoV-2 could be transmitted during vaginal delivery. There
were few studies that collected vaginal secretion (1/80) or infant
blood (12/80); all tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 (5). Further,
as revealed by HPA Tissue Atlas, vaginal secretion expresses
virtually no ACE2 (62), implying that SARS-CoV-2 may not
infect the tissue. Together, the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission
by vaginal delivery seems low, although more definitive evidence
is required.

Finally, to determine the potential of SARS-CoV-2
transmission via breastfeeding, several studies collected and
analyzed breast milk samples (7/63) from patients with COVID-
19 pneumonia after their first lactation (5, 17). However, these
samples tested negative for SARS-CoV-2, suggesting no evidence
supporting the breastfeeding transmission of SARS-CoV-2 (5).
Of note, such results were similar to pregnancies with SARS-CoV
infection. No viral RNA was detected in the specimens of
umbilical cord blood, amniotic fluid, and breast milk from those
pregnant while infected with SARS-CoV (48–50). Indeed, the
antibody against SARS-CoV can be tested from the umbilical
cord and breast milk (48–50). Based on such experiences from
SARS-CoV, the antibody against SARS-CoV-2 derived from
pregnancy may penetrate the placental barrier to orchestrate
antiviral defense in the fetus to combat SARS-CoV-2, which
needs to be further determined.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE: MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES FOR OBSTETRIC PATIENTS
AND NEONATES BORN TO MOTHERS
WITH SUSPECTED OR PROBABLE
COVID-19

In summary, there was a low possibility for mother-to-child
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 if adequate protective measures
were taken. However, the most crucial point is the potential
effect of COVID-19 on maternal and fetal outcomes, rather
than whether SARS-CoV-2 can be acquired from the uterus;
however, the determination of mother-to-child transmission
potential is also important. That said, the effect of COVID-19
on maternal and fetal outcomes should be paid considerable
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attention. According to the experience from SARS, although
no mother-to-child transmission was observed in SARS, SARS-
CoV infection was associated with a high risk of severe
maternal illness, maternal death, and spontaneous miscarriages
(4, 6, 13, 42–46). Indeed, maternal pneumonia is closely
associated with a high incidence of various adverse obstetrical
outcomes, including the premature rupture of membranes,
preterm labor, intrauterine fetal demise, intrauterine growth
restriction, and neonatal death (67–69). Further, although
observed in a few cases, COVID-19 may be related to the adverse
maternal and infant outcome, including premature births, fetal
distress, abnormal fetal liver function, rapid heart rate, etc.
(Table 2).

To address the safety issues for the obstetrical management
and delivery of pregnant women with COVID-19, the advice
for those women with SARS-CoV-2 infections during pregnancy
and puerperium was prepared by numerous experts from the
fields of obstetrics and gynecology, pediatrics, infectious diseases,
and critical care (21, 70–75). Similar to the recommendations
for the non-pregnant, early isolation, early diagnosis, and
early management are still the core criteria of prevention
and control transmission for pregnant women with suspected
and probable SARS-CoV-2 infection. These recommendations
mainly include:

1. At times of COVID-19 outbreaks, all pregnant patients should
be assessed for travel history or contact with people from the
worst-hit areas of the epidemic within 2 weeks. The definition
of a case with suspected COVID-19 should be focused on the
clinical symptoms of COVID-19;

2. Pregnant women with labor-confirmed SARS-CoV-2
infection should be treated centrally according to the
designation by the department of medical administration.
The corresponding risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes
contributed by COVID-19 should be informed to the patients;

3. A chest radiograph, especially the computed tomography, is
crucial for evaluating the development of COVID-19;

4. Pregnant women with suspected or probable COVID-19
should be informed to the CDC and placed in an isolation
room or a negative pressure room if it is available;

5. Prenatal examination and delivery of pregnant women with
a SARS-CoV-2 infection should be carried out in negative
pressure isolation or on an isolation ward. The management
medical staff should wear protective equipment;

6. The timing of childbirth should be based on the specific
conditions of the mother and child, the gestational week,
and the childbirth conditions. The delivery mode depends on
obstetric indication;

7. The specific anesthesia method for SARS-CoV-2-infected
pregnant women who require surgical delivery can be general
anesthesia and regional anesthesia, which should be performed
based on the professional anesthesiologist;

8. Given that the possibility of the intrauterine vertical
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 cannot be excluded, all
newborns from pregnant patients with suspected or confirmed
COVID-19 should be isolated for at least 14 days and should
not be breastfed during this period until a SARS-CoV-2
infection is ruled out or cured. The mothers should squeeze
milk regularly to ensure lactation. An expert team consisting
of obstetricians, nurses, pediatricians, infection control
specialists, respiratory therapists, and anesthesiologists should
jointly manage pregnant women with COVID-19 and their
newborn baby;

9. Pregnant women with COVID-19 should be managed by
fixed staff, including obstetrics, neonatal, and other related
professionals. The healthcare workers caring for pregnant
COVID-19 patients should not care for other patients. All
healthcare workers should be daily monitored for fever and
cough symptoms of COVID-19. Such individuals should be
isolated if they were confirmed or suspected of COVID-19;

10. All health care personnel, trainees, and support staff should
be trained in infection control management and containment
to prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2.
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COVID-19, a disease induced by SARS-CoV-2 (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

Coronavirus-2), has been the cause of a worldwide pandemic. Though extensive

research works have been reported in recent days on the development of effective

therapeutics against this global health crisis, there is still no approved therapy against

SARS-CoV-2. In the present study, plant-synthesized secondary metabolites (PSMs)

have been prioritized to make a review focusing on the efficacy of plant-originated

therapeutics for the treatment of COVID-19. Plant metabolites are a source of countless

medicinal compounds, while the diversity of multidimensional chemical structures has

made them superior to treat serious diseases. Some have already been reported

as promising alternative medicines and lead compounds for drug repurposing and

discovery. The versatility of secondary metabolites may provide novel antibiotics to

tackle MDR (Multi-Drug Resistant) microbes too. This review attempted to find out plant

metabolites that have the therapeutic potential to treat a wide range of viral pathogens.

The study includes the search of remedies belonging to plant families, susceptible viral

candidates, antiviral assays, and the mode of therapeutic action; this attempt resulted in

the collection of an enormous number of natural therapeutics that might be suggested

for the treatment of COVID-19. About 219 plants from 83 families were found to

have antiviral activity. Among them, 149 plants from 71 families were screened for the

identification of the major plant secondary metabolites (PSMs) that might be effective

for this pandemic. Our investigation revealed that the proposed plant metabolites can

serve as potential anti- SARS-CoV-2 lead molecules for further optimization and drug

development processes to combat COVID-19 and future pandemics caused by viruses.

This review will stimulate further analysis by the scientific community and boost antiviral

plant-based research followed by novel drug designing.

Keywords: medicinal plants, secondary metabolites, antiviral activities, natural therapeutics/alternative medicine,

drug discovery, COVID-19
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INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses comprise a group of large, enveloped, positive-
sensed, single-stranded RNA viruses that damage the respiratory
tract of mammals including humans, bats, and other animals,
leading to infections in the respiratory tract (1–5). The
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), initially called 2019
novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV), is an agile respiratory disease
caused by a novel coronavirus primarily detected in Wuhan,
China (6, 7). Now, it has spread to 216 countries and caused
the death of more than 0.5 million people worldwide and was
declared as a pandemic by the World Health Organization
(WHO) (8, 9). Seven types of human coronaviruses have been
reported so far, including HCoV-OC43, HCoV-229E, HCoV-
HKU1, HCoV-NL63, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-
CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV), and 2019-
novel coronavirus nCoV (10). Among them, MERS-CoV, SARS-
CoV, and nCoV have taken the concern of scientists worldwide.
In 2003, the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak
occurred in Guangdong (southern China) (6, 11) which infected
8,000 people and resulted in 800 deaths in 26 countries. Only
a decade later, another coronavirus has attacked the world and
caused another devastating outbreak, MERS, which infected
2,494 people and caused the deaths of 858 worldwide (12, 13).
However, the COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS CoV-2
resulted in remarkable levels of morbidity and mortality all over
the world. Initially China, followed by the USA, Italy, France,
Iran, Spain, Russia, Turkey, and the UK became hotspots for
SARS CoV-2. The virus hotspot has nowmoved to Latin America
and, at this time, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru are the new hotspots of
SARS CoV-2. The important aspects of the pathobiology, a viral
response phase, and a hyperbolic host response phase are linked
with the morbidity and mortality in COVID-19 patients (14).
However, the increased cytokine levels (IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α),
lymphopenia (in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells), and decreased IFN-
γ expression in CD4+ T cells are the more risky and possibly
life-threatening events related to severe COVID-19 (15–17). The
infection rate of COVID-19 is increasing gradually but scientists
have not been able to suggest any specific drug, vaccine, or any
other certified therapeutic agents against SARS-CoV-2, which
consequently leads to the significant morbidity and mortality.

On the other hand, plants have been essential to human

welfare for their uses as therapeutics since ancient times (18, 19).
According to the WHO, about 80% of the world’s population

depends on medicinal plants or herbs to fulfill their medicinal

needs (20–22). A significant amount of antiviral compounds
produced from numerous kinds of plants have been used inmany
studies (23–25). Researchers all around the world are screening
therapeutic drugs from existing antiviral plant secondary
metabolites (PSMs) and are also trying to find novel compounds
from medicinal plants [(26–159); Supplementary Table 1] to
avert this global crisis. Plant metabolites can halt the activity
of enzymes involved in the replication cycle of CoVs including
papain-like protease and 3CL protease, halt the fusion of the
S protein of coronaviruses and ACE2 of the host, and also
inhibit cellular signaling pathways (123, 144, 160). Screening
from existing PSMs, researchers have been trying to find novel

compounds frommedicinal plants to prevent numerous diseases,
including COVID-19 (Supplementary Table 1). Therefore, the
current manuscript aims to describe potential metabolites
from plant sources that have antiviral properties that might
be aligned for the alternative approach against COVID-19.
Hence, understanding the structure, life cycle, pathogenicity, cell
signaling, epidemiology of the recently emerging virus, drug
targets, and drug discovery process have become very important
issues to find specific/effective therapeutics.

EPIDEMIOLOGY, GENOMIC
ORGANIZATION, AND LIFE CYCLE OF
SARS CoV-2

In December 2019, SARS CoV-2, one of the most devastating
viral outbreaks since SARS CoV and MERS, originated from
Wuhan city seafood market in China (161–163). The virus
was found to be transmitted through close contact with
infected people or through exposure to coughing, sneezing, and
respiratory droplets (164, 165). It has already been reported to
have spread to 216 countries and caused more than 0.5 million
deaths. Brazil is now the new hotspot for SARS CoV-2 after the
USA, Russia, France, Italy, Germany, Spain, and the UK, where
more than 11 million people are infected (166, 167).

The pleomorphic or spherical shaped SARS COV-2 has a
single-stranded RNA genome of 26.4–31.7 kb in length and a
crown-like glycoproteins on its surface (168–173). It is more
similar to SARS CoV (over 80%) than MERS (174, 175).
However, the RNA genome of CoV-2 is considered as one of
the largest genomes compared to those of other RNA viruses
(176, 177). The largest open reading frame, ORF1ab, encodes
non-structural proteins while the remaining ORFs encode four
structural proteins, namely the envelope glycoprotein or spike
protein (S), envelope (E) protein, membrane (M) protein, and
nucleocapsid (N) protein. The S protein mediates attachment to
the host cell while the E protein is involved in virus assembly,
membrane permeability of the host cell, and virus-host cell
interaction. The M protein is known as a central organizer for
the coronavirus assembly and the nucleocapsid (N) protein is
usually involved in the processing of helical ribonucleocapsid
complex, including some accessory proteins (172, 178). Six types
of mutations are found in the genome of SARS CoV-2 while
three mutations have been reported in orf 1ab gene, twomutation
in S gene, and the final one in the orf 7b and orf 8 (174,
175). Proteomic analysis revealed that SARS CoV-2 is vastly
homologous to SARS CoV but two proteins, orf 8 and orf 10,
are not homologous to SARS CoV (175). To complete its life
cycle, SARS CoV-2 passes into the human body through the nose,
mouth, or eyes and then attaches itself to the receptor-binding
domain (RBD) using the surface glycoprotein (Spike-protein)
of the virion which tries to attach with the hACE2 receptor
(179, 180). The entry mechanism of SARS CoV-2 depends
on cellular transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) and
furin, along with viral receptor ACE2 (180–182). However, after
the fusion of the SARS CoV-2 virion particle with the host
cell membrane, the envelope and capsid part of the virus are
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removed. The virus releases its genetic material (RNA) into the
host cell cytoplasm and acts as mRNA for the translation from
ORF1a and ORF1ab to produce pp1a and pp1ab polypeptides
(169, 183). Subsequently, chymotrypsin-like protease (3CLpro)
slices these polypeptides into 16 non-structural proteins (NSPs)
that are responsible for replication and transcription (184). Then,
infected cells produce proteins when they become hijacked by
SARS CoV-2. In this situation, the immune system supports the
assembly of SARS CoV-2 into new copies of virion particles (185,
186). Freshly synthesized viral nucleic acids and proteins then
assemble into the lumen of the ERGIC (Endoplasmic Reticulum
Golgi Intermediate Compartment) and leave the cells through
exocytosis [(187, 188); Figure 1]. Infected cells release virions and
infect other human cells.

SARS-CoV-2 viral infection can be divided into three stages:
the asymptomatic period, non-severe symptomatic period, and

the severe infection stage (17, 189). SARS CoV-2 patients
are reported to have a significant amount of cytokines and
chemokines; the levels of cytokines are especially highly increased
in patients admitted to ICUs (Intensive Care Unit) (190, 191).
These significantly high levels are what results in a patient
reaching a critical stage. However, the main mediator of SARS
CoV-2, the spike glycoprotein, is found in two conformations
(192) and the enzyme 3CLpro of SARS-CoV-2 share a 99.02%
sequence identity with 3CLpro of SARS-CoV, which is also highly
similar to bat SARS CoV 3CLpro (193). SARS CoV-2 binds to
the host cell receptor with a higher affinity than SARS CoV
(194). SARS CoV-2 has shown some strategic alteration with
the substrate-binding site of bat SARS CoV-2 and 12 point-
mutations are found in SARS CoV-2 compared to SARS CoV.
Mutations disrupt the significant hydrogen bonds andmodify the
receptor binding site (RBS) of SARS-CoV-2 3CLpro. However, the

FIGURE 1 | Structure, genomic organization, life cycle, and drug targets of SARS CoV-2.
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occurrence of recurrent mutations can lead to new strains with
alterations in virulence, which one of the reasons discovering a
suitable vaccine to combat SARS CoV-2 is challenging (175, 195).

MAJOR DRUG TARGETS OF SARS CoV-2

A fundamental therapeutic approach to treat multi-viral
infections is the interruption of human host-virus interactions
(17). The major structural proteins of SARS CoV-2 can
be obvious targets for drugs designed against COVID-19.
In addition, 16 non-structural proteins (NSPs) can also be
considered (169). However, the manifestation of recurrent
recombination events is a major hindrance to develop SARS
CoV-2 specific vaccines/drugs (176). Up-to-date studies revealed
that, though SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV identify a similar
receptor (ACE2) in humans (194, 196), there is a noteworthy
variation in the antigenicity between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-
2 which has significance on the development of therapeutic
options against this rapidly emerging virus (197). The SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein exhibits a higher affinity to the ACE2
receptor in comparison to SARS-CoV, but hACE2 showed a
lower binding affinity to RBD (Receptor Binding Domain) of
SARS COV-2 when compared to SARS CoV (194, 198). The two
most paramount enzymes of SARS CoV-2, proprotein convertase
furin- potentiates cell fusion and serine protease TMPRSS2, are
responsible for S-protein activation and are propitious drug
targets for the treatment of COVID (180, 194, 199).

SARS-CoV-2 AND SEARCHING FOR
EFFECTIVE THERAPEUTICS

Though extensive research works are being continued for the
development of effective vaccines or drug compounds against
SARS-CoV-2, efficacious therapeutics have not yet been attained
(200). Moreover, interferon therapies, monoclonal antibodies,
oligonucleotide-based therapies, peptides, small-molecule drugs,
and vaccines, are regarded as some strategic approaches for
controlling or preventing COVID-19 (201, 202). Existing
drugs can be used as the first-line treatment for coronavirus
outbreaks, but this is not the ultimate solution to eradicate
the disease (203). Therefore, the development of therapeutic
drugs for the treatment of the COVID-19 outbreak have
gathered considerable attention. Scientists from different fields
are trying to figure out the way to develop therapeutics. However,
experimental implications of drug recombination might be
both expensive and time-consuming, whereas computational
evaluation may bring about testable hypotheses for systematic
drug recombination (174).

PSMs CAN BE EFFECTIVE OVER
SYNTHETIC DRUGS AGAINST SARS CoV-2

Though there are approved, repurposed drugs currently in
clinical use, there is still an urgent need for specific antiviral
therapeutics and vaccines (199). Bioengineered and vectored
antibodies and therapies based on cytokines and nucleic

acid which target virus gene expression have been found as
promising to treat coronavirus infections (204). For example,
the repurposing drugs, including favipiravir, remdesivir,
lopinavir, ritonavir, nebulized α-interferon, chloroquine,
hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin, and interferon (IFN), have
been shown to be effective for the treatment of COVID-19.
Apart from this, some therapeutics are in clinical trials, such
as peptide vaccine (mRNA-1273) (198) and antibody therapies
(205). Recently, plasma therapy showed promising results for
COVID-19 treatment (206, 207). But, application of these
synthetic drugs are not efficient as they exhibit adverse direct or
indirect side effects [(208–220); Table 1]. In addition, scientists

TABLE 1 | Recently used synthetic drugs and their side effects.

Drug Side effects References

Arbidol Side effects in children include

sensitization to the drug

(209)

Darunavir Liver problems and severe skin reactions

or rash

(210)

Flavipir – (211)

Hydroxychloroquine One of the most serious side effects of

hydroxychloroquine is a risk of heart

rhythm problems, which can result in heart

failure and in some cases death.

Hydroxychloroquine can upset the

stomach. Severe, permanent damage to

the retina has been reported with the use

of hydroxychloroquine

(212)

Ivermectin Eye or eyelid irritation, pain, redness, or

swelling

(213)

Lopinavir Drowsiness, dizziness, a bad taste in the

mouth, and trouble sleeping

(214)

Loprazolam Paradoxical increase in aggression,

lightheadedness, blood disorders, and

jaundice

(215)

Lurasidone Drowsiness, lightheadedness, weight gain,

mask-like facial expression, and agitation

(215)

Oseltamivir Phlegm-producing cough, wheezing,

abdominal or stomach cramps or

tenderness, bloating

(216)

Remdesivir Increased liver enzyme levels that may

indicate possible liver damage

(210, 212)

Ribavirin Allergic reaction, anemia, stabbing chest

pain, wheezing

(208)

Ritonavir Diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, heartburn,

stomach pain, dizziness, tiredness

(216)

Salmeterol Hoarseness, throat irritation, rapid

heartbeat, cough, dry mouth/throat, or

upset stomach

(218)

Saquinavir Hyperglycemia, increased bleeding in

people with hemophilia, increases in the

levels of certain fats

(210)

Talampicillin – (215)

Teicoplanin Maculopapular or erythematous rash and

drug-related fever

(219)

Andrographolide

(PSM)

– (220)

Rubitecan – (215)
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all around the world are trying to find out some prominent
drug and multi-epitope vaccine candidates against this deadly
virus using various kinds of immuno-informatics approaches
(221, 222). Therefore, the urgent need for safe, effective, and
inexpensive therapies/drugs with negligible side effects against
COVID-19 is imperative.

PSMs are a source of natural antiviral compounds that could
be an effective option, as most of them are safer and more
cost-effective compared to orthodox drugs (223), though some
PSMs are toxic too. The dependency on and popularity of
plant-based drugs are increasing day by day (224). Due to
the presence of multiple compounds in crude plant extracts,
it can be either beneficial or not, depending on the amounts
used each time; if properly regulated, better activity might
be shown. It was also found that crude extracts can target
multiple sites at a time in a virion particle (225). However,
this is yet to be tested against SARS-CoV-2. PSMs can affect
the disruption of cell membrane functions and structures (226),
interference with intermediary metabolisms (227), interruption
of DNA/RNA synthesis and function (228), interruption of
normal cell communication (quorum sensing) (229), and the
induction of coagulation of cytoplasmic constituents (230).
Different kinds of plant metabolites act against SARS CoV
(Supplementary Table 1). Plant-based products affect several
key events in the pathogenic process. For example, curcumin is
effective for its antineoplastic, anti-proliferative, anti-aging, anti-
inflammatory, anti-angiogenic, antiviral and anti-oxidant effects,
and can regulate redox status, protein kinases, transcription
factors, adhesion molecules, and cytokines in the human
body (231). In silico analysis revealed that anti-SARS CoV
PSMs could be one of the most valuable drug targets against
SARS CoV-2 [(232–261); Table 2]. A huge amount of plant
metabolites have remained unexplored due to the extensive
process of isolation of the target compound. Now, various types
of modern techniques have been developed for the isolation
of lead compounds from crude extracts including maceration,
percolation, decoction, reflux extraction, soxhlet extraction,
pressurized liquid extraction, supercritical fluid extraction,
ultrasound assisted extraction, microwave-assisted extraction,
pulsed electric field extraction, enzyme assisted extraction, hydro
distillation, and steam distillation (179). These techniques can
lead us to find out novel anti-SARS CoV-2 compounds earlier
than traditional techniques. In addition, plant metabolomics
are used as a tool for the discovery of novel drugs from plant
resources (262, 263).

PSMs HAVING ANTIVIRAL PROPERTIES
AS ALTERNATIVES TO SYNTHETIC DRUGS
AND HOPE FOR CoVID-19

Plants produce diversified low molecular weight PSMs to protect
them from different herbivores and microbes (264). Before the
discovery of allopathic drugs, these leading natural sources were
extensively used for treating several kinds of human diseases
(265, 266). Due to the increased resistance ofmicrobial pathogens
against allopathic drugs, researchers have now returned to

natural resources, focusing especially on plant metabolites, to
find out lead compounds to fight against human pathogens
(175). Moreover, about 35% of the global medicine market
(which accounts for 1.1 trillion US dollars) have been shared
by medicinal products prepared using natural plants or herbs
(265). Investigations are undergoing for the finding of novel
and modern drugs from numerous herbal preparations to fight
against this microbial resistance war. Many similarities have been
found between SARS CoV and SARS CoV-2 (both of them belong
to beta family, containing the same genetic material-RNA, and
using the same receptor for viral attachment-ACE2, with an
86% identity and 96% similarity of genome, with almost the
same pathogenesis). Thus, previously reported antiviral plant
metabolites for SARS CoV can be considered as emerging
drug candidates for COVID-19. Right now, the setbacks arising
from viral infection around the world have placed budget
constraints on researchers trying to discover effective antiviral
drugs. However, some PSMs have already shown anti-SARS
CoV activity where other antiviral activities are also reported
(Supplementary Table 1). These results suggest that there is a
scope to find alternative medicines and specific compounds. So,
plants could be a vital resource in the fight against COVID-
19. Our study suggests that around 76 natural metabolites from
different plant species can be efficiently active against COVID-19
(Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 1).

PLANT-BASED ANTIVIRAL COMPOUNDS:
GROUP BASIS MECHANISM OF ACTION
AND PSMs STRUCTURE

A wide variety of antiviral compounds were found from
219 medicinal plants (26–159) belonging to 83 plant families
(Supplementary Table 1). First and foremost are polyphenols,
which contain multiple phenolic rings, and are classified as
phenols, flavonoids, lignans, hydroxycinnamic acid, stilbenes,
and hydroxybenzoic acid (267). We found polyphenols in
numerous plants (Table 4) which exerted antiviral activity (269–
271) against a wide range of viruses including HIV-1, HIV-
2, HSV-1, HSV-2, Influenza virus, Dengue virus, HBV, HCV,
Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), Murbarg virus, Ebola virus,
Newcastle disease virus (NDV), Poliomyelitis-1 virus, Lentivirus,
and Coronavirus. Polyphenols work against coronaviruses
using diverse mechanisms including actuating or inhibiting
cellular signaling pathways or halting papain-like protease
(PLpro) and 3-chymotripsin-like protease (3CLpro) enzyme
(269, 272). Some polyphenol compounds (30-(3-methylbut-2-
enyl)-30, 4-hydroxyisolonchocarpin, broussochalcone A, 4,7-
trihydroxyflavane, broussochalcone B, papyriflavonol A, kazinol
A, kazinol B, kazinol F, kazinol J, and broussoflavan A) isolated
from Broussonetia papyrifera showed promising activity against
SARS CoV. Higher efficiency against PLpro as observed by these
compounds though activity against Mpro or 3CLpro is not up
to the mark. Specially, papyriflavonol A possesses impressive
activity against SARS CoV (IC50 3.7, l M) (272). In silico
analysis revealed that polyphenols can inhibit SARS CoV-2
Mpro and RdRp effectively (273, 274). In our study, we have
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TABLE 2 | Probable drug candidates against SARS CoV-2 obtained through virtual screening.

Drug targets Major metabolites References

ANTIVIRAL PSMs THAT CAN INHIBIT SARS CoV-2 AT DIFFERENT TARGET

Spike protein Magnoflorine, tinosponone, cirsimaritin, chrysoeriol, vasicinone, quercetin, luteolin (233)

Spike protein Epigallocatechingallate (EGCG), curcumin, apigenin, chrysophanol (234)

Spike protein, main protease Spike protein, main protease (235)

Spike protein and ACE-2 Hesperidin, emodin, and chrysin (236)

Spike protein and ACE-2 Curcumin, nimbin, withaferin A, piperine, mangiferin, thebaine, berberine, and andrographolide (222)

Spike protein and ACE-2 Chebulagic acid (237)

Spike protein, MPro, and RdRp Silybin, withaferin A, cordioside, catechin, and quercetin (238)

RdRp Protopine, allocryptopine, and (±) 6-acetonyldihydrochelerythrine (239)

Main Protease (MPro) Crocin, digitoxigenin, and b–eudesmol (240)

Main Protease (MPro) Oolonghomobisflavan-A, theasinensin D, theaflavin-30-O-gallate (241)

Main Protease (MPro) Andrographolide (220)

Main Protease (MPro) Hispidin, lepidine E, and folic acid (242)

Main Protease (MPro) Ursolic acid, carvacrol, and oleanolic acid (243)

Main Protease (MPro) Hypericin, cyanidin 3-glucoside, baicalin, glabridin (244)

Main Protease (MPro) Cetylglucopetunidin, isoxanthohumol, and ellagic acid (245)

Main Protease (MPro) Benzylidenechromanones (246)

Main Protease (MPro) Carnosol, arjunglucoside-I, and rosmanol (247)

Main Protease (MPro) Leucoefdin (248)

Main Protease (MPro) (1E,6E)-1,2,6,7-tetrahydroxy-1,7-bis(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)hepta-1,6-diene-3,5-dione) and

(4Z,6E)-1,5-dihydroxy-1,7-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)hepta-4,6-dien-3-one

(249)

Mpro and ACE2 Quercetin 3-glucuronide-7-glucoside, and Quercetin 3-vicianoside (250)

Mpro, hACE-2 and RdRp d-Viniferin, myricitrin, chrysanthemin, myritilin, taiwanhomoflavone A, lactucopicrin 15-oxalate, nympholide A,

afzelin, biorobin, hesperidin, and phyllaemblicin B

(251)

Mpro, spike protein, and

non-structural proteins (NSP-9, 15)

Arzanol, ferulic acid, genistein, resveratrol, rosmanol (252)

ACE-2 receptor Resveratrol, pterostilbene, pinosylvin, piceatannol (253)

ACE-2 receptor Isothymol, chloroquine, captopril (254)

ACE-2 receptor Resveratrol, quercetin, luteolin, naringenin, zingiberene, and gallic acid (222)

Envelope protein Belachinal, macaflavanone E, vibsanol B (249)

PLpro, 3CLpro Cryptotanshinone, quercetin, tanshinone IIa, coumaroyltyramine, N-cis-feruloyltyramine (178)

PLpro, 3CLpro, RdRp, and spike

protein

Andrographolide (AGP1), 14-deoxy 11,12-didehydro andrographolide (AGP2), neoandrographolide (AGP3), and

14-deoxy andrographolide (AGP4)

(255)

3CLpro 10-hydroxyusambarensine, cryptoquindoline, 6-oxoisoiguesterin, 22-hydroxyhopan-3-one, cryptospirolepine,

isoiguesterin, and 20-epibryonolic acid

(256)

3CLpro Flavone and coumarine (210)

3CLpro Myricitrin, methyl rosmarinat, calceolarioside B, licoleafol, amaranthin, colistin (191)

6LU7 and 6Y2E proteases Apigenin, glabridin, glycoumarin, oleanolic acid, glucobrassicin (257)

Transmembrane protease serine 2

(TMPRSS2)

Withanone and withaferin-A (258)

Membrane (M) and Envelope (E)

proteins

Nimbolin A, nimocin, and cycloartanols (259)

ANTIVIRAL PSMs THAT CAN INHIBIT SARS CoV-2 AT DIFFERENT LIFE CYCLE

Viral attachment Phytoestrogens (diadiazin, genistein, formontein, and biochanin A), chlorogenic acid, linolenic acid, palmitic acid,

caffeic acid, caffeic acid phenethyl ester, hydroxytyrosol, cis-p-Coumaric acid, cinnamaldehyde, thymoquinone,

and some physiological hormones such as estrogens, progesterone, testosterone, and cholesterol

(260)

Entry Dihydrotanshinone – 1, desmethoxyreserpine (241)

Multiplication Betulinic acid, desmethoxyreserpine, lignan, sugiol (241)

Viraus–host interaction Dithymoquinone (DTQ) (261)

found another widely distributed, low molecular weight phenolic
compound named as a flavonoid which showed strong antiviral
activity against SARS CoV, Influenza virus, HBV, HSV, HCV,

HIV, Dengue virus, Simian virus, Human rotavirus, Bovine viral
diarrhea virus, Poliomyelitis-1 virus, Vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV), and Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (Table 4). Flavonoid
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TABLE 3 | Probable promising secondary metabolites of medicinal plants against COVID-19.

Compounds Plant source Family References

1. Diterpneoid Andrographis paniculata Acanthaceae (26)

2. Alkaloids, flavonoids, and coumarins Sambucus nigra Adoxaceae (29)

3. Alkaloids, anthraquinones, glycosides, flavonoids, saponins, phenols, terpenoids, sugar

bearing compound, protein, thiols, and inferences

Iresine herbstii Amaranthaceae (31)

4. Tannins, Flavonoids, Terpenes, and Saponins Anacardium occidentale Anacardiaceae (33)

5. Tannins, gallic acid, flavonoids like quercetin and quercitrin, phenolics, triterpenes Rhus aromatica Anacardiaceae (34)

6. Gallic acid, quercetin, kaempferol, glycosides Rhus parviflora Anacardiaceae (35)

7. Tannins and flavonoids Spondias lutea Anacardiaceae (33)

8. Flavonoids Spondias lutea L. Anacardiaceae (33)

9. Apigenin and luteolin Arisaema tortuosum Araceae (40)

10. Phenolic acids, flavonoids (apigenin, apigeninglucoside, luteolin, cirsiliol, diosmetin), lignans,

terpenic lactones, and alkamides

Achillea fragrantissima Asteraceae (47, 48)

11. Flavonoids, clerodane diterpenoids, phenolics, hydroxycinnamic acids Baccharis gaudichaudiana DC Asteraceae (49)

12. Diterpenoids Baccharis spicata (Lam.) Baill Asteraceae (49)

13. Triterpenoids, Steroids Bidens subalternans DC Asteraceae (49)

14. Flavonoid glycosides and caffeoyl quinic acids Eupatorium perfoliatum Asteraceae (50)

15. Flavonoids and terpenes Jasonia montana Asteraceae (47)

16. Phenylpropanoids, flavonoids, essential oils, polyphenols, tannins, triterpenes Pluchea sagittalis (Lam.) Cabrera Asteraceae (49)

17. Silymarin, quercetin, and kaempferol Silybum marianum Asteraceae (51)

18. terpenoids, flavonoids, essential oils Tagetes minuta L. Asteraceae (49)

19. phenolic acids (chlorogenic acids), and sesquiterpene lactones (parthenolide) Tanacetum parthenium Asteraceae (52)

20. Flavonoids, D-glucopyranoside, quercetin, luteolin Taraxacum officinale Asteraceae (53)

21. Flavonoids (apigenin, quercetin, kaempferol, falcarinol, selinene, limonene, and zerumbone) Tridax procumbens Asteraceae (55)

22. Carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, alkaloids, flavonoids, saponins, and organic acids Balanites aegyptiaca Balanitaceae (56, 57)

23. Icariin and quercetin Epimedium koreanum Nakai Berberidaceae (58)

24. Flavonoids (quercetin, isoquercetin, and rutin) Capparis sinaica Capparaceae (47, 64)

25. Tannins, flavonoids, carbohydrates and/or glycosides, resins, sterol, saponins, and alkaloids Capparis sinaica Capparaceae (47, 65)

26. Natural lupane triterpenoids Cassine xylocarpa Celastraceae (67)

27. Pentacyclic lupane-type triterpenoids Maytenus cuzcoina Celastraceae (67)

28. Flavonoids, terpenoids, alkaloids, tannins, glycosides, and saponins Combretum adenogonium Combretaceae (72)

29. Triterpenes, flavonoids, ellagitannins Terminalia mollis Combretaceae (56, 73)

30. Lignans, diterpenes, flavonoids, proanthocyanidins, and sterols Taxodium distichum Cupressaceae (75)

31. Monoterpenoids, sesquiterpenoids, triterpenoids, sterols, alkaloids, flavonoids, and phenolic

compounds

Cyperus rotundus Cyperaceae (76)

32. Protocatecuic acid, caffeic acid, epicatechin, rutin, resveratrol, quercitin, kaempferol Ephedra alata Ephedraceae (47, 77)

33. Isoflavonoid, indoles, phytosterols, polysaccharides, sesquiterpenes, alkaloids, glucans, and

tannins

Equisetum giganteum Equisetaceae (78)

34. Triterpenes and steroids Euphorbia denticulata Euphorbiaceae (79)

35. Tannins, diterpenes Euphorbia hirta Euphorbiaceae (80)

36. Diterpenoids, jatrophane-type diterpenoids, and coumarino-type lignoids, lathyrane-type

diterpenoids, multifidone, multifidanol, and multifidenol

Jatropha multifida Euphorbiaceae (82)

37. Flavonoid and polyphenol Acacia arabica Fabaceae (83)

38. Luteolin and vitexin Aspalathus linearis Fabaceae (85)

39. Saponins and flavonoids Vachellia nilotica Fabaceae (87)

40. Catechin, kaempferol, quercetin, 3,4
′

,7-trihydroxyl-3
′

,5-dimethoxyflavone, rutin, isorhamnetin,

epicatechin, afzelechin, epiafzelechin, mesquitol, ophioglonin, aromadendrin, and phenol

Acacia catechu Fabaceae (88)

41. Flavonoids, phenolics, and tannins Quercus persica Fagaceae (90)

42. Phenolic, flavonoid, and flavonol compounds Quercus persica Fagaceae (90)

43. Gallic acid, protocatechuic acid, corilagin, geraniin, ellagic acid, kaempferitrin, kaempferol

7-O-rhamnoside, quercetin, kaempferol

Geranium thunbergii Geraniaceae (91)

44. Flavonoids (orientin and vicenin) Ocimum sanctum Lamiaceae (26, 99)

45. Terpenoid and polyphenol Ocimum sanctum Lamiaceae (83)

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 | Continued

Compounds Plant source Family References

46. Baicalin, flavonoids Scutellaria baicalensis Lamiaceae (104)

47. Opuntin B, triterpene saponin, seroids, and phenylethanoids Lindernia crustacea Linderniaceae (107)

48. Quercetin 3-O-methyl ether (3MQ) and strychnobiflavone (SBF) Strychnos pseudoquina Loganiaceae (108)

49. Alkaloids, flavonoids, tannins, volatile oils, and glycosides Cissampelos pareira Linn Menispermaceae (113)

50. Flavonoids, tannins, terpenes, saponins, and nitrogenous compounds Artocarpus integrifolia Moraceae (33)

51. Flavonoids, rutin, kaempferol 3-O-rutinoside, and kaempferol 3-O-robinobioside Ficus benjamina Moraceae (114)

52. N-arginine, luteolin, caffeic acid Ficus carica Moraceae (115)

53. Flavonoids, tannins, saponins, alkaloids, and steroids/triterpenoids Ficus religiosa Moraceae (116)

54. Tannins, flavonoid, saponin, glycoside Ficus sycomorus Moraceae (56, 118)

55. Alkaloids, tannins, phenolics, and saponins Moringa peregrina Moringaceae (47)

56. Flavonoids Myristica fragrans Myristicaceae (33)

57. Tannins and flavonoids Psidium guajava Myrtaceae (33)

58. Sesquiterpenes, monoterpenes, hydrocarbon, and phenolic compounds, eugenyl acetate,

eugenol, and β-caryophyllene

Syzygium aromaticum L. Myrtaceae (119)

59. Paeoniflorin, monoterpene glycosides, albiflorin, benzoylpaeoniflorin, gallic acid, ethyl gallate Paeonia delavayi Paeoniaceae (121)

60. Flavonoids, tomentin A, B, C, D, and E Paulownia tomentosa Paulowniaceae (123)

61. Highly oxygenated norbisabolane sesquiterpenoids, phyllanthacidoid acid, methyl ester Phyllanthus acidus Phyllanthaceae (124)

62. Alkaloids, flavonoids, lignans, phenols, and terpenes Phyllanthus amarus Phyllanthaceae (125)

63. Geraniin, rutin, gallic acid, caffeolquinic acid, corilagen, galloylglucopyronoside,

digalloylglucopyronoside, and quercetin glucoside

Phyllanthus amarus Phyllanthaceae (126)

64. Geraniin, rutin, gallic acid, caffeolquinic acid, corilagen, galloylglucopyronoside,

digalloylglucopyronoside, and quercetin glucoside

Phyllanthus niruri Phyllanthaceae (126)

65. Trigalloylglucopyronoside, quercetin rhamnoside, geraniin, rutin, gallic acid, caffeolquinic acid,

corilagen, galloylglucopyronoside, digalloylglucopyronoside, and quercetin glucoside

Phyllanthus urinaria Phyllanthaceae (126)

66. Quercetin rhamnoside, geraniin, rutin, gallic acid, caffeolquinic acid, corilagen,

galloylglucopyronoside, digalloylglucopyronoside, and quercetin glucoside

Phyllanthus watsonii Phyllanthaceae (126)

67. Plumbagin, allicin, carbohydrates, flavonoids, proteins, saponins, fats and oils, alkaloids,

steroids, phenols, and tannins

Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae (129)

68. Flavonoids (catechin, hyperoside, quercitrin, quercetin, and rutin), tannins, and triterpenoids Agrimonia pilosa Rosaceae (135)

69. Hydroxycinnamic acids, eriodictyol, isorhamnetin, quercetin, kaempferol, isorhamnetin,

epicatechin, catechin

Prunus dulcis Rosaceae (136)

70. Saponins, flavonoids, and alkaloids Pavetta tomentosa Rubiaceae (138)

71. Saponins, flavonoids, and alkaloids Tarenna asiatica Rubiaceae (138)

72. Triterpenes, tannins, flavonoids, and carbohydrates Dimocarpus longan Sapindaceae (140)

73. Organic acids, terpenoids, and flavonoids Illicium verum Hook. f. Schisandraceae (142)

74. Nilocitin, ellagic acid, gallic acid, flavonoids Tamarix nilotica Tamaricaceae (47, 143)

75. Diterpenoids, biflavonoids (biflavone amentoflavone, apigenin, luteolin, and quercetin) Torreya nucifera Taxaceae (144)

76. Friedelolactones, 2β-hydroxy-3, 4-seco-friedelolactone-27-oic acid flavonoids, coumarins,

terpenoids, sterols, polypeptides

Viola diffusa Violaceae (147)

type compounds, such as apigenin and quercetin, showed activity
against SARS CoV virion particles through the inhibition of
Mpro enzymes with an IC50 of 38.4 ± 2.4µM and 23.8µM,
respectively (144, 150, 275). According to in silico analysis,
flavonoid compounds can terminate the activity of Mpro of SARS
CoV-2 (276, 277).

Alkaloids are another class of natural organic compounds
which are classified into several groups based on their
heterocyclic ring, such as tropanes, pyrrolidines, isoquinoline
purines, imidazoles, quinolizidines, indoles, piperidines, and
pyrrolizidines (278). Alkaloids are very promising against
HIV-1, HSV-1, HSV-2, DNV, VSV, Influenza virus, and
Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (Table 4). Different kinds

of alkaloids showed anti-SARS activity including emetine,
Ipecac, Macetaxime, tylophorine, and 7-methoxy cryptopleurine,
through the inhibition of protease enzyme, RNA synthesis, and
protein synthesis (244, 279). In addition, some alkaloids act
against SARS CoV as a nucleic acid intercalating agent such as
tetrandrine, fangchinoline, cepharanthine, and lycorine through
degrading nucleic acids and inhibiting spike and nucleocapsid
proteins (280). Virtual screening analysis revealed that 10-
Hydroxyusambarensine and Cryptoquindoline—two alkaloid
compound isolated from African medicinal plants showed anti-
SARS CoV and anti-SARS CoV-2 activity through inhibition
of their Mpro (256). Chloroquine, a derivative of alkaloid,
is found to be active against anti-SARS CoV-2 (281). So,
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TABLE 4 | Major group basis antiviral PSMs obtained from medicinal plants.

Major

compounds

Plant source Family Target pathogen References

Polyphenols Avicennia marina Acanthaceae Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and herpes simplex virus (HSV) (27)

Sambucus nigra Adoxaceae Dengue virus serotype-2 (DENV-2) (29)

Sambucus nigra Adoxaceae Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV)—chicken coronavirus (30)

Iresine Herbstii Amaranthaceae Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (31)

Anacardium occidentale Anacardiaceae Simian (SA-11) virus (33)

Artocarpus integrifolia Moraceae (SA-11) and human (HCR3) rotaviruses (33)

Myristica fragrans Myristicaceae Human (HCR3) rotaviruses (33)

Psidium guajava Myrtaceae Simian (SA-11) virus (33)

Spondias lutea Anacardiaceae Human (HCR3) rotaviruses (33)

Spondias lutea L. Anacardiaceae Simian (SA-11) and human (HCR3) rotaviruses (33)

Rhus aromatica Anacardiaceae HSV-1 and HSV-2 (34)

Rhus aromatica Anacardiaceae HSV-1 and HSV-2 (34)

Rhus parviflora Anacardiaceae HIV-1 (35)

Schinus terebinthifolia Anacardiaceae HSV-1 (36)

Arisaema Tortuosum Araceae Acyclovir-resistant HSV-2 and HSV-1 (40)

Jasonia montana Asteraceae Poliomyelitis-1 virus (47)

Baccharis gaudichaudiana DC Asteraceae Bovine viral diarrhea virus, HSV-1, Poliovirus type 2 (PV-2), and vesicular

stomatitis virus (VSV)

(49)

Pluchea sagittalis (Lam.) Cabrera Asteraceae Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) (HSV-1), poliovirus type 2 (PV-2), and

vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)

(49)

Tagetes minuta L Asteraceae Bovine viral diarrhea virus, HSV-1, poliovirus type 2 (PV-2), and vesicular

stomatitis virus

(49)

Eupatorium perfoliatum Asteraceae Influenza A virus (IAV) H1N1 (50)

Silybum marianum Asteraceae Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), hepatitis C virus (HCV) (51)

Tanacetum parthenium Asteraceae HSV-1 (52)

Taraxacum officinale Asteraceae HCV (53)

Senna angustifolia Fabaceae Dengue virus serotype-2 (DENV-2) (55)

Tridax procumbers Asteraceae Dengue virus serotype-2 (DENV-2) (55)

Vernonia cinerea Asteraceae Dengue virus serotype-2 (DENV-2) (55)

Epimedium koreanum Nakai Berberidaceae Porcine epidermic diarrhea virus (PEDV) (58)

Canarium album (Lour.) Burseraceae Influenza A virus (IAV) (62)

Polyphenols Cistus incanus Cistaceae HIV (clinical HIV-1 and HIV-2) and Filoviruses, Ebola, and Marburg virus (69)

Combretum adenogonium Combretaceae HIV-1 (72)

Cornus canadensis Cornaceae HSV-1 (74)

Taxodium distichum Cupressaceae Influenza A and B viruses (75)

Cyperus rotundus Cyperaceae HSV-1, HBV (76)

Equisetum giganteum Equisetaceae HSV-2 (78)

Euphorbia hirta Euphorbiaceae HIV-1, HIV-2, SIV mac 251 (80)

Euphorbia sikkimensis Euphorbiaceae HIV-1 (81)

Acacia arabica Fabaceae Influenza A virus H9N2 (83)

Aspalathus linearis Fabaceae Rhesus rotavirus (RRV), simian rotavirus (SA-11) infection (85)

Vachellia nilotica Fabaceae HSV-2 (87)

Acacia catechu Fabaceae HIV-1 (88)

Acacia catechu Fabaceae HIV-1 (88)

Quercus persica Fagaceae HSV-I (90)

Geranium thunbergii Geraniaceae Influenza virus, H1N1, H3N2, influenza type B (91)

Pelargonium sidoides Geraniaceae HIV-1 (92)

Ribes nigrum Grossulariaceae Influenza A virus (94)

Hamamelis virginiana Hamamelidaceae Influenza A virus and human papillomavirus (95)

Prunella vulgaris Lamiaceae Lentivirus (101)

Scutellaria baicalensis Lamiaceae RSV, HIV, Influenza, and Dengue viruses (104)

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Major

compounds

Plant source Family Target pathogen References

Strychnos pseudoquina Loganiaceae HSV-1 (KOS strain) and HSV-2 (333 strain) (108)

Punica granatum Lythraceae HSV-2 (109)

Magnolia officinalis Magnoliaceae Dengue virus type 2 (111)

Cissampelos pareira Linn Menispermaceae Dengue virus types 1-4 (DENV-1-4) (113)

Ficus benjamina Moraceae HSV-1 and HSV-2), varicella zoster virus (VZV (114)

Ficus carica Moraceae HSV-1, HSV-1, ECV-11, and ADV, influenza virus (115)

Ficus religiosa Moraceae HSV-2 (116)

Syzygium aromaticum L. Myrtaceae HSV and HCV (119)

Paulownia tomentosa Paulowniaceae SARS-CoV papain-like protease (PLpro) (123)

Phyllanthus amarus Phyllanthaceae Acyclovir-resistant HSV strains, hepatitis B virus (HBV), HCV, and HIV (126)

Polyphenols Phyllanthus niruri Phyllanthaceae Acyclovir-resistant HSV strains, hepatitis B virus (HBV), HCV, HIV (126)

Phyllanthus urinaria Phyllanthaceae Acyclovir-resistant HSV strains, hepatitis B virus (HBV), HCV and HIV (126)

Phyllanthus watsonii Phyllanthaceae Acyclovir-resistant HSV strains, hepatitis B virus (HBV), HCV, and HIV (126)

Limonium sinense Plumbaginaceae HCV (128)

Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae Influenza A (H1N1) (129)

Agrimonia pilosa Rosaceae Influenza viruses (H1N1 and H3N2) (135)

Prunus dulcis Rosaceae HSV-1 (136)

Pavetta tomentosa Rubiaceae Dengue virus (DENV) (138)

Aegle marmelos Rutaceae Human coxsackieviruses B1-B6, rotavirus SA-11 (139)

Dimocarpus longan Sapindaceae HCV (genotype 2a strain JFH1) (140)

Torreya nucifera Taxaceae SARS-CoV 3CLpro (144)

Viola diffusa Violaceae Hepatitis B virus (147)

Alpinia katsumadai Zingiberaceae influenza virus type A (148)

Illicium verum Hook. f. Schisandraceae Grouper iridovirus infection (GIV) (190)

Camellia sinensis Theaceae HIV, HTLV-1, HCV, influenza, and HBV (145, 146)

Ocimum sanctum Lamiaceae Dengue virus serotype-1 (DENV-1) (26, 99)

Achillea fragrantissima Asteraceae Poliomyelitis-1 virus (47, 48)

Ephedra alata Ephedraceae HSV (47, 77)

Tamarix nilotica Tamaricaceae HSV (47, 143)

Moringa peregrina Moringaceae HSV (47, 189)

Capparis sinaica Capparaceae Avian influenza strain H5N1 (47, 64)

Ficus sycomorus Moraceae HSV-1 (56, 118)

Balanites aegyptiaca Balanitaceae VSV (56, 57)

Terminalia mollis Combretaceae HSV-0 (56, 73)

Tuberaria lignosa Cistaceae HIV (70, 71)

Anthemis hyaline Asreraceae SARS-CoV (152)

Alnus japonica Betulaceae SARS-CoV (59)

Cassia tora Fabaceae SARS-CoV (156)

Psoralea corylifolia Fabaceae SARS-CoV (150)

Taxillus chinensis Loranthaceae SARS-CoV (268)

Polyphenols Citrus sinensis Rutaceae SARS-CoV (152)

Polygonum multiflorum Polygonaceae SARS-CoV (158)

Rheum officinale Polygonaceae SARS-CoV (158)

Rheum palmatum Polygonaceae SARS-CoV (159)

Citrus sinensis Rutaceae SARS-CoV (152)

Alkaloids Sambucus nigra Adoxaceae Dengue virus serotype-2 (DENV-2) (29)

Iresine Herbstii Amaranthaceae Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (31)

Combretum adenogonium Combretaceae HIV-1 (72)

Cyperus rotundus Cyperaceae HSV-1, HBV (76)

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Major

compounds

Plant source Family Target pathogen References

Equisetum giganteum Equisetaceae HSV-2 (78)

Cissampelos pareira Linn Menispermaceae Dengue virus types 1-4 (DENV-1-4) (113)

Ficus religiosa Moraceae HSV-2 (116)

Phyllanthus amarus Phyllanthaceae HCV (125)

Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae Influenza A (H1N1) (129)

Pavetta tomentosa Rubiaceae Dengue virus (DENV) (138)

Tarenna asiatica Rubiaceae Dengue virus (DENV) (138)

Moringa peregrina Moringaceae HSV (47, 189)

Capparis sinaica Capparaceae HSV (47, 65)

Balanites aegyptiaca Balanitaceae VSV (56, 57)

Lycoris radiata Amaryllis SARS-CoV (151)

Acanthopanacis cortex Araliaceae SARS-CoV (134)

Saponins Iresine Herbstii Amaranthaceae Newcastle disease virus (NDV) (31)

Anacardium occidentale Anacardiaceae Simian (SA-11) virus (33)

Panax ginseng Araliaceae RSV (41)

Panax ginseng Araliaceae Murine norovirus (MNV) and feline calicivirus (FCV) (42)

Balanites aegyptiaca Balanitaceae VSV (56, 57)

Capparis sinaica Capparaceae HSV (47, 65)

Combretum adenogonium Combretaceae HIV-1 (72)

Vachellia nilotica Fabaceae HSV-2 (87)

Lindernia crustacea Linderniaceae Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) (107)

Artocarpus integrifolia Moraceae (SA-11) and human (HCR3) rotaviruses (33)

Ficus religiosa Moraceae HSV-2 (116)

Saponins Ficus sycomorus Moraceae HSV-1 (56, 118)

Moringa peregrina Moringaceae HSV (47, 189)

Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae Influenza A (H1N1) (129)

Pavetta tomentosa Rubiaceae Dengue virus (DENV) (138)

Tarenna asiatica Rubiaceae Dengue virus (DENV) (138)

Terpenoids Andrographis paniculata Acanthaceae Dengue virus serotype-1 (DENV-1) (26)

Baccharis gaudichaudiana DC Asteraceae Bovine viral diarrhea virus, HSV-1, Poliovirus type 2 (PV-2), and vesicular

stomatitis virus (VSV)

(49)

Baccharis spicata (Lam.) Baill Asteraceae Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVD), HSV-1, poliovirus type 2 (PV-2), and

vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)

(49)

Taxodium distichum Cupressaceae Influenza A and B viruses (75)

Euphorbia hirta Euphorbiaceae HIV-1, HIV-2, SIV mac 251 (80)

Jatropha multifida Euphorbiaceae Influenza A H1N1 virus (82)

Torreya nucifera Taxaceae SARS-CoV 3CLpro (144)

Agrimonia pilosa Rosaceae Influenza viruses (H1N1 and H3N2) (135)

Tripterygium regelii Celastraceae SARS-CoV (144)

Gentiana scabra Gentianaceae SARS-CoV (156)

Carbohydra-

tes

Panax ginseng Araliaceae Human rotavirus (33)

Panax notoginseng Araliaceae Influenza A H1N1 virus (43)

Equisetum giganteum Equisetaceae HSV-2 (78)

Prunella vulgaris Lamiaceae HSV-1 and HSV-2 antigens virus antigen in Vero cells (100)

Prunellae Spica Lamiaceae Herpes simplex virus (HSV) (102)

Laminaria japonica Laminariaceae RSV (105)

Plumbago indica Plumbaginaceae Influenza A (H1N1) (129)

Ardisia chinensis Benth Primulaceae Coxsackie B3 Virus (131)

Capparis sinaica Capparaceae HSV (47, 65)

Balanites aegyptiaca Balanitaceae VSV (56, 57)

Carissa edulis Apocynaceae herpes simplex virus, chickenpox, and shingles (38)
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some PSMs as alkaloids can be alternative drug targets for
COVID-19 (280).

Another class of PSMs, saponins (amphipathic glycosides), are
found ubiquitously in plants which showed antiviral activities
against Newcastle disease virus (NDV), Simian (SA-11) virus,
Murine norovirus (MNV) and Feline calicivirus (FCV), RSV,
VSV, HSV-1,HSv-2, HIV-1, Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), (SA-11)
and human (HCR3) rotaviruses, Influenza virus, and Dengue
virus (Table 4). Plants produce five carbon isoprene derived
terpenes which are the largest and most diverse group of PSM.
They are classified by monoterpenes, diterpenes, triterpenes,
sesterterpenes, hemi terpenes, and sesquiterpenes (282). They
exhibited antiviral activity against Bovine viral diarrhea virus,
HSV-1, Poliovirus type 2 (PV-2) and vesicular stomatitis virus
(VSV), Dengue virus serotype-1 (DENV-1), Influenza A and B
viruses, HIV-1, HIV-2, SIV mac 251, and SARS-CoV (Table 4).
Ten diterpenes, two sesquiterpenes, and two triterpenes showed
anti-SARS activity with IC50 of 3–10µM (283). In silico analysis
also revealed that terpene Ginkgolide A can strongly inhibit
SARS CoV-2 protease enzyme (284). Carbohydrates, mainly
classified as monosaccharides, disaccharides, polysaccharides,
and oligosaccharides (282), are found as antiviral agent against
Human rotavirus, Influenza A virus, HSV-1, HSV-2, Herpes
simplex virus (HSV), RSV, Coxsackie B3 Virus, and VSV [(285);
Table 4]. Acyclovir is an FDA (Food and Drug Administration)
approved antiviral drug which is obtained from Carissa edulis
(Supplementary Table 1). It is mainly used for herpes simplex
virus, chickenpox, and shingles. The group basis structure of
some major compounds can be found in Table 5.

DRUG DISCOVERY FROM PSMs:
ADDRESSING THE MAJOR CHALLENGES
TOWARD FUTURE INSIGHTS

Drug discovery from plant metabolites refers to the extraction
and purification of active ingredients from conventional
cures. Natural plant products comprise complicated chemical
structures which differ according to their numerous species.
There are several classes of PSMs which are responsible for
the biological activities of herbal medicines. PSMs exert their
actions on molecular targets that differ from one case to the
other. These targets may be enzymes, mediators, transcription
factors, or even nucleic acids (286). Good knowledge of the
chemical composition of plants leads to a better understanding
of their possible and specific medicinal value. Drug discovery
and development have become a wide interdisciplinary field
over recent decades and many factors are involved in the
successful evolution from a bioactive compound into a potential
drug [(287, 288); Figure 2]. When existing methods with
advanced technologies are applied, it can lead to a modern
revelation of drugs, benefitting medicinal purposes (223, 289).
The development of modern technologies has streamlined
the screening of natural products in discovering new drugs.
Research for drug discovery must create robust and prudent
lead molecules, which is progressed from a screening hit to
a drug candidate through structural elucidation and structure

recognizable proof available from high throughput technology
like GC–MS, NMR, IR, HPLC, and HPTLC. Utilizing these
advanced technologies gives us an opportunity to perform
research in screening novel molecules employing a computer
program and database to set up common items as a major source
for drug discovery. It finally leads to lead structure discovery.
Powerful new technologies are revolutionizing natural herbal
drug discovery (223). Steps associated with the drug discovery
process from natural resources is illustrated (Figure 3).

However, several factors involving the conversion of a
desirable compound into a valuable drug candidate include
availability, bioavailability, intellectual property, and the strong
pharmacokinetic profile of the compound (268, 290). Sometimes
researchers find great bioactivity of a plant-derived compound
in in vitro analysis but unfortunately, the desired compound
becomes ineffectual under in vivo conditions (291). In vivo is a
very crucial step to move to animal trials or subsequent clinical
trials. Even if the compound shows promising activity in in vivo
assay but it can still become ineffective in animal model trials due
to a poor pharmacokinetic profile (292). Under in vivo condition,
the target compound remains in direct contact with cells, while
in animal models the compound moves to various stages where it
might lose its bioactivity (292). For example, despite curcumin
having promising antioxidant, anticancer, anti-inflammatory,
and antimicrobial activities, it has not been released as
a drug yet due to its poor bioavailability (292). Another
propitious drug candidate, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG),
showed antioxidant, antihypertensive, anticancer, antimicrobial,
and anti-inflammatory activity (293, 294) but unfortunately, it
has also failed to obtain drug designation due to the same reason
mentioned for curcumin (292).

To remedy these problems, researchers around the world
are working to develop new approaches. Changing the
administration route might increase the bioavailability of
a compound. For example, the bioavailability of an anti-
inflammatory compound, andrographolide, is increased
when it is administered intravenously instead of through
oral administration (295). Other methods to enhance the
bioavailability of target compound include using drug delivery
systems, the nano-formulation of a drug, using adjuvant
systems, or altering structural analogs (208, 296). Furthermore,
the modification of pharmacokinetic profiles of compounds
like absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion can
escalate its probability as drug candidate (268). Indeed, there
is an urgent need for specific protocols for invention of novel
bioactive compounds and for this purpose it is very crucial
for related organizations, companies, and agencies, including
the World Health Organization (WHO), Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), European Medicines Agency (EMA),
World Trade Organization (WTO), International Conference on
Harmonization (ICH), World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), biotech companies, pharmaceutical pharmaceuticals
companies, and several other companies and agencies, to work
together. However, plant-originated therapeutics need to be
taken under consideration against SARS-CoV-2 as they have
already shown promising hopes for different critical conditions
caused by deadly pathogens.
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TABLE 5 | Structures of some major PSMs and Drugs used against SARS CoV-2.

ALKALOIDS

Buchapine Colchicine Acronine

Citrusinine Rohitukine

POLYPHENOLS

Aescuflavoside Diphyllin Galangin

Isoscutellarein Justicidin Ternatin

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

α-Peltatin Podophyllotoxin

TERPENOIDS

Betulinic acid Ursolic acid

OTHERS

-(-)Calanolide Inophyllum B

SYNTHETIC DRUGS

Andrographolide Arbidol Darunavir

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

Hydroxychloroquine Ivermectin Lopanovir

Loprazolam Lurasidone Oseltamivir

Remdivisir Ribavirin Ritonavir

Rubitecan Salmeterol Saquinavir

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

Talampicillin Teicoplanin

FIGURE 2 | Scientific teams (A) to overcome various hurdles for successful novel drug discovery (B) from PSMs.

The seven major drug targets of SARS CoV-2 were described
before (176). Similarly, screening of PSMs for drug establishment
by molecular docking is efficient in terms of time and cost. Even
the development of vaccines through computational biology was
found to be effective for previous severe viruses like MERS
using animal models, target antigens, and probable vaccine
candidates (181). But still, there exists a lack of a complete
review for PSMs as alternative drug therapeutics. Our review
aims at establishing PSMs as a strong and safe candidate for
the treatment of SARS CoV-2. Through suggesting probable
antiviral plant metabolites or screening, druggability analysis of
plant metabolites against SARS-CoV-2 has become a time-saving
practice (280, 297). Without establishing a drug development
pipeline that includes clinical trials, these suggested candidate
PSMs will end up only in journal publications or be shelved
as herbal formulations on a supermarket store as a traditional
medicine and will never be a modern drug. Undoubtedly, the
plant an underutilized source of novel bioactive compounds
and is one of the hotspots to fight against this microbial
resistance war. The decrypting of PSMs is not increasing so
much in comparison to the number of metabolites produced

from plants. A biotechnological approach can offer a desired
amount of secondary metabolites in a rapid and eco-friendly
way against SARS-CoV-2 (298). In addition, plant metabolomics
are now used as a tool for discovery of novel drugs from
plant resources (299). Characterization of genes and proteins
involved in secondary metabolic pathways are also very crucial
to understand. Therefore, omics approaches (transcriptomics,
proteomics, and metabolomics) have paramount importance in
food research and drug discovery (300, 301) for human welfare.
Genetic modifications for engineering plant metabolites can be
helpful for reaching a specific drug. Quality control of natural
products is also very important. So, laboratory support, skilled
manpower, and funding is also very important for drug discovery
from natural resources.

CONCLUSIONS

Scientists all around the world are trying to discover the
most effective antiviral drug to combat SARS CoV-2. In
this situation, our study accentuated some plant secondary
metabolites that showed prominent antiviral activity against
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FIGURE 3 | Various steps involved in the tedious drug discovery process from plant sources.
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coronaviruses through impeding the main machinery used in
their pathogenesis and replication cycle. The in vitro, in vivo,
and in silico investigations revealed numerous plant-derived
compounds with promising anti- SARS CoV and anti- SARS
CoV-2 activity [Table 2; (179, 220, 222, 233–261, 297)]. Plants
are a dramatically underutilized source of bioactive compounds
with a broad spectrum of antiviral activities. Some Chinese
traditional plant formulations have been reported as being anti-
SARS CoV-2 and this formulation is also provided in COVID
patients (302, 303). We reported here on 219 plants which act
against a wide range of DNA/RNA viruses, but the plant PSMs
that showed promising activity against SARS CoV and MERS
might be a desired drug candidate against SARS CoV-2. So,
this review gathered all antiviral plants in a single platform
to facilitate laboratory-based research for the development of
novel drug/molecular therapeutics to overcome this and future
pandemic situations. The world is facing a serious health crisis,
and it needs an effective solution to combat the burning flame
of COVID-19. Researchers are trying to find an effective way
to overcome this situation, and the present study could help
them to think with a new dimension by using the knowledge
from the databases based on the plant metabolites (304, 305).
Finally, advanced and rapid acting extraction, purification, and
characterization techniques used for plant metabolites as well
as multidisciplinary expertise and funding are very essential for
novel drug discovery.
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Health communicators help promote recommended health behaviors by providing

accurate, actionable health information that is easy to read and understand. The

COVID-19 public health crisis presents a special challenge to clear health communication

because some populations most affected by the virus are also at risk for limited health

literacy. We collected 28 consumer COVID-19 materials from the internet using popular

search engines. We then assessed the materials for readability, understandability, and

actionability using validated tools. Aggregate results suggest that the sample of materials

was difficult to read and lacked a number of recommended features that promote a

readers’ ability to understand and act upon the information. We present these findings,

their implications for health equity, and their limitations and then suggest ways to improve

future health communication about time-sensitive infectious diseases.

Keywords: health literacy, public health, COVID-19, consumer health information, health education, health

behavior, health equity

INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 is a respiratory illness caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (Lai et al.,
2020), identified in late December of 2019. On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared a pandemic1. On March 31, 2020, the WHO reported a worldwide burden
of 750,890 confirmed cases and 36,405 deaths2. Also on March 31, 2020, the Institute for
Health Metrics and Evaluation projected 83,967 deaths from COVID-19 in the US alone by
August 13. As of June 7, 2020, at the time of this writing, there have been 109,901 US deaths4.

1World Health Organization. (2020).WHO Director-General’s opening remarks at the media briefing on COVID-19-11 March

2020. Available online at: https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-

briefing-on-covid-19-11-march-2020 (accessed April 16, 2020).
2World Health Organization. (2020). Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report-71. Available online at: https://

www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200331-sitrep-71-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=4360e92b_4

(accessed April 14, 2020).
3The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation. (2020). Main updates on US COVID-19 predictions since March 30,

2020. Available online at: http://www.healthdata.org/sites/default/files/files/Projects/COVID/Estimation_update_033120.pdf

(accessed April 16, 2020).
4Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2020). Cases in the U.S. Available online at: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/

2019-ncov/cases-updates/cases-in-us.html (accessed June 2, 2020).
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One of the WHO’s strategic objectives to respond to
this pandemic included public communication about disease
risk along with details to counter misinformation2. Many
organizations have posted information about COVID-19 online
in an effort to educate the public about the evolving situation.
Likewise, the public is seeking information about the pandemic.
A study conducted by the Pew Research Center in late March
2020 found that 7 in 10 US adults had used the internet to learn
about COVID-195.

In their communications, public health authorities frequently
include actions that community members can take to limit the
spread of COVID-19 (e.g., properly washing hands and staying
home if ill). To follow public health guidance, consumers must be
able to read and understand instructions, but this is a challenge
for most adult Americans. Only 12 out of 100 have proficient
health literacy skills (Kutner et al., 2006). Being able to read, or
general literacy, is important to health literacy, which comprises
a larger set of skills. Beyond the ability to read prose narrative,
health literacy skills encompass information-seeking, interacting
with forms and other documents, and the ability to use numbers
to improve health.

Populations at risk for limited health literacy include those
who are older and those from minority groups (Kutner et al.,
2006). Compared with 12 out of 100 adults in the general
population with proficient health literacy, only three out of 100
adults over age 65 fall into this category. Similarly, most racial
and ethnic minorities fare worse than their white peers. Among
African Americans and Hispanics, just two and four out of 100,
respectively, demonstrate proficient health literacy skills (Kutner
et al., 2006).

Of note, the same populations are at increased risk for
COVID-19 infection and death (Mueller et al., 2020). Adults over
65make up∼80% of COVID-19 hospitalizations.Weekly reports
continue to show greater numbers of COVID-19 deaths among
older adults6. Many states are reporting that African Americans
experience disproportionate rates of positive COVID-19 cases
and death (Abrams and Szefler, 2020)7. As an example, an April
2020 report showed that while African Americans comprised
only about 30% of the population of the state of Louisiana, they
accounted for closer to 70% of the state’s COVID-19 deaths
(Yancy, 2020). And in Baltimore, where Hispanics comprised
5% of the population, they accounted for 12% of the COVID-
19 patient population8. A May 29, 2020 report stated that rates
of hospitalizations for African Americans were 4.5 times that of

5Pew Research Center. (2020). Americans turn to technology during COVID-19

outbreak, say an outage would be a problem. Available online at: https://www.

pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/03/31/americans-turn-to-technology-during-

covid-19-outbreak-say-an-outage-would-be-a-problem/ (accessed April 14,

2020).
6Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2020). Weekly Updates by Select

Demographic and Geographic Characteristics. Available online at: https://www.cdc.

gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm (accessed June 2, 2020).
7American Association of Retired Persons. (2020). Blacks, Hispanics Hit Harder by

the Coronavirus, Early U.S. Data Show. Available online at: https://www.aarp.org/

health/conditions-treatments/info-2020/minority-communities-covid-19.html

(accessed June 2, 2020).
8The Baltimore Sun. (2020). Latinos disproportionately hurt by coronavirus in

Maryland, Baltimore and among Johns Hopkins patients. Available online at:

whites, and rates for Hispanics were 3.5 times that of whites9.
Because these populations are at increased risk for COVID-19
and its complications and are also likely to be limited by health
literacy, clear communication with them about COVID-19 is of
critical importance.

While often described as a measure of individual capacity,
health literacy is influenced not only by individual characteristics,
but by the demands or complexities of the health information
itself10. To address limitations in the health literacy skills of
consumers, communicators can follow recommended practices
to produce health information that is readable, understandable,
and actionable11,12.

Our team used validated formulas and tools to formally
assess a sample of highly visible online COVID-19 materials
retrieved during late March 2020 to determine how readable,
understandable, and actionable they were. The results point to
a number of techniques that could be used to improve current
and future messaging and to better engage individuals in public
health behaviors that limit the spread of infectious diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The purpose of this study was to evaluate online COVID-
19 information intended for and easily accessible by the
general public.

To locate the content most likely to be viewed by consumers,
we used three top search engines (Google, Yahoo!, and Bing)13

and searched for content using the “incognito”method to prevent
previous internet search history from affecting the search results.
During the week of March 23, 2020, we entered four terms into
each search engine: coronavirus, covid-19, covid19, and covid 19.
Within each set of search results, we chose the top six web site
links for further review. We excluded all sponsored or promoted
content and content from news outlets. In addition to helping
avoid bias that may be found in these materials, our selected
assessment tool is designed to assess educational materials rather
than news or advertisements.

Of the top 72 links initially identified, we removed 44
duplicates. We followed the remaining 28 links to their respective

https://www.baltimoresun.com/coronavirus/bs-md-covid-latinos-20200512-

s3cjb6swbbfofmmfg7afmj3zw4-story.html (accessed June 2, 2020).
9Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2020). COVIDView Weekly

Summary, Key Updates for Week 22, ending May 30, 2020. Available online at:

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview/index.html

(accessed June 2, 2020).
10Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion. (2020). Health Literacy—

Healthy People 2020. Available online at: https://www.healthypeople.gov/2020/

topics-objectives/topic/social-determinants-health/interventions-resources/

health-literacy (accessed April 16, 2020).
11Plain Language Action and Information Network (PLAIN). (2020). Federal

plain language guidelines. Available online at: https://plainlanguage.gov/guidelines/

(accessed April 16, 2020).
12Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. (Content last reviewed May

2015). Tip 6. Use Caution With Readability Formulas for Quality Reports.

Available online at: https://www.ahrq.gov/talkingquality/resources/writing/tip6.

html (accessed April 20, 2020).
13StatCounter GlobalStats. (2020). Search Engine Market Share Worldwide—April

2020. Available online at: https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share

(accessed May 8, 2020).
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web sites. If the material that appeared at the landing page met
our inclusion criteria, we included it in our assessment. If it
did not, we identified the next available appropriate material
within the site, using a left-to-right and top-to-bottom approach.
Inclusion criteria were met if the material was clearly directed
at the general public and if it was at least 100 words in length.
The software we used for readability assessments includes a
cautionary note that samples smaller than 100 words do not
produce valid readability results. The majority of final materials
assessed were posted by public health entities at the state,
national, and international levels.

Once the appropriate content was selected for study, we
assessed the materials for readability, understandability, and
actionability using standardized processes to promote interrater
reliability. To assess readability, two trained staff cleaned each
material (e.g., removed bullets and extraneous punctuation) and
used Seven Formulas software (Micro Power & Light Co., Dallas,
TX, USA) to generate results from three validated formulas:
Flesch-Kincaid (Kincaid et al., 1975), SMOG (McLaughlin, 1969),
and Fry Graph (Fry, 1968).We averaged the scores from the three
formulas to arrive at a mean readability score for each material,
and used those to arrive at a mean readability score for the entire
sample. Further, we categorized each material and the sample
into the “easy,” “average,” or “difficult” level12.

Recognizing the limitations of readability assessments to
judge how understandable or actionable a material is (McGee,
2010), we used the Patient Education Materials Assessment
Tool for Print Materials (PEMAT-P) (Shoemaker et al., 2013)
to assess those domains. The PEMAT-P includes 17 items to
assess understandability and 7 items to assess actionability and
produces separate percentage scores for each area.

In accordance with the PEMAT User’s Guide, two reviewers
independently assessed each material using the PEMAT scoring
sheet. For each item, each user assigned a score of 0 (disagree),
1 (agree), and where indicated by the User’s Guide, N/A (not
applicable). After independently reviewing each material and
scoring it across the 24 items, pairs of reviewers met to review
and discuss scores. Where reviewers did not agree on an item,
the User’s Guide was consulted as needed, reviewers looked at the
material together, and after discussion arrived at consensus on
a final score for each of the 24 items. Results were entered into
an Excel spreadsheet, and authors used Excel features to generate
mean scores for readability, understandability, and actionability
across materials.

RESULTS

Key Findings: Readability
Using the Flesch-Kincaid, SMOG, and Fry readability formula
results obtained from Seven Formulas software, we calculated the
mean readability score across the 28-material sample at grade
10, which places the mean in the “difficult” category. Of the 28
selections tested, only 2 (7%) were assessed as “easy” (grade 6 or
below). Another 10 (36%) were in the “average” range (grades 7
to 9), and the majority (16, or 57%) were assessed as “difficult”
(grade 10 or above).

Key Findings: Understandability and
Actionability
The PEMAT-P includes 17 items to assess understandability and
seven to assess actionability, and it produces a percentage score
for each domain. The higher the percentage score, the more
understandable or actionable the material is. Our study revealed
some important strengths and weaknesses of online consumer
information about COVID-19. Results for selected PEMAT-P
items are presented in Table 1 along with examples to illustrate
each of these concepts. The number of materials scored for
each item varied as not all PEMAT-P items were relevant to
all materials.

The mean score for understandability across all materials
was 70%. Overall, the sample scored well on the items related
to quantitative expression. Most materials (92%) presented
numbers clearly (e.g., used whole numbers rather than fractions
or decimals), and all (100%) avoided requiring readers to perform
calculations. Another strength is that 75% of materials presented
the content in a logical sequence; that is, in the order in which
readers would expect.

With respect to actionability, themean score across the sample
was 79%. Almost all materials (93%) included at least one action
readers could take, and 64% addressed readers directly when
giving instructions.

Unfortunately, there were also several concerning deficiencies
in many of these materials. With respect to helping the public
understand relevant information, just over half (58%) of the
materials made the purpose of the material completely evident.
Clearly stating the purpose in the title or introductory text tells a
reader whether they are the intended audience and the essence of
what they should learn by reading it.

We also observed that many materials failed to use plain
language in their word choices. Plain language refers to writing
that a reader can understand the first time they see it (Sunstein,
2011). The PEMAT includes two items to assess word choice:
one to determine if medical jargon was used unnecessarily or
without being defined and another to determine the degree to
which common, everyday terms were used (e.g., “used” rather
than “utilized”). A majority (57%) failed to meet one or both of
these standards.

Fewer than half (39%) of the materials included visual images
when such an image would have helped readers understand
the information. User guidance from the PEMAT-P directs
scorers to reflect a negative (disagree) score when the scorer
can identify at least one image that, in included, would improve
the likelihood of the reader understanding it. For example, we
noted many references to maintaining a 6-foot space between
persons. In our experience, many adults struggle to derive value
frommathematical concepts such as measurements; thus, this is a
concept that would likely be better understood with the addition
of a visual image.

Although almost all materials included at least one action
a reader could take, fewer than two-thirds (61%) included
manageable, explicit steps to act on the instructions. However,
for several of those that did include an explicit step, the step was
simply to click a link to a different website or document.
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TABLE 1 | Selected PEMAT-P scores and examples.

PEMAT-P item Materials that met the

standard number

(percent)

Explanations and examples

Understandability (Strengths)

The material does not expect the user to

perform calculations (n = 28)

28 (100%) None of the materials required the reader to add, subtract, multiply or divide, or perform

any other mathematical operation.

Numbers appearing in the material are

clear and easy to understand (n = 27)

25 (92%) Material should only use numbers when needed and when they are used they should be

clear and easy to understand.

• Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds

• 15 days to slow the spread

• Avoid social gatherings in groups of more than 10 people.

The material presents information in a

logical sequence (n = 28)

21 (75%) Information in these materials were presented in a logical order with the most important

information first and similar information grouped together.

Understandabilty (Weaknesses)

The material uses visual aids whenever

they could make content more easily

understood (e.g., illustration of healthy

portion size) (n = 28)

11 (39%) Many materials would benefit from the use of a picture to show the reader:

• How far apart six feet is (a commonly recommended distance to keep between

themselves and others)

• Samples of appropriate cleaning products and their labeling

The material uses common, everyday

language (n = 28)

13 (46%) Examples of technical and likely unfamiliar words found in materials:

• Acceleration

• Acquired

• Contaminated

• Continually

• Novel

• Produced

• Sustainably

The material makes its purpose

completely evident (n = 28)

16 (58%) Several materials failed to include a title or text upfront to tell the reader at a glance what

the material is about.

Medical terms are used only to familiarize

the audience with the terms. When used,

medical terms are defined (n = 28)

18 (64%) Examples of medical terms used but not defined:

• Acute

• Cardiovascular disease

• Chronic

• Infectious diseases

• Respiratory hygiene

• Saliva

Actionability (Strengths)

The material clearly identifies at least one

action the user can take (n = 28)

26 (93%) Specific actions for the reader to take to keep from getting the virus were included in most

materials. Examples included washing hands and staying home when ill.

Actionability (Weaknesses)

The material breaks down any action into

manageable, explicit steps (n = 28)

17 (61%) Examples of actions recommended but not broken down into manageable steps and thus

not fully actionable:

• Clean and disinfect surfaces (without steps on how to do so)

• Seek medical care (with no guidance as to whether to call primary care, urgent care,

specialty care, or emergency care)

The material addresses the user directly

when describing actions (n = 28)

18 (64%) Example of failing to say “you” or begin a directive with an action verb:

• The Department of Public Health recommends that people who have returned from

traveling outside the state for business or vacation voluntarily self- isolate for 14 days

following their return and monitor for fever and other symptoms

DISCUSSION

Public Health Impact
During public health emergencies, the public needs easy access
to health information that is clear, meaningful, and actionable.
Our results are similar to those of previous assessments of
health information (Davis et al., 1990; Stossel et al., 2012; Haller
et al., 2019; Prince et al., 2019) and suggest that even during
a high-stakes public health threat, deficiencies in the quality of

consumer health information are common. This is especially
concerning given that people in high-risk categories for limited

health literacy (e.g., older adults, people with chronic health

conditions, and minorities) are also the people at high risk of

experiencing the worst effects of COVID-19.

These results also have implications for public health ethics.

Like other health professions, public health is guided by a

set ethical principles (Public Health Leadership Society, 2002;
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Thomas et al., 2002). These include equity, transparency, and
trust. A common concern among public health ethicists is
that standard medical models and practices disenfranchise
certain populations, including the elderly (Shepherd, 2019),
sex and gender minorities (Littlejohn et al., 2019), and
racial and ethnic minorities (Thomas, 2019). Consider, for
example, advance directives. While the aim of advance
directives is to empower autonomy, many living will forms
are “blunt” instruments that lack nuanced options for
care. And forms that do attempt to provide more options
“become increasingly legalistic, lengthy, and difficult to
understand” (Shepherd, 2019, p. 186). People who struggle
with health literacy are disproportionately disadvantaged by
these obstacles.

Further, many such obstacles have led to suspicion and
avoidance of well-ness and preventive care among these
populations and are often cited as contributing to health
inequities (Casagrande et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2014; Weisz
and Quinn, 2018). For example, LaVeist et al. (2009) found
that mistrust of health services among African Americans led to
significantly more underutilization of health services than their
white counterparts.

Recognizing these obstacles places an additional responsibility
on public health officials to reduce barriers to care and to
rebuild trust within these communities. This means that a
deficiency in the readability and actionability of public-facing
health information is also a deficiency in responsibility to
public health ethics and a missed opportunity to promote
health equity. This responsibility is heightened in public
health crises, like COVID-19, where populations already
at risk for disenfranchisement are also at higher risk
of the worst effects of the virus. However, one way to
reduce barriers to care is to improve access to accurate
health information by addressing the health literacy
needs of populations at higher risk of harm from public
health emergencies.

Limitations
Our study was limited by several factors. As our intent
was to quickly assess and report on a sample of consumer
health information to highlight opportunities to improve
communication as the pandemic progresses, we selected a
brief period in time and a small number of materials to
include in our assessment; thus, the materials chosen may
not fully reflect the quality of consumer health materials on
this topic.

We gathered our data during the week of March 23, 2020,
just weeks after the first case of COVID-19 was reported
in the US. Given the lack of expert consensus on many of
the issues related to COVID-19 at that time, it is possible
that some writers of public health information were cautious
about how much information and advice to include in the
informational materials.

Further, given the disagreement among experts over certain
kinds of advisable actions (e.g., whether the general public should
wear masks and whether gatherings of more than two people

are safe14, 15, 16) it is not surprising that actionability among
the materials was limited and that explicit advice may have been
omitted intentionally.

Further still, as the pandemic progressed quickly, we
acknowledge that for those working in all areas of the COVID-19
response, time was of the essence, and there was likely little time
to apply standard editing processes or other routine approaches
to optimize clarity.

Although we took steps to mitigate filtering biases in our
searches (using multiple computers and searching in “incognito”
mode), we acknowledge that our searches could have been
influenced by our geographic location and the past search
histories of users who work in health-related fields.

Finally, while the validated tools we used to assess these
materials are considered the best available, they are not without
limitations. Readability is not an exact science, and there is some
interprofessional disagreement over how precisely to determine
whether a word or phrase is understandable to the “average”
person. Although we followed the PEMAT-P user instructions
for scoring materials, some subjectivity remained. In those cases,
we established a group consensus on how to score items. Lastly,
a favorable score on the PEMAT-P does not guarantee that the
material is of high quality.

Future Studies
Our findings are similar to many other reviews of consumer
health information, which raises questions about how health
communicators perceive the readability, understandability, and
actionability of their own work. As there is currently no research
on these perceptions, future studies could collect evidence about
those perceptions and then compare them with the results of
validated assessments of their work. When perceptions and
formal assessments differ, interventions could advocate for the
use of validated assessment tools and provide training for
health communicators.

Investigators could also determine the degree to which efforts
to ensure readable and actionable materials were employed,
along with related barriers. This information could help
communications teams plan ahead for providing clear health
information during future events that require timely outreach to
the public.

Further, while COVID-19 is genuinely novel, it is only one
of many infectious diseases that health professionals address
regularly, including tuberculosis, hepatitis, and Ebola. These
illnesses warrant the time and effort required to develop
messaging templates that are readable, understandable, and
actionable. These templates would then allow for quickly

14Quartz Media, Inc. (2020). Every expert opinion you’ve heard about wearing

masks is right. Available online at: https://qz.com/1826717/do-masks-protect-

against-coronavirus/ (accessed June 7, 2020).
15The Atlantic. (2020). Masks Are a Tool, Not a Symbol. Lives will be lost if

Americans allow the culture war to determine whether they cover their face in

public. Available online at: https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/05/

masks-are-tool-not-symbol/611134/ (accessed June 7, 2020).
16Global Policy Journal (2020). Why Experts Disagree on How to Manage

COVID-19: Four Problem Conceptions, Not One. Available online at: https://www.

globalpolicyjournal.com/blog/07/04/2020/why-experts-disagree-how-manage-

covid-19-four-problem-conceptions-not-one/ (accessed June 7, 2020).
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disseminating information about new public health threats. Our
findings suggest that those creating such templates should pay
special attention to:

• Stating clearly the purpose of the material
• Reviewing the information for plain language
• Replacing or defining and explaining any medical terms
• Using visual aids to make the material easier to understand or

the actions easier to take
• Giving explicit, manageable steps for any actions readers are

asked to take
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Elderly individuals are the most susceptible to an aggressive form of coronavirus disease

(COVID-19), caused by SARS-CoV-2. The remodeling of immune response that is

observed among the elderly could explain, at least in part, the age gradient in lethality of

COVID-19. In this review, we will discuss the phenomenon of immunosenescence, which

entails changes that occur in both innate and adaptive immunity with aging. Furthermore,

we will discuss inflamm-aging, a low-grade inflammatory state triggered by continuous

antigenic stimulation, which may ultimately increase all-cause mortality. In general, the

elderly are less capable of responding to neo-antigens, because of lower naïve T cell

frequency. Furthermore, they have an expansion of memory T cells with a shrinkage of

the T cell diversity repertoire. When infected by SARS-CoV-2, young people present with

a milder disease as they frequently clear the virus through an efficient adaptive immune

response. Indeed, antibody-secreting cells and follicular helper T cells are thought to be

effectively activated in young patients that present a favorable prognosis. In contrast,

the elderly are more prone to an uncontrolled activation of innate immune response

that leads to cytokine release syndrome and tissue damage. The failure to trigger

an effective adaptive immune response in combination with a higher pro-inflammatory

tonus may explain why the elderly do not appropriately control viral replication and the

potential clinical consequences triggered by a cytokine storm, endothelial injury, and

disseminated organ injury. Enhancing the efficacy of the adaptive immune response

may be an important issue both for infection resolution as well as for the appropriate

generation of immunity upon vaccination, while inhibiting inflamm-aging will likely emerge

as a potential complementary therapeutic approach in the management of patients with

severe COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, a novel coronavirus, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), was discovered as the
causative agent of an outbreak of viral lower-respiratory tract
infections centered in Wuhan (China) (1). Since then, SARS-
CoV-2 has caused a widespread outbreak of severe acute
respiratory syndrome throughout China, with exported cases

occurring in other continents, including the United States, in a
worldwide pandemic (1). Interestingly, a strong age gradient in
the risk of death was observed among patients with coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) (2). In this scenario, the remodeling of

immune response that is observed among the elderly could be a

possible explanation for the higher lethality of COVID-19 noted
on this population.

The immune response is dynamically remodeled with
aging, a phenomenon denominated as immunosenescence. This
phenomenon increases susceptibility to a myriad of clinical
conditions such as infections, autoimmune disorders, and
malignancies. Recent data had shed light on the physiological
aspects of immunosenescence, which is now considered an
immune adaptation to the aged microenvironment rather than
merely a collapse of the system (3).

Both the innate and adaptive immunity is affected by aging.
Some individuals experience a sustained innate immune
system activation, inducing proinflammatory cytokines
secretion and innate immune cells’ recruitment (4). Innate
immunity hyperactivation may be detrimental and impair global
functionality, causing a clinical phenotype known as frailty
syndrome. Frailty syndrome is defined as a state of cumulative
decline in several physiological systems with a disproportionate
vulnerability to stressor events (5). Frailty syndrome prevalence
increases with age, it is multifactorial in etiology, and the physical
component of frailty can be objectively assessed by the Fried
Frailty Score (Phenotype Score) and the Frailty Index (Deficit
Accumulation Index) (6).

Likewise, adaptive immunity remarkably changes as age
increases, which can be summarized into two main topics:
(1) bone marrow reorganization and hematopoietic stem
cell pool differentiation into myeloid lineage, outnumbering
lymphoid compartment; and (2) physiological thymic involution,
compromising naïve T cells generation. The sum of these two
factors can help explain the prior known impairment of the
regenerative capacity of lymphocytes compared to myeloid-
derived cells in the elderly (7).

Infectious diseases are more prevalent among the elderly.
When compared to younger counterparts, the elderly more
frequently present with respiratory and urinary tract infections,
and those patients usually have a worse prognosis (8, 9).
It is possible that the impaired barrier function of mucosae
and diminished adaptive immune response (both cellular and
humoral) are the reasons for the increased susceptibility to
infectious microorganisms among the elderly (10). In addition,
the natural killer (NK) cell senescence may affect the homeostasis
of the immune system in the elderly, leading to an increased
risk of cancer and additional risk of viral infections (11). Lastly,
age-related cell dysfunctions leading to an exhausted phenotype

are also an important characteristic of the immune system
remodeling with aging, which might accelerate tissue damage
and disable modulatory mechanisms (12). Herein, we review
the state of the art research on senescence-induced immune
dysregulation, focusing on innate and adaptive cell functional
analysis and its potential impact in viral immune responses, such
as in COVID-19.

PHYSIOLOGY OF IMMUNOSENESCENCE
AND INFLAMM-AGING

Currently, the concept of immunosenescence refers to a
comprehensive remodeling of the immune system and its
microenvironment, involving both innate and adaptive
compartments that occur with aging (13, 14). Many physiological
phenomena have been proposed to explain the immune response
remodeling over time, including chronic exposure to antigens,
impaired telomerase activity, mitochondrial dysfunction,
defective autophagy, endoplasmic reticulum stress, defective
ubiquitin/proteasome system, and age-related changes in the
composition of gut microbiota (15–18). Probably, a melting
pot of diverse factors differently contributes to the final
phenotype of the adapted and experienced immune system,
named immunosenescence.

Aging of the immune system is characterized by an imbalance
between stimulatory and regulatory mediators, such as cytokines
and acute phase reactants, toward a sub-clinical chronic
proinflammatory state called inflamm-aging. Inflamm-aging is
thought to be caused by a low-grade inflammation secondary
to continuous antigenic stimulation (19), whose source may
be exogenous, like a pathogenic microorganism infection (20,
21), or endogenous (15–18), like post-translational-modified
macromolecules (15). Population studies incorporate the notion
that the immune response depends on environmental exposure
and how it interacts with endogenous variables. In fact, diet,
exercise, xenobiotic exposure, and other environmental factors
may epigenetically affect the metabolic health of immune cells
(22). Lifestyle factors, such as exercise and favorable dietary
habits, positively affect the immune system (22), while poor
nutrition and reduced muscle mass may predispose an individual
to a proinflammatory condition (23).

Innate Immune Response and
Inflamm-Aging
Age-related remodeling of innate immunity modifies
the homeostasis of NK cells, neutrophils, and
monocytes/macrophages (24). NK cells from the elderly
exhibit impaired perforin release upon stimulation and granule
exocytosis (25, 26). It reduces the elimination of senescent cells,
which, in turn, promotes senescent cell accumulation in aged
tissue. Moreover, aging reduces the frequency of circulating NK
p46+ cells, a modulatory cell subset involved in the resolution of
inflammation and elimination of effector cells (27, 28).

Neutrophils and macrophages are classically classified as part
of innate immunity and possibly comprise the most important
effector cells against bacterial infections. It is thought that age
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is accompanied by a decline in production and secretion of
most chemokines, including those responsible for neutrophil
and monocyte chemoattraction (29). The absolute number
of neutrophils seems to be maintained while the number of
monocytes increase with age (30, 31). However, the function of
these cells may be impaired among the elderly (32). The final
consequence is that the delayed resolution of inflammation may
be associated with age-related remodeling of neutrophils and
macrophages (29).

In addition to their phagocytosis’ capabilities, neutrophils
are capable of releasing a mesh-like structure under specific
circumstances, called neutrophil extracellular traps (NET), in an
attempt to physically delimitate the pathogenic agent, mainly
microorganisms, and facilitate its contact with microbicidal
peptides and enzymes (33). NET is composed of a decondensed
chromatin meshwork imbedded with granule proteins with anti-
microbial properties. NET may also work as a physical path for
immune cell migration to the inflammatory site (34). Neutrophil
function is impaired in both animal models and humans with
aging. Hazeldine et al. (35) observed that older adults have less
IL-8 production, LPS-induced NET release, and cell migration
compared to younger counterparts, probably secondary to an
impaired signal transduction. Microbicidal killing, phagocytic
activity (36), and degranulation capacity (37) of neutrophils
are also reduced in the elderly. In addition, the same group
investigated the migration pattern of neutrophils obtained from
older compared to young adults. They observed that neutrophils
from older subjects migrated with less accuracy than those from
younger subjects. By inaccurately meandering among healthy
tissues, neutrophils from the elderly inadvertently release more
neutrophil proteinase that may contribute to tissue damage and
systemic inflammation.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are free radicals produced
after oxidative bursts in phagosomes, which are pivotal for the
microbicidal function of phagocytes (38). In fact, ROS do not
just directly contribute to the bacterial clearance, but additionally
can trigger NET formation. The free radical ROS production by
neutrophils in older adults is decreased (39, 40). Interestingly,
polymorphonuclear leucocytes from the elderly are less capable
of modulating the triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cell-
1 (TREM-1)-induced oxidative bursts, suggesting that TREM-
1 signal transduction altered with aging may be one of the
mediators of the decrease in microbicidal potential of innate
immune cells in older adults (41).

Animal models of premature immunosenescence have also
shed some light into age-related remodeling of the immune
system. Guayerbas et al. (42) described a mouse model of
premature immunosenescence based on the demonstration
of early decline of immune parameters and behavioral tests
in Swiss outbred mice. Mouse model-derived peritoneal
leukocytes exhibited reduced proliferative response, impaired
NK activity, and increased in vitro TNF-alpha production
compared to control mice (42). In addition, mouse model-
derived macrophages of premature models were less functional
with a striking loss of microbicidal activity (43).

The mice model of premature immunosenescence was refined
and new models were developed as well (44, 45). Apparently,

the key phenomenon are the oxidative and inflammatory
stresses, which, not without reason, are associated with
several non-communicable chronic diseases prevalent among
the elderly (44, 46). In fact, spleen and thymus cells from
prematurely immunosenescent mice models have decreased
antioxidant defenses and significantly increased oxidants and
pro-inflammatory cytokines production (44–46). Interestingly,
the antioxidant vs. oxidant imbalance observed in prematurely
immunosenescent mice was similar to the one observed in old
wild-type animals (44, 47). Hence, lab tests determining the
oxidative burst profile of phagocytes (e.g., nitro blue tetrazolium
test, dihydrorhodamine oxidation, O−

2 and H2O
−

2 production by
chemoluminescence, etc.) may be useful for assessing inflamm-
aging features (4).

The state of chronic inflammation has to be counter-balanced
by anti-inflammatory molecules (48). When not under control,
the low-grade inflammation loses its defense role and turns into
a damaging state to the whole organism (49). The practical
consequence is that inflamm-aging is deleterious to human
health, predicts frailty, and is associated with higher mortality
rates (50–52).

Remodeling of the Adaptive Immune
System With Aging
Remodeling of the adaptive immune response also occurs
with aging. Thymic involution and hematopoietic stem cell
insufficiency play important roles in immunosenescence of
adaptive immunity (53). In general, elderly individuals are less
able to respond to neo-antigens, due to the reduction of new
thymus-emergent T cells, though homeostatic proliferation can
partially sustain the richness of the TCR repertoire (54, 55).
Moreover, peripheral T cells usually present a reduced absolute
number in aged individuals with an inverted CD4:CD8 ratio
and expansion of terminally differentiated effector memory T
cells (56, 57), associated with impaired proliferation ability,
telomerase activity, and intracellular signaling (58, 59).
Furthermore, most adult regulatory T lymphocytes are a
terminally differentiated highly suppressive apoptosis-prone
population with a limited capacity for self-renewal (60). This
finding might explain, at least in part, the occurrence of age-
related autoimmune conditions. In addition, the imbalance
between innate and adaptive immunity may disturb the fine
regulation of the effector immune response, leading to a severe
acute pro-inflammatory state that may lead to organ rejection in
transplanted patients (61, 62).

While naïve T and B cells become dysfunctional with aging,
memory T and B cells’ function is relatively maintained (63–65).
In fact, naïve T lymphocytes obtained from the elderly present
impaired cell binding of the immune synapse (66), reduced
signal transduction (67), dysregulation of cytoskeletal function
(68), defective protein glycosylation and activation (69), and
insufficient IL-2 production (70).

Some authors advocate that age-related T-cell dysfunction is
different from T cell exhaustion, a state of low cell responsiveness
mediated by chronic conditions, such as viral infections and
malignancies (Figure 1) (71). Constant antigen stimulation
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FIGURE 1 | T cell exhaustion vs. T cell senescence. In conceptual terms, the T-cell dysfunction observed in the elderly is different to the one reported as T-cell

exhaustion. Persistent viral and cancer stimulation leads to the remodeling of many T cells, which upregulate the expression of co-inhibitory receptors (e.g., PD-1,

CTLA-4, LAG-3, ICOS, Tim-3, and KLRG-1), all of them hallmarks of T cell exhaustion. The co-inhibitory receptors downregulate the TCR-stimulated intracellular

signal, and T-cells become hyporesponsive and develop responsiveness impairment. However, the immunosenescence is marked by similar levels of PD-1 and TIM-3

and tiny elevations of CTLA-4 and LAG-3 in T cells from the elderly compared to those in younger groups. T-cell immunoglobulin and immunoreceptor tyrosine-based

inhibitory motif (ITIM) domain (TIGIT) is a co-inhibitory receptor that is expressed on senescent T cells, which exhibited a marked terminal differentiated phenotype.

Interestingly, TIGIT-positive T cells from the elderly seems to retain some proliferative capacity, but produced significantly lower amounts of TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma,

and IL-2.

progressively exhausts T cells by gradually upregulating the
expression of inhibitory checkpoint receptors (e.g., PD-1, CTLA-
4, LAG-3, ICOS, Tim-3, and KLRG-1) on CD4+ T cells
(72), which, in turn, downmodulate TCR-induced intracellular
signaling (73). Interestingly, despite this conceptual difference
between immunosenescence and T cell exhaustion, most of those
cell exhaustion surface hallmarks are observed on dysfunctional
immunosenescent cells, suggesting that these two phenomena
share many mechanisms (54).

Exhausted T-cells accumulate over time (67, 74–77). Shimada
et al. (74) demonstrated both gene and protein hyper expression
of PD-1 and CTLA-4 in cells from old male C57BL/6 mice
compared to young controls. Most PD-1+ T cells were quiescent
and presented an anergic effector memory phenotype with
impaired proliferative response to mitogens (74). Similarly, Lee
et al. (76) reported the accumulation of Tim-3+ murine T cells
with impaired proliferative capacity with aging.

Literature discussing T cell exhaustion and
immunosenescence in humans is scarce, though. Song et al. (77)

described an elevated number of TIGIT+ CD8+ T cells from old
adults, another hallmark of cell exhaustion apparently associated
with immunosuppressant features in neoplasm or chronic
infection mouse models (78, 79). TIGIT+ CD8+ T cells from old
individuals seem to retain a proliferative capacity, although they
impaired TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, and IL-2 in vitro production
and increased susceptibility to apoptosis (77). Therefore, we
hypothesize that evaluation of the proliferative response to
mitogens and in vitro cytokine production may be indirect ways
to assess age-related remodeling of the immune system.

In regards to B cell compartment, vaccine trials suggest that
B cell repertoire abridge over time, foremost observed in frail
patients (80, 81). In addition, B cells from the elderly present both
impaired antibody production and class switch recombination
(82). Class switch recombination and immunoglobulin somatic
hypermutation are crucial for humoral immune response and
occur in mature B cells mediated by activation-induced cytidine
deaminase, amongst other mediators (82, 83). Similarly, activated
B cells from old mice have less activation-induced cytidine
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deaminase expression and reduction of class switched antibodies
(84, 85). Interestingly, in vivo activated CD4+ T cells from old-
aged individuals showed increased dual-specific phosphatase 4
(DUSP4) transcription, which, in turn, negatively correlated with
antigen-specific B cells’ expansion. Silencing of DUSP4 restored
CD4+ T cell-induced B-cell differentiation, suggesting that B cell
dysfunction observed with aging is T cell-dependent. Table 1
summarizes the main physiologic modifications of the immune
system in the elderly.

IMMUNE RESPONSE,
IMMUNOSENESCENCE, AND COVID-19

Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that cause upper
and lower-respiratory tract illnesses in humans. SARS-CoV-2 is
transmitted predominantly via respiratory droplets. Clinically,
patients frequently present with fever, cough, myalgia, and
fatigue (95). In a subset of patients, mainly elderly individuals,
SARS-CoV-2 was shown to lead to bilateral pulmonary
diffuse alveolar damage that may progress to acute respiratory
distress syndrome (96, 97). Following the pulmonary phase,
patients with poor outcome frequently evolve a life-threatening
cytokine storm syndrome, characterized by bursts of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in the serum (96,
98). The uncontrolled systemic inflammation causes endothelial
injury and activation of coagulation cascade. The consequence
is an explosive process of disseminated intravascular coagulation
and consumption of coagulation factors that leads to organ
damage and death.

Innate Immune Response and COVID-19
The innate immune response is the first level of response in
the detection and clearance of a viral infection. In SARS-CoV-
2, the spike protein (S) mediates the attachment, fusion, and
entry of the virus in human cells (99). The protein S strongly
binds to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptor leading to the
attachment of the virus to the host cell (99). The successful entry
needs the priming of the S protein by TMPRSS2, a human cellular
serine protease (100). Once in the host cell, SARS-CoV-2 can
be detected by macrophages, which orchestrate the production
of a pro-inflammatory microenvironment that inhibits viral
replication, stimulates adaptive immunity, and recruits other
immune cells to the site of infection.

Macrophages from elderly lungsmay have amore pronounced
production of IL-6 and other pro-inflammatory cytokines in
response to stimuli (101). It is possible that IL-6 has a critical role
in the immune response of the elderly that mounts against SARS-
CoV-2 (102). IL-6 helps the differentiation of Th17 lymphocytes,
but inhibits the production of Interferon-γ, which is necessary for
the activation of CD8+ cells (102). In addition, IL-6 contributes
to a pro-inflammatory microenvironment at the lung that
impacts the integrity of the air-blood barrier (103). Patients
with severe COVID-19 have a higher IL-6/Interferon-γ ratio
than those who present with a moderate disease, which could
be related to the cytokine storm leading to lung injury (104–
107). Indeed, patients with severe COVID-19 frequently have

lower absolute numbers of Interferon-γ producing CD4+ T cells
compared to patients with moderate disease (108). Then, when
patients with COVID-19 enter the immune dysregulation phase,
the increase in IL-6 leads to a relative immunoparalysis that may
impair the clearance of SARS-Cov-2 (98). Elderly patients with
COVID-19 often present with a severe dysregulation of pro-
inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and IL-1 β, which may
result in worse outcome (105). Drugs that uncouple IL-1β/IL-
1R signaling (anakinra) or IL-6/IL-6R signaling (tocilizumab)
may have an immunomodulatory potential and are hypothesized
to attenuate the dysfunctional immune response during the
hyperinflammatory phase of COVID-19 (98, 109). In fact,
some reports suggest that infusion of anakinra (109, 110) and
tocilizumab (111) may improve the disease course in patients
with severe COVID-19 presentation.

Neutrophils have traditionally been considered the primary
immune cells active in the defense against bacterial infections.
More recently, neutrophils’ role in viral infection has emerged
based on observations of its correlation with viral infection
severity and neutrophils’ biological ability to recognize viruses
(via viral PAMPs) and respond to them with specific effector
functions (112). Patients with severe COVID-19 more frequently
present with a high neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (113),
in part driven by the relative lymphopenia or lymphocyte
exhaustion. In addition, patients with severe COVID-19 are
more susceptible to a greater burst of systemic inflammation
and secondary bacterial infection that can lead to the increment
of neutrophils. It is unclear if changes in neutrophils are
only a reflection of the overall immune activation in COVID-
19 or if they play a direct pathogenic role. Lastly, NK
cells are less functional in the elderly, and studies have
shown that severe COVID-19 patients have further depleted
peripheral NK cell counts in comparison with mild cases and
healthy controls (114–116). Generally, NK cells are capable
of recognizing infected cells and of triggering direct cell
toxicity. Further studies are needed to clarify how SARS-CoV2-
infected cells interact with NK cells and if any apoptosis or
downmodulation occurs and prevents the effective elimination
of infected cells.

The airway epithelium is a physical barrier to pathogens
(117). The integrity of the air-blood barrier is essential for the
maintenance of lung homeostasis and represents an important
branch of innate immunity (118). The invasion of the airway
epithelial by SARS-CoV-2 may break the barrier integrity,
triggering a vicious cycle of inflammation and tissue injury that
is more pronounced among the elderly (119). Presumably, the
same remodeling process that occurs in the immune system
also happens at the lung microenvironment with aging (120).
Data from animal models suggest that senescent lungs are
more susceptible to settle a pro-inflammatory response when
injured (121). In fact, bronchoalveolar lavage obtained from
elderly patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome present
with higher pro-inflammatory cytokine levels when compared to
younger counterparts, suggesting that the lung may represent a
small fraction of the inflamm-aging that occurs at the systemic
level (122). This local phenomenon may help to explain why
elderly patients with COVID-19 are more susceptible to a
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the age-related physiologic modifications of the immune system.

Cell Immune response Aging functional impairment Clinical impact References

NK Innate • ↓ Perforin degranulation • Wound healing

• Susceptibility to infection

• Susceptibility to cancer

(26)

Neutrophil Innate • ↓ Phagocytosis

• ↓ ROS production

• ↓ Intracellular killing

• ↓ NET

• ↓ Migration

• Wound healing

• Susceptibility to infection

(35, 86, 87)

Basophil Innate • Delayed degranulation • Susceptibility to helminth infection

• Decrease in allergy parameters

(88–90)

Eosinophil Innate • Delayed degranulation

• ↓ Superoxide production

• Susceptibility to helminth infection

• Decrease in allergy parameters

(88, 91)

T cell Adaptive • ↓ Repertoire

• Relative decrease of naïve T cells

• Relative increase of memory T cells

• Impaired response to vaccination

• Susceptibility to infection

(54–60)

B cell Adaptive • ↓ Repertoire of antibodies • Impaired response to vaccination

• Susceptibility to infection

(80–82, 84, 85)

Dendritic cells Adaptive • ↓ Antigen presentation

• ↓ Tolerant response

• Susceptibility to skin and mucosal infection

• Susceptibility to autoimmune disorder

• Impaired response to vaccination

• Transplant rejection

(31, 92–94)

Arrow means diminished.

more severe lung injury that implies loss of lung function and
respiratory failure (123).

Adaptive Immune Response and COVID-19
The initial inflammation in COVID-19 is propitious to the
activation and differentiation of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The
ideal final output is the development of an effective and specific
immune response, involving both the production of anti- SARS-
CoV-2 antibodies and the deployment of a large number of
viral-specific cytotoxic lymphocytes that will ultimately eliminate
the virus and achieve clinical recovery. In fact, when compared
to severe H7N9 disease, reduced pro-inflammatory cytokines
and chemokines were found in COVID-19 patients with good
prognosis, reinforcing the idea that adaptive immunity is a key
factor for a favorable outcome (124).

Thevarajan et al. (124) described a kinetic of the immune
response in a 47-year-old woman with COVID-19 who presented
a favorable outcome. They evidenced a persistent increase
in antibody-secreting cells, follicular helper T cells, activated
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and immunoglobulin M (IgM) and
IgG antibodies that bound to SARS-CoV-2. The peak of both
antibody-secreting cells and follicular helper T cells wasmarkedly
higher in the patient compared to healthy controls and both cell
subsets were persistently increased during convalescence (day
20). The experience from the SARS epidemic of 2003 showed that
convalescent SARS patients present with neutralizing antibodies
against S protein (125). The sera stored from convalescent
patients from the SARS epidemic of 2003 can cross-neutralize the
S protein-mediated SARS-CoV-2 entry in patients with COVID-
19 (100). This data raises the possibility that the S protein
could be an important antigen to vaccine protocols. In fact, in
analogy to the SARS epidemic of 2003, convalescent patients with
SARS may present IgG and neutralizing antibodies peaking at 4

months after the disease and detectable up to 2 years afterwards,
suggesting that memory B cells can be elicited during coronavirus
infection (125).

Cellular immune response may play a critical role in
the adaptive immune response in patients with COVID-19.
Thevarajan et al. (124) observed the emergence and rapid
increase in activated CD8+ T cells at days 7–9 after infection
preceded the resolution of symptoms of one young patient
with a good prognosis. Conversely, elderly patients and those
requiring intensive care unit support presented a dramatically
reduced number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (126). Lower
total amounts of T cells, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells negatively
correlated with patient survival (126). Diao et al. (126) noted
that T cell absolute counting were negatively correlated to serum
IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-α concentration in patients with COVID-
19, suggesting that the failure of the adaptive immune response
and the increase of pro-inflammatory cytokine may be associated
with worse survival. It is also possible that increased IL-6 leads
to a reduction in CD4+ T cells and NK cells in patients with
COVID-19 and immune dysregulation (98). In fact, some pro-
inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, may block the antiviral
immune response by favoring T cells’ exhaustion (102). Diao
et al. further characterized the exhaustion status of 14 patients
with COVID-19. They noted an increasing PD-1 and Tim-3
expression on T cells as patients progressed from prodromal
to overtly symptomatic stages (126). Whether this reflects the
emergence of exhaustive T cells with a defective capacity to
eliminate the virus or a normal evolution of the immune response
against the virus remains to be determined. If greater severity of
disease is seen in patients with a higher frequency of exhausted
T cells, a potential therapeutic approach could be attempted to
block those inhibitory receptors, unleashing the T cell response
against the virus.
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FIGURE 2 | Potential impact of immunosenescence on the pathogenesis of COVID-19. SARS-CoV-2 infection may affect all age ranges, from children to the elderly.

Among children, a mild-symptom disease usually occurs. They frequently crush the viral infection through an effective adaptive immune response. However, the

remodeling of the immune system that happens with aging may lead to modifications in both adaptive and innate immunity. The final result of these changes may

trigger a maladaptive immune response against SARS-CoV-2. In fact, the elderly are an at-risk group to a more aggressive disease that includes cytokine release

syndrome, disruption of intrinsic lung defense, secondary bacterial pneumonia, endothelial injury, and end organ damage.
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The diminished naïve T cell repository observed among
the elderly may dramatically affect the adaptive immune
response against SARS-CoV-2, since fewer naïve T cells
will be capable of responding to new infections (127, 128).
Furthermore, there is also a reduction in the number of
regulatory T cells with aging, which help keep the immune
system under tighter control (129). Since the elderly frequently
present with a remodeled adaptive immune response, they
may fail to enhance antibody production. Instead, a pro-
inflammatory tone characteristic of inflamm-aging may convert
the immune response of patients with COVID-19 in a life-
threatening cytokine storm. On the contrary, young patients
usually present with an enormous number of naïve T
cells that had never encountered a virus. Then, naïve T
lymphocytes are rapidly primed and innate immunity does
not overwhelm the adaptive immune response. This may
explain, at least in part, the favorable prognosis observed
among young subjects. Figure 2 shows the possible relationship
between immune response in patients with COVID-19 and
the remodeling process that takes place in the immune system
with aging.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES

The immune system faces a complex adaptation over time,
culminating in functional and phenotyping alterations. The
influence of age-related remodeling of the immune system is
clinically observed within elderly features (e.g., frailty syndrome)
that can be assessed by lab tests. Despite several promising

experimental methods, none are clinically validated so far,

but certainly shed some light on the pathophysiology of
immunosenescence. Novel mechanisms of inflamm-aging may
rise in the near future, leading to new potential therapeutic
targets for age-related disorders. Different from the chronological
age, the “immune age” obtained by population studies may
accurately reflect the molecular and cellular changes that occur
over time (130). Immunosenescence may explain the lethality
amongst the elderly with COVID-19 with a combination
of ineffective T cell response, failed antibody production
against SARS-CoV-2, and inflamm-aging that terribly collapses
the homeostasis, leading to severe organ dysfunction. The
biomarkers that are hallmarks of the remodeled immune
response have been raised as new potential targets in patients with
COVID-19. More studies are warranted to investigate how to
help the elderly to elicit a functional adaptive immune response,
as well as to diminish the harmful pro-inflammatory state of
the disease.
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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), was first reported in late 2019 from Wuhan, China.

Considering COVID-19’s alarming levels of spread and severity, the World Health

Organization (WHO) declared a global pandemic on March 11, 2020. The first case

of COVID-19 in Nepal was reported on January 23, 2020. The Government of Nepal

implemented different public health measures to contain COVID-19, including border

closures and a countrywide lockdown. We collected the daily data provided by the

Ministry of Health and Population (MoHP) of the Government of Nepal and illustrated

the early epidemiological characteristics of COVID-19 in Nepal. By May 31, 2020, 1,572

cases and eight deaths were reported in Nepal associated with COVID-19. The estimate

of prevalence for COVID-19 among tested populations was 2.25% (95%CI: 2.15–2.37%)

and case-fatality rate was 0.5%. The majority of the cases were young males (n= 1,454,

92%), with overall average age being 30.5 years (ranging from 2 months to 81 years) and

were mostly asymptomatic. There were only five cases from three districts until the end

of March, but cases surged from April and spread to 57 out of 77 districts of Nepal by

the end of May 2020 despite the continuous lockdown. Most of these cases are from

the southern plains of Nepal, bordering India. As the effect of COVID-19 is expected to

persist longer, the Government of Nepal shouldmake appropriate strategies for loosening

lockdowns in a phase-wise manner while maintaining social distancing and personal

hygiene and increasing its testing, tracking, and medical capacity.

Keywords: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2, coronavirus disease 2019, epidemiology, public

health response, Nepal

INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are enveloped, positive-sense, single-stranded RNA viruses with a
comparatively larger genome size (30 Kb), belonging to the orderNidovirales, familyCoronaviridae,
and subfamily Coronavirinae (1). The subfamily is further divided into four genera: alpha, beta,
gamma, and delta coronaviruses. Those infecting mammals fall within alpha and beta CoVs
(2). When contracted by farm animals, CoVs are known to cause severe economic losses for a
considerable time. Transmissible Gastroenteritis Virus (TGEV) and Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea
Virus (PEDV) in pigs, and Bovine Coronaviruses (BCoVs) in cattle are a few such examples (3, 4).
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The PEDV outbreak in the US pig industry in 2013 was
characterized by severe gastroenteritis in piglets. This outbreak
killed over 7 million pigs within a year, which was 10% of the
total pig population in the US (4). CoVs also cause Infectious
Bronchitis in poultry, resulting in huge economic losses in
the poultry industry. They are also transmissible to dogs and
cats. In humans, CoVs (HCoV-NL63, HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43,
and KHU1) were traditionally known to cause mild respiratory
infections until the emergence of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) (5). SARS-CoV emerged
fromGuangdong Province, China, in November 2002 and spread
rapidly to at least 27 countries, leading to over 8,000 reported
cases and over 750 deaths, with about a 10% case-fatality
rate (6). Within a decade of the SARS-CoV epidemic, another
novel coronavirus infection was reported from Saudi Arabia, in
June 2012 (6). This virus, later named Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV), had around a 34% case-
fatality rate and resulted in a total of nearly 2,500 laboratory-
confirmed cases and over 850 associated deaths from 27 countries
as of November 2019 (7). In December 2019, a series of viral
pneumonia cases were reported from Wuhan, Hubei Province,
China. The causative agent, a novel beta coronavirus, was first
named as 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) (8). 2019-nCoV
was ultimately renamed as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease, characterized by
symptoms including fever, shortness of breath, cough, fatigue,
and pneumonia, was named Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) by the World Health Organization (WHO) (9).

On 30th January 2020, theWHO declared that the COVID-19
outbreak constituted a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern (PHEIC), which was eventually declared a global
pandemic on 11th March 2020, owing to the alarming levels
of spread and severity of COVID-19 (10). It is most likely
that, similar to SARS and MERS coronaviruses, SARS-CoV-2
also originated from bat reservoirs. Studies have shown around
an 80% genetic sequence homology between SARS-CoV-2 and
SARS-CoV, while the resemblance of SARS-CoV-2 with bat
coronaviruses is over 95% (11, 12). Bat coronaviruses require
intermediate animal hosts before the spillover occurs in humans.
For SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, palm civet and dromedary
camels, respectively, were found to serve as intermediate hosts
(6). Pangolin coronaviruses had over a 90% similarity to
SARS-CoV-2 but evidence contrasts regarding the possibility
of pangolins being the intermediate host (13, 14). SARS-CoV-
2 can infect animals including ferrets, domestic cats, tigers,
and rhesus macaques either naturally or experimentally, but the
actual intermediate host which contributed in virus transmission
dynamics is not known yet (15–17).

As per the WHO’s situation report from 31st May 2020, more
than 5.9 million cases of COVID-19 were reported globally, with
over 365,000 deaths (18). The US alone has reported more than
1.7 million cases and over 100,000 deaths (19). Other countries
most severely affected with higher number of cases of COVID-19
include Brazil, Russia, Spain, the UK, India, Italy, Peru, Germany,
and Turkey (9). Early epidemiological studies from China and
the US indicated that older age and patients with underlying
health conditions were at greater risk of hospitalization, intensive

care unit (ICU) admission, and death due to COVID-19 (20,
21). A recent retrospective study from New York also showed
that older age and chronic pulmonary and cardiac diseases
were independently associated with in-hospital mortality with
COVID-19 (22).

As of May 31, 2020, COVID-19 has been reported from 10
of 11 member countries in the WHO South-East Asia region.
The highest number of cases have been reported from India,
Bangladesh, and Indonesia (23). In Nepal, the first case of
COVID-19 was officially reported on 23rd January 2020 in a
32-year-old man who returned from Wuhan, China (24). The
second case was detected after two months on 23rd March. By
May 31, 1,572 cases and eight deaths were reported from Nepal
(25). The increasing situation of COVID-19 will be challenging
for countries like Nepal where the health infrastructure is fragile
and less equipped. In Nepal, there are only 194 hospitals with
ICU facilities, with a capacity of 26,930 hospital beds, 3,076
isolation beds, 1,595 ICU beds, and 840 ventilators. In total, 111
hospitals run COVID-19 clinics while 13 hospitals are designated
as level-I COVID-19 hospitals, 12 hospitals as level-II COVID-19
hospitals, and three hospitals as level-III COVID hospitals (26).
In this article, we describe the early epidemiological features of
COVID-19 in Nepal, its spatiotemporal distribution, the public
health response taken by the Government of Nepal, and the
way forward.

METHODS

Study Design
This is a descriptive epidemiological study to highlight the early
epidemiological features of COVID-19 cases in Nepal.

Study Area
Nepal is a landlocked country surrounded by India in the south,
east, and west and China in the north. Nepal has a population
of around 30 million (27). Politically, Nepal is divided into seven
provinces, 77 districts, and 753 local bodies. Geographically, it is
divided into Terai (southern plains bordering to India), hills, and
mountains (Himalayan range).

Data Collection
The COVID-19 cases and Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase
Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) testing data for this study were
compiled using the publicly available official situation reports
of the Ministry of Health and Population (MoHP) of the
Government of Nepal (25). The MoHP made these data public
through daily press meets and through national television
broadcasts and MoHP’s social media page. The daily situation
reports are available from MoHP’s website: https://drive.google.
com/drive/folders/1QhLMbT76t6Zu1sFy5qlB5aoDbHVAcnHx.
This study includes data from January 23, 2020 to May 31, 2020
to understand the early epidemiological features of COVID-19
cases in Nepal. COVID-19 cases in Nepal, as defined by the
MoHP, included any individual who had RT-PCR tested positive
for SARS-CoV-2 virus infection.
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FIGURE 1 | Epidemic curve of COVID-19 cases in Nepal.

Statistical Analysis
The daily data were collated in Microsoft Excel 2016. The
graphs were created using the same version of Microsoft
Excel. Descriptive statistics of the age distribution of
confirmed COVID-19 cases such as the mean, median,
minimum, maximum, standard deviation, and quartiles were
calculated using the Epi Info version 7.2.3.1 developed by
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of the
United States (https://www.cdc.gov/epiinfo/index.html).

The choropleth maps, which helps to show the spatial patterns
by shading the geographical areas in different colors, were
created using the open-access software, QGIS version 3.10.3
(https://www.qgis.org/en/site/) to show the spatial distribution of
COVID-19 cases in Nepal in three time periods (January-March;
April and May 2020). We aggregated January-March as there
were only a few cases (five) in total by the end of March.

RESULTS

The number of COVID-19 confirmed cases in Nepal reached
1,572 by May 31, 2020, after it was first confirmed in the
country on January 23, 2020. The first case included a student
who had returned from Wuhan, China, who, being aware of
the coronavirus outbreak, visited the hospital in Kathmandu
for a medical check-up (28). Among the total infected, 220
individuals were discharged from the hospital after testing
negative. The epidemic curve based on daily data showed that
cases have started rapidly rising since May 2020 (Figure 1).
During this same period, 69,587 samples were tested using RT-
PCR in 20 laboratories distributed across the country, with the
majority of the tests being conducted at the National Public
Health Laboratory (NPHL) based in the capital city, Kathmandu
(Figure 2). This early epidemiological data indicates that the
prevalence of COVID-19 among the tested individuals in Nepal

was 2.25% (95% CI: 2.15–2.37%) (n = 1,572/69,587). More than
95% of these cases were asymptomatic. The tested individuals
weremostly people who came in contact with the confirmed cases
identified through contact tracing or those in quarantine set up
by the government who had returned from foreign countries,
the majority of whom returned from India. The earlier cases in
Nepal up to mid-April 2020 had a travel history from countries
such as China, France, Qatar, Belgium, the United Arab Emirates,
the United Kingdom, and Saudi Arabia. All cases after mid-
April were either linked to people coming from India via land
or people contracting the virus locally, as all international flights
were closed effective from March 23, 2020.

Age and Gender Distribution
Among the 1,572 confirmed cases, eight people (0.5%) had died
from COVID-19 in Nepal by May 31, 2020. The first COVID-
19 death was reported on May 16, 2020, in a new mother
who gave birth to her child on May 6th, 2020 in a hospital
in Kathmandu and was discharged. She went to her home in
Sidhupalchok district, around 4-h bus travel from Kathmandu,
and later developed signs of fever and respiratory difficulties
and ultimately died on May 16, 2020. The majority of the other
deaths were in quarantine and confirmed as COVID-19 after
their deaths.

The majority of the cases confirmed in Nepal were young
males (Figure 3). 92% (n = 1,454/1,572) of the total cases were
males and only 8% (n = 118/1,572) were females (Figure 3).
This is not surprising as this population was tested most given
their higher proportion in quarantine. The average age among
the overall cases was 30.5 years (Range: 2 months to 81 years).
Disaggregation by gender showed that the average age among
the males was 30.4 years (Range: 2 months to 74 years) while the
average age among the females was 30.8 years (Range: 4 months
to 81 years), showing no statistical difference between the average
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FIGURE 2 | Cumulative and daily RT-PCR testing for COVID-19 diagnosis in Nepal.

FIGURE 3 | Age and gender-wise distribution of COVID-19 cases in Nepal.

ages by gender (p = 0.82). The detailed descriptive statistics of
overall age distribution and gender are shown in Table 1.

Spatial Patterns
The spatial pattern of COVID-19 cases in Nepal showed that, up
to the end of March 2020, cases were reported only from three
districts—Kathmandu, Baglung, and Kailali—out of 77 districts
of Nepal. The number of districts affected increased to 12 by the
end of April 2020 (Figure 4). Most of these districts had sporadic

cases, except for Udayapur district in the eastern part of Nepal,
where a cluster of cases (n = 28) was reported from one small
village (Figure 4). The number of districts affected substantially
increased and reached 57 out of 77 districts by the end of May
2020 (Figure 4). The majority of the cases were observed in
the southern plains of Nepal bordering India in Provinces 1, 2,
and 5. Five districts, namely Jhapa, Parsa, Rautahat, Banke, and
Kapilvastu reported more than 100 confirmed cases (Figure 4).
The province-wise distribution shows that Province 2 had the
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TABLE 1 | Age distribution of COVID-19 cases in Nepal*.

COVID-19 Mean Std. Dev. Median 1st quartile 3rd quartile

cases (Years) (Years) (Years) (25%) (75%)

All (N = 717) 30.5 13.4 29 21 37

Male (N = 616) 30.4 12.3 29 22 36.5

Female (N = 101) 30.8 18.7 28 18 43

*Out of 1,572 cases by May 31, 2020, exact age of 717 cases were made public while

age of remaining cases were provided in ranges.

highest number of confirmed cases (n = 624 out of 1,572),
followed by Province 5 (n = 565 out of 1,572), Province 1
(n = 165 out of 1,572), Karnali province (n = 123 out of
1,572), Bagmati province (n = 45 out of 1,572), Sudur Pashchim
province (n = 27 out of 1,572), and Gandaki province (n = 23
out of 1,572).

Public Health Measures Adopted by the
Government
The Government of Nepal closed all international flights and
its international borders on March 23, 2020, after the second
COVID-19 case was recorded in Nepal. A day after this, Nepal
enforced a nation-wide lockdown on March 24, 2020, which has
been extended continuously and has been in effect up to June
14, 2020. The total length of continuous lockdown shall reach
83 days by June 14, 2020. The lockdown modality after June 14,
2020, is not clear at the moment of drafting this manuscript. The
government has been using both RT-PCR and antibody-based
rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) in parallel to diagnose or screen
probable patients. However, only RT-PCR has been considered
the confirmatory test. The government increased the number
of RT-PCR testing laboratories from one to 20, including four
veterinary laboratories. By May 31, 2020, the government had
used 111,109 RDT tests to screen people in quarantine or other
suspected areas. It has been a challenge for all three tiers of the
Government, Federal, Provincial, and Local, to manage the large
influx of Nepalese people wanting to return home from India.
A small subset of people who have already entered Nepal has
been kept in quarantine, which is often reported to be poorly
managed due to limited resources. Up till now, the government
has been isolating all COVID-19 cases in designated COVID-
19 hospitals, irrespective of their clinical situation. This has
overwhelmed hospitals with patients who do not need immediate
medical attention.

DISCUSSION

This study was conducted to describe the spatiotemporal patterns
and early epidemiological features of COVID-19 cases in Nepal
from January 23 to May 31, 2020. The findings show that the
vast majority of the cases in Nepal were young males and the
case fatality rate was 0.5%. The disease was rapidly spreading and
reached 57 out of 77 districts from all seven provinces by the end
of May 2020.

The strict lockdown, meticulous testing and tracking, and
massive isolation of people helped China to reduce the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic (29). Precise and widespread contact
tracing and testing, including of asymptomatic individuals,
together with social distancing led Taiwan to control COVID-
19 in a fascinating way (30, 31). Similar intensive measures
were also successfully used by South Korea to reduce COVID-
19-associated casualties (32). Likewise, Vietnam, a country of
97 million people with limited resources, has been successful
in limiting the spread of COVID-19 through a strong response
system, including quick strategic testing and aggressive contact
tracing (33). Nepal closed its international borders and enforced
a country-wide lockdown early on, when only two cases were
identified. The non-pharmaceutical interventions, including
border control, lockdown, social distancing, and personal
hygiene, helped Nepal in preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-
2 during the initial days. However, later on, the effectiveness of
the countrywide lockdown has not been observed, as the number
of cases surged from 57 cases up to April to 1,572 by the end
of May 2020 (25). One major contributor to this surge has been
the return of daily wage migrant workers from India (34), where
the cases of COVID-19 has been rapidly increasing since April
2020 (10). As Nepal shares its open border with India, citizens
desperate to return home found different ways to return to Nepal,
including swimming across the Mahakali river bordering two
countries (35). There was also significant in-country movement
of people wanting to return to their hometown as their livelihood
sources in cities were compromised due to the lockdown.

Based on the available data, we estimated the COVID-19
prevalence in Nepal to be 2.25% (n =1,572/69,587). However,
it may not represent the actual COVID-19 prevalence because
samples from COVID-19 positive individuals are tested at least
twice before declaring them COVID-19 negative and added in
total numbers, without separating them. This prevalence also
might not represent national level prevalence as samples from
random populations have not been tested. Early studies reported
that COVID-19 patients in Nepal showed few or no symptoms
at all (24, 36). The situation updates of the Ministry of Health
and Population (MoHP) also indicates thatmost of the confirmed
cases are found through active surveillance and contact tracing
rather than patients visiting hospitals with symptoms (25). This
is in contrary to what is observed in other countries. The reported
death rate (0.5%, n =8/1,572) also appears lower in comparison
to the case-fatality rates reported from other countries. As per
the mortality analysis carried out by Johns Hopkins University,
among the 20 countries most severely affected with COVID-
19 as of June 5, 2020, the case-fatality rate is highest in France
(15.3%) and lowest in Chile (1.1%) (37). Nepal’s neighboring
countries, including China, India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh,
have 5.5, 2.8, 2.1, and 1.4% case-fatality rates, respectively (37).
Though the case fatality rates seem lower, it should not contribute
to the relaxing of ongoing pandemic mitigation efforts by the
Government of Nepal. The complete genome sequencing of the
first SARS-CoV-2, isolated from Nepal, showed more than a 99%
sequence homology with viruses isolated from Wuhan, China
(38). Further studies are necessary to determine the origin and
nature of SARS-CoV-2 circulating in Nepal. Importantly, the
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FIGURE 4 | Spatial distribution of COVD-19 cases in Nepal.

true burden of COVID-19 in South Asia, including Nepal, is
difficult to estimate due to the low amount of testing and poor
documentation (39). Moreover, as of May 31, 2020, the WHO
classified the transmission pattern in Nepal as sporadic (18),
which means Nepal has not yet observed the larger outbreaks
of community-level transmission or the peak of the disease,
which might be on its way. There are early signs of it as the
WHO Nepal office has indicated that there is some evidence of
secondary community transmission and a cluster of cases have
been observed in four out of seven provinces of Nepal (40).

Nepal represents a real scenario of low- and middle-
income countries (LMICs) where pandemic mitigation efforts
are impacted largely by the lack of medical supplies and
infrastructure. This includes personal protective equipment
(PPE) and ventilators, the limitation of well-trained manpower,
the unavailability of enough diagnostic kits; a lack of a
proper coordination mechanisms among stakeholders, and poor
reporting and documentation of cases (41–44). This pandemic
has taught Nepal that it should invest more in research
and development in the public health sector, besides the
current primary focus on curative medicine. Current use of
the laboratory facilities developed by the veterinary sector, to
tackle with periodic disease outbreaks in animals including
avian influenza viruses (45), for COVID-19 diagnostic purposes
further highlights the necessity of intersectoral collaboration in
pandemic mitigation efforts. A multisectoral and collaborative
one-health approach including animal health, human health, and

environmental health professionals (46) will not only be effective
in managing the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic control but
also will allow for better preparedness against future outbreaks
and other imminent problems, such as antimicrobial resistance
in Nepal.

COVID-19 has geographically expanded and affected all age
groups in Nepal. As of June 6, 2020, the total number of cases and
deaths have reached 3,235 and 13, respectively, from 69 out of 77
districts of Nepal (25). The Government of Nepal has been using
lockdown as one of its major weapons against COVID-19. If
enforced correctly, lockdown measures can effectively reduce the
spread of the virus (47). However, the enforcement of a lockdown
will likely be less effective if it is continued for long periods of
time. Besides this tactic, the government should also consider and
be prepared for managing the socio-cultural, economical, and
psychological burdens of the lockdown, if it will be continued
further. It will be very challenging for countries like Nepal to opt
for indefinite lockdown measures given their limited resources
and vulnerable socio-economic status.

Strength and Limitations
The strength of this study is that it uses the daily data made
public by the MoHP and provides early epidemiological features
of COVID-19 cases in Nepal. This study will provide a baseline
to compare the epidemiological features of COVID-19 cases
in Nepal in the future, as the pattern might change with
progression in infection. As only RT-PCR confirmed cases were
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included in the study, the data is reliable and provides useful
information regarding the spatiotemporal patterns of COVID-
19 cases in Nepal. However, this study has some limitations,
such as the prevalence calculated in this study perhaps being an
underestimation as the number of individuals tested is lower than
the total samples tested. In addition, the estimated prevalence
is only a reflection of those who are tested rather than the true
prevalence at the population level.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This study provides an overview of the spatiotemporal patterns
and early epidemiological features of COVID-19 cases in Nepal.
There were 1,572 cases and eight deaths associated with COVID-
19 in Nepal by the end of May 2020. The estimate of prevalence
for COVID-19 among the tested population was 2.25% and case-
fatality rate was 0.5%. The majority of the cases were young and
were mostly asymptomatic. The disease had spread to 57 out
of 77 districts of Nepal by the end of May 2020, despite the
continuous lockdown.

Moving forward, it would be better to identify high-,
medium-, and low-risk areas and make appropriate plans for
loosening lockdowns in a phase-wise manner to return toward

the state of “new normal.” As the effect of COVID-19 is likely
to persist longer (48), practice of social distancing and good
personal hygiene, including the use of face masks, continuous
scrutiny at the porous Indian border, increased testing, tracking,
and medical capacity, and proper quarantine of cases and high-
risk groups should continue in Nepal.
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To date the pathophysiology of COVID-19 remains unclear: this represents a factor
determining the current lack of effective treatments. In this paper, we hypothesized a
complex host response to SARS-CoV-2, with the Contact System (CS) playing a pivotal
role in innate immune response. CS is linked with different proteolytic defense systems
operating in human vasculature: the Kallikrein–Kinin (KKS), the Coagulation/Fibrinolysis
and the Renin–Angiotensin (RAS) Systems. We investigated the role of the mediators
involved. CS consists of Factor XII (FXII) and plasma prekallikrein (complexed to high-
molecular-weight kininogen-HK). Autoactivation of FXII by contact with SARS-CoV-2
could lead to activation of intrinsic coagulation, with fibrin formation (microthrombosis),
and fibrinolysis, resulting in increased D-dimer levels. Activation of kallikrein by activated
FXII leads to production of bradykinin (BK) from HK. BK binds to B2-receptors,
mediating vascular permeability, vasodilation and edema. B1-receptors, binding the
metabolite [des-Arg9]-BK (DABK), are up-regulated during infections and mediate lung
inflammatory responses. BK could play a relevant role in COVID-19 as already described
for other viral models. Angiotensin-Converting-Enzyme (ACE) 2 displays lung protective
effects: it inactivates DABK and converts Angiotensin II (Ang II) into Angiotensin-(1-7)
and Angiotensin I into Angiotensin-(1-9). SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 for cell entry,
downregulating it: an impaired DABK inactivation could lead to an enhanced activity of
B1-receptors, and the accumulation of Ang II, through a negative feedback loop, may
result in decreased ACE activity, with consequent increase of BK. Therapies targeting
the CS, the KKS and action of BK could be effective for the treatment of COVID-19.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, pathophysiology, Contact System, bradykinin, ACE, coagulation

INTRODUCTION

Starting in December 2019 in Wuhan (Hubei Province, China), a novel coronavirus, designated
SARS-CoV-2, has caused an international outbreak of a respiratory illness (COVID-19),
rapidly evolving into a pandemic. The clinical spectrum of SARS-CoV-2 infection varies from
asymptomatic or self-limiting mild forms, occurring in most cases, to severe progressive
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pneumonia with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
and death. In a yet to be defined percentage of cases, after about
one week, there is a sudden and unpredictable worsening of
clinical conditions (1).

At present, there is no vaccine or pharmacological treatments
of proven efficacy for COVID-19 (2) and further investigation
on effective drugs is required to face the current pandemic. One
factor determining the lack of effective treatments is that the
pathophysiology of COVID-19 remains largely unclear.

In this review, we try to address the complex link between
the pathophysiology of COVID-19 and the different proteolytic
defense systems operating in human vasculature, investigating
the role of the mediators involved and speculating on the
possibility of pharmacological modulation.

CLINICAL AND LABORATORY FINDINGS
IN PATIENTS WITH COVID-19

COVID-19 is mainly a respiratory illness, but a wide variety of
clinical manifestations have been described, including the central
nervous (3) and the digestive (4) systems. Most symptomatic
COVID-19 patients display manifestations such as fever (98.6%),
dry cough (59.4%), dyspnea (31.2%), myalgias (34.8%), sore
throat (17.4%), diarrhea (10.1%), and other (5). Olfactory and
gustatory dysfunctions are common symptoms, occurring in
about 50% of patients and often presenting early in the clinical
course (6, 7). Low blood pressure values are frequently observed
in hospitalized patients: Wang et al. (5) in their cohort reported a
median of mean arterial pressure values of 90 mmHg despite 31%
of patients having a history of hypertension.

The predominant findings of lung Computed Tomography are
images of bilateral, peripheral and basal ground-glass opacities,
crazy-paving pattern, consolidations, often in association (8), and
ultrasonography precociously demonstrates a lung interstitial
syndrome (9). These findings are consistent with a lung injury
characterized by increased permeability, leaky blood vessels and
edema, and have been confirmed by the histopathological data
obtained from the lungs of patients who died from COVID-
19, showing diffuse alveolar damage with necrosis of alveolar
lining cells, pneumocyte type 2 hyperplasia, linear intra-alveolar
fibrin deposition and increased lung weight due to edema; in
addition, thrombi in pulmonary arteries with a diameter of

Abbreviations: ACE, Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme; ACE2, Angiotensin-
Converting Enzyme 2; Ang I, Angiotensin I; Ang II, Angiotensin II; Ang (1-
7), Angiotensin 1-7; Ang (1-9), Angiotensin 1-9; ARB, angiotensin receptor
blocker; ARDS, Acute respiratory distress syndrome; AT1R, Angiotensin II
type 1 receptor; AT2R, Angiotensin II type 2 receptor; BK, Bradykinin; B1R,
Bradykinin B1 receptor; B2R, Bradykinin B2 receptor; COVID-19, COronaVIrus
Disease 2019; CS, Contact System; C1-INH, C1-inhibitor; DABK, [des-Arg9]-
Bradykinin; DAKD, [des-Arg10]-Kallidin; DAMPs, Danger-Associated Molecular
Patterns; DHF, dengue hemorrhagic fever; FXI, Factor XI; FXII, Factor XII;
HK, High-molecular-weight Kininogen; HSV1, Herpes simplex virus type-
1; IL-6, Interleukin-6; KAL, Kallikrein; KD, Kallidin; KKS, Kallikrein–Kinin
System; LMWH, Low-Molecular Weight Heparin; PAMPs, Pathogen-Associated
Molecular Patterns; PK, Prekallikrein; PRCP, Prolyl-carboxypeptidase; PRR,
Pattern-Recognition Receptor; RAS, Renin–Angiotensin System; SARS-CoV-2,
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome – Coronavirus – 2; TLR, Toll-like receptor;
TNF-alpha, tumor necrosis factor-alpha; t-PA, tissue-Plasminogen Activator.

1–2 mm, without complete luminal obstruction, and massive
alveolar capillary microthrombi were observed (10).

Concerning laboratory findings, an increase of lactate
dehydrogenase levels and lymphocytopenia are common.
Elevated levels of serum ferritin, as commonly found in
viral infections, are detected in most patients (11). Levels of
interleukin-6 (IL-6) are typically in the upper limit of the
reference range and appear to correlate with disease severity (12,
13). IL-6-induced high levels of C-reactive protein (CRP) are
typically more related to bacterial rather than to viral infections
(11): in COVID-19 patients CRP values are very variable. Even
in non-critical patients, high D-dimer levels are found in most
patients. Prothrombin time is often slightly increased.

Levels of inflammatory and coagulation biomarkers vary
considerably among patients with COVID-19, suggesting the
existence of different biochemical/clinical phenotypes, in which
the predominant systems involved and the inflammatory and
coagulopathy response patterns differ.

From a pathogenetic point of view, it is clear that a link (to date
not yet fully clarified) exists between the clinical manifestations
and alterations of the inflammatory and coagulation systems, and
that these different systems are only apparently unrelated.

THE ROLE OF THE CONTACT SYSTEM
IN THE PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF
COVID-19

The Contact System (CS) is part of the innate immune system and
of inflammatory response mechanism against artificial material,
misfolded and foreign proteins and microorganisms (including
viruses), found in the intravascular compartment. It remains to
be clarified whether contact factors bind and activate directly on
the viral surface or on infected cells (14).

The main proteins of the CS are the Factor XII (FXII),
the prekallikrein (PK) and the high-molecular-weight kininogen
(HK). These proteins are produced by the liver and circulate as
zymogens into the bloodstream. Virtually all plasma PK circulates
in complex with HK.

Auto-activation of FXII to FXIIa by contact with a variety
of artificial and biological negatively charged surfaces, including
microorganisms, gives rise to CS cascade. Biological substances
with the potential to support its activation include: DNA, RNA,
polyphosphates retained on activated platelet surface, aggregated
proteins, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) and ferritin (15–
19). Kannemeier et al. (20) presented evidence that different
forms of eukaryotic and prokaryotic RNA serve as promoters
of blood coagulation, enhancing auto-activation of proteases
of the CS, such as FXII and FXI. As the extracellular RNA
derived from damaged or necrotic cells represented a “foreign
surface” able to activate the CS, it could be speculated that
the same process may be initiated by viral RNA. In addition,
at times of cellular stress (i.e., hypoxia, hyperthermia, oxygen
radical production) such as that observed during COVID-19,
endogenous “alarmins” named “Danger-Associated Molecular
Patterns” (DAMPs) are released from necrotic cells. These
molecules are able to initiate appropriate defense reactions
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associated with “sterile” inflammation and tissue repair, engaging
the “Pattern-Recognition Receptors” (PRRs), such as the cell
membrane and endosomal Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (21).
Moreover, during viral infections, TLRs represent a host primary
line of defense for pathogen sensing, due to their properties
to bind diverse exogenous ligands (the “Pathogen-Associated
Molecular Patterns,” PAMPs), including viral RNA (21); DAMPs
and PAMPs are able to activate the FXII and the CS.

HK, complexed with PK, binds to these “surfaces”: the domain
5 is the artificial surface-binding region of HK, while the domain
6 binds PK and FXI in order to initiate the intrinsic coagulation
(16). After HK binds to a surface, PK is exposed to conversion
to plasma kallikrein (KAL) by FXIIa: the binding induces a
conformational change in PK so that it acquires enzymatic
activity and can stoichiometrically cleave HK (22). In turn, KAL
cleaves and activates more FXII, in a powerful positive feedback
loop (14).

In addition, a vessel wall-associated serine protease, prolyl-
carboxypeptidase (PRCP), is able to activate PK to KAL
independent of FXIIa (16).

The CS is involved in inflammation and in coagulation:
when sufficient amounts of FXII are activated, FXIIa also
activates FXI (to FXIa), and the intrinsic (or contact) coagulation
pathway can start, leading to subsequent thrombin activation and
fibrin formation. KAL can influence the fibrinolytic pathway by
activating plasminogen into plasmin, thus leading also to fibrin
degradation (23). D-dimer is a soluble fibrin degradation product
deriving from the plasmin-mediated degradation of cross-linked
fibrin: it can therefore be considered a biomarker of concomitant
activation of both coagulation and fibrinolysis (24).

It should be remembered that plasmin can also activate FXII
(25), and that FXIIa can act as a plasminogen activator too (26):
it has been speculated that in the very early stages of in vivo
contact activation, when PK has yet to become activated, plasmin
could have an initiating role (26), however it should be noted
that plasmin is hardly present in plasma as an active protease due
to the very effective action of its specific inhibitor, the α2-anti-
plasmin: plasmin is protected from inactivation by this inhibitor
only when bound to fibrin.

The coagulation cascade can be modernly considered as a
component and one of the intravascular effectors of innate
immunity (immunothrombosis) (27). It is debatable whether
the main physiological function of FXII is the activation of
the intrinsic coagulation pathway, or if to be a component of
the CS should be considered its main physiological function.
For physiological hemostasis to occur, FXII auto-activation
is dispensable (21). The FXII-induced intrinsic coagulation
pathway is involved in pathological thrombus formation but
is not associated with abnormal hemostasis: FXII-deficient
subjects present in fact a normal hemostatic capacity (28, 29).
Challenging the concept of the coagulation balance, targeting
FXII or its activator polyphosphate can provide protection from
thromboembolic diseases (and modulate immunothrombosis)
without interfering with hemostasis and increasing the risk of
bleeding (14, 16, 18, 30, 31).

COVID-19 is a condition clearly characterized by
coagulopathy, as testified by the extensive microthrombosis

reported in lung autopsies (10), and the high levels of D-dimer
displayed by most patients indirectly testify the hyperactivation
of both coagulation and fibrinolysis, and overwhelming
immunothrombosis. It should be remembered that low-
molecular weight heparins (LMWHs) have been extensively
used in hospitalized COVID-19 patients for preventing venous
thromboembolism and thrombotic complications, and are
currently investigated in randomized controlled trials (i.e.,
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04401293).

It is interesting to note that in the physiological state FXII
acts as a growth factor promoting angiogenesis and wound
repair (32), but pathologically it can promote lung fibroblast
proliferation leading to pulmonary fibrosis (33): COVID-19 may
also evolve into pulmonary fibrosis.

The archetypal contact activation disease state is sepsis from
any etiology. There is no specific data on the model of SARS-
CoV-2, but data may be gathered from other viral models. It
is known that herpes simplex virus type-1 (HSV1) can trigger
and amplify coagulation through the contact phase and intrinsic
coagulation pathway: both an inhibitor of FXIIa (corn trypsin
inhibitor), and anti-FXII, anti-KAL and anti-FXI antibodies
were able to inhibit HSV1-initiated clotting (34). Moreover,
PK and FXII levels are significantly lower in patients with
dengue hemorrhagic fever (DHF), probably due to activation and
consumption (35).

It has been mentioned that CS is part of the innate immune
system: it is known that non-structural protein 3 (nsp3) of
coronaviruses results able to block the host innate immune
response (36), and other nsp play a role in evading host
recognition (37).

THE KALLIKREIN–KININ SYSTEM

The Kallikrein–Kinin System (KKS) is mainly a host
inflammatory response mechanism, and although KKS and
CS overlap and interact in the intravascular compartment
(plasma KAL is part of both systems), the use of the two terms
has different implications. Activation of KKS finally leads to
the liberation of bradykinin (BK), and plays an essential role in
inflammation, but not in blood coagulation (16).

Upon activation by FXIIa, KAL cleaves HK, releasing from
its domain 4 the nonapeptide bradykinin (BK-1-9 or BK) (38);
BK is converted by a carboxypeptidase to [des-Arg9]-BK (BK-
1-8 or DABK), an active metabolite (39). During inflammation,
plasmin potentiates the cleavage of HK by KAL, thus enhancing
BK production (40).

BK and DABK bind to two pharmacologically distinct G
protein-coupled receptors: the bradykinin B2 receptor (B2R),
whose ligand is BK, and the B1 receptor (B1R), whose main
agonist is DABK (39). The B2R is widely and constitutively
expressed in mammalian cells (e.g., endothelial and smooth
muscle cells), whereas the B1R is mostly inducible under the effect
of cytokines during infections and immunopathology (41).

After binding through its B2R, BK activates signaling
pathways resulting in increased vascular permeability,
vasodilation, edema formation, hypotension, pain, fever
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(14): all typical clinical features of COVID-19. BK is one
of the most potent vasodilatory substances in humans: it is
known that the BK-mediated angioedema is responsible for a
very high percentage of serious morbidity and mortality (42).
BK is also one of the most potent inflammatory mediators,
able to stimulate the production of superoxide radicals and
nitric oxide and to modulate the mobilization and release of
histamine, arachidonic acid, prostaglandin E2, prostacyclin,
pro-inflammatory interleukin-1, and tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-alpha (41). Thereafter, BK has shown to increase IL-6
production via B2R in colorectal cancer cell (43), and the
B2R-antagonist icatibant was able to inhibit the BK-induced IL-6
release (44). This effect is interesting: also chloroquine, that has
been extensively used and investigated for COVID-19 treatment,
was able to reduce IL-6 production by monocytes/macrophages
(45). BK also stimulates tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA)
release from human endothelium through a B2R-dependent
mechanism: this effect was significantly reduced in smokers
(46). A strong link between KKS and the renin–angiotensin
system (RAS) is testified by the fact that B2R forms homo-
and heterodimers with several receptors of the RAS, that are
important for some physiologic functions, including thrombosis
risk regulation. The B2R also complexes with endothelial cell
nitric oxide synthase, while the B1R couples with inducible nitric
oxide synthase (16).

B1R mediates several responses including vasodilation,
hypotension, and increased vascular permeability (41): all typical
features of COVID-19.

Human kallikreins have been detected in many tissues (47),
including the epithelia of the upper and lower respiratory tract:
there are in fact two classical pathways for the generation of
kinins, the plasma and the tissue KKS. As the substrate of plasma
KAL is HK (leading to BK), the substrate of tissue kallikreins is
the low-molecular-weight kininogen, leading to formation of the
decapeptide Lys-bradykinin or kallidin (KD). A carboxypeptidase
leads to the formation of the active metabolite [des-Arg10]-KD
(DAKD) from KD. KD mainly binds to B2R, while B1R has a high
affinity for DAKD (48).

It is not known if SARS-CoV-2 infection is specifically
associated with kinins dysregulation, but this happens in several
viral models. Low levels of HK have been observed in DHF
patients, perhaps due to proteolysis and generation of BK (49).
Taylor et al. (50) previously described a novel mechanism
of hantavirus-induced vascular leakage involving activation of
the KKS, showing that incubation of FXII, PK, and HK
with hantavirus-infected endothelial cells results in increased
cleavage of HK, higher enzymatic activities of FXII/KAL and
increased liberation of BK, that dramatically increased cell
permeability. Furthermore, the alterations in permeability could
be prevented using inhibitors directly blocking BK binding,
the activity of FXII, or the activity of KAL (50). Infection
of guinea pigs by nasal instillation of parainfluenza-3 virus
induced airway hyperreactivity and influx of inflammatory cells
into lung tissues, and these responses were attenuated by B2R-
antagonists (51). Tissue kallikrein 1 was shown to intervene
early during influenza infection, enhancing the antiviral defense,
and the decreased expression observed in patients with chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease could contribute to the less
favorable evolution of influenza in this group (52).

Therefore, the KKS appears to be involved in vascular leakage
and inflammatory response observed during different viral
infections (14). We can speculate that modulation of the CS and
the KKS may limit the evolution towards a frankly dysregulated
host response also in SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Moreover, a role of BK in COVID-19 pathogenesis is
suggested by several clinical features and symptoms observed
in patients: given the close interconnection with the RAS, these
aspects will be further discussed in the next chapter.

THE RENIN–ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM
(RAS) AND THE INTERPLAY WITH KKS

The renin–angiotensin system (RAS) is classically known for its
effects on the cardiovascular system and fluid homeostasis, but it
has become clear that the RAS is present in many tissues, where
evidently has a role to play (53).

Starting from angiotensinogen, whose primary source is the
liver, the RAS leads to the production of the multi-functional
peptide hormone Angiotensin II (Ang II). Renin first catalyzes
the cleavage of the peptide Angiotensin I (Ang I) from the
N-terminus of the angiotensinogen molecule, then, sequentially,
the dicarboxyl-peptidase angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
removes two amino-acids from the C-terminus of Ang I to form
Ang II (54). Ang II exerts its main functions binding to two
specific G-protein coupled receptors: the ATII type 1 receptor
(AT1R) and ATII type 2 receptor (AT2R) (54).

ACE is present in many tissues and is particularly abundant
on the endothelium of the lungs: it is mainly anchored to the
plasma membrane through a single trans-membrane domain, but
a soluble form has also been described (53).

Apart from its well-known role as a peptidyl-dipeptidase
forming Ang II, ACE is also described as a kininase II, able
to inactivate BK, as well as KD (53). The affinity of ACE
appears to be higher for BK than for Ang I, suggesting that
ACE-inhibition may really involve the BK degradation more
than the Ang II production (55). BK-evoked sensitization of
airway sensory nerves is believed to be the main mechanism
for ACE-inhibitor-induced dry cough (56): considering that dry
cough is very frequently observed in COVID-19 patients, this
pathway could in part explain the pathogenesis of this symptom.
Additionally, a role of the BK has been hypothesized also for
gustatory and olfactory dysfunctions (7); again, ACE-inhibitors
can cause olfactory dysfunction (57).

In addition, over the last 20 years, knowledge of the biology
and physiology of another enzyme besides ACE, the angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), has accumulated (58): ACE2
is widely expressed, including type 2 alveolar epithelial cells,
endothelial cells and enterocytes (10, 58).

Both ACE and ACE2 act as zinc metallopeptidases (ACE2 only
acts as a carboxypeptidase), but differ for substrate specificities,
displaying counterbalancing roles in the RAS.

ACE2 converts Ang I into Angiotensin (1-9), and Ang II into
Angiotensin (1-7); unlike ACE, ACE2 does not cleave BK, and
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is insensitive to conventional ACE-inhibitors (58). Ang II can be
converted to angiotensin (1-7) also by PRCP in the low-pH areas
of the kidney (59).

Angiotensin 1-7, acting on Mas receptor, exerts vasodilatory
effects, thus diminishing and opposing the vasoconstrictor
effect, mainly AT1R-mediated, of Ang II; moreover, it displays
anti-fibrotic, anti-oxidant and anti-hypertrophic protective
properties (58).

Therefore, ACE2 expression seems to protect from lung injury.
Sodhi et al. (39) observed that a reduction in pulmonary ACE2
activity contributes to the pathogenesis of lung inflammation,
resulting in prompt onset of neutrophil infiltration and more
severe inflammation. Imai et al. (60) showed that the loss of
ACE2 expression in acute lung injury leads to leaky pulmonary
blood vessels through AT1R stimulation, while the AT2R
protects against lung injury during sepsis. Angiotensin 1-9
has shown beneficial biological effects via the AT2R, resulting

in protective effects on cardiac and vascular remodeling (58)
and against pulmonary arterial hypertension, inflammation and
fibrosis (61).

SARS-CoV-2 binds ACE2 for host cell entry, through the
binding of its major spike glycoprotein (S1) to the N-terminal
region of the receptor (62); chloroquine seems to interfere
with ACE2 glycosylation, thus possibly preventing SARS-CoV-
2 binding to target cells (63). Following binding with SARS-
CoV-2, a loss of ACE2 function occurs, driven by endocytosis
and activation of proteolytic cleavage and processing (58, 62).
It can be assumed that this downregulation may be involved
in the pathophysiology of COVID-19 and its manifestations.
DABK is a substrate of ACE2, and the attenuation of ACE2
activity leads to impaired DABK inactivation and thus to
enhanced B1R signaling.

In a mouse model, the lack of ACE2 function with consequent
accumulation of Ang II, through a negative feedback loop,

FIGURE 1 | The Contact System (CS) as a plausible link between Coagulation/Fibrinolysis, Kallikrein–Kinin and Renin–Angiotensin Systems in the pathobiology of
SARS-CoV-2 infection (based on the hypothesis of the activation of FXII and HK by SARS-CoV-2, directly or following cell invasion and/or damage). Black arrows
indicate enzymatic activation, while red lines represent inhibition or degradation/downregulation. The sequences of black arrows imply the involvement of other
molecules not shown to activate the molecule indicated by the final arrow. Dashed red lines imply the involvement of other molecules not shown to inhibit the
molecule indicated at the end of the line. Gray arrows indicate the transformation of one molecule into another. ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; ACE2,
angiotensin converting enzyme 2; Ang I, Angiotensin I; Ang II, Angiotensin II; Ang (1-7), Angiotensin 1-7; Ang (1-9), Angiotensin 1-9; AT1R, ATII type 1 receptor;
AT2R, ATII type 2 receptor; B1R, B1 receptor; B2R, B2 receptor; BK, bradykinin; C1-INH, C1-inhibitor; DABK, [des-Arg9]-BK; FXI, coagulation factor XI; FXII,
coagulation factor XII; HK, high-molecular-weight kininogen; IL-6, interleukin-6; KAL, plasma kallikrein; MasR, Mas receptor; PK, plasma prekallikrein; t-PA, tissue
plasminogen activator.
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resulted in a secondary reduction of ACE activity (at the
molecular level, Ang II downregulates renal ACE gene and
enzymatic activity levels, as well as renin gene expression): these
crosstalk effects between ACE2 and ACE appeared to be sex-
dependent and more evident in males (64). It is known that
COVID-19 affects male patients in a larger percentage (65) and
with worse outcomes (66). The reduced activity of ACE is also
expected to result in further BK accumulation. Moreover, it has
been recognized in vitro that Ang II, through the stimulation of
AT2R, is associated with increased expression of PRCP, leading to
a KAL-mediated increased formation of BK (67).

Since SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 receptors to enter
host cells, and intravenous infusion of ACE-inhibitors and
angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) in experimental animal
models increased the amount of ACE2 receptors in the
cardiopulmonary circulation, it has been speculated that patients
chronically taking these drugs may be at increased risk of
worse outcomes from COVID-19 (68). However, to date, there
are no conclusive data demonstrating beneficial or adverse
outcomes with background use of ACE-inhibitors, ARBs or other
RAS antagonists among COVID-19 patients with a history of
cardiovascular disease treated with these drugs (69–71). For
the pathophysiological considerations previously made, however,
in our opinion, it remains debatable if ACE-inhibitors, for
their action on BK, should be temporarily suspended during
the acute phase of illness, especially in the case of low blood
pressure values.

Finally, it is interesting to observe that in an experimental
malaria model (Plasmodium parasites during blood stages release
kinins), exposure to captopril (an ACE-inhibitor that leads to the
reduction of BK degradation) resulted in death in mice, while
the concomitant administration of chloroquine protected them.

B1R-knockout mice presented a significant reduction of survival
when compared with wild-type mice, unlike the B2R-knockout
ones (72). In this inflammation/infection model, chloroquine-
induced upregulation of B1R expression proved protective: the
full meaning of this result is unclear but might indicate that the
selective inhibition of B2R could represent a rational modulation
of dysregulated BK pathway during infection. Could the same
considerations apply to COVID-19?

C1-INHIBITOR AND ITS POTENTIAL
ROLE IN VIRAL INFECTIONS

Hereditary angioedema (HAE) represents the archetypal KKS
disorder and can be due to a deficiency of C1-INH (Type 1),
an abnormal C1-INH molecule (Type 2), or a gain-in-function
of FXII with consequent plasma C1-INH consumption (Type
3) (73). Thrombin formation is not considered a feature of
this disorder: even if patients with acute attacks have elevated
D-dimer levels, they do not display an increased thrombotic
risk (74). Clinical pictures of activation of CS and KKS without
(such as HAE) and with thrombin formation (such as sepsis)
can be in fact distinguished (16): COVID-19 evidently falls into
the latter group.

C1-INH is a protein able to inhibit multiple serine proteases
involved in the CS, KKS, Complement, Fibrinolysis, and
Coagulation Systems: through the inhibition of C1r and C1s
subcomponents of C1 complex, FXIIa, and KAL, C1-INH
prevents the activation of CS and KKS. The N-terminal end
(non-serpin domain) confers to C1-INH the capacity to bind
lipopolysaccharides and E-selectin: owing to this moiety, C1-INH
can also intervene in the regulation of inflammatory reactions

TABLE 1 | Potential therapeutic approaches able to modulate the systems involved in the pathogenesis of COVID-19.

Drug Mechanism of action Labeled indication Potential role in COVID-19

Contact system

C1-inhibitor Inhibition of CS, Coagulation/Fibrinolytic
systems, complement and KKS

Treatment and prevention of angioedema
attacks in hereditary angioedema

Inhibition of all systems involved

Anti-factor XII (FXII)
antibody

Monoclonal antibody inhibiting FXII Phase II study ongoing; phase III study planned.
Studied indication: prevention of angioedema
attacks

Inhibition of FXII and consequently of CS
and KKS

Prevention and treatment of thrombosis,
without increasing bleeding risk (Action on
Coagulation system)

Kallikrein–kinin system

Icatibant Bradykinin type 2 receptor
(B2R)-antagonist

Treatment of acute attacks in hereditary
angioedema

Inhibition of pro-inflammatory and
vasoactive actions of BK

Lanadelumab Monoclonal antibody inhibiting
plasma KAL

Prevention of attacks of hereditary angioedema Inhibition of KKS and BK generation

Ecallantide Inhibition of plasma KAL Treatment of acute attacks in hereditary
angioedema

Inhibition of KKS and BK generation

Coagulation system

Low-Molecular-Weight
Heparin/Fondaparinux

Catalyzed inhibition of activated
coagulation factor X by antithrombin

Prevention and treatment of venous
thromboembolism

Prevention and treatment of thrombosis
and pulmonary embolism (consider
bleeding risk)

Anti-factor XII (FXII)
antibody

See above See above See above
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(75). Moreover, C1-INH inhibits selectin-mediated leukocyte
adhesion, regardless of its protease inhibitory activity (76).

Wygrecka et al. (77) showed that C1-INH is able to inhibit
the cytotoxic activity of extracellular histones (that play a
determining role in pulmonary injury leading to ARDS) and the
release of several cytokines, such as TNF-alpha, IL-1b, and IL-6. It
is interesting to note that accumulation of extracellular histones
has been detected during infection due to influenza virus, and
anti-histone antibodies have led to a marked decrease in the
lung damage consisting of widespread pulmonary microvascular
thrombosis, endothelial necrosis, hemorrhagic effusions and
edema (78). These histopathological findings are observed also in
COVID-19, although there are several differences compared to
the influenza model (10) whose discussion goes beyond the scope
of this review. Although there is actually no specific evidence
regarding SARS-CoV-2 infection, it can be assumed that C1-
INH might have beneficial effects also in this case, both through
the inhibition of the CS and KKS, especially regarding the BK-
induced vascular leakage and edema formation, and its anti-
inflammatory activity mediated by inhibition of complement
activation and histone toxicity.

Figure 1 shows the interconnection between the different
human proteolytic systems operating in the vasculature,
proposing a picture of an integrated host response to SARS-
CoV-2 infection.

Table 1 lists some available drugs potentially representing
effective therapeutic approaches in COVID-19, by modulation
of the pathways and systems whose involvement has been
hypothesized in its pathogenesis.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The hypothesis of the involvement of different human proteolytic
defense systems operating in the vasculature in the pathogenesis
of COVID-19 has recently been proposed also by other authors.
van de Veerdonk et al. (79) hypothesized that a kinin-dependent
local lung angioedema via B1R and eventually B2R is an
important feature of COVID-19 and proposed that blocking
the B2R and inhibiting plasma KAL activity might be beneficial
in early disease, preventing ARDS. Roche and Roche (80)
emphasized the pivotal role of BK and DABK, suggesting that
the B2R-antagonist icatibant might be able to interrupt the
dysregulated pathway, thereby improving clinical outcomes.
Colarusso et al. (23) proposed instead to block pharmacologically
the KKS upstream of the BK, by means of lanadelumab.
Regarding B1R-antagonists, several companies have in past
developed orally available molecules, and some of these entered
phase II clinical trials, but none have been developed further;
possible reasons for this failure may be inefficacy in humans due
to species differences, or human specific adverse effects (48).

In our opinion, the rational for modulating these pathways is
strong but to date few data for COVID-19 are available. However,
the exceptional nature of this pandemic and the lack of effective
interventions of proven efficacy makes it necessary to explore
further therapeutic possibilities.

Understanding the pathogenetic mechanisms underlying
COVID-19 is crucial for the development of new effective
therapeutic approaches modulating the CS, the KKS, the RAS
and the Coagulation/Fibrinolysis System. The KKS inhibitors
lanadelumab and ecallantide, licensed for the treatment of
HAE, and several oral KKS inhibitors in clinical development,
should be assessed for their efficacy in the treatment of patients
with COVID-19. The same holds for icatibant, a selective
B2R antagonist used for on demand treatment in HAE. Other
promising CS-linked targets or mediators that should be explored
in COVID-19 include anti-FXIIa antibodies and C1-INH. This
pathophysiological therapeutic approach could be of great value
also for other viral infections.
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Background: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an emerging infectious disease

that has spread worldwide.

Methods: This was a retrospective case series involving 218 patients admitted to three

tertiary hospitals in the Loudi, Shaoyang, and Xiangtan areas of China from January 21

to June 27, 2020, who were confirmed by RT-PCR to have SARS-CoV-2. The patients’

clinical characteristics, laboratory results, treatments, and prognoses based on clinical

classification were recorded. Poor outcome was defined as admission to an ICU, the use

of mechanical ventilation, or death.

Results: The patients were classified into four clinical groups based on disease severity,

namely mild (10/218, 5%), moderate (146/218, 67%), severe (24/218, 11%), or critical

(14/218, 6%); 24 (11%) asymptomatic cases were also included in the study. The most

common symptoms were self-reported cough (162/218, 74%), fever (145/218, 67%),

sputum production (99/218, 45%), and fatigue (77/218, 35%). Among the 218 patients,

192 (88%) received lopinavir/ritonavir and interferon-alpha inhalation, and 196 (90%)

patients received traditional Chinese medicine. Among the severe and critical patients,

25 (11%) were admitted to an ICU with or without mechanical ventilation, and one patient

died. The presence of diabetes [relative risk (RR), 3.0; 95% CI, 1.3–6.8; p = 0.007)

or other comorbidities (RR, 5.9; 95% CI, 1.9–17.8; p = 0.002) was independently

associated with poor outcome. To date, 20 (9%) patients have retested positive for

SARS-CoV-2 RNA after recovering and being discharged.

Conclusion: The majority of patients in this case series were clinically classified as

having moderate COVID-19. Older patients tended to present with greater levels of

clinical severity. The prognosis for patients who were elderly or had diabetes or other

chronic comorbidities was relatively poor.

Keywords: COVID-19, clinical classification, clinical characteristics, treatment, prognosis
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INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) and
has rapidly spread across the world since first emerging in
December 2019 (1). By April 17, 2020, COVID-19 had been
discovered in 212 countries or territories, affecting 2,074,529
individuals and causing 139,378 deaths (2). The pandemic
continues to escalate rapidly (3, 4). Typical symptoms are
fever, cough, fatigue, and sputum production (5–7). However,
a few patients with SARS-CoV-2 develop severe pneumonia,
pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
multiple organ failure, or even death (8–10).

In this retrospective case series, 218 patients testing positive
for SARS-CoV-2 were clinically classified (mild, moderate,
severe, or critical) according to the guidelines of the Diagnosis
and Treatment Protocol for COVID-19 (trial version 7) issued
by the National Health Commission of the People’s Republic
of China (11). Asymptomatic patients, who acquire and can
transmit the coronavirus that causes COVID-19 (12, 13), were
also included in this study.

These clinical classifications of COVID-19 are characterized
by different clinical features and provide an objective basis for
treatment and prognosis. To date, there have been no studies
reporting COVID-19 treatment and outcomes based on clinical
classification. Here, we comprehensively explored the clinical
features, treatment, and prognosis of 218 confirmed SARS-CoV-
2-infected patients in three top-tier hospitals in the Hunan
province of China.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Participants
This multicenter, retrospective, and observational study was
conducted on COVID-19 patients who were diagnosed in the
Hunan province of China. Clinicians collected the patients who
met the study inclusion criteria across three tertiary hospitals in
the cities of Shaoyang, Loudi, and Xiangtan. The authors of this
paper include the physicians who either supervised patient care
or directly provided patient care for all of the patients included in
the study to ensure complete follow-through for all cases.

We retrospectively analyzed COVID-19 patients who had
been diagnosed during the period of January 21 to June 27, 2020,
according to the WHO interim guidance. Real-time, reverse-
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests for
SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acids were performed on nasopharyngeal
swabs from suspected patients to confirm the diagnosis. A
confirmed case of COVID-19 was defined as having a positive
result from the RT-PCR assay of a nasopharyngeal swab.
Only laboratory-confirmed cases were included in the analysis.
Suspected patients showing negative results after multiple
tests during hospitalization were excluded. Where the typical
symptoms, signs, and imaging manifestations were present,
combined with a PaO2/FiO2 ratio <300 mmHg [based on the
Berlin definition (14)], the patients were diagnosed as having
ARDS. This study was approved by the ethics committee of each

participating hospital. Written informed consent was obtained
from all patients.

Clinical Classification
In this retrospective study, the whole disease course was
examined for each patient. The clinical classification of
the patients was based on the clinical conditions present
during the most severe stage of COVID-19 based on the
guidelines outlined in the Diagnosis and treatment protocol
for COVID-19 (trial version 7) released by the National
Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China on
March 3, 2020 (http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/zhengcwj/202003/
46c9294a7dfe4cef80dc7f5912eb1989.shtml) (11). According to
their clinical symptoms, signs, and chest imaging manifestations,
the patients were classified as being mild, moderate, severe,
or critical COVID-19 cases (see Supplementary Material for
further details).

Data Collection
Data on the clinical characteristics, treatment, and prognosis
of the 218 confirmed COVID-19 patients were collected
at Shaoyang Central Hospital, Loudi Central Hospital, and
Xiangtan Central Hospital in the Hunan province. The
information of interest included age, sex, exposure history,
smoking history, chronic diseases (including diabetes),
symptoms from onset to hospital admission, laboratory
tests on admission, coexisting infections, treatment, and living
status. The data regarding the PaO2/FiO2 ratios were analyzed
when the patients were monitored in the ICU.

Treatment
The patient treatment venue was determined based on the
severity of each patient’s disease according to the Diagnosis
and treatment protocol for COVID-19 (11). Suspected and
confirmed cases were isolated and treated at designated hospitals
with effective isolation, protection, and prevention conditions.
Suspected cases were treated in isolation or together in a
single room. Confirmed cases were treated in isolation or
together in a single room. In the absence of pathogen-
specific interventions, patient management largely depended on
supportive treatment.

Most patients were provided with effective oxygen therapy,
including a nasal catheter, mask oxygenation, and nasal high-
flow oxygen therapy. Lopinavir/ritonavir, interferon-alpha
inhalation, and arbidol were used as antiviral therapies.
Moxifloxacin and other antibiotics were used to fight
against bacterial infections where present. Glucocorticoids
were used for short periods when patients showed rapidly
progressive deterioration.

Patients who met the following criteria were admitted to the
ICU for comprehensive treatment and care at an early stage:
(1) severe cases with respiratory distress (≥30 breaths/min) and
chest imaging showing >50% of lung area with obvious lesion
progression within 24–48 h; and (2) all critical cases.

In addition, patients were treated with traditional Chinese
medicine (Qingfei Paidu decoction, Lianhuaqingwen capsules,
Huoxiangzhengqi liquid, and/or Xuebijing injection) according
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to the national guidelines. The full treatment protocol used
for the COVID-19 patients is described in detail in the
Supplementary Materials.

Discharge
When a patient’s body temperature had returned to normal
for more than 3 days, respiratory symptoms were significantly
improved, pulmonary imaging showed obvious absorption of
inflammation, and two consecutive SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid
tests were negative using respiratory tract samples (sampling
interval of at least 24 h), he or she was discharged from
the hospital. After discharge, the patients were required to
quarantine and monitor their health for 14 days and requested
to come back to the hospital for follow-up exams every
2–4 weeks.

Prognosis
All patients were traced from hospital admission to presenting
prognosis. The primary outcome was “cured and discharged,”
and a poor outcome was defined as admission to an ICU, the
use of mechanical ventilation, or death. This analysis method was
referenced from other retrospective studies on viral pneumonia,
such as SARS (15, 16). Time to discharge, time to death, and
time to a poor outcome were analyzed using survival analysis
(details in Statistical Analysis) tracing all patients from hospital
admission to presenting prognosis.

Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) or
median ± interquartile range (IQR) for continuous variables
and as a number (%) for categorical variables. Differences in
measurement data among the asymptomatic, mild, moderate,

TABLE 1 | Demographics and baseline characteristics of patients with COVID-19.

All patient

(n = 218)

Asymptomatic

cases (n = 24)

Mild cases

(n = 10)

Moderate cases

(n = 146)

Severe cases

(n = 24)

Critical cases

(n = 14)

P-value

Age, years 42.9 (32.0–52.3) 32.0

(16.3–44.8)c,d,e
23.6

(11.8–34.3)c,d,e
42.3

(32.0–50.0)a,b,d,e
55.9

(46.3–67.0)a,b,c
59.5

(42.3–76.5)a,b,c
0.000*

Age range, years

0–17 14 (6%) 6 (25%) 4 (40%) 4 (3%) 0 0 0.000**

18–39 82 (38%) 11 (46%) 5 (50%) 60 (41%) 4 (17%) 2 (14%)

40–59 86 (39%) 6 (25%) 1 (10%) 65 (45%) 9 (37%) 5 (36%)

60–79 30 (14%) 1 (4%) 0 15 (10%) 10 (42%) 4 (29%)

≥80 6 (3%) 0 0 2 (1%) 1 (4%) 3 (21%)

Sex

Male 122 (56%) 16 (67%) 6 (60%) 77 (53%) 14 (58%) 9 (64%) 0.691

Female 96 (44%) 8 (33%) 4 (40%) 69 (47%) 10 (42%) 5 (36%)

Exposure

Exposure to Wuhan 111 (51%) 12 (50%) 3 (30%) 76 (52%) 13 (54%) 7 (50%) 0.768

Exposure to patients† 100 (46%) 18 (75%) 7 (70%) 59 (40%) 8 (33%) 8 (57%) 0.006**

Use of public

transportation‡
4 (2 %) 0 0 (%) 3 (2%) 0 1 (7%) 0.535

Current smoking 23 (11%) 2 (8%) 2 (20%) 14 (10%) 3 (13%) 2 (14%) 0.902

Chronic medical illness

Cardiovascular disease 38 (17%) 3 (13%) 0 17 (12%) 13 (54%) 5 (36%) 0.000**

Diabetes 27 (12%) 3 (13%) 0 12 (8%) 10 (42%) 2 (14%) 0.001**

Chronic pulmonary

disease

14 (6%) 0 0 5 (3%) 4 (17%) 5 (36%) 0.000**

Liver disease 13 (6%) 1 (4%) 0 10 (7%) 2 (8%) 0 0.909

Malnutrition§ 10 (5%) 0 1 (10%) 6 (4%) 1 (4%) 2 (14%) 0.193

Cerebrovascular disease 6 (3%) 0 0 2 (1%) 1 (4%) 3 (21%) 0.014**

Chronic renal diseases 4 (2%) 0 0 1 (1%) 1 (4%) 2 (14%) 0.031**

Cancer 2 (1%) 0 0 2 (1%) 0 0 1.000

Autoimmune disease 2 (1%) 0 0 1 (1%) 0 1 (7%) 0.256

Data are median (IQR), n (%), or mean (SD), unless otherwise specified.

*ANOVA was used for group comparisons with LSD for post-hoc tests.
avs. Asymptomatic cases (p < 0.05), bvs. Mild cases (p < 0.05), cvs. Moderate cases (p < 0.05), dvs. Severe cases (p < 0.05), evs. Critical cases (p < 0.05).

**Statistical analysis was performed with the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test.
†
Patients who have confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection or are highly suspected of being infected.

‡Without exposure to Wuhan and diagnosed patients.
§ In this cohort, 3 patients suffer from undernutrition and 7 are overweight.
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severe, and critical cases were compared with analysis of variance
using the least significant difference post-hoc test. The Chi-
square test and Fisher’s exact test were used for categorical
variables. Kaplan–Meier plots were used to analyze the survival
data. Differences among groups of time-to-event data were
determined using the Cox proportional hazards model, with
graphical and statistical checks for the proportionality of hazards.
Given that there were only 25 patients with poor outcomes in our
study, we considered only three binary variables in the multiple
regression model as a priori hypotheses: age of 60 years or
older, diabetes, and other comorbidities. We used SPSS (version
26.0) for all analyses. For all analyses, p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Demographics
A total of 218 patients were confirmed during the study period.
The patients’ demographic details and comorbidities are listed
in Table 1. Age was correlated with the clinical classification of
COVID-19 severity (Figure 1). The median age of the patients
was 43 years (IQR 32–52), with 14 (6%) patients <18 years
of age and 6 (3%) ≥80 years old; 122 (56%) were male. A
total of 100 patients (46%) had known exposure to COVID-19,
and 111 patients (51%) had recently traveled to Wuhan, China.
There were four (2%) patients who had neither traveled recently
to Wuhan nor had known exposure to confirmed COVID-
19 patients who were nevertheless diagnosed with COVID-19,
and the route of transmission in these cases might have been
the use of public transportation. As for their personal medical
history, 23 (11%) patients had a history of smoking, 38 (17%)
had cardiovascular disease, 27 (12%) had diabetes, 14 (6%) had
chronic pulmonary disease, 13 (6%) had liver disease, 10 (5%)
had nutritional deficiency diseases, six (3%) had cerebrovascular
disease, four (2%) had chronic renal diseases, two (1%) had
cancer, and two (1%) had autoimmune diseases.

Disease Course
The patients’ COVID-19 onset symptoms are shown in Table 2.
Common clinical features included cough (162/218, 74%),
fever (145/218, 67%), sputum production (99/218, 45%), and
fatigue (77/218, 35%). Only 3% (6/218) of patients had nasal
congestion and rhinorrhea. On admission, 39% (86/218) of
patients had a recorded temperature of≥38.1◦C. No lung lesions
were identified in the computed tomography (CT) scans of
asymptomatic and mild cases. In moderate cases, the main
imaging changes were ground-glass opacities and local patchy
shadowing. In severe cases, the principal abnormality visible
on CT scans was diffuse patchy shadowing. In critical cases,
pulmonary consolidation and diffuse patchy shadowing were
more common (Table 3). Several of the characteristic chest CT
features of COVID-19 observed in the moderate, severe, and
critical cases are shown in Figure 2. Although there was a notable
degree of variability in the pattern of the infiltrates (ground-
glass, local, diffuse, pulmonary consolidation), most patients had
ground-glass opacities.

Laboratory Indices
Laboratory indices on admission are shown in Table 4.
With increasing grades of disease severity based on clinical
classification, the proportion of lymphocytes gradually decreased
(p= 0.001). Elevated D-dimer levels were significantly associated
with disease severity (p < 0.000), with high D-dimer levels in
the severe (0.76 ± 1.22µg/mL) and critical (1.76 ± 3.34µg/mL)
groups. With increasing grades of disease severity, the level of
lactate dehydrogenase gradually increased (p= 0.000).

Treatment
The chief method of patient management was through
symptomatic treatment. Regardless of severity, the vast majority
of patients received antiviral treatment. Several patients
had bacterial infections and were also given antibiotics. In
detail, among the 218 patients, 192 (88%) patients received

FIGURE 1 | Clinical classification (including asymptomatic cases) and age distribution of patients with COVID-19.
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TABLE 2 | Symptoms (at the time of admission), comorbidities, treatments, and prognosis of patients with COVID-19.

All patients

(n = 218)

Asymptomatic

cases (n = 24)

Mild cases

(n = 10)

Moderate cases

(n = 146)

Severe cases

(n = 24)

Critical cases

(n = 14)

P-value

Symptoms†

Fever 145 (67%) 0 2 (20%) 108 (74%) 23 (96%) 12 (86%) 0.000**

<37.3◦C 73 (33%) 24 (100%) 8 (80%) 38 (26%) 1 (4%) 2 (14%)

37.3–38.0◦C 59 (27%) 0 2 (20%) 45 (31%) 8 (33%) 4 (29%)

38.1–39◦C 70 (32%) 0 0 55 (38%) 11 (46%) 4 (29%)

>39◦C 16 (7%) 0 0 8 (5%) 4 (17%) 4 (29%)

Cough 162 (74%) 0 10 (100%) 117 (80%) 21 (88%) 14 (100%) 0.000**

Sputum production 99 (45%) 0 4 (40%) 68 (47%) 15 (63%) 12 (86%) 0.018**

Fatigue 77 (35%) 0 1 (10%) 55 (38%) 12 (50%) 9 (64%) 0.006**

Shortness of breath 42 (19%) 0 0 16 (11%) 16 (67%) 10 (71%) 0.000**

Myalgia 41 (19%) 0 0 32 (22%) 6 (25%) 3 (21%) 0.407

Chills 39 (18%) 0 0 23 (16%) 9 (38%) 7 (50%) 0.001**

Headache 28 (13%) 0 1 (10%) 18 (12%) 4 (17%) 5 (36%) 0.125

Sore throat 25 (11%) 0 1 (10%) 20 (14%) 2 (8%) 2 (14%) 0.942

Diarrhea 16 (7%) 0 1 (10%) 11 (8%) 3 (13%) 1 (7%) 0.722

Nasal congestion and

rhinorrhea

6 (3%) 0 0 6 (4%) 0 0 1.000

Complications

ARDS 14 (6%) 0 0 0 0 14 (100%) 0.000**

Liver dysfunction 40 (18%) 0 1 (10%) 23 (16%) 9 (38%) 7 (50%) 0.000**

Acute kidney injury 10 (5%) 0 0 4 (3%) 1 (4%) 5 (36%) 0.001**

Acquired pneumonia 20 (9%) 0 0 3 (2%) 4 (17%) 13 (93%) 0.000**

Septic shock 4 (2%) 0 0 0 0 4 (29%) 0.000**

Treatment

Oxygen treatment‡ 156 (72%) 0 3 (30%) 115 (79%) 24 (100%) 14 (100%) 0.000**

Mechanical ventilation 16 (7%) 0 0 0 2 (8%) 14 (100%) 0.000**

Non-invasive 9 (4%) 0 0 0 2 (8%) 7 (50%)

Invasive 7 (3%) 0 0 0 0 7 (50%)

Prone position ventilation 14 (6%) 0 0 0 0 14 (100%) 0.000**

Renal replacement

therapy

5 (2%) 0 0 11 (46%) 3 (21%) 0.000**

Convalescent plasma 4 (2%) 0 0 0 0 4 (17%) 0.000**

Stem cell treatment 3 (1%) 0 0 0 0 3 (21%) 0.000**

Lopinavir/ritonavir 192 (88%) 19 (79%) 7 (70%) 133 (91%) 20 (83%) 13 (93%) 0.172

Interferon alpha inhalation 192 (88%) 18 (75%) 7 (70%) 131 (90%) 23 (96%) 13 (93%) 0.059

Arbidol 126 (58%) 9 (38%) 3 (30%) 83 (57%) 18 (75%) 13 (93%) 0.001**

Antibiotics 115 (53%) 6 (25%) 1 (10%) 71 (49%) 23 (96%) 14 (100%) 0.000**

Chinese medicine§ 196 (90%) 21 (88%) 9 (90%) 133 (91%) 20 (83%) 13 (93%) 0.714

Qingfei Paidu decoction 114 (52%) 17 (71%) 6 (60%) 75 (51%) 9 (38%) 7 (50%) 0.220

Lianhuaqingwen

capsule

66 (30%) 3 (13%) 2 (20%) 47 (32%) 10 (42%) 4 (29%) 0.203

Huoxiangzhengqi liquid 6 (3%) 0 0 6 (4%) 0 0 0.822

Xuebijing injection 26 (12%) 0 0 11 (8%) 7 (29%) 8 (33%) 0.000**

Corticosteroid 47 (22%) 0 0 17 (12%) 18 (75%) 12 (86%) 0.000**

Gamma globulin 33 (15%) 0 0 13 (9%) 11 (46%) 9 (64%) 0.000**

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

All patients

(n = 218)

Asymptomatic

cases (n = 24)

Mild cases

(n = 10)

Moderate cases

(n = 146)

Severe cases

(n = 24)

Critical cases

(n = 14)

P-value

Prognosis

Discharge from hospital 217 (99.5%) 24 (100%) 10 (100%) 146 (100%) 24 (100%) 13 (93%) 0.000**

Death 1 (0.5%) 0 0 0 0 1 (7%)

The hospitalization days

of discharged patients

12.2 ± 6.2 7.1 ± 2.8c,d,e 8.6 ± 5.0d,e 12.1 ± 5.8a,d,e 16.1 ± 5.5a,b,c,e 20.5 ± 6.0a,b,c,d 0.000*

Data are mean (SD) or n (%).

*ANOVA was used for group comparisons with LSD for post-hoc tests.
avs. Asymptomatic cases (p < 0.05), bvs. Mild cases (p < 0.05), cvs. Moderate cases (p < 0.05), dvs. Severe cases (p < 0.05), evs. Critical cases (p < 0.05).

**Statistical analysis was performed with the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test.
†
In part of this series, asymptomatic cases were not included in the statistics.

‡Oxygen therapy includes nasal catheter, mask oxygenation and nasal high-flow oxygen therapy.
§A small number of patients were given two or more kind of Chinese medicine.

FIGURE 2 | Axial planes and coronal chest CT scans in patients with

COVID-19. Moderate case: (A,B) Chest CT images of a 41-year-old man

showed a ground-glass lesion in the right lobe on the 3rd day following a fever.

Severe case: (C,D) Chest CT images of a 55-year-old woman showed bilateral

multifocal ground-glass opacities on the 8th day after having chills, cough, and

expectoration. Critical case: (E,F) Chest CT images of a 61-year-old man

showed diffuse patchy shadowing and mixed consolidation on the 13th day

after having cough, expectoration, and fever.

lopinavir/ritonavir, 192 (88%) patients received interferon-
alpha inhalation, 126 (58%) patients received arbidol, 115
(53%) patients received antibiotics, 47 (22%) patients received
corticosteroids, 33 (15%) patients received gamma globulin,
four (2%) patients received convalescent plasma, and three

(1%) patients received umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cell
treatment. For respiratory support, 156 (72%) patients were
treated with oxygen treatment (including a nasal catheter, mask
oxygenation, and/or nasal high-flow oxygen therapy), 16 (7%)
with mechanical ventilation, and 14 (6%) with prone position
ventilation. Five (2%) patients required renal replacement
therapy. Most distinctive is that the majority of cases (196/218,
90%) received traditional Chinese medicine, which is a different
treatment approach from that used in other countries. Among
these Chinese medicines, the Qingfei Paidu decoction (114/218,
52%) and Lianhuaqingwen capsules (66/218, 30%) were the
most frequently used. Huoxiangzhengqi liquid was used
only in patients with gastrointestinal discomfort, while the
Xuebijing injection was mainly used for severe and critical
patients (Table 2).

Prognosis
There was one death in our cohort of 218 hospitalized COVID-
19 patients. This patient had diabetes, hypertension, and severe
obesity. As of March 14, most individuals (217/218 [99.5%]) had
recovered and were discharged from the hospital. Among the
patients who survived, the median hospital stay was 12.2 days
(IQR 8–16 days). There were 25 (11%) patients who developed
serious conditions during hospitalization, including pulmonary
aggravation requiring oxygen ventilation or transfer to an ICU,
and 13 patients did not receive steroids during the early stage of
the disease but were treated with corticosteroids at a later stage.
Nine (<1%) patients had rapid disease progression.

Among the whole cohort, 11% of patients (25/218) were
admitted to the ICU and 7% (16/218) received mechanical
ventilation. Of the 6% of patients (14/218) diagnosed with ARDS,
all belonged to the critical group of cases. Among the 16 patients
who received mechanical ventilation, one (6%) died, and the
remaining 15 (94%) were discharged before March 14, 2020.
Overall, 25 patients in our cohort met the criteria for a poor
outcome (death or ICU admission with or without mechanical
ventilation). The majority of these poor outcomes occurred
within 10 days of hospitalization.

Table 5 shows summaries of the age, sex, clinical classification,
and initial laboratory results of patients classified as having a
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TABLE 3 | Chest CT/X-ray features of patients with COVID-19 at the most severe stage.

Distribution of pulmonary

lesions

All patients

(n = 218)

Asymptomatic

cases (n = 24)

Mild cases

(n = 10)

Moderate cases

(n = 146)

Severe cases

(n = 24)

Critical

cases

(n = 14)

No lesion 37 (17%) 24 (100%) 10 (100%) 3 (2%) 0 0

Ground-glass opacities 65 (30%) 0 0 65 (45%) 0 0

Local patchy shadowing 77 (35%) 0 0 76 (52%) 1 (4%) 0

Diffuse patchy shadowing 30 (14%) 0 0 2 (1%) 21 (88%) 7 (50%)

Pulmonary consolidation 9 (4%) 0 0 0 2 (8%) 7 (50%)

A total of 205- chest CT cases included in this table. Other 13 patients had chest X-ray.

TABLE 4 | Initial laboratory results of patients with COVID-19.

All patients

(n = 218)

Asymptomatic

cases (n = 24)

Mild cases

(n = 10)

Moderate cases

(n = 146)

Severe cases

(n = 24)

Critical cases

(n = 14)

P-value

Hematologic

Leucocytes (×109/L; reference

range 3.69–9.16)

5.92 ± 3.23 6.22 ± 2.06 5.19 ± 1.40 5.72 ± 3.18 6.39 ± 3.89 7.24 ± 4.30 0.407

Lymphocytes (×109/L; reference

range 0.8–4.0)

1.25 ± 0.61 1.68 ± 0.79d,e 1.95 ± 0.67d,e 1.26 ± 0.55d,e 0.90 ± 0.40a,b,c 0.76 ± 0.33a,b,c 0.001*

Coagulation function

APTT (s; reference range

23.0–40.0)

33.64 ± 13.51 36.49 ± 13.70e 34.86 ± 7.76e 31.64 ± 7.45e 32.54 ± 4.70e 50.37 ± 38.1a,b,c,d 0.001*

D-dimer (µg/ml; reference range

0.0–0.7)

0.45 ± 1.06 0.31 ± 0.18e 0.212 ± 0.083e 0.29 ± 0.22e 0.76 ± 1.22e 1.76 ± 3.34a,b,c,d 0.000*

Biochemistry

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L;

reference range 0–40.0)

27.88 ± 21.62 23.54 ± 16.75 18.99 ± 6.92 27.62 ± 20.16 36.90 ± 34.88 24.76 ± 11.76 0.173

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L;

reference range 0–40.0)

27.75 ± 13.55 19.36 ± 7.77c,d,e 22.80 ± 6.58d 27.37 ± 13.11a,d 34.08 ± 17.86a,b,c 33.44 ± 11.23a 0.004*

Serum creatinine (µmol/L;

reference range 53.0–115·0)

72.39 ± 56.64 65.81 ± 21.27 64.83 ± 10.07 67.47 ± 37.33 102.47 ± 137.40 84.66 ± 21.84 0.082

Serum urea (mmol/L; reference

range 2.86–7.14)

4.21 ± 3.02 3.89 ± 1.39 3.79 ± 0.48 4.04 ± 3.40 4.95 ± 2.09 5.27 ± 1.75 0.440

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L;

reference range 114.0–240.0)

236.77 ± 216.84 167.47 ± 47.54e 172.71 ± 41.18e 212.07 ± 76.62e 292.90 ± 85.76e 510.06 ±

733.24a,b,c,d
0.000*

C-reactive protein (mg/L;

reference range 0–3.0)

18.57 ± 33.82 1.64 ± 2.34d,e 0.95 ± 0.73d,e 13.46 ± 23.58d,e 38.70 ±

51.53a,b,c,e
66.01 ±

54.34a,b,c,d
0.000*

Erythrocyte sedimentation

rate (mm/h; reference range

0–20.0)

41.09 ± 31.72 14.00 ± 19.76c,d,e 14.60 ± 21.9d,e 43.03 ± 30.24a 50.56 ± 31.69a,b 61.00 ± 37.98a,b 0.000*

PaO2/FiO2 (mm Hg; reference

range 400–500)†
NA NA NA NA NA 176 ± 49 ··

Data are n (%), n/N (%), mean (SD), and median (IQR).

*ANOVA was used for group comparisons with LSD for post-hoc tests.
avs. Asymptomatic cases (p < 0.05), bvs. Mild cases (p < 0.05), cvs. Moderate cases (p < 0.05), dvs. Severe cases (p < 0.05), evs. Critical cases (p < 0.05).
†
We analyzed the data when patients were monitored in ICU.

poor prognosis. Univariate analysis of these data showed that
advanced age, disease severity (based on clinical classification),
an increased activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT),
a higher erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and elevated levels
of lactate dehydrogenase and C-reaction protein were
significantly associated with poor outcome. Lymphopenia
was also significantly associated with poor outcome.

Following univariate analysis (Table 5), the Cox proportional
hazards model showed that the risk of a poor outcome was
increased for those aged 60 years or older [relative risk (RR),
3.6; 95% CI, 1.6–8.0; p = 0.001]. The presence of any comorbid
disease (other than diabetes) was found to increase the risk of a
poor outcome (RR, 8.9; 95% CI, 3.0–26.0; p = 0.000), as was the
presence of diabetes (RR, 5.9; 95% CI, 2.7–13.0; p= 0.000).
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TABLE 5 | Analysis of poor outcome and clinical features.

Univariate analysis, mean (IQR)

Variable No poor outcome

(n = 193)

Poor outcome†

(n = 25)

P-value

Age, y 40.9 (30.0–50.0) 58.4 (49.0–67.5) 0.000

Men, % 107 (55%) 15 (60%) 0.831

Clinical classification 0.000

Critical cases 0 14 (56%) ··

Severe cases 13 (7%) 11 (44%) ··

Moderate cases 146 (76%) 0 ··

Mild cases 10 (5%) 0 ··

Asymptomatic cases 24 (12%) 0 ··

Leucocytes, ×109/L 5.87 ± 3.19 6.34 ± 3.50 0.493

Lymphocytes, ×109/L 1.31 ± 0.61 0.80 ± 0.34 0.000

APTT, s 23.89 ± 16.71 39.17 ± 33.99 0.045

ALT, U/L 27.81 ± 22.57 28.40 ± 13.37 0.899

AST, U/L 27.12 ± 13.78 32.22 ± 11.02 0.078

Scr, µmol/L 71.78 ± 59.78 77.00 ± 21.26 0.679

LDH, U/L 211.08 ± 77.18 433.43 ± 574.54 0.000

CRP, mg/L 12.89 ± 24.69 58.84 ± 56.48 0.000

ESR, mm/h 38.51 ± 30.58 62.43 ± 34.03 0.001

Univariate analysis‡

Relative risk (95% CI) of poor outcome§ P-value

Age≥60 y 3.6 (1.6–8.0) 0.001

Diabetes 5.9 (2.7–13.0) 0.000

Other comorbid disease 8.9 (3.0–26.0) 0.000

Multivariable analysis‡

Relative risk (95% CI) of poor outcome§ P-value

Age≥60 y 1.9 (0.8–4.2) 0.134

Diabetes 3.0 (1.3–6.8) 0.007

Other comorbid disease 5.9 (1.9–17.8) 0.002

Data are median (IQR), n (%), or mean (SD).

APTT, Activated partial thromboplastin time; ALT, Alanine aminotransferase; AST, Aspartate aminotransferase; Scr, Serum creatinine; LDH, Lactate dehydrogenase; CRP, C-reaction

protein; ESR, Erythrocyte sedimentation rate.
†
Defined as death or intensive care unit admission with or without mechanical ventilation.

‡
Results are from Cox proportional hazards model.

§Reference group is younger than 60 years, with no diabetes, and no other comorbid disease (chronic pulmonary disease, cardiovascular disease, chronic renal diseases, cerebrovascular

disease, liver disease, cancer, malnutrition, or autoimmune disease).

Multivariable Cox proportional hazards analysis was
performed with the a priori hypothesis that age and comorbid
diseases were independently associated with a poor outcome
(Table 5). In the model including diabetes, other comorbid
diseases, and an age ≥60 years, no significant association was
found between advanced age and poor outcome (RR, 1.9; 95%
CI, 0.8–4.2; p = 0.134). However, diabetes alone or with other
diseases (RR, 3.0; 95% CI, 1.3–6.8; p = 0.007) and any comorbid
diseases other than diabetes (cardiovascular disease, chronic
pulmonary disease, and other chronic diseases; RR, 5.9; 95%
CI, 1.9–17.8; p = 0.002) were independently associated with a
poor outcome.

Despite age≥60 years, diabetes, and other chronic diseases all
being positively associated with a poor outcome, a comparison
of the parameter estimates as well as the standard errors in

the single and multivariable models indicated that collinearity
was not apparent. The standard error for the age parameter
was only marginally larger in the multivariable models than
in the univariate regression model of age alone. Figure 3

shows the Kaplan–Meier survival curves for these three groups
defined by the presence and absence of diabetes and other
chronic comorbidities.

Follow-Up
To date, 20 patients (20/218, 9%) have retested positive for SARS-
CoV-2 RNA in nasopharyngeal swabs after having recovered
and being discharged. Among these, 18 were classified into
the moderate disease group and two were classified into the
mild group upon their first admission. These patients showed
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FIGURE 3 | Time from admission to poor outcome based on the presence of a comorbid disease. Poor outcome was defined as death or intensive care unit

admission with or without mechanical ventilation.

relatively mild symptoms or were asymptomatic during follow-
up. Thus, far, no critical or severe cases have retested positive after
being discharged.

DISCUSSION

Here, the characteristics of a cohort of 218 COVID-19 patients
were summarized based on clinical classification of disease
severity. This study reflects China’s initial experience as the first
country to respond to the virus. These findings have important
clinical, infection control, and public health implications.

Most patients were clinically classified as moderate cases and
had a good prognosis. The median age of the patients increased
with the clinical classification of disease severity. Continued
vigilance is, therefore, warranted for this high-risk group. The
prognosis for the elderly and patients with diabetes and other
chronic comorbidities was poor. We attempted to analyze the
role of each comorbid disease in COVID-19; however, the
number of patients was too small to perform statistical analyses
when subgrouping each comorbid disease separately. As for
diabetes, previous studies have shown that diabetes can affect
the prognosis of patients with viral pneumonia and it should,
therefore, be analyzed separately from other comorbid diseases
(15). In the univariate analysis performed here and in a previous
study by Chen et al. (17), diabetes was found to be associated
with poor COVID-19 outcome. For this reason, we analyzed
data from the diabetes patients separately from those with other
comorbid diseases.

The hallmark laboratory findings of our study indicated that
elevated levels of lactate dehydrogenase, C-reaction protein, and
D-dimer, as well as an increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate,
were positively correlated with clinical classification. Thus, these
factors may be involved in disease progression and should receive
further attention.

Asymptomatic cases comprised 11% of our cohort, suggesting
that there may be a large number of asymptomatic patients in the
general population who have not been tested and are transmitting
the virus (18). In agreement with a report by Guan et al. who
studied a cohort of 1,099 COVID-19 patients in China (6),
the most common symptoms reported here were cough, fever,
sputum production, and fatigue. Cough was the first symptom
reported by many patients (74%). Only 3% of patients had nasal
congestion and rhinorrhea, which may assist in differentiating
this disease from the common cold.

Most patients had positive CT images. CT imaging has
been observed to show multiple ground-glass opacities and
even infiltration in both lungs as COVID-19 progresses (19,
20). In severe cases, pulmonary consolidation may be found
(19). Chest CT is very important for COVID-19 diagnosis and
patient management. Therefore, if medical conditions permit, it
is recommended that patients undergo follow-up CT (20).

Currently, no standard treatment has been recommended for
coronavirus infection besides careful supportive care (11, 21–23).
Given the retrospective nature of our study, it was difficult to
determine whether there was any therapeutic benefit conferred
by the treatment regimens used for COVID-19, particularly the
antibiotic and corticosteroid treatments (24). Treatment with
lopinavir/ritonavir was previously reported to show potential in
the treatment of SARS, and it can be supposed that this treatment
may be beneficial in the treatment of COVID-19 (25).

Recent reports suggest that patients recover from COVID-
19 when they receive combined traditional Chinese and
Western medicine (23). In our cohort, 53% of patients
received antibacterial agents, 88% received antiviral therapy, and
22% received methylprednisolone. Furthermore, 90% received
Chinesemedicine treatment. The favorable outcome observed for
most cases in this cohort may support a COVID-19 treatment
approach comprising a combination of traditional Chinese
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medicine and modern therapies (26). Notably, the most common
Chinese medicines, the Lianhuaqingwen capsule and Qingfei
Paidu decoction, have proven to be effective in viral pneumonia
(27, 28), whereas the Xuebijing injection has been used for severe
pneumonia for many years (29).

In agreement with Guan et al. (6), only 7% of the patients
in our cohort required mechanical ventilation. Furthermore, we
observed a low crude mortality rate (0.5%). This may be related
to early nucleic acid detection in close contacts, as well as the
relatively low incidence and adequate medical resources found
in Hunan province (2). Cases with an exposure history tended
to have a milder clinical classification, which may be owing to
the vigilance of patients and healthcare workers in seeking early
diagnosis and treatment.

Age, lymphocytes, lactate dehydrogenase, C-reaction protein,
and erythrocyte sedimentation rate were all associated with the
clinical classification. In our multivariable Cox proportional
hazards model, diabetes and other chronic comorbid conditions
were independently associated with poor prognosis, although an
age of 60 years and older was not. Larger sample studies are
needed to further elucidate which patients are at most risk of
death or requiring admission to an ICU (8).

Currently, the RT-PCR is the standard test for the diagnosis
of COVID-19 (11, 30). Notably, the infection appears to be
transmitted during the incubation period of the index patient, in
whom the illness is brief and non-specific (31). Asymptomatic
cases in this study comprised 11% of the patients, all of whom
were potential sources of SARS-CoV-2 infection (32, 33). To
increase the positive rate of nucleic acid testing, we recommend
that sputum and nasopharyngeal swabs be retained as much as
possible (11). We further recommend that RT-PCR be repeated
twice or more for suspected cases and close contacts as early as
possible. This can facilitate early diagnosis, early isolation, and
early treatment, and help to reduce the spread of disease (34).

The main strength of our study lies in the application of
a new method for clinical classification. Zhang et al. studied
the clinical and laboratory characteristics of 140 community-
infected COVID-19 patients (35). They compared the data
between only severe and non-severe groups, which were defined
according to clinical severity. Here, the clinical classification
of COVID-19 was performed by referencing the Diagnosis and
treatment protocol for COVID-19 (trial version 7) (11), which
is the latest version of the clinical practice guidelines and has
stricter criteria. In this way, the classification and category
distribution of groups were described comprehensively and
systematically. Using this approach, we found that the moderate
cases were the most common. In contrast, the proportions of
severe and critical cases were relatively small. In the context
of the high prevalence of SARS-CoV-2, the current clinical
classification is particularly significant for the guidance of patient
management and treatment. Further, our pilot results showed
that most of the patients who retested positive for SARS-
CoV-2 were from the moderate and mild groups. As such,
our classification approach may have implications for clinical
monitoring, treatment, and prognosis.

Our study had several limitations. One was the relatively
low number of patients and critical cases included. A larger
sample size with a greater proportion of critical cases is

necessary for future investigations. Moreover, our study was
not a randomized controlled trial but rather a retrospective
study. Multiple drugs were used, making it difficult to evaluate
the effectiveness of a single treatment. Hence, randomized,
controlled, multicenter clinical trials are needed to confirm
the present findings. As a retrospective observation, the main
focus of this study was the nucleic acids present in swabs
from the respiratory system. Testing stool nucleic acid is a
valuable complementary tool to better understand COVID-19
progression and transmission. Future projects investigating the
clinical longitudinal changes in COVID-19 should take the stool
nucleic acid test into consideration.

In conclusion, despite the widespread implications of
COVID-19, most patients have a favorable clinical prognosis.
The COVID-19 epidemic has placed enormous strain on the
health and economic status of nations. The excellent spirit of
international collaboration among clinicians, researchers, and
government agencies needs to continue in an effort to better
control and treat COVID-19 (36–38).
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The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus−2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been recently

identified as the culprit of the highly infectious, outbreak named coronavirus disease

2019 (COVID-19) in China. Now declared a public health emergency, this pandemic

is present in more than 200 countries with over 14 million cases and 600,000 deaths

as of July 18, 2020. Primarily transmitted through the respiratory tract, the most

common clinical presentations of symptomatic individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2

include fever, dyspnea, cough, fatigue, and sore throat. In advanced cases, patients

may rapidly develop respiratory failure with acute respiratory distress syndrome, and

even progress to death. While it is known that COVID-19 manifests similarly to the

2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and the 2012 Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome (MERS), primarily affecting the pulmonary system, the impact of the disease

extends far beyond the respiratory system and affects other organs of the body. The

literature regarding the extrapulmonary manifestations (cardiovascular, renal, hepatic,

gastrointestinal, ocular, dermatologic, and neurological) of COVID-19 is scant. Herein,

we provide a comprehensive review of the organ-specific clinical manifestations of

COVID-19, to increase awareness about the various organs affected by SARS-CoV-2

and to provide a brief insight into the similarities and differences in the clinical

manifestations of COVID-19 and the earlier SARS and MERS.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, coronavirus 2019, COVID-19, pneumonia, SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, the coronavirus family has been identified as the source of several
highly pathogenic global outbreaks. Some of the most notable are the 2003 Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus-1 (SARS-CoV-1), which caused the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in China, and the 2012Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) which caused theMERS outbreak in Saudi Arabia (1, 2). Themost recent coronavirus
outbreak likely developed in a local market (“wet market”) in China in December 2019 as
a series of acute respiratory disorders [acute hypoxic respiratory failure, pneumonia, acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (3, 4)]. The causative pathogenic agent was found to
be an enveloped, non-segmented, positive-sense RNA β-coronavirus, now termed Severe Acute
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Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). The
disease is referred to as the coronavirus disease 2019 or
COVID-19 (3).

The most commonly affected organ system by COVID-
19 is the pulmonary system, with the most frequent
clinical manifestations including cough, dyspnea, fever,
and sore throat, similar to SARS and MERS (5, 6). In
the severe disease state, the patient’s clinical course is
complicated by the development of pneumonia with
ARDS, acute hypoxic respiratory failure, and/or death (7).
While the pulmonary system is most commonly affected,
extrapulmonary organs and organ systems (including the
cardiac, gastrointestinal, hepatic, renal, ocular, and dermatologic)
are also affected by COVID-19, which could have significant
health consequences.

COVID-19-related mortality has affected more individuals
than its antecedents, SARS andMERS, combined. The number of
identified cases is steadily growing, and the outbreak has rapidly
spread to many different areas in China and more than 200 other
countries in a short period of time (Figure 1). As of July 18,
2020, 14 million cases and 600,000 deaths have been documented
globally across over 200 countries and territories (8). Therefore,
understanding the clinical manifestations of COVID-9
is crucial.

In this article, we summarize the clinical manifestations of
COVID-19 with an organ system-based approach to educate
healthcare practitioners about both common and uncommon
presentations of COVID-19 and to stay vigilant about this new
disease (Figure 2).

FIGURE 1 | Geographic distribution of countries affected by COVID-19 as of April 16, 2020.

PULMONARY SYSTEM

By far, the pulmonary system is the most common organ system
affected by SARS-CoV-2. Several retrospective studies have
consistently reported pulmonary manifestations in patients with
COVID-19, which include cough, shortness of breath, sputum
production, respiratory failure, and ARDS (Table 1) (5, 7, 9–17).
In one large study (n = 1,099) from China, Guan et al. reported
that 67.8% of patients with COVID-19 presented with cough,
while 33% had sputum production, and 18.7% experienced
shortness of breath (9). Similarly, another study (n = 262) of
patients in Beijing demonstrated that cough occurred in almost
half (45.8%) of patients with COVID-19, and dyspnea occurred in
nearly 7% of patients (18). Multiple studies conducted in various
countries have also demonstrated similar findings, showing that
cough is the predominant pulmonary symptom in patients with
COVID-19 (10, 19, 20). The main reason for the development of
these symptoms is the presence of severe pneumonia in COVID-
19 patients. However, the pulmonary symptoms can vary in
COVID-19 patients, possibly due to variation in severity of
disease at the time of presentation. In a study (n = 41) by Huang
et al. on patients with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, the most
common symptoms were fever (98%) followed by cough (76%),
with over half (55%) of the patients developing dyspnea (5).

ARDS is a known severe pulmonary complication of COVID-

19, where patients experience severe hypoxia refractory to
oxygen therapy (9). Further, COVID-19 patients with severe

pneumonia can deteriorate and develop life-threatening acute

respiratory failure and ARDS, requiring intensive medical care.
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FIGURE 2 | Organ-specific clinical manifestations of COVID-19.

TABLE 1 | Published meta-analyses of Pulmonary Manifestations of COVID-19.

Authors Number of

studies

Number of

cases

Fever Cough Dyspnea Sputum

production

Sore throat

Long-quan Li et al. 10 1995 88.50% 68.60% 21.90% 28.20% NR

Rodriguez-Morales et al. 19 656 88.70% 57.60% 45.60% NR 11.00%

Yang et al. 8 46248 91.0% 67% 30.00% NR NR

Cao et al. 31 46,959 87.30% 58.10% 38.30% NR 12.00%

Borges et al. 61 59,254 82.00% 61.00% 26% NR 10.00%

Sun et al. 10 50,466 89.00% 72.20% NR NR NR

Fu et al. 43 1,600 83.30% 60.30% 24.90% 26.90% 12.30%

Di Mascio et al. 19 79 82.60% 57.10% 27.00% NR NR

Ametanalysis (n= 656) of observational studies and case reports
showed that nearly one third (32.8%) of patients with COVID-19
developed ARDS during their hospital admission (7). Similarly,
in a retrospective analysis of clinical findings in 85 patients with
confirmed COVID-19, 74.1% of patients developed ARDS during
their hospitalization (21). Lai et al. (n = 72) identified that about
20% developed ARDS and >25% of patients with COVID-19
required intensive care unit (ICU) admission (22). In one large
retrospective study (n = 710) by Yang et al., 61.5% of patients
with COVID-19 pneumonia died in 28 days with a mean interval
from ICU admission to death being 7 days (23).

Comparison of Pulmonary Manifestations
Among Covid-19, SARS, and MERS
Given that SARS-CoV-1, SARS CoV-2, and MERS-CoV are
all members of the coronavirus family, several comparisons
have been made regarding the pulmonary manifestations of

these diseases (Table 2). The respiratory manifestations of SARS
and MERS are very similar to COVID-19. The most common
presenting symptoms in patients with COVID-19, SARS, and
MERS are cough and dyspnea. Further, in patients with COVID-
19, dry cough is present in the early stage of infection, progressing
to an expectorant cough with the growing severity of the illness
(24). Similarly, in patients with SARS, initial symptoms included
cough (61.8%) and dyspnea (40.8%) (24). There are fewer upper
airway symptoms that occur in COVID-19 as compared to SARS
(25), while patients with MERS may present with hemoptysis,
cough, and shortness of breath.

Putative Mechanisms of Pulmonary Injury
It has been well-established that the target of entry for
SARS-CoV-2 is the angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE-2)
receptors (Figure 3) (3, 26, 27). ACE-2 receptors are expressed
in type I & II alveolar cells, and airway epithelial cells (25). The
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virus enters these cells using cell-mediated endocytosis and starts
a cascade of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-
1β, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) (28). When SARS-
CoV-2 binds the ACE-2 receptor, it reduces the expression of
ACE-2 (29). Interestingly, SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 bind
the same ACE-2 receptor; however, SARS-CoV-2 binds this
receptor with 10–20 times greater affinity than SARS-CoV-1 (26).

GASTROINTESTINAL MANIFESTATIONS
OF COVID-19

Though respiratory symptoms predominate, gastrointestinal
(GI) complications from SARS-CoV-2 infection have also been
described, and may even precede respiratory symptoms (10,
30). The most frequently reported GI manifestation include
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal pain (10, 31–36).

TABLE 2 | Comparison of coronavirus outbreaks between SARS, MERS, and

COVID-19.

SARS MERS COVID-19

Year outbreak 2003 2012 2019

Source of outbreak Bats Camels,

camel

products

Bats, seafood

Outbreak location Guangdong,

China

Saudi Arabia Wuhan, China

Route of transmission Droplets,

contact

Contact Droplets, contact

Case fatality rate 9.5% 35% Not yet determined

Basic reproduction

number, R0

4.0 1.0 2.0–3.5

In a retrospective study (n = 138) of hospitalized COVID-19
patients, 10% of patients reported both nausea and diarrhea.
Abdominal pain and vomiting were recorded in 5 and 3% of
patients, respectively (10). Of note, 10% of patients experienced
nausea and diarrhea between 1 and 2 days before experiencing
respiratory symptoms, suggesting that GI symptoms may
atypically present as one of the initial clinical manifestations of
COVID-19 (10). Similarly, in a large metanalysis of 10 studies
with a total of 1995 cases, diarrhea occurred in 4.8% of cases,
while nausea and vomiting occurred in 3.9% of cases (10).
Jin et al. also recorded either diarrhea, nausea, or vomiting in
74 of the 651 infected patients reviewed in their study (32).
Interestingly, patients who experienced GI symptoms were more
likely than those without GI symptoms to have a more severe
disease course, characterized by greater degrees of liver insult
(17.57 vs. 8.84%), development of ARDS (6.76 vs. 2.08%), and
ICU admission requiring mechanical ventilation (6.76 vs. 2.08%)
(32). Further, nearly a quarter (22.97%) of the study population
who experienced critical illness reported GI symptoms at initial
presentation (32).

Possible Mechanisms of GI Manifestations
The fecal-oral route has been proposed as a potential
mechanism of GI infection with SARS-CoV-2 (37–39) due
to the identification of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the stool specimens
of infected patients (40). Xiao et al. studied the RNA in feces
from 73 patients with COVID-19, and 53% of the patients tested
positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the stool (41). Additionally,
studies have found overexpression of ACE-2 in the epithelial
cells of the GI tract, suggesting SARS-CoV-2 replication in the
GI tract (42). A case of positive fecal specimen in a symptomatic
COVID-19 patient with a negative pharyngeal and sputum
specimen has also been published in the literature (43).

FIGURE 3 | Mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 entry.
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HEPATIC MANIFESTATIONS OF COVID-19

The liver is another organ which can be affected by SARS-
CoV-2 (6, 44–46). Commonly reported hepatic manifestations
of COVID-19 include elevations in serum levels of alanine
transaminase (ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST), and
bilirubin, while levels of albumin are decreased (6, 44). In a
single-center retrospective study (n= 99) in patients with reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) confirmed
COVID-19, nearly half (43%) of patients demonstrated abnormal
liver chemistries (6). Decreased albumin was noted in 98% of
patients, while serum levels of AST, ALT, and bilirubin were
elevated in 35, 28, and 18% of patients, respectively. Similarly,
in an analysis of 1,099 patients, increased levels of AST were
observed in 18.2% of patients with non-severe disease and
39.4% of patients with severe disease, while increased ALT levels
were observed in 19.8% of patients with non-severe disease
and 28.1% of patients with severe disease (9). The authors in
this study used the 2007 American Thoracic Society criteria for
community-acquired pneumonia to define COVID-19 disease
severity (47). With these results, it appears that the degree of
liver injury may be associated with COVID-19 disease severity.
In a recent meta-analysis Lippi et al., demonstrated that hepatic
factors that were predictive of patients with an unfavorable
course of COVID-19 requiring ICU admission included an
increase in levels of ALT (1.5–1.8-fold), AST (1.8-fold), total
bilirubin (1.2–1.3-fold) and decreased albumin (0.8-fold) (48).

Other studies have demonstrated isolated elevations in AST
alone. In a study (n= 81) by Shi et al., more than 50% of COVID-
19 patients were observed to have elevated levels of AST with
normal ALT (44). Similarly, in another study (n = 41), 63% of
ICU admitted COVID-19 patients had elevated AST vs. only 25%
of patients who did not require ICU care (5).

Patients infected with the 2003 SARS-CoV-1 also experienced
liver impairment (49–52). Similar to the hepatic injuries
associated with COVID-19, the most frequent GI clinical
manifestations of SARS included elevations in levels of serum
bilirubin, ALT and/or AST, and decreased levels of serum
albumin (49–52).

Mechanisms of Hepatic Infection/Injury
The number of studies to better understand the mechanisms
of hepatic injury in patients infected with coronaviruses is
limited. One proposed mechanism for hepatic injury with
SARS-CoV-1 includes heightened inflammatory response to
the virus infection (53). This mechanism has been supported
by the abnormally high serum levels of cytokines (serum
IL-1, IL-6, IL-10) observed in SARS patients and deranged
liver chemistries (53). Another proposed mechanism is direct
hepatic injury by SARS-CoV-1 via the entry of the ACE-
2 receptor on hepatic endothelial cells. Further, SARS-CoV-1
viral particles have also been identified in the liver autopsies
of deceased SARS patients and SARS viral genomes have
been found by RT-PCR in hepatocytes (54). Contrarily, the
proposed mechanism of hepatic injury with MERS-CoV involves
dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) as its entry receptor to establish
infection in the hepatocytes (55). Several animal and human

studies have demonstrated higher DPP-4 expression in liver,
and MERS-CoV can infect the liver cells via DPP-4 on the
cell surface, causing cell damage and mild to moderate liver
injury (56).

Data regarding the mechanism of hepatic injury by SARS-
CoV-2 is scarce. It has been proposed that SARS-CoV-2 attaches
to ACE-2 as its entry receptor, similar to SARS-CoV-1. A
preliminary study by Chai et al. showed over expression of ACE-
2 specifically in cholangiocytes, indicating that the virus may
potentially bind to cholangiocytes to cause hepatic dysfunction
(57). Further, liver biopsy of a deceased COVID-19 patient
with deranged liver chemistries showed moderate microvascular
steatosis, and mild lobular and portal activity, which was thought
to be caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, more studies
are needed to further evaluate the mechanism of injury. It
is important to mention that concurrent use of hepatotoxic
medications in patients with COVID-19 may contribute to
liver injury in patients with COVID-19 who are receiving
treatment, complicating the discovery of the exact etiology of
liver injury (58).

CARDIOVASCULAR MANIFESTATION OF
COVID-19

The cardiac manifestations of COVID-19 include cardiac
arrhythmias, myocarditis, pericarditis, acute coronary syndrome
(ACS), heart failure, cardiogenic shock, and cardiac arrest
(Figure 4). Though there appears to be no difference in the
prevalence of cardiovascular disease (CVD) amongst those with
COVID-19 compared to the general population, patients with
pre-existing CVD are at higher risk of developing severe COVID-
19 (59, 60). A meta-analysis of COVID-19 patients revealed
that the prevalence of hypertension, cardio-cerebrovascular
disease, and diabetes mellitus was 17.1, 16.4, and 9.7%,
respectively. Moreover, the prevalence of hypertension, cardio-
cerebrovascular disease, and diabetes mellitus was 2-, 3-, and
2-folds in severe/ICU cases as compared to non-ICU cases,
respectively. Additionally, the meta-analysis acknowledged and
analyzed viral damage to the heart noting that at least 8%
of patients with COVID-19 suffered acute cardiac injury (59).
The meta-analysis also evaluated the incidence of myocardial
injury in severe/ICU cases and non-ICU cases. Acute cardiac
injury was assessed using cardiac markers troponin I/T or CK
if troponin I/T were not provided (59). The analysis showed a
13-fold higher incidence of myocardial injury as measured by
elevations in Troponin I/T or CK in severe/ICU cases compared
to non-ICU COVID-19 cases (59). Additionally, in a separate
study (n = 187), Guo et al. showed that mortality in COVID-
19 patients during hospitalization was greatly associated with
presence of CVD and myocardial injury. The study revealed
inpatient mortality of 7.62% for patients without underlying
CVD and normal troponin T (TnT) levels, 13.33% for those
with underlying CVD and normal TnT levels, 37.50% for those
without underlying CVD but elevated TnT levels, and 69.44%
for those with underlying CVD and elevated TnTs (61). This
data indicate that those with cardiovascular comorbidities are
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FIGURE 4 | Mechanisms of cardiac injury in COVID-19.

FIGURE 5 | Neurological manifestations of COVID-19.

more likely to have a poor outcome with a more severe COVID-
19 course. Similarly, previous SARS outbreaks had increased
mortality associated with CVD and diabetes in SARS (59).

In addition to themyocardial injury evidenced by elevations in
troponins, another cardiac manifestation of COVID-19 includes
arrythmias. In a retrospective study (n = 137) by Lui et al.,
heart palpitations were reported as an initial symptom in 7.3%
of patients with COVID-19 (19). Similarly, 17% of hospitalized
COVID-19 patients had unspecified arrhythmias in a separate
case series(n = 138) (10). Another study (n = 187) reported

ventricular tachycardia/ventricular fibrillation at a rate of 5.9%
in hospitalized COVID-19 patients in Wuhan, China (61).
Though there has been no biopsy or cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (cMRI) proven fulminant myocarditis or pericarditis,
several case series and case reports recognize these as one of
the manifestations of COVID-19 based on clinical suspicion
and objective data (60, 62). Additionally, development of heart
failure or cardiogenic shock was observed in several studies.
In a retrospective cohort study of 191 hospitalized COVID-19
patients at two Chinese hospitals, 23% of patients had evidence
of heart failure or cardiogenic shock (63).

Mechanisms of Development of Cardiac
Manifestations
Though the exact mechanism of myocardial injury, development
of heart failure, and cardiogenic shock is unknown, there are
a number of proposed mechanisms to consider. One of those
mechanisms involves direct cardiac myocyte toxicity associated
with viral invasion. Similar to SARS-CoV-1, SARS-CoV-2 has
binding affinity for the ACE-2 receptor in myocardial cells.
Zou et al. performed mapping of cells in various organ systems
expressing ACE-2 with the use of single-cell RNA sequencing.
Cells expressing similar or more ACE-2 than lung type II alveolar
cells (AT2) were deemed as having the potential for increased
vulnerability to SARS-CoV-2 (64). In their study, >7.5% of
myocardial cells displayed ACE-2 expression suggesting that the
heart may be at high risk for direct cellular toxicity by SARS-
CoV-2 entry and replication. This ability to infiltrate cardiac
tissues appears to be similar to MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-1. In
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an animal model study using transgenic mice, MERS-CoV RNA
was detectable in the heart (65). Similarly, in a study from the
Toronto SARS outbreak, RNA of SARS-CoV-1 was found in 35%
of cardiac tissues on autopsy (66).

Another proposed mechanism of cardiac effects of COVID-
19 is heightened release of pro-inflammatory cytokines through
activation of the innate and adaptive immune system. The
increased production of cytokines such as IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-
α can lead to multiorgan failure. In the past, IL-6 has been
associated with cardiomyopathy. Additionally, this inflammatory
state can promote and contribute to atherosclerotic plaque
rupture (63) and acute coronary syndrome. In the setting
of critical illness due to COVID-19, prolonged exposure to
catecholamines and cytokine storm as a response to infection
can result in myocardial damage as well as stress-induced
cardiomyopathy (59).

Due to the respiratory sequelae of COVID-19, some
patients suffer from hypoxemia which is another proposed
mechanism of cardiac injury. As prolonged hypoxemia results
in reduced cellular capacity to metabolize aerobically, cells
are subsequently switched to anaerobic metabolism. Anaerobic
metabolism produces a more acidotic state intracellularly due
to increased lactic acid production. Subsequently, increased free
radical production and direct destruction of phospholipid cell
membranes occur (59). Hypoxemia can also increase calcium
ion influx which may lead to cardiac myocyte apoptosis (59).
Demand ischemia associated with critical illness can produce
similar mechanisms of cardiac injury.

Though more research is needed to further assess the
pathogenesis associated with COVID-19 myocardial injury, data
obtained thus far indicates the presence of viral-related heart
damage. This damage manifests in a variety of ways including
evidence of arrythmias, pericarditis, myocarditis, heart failure,
cardiac shock, and cardiac arrest (59, 61). Finally, current
data suggests cardiovascular disease, cardiac manifestations, and
cardiac injury in the setting of COVID-19 are clinically relevant
predictors of overall disease severity and mortality (59, 61).

RENAL MANIFESTATIONS OF COVID-19

Another organ system affected by SARS-CoV-2 is the renal
system with development of acute kidney injury (AKI). This
can occur in those with chronic kidney disease (CKD) as well
as those with no evidence of prior renal impairment. Though
acknowledged as a rare occurrence in SARS, it appears that AKI
may be more common in COVID-19 (67, 68). In a single center
case series (n = 138) assessing clinical characteristics of patients
with COVID-19, Wang et al. noted that ∼4% of these patients
with COVID-19 had an AKI (10). Huang et al. determined in
a separate study of 41 COVID-19 positive patients that ∼7%
had evidence of an AKI (69). In a small Washington state study
consisting of 21 critically ill COVID-19 patients, 19.1% (n = 6)
had acute kidney failure according to KDIGO guidelines (70).
Analysis of 51 critically ill COVID-19 patients in a Wuhan,
China study showed 29% (n = 15) developed an AKI (23).
Similarly, during the SARS outbreak, AKI was also observed.

In a study performed by Chu et al., 6.7% of 537 patients with
SARS developed an AKI in the setting of normal Cr on admission
(67). Additionally, Chu et al. revealed a significantly higher
mortality rate (91.7%) associated with those having evidence of
renal impairment compared to those with normal renal function
in the setting of SARS (8.8%). In Wang’s study of COVID-19
patients, AKI was observed more in ICU than non-ICU patients.
This might indicate that severity of illness progression associated
with COVID-19 may be significantly impacted by the presence of
renal impairment.

Mechanism of Injury
Several potential pathophysiological explanations have been
suggested to explain renal impairment in COVID-19. ACE-
2 receptor have been shown to be highly expressed in the
proximal tubules and urothelial cells of the bladder on single
cell RNA sequencing (63). The increased susceptibility of
the kidney to viral entry associated with ACE-2 expression
make it a possible target for direct cellular toxicity. Moreover,
SARS-CoV-2 has a significantly higher affinity for the ACE-
2 receptor which could explain the higher incidence of
AKI in COVID-19. Another possible mechanism of AKI in
COVID-19 is significantly higher immune response to infection
and multiorgan failure. SARS-CoV-2 induces the release of
inflammatory cytokines IL-2, IL-7, IL-10 which are believed to be
involved in the pathology of AKI (71). Additionally, in critically
ill patients, the presence of hypovolemia, rhabdomyolysis,
hypoxemia, sepsis, and septic shock associated with this
viral illness are likely to contribute significantly to renal
impairment. Furthermore, the possibility that the etiology of
AKIs seen in COVID-19 patients is multifactorial should also
be considered.

NEUROLOGICAL

More recently, a wide range of neurological complications have
been reported in patients with COVID-19 suggesting that SARS-
CoV-2 may affect both the central and peripheral nervous system
(Figure 5). Commonly reported central nervous system (CNS)
manifestations include headache, acute cerebrovascular disease,
dizziness, and encephalopathy. In a retrospective study (n= 214)
of confirmed COVID-19 patients, 36.4% of subjects collectively
experienced either dizziness, headache, cerebrovascular disease,
and/or reduced consciousness (72). Headache appears to be
one of the most common CNS symptoms, which has been
reported at a rate of 6–13% in patients with COVID-19 (5,
6, 23, 73). Dizziness occurred in nearly 9–17% of patients
based on recent studies (10, 72), while reduced levels of
consciousness and confusion occurred in 7.5 and 9% of COVID-
19 patients, respectively (6). In a recent case series (n = 58) of
COVID-19 patients who developed ARDS, several neurologic
findings, including encephalopathy, confusion, agitation and
corticospinal tract signs were reported in 84% of cases. However,
it is unclear whether or not these neurological signs and
symptoms were directly related to infection with SARS-CoV-
2, medication withdrawal, or cytokine effects (74). To a lesser
extent, seizure has also been reported in a minority of cases
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(0.5%) (72). Similarly, rare cases of confirmed viral encephalitis
and meningitis have been described in small case reports of
patients with SARS-CoV-2 detected in the cerebrospinal fluid
(75, 76).

Cerebrovascular disease represents another cluster of
CNS manifestations of COVID-19 that have been cited in
the literature. In a retrospective, observational study (n =

221) of patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan China, acute
ischemic stroke (confirmed on head CT) was reported
in 5% of subjects. Additionally, cerebral venous sinus
thrombosis (confirmed with CT venography), and cerebral
hemorrhage both occurred at a rate of 0.5% in this cohort
(77). Another study demonstrated that ischemic stroke and
cerebral hemorrhage (both confirmed on head CT) were
collectively noted in 2.8% of 214 patients with COVID-19
(72). Even further, one case report described a case of acute
necrotizing hemorrhagic encephalopathy associated with
COVID-19 in a middle aged female who presented with acute
encephalopathy (78).

Based on recent studies, neurologic manifestations appear to
occur more frequently in patients with severe disease courses
(79). Mao et al. demonstrated that neurological manifestations
(specifically cerebrovascular disease, reduced consciousness
and myopathy) occurred more frequently (45.5 vs. 30%) in
patients with severe disease compared to those with non-
severe disease. Of note, those with more severe disease (as
defined by the previously described American Thoracic Society
guidelines) were also noted to have a greater burden of co-
morbidities. However, it is unclear whether these neurologic
manifestations hold any prognostic value in regards to COVID-
19 mortality (72).

In addition to CNS manifestations, peripheral nervous system
(PNS) findings related to COVID-19 have been described in
the literature. Clinical data has demonstrated that patients
with COVID-19 may experience changes in smell and/or taste,
in addition to polyneuropathy and/or even neuralgia. In a
retrospective study of COVID-19 patients, hypogeusia, and
hyposmia occurred in 5.6 and 5.1% of patients, respectively,
while neuralgia or peripheral nerve pain occurred in 2.3%
of the study patients. In the same study, changes in smell
occurred in 12% of patients prior to any respiratory symptoms
(80), suggesting that hyposmia may uncommonly precede
development of any respiratory symptoms. Other studies
have demonstrated similar findings (72, 81). Another study
(n = 60) demonstrated that reduced smell function was
prominent (98%) among patients diagnosed with COVID-
19, but concluded that changes in smell did not hold any
prognostic value (82). In addition to changes in smell, one
study showed that up to 88% of patients with COVID-19
experienced changes (diminished or complete loss) in taste
before and during their disease course (83). As such, it is
reasonable to consider change in smell and/or taste as potential
warning signs for COVID-19, while neuralgia and peripheral
neuropathy may be considered disease manifestations that may
along the course of infection. Clinicians should conduct a
thorough neurological history and physical to identify early

signs and symptoms of patients who many warrant COVID-19
testing (83).

OCULAR/OPHTHALMIC

Healthcare professionals can get exposed to ocular secretion
of the infected patients and these secretions could become
a fomite for viral spread. Ocular manifestations such
as conjunctivitis, retinitis, anterior uveitis, and optic
neuritis have been reported due to infections from the
coronaviruses in the past (84–86). However, there is paucity of
literature regarding the ocular manifestations of COVID-19,
possibly because these manifestations are under-recognized
and under-reported.

In a case series of 36 patients with confirmed COVID-
19, nearly one third (31.6%) of patients developed ocular
manifestations such as chemosis, epiphora, and conjunctival
congestion. Interestingly patients with ocular manifestations
experienced a severe disease course. Loon et al. published
a case series of patients with suspected and probable SARS
infection who had tear samples collected and analyzed
by PCR. Using WHO case definitions of suspected and
probable cases, eight patients were classified as probable
SARS (based on chest imaging suggestive of pneumonia or
ARDS) and 28 were classified as suspects of SARS (anyone
experiencing fever >100.4◦F, respiratory symptoms and
known contact with a confirmed case of SARS) (87). Of
36 subjects tested, three with probable SARS had positive
SARS-CoV results from their tear samples suggesting that
SARS-CoV-1 can exist in tears and may potentially be a
source of spread among healthcare workers and inoculating
patients (88). Similarly, another earlier predecessor of the
SARS-CoV-2, the human CoV-NL63 virus was isolated
from nasopharyngeal aspirate from an infant who had
conjunctivitis and bronchiolitis (89). Another retrospective
study of 18 children with acute respiratory tract infection
due to CoV-NL63 showed that three patients also developed
conjunctivitis (90). However, some controversy endures as some
authors have proclaimed that ACE-2 receptors predominantly
exist in the posterior eye, which would not account for
the cases of anterior uveitis and conjunctivitis related to
SARS-CoV-1 (91).

CUTANEOUS MANIFESTATIONS OF
COVID-19

Cutaneous findings have also been reported as a manifestation
of COVID-19. While there is little data regarding the topic,
currently reported manifestations include erythematous rash,
vesicular lesions, and urticaria. In a small analysis (n = 88)
of patients who tested positive for COVID-19, nearly 20%
of patients developed skin findings (92). Of the 88 positive
patients, eight presented with skin findings at disease onset,
while 10 developed skin findings during hospitalization. Nearly
16% developed an erythematous rash, while 1.1 and 3.4%
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developed vesicular lesions and urticaria, respectively. The most
commonly affected cutaneous region was the trunk and most
lesions resolved within a few days (92). While preliminary data
exists, many more studies are needed to provide additional
information regarding the dermatologic manifestations
of COVID-19.

Asymptomatic Covid-19 Patients
While SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to affect various organs with
a variety of clinical manifestations, some patients with RT-PCR
detected SARS-CoV-2 remain completely asymptomatic. A
number of studies report a wide incidence rate of asymptomatic
infections, ranging from 1.6 to 56.6% (93–98). According to
these studies, asymptomatic patients typically experience none
of the aforementioned clinical signs and/or symptomology.
Even further, this subgroup of patients have little to no
abnormalities on radiological imaging. While some with
asymptomatic infection may develop into symptomatic
cases, most progress without clinical deterioration. Hu et al.
conducted a study (n = 24) in asymptomatic patients (no
symptoms at the time of screening) who tested positive
for COVID-19. Of the 24 patients in the study, mortality
was not observed in any of the patients, however 20% later
developed fever, cough, and/or fatigue during the course of
hospitalization (99).

Similarities and Differences in Comorbid
Health Conditions in Covid-19, MERS, and
SARS
It has been well-established that patients with pre-existing
comorbidities generally experience worse health outcomes
(higher rates of mortality, ICU admission, mechanical
ventilation) compared to patients who do not have any
underlying health conditions. This predisposition to more
severe disease can be attributed to the negative impact that
comorbidities have on the individual’s immune system and
subsequent decreased ability to fight infection (100). Prior to the
emergence of COVID-19, previous studies have substantiated
the notion that patients with SARS and patients with MERS
who also had comorbidities generally experienced poorer health
outcomes (101). These comorbidities commonly included
heart disease, diabetes mellitus (DM), chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD), cancer, chronic renal disease,
hypertension, ischemic heart disease, congestive heart failure,
asthma, and cerebrovascular accident (CVA). In an analytical
study (n = 115) of patients with SARS, diabetes, and heart
disease were each found to be independent risk factors for
mortality. Specifically, patients with heart disease and/or
diabetes conferred a 12.5-time higher risk of mortality (102).
Another retrospective case series (n = 144) showed that SARS
patients with a diagnosis of diabetes had a 3-fold increased
the risk of death, ICU admission, or mechanical ventilation,
while SARS patients with other comorbid conditions like
COPD, heart disease or cancer had a 2.5 increased risk.
In the same study, only one of the 144 subjects, a patient

with no known comorbidities (former smoker), experienced
mortality (103).

Similarly, in patients with MERS, pre-existing health
conditions were shown to impact the severity of the disease
course. In a 2013 Saudi Arabia study (n = 47) of patients with
MERS, nearly 64% of the study population with diagnosed
comorbidities (diabetes, hypertension, cardiac disease, and
chronic renal disease) experienced mortality while only 14%
of the study population without comorbidities died (104).
Another study (n = 1,743), which investigated the impact
of comorbidity on mortality rate in MERS patients, found
that patients without any comorbidities had a higher 21-day
survival rate compared to patients with known comorbidities.
Further, MERS patients with comorbidities had a 4-fold
risk for fatal health outcomes compared to those without
comorbidities (105).

Similar to patients with MERS and SARS, disparities are
seen between health outcomes of COVID-19 patients with
pre-existing health conditions and those without (12). In a
retrospective analysis (n = 138) of patients with COVID-
19, nearly half (46.4%) of patients had an underlying health
condition. Even further, those patients burdened with multiple
comorbidities (72.2%) weremore likely to require ICU admission
compared to those with no comorbidities (37.3%) (10). While
it is well-known that having comorbidities establishes an
increased risk of disease severity, few studies have previously
identified which conditions confer the greater risk of COVID-
19 disease severity. In a large metanalysis (n = 1,558) of
patients with COVID-19, hypertension, DM, COPD, heart
disease, and cerebrovascular disease were all found to be
independent risk factors for severe disease (defined by either
an ICU admission or severity of symptoms), while patients
with liver disorders, cancer, or kidney disease experienced no
increased risk (106). In another metanalysis (n = 1,813), Jain
et al. showed that patients with COVID-19 who also had
underlying COPD, hypertension, and/or cardiovascular disease
had a greater risk of requiring ICU admission or experiencing
severe disease (107). Even further, COPD was shown to be
the greatest predictive comorbid risk factor for severe disease
and ICU admission followed by cardiovascular disease and
hypertension (107).

CONCLUSION

COVID-19 has become a pandemic and a public health
emergency, affecting more individuals than previous coronavirus
outbreaks with SARS and MERS. The clinical manifestations
of COVID-19 are primarily related to the pulmonary system,
and include dyspnea, cough with sputum production, fatigue
and in severe cases, ARDS, respiratory failure, and even
death. Extrapulmonary clinical manifestations of COVID-19
exist and affect multiple other organs and organ systems
including cardiovascular, renal, hepatic, gastrointestinal, ocular,
dermatologic, and neurological systems. Clinicians should be
aware of the variable organ and organ systems affected in patients
with COVID-19 and the potential disease course in patients.
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COVID-19 is a pandemic viral disease with catastrophic global impact. This disease is

more contagious than influenza such that cluster outbreaks occur frequently. If patients

with symptoms quickly underwent testing and contact tracing, these outbreaks could be

contained. Unfortunately, COVID-19 patients have symptoms similar to other common

illnesses. Here, we hypothesize the order of symptom occurrence could help patients

and medical professionals more quickly distinguish COVID-19 from other respiratory

diseases, yet such essential information is largely unavailable. To this end, we apply

a Markov Process to a graded partially ordered set based on clinical observations

of COVID-19 cases to ascertain the most likely order of discernible symptoms (i.e.,

fever, cough, nausea/vomiting, and diarrhea) in COVID-19 patients. We then compared

the progression of these symptoms in COVID-19 to other respiratory diseases, such

as influenza, SARS, and MERS, to observe if the diseases present differently. Our

model predicts that influenza initiates with cough, whereas COVID-19 like other

coronavirus-related diseases initiates with fever. However, COVID-19 differs from SARS

and MERS in the order of gastrointestinal symptoms. Our results support the notion that

fever should be used to screen for entry into facilities as regions begin to reopen after the

outbreak of Spring 2020. Additionally, our findings suggest that good clinical practice

should involve recording the order of symptom occurrence in COVID-19 and other

diseases. If such a systemic clinical practice had been standard since ancient diseases,

perhaps the transition from local outbreak to pandemic could have been avoided.

Keywords: COVID-19, Markov, probability, symptoms, stochastic, model, disease, influenza

INTRODUCTION

The current pandemic of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has undergone an observed exponential
increase of cases that has overrun hospitals across the world (1). Many people have mild forms
of the disease and are advised not to go to the hospital or to seek a diagnostic test because they can
recover at home. A large number of others are asymptomatic (2). Infected individuals are highly
contagious and can transmit the disease even if they are asymptomatic, and this fact furthers the
need to isolate and test often (2). In addition, COVID-19 is two to three times more contagious
than influenza (3). Due to these characteristics, outbreaks of COVID-19 occur in clusters (4).
Identifying COVID-19 early could reduce the number and size of clusters, but early symptoms are
not well-defined. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the USA and theWorld
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Health Organization (WHO) currently advise the public to
call their doctor if they believe they have been exposed to
COVID-19 or exhibit fever and cough (5). However, fever
and cough are associated with other respiratory diseases such
as influenza (6–8). Influenza, with an estimated number of
symptomatic cases in the millions annually in the U.S. alone
(9), also is commonly associated with fever and cough (6).
Similarly to COVID-19, the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) and the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
are respiratory illnesses contracted from coronaviruses called
the MERS-Related Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and SARS-Related
Coronavirus (SARS-CoV), respectively (7). The symptoms of
these diseases also overlap with COVID-19. The capacity
to discern differences in these common symptoms, such as
order of occurrence and likely first symptoms, would aid
in early recognition. If health care workers recorded and
published clinically-observed and/or patient-reported sequences
of symptoms, the reported data could be evaluated as an
additional tool for early recognition of COVID-19 to increase
self-surveillance and reduce spread. If such a widespread clinical
practice had been instituted in the past, perhaps local outbreaks
of influenzas, coronaviruses, and other diseases might have been
contained before becoming pandemics.

To this end, we assumed that symptoms and their orders are
independent variables and created a model that approximates
the probability of symptoms occurring in specific orders using
available, non-ordered patient data. The use of these assumptions
and data was necessary given the lack of ordered data. To do
this, we applied a Markov Process to determine the order of
occurrence of common symptoms of respiratory diseases. We
have previously used aMarkov Chain to predict cancermetastasis
location (10–14). A Markov Process is defined as a stochastic
sequence of events in which the likelihood of the next state only
depends on the current state rather than past or future states (15).
In this case, we defined each state to be the specific symptoms that
a patient has experienced, and each transition is only dependent
on these symptoms. As a result, we can determine the likelihood
of each symptom stepwise using a Markov Process. We defined
the state probability of a node as the frequency that a patient
has a particular combination of symptoms divided by the total
number of patients that exhibit the same number of symptoms.
The transition probability between two states is defined as the
likelihood of acquiring a single specific symptom divided by
the likelihood of acquiring all possible next symptoms. We
then applied a greedy algorithmic approach using the transition
probabilities to calculate the probability of all possible orders
toward determining themost and least likely orders of symptoms.

In this study, we first defined this specific application of a
Markov Process applied to a graded partially ordered set (poset),
which we refer to as the Stochastic Progression Model. In this
case, our graded poset represents all possible combinations of
symptoms and all possible orders of symptom occurrence. It
is graded because the possible combinations of symptoms are
ranked by the number of symptoms that they each represent.
For example, the symptom combination of fever and cough has
the same rank as the combination of cough and diarrhea. We
found that the Stochastic Progression Model for adults that are

symptomatic indicates that there may be an order of discernible
symptoms in COVID-19, but the order of symptoms seems to be
independent of severity of the case on admission. From there, we
compared the most likely order of symptoms in other respiratory
diseases to COVID-19. To expand on our results, we analyzed
a larger set of symptoms that are common to all respiratory
diseases studied here and sought to decipher further distinctions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Collection
Patient data from this study was collected from various reports
in literature on the frequencies of symptoms in COVID-19,
influenza, MERS, and SARS (Supplemental Tables 1, 2). Each
dataset was used either to approximate order of symptoms, to
confirm our results, or to analyze first symptoms in COVID-19
or influenza. For all of these applications, we used the reported
patient data to simulate patients with various combinations of
symptoms experienced and then applied the simulated data to
perform the analyses.

The main dataset of COVID-19 patients of the World Health
Organization, containing 55,924 confirmed cases, was obtained
through review of national and local governmental reports and
observations made during visits to areas with infected individuals
in China that occurred from February 16 to 24, 2020 (8). A
confirmation dataset of COVID-19 patients, containing 1,099
confirmed cases, was obtained by the China Medical Treatment
Expert Group for COVID-19 from medical records and other
compiled data of hospitalized patients and outpatients that
were diagnosed with COVID-19. This data was reported to the
National Health Commission of China from December 11, 2019
to January 29, 2020 (16). For both COVID-19 datasets, myalgia
was reported as myalgia or arthralgia. We assumed that most
patients with myalgia also had arthralgia, and therefore we used
the frequency of myalgia or arthralgia as a frequency for myalgia
when simulating data. The influenza dataset, containing 2,470
confirmed cases, was collected by researchers at the University
of Michigan from a retrospective pooled analysis of mostly
unvaccinated patients participating in phase 2 and 3 clinical trials
that were conducted inNorth America, Europe, and the Southern
Hemisphere from 1994 to 1998 (6). This group of patients has a
mean age of 35 and each exhibited multiple symptoms. Vomiting
and diarrhea were not reported in this influenza dataset, but
they are common among respiratory disease. Although adult
patients at times may experience vomiting and diarrhea when
infected with influenza, these symptoms are rare (17). Therefore,
we approximate the frequency of these symptoms as 0.010 in this
case. The datasets representing symptom frequency in MERS,
containing 245 patients, and SARS, containing 357 patients, were
collected on admission and were reported as clinical data from
physicians, Dr. Yin, at the Beijing Chao-Yang Hospital and Dr.
Wunderink, at the Northwestern University Feinberg School of
Medicine (7). The patients included in these datasets varied in
age and pre-existing conditions. In the cases of SARS, the patients
tended to be younger and have fewer pre-existing conditions than
in the cases of MERS.
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We used initial frequency data of MERS and SARS to
further ascertain early symptoms of disease. The MERS
initial symptom frequency dataset, containing 45 confirmed
cases, was collected from electronic medical records at the
Samsung Medical Center in Seoul, South Korea that contained
onset symptom data about patients in the 2015 Korean
MERS outbreak (Supplemental Table 3) (18). The SARS initial
symptom frequency dataset, containing 144 confirmed cases,
was collected from hospital records including information of
early symptoms in patients dating from March 7 to April
10, 2003 during an outbreak in the greater Toronto area
(Supplemental Table 4) (19).

Lastly, two additional datasets were collected to determine the
utility of using first symptoms as early indicators of COVID-
19 and influenza. The COVID-19 dataset used, containing 138
patients, was independent of all prior COVID-19 datasets. This
data was obtained from electronic medical records of patients
admitted to the Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University from
January 1 to 28, 2020 (20). The symptom data was collected
at onset of disease and all patients experienced pneumonia
due to COVID-19. In this dataset, nausea and vomiting were
reported separately for COVID-19. We assumed that most
patients who experience vomiting, which is reported with a
frequency of 0.036, also experience nausea, which is reported
with a frequency of 0.101, and therefore to simulate the data,
we defined the frequency for nausea/vomiting as 0.101. The
influenza dataset used reported 20 confirmed cases of influenza
and 400 confirmed negative cases of influenza and is independent
from any other influenza dataset we used (21). The symptom
data was collected through questionnaires and observations
by medical professionals during the influenza seasons of 2006
and 2007 of infected patients admitted at the Department of
Internal Medicine and Infectious Diseases and the Department of
Pulmonology at the University Medical Center Utrecht. Like the
other influenza dataset described above, vomiting and diarrhea
were not reported in this dataset. So, we once again assumed
the frequency of these symptoms to be 0.010 (17). Because this
study was conducted in 2006 and 2007, prior to the COVID-19
outbreak, we assumed these patients were negative for COVID-
19 as well. So, this 400-patient group was used as the dataset that
represents individuals negative for both COVID-19 and influenza
(Supplemental Table 5).

Simulating Symptom Progression From
Patient Data
The Stochastic Progression Model was built in R under version
3.5.2 and was illustrated by using the hasse function in the
hasseDiagram_0.1.3 library (code available online: https://
github.com/j-larsen/Stochastic_Progression_of_COVID-19_
Symptoms) (22, 23). Each respiratory disease report was
represented by a corresponding data frame, with columns as
symptoms, one row as the frequency of the symptoms observed
in the study, and the other row as the frequency multiplied by
1,000. The multiple of the frequency is defined as the frequency
count, which represents the probability of a symptom in a
theoretical sample size of 1,000 simulated patients. Additionally,

the state of an individual is displayed through a character array of
ones and zeros, where ones represent the presence of a symptom
and zeroes represent its absence. This process of simulating a
symptom is analogous to a jar of marbles of either two colors.
The probability of pulling one color of marble (i.e., a specific
symptom) is illustrated by the frequency count because the total
number of marbles in the jar is 1,000 and the frequency count for
each is the number of the specific color of marbles in the jar.

We then simulated data of 500,000 patients, by randomly
selecting if a patient has or does not have a symptom using
the procedure described above and storing that information in
a data frame that represents patients as rows and symptoms as
columns. We assumed the occurrence of symptoms are random
and independent. Considering these assumptions, we built the
character arrays by applying the jar of marbles method for
each simulated patient. The method repeats for each patient
and involves pulling a marble from a series of jars representing
each symptom. The information from each randomly pulled
marble is stored in the corresponding cell of the character array
in the correct column representing the symptom and the row
representing the simulated patient. This process is repeated for
all 500,000 simulated patients for all symptoms.

Building the Stochastic Progression Model
The Stochastic Progression Model is illustrated as a directed
acyclic graph with nodes, representing the power set of Boolean
vectors. The power sets of Boolean vectors each represent a
possible state of a patient by noting the absence or presence
of specific symptoms. The edges, which illustrate the transition
from one state to another, were selected specifically using key
definitions and assumptions to create a poset. We defined the
states at the nodes as symptoms that a patient has experienced
up until this point. We created and directed edges from states
with fewer symptoms to more starting at the minimum set of
a Boolean vector of all zeros, which indicates a person with no
symptoms. First, we assume that each symptom occurs one at
a time, even if the difference in time is infinitesimal. With this
assumption, a node can only be directed to other nodes that
denote the same set of symptoms plus one additional symptom.
Second, we assume that if a patient does not digress and does
not die, they will eventually acquire all symptoms reaching the
maximum set of a Boolean vector, which represents a patient that
has exhibited all symptoms. Applying these assumptions to form
the directed acyclic graph creates a Hasse Diagram of a graded
poset that follows a Markov Process altogether comprising the
Stochastic Progression Model.

Calculating State and Transition
Probabilities
The nodes in the Hasse Diagram represent states of a patient
by indicating the specific symptoms exhibited, and the edges
represent transitions between these states. Therefore, we next
needed to apply state probabilities to each node and transition
probabilities to the directed edges. First, we labeled each
simulated patient by summing the respective Boolean vector to
find the number of symptoms for each patient. Then, to get
the state probability of each node, we divided the number of
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simulated patients that are represented by the current Boolean
vector by the total number of patients who have the same
number of symptoms. To approximate the transition probability
between two nodes (originating and terminating), we divided
the number of simulated patients that are represented by the
terminating node by the number of simulated patients that are
represented by nodes characterized by the same number of
symptoms as the terminating node, including the terminating
node. The error of each node is determined by the sum of
the products of the transition probabilities leading to that
node subtracted from the state probability of the node. Then,
the error of each implementation of the model was defined
as the error of the node with the highest absolute value of
error (Supplemental Figures 2–13). The transition probabilities
signify the likelihoods of transitions from one node to another,
and the aggregates of the transition probabilities in a sequence
represent the likelihoods of the paths. These paths illustrate the
order of symptoms when infected with a respiratory disease by
observing the stepwise addition of symptoms when traversing
down nodes in the path. The most and least likely paths were
determined using a greedy algorithmic approach. This approach
consists of selecting local maximum or minimum edges stepwise,
which results in a most and least likely path, respectively. If the
maximum (or minimum) transition probability from a specific
node was within error of other transition probabilities of edges
from the same originating node, we grouped the terminating
nodes when finding the most (or least) likely path. In these
cases, we could not distinguish a difference in likelihood between
these specific transitions. The paths create a possible order
of symptoms via the poset, each having a specific likelihood
of occurrence.

RESULTS

A Possible Order of Discernible Symptoms
in COVID-19
The WHO-China Joint Report from February 16 to 24,
2020 includes rates of symptom occurrence at presentation
from 55,924 confirmed cases of COVID-19 (8). We identified
symptoms that were easily discernible or objective (i.e., fever,
cough, diarrhea, and nausea/vomiting) in comparison to other
reported symptoms, such as inflammations of blood vessel
epithelia (24), neurological effects (25), and rash-like symptoms
(26). These symptoms are also common in other respiratory
diseases. Thus, we chose to implement these four symptoms in
the Stochastic Progression Model (Supplemental Table 1). To
confirm the validity of themodel, we first determined the possible
sequences of symptom occurrence when the probabilities are
uniformly random for each symptom. In addition to all possible
orders of occurrence of the four symptoms, the diagram displays
the most and least likely paths of the four symptoms, depicted
by red lines and blue lines, respectively (Figures 1A,B). The most
and least likely paths describe the most and least likely series of
symptoms that a random infected person from the population
in the dataset may experience. In this case, each possible path is

equally likely, with no path having any higher probability than
any other.

We then created another implementation of the Stochastic
Progression Model and utilized the data in the WHO-China
Joint Report (COVID-19 with N = 55,924) (8). With this
implementation, we determined the most and least likely paths
(Figure 1C). In this case, a person infected with COVID-
19 is most likely to experience symptoms in the order
of fever, cough, nausea/vomiting, then diarrhea (Figure 1D).
The least likely path starts at diarrhea and nausea/vomiting
and is followed by cough, and finally fever (Figure 1E). We
confirmed these results with a smaller dataset (COVID-19 with
N = 1,099) (Figures 1D,E, and Supplemental Figure 1) (16).
The likelihoods of transitioning to fever, 0.769, and then to
cough, 0.958, are high, and these observations indicate that
a large portion of infected symptomatic patients may follow
this path. Finally, this implementation of the model predicts
that nausea/vomiting occurs before diarrhea. These two results
suggest that in patients with SARS-CoV-2, the body first develops
fever, then upper respiratory symptoms and finally symptoms of
the upper then lower gastrointestinal (GI) tract.

To further investigate these symptom paths, we implemented
the Stochastic ProgressionModel with themain dataset (COVID-
19 with N = 55,924) (8), to determine the likely downstream
paths when the first one or two symptoms are forced to a certain
state (Figures 1F–I). The gray lines represent the “forced” paths.
The rest of the paths were determined as before with a greedy
algorithmic approach. We found that the most likely orders of
the downstream path are consistent with the most likely orders
of the unforced paths. Even if the first symptom is forced to be an
unlikely one (e.g., diarrhea), the downstream paths maintain the
most likely order of the other three symptoms that we originally
determined (Figure 1F). Similarly, the GI tract effects occur first
in the forced least likely paths (Figure 1G). When forcing the
path one step further by predetermining the first two symptoms
for both the most and least likely paths, the findings remain the
same (Figures 1H,I).

Order of Discernible Symptoms in
COVID-19 Is Independent of Severity of
Disease on Admission
The confirmation dataset of COVID-19 cases (N = 1,099)
separates the reported 1,099 cases between severe and non-
severe patients as designated on admission (16). To investigate
the effects of severity on the order of discernible symptoms, we
implemented each set of cases separately using the Stochastic
Progression Model. We found that the most and least likely
paths are identical in severe and non-severe cases and to our
original findings above (Figure 2). To illustrate the similarities,
the largest difference in likelihood is observed when transitioning
from no symptoms to fever in the most likely path. In severe and
non-severe cases, the probability is 0.775 and 0.818, respectively,
indicating a difference of 0.043. These results suggest that severity
does not affect the order of discernible symptoms, and they are
consistent with the hypothesis of fever as the first symptom
of COVID-19.
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FIGURE 1 | Development of the stochastic progression model for COVID-19. (A) The most likely paths (red) in the Hasse Diagram for symptoms with random

likelihoods of occurring. (B) The least likely paths (blue) in the Hasse Diagram for symptoms with random likelihoods of occurring. (C) The most likely (red) and least

likely (blue) paths in the Hasse Diagram for symptoms in COVID-19. (D) The most likely order of symptoms in COVID-19 based on our Stochastic Progression Model

determined from transition probabilities presented here. (E) The least likely order of symptoms in COVID-19 based on our Stochastic Progression Model determined

from transition probabilities presented here. (F) Hasse Diagram of the most likely paths (red) after traveling any forced path (gray) of patients with one symptom. (G)

Hasse Diagram of the least likely paths (blue) after traveling any forced path (gray) of patients with one symptom. (H) Hasse Diagram of the most likely paths (red) after

traveling any forced path (gray) of patients with two symptoms. (I) Hasse Diagram of the least likely paths (blue) after traveling any forced path (gray) of patients with

two symptoms.

Variation of Order of Discernible
Symptoms Between Respiratory Diseases
The four discernible symptoms are objective and relatively
easy for patients and clinicians to confirm. So, we developed

implementations of the Stochastic ProgressionModel using these

symptoms to determine the most likely and least likely paths

for four respiratory diseases: COVID-19, influenza, MERS, and

SARS (Figures 3A–D) (6–8). The most likely order of occurrence
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FIGURE 2 | The most and least likely paths of discernible symptoms in severe and non-severe COVID-19 cases on admission. (A) Hasse Diagram of the most likely

paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in COVID-19 for cases designated as severe on admission determined from transition probabilities presented here. (B) Hasse

Diagram of the most likely paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in COVID-19 for cases designated as non-severe on admission determined from transition

probabilities presented here.

of symptoms in COVID-19 is fever, cough, nausea/vomiting, and
diarrhea (Figure 3A). This path is identical to influenza except
the order of the initial two symptoms is switched (Figure 3B).
On the other hand, the predicted most likely paths (i.e., fever,
cough, diarrhea, and then nausea/vomiting) are the same for
MERS and SARS (Figures 3C,D). This order has one difference
from the most likely path in COVID-19 in that the order of
the final two symptoms are reversed. The least likely path of
MERS starts with either nausea/vomiting or diarrhea as the first
step. These steps are followed by cough, and finally fever. In
contrast, the least likely path of SARS is cough, nausea/vomiting,
and diarrhea in any order, and then finally fever. However, the
least likely path of symptoms in COVID-19 is the same as the
least likely path in MERS, and the least likely path of influenza
is unique compared to the other diseases. It is not detectable
whether nausea/vomiting or diarrhea are the first symptoms in
influenza, but after these two, the least likely path continues from
there to fever then cough. This observation further illustrates
the strong link of cough to influenza. As for coronavirus-related
diseases, the strongest first indicator is fever followed by cough.

Comparing the Order of Most Common
Symptoms in Respiratory Diseases With
COVID-19
Although active surveillance of the order discernible symptoms
(i.e., fever, cough, nausea/vomiting, and diarrhea) could be
useful due to the distinctive most and least likely paths that we

determined, we expanded our analysis to the seven symptoms
commonly observed in all four respiratory diseases studied here.
So, we created a second set of symptoms that amends sore
throat, myalgia, and headache to the original set of symptoms
(Supplemental Table 2). The three additional symptoms are
more subjective (6–8). The seven-symptom implementation of
the Stochastic Progression Model of COVID-19 shows that
these additional symptoms did not perturb our initial ordering
of fever, coughing, nausea/vomiting, and diarrhea, but instead
added another level of intricacy in the middle of the likely
paths (Figure 4). We still find that the most likely path first
transitions to fever, indicating that fever is the most likely first
symptom. From there, the most likely next symptom is cough
once again. Then, we observe an undetectable difference in
likelihood of transitioning to either sore throat, headache, or
myalgia, indicating that all three are likely to occur next before
proceeding. The final two nodes are consistent with the four-
symptom order by indicating that nausea/vomiting then diarrhea
occur last. Although this implementation is more complex
because it has seven symptoms, it is consistent with our earlier
findings. The most likely path of COVID-19 symptoms is fever,
then cough, and next either sore throat, myalgia, or headache,
followed by nausea/vomiting, and finally diarrhea, and this order
is the same as the one indicated by the implementation developed
from the confirmation dataset (COVID-19 with N = 1,099)
(Figure 4) (16).

We also implemented the Stochastic Progression Model with
the same seven symptoms in influenza, SARS, and MERS
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FIGURE 3 | The most likely and least likely paths of discernible symptoms in respiratory diseases. (A) The most likely paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in a

Hasse Diagram for COVID-19 symptoms. (B) The most likely paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in a Hasse Diagram for influenza symptoms. (C) The most likely

paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in a Hasse Diagram for MERS symptoms. (D) The most likely paths (red) and least likely paths (blue) in a Hasse Diagram for

SARS symptoms. For each diagram, the most and least likely paths are determined from the transition probabilities that are depicted on the edges. Additionally, error

of transition probabilities and sample size (N) are presented.

datasets to compare and contrast disease progression with that
in COVID-19 (Figure 5) (6–8). The results for influenza indicate
that cough or myalgia may occur first (Figure 5A). After these
two symptoms occur, the order of symptoms is headache, sore
throat and fever. Finally, vomiting/nausea and diarrhea have
an undetectable difference in probability of occurring last. The

MERS implementation displays a most likely path in which
fever will occur first, followed by cough, headache, and then
myalgia (Figure 5B). These are followed by an undetectable
difference in likelihood of headache and diarrhea occurring.
Finally, sore throat and nausea/vomiting will occur last with an
undetectable difference. The implementation for SARS shows
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FIGURE 4 | The most likely path of common respiratory symptoms in COVID-19. The most likely path of seven common symptoms of COVID-19, determined by the

transition probabilities that are also listed between nodes, of two datasets here.

that fever is most likely to occur first, followed by an undetectable
difference in transition probability of cough and myalgia, which
is similar to the other coronavirus-related diseases (Figure 5C).
Next, headache is most likely. Finally, diarrhea, sore throat

and nausea/vomiting occur with an undetectable difference
in likelihood.

To illustrate the uniqueness of the most likely path of COVID-
19, we found the transition probabilities of the same path in
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FIGURE 5 | The most likely paths of symptoms in influenza, MERS, and SARS vs. COVID-19. (A) The most likely path of seven common symptoms of influenza with

the transition probabilities listed between nodes. (B) The most likely path of seven common symptoms of MERS with the transition probabilities listed between nodes.

(C) The most likely path of seven common symptoms of SARS with the transition probabilities listed between nodes. For each path, the transition probabilities in

COVID-19 are listed on the right. The most likely paths for each respective disease here are determined from the transition probabilities listed between nodes on the

left.

the other respiratory diseases (Figure 6). When comparing and
contrasting the probabilities, we found that the implementation
representing COVID-19 strongly asserts that the first symptom
will be fever and cough will soon follow because the transition
probabilities are 0.731 and 0.783, respectively (Figure 6A),
whereas the influenza implementation indicates that fever is
very unlikely to occur first with a probability of only 0.035
(Figure 6B). Additionally, the implementations of MERS and
SARS data also have a high likelihood of transitioning to
fever first, with a probability of 0.627 and 0.988, respectively
(Figures 6C,D). The second symptom of the most likely path of
COVID-19 is cough, with a probability of 0.783, but the others do
not have a similar high probability. For example, the respiratory

disease with the highest probability at that transition is MERS
at 0.536. However, after fever and cough, COVID-19 and the
other three respiratory diseases have a similarly high likelihood
of the three subjective symptoms (i.e., sore throat, headache,
and myalgia). Finally, the most likely path of COVID-19 ends
with nausea/vomiting and then diarrhea. These observations are
consistent with the symptoms described by the CDC and support
the notion that fever followed by cough seems highly likely to be
diagnosed as COVID-19 (5).

Also, comparing the transition probabilities of paths in
the same disease illustrates the significance of the most likely
pathways. For example, the lowest transition probability in the
most likely path of influenza is 0.578 (Figure 5A), whereas when
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FIGURE 6 | The most likely path of symptoms in COVID-19 vs. influenza, MERS, and SARS. (A) The most likely path of seven common symptoms of COVID-19 with

the transition probabilities listed between nodes. (B) The transition probabilities of the path of influenza. (C) The transition probabilities of the path of MERS. (D) The

transition probabilities of the path of SARS. The most likely path here is determined from the transition probabilities listed between nodes for COVID-19.

analyzing influenza as it traverses down the most likely path
of COVID-19, the transition probabilities observed are 0.5 or
less (Figure 6B). However, in that same path, the transition
probability from fever and cough to fever, cough, sore throat,
headache, and myalgia is >0.999. This value displays how
unlikely nausea/vomiting and diarrhea are to be initial symptoms
of influenza. Additionally, when observing the most likely path
of COVID-19, the first two symptoms seem to have a strong
probability of occurring in the order of fever and then cough,
with a likelihood of 0.731 (Figure 5A). However, the likelihood
of cough occurring first in COVID-19 is 0.229, which is a low
probability (Figure 5A). This observation further supports the
hypothesis of fever occurring first and cough occurring second.

Recall and Selectivity When Linking First
Symptom and Disease
The COVID-19 and influenza implementations of the Stochastic
Progression Model suggest that there is a high likelihood

of fever and cough occurring first, respectively. We desired
to find metrics quantifying the possible link between first
symptom and these two diseases. So, we determined the recall
and the selectivity when using the initial symptom as an
indicator of COVID-19 or influenza, with all other possible
diseases excluded in a theoretical patient population. First,

we simulated patient datasets using reported data that were
independent from all previous work that we integrated in our

analyses above (Supplemental Table 5) (20). Two simulated
patient datasets were created to analyze COVID-19 and influenza

separately to portray the specific link of each disease with the
corresponding initial symptom that we determined, fever and
cough, respectively. The simulated data contained information
about the patients’ state of disease (COVID-19, influenza
or not) and their first symptom experienced. Based on the
information of the first symptom alone, we categorized the
simulated patient data as infected with COVID-19 or not and
influenza or not. The recall was calculated as the number of
simulated patients that we correctly identified as having the
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TABLE 1 | Recall and selectivity of linking fever as a first symptom of patients with

COVID-19.

COVID-19

Recall Selectivity

Mean Standard

deviation

Mean Standard

deviation

10 Patients out of 200 0.980 0.063 0.661 0.030

20 Patients out of 400 0.990 0.021 0.665 0.030

30 Patients out of 600 0.977 0.035 0.668 0.017

40 Patients out of 800 0.973 0.018 0.665 0.020

50 Patients out of 1,000 0.966 0.031 0.665 0.016

The mean and standard deviation of the recall and the selectivity of various simulations at

different sample sizes that were each performed 10 times.

TABLE 2 | Recall and selectivity of linking cough as a first symptom of patients

with influenza.

Influenza

Recall Selectivity

Mean Standard

deviation

Mean Standard

deviation

10 Patients out of 200 0.810 0.110 0.369 0.031

20 Patients out of 400 0.820 0.067 0.364 0.030

30 Patients out of 600 0.777 0.061 0.364 0.015

40 Patients out of 800 0.765 0.092 0.367 0.023

50 Patients out of 1,000 0.804 0.051 0.362 0.014

The mean and standard deviation of the recall and the selectivity of various simulations at

different sample sizes that were each performed 10 times.

disease over the number of simulated patients that truly had
the disease (27). Selectivity was defined here as the number of
simulated patients that we correctly identified as not having
the disease over the number of simulated patients that truly
did not have the disease (28). For both diseases, we performed
this analysis for five simulated samples of different sizes, each
containing 5% infected individuals. We repeated this process
10 times and calculated the average and standard deviation
across each sample size for both COVID-19 and influenza
(Tables 1, 2).

The recall ranges from 0.966 to 0.990 with a standard
deviation of 0.031 and 0.021, respectively when analyzing the
link between COVID-19 and fever as a first symptom. The
maximum standard deviation of any sample size is 0.063 for
the mean of 0.980. On the other hand, the selectivity of fever
as a first symptom of COVID-19 ranges from 0.661 to 0.668
with a standard deviation of 0.030 and 0.020, respectively, and
0.030 is the maximum standard deviation with corresponding
means of 0.661 and 0.665 (Table 1). As for cough as a first
symptom of influenza, the recall ranges from 0.765 to 0.820
with corresponding standard deviations 0.092 and 0.067. The
highest standard deviation is 0.110 with a mean of 0.810, and the
selectivity ranges from 0.362 to 0.369 with standard deviations

of 0.014 and 0.031, respectively, and the maximum standard
deviation is 0.031 (Table 2).

The recall in both cases is lower than the selectivity,
and this observation indicates that this analysis categorizes
patients as infected when they are not, but the high recall
indicates that most infected patients did align with the first
symptom that we predicted. In the future, we expect to
confirm this analysis with data on first symptoms, as opposed
to simulated data, but the purpose of this analysis was to
display that further study of order of symptoms might lead to
earlier recognition.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we found evidence that supports the notion
that there is a most common order of discernible symptoms
in COVID-19 that is also different from other prominent
respiratory diseases. The most likely initial symptom is fever
in the three diseases studied that are caused by coronaviruses
(i.e., COVID-19, SARS, and MERS) and cough in influenza.
The most likely order of the four easily discernible symptoms
is identical in MERS and SARS, but the most likely path of
COVID-19 has one key difference. The first two symptoms of
COVID-19, SARS, and MERS are fever and cough. However,
the upper GI tract (i.e., nausea/vomiting) seems to be affected
before the lower GI tract (i.e., diarrhea) in COVID-19, which
is the opposite from MERS and SARS. In all diseases, we found
that fever and cough occur before nausea/vomiting and diarrhea.
When observing the set of seven symptoms including three
subjective ones (i.e., sore throat, headache, and myalgia), we
found that the initial symptoms of the most likely path are the
same as in the most likely path of the four discernible symptoms.
Also, in both the four and seven symptoms implementations,
the GI tract symptoms are last. A separate MERS dataset
included the initial symptoms of patients on admission, which
listed the symptoms from highest to lowest probability as fever,
myalgia, cough, and diarrhea (18). This order is similar to the
most likely path that we determined. A very small percent
of patients experienced diarrhea as an initial symptom. This
report suggests that diarrhea as an early symptom indicates a
more aggressive disease, because each patient in this dataset
that initially experienced diarrhea had pneumonia or respiratory
failure eventually (Supplemental Table 3). We propose that
these patients may be experiencing a more aggressive form
of the disease and have accelerated through the most likely
path, having already experienced diarrhea. These findings align
with another dataset provided for SARS, which also contained
the percentage of the various symptoms to be reported first
(Supplemental Table 4). The highest reported symptom is fever,
followed by cough or dyspnea, and then finally, a small percent
of patients reported diarrhea (19). This order confirms the most
likely paths that we have determined. The observation that
diarrhea was very uncommon as a first symptom and had a non-
zero probability of occurrence is consistent with our analysis.
This aligns with our hypothesis that early occurrence of diarrhea
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implies that those patients may have a much more aggressive
form of the disease.

The simulation data used to approximate the state and
transition probabilities in the Stochastic Progression Model
relies on the assumption that symptoms included in the model
are independent. Using the definition of independence, we
observed the individual probabilities of fever and cough in
a dataset from a case study of influenza, and we found that
the product of the individual probabilities of fever and cough
is almost equal to the probability of both occurring (21).
Considering this outcome, we proceeded under the assumption
of independence, which we will reevaluate when more symptom
data becomes available.We simulated combinations of symptoms
for 500,000 patients, which we chose because it was the
lowest attempted number that empirically produced the
theoretical expected outcome for random frequency symptoms:
that all paths would be equally likely, up to 100ths of a
decimal place. We then utilized these simulated patients to
approximate the state probabilities and transition probabilities
described above.

This study supports the idea that symptoms occur in a
predictable order, but future work is needed to improve aspects
of the Stochastic Progression Model and confirm the results
found here. Our finding that COVID-19 first presents with a
fever supports the recommended measures by the CDC which
state that the public should take their temperature at home
and when entering facilities as an early checking method (29).
This application of the Stochastic Progression Model may be
improved if there were objective ways to measure the more
subjective symptoms (i.e., sore throat, headache, and myalgia).
Also, improved error calculations of the transition probabilities
would lead tomore accurate results. Our current error calculation
is conservative, because when more symptoms were added, we
observed that the error compounded as we progressed further
down the paths (Supplemental Figures 2–13). The conservative
error estimate creates issues in discerning the difference in
probabilities of symptoms. Specifically, in implementations
of seven symptoms, the likelihoods are more difficult to
ascertain due to subjective reporting and compounding error
calculations. Datasets that contain the order of symptoms
for each patient would lower the error. Additionally, these
sorts of datasets would better the approximations of the
transition probabilities and increase accuracy. This improvement
could be achieved by physicians implementing the practice
of recording the order of occurrence of symptoms. With
this information, we may approximate the likelihood of a
patient acquiring a symptom based on their current symptoms
with patient data instead of simulations based on frequency.
Applying objective criteria for symptoms, improving error
calculations, and collecting the order of symptoms would not
only allow us to improve our findings here, but also allow the
Stochastic Progression Model to predict orders of a larger set
of symptoms. The optimal form of the Stochastic Progression
Model would be developed by determining state probabilities
from observed true frequencies of patients’ symptoms and
determining transition probabilities from the patients’ true
order of symptoms. However, until this data is available,

improved approximations, simulations and error calculations
are needed.

Furthermore, when analyzing fever as the first symptom of
COVID-19, a low selectivity indicates a high Type I error (i.e.,
rate of false positive), and a high recall indicates a low Type
II error (i.e., rate of false negative). We found a moderate
selectivity value and as a result, a moderate Type I error
in this case. This Type I error is acceptable in our use of
investigating fever as an initial symptom of COVID-19, because
it suggests that more people get tested who are not infected,
rather than less people get tested who are infected, as with
Type II error (30). We are not proposing initial symptom
as a diagnostic test, but instead as a possible sign to get
tested. COVID-19 outbreaks in clusters, and these unusual
clusters of disease are characteristic of a pandemic disease that
must be addressed immediately with aggressive testing to curb
transmission (31).

The importance of knowing first symptoms is rooted in the
need to stop the spread of COVID-19, a disease that is two
to three times more transmissible than influenza and results
in outbreaks of clusters (3, 4). There is a heightened risk in
COVID-19 being passed on, so faster testing and social distancing
are important, especially when social distancing and quarantine
measures are relaxed. Our results assert that fever is the most
likely symptom to occur first in symptomatic adult patients with
COVID-19. We hope that the hypotheses generated in this work
are tested with prospective clinical data to confirm that a cough
occurs first more often in influenza and likewise fever in COVID-
19. We believe that early detectors that any individual can
recognize to seek medical attention earlier is useful. In addition,
datasets that contain information of symptom order and strains
of COVID-19 allow for further studies that may determine
whether onset of symptoms vary in specific strains (32), and
whether risk factors, such as obesity (33), and environmental
factors, such as temperature (34) affect symptom order. To
slow the spread of COVID-19, our results support the practice
that fever should be tested before allowing entry to facilities
and that those with fever should immediately seek medical
attention for diagnosis and contact tracing. Such measures as
these may help to reduce transmission despite the high contagion
of SARS-CoV-2.
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No vaccine against infection by SARS-CoV-2 yet exists. Treatment by

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) medication, among others, has been proposed. However,

prophylactic HCQ medication has been little evaluated. We propose to use data

from patients with rheumatic diseases (RA, SLR) who have been chronically taking

HCQ medication since before the COVID-19 outbreak (hereafter: HCQpa), in order to

evaluate the potential of HCQ for preventing infection with SARS-CoV-2. This can be

achieved with relative ease by considering whether COVID-19 prevalence is significantly

lower in HCQpa than in the general population (i.e., all people that are not HCQpa).

Even if COVID-19 prevalence is truly significantly lower in HCQpa, some HCQpa may

still present with COVID-19 (lower prevalence does not mean a prevalence of zero).

However, given a value for COVID-19 prevalence in the general population and a

number of available HCQpa, one may compute the maximum number of HCQpa for

that total number of HCQpa considered that can have COVID-19 in order to still be able

to conclude a lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa (i.e., if there is one more case of

COVID-19 than that maximum number, the COVID-19 prevalence in the HCQpa cannot

be said to be lower than in the general population). Because the COVID-19 prevalence

in the general population is not known with precision, we will consider different general

population prevalence values. Among these contemplated prevalence values, one is

derived from the official total number of confirmed cases, others by computing the total

number of cases from the number of fatal COVID-19 cases so far and considering

different case fatality rates per total cases. Our analyses show that systematic testing
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Musca Hydroxychloroquine Prophylactic Effect Against SARS-CoV-2

for COVID-19 in as few as 5,000 HCQpa is all that is needed for a test of whether HCQ

has a prophylactic action against COVID-19, even for a COVID-19 prevalence value as

low as 250 per 100,000, provided that test sensitivity is at least equal to its specificity.

For higher COVID-19 prevalence values, the number of HCQpa needed is even lower.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2 / COVID-19, hydroxychloroquine, chronic medication, prophylactic effect, systemic lupus
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INTRODUCTION

We all know that “we do not have antivirals, vaccines, antibody-
based therapeutics, or specific treatments” (1) with which to avoid
infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2) and to treat against coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19). Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) medication has some
effectiveness against COVID-19 in vivo (2–4) during the early
symptomatic phase (3) and also in the long run, possibly because
it “contribute[s] to attenuating the inflammatory response.” (5)
HCQ is not a new medicine, and clearly defined drug safety
management recommendations for it exist (6). Given the global
situation and the ongoing debate over whether HCQ medication
is effective as a prophylactic means against SARS-CoV-2 and/or
as a cure for COVID-19, we deemed worth exploring the
feasibility of testing such a hypothesis. The questions that we ask
here are as follows. Is there a large enough number of identifiable
people who have been chronically taking HCQ medication since
before the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 as a treatment for other
diseases? Is the number of those people large enough to allow for
sound statistical inference? What results found in them would be
suggestive of a prophylactic effect of HCQ against COVID-19?

A considerable number of people have indeed been
chronically taking HCQ medication as a treatment for other
diseases since before the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2. Thus, one
could derive crucial information on the prophylactic effect of
HCQ against infection with SARS-CoV-2 by analyzing data
from patients chronically treated with HCQ since before the
COVID-19 outbreak (hereafter: HCQpa). Indeed, HCQ is the
treatment of choice for systemic lupus erythematosus (7) (SLE)
and is also used as a drug in the management of rheumatoid
arthritis (8) (RA). SLE prevalence is variable but is as high as
0.241% in the USA (9). RA prevalence is 0.24% globally (10) but
is 0.5–1% in Europe and the USA (11, 12). The total number
of HCQpa in a country with a population of millions thus
constitutes a large, statistically interesting sample.

It may, of course, be that SLE, and RA patients are intrinsically
more prone to infection in general and, in particular, with SARS-
CoV-2, than all comers. However, finding that HCQpa are less
prone to infection with SARS-CoV-2 than all comers who do not
take HCQmedication would tend to prove that HCQ helps avoid
infection with SARS-CoV-2.

METHODS

If HCQ has no prophylactic effect against infection with SARS-
CoV-2, COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa will not be statistically

different from that in the general population (all comers who do
not take HCQ medication; hereafter: popgen).

Inferential statistics allow an informed decision to be made
based on data and allow a statement (e.g., “medicine X is effective
against disease Y”) to be made with a given degree of confidence.
That degree of confidence is expressed as a probability and is
usually 0.95. This probability of 0.95 means that when drawing
a conclusion based on data, one has 95% chances of being correct
and 5% chances of an erroneous (although suggested by the data)
conclusion. If one wants to lower the chances of an erroneous
conclusion, one can opt for a higher probability, for instance,
0.99. This is the value we opted for here.

If one wants to speak of the exact COVID-19 prevalence in
HCQpa, one would have to test all HCQpa for SARS-CoV-2
infection in order to come up with an exact prevalence figure.
Alternatively, one will have to test only a given number of HCQpa
and express the result not as a value, but of an interval of values,
because of the probabilistic nature of statistical inference. We
decided to contemplate the more practicable second option and
adopted the Bayesian credibility interval (13) as the interval of
values used to draw our conclusions. The 0.99 credibility interval
is an interval such that there is a 99% chance that the true value of
the parameter under examination (here, COVID-19 prevalence
in HCQpa) falls within its upper and lower bounds.

HCQ having a prophylactic effect against SARS-CoV-2
infection would manifest itself by a COVID-19 prevalence in
HCQpa that is lower than the COVID-19 prevalence in the
general population. Accordingly, we are interested in an upper
bound of the COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa 0.99 credibility
interval that has a value that is still significantly lower than the
COVID-19 prevalence in the general population.

As prevalence is “the proportion of cases of a specified
condition that are fatal within a specified time” (14), that is

Prevalence =
TNC

PS

with TNC being the total number of COVID-19 cases so far and
PS the population size, one can reason in terms of TNC instead of
prevalence (since PS is a constant). That is, for any given number
of HCQpa, one can search for the maximum HCQpa TNC
number that gives HCQpa COVID-19 prevalence a value that
is still under the lower bound of a 0.99 credibility interval build
based on the popgen COVID-19 prevalence value. If that TNC
number is not reached (i.e., there are fewer COVID-19 cases for
the total number of HCQpa considered), then one can conclude
with a < 1% chance of error that HCQ has a prophylactic
effect against infection with SARS-CoV-2. The upper bound of
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the HCQpa TNC 0.99 credibility interval built on the popgen
COVID-19 prevalence for a number N of HCQpa is given by
finding the maximum value of TNC in HCQpa such that

1− pbeta(popgenCOVID-19 prevalence value, TNC in

HCQpa, N− TNC in HCQpa) < 0.005

with pbeta being the cumulative probability function of a beta
distribution (15, 16).

In the absence of systematic detection of COVID-19 in all of
the individuals in a population, TNC is underestimated. Thus,
computing the prevalence based on the reported TNC will result
in a (vastly) underestimated prevalence value. To take that into
account, we considered different TNC values. Because TNC itself
is not meaningful, we considered different fatality rates per total
cases, “the proportion of cases of a specified condition that are
fatal within a specified time” (14) (hereafter: CFRTC), as the
number of fatal COVID-19 cases so far (hereafter: NFCT) is
known (14), and we know that

TNC =
NFCT

CFRTC

RESULTS

In order to make this data simulation more concrete and
personalized, we chose as an example country France, a European
country that is affected by COVID-19 and has a population
of around 65 million. As to the HCQpa that one would have
to test if a study such as this one were actually run, it should
ideally come from stratified sampling among the HCQpa. The
data simulation results are based on the following data: NFCT
= 22,890 and TNCreported = 161,665 (17); PSFrance = 65,241,000
(18). Considering a conservative sum of SLE and RA prevalence
of 0.6% (the exact figure may be higher, perhaps more than
double that which we consider here, but we only intend to find
out whether the prevalence sum translated in terms of the total
number of cases yields a number large enough for inference
purposes, so we consider the more conservative figure of 0.6%)
yields about 400,000 SLE and RA patients in France. Supposing
one in five of them has been medicated with HCQ entails a
number of HCQpa of about 80,000.We also consider other, lower
values for the number of HCQpa in order to test for the limits of
the method.

Tables 1, 2 show the results for the case where the SARS-CoV-
2 detection test has the same sensitivity and specificity value. The
more general case (i.e., different sensitivity and specificity values)
is discussed afterward.

With TNCreported = 161,665, popgen prevalence is about 248
per 100,000 (see first line of Table 1). For a number of HCQpa of
80,000, finding up to (and including) 163 HCQpa with COVID-
19 disease would lead one to rightfully conclude that COVID-19
prevalence in HCQpa is lower than in popgen. Actually, themodal
(the mean has no specific meaning attached to it and is thus
uninterpretable for a beta distribution) COVID-19 prevalence in
HCQpa in that case is of 202.205 per 100,000, as one can read in
the corresponding cell in Table 2.

At the same popgen prevalence (i.e., same row in Table 1;
here, first row, i.e., popgen prevalence of about 248 per 100,000),
as the number of available HCQpa decreases from 80,000 to
50,000, to 20,000, etc., the maximum number of HCQpa that
can be found with COVID-19 disease in order to still have
a COVID-19 prevalence lower in the HCQpa than in popgen
decreases, unsurprisingly. With only 2,000 HCQpa available,
there is no way to evidence such a result, since even finding no
HCQpa with COVID-19 disease does not warrant the inference
that there is a lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa than in
popgen. Inspection of Table 2 shows how the modal COVID-
19 prevalence—computed for the maximum number of HCQpa
that can be found with COVID-19 disease in order to still have
a COVID-19 prevalence lower in the HCQpa than in popgen—
decreases as the number of available HCQpa decreases.

We will now consider different popgen prevalence values,
that is, look always in the column of a given number of
available HCQpa and consider how results change as one
looks at different rows (different prevalence values). The reason
to consider different popgen prevalence values is that popgen
prevalence computation depends on TMC, and TMC is likely
greatly underestimated in the absence of systematic testing
because it is the ratio of NFCT (likely accurate) to CFRTC (likely
greatly overestimated). Hypothesizing a different, lower CFRTC
(while holding NFCT constant at 22,890) has the consequence of
increasing popgen COVID-19 prevalence. For instance, supposing
CFRTC = 7% puts TNC value at 327,000 cases. In turn, this
affects popgen COVID-19 prevalence, now at about 501 cases
per 100,000. We also consider other lower CFRTC values that
correspond to reported values for other countries (i.e., 5 and
2.5%), which yield popgen COVID-19 prevalence values of about
700 and 1,400 per 100,000, respectively. A Belgian study (19)
using stratified sampling, published on March 26, 2020, found
that 3–6% of adult people had antibodies against COVID-19, so
we also considered lower CFRTC values that yield higher popgen
COVID-19 prevalence values in the range between 2,000 and
6,000 per 100,000.

If we consider the case where 80,000 HCQpa are available, one
can see from inspection of Table 1 how the maximum number of
HCQpa that can be found with COVID-19 disease in order to still
have a COVID-19 prevalence lower in the HCQpa than in popgen
increases dramatically with COVID-19 prevalence in popgen. For
instance, if COVID-19 prevalence in popgen were indeed 6,000
per 100,000, one can have more than one HCQpa in 20 (4,628 out
of 80,000) presenting with COVID-19 and still correctly conclude
that COVID-19 prevalence is lower in HCQpa than in popgen—
as one can see in Table 2, the modal COVID-19 prevalence in
HCQpa would be then of about 5,784 per 100,000.

If we consider instead the case where only 2,000 HCQpa are
available, the same is observed. Interestingly, however, one can
see that for a COVID-19 prevalence in popgen as low as 500 per
100,000, it is possible now to evidence a COVID-19 prevalence
that is lower than in popgen. Moreover, at the other extreme
of popgen COVID-19 prevalence values considered, 6,000 per
100,000, one can have more than one HCQpa in 23 (93 out of
2,000) presenting with COVID-19 and still correctly conclude
that COVID-19 prevalence is lower in the HCQpa than in
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TABLE 1 | Maximum HCQpa TNC number such that one can conclude with < 1% chance of error that HCQ has a prophylactic effect against infection with SARS-CoV-2

(MaxTNC.99), as a function of case fatality rate per total cases (CFRTC) and the number of available HCQpa.

CFRTC (%) TNC COVID-19 prevalence in the general

population (per 100,000)

Number of available HCQpa

80,000 50,000 20,000 10,000 5,000 2,000

14.159 161,665 247.797

M
a
x
T
N
C

.9
9

163 96 32 13 4 –

7 327,000 501.219 350 211 75 33 13 3

5 457,800 701.706 501 304 111 50 21 5

2.5 916,600 1,403.412 1,038 635 239 111 50 15

1.75426 1,304,824 2,000.006 1,499 920 350 165 75 25

1.16951 1,957,230 3,000.000 2,277 1,403 539 257 120 41

0.7017 3,262,078 5,000.043 3,842 2,375 921 445 211 76

0.58475 3,914,493 6,000.051 4,628 2,864 1,114 540 258 93

See text for details.

TABLE 2 | Modal value for COVID-19 prevalence per 100,000 in HCQpa for the critical values MaxTNC.99 given in Table 1, as a function of case fatality rate per total

cases (CFRTC) and the number of available HCQpa.

CFRTC (%) TNC COVID-19 prevalence in the general

population (per 100,000)

Number of available HCQpa

80,000 50,000 20,000 10,000 5,000 2,000

14.159 161,665 247.797

H
C
Q
p
a
m
o
d
a
l
C
O
V
ID

-1
9

p
re
v
a
le
n
c
e

202.505 190.008 155.016 120.04 60.024 –

7 327,000 501.219 436.261 420.017 370.037 320.064 240.096 100.100

5 457,800 701.706 625.016 606.024 550.055 490.098 400.160 200.200

2.5 916,600 1,403.412 1,296.282 1,268.051 1,190.119 1,100.022 980.392 700.701

1.75426 1,304,824 2,000.006 1,872.547 1,838.074 1,745.175 1,640.328 1,480.592 1,201.201

1.16951 1,957,230 3,000.000 2,845.071 2,804.112 2,690.269 2,560.512 2,380.952 2,002.002

0.7017 3,262,078 5,000.043 4,801.370 4,748.190 4,600.460 4,440.888 4,201.681 3,753.754

0.58475 3,914,493 6,000.051 5,783.895 5,726.229 5,565.557 5,391.078 5,142.057 4,604.605

See text for details.

popgen—but now, as one can see in Table 2, the modal COVID-
19 prevalence in HCQpa would be about 4,605 per 100,000.

Now let us consider what changes when the SARS-CoV-2
detection test has sensitivity and specificity values that differ one
from another. This has to do with the false-positive rate (FPR)
and false-negative rate (FNR), respectively, of the test. Indeed,
the FPR of a test is the probability that the test gives a positive
result in the absence of what it is used to detect. If we denote T
a positive test result and notS the absence of SARS-CoV-2, the
FPR of the test is P(T|notS). On the other hand, the specificity
of a SARS-CoV-2 test is the probability that it gives a negative
result (notT) in the absence of SARS-CoV-2, P(notT|notS). One
can now see that the FPR and specificity sum up to one, P(T|notS)
+ P(notT|notS) = 1, so the further away the specificity of a test
is from one, the higher its FPR, that is, the higher the probability
of erroneously labeling a healthy person as infected with SARS-
CoV-2. Similarly, the FNR of a test is the probability that the
test will give a negative result when the person is in fact infected
with SARS-CoV-2, P(notT|S). The sensitivity of that test, its
probability of detecting SARS-CoV-2 when the person is infected
with SARS-CoV-2, is P(T|S). One can now see that the FNR and
sensitivity sum up to one, P(notT|S)+ P(T|S)= 1, so the further
away the sensitivity of a test is from one, the higher its FNR,

that is, the higher the probability of erroneously labeling a person
infected with SARS-CoV-2 as healthy.

What happens if FNR and FPR have the exact same (non-
zero) value? Some healthy persons will be erroneously labeled
as infected with SARS-CoV-2 because FPR is different from
zero, and some of the persons infected with SARS-CoV-
2 will be erroneously labeled as healthy because the FPR
is different from zero, but over a large number of persons
being tested, the number of persons with SARS-CoV-2 the
test has missed and the number of healthy persons the test
has labeled as infected with SARS-CoV-2 will be the same
so that the total number of persons labeled as infected with
SARS-CoV-2 will be correct. As FNR = 1- sensitivity and
FPR = 1- specificity, it is clear that FNR = FPR when
sensitivity= specificity.

In order to avoid the pitfall of concluding a prophylactic
effect of HCQ, it is important that the FNR be at most equal
to the FPR. Indeed, if the FNR were higher than the FPR, one
would miss more persons infected with SARS-CoV-2 than the
number of healthy persons that one would erroneously include
as persons infected with SARS-CoV-2. One thus wants to have
FNR ≤ FPR, that is, 1- sensitivity ≤ 1- specificity, which in turn
requires sensitivity ≥ specificity.
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If sensitivity = specificity, one can use Table 1 directly.
Otherwise, a correction has to be made to the values of
MaxTNC.99 given in Table 1 (and the COVID-19 prevalence
in HCQpa from Table 2 should not be used; instead, the
correct COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa would have to be
recalculated using the corrected MaxTNC.99 value). If specificity
≥ (≤) sensitivity, then the correction entails subtracting (adding)
Number of available HCQpa ∗ (specificity—sensitivity). For
instance, for sensitivity = 0.995 and specificity = 0.9975, with
2,000 HCQpa and a COVID-19 prevalence of 1,403 per 100,000,
the correction would entail subtracting 2,000 ∗ (0.9975–0.995)=
5, so that MaxTNC.99 would now have to be 10 (instead of 15;
see Table 1) — also, the COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa would
then be 450.450 (instead of 700.701 from Table 2) per 100,000.

DISCUSSION

This study is concerned with the feasibility of drawing
conclusions as to the prophylactic effect of HCQ against SARS-
CoV-2 by taking into consideration data from people suffering
from a disease that forced them to chronically take HCQ
medication since before the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2. Firstly,
we have established that there is a considerable number of
people who are in this situation, as HCQ is used chronically
in the treatment of SLE and RA. Indeed, for a country such as
France (i.e., with a population of about 65 million), supposing
a conservative prevalence sum for SLE and RA of 0.6% yields
about 400,000 SLE and RA patients, so it is reasonable to suppose
that some tens of thousands among them have been chronically
taking HCQmedication since before the outbreak of SARS-CoV-
2 (we will refer to those people as HCQpa, and we estimated their
number to be of about 80,000).

We focused most of this study on the question of what results
one should find in HCQpa in order to infer a prophylactic effect
of HCQ against SARS-CoV-2. The obvious answer is that to begin
with, one must find a COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa lower
than in the general population (defined as the population of all
people who do not take HCQ medication). We then considered
a Bayesian inference method that gives the maximum number
of HCQpa—among a given number of available HCQpa—
that could have the COVID-19 disease such that COVID-19
prevalence in HCQpa is still found to be significantly lower than
in the general population. Because there is no consensus as to
the value of COVID-19 prevalence in the general population, we
considered different such values.

The interesting question that then arises is whether the
number of available HCQpa is large enough to allow a
lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa than in the general
population to be evidenced for all, for some, or for none of
the values of COVID-19 prevalence in the general population.
Another important question, for obvious practical reasons, is
the minimum number of available HCQpa necessary in order to
be able to reach such a conclusion if it were true. Our results
(see Tables 1, 2) show that the answer to the first question is
affirmative and that the answer to the second is that quite few
available HCQpa are needed.

This is a somewhat unsurprising result but is still interesting
for its implication that, if COVID-19 prevalence is truly lower in

HCQpa than in the general population, the higher the COVID-
19 prevalence in the general population, the easier it is to
evidence a lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa than in the
general population. With a SARS-CoV-2 detection test that has
a sensitivity equal to its specificity, as few as 5,000 HCQpa
would be enough to evidence a lower COVID-19 prevalence
in HCQpa than in the general population (if that were true),
even for a COVID-19 prevalence in the general population
as low as 250 per 100,000. For a COVID-19 prevalence in
the general population of 500 per 100,000 or higher, even a
total of 2,000 HCQpa would be sufficient. Table 1 gives, for
each considered COVID-19 prevalence value in the general
population and for each number of available HCQpa, a critical
value, that is, the maximum number of HCQpa who can
present with COVID-19 such that COVID-19 prevalence will
still be lower in HCQpa than in the general population; Table 2
displays the modal COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa for those
critical values.

We have also considered the case where the SARS-CoV-2
detection test has a sensitivity different from its specificity and,
after analyzing the impact of this, we proposed a correction that,
once applied, reduces this situation to that where the sensitivity
of the test equals its specificity.

Finally, we consider the limits and potential extensions of the
present study. A first limit, suggested by a reviewer, is that if the
methodology we advocate here is put into practice and one does
indeed find a lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa than in the
general population, there is no way to substantiate that the intake
of HCQ by the HCQpa is the reason for the low prevalence of
COVID-19. However, it seems to us difficult to argue that it is
rather RA or SLR that instead protect against infection by SARS-
CoV-2 (to our best knowledge, this has not been put forward
in the literature). Still, the method outlined here applies to an
observational type of study, and as such, even if the results show
a lower COVID-19 prevalence in HCQpa than in the general
population, one cannot conclude prophylactic effectiveness. To
warrant such a conclusion, such findings ought to be confirmed
in randomized clinical trials. To our best knowledge, however,
the one published clinical trial (20) that aimed at testing for
prophylactic effectiveness of HCQ and the others in progress
or under review only tested post-exposure prophylaxis, that is,
intake of HCQ following (i.e., subsequent to) exposure to SARS-
CoV-2. The method we propose is to be used as a means to look
for preexposure prophylaxis; that is, it considers retrospective
data inclusion in an observational study based on data from
people who have been chronically taking HCQ medication since
before the COVID-19 outbreak.

The methodology delineated here may be applied to other
potential prophylactics or medication to test for their action
against SARS-CoV-2. In that sense, the significance of the results
presented here goes far beyond the question of whether HCQ
may have a prophylactic effect and allows those who have been
medicated with HCQ since before the COVID-19 outbreak to
avoid infection with SARS-CoV-2. The only requirement is the
existence of a large enough number of people who have been
medicated with such potential drugs. Recently, after analyzing
SARS-CoV-2 proteins and identifying which proteins from the
human body they could interact with, a study (21) identified
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many drugs already approved for use in humans that could target
those interactions and thus help avoid infection with SARS-CoV-
2 or fight COVID-19. On that list, there are quite mundane drugs,
such as the antihistamines clemastine, and cloperastine, which
have antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2, and that many people
with allergies take chronically. A first test of the action of these
drugs against SARS-CoV-2 could be done much more rapidly
with the methodology that we presented here than in a clinical
trial—the R script that was used to derive the results is made
available in the Appendix, which is to be found on the online
article page. Also, the evaluation of the feasibility of such a test has
already been done here. Indeed, everything that was concluded
here as to the feasibility of evaluating HCQ as a prophylactic
against SARS-CoV-2 can be said mutatis mutandis for another
drug that a large enough number of people take chronically.
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Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a group of viruses from the family Coronaviridae that can infect
humans and animals, causing mild to severe diseases. The ongoing pandemic of severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) represents a global threat,
urging the development of new therapeutic strategies. Here we present a selection of
relevant compounds that have been described from 2005 until now as having in vitro
and/or in vivo antiviral activities against human and/or animal CoVs. We also present
compounds that have reached clinical trials as well as further discussing the potentiality
of other molecules for application in (re)emergent CoVs outbreaks. Finally, through
rationalization of the data presented herein, we wish to encourage further research
encompassing these compounds as potential SARS-CoV-2 drug candidates.

Keywords: antivirals, coronaviruses, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, treatment

INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses (CoVs) were first identified in 1960 (Kahn and McIntosh, 2005) and were classified
as members of the family Coronaviridae. CoVs are enveloped, single-stranded RNA viruses with
a genome varying from 25 to 32 kb (Payne, 2017). The viral structure is primarily formed by the
structural spike (S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins. The S, M, and
E proteins are embedded in the viral envelope, which is a lipid bilayer derived from the host cell
membrane. The N protein, on the other hand, interacts with the viral RNA into the core of the
virion (Figure 1; Fehr and Perlman, 2015).

These viruses can infect vertebrate animals, causing acute to chronic diseases in the respiratory,
cardiac, enteric, and central nervous systems, both in animals and humans (Weiss and Navas-
Martin, 2005). In animals, the most common CoVs are infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), feline
CoV (FeCoV), and mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), which infect chickens, felines, and rodents,
respectively (Cui et al., 2019). To date, there are seven known CoVs that cause diseases in humans:
HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, HCoV-OC43, HCoV-HKU1, severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) and,
most recently, SARS-CoV-2 (Graham et al., 2013; CDC, 2020a). The CoVs HCoV-229E, HCoV-
NL63, HCoV-OC43, and HCoV-HKU1 cause mild symptoms, similar to a common cold (Payne,
2017). However, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 can cause mild to severe symptoms
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related to upper respiratory infection such as fever, cough,
dyspnea, pneumonia, and acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), ultimately leading to death (Lai et al., 2020). The
severe clinical condition generated especially by SARS-CoV-
2 has been burdening public health systems worldwide (Hsu
et al., 2020), evidencing the mandatory need for further research
encompassing antiviral treatment against CoVs, which has
somehow, until recently, been relatively ignored by broad phar-
maceutical and medicinal fields (Lu et al., 2015; Cui et al., 2019).

CoVs are linked to a zoonotic transmission due to their
ability to infect different species. This can lead to host jumps,
allowing the emergence of new coronaviruses such as SARS-
CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 (Lu et al., 2015; Reusken
et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 2020). The transmission of CoVs
is based on the fecal-oral route in animals (Kipar et al.,
2010). In humans, CoV transmission occurs by direct contact
with droplets when infected and recipient individuals are in
close contact (about one meter). These infectious oral and
respiratory droplets produced by talking, coughing, sneezing
need to contact the mucosae (mouth and nose) or conjunctiva
(eyes) of the recipient person. Additionally, indirect transmission
can occur by touching a surface with viable CoV and subsequent
contact with mouth, nose, or eyes (van Doremalen et al.,
2020). Viral particles may remain viable on surfaces for several
days, increasing the probability of infection by third parties
(van Doremalen et al., 2020).

Recently, the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 was related to
zoonotic transmission, but it is still not clear how this virus was
first transmitted to humans (Andersen et al., 2020; Gorbalenya
et al., 2020b). By phylogenetic analysis, the SARS-CoV-2 was
grouped within bat SARS-related coronaviruses, suggesting that
a host jump occurred (Cao et al., 2020a; Lai et al., 2020).
Alarmingly, the high transmissibility of this new CoV allowed the
rapid and efficient spread of the virus across the world so that it
became a pandemic disease in just a few months (CDC, 2020a;
Wu et al., 2020).

Due to the novelty of this disease, there is a lack of
understanding of the SARS-CoV-2 replication process in host
cells. The general mechanisms of entry into the host cell,
replication, and release follow characteristics that have been
described for other CoVs and have been partially confirmed
for SARS-CoV-2. To date, it is known that the SARS-CoV-2
virion entries the host cells by the attachment of the S protein
with angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptor (ACE2), defining
SARS-CoV-2 tropism for cells that express this receptor, such
as pulmonary, hepatic, gastrointestinal, and renal human cells
(Chu et al., 2020; Hoffmann et al., 2020; Tai et al., 2020). The
interaction of ACE2 with the receptor-binding domain (RBD)
of the S protein triggers virion endocytosis and the formation
of an endosome (Rabi et al., 2020). The S protein possesses two
subunits, S1 and S2 (Walls et al., 2020). During endocytosis,
an acid-dependent proteolytic cleavage of the S1 protein by
cellular proteases, like cathepsin, TMPRRS2, and trypsin, exposes
the S2 subunit, a fusion peptide that allows the fusion of the
viral envelope with the endosome membrane, and consequently,
releases the capsid into the cell cytoplasm (Belouzard et al.,
2009; Matsuyama et al., 2020). In the cytoplasm, the CoV viral

genome is uncoated, and the viral RNA is released. The positive-
sense RNA viral genome is translated to produce nonstructural
proteins (nsps) from two open reading frames (ORFs), ORF1a
and ORF1b. The ORF1a encodes the polyprotein pp1a that is
cleaved in 11 nsps, while the ORF1b encodes the polyprotein
pp1ab, which is cleaved into 15 nsps. The proteolytic cleavage is
performed by viral proteases nsp3 and nsp5 (Yogo et al., 1977;
Lai and Stohlman, 1981; Kim et al., 2020). The nsps assemble
to form a replicase-transcriptase complex (RTC) responsible for
RNA synthesis, replication, and transcription of nine subgenomic
RNAs (sgRNAs) (Fehr and Perlman, 2015; Chen W.-H. et al.,
2020; Kim et al., 2020). The sgRNAs act as mRNAs for structural
and accessory genes localized downstream of the replicase
polyproteins. SARS-CoV-2 has six accessory proteins: 3a, 6, 7a,
7b, 8, and 10 (Kim et al., 2020). The structural proteins S, E,
and M are translated from the sgRNAs and forwarded to the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and are subsequently inserted into
an intermediate compartment of ER with Golgi (ERGIC). There,
viral genomes are encapsulated by N proteins and assembled with
the structural proteins to form virions (Siu et al., 2008; Fehr
and Perlman, 2015; Li et al., 2020). The M proteins bind to E
protein and nucleocapsid, and then, the S protein is incorporated,
forming a complete virion. Finally, the virions are transported to
the cell surface in vesicles and released in a pathway mediated by
exocytosis (Figure 2; Fehr and Perlman, 2015; Kim et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2020).

It is important to emphasize that SARS-CoV-2 shows different
epidemiological and clinical features from the epidemics of
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV (Ceccarelli et al., 2020; Gorbalenya
et al., 2020a,b). The high transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 may be
related to its entry into host cells (Sun et al., 2020). Although both
SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 glycoprotein S attach to ACE2 to
enter the host cells, the binding affinity of SARS-CoV-2 is higher,
thus enhancing its infectivity (Sun et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020).
Despite the relative homology between S1 and S2 amino acid
sequences, a 1.2 Å root-mean-square deviation at the 417 position
(Lusvarghi and Bewley, 2016) of S2 protein in SARS-CoV-2 may
be related to its higher infectiveness, contributing to a 10- to
20-fold higher kinetic affinity of SARS-CoV-2 ectodomain, as
evidenced by Wrapp and co-workers, employing surface plasmon
resonance measurements (Wrapp et al., 2020).

Considering the particularities of SARS-CoV-2 and the
emergency caused by its outbreak, several strategies have been
adopted to develop therapeutics and prophylactic measures
against this virus. The strategies employed in these developments
include: (i) utilization of bioinformatics for the prediction and
investigation of potential ligands toward target molecules in the
viral structure and/or replication (Ahmed et al., 2020, 2; Jeon
et al., 2020, 2); (ii) employment of cell culture systems, permissive
to CoVs (Caly et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020), associated with pseudo
particles, subgenomic replicons and/or full-length CoVs, seeking
to assess cellular response or the effects of the compounds on
the viral replicative cycle (Roberts et al., 2006; Hoffmann et al.,
2020); (iii) the use of animal models, such as mice, mouse, guinea
pig, hamster and non-human primates, for evaluating therapeutic
options or antibody production in immunization (Natoli et al.,
2020; Sheahan et al., 2020b), and (iv) clinical trials assessing
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic structure of SARS-CoV-2. The viral structure is primarily formed by the structural proteins such as spike (S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and
nucleocapsid (N) proteins. The S, M, and E proteins are all embedded in the viral envelope, a lipid bilayer derived from the host cell membrane. The N protein
interacts with the viral RNA in to the core of the virion.

the administration, distribution, metabolism, and toxicity profiles
(ADMeTox) of potential therapeutics as well as immunization
effects in humans (Clark et al., 2019).

Based in previous results in vaccine development for MERS-
CoV and SARS-CoV and the similarity of those viruses with
SARS-CoV-2 (Dhama et al., 2020), the current vaccine candidates
are more focused on the S protein, since is a major inducer of
neutralizing antibodies in infected patients (Walls et al., 2020).
For this reason, efforts are concentrated on using approaches
such as mRNA, DNA, viral vectors, or virus-like particles vaccines
with a full-length S protein or S1 receptor-binding domain (RBD)
to stimulate immune response and immunization (Ahmed et al.,
2020; Chen Y. et al., 2020). The most promising vaccines are: (i)
adenovirus-vectored AZD1222 produced by Oxford University
(Thomas, 2020), a vaccine that is currently in clinical phase 3,
being tested in several countries, including the United States,
Brazil, and countries in Asia and Africa; (ii) mRNA-1273
associated with a lipidic nanoparticle (NCT04283461), which
is currently in clinical phase 2; and (iii) inactivated virus
vaccine, which is currently in clinical phase 1 (Mullard, 2020;
Tu et al., 2020).

The high transmissibility and viral variability of the novel
SARS-CoV-2, along with the lack of a vaccine or drugs to treat
the infected patients, threaten the global health system. In this
context, the development of effective antivirals is critical to

provide short-term therapies able to reduce the severity of clinical
outcomes of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and to reduce
the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Here, we summarize compounds
described, from 2005 to date, to possess antiviral activity in vitro
and/or in vivo against CoVs and critically compare molecules
that could be further investigated by their clinical applicability
(Table 1). We also discuss the compounds that have reached
clinical trials (Table 2) as well as the potentiality of other
molecules for application in (re)emergent CoVs outbreaks.
Finally, we aim to encourage further research encompassing these
compounds as potential SARS-CoV-2 drug candidates.

INHIBITORS OF THE CoV REPLICATIVE
CYCLE

Inhibitors of CoV Entry Into Host Cells
The entry of human CoVs into the host cells is mainly related to
the binding of viral S protein to the ACE2 receptor (Prabakaran
et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2020). Therefore, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that compounds affecting this interaction could be
potential antivirals (Prabakaran et al., 2004).

In this context, a survey encompassing in silico studies of more
than 140 thousand potential S-protein-inhibiting drugs indicated
that the molecule N-(2-aminoethyl)-1 aziridineethanamine
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic representation of SARS-CoV-2 replication cycle in host cells. SARS-CoV-2 attaches to the host cells by interaction between the ACE2
receptors and spike proteins. After entry, viral uncoating process results in the release of viral genome and replication stage occurs (translation and transcription).
Structural proteins are produced in intermediate compartment of endoplasmic reticulum with Golgi complex and forwarded to assembly, packaging and virus
release. Compounds with antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2 are indicated in each step of virus replication cycle.

(NAAE) showed the highest docking grade (-23.7 kcal/mol)
(Huentelman et al., 2004b). The activity of NAAE was further
confirmed by employing an in vitro enzymatic inhibitory assay,
using a human recombinant ACE2. In this assay, ACE2 removed
the C-terminal dinitrophenyl moiety that quenched the inherent
fluorescence of the 7-methoxycoumain group, increasing the
fluorescence when ACE2 was active (Huentelman et al., 2004b).
The results showed that NAAE inhibited the ACE2 enzymatic
activity with the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of
57 µmol mL−1 (Huentelman et al., 2004b). In addition, 293T
cells expressing ACE2 receptor were incubated with NAAE and
then with S glycoprotein-expressing 293T cells, and measurement
of β-galactosidase activity (reported gene in cell-cell fusion)
was performed. NAAE at 0.5 µM inhibited 50% of SARS-
CoVs spike protein-mediated cell fusion, suggesting that NAAE
might be a candidate for treating SARS infection by impairing
viral attachment via interference with ACE2 (Huentelman et al.,
2004b). However, a detailed explanation of how NAAE is a
more efficient ligand to ACE2 than other compounds was not
attempted by the authors.

Ramos-Tovar and Muriel reported the antiviral activity
of Glycyrrhizin (GL), a major constituent from licorice root

(Ramos-Tovar and Muriel, 2019), which was able to inhibit
SARS-CoV entry into Vero cells with an effective concentration
of 50% (EC50) of 300 mg L−1 and a cytotoxicity concentration
of 50% (CC50) of >20.000 mg L−1. GL was less effective
when the administration occurred during the viral adsorption
period than when it was administered after entry into host
cells. Cumulative effects were observed when this compound
was administered both during and after entry into host
cells, which indicates a significantly potent inhibitor against
the virus under the tested conditions (Cinatl et al., 2003).
Additionally, the antiviral activity of 15 GL derivates against
SARS-CoV was assessed (Hoever et al., 2005). Conjugation on
both acidic moieties of the GL disaccharide group with 2-
acetamido-α-D-glucopyranosylamine, benzylcysteine, and Gly-
Leu peptide generated compounds with an increase of 10-
to 70-fold in anti-SARS-CoV activity when compared to GL
itself (Hoever et al., 2005). For the case of 2-acetamido-
α-D-glucopyranosylamine derivative, it was speculated that
viral entry was inhibited through N-acetylglycosamine binding
onto S-protein carbohydrates. Other derivatives such as the
introduction of heterocyclic amides such as 6-amine-thiouracil
induced a higher cytotoxicity profile.
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TABLE 1 | Compounds with antiviral activity against human and animal coronaviruses.

Compound Inhibition
step

EC50 or
inhibition (%)

CoVs Advantges and/or limitations References

NAAE Entry 0.5 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, evaluated in silico, easily produced but
lacks in vivo assays

Huentelman et al.,
2004b

Glycyrrhizin Entry 300 mg L−1 SARS-CoV Natural molecule, highly tolerated but lacks in vivo assays Cinatl et al., 2003

2-acetamido-α-D-
Glucopyranosylamine
derivative

Entry 40 µM SARS-CoV Semi-synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, and more potent
inhibitor but lacks in vivo assays

Hoever et al., 2005

Tetrahydroquinoline
oxocarbazate (CID
23631927)

Entry
(Cathepsin
L)

273 nM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Shah et al., 2010

SSAA09E1 Entry 6.7 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Adedeji et al., 2013

SSAA09E2 Entry 3.1 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Adedeji et al., 2013

SSAA09E3 Entry 9.7 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Adedeji et al., 2013

Emodin Entry and
Post-Entry

50 µM SARS-CoV Natural molecule, highly tolerated but lacks in vivo assays Ho et al., 2007;
Schwarz et al.,
2011

Griffithsin (GRFT) Entry 0.16 µg mL−1 HCoV-OC43 Natural molecule, highly tolerated, with a broad-spectrum effect
(human and animal CoVs); protected against infection and
improved survival in animal assay (Balb/c)

O’Keefe et al.,
2010

Entry 0.18 µg mL−1 HCoV-229E

Entry 0.61 µg mL−1 SARS-CoV

Entry <0.032 µg mL−1 HCoV-NL63

Entry 0.057 µg mL−1 BCoV

Entry 0.23 µg mL−1 MHV

Eremomycin derivate
27

Entry 5.4 µM FIPV The precursor molecule (Eremomycin) is used to treat bacterial
infections; may facilitate clinical assays, but knowledge of the
mechanism of action is lacking

Balzarini et al.,
2006

Entry 14 µM SARS-CoV

Eremomycin derivate
39

Entry 12 µM FIPV

Entry 22 µM SARS-CoV

Mucroporin-M1 Entry 14.46 µg mL−1 SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, moderately tolerated, easily produced but
lacks in vivo assays

Li et al., 2011

Tyr-Lys-Tyr-Arg-Tyr-Leu Entry 14 mM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule specifically designed to bind S protein of
SARS-CoV; highly tolerated, does not impair ACE2 activity but
lacks in vivo assays

Struck et al., 2012

Entry 14 mM HCoV-NL63

TAPI-2 Entry 65% SARS-CoV Good effects in vitro assays but had no effect on in vivo assays Haga et al., 2010

Monoclonal antibody
47D11

Entry 0.57 µg mL−1 SARS-CoV-2 Human antibody, specifically to SARS-CoV-2, highly tolerated
and easily applicable

Wang et al., 2020a

AVLQSGFR Replication 2.7 × 10−2 mg mL−1 SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Gan et al., 2006

Phe-Phe dipeptide
inhibitor C (JMF1521)

Replication 0.18 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but lacks
in vivo assays

Shie et al., 2005

Dipeptidyl EP128533 Replication 3.6 µM or 1.4 µg mL−1 SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced but has
contrasting effects in the literature and did not inhibit the virus in
in vivo assays

Zhang et al., 2006;
Day et al., 2009

GC373 Replication 0.2 µM HCoV-229E Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, seems to
interact with SARS-CoV 3CLpro, but there are no in vivo assays

Kim et al., 2012,
2013

0.3 µM FIPV

2 µM MHV

0.3 µM TGEV

0.7 µM BCV

0.15 µM FCoV-WSU

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Compound Inhibition
step

EC50 or
inhibition (%)

CoVs Advantges and/or limitations References

GC376 Replication 0.15 µM HCoV-229E Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced,
seems to interact with SARS-CoV 3CLpro, but there are no
in vivo assays

Kim et al., 2012,
2013

0.2 µM FIPV

1.1 µM MHV

0.15 µM TGEV

0.6 µM BCV

0.40 µM FCoV-WSU

6-azauridine Replication 32 nM HCoV-NL63 Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, but
there are no in vivo assays

Pyrc et al., 2006

2-(benzylthio)-6-oxo-4-
phenyl-1,6-
dihydropyrimidine

Replication NE SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, but
there are no in vivo assays

Ramajayam et al.,
2010

β-D-N4-hydroxycytidine Replication 10 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, and
improved pulmonary function and decreased viral load in
lung of infected mice

Barnard et al.,
2004; Sheahan
et al., 2020b

Replication 400 nM HCoV-NL63

Replication 0.08–0.3 µM SARS-CoV-2

Replication 0.024 µM MERS-CoV

Ribavirin Replication 20 µg mL−1 SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, good
results in MERS-CoV. However, meta-analyses indicate
limited efficacy.

Saijo et al., 2005;
Barnard et al., 2006

Acyclic sugar scaffold of
acyclovir

Replication 23 µM MERS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, but
there are no in vivo assays

Peters et al., 2015

8.8 µM HCoV-NL63 Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, derivate from Acyclovir,
easily produced, but there are no in vivo assays

Niclosamide Replication 0.1 µM SARS-CoV Drug already in use to treat helminthic infections; good
inhibition in vitro

Wu et al., 2004;
Wen et al., 2007

Mycophenolic acid (MPA) Replication 2.87 µM MERS-CoV Good effects in vitro with MERS-CoV but did not inhibit
SARS-CoV in in vitro and in vivo assays

Cinatl et al., 2003;
Barnard et al.,
2006; Hart et al.,
2014

TP29 peptide Replication 60 µM MHV Inhibited two species of CoV in mice; also improved survival
and induced INF-I. Inhibited CoV in cell lines. Synthetic
compound designed for nonstructural proteins.

Wang et al., 2015

Replication 200 µM SARS-CoV

Bananins Replication <10 µM SARS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, easily produced, but
there are no in vivo assays

Tanner et al., 2005

Nitazoxanide Host Enzymes 0.92 µg mL−1 MERS-CoV Drug already in use to treat viral infections; good inhibition
in vitro

Rossignol, 2016

Tizoxanide Host Enzymes 0.83 µg mL−1 MERS-CoV Drug derived from Nitazoxanide; good inhibition in vitro Rossignol, 2016

Saracatinib Tyrosine Kinases 2.9 µM MERS-CoV Synthetic molecule, highly tolerated, used to treat
Alzheimer’s disease and easily produced but there are no
in vivo assays

Shin et al., 2018

Cyclosporin A (CsA) Hosts Cyclophilin
Family Enzymes

9–32 µM SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV
and MHV

Drug already used to treat several chronic and infectious
diseases with broad-spectrum activity among CoVs

de Wilde et al.,
2011, 2013;
Pfefferle et al., 2011

Alisporivir Hosts Cyclophilin
Family Enzymes

8.3 µM SARS-CoV Analog of CsA and has a strong inhibition in vitro against
SARS-CoV and other CoVs

de Wilde et al.,
2017

Interference RNA (iRNAs) Viral Proteins
Translation

70% SARS-CoV Different approach, specific targeting of viral proteins; can
block replication steps and has no cytotoxicity

Åkerström et al.,
2007

Viral Proteins
Translation

99% SECoV Different approach, specific targeting of viral proteins; can
block replication steps and has no cytotoxicity

Li et al., 2019

EC50: effective concentration of 50%; NE: not evaluated.
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TABLE 2 | Ongoing clinical trials of candidate drugs against SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19 patients.

Drug Cell culture assays Inhibition step in vitro Animal assays Clinical trials Outcomes in clinical
trials

Advantages and/or limitations

Remdesivir Inhibited SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2

Replication (RdRp) Inhibited EBOV and
SARS-CoV in both infected
mice and monkeys

Clinical case and clinical
trial against SARS-CoV-2

Did not provide antiviral
effects or improved clinical
outcomes

This is a multicentre, double-blind,
placebo-controlled clinical trial, but more
studies might be needed to confirm, since this
includes 255 people, and the drug has some
adverse effects.

Lopinavir and
Ritonavir

Inhibited SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV

Replication (protease
inhibitor)

NE Clinical trial with
SARS-CoV-2

Did not provide antiviral
effects or improved clinical
outcomes in severe
patients, but, in early
infections, clinical
outcomes were improved.

This drug combination is used for other human
CoVs, but the study was not multicentre,
double-blind, and placebo-controlled. More
studies are necessary to confirm, since it had
only 199 people and the drug showed some
adverse effects.

IFN-β Inhibited SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV, MHV, and
HCoV-229E

Host Factors (inducing
immune response)

Inhibited SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV, MHV, and
HCoV-229E

Clinical trial with
SARS-CoV-2 and is used
for other diseases

Do not have effect alone IFN-β is indicated to be safe, with few adverse
effects, but in clinical trials, it is only effective
when associated with other drugs.

Umifenovir Inhibited SARS-CoV NE NE Observational study with 81
patients

Did not provide antiviral
effects or improved clinical
outcomes

This is an observational study and might suffer
bias from lack and/or loss of information and
data. It is an applicable study, since it
demonstrates a tendency, and the drug is
already used to treat Influenza viruses.

Corsticosteroids
(dexamethasone)

NE Host factors (controlling
immune response)

NE Clinical trial with 454
treated patients

Reduced death by
one-third in invasive
mechanical ventilation
patients and one-fifth in
oxygen without invasive
mechanical ventilation
patients; however, did not
impair mortality in patients
without respiratory support

This is a multicentre, double-blind,
placebo-controlled clinical trial. More studies
are needed to understand better the effect on
different phases of COVID-19. May be a good
alternative for treating hyperinflammation and
hypersecretion of cytokines.

Ivermectin Inhibited SARS-CoV-2 and
arboviruses (CHIKV and
DENV)

Replication (nonstructural
proteins)

NE Clinical trials are beginning NE Ivermectin is safe for use in humans since it is
used to treat several parasitic infections.

Tocilizumab NE Inhibitor of IL-6 NE Ongoing clinical trials with
SARS-CoV-2 patients; one
with 100 patients
concluded.

Positive effects: improved
inflammatory markers and
decreased the need for
ventilatory support in
patients

Tocilizumab is already used to treat viral
infections, controlling immune response,
impairing cytokine storms, improving antiviral
response, and providing the best clinical
outcomes.

Chloroquine Inhibited HIV, CHIKV,
SARS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2

Entry Improved outcomes in
FCoV positive cats

Several clinical trials are
being conducted

Impairs virus replication and
has anti-inflammatory
activities

Chloroquine possesses important side effects
and is indicated only in severe cases. However,
there are some studies with contrasting results
regarding its safety, since it can cause
arrhythmias, hypoglycemia, neuropsychiatric
effects, and depression.
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The endossomal cathepsins are essential enzymes in viral entry
into host cells (Huang et al., 2006), and cathepsin L has been
pointed to as playing a crucial role in membrane fusion with
the endosomes (Belouzard et al., 2009; Matsuyama et al., 2020).
In this context, Shah and coworkers demonstrated the effective
activity of tetrahydroquinoline oxocarbazate (CID 23631927),
an oxocarbazate inhibitor of cathepsin L, against SARS-CoV.
Employing a pseudovirus system with a luciferase reporter to
infect 293T cells, the compound inhibited viral entry with an
EC50 of 273 ηM and CC50 > 100 µM (Shah et al., 2010). The
authors also showed that the compound CID 23631927 seems
to bind with a lower inhibition constant (Ki) to cathepsin L,
improving the compound/cathepsin L interaction. This might
be related to its optimized structure, with stronger hydrophobic
interactions and better hydrogen bonds between the compound
and cathepsin L (Shah et al., 2010).

An extensive study screened a library of compounds
following Lipinski’s rule (Lipinski et al., 2001) and identified
three noncytotoxic compounds capable of inhibiting SARS-
CoV pseudoparticle entry into 293T cells (Adedeji et al.,
2013). N-(9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracen-2-yl)benzamide
(SSAA09E1) blocked early interactions of SARS-CoV S protein
with ACE2 (EC50 of 6.7 µM and CC50 > 100 µM), whereas
N-[[4-(4-methylpiperazin-1-yl)phenyl]methyl]-1,2-oxazole-5-
carboxamide (SSAA09E2) affected cathepsin L activity (EC50 of
3.1 µM and CC50 > 100 µM). Conversely, [(Z)-1-thiophen-2-
ylethylideneamino]thiourea (SSAA09E3) prevented the fusion of
the viral envelope with host membrane cells by direct interaction
with spike protein (EC50 of 9.7 µM and CC50 > 20 µM) (Adedeji
et al., 2013). The compound SSAA09E3 presented the highest
cytotoxic, probably due to the interactions with host proteins.
The authors suggested that since these three compounds are
derived from molecules with antiviral activities and presented
good oral bioavailability and rapid systemic distribution in
animal models, they might exhibit interesting pharmacokinetics
(Adedeji et al., 2013).

Other compounds also demonstrated to inhibit CoV entry,
for example, emodin (6-methyl-1,3,8-trihydroxyanthraquinone),
a component from Rheum officinale roots, which at 50 µM
inhibited the infectivity of S protein-pseudotype retrovirus from
SARS-CoV in Vero cells by about 80% (Ho et al., 2007).
Besides the entry activity, emodin was described to have an
additional post-entry antiviral action. The authors suggested that
emodin might be impairing virus release by affecting 3a viral
protein, which is related to ion channels in infected Vero cells
(Schwarz et al., 2011). This effect may play an important role in
immune response.

The exploitation of other natural compounds such as proteins
as potential anti-CoV drugs has also been performed. Griffithsin
(GRFT) is a protein isolated from the red alga Griffithsia sp.
that has shown powerful viral entry inhibition against several
enveloped viruses, such as the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV). GRFT is capable of binding to terminal mannoses of
oligosaccharides and also to glycans localized on the viral
envelope glycoproteins (Lusvarghi and Bewley, 2016). GFRT did
not present cytotoxicity in Vero cells, human ileocecal colorectal
adenocarcinoma cells, human diploid fibroblast cells, and rhesus
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monkey kidney cells. Its broad-spectrum antiviral activity in vitro
was demonstrated against several CoVs such as SARS-CoV
(EC50 of 0.61 µg mL−1), bovine coronavirus (BCoV) (EC50 of
0.057 µg mL−1), MHV (EC50 of 0.23 µg mL−1), HCoV-OC43
(EC50 of 0.16 µg mL−1), HCoV-229E (EC50 of 0.18 µg mL−1),
and HCoV-NL63 (EC50 < 0.032 µg mL−1) (O’Keefe et al.,
2010). In another study, GRFT inhibited the early stages of
MERS-CoV infection in HEK-293T cells (Millet et al., 2016).
Furthermore, GRFT improved survival in SARS-CoV-infected
mice and protected the Balb/c female mice against infection by
binding with S protein (O’Keefe et al., 2010). Altogether, this
evidence indicates that GRFT can be considered as a potential
SARS-CoV-2 entry inhibitor with activity against S proteins.

Antiviral activity by entry inhibition was also evaluated by
employing antibacterial chemotherapeutics. Vancomycin,
eremomycin, and teicoplanin glycopeptide compounds
used to treat infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria
(Preobrazhenskaya and Olsufyeva, 2004), as well as hydrophobic
derivatives of these drugs, were described to possess antiviral
activity against HIV (Printsevskaya et al., 2005). A study showed
that vancomycin, eremomycin, and teicoplanin were not toxic
to Vero and T lymphoblast (CEM) cells. Nonetheless, these
compounds were not able to inhibit feline CoV (FIPV) and
SARS-CoV in assays employing such cell lines. Conversely, the
eremomycin derivative molecules labeled 27 and 39 showed
the best inhibition profiles against FIPV (EC50 of 5.4 and
12 µM, respectively) and SARS-CoV (EC50 of 14 and 22 µM,
respectively) (Balzarini et al., 2006).

Cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are another type
of peptides that have been considered as potential broad-
spectrum antiviral agents. For instance, mucroporin is an
AMP found in Lychas mucronatus scorpion venom (Dai
et al., 2008). Mucroporin was then optimized synthetically,
generating mucroporin-M1, which was able to inhibit measles
virus (MeV), SARS-CoV, and influenza H5N1. Specifically,
mucroporin M-1 affected SARS-CoV pseudovirus entry, with
EC50 of 14.46 µg mL−1 and CC50 of 61.58 µg mL−1, by virucidal
activity in HeLa-ACE2 cells (Li et al., 2011). The activity of this
synthetic peptide seems to be related to positive charges of the
hydrophilic site, which can enhance the interaction with the viral
surface, inactivating the viral particle.

Other potential antiviral peptides were selected by Struck
and colleges. Through the exploitation of bioinformatics tools,
the authors were able to predict sixteen peptides with effective
binding onto the receptor-binding domain (RDB) present in S
proteins of CoVs. These compounds were then synthesized, and
the hexapeptide Tyr-Lys-Tyr-Arg-Tyr-Leu at 14 mM inhibited
SARS-CoV and HCoV-NL63 infection in Vero cells without
triggering cytotoxicity (Struck et al., 2012). This peptide was
designed specifically to bind to the site of interaction with S
protein and does not interfere with ACE2 receptor activity, so
it might be a good candidate for blocking SARS-CoV-2 entry
without impairing host metabolism. Taking into consideration
that cellular factors such as the Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha
(TNF-α) converting enzyme (TACE) facilitate SARS-CoV entry
(Haga et al., 2008), it is reasonable to suggest that TACE
inhibitors could hinder SARS-CoV infection. In this context,

TAPI-2, a compound able to inhibit TACE, has shown potent
antiviral activity, promoting a 65% blockade of SARS-CoV
entry in HEK-293T cells. However, the compound did not
affect the virus titer in in vivo assays (Haga et al., 2010). The
authors suggested that since SARS-CoV attaches to additional
receptors such as DC-SIGN and L-SIGN (Jeffers et al., 2004;
Han et al., 2007), viral entry might be not be impaired
by this molecule.

In addition to amino acid-based inhibitors, monoclonal
antibodies (mAbs) have attracted attention due to their use
in infectious and chronic disease treatments (Green et al.,
2000; Haynes et al., 2009; Pettitt et al., 2013; D’Amato et al.,
2014), overcoming drawbacks caused in polyclonal Abs therapy,
such as those related to donor compatibility (Marasco and
Sui, 2007). Human neutralizing Abs against human CoVs have
been generated, targeting S glycoproteins to impair viral entry
(Belouzard et al., 2012; Reguera et al., 2012). Notably, several
mAbs were identified as inhibitors of MERS-CoV and SARS-
CoV infections both in vitro and in vivo, protecting cells and
animals when administered 24 h prior to or post-infection
(Lip et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2007; Agnihothram et al., 2014;
Shanmugaraj et al., 2020). The mAbs are developed by merging B
lymphocytes and myeloma cells, producing hybridomas capable
of recognizing antigens and producing a single Ab class to
bind specific epitopes (Lipman et al., 2005). For that reason,
mAb cross-reactivity among different coronaviruses seems to
be ineffective (Totura and Bavari, 2019). In the particular case
of SARS-CoV-2, Wang and coworkers produced mAbs using
51 lineages of SARS-S hybridoma cells and identified 47D11
H2L2-neutralizing Ab through ELISA assays. This antibody was
produced using mice cells; therefore, it was further modified to
produce a fully human immunoglobulin IgG1, producing the
human monoclonal antibody 47D11. The results showed that
47D11 bound to the RBD region and inhibited SARS-CoV-
2 entry in Vero cells with an EC50 of 0.57 µg mL−1 (Wang
et al., 2020a). In this context, this mAb can be used alone or in
association with other compounds to treat COVID-19.

Inhibitors of Post-entry Stages of the
CoV Replicative Cycle
Among the proteins that are pivotal for CoV viral replication
are the main proteases (Mpro) such as the chymotrypsin-like
protease (3CLpro) and the papain-like proteases (PPL). These
enzymes process viral polyproteins and control replicase complex
activity (Anand et al., 2003), figuring as very attractive targets for
drug development against CoVs. Several natural products and
synthetic peptides have been reported to inhibit Mpro (Cinatl
et al., 2005; Vuong et al., 2020).

Gan and coworkers used molecular docking methods to select
the octapeptide Ala-Val-Leu-Gln-Ser-Gly-Phe-Arg as Mpro
inhibitor of SARS-CoV and evaluated its antiviral activity in
infected Vero cells. The octapeptide presented an EC50 of
2.7 × 10−2 mg mL−1 and a CC50 > 100 mg mL−1, resulting in
a selectivity index of over 3,704 (Gan et al., 2006). Moreover, five
Phe-Phe dipeptide inhibitors (A-E) were designed and selected
in silico to interact with 3CLpro and showed to be able to protect
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Vero cells from the cytopathic effect (CPE) caused by SARS-
CoV. C analog (JMF1521) was obtained by the condensation
of Phe-Phe dipeptide unsaturated ester with cinnamic acid and
exhibited the highest activity, with an EC50 of 0.18 µM and
CC50 > 200 µM (Shie et al., 2005). The authors also performed
enzymatic assay to evaluate the activity of JMF1521 on 3CLpro
and showed that the peptide inhibited the 3CLpro activity with
an inhibition constant of 0.52 µM. The results suggested that
this analog disposes a rather rigid coplanar structure in the
N-terminal motif that results in more effective hydrogen bonds
with the enzyme residues (Shie et al., 2005).

Another example of a dipeptide-based compound that can
act as a protease inhibitor is dipeptidyl EP128533 (Zhang et al.,
2006), which showed antiviral activity against SARS-CoV in
Vero cells, with EC50 and CC50 values of 3.6 and >100 µM,
respectively (Zhang et al., 2006). In accordance with that study, it
was also demonstrated that EP128533 inhibited SARS-CoV with
an EC50 of 1.4 µg mL−1 and CC50 > 100 µg mL−1 (Day et al.,
2009). However, the compound was not efficient in reducing the
effects of viral replication in BALB/c mice (Day et al., 2009). The
authors proposed that EP128533 is relatively insoluble and that
its lack of activity might be related to a low bioavailability in
the animal models.

The dipeptides GC373 (dipeptidyl aldehyde) and GC376
(dipeptidyl bisulfite adduct salt from GC373) were also designed
and synthesized as protease inhibitors of the 3CLpro enzyme
(Kim et al., 2012). Their activity was assessed in vitro, and
the results showed that GC373 inhibited HCoV-229E (EC50
of 0.2 µM), feline infectious peritonitis virus (FIPV, EC50 of
0.3 µM), MHV (EC50 of 2 µM), transmissible gastroenteritis
virus (TGEV, EC50 of 0.3 µM), and bovine coronavirus (BCV,
EC50 of 0.7 µM) (Kim et al., 2012). GC376 also inhibited HCoV-
229E (EC50 of 0.15 µM), FIPV (EC50 of 0.2 µM), MHV (EC50 of
1.1 µM), TGEV (EC50 of 0.15 µM), and BCV (EC50 of 0.6 µM).
The 3CLpro activity of these compounds against SARS-CoV was
also analyzed. GC373 and GC376 inhibited enzymatic activity of
SARS-CoV 3CLpro, with inhibition constants of 50% of 3.48 and
4.35 µM, respectively (Kim et al., 2012). However, the activity
of these compounds was not evaluated using infected cells or
animal models. Additionally, the effects of GC373 and GC376
were assessed against feline coronavirus WSU (FCoV-WSU)
(EC50 values for GC373 and GC376 were 0.15 and 0.40 µM,
respectively) (Kim et al., 2013). Moreover, the authors described
that concomitant treatment with these compounds can improve
the antiviral effect against feline coronaviruses and noted that,
since the 3CLpro is conserved among CoVs, it might present
broad-spectrum activity (Kim et al., 2013).

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) also figures as a
promising target for antivirals. In viral replication, RdRp is
responsible for catalyzing the replication of the viral RNA using
a complementary RNA as a template. Therefore, compounds
that interfere in this process are excellent drug candidates for
treating viral infections (Ganeshpurkar et al., 2019). Nucleoside
analogs of pyrimidine interfere in uridine triphosphate (UTP)
metabolism, directly affecting viral replication (Murphy and
Middleton, 2012), as demonstrated by β-D-N4-hydroxycytidine
(NHC), which inhibited SARS-CoV (EC50 of 10 µM and

CC50 > 100 µM) and HCoV-NL63 (EC50 of 400 nM and
CC50 > 100 µM) (Barnard et al., 2004). NHC presented a
potent antiviral activity against SARS-CoV-2 in infected Vero
(IC50 of 0.3 µM and CC50 of > 10 µM) and Calu-3 cells (IC50
of 0.08 µM and CC50 > 100 µM) (Sheahan et al., 2020b).
The authors assessed the broad-spectrum antiviral activity of
NHC against MERS-CoV (IC50 0.024 µM) and SARS-CoV
(IC50 0.14 µM) (Sheahan et al., 2020b) and also evaluated
the NHC effect in SARS-CoV- and MERS-CoV-infected mice.
NHC improved pulmonary function and decreased viral load
in lung, and the authors proposed that NHC might be useful
for emerging CoVs. Another pyrimidine analog with potential
antiviral activity is 6-azauridine, which inhibited HCoV-NL63
replication in LLC-MK2 cells with an EC50 of 32 nM and CC50
of 80 µM (Pyrc et al., 2006).

Ribavirin is a synthetic nucleoside analog of guanosine used
for the treatment of patients chronically infected by the hepatitis
C virus (HCV) (PubChem, 2005c). The antiviral activities of
ribavirin against several RNA viruses have been described, and
it also presents broad-spectrum antiviral activities for CoVs
(Chan et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2016). Its activities were
described for SARS-CoV in vitro (EC50 of 20 µg mL−1 and
CC50 > 200 µg mL−1) (Saijo et al., 2005). Nevertheless, no viral
load reduction was observed in vivo when employing BALB/c
mice (Barnard et al., 2006). The in vitro decrease of ribavirin
efficacy was demonstrated to be associated with the excision of
its nucleoside analogs by conserved coronavirus proofreading
mechanisms (Ferron et al., 2017). Moreover, ribavirin showed
good results for the treatment of critical MERS-CoV patients (Al-
Tawfiq et al., 2014), and the combined treatment of ribavirin with
type I Interferons (IFN-I) in primate models improved MERS
disease symptoms (Falzarano et al., 2013b). Although ribavirin
has been given as part of treatment regimens for SARS and MERS
patients, meta-analyses of cases of study have found limited
efficacy of its activities in treating patients with highly pathogenic
coronavirus respiratory syndromes (Morra et al., 2018).

What is more, a nucleoside analog based on the acyclic
sugar scaffold of acyclovir showed antiviral potential against
coronaviruses (Tan et al., 2004). Peters and contributors
demonstrated that this compound has powerful antiviral activity
against MERS-CoV (EC50 and CC50 of 23 and 71 µM,
respectively) and HCoV-NL63 (EC50 and CC50 of 8.8 and
120 µM, respectively) (Peters et al., 2015). However, the authors
did not suggest mechanisms by which this analog impairs
viral replication, leaving open to question whether it acts like
its precursor acyclovir, impairing viral replication or by an
alternative mechanism of action.

In terms of other drug options for the post-entry stages of
the viral replicative cycle, it is possible to report the activities
of Niclosamide, a drug used in antihelminthic treatment (Katz,
1977). Niclosamide presented antiviral activity on post-entry
steps of SARS-CoV infection in Vero cells, with an EC50 of
1–3 µM and CC50 of 250 µM (Wu et al., 2004). Similarly,
this compound suppressed the cytopathic effect of SARS-CoV
at a concentration <1 µM and inhibited viral replication with
an EC50 value of less than 0.1 µM in Vero E6 cells (Wen
et al., 2007). Both authors suggested that Niclosamide impairs
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post-entry steps. However, this effect seems to not be related to
an interaction with 3CLpro.

An additional potential compound is mycophenolic acid
(MPA), an antibiotic derived from penicillium fungal species
(PubChem, 2005b), which inhibited MERS-CoV replication in
Vero cells with an EC50 of 2.87 µM (Hart et al., 2014). However,
MPA was not active against SARS-CoV in either in vitro or in vivo
assay (Barnard et al., 2006). The data suggested that MPA inhibits
the enzyme IMP dehydrogenase, inducing apoptosis on alveolar
macrophages and consequently inhibiting or suppressing cellular
immune responses that are important for preventing or limiting
viral infection (Barnard et al., 2006).

Bananins, on the other hand, are a class of adamantane-based
compounds conjugated with a pyridoxal moiety (vitamin B6)
(Kesel, 2003). These molecules showed effective inhibition of
SARS-CoV in FRhK-4 cells, with EC50 < 10 µM and CC50 of
390 µM. On the basis of both time addition and ATPase assays,
the authors proposed that the action of bananin is mainly on
the post-entry step of virus replication and may be related to an
effect on the helicase function and/or on components of cellular
pathways (Tanner et al., 2005).

Finally, the nonstructural protein 10 (nsp10) of CoVs was
described as being responsible for a stimulatory effect on nsp16,
a classical S-adenosylmethionine-dependent (nucleoside-2’-O)-
methyltransferase that acts in RNA binding or catalysis. The
peptide TP29 was designed as a ligand to MHV nsp10 and
presented broad-spectrum activity, inhibiting SARS-CoV (EC50
of 200 µM) and MHV (EC50 of 60 µM) replication in infected
cell lines (Wang et al., 2015). The authors also assessed TP29
activity in MHV infected mice and demonstrated that treatment
improved survival, decreased viral load in liver, and induced
type 1 IFN. Based on these data, it was suggested that TP29
impaired nsp10/nsp16 2’-O-MTase activity, dysregulating the
genome replication process.

Looking Toward Host Machinery: A
Different Approach to CoV Treatment
Targeting the host process during viral infection figures as a
promising alternative for drug development and can play an
important role in abrogating viral replication (Sayce et al., 2010;
Ullah et al., 2019). Nitazoxanide is a broad-spectrum antiviral
agent exploited for the treatment of, for instance, influenza A
and B viruses, as well as Ebola virus (EBOV) (Rossignol, 2014;
Jasenosky et al., 2019), with its activity related to the interference
in host-regulated pathways during viral replication (Rossignol,
2016). In vitro studies demonstrated that Nitazoxanide was
able to inhibit MERS-CoV in LLC-MK2 cells, with an EC50 of
0.92 µg mL−1. The authors suggested that nitazoxanide affects
pro-inflammatory cytokines and suppresses their overproduction
(Rossignol, 2016).

Another host-target compound is Saracatinib (AZD0530),
a tyrosine kinase (SFK) inhibitor. This compound suppressed
the early stages of the MERS-CoV replicative cycle in Huh7
cells (EC50 of 2.9 µM and CC50 > 50 µM), possibly by
affecting the SFK pathways (Shin et al., 2018). SFK possesses a
central function in signaling pathways such as ERK/MAPK and

PI3K/AKT (Thomas and Brugge, 1997), which are strictly related
to CoV infection. Therefore, SFK inhibition might promote
viral clearance and can be used in association with other drugs
(Shin et al., 2018).

Moreover, Cyclosporin A (CsA), a peptide with activity on
the cyclophilin family of host enzymes (isomerases that act as
chaperones) (PubChem, 2005a; Davis et al., 2010), inhibited
SARS-CoV (100% inhibition at 16 µM), HCoV-229E (75%
inhibition at 16 µM), and MHV (100% inhibition at 16 µM) in
human and animal infected cell culture. CsA presented broad-
spectrum antiviral activity against CoVs, and it seems to interfere
with genome replication/transcription during CoV infections
(de Wilde et al., 2011, 2013; Pfefferle et al., 2011). Alisporivir,
a non-immunosuppressive cyclosporin A analog, inhibited the
replication of SARS-CoV in Vero E6 infected cells at low-
micromolar concentrations (EC50 of 8.3 µM; CC50 > 50 µM).
This compound also showed broad-spectrum anti-CoV activity,
inhibiting MERS-CoV EMC/2012 (EC50 of 3.6 µM), MERS-CoV
N3/Jordan (EC50 of 3 µM), and SARS-CoV MA-15 (EC50 of
1.3 µM) in vitro (de Wilde et al., 2017). However, the authors
demonstrated that Alisporivir did not enhance survival in CoV-
infected mice (de Wilde et al., 2017).

Other biomolecules that are promising as drug antivirals are
interference RNAs (iRNAs). These macromolecules are small
non-coding RNAs associated with controlling the expression of
genetic information (Wilson and Doudna, 2013) and have been
described as promising candidates for the treatment of hepatitis
B virus (HBV), HCV, HIV, and human T-cell lymphotropic virus
(HTLV) infections (Ma et al., 2007; Shah and Schaffer, 2011;
Sanan-Mishra et al., 2017). Short interference RNAs (siRNAs)
were described as being effective for in vitro antiviral treatment
of FIPV, a type of FCoV (McDonagh et al., 2011, 2015). Most
recently, Li and colleagues designed and synthesized siRNAs that
targeted the M and N genes of swine and porcine coronaviruses
(SECoV and PDCoV, respectively). These siRNAs inhibited up
to 99% of the expression of these proteins in both Vero and
LLC-PK1 infected cells (Li et al., 2019). Additionally, synthetic
siRNAs targeting the structural proteins E, M, and N of SARS-
CoV have also been developed and showed reductions of the
target gene expressions in Vero cells (Shi et al., 2005). Moreover,
siRNAs targeting the structural proteins 7a, 7b, 3a, 3b, and S
reduced SARS-CoV progeny in Vero cells by approximately
70% (Åkerström et al., 2007). The different authors propose
that treatment with siRNAs can improve treatment-resistance
among viruses and that these molecules can be designed to target
multiple proteins, aiming at broad-spectrum activity.

Ongoing Clinical Evaluations With
Candidate Drugs Against SARS-CoV-2
The current situation of COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated
the urgency of the demand for effective treatments. Based on
previous data concerning activities against other viruses and
empirical knowledge from treatments used in case reports,
several drugs have entered clinical trial phases to access their
therapeutic potential against SARS-CoV-2. In this section, we
discuss the current knowledge on the most promising candidates
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for the treatment of COVID-19. Data for these drugs are
summarized in Table 2.

The nucleoside analog Remdesivir (GS-5734) is a
monophosphoramidate prodrug that has been described as
having antiviral activity against the EBOV in non-human
primates (Warren et al., 2016, 57). Its activity was assessed in
human airway epithelial (HAE) cells infected with SARS-CoV
(EC50 of 0.069 µM and CC50 > 10 µM) and MERS-CoV (EC50
of 0.074 µM and CC50 > 10 µM) and was demonstrated to
inhibit RdRp of these viruses. Also, GS-5734 reduced infectious
virus production of bat CoV by 1.5 to 2.0 log10 in HAE cells
and reduced virus titers and virus-induced lung pathologies in a
SARS-CoV assay in vivo (Sheahan et al., 2017). This compound
also reduced the severity of MERS-CoV disease, virus replication,
and damage in the lungs of rhesus macaques (De Wit et al., 2020).
The clinical efficacy of GS-5734 has been assessed by several
clinical trials in different countries like France (NCT04365725),
Canada (NCT04330690), and the United States (NCT04292899),
which have been conducted based on the first reported treatment
of COVID-19 with Remdesivir in Washington, United States
(Holshue et al., 2020). In the first findings from Wang and
coworkers, which were from a randomized, double-blind,
multicenter, and placebo-controlled trial with 255 patients,
Remdesivir did not present significant antiviral effects against
SARS-CoV-2, nor did it improve clinical outcomes (Wang et al.,
2020d). To date, there are several active clinical trials registered
in the PubMed database involving this compound. However,
most of them presented no conclusive outcomes.

Another two candidates are Lopinavir and Ritonavir, which
are protease inhibitors used in association to treat HIV infections
(Cvetkovic and Goa, 2003; Mills et al., 2009). Lopinavir demon-
strated antiviral activities, protecting cells from MERS-CoV
infection (EC50 of 8 µM) and reducing viral loads in animal
assays (de Wilde et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015). Ritonavir
also demonstrated anti-MERS-CoV activities with an EC50 of
24.9 µM (Sheahan et al., 2020a). It is important to point out
that these results do not agree with another work that was
unable to demonstrate in vitro antiviral activity of Lopinavir
against MERS-CoV (Chan et al., 2013). In clinical assays for
MERS-CoV, the association of Lopinavir with Ritonavir reduced
adverse clinical outcomes and viral load in infected patients
(Sheahan et al., 2020a; Yao et al., 2020a). In particular, for
SARS-CoV, Lopinavir and Ritonavir presented a low to medium
antiviral activity in vitro, and in vivo assays have not been
performed yet (Yao et al., 2020a). In addition, Lopinavir and
Ritonavir played an important role in the clinical outcome
of SARS-CoV-infected patients by reducing symptoms and
the period of hospitalization, representing a possibility for
the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 (Chu et al., 2004). Cao and
collaborators conducted a randomized clinical trial with 199
patients with severe COVID-19 (Cao et al., 2020b). Treatment
of the patients with the association Lopinavir/Ritonavir did not
improve symptoms, nor impaired detectable viral RNA when
compared to standard care (supplemental oxygen, noninvasive
and invasive ventilation, antibiotic agents, vasopressor support,
renal-replacement therapy, and extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation). Additionally, the treatment generated relevant
adverse effects in some of the patients (Cao et al., 2020b).

The authors proposed that the low efficacy of Lopinavir with
Ritonavir might be associated with the time of administration,
since individuals that were treated at the onset of the disease
had improved clinical results (Cao et al., 2020b). Later, it was
shown that the association of lopinavir and ritonavir with
interferon-β1 and ribavirin to treat mild to moderate COVID-19
patients alleviated symptoms and decreased the durations of
viral infection and hospital stay (Hung et al., 2020). This might
be related to their inducing cellular immune response, impairing
virus replication.

The type 1 interferons (IFN-I) have also been employed in
clinical trials. These proteins belong to the cytokine family and
are associated with the immune response in viral infections,
thus playing major roles in antiviral immunity due to their
immunomodulatory properties (Samuel, 2001). Therefore, they
are commonly employed in the treatment of several diseases
such as Hepatitis C (Kobayashi et al., 1993). There are two
subtypes of IFN-I, alpha (IFN-α) and beta (IFN-β) (Samuel,
2001). IFN-β is associated with more potent activity (Chan
et al., 2015) and is therefore capitalized on in the treatment for
multiple sclerosis patients (Axtell et al., 2010). Due to its more
potent inhibition profile, it was associated with potent antiviral
effects against SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, MHV, and HCoV-229E
in vitro and in vivo (Sperber and Hayden, 1989; Vassão et al.,
2000; Hensley et al., 2004; Falzarano et al., 2013a; Chan et al.,
2015). IFN-β, in particular, has a protective effect in endothelial
cells, up-regulating CD73 and consequently stimulating the anti-
inflammatory molecules and maintenance of endothelial barrier
(Bellingan et al., 2014; Sallard et al., 2020). However, a clinical
trial with 301 patients showed that this effect was not sufficient
to decrease mortality in SARS patients (Ranieri et al., 2020).
Therefore, in SARS-CoV-2, IFN-β has been associated with
other drugs in clinical trials, improving outcomes in COVID-19
patients as in lopinavir or ribavirin (Hung et al., 2020).

COVID-19 patients with mild to severe symptoms can develop
hyperinflammation and hypercytokinaemia, which can lead to
multiple organ failure and death (Mehta et al., 2020). The
employment of corticosteroids has shown to be an alternative
for overcoming the cytokine storm and hyperinflammation due
to its activities on immune cells (Wilkinson et al., 1991). Such
a capitalization was previously reported in SARS-CoV patients
during the 2002–2003 epidemic (Chihrin and Loutfy, 2005). For
SARS-CoV-2, corticosteroids can improve the clinical condition
of patients, reducing hyperinflammation and the development
of ARDS, with faster improvement of symptoms (Wang et al.,
2020c; Zha et al., 2020). However, contrasting data concerning
the efficacy of these drugs was described recently, showing
that corticosteroids did not improve symptoms in COVID-19
patients (Zha et al., 2020). Moreover, dexamethasone emerged
as a potential drug for treating COVID-19 patients, as shown
by the results of a randomized, controlled, open-lab, and
multicenter trial that assessed the effects of dexamethasone in
454 patients, described to date in pre-print findings (Horby
et al., 2020). Data suggested that dexamethasone reduced death
in one-third of patients in invasive mechanical ventilation
and one-fifth of patients in non-invasive oxygen mechanical
ventilation. However, it did not impair mortality in patients
with no respiratory support (Horby et al., 2020). Other trials
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have been conducted, such as NCT043274011, but considering
the preliminary results, the WHO suggested that treatment
with dexamethasone may be applied during the third phase of
COVID-19, when the hyperinflammation is determined, and
respiratory support is needed.

Another antiviral drug assayed toward SARS-CoV-2 is
Umifenovir, a licensed antiviral exploited for the prophylaxis and
treatment of influenza viruses (Arbidol), which demonstrated
good pharmacokinetics when absorbed by the organism
(Proskurnina et al., 2020). This drug has an antiviral effect
against SARS-CoV in vitro at 50 µg mL−1 (Khamitov et al.,
2008). Lian and coworkers coordinated an observational study
with 81 patients with moderate to severe SARS-CoV-2 infection
(Lian et al., 2020) that demonstrated that Umifenovir neither
shortened the hospitalization period nor improved prognosis in
infected patients (Lian et al., 2020).

Broad-spectrum drugs used against parasitic infections such
as Ivermectin (Campbell, 2012; Laing et al., 2017) have also
been investigated due to their antiviral activity against Dengue
virus (DENV), Influenza A viruses, Chikungunya virus (CHIKV),
and HIV (Tay et al., 2013; Götz et al., 2016; Varghese et al.,
2016; Caly et al., 2020). The activity of Ivermectin is based
on impairing several stages of viral replication, for instance,
interfering with nonstructural proteins (Varghese et al., 2016).
Caly and collaborators assessed the effect of Ivermectin on SARS-
CoV-2 replication in Vero cells, showing that, at 5 µM, the
compound presented no toxicity to cells and inhibited up to
99% of viral replication by a possible antiviral effect on viral
release, which is consistent with previous data on its activity
against other RNA viruses (Tay et al., 2013; Caly et al., 2020).
Clinical trials have been conducted in different medical centers
in Argentina (NCT04381884), Mexico (NCT04391127), Spain
(NCT04390022), and the United States (NCT04374279) to assess
the clinical implications of the use of Ivermectin for COVID-19.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no published
results on this topic. NCT04343092, a phase 1 clinical trial
in Iraq, was conducted to its completion and evaluated the
efficacy of Ivermectin in COVID-19 patients, so the results might
be published soon.

According to Guan and colleagues, approximately 15.7% of
Chinese patients with COVID-19 developed severe pneumonia
and cytokine release syndrome (CRS), an important factor
leading to rapid progression of the disease (Chousterman et al.,
2017; Guan et al., 2020). In this context, one of the key cytokines
involved in infection-induced cytokine storm is interleukin 6
(IL-6) (Scheller and Rose-John, 2006; Zhang et al., 2020a).
Tocilizumab is an IL-6 receptor antagonist approved by the
US FDA for the treatment of severe CRS (Grupp et al., 2013)
and figures as an interesting drug to treat the cytokine storm
caused by SARS-CoV-2 (Zhang et al., 2020b). The treatment of
patients with severe COVID-19 with Tocilizumab presented no
complications in the 21 assisted patients, with an average age of
56.8 ± 16.5 and no history of illness deterioration or death. Thus,
it immediately improved the clinical outcome and appeared to
be an effective treatment for reducing mortality (Xu et al., 2020).
Another study employing the treatment of COVID-19 patients
with Tocilizumab for 14 days reinforced these observations.

The treatment was observed to cause an effective decrease
in inflammatory markers, radiological improvement, and a
reduction in ventilatory support requirements for these patients
(Alattar et al., 2020). Additionally, Toniati and collaborators
administered Tocilizumab in 100 patients in Italy (average age
of 62 years old) who had been diagnosed with COVID-19
pneumonia and ARDS and required ventilatory support. Overall,
at 10 days of follow-up, the respiratory condition was improved
or stabilized in 77% of the patients, and, based on these data,
the response to this drug in patients with severe COVID-19
was rapid, sustained, and associated with significant clinical
improvement (Toniati et al., 2020).

Chloroquine is a 9-aminoquinole that increases the pH in
acidic vesicles (Mauthe et al., 2018) and possesses antiviral
activities against HIV and other viruses (Jacobson et al., 2016;
Al-Bari, 2017). Chloroquine was described as an entry inhibitor
of SARS-CoV infection in Vero cells and prevented cell-to-
cell spread of the virus (Vincent et al., 2005). Furthermore, it
affected the entry and post-entry stages of the replicative cycle of
FCoV in Felis catus cells and monocytes. Additionally, an in vivo
study in cats demonstrated that treatment with chloroquine
improved the clinical score of treated groups when compared
to the untreated group (Takano et al., 2013). Chloroquine also
had its anti-CoV activities tested in Vero cells (EC50 of 5.47 µM)
(Wang et al., 2020b; Yao et al., 2020b). Despite the performance
of chloroquine in vitro, clinical studies conducted in China and
France showed contradictory clinical data (Chen J. et al., 2020;
Chen Z. et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2020; Molina et al., 2020).
Gao and collaborators indicated that chloroquine phosphate was
recommended to treat COVID-19-associated pneumonia only
during urgent clinical demand because of its antiviral and anti-
inflammatory activities (Gao et al., 2020). Hydroxychloroquine is
an analog of chloroquine that was described as having antiviral
activity, inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 in vitro with an EC50 of 0.72 µM
(Liu et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2020b). In clinical trials, an open-
label non-randomized study by Gautret and colleagues affirmed
that hydroxychloroquine reduced symptoms from SARS-CoV-2
patients and that association with azithromycin could reinforce
its effects (Gautret et al., 2020). However, these results have been
questioned. The study had a small sample size, and there were
limitations in the methodologies (Juurlink, 2020).

Recent studies have been contradicting the safety of
chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine use, as these drugs
presented severe side effects that interfered with their clinical
use, even during short-course therapies (Juurlink, 2020; Liu
et al., 2020). Apart from the mild adverse effects, such as
pruritus, nausea, and headache, these drugs can predispose
patients to life-threatening arrhythmias, an effect that may be
enhanced by concomitant use of azithromycin (Chorin et al.,
2020). Both chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine interfere
with ventricular repolarization, leading to prolongation of
the cardiac QT interval and an increased risk of torsades de
pointes (TdP), which is a risk especially for patients with cardiac
disease, for children, or for those taking other drugs that delay
repolarization (Mzayek et al., 2007; Pukrittayakamee et al.,
2014; Juurlink, 2020; Ursing et al., 2020). Others possible types
of damage are hypoglycemia, even in non-diabetic patients
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(Unübol et al., 2011; El-Solia et al., 2018); neuropsychiatric
effects, including agitation, insomnia, confusion, paranoia,
depression, psychosis, and suicidal ideation (Mohan et al., 1981);
hypersensitivity reactions, such as severe cutaneous adverse
reactions (Cameron et al., 2014; Girijala et al., 2019); and drug–
drug interactions, which are improved by genetic variability
(genetic polymorphisms of hepatic cytochrome P450 enzyme
2D6 (CYP2D6), responsible for chloroquine metabolization)
(Kirchheiner et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2016). There is a lack of reliable
information on target concentrations or doses for COVID-19,
and so doses that proved effective and safe in malaria for both
adults and children are considered for the treatment (Smith,
2020). Recently, the WHO stopped the hydroxychloroquine arm
of the Solidarity trial to treat COVID-19 based on an absence of
effectiveness in reducing the mortality of hospitalized COVID-19
patients (WHO, 2020c). Besides, the FDA also cautioned against
the administration of hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine in
COVID-19 patients, mainly due to the risk of heart rhythm
issues (FDA, 2020). From these results, it is evident that the use
of these drugs for COVID-19 requires further investigation.

An alternative treatment for COVID-19 is the utilization of
convalescent plasma (CP) (Chen L. et al., 2020). This treatment
refers to plasma therapy based on plasma or plasma derivatives,
obtained from donors who were previously infected and have
developed antibodies. This plasma/derivative is, in its turn,
transfused into individuals with acute SARS-CoV-2 infection
(Garraud, 2017; Cao and Shi, 2020). Even though the mechanism
of action of convalescent plasma therapy is not fully understood,
it presented great results in the treatment of patients with SARS
during the SARS-CoV outbreak in Hong Kong in the early
2000s (Cheng et al., 2005). It is possible that the efficacy of CP
therapy is due to the fact that the antibodies from convalescent
plasma might suppress viremia (Chen L. et al., 2020). Duan
and colleagues reported CP transfusion to rescue ten severe
cases of SARS-CoV-2 adult patients. The study showed that
one dose (200 mL) of CP significantly increased or maintained
the neutralizing antibodies at a high level, leading to the
disappearance of viremia in 7 days. Clinical symptoms rapidly
improved within 3 days, and radiological examination showed
varying degrees of absorption of lung lesions within 7 days.
According to these results, CP can also provide a promising
rescue option for severe COVID-19 (Duan et al., 2020). However,
the author suggested key points to guarantee the effectiveness
of CP therapy: Ab titers and the treatment time point. Firstly,
taking into consideration previous knowledge from MERS-CoV
CP therapy, Abs in plasma donor must have a titer equal or
higher of 1:80 (Ko et al., 2018). This titer is only found in recently
recovered patients, since antibody levels decrease 4 months after
the disease. Secondly, patients receiving CP treatment prior to
14 days post-infection responded better than patients treated
after 14 days (Duan et al., 2020).

PERSPECTIVES

This review aimed to summarize and discuss data from the
literature regarding compounds that possess anti-CoVs activities

and that could be further exploited for the treatment of human
and animal CoVs. Furthermore, we described ongoing clinical
trials for SARS-CoV-2 in order to elucidate the current findings
and discussed the relevant features concerning candidate drugs
against SARS-CoV-2.

As previously mentioned, most human-related CoVs emerged
by zoonotic transmission from animals (Huynh et al., 2012;
Coleman and Frieman, 2014; Reusken et al., 2016). Since
Coronaviridae seem to have a very well conserved genome and
structures among their viruses (Huentelman et al., 2004a; Guan
et al., 2012; Yang and Leibowitz, 2015; Madhugiri et al., 2018),
it is possible to hypothesize that compounds with antiviral
activities against different human and/or animal CoVs (broad-
spectrum activity) could be potential candidates for SARS-CoV-2
treatment. In a less optimistic scenario, the chemical structures
of such compounds and their pharmacological outcomes have
the potential to set some light on the drug design of possible
anti-SARS-CoV-2 drugs.

Among the strategies for drug design, targeting host-immune
factors or using iRNAs figure as promising alternatives for
antiviral drug development. Also, the exploitation of in silico
studies for drug screening to seek specific targets, as well
as for a better comprehension of their interactions with
viral biomolecules, has been shown as a promising tool for
expediting drug development. By narrowing down the number
of drug candidates, in silico studies have the potential to
avoid the laborious and generally costly synthesis of many of
these compounds (Lengauer and Sing, 2006; Villegas-Rosales
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, several predicted compounds in the
literature have only been screened by in silico and/or interaction
assays (Chen et al., 2005; Kaeppler et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005;
Kim et al., 2012; Arya et al., 2020; Balasubramaniam and Reis,
2020), which ultimately hinders the proper assessment of the
antiviral activities of the compounds. Therefore, it is imperative
that these studies be associated with in vitro and in vivo assays in
order to confirm the predicted activities in biological models and
also to evaluate pharmacological outcomes (National Research
Council (US) Committee on Applications of Toxicogenomic
Technologies to Predictive Toxicology, 2007). Therefore, this
review encompassed only compounds that have been evaluated
by, at least, in vitro models (Table 1).

In this context, from the molecules and drugs described as
having in vitro activity, we highlighted the most promising to
suggest further evaluation using in vivo systems of CoV infection,
especially SARS-CoV-2 infection. The compounds are: NAAE,
Glycyrrhizin, 2-acetamido-α-D-Glucopyranosylamine derivative,
Tetrahydroquinoline oxocarbazate (CID 23631927), SSAA09E1,
2 and 3, Emodin, Eremomycin 27 and 29, Mucroporin-M1,
Monoclonal antibody 47D11, AVLQSGFR, Phe-Phe dipeptide
inhibitor C (JMF1521), GC373 and 376, 6-azauridine, Acyclic
sugar scaffold of acyclovir, and Bananins. As described above,
these compounds were capable of significantly impairing CoV
infection in cell cultures and might enable important progress
into the treatment of described CoVs as well as viruses that might
be responsible for future viral outbreaks.

Here, we also described compounds that were evaluated
in vivo to elucidate their role in the pathogenesis of CoVs
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as well as to assess possible adverse effects. It is important
to emphasize that there is a lack of in vivo model assays,
representing a delay in anti-CoV drug development, which
directly impacts the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Here, we identified
some studies that employed animal models, such as in Balb/c
mice and C57BL/6, to evaluate the antiviral effect of compounds
in CoV infection (Cinatl et al., 2003; Saijo et al., 2005; Barnard
et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Day et al., 2009; Hart et al.,
2014). The in vivo assays allow the gathering of knowledge
regarding the ADMeTox profile of these compounds in complex
biological systems, the viral titers in different organs, host
immune responses to the infection, and also potential tissue
damage caused by the viruses in the presence or absence of
candidate drugs, which represents an advance in understanding
pathologies caused by viral infections (Adachi and Miura,
2014). It is also important to emphasize that protocols used
in studies of animal-related viruses are not easily translated
onto human CoVs, since these viruses are classified to different
biological safety levels, representing a risk of infection to
scientists (Bayot and King, 2020; CDC, 2020b). Additionally,
the pathologies induced by animal CoVs are mostly related to
gastrointestinal symptoms, differently to what is observed for
human-related CoVs, which mostly affect the upper respiratory
system (Pedersen et al., 1984; Coleman and Frieman, 2014). The
development of refined and secure protocols to study SARS-
CoV-2 infection and its treatment options is required. Bearing in
mind the obstacles cited above, assessment of the effect in animal
models and further translation to humans remains one of the
main challenges.

However, some of the studies were able to assess the
antiviral effects of some compounds in vivo. The most
relevant compounds we propose that may represent immediate
candidates to clinical trials, considering the urgency of COVID-
19, are Griffithsin (GRFT), β-D-N4-hydroxycytidine (NHC),
TP29, Cyclosporin A (CsA), Alisporivir, iRNAs, Saracatinib,
Tizoxanide, Nitazoxanide, Niclosamide, and Ribavirin. These
compounds abrogated CoV infection in vitro and in vivo
and improved the symptoms and survival of animals. In
addition, Saracatinib, Tizoxanide, Nitazoxanide, Niclosamide,
and Ribavirin are molecules licensed to treat diseases such as
those from viral and helminthic infections or Alzheimer’s disease,
representing possibilities for clinical trials as repurposed drugs.

Regarding clinical trials, most drugs discussed in this review
presented adverse effects such as nausea, headache, diarrhea,
urticaria, pathologies related to the gastrointestinal system,
and interference with liver enzymes (Ruiz-Irastorza et al.,
2010; Takano et al., 2013; Roques et al., 2018; Yao et al.,
2020a). Remdesivir, Lopinavir and Ritonavir, and Umifenovir
are drugs employed for the treatment of other viral infections
such as EBOV and SARS-CoV, but, in the clinical trials with
COVID-19 patients, these treatments did not reduce symptoms
and/or decrease viral load. Tocilizumab, Chloroquine, and
Hydroxychloroquine have been demonstrated to inhibit SARS-
CoV-2 in vitro and, in some clinical trials, reduced COVID-
19 symptoms, the period of hospitalization, and the viral load
in patients despite the strong adverse effects of Chloroquine
(Table 2). Even so, recent studies are contradicting the safety

profiles of Chloroquine and Hydroxychloroquine, since they
might cause arrhythmia in patients, representing risk for a
considerable number of patients (Juurlink, 2020).

Ongoing studies have been evaluating IFN-β and Ivermectin
as treatments against COVID-19. IFN- β can be associated with
other drugs, collaborating to control immune response against
the viral infection (Table 2). On the other hand, corticosteroids,
such as dexamethasone, sound promising, but there are
some issues related to their use. These compounds induce
immunosuppression and, when administered during initial
phases (viral replication), might dysregulate T-cell production
and activation of B cells for antibody secretion, which are
essential for viral clearance (Cohn, 1991; Giles et al., 2018).
Furthermore, convalescent plasma therapy is an alternative
approach that presented positive effects in studies on SARS-CoV-
2/COVID-19 patients. However, its safety is not well defined due
to donor-dependent variability and compatibility (antibody titers
and other factors vary among donors), which might cause severe
adverse effects in lung and cardiovascular system and, in some
cases, may even transmit diseases (Roback and Guarner, 2020).

Despite the finding regarding these drugs, it is important to
take some aspects into consideration: i) the trials were generally
conducted with a significant number of patients in each study, but
potentially not enough to expand the results to public healthcare;
ii) some of the studies were observational, which means they were
based on public data that may not be well documented, leaving
information gaps about particular health issues; additionally, the
outcomes in patients are defined by their own circumstances,
and not by an investigator; iii) some studies were not placebo-
controlled and double-blind, so the placebo effect cannot be
discarded (Kernan et al., 1999; Hess and Abd-Elsayed, 2019);
iv) the trials were conducted by selecting a group of COVID-
19 patients, considering mild, moderate or severe cases, and
different outcomes can be expected in each situation since viral
load, the progression of the disease, and immune response are
additional factors (Kernan et al., 1999; Hess and Abd-Elsayed,
2019). Therefore, drugs with no effect in severe cases cannot be
rejected as a possible treatment in mild to severe cases. When
these aspects are not considered, the investigators might be open
to commiting type I or II error in trials (Kernan et al., 1999; Hess
and Abd-Elsayed, 2019). For that matter, it is also important to
consider that SARS-CoV-2 is a new virus and that we currently
have limited knowledge about its physiopathology. Finally, the
development of new treatment options is critical, and efforts
have been focused on targeting therapies that aim to improve
patient outcome by increasing antiviral activity associated with
minimal toxicity.

Another point to be considered in CoV treatment is that RNA
viruses are known to have high levels of mutations (error rate)
in the replication process (Ganeshpurkar et al., 2019). This can
result in resistance to antiviral treatment, as observed for HIV,
HCV, and Influenza viruses (Laplante and St George, 2014; Li and
Chung, 2019; Olearo et al., 2019; Takashita, 2020). A recent study
in pre-print pointed to the genomic variability of SARS-CoV-
2 and the intra-patient capacity of polymorphic quasispecies,
which may offer resistance to antiviral drugs (Karamitros et al.,
2020). In addition, previous studies demonstrated that the
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use of Chloroquine analogs for decades against malaria has
established chloroquine-resistant Plasmodium strains (Stocks
et al., 2002; Al-Bari, 2017; Aguiar et al., 2018). Due to the
beneficial immunomodulatory effects of analogs on the severe
inflammatory complications of several viral diseases, such as
HIV and SARS-CoV infections, these drugs have been tested
indiscriminately (Jacobson et al., 2016; Al-Bari, 2017). However,
there is a possibility that prophylactic exposure to pro-apoptotic
chloroquine drugs caused natural selection for strains of viruses
and other parasites that have enhanced anti-apoptotic abilities
(Parris, 2004). Despite the side effects, the wide use of some
drugs during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic might raise concerns
regarding the emergence of resistant viral strains in the future,
and we emphasize the lack of information on the resistance
associated with these drugs in the treatment of viral infections.

CONCLUSION

The spread of SARS-CoV-2 worldwide is classified as a pandemic
and represents a threat to global public health. By July 4, 2020,
SARS-CoV-2 had infected 10,922,324 people and had caused
523,011 deaths around the world (WHO, 2020b). In this context,
compounds described to possess antiviral activity against human
and/or animal coronaviruses could provide relevant information
for the development of novel SARS-CoV-2 treatments. Herein,
we presented and discussed the most promising compounds that
can figure as possible candidates for clinical trials. Moreover,
ongoing clinical trials evaluating possible COVID-19 therapies
were also highlighted.

From what was presented in this review, a plethora of different
potential compounds can be capitalized as possible drugs or
even set points for further drug development seeking to mitigate
the SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 outbreak. However, time, resources,
and new experimental protocols are essential for advancing an
efficacious treatment. In addition, and despite the urgency of
treatment protocols, it is important to point out the striking
need for the establishment of fail-proof regulatory initiatives that
could prevent impacts on the healthcare of patients that could,
otherwise, be avoided by a more stringent control.

In this context, this review describes drugs that might
be overlooked for future analysis and could possibly become
effective antiviral treatments. As a final remark, we conclude
that, to date, there is no “one hundred percent” effective
antiviral therapy against SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 and that
further research is needed to achieve the best therapeutic
protocol, which may not be based on a unique drug but rather
on a combination of active antivirals.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which is an enveloped, non-segmented, positive-sense RNA virus
(1). The complete genome of SARS-CoV-2 is 29.9 kb (2, 3). The virus genome contains four
essential proteins that are believed to be important for the infectious ability of the virus, the
glycoprotein spike (S), nucleocapsid (N), matrix (M), and small envelope (E) proteins (4). The S
glycoprotein, which mediates entry of the virus into the target cells, is the main target for host
defense antibodies (5).

As of May, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread to 213 countries and territories
worldwide with nearly 6 million confirmed cases and ∼6% mortality (who.int). As the outbreaks
spread, scientists across the globe are racing to develop vaccines against COVID-19. Since
coronaviruses are increasing alarmingly, there is an urgent need for a safe and effective vaccine
to prevent the spread of the virus during pandemic outbreaks, and stop deaths associated
with the virulent COVID-19. However, developing vaccines that are safe and effective requires
a lot of time and testing. It is estimated that 18 months are needed to develop such
a vaccine.

Although it is challenging to predict the severity, time, and location of future coronavirus
pandemics, we can be prepared for the highly pathogenic strains that are likely to reemerge and
cause future pandemics. This can be done using previous epidemiological studies on coronaviruses.
For example, in 2019, Chinese scientists anticipated that there would be a potential bat coronavirus
that would likely emerge and infect humans, and might cause an imminent outbreak in China
(6). Unfortunately, the efforts of these Chinese scientists were met with no interest from the
Chinese government, evidenced by the lack of proper preparation for the current pandemic
when it appeared in China a few months ago. We now know that SARS-CoV-2 shares 88%
identity with two SARS-like coronaviruses (bat-SL-CoVZXC21 and bat-SL-CoVZC45) that both
originated in China, and use the same human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 receptor for cell
entry during the process of infection (3). If we had reacted to these predictions, then we would
very likely have avoided the current crisis. In response to such forewarnings from scientists, a
predictive vaccine could have been designed and developed for the potential virus pandemic.
Developing a vaccine during or after the pandemic outbreaks is too slow to provide timely
responses against COVID-19, and risks many lives. Producing an efficient and safe vaccine ready
for human use can take up to 18 months, according to the World Health Organization (WHO).
Therefore, anticipating the virus mutations responsible for the possible reemergence of highly
pathogenic virulent strains may be a means by which to prepare for future, newly emerging,
pandemic strains.

The process of preparing a predictive vaccine can be summarized as follows: (1) The
SARS-CoV-2 genome would be used as a template for in vitro evolution through DNA
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FIGURE 1 | The possible satellite WHO-supervised distributions sites of the preemptive VLP vaccine during COVID-19 pandemic.

shuffling techniques (7, 8). Random recombination of a viral
genome in a test tube mimics the possible assortment and
mutations that occur in the virus in nature, creating all possible
random recombination. These changes could be incorporated
into the four essential viral genes (S, N, M, and E). (2) These
genes would then be subcloned individually into integrating gene
delivery vehicles, such as lentiviral vectors (9) or transposons
(10, 11). (3) Using reverse genetic strategies (12, 13), the
recombinant constructs would be transfected into cell lines
susceptible to coronaviruses (14), leading to secretion of virus-
like particles (VLPs) from the cells into the culture media. (4)
The recombinant VLPs could then be harvested and purified
from the supernatant of the culture media. (5) VLPs would
then be tested for proper assembly and integrity using electron
microscopy and different methods of protein quantification.
(6) All possible mutant VLPs would be tested using different
functional assays to check for possible antigenicity. (7) The
candidate VLPs proven to be functional and highly immunogenic
could then be used in challenge experiments using animal
models and recombinant live virulent viruses believed to be
highly pathogenic. (8) The VLPs that are highly protective
against the highly pathogenic recombinant strains would be
further selected and stable cell lines made from all candidate
VLP vaccines. (9) These cell lines could be expanded using
bioreactors and stored for further use. Lentiviral vectors could
generate a stable cell line that is transgenic for the highly
immunogenic antigenic determinants of COVID-19 (15), and
would be able to continuously secrete VLPs into the culture
media (16). Thereafter, during the time of pandemic, suitable
stored transgenic cell lines could be used, based on the

Abbreviations: COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; VLP, virus-like particle; WHO, World

Health Organization.

reemergent pandemic viral mutant strain, and could be easily
shipped across the globe, thawed, and manufactured on a large
scale in customized large-sized bioreactors (Figure 1). VLP
vaccines could be used as therapeutic vaccines and administered
to infected individuals (17), or as vaccines into healthy non-
infected individuals. The immunodominant epitopes (18) of the
viral mutants specific for the virus would elicit potent immune
responses that could be life-saving (19). The genomeless hollow
shells would mimic the actual live virus in terms of eliciting
a strong immune response; however, these shells are neither
replicative nor infectious by themselves (20).

Such a project should be done through international
collaborations and under the supervision of the WHO. Stocks
of these VLP vaccines could be stored as vials of transgenic cell
lines, able to be regularly expanded and checked for their quality
and ability to generate VLP vaccines. Stocks of these vials could
be kept in different countries with satellite distributors managed
and administered by the WHO. This project would require
scientists with high degrees of skill that are trained in the field
of vaccine design and development, and trained in several other
fields such as molecular biology, virology, infectious diseases, and
cell biology.

The development of VLP vaccines against reemerging viral
pandemics would be far affordable than the economic costs of the
current COVID-19 pandemic. Such project requires concerted
global efforts of multiple organizations, which is expected to save
thousands of lives. I do believe that the time has come for all
government officials and policymakers to listen very carefully to
science and scientists’ recommendations to ensure the health and
well-being of people of our planet.
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Background: As an emerging infectious disease, COVID-19 has garnered great

research interest. We aimed to explore the differences between English language and

Chinese language Medical/Scientific journals publications, particularly aiming to explore

the efficacy/contents of the literature published in English and Chinese in relation to the

outcomes of management and characterization of COVID-19 during the early stage of

COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: Publications on COVID-19 research were retrieved from both English and

Chinese databases. Bibliometric analyses were performed using VOSviewer 1.6.14, and

CiteSpace V software. Network maps were generated to evaluate the collaborations

between different authors, countries/provinces, and institutions.

Results: A total of 143 English and 721 Chinese original research articles and reviews

on COVID-19 were included in our study. Most of the authors and institutions of the

papers were from China before March 1st, 2020, however, the distribution of authors

and institutions were mainly in developed countries or more wealthy areas of China. The

range of the keywords in English publications was more extensive than those in Chinese.

Traditional ChineseMedicine was seenmore frequently in Chinese papers than in English.

Of the 143 articles published in English, 54 articles were published by Chinese authors

only and 21 articles were published jointly by Chinese and other overseas authors.

Conclusions: The publications in English have enabled medical practitioners and

scientists to share/exchange information, while on the other hand, the publications in

the Chinese language have provided complementary educational approaches for the

local medical practitioners to understand the essential and key information to manage

COVID-19 in the relatively remote regions of China, for the general population with a

general level of education.

Keywords: bibliometric, COVID-19 outbreaks, SARS-CoV-2, English, Chinese
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INTRODUCTION

The seriousness of the rapid spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
has caused people to panic around the world since December
2019 (1). The tremendous danger of SARS-CoV-2, with a
basic reproduction number (R0) ranging from 2.30 to 3.58 (2),
resulting in a pandemic with the number of infections reaching
9,653,048 to date (3). Consequently, considerable attention has
been focused on COVID-19 frommedical practitioners/scientists
around the world to inhibit/stop the continuous transmission of
SARS-CoV-2 and to develop guidelines for the effective treatment
of severe cases.

To fight SARS-CoV-2, authorities in many countries have
enforced social isolation restrictions to control the epidemic
of COVID-19 throughout their countries, strategies utilized
in China include wearing of facemasks in public areas, and
minimizing outdoor, particularly mandating no public and/or
private social gatherings (4, 5). The internet classes has
allowed schools to continue to educate without classroom (6).
Consequently, newly identified local COVID-19 cases have
been reduced to near 0 in all of the provinces in China (7),
mainly due to the active approaches outlined above, and strict
limits to interstate/international travel. However, outside China,
many countries now face escalating epidemics and are feeling
overwhelmed due to the highly contagious nature of COVID-19.

As an emerging infectious disease, COVID-19 has garnered
great research interest. Medical practitioners/scientists are
studying the disease from various scientific and clinical
areas, including specialists in infectious diseases, virology,
microbiology. Many uncertainties remain as to certain
epidemiological, seroepidemiological, clinical and virological
characteristics of the virus and associated clinical features. The
key task is to explore how to enhance host defenses and/or
destroy viral resistance (8). Many researchers have published
their data within top international, peer-reviewed, highly
reputable journals, including NEJM, Lancet, Nature and Science
(9). There are many studies that have been published in reputable
Chinese journals (10, 11).

Bibliometrics used in the current study is to analysis
quantitatively of citation scientific publications, based on
constructing the citation graph, a network representing the
citations of different documents. In addition, bibliometrics
is also used for exploring comprehensively the impact of
their field, a set of researchers, a particular paper within a
specific field of research. Furthermore, VOSviewer software was
used for constructing and visualizing bibliometric networks,
whereas, CiteSpace V software was utilized for visualizing co-
citation networks.

There are a few published papers, using bibliometric
analysis of COVID-19, to explore the activity (12) and trends
(13, 14) of COVID-19 research. We aimed to explore the
differences between English language and Chinese language
Medical/Scientific journals publications, particularly aiming to
explore the efficacy/contents of the literature published in
English and Chinese in relation to the outcomes of management
and characterization of COVID-19 during the early stage of
COVID-19 pandemic. We have undertaken a bibliometric

comparison of research on COVID-19 between English and
Chinese language journals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Source and Search Strategy
A comprehensive search was performed online using the English
language databases Embase (15) and Scopus (16) on March
1, 2020, and simultaneously the Chinese databases Chinese
Biomedical Database (SinoMed), CNKI, VIP and Wanfang were
searched. The search terms were COVID-19, COVID 19, 2019-
nCov, SARS-CoV-2, 2019 novel coronavirus, coronavirus disease
2019 and coronavirus disease-19. A detailed search strategy
is presented in Supplementary Figure 1. The time period of
publication was from 2019 to 1st March 2020. The search was
performed on a single day to avoid bias caused by daily database
updates. In the present study, only original articles and reviews
published in either Chinese or English were included. The search
retrieved 721 or 143 items in Chinese or English, respectively,
that met the inclusion criteria.

Eligible Criteria
In the present study, only original articles and reviews, published
in the Chinese or English languages were included. Studies
including the following were excluded: (1) articles or reviews
published on preprint sites such as bioRiov and medRiox;
(2) translated versions of articles or reviews; (3) comments,
editorials, and letters; (4) eliminating duplicate literature.

Study Selection and Data Management
Two reviewers independently performed study selection and
data extraction. Differences of opinion were settled by consensus
or referral to a third review author. Since some authors have
the same short name, we added the affiliation behind the
author names, if the same name’s affiliation was different, it
was considered as two different authors. For authors with more
than one affiliation, we used the first one. For keywords with
different expressions, we have processed them, leaving only one
standardized keyword. We also reclassified publications from
Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan to China, and publications from
England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, and Wales to the UK.

Data Analysis
Publication characteristics were tabulated, including titles,
authors, co-cited authors, journal sources, keywords, affiliations
of authors and, for English journals, the continents, countries
or regions to which the authors belong; whereas for Chinese
language journals, the provinces. Co-cited authors means that
the authors have been cited together. VOSviewer (version 1.6.14)
software was utilized to analyze the relationships among the
most highly productive countries, research institutions, and
frequently used keywords. We performed cluster analysis and
generated social network maps (consist of nodes and links)
for countries, institutions and keywords by VOSviewer (16,
17). Cluster was also obtained by VOSviewer via analyzing
the frequency of the same keywords appearing within the
different papers. We set either twice or four times as the
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TABLE 1 | The top 10 authors and journals of COVID-19 research in English and Chinese [n (%)].

Rank Authors in English N (1,062, %) Authors in Chinese N (3,243, %) Journals in

English

N (143, %) Journals in

Chinese

N (721, %)

1 Li Y

(Wuhan Uni)

7 (4.9) Wang Y

(Beijing Hosp TCM)

6 (0.8) J Med Virol 18 (12.6) Chin General

Practice Nursing

41 (5.7)

2 Benvenuto D

(Uni Campus

Bio-medico of Rome)

5 (3.5) Yang F

(Tianjin Uni TCM)

6 (0.8) Euro

Surveillance

16 (11.2) J Trad Chin Med 23 (3.2)

3 Eurosurveillance

Editorial Team

(European CDC)

5 (3.5) Wang Y

(Longhua Hosp, Shanghai

Uni TCM)

5 (0.7) Lancet 13 (9.1) Chin Herb Med 18 (2.5)

4 Leung G

(Uni Hong Kong)

5 (3.5) Guo Y (1st Affiliated Hosp,

Xi’an Jiaotong Uni)

4 (0.6) Emerging

Microbes

Infect

6 (4.2) World J Trad Chin

Med

16 (2.2)

5 Angeletti S

(Univ Campus

Bio-medico of Rome)

4 (2.8) Lei X (2nd Affiliated Hosp,

Xi’an Jiaotong Uni)

4 (0.6) NEJM. 6 (4.2) Herald Med 15 (2.1)

6 Gao G

(China CDC)

4 (2.8) Li S (2nd Affiliated Hosp,

Xi’an Jiaotong Uni)

4 (0.6) Viruses 5 (3.5) Shanghai Med J 14 (1.9)

7 Ran J

(Uni Hong Kong)

4 (2.8) Luo F (Union West China

Hosp, Sichuan Uni)

4 (0.6) Radiology 4 (2.8) Chin J Tuberc

Resp Dis

13 (1.8)

8 Wei Y

(Wuhan Jinyintan Hosp)

4 (2.8) Miao Q (Xiyuan Hosp,

Academy Chinese Med

Sci)

4 (0.6) World J

Pediatric

4 (2.8) Chin J Prev Med 12 (1.7)

9 Wu J

(Uni HongKong)

4 (2.8) Shi J (Longhua Hosp,

Shanghai Uni TCM

4 (0.6) BML 3 (2.1) Chongqing Med 11 (1.5)

10 Yang G

(Chinese Uni

Hong Kong)

4 (2.8) Shu B (Longhua Hosp,

Shanghai Uni TCM)

4 (0.6) JAMA 3 (2.1) China Trop Med/

Chin J Resp

Critical Care

Med/Chin Nur Res

10 (1.4)

minimum frequency of keywords occurrence in English or
Chinese publications, respectively, reflecting the number of
included studies (143 or 721, respectively) and the consequent
analysis results. Thus, the main reason for the different settings
between English and Chinese is because there are more than
double the number of keywords from the Chinese vs. the
English language papers. Consequently, there would be too many
clusters if the frequency of keywords were set as twice for
the Chinese publications. Different nodes in a map represent
elements including a country, institution, or keywords. The size
of the nodes reflects the number of publications or frequency,
the larger the node, the greater the number of publications or
frequency (18). The links between nodes represent relationships
of collaboration, co-occurrence, or co-citations. The color
of nodes and lines represents different clusters (19). The
parameters of VOSviewer were as follows: counting method
(fractional counting) and “ignore documents with a large
number of authors” (maximum number of authors per
document is 25).

CiteSpace is scientific software that reveals the trends
and dynamics in scientific literature as well as identifies
key points in a given research field (18, 20). CiteSpace was
therefore used to design the social network. In the current
study, CiteSpace was used to identify co-occurrence maps of
authors, keywords, institutions, countries or provinces and
capture keywords.

RESULTS

A total of 864 original research articles and reviews were
included, of which, 143 were retrieved from Embase and Scope
in English and 721 from SinoMed, CNKI, VIP and Wanfang
in Chinese.

Authors and Journals
A total of 1,062 authors have been identified in the 143
articles published in 62 English journals. The top 10 authors
and journals are listed (Table 1). The top 10 authors have
contributed 46 (32.1%) of the papers. Author Li Y has the highest
number of published papers (7, 4.9%), followed by Benvenuto D,
Eurosurveillance Editorial Team and Leung GM (5, 3.5%), and
Angeletti S, Gao GF, Ran J, Wei Y, Wu JT, and Yang G (4, 2.8%).
The top 10 English journals are responsible for the publication
of 72 (50.3%) papers, of which, J Med Virol is the highest (18,
12.6%), followed by Euro Surveillance (16, 11.2%) and Lancet (13,
9.1%) (Table 1).

Meanwhile, 3,243 authors have been identified in the 721
articles published in 193 Chinese journals. The top 10 authors
have contributed 45 (6.2%) of the papers. Authors Wang YG and
Yang FW have published the highest number of papers (6, 0.8%),
followed by Wang YJ (5, 6.9%). The top 10 Chinese journals
have published 193 (26.8%) of the papers, the highest is Chinese
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General Practice Nursing (41, 5.7%), followed by J Traditional
Chin Med (23, 3.2%) and Chin Herb Med (18, 2.5%) (Table 1).

For the analysis of the social relationships of authors
(affiliated institutions) with more than three articles (Figure 1),
it was found that of 38 authors who published English

papers, seven clusters corresponding to seven categories were
identified (A), and of 29 authors who published Chinese
papers, clustering identified eight categories (B). These categories
demonstrate that the cooperation between the various authors
is close.

FIGURE 1 | The level of cooperation among the identified authors. (A) for English papers; (B) for Chinese papers.

FIGURE 2 | (A) The cooperation among the countries (A) and provinces in China (B); The cooperation among the institutions for English (C) and Chinese

(D) publications.
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Countries/Provinces (Areas) and
Institutions
Of a total of 143 English papers that were published, there were
a total of 1,062 authors from 32 countries or areas, including
China (75/143, 52%), USA (34/143, 24%), UK (11/143, 8%),
Canada (11/143, 8%), and Italy (10/143, 7%). There are 252
institutions from 32 countries published COVID-19 related
English papers. The first five are from China, including Wuhan
University (15/252, 6%), University of Hong Kong (12/252, 5%),
Chinese Academy of Sciences (9/252, 4%), Huazhong University
of Science and Technology (8/252, 3%), andChinese CDC (6/252,
2%). For the analysis of the social relationships of countries
with more than three articles (Figure 2A), 22/32 countries are
clustered into four categories; 33/35 institutions are clustered
into seven categories (Figure 2B), demonstrating the cooperation
between countries and institutions is close.

Meanwhile, within the Chinese literature, of the 721
papers published there are 3,243 authors from 30 Provinces,
autonomous regions or municipalities in China who contributed
to the publications. The top five are Beijing (168, 23%), Hubei
(136, 19%), Shanghai (90, 12%), Guangdong (78, 11%), and
Sichuan (70, 10%). However, the provinces/Autonomous Regions
who published the lowest number of articles in Chinese include
Xinjiang Uygur, Qinghai and Ningxia, Inner Mongolia and
Hong Kong, had 2 articles each. There are 677 institutions who
published COVID-19 related papers. The institutions that have
published the largest number of papers in Chinese are the Union
Hospital, Huazhong University of Science & Technology (37,
5%), West China Union Hospital, Sichuan University (32, 5%),
Tongji Hospital, Huazhong University of Science & Technology
(23, 3%), Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (18, 3%),
Zhongnan Hospital, Wuhan University (16, 2%) (Table 2).

For the analysis of the social relationships of provinces/areas
with more than three articles, as can be seen from Figure 2C,
amongst 32 provinces/areas, 28 provinces/areas are clustered into
seven categories; amongst 677 institutions, 56 are clustered into
nine categories, and the cooperation between them is close with
more than three articles (Figure 2D).

Co-occurrence of Keywords
For the papers published in English, 471 English keywords
are extracted from the 143 articles. A density map is
generated for keywords with a co-occurrence greater than
twice, including 54 keywords in the map (Figure 3A). SARS-
CoV-2 was the most frequently used keyword (Figure 3A),
with 93 (19.7%) co-occurrences, followed by COVID-19 (44,
9.3%), China (36, 7.6%), SARS (22, 4.8%), and epidemic
(17, 3.6%) (Table 3). Among the top 20 keywords, some are
related to epidemiological characteristics, such as epidemic,
adult, male, female, travel, others are related to a comparison
with similar diseases, e.g., MERS, SARS. Some are correlated
to the structure of the virus, e.g., endogenous compound,
amino acid, cladistics, and phylogeny. Cluster analysis is
performed on co-occurrence of English keywords with a
frequency >2. There are 54 keywords clustered into five
categories (Supplementary Figure 1B). Cluster 1 includes 22

TABLE 2 | The top five countries/areas and institutions that contributed to

publications of COVID-19 research in English and Chinese [n (%)].

Rank Countries/areas N (%) Institution N (%)

COUNTRIES IN ENGLISH JOURNALS

1 China 75 (52) Wuhan University, Hubei 15 (6)

2 USA 34 (24) University of HongKong 12 (5)

3 UK 11 (8) Chinese Academy of

Sciences

9 (4)

4 Canada 11 (8) Huazhong Uni Sci

Technol, Hubei

8 (3)

5 Italy 10 (7) Chinese CDC 6 (2)

PROVINCES IN CHINESE JOURNALS

1 Beijing 168 (23) Union Hosp, Tongji Med

College, Huazhong Uni

Sci Technol, Hubei

37 (5)

2 Hubei 136 (19) Union West China Hosp,

Sichuan Uni

32 (5)

3 Shanghai 90 (12) Tongji Hosp, Tongji Med

College, Huazhong Uni

Sci Technol, Hubei

23 (3)

4 Guangdong 78 (11) Beijing Uni Chin Med 18 (3)

5 Sichuan 70 (10) Zhongnan Hosp, Wuhan

Uni, Hubei

16 (2)

keywords, adult, clinical feature, clinical laboratory, coughing,
diarrhea, female, fever, gene expression, high throughput
sequence, Hong Kong, intensive care unit, lymphocytopenia,
male, mortality, pneumonia, protein expression, sea food,
thorax radiography, travel, virus pneumonia and World Health
Organization; Cluster 2 mainly focuses on China, coronavirus,
epidemic, influenza virus, phylogenetic tree, public health,
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, virus detection,
virus genome, virus transmission; Cluster 3 mainly focuses on
COVID-19, drug, emerging virus, genome, MERS, outbreak,
SARS, virus and Wuhan.

A total of 1,234 Chinese keywords are extracted from the
721 Chinese-language articles. A density map is generated for
keywords with a co-occurrence >4 times, resulting in the
generation of five categories (Table 3). As stated above, there are
substantial more Chinese keywords identified within the Chinese
Journals. If thence-occurrence of three times or less is adopted for
the analysis, the clusters would be too many to offer an objective
outcome. COVID-19 is the most frequently used keyword, with
543 (44.0%) co-occurrence (Figure 3B), followed by SARS-CoV-
2 (381, 30.9%), TCM (153, 12.4%), prevention and control
(141, 11.4%), epidemic (56, 4.5%), management (51, 4.1%),
therapeutics (48, 3.9%), and computed tomography (CT) (35,
2.8%). Among the selected top 30 keywords with frequency more
than 10, there were five clusters generated with such information
(Figure 3B). For more detailed clusters, these were as follows:
The keywords from the cluster one included clinical symptoms,
critical case, CT, diagnosis, nucleic acids, therapeutics, X-ray;
the keywords from the cluster two included cancer patients,
emergency, infection, management, medical care personnel,
mental health, prevention and control; the keywords for the
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FIGURE 3 | The cluster analysis of English (A) and Chinese (B) keywords.

TABLE 3 | The top 20 keywords in terms of frequency for COVID-19 research in

English and Chinese [n (%)].

Rank English keywords N (471, %) Chinese keywords N (1,234, %)

1 SARS-CoV-2 93 (19.7) COVID-19 543 (44.0)

2 COVID-19 44 (9.3) SARS-CoV-2 381 (30.9)

3 China 36 (7.6) Prevention and control 141 (11.4)

4 SARS 22 (4.8) Traditional Chinese Medicine 140 (11.3)

5 Epidemic 17 (3.6) Computed tomography 35 (2.8)

6 Adult 15 (3.2) Epidemic 29 (2.4)

7 Psychological 15 (3.2) Public health 24 (1.9)

8 Nucleic acids 12 (2.5) MERS 21 (1.7)

9 Plague 11 (2.3) Pneumonia 21 (1.7)

10 Infection 11 (2.3) Male 20 (1.6)

11 Child 8 (1.7) Wuhan 19 (1.6)

12 Antiviral drugs 8 (1.7) Endogenous compound 18 (1.5)

13 Nursing 8 (1.7) Female 18 (1.5)

14 Therapeutics 6 (1.3) Phylogeny 15 (1.5)

15 Diagnosis 5 (1.1) Outbreak 14 (1.2)

16 MERS 5 (1.1) Communicable disease 13 (1.1)

17 Clinical feature 5 (1.1) Fever 13 (1.1)

18 Nurses 4 (0.9) Travel 13 (1.1)

19 Amino acid 4 (0.9) Traditional Chinese 13 (1.1)

Medicine therapy

20 Angiotensin 4 (0.9) Cladistics 9 (0.9)

cluster three were Covid-19, epidemic, guidelines, integrated
Chinese & Western medicine, TCM, the scheme of diagnosis
and treatment, treatment based on syndrome differentiation; the
cluster four included angiotensin, antiviral drugs, herbs, MERS,
SARS-COV-2; finally the cluster five were nursing and pregnant.

Network Social Analysis Between China
and Other Countries
There are total 143 papers written in English within this study
from which data has been collected. Of these 143 papers, 21

articles were written jointly between Chinese authors and authors
from other countries, while 54 papers published in English
were authored by Chinese authors only. Among the 21 articles
authored jointly, the order of co-operations was: China and USA
(14/21), China and UK (3/21), and then Australia and Canada
(2/21). To demonstrate this point, a network social analysis was
performed (Figure 2A).

For the 21 English language articles jointly authored between
Chinese and international authors, the institutions involved in
cooperation between China and other countries were found to be
centered in Hong Kong, Hubei Province, Beijing and Shanghai
within China, while the most frequent overseas institution
involved in cooperation was the NewYork Blood Center from the
USA (Figure 2C). This cooperation covered a range of scientific
topics, mainly focusing on diagnosis, such as PCR testing in
the laboratory, prevention and control, and the viral genome
(Figure 3A).

DISCUSSION

The battle against COVID-19 has been highly effective in
China up to date, however, the pandemic of COVID-19
is highly alarming in around the world with substantial
morbidity and mortality (3). The most urgent task
for medical doctors/scientists is to control COVID-19,
including the incorporation of aspects of the Chinese
approaches. Many diverse studies addressing COVID-19
have sprung up due to the urgent necessity of prevention
and control.

We have focused on English and Chinese publications only
for the comparison. Most of the studies captured in this paper
on COVID-19 in English journals have been conducted by
Chinese scholars and institutions, which is highly likely to be
due to the timing of the literature search for this study, March
1st 2020, at which point the predominantly affected locations
were Wuhan, and to a lesser extent the remainder of China.
Of the international publications, particularly from Western
countries, e.g., Italy (21) and South Korea (22), these publications
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occurred during the latter part of the survey period, from 27
February 2020, which is likely to be attributed to the spread
of the SARS-CoV-2 commencing within these other countries,
both raising the index of concern within those other regions
and directly making available to those regions affected local
populations and biological materials on which studies could
be conducted. More authors from Hong Kong published more
English papers than papers in Chinese, which may be due
to the higher levels of advanced English literacy, reflecting
the English-based educational system (23). Furthermore, the
majority of the Hong Kong researchers have more opportunity
to study/work and establish links overseas (24), in addition to
their preference for English journals. Although the impact of
COVID-19 in Iran has been very severe (25), there has been
no studies published on the pandemic at all prior to March 1st,
2020. We speculate that the Iranian government has experienced
difficulties scaling up its response to combating the epidemic, due
to the economic loss and supply issues associated with economic
sanctions imposed (26).

Similarly, the scholars who published studies on COVID-19
in Chinese journals are mainly from Beijing, Hubei, Shanghai,
Guangdong and Sichuan. A likely explanation is that most
of the first-class medical universities are within these areas,
corresponding to the top research institutional distribution in
China. Apart from Wuhan, Hubei Province, Sichuan University
has published more papers than other areas, except for Beijing,
Shanghai and Guangdong, which are the three provinces with the
highest GDP in China (27). Especially relevantly, as the capital
of China, Beijing is the nation’s political, economic, cultural and
educational center, and has the largest number of universities in
the country. These data support the idea that advanced academic
development needs financial support. Certainly, less publications
are from Xinjiang Uygur, Qinghai, Ningxia, and Inner Mongolia,
all of which has fewer COVID-19 cases, but also have lower
GDP within remote northwest China (GDP rankings out of 31
regions 19, 23, 15, 9, respectively) (28). In the cluster of authors,
we found that the cooperation between the various authors is
close but there is not a hotspot amongst them, which is in line
with the reality that the information sharing was lacking at the
early stage.

The studies in English related to COVID-19 are published
in international, highly reputable journals, including Nature,
Science, Cell, NEJM, JAMA, and Lancet. These publications
enable medical practitioners/scientists to share/exchange
information efficiently, providing essential background for
some key policy decisions (29, 30), e.g., mandatory wearing
of face masks, minimizing social gathering [has been widely
accepted, including Australia (31), UK (32)], and the lockdown
of interstate travel in many countries of the EU (33). Importantly,
the ultra-rapid development of an effective vaccine, has been
accelerated by the rapid sharing of scientific data, particularly
the published sequences of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Thus,
publications in English journals, particularly in well-recognized,
top ranking international journals, results in rapid dissemination
of key information for use of the data for practical applications.
English is the well-accepted communication language of science
around the world.

Our data demonstrated that substantial collaborative research
has been undertaken from the very early period of the COVID-
19 outbreak (34, 35), and that this research has become more
frequent and deep following the declaration of a pandemic.
Such collaborations are certainly enhancing our understanding
of the nature of the SARS-CoV-2 virus (36, 37), have supported
development of effective vaccines (38, 39), and has provided
vital data to assist clinical diagnosis at the international
level (40). These developments further support our conclusion
that publications in English have enabled doctors/scientists
to effectively share/exchange information at the international
level. The cluster analysis of institutions at the international
level demonstrated strong regional representation even at the
international level, both within China and within international
countries. Interestingly, the cluster of cooperation for studies in
China was thickest with the USA, suggesting the cooperation
was mainly between China and USA, which is consistent
with the publications retrieved from the database. The most
likely explanation has been mentioned above, namely that the
economic resources of each country is the likely most significant
factor to impact both the disease and research into it.

In contrast, there is a language barrier to the utilization of
the information from the papers published in English journals
for use by the general population in China. The publications
in the Chinese language are able to meet a complementary
dissemination purpose for China-based medical practitioners to
understand the essential key information concerning COVID-
19, especially for those in the remote areas of China, without
proper access of English journals or sufficient language skills
(41). Indeed, publications in Chinese provide a more acceptable
approach for Chinese doctors to learn how to deal with COVID-
19 in the relatively remote regions of China, an outcome that
is consistent with the large number of studies that have been
published in Chinese.

The top 10 Chinese journals that included COVID-19-related
papers are mostly from the Chinese Science Citation Database,
representing the most authoritative and representative core of
journals in all disciplines in China (42). Importantly, in this study
there are a total of 721 papers that cover COVID-19 from various
scientific areas within the identified journals, often with a large
number of authors, reflecting the Chinese authority’s intention to
accelerate the control of COVID-19 and the rapid dissemination
of knowledge.

There are a total 471 or 1,234 keywords in English or
in Chinese publications, respectively, used in the studies on
COVID-19 that we identified till March 1st, 2020. However,
more than 78% of the keywords appeared once, only 3.9%
of the English keywords have a frequency of >4, indicating
the importance of a few keywords. In bibliometrics, a network
graph of keyword co-occurrences reflects hot topics (18). Cluster
analysis of co-occurrence keywords demonstrates that there are
five clusters in this field. Cluster 1 consists of 22 keywords,
mainly relates to the epidemiological characteristics and clinical
features, because these are the basis for understanding key
aspects of the disease, such as treatment and control. At
the present time, many scholars are focusing on the large
proportion of COVID-19 patients who exhibit mild symptoms
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or are asymptomatic carriers, reflecting the seriousness of
the nature of viral transmission (43). Cluster 2 contains 11
keywords, mainly focuses on the virus detection and genome.
Some data demonstrate that bat CoV and human SARS-
CoV-2 might share the same ancestor (40), and similar
residues of the key receptor are observed in many species
(44). Because of the importance of the original source of
SARS-CoV-2, the evolution and genomics is a hot topic in
this field. Nine keywords are included in cluster 3, focusing
on drug treatment and comparison with SARS and MERS,
making comparisons to these fatal respiratory tract infections
by coronaviridae, to explore any clues between the similarity
and differentiation.

For the papers published in Chinese language journals, there
are five clusters of keywords, including 2–6 keywords in each
field. Cluster 1 consists of six keywords, mainly relating to
treatment and diagnosis, because these activities are the basis
for understanding key aspects of the disease, such as treatment
and control. At the present time, many scholars are focusing
on the large proportion of COVID-19 patients who exhibit
mild symptoms or are asymptomatic carriers, reflecting the
seriousness of the nature of viral transmission (43). Cluster 2,
contains 6 keywords, mainly focusing on emergency, infection,
management, medical carers, prevention and control, which are
supported by the others, demonstrating the critically importance
of COVID-19 in such outbreak (45), transmission (46) and
disease control and management (47). Cluster 3 is focusing
on TCM or Chinese and Western treatment for COVID-19,
mainly to explore the benefit of the combination of TCM and
classical Western management approaches, especially aiming
to provide the guidelines for relatively remote/rural regions of
China. The advantage of this particular cluster is its usefulness
in the outskirts of metropolitan or rural areas, where there is
a relative lack of advanced or first line anti-viral medications
(48). Cluster 4 is an extension of the current existing treatment
to the cardiovascular system (49), as well as, using the previous
experience in MERS (50), and also places emphasis on anti-
viral drugs and herbs (51). Interestingly, cluster 5 includes
pregnancy and nursing, which is a very venerable population
at high risk, either due to compromised immunity during
pregnancy (52) or the lack of sufficient data to adequately
understand the severity of the potential risk of COVID-19 in
pregnancy and the need to guard against COVID-19 infection in
pregnancy (53).

Part of the reason for the Chinese scholars focus on
TCM when publishing in Chinese medical journals is the
difficulty Chinese scholars have to disseminate their findings
using modern scientific terminology/theory, compared to rather
ancient theory of TCM, e.g., balance of Ying and Yang. Actually,
we believe that balance of Ying and Yang is equivalent to the
modern theory of anti-vs. pro-inflammatory responses in the
micro-environment, i.e., imbalance of anti-vs. pro-inflammatory
responses contributes to autoimmune diseases (54). Thus, from
the point of view of the management of COVID-19, the efforts
should be focused on the suppression of the SARS-CoV-2
virus, disregarding the backgrounds, theories, and approaches

of modern vs. traditional scientific ideology. Consequently,
analysis of the dissemination of the critical information
from English and Chinese languages could facilitate such a
purpose appropriately.

These COVID-19 related English language papers, especially
at the top end, e.g., NEJM (55), Lancet (7, 26), Science (8), Nature
(36), provide the most critical information in the development of
effective vaccinations (31). On the other hand, for many primary
health carers at the front line in the relatively remote regions in
China, obtaining the most up dated information of COVID-19
particularly, regarding prevention and/or controlling has been
from the Chinese language. In addition, the local government
at the county levels are also heavily dependent on such key
information in Chinese, in detail, e.g., keep social distance,
no public gathering, and lockdown of manufacture and so
on (56).

There are some limitations in the current study. First, our
study is focusing only on English and Chinese journals, which
inevitably could miss some important information from other
languages. We will further analyze such points by collaborating
with researchers from the different regions/countries. Second,
our study has been undertaken at the vortex of the epidemic
before March, 2020, which may miss the most updated
information. Third, the total number of included studies is
relatively small, and the study duration of just more than 2
months from when the first COVID-19 patient is identified till
March 1st, 2020, is a short cutoff time for data retrieval.

CONCLUSIONS

The publications related to COVID-19 research has been rapidly
growing since the disease emerged. More studies have been
published in Chinese journals than in English, due to the
epicenter being located in Wuhan, China before March 1st 2020.
The publications in English have enabled doctors/scientists
to share/exchange information at the international level; the
publications in the Chinese language provides complementary
educational approaches for the local doctors to understand
the essential and key information to manage COVID-
19 in the relatively remote regions of China for the
general population.
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Rong Xu 1†, Keke Hou 2†, Kun Zhang 1†, Huayan Xu 1, Na Zhang 2, Hang Fu 1, Linjun Xie 1,

Ran Sun 1, Lingyi Wen 1, Hui Liu 1, Zhigang Yang 3, Ming Yang 4* and Yingkun Guo 1*‡

1 Key Laboratory of Birth Defects and Related Diseases of Women and Children of Ministry of Education, Department of

Radiology, West China Second University Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China, 2Department of Radiology, Public

Health Clinical Center of Chengdu, Chengdu, China, 3Department of Radiology, West China Hospital, Sichuan University,

Chengdu, China, 4Department of Respiratory Medicine, Public Health Clinical Center of Chengdu, Chengdu, China

Background: Despite an increase in the familiarity of the medical community with the

epidemiological and clinical characteristics of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),

there is presently a lack of rapid and effective risk stratification indicators to predict the

poor clinical outcomes of COVID-19 especially in severe patients.

Methods: In this retrospective single-center study, we included 117 cases confirmed

with COVID-19. The clinical, laboratory, and imaging features were collected and

analyzed during admission. The Multi-lobular infiltration, hypo-Lymphocytosis, Bacterial

coinfection, Smoking history, hyper-Tension and Age (MuLBSTA) Score and Confusion,

Urea, Respiratory rate, Blood pressure, Age 65 (CURB65) score were used to assess

the death and intensive care unit (ICU) risks in all patients.

Results: Among of all 117 hospitalized patients, 21 (17.9%) patients were admitted to

the ICU care, and 5 (4.3%) patients were died. The median hospital stay was 12 (10–15)

days. There were 18 patients with MuLBSTA score ≥ 12 points and were all of severe

type. In severe type, ICU care and death patients, the proportion with MuLBSTA ≥ 12

points were greater than that of CURB65 score ≥ 3 points (severe type patients, 50

vs. 27.8%; ICU care, 61.9 vs. 19.0%; death, 100 vs. 40%). For the MuLBSTA score,

the ROC curve showed good efficiency of diagnosis death (area under the curve [AUC],

0.956; cutoff value, 12; specificity, 89.5%; sensitivity, 100%) and ICU care (AUC, 0.875;

cutoff value, 11; specificity, 91.7%; sensitivity, 71.4%). The K–M survival analysis showed

that patients with MuLBSTA score ≥ 12 had higher risk of ICU (log-rank, P = 0.001) and

high risk of death (log-rank, P = 0.000).

Conclusions: The MuLBSTA score is valuable for risk stratification and could effectively

screen high-risk patients at admission. The higher score at admission have higher risk of

ICU care and death in patients infected with COVID.

Keywords: risk-stratification, coronavirus disease, MuLBSTA score, CURB65 score, ICU
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, a series of pneumonia cases of unknown
cause emerged in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China. Subsequently,
a novel coronavirus was isolated and is known as the 2019
novel coronavirus (SARS-COV-2), which was designated as
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) (1). With the worldwide
prevalence and outbreak of COVID-19, the pressure regarding
the prevention and treatment of this epidemic has intensified,
and several local medical resources were seriously insufficient
(2). Thus, understanding the risk stratification could help in the
better allocation of the available medical resources as well as
ensure appropriate clinical management of high-risk patients to
improve the survival rate.

The clinical spectrum of COVID-19 infection appears to
be wide, encompassing asymptomatic infection, mild upper
respiratory tract illness, severe viral pneumonia with respiratory
failure, shock, and even death. The current reported death rate is
about 0.66–7.2% (1, 3–5). Some studies have published the risk
factors that may be associated with poor prognosis, such as age
or severe immune response (4–7). However, only a few studies
focusing on clinical risk stratification, and the risk factors for
in-hospital death or intensive care unit (ICU) care of patients
were undefined.

An effective and comprehensive model for screening
high-risk patients at admission is necessary for patients
infected with SARS-COV-2. Therefore, we aimed to verify the
efficacy of the Multi-lobular infiltration, hypo-Lymphocytosis,
Bacterial coinfection, Smoking history, hyper-Tension, and Age
(MuLBSTA) scale for mortality or ICU risk stratification in
patients with COVID-19 and clarify the predictive value of the
scale for poor prognosis.

METHODS

Study Design and Data Collection
We recruited patients from January 1 to March 25, 2020
in this retrospective study. All patients were diagnosed with
COVID-19 pneumonia according to RT-PCR. All laboratory and
imaging reports during the hospitalization were recorded. The
institutional ethic committee of our institutes approved this study
(No. 2020.43).

History of exposure, clinical manifestations, laboratory
findings, CT characteristics, and epidemiological and outcome
data were obtained from the collection forms and electronic
medical records from admission to discharge. All recorded data
were independently reviewed by two researchers.

CT Image Review
Signs and severity of lung lesions observed in Computed
Tomography (CT) scans were evaluated, and lung involvement in
each lobe was recorded. More than three lung lobes involvement
were regarded as multi-lobular infiltrates. The “total severity
score” was calculated by summing the five lobe scores (range: 0–
25 points), and each of the five lung lobes were visually scored
from 0 to 5 (8). All CT images were independently reviewed

by two fellowship-trained cardiothoracic radiologists, and final
decisions were reached by consensus.

MuLBSTA Score and CURB 65 Score
The MuLBSTA Score were scaled in all patients. The score
points as follows: Multi-lobular infiltrates (5 points), lymphocyte
count ≤ 0.8 × 109/L (4 points), bacterial coinfection (4 points,
presented with bacteria positive by laboratory tests or sputum
tests and there were consolidation signs on CT feature), acute
smoker (3 points, and the patients who had quit-smoking history
were scaled as 2 points), hypertension (2 points), and age ≥ 60
years (2 points). All patients received a total score calculation
for MuLBSTA score. A score of 12 points was used as the cutoff
value for mortality risk stratification [MuLBSTA 0-11 (low-risk”
mortality) and MuLBSTA 12-22 (high-risk mortality)] (9).

Confusion, Urea, Respiratory rate, Blood pressure, Age 65
(CURB65) score were also scaled. The CURB65 is recommended
for assessing the severity of pneumonia in hospital settings and
the score system refer to previous studies (10, 11).

Clinical Outcomes
Complications such as electrolyte disturbance, acute myocardial
injury (AMI), acute kidney injury (AKI), acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS), and shock were recorded. The time
from onset to admission and from admission to discharge were
also recorded. Clinical outcomes included Death, ICU care,
and recovery/discharge.

TABLE 1 | Baseline, clinical treatment, and outcome of all patients.

Baseline Total

(N = 117)

Treatment Total

(N = 117)

Age (years) Severity type

<40 37 (31.6%) Common type 81 (69.2%)

40–59 45 (38.5%) Severe type 16 (13.7%)

≥60 35 (29.9%) Critically severe type 20(17.1%)

Male 55 (47.0%) Support Treatment

Hypertension 19 (16.2%) High flow oxygen 19 (16.2%)

Diabetes 18 (15.4%) Non-invasive

Invasive

7 (6.0%)

6 (5.1%)

CVD 8 (6.8%) CRRT 9 (7.7%)

CKD 5 (4.3%) ECMO 1 (0.8%)

Obesity 16(13.8%)

Clinical outcome

ICU care 21 (17.9%) Medicine treatment

Discharged 96 (82.1%) Antiviral 105 (89.7%)

Death 5 (4.3%) Antibiotic 26 (22.2%)

Interval time Thymalfasin 13 (11.1%)

Onset to admission (days) 5 (3–7) Chinese medicinal 81 (69.2%)

Onset to discharge (days) 16 (14–23) Interferon 104 (88.9%)

Admission to discharge

(days)

12 (10–15) Convalescent plasma 8 (6.8%)

Date are n (%), mean ± SD, or median (IQR). CVD, cardiovascular disease; ICU,

intensive care unit; CRRT, continuous renal replacement therapy; ECMO, extracorporeal

membrane oxygenation.
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TABLE 2 | The clinical characteristics and CT feature in different type patients.

Total Common type Severe type

N = 117 N = 81 N = 36

BMI 23.5 ± 3.8 23.4 ± 3.9 23.7 ± 3.9

CURB65 score 0.6 ± 1.0 0.2 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 1.2*

Prone positioning 12 (33.3%) 0 (0%) 12 (33.3%)

Laboratory

Lymphocyte (109/l ) 1.4 ± 1.2 1.7 ± 1.3 0.9 ± 0.4*

Decreased 34 (29.1%) 13 (16.0%) 21 (58.3%)

Lymphocyte rate (%) 22.9 ± 11.3 27.8 ± 9.9 15.5 ± 7.9*

Decreased 45 (38.5%) 17 (19.1%) 28 (77.8%)*

CRP (mg/L) 20.1 ± 30.9 10.5 ± 21.3 38.7 ± 36.4*

Increased 67 (57.3%) 34 (42.0%) 33 (91.7%)*

CT imaging

Interval time from

symptoms onset to CT

(days)

11 (6–18) 10 (6–17) 13 (9–20)

≥3 Lung lobes affected 82 (70.1%) 48 (59.3%) 34 (94.4%)*

> 2 Mixture signs 88 (75.2%) 53 (59.6%) 35 (97.2%)*

Total lung severity 4.7 ± 3.6 3.3 ± 2.4 7.8 ± 3.9*

*P < 0.05 vs. common type. Date are n (%), mean ± SD, or median (IQR). CT,

computerized tomography; BMI, body mass index; CURB65, confusion, urea, respiratory

rate, blood pressure, age 65; CRP, Creative protein.

TABLE 3 | The MuLBSTA score and complications in different type patients.

Total Common type Severe type

N = 117 N = 81 N = 36

MuLBSTA score 8 ± 5 6 ± 4 11 ± 5*

≥12 18 (15.4%) 0 (0) 18 (50.0%)*

Age ≥60 years 35 (29.9%) 15 (18.5%) 20 (55.6%)*

Hypertension 19 (16.2%) 5 (6.2%) 14 (38.9%)*

Smoker 11 (9.4%) 4 (4.9%) 7 (19.4%)

Lymphocyte

<0.8*109/L

33 (28.2%) 13 (16.0%) 20 (55.6%)

Multi-lobular

infiltrates

66 (56.4%) 36 (44.4%) 30 (83.3%)

Bacterial

coinfection

28 (23.9%) 9 (11.1%) 19 (52.8%)*

Complications

Electrolyte

disturbance

31 (26.5%) 12 (14.8%) 19 (52.8%)*

AMI 12 (10.3%) 2 (2.5%) 11 (30.6%)*

Respiratory failure 17 (14.5%) 0 (0%) 17 (47.2%)*

AKI 3 (2.6%) 1 (1.2%) 2 (5.5%)

ARDS 5 (4.3%) 0 (0%) 5 (13.9%)

Shock 4 (3.4%) 0 (0%) 4 (11.1%)

*P< 0.05 vs. common type. AMI, acute myocardial injury; AKI, acute kidney injury; ARDS,

acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Statistical Analysis
All tests were two-sided, and P < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Categorical variables were described as frequency
rates or percentages, and continuous variables were presented as

mean (SD) or median (IQR). The mean values for continuous
variables were compared using the independent t-tests when the
data were normally distributed; otherwise, the Mann–Whitney
test was used. For laboratory results, we also assessed whether
the measurements were outside the normal range. The ROC
curve was used to examine the efficacy of the MuLBSTA score
for death or ICU. The Kaplan–Meier (K–M) survival analysis
was performed to estimate the survival probabilities for COVID-
19 infection by the log-rank test. All statistical analyses were
performed using 22.2 SPSS software (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences).

RESULTS

Presenting Characteristics
The study population included 117 hospitalized patients with
confirmed cases of COVID-19. The youngest patient was 3
months old. Furthermore, 2 patients were admitted with mild
symptoms and classified as common type, but then were classified
as critically severe type after admission due to the symptoms
rapidly aggravated. Moreover, there were 35 (29.9%) patients
were older than 60 years. A total of 55 (47.0%) patients were
men. The underlying diseases showed in Table 1. For the clinical
severity type, 81 (69.2%) patients were common type, and 16
(13.7%) and 20 (17.1%) were severe and critically severe types,
respectively. Among all patients, most of them (96, 82.1%)
were discharged, 21 (17.9%) were admitted to the ICU, and
5 (4.3%) died.

Of all 117 patients, the symptomatic treatment and invasive
treatment were shown in Table 1. Among of nine patients
with continuous renal replacement therapy, three were
acute kidney injury, six were electrolyte disturbance or
hypercytokinemia (2 patients had concurrent both of two
conditions). And five patients were chronic kidney injury. One
received extracorporeal membrane oxygenation due to the
condition continues to deteriorate. Otherwise, the medicine
treatment were also showed in Table 1, there were 8 (6.8%)
patients repeatedly tested PCR positive, stayed in the hospital
for more than 30 days, and received convalescent plasma (from
cared patients).

The Clinical Characteristics and CT
Feature in Different Patients
In all patients, there was no statistical difference in body mass
index (BMI) between common type and severe type patients.
Among all severe type patients, the mean point of CURB65 score
was 1.4 ± 1.5. And 12 (33.3%) of the patients underwent the
prone position management.

The lymphocyte count and rate in severe type patient were
significantly lower than those in common type patients (P
< 0.05). Among the severe type patients, 21 (58.3%) and 28
(7.8%) presented with decreased lymphocyte count and rate,
respectively, of which the percentages were higher than those in
common type patients. Furthermore, the increased CPR level was
higher in severe type patients than in common type patients (33
[91.7%] vs. 34 [42.0%]).
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For the assessment of CT features, in all of 36 severe type
patients, 34 (94.4%) and 35 (97.2%) showed more than 3 lung
lobes affected and more than 2 mixture signs, respectively.
The lung lobes involvement was shown in Table 2. Severe
type patients had significantly higher lung severity scores than
common type patients (7.8± 3.9 vs. 3.3± 2.4, P < 0.05).

The Scores and Clinical Complications
A total of 18 patients had a MuLBSTA score >12 points and
were all of severe type (Table 3). In the severe type patients, 20
(55.6%) were older than 60 years, 14 (38.9%) had hypertension,
7 (19.4%) were smokers, 20 (55.6%) had a lymphocyte count
of <0.8∗109/L, 30 (83.3%) had multi-lobular infiltrates, and 19
(52.8%) had bacterial coinfection. The frequency of all the terms
in severe type patients was higher than that in the common
type patients.

For CURB65 score, the mean point in severe type patients
were significantly higher than common type patients (P < 0.05).
Among of 36 severe type patients, there were 16 patients and 10
patients were more than 2 points and 3 points, respectively. In
ICU care and death patients, there were 4 (19.0%) patients and
2 (40%) patients had CURB65 score more than 3 points. The
proportion of MuLBSTA score more than 12 points was much
higher compared with the proportion of CURB65 score more
than 3 points in ICU care and deaths (P < 0.05) (Figure 1).

During admission, the complications of severe type patients
were as follows: 19 (52.8%) patients had with electrolyte
disturbance; 11 (30.6%) with AMI; 17 (47.2%) with respiratory
failure; 2 (5.5%) with AKI; and 5 (13.9%) with ARDS. Moreover,
4 (11.1%) patients experienced shock and were all of severe type.

The frequency of electrolyte disturbance, AMI and respiratory
failure in severe type patients were higher than common type
patients. The hypokalemia and respiratory failure type I were
most common (Table 3).

Efficacy and Prognosis Value of the
MuLBSTA Scale for Death or ICU Care
Of all 21 patients who required ICU care, 13 (61.9%) and 16
(71.9%) had a MuLBSTA score >12 points. The median point of
the MuLBSTA score was 13 (IQR, 9, 15). All (100%) patients who
died had a MuLBSTA score ≥ 12 points, and the median point
was 17 (IQR, 14, 17).

The diagnosis of the MuLBSTA score for death or ICU
treatment is shown in Figure 2. The area under the curve (AUC)
of death diagnosis was 0.956, the cutoff value was 12 (specificity,
89.5%; sensitivity, 100%). The AUC of ICU diagnosis was 0.875,
and the cutoff value was 11 (specificity, 91.7%; sensitivity, 71.4%).

The subgroup analysis of the association between the
MuLBSTA score and death or ICU care patients were showed
in Figure 3. Patients with a MuLBSTA score ≥ 12 had a higher
ICU care (log-rank, P = 0.001) and higher death (log-rank, P =

0.000) risks. The decreasing number of patients at high risk group
and the total number of deaths accumulated over time and ICU
admissions in the cohort are shown in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION

In this cohort study, we reported the clinical characteristics and
available risk stratification scores associated with the clinical
outcomes in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia who died or

FIGURE 1 | The proportion of different MuLBSTA and CURB65 score points in severe type patients.
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FIGURE 2 | ROC curve of the MuLBSTA score. (A) The AUC of death. (B) The AUC of ICU.

FIGURE 3 | K–M curve of different MuLBSTA scores patients and count of patients in each group at risk at each interval. (A) Death risk of MuLBSTA score of ≥12;

(B) The ICU care needs of MuLBSTA score of ≥12.

required ICU care after admission. Patients with a MuLBSTA
score ≥12 points were more likely to die or require ICU
care. Particularly, severe type patients were more likely to be
older, associated with more underlying diseases, severe immune
response and lung involvement. These findings suggest that
for patients with COVID-19, the MuLBSTA score at first-time
hospital admissions may be necessary for risk stratification in
patients who have poor prognosis.

As a new type of highly contagious disease in human, this
is the first coronavirus to cause a human pandemic (12). The
pathophysiology and risk factors of unusually high mortality
for COVID-19 have not yet been completely understood. In

this study, we validated an effective clinical risk stratification
scoring scale-MuLBSTA score for patients infected with SARS-
COV-2. This scale is based on the mortality outcomes of 528
patients infected with respiratory viruses according to Guo
et al. (9). However, there is no sufficient evidence to verify
the efficacy of assessment of poor prognosis in COVID-19
patients (13). The scale is used as an early warning model
in predicting mortality in viral pneumonia (9). This scale
synthesizes multiple risk factors of the patient, and finally
obtains a total score according to the proportions of different
risk factor, which is equivalent to the score of the patient’s
basic condition.
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Old age and underlying diseases are now well-known as risk
factors in COVID-19 patients, and it has been reported that the
SARS-COV-2 infection was more like to occur in older men
with comorbidities (13–15). Wu et al. thought that older age was
associated with a greater risk of developing ARDS and death,
and it may be owing to less rigorous immune response (16). In
their cohort, 29.9% of patients were older than 60 years, and
16.2 and 15.4% had associated with hypertension and diabetes.
Hypertension and CVD had higher prevalence in the severe cases
than in the mild ones. Moreover, no study have demonstrated
that a single underlying illness is a risk factor for death or
treatment in the ICU at present. Old age or age and underlying
disease alone may not be sufficient to determine the risk. In
earlier reports increased age in the male population has been
associated with higher mortality (17). Smokers are vulnerable to
respiratory viruses, and smoking could upregulate angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 receptor levels (17). The prevalence of
high smoking level in males may partly explain the higher
susceptibility and mortality of male patients.

In addition, virus-induced direct cytopathic effects and
viral evasion of host immune responses are believed to play
major roles in the severity of coronavirus infection (18, 19).
The dysregulation of immune response may result in an
excessive inflammation, leading to adverse outcomes (20, 21).
Lymphocytopenia was present in 83.2% patients with COVID-
19 at admission (22), and severe cases tend to have lower
lymphocyte counts (5). In this study, we had similar findings that
lymphocyte counts significantly decreased in severe type patients,
and more than half of patients had decreased lymphocyte count.
Coronaviruses commonly attack the respiratory system and
SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to cause lung damage (22, 23). As
a significant auxiliary modality, chest CT is a key component of
the diagnosis of virus-infected patients (24). It allows the sensitive
assessment of lung lesions as well as the degree and location
of lung involvement. In previous studies, ground glass and
consolidation opacities have been shown to be the most common
imaging signs in patients with COVID-19 (8, 23, 25). Although
weakened immunity and lung damage are problems in the
majority of patients, the effect on death or ICU remains unclear.

The MuLBSTA score is a good diagnostic marker for poor
prognosis. In the present study, a score of 12 points indicates
the specificity and sensitivity of death were 89.5 and 100%, and
11 points present the specificity and sensitivity of ICU care were
91.7 and 71.4%, respectively. These results strongly suggest that
the scale has good efficacy to assess the clinical risk of death and
ICU care in patients infected with SARS-COV-2. The survival
analysis showed that the higher is theMuLBSTA score, the higher
is the death risk. In our results, 50% of severe type patients had a
score of≥12 points, but no common type patients had more than
this score. The results implied that severe type patients are more
likely to die, and it may be owing to severe immune response and
lung involvement.

In clinical practices, there is no effective treatment available
for the infected patients, but screening high-risk patients at first
admission and appropriate clinical management may be helpful
in reducing the incidence of severe complications, such as ARDS
or sepsis as well as mortality. Although there are some clinical

scales about the severity and risk stratification of pneumonia,
such as CURB65 or SOFA score, but in our study, the screening
proportion of high-risk patients withMuLBSTA score was higher
than that of CURB65 score. Meanwhile, age, hypertension, and
smoking status as part of the MuLBSTA score were readily
available in the clinical setting, whereas the lymphocyte count
and lobe status were assessed by routine blood examination and
X-ray or CT scan. Therefore, the score may be a rapid and
effective risk stratification strategy.

This study has several limitations. First, the lack of effective
antiviral drugs, and all patients underwent different treatment
regimens, which may affect the prognosis of patients. Secondly,
there may be other risk factors that also affect the prognosis
of patients. We verified the validity of the MuLBSTA scale, but
the predictive value of a single factor was not analyzed. Finally,
because this is the retrospective study, we could only evaluate
the short-term prognosis. The long-term prognosis would be
analyzed in further studies.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first retrospective
cohort study that focusing on the MuLBSTA score risk
stratification of patients with COVID-19 who have experienced
a definite outcome. We found that a MuLBSTA score of ≥12
points at admission was a high risk factor for death or ICU
care in adult patients with COVID-19. The risk stratification
provides the evidence for novel coronavirus clinical interventions
in efforts to improve outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS

A higher MuLBSTA score at admission had higher death or
ICU risk in patients with COVID-19. The MuLBSTA scale
is valuable for the risk stratification of COVID-19 patients,
especially regarding death or ICU care.
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Social media has enabled misinformation to circulate with ease around the world

during the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. This study applies

the Crisis and Emergency Risk and Communication model (CERC) to understand the

themes and evolution of misinformation on the Internet during the early phases of the

COVID-19 outbreak in China, when the epidemic developed rapidly with mysteries.

Drawing on 470 misinformation rated as false by three leading Chinese fact-checking

platforms between 1 January and 3 February 2020, the analysis demonstrated five major

misinformation themes surrounding COVID-19: prevention and treatment, crisis situation

updates, authority action and policy, disease information, and conspiracy. Further trend

analyses found that misinformation emerged only after the nationwide recognition of

the crisis, and appeared to evolve relating to crisis stages, government policies, and

media reports. This study is the first to apply the CERC model to investigate the

primary themes of misinformation and their evolution. It provides a standard typology

for crisis-related misinformation and illuminates how misinformation of a particular topic

emerges. This study has significant theoretical and practical implications for strategic

misinformation management.

Keywords: COVID-19, misinformation, internet, surveillance, crisis communication, fact-checking

INTRODUCTION

The Internet, especially social media, has caused considerable concerns on their roles in promoting
misinformation during health crises like disease outbreaks (Tandoc et al., 2018; Waszak et al.,
2018). Misinformation can be broadly defined as “information presented as truthful initially
but that turns out to be false later on” (Lewandowsky et al., 2013). It may inhibit effective
outbreak communication by amplifying public fear and misleading the public to develop practices
that might harm their health (Poland and Spier, 2010; Swire and Ecker, 2018). Particularly, in
the current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, the United Nations has warned a
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“misinfo-demic” that is spreading harmful health advice on
the Internet1.

A rapidly growing body of literature has investigated the
misinformation surrounding disease outbreaks, such as the
current COVID-19 pandemic. Research has found that a quarter
of social media information (e.g., Twitter, YouTube) contained
medical misinformation and unverified content pertaining to the
COVID-19 pandemic (Kouzy et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). Over
two-thirds of the top 110 popular websites from the Google
Search engine were found to have a low quality of COVID-19
information (Cuan-Baltazar et al., 2020).

Different typologies of misinformation were also identified
in previous studies (Bastani and Bahrami, 2020; Brennen
et al., 2020). Brennen et al. (2020) found 9 topics of COVID-
19 misinformation, with falsehoods about “public authority
action,” “community spread,” “general medical advice,” and
“prominent actors” as the most prevalent topics. Bastani and
Bahrami (2020) identified 5 main categories of misinformation,
including “disease statistics,” “treatments, vaccines and
medicines,” “prevention and protection methods,” “dietary
recommendations,” and “disease transmission ways.” Similarly,
studies surrounding the Ebola and Zika outbreak found
misinformation about disease health impacts, vaccinations,
and disease transmission mechanisms (Oyeyemi et al., 2014;
Sommariva et al., 2018; Vijaykumar et al., 2018).

However, two essential research gaps can be identified. First,
none of the studies utilized a theoretical model to guide the
development of their misinformation typologies. Particularly, it
is essential to develop a topology of crisis-related misinformation
based on a crisis communication model. A theoretical typology
of crisis-related misinformation can facilitate comparisons and
integration of previous findings by providing a standard
framework. This can also inform better health communication
and in turn improve crisis management.

Second, how misinformation emerges and evolves during
disease outbreaks remain unclear, preventing strategic crisis
management on combating misinformation. Theories indicate
that misinformation like rumors is induced during health crises
because of the public’s unsatisfied information needs (Rosnow,
1991; DiFonzo and Bordia, 2007). Rumors can often play crucial
roles in reducing public feelings of anxiety and uncertainty that
are triggered by the unknown and threatening circumstances
(Rosnow, 1991; DiFonzo and Bordia, 2007). Hence, as the
situations develop swiftly during disease outbreaks like COVID-
19, it is likely that different types of misinformation emerge and
evolve in different time frames corresponding to the information
needs of the public. Nevertheless, none of the existing research
has explored the temporal patterns of misinformation.

An Application of the Crisis and
Emergency Risk Communication Model
This research aims to address the above research gaps by adopting
the Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Model (CERC)

1United Nations. Hatred going viral in ‘dangerous epidemic of misinformation’

during COVID-19 pandemic. Available online at: https://news.un.org/en/story/

2020/04/1061682 (accessed June 26, 2020).

to examine the typology and evolution of misinformation
during the early phases of a disease outbreak. The CERC is a
communication model that guides authorities’ communication
strategies at different stages of the risk and crisis lifecycle, “from
risk, to eruption, to clean-up and recovery, and on into evaluation
(p. 51)” (Reynolds and Seeger, 2005). The latter three stages mark
the containment and the end of the crisis, when misinformation
may not be prevalent. Therefore, this study focuses only on the
first two stages of a health crisis. As the model is developed
based on the audiences’ information needs (Reynolds and Seeger,
2005), it provides the temporal patterns of those needs that
can be used to theorize the typology and evolution of crisis-
related misinformation.

The pre-crisis stage is the first stage of the CERC model when
the crisis is yet to occur. The authorities will need to heighten
the public awareness of the potential crisis by warning the public,
providing risk information, and educating self-preventions.
However, in the context of crisis-related misinformation, as the
CERCmodel suggests that the public is generally not aware of the
crisis at this stage (Reynolds and Seeger, 2005), it can be expected
that there will be no misinformation during the pre-crisis stage.

The second stage of CERC is the initial stage when the
crisis occurs and when the public is first aware of the crisis.
The model demonstrates uncertainty reduction, self-efficacy,
and reassurance as the three main communication strategies
at this stage (Reynolds and Seeger, 2005). In the context of
an infectious disease outbreak (Lazard et al., 2015; Lwin et al.,
2018), reducing uncertainty is to provide information on case
reports and crisis-related events. Messages on self-efficacy are to
communicate personal preventions and treatments. Reassurance
is information about government interventions. That is, the
initial stage is characterized by three urgent information needs:
crisis situation updates, self-preventions, and reassurance from
authority-initiated actions. Accordingly, misinformation about
crisis situations, self-preventions, and authority actions will be
prominent at this stage. Specifically, the public requires more
accurate understandings of the disease as the crisis continues
to develop (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018;
Lwin et al., 2018). Hence, misinformation about disease natures
is expected to surge at the later period of the initial stage.

Though the CERC model suggests that misinformation
will develop surrounding the four themes during the initial
stage of an outbreak, it does not provide detailed predictions
on how these four themes of misinformation emerge and
evolve within the stage. It is important to understand the
rapid evolution of misinformation because disease outbreaks
often develop swiftly with many mysteries within the initial
stage. Also, breaking news and government responses will
be put forth rapidly within this period. It is crucial to
explore if government actions and media reports will affect the
emergence of misinformation.

This study takes the COVID-19 outbreak in China as a
valuable opportunity for applying the CERC to understand
the typology and evolution of crisis-related misinformation.
Particularly, this research aims to analyse the themes and
temporal patterns of COVID-19misinformation by utilizing data
from fact-checking platforms.
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The COVID-19 and Fact-Checking
Platforms in China
On 31December 2019, the first cases of COVID-19 were reported
in Wuhan, China (Zhu et al., 2020). The disease has been put
under national surveillance since 11 January (Tu et al., 2020).
A week later, Guangdong, Shanghai, and Beijing reported their
first imported cases from Wuhan. As of 23 January, all but two
provinces of China reported confirmed cases2. The following
days witnessed the quarantine of Wuhan and other cities in the
Hubei province3. The disease continued to spread and has seen
a broader outreach in China since 27 January, but the number of
daily new cases began to drop after 3 February4.

The COVID-19 outbreak has triggered massive amounts of
misinformation on social media within China. Fake reports on
new cases and unverified information about prevention from the
disease (e.g., Taking vitamin C can prevent the disease) have
been circulated with ease. Fact-checking platforms, which aim
to debunk fake news and online falsehoods, provide novel data
sources for misinformation surveillance during the outbreak.
This study analyses data from three such platforms, including
Jiaozhen, Ding Xiang Yuan, and Toutiao.

Jiaozhen is the leading Chinese fact-checking platform that
aims to fight against health-related falsehoods5. It is jointly run
by the Health Communication Working Committee of China
Medical Doctor Association and Tencent, the company that hosts
the most active social media application, WeChat. This platform
is providing real-time information services during the COVID-
19 outbreak in China, by curating and reviewing hot topics
in public health from news and social media with the help of
artificial algorithms. Ding Xiang Yuan6, which is the leading
social networking site for health professionals in China, has
developed a fact-checking platform specifically for the COVID-
19 outbreak. The platform is specializing in debunking medical-
related misinformation surrounding the disease. Finally, Toutiao
is the Chinese leading online news media. It provides services to
counter fake news during the crisis by gathering falsehoods from
news media7.

Hypotheses and Research Questions
H1: Misinformation will emerge surrounding crisis situation
updates, prevention and treatment, authority action and polity,

2National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China. Situation reports.

Available online at: http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/yqtb/list_gzbd.shtml (accessed

June 26, 2020).
3General Office of Hubei Provincial People’s Government. Wu Han Shi Xin Xing

Guan Zhuang Bing Du Gan Ran De Fei Yan Yi Qing Fang Kong Zhi Hui Bu

Tong Gao (Di Yi Hao) Statement on the novel coronavirus infection pneumonia

outbreak preparedness in Wuhan (No. 1). Available online at: http://www.gov.cn/

xinwen/2020-01/23/content_5471751.htm (accessed June 26, 2020).
4COVID-19Dashboard by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE)

at Johns Hopkins University. Available online at: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.

html (accessed June 26, 2020).
5Jiaozhen. Available onlin at: https://vp.fact.qq.com/home (accessed June 26,

2020).
6Ding Xiang Yuan. Available onlin at: http://ncov.dxy.cn/ncovh5/view/

pneumonia_rumors?from=dxyandsource=andlink=andshare= (accessed June

26, 2020).
7Toutiao. Available onlin at: https://www.toutiao.com/c/user/62596297771/#mid=

1585938857001998 (accessed June 26, 2020).

and disease information during the initial stage of the COVID-19
outbreak in China.

RQ1: How did different themes of misinformation emerge
during the first two stages of the COVID-19 outbreak suggested
by the CERC model?

METHODS

Data Extraction
All fact-checking articles published between 1 January and 3
February 2020 were extracted from the three platforms, namely
Jiaozhen, Ding Xiang Yuan, and Toutiao. The investigation
period marked the first two stages of the outbreak. The pre-
outbreak stage was from 1 January to 20 January; the initial
stage was from 21 January till the end of the investigation.
The two stages were categorized as above because the China
government recognized the COVID-19 crisis by confirming
human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 and starting daily
national reports on the outbreak on 20 January, and the disease
began to be contained after 3 February4. The extraction yielded
524 articles, of which 225 on Jiaozhen, 69 on Ding Xiang Yuan,
and 230 on Toutiao.

Data Coding Procedures
Data coding of the articles involved several procedures. First, the
author and a student assistant independently scanned all articles
with their titles and full texts and identified 470 articles that
are related to the COVID-19 outbreak. The interrater agreement
of the scanning was 100%. Of those relevant articles, 434 rated
their fact-checked stories as false. These include 155 articles on
Jiaozhen, 64 on Ding Xiang Yuan, and 215 on Toutiao.

Second, the 434 articles were then thematically analyzed with
two steps. In step 1, a codebook was developed by the author.
The CERC was applied to develop the typology of COVID-
19 related misinformation. As discussed, four major themes
were derived from the CERC (Reynolds and Seeger, 2005; Lwin
et al., 2018): (1) prevention and treatment: misinformation on
measures or medication for disease prevention or treatment;
(2) crisis situation updates: misinformation on updates or
events related to new or existing cases, or other crisis-related
situations; (3) authority action and policy: misinformation on
government policies taken against the disease or other public
policies; and (4) disease information: misinformation pertaining
to disease spreading mechanisms, diagnosis, and other disease-
related information.

To ensure all themes of misinformation would be captured, an
open coding procedure was also employed (Bernard et al., 2016).
The fifth theme was derived from the open coding procedure:
(5) conspiracy: false statements or accusations that the virus
is human-made or that some countries utilized the virus as a
bioengineered weapon. The author and the student assistant then
read the posts independently and identified finer topics under
each of the five themes. The team met to discuss disagreements
and agreed on the final codebook.

In step 2, the author and another student assistant
independently went through the title and full text of each article
and categorized them into themes and topics guided by the
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TABLE 1 | Themes and examples of misinformation.

Themes Example Jiaozhen Ding Xiang Yuan Toutiao Sum %

Prevention and treatment 66 38 33 137 31.6%

Folk medicine Taking Vitamin C can prevent the novel coronavirus disease. 30 14 13 57 13.1%

Folk measures Taking a hot bath can prevent the novel coronavirus disease. 13 11 7 31 7.1%

Clinical treatment Good news! The vaccine for the novel coronavirus disease is

now ready.

13 5 9 27 6.2%

Mask People should wear a surgical mask with the colored surface

facing out when they show respiratory symptoms and with

that surface facing internally when they are well.

10 8 4 22 5.1%

Crisis situation updates 30 2 89 121 27.9%

Case updates Dr. Zhong Nanshan confirmed with the coronavirus disease. 11 1 43 55 12.7%

Local events A Hubei news anchor put on a surgical mask when she was

broadcasting the news on-screen.

12 1 31 44 10.1%

Local corruption The Wuhan Red Cross was found to sell vegetables that were

donated by the general public.

3 0 7 10 2.3%

Foreign events 116 visitors from Wuhan were refused entry into Singapore. 4 0 8 12 2.8%

Authority action and policy 33 2 67 102 23.5%

Isolation controls The Guangzhou government plans to put the city under

quarantine.

17 1 50 68 15.7%

Medical measures The Wuhan government plans to disinfect the city with a

large-scale spray.

5 1 6 12 2.8%

Medical supplies

management

The state council bans sale of face masks on all eCommerce

platforms.

4 0 4 8 1.8%

Contact tracing From 3 February, all visitors should make registrations with

their real name before entering into hospitals in Shanghai.

3 0 3 6 1.4%

Media management Wuhan plans to block the Internet connection to stop medical

staff from sharing disease-related information to the public.

2 0 3 5 1.2%

Reassurance National public health emergency response: House rental will

be fully free for February and halved for March and April.

2 0 0 2 0.5%

General The city of Hezhou announces the highest level of the public

health emergency for the coronavirus.

0 0 1 1 0.2%

Disease information 23 20 21 64 14.7%

Spreading dynamics The coronavirus can be transmitted through eye contact. 11 13 6 30 6.9%

Natural history The coronavirus has been discovered since 2018. 6 3 8 17 3.9%

Risk factor Asians are easier to get the coronavirus infection. 4 4 5 13 3.0%

Epidemiology The biggest outbreak is coming in 2 days. Stay home. 1 0 2 3 0.7%

Diagnosis If one sees symptoms of runny nose and expectoration, he or

she is not infected by the coronavirus.

1 0 0 1 0.2%

Conspiracy The coronavirus is a human-made, bioengineered disease. 3 2 5 10 2.3%

N 155 64 215 434

The bold values indicates the major themes of misinformation, whose counts and percentages should be the sum of values of its subtopics.

codebook. The interrater agreement between the two coders was
87.1%. The coding disagreement was solved by discussions.

RESULTS

Themes of Misinformation (H1)
Table 1 demonstrates the five themes and examples of
misinformation. Several topics were identified under the
major themes. First, the theme of “prevention and treatment”
was predominant, accounting for 31.6% of all misinformation.
“Folk medicine” surfaced as one of the most prevalent topics,
presenting folk beliefs of alternative medicines such that taking
vitamin C can prevent people from the disease. The second

common theme was misinformation pertaining to “crisis
situation updates,” representing a share of 27.9%. Examples in
this theme included fake reports that claimed someone had
confirmed with the infection or died of the virus.

“Authority action and policy” emerged as another type of

misinformation that was widely spreading (23.5%). Particularly,
fake news of isolation controls claiming city quarantine plans was

the most frequent topic, making up 15.7% of all misinformation.

The fourth common theme was “disease information” (14.7%).
An example of this theme is the rumor that the COVID-19 could
be transmitted through eye contact between people. Conspiracy
(2.3%), such that the coronavirus was bioengineered in the lab,
was also circulated extensively within China (Cohen, 2020).
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FIGURE 1 | The numbers of COVID-19 misinformation in relation to other misinformation, disease milestones, government policies, and media reports in China.

Evolution of Misinformation (RQ1)
A trend analysis was conducted utilizing Jiaozhen as the
only data source. The platform aims to provide timely
facts within 24 h after a piece of impactful misinformation
emerges online. As such, its data allows investigations of the
evolution of misinformation. However, data from the other
two platforms are not optimal for trend analysis. Ding Xiang
Yuan did not provide a timestamp for its articles, and Toutiao
revealed a significant time lag of fact-checking during the
investigation period.

Figure 1 shows the numbers of COVID-19 misinformation
checked by Jiaozhen between 1 January and 3 February 2020.
Fact-checking articles that are not related to the disease were
also examined for comparison purposes, presenting the baseline
fact-check frequency of the platform. Though the virus infections
have been put under national surveillance as early as 11 January,
misinformation pertaining to the disease emerged only on 21
January, the day when the crisis was nationally recognized. The
number of misinformation peaked at the first 2 days of Chinese
New Year (i.e., 25 and 26 January).

Figure 2 demonstrates how different themes of
misinformation developed during the initial stage of the
outbreak. Particularly, three short meaningful phases were
identified within this stage based on disease developments
and government actions. The preparation phase (Phase
1; 21–23 January) witnessed the period when the disease
was first recognized as a national crisis by the public.
Misinformation of prevention and treatment (e.g., folk

medicine) and crisis situation updates (e.g., case reports) was
predominant at this phase.

The developing phase (Phase 2; 24–27 January) started from
the day when the Wuhan city was quarantined. The number
of misinformation surrounding authority actions and policies
surged at this phase, becoming the most frequent theme. Rumors
of isolation measures accounted mostly for the increase.

The escalating phase (Phase 3) has seen an upsurge of
confirmed cases across the country from 27 January to 3
February. Mysteries surrounding the disease, especially its
spreading dynamics, become salient. Interestingly, on 1 February,
People’s Daily, the official newspaper of the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of China, reported a study that argued the
effectiveness of Shuanghuanglian Oral Liquid, one of traditional
Chinese medicine that is familiar to the public, in preventing the
disease infection. This media report coincided with an escalation
of misinformation on folk medicine.

DISCUSSION

This study is the first to apply the CERC model to investigate
the primary themes of misinformation and their evolution
during the early stages of the COVID-19 outbreak in China.
Across three platforms, the study demonstrated five major
themes of misinformation. The four predominant themes
were derived from the CERC model, including crisis situation
updates, prevention and treatment, authority action and
polity, and disease information, supporting H1. From a
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FIGURE 2 | Evolution of misinformation themes in relation to crisis phases and the COVID-19 cases in China.

health communication perspective, this study provides a
standard typology for crisis-related misinformation. This is
helpful as the framework can guide future systematic reviews
to summarize and compare previous findings. From the
crisis communication perspective, the findings suggest that
combating crisis-related misinformation and communicating
crisis information are two sides of a coin. Though this insight
seems intuitive, it illuminates the theoretical possibilities for
future integration for the two distinct research fields. It also
suggests that the containment of crisis-related misinformation
should be implemented simultaneously along with
crisis communication.

However, the CERC model did not predict the emergence of
conspiracies, though conspiracies were commonly found during
health crises (Sommariva et al., 2018; Wood, 2018). This is
likely because conspiracies do not emerge from a particular
information need; instead, it serves to provide an immediate and
holistic understanding of the situation: why the crisis happened,
who benefits from it, and who should be blamed (Bessi et al.,
2015; Wood, 2018). Though conspiracies accounted for only a
tiny proportion of misinformation, they can significantly tarnish
the reputations of health authorities and prevent effective health
and crisis communication (Cohen, 2020). Future studies should
investigate how they can be efficiently prevented and addressed
during health crises.

Regarding temporal patterns (RQ1), misinformation emerged
only after the national recognition of the crisis, supporting the
intuitive prediction from the CERC. Importantly, government
policies and media reports appear to elicit misinformation under
some circumstances at the initial stage of the COVID-19 outbreak
in China (21 January to 3 February). The findings clearly showed
the concurrence between the city quarantine and the upsurge
of fake news about government policies, and between People
Daily’s reports and the circulation of misinformation about folk
medicine. Given the relatively short investigation period in this
study, the causality of their associations cannot be claimed.

Future studies should focus on a longer period and conduct time
series analysis to understand the effects of government policies
and media reports on misinformation.

Nevertheless, those concurrences suggest that misinformation
might not emerge randomly or evenly across time. Rather,
misinformation of a topic may be induced by an event or
information on the same topic. This is likely because ongoing
events and information can act as circumstantial evidence for
misinformation of a similar topic if they are not communicated
effectively. This insight goes beyond the current research
that predominantly examines when misinformation emerges
(Rosnow, 1980, 1988), by suggesting how misinformation of a
particular topic emerges. This suggestion is particularly critical
for practitioners as it can strategize the allocations of limited
communication resources for misinformation debunking.
Future research should investigate how misinformation of
a topic emerges and spreads along with ongoing events
and information.

Additionally, as misinformation often emerge when official
information is lacking (DiFonzo and Bordia, 2007), the findings
suggest that crisis management policies, especially strong or
extreme ones, should be supported by follow-up communication
to ease the public from fear and uncertainty. News media
should also frame their reports rigorously and scientifically to
avoid misunderstandings.

This study has two limitations. First, the trend analysis was
conducted with data of only one platform. As Table 1 clearly
shows that different fact-checking platforms tend to gather
different themes of misinformation, future research should
try to generalize the study results regarding the evolution
of misinformation. Second, as this study utilized publicly
available data on fact-checking platforms, it is unable to
discover mechanisms why particular misinformation is made
and circulated. Future studies should conduct surveys and
experiments to understand how people create and spread
misinformation during a disease crisis.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study is the first to apply the CERC model to investigate the
themes and evolution of misinformation during the early stages
of an infectious disease outbreak. Though the study focused on
misinformation that emerged surrounding COVID-19 in China,
the findings are expected to be generalized into other public
health emergencies because they are largely corresponding to
the CERC model. This research is of theoretical and practical
interest to communication scholars and practitioners who seek
to maximize the effectiveness of outbreak communication by
combating misinformation surrounding health crises. Future
research should examine how and why misinformation is made
and circulated by particular groups of people in specific crisis

stages, to achieve successful crisis communication through
combating misinformation.
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We report the clinical characteristics, viral shedding duration, and contact tracing for

asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 in Wuhan, China. The asymptomatic carriers

were relatively young (median age: 34.5 years). Chest computed tomography showed

no abnormalities. The nasopharyngeal swab was an optimum specimen for RNA testing.

The median viral shedding duration was 11.5 days. Notably, 2 months of viral shedding

duration were reported in two nurses, which was much longer than previously reported

or than usually thought. The transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 by asymptomatic carriers

during the studied period in Wuhan appeared to be weak. Only one patient (1/12)

was found to have transmitted the virus to another person. Early asymptomatic carrier

detection, isolation, and contact tracing could be useful to mitigate the spread of

the disease.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, asymptomatic carrier, transmission ability, clinical features

INTRODUCTION

The epidemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has spread globally and has resulted
in more than 600,000 deaths as of late July (1). In the fight against severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), an increasing number of investigators have begun to
be focus on the risk of transmission from asymptomatic carriers. An asymptomatic carrier of
SARS-CoV-2 is a person infected with SARS-CoV-2 who does not develop symptoms. According
to their current disease state, asymptomatic carriers could be categorized as incubatory carriers
in a pre-symptomatic state or convalescent carriers who have already recovered from the disease.
Asymptomatic carriers play a critical role in the transmission of infectious diseases, including
COVID-19 (2). The reported incidence of asymptomatic infections differs in various regions and
time periods. An early report from China stated that only 1% of SARS-CoV-2 infections were
asymptomatic (3). The incidence of asymptomatic infections on the “Diamond Princess” ship was
51.7% (4). A high proportion (40.7%) of asymptomatic infections was reported among residents
and staffmembers of nine long-term care facilities in theUSA (5). To date, a better understanding of
asymptomatic carriers is still urgently needed.We hereby provide a report of healthy asymptomatic
carriers based on a review and analysis of their medical records with the ultimate goal of mitigating
the spread of COVID-19.
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METHODS

We enrolled asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 from March
20th, 2020, to April 5th, 2020, in the People’s Hospital of Wuhan
University. Of the 280 patients with laboratory-confirmed
COVID-19, 12 patients who never developed any symptoms
throughout the disease course were included in this study.
The 12 asymptomatic carriers met the following criteria: (1).
Confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, with patients having at least
two positive results from RNA tests (6). Specimens collected
from nasopharyngeal swabs, stool, and urine were analyzed by
reverse transcription quantitative PCR to detect SARS-CoV-2
RNA; (2). A lack of related signs or symptoms of COVID-19,
including fever and any respiratory symptoms during the entire
hospitalization and the 14-day post-discharge isolation period.
When SARS-CoV-2 infection was confirmed, the patients were
hospitalized in the isolation ward until they met the discharge
criteria. Discharge criteria was two consecutive negative results
on RNA tests separated by at least a 24-h interval for
nasopharyngeal swabs, stool, and urine. During hospitalization,
all patients were treated with Arbidol (1,200mg, three times per
day, oral), and RNA testing was repeated every 3 days. After
discharge, the patients were quarantined for 14 days in an isolated
observation area and underwent viral RNA testing every week.
When the test for viral RNA was confirmed to be positive in
these patients, any person with whom the patients had contact
was strictly quarantined for 14 days and tested for the presence
of viral RNA. We analyzed all the clinical features, including
the laboratory and radiographic findings. Data are presented
as the medians ± interquartile ranges (IQRs) for continuous
variables. The study was approved by the People’s Hospital of
Wuhan University Ethics Committee (No. WDRY2020-K068).
Written informed consent was obtained from all the patients for
the publication of any potentially identifiable data included in
this article.

RESULTS

The proportion of patients from March 20th, 2020, to April
5th, 2020, in the People’s Hospital of Wuhan University who
were asymptomatic was 4.3%. The demographic and clinical
characteristics of the 12 asymptomatic patients are shown in
Table 1. All the patients were Wuhan residents. Seven patients
were screened for viral RNA because of a definite history of
exposure to confirmed patients, and two of the seven were
nurses who had cared for COVID-19 patients in a front-line
hospital. Four patients were screened for RNA when they were
hospitalized due to an active disease, including acute pancreatitis,
ectopic pregnancy, coronary heart disease, and hepatocellular
carcinoma. One patient was screened for viral infection during
a pre-employment physical examination and did not have a
definite history of exposure. The patients had a median age of
34.5 years (IQR 29.0–43.0); nine of them were males and three of
them were females.

Abbreviations: COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; IQR, interquartile range.

The retrospective results of RNA testing on specimens,
including nasopharyngeal swabs, stool samples, and urine
samples, during the entire illness duration are shown in Table 1.
Nasopharyngeal swabs had the highest positive rates (12 of 12;
100%), followed by stool samples (6 of 12; 50%) and urine
samples (1 of 12; 8.6%). Viral serological test results for IgM
and IgG antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 are shown in Table 1.
The IgG levels of all the patients were elevated (100%), and
the IgM levels of two patients were slightly elevated (16.7%).
Eight patients without active disease presented with normal
laboratory markers, including white blood cell count and levels
of C-reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase, and D-dimer. Chest
computed tomography was normal in all patients as well. Four
patients who were hospitalized for active primary diseases had
relevant changes in laboratory tests (Table 1). For example, both
patient 1 and patient 7 presented with increased C-reactive
protein levels because of acute pancreatitis and ectopic pregnancy
surgery, respectively.

The duration from the first confirmed positive RNA test result
to a confirmed negative RNA test result is defined as the viral
shedding duration (7). The median shedding duration was 11.5
days (IQR 9.0–14.0), ranging from 7 to 70 days. Notably, the
shedding duration in the two nurses (patient 8 and patient 9) was
more than 2 months (Table 1), which was longer than previously
reported or usually thought. We retrospectively tracked the
disease course in these two nurses, and the details are shown in
Figure 1. We found that these two nurses underwent viral RNA
testing within 1 week after exposure to confirmed patients. The
intervals from confirmed contact to the first RNA test in these
two patients were 3 days and 6 days, which were much shorter
than those in the other patients (Table 1). Additionally, patient
8 presented with recurrent positivity for viral RNA during the
self-quarantine period after the first discharge. After performing
contact tracing for all patients, only one patient was found to
have transmitted the virus; he passed the virus to his mother,
who developedmild COVID-19. Persons with whom the other 11
patients came into contact were not infected; either no symptoms
were observed or screening viral RNA tests were negative during
the 14-day isolation period.

DISCUSSION

SARS-CoV-2 is recognized as being much more transmissible
than both SARS-CoV and Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (8). Asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 have
received increasing attention (7, 9). In this report, we
describe some asymptomatic carriers of the disease. Healthy
asymptomatic carriers are more likely to be younger (median age:
34.5 years) than symptomatic hospitalized patients (median age:
56.0 years) (10), which is consistent with some recent studies (11).
RNA tests of nasopharyngeal swabs were 100% positive, which is
much higher than the positive rate in stool and urine specimens
in asymptomatic carriers, suggesting that nasopharyngeal swabs
could be the optimum samples. However, the nasopharyngeal
swabs test was reported to deliver false negatives because of
sample collection and the operating procedures in some studies
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TABLE 1 | Summary of clinical features and laboratory findings.

References Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5 Patient 6 Patient 7 Patient 8 Patient 9 Patient 10 Patient 11 Patient 12

Age NA 35 43 45 30 27 22 32 34 29 42 52 64

Sex NA Male Male Male Male Male Male Female Female Female Male Male Male

Occupation NA Office worker Office worker Office worker Doctor Office worker Student Office worker Nurse Nurse Office worker Office worker Office worker

Contact history NA No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No

Transmission to contact NA No No No No No Mother No No No No No No

Nasopharyngeal swabs NA + + + + + + + + + + + +

Stool NA + – – – – + + + + + – –

Urine NA – – – – – + – – – – – –

Viral shedding duration NA 11 8 25 11 11 12 7 70 65 9 14 14

Interval from contact to

RNA testing

NA NA NA 46 20 24 14 NA 3 6 NA 57 NA

Comorbidity NA No DM No No No No No No No CHD No HCC

Active diseases NA Acute

pancreatitis

No No No No No Ectopic

pregnancy

No No CHD No HCC

WBC × 109/L 3.5–9.5 6.1 7.8 6.34 7.8 7.29 7.0 12.97 4.37 4.49 6.92 8.09 2.18

Neutrophils × 109/L 1.8–6.3 4.2 4.8 4.04 3.88 4.42 3.78 10.05 2.1 2.12 3.95 2.88 1.39

Lymphocytes × 109/L 1.1–3.2 1.01 2.32 1.71 2.79 2.05 2.46 1.97 1.59 1.86 2.22 4.09 0.43

CRP, mg/L <5 >200 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5 81 <5 <5 <5 <5 13

IgG*, AU/mL <10 175.4 55.75 45.34 393.3 62.6 149.6 104 129 21.55 87.65 189.2 1,041

IgM*, AU/mL <10 1.52 1.08 15.01 24.58 2.8 3.77 3.59 4.61 6.74 9.03 8.6 4.7

LDH, U/L 120–250 491 154 137 135 204 136 190 121 146 287 160 233

D-dimer, mg/L 0–0.55 9.54 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.1 0.27 0.8 0.15 NA 9.32 NA NA

DM, diabetes mellitus; CHD, coronary heart disease; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; WBC, white blood cell; CRP, C-reactive protein; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NA, not available.

*IgG refers to antibody against SARS-CoV-2.

*IgM refers to antibody against SARS-CoV-2.
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FIGURE 1 | Disease course in patient 8 and patient 9. As shown in the schematic, patient 8 and patient 9 (two nurses) performed their first RNA testing within 1 week

after contact with the infected patient. Then they were self-quarantined until admission to hospital. During the period of self-quarantine and central quarantine, they

were tested with nasopharyngeal swabs once a week. During the period of hospitalization, they were tested with nasopharyngeal swabs every 3 days. Patient 8

presented with recurrent positivity of RNA testing and was re-admitted to hospital.

(11). All asymptomatic carriers presented with elevated IgG
antibody levels, while the IgM antibody levels were slightly
elevated in a few patients in our study. The SARS-CoV-2 specific
IgG and IgM yielded different responses depending on disease
course. IgG usually maintains at high levels during a long
period (12), while IgM usually wanes rapidly (13). IgG also
reported to be seronegative in some asymptomatic individuals
(7). Undoubtedly, the immune responses play a key role in the
onset of COVID-2019. Hence, more immunological studies of
asymptomatic carriers are needed urgently.

Prolonged viral shedding has been reported to be associated
with fatal outcomes of severe influenza A (H7N9) infection (14).
In COVID-19 non-survivors, the virus could be detected up
until death. The viral shedding duration is a critical indicator
of prognosis in symptomatic patients (10). It is estimated that
viral shedding from asymptomatic carriers contributed to early
transmission (15). In a previous retrospective cohort study,
the median range of the duration of viral shedding among
hospitalized patients was 12–20 days (10). The longest observed
duration of viral shedding in survivors was 49 days (16).
In study of 37 asymptomatic individuals (Chongqing, China),
shedding duration was reported as 19 days (7). In our study,
the median shedding duration of asymptomatic carriers was
11.5 days. Notably, the longest duration of viral shedding in
two nurses was longer than 2 months. This is the longest viral
shedding duration reported to date. When tracing the entire
disease course, we found that the first RNA testing was performed
much earlier in these two nurses than in other patients due
to their confirmed exposure history. Besides early detection of
RNA, the prolonged virus shedding duration in asymptomatic
carriers is predicted to be associated with the frequency and
quality of specimen collection (7). In addition, evidence of
virus shedding duration only evaluated by reverse transcription
quantitative PCR is limited, for RNA testing cannot distinguish
whether the virus is alive or dead (17). The virus viability
assessment in patients should be considered in future studies.
One of the nurses developed a recurrent RNA positivity after
discharge. Nasopharyngeal swabs, while effective, are unable to
account for the possibility of reinfection and can also deliver false
negative results (18). Our findings suggested that asymptomatic

carriers could remain free from symptoms while carrying the
virus for an extended period. This may provide evidence of
the strong potential for transmission by asymptomatic carriers.
Several studies have indicated that transmission of SARS-CoV-
2 by asymptomatic carriers is implicated in crowds and family
outbreaks in Wuhan, from December, 2019 to January, 2020
(19, 20). However, according to the results of contact tracing
collected from March 20th, 2020, to April 5th, 2020 in our study,
it was found that the transmissibility of the virus in asymptomatic
carriers was weak, which is consistent with previous studies that
suggested that the transmission risk is not high when patients
are asymptomatic (21, 22). Additionally, it was reported that all
455 contacts who were exposed to the asymptomatic carriers in
Guangdong, China, did not develop SARS-CoV-2 infection (23).
Thus, the transmissibility of the virus in asymptomatic carriers
might be weak. It is worth noting that the low transmissibility
is probably related to the strict control measures implemented
since February in Wuhan. More evidence is needed to clarify
the transmissibility of the virus in asymptomatic carriers in the
future. The collection of data from a larger cohort would enable
researchers to more comprehensively investigate this issue.

In conclusion, viral RNA can be detected in asymptomatic
carriers over a long period. The transmissibility of the virus
in asymptomatic carriers from Wuhan, where strict control
measures were implemented, was not as high as expected.
Early asymptomatic carrier detection, isolation, and contact
tracing would be useful to mitigate the spread of COVID-
19. This report will hopefully provide a better understanding
of the transmissibility of the virus in asymptomatic carriers
of COVID-19.
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The recent outbreak of COVID-19 has infected a large number of patients, increasing

the importance of adequate disinfection of the hospital environment. We conducted this

study to explore environmental virus contamination and the effect of terminal disinfection

in the isolation ward of patients with COVID-19. A swab kit was used to sample various

surfaces in the isolation and observation wards using the smear method. The samples

were immediately sent to the PCR department of the laboratory for nucleic acid detection

of COVID-19. We analyzed 31 high-frequency contact sites in three isolation wards of

actively sick patients, of which seven were positive (22.58%, 7/31). Positive sites included

the transfer window, bed rail, buffer room door handle, toilet door handle, and toilet

faucet. All 55 samples taken from the wards of cured patients and the wards after

terminal disinfection were negative. Virus contamination in areas frequently touched by

patients in the isolation ward was high, so the awareness of correct disinfection must

be increased. Use of 1,000–2,000 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant in the isolation

ward was effective.

Keywords: COVID-19, environmental surface, virus contamination, cleaning and disinfection, hand hygiene

INTRODUCTION

Since the outbreak of COVID-19 in Wuhan, in December 2019 (1–3), more than 86,000 cases
have been confirmed in China as of the end of 19 July 2020. The government have taken urgent
measures, including declaring it a category B infectious disease and managing it as a category
A infectious disease, the most stringent classification of infectious diseases (4). Suspected and
confirmed cases of COVID-19 are diagnosed and treated in a specific hospital, which poses a
challenge in terms of preventing cross-infection. The environment or objects in hospitals, once
contaminated by patients’ blood and body fluids (5), can be a new source of infection. If hands
and clothing become contaminated, medical staff and other patients could be infected, causing
hospital-acquired infections and even an infection outbreak. Therefore, it is important to effectively
clean and disinfect environmental surfaces in hospitals (6, 7). To effectively guide disinfection of
the hospital isolation ward, staff from the hospital infection management department went to the
isolation ward of patients newly-diagnosed with COVID-19. Samples were taken from surfaces to
investigate environmental virus contamination and the result of virus inactivation by the current
disinfection method.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Research Design
We visited the designated COVID-19 treatment hospital in
Xiamen, China from 25 February to 27 February 2020 and
used the smear method to sample objects in the COVID-19
isolation wards. The sampling time was 2–4 h after disinfection,
during which time patients moved about the ward freely.
After the actively sick patients were transferred out of the
ward, terminal disinfection was performed immediately. Further
samples were taken 30min after terminal disinfection was
completed, to investigate whether the current disinfection
method can eradicate all viruses on surfaces within the isolation
ward of patients with COVID-19. Samples were also taken 2–
4 h after disinfection from a ward of patients who had recovered
from COVID-19.

Patient Diagnosis and Release Isolation
Standard
According to the requirements of the COVID-19 Diagnosis
and Treatment Program (Sixth Edition) (8), the respiratory
specimens of patients were all positive for the detection of
novel coronavirus nucleic acid by RT-PCR. The criteria for
releasing the patients from the isolation are: 1. the patient’s
temperature is normal for more than 3 days; 2. respiratory
symptoms have improved significantly; 3. pulmonary imaging
shows significant improvement in exudative lesions in the
acute phase; 4. Consecutive negative nucleic acid detection of
respiratory specimens (across an interval of at least 24 h). To
reduce the false-negative rate of the nucleic acid test, Xiamen
hospital tests patients with a negative nucleic acid test three
consecutive times across a sampling interval of at least 24 h, and
then transfers them to the observation ward in the hospital for
14 days.

Sampling Method
A virus sampling swab kit was used in the isolation and
observation wards to assess viral contamination in the
environment. Following correct hand hygiene, we used virus
sampling swabs to wipe the surface of places with high-frequency
contact in the isolation ward (9, 10). The sampling area was
200–400 cm2 on a broad surface, adjusted according to the size of
the object surface, and the entire surface was wiped when it was
<100 cm2. The temperature in the room at the time of sampling
was around 20◦C. After sampling, the swab was put into sample
storage solution and labeled. The specimens were sealed, the
external surfaces disinfected and the sample was immediately
transferred to the PCR room of the hospital laboratory for virus
nucleic acid detection.

Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection
Methods
The daily cleaning and disinfection method in the isolation ward
is as follows: a cleaner wearing adequate personal protective
equipment enters the isolation ward via a dedicated passage for
medical staff. They use a 1,000–2,000 mg/L chlorine-containing
disinfectant to wipe and disinfect the environmental surfaces at

TABLE 1 | Sampling results in isolation wards of actively sick patients with

COVID-19.

Sampling site Sample size Positive sample Positive rate

Transfer window 3 1 33.33%

Bed rail 3 1 33.33%

Bedside table 3 0 0.00%

Light switch 2 0 0.00%

Chair 1 1 100.00%

Floor 3 0 0.00%

Patient’s washbasin 1 0 0.00%

Buffer room door handles 3 1 33.33%

Toilet door handles 3 1 33.33%

Toilet faucet 3 1 33.33%

Kettle 2 0 0.00%

Toilet surface 3 0 0.00%

Gloves after use 1 1 100.00%

Total 31 7 22.58%

least twice a day. Air disinfection involves a plasma dynamic
air disinfection machine, which absorbs and filters the dust in
the air and also filters out microorganisms to reduce the risk of
aerosol transmission of the coronavirus. Terminal disinfection
was performed after patients were transferred out. This method
involved an 80–120 mg/L hypochlorous acid spray for air
disinfection. A dose of 10–20 ml/m3 was atomized via a high-
speed fan into tiny particles of <20µm and sprayed evenly in
the air to ensure it came into contact with microbial particles. A
window was opened for ventilation after 60min. Surfaces were
wiped with a 1,000–2,000 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant.
If textiles such as clothes or bed sheets needed to be reused,
they were sterilized by circulating steam or boiling for 30min; or
soaked in 500 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant for 30min,
and then cleaned as usual. High-value textiles were cleaned using
ethylene oxide.

Instruments and Reagents
Viral nucleic acid was detected using the new coronavirus nucleic
acid detection kit (Xiamen Anpuli Biological Engineering Co.,
Ltd) as per the RT-PCR fluorescent probe method (11).

RESULTS

Environmental Surface Virus
Contamination in the Isolation Ward of
Actively Sick Patients With COVID-19
A total of 31 samples were collected from three isolation wards
of patients actively sick with COVID-19. Of these samples,
seven were positive (22.58%, 7/31). The positive specimens were
sampled from the transfer window, bedrail, chair, one buffer
room door handle, toilet door handles, toilet faucet and used
gloves. The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 | Virus contamination in a typical isolation ward (green is negative, red is positive).

Environmental Surface Virus
Contamination in the Isolation Ward of
Cured Patients
A total of 31 samples were collected from three observation
wards, including transfer windows, buffer room door handles,
toilet faucets, bed rails, bedside tables, and so on. The
samples were all negative for nucleic acid testing (Table 2),
which means no virus was found in the ward of the
cured patients.

Virus Inactivation After Terminal
Disinfection in Isolation Ward of Actively
Sick Patients of COVID-19
We sampled environmental surfaces in two isolation wards after
terminal disinfection and obtained 24 samples, all of which
were negative (Table 2). This means no virus contamination
was found on environmental surfaces in the isolation ward after
terminal disinfection.

DISCUSSION

Current research (8) shows that the main source of coronavirus
infection is patients, including those who are asymptomatic,
via droplet transmission and close contact. High concentrations
of aerosols in relatively closed environments could lead
to aerosol transmission (11, 12). According to research

on coronavirus resistance, common disinfectants such as
chlorine-containing disinfectants, 75% ethanol, hydrogen
peroxide, and hypochlorous acid have good coronavirus
inactivation effects (13, 14). Chlorine-containing disinfectants
should be chosen if the objects are corrosion- resistant,
but 75% ethanol should be chosen first when objects are
non-resistant (15).

Patients with COVID-19 can directly contaminate
surfaces in the surrounding environment through coughing
and can contaminate their clothing or hands through
improper cough etiquette. Contaminated clothing or
hands can infect environmental surfaces. To guide the
thorough infection of the surrounding environment,
it was necessary to sample surfaces from an isolation
ward of patients with COVID-19. Sampling was also
performed to investigate the effect of terminal disinfection
on virus inactivation.

A total of 31 samples were collected from the areas
frequently contacted by actively sick patients, and the positive
rate was 22.58% (7/31). The distribution of positive specimens
was mainly on the toilet door handle, buffer room door
handle, toilet faucet, and transfer window. Since these are
all frequently touched, this indicates that the high-risk areas
were those most likely to be contaminated through touching.
This finding was supported by the positive sample collected
from used gloves, indicating the higher risk of transmission
via contaminated hands. In addition, the chairs and bed
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TABLE 2 | Sampling results in isolation wards of cured patients with COVID-19

and the isolation wards after terminal disinfection.

Sampling

site

Isolation ward of cured

patients

Wards after terminal

disinfection

Sample

size

Positive

sample

Rate Sample

size

Positive

sample

Rate

Transfer

window

2 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Bed rail 2 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Bedside table 3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Light switch 2 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Chair 1 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Floor 3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Buffer room

door handles

3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Toilet door

handles

3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Toilet faucet 3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Kettle 2 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Toilet surface 3 0 0.00% 2 0 0.00%

Wall 1 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Mattress 1 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Equipment

belt

1 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Gloves After

use

1 0 0.00% 1 0 0.00%

Total 31 0 0.00% 24 0 0.00%

rails may have been contaminated by the patient’s clothing
or hands.

The door handle of buffer room one was also positive. This
was used by medical and cleaning staff to leave the ward and
was barely touched by patients, indicating that not all medical
staff or cleaners followed correct hand hygiene before leaving
the ward. Therefore, we conducted hand hygiene training for all
staff. Previous studies found similar results. Ong et al. (16) also
demonstrated the survival of coronaviruses on the surfaces of a
patient ward toilet and hand basin; Ye et al. (17) demonstrated
the survival of coronaviruses on the surfaces of isolation ward
door handles and used gloves; Kampf et al. (18) showed that
the new coronavirus can survive on inanimate surfaces for a
certain period of time (glass or plastic for up to 9 days). These
studies show that contaminated objects may become a new
source of infection, increasing the risk of cross-infection in
the hospital.

Of the 31 specimens collected from three observation wards
of recovered patients, no positive samples were found. This
indicates that the hospital’s protocol is successful. The protocol
involves transferring the patient to an observation ward only after
three consecutive negative nucleic acid tests performed 24 h apart
and using 1,000–2,000 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant
to wipe and disinfect the environmental surfaces. Similarly,
samples were negative from the isolation ward after terminal

disinfection, indicating that the current terminal disinfection
method meets the requirements for virus inactivation. In
order to reduce the risk of cross-infection in the hospital,
1,000–2,000 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant can be
used for environmental cleaning and disinfection in short-
term hospitalization, especially to strengthen the cleaning
and disinfection of the high-frequency contact parts of the
patients’ hands.

There are certain shortcomings in this study, however. For
example, as most cases have been cured, the sample size is limited
and the contamination from patients with severe COVID-19
has not been investigated. No research has been conducted
on other disinfectants and no research has been conducted on
the disinfection effect of cloth. In the future, other regions or
medical institutions with confirmed patients can explore this
area further to provide more theoretical support to guide future
disinfection strategies.

In summary, virus contamination in the isolation ward of
actively sick patients with COVID-19 is common, especially
in areas frequently touched by patients. Such high-frequency
contact areas should be disinfectedmore frequently by enhancing
the awareness of disinfection whenever necessary. The current
terminal disinfection method of hypochlorous acid in the air
combined with chlorine disinfectant on surfaces can meet the
requirements of virus inactivation.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 outbreak has revealedmodern society to be negligently unprepared for a pandemic.
Despite all the advancements in modern healthcare, our response has been that of a century
ago. Back then, social distancing was the main mitigation strategy, and convalescent sera was
the treatment option. In addition to that, today we have molecular (i.e., PCR) and serological
(i.e., IgC/IgM) tests for diagnostics and ventilators for treatment. Given the pace of scientific and
technological development in the last century, this pattern implies the lack of translating scientific
knowledge to applications.

Leaving the therapeutics out of scope, we would like to comment on the diagnostics perspective
from the early stages: infection control via preventive diagnostics. The most natural question
to ask is “Was the pandemic inevitable?” This is a tough question to answer. There are strong
arguments supporting both answers. On one hand, epidemiological simulations considering the
contemporary aviation schedules have arrived at a significant conclusion: it is highly probable
that an outbreak of such parameters would have ended up evolving into a pandemic (1). It is
indeed hard to reject the notion that SARS-CoV-2, with its relatively long transmissible incubation
period, could easily travel and cover the human habitat, and it would be impossible to trace
with conventional measures. The mainstream approach to infection control during the global
spread has been scanning potential carriers using symptomatic signals (e.g., thermal cameras,
thermometer checks, travel questionnaires, etc.) at connecting hubs. However, these preventative
measures were shown to be ineffective in eliminating the spread of COVID-19. The main
factor why the preventive measures fell short might be the appearance of excessive numbers of
asymptomatic/presymptomatic carriers, which are difficult to detect. An unbiased estimation of
the ratio of asymptomatic or presymptomatic spreaders might be difficult to assess. Statistics from
small- or medium-sized cohorts and case studies indicate that they might be as abundant as 10–
50% of the total number of infections (2, 3). These ratios hold special importance regarding
the case studies, showing that asymptomatic/presymptomatic carriers are likely to infect their
contacts (4, 5).

The counter-argument claiming that a pandemic in the contemporary world would have been
preventable relies on an extensive use of modern digital technology. The idea is a working
communication infrastructure as an early warning system. It is believed that such a system could
enable control of the epidemic at initial phases. This optimism perhaps stems from the early
detection success of The Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN) (6) during the first
SARS-CoV-1 outbreak. Previously, it was believed that utilizing cellular networks would be an
invaluable non-biotechnological opportunity for early detection and response. Note that this was
even before the emergence of mobile technologies, big data, widespread social networks, and the
tremendous advances in artificial intelligence fields. The last decade had been a time of blooming
opinions and futuristic depictions of how technology and society is transforming into a new and
data-driven paradigm. Shifting from the diagnostic care of twentieth century to the preventive
strategies of twenty-first century for emerging infectious diseases was obviously no exception. It
was expected that big data analytics could be the key to rapid detection and early prevention of the
next pandemic (7–9).
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND DATA
SCIENCE IN EPIDEMIOLOGY

As of February 2020, almost the half of the world voluntarily
carries GPS tracking devices (i.e., smartphones), which can
record the mobility of masses1. A vast majority of the
transmission from ground zero, patient one, and day 1 to the
current terminal points sits unexplored in web servers both as
transmission networks and as spatial distributions. Nevertheless,
falling short of early detection, the technology field has reacted
with a great effort to fight against the pandemic. In fact,
an artificial intelligence (AI)-backed outbreak risk estimator
warned of the Wuhan outbreak, preparing even before the
WHO and CDC (10). Mobile tracking of possible infections
has been extensively used, firstly by South Korea and Singapore
(11), and it has rapidly become a widespread technological
help used by several nations (12). In addition, the use of
data science and big data analytics from rich information
sources appears to be on track. Simple digital surveys to
locate infection clusters (13) and monitoring surveillance using
online data sources (14) were adopted as common practices.
Diagnostics using AI-backed biomedical signal processing on
medical imaging emerged with practical applications. Deep
learning on computerized tomography scans aims to remove
the burden on the physicians overwhelmed by the explosion
of cases (14, 15). Digital technology was not enough alone to
prevent a pandemic; however, it is plausible that it is transforming
into strong tools with which to fight and perhaps mitigate it.
It might not be possible to conclude whether the state of the
art can prevent or control pandemics in the mist of crisis,
and there is little data yet to prove this. However, it is agreed
that digital technology and data science should be destined
to be an integral part of epidemiology in post-COVID-19
practice (16).

MOLECULAR DIAGNOSIS OF COVID-19

Besides being caught short in several fields from public health
measures to digital technology, we advocate the claim that the
greatest aforementioned scientific translation is in the field of
molecular diagnostics. The popular view sets a premium on
testing, assessing which is the single most effective weapon
with which to track, explore, and isolate the transmission
clusters2. In fact, testing strategies of different nations have
interestingly validated the importance of testing as a preventative
diagnostics strategy. The supporting data assessed by epidemic
curve characteristics showed the effectiveness of mass testing
regimes (17). Motivated by the revealing data, public health
decision makers all around the world are trying to switch
to extensive testing setups in order to reduce the infection
transmission as much as possible. At this point, it is worth

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-

worldwide/
2https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/transcripts/who-

transcript-emergencies-coronavirus-press-conference-full13mar2020848

c48d2065143bd8d07a1647c863d6b.pdf?sfvrsn=23dd0b04__2

questioning the testing routine adopted by the global community.
The mainstream molecular method of COVID-19 diagnosis is
PCR-based amplicon detection (RT-qPCR in a practical set up)
of SARS-CoV-2 genetic material. With widespread infrastructure
and routine experience, this seems to be a natural and
feasible solution. However, considering the capacity and current
scalability options of PCR testing, it is uncertain whether this is
the “extensive testing” scenario we are dealing with. By early April
2020, the total amount of tests conducted were in the millions
band3. The United States, performing the greatest number of
daily tests with more than 100,000 tests/day4, is now seeing a
surge in testing capacity. As the epidemic curve is steepened, it
is very likely that the current regime is underperforming. While
the current approach is a peacetime (i.e., endemic dynamics)
convention, we are in wartime (i.e., pandemic dynamics), which
requires its own unique measures.

Along with the technical scalibility issues of current testing
conventions, it should also be taken into consideration that
waiting to initiate and ramp up the testing availability contributes
to the development of steep epidemic curves. These factors are
heavily reliant on the differing response policies of governments
(18, 19), complex legal oversights for the eligibility to test
(20), and technical and economical unpreparedness, especially
in third-world countries (21). Regardless of the state of the art
molecular testing, the related social issues would have been a
significant obstacle to employ extensive testing.

HOW FAR CAN WE GO IN TESTING WITH
THE AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND WHAT
WOULD WE FACE?

Outbreak simulations imply that even an imperfect detection and
isolation at population levels might be enough to control the
COVID-19 outbreak (22). It is difficult to assess whether there
are stability breakpoints after which social isolation remains the
single most effective measure to reduce risk of spread. However,
it can be hypothesized that widespread scale testing—enough to
trace more than 70% of contacts—at early arrival phases will
be very effective in controlling the outbreaks. Considering that
the first wave of outbreaks might have not hit certain societies,
and resurgence will still be a great risk globally; more aggressive
large-scale testing techniques need to be a priority of molecular
microbiology. Furthermore, even in the late epidemic phases,
large-scale testing would be a dampening factor flattening the
epidemic curves.

As per wartime resources, we do not refer to novel
molecular techniques or groundbreaking early-level technologies
but very common conventions: RT-qPCR and next-generation
sequencing. It could be possible to scale up the testing capacity
at orders of magnitude, introducing only simple procedures
on well-known daily lab routines. Firstly, considering that
the popular biotechnological subject of the last 15 years has
abruptly disappeared from the radar, the scientific society had

3https://ourworldindata.org/covid-testing
4https://covidtracking.com/data/
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been praising the high-throughput capability of next-generation
sequencing. To date, the attempts to use NGS have been mainly
on the sequence analysis of SARS-CoV-25 (23, 24), and it has
not become a common procedure of testing. The underlying
reason for this might be the fact that multiplexing and barcoding
preferences are not designed for extreme sample numbers.
However, theoretically, a single Illumina sequencer can, for
example, cover the SARS-CoV-2 genome 12 billion times in a 24-
h run6; hundreds of thousands if not millions of samples could
be tested in a single spot. That could sound like overestimation,
neglecting several practical limitations, but feasible proposals
with impressive capacity offerings exist7. Released the protocols
for a massively parallel COVID-19 diagnostic assay enabling
simultaneous testing of 19,200 patient samples. The suggested
assay includes a clever tweak in which a large number of barcodes
are integrated to a reverse transcription step that enables large-
scale testing in a single PCR and sequencing run. It is possible to
design multitudes of such laboratory procedures that numerous
NGS laboratories are capable of adopting and applying in the
blink of an eye. Transferring NGS superpower to the COVID-
19 testing arsenal would not only remove the burden from
veteran and surging PCR technology, but it would also bring the
possibility of mass testing one step closer.

POPULATION LEVEL SCANNING FOR
COVID-19

A second opportunity we have been overlooking is not as
visible as high-throughput sequencing, but it is an old, well-
known wartime tussle invented to exploit limited resources:
group testing. Back in the 1940s, the need for screening US
army recruits for syphilis arose. As collecting blood samples and
performing a single Wassermann test for each man appeared
to be quite resource demanding in the circumstances of World
War II, pooling blood samples and performing group tests was
observed to be quite effective since the disease was relatively
rare. Later on, group testing has become a popular topic in
the information theory field, enabling orders of magnitude
saving from the test numbers while being able to pinpoint
sparse positives accurately (25). Similarly, the attractiveness of
recovering sparse signals from a small number of measurements
led, in the mid-2000s, to the birth of an entire research
area called compressive sampling (compressed sensing) in the
signal processing field around (26). Compressive sampling ideas
converge into group testing for special settings where sampling
matrices are binary (pooling) designs. Several theoretical results
(27) and practical applications (28) have been reported, and,
from a computational point of view, it can be annotated as
a mature field. There have been few studies investigating the
group testing opportunities in genotyping (29), and it was not

5https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/uk-creates-covid-19-genome-

sequencing-alliance-large-scale-analysis-virus-oxford
6https://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-marketing/documents/

products/datasheets/novaseq-6000-system-specification-sheet-770-2016-025.pdf
7https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kP2w__uTMSep2UxTCOnUhh1TMCjW

vHEY0sUUpkJHPYV4

a major point of attraction for molecular diagnostics, perhaps
because demand was not particularly high. The notion of “a
single specimen per test reaction” is now by default synonymous
with diagnostic testing. On the other hand, compressing a very
large number of tests in random/structured pools (e.g., around
40 to 120 samples per pooling tube) and conducting relatively
small numbers of group tests that are decodable to original
results is a tempting idea for the purpose of allocating resources
efficiently. There are convincing preliminary results showing
that pooling samples in feasible ranges would not attenuate the
positive signals to undetectable levels in RT-qPCR (30). Similarly,
given enough sequencing depth, detectability could be conserved
inNGS testing. In fact, elemental ideas of simple group testing are
blooming8 (31–33). Sinnott-Armstrong et al. (28) proposed that
a simple grouping scheme pooling on rows and columns of well-
plates could increase the testing rates to around 4.5- and 7-fold
for 96-well plate and 384-well plate applications, respectively,
for 1% prevalence of positive cases. This scheme could achieve
up to 9.5-fold increase (384-well plate setting) at a testing rate
of 0.1% prevalence of positive cases. It should be acknowledged
that this valuable boost does not explore the theoretical and
practically achievable rates of compressive sampling capabilities.
While theoretically perfect, reconstruction of original test results
available with not much more than k log2(N/k) measurements
(25), where N is the number of samples and k is the number
of positive cases, with the use of modern decoding algorithms,
the achievable rates are close to the theoretical bounds. This
means a 10- to 20-fold rate increase for a 1–0.1% prevalence
band is possible with more sophisticated pooling schemes and
decoding algorithms. In fact, allowing for more than one round
of testing, namely, adaptive testing, instead of one-shot recovery
of results, can provide even more efficient outcomes. Especially
for low prevalence regimes (i.e., P < 1/K2), N (2P + (1-2P)/K)
measurements set a lower bound on the number of required
tests, where P is the prevalence and K the limit of the pool size
(34). This implies almost a couple of tests per a positive sample
and a single test per pool—a very efficient scheme with large
pools. Recently, Shental et al. (35) sampled 48 pools out of a 384
well-plate by way of Reed-Solomon coding and showed an 8X
efficiency gain around the band of 1% prevalence in a realistic
laboratory setting. In fact, simulations showed that up to 60X
expansion in testing capacity is available at around 2–3% of the
prevalence band (36). This result might be an implication that
large-scale contact tracing might be possible at early forming
clusters. A further fascinating result we can draw from the
compressive sampling field is that, as the number of samples
increase and the prevalence decreases, the sampling efficiency
scales up to impressive rates. This phenomenon would result
in ultra-throughput testing with a moderate number of actual
tests. For example, for the case of sudocodes, at a prevalence
of 0.1%, 1 million subjects can be scanned by performing
under 10,000 tests (37). We can assume that this scenario
realistically fits into the population level testing ambition, in case
of early arrival of the pandemic curve. The possible scenarios

8https://www.tse-fr.eu/sites/default/files/TSE/documents/doc/by/gollier/group_

testing.pdf
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might be either as extending contact tracing to be able to
test greater number of case contacts or as a periodic scan of
specific populations such as scans at the level of family, school,
classroom, workplace/office, daycare, healthcare workers, and
other at-risk groups, staying within the available testing budgets.
The opportunity for periodic economical scanning of specific
groups could be operationalized as a powerful security measure
in the phase of reopening economies. Taking the NGS recruit
discussion above into consideration (i.e., tens of thousands of
tests can be run on a single sequencer with a single PCR reaction),
it can even be proposed that scanning of a million subjects
could potentially be conducted in one diagnostic center in a
single shot. Of course, this assessment neglects the enormous
swab sampling, logistics, and sample preparation aspects. Our
sole claim here, however, is that, with the modern molecular
diagnostics technology, population level scanning should not be
a real bottleneck in outbreak control.

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 pandemic has caught modern society
unprepared. Imposed outbreak measures have fallen short
of mitigating the evolution of the outbreak into a pandemic.
In this opinion article, we discussed whether infection control
via preventive diagnostics could be a strong tool in our fight.
Currently, digital technology and data science are becoming

integral tools with which to help in the control of outbreaks.
Although there have been great advancements in molecular
technologies, there seems to be a lack of scientific translation in
molecular diagnostics. With its surging capacity, RT-qPCR use
in COVID-19 diagnosis is underperforming when conducting
population-level scans. Despite its grand potential in high-
throughput diagnosis, the next-generation sequencing systems
have not been deployed sufficiently. Moreover, advanced
algorithms to conduct group testing could enable large-scale
testing for detecting and isolating infection clusters. Therefore,
the scientific community should seek ways to translate invaluable
technical expertise to fighting the COVID-19 pandemic,
and it should also seek to integrate next-generation tools to
contemporary practice. Testing en masse might not be as
infeasible as it is confined to limited ideas and practices. The
availability of detecting and isolating emerging clusters, thus
minimizing the infection contacts, could pave the road to
avoiding nation-level lockdowns and undetermined periods
of quarantine measures. Otherwise, relying on only social
distancing will be nothing but failing the “test.”
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SARS-COV-2 has roused the scientific community with a call to action to combat the

growing pandemic. At the time of this writing, there are as yet no novel antiviral agents

or approved vaccines available for deployment as a frontline defense. Understanding

the pathobiology of COVID-19 could aid scientists in their discovery of potent antivirals

by elucidating unexplored viral pathways. One method for accomplishing this is the

leveraging of computational methods to discover new candidate drugs and vaccines

in silico. In the last decade, machine learning-based models, trained on specific

biomolecules, have offered inexpensive and rapid implementation methods for the

discovery of effective viral therapies. Given a target biomolecule, these models are

capable of predicting inhibitor candidates in a structural-based manner. If enough data

are presented to a model, it can aid the search for a drug or vaccine candidate by

identifying patterns within the data. In this review, we focus on the recent advances of

COVID-19 drug and vaccine development using artificial intelligence and the potential of

intelligent training for the discovery of COVID-19 therapeutics. To facilitate applications

of deep learning for SARS-COV-2, we highlight multiple molecular targets of COVID-19,

inhibition of which may increase patient survival. Moreover, we present CoronaDB-AI, a

dataset of compounds, peptides, and epitopes discovered either in silico or in vitro that

can be potentially used for training models in order to extract COVID-19 treatment. The

information and datasets provided in this review can be used to train deep learning-based

models and accelerate the discovery of effective viral therapies.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-COV-2, drug, vaccine, artificial intelligence, deep learning
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INTRODUCTION

Coronaviridae is a viral family responsible for causing
pneumonia-like symptoms that has been a global threat
since its first outbreak in 2002 (Jabeer Khan et al., 2020).
Severe Acute Respiratory Disease (SARS) and Middle Eastern
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), emerging in 2002 and 2013,
respectively, caused diseases marked by both gastrointestinal and
pulmonary dysfunction (Hilgenfeld and Peiris, 2013). In 2019,
SARS-COV-2 was the causative agent of a third Coronavirus
outbreak and has been identified as the virus responsible for
COVID-19, the symptoms of which range from those of the
common cold to more severe respiratory failure (Kong W.-H.
et al., 2020). Despite its having been declared a pandemic by the
World Health Organization (WHO), COVID-19 has continued
to spread and has infected at least 20 million individuals,
reaching a death toll of over half a million at the time of this
review (Worldometer, 2020).

While hospitals are resorting to trial and error tactics for
COVID-19 drug discovery, Virtual Screening (VS) has emerged
as a popular method for discovering potent compounds due
to the inefficiency of lab-based high throughput screening
(HTS) (Jin et al., 2020; Kandeel and Al-Nazawi, 2020). VS for
rational drug discovery is essentially an approach that involves
computationally targeting a specific biomolecule (e.g., DNA,
protein, RNA, lipid) of a cell to inhibit its growth and/or
activation (Shoichet, 2004; Lionta et al., 2014). Structure-based
and ligand-based drug discovery and design are two important
subgroups of this type of screening (Lionta et al., 2014; Yu and
Mackerell, 2017; Arshadi et al., 2020; Broom et al., 2020). Given
our access to computationally and experimentally determined
viral protein structures (Senior et al., 2020; Zhang L. et al., 2020),
VS provides a rapid and cost-effective strategy for identifying
antiviral candidates.

Additionally, conventional vaccine discovery methods have
been costly, and it may takemany years to develop an appropriate
vaccine against a specified pathogen. In the early 1990s, the
introduction of a genome-based vaccine design approach dubbed
“Reverse Vaccinology” (RV) (Rappuoli, 2000; Bullock et al.,
2020), revolutionized the field to a more efficient status, due in
part to the fact that bacterial culturing was no longer required
for identifying vaccine targets (Bruno et al., 2015; Heinson
et al., 2015; Soria-Guerra et al., 2015). Moreover, all of the
putative target protein antigens can be identified, rather than
identification being limited to those isolated from bacterial
cultures (Xiang and He, 2009; Bowman et al., 2011). All of
these advantages taken together led scientists to generate RV
prediction programs.

Over the past decade, artificial intelligence (AI)-based models
have revolutionized drug discovery in general (Zhong et al.,
2018; Duan et al., 2019; Lavecchia, 2019). AI has also led to the
creation of many RV virtual frameworks, which are generally
classified as rule-based filtering models (Naz et al., 2019; Ong
et al., 2020a). Machine learning (ML) enables the creation of
models that learn and generalize the patterns within the available
data and can make inferences from previously unseen data. With
the advent of deep learning (DL), the learning procedure can also

include automatic feature extraction from raw data (Lecun et al.,
2015). Moreover, it has recently been found that deep learning’s
feature extraction can result in superior performance compared
to other computer-aided models (Ma et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2018; Zhavoronkov et al., 2019).

In this review, we provide a survey of AI-based models for
COVID-19 drug discovery and vaccine development. Moreover,
we identify and evaluate the best candidate targets for future
treatment development. We propose that a concerted effort
should be made to leverage the knowledge from pre-existing
data by using machine learning approaches. To that end, we
present a wide-ranging collection of small molecules, peptides,
and epitopes for therapy discovery that could also direct AI-based
models, screening, or generation, in an intelligent manner.

BACKGROUND OF MACHINE LEARNING
METHODS FOR THERAPY DISCOVERY

In recent years, machine learning has revolutionized many fields
of science and engineering. It has largely transformed our daily
lives, from speech and face recognition (Alaghband et al., 2020;
Grover and Toghi, 2020; Sun et al., 2020) to customized targeted
advertisements (Zhai et al., 2016). The power of automatic
abstract feature learning, combined with a massive volume of
data, has immensely contributed to the successful application of
ML (Lecun et al., 2015). Two of the most impactful areas affected
are drug and vaccine discovery (Chen et al., 2018), in which
ML has offered compound property prediction (Ma et al., 2015),
activity prediction (Zhavoronkov et al., 2019), reaction prediction
(Fooshee et al., 2018), and ligand–protein interaction.

On the prediction front, Graph Convolutional Neural
Networks (GCNN) have been the favorite tool for drug discovery
applications (Duvenaud et al., 2015; Kearnes et al., 2016).
These networks are able to handle graphs and extract features
via encoding the adjacency information within the features.
Successful representation learning frommolecules using GCNNs
has been demonstrated in drug property prediction (Heskett
et al., 2018; Bazgir et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019), protein
interface estimation (Fout et al., 2017), reactivity prediction
(Coley et al., 2019), and drug–target interactions (Torng and
Altman, 2019; Wang et al., 2020). Sequence-based models
such as genomics, proteomics, and transcriptomics have also
gained some attention in recent years due to the advancements
made in the natural language processing domain. The more
recent generation of context-based models are transformers
that use attention mechanisms and self-supervision to extract
representations from sequences (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin
et al., 2018). Transformers have demonstrated the capacity to
predict drug–target interactions (Shin et al., 2019), model protein
sequences (Choromanski et al., 2020), and predict retrosynthetic
reactions. These models learn to extract features from sequences
on the location, context, and order of the input tokens (Belinkov
and Glass, 2018). Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and
long short-term memory (LSTM) networks have successfully
demonstrated the ability to perform when trained on molecules
or protein sequences to predict secondary structure (Pollastri
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et al., 2002), quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR)
modeling (Chakravarti et al., 2019), and function prediction (Liu,
2017).

On the lead generation front, de novo design has benefitted
the most from the application of deep learning. This subfield
has drastically evolved from its traditional usage of ligand-based
models and creating molecules from sub-blocks (Acharya et al.,
2010). The current approach involves the use of state-of-the-art
deep learning models such as Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to create data-oriented molecules (Guimaraes et al.,
2017). Traditional de novo design fails to fully implement this
exploration by constraining the generation of molecules with
ligand or fragment libraries. More recent approaches utilize
deep learning generative models such as variational autoencoders
(VAE) (De Cao and Kipf, 2018) in order to create sequences of
atoms. This approach lifts the constraints of ligand-based designs
and allows the generation of unique molecules with greater
diversity (Guimaraes et al., 2017; De Cao and Kipf, 2018; Jin et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2018; Simonovsky and Komodakis, 2018).

Machine learning has also improved the field of vaccine design
over the past two decades. VaxiJen was the first implementation
of ML in RV approaches and has shown promising results for
antigen prediction (Doytchinova and Flower, 2007; Heinson
et al., 2017). In addition, the recent development of Vaxign-ML, a
web-based RV program leveraging machine learning approaches
for bacterial antigen prediction, is a testament to the success
of exercising mathematical ML-based in RV (He et al., 2010a;
Heinson et al., 2017). In essence, these pipelines consist of feature
extraction, feature selection, data augmentation, and cross-
validation implemented to predict vaccine candidates against
various bacterial and viral pathogens known to cause infectious
disease. The use of biological, structural, and physiochemical
features is prevalent among the approaches in this domain, as
seen in reverse vaccinology and immunoinformatic methods
such as IEDB and BlastP, which are feature extractors for AI-
based models like RNN in the study of different pathogenic
viruses (Flower et al., 2010; He and Zhu, 2015; Abbasi,
2020). More recently, graph-based features have also shown
the ability to represent the antibodies instead of an expert-
designed feature; Magar et al. showed that graph featurization is
followed bymean pooling, and then classification is implemented
using shallow and deep models (Magar et al., 2020). Deep
Learning approaches have also revolutionized the field of cancer
vaccinology through the improved prediction of neoantigens and
their HLA binding affinity (Sher et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2019). Autoencoders of deep learning have shown
promising improvement in extracting characteristics of human
Leukocyte Antigen (HLA-A), which could be utilized in both
transplantations and vaccine discovery (Miyake et al., 2018).

Key aspects of therapy discovery are safety and reliability.
The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and
Vaccine Safety Databank (VSD) have been among the most
popular immunization registries for tracking, recording, and
predicting vaccine safety. In prior decades, implementations
of computational simulation and mathematical modeling have
significantly improved the tradeoff between the assessment of
safety and efficacy by using the aforementioned resources (He

et al., 2010b; Vaishnav et al., 2015). Zheng et al. implemented
Natural language Processing (NLP) for the identification of
adverse events related to Tdap vaccines (Zheng et al., 2019).

In drug development cases, the final drug candidate produced
in the process of drug discovery needs to be safe for human
consumption. This requires an observation of the drug’s side
effects as well as confirmation that the drug is non-toxic. To
accomplish this, the Toxicology in the 21st Century program
(Tox-21) has screened ∼10,000 compounds from 70 screening
assays, creating a database that can be used to facilitate toxicity
modeling. Furthermore, the project has also expanded to contain
700 assays with nearly 1,800 molecules in the ToxCast dataset.
On the side-effect prevention front, the off-target interactions
are predicted and minimized in silico. In doing so, potential
drug candidates are chosen, with consideration given to their off-
target polypharmacological profiles (Zhou H. et al., 2015). In a
different approach, AI-based studies were implemented to detect
the potential prolongation of QT intervals and cardiotoxicity
of a candidate drug, hydroxychloroquine, using ECG data from
smartwatches (Li J. et al., 2020)1.

In summary, artificial intelligence has been applied to many
subfields of drug discovery and vaccine development. This
improvement is crucial for the current situation and immediate
SARS-COV-2 therapy discovery for several key reasons. Firstly,
the automatic feature extraction ability of deep learning can
support models with better accuracy and deliver more reliable
results. Secondly, the generative ability demonstrated by deep
learning models can be utilized to create more druggable
molecules and better epitope prediction, lowering the chance
of failure in the trial pipeline. Lastly, the novelty of the virus
causes the data around its possible therapies to be scarce, which
is a suitable scenario for transfer learning and leveraging the
learned knowledge from previous tasks (e.g., TranscreenTM)
(Salem et al., 2020). Transfer learning has been shown to alleviate
this problem through the transferring of learned knowledge and
parameters from a secondary task with big data available to the
task at hand (Weiss et al., 2016). Therefore, the use of deep
learning in therapy discovery for SARS-COV-2 is essential in
order to make a timely and accurate response to the virus.

COVID-19 MOLECULAR MECHANISM AND
TARGET SELECTION

Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses with a positive-sense single-
stranded RNA genome (Fehr and Perlman, 2015). They are
known to infect both humans and other eukaryotes (Andersen
et al., 2020; Hoffmann et al., 2020). The novel coronavirus
manages to bind to the host receptor with a higher affinity than
SARS due to the increased modification of its viral spike, among
other structural proteins, resulting in enhanced transmission
(Zhou Y. et al., 2020).

1AI study launched to monitor cardiac safety of COVID-19 patients receiving

hydroxychloroquine. Available online at: https://cardiacrhythmnews.com/ai-

study-launched-to-monitor-cardiac-safety-of-covid-19-patients-receiving-

hydroxychloroquine/ (accessed July 04, 2020).
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SARS-CoV-2 interaction with host cells begins with
attachment via the viral spike (S) protein to the host ACE2
receptor (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Zhou P. et al., 2020). ACE2
binding induces the host surface serine protease, TMPRSS2, to
prime the S protein via cleavage at its S1/S2 border, facilitating
viral fusion with the cell membrane (Hoffmann et al., 2020).
Once inside the cell, the viral RNA genome is released into
the cytosol, where it is translated by host ribosome machinery,
producing two polyproteins: pp1a and pp1ab, which are then
cleaved by viral 3CL protease (main protease) and PL protease.
This gives rise to several non-structural proteins (nsps) as the
foundation of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP); this
RdRP then transcribes a template strand of the genomic RNA,
from which it then transcribes subgenomic mRNA products to
be translated. These products encode the structural proteins S,
E, M, and N, as well as additional accessory nsps (Figure 1) (Lai
and Cavanagh, 1997; Kim D. et al., 2020).

The severity of the host response depends on an innate
response to viral recognition, involving the expression of
type-1 IFNs and pro-inflammatory cytokines (Pazhouhandeh
et al., 2018; Prompetchara et al., 2020). If the antiviral
response is delayed or inhibited, viral proliferation can lead
to the large-scale recruitment of neutrophils and monocyte-
macrophages to the lungs, creating a hyperinflammatory
environment (Prompetchara et al., 2020). Overactive release
of pro-inflammatory cytokines, i.e., cytokine storm (CS), has
been found in COVID-19 patients and can lead to severe
complications like acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
(Moore and June, 2020). It has been found that levels of IL-1B,
IL-1RA, IL-8, IL-10, IFNγ, IP10, MCP1, and MIP1s are higher
in COVID-19 patients than in healthy adults (Huang et al.,
2020). IL-6, in particular, has been highly implicated in CRS and
COVID-19 severity, and inhibition of IL-6/IL-6R activity may
lead to improved patient outcome, increasing its desirability as a
target (Figure 1) (Scheller et al., 2014; Tanaka et al., 2016; Zhang
C. et al., 2020).

Throughout the process of viral entry, replication, and
dissemination, there are several proteins that can serve as suitable
targets for therapeutic intervention. The S protein is one of the
candidates receiving the most focus, as it is necessary for viral
entry into host cells and is highly specific to the virus itself. The
host receptor ACE2 is another possible target, but the presence
of ACE2 in non-lung tissues such as heart, kidney, and intestine
(Hamming et al., 2004) could complicate its inhibition. Another
host protein, the TMPRSS2 protease, is essential for viral entry
into the cell, making it an additional viable target (Hoffmann
et al., 2020).

COVID-19 DRUG DISCOVERY

Protein-Based
The recent applications of Artificial Intelligence for COVID-19
include the virtual screening of both repurposed drug candidates
and new chemical entities. For repurposed drugs, the goal has
been to rapidly predict and exploit interconnected biological
pathways or the off-target biology of existing medicines that are
proven safe and can thus be readily tested in new clinical trials.

In one of the early attempts, Gordon et al. paved the way for the
repurposing of candidate drugs by experimentally identifying 66
human proteins linked with 26 SARS-CoV-2 proteins (Gordon
et al., 2020). In addition to wet-lab approaches, network-based
model simulation has been the main computational approach for
analyzing the virus–host interactome (Messina et al., 2020). Li
et al. identified 30 drugs for repurposing by analyzing the genome
sequence of three main viral family members of the coronavirus
and then relating them to the human disease-based pathways
(Li X. et al., 2020). In a different approach, Zhou et al. offered
a combination of network-based methodologies for repurposed
drug combination (Zhou Y. et al., 2020).

UK-based BenevolentAI leveraged its AI-derived knowledge
graph, which integrates biomedical data from structured and
unstructured sources (Richardson et al., 2020). It targeted the
inhibition of host protein AAK1 and identified Baricitinib,
an approved drug for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis
(Stebbing et al., 2020). Similarly, Beck et al. published an
application of their DL-based drug–target interaction model
that predicted commercially available antiviral drugs that may
target the SARS-COV-2-related protease and helicase (Beck
et al., 2020a). Atomwise has also focused on targeting several
SARS-CoV-2 protein binding sites that are highly conserved
across multiple coronavirus species in an effort to develop
new broad-spectrum antivirals. Using its AtomNet R© deep
convolutional neural network technology (Wallach et al., 2020),
Atomwise is screening millions of virtual compounds against
these diverse targets alongside 15 different partnerships with
academic researchers that will test the predicted compounds in
their in vitro assays2.

There have been several other applications of multi-task deep
learning models for identifying existing drugs that can target the
main viral proteins, especially the main protease (3CLpro) and
spike protein (Hu et al., 2020; Kadioglu et al., 2020; Kim J. et al.,
2020; Redka et al., 2020). One impressive example is Cyclica’s
creation and mining of PolypharmDB, a platform of known
drugs and their predicted binding to human protein targets that
uncovered off-target applications of 30 existing drugs against the
viral protein 3CLpro and the ACE2 binding site as two examples
(Redka et al., 2020). At least two other applications of DL-
based virtual screening for the SARS-CoV-2 main protease have
been published and include the open sharing of newly predicted
chemical structures (Bung et al., 2020; Zhang H. et al., 2020).

ML-aided molecular docking has been one of the most
prevalent approaches for virtual screening. This process normally
requires the following: (1) Dataset of Druglike or Approved
Molecules, (2) Crystal Structure or Homology Model of the
target, (3) Molecular Docking Program, and (4) Compute
Resources (Ewing et al., 2001; Pagadala et al., 2017). Through
docking, many molecules have been reported to fit the binding
site of various SARS-CoV-2 proteins essential for viral replication

2Atomwise Partners with Global Research Teams to Pursue Broad-Spectrum

Treatments Against COVID-19 and Future Coronavirus Outbreaks |

Business Wire. Available online at: https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/

20200521005238/en/Atomwise-Partners-Global-Research-Teams-Pursue-

Broad-Spectrum (accessed June 28, 2020).
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FIGURE 1 | The pipeline of AI-based drug discovery and vaccine development for COVID-19.
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and infection. 3CLpro, Spike Protein, RdRP, and PLpro are among
those screened, as well as the host ACE2 receptor and TMPRSS2
protease (Chen et al., 2020; Choudhary et al., 2020; Kong R.
et al., 2020; Smith and Smith, 2020; Wu et al., 2020). As an
example, Ton et al. identified at least 1000 protease inhibitors
by creating and utilizing the Deep Docking (DD) network
technology approach. However, as they used the QSAR for
training their model, no novel docking score was provided (Ton
et al., 2020).

It is clear that 3CLpro is the most popular target for virtual
screening (Figure 1). Themain reason for this is its pivotal role in
viral replication and transcription and its well-defined structural
information. Viral protease inhibitors have been extensively
studied as treatments for other viruses. In addition, deep
learning-aided approaches have been the main focus of research,
as their automatic feature extraction accelerates discovery. The
datasets cited often rely on the ZINC database (Wu et al.,
2020), while other screened datasets include the FDA-approved
LOPAC library (Choudhary et al., 2020), SWEETLEAD library
(Smith and Smith, 2020), or all purchasable drugs (Drugs-lib)
(Chen et al., 2020). Moreover this review sampled a variety of
publications witch used different computational resources. It can
be carried out on a small scale on a MacOS Mojave Workstation
with an 8 core Zeon E5 processor or on a large scale as with
the world’s strongest supercomputer, SUMMIT, for enhanced
parallelization (Choudhary et al., 2020; Smith and Smith, 2020).

RNA-Based
Conserved structured elements have already been shown to play
critical functional roles in the life cycles of Coronaviruses (Yang
and Leibowitz, 2015). Through direct interactions with host
RNA-binding proteins and helicases, structural elements add a
layer of complexity to the regulatory information that is encoded
in the viral RNA. Targeted disruption of the regulatory functions
of these structural elements provides a largely unexplored
strategy that can limit viral loads with minimal impact on the
biology of normal cells (Park et al., 2011). While this idea would
have been farfetched a mere 5 years ago, advances in AI-driven
computational modeling and high-throughput experimental
RNA shape analyses have all but overcome the critical barriers
(Alipanahi et al., 2015).

Highly conserved RNA structural elements have been
identified in a number of viral families, many of which have
been functionally validated (Jaafar and Kieft, 2019). Some of
these stem loops in SARS-CoV-2′s 5′UTRs structural elements
are conserved across beta coronaviruses and are known to
impact viral replication (Yang and Leibowitz, 2015). There are
many functional RNA structural elements that fall within the
coding sequence and the 3′UTR as well (Plant and Dinman,
2008; Stammler et al., 2011). Rangan et al. identified 106
structurally conserved regions that would be suitable biotargets
for unexplored antiviral agents (Rangan et al., 2020). Moreover,
they predicted at least 59 unstructured regions that are conserved
within SARS-CoV-2. Park et al. identified an RNA Pseudoknot-
Binding molecule against SARS-CoV-1 in target-based virtual
screening (Park et al., 2011; Nakagawa et al., 2016).

Studying the changes in RNA information also allows for the
identification of new and evolved targets. In a different approach,
Wu et al. showed that a recently FDA-approved drug named
Remdesivir could bind to the RNA-binding channel of the novel
coronavirus. They discovered other candidate drugs via analyzing
the proteins critical to RNA processing and pathways (Wu et al.,
2020). It seems that viral genome, RdRP, and processed mRNA
would make promising targets for drug repurposing.

Generative Approaches
Molecule generation has been one of the fields of drug discovery
that have been most revolutionized by the implementation of
artificial intelligence over the last decade. As mentioned, VAE
is a generator model for enhancing the diversity of generated
data. Autoencoders instruct molecules into a vector that captures
properties such as bond order, element, and functional group
(Bjerrum and Sattarov, 2018). Chenthamarakshan et al., together
with IBM Research, demonstrated a VAE that captures molecules
in a latent space. Once captured, variations are made on the
original molecule vectors based on desired properties. These can
then be decoded back into novel molecules (Chenthamarakshan
et al., 2020). To optimize the structures, QED, Synthetic
Accessibility, and LogP regressors were used to improve the latent
space variations.

In a different approach, Tang et al. overcame many of
the issues with traditional generative models by developing a
novel advanced deep Q-learning network with fragment-based
drug design (ADQN-FBDD). This allowed for the enhanced
exploration of space by assembling SARS-CoV-2 molecules
one fragment at a time rather than relying on latent space
adjustments. After making connections and rewarding molecules
with the most druglike connections, a pharmacophore and
descriptor filter was used to refine the set. They demonstrated
a robust method for designing novel, high-binding compounds
refined to the structure of SARS-CoV-2 3CLPro (Tang et al.,
2020). To design a drug-generative network, the following
is necessary: (1) collection of Druglike Molecules, (2) a
representation of these molecules in silico (i.e., Fingerprints,
Tokenizers), (3) a method of altering molecules to increase
diversity, and (4) screening and modification of the altered
molecules. Pursuing GAN-relatedmodels, InsilicoMedicine used
three of its previously validated generative chemistry approaches
to target the main protease, namely, crystal-derived pocked-
based generation, homology modeling-based generation, and
ligand-based generation (Zhavoronkov et al., 2020). Similar to
target-based virtual screening, the main protease has been the
main object of interest for scientists for de novo drug discovery.

COVID-19 VACCINE DISCOVERY

Identification of the best possible targets for the development of
a vaccine is crucial in order to counteract a virus’s high infection
rate (Choudhary et al., 2020). A host immune system fights
virus-infected cells either through the production of antibodies
by B cells or through the direct attack of T cells (Amanat and
Krammer, 2020). The HLA gene encodes MCH-I and MCH-II
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proteins, which present epitopes as antigenic determinants.
These proteins assist B-cell and T-cell antibodies in their ability
to bind and attack invaders (Dangi et al., 2018; Gupta et al.,
2020; Smith and Smith, 2020). Machine learning approaches,
including Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
and Recursive Feature Selection (RFE), have been basic tools for
identifying antigens from protein sequences (Bowick et al., 2010;
Rahman et al., 2019). However, due to their low sensitivity in the
prediction of locally clustered interactions in some cases, Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) have been a more valid
alternative for the binding prediction of MHC and peptides (Han
and Kim, 2017).

Since the outbreak of this first coronavirus, different AI-based
approaches have been used to predict potential epitopes so as to
design vaccines (Park et al., 2011; Yang and Leibowitz, 2015; Ton
et al., 2020). Fast and Chen used MARIA (Chen et al., 2019) and
NetMHCPan4 (Jurtz et al., 2017), two supervised neural network-
driven tools, to discover potential T-cell epitopes for SARS-CoV-
2 close to the 2019-nCoV spike receptor-binding domain (RBD)
(Fast and Chen, 2020). The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
network has also shown some promising results. Abbasi et al.
used this type of RNN to predict epitopes for Spike (Abbasi,
2020). Using a similar tactic, Crossman et al. employed deep-
learning RNN and provided simulated sequences of Spike to
identify possible targets for vaccine design (Crossman, 2020).
RNN provided the sequences for a protein of interest with high
sequence identity to the BLAST match.

Using a separate method, Feng et al. leveraged the iNeo
tool to design a vaccine containing both B-cell and T-cell
epitopes. This multi-peptide vaccine could provide a new strategy
against SARS-CoV-2. Additionally, they discovered 17 vaccine
peptides involving both immune cells (Nakagawa et al., 2016;
Rangan et al., 2020). Ong et al. used Vaxign-RV to prioritize
non-structural proteins as vaccine candidates for SARS-CoV-2
(Ong et al., 2020b). Nsp3, the largest non-structural protein of
the coronavirus family, was identified as the most promising
potential target for vaccine development after Spike (Ong et al.,
2020b). Malone et al. also studied the entire SARS-CoV-2
proteome beyond Spike and provided a comprehensive vaccine
design blueprint for SARS-CoV-2 using NEC Immune Profiler,
IEDB, and BepiPred tools to create an epitope map for different
HLA alleles (Malone et al., 2020).

Natural language processing models, specifically language
modeling techniques, have also made an impact in the domain
of COVID-19 vaccine discovery. Pre-trained transformers were
used to predict protein interaction (Nambiar et al., 2020) and
model molecular reactions in carbohydrate chemistry (Pesciullesi
et al., 2020), which can be utilized in the process of vaccine
development. Chen et al. discussed the use-case of an LSTM-
based seq-2-seq model for predicting the secondary structure
of certain SARS-COV-2 proteins (Karpov et al., 2019)3. Also,
Beck et al. used transformers to repurpose commercially available
drugs by predicting their interactions with viral proteins of
SARS-COV-2 (Beck et al., 2020b).

3OSF Preprints. ZeroFold-Understanding Mutations of SARS-CoV-2 Spike

Protein base on Secondary Structure Event Extracting for guiding Vaccine

development. Available online at: https://osf.io/3vkuw/ (accessed Jul. 01, 2020).

Taking this work together, it is clear that spike protein has been
the most popular candidate for virtual vaccine discovery (Oany
et al., 2014). As the spike protein of SARS-COV-2 is crucial for
viral entry, specific neutralizing antibodies against the receptor-
binding domain of Spike can interrupt the attachment and fusion
of viral proteins (Wan et al., 2019). This method could provide
simulated sequences that can serve as a guide for further vaccine
discovery against COVID-19 and possibly new zoonosis that may
arise in the future.

DATA COLLECTION

Data-driven solutions rely on patterns embedded in the data in
order to extract mathematical models. That being said, a data
collection campaign will face a plethora of challenges in the case
of any recently emerged virus, primarily due to the existence of
bias and imbalance in the limited data available. Therefore, even
the most sophisticated of modeling approaches will be ineffective
when trained on such datasets. In order to overcome this issue,
we compiled a multifaceted and comprehensive investigation of
the existing literature, datasets, and online resources to provide
potential small molecules, peptides, and epitopes. Such elements
can be beneficial in the process of discovering or designing novel
drugs to treat COVID-19 when used with both conventional and
data-driven AI-based approaches.

We choose to focus on both potential antiviral agents and
host biotarget inhibitors. The provided data entitled CoronaDB-
AI in Table 1 includes the small molecules and peptides
proposed by both in-silico and in-vitro approaches. In addition to
candidate scaffolds against the coronavirus’s structural proteins,
the potential inhibition of other respiratory tract viruses is
taken into consideration to increase the therapeutic potential.
Antimicrobial peptides have been validated as potent antivirals
that disrupt either the viral membrane or an additional molecular
mechanism of the virus (Akaji et al., 2011; Han and Kraí, 2020;
Xia et al., 2020). As described before, the cytokine storm and an
elevated immune response of the host plays a vital role in disease
complication, so candidate immunosuppressants were also added
as host-targeted agents. In addition to the potency of a candidate
drug, it is crucial that the drug have high selectivity and low
toxicity. Therefore, we also gathered a complete toxicity dataset
from distinct databases, including ToxCast and Tox21. Finally,
we gathered a comprehensive epitope-based dataset that could
also guide deep learning-based models for improved vaccine
development and epitope generation.

DISCUSSION

SARS-COV-2 rapidly transformed into a global challenge,
costing thousands of lives, overwhelming healthcare systems,
and threatening the economy all around the world. As
we demonstrated above, it can be extremely challenging to
experimentally perform a comprehensive potency evaluation
of all drug and vaccine candidates in a timely fashion. We
believe that leveraging computational models capable of filtering
and generating reliable therapies can significantly speed up
these discovery efforts. Employing artificial neural networks
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TABLE 1 | CoronaDB-AI is a collection of small molecules, peptides, and epitopes for the purpose of COVID-19 therapy discovery.

Data provided Discovery Type Mechanism of action References

ANTIVIRAL DATA

Total of 59,107 Small molecules and peptides

50,000 In-silico Small molecule Antiviral 1

3,000 In-silico Small molecule Anti SARS2 protein Chenthamarakshan et al., 2020

1,000 In-silico Small molecule Anti-protease Ton et al., 2020

406 In-vitro Small molecule Inhibiting autophagy 2

802 In-vitro Small molecule Activating autophagy 2

393 In-vitro Small molecule Biotargets of coronaviruses 3

110 In-vitro Peptide and small molecule Coronavirus and respiratory disease Pillaiyar et al., 2020

1,000 In-silico Small molecule 3C protease inhibitor Zhavoronkov et al., 2020

11 In-silico Small molecule Main protease inhibitor Fischer et al., 2020

20 In-vitro Antimicrobial peptide Anti-SARS/MERS Mustafa et al., 2018

7 In-silico Antimicrobial peptide Anti-MERS Mustafa et al., 2019

277 In-vitro Antimicrobial peptide Antiviral Wang et al., 2015

4 In-silico Antimicrobial peptide Anti-spike of sars-Cov-2 Han and Kraí, 2020

379 In-vitro Small molecule Anti-respiratory syncytial virus Plant et al., 2015

13 In-vitro Small molecule Anti-recurrent respiratory papillomatosis by HPV-6 Alkhilaiwi et al., 2019

1,280 In-vitro Small molecule Anti-respiratory syncytial virus Rasmussen et al., 2011

16 In-silico Small molecules Anti-SARS-COV-2 Zhou Y. et al., 2020

77 In-silico Small molecules Anti-S Protein of SARS-COV-2 Smith and Smith, 2020

10 In-silico Small molecules Anti-SARS-COV2 Hu et al., 2020

25 In-silico Small molecules Anti SARS2 Proteins Kim J. et al., 2020

10 In-silico Small molecules ACE2 and Spike inhibitors Choudhary et al., 2020

78 In-silico Small molecules All SARS2 proteins Wu et al., 2020

47 In-silico Small molecules 3cl protease and M pro Tang et al., 2020

16 In-silico Small molecules 3cl protease inhibitor Chen et al., 2020

36 In-vitro Small molecules Anti- Coronavirus-OC43 Shen et al., 2019

90 In-vitro Small molecules Anti- SARS-COV-2 Touret et al., 2020

ANTI-HOST PROTEINS

Total of 677 Small molecules and peptides

6 In-vitro Small molecules Anti-IL-1β and TNFα Laufer et al., 2002

182 In-vitro Peptides Cytokine Signaling Inhibitors 4

269 In-silico Small molecules Anti-IL-6 Shukla et al., 2019

121 In-vitro Small molecules Severe acute respiratory 5

69 In-silico Small molecules Anti-protein-protein interaction of virus-host Gordon et al., 2020

30 In-silico Small molecules Anti-host & virus interaction Redka et al., 2020

TOXICITY DATA

Total of 25,333 Small molecules

11,800 In-vitro Small molecules Tox21 and ToxCast Toxicology, EPA’s National Center for

Computational, 2018

13,533 In-vitro Small molecules Toxic for HepG2 Cell Line Gamo et al., 2010

VACCINE DATA

Total of 517 Epitopes and vaccines

162 In-silico Epitopes Anti-SARS-COV-2 Ahmed et al., 2020

174 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Prachar et al., 2020

2 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Fast and Chen, 2020

30 In-silico Vaccine candidate Anti-SARS-COV-2 Feng et al., 2020

7 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Lon et al., 2020

12 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Tilocca et al., 2020

59 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Sarkar et al., 2020

71 In-silico Epitope Anti-SARS-COV-2 Bhattacharya et al., 2020

1Download CAS COVID-19 Antiviral Candidate Compounds Dataset | CAS. Available online at: https://www.cas.org/covid-19-antiviral-compounds-dataset (accessed April 27, 2020).
2Novel Coronavirus Information Center. Available online at: https://www.elsevier.com/connect/coronavirus-information-center (accessed April 27, 2020).
3https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/978745/Copy-of-RMC-substances-coronovirus-targets-pX6.pdf (accessed April 27, 2020).
4Cytokines Inhibitor library|Targetmol|96-well. Available online at: https://www.targetmol.com/compound-library/Cytokines-inhibitors-Library (accessed April 27, 2020).
5https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/977173/ResNet-Data_Coronavirus.pdf (accessed April 27, 2020).
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and supervised learning methods has proven to be a vital
game-changer when used for the purpose of virtual filtering
and de novo design. However, in order to achieve the desired
performance in such intelligent methods, one requires the
knowledge to recognize the most relevant biotargets in addition
to a large-scale training dataset. This fact motivated us to
perform a survey of biotargets that have been employed in
the virtual drug and vaccine discovery literature. We observed
that the viral spike protein and the main protease have
been the most prevalent choices for vaccine development
and drug discovery, respectively, due to their importance.
Furthermore, we gathered a list of datasets titled “CoronaDB-
AI” that can be used for our particular application. Having
access to these key elements removes the burden of collecting
training data and the required knowledge for both computer
scientists and bioinformaticians and consequently enhances
research outcomes.
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Electron microscopy is a powerful tool in the field of microbiology. It has played a key
role in the rapid diagnosis of viruses in patient samples and has contributed significantly
to the clarification of virus structure and function, helping to guide the public health
response to emerging viral infections. In the present study, we used scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to study the infectious cycle of SARS-CoV-2 in Vero E6 cells and
we controlled some key findings by classical transmission electronic microscopy (TEM).
The replication cycle of the virus was followed from 1 to 36 h post-infection. Our results
revealed that SARS-CoV-2 infected the cells through membrane fusion. Particles are
formed in the peri-nuclear region from a budding of the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi
apparatus complex into morphogenesis matrix vesicae. New SARS-CoV-2 particles
were expelled from the cells, through cell lysis or by fusion of virus containing vacuoles
with the cell plasma membrane. Overall, this cycle is highly comparable to that of SARS-
CoV. By providing a detailed and complete SARS-CoV-2 infectious cycle, SEM proves
to be a very rapid and efficient tool compared to classical TEM.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, infectious cycle, Vero E6 cells, scanning electron microscopy, Coronavirus

INTRODUCTION

The SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) outbreak started in late December 2019 in China and has since
reached a global pandemic (Zhu et al., 2020), leading to a worldwide battle against COVID-19.
SARS-CoV-2 is a novel β-coronavirus belonging to the sarbecovirus subgenus of Coronaviridae
family (Schoeman and Fielding, 2019; Zhu et al., 2020). Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses with
a positive sense, single-stranded RNA genome (Schoeman and Fielding, 2019). One of the first
methods used for coronaviruses detection was electron microscopy (EM), which has been a reliable
tool for the classification of viruses according to their ultra-structure (Hazelton and Gelderblom,
2003; Curry et al., 2006). The characteristic morphology of crown-like structures detected by
EM explains the name of Coronaviridae family (Golding et al., 2016) observed as widely spaced
club-shaped projections surrounding the virus envelope, thus forming a crown aspect in negative
staining protocols (Almeida and Tyrrell, 1967; Oshiro et al., 1971). Coronaviruses have the largest
genomes among RNA viruses, with genome sizes ranging from 26 to 32 kb in length. These
viruses primarily infect birds and mammals, and can also infect humans, causing respiratory and
enteric diseases, such as upper respiratory tract infections and lower respiratory tract infections
(bronchitis, pneumonia, and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). EM is a powerful tool in
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the field of microbiology, because of its resolution power
as compared to light microscopy (Koster and Klumperman,
2003). EM contributed significantly to the clarification of
viruses structure and function and has played a key role in
the rapid diagnosis of viruses in various samples (Goldsmith
and Miller, 2009). The ability of EM to detect unknown and
unsuspected organisms has made it a suitable tool to guide the
public health response during previous outbreaks. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was extensively used to describe the
morphology or the morphogenesis of SARS-CoV (Ng et al., 2003;
Qinfen et al., 2004), MERS-CoV (Kim et al., 2016; Park et al.,
2016; Alsaad et al., 2018) or, more recently, SARS-CoV-2 (Caly
et al., 2020; Colson et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is another powerful tool
for microbiological research and diagnosis of infectious diseases
(Golding et al., 2016). We already demonstrated its strengths for
ultra-rapid microscope imaging of SARS-CoV-2 when pandemic
first reached France (Colson et al., 2020). Here, we used SEM
for its capacity to rapidly screen SARS-CoV-2-infected Vero cells
in resin ultra-thin sections, allowing the ultrastructural detailed
analysis of SARS-CoV-2 throughout the whole infectious cycle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture-Virus Infectious Cycle
Vero E6 cells were grown to monolayer in 25 cm2 culture flasks
in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum for 2–3 days at 37◦C. For the viral infection
cycle, the culture medium were removed, and the cells were
inoculated with SARS-CoV-2 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
of 1. After incubation at 37◦C for 45 min, the supernatant was
removed. This marked time 0 (H0). For later time points, infected
cells were incubated at 37◦C in medium culture. Post-infection
time points were: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 24, and 36 h post infection.
For each time point, infected cells were detached by using 500 µl
of trypsin and pelleted by centrifugation at 500 × g for 10 min.

Scanning and Transmission Electron
Microscopy
For electron microscopy infected Vero cells were fixed at least
for 1 h with glutaraldehyde 2.5% in 0.1M sodium cacodylate
buffer. For resin embedding, cells were washed three times
with a mixture of 0.2M saccharose/0.1M sodium cacodylate.
Cells were post-fixed for 1 h with 1% OsO4 diluted in 0.2M
Potassium hexa-cyanoferrate (III) / 0.1M sodium cacodylate
solution. After three 10 min washes with distilled water, the
cells were gradually dehydrated with ethanol by successive 10
min baths in 30, 50, 70, 96, 100, and 100% ethanol. Substitution
was achieved by successively placing the cells in 25, 50, and
75% Epon solutions for 15 min. Cells were placed for 1 h in
100% Epon solution and in fresh Epon 100% over-night under
vacuum at room-temperature. Polymerization occured with cells
in 100% fresh Epon for 72 h at 60◦C. All solutions used above
were 0.2 µm filtered. Ultrathin 70 nm sections were cut using
a UC7 ultramicrotome (Leica) and placed on HR25 300 Mesh
Copper/Rhodium grids (TAAB, United Kingdom). Sections were

contrasted according to Reynolds (1963). For scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), grids with sections were mounted on double-
sided tape on glass slide for sequential observation of different
time-points and they were platinum-coated with a MC1000
sputter coater (Hitachi) for 40 s at 10 mA. Electron micrographs
were obtained on either SU5000 SEM (Hitachi High-Tech, HHT,
Japan) operated between 7 and 10 kV accelerating voltage, in
high-vacuum and observation mode (spot size 30), between 4.6
and 4.9 mm average working distance with BSE detector, and
magnifications ranging from ×5,000 to ×100,000 or Tecnai G2
TEM (Thermo-Fischer/FEI) operated at 200 keV equipped with
a 4096 × 4096 pixels resolution Eagle camera (FEI).

RESULTS

SARS-CoV-2 Cell Entry
At early post-infection time-point SARS-CoV-2 virions were
detected by SEM and TEM, located at the surface of the
cells (Figure 1). In those cells, we did not notice viral
morphogenesis features, and particles were seen i) attached,
with their corona spikes located between the particle and the
plasma membrane (Figures 1C,D) or ii) less electron-dense, with
the envelope fusing with the plasma membrane (Figures 1E,F).
Endocytic vesicles with typical clathrin-coated pits were often
observed below particles attached to the plasma membrane
(Figures 2E,F). In these forming endocytic particles, rod-like
amorphous material was present (Figure 2). This kind of
material was also observed in clathrin-coated endocytic vesicles
located more deeply in the cell cytoplasm (Figures 2G,H). We
also observed in the cytoplasm of cells with particles at the
plasma membrane electron-dense crescent-shaped intracellular
structures (Figures 2A–C), that were also present in control,
non-infected cells (Supplementary Figure 1). A very few virus-
like particles were also observed inside the cells, in endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)-derived peripheral canaliculi (not shown). From
H1 to H5 SARS-CoV-2 virions were not detected in the ultra-
thin sections.

From H12, SARS-CoV-2 virions were found attached to lyzed
cells containing vacuoles filled with nascent particles (Figure 3A)
or attached to cells containing mature SARS-CoV-2 particles with
corona spikes located in small cytoplasmic vacuoles, between
the nucleus and the cell periphery (Figures 3B–D) and also
attached to cells without morphogenesis features (Figures 1C,F).
From H18 onwards, most of the viruses attached to cell plasma
membranes were seen in virus-producing-cells, which were
lyzed or intact.

SARS-CoV-2 Morphogenesis
First, swollen nuclear membrane, endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
and Golgi apparatus (GA) organelles were the most striking
features of SARS-CoV-2 infected cells (Figure 4). Thick and
distorted ER tubules were observed at peri-nuclear locations
between the nucleus and the GA (Figures 4C,D), and also at
peripheral locations below the plasma membrane, where the
ER could be seen as zippered (Figure 4G). When intact, the
GA was found at peri-nuclear locations, with Golgi stacks lying
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FIGURE 1 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells At early post-infection time-point with virus (A,B) at the periphery of Vero E6 cells (arrows). (C,D) SEM (C) and TEM
(D) views of the same cellular region with a SARS-CoV-2 particle (arrow) attached to the plasma membrane, the corona spikes of which are located between the
particle and the cell plasma membrane. (E,F) SEM (E) and TEM (F) views of the same cellular region showing SARS-CoV-2 virus particles attached to the cell
plasma membrane; one particle (arrow in E,F) is glued to the plasma membrane, fusing with the cell plasma membrane.
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FIGURE 2 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells with endocytic vesicles in the cytoplasm. (A–F) SEM (A,C,E,G) and TEM (B,D,F,H) views of the same cellular
regions with clathrin-coated vesicles (arrows) containing rod-like amorphous material. Crescent-like electron-dense structures (arrowhead in A) were often depicted
in infected cells cytoplasm. Solid arrows (E–H) point to glued SARS-CoV-2 particles on cells plasma membrane.
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FIGURE 3 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells at 12 h post-infection. (A) Cell in lytic process with vacuole filled with nascent particles (arrows). (B) producing-virus
cell adjacent to lysed cell. (C,D) zooming on virus-producing cell shows mature SARS-CoV-2 particles with their corona spikes (arrows) in small cytoplasmic
vacuoles between the nucleus and the cell periphery, observed by SEM (C) or TEM (D) in a cell. Extracellular particles attached to the plasma membrane (arrows).

parallel to the ER and the nuclear membranes (Figures 4C,D).
As infection progressed, the GA was found budding between
large ER tubules, resulting in multiple Golgi-derived nascent
particles and a loss of intact GA stacks (Figures 4A,B,F). The
extent of GA budding was variable from a cell to another, being
generally proportional to its distance from the nucleus. At early
infection stages, myelin-like membranes whorls were present
at proximity of the Golgi apparatus (Figure 4E). These whorl
types are probably not a typical feature of infected cells, as they
were also observed in uninfected cells (Supplementary Figure 1).
We noticed abundant mitochondria in apical regions of both
non-infected and infected cells at all stages, around the ER and
Golgi-rich regions (not shown).

Golgi-derived doughnut-like particles with a pronounced
electron-opaque edge were observed at peri-nuclear locations
(Figures 5A,B), dispersed into the cytoplasm, as well as

entering vacuoles, which seemed to be derived from the ER
(Figures 5A,B). Such forming virus morphogenesis matrix
vesicae (VMMV) (Qinfen et al., 2004), filled with doughnut-like
particles, were observed as open sacs, assembling next to the
nucleus (Figures 5A,B), or closed sacs adjacent to or distant from
the nucleus, in the cytoplasm or in the vacuoles (Figures 5C,D).
Nascent particles were first observed at H12 in only a few cells
(Figure 3), to a lesser extent than in more advanced times of
infection. Doughnut-like particles were 70 ± 6 nm in diameter
(n = 100), devoid of corona spikes. Their shape was not perfectly
round when observed in the assembling opened sacs, and these
particles could present filopodia-like protrusion (Figure 5B).

As the infection progressed, we observed an extensive
network of membrane whorls, with large inter-membranous
distances when compared to previous “small” membrane whorls
(Figure 6A). These intermingled membranes were lying at the
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FIGURE 4 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells at 12–18 h post-infection. (A,B) SEM (A) and TEM (B) views of the same cell region showing extreme Golgi
apparatus budding as well as a vacuole filled with nascent particles close to the Golgi apparatus. (C,D) Thick and distorted endoplasmic reticulum (ER) tubules were
observed by SEM at peri-nuclear location and at the cells periphery. (E) SEM view of the extensive enlargement and budding of the ER and Golgi apparatus, as well
as a myelin-like membranes whorl (mw) close to the Golgi apparatus and mitochondria (mito.) in the perinuclear region. (F) SEM low-magnification view of Golgi
budding between a nucleus and the peripheral plasma membrane. (G) SEM image of zippered endoplasmic reticulum (ER) at apical location (arrow).
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FIGURE 5 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells at 36 h post-infection. (A,B) SEM views of doughnut-like particles (arrow) with a pronounced electron-opaque edge
observed at peri-nuclear locations dispersed into the cytoplasm (solid arrowhead), or within vacuoles, which seemed derived from the ER, forming virus
morphogenesis matrix vesicae (VMMV). VMMV were observed as opened sacs (asterisk in B), assembling next to the nucleus (A,B). Protrusions of the doughnut-like
particles could be observed in the VMMV (arrowhead in B). (C,D) VMMV observed as a closed sac (asterisk in D) in a larger vacuole in the cytoplasm. (A–D) SEM
images.

level of concave nuclear indentations. Nascent virions could
be found mixed with such membranes whorls in large bags
(Figure 6B). The appearance of the VMMV was variable,
with nascent particles located in more or less large vacuoles,
containing more or less electron-dense material (Figures 6C–F).
The electron-density of these vacuoles filled with nascent particles
was correlated with the heterogeneity of these vacuoles: electron-
dense virions-filled vacuoles were homogenous (Figures 6C,D),
while electron-lucent vacuoles contained virions particles as well
as heterogeneous materials such as membranes, or distorted
compartments (Figures 6E,F). VMMV located below the
plasma membrane were frequently seen translucent, with well-
individualized virions particles (Figure 6F). Particles could
arrange as circular chains lying on the internal surface of the
VMMV (Figure 6D).

We also noticed at nucleus margins of infected cells, round
and empty objects with ± a punctate pattern at their center
(Supplementary Figures 2A–F). These objects 100–120 nm in
diameter were present at locations where the nuclear membrane

was not clearly delineated, in contrast to adjacent regions where
the nucleus double membrane was properly seen. These features
could be observed in transverse (Supplementary Figures 2A–
E,G) or in tangential sections of the nuclei (Supplementary
Figures 2F,H), the objects being in the latter case, located in an
electron-dense chromatin-like material, which we called nuclear
matrix. These objects were also observed, to a lesser extent, in
uninfected cells (Supplementary Figure 3).

SARS-CoV-2 Cell Exit
Mature SARS-CoV-2 particles 80 ± 7 nm in diameter (n = 100)
were observed as spiky round to hexagonal electron-dense
particles (Figure 7). Mature SARS-CoV-2 particles were observed
at extra- and intra-cellular locations: in translucent VMMV or
vacuoles of early-infected intact- cells (Figure 6F), and later
found lying between cellular microvilli (Figures 7A–C), in
vacuoles (Figure 7G), as well as on the surface of lysed cells
(Figures 7F,H). Intracellular compartments filled with mature
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FIGURE 6 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero cells at 36 h post-infection (A) SEM depiction of an extensive peri-nuclear membrane whorls (mw) network, with larger
inner-membranous distances as infection progresses. (B) Nascent virions particles (≈70 nm) observed by SEM mixed with membranes whorls in large bags. (C–F)
SARS-CoV-2-morphogenesis matrix vesicae (asterisk) with different appearances, with nascent particles (≈70 nm) located in more or less large vacuoles, containing
more or less electron-dense materials (asterisk). (F) Translucent VMMV/vacuoles with well-individualized virions particles (white arrows).

virions were observed channeling with the apical side of the Vero
cells at the base of the microvilli (Figures 7C,E).

DISCUSSION

Our results show spiky round to hexagonal 80 nm in diameter
electron-dense mature SARS-CoV-2 particles, similar to the
previously described SARS-CoV-2 virions (Colson et al., 2020;
Kim et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020). Previous analysis of ultrathin
sections by TEM of SARS-CoV-2 infected- cells showed virus
particles in inclusion bodies in human airway cells (Zhu et al.,
2020), as well as in a wide range of intracellular organelles,
especially in vesicles of Vero cells (Caly et al., 2020; Kim et al.,
2020). Here, thanks to our SEM analysis, we were able to show
the similarity between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV infectious
cycles, with some exceptions.

In our experiments, At early post-infection time-point, SARS-
CoV-2 virions were seen attached at cells plasma membrane. The
absence of SARS-CoV-2 virions observation from H1 to H5 is
probably related to the very brief binding of infectious particles
to the cell surface, their rapid reduction once attached to the
cells and a consecutive eclipse phase. From H12 post-infection,
different cell profiles were seen: no producing-virus cells, virus-
producing cells and lysed cells. This variability in the stage of
infection is probably due to a desynchronized virus infection
due to cells not being infected at the same time or to a low
infectious titer of virus used to infect the cells. At H12, attached
particles to cell plasma membranes were seen in non-virus-
producing cells, probably corresponding to cells being infected by
neo-synthesized virions produced by adjacent infected cells, and

also in virus-producing cells with morphogenesis features. For
this latter case, it is not known if virions attachment onto already
infected cells would yield further productive cycles of replication.

Regarding SARS-CoV-2 cell entry process, particles were
observed attached at cells plasma membrane, located at cells
apical sides, similarly to SARS-CoV (Rossen et al., 1994).
Full SARS-CoV-2 particle endocytosis was not observed, which
is consistent with previous studies conducted on SARS-CoV
particles infecting cells by membrane fusion (Oshiro et al., 1971;
Ng et al., 2003; Qinfen et al., 2004). In fact, we observed a
possible fusion of SARS-CoV-2 particles with the cells plasma
membranes. Our images suggest that these attached particles
were probably caught transferring their content inside the cell
cytoplasm. The role of the clathrin endocytic vesicles containing
amorphous material, as intermediate receptacles of SARS-CoV-
2 genomic content after fusion of the particles with cells plasma
membranes, is likely to be part of the SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid
cell entry process.

Regarding SARS-CoV-2 morphogenesis, previous studies
reported nuclear localization of SARS-CoV proteins or particles
(Zhang et al., 2003; Qinfen et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2005).
Here, we did not observe SARS-CoV-2 particles inside the
nucleus. We observed round objects in a nuclear matrix without
distinctive membranous limits, in infected as well as in non-
infected cells (Supplementary Figures 2, 3). These objects likely
correspond to nuclear pore complexes according to morphology
(round ± punctate pattern) and diameter (Bardina et al., 2009;
Lin and Hoelz, 2019). The abundance of mitochondria next to the
ER and GA budding regions, where SARS-CoV-2 morphogenesis
occurred, could provide energy for viral multiplication (de
Castro et al., 2013). It was assumed that doughnut-shaped
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FIGURE 7 | SEM of SARS-CoV-2 mature particles at 18–36 h post-infection. observed at intra- and extra- cellular locations. (A–C) Viral mature particles lying
between cellular microvilli. (D,E) Virus particles within smooth vesicles at the cell periphery and eventually fused with the cell membrane (arrowhead) to release the
virus (arrow). (F,G) Viral particles in translucent vacuoles or attached to the plasma membrane of a lysed cell. Small arrow points to a SARS-CoV-2 corona spike.

electron-dense structures (also observed in SARS-CoV infectious
cycle studies) probably correspond to assemblies of virus
genomes together with helical nucleocapsids (Ng et al., 2003). As
in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells, myelin-like membrane whorls have
been previously described in SARS-CoV infected cells, closely
associated with nascent particles (Ng et al., 2003). Although
these membrane whorls were also present in uninfected cells,
we hypothesize that these compartments may be derived from

the ER and/or may be part of an auto-phago-(lyso) somal
process, both scenarios providing a support for virions packaging
and trafficking until further extracellular release. The electron-
density and homogeneity difference of the VMMV containing
viral particles may be related to the pH of these compartments
and/or to the maturation level of the virions. The circular aspect
of SARS-CoV-2 assemblies inside some VMMVs may reflect
the presence of mature particles, compared to immature and
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dispersed particles in less organized VMMV. As for SARS-CoV
infected cells, one of the most obvious ultrastructural changes
in SARS-CoV-2 infected cells was the proliferation of the Golgi
complexes and related vesicles, accompanied by swelling of
some of the Golgi sacs. We also found that VMMVs are most
probably derived from the ER. It was shown that SARS-CoV
nucleocapsids assemble in the ER and mature by budding into
smooth vesicles derived from the GA. In parallel, the GA swells
to form smooth vesicles that incorporate the VMMV along
with their nucleocapsids (Oshiro et al., 1971; Patterson and
Macnaughton, 1982; Zhang et al., 2003; Qinfen et al., 2004; Siu
et al., 2008). Rather, our images suggest that nascent particles
may bud in the cytoplasm, followed or simultaneous to the filling
of the ER-derived VMMV by immature Golgi-derived virions.
Nevertheless, the involvement of the Endoplasmic Reticulum –
Golgi Apparatus complex witnessed here, especially the extreme
budding of the Golgi apparatus, into the morphogenesis of
the SARS-CoV-2, is consistent with what was demonstrated in
chloroquine’s efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 in vitro (Andreani
et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Indeed, chloroquine is a
weak base which interferes with cell trafficking by increasing
the pH of intracellular compartments (Devaux et al., 2020),
especially lysosomes, and was shown to severely affects the endo-
lysosomal system and the Golgi complex in vitro and in vivo
(Mauthe et al., 2018).

Regarding SARS-CoV-2 cell exit, mature virions exited the
cells at their apical sides, as observed for SARS-CoV (Rossen et al.,
1994). The release of mature particles occurred passively in lysed
cells or by fusion of the internal compartments with the plasma
membrane in intact cells, as previously described (Oshiro et al.,
1971; Ng et al., 2003; Qinfen et al., 2004).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has shown here two
main advantages over transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
for studying SARS-CoV-2 life cycle. The first advantage came
from the possibility to load at one time in the microscope several
grids with ultra-thin sections of resin-embedded infected cells,
corresponding to different post-infection times. All post infection
times were thus accessible within 10 min in the SEM. The second
advantage was that after SEM electron beam alignment and focus
were adjusted, SEM screening of the ultra-thin sections was
fast, compared to TEM, as only minor adjustments of the focus
distance were needed when zooming on cells of interest or when
moving from one grid to another. For TEM, focus adjustment was
generally required for each position and magnification, and thus
more time consuming. The whole SARS-CoV-2 infectious cycle
was thus accessible at once, in a few hours of observation (4.5 h
for 8 time-points, acquiring 320 micrographs), with possibilities
to image at the cell population, cellular and sub-cellular levels.
A similar screening of the same grids by TEM was more time
consuming (around 8 h).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, SEM has proven to be a rapid and effective
tool for studying the SARS-CoV-2 infectious cycle in Vero
cells. Further studies employing the same straightforward

methodology may help understand at the cellular level the impact
of pharmacological reagents on SARS-CoV-2 life cycle to better
control this global pandemic.
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FIGURE S1 | SEM of uninfected Vero E6 cell showing electron-dense
crescent-shaped in the cytoplasm (solid arrowheads), and a myelin-like
membranes whorl (mw) in the perinuclear region.

FIGURE S2 | SARS-CoV-2 infected Vero E6 cells at 12–24 h post-infection. (A–H)
SEM (A,G,H) and TEM (B–F) images showing numerous round and empty
objects (arrows) at nucleus margins (n.m). (A–E,G) Images of nuclear membrane

budding sites observed in transverse views. (F,H) Images of nuclear membrane
budding sites in tangential views. SARS-CoV-2 particles can be seen outside the
cells at cell plasma membranes [solid arrows in (A,B), which correspond to the
same cellular region].

FIGURE S3 | SEM of uninfected Vero E6 cell image showing round and empty
objects (arrows) at nucleus margins (A,B) (arrows).
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Objective: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first reported in Wuhan,

China, and has rapidly spread throughout the world. It has been reported that

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is one of the major cellular entry receptors

of SARS-CoV-2; thus, high ACE2 expression may increase susceptibility to infection.

Therefore, we analyzed the expression of ACE2 in the blood to identify the individuals

who may be susceptible to infection.

Methods: In total, 229 subjects were enrolled in this study, and reverse

transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction and ELISA assay was used to

identify the level of ACE2 mRNA expression and ACE2 protein level in the blood.

Demographic and clinical characteristics, including age, gender, weight, height,

smoking habits, drinking habits, diabetes, and hypertension, were obtained using a

face-to-face questionnaire. Independent Student’s t-test, Pearson’s linear correlation,

logistic regression analysis, and multiple linear regression correlation were performed

to assess the association between these factors and the expression of ACE2.

Results: Higher level of ACE2 was observed in females, older subjects, subjects

with hypertension, subjects with a cardiocerebrovascular disease, male smokers, and

subjects with cancer (p < 0.05) than in other subjects. Multiple linear regression

analysis showed that there is a statistically significant correlation between being a

female and ACE2 expression (β = 0.550, p < 0.001), between older age and

ACE2 expression (β = 0.197, p = 0.003), between smoking and ACE2 expression

(β = 0.163, p = 0.037), and between cancer and ACE2 expression (β = 0.265,

p < 0.001). Logistic regression analysis revealed that female subjects (odds ratio

[OR] = 2.255, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.770–2.872), subjects with hypertension

(OR = 1.264, 95% CI = 1.075–1.486), subjects with a cardiocerebrovascular disease

(OR = 1.271, 95% CI = 1.023–1.579), subjects with cancer (OR = 1.695, 95%

CI = 1.253–2.293), and subjects above 60 years of age (OR = 3.097, 95% CI =

1.078–8.896) are at an increased risk of infection due to their high expression of ACE2.
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Conclusion: The level of ACE2 is higher in females, older subjects, smokers, and

subjects with cancer than in other subjects, indicating that some of which are at higher

risk for the severe forms of COVID-19 when they are exposed to the SARS-Cov-2.

Keywords: coronavirus disease 2019, angiotensin covering enzyme II, susceptibility, gender, age, smoking, cancer

INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was
detected in patients in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China (1). The
virus started spreading rapidly throughout China and the world
(2, 3). According to theWorldHealth Organization, as of June 10,
2020, 7,145,539 laboratory-confirmed cases were detected, with
a death toll of 408,025 patients (4). Given the rapid spreading
of this outbreak, it is urgent to identify subjects who may be
susceptible to infection and to further control the spread of the
disease to those susceptible subjects.

It has been shown from severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-Cov) and Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV) that humans exhibit disparities in
susceptibility to these viruses (5–7). For example, Liu et al. (5)
reported that older age (odds ratio [OR]= 8.546, 95% confidence
interval [CI] = 1.628–44.864, p = 0.011) and smoking (OR =

14.285, 95% CI = 1.577–25.000, p = 0.018) are risk factors for
the progression of COVID-19. Rao et al. (8) showed that over
25% of patients with COVID-19 have a history of hypertension
(12.9%) and diabetes (5.4%). However, it is still unclear whether
the above factors, or perhaps even other factors, are associated
with susceptibility to COVID-19. It has been reported that
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is one of the major
cellular entry receptors of COVID-19 (9), indicating that a
higher expression of ACE2 may lead to increased susceptibility
to infection. Several studies have investigated the relationship
between the expression level of ACE2 and the demographic or
clinical characteristics of COVID-19. For example, Rao et al.
performed a phenome-wideMendelian randomization study and
found that type II diabetes is causally linked to an increased
expression of ACE2 (8). Chen et al. (10) showed that ACE2 is
mainly expressed in the epithelial cells of the colon and that
its expression is increased the most in patients with colorectal
cancer followed by patients with adenoma, compared to healthy
controls. Moreover, Cai (11) reported that ACE2 expression is
significantly higher in the lungs of former smokers than in non-
smokers. According to previous evidence, the expression level of
ACE2 is associated with susceptibility to COVID-19 infection.

However, previous studies had several limitations. On the one
hand, most of the samples were derived from different types
of tissues, such as lung and colon tissues, which may not be
fully reflective of the expression in the whole body. Another
potential limitation was that the sample size was too small
to draw conclusions. Therefore, in this study, we performed
a cross-sectional study to explore the clinical/demographic
characteristics that may lead to an increased expression of ACE2,
whichmay in turn result in greater susceptibility to infection with
COVID-19 when they are exposed to the SARS-Cov-2.

TABLE 1 | Demographics and clinical characteristics.

Number of

subjects/Mean value

Gender, male/female 125/104

Age, years

Mean ± SD, male/female 51.94 ± 17.59/51.22 ± 16.96

0–20, male/female 9, 5/4

20–40, male/female 54, 29/25

40–60, male/female 76, 44/32

>60, male/female 90, 47/43

BMI, mean, Kg/m2

Mean ± SD, male 24.55 ± 3.77

Mean ± SD, female 22.61 ± 3.67

Smoking habit, proportion% (yes)

Male 37.60 (47)

Female 4.81 (5)

Drinking habit, proportion% (yes)

Male 20.80 (26)

Female 2.88 (3)

Diabetes mellitus, proportion% (yes)

Male 15.20 (19)

Female 11.54 (12)

Hypertension, proportion% (yes)

Male 26.40 (33)

Female 36.54 (38)

Cardio-cerebrovascular disease, proportion% (yes)

Male 9.60 (12)

Female 11.54 (12)

Cancer, proportion% (yes)

Male 4.00 (5)

Female 5.77 (6)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
This study was conducted at the Department of clinical
laboratory, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat (Eye and ENT) Hospital
of Fudan University, Shanghai, China, and was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the same hospital. This study adhered to the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects. All subjects were recruited from the
Eye and ENT Hospital of Fudan University.

Examination
Medical examinations, including the assessment of
electrocardiograms, X-rays, liver function, blood glucose,
infectious diseases, renal function, blood pressure, heart rate,
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of ACE2 mRNA levels in subjects with different demographic and clinical characteristics (A) shows expression in blood of male and female;

(B) shows expression in blood of diabetes and non-diabetes; (C) shows expression in blood of hypertension and non-hypertension; (D) shows expression in blood of

vascular disease and non-vascular disease; (E) shows expression in blood of cancer and non-cancer; (F) shows expression in blood of smokers and non-smokers;

(G) shows expression in blood of drinker and non-drinker; (H,I) shows groups in age (<20, 20–40, 40–60, >60) and BMI (<18.5, 18.5–24, 24–27, >27). Vascular,

cardiocerebrovascular disease; BMI, body mass index. Each data point represents one subject. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. Independent Student’s t-test and

Mann–Whitney U-test were used.

body temperature, height, and weight, were performed for
all subjects by the respective specialty physicians at the Eye
and ENT Hospital of Fudan University. Demographic and
clinical characteristics, including age, gender, weight, height,
smoking habits, drinking habits, diabetes, and hypertension,
were collected using a face-to-face questionnaire. Body mass
index (BMI) was calculated as the weight in kilograms divided
by the height in meters squared. Drinking was defined as more
than three drinks per week for more than 6 months (current or
former), and smoking was defined as more than one cigarette per
day for more than 6 months (current or former) (12).

The exclusion criteria were as follows: patients with an
autoimmune disease, patients with an acute infectious disease,
patients with a metabolic syndrome, patients who have
undergone surgery within the previous 2 months, patients with
abnormal hepatic or renal function, patients with a hereditary
disease, and patients whose body temperature was above 37.5◦C.
Hence, a total of 20 subjects (surgery = 5, metabolic syndrome
= 5, autoimmune disease = 4, acute infectious disease = 4, and
hereditary disease= 2) were excluded.

RNA Isolation and Detection
Blood samples were obtained in the morning after subjects
had fasted for 8 h via standard venipuncture in the antecubital
fossae (anterior elbow veins). First, blood samples (2mL)
were collected in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
tubes. Total RNA was extracted using a TRIzol reagent
(Sigma-Aldrich, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany)
as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The quality and
integrity of the acquired total RNA were evaluated using
a NanoDropTM 2000c (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.,
Wilmington, DE, USA). For reverse transcription-quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR), 1,000 ng of total
RNA was reverse-transcribed with 2 µL of 5X OneStep
RT Mix. The RT-qPCR reaction was performed using 1
µL of RT products, 0.2 µL of 10µM forward primer,
0.2 µL of 10µM pmol reverse primer, and 5 µL of 2X
SYBR Green I qPCR mix and completed to 10 µL with
nuclease-free water. The primers used were as follows: ACE2-
forward, 5′-AAAGGAACAGTCCACACTTGCCC-3′, and
ACE2-reverse, 5′-TGAAGACCCATTTTGCTGAAGAGCC-3′.
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TABLE 2 | Comparison of ACE2 protein levels in subjects with different

demographic and clinical characteristics.

ACE2 t-value P-value

Gender

Male 16.28 ± 5.87

Female 2,009 ± 5.63 4.983 <0.001

Diabetes

Yes 19.63 ± 6.15

No 17.75 ± 6.02 1.609 0.109

Hypertension

Yes 20.24 ± 5.54

No 17.01 ± 6.02 3.956 <0.001

Vascular disease

Yes 21.97 ± 5.58

No 17.53 ± 5.94 3.477 0.001

Cancer

Yes 27.52 ± 2.44

No 17.52 ± 5.78 11.977 <0.001

Smoking

Yes 19.65 ± 5.77

No 17.52 ± 6.07 2.318 0.023

Drinking

Yes 18.81 ± 7.85

No 17.88 ± 5.76 0.612 0.545

Age, years

<20 15.67 ± 6.31

20–40 15.94 ± 7.09

40–60 18.51 ± 5.58

>60 19.05 ± 5.44 3.733 0.012

BMI, Kg/M2

<18.5 16.69 ± 5.88

18.5–24 17.98 ± 6.14

24–27 18.34 ± 6.16

>27 18.08 ± 6.07 0.323 0.809

ELISA Assay
The protein level of ACE2 was further measured by ELISA
kit. The serum samples were subjected to ACE2 assay as
described in the ACE2 assay kit (ab235649, Abcam, USA). The
ACE2 concentration of each sample was detected by multimode
microplate readers (Biotek SynergyH1, USA) at 450 nm.

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences software, version 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). Figures were created using GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad
Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Results are presented as mean
± standard deviation (SD). Normality was assessed using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test. An independent Student’s t-test,
Mann-Whitney U-test, Pearson’s analysis, and one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) were used. Multivariate linear regression
analysis was performed to evaluate the association between ACE2
levels and factors. Logistic regression analysis was performed

to estimate the ORs with 95% CIs. A p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Characteristics of the Study Patients
A total of 229 subjects (125 males, 104 females) were enrolled,
which was conducted at the Eye and ENT Hospital of Fudan
University. The mean age of the males and females was 51.94
± 17.59 years and 51.22 ± 16.96 years, respectively. Among
all subjects, the proportion of smoking history (37.6 vs. 4.81%)
and drinking history (20.8 vs. 2.88%) was significantly higher in
male subjects than in female subjects. Moreover, the prevalence
of diabetes, hypertension, cardiocerebrovascular diseases, and
cancer was similar between male and female subjects. The
demographic and clinical characteristics of the subjects are
shown in Table 1.

Comparison of ACE2 mRNA and Protein
Levels in Subjects With Different
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
ACE2 expression was higher in female subjects than in male
subjects (p < 0.0001; Figure 1A). There was no significant
differences (p> 0.05) in the expression of ACE2 between subjects
with diabetes and subjects without (Figure 1B). Furthermore,
subjects with hypertension (Figure 1C), cardiocerebrovascular
diseases (Figure 1D), and cancer (Figure 1E) exhibited a higher
ACE2 expression than that of those not suffering from these
diseases (both p < 0.05). Moreover, we observed no
significant differences (p > 0.05) in the expression of ACE2
between smokers and non-smokers (Figure 1F), and between
drinkers and non-drinkers (Figure 1G). The expression of
ACE2 was lowest in the >60 age group followed by the 40–
60, 20–40, and <20 age groups, and the differences were
statistically significant (p = 0.0496; Figure 1H). There was
no significant differences (p > 0.05) in the expression of
ACE2 among BMI subgroup (Figure 1I). A similar result
was observed when ACE2 protein levels were compared in
subjects with different demographic and clinical characteristics
(Table 2).

Comparison of ACE2 mRNA and Protein
Levels in Subjects With Different
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics,
Stratified According to Sex
According to sex, all subjects were divided into male and
female subgroups. The expression of ACE2 was found to be
lowest in the >60 age group followed by the 40–60, 20–
40, and <20 age groups in both males (Figure 2A) and
females (Figure 2B). Moreover, we observed no significant
differences (p > 0.05) in the expression of ACE2 among
BMI subgroup (Figures 2C,D), and between subjects with
diabetes and subjects without (Figures 2E,F) in the male
and female subgroup. In both male and female subgroups,
a higher ACE2 expression was observed in subjects with
hypertension (Figures 2G,H), cardiocerebrovascular diseases
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FIGURE 2 | Comparison of ACE2 mRNA levels in subjects with different demographic and clinical characteristics, stratified according to sex. (male: A, C, E, G, I, K,

M, O; female: B, D, F, H, J, L, N, P). (A,B) shows groups in age (<20, 20–40, 40–60, >60); (C,D) shows groups in BMI (<18.5, 18.5–24, 24–27, >27); (E,F) shows

expression in diabetes and non-diabetes; (G,H) shows expression in hypertension and non-hypertension; (I,J) shows expression in vascular disease and non-vascular

disease; (K,L) shows expression in cancer and non-cancer; (M,N) shows expression in smokers and non-smokers; (O,P) shows expression in drinker and

non-drinker. Vascular, cardiocerebrovascular disease; BMI, body mass index. Each data point represents one subject. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. One-way

ANOVA and Mann–Whitney U-test were used.

(Figures 2I,J), and cancer (Figures 2K,L), with p < 0.05.
Male smokers exhibited a significantly higher ACE2 expression
(p = 0.0001; Figure 2M) compared to male non-smokers,
but not in females (p = 0.2633; Figure 2N). Interestingly,
female drinkers exhibited a higher ACE2 expression compared
to non-drinkers (p = 0.0104; Figure 2P), but not in
males (Figure 2O). A similar result was observed when
ACE2 protein levels were compared in subjects with different
demographic and clinical characteristics, stratified according to
sex (Table 3).

Pearson’s analysis also showed that there was a significantly
positive correlation between age and the expression level of ACE2
(Figure 3A), in both males (Figure 3B) and females (Figure 3C).
Although we observed no significant association between BMI
and the expression level of ACE2 in any of the subjects
(Figure 3D), a significant correlation was also found in bothmale
(Figure 3E) and female subgroup (Figure 3F). Furthermore,
there was a significantly positive correlation between ACE2
mRNA levels and ACE2 protein levels (r = 0.677, p < 0.001).

Multiple Linear Regression for the
Association Between Age, Gender,
Smoking Habits, and Cancer and ACE2
mRNA Levels
After adjusting for age, sex, BMI, hypertension, diabetes, drinking

habits, smoking habits, cardiocerebrovascular diseases, and

cancer, multiple linear regression analysis showed that there is

a statistically significant correlation between being a female and

ACE2 expression (β = 0.550, p < 0.001), between older age and

ACE2 expression (β = 0.197, p = 0.003), between smoking

and ACE2 expression (β = 0.163, p = 0.037), and between
cancer and ACE2 expression (β = 0.265, p < 0.001). In the
sex-stratified subgroup, adjusting for age, BMI, hypertension,
diabetes, drinking habits, smoking habits, cardiocerebrovascular
diseases, and cancer, similar results were also observed in the

male and female subgroups. However, a relationship between

smoking and ACE2 expression was just observed in the male
subgroup, but not in the female subgroup (seeTable 4 for details).
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of ACE2 protein levels in subjects with different demographic and clinical characteristics, stratified according to sex.

Male P-value Female P-value

Diabetes

Yes 18.15 ± 5.12 21.95 ± 7.12

No 15.94 ± 5.95 0.133 19.84 ± 5.40 0.224

Hypertension

Yes 18.99 ± 5.27 21.59 ± 5.44

No 15.31 ± 5.79 0.002 19.22 ± 5.57 0.035

Vascular disease

Yes 21.21 ± 6.47 22.79 ± 4.50

No 15.76 ± 5.58 0.002 19.75 ± 5.68 0.041

Cancer

Yes 28.40 ± 2.67 26.78 ± 2.17

No 15.78 ± 5.41 <0.001 19.73 ± 5.51 0.002

Smoking

Yes 19.14 ± 5.72 24.43 ± 4.02

No 14.56 ± 5.28 <0.001 19.91 ± 5.61 0.079

Drinking

Yes 17.96 ± 7.77 26.18 ± 4.05

No 15.84 ± 5.22 0.198 19.95 ± 5.57 0.109

Age, years

<20 16.60 ± 4.87 14.49 ± 8.45

20–40 14.14 ± 6.45 18.03 ± 7.35

40–60 16.72 ± 5.61 20.32 ± 4.99

>60 17.20 ± 5.67 0.030 21.73 ± 3.87 0.010

BMI, Kg/M2

<18.5 13.17 ± 1.76 18.16 ± 6.05

18.5–24 15.33 ± 6.02 20.71 ± 5.02

24–27 16.55 ± 5.48 20.61 ± 6.12

>27 17.87 ± 6.14 0.159 18.61 ± 6.46 0.370

FIGURE 3 | Scatterplot of patient individual measurements for age and BMI vs. ACE2 mRNA levels. (A–C) Shows the association between ACE2 mRNA levels and

age, between ACE2 mRNA levels and age in male subjects, and between ACE2 mRNA levels and age in female subjects. (D–F) Shows the association between

ACE2 mRNA levels and BMI, between ACE2 mRNA levels and BMI in male subjects and between ACE2 mRNA levels and BMI in female subjects. Each data point

represents one patient. Pearson’s analysis was used.
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TABLE 4 | Multiple linear correlation analysis to assess the relationship between age, gender, smoking, and cancer with ACE2 mRNA levels.

Multiple linear correlation Multiple linear correlation-Male Multiple linear correlation-Female

Beta P (95%CI) Beta P (95%CI) Beta P (95%CI)

Female 0.550 <0.001 (1.473–2.310) NA NA NA NA

Older age 0.197 0.003 (0.007–0.032) 0.162 0.038 (0.001–0.018) 0.318 0.001 (0.015–0.057)

Smoking 0.163 0.037 (0.040–0.299) 0.184 0.043 (0.012–0.754) NA NA

Cancer 0.265 <0.001 (1.031–3.192) 0.477 <0.001 (1.650–3.203) 0.220 0.020 (0.283–3.296)

Beta, standardized coefficients.

TABLE 5 | Logistic regression analyses to identify risk factors for the ACE2 mRNA levels.

Logistic regression Logistic regression (Male) Logistic regression (Female)

OR P (95%CI) OR P (95%CI) OR P (95%CI)

Gender

Male 1 NA NA NA NA

Female 2.255 <0.001 (1.770–2.872) NA NA NA NA

Smoking

No 1 1 1

Yes 0.888 0.235 (0.730–1.080) 1.710 0.008 (1.149–2.544) 0.889 0.244 (0.729–1.084)

Drinking

No 1 1 1

Yes 0.977 0.847 (0.775–1.233) 1.414 0.086 (0.953–2.100) 0.967 0.776 (0.765–1.221)

Diabetes

No 1 1 1

Yes 1.182 0.105 (0.966–1.446) 1.256 0.307 (0.811–1.947) 1.180 0.112 (0.962–1.448)

Hypertension

No 1 1 1

Yes 1.264 0.005 (1.075–1.486) 1.845 0.003 (1.226–2.776) 1.254 0.006 (1.066–1.475)

Vascular

No 1 1 1

Yes 1.271 0.031 (1.023–1.579) 1.946 0.006 (1.208–3.137) 1.276 0.031 (1.023–1.591)

Cancer

No 1 1 1

Yes 1.695 0.001 (1.253–2.293) 4.720 0.001 (1.900–11.633) 1.685 0.001 (1.245–2.281)

Age

<20 1 1 1

20–40 1.175 0.539 (0.702–1.967) 2.802 0.378 (0.284–27.623) 1.758 0.186 (0.762–4.060)

40–60 2.365 0.094 (0.863–6.482) 10.370 0.144 (0.450–238.776) 2.086 0.153 (0.761–5.716)

>60 3.097 0.036 (1.078–8.896) 11.571 0.107 (0.592–226.323) 4.027 0.049 (1.003–16.176)

BMI

<18.5 1 1 1

18.5–24 1.074 0.667 (0.776–1.487) 1.46 0.611 (0.355–6.433) 1.278 0.222 (0.862–1.895)

24–27 1.245 0.204 (0.888–1.746) 2.427 0.282 (0.483–12.203) 1.532 0.067 (0.970–2.419)

>27 1.056 0.794 (0.702–1.588) 3.440 0.151 (0.636–18.596) 1.222 0.411 (0.785–1.972)

Vascular, cardiocerebrovascular disease; BMI, body mass index.

Logistic Regression Analysis to Identify the
Risk Factors for the ACE2 mRNA Levels
After adjusting for age, sex, BMI, hypertension, diabetes,
drinking habits, smoking habits, cardiocerebrovascular
diseases, and cancer, logistic regression analysis revealed

that females (OR = 2.255, 95% CI = 1.770–2.872), subjects with

hypertension (OR = 1.264, 95% CI =1.075–1.486), subjects

with cardiocerebrovascular diseases (OR = 1.271, 95% CI =

1.023–1.579), subjects with cancer (OR = 1.695, 95% CI =

1.253–2.293), and subjects above 60 years of age (OR = 3.097,
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95% CI = 1.078–8.896) are at an increased risk for infection
due to their high expression of ACE2. In both male and female
subgroups, after adjusting for age, BMI, hypertension, diabetes,
drinking habits, smoking habits, cardiocerebrovascular diseases,
and cancer, similar results were also observed. Moreover, male
smokers (OR = 1.710, 95% CI = 1.149–2.544) were found to be
at an increased risk due to their high expression of ACE2, but
not female subjects (see Table 5 for details).

DISCUSSION

As far as we know, previous studies failed to comprehensively
study many different risk factors/diseases and evaluate
whether these are risk factors for COVID-19. In this study,
we investigated the disparities related to age, gender, BMI,
smoking habits, drinking habits, diabetes, hypertension,
cardiocerebrovascular diseases, and cancer in ACE2 gene
expression, which in turn may influence susceptibility to
infection with COVID-19.

From our analysis, the most credible finding was the link
between gender, age, smoking habits (male subjects), and
cancer and the expression of ACE2, which was supported by
an independent Student’s t-test, multivariate linear regression
analysis, and logistic regression analysis. Other results are
preliminary but are worthy of further studies. For example,
hypertension and cardiocerebrovascular diseases were found
to cause a higher expression of ACE2, and showed positive
associations with the expression of ACE2.

Numerous studies showed that older age is associated with
susceptibility to infection and the presence of a primary
composite endpoint of COVID-19 infection (admission to an
intensive care unit [ICU], the use of mechanical ventilation,
or death) (3, 6, 13–15). For example, Zhang et al. (7)
reported that 70% of the COVID-19 patients were age>50
years older. Chen et al. (13) performed a retrospective, single-
center study in Shanghai, China, and reported that age (OR
= 1.06) is independently associated with admission to the
ICU. Wu et al. (14) reported that older age (hazard ratio
[HR] = 3.26, 95% CI = 2.08–5.11; HR = 6.17, 95% CI =

3.26–11.67, respectively), is a risk factor associated with the
development of COVID-19 and eventually death. We found
that the expression of ACE2 was highest in the >60 age
group followed by the 40–60, 20–40, and <20 age groups.
Moreover, Pearson’s analysis, multivariate linear regression
analysis, and logistic regression analysis also revealed that there
is a statistically significant positive correlation between age and
the expression of ACE2. This may explain the reason why
there is an association between being older and susceptibility
to infection with COVID-19 and the presence of a primary
composite endpoint.

In addition, we found that smokers exhibit a significantly
higher expression of ACE2 compared to non-smokers.
Interestingly, Guan et al. (3) reported that both former
smokers (49%) and current smokers (21.7%) are at a higher
risk of developing severe disease compared to non-smokers
(14.5%). Moreover, Cai et al. (11) also observed a significantly

higher ACE2 gene expression in the lungs of former smokers
compared to non-smokers, as well as a higher expression of
ACE2 in current smokers compared to non-smokers. Our
results suggested that smokers, especially males, may be more
susceptible to infection with COVID-19. With regard to the
association between cancer and susceptibility to infection
with COVID-19, it has been reported in recent studies that
breast, colorectal, and lung cancer may be associated with
an increased expression of ACE2 (8, 10). Zheng et al. (16)
reported that 8 (1%) of 1,590 COVID-19 cases had a history
of cancer, which seems to be higher than the incidence of
cancer in the overall Chinese population ([0.29%] per 100,000
people). Liang et al. (17) recently also suggested that patients
with cancer might be at a higher risk of infection compared
to those without. In this study, we also reported that subjects
with cancer exhibit a higher expression of ACE2 compared to
those without.

Furthermore, hypertension and cardiocerebrovascular
diseases were found to cause a higher expression of
ACE2 and, hence, a higher risk of infection. However,
multivariate linear regression analysis showed no statistically
significantly link between ACE2 and hypertension, ACE2 and
cardiocerebrovascular diseases. Moreover, we did not observe
any significant difference in the ACE2 gene expression between
subjects with diabetes and those without, between drinkers and
non-drinkers, and between subjects with different BMI values
(<18.5, 18.5–24, 24–27, >27 kg/m2). However, Rao et al. (8)
showed that diabetes is associated with an increased expression
of ACE2. One study (14) showed that, in subjects infected with
COVID-19 who developed acute respiratory distress syndrome,
compared to those who did not, more patients presented with
hypertension (23/84 patients [27.4%] and 16/117 patients
[13.7%]) and diabetes (16/84 patients [19.0%] patients and 6/117
patients [5.1%]). Our results are preliminary but are worthy of
further studies.

Multiple previous studies have shown ACE2 expression in
the lung, kidney, heart, testis, and small intestine of humans
(10, 11, 18). As far as we known, blood cells are also the sources of
the ACE2 mRNA. For example, Rutkowska-Zapała et al. (19) and
Obitsu et al. (20) both reported that ACE2 mRNA was observed
in human monocytes and their subsets. Moreover, apoptotic
bodies, exosomes, or cast-off cells of endothelial cells contain
mRNA that might contribute to the results. Further studies
were needed.

In conclusion, we herein identified several demographic
and clinical characteristics that may be causally related
to the level of ACE2, the level of ACE2 is higher in
females, older subjects, smokers, and subjects with cancer
than in other subjects. Thus, gender, age, smoking habits,
and cancer may provide valuable information for identifying
susceptible populations.
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Infection by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2)
results in the novel coronavirus disease COVID-19, which has posed a serious threat
globally. Infection of SARS-CoV-2 during pregnancy is associated with complications
such as preterm labor and premature rupture of membranes, and a proportion of
neonates born to infected mothers are also positive for the virus. During pregnancy, the
placental barrier protects the fetus from pathogens and ensures healthy development.
To predict if the placenta is permissive to SARS-CoV-2, we utilized publicly available
single-cell RNA-seq data to identify if the placental cells express the necessary factors
required for infection. SARS-CoV-2 binding receptor ACE2 and the S protein priming
protease TMPRSS2 are co-expressed by a subset of syncytiotrophoblasts (STB) in
the first trimester and extravillous trophoblasts (EVT) in the second trimester human
placenta. In addition, the non-canonical receptor BSG/CD147 and other proteases
(CTSL, CTSB, and FURIN) are detected in most of the placental cells. Other coronavirus
family receptors (ANPEP and DPP4) were also expressed in the first and second
trimester placental cells. Additionally, the term placenta of multiple species including
humans expressed ACE2, DPP4, and ANPEP along with the viral S protein proteases.
The ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (ACE2 + TMPRSS2 +) placental subsets expressed
mRNA for proteins involved in viral budding and replication. These cells also had the
mRNA for proteins that physically interact with SARS-CoV-2 in host cells. Further,
we discovered unique signatures of genes in ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs and
EVTs. The ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs are highly differentiated cells and express
genes involving mitochondrial metabolism and glucose transport. The second trimester
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs are enriched for markers of endovascular trophoblasts.
Both these subtypes abundantly expressed genes in the Toll-like receptor pathway. The
second trimester EVTs are also enriched for components of the JAK-STAT pathway
that drives inflammation. We carried out a systematic review and identified that in 12%
of pregnant women with COVID-19, the placenta was infected with SARS-CoV-2, and
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the virus was detected in STBs. To conclude, herein we have uncovered the cellular
targets for SARS-CoV-2 entry and have shown that these cells can potentially drive
viremia in the developing human placenta. Our results provide a basic framework toward
understanding the paraphernalia involved in SARS-CoV-2 infections in pregnancy.

Keywords: placenta, trophoblast, SARS-CoV-2, coronaviruses, receptors, single-cell RNA-seq, inflammation,
COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

Epidemiologic evidence indicates that pregnant women are
at higher risk of severe illness and mortality from viral
infections such as influenza, Ebola and Lassa fever (Silasi
et al., 2015). Certain viral infections during pregnancy can lead
to several adverse pregnancy outcomes such as spontaneous
abortion, mother-to-child transmission resulting in congenital
viral syndromes, still-births and intrauterine fetal deaths (Silasi
et al., 2015; Arora et al., 2018). Furthermore, viral infection
also predisposes the pregnancy toward preterm birth, which
has major long-term health implications for the newborn.
Thus, understanding the health risks of viral infections during
pregnancy is vital for designing appropriate approaches for its
clinical management. The importance of understanding the role
of viral infection during pregnancy gains further relevance as
we are confronted with newer pandemics, which may affect the
pregnant mother and the fetus.

Coronaviruses (CoV) are positive-sense RNA viruses that,
upon zoonotic transmission, lead to respiratory disease in
humans and some animals. Previous outbreaks of zoonotic
coronaviruses, including the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS)-CoV and the Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS)-
CoV, have proven to be of great public health concern. Another
outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome called coronavirus
disease-2019 (COVID-19) has been recently reported, which is
due to infection by a novel coronavirus termed SARS-CoV-2
(Zhu et al., 2020). The infection has spread rapidly worldwide
due to high human-to-human transmission, resulting in a public
health emergency of international concern (Bharti et al., 2020;
Gupta et al., 2020; Li R. et al., 2020). Presently, there are no
specific treatments available for COVID-19, and there is an
urgent need to identify the drugs and vaccines targeted against
this virus (Prajapat et al., 2020).

Since SARS-CoV-2 has not been detected in humans
before, limited information is available about its health effects;
negligible information is available for pregnant women. In
pregnant women, COVID-19 is associated with severe pregnancy
complications such as preterm labor and premature rupture of
membranes (Gajbhiye et al., 2020). Furthermore, a proportion of
neonates born to mothers with COVID-19 are positive for the
virus, suggesting the possibility of vertical transmission through
the placental barrier (Gajbhiye et al., 2020; Knight et al., 2020).

The placenta is a highly specialized organ that maintains
the equilibrium between immunological and biochemical factors
required for fetal development (Deshpande and Balasinor, 2018).
It also acts as a barrier for vertical transmission of pathogens
(Maltepe and Fisher, 2015; Burton et al., 2016). However,
some viruses such as Zika can infect the placental cells via

receptors on trophoblasts, leading to fetal malformation and
pregnancy complications (Hirsch et al., 2018; Tabata et al., 2018).
Interestingly, placental and amniotic fluid infections of SARS-
CoV-2 have been reported (Baud et al., 2020; Zamaniyan et al.,
2020). For SARS-CoV-2 to be able to infect the placenta, the host
cells must harbor the necessary receptors and virus-processing
machinery. It has been shown that SARS-CoV-2 binds and
infects host cells by utilizing the membrane-bound Angiotensin-
Converting Enzyme II (ACE2), which is considered its canonical
mode of action (Jagtap et al., 2020; Letko et al., 2020; Shang
et al., 2020). In addition, SARS-CoV-2 binds to CD147/Basigin
(BSG) on the cell surface that may act as an alternate non-
canonical receptor (Wang et al., 2020). Upon receptor binding,
the viral-encoded S protein requires cleavage by host proteases
for efficient membrane fusion. The main host protease that
mediates S protein priming and initiates viral entry is the Type
II transmembrane serine protease TMPRSS2 (Hoffmann et al.,
2020). The endosomal protease cathepsin L (CTSL) can also
enhance viral entry (Hoffmann et al., 2020). Thus, the presence
of such receptors and S protein primer proteases in host cells is
a key determinant of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Indeed, expression
of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 have been detected in lung airway cells
and the upper respiratory epithelium, the primary site of SARS-
CoV-2 action (Sungnak et al., 2020; Ziegler et al., 2020). Beyond
respiratory distress, some patients with SARS-CoV-2 viremia
develop multiple organ injuries, and cells of these tissues also
express ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Qi et al., 2020; Seow et al., 2020;
Zou et al., 2020).

The binding of enveloped viruses like SARS-CoV-2 to its
receptors results in events related to membrane fusion and/or
endocytosis followed by establishment of the primary infection.
Following its entry and uncoating, coronavirus replication is
initiated by translation of its non-structural proteins including
the replicases that allow viral RNA synthesis and capping. This
course requires a network of host factors to create an optimal
environment for facilitating viral entry, gene expression, RNA
synthesis and virus release (de Wilde et al., 2018). Further, most
enveloped viruses bud at the plasma membrane by recruiting
the host endosomal sorting complex required for transport
(ESCRT) machinery (Ahmed et al., 2019; Gatta and Carlton,
2019). While the precise host proteins in SARS-CoV-2 entry
and replication are not yet understood, its host interactome
has been characterized (Gordon et al., 2020). The host proteins
that interact with SARS-CoV-2 are involved in endocytosis and
replication of viruses (Gordon et al., 2020). Thus, elucidating
tissue and cell-type-specific host machinery that not only mediate
viral entry but also replication and budding from the host
cell is essential to understand the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-
2 infection.
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Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) of different tissues
has transformed our ability to map the types, subsets and states
of cells in healthy and diseased conditions in an unprecedented
manner (Sharma et al., 2018; Szabo et al., 2019; Iyer et al.,
2020). Recently, scRNA-seq has been applied to expand our
understanding of the cellular landscape during viral infection
including that of SARS-CoV-2 (Russell et al., 2018; Galinato
et al., 2019; Liao et al., 2020). scRNA-seq has also been
used in the identification of various tissues and cells that
are potential targets of SARS-CoV-2, and these studies have
immensely contributed toward expanding our understanding of
the molecular characteristics of the host cells that are targets of
viral infection (Colaco et al., 2020; Lukassen et al., 2020; Qi et al.,
2020; Seow et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020; Sungnak et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020).

To gain an insight into the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-
2 infection during pregnancy, it is essential to identify and
characterize the placental cell types that express the viral
receptors ACE2 and BSG/CD147, along with the proteases
TMPRSS2 and CTSL. Recent studies have reported ACE2-
positive cells in early embryonic trophoblasts as well as first
trimester human placenta (Colaco et al., 2020; Li M. et al.,
2020; Singh et al., 2020). ACE2 protein is also detected in term
human placenta1. Studies have also shown that BSG/CD147 is
expressed in first trimester human trophoblasts and gestational
day 18 mouse placenta (Bharadwaj et al., 2011; Lee et al.,
2013). However, information regarding the cells co-expressing
various coronavirus receptors and S protein proteases as well as
their detailed characteristics in the placenta is unknown. Herein
(Ashray et al., 2020), we surveyed the publicly available scRNA-
seq data of human placenta for the expression of the SARS-
CoV-2 receptors ACE2 and BSG/CD147, along with the S protein
proteases TMPRSS2 and CTSL. We also surveyed the placental
cells for the expression of DPP4 and ANPEP, which are utilized by
MERS-CoV and CoV-229E, respectively. The study also aimed to
characterize the ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive placental cells for
their possible roles in viral endocytosis, replication, SARS-CoV-2
interactions and viral budding. The results reveal that placental
cells are potential targets for SARS-CoV-2 infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To identify the population of human placental cells that
express ACE2, BSG, TMPRSS2, and CTSL at single-cell
resolution, we analyzed scRNA-seq data of first and second
trimester human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number
GSE89497]. This dataset is derived out of 7 first trimester
(8 weeks) placentae and 1 second trimester placenta (24 weeks)
in which single cells were isolated by enzymatic digestion
followed by enrichment of cells using a combination of
methods. Extravillous trophoblasts (EVTs) were enriched by
Magnetic Activated Cell Sorting (MACS) using anti-HLA-G
antibody, cytotrophoblasts (CTBs) were enriched using anti-
CDH1 antibody, and syncytiotrophoblasts (STBs) were manually

1https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000130234-ACE2/tissue/placenta

sorted. The HLA-G- and CDH1-negative fraction was designated
to be villous stromal cells (STR). To isolate EVTs from the
placenta at 24 weeks, the basal plate was dissected from the villi of
the placenta, and the single cells were prepared using enzymatic
digestion followed by MACS using anti-HLA-G antibody. We
deliberately chose this “index sorted” dataset over the unbiased
agnostic scRNA-seq datasets since our major focus was to identify
the cellular targets of SARS-CoV-2 specifically in the placenta,
and such a priori approach allows analysis of homogeneous cell
populations and accurate linking of rare transcripts with the
index sorted cells.

To understand changes in the expression of ACE2, BSG,
TMPRSS2, and CTSL in the second and third trimester
placenta, bulk RNA-seq data was analyzed [Accession number
GSE124282]. This dataset is derived out of 4 second trimester
and term human placentae (Wang et al., 2019). Bulk RNA-
seq data (Armstrong et al., 2017) was also analyzed of term
placenta from human, cow, dog, armadillo, elephant, opossum,
mouse and bonobo samples [Accession number GSE79121] to
understand if the expression of the SARS-CoV-2 receptors in the
term placenta is evolutionarily conserved. Pseudo-bulk scRNA-
seq data of human first trimester decidua (Suryawanshi et al.,
2018) was then analyzed to understand the distribution of ACE2,
BSG, TMPRSS2, and CTSL in different maternal cell populations.

We profiled the mRNA levels of 27 host proteins involved in
human ESCRT for viruses (Ahmed et al., 2019) and mRNA levels
of 30 proteins involved in viral replication (de Wilde et al., 2018)
in placental cells that co-express ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in first and
second trimester (Supplementary Table 1). We also analyzed the
transcript profiles of 332 human proteins that physically interact
with SARS-CoV-2 in placental cells that co-express ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 (Gordon et al., 2020). To guard against viral infection,
host cells express a plethora of genes that sense the presence of
the virus on the cell surface, in cytosol and in endosomes. This in
turn activates the host defense mechanisms to limit or eliminate
viral infection and restore tissue homeostasis. We profiled the
expression of 487 host viral response genes in placental cells that
co-express ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Supplementary Table 1).

To characterize the trophoblast cells that co-express ACE2
and TMPRSS2 as well as their counterparts that do not express
both of these genes; we carried out pseudo-bulk analysis of
ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (ACE2+ TMPRSS2+) and ACE2-
and TMPRSS2-negative (ACE2–TMPRSS2–) trophoblast cells.
Single-cell data for ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + and ACE2–TMPRSS2–
cells was independently aggregated and the mean TPM values
were computed. The data was filtered for genes whose mean
values were ≥0.1 TPM and the ratio of the mean value in
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells over ACE2–TMPRSS2– cells was
calculated. The genes that had a ratio of ≥1.5 or ≤0.5 and
p-value of <0.05 were filtered and the data was deconvoluted
for single cells. Gene ontology (GO) analysis was performed
using the PANTHER database and over-representation tests were
performed using reference genes of PANTHER pathways2.

To determine if SARS-CoV-2 is detected in the placenta, one
author (AB) carried out a systematic review with the keywords

2http://www.pantherdb.org/
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“placenta and SARS-CoV-2,” “COVID-19 and placenta,” “SARS-
CoV-2 and pregnancy,” “coronaviruses” and “pregnancy.” The
primary outcome was to determine the number of cases
reporting the presence of SARS-CoV-2 in placental tissue;
the secondary outcome was to determine the placental cell
types positive for SARS-CoV-2. Searches were carried out in
PubMed, Google Scholar, MedRxiv, bioRxiv and other preprint
databases. Articles reporting primary data in which detection
of SARS-CoV-2 was carried out by either RT-PCR and/or by
immunohistochemistry or electron microscopy were included.
Reviews, blog and newspaper reports were excluded. Data was
entered in tabular format and was independently verified by
another author (DM).

All the data was processed using R Studio version 3.6.2.
Heatmaps were plotted using the heatmap.2 function from the
gplots R package and the pheatmap R package. Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection (UMAP) analysis was performed
using the UMAP 0.2.6.0 R package. To identify the cell clusters,
500 genes with high SD and average log2-transformed expression
>1 were selected. Next, these 500 genes were given as an input
to UMAP for calculating the projections of all cells. Statistical
analysis was done using the Welch’s t-test and the graphs were
plotted in GraphPad Prism version 8.0.

RESULTS

Trophoblast Cells Express mRNA for
SARS-CoV-2 Receptors and Spike
Protein Processing Enzymes
The human placenta is characterized by four distinct cell
lineages: extravillous trophoblasts (EVT), cytotrophoblasts
(CTB), syncytiotrophoblasts (STB), and villous stromal cells
(STR). To understand the distribution of the SARS-CoV-2
receptors in these cell types, we analyzed publicly available
single-cell transcriptome data from human placenta. The results
revealed that ACE2, BSG, TMPRSS2 and CTSL were expressed
in all the cell types of first trimester placenta; however, not every
cell of each type expressed these genes (Figure 1A). As evident,
STBs represented the highest proportion of ACE2-expressing
cells (39%) in first trimester placenta, whereas only 2% of EVTs
had ACE2 expression. BSG was abundantly expressed in almost
all the cells (96–100%) of EVT, CTB, STB, and STR of the first
trimester (Supplementary Table 2). Very few cells of the human
placenta expressed TMPRSS2. The highest TMPRSS2 expression
was detected in STBs of first trimester placenta (23%), whereas
only 1% of CTBs had TMPRSS2 expression (Supplementary
Table 2). CTSL was expressed in nearly all STBs, CTBs, EVTs
and STRs of first trimester placenta (Figure 1A). The numbers
of cells that express these genes individually are given in
Supplementary Table 2.

We then compared the expression of these genes in EVTs
of the first trimester and second trimester human placenta
(Figure 1B). 2% of first trimester EVTs and 62% of second
trimester EVTs expressed ACE2. Similarly, the numbers of EVTs
expressing TMPRSS2 also increased in the second trimester as

compared to the first trimester (2 vs. 19%) (Supplementary
Table 2). In both cases, the increase was statistically significant
(p-value≤ 0.001). Nearly all EVT cells in the first and the second
trimesters expressed BSG and CTSL (Supplementary Table 2).
BSG expression was significantly reduced in second trimester
EVTs as compared to the first trimester (p-value ≤ 0.001);
the expression of CTSL was significantly higher in second
trimester EVTs as compared to first trimester EVTs (p-
value ≤ 0.001) (Figure 1B).

We also studied the expression of other SARS-CoV receptors
DPP4 and ANPEP, which are utilized by MERS-CoV and CoV-
229E, respectively. ANPEP was detected in the EVTs, CTBs
and STRs but not in the STBs of the first trimester placenta.
DPP4, on the other hand, was expressed by all CTBs, STBs,
EVTs, and STRs (Supplementary Figure 1A). As compared
to first trimester EVTs, the levels of ANPEP significantly
decreased (p-value ≤ 0.001), while those of DPP4 significantly
increased (p-value ≤ 0.001) in the second trimester EVTs
(Supplementary Figure 1B).

Bulk transcriptome analysis revealed that, in comparison to
the second trimester, the levels of ACE2, BSG, and DPP4 were
reduced in the term placenta; however, a statistically significant
reduction was observed only in the case of BSG (p-value ≤ 0.05).
Although the levels of TMPRSS2 and ANPEP were higher in
the term placenta as compared to second trimester placenta, this
increase was not statistically significant. CTSL levels were similar
in the second trimester and term placentae (Supplementary
Figure 2A). In the absence of publicly available index sorted
scRNA-seq data of term placenta, we cannot comment on the cell
types that express these genes.

The expression of coronavirus receptors and spike protein
proteases was compared in term placenta of different species
(Supplementary Figure 2B). ACE2 transcripts were detected
in the placenta of most mammals except bonobo. BSG mRNA
was expressed in term placenta of all the species, albeit at
varying levels. TMPRSS2 mRNA was expressed in the placenta
of most species except dog, armadillo, and elephant. CTSL
mRNA was detected in human, cow, dog, mouse, and bonobo
placentae. ANPEP was only expressed in human, armadillo and
mouse placentae, and DPP4 was expressed in placenta of all
species except mouse.

To determine if endometrial cells express these genes, we
analyzed pseudo-bulk data of the first trimester feto-maternal
interface (Supplementary Figure 3). Expression of ACE2 was
detected in smooth muscle cells, and a low abundance of ACE2
transcripts was also detected in decidual stromal cells and
fibroblasts, vascular endothelial cells and NK cells. TMPRSS2
transcripts were detected in endometrial epithelial cells and
lymphatic endothelial cells. BSG and CTSL were detected in all
the maternal cells of the first trimester feto-maternal interface.

Co-expression of mRNA of SARS-CoV-2
Receptors and Spike Protein Processing
Enzymes in Human Placental Cells
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection revealed
distinct clusters of CTBs and STBs, and EVTs in the
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FIGURE 1 | Trophoblast cells express mRNA for SARS-CoV-2 receptors and spike protein processing enzymes. (A) mRNA level of SARS-CoV-2 receptors (ACE2
and BSG) and spike protein primer enzymes (TMPRSS2 and CTSL) in different cell types of first trimester human placenta [EVT (n = 440), CTB (n = 248), STB
(n = 64), STR (n = 615)]. (B) Comparison of the mRNA levels of ACE2, BSG, TMPRSS2, and CTSL in EVT of first (n = 440 cells) and second (n = 200 cells) trimester
human placenta. Each dot represents data of a single cell, the Y axis represents log10 Transcripts Per Million (TPM). Bar within the cluster denotes mean. Horizontal
black bars denote significantly different values (**** indicates p-value ≤ 0.0001). Data was extracted from single-cell RNA-seq of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018)
[Accession number GSE89497]. EVT, extravillous trophoblast; CTB, cytotrophoblast; STB, syncytiotrophoblast; STR, villous stromal cell.

first trimester placenta; the second trimester EVTs also
formed an independent cluster (Figure 2A). Some STR cells
clustered independently while others clustered with the different
trophoblast cell types, suggesting that the STRs are not a
pure population. This finding was expected since the STRs
were the post-enrichment leftover fractions of CTBs, STBs and
EVTs. The data on this population was hence excluded in
further analysis. SARS-CoV-2 infection in host cells requires
coordinated expression of the entry receptor ACE2 and S
protein primer TMPRSS2. UMAP analysis revealed that a
subset of CTBs, STBs and EVTs co-expressed both ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 (Figure 2B).

We next evaluated CTBs, STBs and EVTs co-expressing
ACE2, TMPRSS2, BSG, and CTSL in different combinations
(Figure 3). The results revealed that a subset of STBs (14%) in
the first trimester placenta co-expressed ACE2 and TMPRSS2
(Supplementary Table 3). No other cell types in first trimester
placenta expressed this receptor and S protein primer protease
pair, although there were cells expressing ACE2 (Figure 3).
However, 15% of EVTs in the second trimester placenta co-
expressed ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Supplementary Table 3).

In the first trimester placenta, all the ACE2-positive
trophoblast subtypes co-expressed BSG and CTSL, and all
the BSG-positive cells co-expressed CTSL. All the ACE2-positive
second trimester EVTs co-expressed BSG and CTSL, and all the
BSG-positive cells co-expressed CTSL (Figure 3). The absolute
numbers and percentages of the co-expressing cells are given in
Supplementary Table 3.

ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + First Trimester
Syncytiotrophoblast Cells Are Highly
Differentiated and Express the
Machinery for Viral Endocytosis,
Replication and Budding
Since only STBs co-expressed ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in the first
trimester, we carried out an in-depth characterization of these
cells. 14% of the total STB population of the first trimester
placenta expressed both ACE2 and TMPRSS2, 52% did not
express either, and the rest of the cells expressed either ACE2
or TMPRSS2 (Supplementary Table 3). We compared the
expression profiles of classical STB genes between the ACE2
and TMPRSS2 co-expressing cells and ACE2- and TMPRSS2-
negative STBs. We observed that both cell types abundantly
expressed the transcripts for human chorionic gonadotropin beta
5 (CGB5) and somatomammotropin [placental lactogen (CSH1)],
as well as steroid hormone biosynthesis enzymes (HSD17B1
and CYP19A1). Further, both these subsets of STBs abundantly
expressed the other putative SARS-CoV-2 S protein primers
FURIN and Cathepsin B (CTSB) (Supplementary Figure 4).

We next characterized the transcriptome differences between
the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + versus the ACE2–TMPRSS2– STB
cells. Pseudo-bulk analysis identified 817 genes (including ACE2
and TMPRSS2) between these two cell types (Supplementary
Table 4). Of these, 444 were over represented while the others
were under represented in the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells
as compared to ACE2–TMPRSS2– cells. These genes were
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FIGURE 2 | Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) plot illustrating cell clusters and ACE2 & TMPRSS2 expressing cells in the human placenta.
Data was extracted from single-cell RNA-seq of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number GSE89497]. (A) Clusters consist of three trophoblast lineages
(EVT, extravillous trophoblast; CTB, cytotrophoblast; STB, syncytiotrophoblast) and the villous stromal cells (STR). (B) The points colored blue are the cells
co-expressing ACE2 and TMPRSS2. In each blue point, the intensity of the color represents ACE2 expression and the size of the point represents the extent of
TMPRSS2 expression.

heterogeneously expressed in the ACE2–TMPRSS2– STBs, while
most ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells uniformly expressed these
genes (Figure 4A). The biological processes enriched by these
genes included regulation of G1/S cell-cycle checkpoints, actin
polymerization/depolymerization, regulation of mitochondrial
membrane permeability and electron-transport-coupled ATP
synthesis, monosaccharide transport and unfolded protein
response (Figure 4B). Most of the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells
significantly overexpressed the transcription factor OVOL1
(a terminal STB differentiation marker), and the glucose
transport regulators GPC3 and SLC2A9 (p-value ≤ 0.05). The
expression of ACTN1 (an actin binding protein) was significantly
downregulated in ACE2+ TMPRSS2+ versus ACE2–TMPRSS2–
STBs (p-value ≤ 0.05) (Figure 4C).

We next analyzed the mRNA levels of 27 genes involved
in human ESCRT of viruses and 30 host genes involved in
SARS-CoV replication in ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive STB
cells. All the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs uniformly expressed
most of these genes (Figure 4A); however, the other cells
showed heterogeneous expression across the different subtypes
(Supplementary Figure 5). We also analyzed the mRNA levels of
332 host proteins that are known to interact with SARS-CoV-2
and found that there was minimal heterogeneity in expression of
these genes in the first trimester STBs (Figure 4D) as compared
to other cell types (Supplementary Figure 5).

Second Trimester
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + Cells Are Invasive
Extravillous Trophoblasts and Express
Markers of Endovascular Trophoblasts
Amongst the second trimester EVTs, 15% of cells were
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + while 33% did not express either of
the transcripts (Supplementary Table 3). Two populations

of second trimester EVTs are reported and characterized by
the expression of TAC3. Type 1 EVTs are TAC3-high and
express genes involved in migration and invasion; type 2
EVTs are TAC3-low cells that express genes involved in cell
proliferation (Liu et al., 2018). In addition to TAC3, the type
1 EVTs also express JAM2, SERPENIN1 and PRG2 (Liu et al.,
2018). We observed that the levels of TAC3 were marginally
but not significantly higher in ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs
(Supplementary Figure 6A), and the mRNA levels of other
genes were identical in ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs as
compared to cells not expressing either of the two genes
(ACE2– TMPRSS2–) (Supplementary Figure 6A). Principal
component analysis did not reveal major differences in the
transcriptome of the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + and ACE2–
TMPRSS2– cells (Supplementary Figure 6B). We compared
the expression profiles of classical EVT genes between the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + and ACE2–TMPRSS2– cells and observed
that both the cell types abundantly expressed the transcripts
for HLA-G and ITGB1 (Supplementary Figure 6C). Both these
subsets of EVTs also abundantly expressed other SARS-CoV-
2 S protein primer proteins FURIN and CTSB of which the
levels of FURIN were significantly higher (p-value ≤ 0.05) in
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs as compared to ACE2–TMPRSS2–
EVTs (Supplementary Figure 6C).

To characterize if there are any specific classes of genes
differentially abundant between the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + versus
the ACE2–TMPRSS2– EVT cells, pseudo-bulk analysis was
carried out. There were 983 differentially abundant genes
(including ACE2 and TMPRSS2) between these two cell types
(Supplementary Table 5) of which 931 were overrepresented
and 52 were underrepresented in the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells
as compared to ACE2–TMPRSS2– cells. Further, these genes
were heterogeneously expressed in the ACE2–TMPRSS2– EVTs
while most ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells uniformly expressed
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FIGURE 3 | Co-expression of mRNA of SARS-CoV-2 receptors and spike protein processing enzymes in human placental cells. Co-expression of ACE2 and
TMPRSS2, ACE2 and BSG, ACE2 and CTSL, and BSG and CTSL in STB (n = 64), CTB (n = 248), first trimester EVT (8W EVT, n = 440) and second trimester EVT
(24W EVT, n = 200). Each dot represents data of a single cell. Values in each box are the percentage of co-expressing cells. Co-expressing cells are blue;
single-positive cells are red and green. X and Y axes represent log2 Transcripts Per Million (TPM) values for that gene. Data was extracted from single cell RNA-seq
of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number GSE89497]. EVT, extravillous trophoblast; CTB, cytotrophoblast; STB, syncytiotrophoblast.

these genes (Figure 5A). Most of these differentially abundant
genes enriched several GO biological processes such as viral
entry, release and intracellular transport. The other enriched
GO biological processes were nucleic acid replication, epithelial
morphogenesis and cell migration (Figure 5B).

The ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells significantly overexpressed
the markers of endovascular trophoblasts CDH5, VCAM, CCR1
and CD59 (p-value ≤ 0.05) (Figure 5C). These cells also
significantly overexpressed OVOL2, the marker of terminally
differentiated EVTs, and the invasion-related marker AKT1 (p-
value≤ 0.05) (Figure 5C). ICAM and GJA5 are markers for EVTs

in anchoring cell columns, and their levels were identical in the
ACE2+ TMPRSS2+ and the ACE2–TMPRSS2– EVT cells.

Analysis of the mRNA levels of 27 genes involved in human
ESCRT of viruses and 30 host genes involved in SARS-CoV
replication in ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive cells at single-cell
resolution revealed that all the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs
uniformly expressed most of these genes (Figure 5D), while the
first trimester EVTs that had no ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells had
a very heterogeneous expression of these genes (Supplementary
Figure 5). We also analyzed the mRNA levels of 332 host proteins
that interact with SARS-CoV-2 and observed that almost all
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FIGURE 4 | ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + first trimester syncytiotrophoblast cells are terminally differentiated and express the machinery for viral endocytosis, replication and
budding (A) Distribution of 817 differentially expressed genes in ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (n = 9) (ACE2 + TMPRSS2 +) and ACE2- and TMPRSS2-negative
(ACE2– TMPRSS2–) cells (n = 33) of the first trimester syncytiotrophoblast. Rows represent genes and columns represent individual cells, presented on a relative
color scale. (B) Biological processes enriched in the differentially expressed genes of the first trimester syncytiotrophoblast. The Y axis indicates the enriched
biological processes and X axis is the -log10 of the raw p-values. (C) mRNA levels of OVOL1, GPC3, SLC2A9, and ACTN1 in ACE2–TMPRSS2– and
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells. Each dot represents data of a single cell, the Y axis represents Transcripts Per Million (TPM). Bars denote mean ± SD. Horizontal black
bars denote significantly different values (* indicates p-value ≤ 0.05, ** indicates p-value ≤ 0.001). (D) Heatmap showing the expression of genes involved in
endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT), replication and host genes involved in SARS-CoV-2 interaction. In all heat maps, each row depicts a
gene and each column depicts a single ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (n = 9) (ACE2 + TMPRSS2 +) cell in the first trimester syncytiotrophoblast. The data is
presented on a relative color scale in which the minimum and maximum values in each row are used to convert values to colors. Data was extracted from single cell
RNA-seq of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number GSE89497].

these genes were expressed in most ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + second
trimester EVTs (Figure 5D), while the first trimester EVTs had
heterogeneous expression (Supplementary Figure 5).

Unique Signatures of Genes Involved in
Viral Response in First Trimester
Syncytiotrophoblast Cells and Second
Trimester Extravillous Trophoblasts
We studied the baseline expression of 487 genes involved in
viral response in both first trimester STBs and second trimester
EVTs (Supplementary Table 1). Only a subset of viral response
genes were expressed in ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + EVTs and STBs
(Figure 6A). The heatmaps showed minimal heterogeneity across
cells but high variability in expression across genes involved in
the viral response. To characterize these genes in EVT and STB

cells, genes were clustered by a hierarchical clustering method
using the “hclust” function available in R. Genes were grouped
based on the most optimum threshold, which resulted in four
different gene clusters (Figure 6B). The average of the gene
expression in Clusters 1 and 2 were identical in both EVTs and
STBs. However, average expression of genes in Clusters 3 and 4
was more abundant in EVTs as compared to STBs (Figure 6C).

Next, GO analysis was performed using the PANTHER
database for all four gene clusters. For each cluster, an over-
representation test was performed using reference genes of
PANTHER pathways, and a pathway with the highest fold-
enrichment value was selected as the enriched pathway for a given
gene cluster. GO classification of these clusters revealed that most
of the genes in Cluster 1 had a role in the Toll-like receptor
(TLR) signaling response and the genes in Cluster 2 had a role
in apoptosis. Additionally, Cluster 3, which included genes of the
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FIGURE 5 | Second trimester ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells are invasive extravillous trophoblasts and express markers of endovascular trophoblasts. (A) Distribution of
983 differentially expressed genes in ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (n = 29) (ACE2 + TMPRSS2 +) and ACE2- and TMPRSS2-negative (n = 66) (ACE2–TMPRSS2–)
cells of the second trimester extravillous trophoblast. Rows represent genes and columns represent individual cells, presented on a relative color scale. (B) Biological
processes enriched in the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells (n = 29) of the second trimester extravillous trophoblast. The Y axis indicates the enriched biological processes
and X axis is the enrichment score. (C) Comparison of mRNA level of CDH5, VCAM, CCR1, CD59, OVOL2, ICAM, and AKT1 in ACE2–TMPRSS2- (n = 66) and
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + (n = 29) cells. Each dot represents data of a single cell, the Y axis represents Transcripts Per Million (TPM). Bars denote mean ± SD. Horizontal
black bars denote significantly different values (* indicates p-value ≤ 0.05, ** indicates p-value ≤ 0.001, **** indicates p-value < 0.0001). (D) Heatmap showing the
expression of genes involved in endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT), replication and host genes involved in SARS-CoV-2 interaction. In all
heat maps, each row depicts a gene and each column depicts a single ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cell of the second trimester extravillous trophoblast. The data is
presented on a relative color scale in which the minimum and maximum values in each row are used to convert values to colors. Data was extracted from single cell
RNA-seq of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number GSE89497].

JAK-STAT pathway, and Cluster 4, which included genes for axon
guidance mediated by semaphorins, were enriched in EVTs as
compared to STBs (p-value ≤ 0.05) (Figure 6D).

SARS-CoV-2 Infects the Human Placenta
and Is Localized in Syncytiotrophoblast
Cells
To determine if SARS-CoV-2 can infect human placenta, a
systematic review was carried out (Supplementary Table 6).
Seventeen studies that reported analysis of SARS-CoV-2 in
placental tissue from 93 pregnant women with COVID-19
were identified. In these studies, SARS-CoV-2 was detected
by reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR), immunohistochemistry
or electron microscopy. Of the 93 placentae, 5 were second
trimester placentae and 88 were term/preterm placentae. In
all, 12% of placentae were reported to be positive for SARS-
CoV-2. Second trimester placentae from all 5 women with
COVID-19 were positive for SARS-CoV-2 while term/preterm

placenta from ∼7% of women with COVID-19 had SARS-
CoV-2 positivity. Immunohistochemistry of 1 second trimester
and 2 term placentae revealed the presence of SARS-CoV-2
protein in STBs. Viral particles were also identified in STBs of
second trimester and preterm (28 weeks) placenta by electron
microscopy (Supplementary Table 6).

DISCUSSION

Herein, we utilized scRNA-seq to identify and characterize the
potential cellular targets of SARS-CoV-2 infection in human
placenta. To review the data presented: (1) The mRNA for
coronavirus receptors (ACE2, BSG, DPP4, and ANPEP) and the
S protein proteases (TMPRSS2 and CTSL) are expressed in the
first trimester to term placenta, (2) The SARS-CoV-2 binding
receptor ACE2 and the S protein priming protease TMPRSS2 are
co-expressed by a subset of syncytiotrophoblasts (STB) in the
first trimester and extravillous trophoblasts (EVT) in the second
trimester human placenta, (3) TheseACE2+TMPRSS2+ subsets
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FIGURE 6 | Viral response genes in first trimester syncytiotrophoblasts and second trimester extravillous trophoblasts. (A) Heatmap showing the expression of genes
involved in viral response in ACE2- and TMPRSS2-positive (ACE2 + TMPRSS2 +) cells of first trimester STB (n = 9) and second trimester EVT (n = 29). Each row is a
gene and each column represents data for a single ACE2 and TMPRSS2 co-expressing cell. (B) Cluster dendrogram of first trimester STB and second trimester EVT
cells. The horizontal axis of the dendrogram represents the distance or dissimilarity between clusters. The vertical axis represents the clusters. (C) Mean of four
clusters of upregulated genes in first trimester STB and second trimester EVT cells. Y axis represents cluster mean expression and X axis represents different cell
types. (D) Pathways enriched in the in four clusters of first trimester STBs and second trimester EVTs, with their enrichment score and p-values. EVT, extravillous
trophoblast; STB, syncytiotrophoblast. Data was extracted from single cell RNA-seq of human placenta (Liu et al., 2018) [Accession number GSE89497].

are highly differentiated STBs and endovascular EVTs, (4) The
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + placental subsets readily express mRNA
for proteins involved in ESCRT of viruses and replication, in
addition to transcripts for proteins that are known to interact
with SARS-CoV-2 structural and non-structural proteins, and (5)
The STBs and EVTs differentially express genes involved in the
host response to viral infection.

Using a scRNA-seq dataset (Vento-Tormo et al., 2018), ACE2-
positive CTBs and STBs are reported in the first trimester human
placenta (Li M. et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020). Corroborating
these findings using a different dataset (Liu et al., 2018), we
show the presence of ACE2 in CTBs and STBs of first trimester
placenta. However, along with STBs and CTBs, we also identified
ACE2 expression in EVTs of the first and second trimester
placenta, which has not been reported earlier. In addition
to ACE2-expressing STBs and EVTs, our study revealed that
BSG/CD147, the alternate receptor for SARS-CoV-2 (Wang et al.,
2020), is expressed by almost all the placental cells. We also
detected abundant expression of DPP4 (the receptor for MERS-
CoV) and ANPEP (the receptor for CoV-229E) in the cells of
the placenta. Like ACE2, DPP4 was detected in all the cell types
of the first trimester placenta and also in EVTs of the second
trimester; very few STBs expressed ANPEP. Similar observations
are made using different datasets of scRNA-seq of first trimester

human placenta (Pique-Regi et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020).
In addition to the first and second trimester placenta, ACE2,
TMPRSS2, BSG, ANPEP, and DPP4 transcripts are also detected
in human term placenta by bulk RNA-seq. However, we cannot
comment on the cell types that express these genes due to the
lack of publicly available scRNA-seq datasets of term human
placenta. Interestingly, these genes are also expressed in the
term placenta of different species including mice, cows, dogs,
armadillos, elephants, opossums and bonobos. Thus, we propose
that multiple cell types in the placental tissue could be targets of
different coronaviruses throughout gestation.

While ACE2 is the primary receptor for SARS-CoV-2 entry,
the S protein of SARS-CoV-2 undergoes cleavage by a cell surface
protease, TMPRSS2 (Hoffmann et al., 2020). Whether ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 are required on the same cell to activate SARS-CoV-
2 S protein to invade ACE2 single-positive cells is a matter of
investigation. However, as active S protein has a finite lifetime
(Shulla et al., 2011), its processing at the plasma membrane
will make it most effective for viral entry. Thus, we assumed
that for SARS-CoV-2, the ACE2 and TMPRSS2 co-expressing
cells would have the highest infectivity. Our analysis revealed
that a proportion of STBs (14%) in the first trimester and
a subset of EVTs (15%) in second trimester human placenta
co-express ACE2 and TMPRSS2. Contradicting this proposition,
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Pique-Regi et al. (2020) reported that co-expression of ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 is negligible in the trophoblasts of human first, second
and third trimester placenta. Differences in the methods of tissue
sampling, cell isolation and inefficiencies in detection of low-
abundance transcripts in scRNA-seq can underestimate the actual
frequencies of ACE2 + cells in a given tissue. Indeed, the dataset
used in this study is exclusively of MACS enriched trophoblast
preparations while the datasets used by Pique-Regi et al. (2019,
2020) are a mixed population of cells from the feto-maternal
interface. It is known that fractionated cell preparations allow
better identification of low abundance transcripts in rare cell
populations (Nguyen et al., 2018). These factors could be the
possible reasons that our analysis could identify more numbers
of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 co-expressing cell types in the human
placenta. While the numbers of placental cells co-expressing
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 may appear insignificant considering the
total placental volume, it must be borne in mind that only
3–6% of lung airway epithelial cell subtypes (the primary site
of SARS-CoV-2 action) co-express both ACE2 and TMPRSS2
(Ziegler et al., 2020).

Beyond the canonical ACE2 and TMPRSS2 based entry, SARS-
CoV-2 also utilizes BSG/CD147 as the non-canonical mode of
entry (Wang et al., 2020). Presently, the mechanism by which
BSG/CD147 mediates viral entry in host cells is unknown. In
other cells, BSG/CD147 promotes entry of viruses by endocytosis
(Pushkarsky et al., 2001). It is possible that the same mechanism
may be operative in the case of SARS-CoV-2. In this context, it is
interesting that all the BSG/CD147-positive cells abundantly co-
expressed the endosomal protease CTSL. Further, we observed
that almost all the ACE2 + STBs and EVTs co-expressed
BSG/CD147, suggesting that more than one mechanism may
operate for viral entry in these cells of the human placenta.
Beyond TMPRSS2, studies have identified that SARS-CoV-2 may
have a FURIN cleavage site, leading to a broader set of host
proteases that could mediate S protein priming (Coutard et al.,
2020). The ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs and EVTs abundantly
express FURIN as well as another endosomal protease, CTSB.
Together our data conclusively show that multiple cells of human
placenta are targets for SARS-CoV-2 binding and entry with S
protein priming by both canonical and non-canonical pathways.

We next aimed to characterize the placental cells that are
potential targets for SARS-CoV-2 infection. As the ACE2-
mediated viral entry is a well-established mechanism, we focused
only on characterizing the STBs of the first trimester and EVTs
of the second trimester placenta that co-express both ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 in a proportion of cells while others are devoid of
these transcripts. In the developing placenta, trophoblast stem
cells differentiate into cytotrophoblasts, which undergo further
differentiation to form the non-self-renewing cytotrophoblasts,
extravillous trophoblasts and syncytiotrophoblasts (Turco and
Moffett, 2019; Hemberger et al., 2020). The syncytiotrophoblasts
covering the villi are major hormone secreting cells and function
as a protective immunological barrier (Maltepe and Fisher, 2015;
Gupta et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Vento-Tormo et al., 2018;
Turco and Moffett, 2019). We observed that STBs that co-express
both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 also express the mRNA for the peptide
hormones and enzymes for steroid hormone biosynthesis.

However, their levels are not significantly different from their
ACE2–TMPRSS2– counterparts, suggesting that both these cell
types retain the basic functions of STBs. However, pseudo-bulk
analysis revealed that the ACE2+ TMPRSS2+ cells are enriched
for genes involved in cell cycle checkpoints, actin filament
remodeling, mitochondrial functions, hexose transport and type
I interferon signaling. Indeed, the terminally differentiated STBs
have replicative senescence and require extensive cytoskeletal
remodeling for syncytialization; the mitochondria of STBs play
a key role in progesterone synthesis by providing cholesterol
(Martinez et al., 2015). Additionally, these cells are enriched in
OVOL1, the transcription factor required for STB specification,
as well as proteins involved in glucose transport across the
feto-maternal barrier, a key function of well differentiated STBs
(Jansson and Ylve, 2002; Renaud et al., 2015; Vento-Tormo et al.,
2018; Turco and Moffett, 2019). These results imply that the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells are a subset of highly differentiated
STBs and these cells are potential targets for viral entry.
Indeed, SARS-CoV-2 mRNA, protein and virions are detected
in STBs of second trimester and term/preterm placenta from
a woman with COVID-19 (Hosier et al., 2020). Additionally,
increased syncytiotrophoblastic knots are observed in placenta
from pregnant women with COVID-19 (Chen et al., 2020), which
is suggestive of injury to the STBs in the placenta.

We next probed the second trimester EVTs, 15% of which
co-express ACE2 and TMPRSS2. The EVTs differentiate from
cytotrophoblast stem cells and populate the tips of the placental
villi to form the anchoring villi, thus defining the boundary
between mother and fetus. The EVTs are central to placentation
as they invade into the maternal decidua and are involved in
remodeling of maternal spiral arteries, veins and lymphatic ducts
(Sharma et al., 2016; Pollheimer et al., 2018). We observed
that the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells abundantly express the
classical EVT marker ITGB1 and also HLA-G that induces
tolerogenic immune responses leading to acceptance of the semi-
allogeneic fetus. Two kinds of EVTs are reported in the second
trimester human placenta: the proliferative EVTs in the cell
columns and the invasive endovascular or interstitial EVTs
(Pollheimer et al., 2018; Turco and Moffett, 2019), and both
of these have a unique transcript signature (Liu et al., 2018).
Herein, we observed that while the levels of TAC3 and other
molecules associated with columnar versus invasive EVTs are
not significantly different between ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + and
ACE2–TMPRSS2– second trimester EVTs, the double-positive
cells overexpressed key invasive EVT markers such as OVOL2,
GJA5, ICAM and AKT1 (Sharma et al., 2016; Bai et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018; Jeyarajah et al., 2020), suggesting that these cells
are invasive trophoblasts. We further observed that many of the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells were enriched for genes having a
role in cell migration. The EVTs can either invade the decidua
(designated as interstitial EVTs) or remodel the spiral arteries
(designated as endovascular EVTs). While both these EVTs are
invasive in nature, they have differential expression of certain
marker genes. For example, endovascular EVTs overexpress the
CDH5 and VCAM, they also have higher expression of CCR1
and CD59 (Bulla et al., 2005; Cartwright and Balarajah, 2005;
Liu et al., 2018; Ueda et al., 2019; Sato, 2020). Intriguingly, the
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ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells also overexpressed several of the key
endovascular EVT markers including CDH5, CCD5, CD59, and
VCAM, indicating that the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + population of
second trimester EVTs are potentially endovascular trophoblasts
and are targets of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Indeed, pseudo-bulk
analysis of the ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + cells and ACE2–TMPRSS2–
cells revealed significant enrichment of genes with GO terms
involving regulation of viral release from host cells. Most of the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + endovascular EVTs abundantly expressed
most genes whose protein products in the host are known to
be involved in human endocytosis and budding of viruses and
replication. Together, this data shows that SARS-CoV-2 may
affect the invading EVTs at the feto-maternal interface in the
second trimester and can result in damaged vasculature. In this
context, it is important to note that the maternal endothelial cells
in the decidua also express ACE2 and BSG, making the maternal
endothelium another entry point of SARS-CoV-2 infection at
the feto-maternal interface. Any impairment in functions of
these cells can cause placental damage and vertical transmission
of the virus. Indeed, increased intervillous and subchorionic
fibrin deposition and fetal thrombotic vasculopathy with zones
of avascular fibrotic villi are observed in placenta of women
infected with coronaviruses including SARS CoV-2 (Ng et al.,
2006; Baud et al., 2020; Hosier et al., 2020; Mulvey et al.,
2020). Together, these results indicate that the integrity of
endovascular trophoblasts and the endothelial compartment of
the feto-maternal interface may be compromised in women with
SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Once the virus binds to its receptors on host cells and gains
entry, it utilizes a plethora of host genes for its replication.
Post replication, most enveloped viruses complete their life-
cycle by forming vesicles that bud from the plasma membrane
via the cellular ESCRT (endosomal sorting complexes required
for transport) machinery. Interestingly, we observed that the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs and EVTs were enriched for the
key genes that encode for proteins involved in ESCRT and
viral replication. Using affinity-purification mass spectrometry,
332 human proteins that interact with SARS-CoV-2 have
been identified, and many of these play a role in ESCRT
and viral replication (Gordon et al., 2020). We observed that
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + STBs and EVTs abundantly expressed
most of these genes. Thus SARS-CoV-2 may hijack proteins in
the EVTs and STBs thereby interfering with normal placental
functions. In this context, it is important to highlight that a
significant proportion of the human SARS-CoV-2 interacting
proteins also interact with proteins of other viruses including
Zika and Hepatitis C virus, which replicate in the trophoblast
cells (Giugliano et al., 2015; Tabata et al., 2016, 2018; Gordon
et al., 2020). Together our data strongly implies that first
trimester STBs and second trimester EVTs are not just targets
for SARS-CoV-2 entry, but also the virus may be potentially
pathogenic to these cells.

A proportion of SARS-CoV-2 proteins target the components
of innate immune signaling pathways, including NF-kappa-
B (Gordon et al., 2020). We decided to probe this in detail
by profiling the STBs and EVTs for 487 genes whose protein
products are involved in viral response in host cells. We observe
that only a proportion of these genes are expressed in most EVTs

and STBs. Based on their expression levels in the host cells,
they could be classified in four clusters, and interestingly, the
first trimester STBs and the second trimester EVTs expressed
genes in the TLR signaling pathway, the primary response to
viral infection. Previous studies in SARS-CoV have identified
involvement of TLR pathways in protection against viral response
(Dosch et al., 2009; Totura et al., 2015). However, we found that
the genes in the JAK-STAT pathway were overexpressed in the
EVTs but not in the STBs. However, this is not surprising as
the JAK-STAT pathway is required for physiological functions
of EVTs, namely invasion (Fitzgerald et al., 2010; Suman et al.,
2013; Sharma et al., 2016; Godbole et al., 2017). The JAK-
STAT pathway is also central for mounting a host response to
viral infection, and treatment with interferon gamma induces
the expression of interferon-stimulated genes in EVT cells
(Verma et al., 2020). Thus, EVTs are not only the entry sites
for SARS-CoV-2 infection, but they also possess the cellular
machinery to mount an inflammatory response toward an
infection. With regard to coronaviruses (including SARS-CoV-
2), an overexuberant inflammatory response is observed even at
lower viral titres, which contributes to the viral pathogenicity
in the lung (Liao et al., 2020). Further, the ACE2 receptors are
induced by interferon signaling in the lung (Ziegler et al., 2020),
thereby amplifying the infectious cycle in host tissues. Whether
or not a similar mechanism is operative in placental cells is
under investigation, but the heightened baseline expression of
the JAK-STAT pathway genes in the EVTs itself could readily
lead to placental inflammation that may be detrimental to
pregnancy. Infiltration of leukocytes and chorioamnionitis is
observed in placenta from women with coronavirus infection
(Ng et al., 2006; Baud et al., 2020). Since inflammation of the
feto-maternal interface causes preterm births (Silasi et al., 2015;
Surve et al., 2016), it is plausible that the increased incidence
of preterm delivery in women with COVID-19 could be linked
to this process.

Beyond preterm births, the demonstration that the
ACE2 + TMPRSS2 + subpopulation of EVTs consists of invasive
endovascular trophoblasts is clinically relevant in conditions
like preeclampsia. The invasion of the trophoblast cells and
remodeling of the spiral arteries deep into the myometrium is
essential for normal fetal growth and development (Norwitz,
2006; Soares et al., 2015). If the arteries are not sufficiently
remodeled, there is disordered perfusion of blood and an
inadequate supply of nutrients and oxygen, resulting in
fetal growth restriction, stillbirth, preeclampsia, placental
abruption and preterm labor (Brosens et al., 2019). Since SARS-
CoV-2 and other coronaviruses may target the endovascular
trophoblasts, it is plausible that the infection could lead to
other adverse pregnancy outcomes. Indeed, higher incidence
of preeclampsia, preterm labor, fetal distress and premature
rupture of membranes are reported in pregnant women infected
with SARS-CoV-2 in the third trimester (Gajbhiye et al., 2020).
Also, high rates of miscarriages, preterm birth and premature
rupture of membranes have been reported for other human
coronavirus infections (Alfaraj et al., 2019; Mullins et al.,
2020). These observations imply that SARS-CoV-2 infection is
detrimental to pregnancy due the possible infection of placental
cells such as EVTs.
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To determine whether SARS-CoV-2 can infect the placental
cells, we carried out a systematic review to identify studies that
report presence or absence of the virus in placenta of women with
COVID-19. The results revealed that ∼12% (11/93) of placentae
obtained from mothers with COVID-19 had detectable levels of
SARS-CoV-2 RNA (Supplementary Table 6). Viral RNA, non-
structural proteins and intact virions are detected in STBs of the
second trimester and preterm/term placenta. This is definitive
evidence of placental infection by SARS-CoV-2. However, this
may not be an accurate estimate of the frequency of placental
infection as most studies included women at term with unknown
viral loads and duration of infection. Nevertheless, the fact that
some studies have also detected the virus in the amniotic fluid and
fetal membranes (Baud et al., 2020; Zamaniyan et al., 2020) as well
as IgM in fetal blood (Zeng et al., 2020) implies that the placenta
does get infected and the virus can cross the transplacental barrier
to infect the fetus. In a systematic review and primary data from
a large cohort of pregnant women, mother-to-child transmission
of the virus is observed in 5–8% of cases (Gajbhiye et al., 2020;
Knight et al., 2020). Thus, it appears likely that the placenta is not
just permissive to viral entry but can be a site of active viremia
that can lead to the breakthrough of SARS-CoV-2 infection from
mother to fetus.

To summarize, this is the first in-depth survey to identify the
cellular basis of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the human placenta.
However, this data is limited by the constraints of scRNA-
seq which includes host and environmental factors that may
affect the expression of receptors and proteases. Experimental
variations like sites of tissue collection, cell isolation techniques
and statistical cut-offs may lead to inclusion or exclusion of
specific cell types. Furthermore, our observations need to be
corroborated for protein expression. Nevertheless, our results
provide a basic framework in understanding of the paraphernalia
involved in SARS-CoV-2 infections in pregnancy. It will be
essential to determine how SARS-CoV-2 infection alters the
temporal dynamics of host responses at the single-cell resolution
in the placenta. We believe that this work will aid in developing
rational strategies for management of COVID-19 and other
coronavirus infections in pregnancy.
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Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses with a positive-sense single-stranded RNA genome

infecting animals and humans. Coronaviruses have been described more than 70 years

ago and contain many species. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle

East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) are lethal species caused by human coronaviruses

(HCoVs). Currently, a novel strain of HCoVs, named Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) causes coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19). SARS-CoV-2

was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan, the capital city of the Hubei province of

China, and has since spread worldwide causing an outbreak in more than 200 countries.

The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak was declared a pandemic on March 11th, 2020 and a public

health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) in late January 2020 by the World

Health Organization (WHO). SARS-CoV-2 infects the respiratory tract causing flu-like

symptoms and, in some, may cause severe illness like pneumonia and multi-organ failure

leading to death. Today, Covid-19 cases almost reaching 9 million, with more than 450

thousand deaths. There is an urgent demand for developing a vaccine since no effective

therapies or vaccines have been approved to this day to prevent or minimize the spread

of the infection. In this review, we summarized the furthest vaccines in the clinical pipeline.

Keywords: Severe Acute Respiratory SyndromeCoronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19),

antibody dependent enhancement (ADE), receptor binding domain (RBD), pandemic, clinical trial, spike (S) protein

CORONAVIRUS OVERVIEW

Coronaviruses are a group of enveloped viruses containing a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA
genome (1). Coronaviruses originate from animals such as birds, bats, and camels (1–3) and may
cause mild disease such as the common cold to severe illnesses in the respiratory track when
infecting humans (4). In 2002, Severe Respiratory Acute Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and
in 2012 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome were previous outbreaks that caused a great public
health threat (5, 6). In December 2019, a novel strain of coronavirus was identified after an outbreak
of pneumonia was reported in Wuhan, China (7). In February 2020, this virus was named “Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2” (SARS-COV-2) by the Coronavirus Study Group
(CSG) of the International Committee (8). SARS-CoV-2 causes a potentially fatal disease which
the World Health organization has named “Covid-19” in February 2020 (9). Since June 23rd 2020,
more than 8.9 million cases were reported worldwide with more than 469 thousand known deaths.
Across the United states alone, nearly 2.3 million confirmed cases have been reported with more
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than 119 thousand deaths making it the leading country in the
number of Covid-19 confirmed cases and deaths followed by
Brazil with more than 1 million cases and Russia with more
than 599 thousand confirmed cases. Currently, the pandemic
is underway and many more people are getting infected
globally (10).

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS/SYMPTOMS

SARS-COV-2 infected individuals experience a wide range of
symptoms which differs from one person to another. The
clinical manifestations range from mild to severe illness and
sometimes, death. Usually, symptoms develop anywhere from
2 days to 2 weeks after being exposed to the virus (11).
The most common symptoms include fever, cough, shortness
of breath, and fatigue (12, 13). Other symptoms include
rhinorrhea, sputum production, headache, and sore throat. In
addition, some individuals may display rare symptoms like
gastrointestinal symptoms including diarrhea and vomiting.
Many other symptoms may also develop such as hyposmia
(reduced ability to smell) and hypogeusia (reduced ability to
taste) (14). In more severe cases, individuals may require
hospitalization and even admission into the intensive unit care
(13, 15). Disease of these patients may quickly progress and
cause complications such as acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), sepsis shock, multiple organ failure, and secondary
infection which may eventually lead to death in a short period
of time (13, 15). Risk factors that contribute to more severe
illness and critical conditions include age (the elderly over 65)
and general health status (those with underlying disorders)
including those with hypertension, cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, and those with a weakened immune system. (13).
Fortunately, many individuals experience only mild symptoms
or were asymptomatic (16, 17). Symptoms are summarized
in Figure 1.

TRANSMISSION

The beginning of the SARS-COV-2 pandemic has been traced
back to the animal wholesale market in Wuhan, China where
many Covid-19 cases first appeared after infected individuals
visited that market (7, 18). It is believed that SARS-COV-2 likely
originated from animals and that animal to human transmission
is the main mechanism of transmission (7, 19). When the
genome sequence of SARS-COV-2 was analyzed, it showed∼90%
similarity with bat SL-CoVZXC21 and bat-SL-CoVZC45 (20).
This finding suggested that mammals are most likely to be the
link between SARS-COV-2 and human. Other studies concluded
that person-to-person may be the route of transmission since
many Covid-19 cases were reported among family members and
those that had been in contact with an infected person without
any previous visits to the Wuhan animal market. It has shown
that infected people could spread the virus even before any
symptoms develop and asymptomatic individuals could spread
the virus as well (21). There are many ways the virus can spread
from person to person either through direct contact or through

droplets when sneezing or coughing by an infected person (22). A
study was done in different environmental conditions to evaluate
the stability of SARS-CoV-2 in aerosols and on various surfaces.
The study data showed that SARS-CoV-2 remained viable for
3 h in aerosols. On cardboard, the virus remained viable for 24
and 72 h on stainless steel and plastic. In addition, the virus
viability lasted 4 h on copper (23). The severity level of the
SARS-CoV-2 disease is much less compared to MERS and SARS-
CoV, however, the infectiousness level of SARS-CoV-2 is much
higher than other coronaviruses, which probably is due to viral
shedding, incubation time, and binding strength to its receptor,
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). The infectiousness of
SARS-CoV-2 resembles influenzamore than SARS-CoV since the
infectiousness reaches its highest level shortly around or even
before the onset of symptom. In other words, the infected patients
spread SARS-COV-2 before they have developed symptoms
due to the rapid shedding of the virus which begins 2–3 days
before the appearance of the first symptoms. Then, the viral
load decreases significantly after 8 days of developing the onset
of symptoms (24). Recently, a group identified a unique furin
cleavage site at the S1/S2 boundary of SARS-CoV-2 S protein
setting it apart from SARS-CoV (25). It is possible that this
furin cleavage motif has contributed to the expanded tropism
and transmission of SARS-CoV-2 and the high affinity binding
to ACE2. It should be noted, that since individuals who are
asymptomatic spread the virus, and the virus spread could cause
pandemic within weeks, thus prevention precautions such as
quarantine and isolation are difficult to achieve. This evidence
leads to the belief that a vaccine is an extremely important goal

FIGURE 1 | Overview of COVID-19 symptoms: Blue bars represent the

common symptoms. Pink bars represent the rare symptoms.
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FIGURE 2 | Transmission cycle of SARS-CoV-2. It is believed that animal to human transmission is the main cause of infection through consuming an infected animal

as a source of food. Then, the infection can spread through person to person, aerosols, and touching contaminated surfaces.

to prevent future spread of this disease. Visual depiction of
SARS-COV-2 transmission is shown in Figure 2.

STRUCTURE AND LIFE CYCLE

SARS-CoV-2 is a single stranded RNA virus that belongs to
the Betacoronavirus (betaCoVs) genus. It has a diameter of
∼60–140 nm in size and a genome of 29,891 nucleotides that
encodes for 9,860 amino acids. Studies have shown that SARS-
CoV-2 shares ∼80% of its sequence identity with SARS-CoV
(26). This genomic analysis suggests that this virus may have
originated and evolved from bats. The virus’s genome encodes
for ∼16 non-structural proteins (NSP) and 4 major structural
proteins. The structural proteins include the spike (S) protein,
the envelope (E) protein, membrane (M) protein, and the
nucleocapsid (N) protein (26). The S protein mediates the
binding of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2 on the host cell which leads

to virus entry and pathogenesis. The S protein consists of two
subunits (S1 and S2). S1 subunit carries the receptor binding
domain (RBD) that directly interacts with the ACE2 receptor,
while S2 subunit mediates the membrane fusion of the virus-host
cell by containing the essential elements required for this process
(26). The N protein forms the nucleocapsid and is responsible for
mRNA transcription and RNA replication. It is also responsible
for the virus budding through signal transduction (27). The M
protein plays a role in the assembly of the virus, while the E
protein is considered to be a major virulence factor and plays a
role in the secretion of inflammatory factors (28, 29).

SARS-CoV-2, like its antecedent SARS-CoV, spreads through
respiratory droplets and through fomite transmission (23). After
exposure, the viral S proteins bind to ACE2 receptors that are
broadly expressed in a variety of cells including respiratory
epithelia and alveolar monocytes and macrophages as well as
myocardial, renal, hepatic, and gastrointestinal tract tissues (30–
32). SARS-CoV-2 may also utilize CD209L and CD147 as an
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FIGURE 3 | SARS-Cov-2 life cycle. The virus enters and replicates in cells that express ACE2 such as lung epithelia, myocardial, renal, GI tract, and hepatic cells. The

mature virions are released from the primary host cells via exocytosis and infect new target cells. Figure from Biorender.com.

alternative receptors like SARS-CoV though with much lower
affinity (33, 34). The use of these alternate receptors may
partially explain why the transmission rate of SARS-CoV-2 is
so high as they will allow for potent infectivity even on cells
expressing low ACE2. This entry mechanism depends upon
cellular proteases including human airway trypsin-like protease
(HAT) (35), transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) (36),
and cathepsins. These proteases function to split the spike
protein for further penetration. Following fusion of the viral
envelope to the host membrane, the viral RNA is released into
the cytoplasm. Open reading frame 1a (ORF1a) and ORF1b
are then translated into the overlapping polyproteins, pp1a
and pp1ab which are cleaved by the viral papain-like proteases
and a serine type Mpro (chymotrypsin-like proteases) that are
encoded by ORF1a to produce 16 non-structural proteins that
form the RNA replicase-transcriptase complex (RTC). Viral
RNA synthesis produces both genomic and sub-genomic RNAs,
the latter which serves are mRNA for 7–9 structural proteins
such as the E, N, M, and S proteins that are produced
through discontinuous transcription (37). Both genomic and
sub-genomic RNAs are produced through negative-sense (-RNA)

intermediates via the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
(1). The viral nucleocapsids are then assembled with N-protein
encapsidated genomic RNA in the cytoplasm. The assembled
viral nucleocapsid buds into the lumen of the endoplasmic
reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) and the
completed, mature virion is released from the infected cell
through exocytosis (38). Depiction of the life cycle is shown in
Figure 3.

Because of the urgent need for a vaccine, WHO accelerated
the vaccine development process by activating the R&DBlueprint
that aims to diminish the time of research and development
process, improve scientists and global health professionals
coordination, and generate new norms and standards to learn
from the global response and its improvement (39). Currently,
more than 115 vaccine candidates are being developed. The
majority are in exploratory and preclinical stages however,
around ten vaccine candidates have advanced recently and
moved into clinical development (Table 1). These include
mRNA-1273, developed by Moderna, Ad5-nCoV, developed
by CanSino Biologicals, INO-4800, developed by Inovio,
LV-SMENP-DC, and pathogen-specific aAPC, developed by
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TABLE 1 | List of clinical-phase vaccine candidates for COVID-19 and clinical trial status as of June 2020.

Phase I

Name Developer Method Trial Trial enrollment

bacTRL-spike Symvivo corporation Orally administered probiotic

bacteria encoding the

SARS-COV-2S protein

NCT04334980 Not yet recruiting

NVX-CoV2373 Novavax Recombinant S protein made using

Novavax’s proprietary nanoparticle

technology and includes Matrix-M

adjuvant

NCT04368988 Recruiting

INO-4800 Inovio pharmaceuticals DNA vaccine administered

intradermally followed by

CELLECTRA® electroporation (EP)

NCT04336410

AZD1222 nCoV-19

formerly known as

(ChAdOx1)

University of oxford Chimpanzee adenovirus vector

carrying gene for the

SARS-COV-2S protein

NCT04324606

mRNA-1273 Moderna Lipid nanoparticle encapsulating

mRNA for SARS-COV-2S protein

NCT04283461

Covid-19 aAPC Shenzhen geno-immune

medical institute

Lentiviral vector expressing

SARS-COV-2 proteins and

immunomodulatory genes to modify

artificial antigen presenting cells and

active T cells

NCT04299724

LV-SMENP DC NCT04276896

BNT162 Pfizer and BioNTech Lipid nanoparticle encapsulating

mRNA for SARS-COV-2S protein

NCT04368728

Phase II

Ad5-nCoV CanSino Biologicals Adenovirus encoding the

SARS-COV-2S protein

NCT04341389 Active, not recruiting

Phase III/IV

BCG vaccine Ain shams university Intradermal or intracutaneous

administration of BCG vaccine to

induce non-specific protective

effect on SARS-COV-2

NCT04350931 Not yet recruiting

UMC utrecht NCT04328441 Recruiting

murdoch children’s research

institute

NCT04327206

Texas A&M university NCT04348370

Bandim health project NCT04373291 Not yet recruiting

Hellenic institute for the study

of sepsis

NCT04414267 Recruiting

Assistance publique–hôpitaux

de paris

NCT04384549 Not yet recruiting

Universidad de antioquia NCT04362124

Radboud university NCT04417335 Active, not recruiting

University of Campinas, Brazil NCT04369794 Not yet recruiting

TASK applied science NCT04379336 Recruiting

Shenzhen Geno-Immune Medical Institute, and AZD1222
nCoV-19 formerly known as ChAdOx1, developed by the
University of Oxford (Figure 4A). Numerous other companies
and vaccine developers are on their approach to initiate
human testing in a couple of months including Viroclinics
Xplore. Various vaccine platforms are being used, including

live attenuated virus, inactivated virus, peptide-based, virus-like
particles, replicating/non-replicating viral vector, recombinant
protein, and nucleic acid (DNA and RNA) (Figure 4B) (40–
46). Following the public release of the complete sequence
of the SARS-CoV-2 genome on January 12, 2020, numerous
nucleic acid-based vaccine candidates have emerged including
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FIGURE 4 | Pipeline of COVID-19 vaccine candidates’ platforms. (A) Ongoing vaccine development platforms for SARS-CoV-2 (live attenuated, nucleic acid, viral

vector, and protein vaccines). (B) Pre-clinical vaccine candidates’ platforms (live attenuated virus, inactivated virus, replicating/non-replicating viral vector, virus like

particles, subunit, and nucleic acid vaccine).

mRNA-1273, INO-4800, and AZD1222 nCoV-19 (47). Most
of nucleic acid vaccines are based on the major antigen S
protein coding sequence. RBD on S1 can recognize different
type of receptors (48). For instance, MERS-CoV recognizes
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) as its receptor whereas SARS-
CoV recognizes ACE2 (49). It has been reported that the
sequence and the structure of SARS-CoV-2 is more like SARS-
CoV than MERS-CoV however, SARS-CoV-2 S protein shares a
global protein fold architecture with the MERS-CoV S protein
(50). Despite the strong structural homology between the two
RBDs of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, studies demonstrated
a limited antibody cross reactivity between SARS-CoV RBD-
specific monoclonal antibodies to 2019-nCoV S protein (51, 52).

Therefore, developing a vaccine targeting RBD can inhibit viral
attachment hence, fusion.

CURRENT VACCINES

Phase I Clinical Trials
Symvivo
Symvivo Corporation is leading an ongoing Phase I clinical
trial evaluating the safety, tolerability, and immunogenicity
of their bacTRL-spike vaccine for Covid-19 prevention
(NCT04334980). Once orally administered, the bacTRL-spike
vaccine is designed such that the genetically modified probiotic
bacteria, Bifidobacterium longum, should colonize the gut,
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bind to intestinal epithelial cells, replicate, secrete, and deliver
plasmids expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. As a
living-medicine, the expression of the SARS-CoV-2 S protein is
expected to be sustained throughout the life of the colonized
B. longum. This results in continued delivery and expression of
SARS-CoV-2 S protein encoding plasmids. Translation of this
plasmid within the gastrointestinal lymphoid tissues is expected
to initiate a robust mucosal, systemic humoral, and cell-mediated
immune response in treated patients. This Phase I clinical trial
will enroll 84 healthy adult volunteers who will receive 1, 3, or
10 billion colony forming units (CFU) of the live, genetically
modified B. longum alongside placebo treated control patients.
Unlike typical vaccine administration, the bacTRL-spike vaccine
will be administered as an oral, lyophilized gel-capsule similar to
traditional consumer probiotic supplements (53). Patients will
be monitored over the course of 12 months to measure outcomes
including but not limited to the production, seroconversion, and
stability of SARS-CoV-2 S antibodies, intestinal colonization of
the genetically modified B. longum, and frequency of adverse
events. This study is being conducted at BC Children’s Hospital
Research Institute and The Canadian Center for Vaccinology
and is anticipated to be completed by December 31, 2021.

Novavax
NVX-CoV2373, a vaccine being developed by Novavax, is a
recombinant S protein (SARS-CoV-rS) vaccine that is made using
Novavax’s proprietary nanoparticle technology and includes
Novavax’s Matrix-M saponin-based adjuvant. Matrix-M is a
potent inducer of leukocyte migration into the draining lymph
nodes (LN) resulting in the increase in T-, B-, NK, and dendritic
cells in draining LNs. These recruited cells also showed an
upregulation of activation markers (54, 55). This adjuvant, when
compared with other adjuvants like Alum, AS03, and FCA,
is a more potent alternative (56). In pre-clinical trials, NVX-
CoV2373 was shown to be highly immunogenic in animal
models. NVX-CoV2373 produced high levels of S protein-
specific antibodies that can block ACE-2 human RBD and wild-
type SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies after one dose. After
a second dose, the neutralization titers jumped eight-fold (57).
NVX-CoV2373 will enter clinical trials in mid-May and will
undergo a Phase I/Phase II approach (NCT04368988). This study
will first enroll 131 subjects to assess the dosage amounts and the
number of doses required with and without Matrix-M adjuvant.
The study will start with 5 or 25 µg of SARS-CoV-rS with or
without equal amounts of Matrix-M. It will also look at 25 µg
SARS-CoV-rS with 5µg of Matrix-M. Each arm of this study will
receive two intramuscular (IM) injections at a day 0 and day
21. Primary outcome measures will include looking at frequency
of adverse events and serum IgG antibody levels specific for
SARS-CoV-2 rS protein.

Inovio
INO-4800 is a synthetic DNA-based vaccine developed by
Inovio pharmaceuticals collaborating with researchers at the
Wistar Institute, Seoul National University Hospital, and the
International Vaccine Institute (IVI). INO-4800 vaccine is a
synthetic DNA-based vaccine that are delivered into human

cells via electroporation (EP) and translated into S proteins to
induce an immune response. The main advantage of the nucleic
acid-based platform is an accelerated developmental timeline
due to their ability to be designed rapidly, manufactured in
large quantities, and have great flexibility in terms of antigen
manipulation (58, 59). In pre-clinical trials, immunizing animal
models with INO-4800 has shown to rapidly provoke the
stimulation of T cells and potent RBD binding antibodies
following a single immunization (60). Muthumani et al. have
extensive experience with DNA vaccine against coronavirus as
they have demonstrated the ability of a DNA vaccine encoding
the MERS S protein (INO-4700) to induce a potent cellular
immunity, antigen-specific neutralizing antibodies, and provide
protection in NHP challenge models (61). INO-4800 utilizes
a strategy identical to the DNA vaccine for MERS INO-4700.
Currently, INO-4700 is in clinical testing in week 16 from a
Phase 1/2a trial in South Korea. INO-4700 clinical tests outcome
showed very promising results in which 92% of the vaccine
recipients displayed the ability to neutralize the virus and 84%
of vaccine recipients, after the third dose of 0.6mg of INO-4700,
showed robust T cell responses. From the previous studies, INO-
4800 shows a promising vaccine candidate against SARS-CoV-2.
DNA vaccines are safe since they are unable to revert into active
forms. Besides offering long-term stability for ease of storage
and transport (cold chain free), DNA vaccines induce strong
cellular and humoral responses making the DNA vaccine an ideal
approach. Inovio started testing in-vivo and in-vitro expression
and immunogenicity of INO-4800 just 6 weeks after SARS-CoV-2
genome sequence identification. Currently, it has entered a phase
1 clinical trial (NCT04336410) to evaluate its safety, tolerability,
and immunological profile. It will be administered intradermally
(ID) on day 0 and week 4 of 1.0mg per dosing visit followed by
electroporation (EP) using the CELLECTRA R© 2,000 device in
healthy adult volunteers (60).

University of Oxford
AZD1222, formally ChAdOx1, nCoV-19 vaccine, developed in
the UK by Jenner Institute of University of Oxford, contains the
genetic sequence of the SARS-COV-2 S protein with a transgenic,
non-replicating chimpanzee adenovirus-based vector (62). This
viral vectored vaccine platform has a great advantage since it
leads the host cells to express the coronavirus S protein thus
leading to the stimulation and production of a robust humoral
and T cell-mediated immune response upon immunization (63).
This platform is currently being used for a MERS vaccine and
has completed phase I clinical trial (NCT03399578) (64, 65).
The SARS-COV-2 vaccine trial is now recruiting for phase
I/II combined clinical trial (NCT04324606) (62, 66). The non-
replicating feature of this vaccine makes it relatively safe in
individuals with underlying diseases and children (67). In this
trial, a total of 1112 healthy volunteers aged 18–55 years will be
enrolled. In this study, viral particles (vp) of AZD1222 nCoV-
19 vaccine will be delivered to the experimental groups with
the Meningococcal conjugate vaccine (MenACWY) used as a
control. Volunteers will be divided into 4 groups (Groups: 1a,
1b, 2a, 2b, 3, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d). Experimental groups 1a, 2a, 4a
will receive a single dose of 5 × 1010vp AZD1222 nCoV-19
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while group 3 will receive one dose of 5 × 1010vp AZD1222
nCoV-19 at week 0 and one dose of 2.5 × 1010vp AZD1222
nCoV-19 at week 4. Group 4c will receive a single dose of 5 ×

1010vp AZD1222 nCoV-19 plus Paracetamol. In addition, active
comparator groups 1b, 2b, 4b, and 4d will receive a standard
single dose of MenACWY (IM) plus Paracetamol for group 4d.
Paracetamol is an antipyretic/analgesic drug known to reduce
fever and pain (febrile reactions) and is generally used after
vaccination. However, in this trial the main purpose of using
this drug was to assess safety, reactogenicity, immunogenicity,
and efficacy for participants receiving prophylactic Paracetamol.
It is important to include this arm of the study because it has
been shown that prophylactic Paracetamol administration at the
time of vaccination or during the first 6–8 h post vaccination
could impact the immune response negatively to several vaccine
antigens in children and adults (66, 68–70). The time frame
of this study will be ∼6 months with a follow up visit at
Day 364 (66). Primary outcome measures will be to assess the
efficacy and adverse events of AZD1222 nCoV-19. Secondary
outcome measures will be to assess the safety, tolerability, and
reactogenicity profiles of the candidates (66).

Moderna
mRNA-1273 is created by Moderna Inc in collaboration with
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)
and Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI).
It is similar to INO-4800 where both vaccines encode the
S protein of SARS-CoV-2 that is translated by host cells
following vaccination and will mimic a natural infection immune
response. In this study, the developers used a novel mRNA
encapsulated within lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) composed of
ionizable lipid, distearoyl phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol, and
polyethylene glycol lipid. Vaccination by mRNA/LNP is a novel
approach that has improved its ability to elicit strong immune
responses in numerous pre-clinical and clinical studies developed
by Moderna including CMV, Zika virus, H7N9, hMPV, and
RSV (71, 72). Formulation of the mRNA antigen within an
LNP improves immunogenicity, protecting the mRNA from
enzymatic degradation, and facilitating efficient uptake by target
cells. Moderna started its clinical trial just 42 days after the
complete viral sequence has been available (NCT04283461).
The study is recruiting 155 healthy males and non-pregnant
females, starting at 18–99 years of age. In the primary objective,
individuals will be enrolled into one of thirteen cohorts (10, 25,
50, 100, 250 µg) and will receive the vaccine IM on days 1 and
29 of 0.5 milliliter of mRNA-1273 to assess the vaccine safety
and reactogenicity. If the vaccine passes the primary objective
and meets all safety and reactogenicity criteria, it will undergo
the secondary objective to evaluate the immunogenicity. The
outcome measures for this trial centers around the frequency
of adverse events and determines the antibody response and
percentage of subjects who have seroconverted. InMay, Moderna
announced positive interim phase one data for mRNA-1273. All
participants among the groups who received 25 and 100 µg
dose cohorts seroconverted with binding antibody levels which
reached or exceeded what is seen in convalescent sera following
the second dose of vaccination. Eight of these seroconverted

volunteers had neutralizing antibody titers at or beyond what is
generally seen in convalescent sera. In addition, viral challenge
studies in mice showed complete protection against viral
replication in their lungs after vaccination with mRNA-1273.
This immunogenicity increased in a dose-dependent manner
that was seen in all 45 participants at the three dose levels,
and it was primed and boosted within the 25 and 100 µg
dose levels. The results showed that mRNA-1273 is generally
safe and well-tolerated. However, a few of the participants
experienced grade 3 adverse events such as erythema around the
injection site which were transient and self-resolving. No grade
4 or serious adverse events have been noticed. The age of the
participants should be considered for the positive results due
to the fact that usually younger individuals tend to show better
response to the vaccine than if they were mostly from the senior
group who are at a higher risk. The potential advantages of an
mRNA approach include the ability to mimic natural infection,
stimulate a potent immune response by combining multiple
mRNAs into a single vaccine, and rapid discovery and design
for a quicker respond to emerging pandemic threats (73, 74).
Recently, on May 7th 2020, Moderna received an approval from
the FDA to begin phase two studies which are expected to
begin soon.

Shenzhen Geno-Immune Medical Institute
Antigen-specific T cells have a crucial role in a variety of diseases
including viral infection. Generating large quantities of viral
specific T cells in a rapid manner may eradicate the invasion
of SARS-CoV-2. One effective method to generate massive
amounts of T cells is through developing a genetically modified,
artificial antigen presenting cell (aAPC) expressing SARS-COV-
2-specific antigens. This is accomplished by using lentivirus
vectors (LV) expressing SARS-COV-2 minigene (SMENP) and
immune modulatory genes. LV are used to provoke the naïve T
cells leading to effector T cell differentiation and proliferation.
Dendritic cells are the ideal LV vaccine targets as they are the
most potent antigen presentation cells (APCs) in which they
are able to stimulate robust and durable antigen-specific T cell
responses (75). LV-SMENP-DC and pathogen-specific Artificial
Antigen-Presenting Cells (aAPC) are two vaccines developed
by Shenzhen Geno-Immune Medical Institute, China which are
based on APCs ability to stimulate viral antigen-specific T cells.
Both vaccines are currently in Phase l clinical trial to evaluate
their safety and reactogenicity. One hundred healthy volunteers
and SARS-COV-2 infected patients will be receiving 5× 106 cells
of LV-DC alone via ID injection or 5× 106 cells of LV-DC vaccine
and 1× 108 antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) via
ID injection and IV infusion, respectively (NCT04299724,
NCT04276896) (76, 77). The primary and secondary
outcome measures for these trials focus on the frequency
of adverse events, mortality rates, and subjects with positive T
cell responses.

Pfizer and BioNTech
BioNTech and Pfizer have started their first clinical trial for
SARS-COV-2 vaccine candidate, BNT162, in Germany on April
23rd 2020 (NCT04368728). Phase I/II will enroll 200 healthy
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participants aged 18–55 and will receive a dose range of 1
to 100 µg. On May 5th 2020, Phase I/II clinical trial for the
BNT162 vaccine program has been started in the U.S. In Phase
I/II trial, 360 healthy subjects in U.S. will enroll and will be
divided into two age cohorts (18–55 and 65–85 years of age).
In addition, the company has partnered with Fosun Pharma to
begin clinical trials of SARS-COV-2 vaccine BNT162 in China.
Like mRNA-1273 from Moderna, BNT162 is a lipid nanoparticle
encapsulating mRNA encoding for SARS-CoV-2 antigens.
The company’s development program involves four vaccine
candidates, each of them demonstrating a different combination
of mRNA format and target antigen (78). The primary outcome
measures for this study include reports of adverse events
while the secondary outcome measures focus neutralizing
antibody levels.

Phase II Clinical Trial
CanSino Biologics
In conjunction with CanSino Biologics, the Beijing Institute
of Biotechnology (BiB) and the Jiangsu and Hubei province
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have developed
a recombinant adenovirus Type 5 Vector, Ad5-nCoV, SARS-
CoV-2 vaccine candidate. Ad5-nCoV contains a replication-
defective adenovirus type 5 as a vector to express the full-
length SARS-CoV-2 S protein (79). After successfully moving
through Phase I clinical trial, Ad5-nCoV has become the first
SARS-CoV-2 vaccine to move into Phase II (NCT04341389).
As of review publication, CanSino Biologics have found that
this vaccine in phase I trial was tolerable and immunogenic
at 28 days post-vaccination with humoral responses against
SARS-CoV-2 peaking at day 28 in healthy adults. Cellular
responses were noted from day 14 post-vaccination though
it is not yet known whether the T or B cell responses are
protective (80). During phase 2,500 subjects will be enrolled,
250 subjects in the middle-dose vaccine group (5 × 1011 vp)
and 125 subjects in the low-dose (1 × 1011 vp) and placebo
groups, respectively. Immunogenicity will be tested on days
0, 14, 28, and 6 months post-vaccination. The vaccine will
be administered through IM injections at day 0. The primary
outcome measure is the occurrence of adverse events, antibody
responses, specifically neutralizing antibody levels 0–14 days
post-vaccination. Secondary outcome measures also include the
occurrence of adverse events and antibody levels with a longer
time frame (0–28 days post-vaccination). Using Ad5 as a vector
comes with a potential issue known as the Ad5 set-back. Because
adenoviruses cause the common cold and the average person
has statistically been infected before, the presence of pre-existing
immunity from natural exposure to Ad5 can dampen cellular
immune responses to whatever antigens are encoded by the
vector vaccine. Other Ad5 vaccines have tried to overcome this
set-back using potent prime-boost regimens though the Ad5-
nCoV does not appear to take advantage of this technique
to overcome this potential pre-existing Ad5 immunity (81).
CanSino Biologics does note in their phase one results that there
is a negative effect on the pattern of T cell responses due to Ad5
pre-exiting immunity.

Phase III Clinical Trial
BCG Vaccines
There are several ongoing Phase III (NCT04327206) or IV
(NCT04348370) clinical trials evaluating the ability of Bacillus
Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccines to prophylactically protect
health care workers, healthy adults, and elderly populations
against Covid-19. BCG vaccines are being considered to
reduce the impact of Covid-19 due to its ability to induce
trained immunity. Trained immunity involves the induction
of metabolic and epigenetic modifications that promote an
innate immune response against subsequent infections. Through
trained immunity, BCG vaccines have been shown to prevent
respiratory infections such as pneumonia and influenza in
children and the elderly (82, 83). BCG vaccines have also been
shown to reduce the severity of other viral infections. This
was demonstrated in a human yellow fever infection model
where BCG vaccination reduced viremia and in mouse studies
where BCG vaccination reduced the severity of mengovirus
infection (84–86). This non-specific protection induced by BCG
vaccines may act as a stopgap while SARS-COV-2 specific
vaccines are being developed (82). Patients included in these
trials will receive BCG vaccines containing either the TICE,
Danish 1331, or Moscow 361-1 strains of live attenuated
Mycobacterium bovis. Patients enrolled will receive either 0.1mL
of the BCG vaccine, 0.1mL of a saline solution as a placebo,
or no immunization. BCG vaccine dosages will include 2
× 105 − 8× 105 CFUs, 2 × 105 CFUs, or 1 × 105−33
× 105 CFUs of M. bovis depending on the strain of being
used. Vaccine administration will either be intradermal or
intracutaneous depending on the trial. The primary outcome
across most trials is Covid-19 incidence as measured by
detecting SARS-CoV-2 by PCR or detection of SARS-CoV-
2 Spike protein antibodies and hospital admittance. Several
secondary outcomes being evaluated include but are not limited
to Covid-19 symptom duration, disease severity and deaths.
Study enrollment estimates vary with the lowest including 500
patients and highest including 10,078 patients. In addition to
enrollment variation, study completion dates vary with the
soonest estimated completion date of December 1, 2020 and
latest of May 2022.

ANTIBODY DEPENDENT ENHANCEMENT
(ADE): A POTENTIAL HURDLE FOR
CORONAVIRUS VACCINE DEVELOPMENT

Due to the presence of different strains of coronavirus and the
strong structural homology between the two RBD of SARS-
CoV and SARS-CoV-2, the cross-reactivity between antibodies
of different coronaviruses must be taken into consideration
for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development. Antibodies have a dual
role in controlling infections in which either they neutralize
the infection or enhance pathogen uptake (87). Several viruses
rely on pre-existing antiviral antibodies for their entry into
the target cells, a mechanism known as antibody-dependent
enhancement (ADE). Pre-existing antiviral antibodies from
heterologous strains can prevent the virus entry to the cells by
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blocking the binding to its natural receptor on the host cell
surface. However, these antibodies could facilitate the entry of
the virus to host cells through either interaction of the antibody-
virus complex with FcR receptors on various immune cells or
complement receptors by activating the complement classical
pathway (88). Both mechanisms tend to be linked to disease
exacerbation. Generally, ADE educes sustained inflammation,
lymphopenia, and potentially, cytokine storm, causing severe
illness, or death. Furthermore, ADE has been observed in a
variety of viruses including flaviviruses, HIV, and Ebola virus
(89, 90). Importantly, ADE has been extensively studied in
dengue viral infections since ADE has been linked to the
severity of dengue shock syndrome (91). It should be noted that
ADE was linked to some vaccines, as this was demonstrated
in the efficacy trials of the tetravalent dengue vaccine (CYD-
TDV). In the CYD-TDV trial, they found that seronegative
individuals who received CYD-TDV suffered severe dengue
disease that mimics the natural secondary infection unlike
seropositive individuals who had been exposed to dengue before
vaccination (92).

Recently, a study demonstrated that ADE occurs not only
through the typical mechanism of the presence of sub-
neutralizing antibodies but also that neutralizing antibodies
against RBDmight be involved in ADE. Thismechanism depends
on the affinity, the amount, and the specificity of the antibodies
(93). Furthermore, from a different group, the cross reactivity
of anti-RBD polyclonal antibodies specific for SARS-CoV with
RBD protein of SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus was demonstrated
(50). Moreover, ADE phenomena have been identified in SARS-
CoV infections, and now potentially COVID-19. It could be
hypothesized that ADE has a role in the high mortality rate in
China (94).

The high mortality rate in some countries over the others
could be due to prior exposure of one or more mild strains
of similar coronaviruses. The data obtained from patients of
Hubei region showed lymphopenia and sustained inflammation
in most of the severe and death cases (95). Based on the
previous information, individuals suffering the most severe
disease of COVID-19 may experience the effects of antibody
dependent enhancement (ADE). ADE as a complication of
COVID19 should be at the forefront while developing SARS-
COV-2 vaccines to avoid similar mistakes in other vaccine
development like the dengue vaccine (87, 92).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this review, we summarized the background and pathogenesis
of SARS-CoV-2 and the front-runners in the race of SARS-COV-
2 vaccine development. Currently, we are living in unprecedented
times with a rapidly evolving situation and uncovering new
insights about the virus every day. Due to this situation, an
accelerated track for vaccine development has been put in
motion. However, it is important to not jeopardize the safety
of the vaccines produced and to not undermine the ADE risk
factor that is known to be associated with coronaviruses (96, 97).
There are many unanswered questions that need to be addressed
regarding SARS-COV-2 including how the presence of antibodies
will impact the clinical course and severity of the disease. We
also need to determine if infection will protect you from future
infection and if so, how long protection will last and what
the correlates of that protection entail. We suggest harnessing
the ability of a certain T helper cell subset called T follicular
helper (Tfh) cells that are essential for high affinity antibodies
and class switching (87). Taking what is known about ADE and
coronaviruses, researchers should proceed with extreme caution
and keep ADE into consideration while we move forward in
SARS-COV-2 vaccine development.
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Severe acute respiratory syndrome has spread quickly throughout the world and was

declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO). The pathogenic agent is

a new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) that infects pulmonary cells with great effectiveness.

In this study we focus on the codon composition for the viral protein synthesis and its

relationship with the protein synthesis of the host. Our analysis reveals that SARS-CoV-2

preferred codons have poor representation of G or C nucleotides in the third position,

a characteristic which could result in an unbalance in the tRNAs pools of the infected

cells with serious implications in host protein synthesis. By integrating this observation

with proteomic data from infected cells, we observe a reduced translation rate of host

proteins associated with highly expressed genes and that they share the codon usage

bias of the virus. The functional analysis of these genes suggests that this mechanism of

epistasis can contribute to understanding how this virus evades the immune response

and the etiology of some deleterious collateral effect as a result of the viral replication. In

this manner, our finding contributes to the understanding of the SARS-CoV-2 pathogeny

and could be useful for the design of a vaccine based on the live attenuated strategy.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, codon usage bias, codon optimality, translational control, pathogeny, vaccine design

1. INTRODUCTION

The new SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus is the causative agent of the current pandemic of COVID-19.
This highly pathogenic virus has quickly become the latest threat to modern life. From the end of
2019 and up to the redaction of this paper, this virus has infected over 17 million people, leading to
mild symptoms of fever and to lung function reduction, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
and even death. The current global death toll stands at 670,000; however, we are still far away from
determining the final mortality figure. In the absence of vaccines or effective antiviral treatments
against SARS-CoV-2, it is important to understand how this virus appropriates the host translation
apparatus and subverts the immune defenses of infected cells. This can be the first step in the
development of novel therapeutics.

As intracellular parasites, virus replication depends on the translational machinery of their
cellular hosts to translate viral transcripts. Thus, virus replication requires ribosomes, tRNA, and
translation factors from the cell host. On the other hand, codon usage bias is a feature of natural
selection and affects the genomes of all domains of life. It is known that more frequently used
codons are used for coding highly abundant proteins (Pan et al., 1998; Dana and Tuller, 2014; Quax
et al., 2015; Diambra, 2017). Virus genomes also have preferences in the codon usage, but, in this
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case, the bias is constrained by the host translational machinery
(Shackelton et al., 2006). The effects of codon composition of
a transcript on its translation have been reported in literature
(Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Plotkin and Kudla, 2011; Shah and
Gilchrist, 2011; McCarthy et al., 2017) and is considered an
important determinant of gene expression (Zhou et al., 2009;
Tuller et al., 2010a,b). However, the codon usage of a gene can
also affect the translation of other genes (Frumkin et al., 2018).
In fact, the virus replication demands not only ribosomes but
also a lot tRNA resources for the codons highest in demand
(Chen et al., 2020). The consumption of specific tRNAs for the
virus replication could thus be an alternative to controlling host
protein synthesis machinery as well as generating deleterious
collateral effects on the function of the host cells. Recent evidence
supports the idea that high codon usage similarity between virus
and host can lead to a deleterious effect on the host (Chen
et al., 2020). Furthermore, Chen et al. (2020) have shown that
codon composition of highly expressed viral genes regulates the
tRNA availability, affecting the decoding time of codons in the
infected cells. In this manner the viral infection can convert
abundant codons into scarce codons, reshaping the human codon
optimality pattern. In this sense, it has been proposed that
dysregulation of the tRNA pool can lead to disease (Dhindsa
et al., 2020). In fact, there is growing evidence supporting that
synonymous variations in a coding sequence can affect its folding
and/or resulting expression level (Tsai et al., 2008; Hunt et al.,
2014; Buhr et al., 2016; Kirchner et al., 2017; von Herrmann et al.,
2018; Dhindsa et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020).

It is known that coronavirus genomes are poor in GC content
(∼ 40%) and that there exist a preferential use of A-ended or U-
ended codons in these genomes (Gu et al., 2004; Kandeel et al.,
2020). The last bias is usually characterized in the literature as
the GC3 content. Indeed, the analysis performed by Gu et al.
(2004) suggests that this compositional constraint is a major
determinant to synonymous codon usage. Here, we study recent
proteomic data from SARS-CoV-2 infected cells (Bojkova et al.,
2020) from a novel point of view. By considering the codon
usage of the virus ORFeome, we characterize a set of genes whose
expression could be affected by the massive demand of the tRNA
which implies the virus replication. We find that those host genes
encoding proteins with similar codons to the virus ORFeome
have a lower translational rate. Extrapolating this finding to
highly expressed genes in lung, we find a small set of genes that
can be downregulated. These genes are involved in translation,
immune systems, and cell calcification, to name a few, and their
roles in the SARS-CoV-2 cell pathogenesis should be the target of
further studies.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The coding sequences associated with the genome of SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 were obtained from the NCBI (NC_004718.3
and NC_045512.2, respectively). Highly expressed genes in
the lung and arterial tissues were retrieved from the GTEx
portal (gtexportal.org). Proteomic and translatomic data from
infected CACO-2 cells were retrieved from Supplementary

Material of Bojkova et al. (2020), which are publicly available
(ProteomeXchange repository, ID = PXD017710). These data
contain protein levels from 6,381 proteins and translational
rate from 2,715 proteins, and the proteomic information is
consequently not available for many proteins.

Given the coding sequence s, we compute the codon usage
frequency as fs(c) =

Nc
Ls
, where Ls is total number of codons

in the sequence s, and Nc is the number of times that codon
c is present in s. In a similar manner, we define codon usage
frequency relative to the viral ORFome: fO(c) =

Nc
LO

, where LO
is the total number of codons in the ORFome, and Nc is the
number of occurrences observed codon c in the ORFome. Thus,
fs(c) and fO(c) are vector of 64 elements. To compute the CCorr of
a given sequence s with viral ORFome, we consider the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient between the vector fs(c) and fO(c):

CCorr =

∑
c

(
fs (c) − fs

)
.
(
fO (c) − fO

)

√
∑

c

(
fs (c) − fs

)2
.

√
∑

c

(
fO (c) − fO

)2 (1)

3. RESULTS

We study the codon composition of two complete coronavirus
genomes by measuring the percentage of G and C nucleotides
at the wobble position of the codons (GC3 content). Figure 1A
depicts the GC3 content of each annotated coding sequence
of the SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. This analysis reveals that,
in agreement with Gu et al. (2004) and Kandeel et al. (2020),
codons preferentially used by these viruses are associated with
a lower GC3 content than that expected from the random use
of nucleotides. In particular, the ORFs corresponding to the
proteins ORF1ab, ORF1a, surface, ORF6, ORF7a, and ORF8
exhibit a very low content of GC3. Specifically, the last two
proteins are highly expressed at 10 h post-infection (PI), as can
be seen in Figure 1B.

As was highlighted previously, this high expression of viral
proteins could lead to an imbalance in the tRNA pool needed
for the normal synthesis of the proteins of the host cell. Of
course, as tRNA pools depend on the cell types, the postulated
imbalance could be a tissue-dependent feature. To check this
hypothesis, we make use of the recently available data about the
proteome profile and translational rate in SARS-CoV-2-infected
cells (Bojkova et al., 2020). In this study, a CACO-2 cell line was
infected with SARS-CoV-2 and mocked, and the last one was
used as the control. From this proteome, we selected the coding
sequences corresponding to the 100 most abundant proteins in
the mock infected cells at 10 h PI. We then computed the codon
correlation (CCorr) between the codon usage of each one of
these sequences and the codon usage of all coding sequences in
SARS-CoV-2. Figure 2 depicts a scatter plot of the translational
rate of these genes from SARS-CoV-2-infected cells vs. the
corresponding CCorr (red dots). The black line is the adjusted
linear model, which shows a significant and negative correlation
between the translation rate and the codon composition of
each sequence. This means that the translational rate of coding
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FIGURE 1 | SARS-CoV-2 ORFome have lower content of GC3. (A) Bar chart comparing the G and C nucleotides on the third nucleotide (GC3) at every codon in the

ORFeome of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. (B) Bar chart showing the proteins level of nine viral proteins at 10 h post-infection (data obtained from Bojkova et al.,

2020). The GC3 content for each viral ORF is showed in the corresponding bar.

FIGURE 2 | The translational rate of genes with high CCorr in

SARS-CoV-2-infected cells is lower than the mock-infected cells. Scatter plot

showing negative correlation between translational rate of the 100 most

expressed proteins in SARS-CoV-2 infected CACO-2 cells vs. virus

codon usage.

sequence in SARS-CoV-2-infected cells is lower than in mock-
infected cells. Although the correlation (ρ = −0.26) with codon
composition is not high, reflecting the fact that other factors
could be regulating the translation rate, it is significant at a value
of 0.05 (p-value= 0.024 < 0.05).

This analysis suggests then that the codon composition
of highly expressed host-genes is a determinant of its own
translation rate and that viral replication induces a particular
case of epistasis, which could affect host cell proteostasis.
Consequently, we find it relevant to extrapolate this phenomenon
to cells affected by SARS-CoV-2. In this sense, the ACE2 receptor
has been identified as the SARS-CoV-2 cell entry. Even though
ACE2 transcript is present in almost all organs, the surface

expression of ACE2 protein is present in lung alveolar epithelial
cells and arterial and venous endothelial cells (Hamming et al.,
2004). For that reason, we elected to analyze the most expressed
genes in lung and arterial tissues extracted from the GTEx
database, two main targets of the SARS-CoV-2 infection. To this
end, we select the 100 most expressed genes in these tissues and
compute the CCorr for each sequence. Figure 3A shows that
the codon composition profile of the most expressed genes from
both lung and CACO-2 cells types are different, it is evident that
the lung cells share fewer codons in common with the SARS-
CoV-2 than the CACO-2 cells. On the other hand, the codon
composition profile of the highly expressed genes in arterial
tissue are quite similar to the genes associated with the lung
(Figure 3B). In fact, they share 60% of these highly expressed
genes (Figure 3C). Consequently, the tRNAs pool used for the
virus could be scarcer both in lung and arterial cells than in the
CACO-2 cells.

We search for those genes, highly expressed in the lung
tissue, which could be affected by the depletion of the tRNAs
consumed by virus replication. They are those whose codon
composition is similar to SARS-CoV-2 (CCorr > 0.25); these are
listed in Table 1. Before analyzing these 27 genes of interest, we
compared the translation rate of these genes with the translation
rate associated with highly expressed genes, but which differs
in their codon usage bias (CCorr < −0.075). In this sense,
we used the Mann-Whitney U test for median differences of
independent samples to analyze the difference in translational
rate between these two groups of genes. This test identified
significant differences between these groups (p-value = 0.0007),
as it can be seen in Figure 3D. We want to remark that, since
there is still no available data on translational rate from lung
cells, the last analysis was performed by using translational rate
data available from CACO-2 cells, although we know that this
data would be underestimating the difference between these two
groups of genes.
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FIGURE 3 | High codon correlation between SARS-CoV-2 and lung cells is associated with a translational rate decay over specific transcripts. (A) Frequency

distribution of CCorr on the 100 highest expressed genes in lung cells and CACO-2 cells. (B) Comparison between the CCorr frequency distributions obtained from

the 100 highest expressed genes in lung and arterial tissues. (C) The tissues of the lungs and arteries share most of the highly expressed genes. (D) Histogram of the

translational rate of 100 highest expressed genes in lung cells. Transcripts with high and low codon correlation (CCorr) with SARS-CoV-2 are highlighted.

Furthermore, we performed a GO term enrichment analysis
over the 27 genes listed in Table 1; their translation rates
are decreased by means of the Enrichr online software (Chen
et al., 2013). Figure 4 illustrates the main enrichment pathways.
This analysis reveals that codon usage could promote extensive
changes in the translation machinery of the host in agreement
with previous report in CACO-2 cells (Bojkova et al., 2020).
It is known that when canonical translation is impaired, as
part of the host defense program, specific 40S ribosomal
subunits are needed to support uncapped viral mRNA translation
(Kwan and Thompson, 2019).

Our list of genes from lung is enriched with several ribosomal
proteins that constitute both 40S (RPS6, RPS3A, RPS7, RPSA,
RPS25, RPS13, RPS12, and RPS27A) and 60S (RPL4, RPL5,
RPL21, RPLP1, RPL34, RPL9, RPL24, and RPL17) ribosomal
subunits. Many of them also appear in the set of genes derived
from arterial tissue. All of them belong to the nonsense-
mediated decay pathway that control the mRNAs with abnormal
termination. The termination codon can be recognized if the 3′

untranslated region is short or if it does not have an exon junction
complex downstream of the termination codon (Nicholson et al.,
2010). These genes are also part of the process of SRP-dependent
co-translational protein destined for the endoplasmic reticulum.

It is known that these proteins are involved in translation
particularly the gene EEF1A1, an isoform of the alpha subunit
of the elongation factor-1 expressed in lungs and arteries, which
is responsible for the GTP-dependent binding of aminoacyl-
tRNA to the ribosome. Beyond its function in translation,
EEF1A1 takes part in the innate immune system by activating
directly the transcription of IFN-gamma (Maruyama et al., 2007).
IFN-gamma activates immune cells, such as macrophages and
natural killer cells, and stimulates the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) II-dependent presentation of antigens to the
immune system (Schroder et al., 2004). This process could
be downregulated due to a decrease in the translation rate of
EEF1A1. Furthermore, B2M, another gene in the list of decreased
translational rate, encodes one of the proteins that conform
MHC class I found on the cell surface of all nucleated cells
(Bernier, 1980). Together with TXNIP, RPS3A, and RPS27A, it is
involved in the antigen processing and presentation. Moreover,
this gene, along with S100A11, HSP90AB1, and also EEF1A1,
regulates the exocytosis of granules containing inflammatory
mediators in neutrophils (Lee et al., 2005). All these genes,
with the exception of TXNIP and S100A11, are also highly
expressed in the arterial tissue. We highlight the presence in our
analysis of the HSP90AB1, a known chaperone that facilitates the
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TABLE 1 | Set of most expressed genes in lung (GTEx) and positive correlation

with virus codon usage.

Gene name Codon corr T. rate 6 h T. rate 10 h

RPS3A 0.582 0.686 0.980

RPL5 0.559 0.585 0.271

RPL9 0.546 0.723 0.738

SPARCL1 0.536 NA NA

EEF1A1 0.531 0.948 0.627

RPS12 0.443 0.155 0.649

RPL17 0.438 NA 0.372

TPT1 0.415 1.048 0.981

RPL21 0.411 NA NA

RPS6 0.398 1.206 0.590

RPL34 0.376 0.981 0.727

RPS13 0.372 1.386 0.209

RPL4 0.370 0.919 0.799

RPS27A 0.365 NA NA

RPSA 0.352 0.902 0.643

SAT1 0.350 NA NA

A2M 0.340 NA NA

TXNIP 0.317 NA NA

RPS25 0.315 0.728 0.753

FN1 0.308 NA NA

RPL24 0.306 0.576 0.890

RPLP1 0.303 NA NA

RPS7 0.297 0.965 1.036

HSP90AB1 0.296 0.989 0.738

B2M 0.277 0.926 0.825

S100A11 0.273 1.620 0.520

MGP 0.272 NA NA

col 1: gene name, col 2: CCorr, cols 3 and 4: translational rate, infected CACO-2 cells,

measured at 6 and 10 h PI, respectively. Translational rates are relative to mock cells.

maturation of a wide range of proteins and its attenuation has
been related to idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and cystic fibrosis
(Haase and Fitze, 2015; Wang and Ni, 2016). Our analysis also
shows a translation decrease in A2M, a plasmatic protein highly
expressed in lung and artery that inhibits a broad spectrum of
proteases, including trypsin, thrombin, and collagenase (Cater
et al., 2019). A recent study confirms our prediction, A2M level
in sera from COVID-19 patients is significantly lower than in
healthy subjects (Shen et al., 2020). Furthermore, A2M has a
key role in regulating inflammatory processes because is able
to bind to proinflammatory ligands (Feige et al., 1996). This is
particularly relevant in the context of the COVID-19-derived
cytokine storm.

In addition, we have also identified two genes (SAT1 and
MGP) belonging to the pathway of endothelial cell calcification
regulated by NOTCH1 (White et al., 2015). This finding acquires
special relevance in the context of the acute lung injury (ALI)
observed in many infected patients (Huang et al., 2020). The first
gene SAT1 catalyzes the acetylation of polyamines (spermidine
and spermine) and carries it out of the cell. The polyamine
excess is a prominent source of oxidative stress that can increase

inflammatory response (Hussain et al., 2017). Polyamines have
also been connected with the immune system (Pérez-Cano et al.,
2003). On the other hand, the MGP gene encodes the matrix gla
protein, which is also highly expressed in all vasculatures. Recent
studies suggest that MGP downregulates the tissue calcification
by sequestering bone morphogenetic proteins (White et al.,
2015). Mutations in this gene cause Keutel syndrome, which
is characterized by peripheral pulmonary stenosis, abnormal
cartilage calcification, and skin rashes (Munroe et al., 1999).

Another interesting protein predicted to be downregulated
during the infection in lung and arterial tissues is SPARC-like
1 (SPARCL-1), also known as Hevin, commonly associated with
regulation of cell migration and modulation of extracellular
matrix proteins (Girard and Springer, 1996), and it has been
shown to be involved in lymphocyte transendothelial migration
through high endothelial venules (Girard and Springer, 1995).
In this context, it is important to mention that clinical studies
over patients that suffer several cases of COVID-19 document
a dysregulation of immune response related particularly to a
lower lymphocytes count (Huang et al., 2020). In addition, our
analysis reveals a translational rate decay of fibronectin (FN1), a
master organizer of extracellular matrices that mediates cellular
interactions playing important roles in cell adhesion, hemostasis,
and thrombosis (Pankov and Yamada, 2002;Wang and Ni, 2016).
This prediction is in agreement with previous data showing
that cells infected with SARS-CoV undergo downregulation in
fibronectin expression (Surjit et al., 2004).

4. DISCUSSION

The viral infection of human cells triggers an ensemble of
host processes based on the interferons that interfere with
viral replication. These processes have co-evolved with the
viral response to the host defense, and the virus counteracts
these processes through a diversity of immuno-modulatory
mechanisms. For example, NS1 protein plays a central role in
the influenza infection by suppressing the host IFNs response.
Recent results suggest that NS1 protein can hamper the host
gene expression at the translational level by obstructing the
mRNA entrance tunnel of ribosomes (Thoms et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the N protein of porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome virus impairs the IFN transcription by
acting over the TXK, which together with the EEF1A1 and
PARP1 form the trimolecular complex that binds to the IFN-
γ gene promoter (Maruyama et al., 2007; Kenney and Meng,
2015). Hemagglutinin of IAVs has been shown to facilitate
IFNAR ubiquitination and degradation, reducing the levels of
IFNAR, and thus suppressing the expression of IFN-stimulated
antiviral proteins (Xia et al., 2016). These examples illustrate
the action of viral dedicated factors that downregulate the
transcription of IFNs. Up to the present, no dedicated factor
with analog function has been identified in SARS-CoV and
SARS-CoV-2. However, a recent report found a significant
lack of IFN type I and III at the transcriptional level in
human alveolar adenocarcinoma cells (Blanco-Melo et al., 2020).
On the other hand, a marked upregulation of inflammatory
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FIGURE 4 | SARS-CoV-2 codon usage may have an impact on host translational machinery. GO enrichment analysis performed over genes of interest. The most

enriched biological processes and molecular functions are highlighted. Both size and color shade of bars represent the level of significance.

mediators at the protein level (CXCL10, CCL2, IFN-α, and
γ ) has been observed in patients with SARS-CoV without
a significant amount of specific antibodies (Cameron et al.,
2007). Several cases of absence of protective immunity due
to previous infection seem to indicate a similar landscape for
COVID-19. Until now, the manner in which some patients
fail to develop adaptive immunity is yet to be elucidated. As
mentioned in the Results section, the decreased translation of
B2M could be related to this last observation since is a crucial
factor for the stable presentation of antigens derived from virus
or tumor proteins; these antigens are recognized by cytotoxic
T cells that eventually eliminate the target cell stimulating
apoptosis to prevent systemic dissemination of the disease
(Hulpke and Tampé, 2013).

MGP is also expressed at high levels in heart, kidney,
and lung which is particularly interesting in the context of
several comorbidities and collateral effects observed in the
COVID-19 patients (Nikolich-Zugich et al., 2020). For example,
skin rashes were recently reported as a new symptom of
COVID-19 and the authors postulate that recognizing rashes is
important to identify new and earlier COVID-19, cases (Bataille
et al., 2020). In this context, we highlight that permanent
skin rashes were reported as a characteristic of the Keutel
syndrome, and mutations in the MGP gene were reported
as a crucial factor in this syndrome (Munroe et al., 1999;
Khosroshahi et al., 2014). In thismanner, our results are related to
these observations.

Summing up, if the depletion of a selected set of tRNA,
induced by virus replication, affects the expression level or the

co-translation folding of these proteins, one could expect the
emergence of several systemic disorders.

5. CONCLUSION

Codon usage bias is thought to have significant effects on
translation rate, where rare codons are assumed to be translated
more slowly than common codons (Piovesan et al., 2013). It is
assumed that rare and common codons are defined by usage
rates of highly expressed genes. However, whether the codon
composition of viral ORFome can affect the translation rate
of host genes has not been thoroughly explored yet. Here,
we have shown that the synthesis of the proteins associated
with highly expressed genes, and with similar codon usage
to the one of the virus, appears to be downregulated. This
finding is in agreement with recent observations in totivirus-
infected yeast (Chen et al., 2020). Following this idea, we
determined which genes in lung could be affected by the
viral replication. A functional analysis of these genes reveals
that they could be related to collateral effects observed in
COVID-19 patients (Huang et al., 2020). Further studies are
mandatory to corroborate or discard the putative relationship
established here.

One of the main obstacles in the recent development of
vaccines has been the finding of increased infectivity observed to
occur after immunizations with whole virus vaccines or complete
spike protein vaccines. This phenomenon has been observed
both in vaccines against SARS coronavirus and in respiratory
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syncytial virus. However, just as the virus regulates the translation
of the host by its codon usage, the biotechnological manipulation
of the frequency of codons could be used to design attenuated
viruses. In this sense, other vaccine strategy has been recently
assayed, focusing on altering the codon-pair usage without
affecting protein sequence. This codon deoptimization strategy
has reduced virus replication (Coleman et al., 2008; Le Nouen
et al., 2014). We believe that our results shed light on how
codon use could affect virus attenuation and would help decrease
the damaging side effect, providing an exciting opportunity for
live-attenuated vaccine development.
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Coronavirus disease 2019 quickly spread in China and has, since March 2020 become

a pandemic, causing hundreds of thousands of deaths worldwide. The causative

agent was promptly isolated and named SARS-CoV-2. Scientific efforts are related to

identifying the best clinical management of these patients, but also in understanding

their infectivity in order to limit the spread of the virus. Aimed at identifying viral RNA in

the various compartments of the organism of sick subjects, diagnostic tests are carried

out. However, the accuracy of such tests varies depending on the type of specimen used

and the time of illness at which they are performed. This review of the literature aims to

summarize the preliminary findings reported in studies on Covid-19 testing. The results

highlight how the pharyngeal swab is highly sensitive in the first phase of the disease,

while in the advanced stages, other specimens should be considered, such as sputum,

or even stool to detect SARS-CoV-2. It highlights that most patients already reach the

peak of the viral load in the upper airways within the first days of displaying symptoms,

which thereafter tend to decrease. This suggests that many patients may already be

infectious before symptoms start to appear.

Keywords: coronavirus 2019, Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2, specimens, pharyngeal swabs, feces, sputum

INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) quickly spread in China was declared a became pandemic in
March 2020, causing hundreds of thousands of deaths worldwide. The causative agent, a virus from
the coronavirus family, was promptly isolated and named SARS-CoV-2 (1). The characteristics that
make this virus highly dangerous for the population are represented by a very high transmission
capacity, as well as by its complex interaction with the host’s organism which in a variable, but
high percentage of cases, can lead to death (2). Transmission through respiratory droplets, indirect
contact, as well as airborne transmission of the virus has been confirmed and the diagnosis is
made combining clinical, radiographic (chest Computer Tomography), and laboratory evaluations.
In particular, the presence of viral RNA in the pharyngeal swab is analyzed using the real-time
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) (3–5). Regarding the molecular targets
that can be used for PCR assays, some structural proteins were identified, among which: spike
(S), envelope (E), transmembrane (M), helicase (Hel), and nucleocapsid (N). Furthermore, other
genes that are required for viral replication, like RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp),
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hemagglutinin-esterase (HE), and open reading frames
(ORF1ab) may be targeted for virus detection by RT-PCR
(4, 6). There are different recommendations among countries
regarding the choice of target (4, 7), nevertheless, to obtain a
reliable result, at least two molecular targets should be included
in the assay (8). The result of RT-PCR, expressed in Cycle
threshold (Ct) provides an answer about the presence or absence
of the viral RNA and also estimates the viral load in the sample,
where the Ct is inversely proportional to the quantity of the viral
RNA. Even if so, it seems that positivity diagnosed with RT-PCR
is not indicative of the contagiousness of the patient (1).

Scientific efforts at this time are directed on multiple fronts:
on the one hand, researchers are studying the best clinical
management of infected patients; on the other hand, they
are trying to define the infectious aspects of these patients.
In particular, it is necessary to understand when the SARS-
CoV-2 positive subject is capable of infecting others or when
this possibility is greater? In which biological materials is the
virus present and in what quantities? How do these values
change during the course of the disease? Are they related to
the symptoms?

Partial answers to these questions come from an increasing
number of studies that have reported the clinical and virological
data of patients, observed in various parts of the world. However,
these data often relate to a few patients or only focus on some
aspects and not others.

This review aims to summarize the findings of the
studies published until now regarding the trend of
temporal shedding of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in various
clinical specimens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The electronic database PubMed was screened in order to select
studies suitable for inclusion in this review. The following
strategy of search was used: [(“SARS-CoV-2” OR “2019-nCoV”
OR “covid-19”) AND (load OR samples OR specimens)]. In
addition, bibliographies of the included studies were read, and
suitable references researched separately.

The results were screened by title and abstract, selecting the
records fulfilling the following inclusion criteria:

- studies published in English;
- studies reporting data on SARS-CoV2 RNA evaluation

in clinical specimens with chronological reference to the
illness course.

No restrictions on the study design were applied.
The established exclusion criteria consisted of:

- studies written in languages other than English;
- studies evaluating treatment options;
- non-original studies;
- studies without a clear reference to the onset of the disease

(onset of symptoms).

In case of insufficient information after abstract reading, the
full-text publication was examined.

The selected papers were full-text evaluated and, if meeting the
inclusion criteria, were included in the review.

An ad hoc datasheet containing queries was prepared and
the following data, if available, was extracted and inserted into
the datasheet:

- Author’s names;
- number of patients;
- type of specimen analyzed and results of RT-PCR with the

corresponding days of illness from symptom onset to which
they refer;

- molecular target used in the RT-PCR analysis.

Qualitative Analysis
The results of the examined specimens reported for every day
of patients’ illness were collected. If the result of the test was
positive, according to the parameters established in the original
paper, a “+” was assigned, while a “–” was assigned if the test
result was negative.

No distinction was made on the methodology used in the
various studies, nor on the unit of measure, only a dichotomous
result (+ or –) was reported.

The total percentage of positives and negatives was thus
determined day by day, for each type of sample.

Quantitative Analysis
The cases for which the Ct values of RT-PCR were reported for
every single test were included in this analysis. The data were
grouped by type of target (i.e., ORF1ab, E, S, RdRp etc.) used for
virus RNA detection in every type of specimen. The mean and
standard deviation of Ct values were calculated for each day of
patients’ illness.

Other Analysis
The descriptive results that could not be included neither in a
quantitative nor in a qualitative analysis, were also collected.

RESULTS

A total of 243 records were found, applying the search strategy
on electronic databases. After the title and abstract examination,
25 abstracts fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were selected for a
full-text reading. Of these, 21 (7, 9–27) were deemed suitable for
inclusion in the review. Generic information about the included
studies are reported in Table 1.

The discarded articles were focused on the evaluation of some
treatments and therefore considered misleading for the purposes
of our evaluation (29–31). One study was only a descriptive
report and was also excluded (32). A flowchart representing the
selection process is reported in Figure 1.

Due to a large variability among studies in methodology
and presentation of results, only six studies were included in
the quantitative evaluation, while for others a qualitative or
discursive consideration was performed.

Qualitative Results
In the final qualitative analysis 68 patients were included.
Of these, complete temporal data, with reference to the
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TABLE 1 | Main characteristics of included studies.

Author N◦ of patients Country Investigated specimens N◦ patients included in

quantitative analysis

N◦ patients included in

qualitative analysis

Chen et al. (10) 57 China Pharyngeal swab, blood, anal swab, 6 6

Chen et al. (11) 42 China pharyngeal swab, stool, urine 0 0

Holshue et al. (7) 1 USA Naso-and oropharyngeal swabs, blood, feces, urine 0 1

Kam et al. (13) 2 Singapore Pharyngeal swab, blood, feces, urine, mother’s

breast milk

1 1

Kim et al. (12) 2 Korea Naso- and oropharyngeal swabs, serum, plasma,

sputum, feces, urine

2 2

Lan et al. (9) 4 China Oropharyngeal swabs 0 0

Lescure et al. (14) 5 France Pharyngeal swab, plasma, feces, urine, conjunctiva 0 5

Liu et al. (27) 12 China Oropharyngeal swab, Bronchoalveolar lavage,

Fluid

6 6

Lo et al. (15) 10 China Nasopharyngeal swab, sputum, urine, feces 0 0

Pan et al. (16) 82 China Oropharyngeal swab, sputum, feces, urine 0 2

Qiu et al. (28) 10 China Vaginal fluids 0 0

To et al. (17) 12 China Saliva 0 0

To et al. (18) 23 China Blood, saliva, anal swab, urine 0 0

Wang et al. (19) 205 China Pharyngeal swab, blood, sputum, nasal swab,

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, Fibrobronchoscope

brush biopsy, feces, urine

0 0

Wölfel et al. (23) 9 Germany Pharyngeal swab, sputum, feces 0 9

Xiao et al. (24) 73 China Pharyngeal swab, stool 0 0

Yang et al. (26) 213 China nasal swabs, throat swabs, sputum,

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid

0 0

Young et al. (20) 18 Singapore Nasopharyngeal swab, blood, feces, urine 18 18

Yu et al. (21) 76 China Nasopharyngeal swab, oropharyngeal swabs,

plasma, sputum, nasal swab, urine

0 0

Zhang et al. (22) 15 China Oral swab, anal swab, blood 0 0

Zou et al. (25) 18 China Oropharyngeal swab, nasopharyngeal swab 18 18

day of illness were available for: pharyngeal specimens
in 68 patients; blood specimens in 28 patients; feces
samples in 25 patients; urine in 17 patients; sputum
in 13 patients. The main findings of data analysis
revealed that:

- most patients had a positive Pharyngeal swab result for the first
10 days of illness. After this term, the percentage of patients
whose Pharyngeal swab result was negative increased, and
then even exceeded the positive ones around day 12 of illness
(Figure 2);

- viral RNA was not detected in the blood of most patients. In
<15% of patients, viremia was registered in the second week
of illness (Figure 3);

- sputum contains viral RNA throughout the duration of the
disease (Figure 4);

- the virus is eliminated in the stool of sick patients. Toward the
end of the first week of the disease, viral RNA was found in
approximately 40% of patients (Figure 5);

- the urine of Covid-19 patients was almost always negative for
the presence of the virus (Figure 6).

The Figure 7 summarizes the percentages of positivity observed
for each type of specimen during the patients’ illness.

Quantitative Results
Data related to 51 patients were included in the quantitative
analysis. The table included in the Supplementary Material

summarizes information about the analyzed specimens,
molecular targets used, and the Ct values observed at
RT-PCR analysis.

The time course of RT-PCR Ct values related to the
most representative specimens are reported in Figure 8 in a
cumulative way, regardless of the type of molecular target. The
representation of Ct values in specimens, divided by type of
molecular target are present in the Supplementary Materials.

Other results reported in the included studies which were not
considered in the quantitative and qualitative analyses, affirm
as follows:

Upper Respiratory Samples
Pharyngeal viral load is highest in the early phase of illness (12,
16, 20–23, 25), showing high levels already in the first 24 h from
the onset of symptoms (14) with the peak on the 5–6th day of
illness (16). According toWolfel et al., in this period the detection
rate was 100%, decreasing substantially after day 5, with a
detection rate that more than halves (39.93%) (23). Furthermore,
the study of subgenomic messenger RNAs (sgRNA) suggested
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FIGURE 1 | Flowchart representing the selection process of the studies

suitable for inclusion.

FIGURE 2 | Positivity and negativity rates of Pharyngeal specimens along the

time of illness. Each dot represents the percentage of the analyzed specimens

that resulted positive or negative on that specific day.

that the first 5 days of illness are characterized by an active
replication of SARS-CoV-2 in the upper respiratory tract, while
after the 5th day, no sgRNA was detected in pharyngeal samples
(23). In the advanced stage of the disease (second–third week),
the virus can be intermittently detectable in nasopharyngeal
swabs (9, 20).

Some authors reported a positive correlation between the
severity of clinical conditions and upper respiratory tract viral
load (25, 27).

Regarding the comparison of naso-and oropharyngeal swabs,
the opinions are discordant: Wölfel et al. (23) state that no
differences in viral loads or detection rates were revealed when
comparing naso- and oropharyngeal swabs, while Zou et al. (25)
and Yang et al. (26) noticed higher viral loads and detection rates

FIGURE 3 | Positivity and negativity rates of Blood specimens along the time

of illness. Each dot represents the percentage of the analyzed specimens that

resulted positive or negative on that specific day.

FIGURE 4 | Positivity and negativity rates of Sputum along the time of illness.

Each dot represents the percentage of the analyzed specimens that resulted

positive or negative on that specific day.

in the nose swabs. Yu et al. (21), contrariwise, found a higher
mean viral load in the throat (2,552 vs. 651 copies/test, p< 0.001).

Blood Specimens
Blood positivity rates reported among COVID-19 patients vary
between 0 and 22% (10, 12, 14, 18–21, 23). Chen et al. affirm that
the detection of viral RNA in the blood is a strong indicator of
illness severity (10).

Feces Specimens and Anal Swabs
Stool content of viral RNA was detected in a great percentage of
patients enrolled in various studies (11, 14, 19, 20, 23, 24). Wolfel
et al. noted that the viral load in the stool seemed to reflect the
sputum viral content (23).

Several authors therefore suppose an infection of the gastro-
intestinal tract by the virus (11, 24), with its continuous
elimination with the feces which has been reported to last from
1 to 12 days (24) and in some cases, viral RNA were detected
in feces or anal swabs even after the respiratory tests became
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FIGURE 5 | Positivity and negativity rates of Feces along the time of illness.

Each dot represents the percentage of the analyzed specimens that resulted

positive or negative on that specific day.

FIGURE 6 | Positivity and negativity rates of Urine along the time if illness.

Each dot represents the percentage of the analyzed specimens that resulted

positive or negative on that specific day.

negative (11, 22, 24). Zhang et al. also report that during the
first days of illness, the most positive swabs were the oral ones,
whereas in the following days more and more anal swabs were
positive, and oral ones negative (22).

Sputum Samples
Sputum samples appear to contain the maximum viral load
(16, 21, 23), reaching the peak on the 5–6th day after symptoms
onset (16) and remain positive for a maximum duration over
time, compared to swabs of the upper respiratory tract (23). They
also show one of the highest positivity rates (53.42–100%) among
the tested samples (19, 21, 23, 24, 26), giving positive results for
a long time, even when the pharyngeal samples are negative for
the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA (15), sometimes even after
symptoms have ended (23). Some authors state that the sputum
viral load seems to be significantly correlated to the pharyngeal
one (12, 16).

FIGURE 7 | Percentages of positivity observed for the main types of

specimens during the illness of included patients. Each dot represents the

percentage of the analyzed specimens that resulted positive or negative on

that specific day.

FIGURE 8 | The time course of RT-PCR Ct values in main specimens.

Urine
All patients, except one in Kim’s report (12) and four reported by
Liu et al. (27) had negative viral detection in urine.

Saliva
Results on viral RNA detection in saliva are reported in two
papers (17, 18). The detection rate in the initial samples is
estimated to be around 90% (17, 18). The serial daily sampling
revealed that the viral load was highest during the first week of
symptoms and declined in the following days. On day 20 after
symptoms onset, 33% of patients had viral RNA detected in the
saliva specimens (18).

The main findings of the included studies are summarized in
the Table 2.

DISCUSSION

The pandemic spread of coronavirus infection SARS-CoV-2
forced many countries to take strong containment measures
(33, 34). To avoid an uncontrolled broadcast of the disease, it
is fundamental to understand the manner and timing of disease
transmission. Then, a reliable test is needed to identify infected
subjects, to take appropriate isolation measures for a period
sufficient enough to avoid contagion of other individuals.
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TABLE 2 | Main findings of the included studies.

Main findings in specimens Notes

Author Pharyngeal swabs Blood/plasma/serum Sputum Feces Urine Anal swabs Saliva

Chen et al. (10) Positive in 6/57 (10,52%) of

patients

Positive in 11/28

(39,28%) patients

Positive correlation of serum viral

RNA with the disease severity

supposed.

Chen et al. (11) Positive in 28/40

(66.67%) patients

Positive in 0/10

(0%) patients

18/28 (64.29%) patients

remained positive for viral RNA in

feces for 7 (6–10) days after

pharyngeal swabs turned

negative

Lan et al. (9) All patients, had 2 consecutive

negative RT-PCR tests during

recovering stage, returning to be

positive 10–18 days later

Lescure et al. (14) Maximum viral load in

the first days of illness

Positive in 1/5 (20%)

patients

Positive in 2/5

(40%) patients

All negative

Liu et al. (27) Positive in 4/6

(66,66%) patients

The viral load detected from

respiratory tracts was positively

linked to lung disease severity

Lo et al. (15) 9/10 (90%) positive at

the first test

10/10 (100%)

positive at the first

test

Positive in 0/10

(0%) patients

Kam et al. (13) Positive in 2/2 (100%)

patients

Positive only 1 day in 1

patient

1 positive value

during illness

course

Kim et al. (12) Positive in 2/2 (100%)

patients

Few positive values during

the illness course

Positive in 2/2

(100%)

Positive in 1/2

(50%) patient

Pan et al. (16) High viral load early

after onset

High viral load

early after onset

Viral loads of pharyngeal and

sputum samples were

significantly correlated

To et al. (17) First specimens:

positive in 91.66% of

patients

To et al. (18) First specimen: positive in

22% of patients

All negative First specimen

positive in 27% of

patients

First specimen: positive

in 87%

Wang et al. (19) Positive in 126/398

(32%) of samples

Positive in 3/307 (1%) of

samples

Positive in 75/104

(72%) of samples

Positive in 44/153

(29%) of samples

Positive 0/72 (0%)

of samples

Wölfel et al. (23) Positive in 100% of

cases on days 1–5

All negative Positive in 100%

of patients

Positive in 89% of

patients

Positive in 0/9

(0%) patients

Xiao et al. (24) Positive 39/73

(53.42%) patients

17/39 (43.58%)

patients remained positive in

stool after showing negative in

respiratory samples

(Continued)
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The reference method for testing positivity to SARS-CoV-2
infection is represented by the pharyngeal swab that is taken from
the patient’s nasopharynx or oropharynx and, through an RT-
PCR analyzed for the presence of viral RNA (8). This method
has been reasonably chosen, as it has already been used for other
viruses affecting the airway tract, such as SARS-CoV (35). The
wide use of such protocol is due to its multiple advantages. It
is simple to perform, relatively inexpensive, and fast. However,
as has emerged from recent studies, and confirmed by our
cumulative analysis, the accuracy in the diagnosis of this swab
seems to be excellent in the first phase of the disease, losing
sensitivity in the following days (16, 20–23, 25). This can be
linked to a reduction in the viral load present in the upper
respiratory tracts starting from the second week of the disease
(14, 16, 20, 23).

These data reveal two aspects to reflect on. The first one
concerns the initial phase of the disease, that is, when the
symptoms arise and the viral load in the upper airways is already
almost at the peak, as suggested by several authors (14, 16, 23).
This implies that many patients may be infectious for days before
they show signs of disease. The second reflection concerns the
terminal phase of the disease. In particular, attention should be
paid to patients who test negative for the pharyngeal swab in the
advanced stages of the disease, since Young et al. (20) and Lan
et al. (9) show that the swab may be positive intermittently in this
phase. Therefore, it is fundamental to understand whether the
virus can be transmitted in this stage of disease. The presentation
of the results of the RT-PCR analysis, however, remains only for
a diagnostic purpose, without being able to provide indications
on the contagiousness of the positive subject. Other methods like
isolation and culture of the virus, are needed for this estimate (8).

For diagnostic proposes, it should be considered, as stated by
Yu et al., that the performance of a droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)
in SARS-CoV-2 detection may be significantly better compared
to the traditional RT-PCR, especially for low viral loads (21).

In addition, according to some authors, there seems to be
a difference between nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs
(21, 25). In particular, one study with a high overall number
of performed swabs (250 throat and 490 nasal swabs) state that
the nasal swabs have a significantly higher positive rate than the
oropharyngeal ones (73.3% vs. 60% in the first 7 days and 72.3%
vs. 50.0% during the second week of illness) (26).

Among the investigated samples, saliva seems to be a
promising specimen for detection of SARS-CoV-2 (17, 18).
Authors found a positivity rate in the initial saliva samples of
87%, with a median viral load of 3.3 × 106 copies per mL, values
that seem to be similar to the pharyngeal swabs (ranging between
104 and 107 copies per mL) (16). The temporal course of the viral
load in the saliva seems to follow that of the pharynx (18), even if
it was not possible to refer data to the symptoms onset, but only
to the hospitalization timing.

The sputum, seems to possess the highest positive rate among
all the specimens (26), except for bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
(BALF) (19, 26), and persists throughout the course of the disease
(21, 23, 24, 26). The study investigating the active viral replication
in the cells using sgRNA, found that the active replication of
SARS-CoV-2 in the sputum samples persisted until days 10/11
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of the illness, unlike pharyngeal swabs, where sgRNAs were no
longer detectable at the end of the first week of symptoms (23).
As suggested by Lo et al. (15) the sputum could be useful in the
diagnosis of some suspected cases that are negative with repeated
pharyngeal swabs.

Regarding the advanced stages of the disease, a fair rate
of SARS-CoV-2 positivity was found in the stool of infected
patients. In studies investigating the presence of viral RNA in the
feces, more than half [and up to 90% reported by Lo et al. (15)]
of the patients tested positive (11, 24). Furthermore, sometimes
the fecal specimen remained positive, even after the pharyngeal
specimen became negative (11, 22, 24). We do not know what
implications this data has on the transmission or on the course of
the disease, however, fecal examination should be considered to
complement the diagnosis of COVID-19 patients.

The presence of viral RNA in the blood has also been
investigated. However, few patients appear to have viremia
during the course of the disease (14, 18, 19). Although, this
event appears to be positively correlated with the severity of the
symptoms (10).

No viral RNA was detected in breast milk (13), nor in vaginal
fluids (28) of infected women.

An attempt was made in this overview to compare the Ct
values of the main specimens that were found in the various
studies during the course of the disease. Surely this result may
be affected by a bias due to the difference in the methods and
targets used in the various studies, even if there are universally
accepted cut-offs (Ct-value < 40) that give us a reference in the
interpretation of the results (8).

Another important aspect regarding the SARS-CoV-2
genome, and thanks to the availability of the newest sequencing
methods and highly organized databases, several researchers
are investigating genetic characteristics of the virus, subtype
evolution, as well as geographic and temporal changes in the
virus genome. Major attention has been focused on homoplasies,
that is mutations that have emerged multiple times and may
represent the sign of ongoing adaptation of the virus to the new
human host. Several mutations in different regions of the viral
genome have been found. These include sites in the Orf1ab
region, Spike protein (36, 37), as well as the N gene (38). The
implications of such mutations are not completely known. Some
of them can be neutral (39), but it can be supposed that the
changes in surface glycoprotein can influence the interaction
between the virus and the host cell, as well as the anti-genicity of
the virus (36, 40, 41).

A great part of knowledge about the genomic stability of
SARS-CoV2 is still in evolving. It is still unclear if some sequence
differences found in samples coming from different continents
represent a temporal rather than a geographic signal. Further

studies are needed to better define the behavior of the virus, in
order to develop efficient treatments.

CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive approach of this overview was chosen in
order to include as much data as possible in the final analysis,
making it possible to analyze the data related to 889 patients,
while all data reported the results differently. The results in the
included studies were reported unevenly. Some were reports of
a few patients, others presented data for many patients, but in
a synthetic way. For this reason, the homogeneous data have
been grouped together as far as possible and others treated
discursively. However, some important conclusions emerged:

- the sputum, together with the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid,
closely reflect the course of the infection;

- the pharyngeal swabs have a high accuracy in the initial phase
of the disease, while their positivity rate drops suddenly in the
following phases;

- viral RNA could be eliminated in the stool even for
prolonged periods and their examination could supplement
the pharyngeal swab.

Further studies with standardized protocols and an equally large
number of samples for all types of specimens would be needed to
draw more precise conclusions.
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Drawing upon an ongoing ethnography with low-wage migrant workers in Singapore,

this article builds on the theoretical framework of the culture-centered approach (CCA) to

explore the experiences of the workers amid COVID-19 outbreaks in dormitories housing

them. The CCA foregrounds the interplays of communicative and material inequalities,

suggesting that the erasure of infrastructures of voices among the margins reproduces

and circulates unhealthy structures that threaten the health and well-being of the working

classes. The voices of the low-wage migrant workers who participated in this study

document the challenges with poor housing, poor sanitation, and food insecurity that

are compounded with the absence of information and voice infrastructures. Amid the

everyday threats to health and well-being that are generated by neoliberal reforms

across the globe, the hyper-precarious conditions of migrant work rendered visible by

the trajectories of COVID-19 call for structurally transformative futures that are anchored

in the voices of workers at the margins of neoliberal economies.

Keywords: low-wage migrant work, COVID-19, Singapore, authoritarianism, outbreak inequality, extreme

neoliberalism, culture-centered approach, migration

INTRODUCTION

Shameem had traveled to Bangladesh 11 years ago. He has lived in a wide range of accommodations
in Singapore. He shares how when he first came, he lived in a container. He shares that life in the
container was challenging. The conditions were unlivable. He shares that he shared the space in the
container with rodents and cockroaches. When he compares life in the container with life in the
dormitory he lives in now, not much has changed in the decade. He voices how workers are piled
on “top of each other” in the room, with little room to move. He shares that he has felt all along
that an outbreak such as the one we are witnessing now was waiting to happen. He shares anger
and despair at the knowledge that the outbreak could have been prevented. But no one really cared,
he points out. He also states that having decent housing is the right of the worker, and the worker
does not need alms. The plight of the worker is not visible to anyone in Singapore (fieldnotes, April
25, interview).

Singapore’s authoritarian techniques of disciplining labor form the infrastructures for propping
up, circulating, and generating profits from the “Singapore model” of extreme neoliberalism. I
define extreme neoliberalism as the free market ideology pushed beyond its organizing limits, with
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the structuring of the state as an authoritarian instrument
of control that silences and co-opts worker collectivization,
generating precarity while simultaneously deploying the logics
of business-friendliness to enable the mobility of capital across
spaces/borders1. Extreme neoliberalism is held up by the work
of communicative infrastructures that simultaneously erase the
symbolic registers for comprehending the deep inequalities
produced by the neoliberal state through the combination of
authoritarian control and accelerated propaganda. Singapore’s
authoritarian neoliberalism, as an assemblage of “coercive legal,
institutional, and policy processes” (Bruff, 2014, p. 112) to govern
by moralizing the individual, family, and community, draws
upon a wide array of techniques of surveillance and violence
incorporated into everyday life. Springer (2015) theorizes violent
neoliberalism, referring to the “the kaleidoscope of violence
that is intercalated within neoliberalism’s broader rationality
of power,” (p. 12) arguing that violence constitutes the deep
inequalities produced by neoliberalism and is in turn, constituted
by these inequalities. He suggests that this violence is both
exceptional, appearing “to fall outside of the rule, usually by being
so intense in its manifestation,” and “in a dialectic relationship
with exemplary violence, or that violence which constitutes the
rule” (p. 2).

This interplay of violence and authoritarianism is incessantly
normalized in extreme neoliberalism through the everyday
acts of “communicative inversions” (Dutta, 2015), reversals
of materiality through symbolic productions, and strategic
communicative erasures. As both a role model and pedagogue of
extreme neoliberalism since the 1980s, Singapore has continually
experimented with and perfected the techniques of authoritarian
repression, exploitation of labor, and accumulation of primitive
capital. It has invented the statecraft of disciplining labor
and silencing dissent as model governmentality, while turning
itself into the Asian gateway for transnational capital. The
technologies and techniques of extreme neoliberalism are held
up by a reputational economy that projects the account of a
hyper-efficient state celebrated as the model of development,
embodied in its “smart city” imaginary/propaganda leapfrogging
from the “Third world to the first” at the frontiers of global
capitalist expansion. This “smart city” template is circulated
across nation states as a model for growth-driven development
punctuated by profiteering across global networks of capital
while simultaneously disseminating a pedagogy of authoritarian
techniques of disciplining the margins (Tan, 2012; Dutta and
Kaur-Gill, 2018; Dutta, 2019a,b). The extreme inequalities,
alongside normative practices of disciplining workers, critics,
and activists form a mobile infrastructure of the “Singapore
model,” to be copied into state formations elsewhere, “rolling
out” a police state to facilitate and catalyze accelerated

1Singapore is consistently ranked as one of the best places to do business by

the World Bank’s Doing Business Report. Simultaneously, consider the ranking of

Singapore toward the bottom in the Oxfam Commitment to reducing inequality

report. As a destination for transnational capital, Singapore continually works on

the production of a disciplined workforce, low public sector spending, and low

corporate taxes. Since the 1980s, Singapore’s public sector spending has continually

declined (Low, 2014). The state’s expenditures on healthcare and social services are

among the lowest in developed economies globally (Rahim and Barr, 2019).

capital accumulation (Tansel, 2017; Bruff and Tansel, 2019).
Singapore’s “smart” governance assembles a collection of laws,
surveillance technologies, controls over institutions and civil
society, and police interventions aimed at repression while
simultaneously “rolling back” the welfare-based role of the
state. At the heart of the “smart city” infrastructure of
Singapore is the exploited labor of low-wage migrant workers,
accompanied by the strategic deployment of a range of tactics
of violence to erase migrant worker voices and invisibilize
migrant worker bodies (see for instance Kaur et al., 2016; Yea,
2017).

Migrating from Bangladesh, India, Thailand, Malaysia,
and China, low-wage migrant workers labor in precarious
positions in Singapore, building the infrastructures of Singapore’s
neoliberal economy. Toiling in transient conditions without
access to pathways of citizenship, without labor rights, and
without the access to communication infrastructures for voicing
the challenges to their health and well-being, low-wage migrant
workers live in a climate of fear, amidst systemic threats to their
employment, health, and well-being (Dutta, 2017a,b; Yea, 2017;
Yea and Chok, 2018). The everyday struggles for migrant health
in Singapore are constituted amidst a climate of authoritarian
state management that produces worker precarity to facilitate
capitalist extraction. Structural violence, reflected in the denial
of the fundamental needs of everyday health and well-being,
is constituted amidst the cultivated climate of fear and erasure
(Dutta, 2017a,b).

The COVID-19 pandemic renders visible the deep inequalities
entrenched in the political economy of Singapore, with the largest
number of COVID-19 infections among low-wage male migrant
workers. Singapore, celebrated as the “gold standard” and held
up by World Health Organization (WHO) as a model response
in the early part of the pandemic, emerged as the site of large-
scale COVID-19 outbreaks in migrant worker dormitories. Why
did a city-state paraded as an exemplar of efficient expertise-
driven neoliberal management of the pandemic, replete with its
methods of contact tracing, quarantining, and keeping borders
open, turn into a site of large-scale pandemic outbreak, moving
at the top of the chart of COVID-19 infections in Southeast
Asia by early May? In this article, I apply the theoretical
framework of the culture-centered approach (CCA) to argue
that inherent in Singapore’s model of authoritarian neoliberalism
is the infrastructure of technocratic management that erases
the voice of precarious migrant laborers. The management of
migrant labor is carried out through repressive strategies of
disciplining, and this constitutes the backdrop of the COVID-
19 outbreaks in migrant worker dormitories in Singapore.
Drawing on my ethnographic work with low-wage migrant
workers in Singapore, I suggest that the initial control of
the outbreak through technocratic techniques of generating
efficiency exists in continuity with the systematic erasure of
the voices of migrant workers and the vast power inequalities
amidst which low-wage migrant workers live their lives. I explore
the interplays between structural violence and communicative
inequality amidst the outbreak in migrant worker dormitories
based on my ethnographic fieldnotes, in-depth interviews, a
digital ethnography, and a survey.
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CULTURE-CENTERED APPROACH

The CCA locates health meanings at the intersections of culture,
structure, and agency (Dutta, 2004a, 2008, 2017a,b; Dutta and
Jamil, 2013). Culture reflects the dynamic interaction between
shared meanings and contexts, drawing upon and shaping the
shared values, beliefs and practices in everyday life. Structure taps
into the patterns of distribution of social, material, political, and
economic resources of health and well-being (Dutta and Basu,
2008; Sastry et al., 2019). Agency is the human capacity to make
sense of and negotiate the everyday contexts of health and well-
being (Dutta, 2004a, 2017a,b; Dutta and Jamil, 2013; Bates et al.,
2019). Anchoring the meanings of COVID-19 constructed by
low-wage migrant workers in Singapore amidst the interplays of
culture, structure, and agency opens up the spaces of theorizing
rooted in migrant worker voices, working in solidarity with these
voices to co-create praxis (Dutta et al., 2017; Jamil and Kumar,
2020).

In the conceptual framework put for by the CCA,
communicative inequalities (inequalities in the distribution
of communicative resources for information and voice)
are intricately intertwined with structural inequalities, or
inequalities in the distribution of material resources (Dutta,
2004a, 2007, 2008). The erasure of the voices of low-wage
migrant workers from discursive spaces is intertwined with the
structural violence workers experience. Therefore, the work of
co-creating infrastructures for voice is embedded in material
inequalities, and simultaneously offers an anchor to transforming
these material inequalities.

The interplays of communicative and structural inequalities
constitute the inequalities in health outcomes (Newman et al.,
2014; Dutta et al., 2017). These inequalities in health outcomes,
produced by extreme neoliberal policies, are likely to be
exacerbated in the context of COVID-19. Hegemonic health
communication approaches erase these structural contexts
of health, instead developing individualized behavior change
solutions promoting changes in individual attitudes and beliefs.
Even as structural determinants of health are offered lip
service in hegemonic health communication interventions,
the behavioral recommendations focus on the individual.
Interventions addressing health disparities primarily take the
forms of culturally sensitive campaigns incorporating relevant
cultural characteristics into behavior change messages or
technology-based solutions. Specifically in the context of
COVID-19, hegemonic health communication solutions target
individual behavior, locating the problem in the individual,
placing the responsibility of mask wearing, social distancing,
hand washing, eating healthy, and staying home on the
individual2. The CCA inverts this individualized reductionism
through the co-creation of communication infrastructures with
community voices at the margins. The discursive registers

2Consider for instance the campaign run by the World Health Organization

(WHO), #HealthyAtHome, with recommendations of preventive behaviors,

putting forth and circulating the hegemony of behavior change (https://www.

who.int/campaigns/connecting-the-world-to-combat-coronavirus/healthyathome?

gclid$=$EAIaIQobChMIheHjP6M6gIVliQrCh2djwWDEAAYASAAEgJBfDBwE).

put forth by the voices of those at the margins foreground
the structural features of neoliberal societies as the sites of
transformative organizing and social change.

Building on a growing line of existing research that
connects health to the precarity of work in global processes
of labor flow (Dutta and Jamil, 2013; Kaur et al., 2016; Dutta,
2017a,b; Yea, 2017), the CCA suggests that the structural
contexts of immigrant health are rooted in the erasure of
migrant voices. Voices of low-wage migrants at the margins
of neoliberal economies foregrounds meanings amid these
structures, suggesting strategies for health communication that
responds to these overarching structures of health andmigration.
It seeks to co-create infrastructures of listening to the voices of
migrant construction workers in Singapore, seeking to disrupt
the ongoing forms of erasure that constitute the organizing of
migrant spaces (Dutta, 2004a,b, 2008; Dutta and Jamil, 2013;
Dutta and Kaur-Gill, 2018).

NEOLIBERAL SINGAPORE AND
STRUCTURES OF LOW-WAGE MIGRATION

Singapore, with its role as the frontier of transnational capital’s
cultivation of and investments into ever-expanding Asian
markets, as well as the infrastructure of neoliberal pedagogies
of the future (consider the powerful presence of Singapore
elites as interlocutors and mediators in World Economic Forum
conversations on elite responses), constitutes a key register
of extreme neoliberalism. Singapore’s extreme neoliberalism
incorporates techniques of violence and disciplining into the
authoritarian state as the organizing structure for capitalist
accumulation. The model of state capitalism explicitly organizes
the state not only as a “custodian of capital accumulation”
(Tansel, 2017, p. 4), but also as a pivotal player in the
processes of extraction and exploitation. The authoritarian state
as the primary agent of “neoliberalizing violence” (Springer,
2015) incorporates into its structures mechanisms of surveilling,
disciplining and policing the abandoned “other.” It thrives
on the production and circulation of propaganda that props
up its model of economic development, pitched as the
“Singapore model” (see Dutta, 2018a,b; Dutta et al., 2019).
Underlying the propaganda of the “Singapore model” is an entire
infrastructure of communicative devices that project “hubs,”
“knowledge centers,” “dialogues,” and “expos” that are continually
at work, seeding, promoting, and circulating the model of
free market economics, narrated in the language of Asian
values (Dutta, 2018a,b, 2019a,b). The carefully crafted public
relations infrastructure of Singapore continually manufactures
the narrative of “from third world to first.” Singapore’s
communicative capital thrives on the erasure of the exploitation
and extraction that constitute its global positioning as the
frontiers of transnational capitalist expansion into Asia (Dutta,
2019a,b). This communicative capital, reflected in Singapore’s
positioning as a hub for the creative and digital industries
accompanied by the numerous public relations campaigns run
by the state positioning Singapore as the city of the futures,
is sustained through the systematic deployment of techniques
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of disciplining that manage, surveil, and silence the poor and
working classes.

The authoritarian techniques of control and discipline that
form the backbone of Singapore’s neoliberalism are packaged into
the brand of “Asian values,” then sold as a destination solution
to these othered elsewhere of Asia (Tan, 2012; Juego, 2018). The
erasure of the exploitation of low-wage migrant workers from
Bangladesh and India is necessary to crafting the seduction of
the “Singapore model” as hyper-efficient governance for these
backward Asia’s. The seduction of the “Singapore model” is
sold as a “smart city” imaginary of the future to these other
Asia’s, thus generating news sites of extraction of profiteering for
Singapore-based corporations (consider for instance the market
opportunities opened up for Singapore-based corporations
in India’s “Smart City” projects pursued aggressively). The
narrative of lifting large parts of Asia’s backward spaces out of
poverty strategically obfuscates the poor working conditions,
the absence of minimum wage, the lack of opportunities for
collectivization, and the absence of worker rights for low-wage
migrant workers in Singapore. The neoliberal narrative of the
trickle-down effect works simultaneously through the inversion
of materiality and the erasure of worker voices. The authoritarian
strategies of controlling protest and organizing work hand-
in-hand to erase opportunities for worker articulations of
labor rights.

The narrative of the “Singapore model,” storying an account
of a strong developmental state that actively fosters development
through its strong interventions is manufactured as a seduction
for urban development across Asia (Dutta, 2018a,b). The model
promises a policy mix that combines authoritarian management
with state-led development (Pow, 2014). The strong state-based
interventionist model, evident in the state-run corporations and
the climate of authoritarian repression of collective organizing
form the architectures of Singapore’s extreme neoliberalism.
The model of “hybrid development” (Rahim and Barr, 2019)
serving the frontiers of capitalist expansion strategically crafts
an account of “Asian values” to render as Asian forms
of repression and disciplining that serve the expansionary
interests of transnational capital. The ideology of “Asian values”
strategically manufactured, planted and circulated by Singapore’s
ruling elite, concocts a mixture of narratives of meritocracy,
pragmatism, and communitarianism into brand Singapore that
drives the nation state’s political economy. In the latest iteration
of techno-capitalist futures, the “Singapore model” punctuates
the story of the “smart city,” with futuristic imaginaries of creative
capital, digital participation, and sustainable technologies for
growth (Kong, 2018; Kong and Woods, 2018). An array of
policies of city making, projected as smart policies work together
to craft this imaginary of futures. Underlying the mobility of
the techno-futuristic appeal of the “Singapore model” lies the
systemic exploitation of precarious workers that materializes
the technologies of clean, urban planning. Voices of low-wage
migrant workers are silenced with a legal framework that
criminalizes migrant worker organizing, censors migrant worker
protest, and strongly regulates migrant worker presence in spaces
of public participation through technologies of surveillance and
police control.

Migrant Health
Low-wage migrant workers working in the construction,
shipping, building, and cleaning industries in Singapore,
form the textures of global flow of labor amidst extreme
neoliberal policies. Migrant workers negotiate their health amidst
global structures of capitalist extraction (Dutta, 2017a,b). The
theorizing of health of low-wage migrant workers in Singapore
ought to be situated amidst its “smart city model” marketed
globally as a model of labor extraction through techniques
of authoritarian disciplining that enable capitalist expansion.
That the material architecture of smart city Singapore is
built on the extracted labor of low-wage migrant workers
is communicatively erased, using the tools of “trickle down”
narratives and erasing the bodies of low-wage migrant workers
from Singapore’s smart urbanisms. Low-wage migrant workers
in Singapore often work in “dirty, dangerous, and difficult”
jobs, supported on short-term work permits, without labor
protections and without the pathways of mobility into citizenship
(Baey and Yeoh, 2015; Bal, 2015).

Low-wage contract-based migrant workers in Singapore
perform precarious work, work that has “limited social benefits
and statutory entitlements, job insecurity, low wages, and high
risks of ill health” (Vosko, 2006, p. 4). The everyday work
experiences of low-wage migrant workers are constituted amidst
vast imbalances in distribution of power, with the control
over their short-term work permits held by the employer
(Yea and Chok, 2018). Amidst restrictive migration laws that
promote temporariness and preclude pathways of mobility into
citizenship, complex, and interconnected webs of brokerage
constitute the tenuous conditions of low-wage migrant labor in
Singapore (Lindquist et al., 2012; Baey and Yeoh, 2015, 2018).
Lewis et al. (2015) depict these conditions of low-wage migrant
labor as “hyper precarious,” reflected in “deportability, risk of
bodily injury coupled with restricted access to healthcare, and
transactional relationships” (p. 593). Hyper precarious work
is marked by the absence of protections, and a fundamental
condition of “unfreedom” (Yea, 2017; Yea and Chok, 2018). The
linkages of brokerage, materialized in the form of recruitment,
training, and travel agencies, impose significant front-end
investments on low-wage contract-based migrant workers, which
are often secured by going into debt, selling the limited ancestral
land, or selling household possessions The hyper-precarity of
low-wage contract-based migrant work in Singapore is further
exacerbated by the individualization of the risks on the worker,
with the absence of systemic infrastructures for workers to
address their labor-related needs, the absence of state-based
infrastructures directly accessible to workers, and the absence of
clear policy oversight that holds the employers, dormitories, and
caterers accountable.

The systematic erasure of the voices of low-wage migrant
workers is accompanied by communicative inversions, the
turning-on-its-head of materiality through techniques
of strategic communication (Dutta, 2016). For instance,
the materiality of migrant worker precarity is inverted by
communicative devices that project Singapore as the gateway
for upward mobility for the dark-skinned masses of the Third
World. This work of communicative inversion is propelled by a
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racist communicative architecture that needs the backwardness
of neighboring Asia’s (Bangladesh, India) to construct Singapore
in the imagery of Whiteness. Low-wage migrant work is
thus narrated as upward mobility, forming the rhetorical
arsenal of trickle-down economics through migration that
catalyzes economic mobility elsewhere in the Third World.
In this ideology, the migration of low-wage migrant workers
to Singapore as a hub of Asian capital uplifts individuals,
households, communities, and nations that form Asia’s other
into the networks of mobility.

METHOD

This manuscript reports on two distinct phases of data gathering,
nested within a broader ongoing culture-centered intervention
seeking to co-create infrastructures for health and well-being
among low-wage migrant workers in Singapore (Dutta, 2018a).
Following an immersed 6 month ethnography with low-wage
migrant workers in Singapore conducted in 2008, between 2012
and 2018, an advisory group of low-wage migrant workers
that had been formed as part of the ongoing culture-centered
intervention developed by the Center for Culture-centered
Approach to Research and Evaluation (CARE) sought to co-
create everyday solutions of health and well-being, resulting
in a national-level health campaign, “Respect our rights”
seeking to transform the unhealthy structures of migrant
work (see https://www.facebook.com/Migrant-Workers-Rights-
SG-1557463061204402/).

When the COVID-19 outbreaks emerged in migrant worker
dormitories, the advisory group sought to co-create COVID-
19-related health solutions addressing the outbreak in migrant
worker dormitories. They shaped the design of the COVID-19-
specific study, as well as the process of making sense of the
emergent data. Given the longitudinal nature of the project, three
separate human ethics approvals supported it. The latest round of
data gathering reported here was deemed to be low-risk following
university ethics procedures. Given the precarity of low-wage
migrant workers amidst Singapore’s authoritarian surveillance
structures, multiple steps were taken to anonymize worker
identity, including transcribing the interviews immediately,
erasing the audio files immediately after transcription, and not
attaching identifiers to narrative accounts.

The findings reported here draw on two phases of data
gathering amidst COVID-19. In the first phase, the data were
gathered from on an ongoing digital ethnography (87 h of
participant observation) conducted in spaces where low-wage
migrant workers participate online and 47 semi-structured
interviews conducted with low-wage migrant workers between
April 7, 2020 and April 30, 2020. The participant observation
included making detailed notes of online interactions, coding
issue-specific articulations, negotiations of power, as well as the
strategies for communicative negotiations. The participants for
the interviews were identified using snowball sampling, guided
theoretically by the principle of co-creating the “margins of
the margins” (Dutta, 2018a). The interviews were conducted in
Bengali, mix of Bengali and English, or English, depending on the

level of comfort and preference of the participant. Data analysis
in the first phase was carried out through line-by-line coding of
the 47 interviews, followed by the organizing of the codes into
broader themes. The initial themes emergent from the analysis
were shared with the advisory group, who made sense of the
themes through their lived experiences amidst COVID-19. The
advisory group determined the key findings to be reported based
on the consideration of the immediate challenges they have been
experiencing amidst COVID-193.

In the second phase, a survey was conducted. The advisory
group of migrant workers, drawing upon the emergent themes
in the interviews, co-constructed with the research team a
survey exploring the challenges to health and well-being amidst
COVID-19. This article incorporates descriptive statistics from
the survey. The initial survey was pilot tested among 10 workers.
Participants were recruited through snowball sampling, with the
link to the survey circulated in networks of low-wage migrant
workers. In addition, migrant workers were recruited through
social networks and the survey was administered over phone.
The sample (n = 101 usable responses, from 106 participants)
comprises predominantly Bangladeshi migrant workers, with
representation by a smaller number of Indian workers. The
sample does not include Chinese workers. Workers from
Bangladesh and India constitute some of the lowest rungs of
low-wage migrant work in Singapore.

The phased three-pronged research approach combining
digital ethnography, semi-structured interviews, and survey
enabled validation, offering a framework for examining the
convergence of the findings. Moreover, the longitudinal process
of sense-making of the data conducted by the advisory group
of migrant workers further strengthened the validity of the
analysis. Throughout the process of making sense of the data,
the advisory group members noted how their experiences
with the challenges to health and well-being in the everyday
contexts of life in Singapore pre-COVID-19 converged with the
emergent challenges amidst COVID-19. Therefore, to further
validate the findings, the data gathered from the participant
interviews conducted in the context of COVID-19 were placed in
conversation with 157 in-depth interviews that were conducted
by CARE since 2012, anchored in the tenets of the CCA (although
the narrative excerpts included here do not report from the
2012–2018 period). These earlier in-depth interviews, guided by
a continually transforming advisory group, had identified the
structural contexts of work and living that constitute the everyday
challenges to health and well-being of low-wage migrant workers

3The findings reported in this manuscript formed the basis of two white papers

reported by CARE, seeking to intervene into the COVID-19 state response.

They were extensively covered in national and global media (https://www.

theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/23/singapore-million-migrant-workers-suffer-

as-covid-19-surges-back), drawing attention to the poor living conditions

experienced by low-wage migrant workers in Singapore. These findings

along with advocacy work carried out by activists fostered a public opinion

climate amidst which the state introduced fundamental transformations to the

housing arrangements for low-wage migrant workers in Singapore (https://

www.todayonline.com/singapore/new-dorms-better-standards-be-built-100000-

foreign-workers-coming-years-lawrence-wong?fbclid$=$IwAR3T8JWaNW-~

Vu33KBdnG71UrxHB85oVWeCC6InRgKfvd29LAdQBZg2EKmQA).
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in Singapore. For instance, the challenges with housing and food
as integral to the health and well-being of migrant workers.

FINDINGS

This article specifically draws on findings that foreground the
structural contexts of health, further exacerbated amidst COVID-
19. The ethnography, interview, and survey data point to the
structures of housing, the absence of sanitation infrastructures,
and the experiences of food insecurity as the contexts within
which health and well-being are negotiated. The structural
violence that is exacerbated amidst COVID-19 is placed amidst
symbolic violence, the absence of infrastructures of information
and voice articulated by the low-wage migrant workers. These
interactions between communicative and structural violence
form the overarching infrastructures of poor health and well-
being, within which low-wage migrant workers voice the
everyday challenges to mental health amidst COVID-19.

Structures of Housing
The poor condition of housing is a key theme in the ongoing
ethnographic work. In creating a framework for understanding
the challenges to health and well-being, low-wage migrant
workers had noted in the first round of advisory group meetings
held by the CARE research team in 2013 that the cramped
conditions within which they live their lives threaten their
health and well-being, foregrounding the living conditions as an
important anchor to worker health and well-being. This theme
of poor housing conditions was narrated by participant 324, who
noted “How can a worker be healthy when there are so many of
us in one room? There is no space to breathe, and everyone is
stacked together into the room.” For participant 67, “I just can’t
move around in the room.” Another participant suggests that the
air circulation in the room is poor, “I feel I can’t breathe. This is
my biggest health challenge. There is a person on the bed above
me.” Yet another participant noted, “The room leaves no space to
stretch or even rest after a hard day at work.When I return home,
I am tired. Then there are so many brothers all together. This
makes me sick.” Another participant noted, “I can’t breathe. The
air is stale and there is smell in the room.” The participants in our
research narrate the ways in which the overcrowding in the living
arrangements turns into experiences of stress and anxiety. Notes
a participant, “I have worked on so many buildings. Many of
them are big hotels. But this is how we live. All crowded together
in these rooms with nowhere to go.”

They also suggest that with many workers in a room, there
are often conflicts, which further exacerbate the feelings of
stress experienced by them. Notes participant 113, “the conflict
is often about the space. There are so many challenges with
space, about where to keep things, when to turn on the lights,
when to speak with family. All of this has to be figured out.”
Negotiating their work rhythms, participants suggest that their

4In this project, participants felt that their identities needed to be protected as

they were voicing aspects of their livelihood that potentially could pose challenges

to the tenability of their employment, work permit, and safety in Singapore. The

co-constructive process with the advisory group resulted in.

sleep patterns are affected because of different work schedules.
This in turn significantly affects their health and well-being, and
also contributes to accidents in the workplace. The participants
in our research highlight ongoing challenges with privacy in the
rooms. Notes a participant, “With so many people in the room,
there is no privacy.” With 20 migrant workers in a room in many
instances, participants note that they are unable to communicate
on the phone, move freely in their rooms, and have a sense of
peace. This lack of privacy results in conflicts among workers in
the rooms, and adversely affects the mental health and well-being
of workers. Noted a participant, “I can’t sleep at night because
some of the brothers in the room wake up early in the morning.
This results in a sense of being tired all day.” Another participant
voiced, “How can anyone rest when there are so many of us.”
Another participant pointed out, “I have to go outside and walk
around in the hallway if I want to talk to my wife. There are often
money matters that we are discussing.” The sense of not having
privacy, often with 20 workers in a room, adversely impacts the
sense of health and well-being.

Amidst these everyday challenges to health and well-being
constituted amidst the architecture of the rooms, participants
point to the sense of feeling depressed, “I didn’t think before
coming here I will have to live like this. In (referring to home),
we have open fields, and open air. When I came here and looked
at how I have to live, I became sad.” Multiple participants refer to
feelings of depression when discussing their living arrangements.
This feeling of depression is constituted amidst articulations of
not knowing how to change these conditions (more on this later).

Making sense of this condition of overcrowding, a participant
observes, “The boss does not care. The dorm owner makes as
much money from the worker as he can.” Although participants
point to a wide range of living arrangements, for a large
number of them, the usual living arrangement is in a dormitory,
with between 15 and 20 workers in a room. For another
participant, “The workers are put in like in a jail. There is no
room to move.” Participants often wondered about the approval
process for building these arrangements and what the regulatory
guidelines were, “The answer for why, our dormitory authority,
or dormitory approval authority only know, who give them the
approval to arrange 20 person.” A participant pointed to absence
of oversight, “Even the place where I am staying, some time they
bring in even more workers.” These overcrowded arrangements
affect the health and well-being of workers.

Housing and the Limits to Behavior Change
The concerns about over-crowded rooms becomes salient amidst
the COVID-19 outbreaks in the dormitories housing the workers.
The narratives locate the one-meter physical/social distancing
policy amidst the crowded living conditions, suggesting that
the recommendation to maintain one-meter distance does not
make sense because of the very nature of worker housing. Noted
one participant, “For me, I exactly don’t know my room size,
but I feel that 10 person also maximum in my room, but they
keep 20 person.” Another noted, “They keep bringing in more
workers into the room. There is no space to move even.” In
the midst of the pandemic, participants point to workers being
moved, often without clear communication, and often without
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addressing the crowded conditions. Referring specifically to the
COVID-19 outbreak, a participant noted “How can a worker
follow 1m distance? The room has 20 people.” Here’s another
excerpt from an interview, “Now, there are many of us in the
room all day every day. Because I cannot go outside, I am staying
inside the room. Everyone is doing this. So compared to regular
times, now there are even more workers in the room throughout
the day.” Another participant noted, “They are saying you need
to do those things, washing hand and not go outside together.
How can we follow one meter distance when there are so many
workers in a room.”

This structural limitation on following the one-meter
social/physical distancing guideline is reiterated in the survey.
For a large majority of low-wage migrant workers in Singapore,
self-reported practice of one-meter distance in the dorms is
unlikely within the housing infrastructures. In response to the
statement, “I am able to follow one meter rule of social distance
where I stay,” 38.4% “strongly disagreed,” 28.3% “disagreed,” and
9.1% “somewhat disagreed” (see Figure 1).

Most of the workers attributed this inability to follow the
one-meter rule to the cramped conditions in the dormitory.
In response to the statement, “I can’t follow the one-meter
rule of social distance because of cramped conditions in the
dormitory,” 12% “somewhat agreed,” 31% “agreed,” and 35%
“strongly agreed” (see Figure 2).

Structures of Sanitation
Inadequate sanitation has consistently emerged as a theme in
our ethnographic solidarities with low-wage migrant workers
in Singapore. In advisory group meetings, workers have often
narrated the poor toilet facilities in their spaces of living as well as
at work sites across Singapore. Amidst the COVID-19 outbreak
in dormitories, worker voices foregrounded the ways in which

the unclean dormitory conditions posed risks to their health
and well-being.

Unclean Dormitory Arrangements
Tied to the concerns about overcrowding are the articulations
of unclean dormitory arrangements. The participants note that
overcrowding often leads to unclean dormitory arrangements,
with the usage increasing because of the number of workers
that are staying in their rooms. Throughout the period of
ethnographic fieldwork, I received photos and videos taken by
workers of the unclean rooms. For a number of them, the
cleanliness of the dormitory is related to the design of the room
and the wings, with the double bed system contributing to
challenges with cleanliness. Without adequate space to put up
their luggage and clothes, participants suggest that clothes and
laundry are often left lying around. While walking through his
room with a mobile camera, noted a participant, “How can the
room be clean? How can the workers keep things clean when
we are staying like this, you tell me.” The survey further points
to this concern about the unclean dormitory conditions. To the
statement “The room where I am staying is unhygienic,” 13.1%
participants indicated they “somewhat agreed,” 27.3% “agreed,”
and 31.3% “strongly agreed” (see Figure 3).

Lack of Toilet Facilities
The participants in our research consistently note the absence
of adequate toilet facilities in the dorms. Participants often
pointed out that for a block of five rooms, with 20 workers
in a room, there are five toilets and five shower spaces. These
infrastructures are not adequate as there are often long queues,
and the facilities remain unclean. One participant noted, “Toilet
and shower facility is not enough, and there is always a long
line. This is the problem in the morning. I have to wake up
very early at 4 a.m. to use the toilet, and then I am tired the

FIGURE 1 | Distribution of participants reporting their ability to follow one meter social distance rule.
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FIGURE 2 | Distribution of participants reporting inability to follow the one meter rule because of cramped conditions.

FIGURE 3 | Distribution of participants reporting their rooms as unhygienic.

whole day.” Not having enough toilet translates into difficulties
at the workplace, including difficulties in following workplace
instructions and accidents at the workplace. This is noted by a
participant, “How can a worker do the work in the site when
he is tired because he wakes up very early in the morning
to use the toilet?” This shortage of toilet facilities at places
of accommodation is further exacerbated often by the lack of
adequate toilet facilities and water at the workplace. Amidst
COVID-19, participants express their anxiety about the toilets
not being cleaned adequately amidst COVID-19. In the survey,
in response to the statement, “The toilet where I am staying is

dirty,” 10.1% respondents “somewhat agree,” 25.3% respondents
“agree” and 30.3% respondents “strongly agree” (see Figure 4).

Lack of Soap and Water
Participants in the interviews shared that they are unable to wash
their hands with soap regularly because of the limited supplies of
soap and water. Noted a participant, “There is often not enough
water after everyone uses water.” In the articulations of another
participant, “There is no soap. I have not received my salary yet.
So I can’t buy soap. The brothers (referring to NGO workers)
came once and they have not returned yet.” When asked about
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FIGURE 4 | Distribution of participants reporting the toilets as dirty.

FIGURE 5 | Distribution of participants reporting adequate supply of soap and hand sanitizer.

the availability of soap and sanitizer in the survey, 18% of the
participants indicated that they “strongly disagreed” with the
statement, “I have adequate supply of soap and hand sanitizer to
washmy hands.”Moreover, 23% stated that they “disagreed,” 16%
“somewhat disagreed,” 12% “neither agreed nor disagreed,” 18%
“somewhat agreed,” 11% “agreed,” and 2% “strongly agreed” (see
Figure 5).

Similarly, 31.6% of the participants indicated that they
“strongly disagreed” with the statement “I have adequate supply
of water to wash my hands.” Moreover, 22.4% stated that they
“disagreed,” 10.2% “somewhat disagreed,” 7.1% “neither agreed

nor disagreed,” 14.3% “somewhat agreed,” 12.2% “agreed,” and 2%
“strongly agreed” (see Figure 6).

Food Insecurity
The participants in our research have consistently noted the
absence of adequate and quality food. Our advisory groups
have often highlighted the lack of quality food since 2012,
guiding a research study that was undertaken by CARE to
examine the experiences of food insecurity among low-wagemale
migrant workers in Singapore, and resulting in the “Respect
our food rights” campaign (Dutta, 2017a,b). For low-wage
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FIGURE 6 | Distribution of participants reporting adequate supply of water to wash hands.

migrant workers (predominantly Bangladeshi workers that we
have worked with), the lack of access to decent food is an
everyday reality of life, emergent in worker narratives as a
fundamental challenge to worker health and well-being. Workers
struggle with the quality of food, often reporting that they are
provided with low-quality food. This is exacerbated in the midst
of COVID-19. During the lock-down, workers, including those
who usually cooked their own food (majority of the workers we
have interviewed between 2012 and 2018 noted that they had
to rely on catered food of poor quality), were supplied food
by caterers. The participants noted food is often stale, has been
spoilt, and is of poor quality. They pointed out that food is often
oily, with poor nutrition quality.

One participant noted, “The food in the middle of COVID-19
is really bad. How can I have a strong immune system to fight
the virus if this is the food I am given.” In the voice of another
participant, “The food is not what we eat. It is sour, and gives me
heartburn. I have been sick with stomach upset two times already
in the middle of the pandemic.” For a number of participants,
throwing away or skip a meal was the way to avoid falling sick
because of the poor quality of food, “I don’t even eat the catering
food. The breakfast food is really bad, very sour, and it makes
me sick. So usually during the whole day, I will not have eaten
anything. How can I survive like this I don’t know. This makes
me very sad, and I have been spending days going hungry.”

In the accounts offered by participants, the price of catered
food had gone up amidst the pandemic, with workers having
to pay larger sums of money from their meager wages. Here’s
a depiction of the rise in the amount of deduction for catered
food, “only eating catering. Also very poor food. Deduct per
month $140, which is $20 more also, already can said cruelty.”
For this participant and many others, the rise in the amount of
money deducted for the food catering amidst the pandemic was
juxtaposed in the backdrop of uncertainty about the payment

of wage. This rise in the deduction amount for catering food
amidst COVID-19 was reiterated by a number of participants.
Moreover, our advisory group members note that in spite of
the media attention to food and the stories about improvement
in the quality of food, they are continuing to be served poor
quality food. Noted a participant, “You see on the government
websites, the minister says that the food is now improved. But
please ask a worker. What will a worker say if he is not scared?
I am sending you some pictures (he send me images of the poor
quality food over WhatsApp). This is how the food is. How can
a worker survive on this in the middle of COVID-19?” Juxtapose
these accounts offered by the low-wage migrant workers in the
backdrop of the recommendations for healthy eatingmade by the
Health Promotion Board (HPB) in the midst of the pandemic5.
The structural contexts of poor food served by caterers disrupts
the individualistic behavior change recommendations for healthy
practices amidst COVID-19 put forth by the state.

Erasure of Voice
“Where to even go to talk about these issues? Who will listen
to us?” notes one participant. Amidst the food challenges of
low-wage migrant construction workers brought up by activists,
social media in Singapore has emerged as a site of conversations
on the working and living conditions of low-wage migrant
workers. Referring to these conversations, voices a participant,
“I just want decent food. Give me my dignity. There are so

5The Health Promotion Board recommendations for coping with

COVID-19, folded into the “Stay well” campaign, under the umbrella

of the SG clean and SG United campaigns, encourage the target

audience to eat healthy while in the lockdown (https://www.healthhub.sg/

programmes/170/StayWell). The recommendations reflect the World Health

Organization (WHO) recommendations for healthy eating during the

lockdown (https://www.who.int/campaigns/connecting-the-world-to-combat-

coronavirus/healthyathome/healthyathome—healthy-diet).
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FIGURE 7 | Distribution of participants reporting fear in bringing up issues.

many Singaporeans that say on Facebook that workers shouldn’t
complain because we are lucky to be here.” Shares another
participant, “I can’t really talk about any of these problems. If
my boss comes to know, he will take me out of the job and
send me back.” Yet another participant shares, “I am scared to
say anything. Saying anything will get me into trouble. My work
pass will be taken away.” The erasure of spaces for voicing their
everyday challenges to health and well-being is situated amidst
the tremendous power differentials that constitute low-wage
migrant labor in Singapore.

In the backdrop of the strong structural barriers and the lack
of certainty regarding the payment of wages/salaries, 33.3% of
the participants indicated that they “strongly agreed” with the
statement “I feel scared to bring up any issues I am experiencing.”
Moreover, 29.3% stated that they “agreed,” 3% “somewhat
agreed,” 11.1% “neither agreed nor disagreed,” 8.1% “somewhat
disagreed,” 11.1% “disagreed,” and 4% “strongly disagreed” (see
Figure 7).

Participants reported their knowledge of how to approach
the Ministry of Manpower to share any challenges they face.
In response to the statement, “I know how to approach the
Ministry of Manpower to share any challenges I am facing,”
19% “strongly disagreed,” 28% “disagreed,” and 19% “somewhat
disagreed” while 14% “somewhat agreed” (see Figure 8).

In response to the statement, “If I have difficulties, I know
whom to talk to” 29% “strongly disagreed,” 31% “disagreed,” and
10% “somewhat disagreed” while 9% “somewhat agreed” and 9%
“agreed” (see Figure 9).

Mental Health
The participants share ongoing challenges to mental health
and well-being, constituted by anxieties related to contracting
COVID-19, anxieties about the inability to practice social
distancing because of the crowded living arrangements and

unclean toilets, anxieties about being fired or deported if they
were to speak out, anxieties related to payment, andworries about
their families back home. Centered in our conversations is the
ongoing worry about not being able to support their families back
home financially as well as a deep sense of fear over their future.
For many participants, past and ongoing challenges with getting
paid their salary constitute the sense of sadness they express,
tied to their identities and roles as providers for their families.
A participant expresses this: “I am here with all of this pain so my
family can be taken care of.Whenmy family is struggling because
I can’t take care of them, how can I be at peace?” This ongoing
worry about the payment of salary is situated in the backdrop of
state assurances of payment. One participant shares: “I don’t trust
anyone. I don’t trust any Facebook video [referring to a message
from the Minister of Manpower].” Another participant shared
that he had been complaining about the non-payment of wages,
and this resulted in him being fired by his employer amidst the
lockdown. He shares, “the employer sent the termination letter.
I was making posts on Facebook about the salary not being paid.
Even if a worker speaks of what is rightfully his [referring to the
salary], he can get fired.” Not having a voice, the overarching
sense of anxiety, and various forms of disciplining the workers
are subjected to result in the everyday challenges to mental health
amidst COVID-19. Shares a participant, “I am scared. I worry
I will not be able to see my family. I am scared I will not be
able to send money home. Last month, I did not get the salary.
Now, I am worried what will happen if I am infected.” Many
workers in the digital spaces (such as Facebook groups run by
workers) shared their worries about the non-payment of salary.
In spite of the state’s assurance about payment, workers shared
that they worried whether the payment would actually reach
them. This sense of worry about the payment of the salary is
evident throughout the interviews. Noted a participant, “I haven’t
been able to send money home for 2 months. My family back
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FIGURE 8 | Distribution of participants reporting knowledge of how to approach the MOM.

FIGURE 9 | Distribution of participants reporting knowledge of whom to talk to when experiencing difficulties.

home is really struggling. My mother said to me the other day
when I spoke with her, she doesn’t know what she will feed my
family. I think about this and cry.”

In a Facebook group created and hosted by low-wage migrant
workers, anxieties about infections are expressed amidst the fear
of being separated from families at home. Many posts refer to the
prison-like conditions of the dorm rooms. In a post, a participant
points out that he feels depressed, being imprisoned with 15 other
workers in a room and worried about the likelihood of infection
because of the cramped condition in the rooms.

Another participant voices, “This room where I am staying, I
only see the walls and stay inside. I don’t know what is happening

around me. We are moved from room to room and new people
keep coming. I don’t know what is happening in the dormitory
and why the movement of the workers. This makes me worry.”
Not having access to information about the steps being taken by
the dormitory and the reasons behind the movement of workers
from room to room emerge as challenges to mental health. Notes
a participant, “I am scared. This corona virus, one brother in
the room was infected. So I am scared. No one really explains
anything. A few of us have been moved from one room to
another. I am very scared.” This feeling of being scared is tied to
the feeling of sadness many participants express. One participant
shares: “I cry whenever I see my wife on the mobile. I don’t
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FIGURE 10 | Distribution of participants reporting feeling sad.

know if I will see the children again, what will happen. With so
many people (referring to the room), I am scared I will become
infected. Worrying about it, I sometimes cry.” In response to the
statement, “I feel sad,” 13% “somewhat agreed,” 27% “agreed,”
and 30% “strongly agreed” (see Figure 10).

In response to the statement, “I feel depressed,” 11%
“somewhat agreed,” 28% “agreed,” and 29% “strongly agreed” (see
Figure 11).

Juxtapose these articulations of structurally constituted
everyday experiences of health in the backdrop of the state’s
SG United campaign with recommendations of individual
behaviors to upkeep mental health and well-being6. The
individualized, behaviorally directed narrative of self-help
propelled by the state is ruptured through the accounts of
structural and communicative violence expressed by the low-
wage migrant workers.

DISCUSSION

This article, anchored in the CCA attends to the ongoing
erasure of low-wage migrant workers in Singapore, amidst
the active work of depoliticizing the exploitation of low-wage
migrant workers and propping up the individualizing ideology of
altruism. Themeanings of health co-constructed by the low-wage
migrant workers amidst the COVID-19 outbreak in dormitories
housing them foregrounds the interplays of culture, structure,
and agency, juxtaposed in the backdrop of the hegemonic
ideology of service delivery that constitutes the state-civil society
nexus. Activists pointing to the communicative erasures of earlier
accounts documenting the poor housing and food conditions

6The “Stay well” campaign discussed earlier encourages the target audience to stay

positive, suggesting guided imagery, mindfulness, progressive relaxation, and deep

breathing (https://www.healthhub.sg/programmes/170/StayWell).

have been attacked in public and digital media discourses,
supported by hegemonic structures (see for instance the
targeted attack on the activist Kokila Annamalai)7. Salient amid
the COVID-19 outbreaks in the dormitories, the instrument
of Prevention of Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act
(POFMA) created by the state to supposedly regulate “fake
news” has been rhetorically mobilized8. This then serves as the
backdrop of attacks on activists pointing to ongoing challenges
with food experienced by low-wage migrant workers. Similarly,
civil society organizations that have publicly interrogated state
policies related to migration face a wide range of challenges
amidst their COVID-19 responses. The authoritarian impulse of
extreme neoliberalism seeds and circulates the rhetoric of the
“anti-national” to suppress dissenting voices, thus legitimizing
techniques of disciplining as necessary responses of good
governance (Bruff and Tansel, 2019). Extreme neoliberalism
sustains the free market ideology as an organizing framework
even as its narrative has been thoroughly disrupted by the
everyday empirical accounts of those struggling with its violent
effects at the margins. As an extreme form of governmentality,
it performs layers of communicative inversions amid techniques
of disciplining and deployment of “communicative inversions”

7In the opinion piece published in The Online Citizen, the Singapore

human rights activist Jolovan Wham outlines the ideology of authoritarian

repression that targets activists, https://www.onlinecitizenasia.com/2020/

05/04/advocacy-activist-harassment-and-solidarity/?fbclid$=$IwAR2-lHw-

8z3pKy8ffHKaoVeWuc1KjdH2K6_t-IBa25n6yAvJYG6awR0le8s.
8POFMA directive has been ordered to activists for making claims about worker

payments (see https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/foreign-workers-

dorms-pofma-alex-tan-singapore-states-times-12614908); POFMA has been

referred to by the Minister of Home Affairs in relationship to the images of poor

food circulating on social media (https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/some-

people-spreading-fake-news-about-foreign-worker-dorms-to-incite-violence-

shanmugam).
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FIGURE 11 | Distribution of participants reporting feeling depressed.

through state-controlled media infrastructures to project its
failures as excellence in governmentality.

Constituted amidst these strategies of calibrating
authoritarian control are the experience of communicative
violence expressed by the low-wage migrant workers in
Singapore, not knowing whom to go to raise their complaints,
frightened to raise complaints because of the precarity of
their work, and often living amidst structurally constituted
communicative gaps. These forms of communicative violence
are situated amidst structural violence that is magnified by
the trajectories of COVID-19, and that forms the hegemonic
organizing of “unfree labor” in Singapore (see Yea and Chok,
2018). Communicative inequality, inequality in distribution of
information and voice infrastructures, is intricately tied to the
material inequalities experienced by low-wage migrant workers
(Dutta, 2008). The violence of extreme neoliberalism is worked
into the various forms of disciplining that work actively to silence
the voices of workers (Springer, 2012, 2015). The various forms
of disciplining the workers experience, from being surveilled to
being terminated for speaking up work together to perpetuate a
fundamental form of violence ingrained in fear.

The health of low-wage migrant workers amidst the COVID-
19 outbreaks attends to the interplays of authoritarian labor
management and policy implementation failures that constitute
the extreme neoliberal policies of Singapore. Paradoxically, the
challenges to the health and well-being of low-wage migrant
workers in Singapore exists alongside the claims to technocratic
efficient management of the pandemic through tools of contact
tracing and quarantining celebrated by global organizations
such as the WHO and the World Economic Forum (WEF)9.
The very technologies of authoritarian control that work on

9An entire infrastructure of think tanks, pundits, experts, and journalists are

mobilized economically and politically to circulate the “Singapore model” as a

miracle, as an exemplar of “exceptional political leadership.” Consider for instance,

the ongoing work performed by the journalist Fareed Zakaria in holding up

one hand in legitimizing efficient pandemic management while
upholding the neoliberal ideology of “open borders” also have
historically rendered invisible the structural violence within
which low-wage migrant workers negotiate their lives through
disciplining and control. The pandemic outbreak in low-wage
migrant worker dormitories makes visible these poor conditions
of health, work, and well-being (Dutta, 2020a,b). What this
article demonstrates is that the everyday threats to health and
well-being that are routinized into the routine management
of low-wage migrant workers in Singapore are exacerbated
by the pandemic. Inherent in the state’s official narrative that
articulates the impossibility of anticipating the outbreak is its
systematic efforts of individualizing behavior and unseeing low-
wage migrant workers in discursive spaces10. Responding to
the outbreaks in the dormitories housing low-wage migrant
workers, the state’s reporting framework separates the migrant
worker infections from the general population (Han, 2020).
This framework of differentiation underlies a racist ideology
that is also reflected in the state’s spatial management of low-
wage migrant workers, placing them on the invisible outskirts
of the “smart city,” marking their bodies as targets of neoliberal
management regimes, and targeting them through techniques of
disciplining11.

Singapore as a model of efficient governance driven by exceptional leadership

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVUEoFyokqg).
10Consider the claim that the outbreaks are connected to communal living of

migrant workers, suggesting cultural-behavioral roots of the infections (https://

www.cnbc.com/video/2020/05/06/coronavirus-singapore-minister-on-migrant-

dormitories-during-outbreak.html).
11In the backdrop of what is termed by the official state narrative as the “Little

India riot” (Kaur, Tan, and Dutta, 2016), various technologies of surveillance and

disciplining have been put in place in Little India, the space where large numbers

of low-wage migrant workers tend to gather on Sundays, their weekly day-off.

Large structured of flood lights have taken over Little India, with streets filled with

auxiliary and police forces to observe, discipline, and control the workers.
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Amidst their anxieties about the structural constraints that
limit their ability to practice preventive behaviors, the low-wage
migrant workers who participated in this study narrate accounts
of everyday erasure. This erasure is constituted amid strict laws
that prevent migrant worker organizing and silence the voices
of migrant workers, the power over work and temporary visas
held by employers, and the lack of structures of articulation. A
political economy of mediation fosters communicative inequality
(Dutta, 2016), with migrant workers living in fear amidst the
temporariness of their migrant status and without the access
to infrastructures for voicing their everyday challenges with
poor working conditions, poor housing, poor food, and poor
transportation. These structural features of work and livelihood
constitute the crowded living conditions that shape the spread of
COVID-19 among low-wage migrant workers in Singapore. The
structural violence experienced by low-wage migrant workers in
Singapore is situated amidst policies of surveillance and policing
that mark migrant workers to be controlled. Paradoxically then,
even as structural resources for health and well-being have
been largely absent, various technologies of surveillance and
containment have been put into place targeting the low-wage
migrant worker. This coupling of technologies of surveillance
and the absence of the fundamental structures of health depicts
a racist-neoliberal ideology that sees the low-wage migrant
worker as a disposable body in the circuits of accumulation of
primitive capital. The specific context of extreme neoliberalism
in Singapore and its failures further renders visible the failure
of the behavior change paradigm of health communication that
systematically erases structures while simultaneously putting
forth recommendations for individual behavior change such
as staying home, maintaining physical distance, washing
hands, and wearing masks. The zeitgeist of the neoliberal
behavior change framework, working to promote individualized
responses that simultaneously erase questions of structural
transformation, is confronted with its failures in Singapore
and elsewhere across the globe. This suggests the urgency of
radically transforming health communication,moving beyond its
occasional lip service to structures under the hegemonic narrative
of addressing health disparities while keeping the neoliberal
structures intact, to revolutionary politics co-constructed in
solidarity with the working classes locally, nationally, and
globally, urgently building communicative registers for working
class solidarity in disrupting and dismantling neoliberalism, and
simultaneously building socialist political economies of health
and well-being.

The essay wraps up by theorizing the work of co-creating
communicative equality by building democratic infrastructures
for migrant voices, which emerge as vital resources in
addressing the pandemic, and offer the registers for post-
pandemic transformations of politics, economics, and social
organizing. Some of the key findings that are presented in
this manuscript were earlier presented in the form of white
papers designed to generate conversations in Singapore, having
contributed to media advocacy driven by the advisory group
(Dutta, 2020a,b). Drawing on the key tenets of the CCA, these
conversations, driven by low-way migrant workers, sought to
create registers for structural transformation. The erasure of

voice, the absence of information infrastructures, and the absence
of infrastructures for voice constitute the context of hyper-
precarity of migrant work. The “interplay of neoliberal labor
markets and highly restrictive immigration regimes” (Lewis
et al., 2015) that depict hyper-precarity of low-wage migrant
work in Singapore is rooted in communicative violence, the
strategic erasure of communicative infrastructures for migrant
worker voices. This communicative violence forms the “smart
city” infrastructure of Singapore, deploying a wide array of
strategies of erasure to render invisible the pain and poor
health experienced by low-wage migrant workers. The erasure
of the voices of low-wage migrant workers is a vital tool in
legitimizing. Singapore’s extreme neoliberalism, upholding its
narrative of smart governance through projections of technology,
participation, and sustainability. Communicative violence is
a salient organizing feature of extreme neoliberalism. This
communicative violence materializes in an overarching sense
of fear and feelings of depression expressed by the workers,
situated amidst fear of facing consequences of losing job
or being deported if they speak up about the challenges
being experienced (as evidenced in the findings, workers offer
accounts of losing jobs for speaking up/out). Beyond the health
challenges of COVID-19 infection, the participant observations,
interviews and survey point to the challenges with mental
health experienced by the low-wage migrant workers. These
conditions of poor mental healthmake visible a vital site of health
negotiation at the margins of extreme neoliberal societies amidst
the pandemic.

Finally, the narratives offered by low-wage migrant
workers foreground the structural violence that constitutes
the infrastructure of preventive behaviors related to COVID-19.
The everyday practices of recommended behaviors such as
maintaining 1-meter physical distance and regularly washing
hands with soap and water are situated amidst the infrastructures
of poor housing, poor sanitation, limited supply of water, and
lack of cleaning resources.

Moreover, the behavioral recommendation mandating the
workers to stay in their rooms to prevent the spread of COVID-
19 constitutes the paradox of over-crowded rooms that are
rife with opportunities for the virus to transmit. Contrast
the reality of poor, over-crowded housing with the cultural-
behavioral hegemonic accounts of workers crowding in groups.
The structural violence of poor housing, poor sanitation, and
poor food that forms the everyday context of health of low-wage
migrant workers is exacerbated by the pandemic, magnifying
the effects on worker health and well-being. What the COVID-
19 outbreak in migrant worker dormitories makes visible is
the limit of the “Singapore model” as an exemplar of extreme
neoliberalism in public health response, with gross inequalities
normalized into its health and care infrastructures. The voices
of the participants point to the lack of access to healthcare
in the everyday contexts of health, the card-based security
system used at the gates, and the lack of adequate conditions
of housing as the reasons for the accelerated spread of the
pandemic among low-wage migrant workers. The recognition
of deeply unequal structures as the sites of the epidemic offer
transformative registers for justice, communicative equality, and
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worker organizing, centering care as an organizing narrative
for structural transformation. Note here that amidst the
extensive global media coverage that documented the failures
of Singapore’s COVID-19 response and highlighted the poor
treatment of low-wage migrant workers, the state responded
with policy proposals for improving the housing conditions for
the workers. However, any such response, in the absence of
communicative equality and communicative justice, is episodic,
performative, and not held accountable. In the absence of
infrastructures for democracy, there are no existing democratic
mechanisms to hold the ruling People’s Action Party (PAP)
accountable or actually measuring its effectiveness in delivering
the policy proposals (Dutta, 2018b; Thompson, 2019). This is the
inherent paradox of extreme neoliberalism, that its seductions of
accounting to prop up the neoliberal structure exist alongside
the absolute lack of infrastructures of accountability that exist
outside of the purviews of the hegemonic PAP. Moreover, the
authoritarian techniques of erasure that already erase voices of
dissent perform violent erasures of migrant worker voices, who
are left without access to structures of claims-making into the
state. As reflected in the pandemic electoral conversations, the
plight of the low-wage migrant workers which constituted the
fundamental failure of the neoliberal state, are once again entirely
erased from the conversation, missing from the articulations
and debates. Even the opposition parties largely erase the
everyday struggles and plight of low-wage migrant workers
from the discursive space (there are some exceptions, such
as the Singapore Democratic Party’s platform that calls for
a minimum wage framework for all workers and the SDP
politician-public health expert Paul Ananth Tambyah who has
highlighted consistently the public health failures in addressing
the health of low-wage migrant workers). Culture-centered
advocacy imagines an actual politics of resistance, fundamentally
suggesting strategies for dismantling extreme neoliberalism by
foregrounding an ethic of voice, solidarity and justice rooted in
communicative equality. The ability to craft alliances between the
essential rights of Singaporeans workers andmigrant workers lies
at the heart of building socially just futures (Dutta and Zapata,
2018; Falnikar et al., 2019).

Given the sense of anxiety expressed by the participants, this
manuscript does not disclose the locations of the various living
arrangements or compare the lived experiences of workers across
the different forms of arrangements to protect the confidentiality
of the participants. Also, the manuscript specifically reports on
the key emergent themes that were of salience to the advisory
group, suggesting that other issues related to the pandemic
are not included here. For instance, although mask wearing
is a key part of the pandemic response and did appear in
the interviews, the advisory group noted that they largely had
access to masks in the dormitories as well as at workplaces12.

12At the time of conducting the interviews, various organized campaigns were

being carried out to distribute masks to low-wage male migrant workers

as well as foreign domestic workers. For instance, the community-grounded

campaign, MaskForce, was organizing fundraising to donate masks. Several other

community-grounded activities had started for organizing masks for the workers.

The excerpts from the interviews are truncated to protect
the identity of the participants. Given the snowball method
of recruitment for the survey by circulating the survey link
in the second phase of the study, quality control is difficult.
However, a large majority of the data gathering took place
over the phone after making initial contact over Facebook
messenger, Telegram, or WhatsApp, enabling verification. When
the analysis was run with the phone-only sample, the same
patterns were retained for the reported variables. Also, the
current report of phase two of the study is based on a
relatively small sample size. However, the triangulation of
the survey data with the in-depth interviews and participant
observations strengthens the validity of the study. This study
demonstrates the robust data gathering infrastructures of the
CCA in place amidst a crisis, anchored in an already existing
sustained academic-community partnership in the form of an
engaged advisory group of community members, advocates,
and researchers involved on an ongoing basis in developing
research frameworks and solutions for addressing the challenges
to migrant worker health. As noted earlier, the emergent
findings formed the basis of two white papers that served
as registers for health advocacy amidst COVID-19 (Dutta,
2020a,b), leading to widespread local and international media
coverage attending to the failures of the Singapore pandemic-
response framework. Also, given the challenges with catered
food voiced by the workers amidst the pandemic, the existing
digital campaign infrastructure of “Respect our Rights” was
utilized to disseminate already existing campaign messages
on the quality of food, putting forth specific infrastructure-
based demands that have been voiced by the workers on
an ongoing basis (https://www.facebook.com/Migrant-Workers-
Rights-SG-1557463061204402/). The CCA offers a register for
both theoretically anchoring migrant health in transformative
imaginaries and in co-creating an actual politics of structural
transformation at the margins by seeding communicative
infrastructures for voices of the margins.
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SARS-CoV-2 rapidly spread from China until it was defined a pandemic by WHO in

March 2020. Related scientific papers have rapidly extended information regarding the

diagnosis, treatment and epidemiology of COVID-19 infection. To date, no vaccine

or definitive treatment is available to defeat the virus and therapies are mainly based

on existing drugs used to treat other conditions. Existing therapies used in several

clinical trials work by affecting the biology of COVID-19 and/or counteracting the

harmful host excessive immune response. Here, we have reviewed 526 ongoing clinical

trials for COVID-19 to provide a perspective on the first 6 months of global efforts

to identify an effective therapy. The drugs most actively tested in various centers

include hydroxychloroquine, ritonavir, azithromycin, tocilizumab, lopinavir chloroquine

and ivermectin. Our analysis shows that most clinical trials focus on a small number

of candidate drugs (namely hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine representing 25% of

total clinical trials) while underestimating the potential of other promising drugs. A global

coordination in clinical trial management could avoid duplications and increase the

effectiveness of the response to the global challenge.

Keywords: clinical trial (2.172), COVID-19, coronavirus (2019-nCoV), COVID-19 (condition), COVID-19 infection

INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has generated a global health issue.
COVID-19 is a pathogenic viral infection caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2), which appeared in 2019 in Wuhan, China. From a pathological point of view,
the most common symptoms observed during COVID-19 infection are fever (83.3%), cough
(60.3%), dyspnea, and myalgia or fatigue; and anosmia and ageusia are also commonly observed
(1, 2). Furthermore, gastrointestinal symptoms could also be initial manifestations of COVID-19
and contribute to the diffusion of the virus through fecal samples, especially in children (3).
More recently, development of venous thromboembolism in patients with COVID-19 has been
reported (4).

SARS-CoV-2 is a betacoronavirus, one of the four genera of coronaviruses, belonging to the
same sub-group as the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-CoV (SARS-CoV, SARS outbreak
in 2002) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-CoV (MERS-CoV, MERS outbreak in
2012) (5). Generally, coronaviruses are extremely small (65–125 nm in diameter) and contain a
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single-stranded RNA ∼26–32 Kbs long (6). All coronavirus
genomes are organized as follows: a 5′-untranslated region (5′-
UTR), open reading frame (orf) 1a/b encoding proteins necessary
for virus replication, downstream genes encoding structural
proteins including spike, and elements necessary for the envelop,
membrane, and nucleocapsid production; finally, accessory
proteins and the 3′-untranslated region (3′-UTR) (7). Spike is a
glycoprotein located on the outer surface of coronaviruses that
is responsible for the attachment and entry of the virus to host
cells. After binding of spike to the human receptor angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 gene (ACE2), a conformational change in
the spike protein facilitates the fusion of the viral envelope with
the cell membrane through the endosomal pathway (8). Then
SARS-CoV-2 releases RNA into the host cell. Genome encoding
begin following RNA entering to the host cell and enables the
expression of proteins, which progress the adaptation of the
virus to the human host. Importantly, the entry mechanism
of coronavirus is strongly dependent on cellular proteases.
For coronavirus such as the SARS-CoV, the transmembrane
protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) and cathepsin play a critical role
in virus entry, they split the spike protein and begin all the
changes necessary for the virus penetration (9). Recently it was
reported that SARS-CoV-2 may use a similar mechanism and
that SARS-CoV-2 cell entry may be facilitated by ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 (10, 11).

In addition to a growing knowledge of molecular
mechanisms, new information regarding diagnosis, treatment
and epidemiology of COVID is rapidly accumulating, permitting
greater understanding of the disease pathway and progression
and identification of new pharmacological targets. While
numerous clinical trials are on-going to identify therapeutic
approaches by repurposing existing drugs, today the main
international response to COVID-19 is mainly limited to contain
disease spread. The need to identify innovative treatment
strategies remains a priority.

Here, we reviewed 526 ongoing clinical trials (last update:
July 6, 2020) to offer a view on the first 6 months of efforts
to identify an effective therapy for COVID-19. A large number
of drugs (265) are under investigation, but current efforts are
biased toward a limited number of them. Indeed, the great
majority of clinical trials are focused on a small number
of candidate drugs including, hydroxychloroquine, ritonavir,
azithromycin, tocilizumab, lopinavir chloroquine and ivermectin
(12), while potentially and more promising ones are less
considered. For example, host-directed therapies such as those
based on inhibitors of the human serine protease TMPRSS2
(bromhexine, camostat, and nafamostat) are considerably less
explored. Conversely, there are conflicting and discordant
results on hydroxychloroquine, the most tested drug (about
1 of 5 trials). Global coordination of clinical trials could
avoid current redundancy and potentiate the effort to explore
other possibilities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current COVID-19 pandemic boosted the growth of new
pharmaceutical research programs and the proliferation of a
large number of clinical trials worldwide. Indeed, researchers are

attempting to identify drugs to treat the disease using different
approaches including repurposing of existing drugs, high
throughput screening and virtual screening of new compound;
the use of natural and traditional products have also been
evaluated. Repurposing of existing drugs, the identification of a
new medical use, in this case antiviral activity, for already known
drugs, including approved, and discontinued one, is playing a
key role in this effort. Initially, interferons nebulization and anti-
viral drugs were used to reduce the viral load. Type I interferons
(IFNs) inhibit the replication of both DNA and RNA viruses at
different stages of their replicative cycles and have strong antiviral
activity (13, 14). Unfortunately, only remdesivir, an antiviral
drug with nucleotide analog activity has demonstrated relevant
antiviral activity. Preliminary observations from a multicentric
study, in a cohort of 53 patients hospitalized for severe
Covid-19 who were treated with compassionate-use remdesivir,
demonstrated clinical improvement in 68% of patients (15).More
recently, a larger double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled
trial demonstrated that intravenous remdesivir is superior to
placebo in shortening the time to recovery in adults hospitalized
with Covid-19. Furthermore, the same study estimated that
14-days mortality was 7.1% with remdesivir and 11.9% with
placebo (16).

To have a complete picture of the ongoing trials to
treat COVID-19 infection, we collected a comprehensive
list of COVID-19 clinical trials from the 2 main public
repositories, as of July 6th, 2020 (Methods). We then made
coherent the names of the drugs (for example, different
salts of the same active principle were considered as one
single drug) provided by the different sources (Methods)
and obtained a final list of 526 clinical trials that were
analyzed. Most trials focus on a restricted number of drugs,
including hydroxychloroquine and antivirals previously used
for treatment of other viral infection, mainly HIV (Figure 1
and Table 1). Of note is the use of anti - inflammatory
molecules which prevent adverse effects related to over-reactive
immune system.

Hydroxycloroquine (N = 106 clinical trials), Azithromycin
(N = 33), the antiviral compounds Ritonavir and Lopinavir
(N = 33 and 29 clinical trials, respectively), and Tocilizumab
(N = 29) are among the drugs more actively tested. Ritonavir
and Lopinavir – a classical HIV first-line therapy - are usually
administered in combination. They are followed by Chloroquine
(N = 25 trials) and Ivermectin (N = 24). The distribution of
the number of clinical trials per drug is significantly skewed
toward such low number of drugs (p < 0.001, 1 DF Chi
square test).

Chloroquine and its derivative Hydroxychloroquine are
widely used to treat malarial infection and selected inflammatory
conditions such as autoimmune disease (25). Multiple lines of
evidence have suggested that chloroquine has the capacity to
inhibit the replication of several micro-organisms, including
coronaviruses such as SARS-CoV-2, in vitro (17). Today,
hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine are under investigation
in clinical trials for both, prophylaxis in pre-exposure to
virus and treatment post-exposure to SARS-CoV-2 (26).
Many hospitals are currently using hydroxychloroquine as
first-line therapy for hospitalized patients with COVID-19,
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FIGURE 1 | Cumulative number of clinical trials of the most actively tested drugs registered during the first 6 Months after the first COVID-19 published trial (23 Jan

2020).

and on March 29 FDA issued authorization for 30 million
doses of hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine donated by
Sandoz. Unfortunately, clinical data supporting the effectiveness
of these two drugs are still inconclusive. The efficacy of
hydroxychloroquine was supported by a small trial with
62 patients suffering from severe COVID-19 diagnosed and
admitted to Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University (27). Later,
a smaller pilot study at the Shanghai Public Health Clinical
Center (28) demonstrated its activity against SARS-CoV-2,
although its use was subsequently discouraged by a smaller
study with just 11 patients from a clinical study performed
in a French hospital (29). Beyond the lack of data on the
real effectiveness of these drugs until the middle of July, the
possibility of side effects as a result of their use is well-known,
especially when provided in combination with other drugs.
A group of cardiologists in New York, for example, found
notable signs of QT interval prolongation in 30% in a group
of 84 COVID-19 patients treated with hydroxychloroquine and
azithromycin (30).

The main antiretroviral drugs studied in the world against
COVID-19 are Ritonavir and Lopinavir, two antivirals often used
in combination as first-line therapy against HIV. Interestingly,
the largest study in hospitalized adult patients with severe
Covid-19 has shown no benefit as compared with standard
care after lopinavir –ritonavir treatment (20). Although,
even in this case the data supporting the efficacy are
unfavorable, regulatory agencies have approved the use of
this combination therapy, limiting it to less severe COVID-19
patients 1.

1Available online at: http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/news/p3_2_1_1_1.jsp?

lingua=italiano&menu=notizie&p=dalministero&id=4395.

Other antiviral compounds among the most tested drugs
are Favipiravir, Umifenovir and Oseltamivir. Favipiravir has
been approved in Japan and China for the treatment of novel
influenza virus infections; its efficacy has been only weakly
documented by a paper later retracted (31) and by a preprint
article (32). Umifenovir (trade name: Arbidol) is a dual-acting
direct antiviral/host-targeting agent (33); it is under evaluation
in 12 clinical trials, and to date only 2 small-scale studies
tested its efficacy in comparison with a Lopinavir/Ritonavir
based treatment (34, 35). Finally, during a clinical trial to test
the effectiveness of Oseltamivir the authors noted no favorable
outcomes against SARS-CoV-2 (36).

As mentioned above, the most promising antiviral compound
tested for COVID-19 is Remdesivir.

The immunosuppressant anti-IL6 Tocilizumab (37), used
for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, is the most widely
tested drug directed against a human target. Several reports
have identified elevation of IL-6 levels in critically ill COVID-19
patients, as compared with that of survivors and those with
less severe disease (1). Consistent with this finding and with
the efficacy to restrict the IL-6 pathway, Tocilizumab is tested
in 29 trials. Tocilizumab is approved for the treatment of
severe or life-threatening cytokine-release syndrome caused
by chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy (37). Additionally,
tocilizumab also has FDA-approved indications for giant
cell arteritis, polyarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis,
and systematic juvenile idiopathic arthritis. Until now,
tocilizumab was not officially approved by the FDA for use
in COVID-19 treatment and few published data pertain to
the safety or efficacy of this drug for COVID therapy. Other
immunosuppressive agents, Anakinra (anti-IL1) and Sarilumab
(anti-IL6 receptor) are being tested in 8 and 5 different
trials, respectively.
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TABLE 1 | Description of the drugs tested in at least 10 COVID-19 clinical trials as of July 8, 2020.

Drug Number of trials Description References

HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE 106 Treatment of uncomplicated malaria, rheumatoid arthritis, chronic discoid lupus erythematosus, and

systemic lupus erythematosus. Hydroxychloroquine accumulation in human organelles also raise

their pH, which inhibits antigen processing, prevents the alpha and beta chains of the major

histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II from dimerizing, inhibits antigen presentation of the cell,

and reduces the inflammatory response. The raised pH in endosomes, prevent virus particles (such

as SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2) from utilizing their activity for fusion and entry into the cell

(17)

RITONAVIR 33 HIV protease inhibitor that interferes with the reproductive cycle of HIV; more commonly used as a

booster of other protease inhibitors. For example, Ritonavir is a potent inhibitor of the enzymes

responsible for lopinavir metabolism, and its co-administration “boosts” lopinavir exposure and

improves antiviral activity

(18)

AZITHROMYCIN 33 Antibiotic used for the treatment of a number of bacterial infections

TOCILIZUMAB 29 Recombinant, humanized, anti-human interleukin 6 (IL-6) receptor monoclonal antibody (19)

LOPINAVIR 29 Antiretroviral protease inhibitor used in combination with other antiretrovirals in the treatment of

HIV-1 infection

(20)

CHLOROQUINE 25 See HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE

IVERMECTIN 24 This drug has a broad-spectrum activity with high lipid solubility and possesses numerous effects

on parasites, nematodes, arthropods, flavivirus, mycobacteria, and mammals through a variety of

mechanisms

(21)

FAVIPIRAVIR 17 A pyrazine analog initially approved for therapeutic use in resistant cases of influenza. The antiviral

targets RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) enzymes, which are necessary for the

transcription and replication of viral genomes

(22)

INTERFERON 16 First cytokines produced during a viral infection; inflammation, signaling and immunomodulation (23)

REMDESIVIR 11 Remdesivir is a nucleoside analog that is expected to inhibit the action of RNA polymerase

COLCHICINE 11 Inhibits the hepatitis C NS5B protein, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (24)

Surprisingly, none of the drugs directed against the
mechanism of viral entry into human cells are among the
most tested drugs. In particular, we observed only 5 and 4 trials
for the serine protease inhibitors Camostat and Bromhexine,
respectively, and 1 single trial for the analog Nafamostat
(Supplemental Table S1).

We also identified several clinical trials where drug-
drug interaction alerts should be considered when the
combinations are proposed in the same trial (Table 2). Among
others, Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is frequently tested with
Lopinavir (which increases the serum levels of HCQ) and with
Ritonavir (whose serum levels are increased by the concomitant
administration of HCQ).

Based on the current data, it is evident that mainly repurposed
antiviral drugs (whose function is not yet guaranteed) are
tested for COVID-19 treatment. Interestingly, drugs directed
against the virus entry and replication mechanism (including in
particular host-directed-therapies such as nafamostat mesylate
and the analogous camostat mesylate, or the recombinant
ACE2 protein) are tested less frequently, although they have a
mechanism of action intimately and directly involved in the
biology of the infection.

The use-abuse of repurposing could be one of the main
reason for COVI-19 trials failure. What is sure, especially in
clinical trials, is that good results must be obtained with slow
and careful experiments to be reliable and secure for population.
Remdesivir for example, initially developed against hepatitis C,
which showed great potential against zoonotic viruses including

TABLE 2 | Drug combinations tested in clinical trials where drug-drug interaction

alerts are reported in the Drugbank “Drug-Drug Interaction Checker.”

Drug A Effects Drug B

Azithromycin Increases risk or severity of

QTc prolongation of

Hydroxychloroquine

Daclatasvir Increases serum levels of Sofosbuvir

Favipiravir Lowers metabolism rate of Chloroquine

Hydroxychloroquine Increases serum levels of Ritonavir

Lopinavir Lowers excretion rate &

increases serum levels of

Emtricitabine

Lopinavir Increases serum levels of Hydroxychloroquine

Ritonavir Lowers excretion rate &

increases serum levels of

Sofosbuvir

SARS and MERS, have been found to help COVID-19 patients
to recover faster. The drug did not work against hepatitis C
as expected but researchers established that Remdesivir is safe
for humans. Thus, after COVID-19 outbreak, researchers could
quickly roll out clinical trials to test Remdesivir for Covid-19.
This example clearly shows that the reason why most clinical
trials are looking to repurpose existing drugs is mainly related
to the possibility to faster use them for human patients escaping
months or years of safety testing.

Another reason of these failures could be the existence of
a perverse mechanism, where the choice of priorities in drug
testing is led by small uncontrolled studies that fuelled a strong
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FIGURE 2 | Flow chart with the detailed description of data retrieval and processment.

pressure by media, politicians and not by strong scientific
evidences strongly contribute to this problem. Indeed, 6 months
after the first clinical trial the number of coronavirus cases are
still rising and nothing seems to be able to work as an effective
Covid-19 treatment.

This obvious bias, generating overlapping studies, could only
be overcome by global coordination of clinical trial policies,
which could also help to avoid redundancy that also slows the
identification of effective therapies.

METHODS

Data Collection
We collected a comprehensive list of COVID-19 clinical
trials from 2 different public repositories (ClinicalTrials.gov
and WHO ICTRP - International Clinical Trials Registry
Platform, both accessed on July the 6th, 2020), using the
search keywords “COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus, 2019-nCoV, 2019 novel
coronavirus, Wuhan coronavirus,” and considering only
pharmacological interventions where one or more drugs are
explicitly listed. From ClinicalTrials.gov (https://clinicaltrials.
gov/ct2/results?cond=COVID-19) we retrieved 2.427 studies,
of which 1.358 were interventional studies. From WHO ICTRP
(International Clinical Trials Registry Platform, https://www.
who.int/ictrp/en/) we retrieved 654 studies, of which 335 were
interventional studies.

Based on the identifiers assigned to each trial, duplicate entries
were considered only once.

The merged dataset contained 1.693 unique interventional
studies, of which, 1.506 have complete intervention details
(Figure 2).

Analysis
From the raw data we kept only trials where the following
informations were clearly available: trial recruitment
status, list of participating countries, name of the drug(s),
clinical trial phase. We then performed a standardization
of the information provided by the different sources.
Furthermore, for each active ingredient we retrieved
the corresponding DrugBank identifier (38) to retrieve
drug-related informations.

We excluded from our analysis all the therapies whose active
ingredients were not clearly declared, and therapies based on
nutraceuticals and traditional medications.

We obtained a final list of 526 clinical trials considered for the
analysis (Supplemental Table S1).

The non-random nature of the distribution of number of trials
per drug has been checked with a 1DF chi square test using the R
package for statistical analysis, that returned a p < 0.001.

Considering that many drugs are tested in combinations,
we checked whether the concomitant administration of
these drug could be problematic using the Drug-Drug
Interaction Checker [https://www.drugbank.ca/interax/
multi_search], a freely available resource reporting data
from clinical guidelines, labels and scientific literature,
and covering approved drugs by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Health Canada and the European
Medical Association (EMA).
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Background: Lung mechanics during invasive mechanical ventilation (IMV) for both

prognostic and therapeutic implications; however, the full trajectory lung mechanics has

never been described for novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients requiring

IMV. The study aimed to describe the full trajectory of lung mechanics of mechanically

ventilated COVID-19 patients. The clinical and ventilator setting that can influence

patient-ventilator asynchrony (PVA) and compliance were explored. Post-extubation

spirometry test was performed to assess the pulmonary function after COVID-19

induced ARDS.

Methods: This was a retrospective study conducted in a tertiary care hospital. All

patients with IMV due to COVID-19 induced ARDS were included. High-granularity

ventilator waveforms were analyzed with deep learning algorithm to obtain PVAs.

Asynchrony index (AI) was calculated as the number of asynchronous events divided

by the number of ventilator cycles and wasted efforts. Mortality was recorded as the vital

status on hospital discharge.

Results: A total of 3,923,450 respiratory cycles in 2,778 h were analyzed (average:

24 cycles/min) for seven patients. Higher plateau pressure (Coefficient: −0.90;

95% CI: −1.02 to −0.78) and neuromuscular blockades (Coefficient: −6.54; 95%

CI: −9.92 to −3.16) were associated with lower AI. Survivors showed increasing

compliance over time, whereas non-survivors showed persistently low compliance.

Recruitment maneuver was not able to improve lung compliance. Patients were on

supine position in 1,422 h (51%), followed by prone positioning (499 h, 18%), left

positioning (453 h, 16%), and right positioning (404 h, 15%). As compared with supine

positioning, prone positioning was associated with 2.31 ml/cmH2O (95% CI: 1.75

to 2.86; p < 0.001) increase in lung compliance. Spirometry tests showed that

pulmonary functions were reduced to one third of the predicted values after extubation.
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Conclusions: The study for the first time described full trajectory of lung mechanics

of patients with COVID-19. The result showed that prone positioning was associated

with improved compliance; higher plateau pressure and use of neuromuscular blockades

were associated with lower risk of AI.

Keywords: COVID-19, lung mechanics, mechanical ventilation, asynchrony, asynchonized, prone positioning

INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) imposes an
important and urgent threat to global health (1, 2). A substantial
proportion of COVID-19 cases will develop severe acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) that requires invasive
mechanical ventilation (IMV). Themortality rate of such patients
can be as high as 40% (3), depending on comorbidities and
the available medical resources. Mechanical ventilation is an
important strategy to treat such patients; and lung mechanics
can have both prognostic and therapeutic implications. Lung
compliance is an important mechanical parameter that should
be monitored during IMV. For example, lung recruitment
maneuver (RM) has been used to improve lung compliance
in severe ARDS (4). There is also evidence in general ARDS
population that poor lung compliance without improvement
during IMV is associated with poor clinical outcome (5). Patient
ventilator asynchrony (PVA) is another important parameter that
should be stressed during IMV. Risk factors of PVA has been
widely investigated, including hours of the day, use of sedatives,
ventilation mode and tidal volume (6, 7). While several studies
showed that PVA was associated with clinical outcome, others
did not (8, 9). There is preliminary opinion suggesting that lung
mechanics of COVID-19 induced ARDS can be quite different
from general ARDS (10). However, there is no empirical data on
the lungmechanics in COVID-19 patients on IMV. Furthermore,
previous studies are limited in several aspects. First, there is
no continuous pulmonary mechanics evaluation, including the
response of lung recruitment during IMV, all events during prone
ventilation. Second, most techniques for the detection of PVA
and other parameters requires physical presence of an expert
physician at the bedside and is thus only feasible during short
periods (11–13). In addition, most studies explored risk factors
for PVA in a fixed-time model (14). In reality, both risk factors
and PVA and compliance were time-varying (15).

In order to make this gap end, the purpose of the study
were 4-folds: (1) to describe the lung mechanics of COVID-19
patients by analyzing high-granularity ventilator waveform data;
(2) to explore whether the lung compliance can be influenced by
clinical factors, such as recruitment maneuver (RM) and body
positioning; (3) to identify risk factors for PVA during IMV in
COVID-19 patients; and (4) To describe post-extubation lung
functions for survivors with spirometry test.

Abbreviations: AI, asynchrony index; WOB, work of breathing; PEEP, positive

end expiratory pressure; DT, delayed triggering; IEE, ineffective effort during

expiration; IQR, interquartile range; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; PVA,

patient-ventilator asynchrony; ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; IMV,

invasive mechanical ventilation.

METHODS

Study Design and Setting
The study was conducted in the First People’s hospital
of Jingmen. Clinical data and ventilator wave data were
retrospectively collected. All ventilator parameters were collected
as longitudinally in hourly basis using a ventilator information
system (RespCareTM, ZhiRuiSi Tech. Co., Ltd., Hangzhou,
China). The impact of RM and positioning on lung compliance
was explored in mixed linear model. The study was approved
by the ethics committee of the First People’s hospital of Jingmen
(Approval number: 202002007) and the ethics committee of Sir
Run Run Shaw hospital (20200407-32). Individual patient data
were de-identified before analysis. Informed consent was waived
as determined by the IRB due to retrospective nature of the
study design.

Participants
All COVID-19 patients treated with IMV were included for
analysis. COVID-19 was confirmed by one of the following
criteria: (1) novel coronavirus nucleic acid was positive
as confirmed by real time (RT)-PCT in respiratory or
blood specimen; and (2) genetic sequencing showed highly
homogenous sequence with the known novel coronavirus (16).
For adults with COVID-19 and acute hypoxemic respiratory
failure despite conventional oxygen therapy (<92%), we would
start using high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) or non-invasive
ventilation (NIV). If the condition further deteriorated and the
oxygenation saturation could not be maintained above 92% with
HFNC orNIV, IMVwould be started (17). Patients were excluded
if (1) they were younger than 18 years old; (2) patients with
do-not-resuscitate order and (3) with terminally ill disease; (4)
patients with incomplete record of waveform data.

Variables
Demographic data including age and sex were collected as
time-fixed data. Hospital mortality was obtained on discharge.
Pulmonary functions including forced vital capacity (FVC),
forced expiratory volume (FEV1), FEV1/FVC ratio, peak
expiratory flow (PEF), Peak inspiratory flow (PIF), maximal
inspiratory pressure (MIP), maximal expiratory pressure (MEP)
were measured for hospital survivors.

Ventilator parameters including lung compliance, measured
PEEP, plateau pressure, tidal volume, work of breathing (WOB),
and peak flow rate were measured based on pressure and flow
waveforms. Details of the measurement approaches are described
in the ESM.

Interventions including RM, positioning, sedatives and
neuromuscular blockades were recorded in our analysis. Date
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and time of these interventions used to match to a period when
ventilator parameters and lung mechanics were recorded. The
body position was recorded as one of supine, right, left and prone
positions at a specific time. Non-supine position was applied
during daytime, and the specific positioning (prone, right or
left) was determine at the discretion of the attending physician
and respiratory therapist depending on the improvement in
oxygenation. Prone positioning was applied for at least 10 h
one day. RM could be accurately identified from ventilator
waves as those with more than 30 cmH2O sustained inflation
maintained for at least 30 s, the upper limit pressure was
45 cmH2O (18).

Identification of DT and IEE
We developed an interpretable deep learning approach to
detect double triggering (DT) and ineffective inspiratory effort
during expiration (IEE). Individual deep learning models were
developed under all ventilation modes. Under each ventilation
mode, two models were established for detecting DT and IEE.
Each model uses the raw ventilator waveforms (airway pressure
and flow) as input for a binary classification (PVA or non-PVA).
It is also capable of explaining the classification by highlighting
the segments that contributes mostly to the results. Datasets
were annotated by a group of clinical professionals for training
and validating the models based on our previously proposed

TABLE 1 | Clinical characteristics and lung mechanics of individual subject.

Variables Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 Patient 5 Patient 6 Patient 7

Age (years) 57 57 66 81 68 68 54

Sex Male Female Female Female Male Female Male

Hours from hospital

admission to intubation

45 18 163 95 0 116 37

Comorbidities None None Hypertension;

diabetes;

hepatitis

Hypertension;

stroke

Hypertension;

diabetes

None None

Recruitment maneuver

(counts)

4 1 0 0 0 0 0

Ejection fraction 58% 61% 58% 60% 50% NA NA

Pro-BNP (pg/ml) 521.3 377.1 125.7 1531.0 690.6 687.5 1313.0

CRP (MG/dl) 97.8 16.2 14.6 9.7 88.2 42.3 121.5

CK (U/L) 49.5 154.9 53.0 91.1 119.9 46.8 196.7

CK-MB (U/L) 7.6 18.2 9.6 6.3 9.6 8.2 13.4

LDH (IU/L) 508.5 401.6 453.2 499.4 494.5 482.0 562.8

Troponin T (ng/L) 16.11 16.29 5.50 39.09 38.37 18.88 361.9

Bacteriology

(sample/pathogen)

Blood/

Enterococcus

faecium

Sputum/

Acinetobacter

baumannii

Negative Blood/

Enterococcus

faecium

Negative Sputum/

Stenotrophomonas

maltophilia

Sputum/

Acinetobacter

baumannii

Chest CT involvement Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral Bilateral

Lesion pattern Ground glass Consolidation Ground glass Ground glass Consolidation Ground glass Ground glass

Antiviral therapy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Antibiotics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

AI 6.35 (0.68, 21.89) 14.91 (4.62,

27.59)

5.78 (3.12, 33.97) 1.96 (0.97, 4.23) 6.42 (3.17, 14.26) 0.66 (0.23, 2.72) 21.92 (11.5,

42.38)

Lung compliance

(cmH2O)

12.15 (10.06,

14.31)

12.17 (10.72,

14.49)

12.45 (11.03,

14.22)

29.04 (23.65,

34.16)

11.24 (9.94,

12.92)

15.74 (14.06,

18.16)

23.2 (17.03,

29.96)

PEEP 8.07 (7.6, 9.82) 9.56 (9.04, 9.82) 5.26 (5.05, 7.03) 8.69 (4.69, 9.51) 7.22 (6.48, 7.86) 7.67 (6.11, 9.39) 7.26 (6.46, 7.66)

Plateau pressure

(cmH2O)

30.22 (27.95,

33.65)

30.87 (28.05,

34.02)

30.6 (28.35,

35.47)

24 (20.16, 26.01) 31.1 (30.03,

35.56)

32.53 (30.74,

33.84)

28.16 (23.99,

32.66)

Tidal volume (ml) 335.74 (249.1,

405.16)

276.19 (238.69,

329.52)

302.37 (280.24,

339.13)

477.07 (430.38,

523.45)

274.73 (258.55,

292.78)

454.52 (432.26,

474.59)

425.13 (371.11,

474.42)

Respiratory rate (/min) 26.35 (23.4,

31.94)

23.95 (20.09,

28.12)

26.73 (23.45,

28.91)

23.22 (19.86,

29.56)

22.97 (19.97,

27.37)

29.97 (27.92,

30.14)

26.07 (23.39,

28.67)

WOB (J/L) 0.69 (0.51, 0.95) 0.68 (0.6, 0.81) 0.74 (0.68, 0.82) 0.78 (0.67, 0.89) 0.6 (0.57, 0.71) 1.16 (1.05, 1.21) 0.97 (0.78, 1.08)

Peak flow rate (ml/min) 55.69 (47.21,

65.24)

43.35 (37.68,

55.54)

42.22 (40.57,

56.21)

50.25 (44.3,

57.07)

74.94 (68.96,

79.37)

57.83 (56.26,

60.28)

69.95 (58.66,

78.49)

Mortality Died Died Alive Alive Died Died Alive

AI, asynchrony index; WOB, work of breathing; PEEP, positive end expiratory pressure; LDH, Lactate Dehydrogenase; CRP, C-reactive protein; BNP, B-type natriuretic peptide; CK,

Creatine kinase.
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TABLE 2 | Longitudinal variables compared between survivors and non-survivors.

Variables Total

(n = 2,778h)

Alive

(n = 1,160h)

Died

(n = 1,618h)

p

Neuromuscular

blockades, n (%)

81 (3) 23 (2) 58 (4) 0.018

Sedative, n (%) 305 (11) 156 (13) 149 (9) <0.001

Recruitment maneuver,

n (%)

5 (0) 0 (0) 5 (0) 0.079

Asynchrony Index (%),

Median (IQR)

4.95 (1.69,

18.93)

4.84 (2.16,

16.29)

5.07 (1.11,

20.04)

0.007

Compliance, Median

(IQR)

12.28 (10.4,

15.22)

15.41 (12.26,

20.85)

11.19 (9.77,

12.8)

<0.001

Position, n (%) <0.001

Prone 499 (18) 248 (21) 251 (16)

Right 404 (15) 145 (12) 259 (16)

Left 453 (16) 225 (19) 228 (14)

Supine 1422 (51) 542 (47) 880 (54)

Plateau pressure

(cmH2O), Median (IQR)

28.44 (24.9,

32.17)

26.46 (23,

29.23)

30.26 (27.3,

33.1)

<0.001

PEEP (cmH2O),

Median (IQR)

7.92 (6.87,

9.64)

7.15 (5.14, 8.6) 9.09 (7.68,

9.79)

<0.001

Tidal volume (ml),

Median (IQR)

356.44 (274.71,

445.04)

422.95 (343.21,

487.8)

298.98

(249.24,

390.7)

<0.001

Respiratory rate (/min),

Median (IQR)

25.65 (21.91,

29.04)

25.49 (22.03,

28.91)

25.78 (21.83,

29.54)

0.052

WOB, Median (IQR) 0.75 (0.61,

0.94)

0.81 (0.69,

0.94)

0.7 (0.58,

0.94)

<0.001

Peak flow rate (ml/min),

Median (IQR)

54.43 (44.08,

64.08)

53.8 (43.48,

63.31)

54.69 (44.75,

64.4)

0.654

DT (/h), Median (IQR) 29 (7, 65) 35 (14, 65) 24 (3, 65.75) <0.001

IEE (/h), Median (IQR) 29 (4, 153) 21 (5, 100.25) 41 (3, 176) 0.025

WOB, work of breathing; PEEP, positive end expiratory pressure; DT, delayed triggering;

IEE, ineffective effort during expiration; IQR, interquartile range.

approach (19). The accuracy reached above 95% for both types
of PVA in all the ventilation modes. Asynchrony index (AI) was
calculated as the number of asynchronous events divided by
the number of ventilator cycles and wasted efforts (14). Details
of the algorithm development is described in the Electronic
Supplemental Material.

Statistical Analysis
Ventilator parameters were described for each individual patient
by median and interquartile range (IQR) (20). Temporal trends
of ventilator parameters were visualized with scatter plots
and described with Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing
(LOWESS) curves (21). These curves were drawn for each
individual patient and survivors and non-survivors were denoted
with different colors.

Risk factors for IEE and DT were explored with mixed
negative binomial regression models, which was a generalization
of the Poisson regression allowing for the conditional variance
exceeds the conditional mean (22). Random-effects was allowed
for intercepts to account for between-subject variance. Predictors
of IEE and DT included compliance, plateau pressure, PEEP,

TV, respiratory rate, peak flow rate, WOB, sedatives, and
neuromuscular blockades. We reported relative risk (RR) for the
risk estimate associated with a unit change of these predictors.
Risk factors for AI was explored with mixed linear effect model
because the response variable AI was in linear scale. We reported
coefficient and 95% confidence interval (CI) to represent how
AI increased with a unit change in predictors. Factors that can
influence lung compliance was explored with a mixed-effects
linear model. Factors including age, sex, RM, PEEP, AI, and body
position were included in the model. All statistical analyses were
performed with RStudio (Version 1.1.463). A two-tailed p < 0.05
were considered as statistical significance.

RESULTS

Participants and Descriptive Analysis
A total of 7 patients with full record of ventilator waveforms
were included for analysis. There was no excluded patient
due to predefined exclusion criteria. Four patients died and
three survived to hospital discharge (Table 1). A total of
3,923,450 respiratory cycles in 2,778 h were analyzed (average: 24
cycles/min) for the seven patients. Demographics and ventilator
parameters were described in Table 1. Due to the limited number
of patients, statistical inference was not performed for patient
level data. Survivors showed significantly higher lung compliance
[15.41 (12.26, 20.85) vs. 11.19 (9.77, 12.8) ml/cmH2O; p <

0.001], lower PEEP [7.15 (5.14, 8.6) vs. 9.09 (7.68, 9.79) cmH2O;
p < 0.001] and plateau pressure [26.46 (23, 29.23) vs. 30.26
(27.3, 33.1); p < 0.001] than non-survivors. Survivors were more
likely to adopt prone position than non-survivors (21 vs. 16%;
p < 0.001). All RM was performed in non-survivors. More
neuromuscular blockades were used in non-survivors (Table 2).
Patients were on supine position in 1,422 h (51%), followed
by prone positioning (499 h, 18%), left positioning (453 h,
16%), and right positioning (404 h, 15%). Survivors showed
increasing compliance over time, whereas non-survivors showed
persistently low compliance (Figure 1A). Plateau pressure, PEEP
and tidal volume are shown in Figures 1B–D. WOB and
respiratory rate did not show difference between survivors and
non-survivors in temporal pattern (Figures 1E,F). Temporal
trends of PVA were not different between survivors and non-
survivors (Figure 2).

Factors Associated With PVA
Risk factors for PVA (IEE and DT) were investigated in the
mixed negative binomial regression models. Higher plateau
pressure (RR: 0.945; 95% CI: 0.934–0.956; p < 0.001) and
respiratory rate (RR: 0.963; 95% CI: 0.951–0.976; p < 0.001)
was associated with less IEE. However, greater tidal volume and
WOB were associated with more IEE. In contrast to IEE, higher
respiratory rate was associated with increased risk of DT (RR:
1.066; 95% CI: 1.054–1.078; p < 0.001). Higher plateau pressure
(Coefficient:−0.90; 95% CI:−1.02 to−0.78) and neuromuscular
blockades (Coefficient: −6.54; 95% CI: −9.92 to −3.16) were
associated with lower AI. Sedatives had no significant impact on
PVAs (Table 3).
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FIGURE 1 | Trajectories of lung mechanics in survivors and non-survivors. The scatter points were smoothed with Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing method.

(A) Lung compliance was higher in survivors than in non-survivors. (B) Plateau pressure of non-survivors followed a U-shaped curve. (C) PEEP followed a N-shaped

curve with high values during the middle period. (D) Tidal volume was higher in survivors, probably due to better lung compliance. (E) Consistently decreasing work of

breathing was observed in non-survivors. (F) Respiratory rate was higher at the beginning, declined rapidly during treatment and reach a nadir at 10–15 days. The

respiratory rate was stabilized thereafter at 20–25 per min.
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FIGURE 2 | Patient-ventilator Asynchrony during mechanical ventilation for survivors and non-survivors. The scatter points were smoothed with Locally Weighted

Scatterplot Smoothing method. (A) Asynchrony index trajectory for individual patients; (B) Peak inspiratory rate for individual patient; (C) delayed cycling for individual

patient; (D) Ineffective Effort for individual patient.

Lung Compliance
In multivariable mixed-effects linear model, we found two
variables were significantly associated with lung compliance.
Each 1 cmH2O increase in PEEP was associated 0.27 ml/cmH2O
decrease in lung compliance (95% CI: −0.36 to −0.18; p <

0.001). As compared with supine positioning, prone positioning
was associated with 2.31 ml/cmH2O (95% CI: 1.75–2.86; p <

0.001) increase in lung compliance. Right (coefficient: 1.63; 95%
CI: 1.08–2.19 ml/cmH2O; p < 0.001) and left (coefficient: 0.63;

95% CI: 0.20–1.06 ml/cmH2O; p = 0.004) positioning were both
associated with improve lung compliance (Table 4).

Spirometry Test for Survivors
Spirometry tests were performed in survivors at day 8, 11, and 13

after extubation. It showed that FVC was consistently decreased

for the three measurements. FEV1/FVC was decreased in patient
3 (0.73 at day 8 and 0.707 at day 11); but was preserved in
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TABLE 3 | Mixed negative binomial regression model exploring risk factors for asynchrony.

Variables RR for IEE (95% CI) p RR for DT (95% CI) p Coefficient for AI (95% CI) p

Compliance 0.991 (0.977, 1.005) 0.199 1.005 (0.994, 1.017) 0.345 0.17 (0.03, 0.31) 0.016

Plateau pressure 0.945 (0.934, 0.956) <0.001 0.962 (0.953, 0.972) <0.001 −0.90 (−1.02, −0.78) <0.001

PEEP 1.018 (0.982, 1.056) 0.337 1.122 (1.091, 1.154) <0.001 1.56 (1.23, 1.88) <0.001

Tidal volume 1.003 (1.002, 1.004) <0.001 1.003 (1.002, 1.003) <0.001 0.02 (0.01, 0.02) <0.001

Respiratory rate 0.963 (0.951, 0.976) <0.001 1.066 (1.054, 1.078) <0.001 −0.12 (−0.24, −0.00) 0.049

Peak flow rate 0.996 (0.991, 1.001) 0.082 0.998 (0.993, 1.002) 0.226 −0.07 (−0.11, −0.02) 0.008

WOB 4.066 (2.954, 5.595) <0.001 2.562 (2.007, 3.272) <0.001 8.52 (5.80, 11.25) <0.001

Neuromuscular blockades 0.5 (0.355, 0.704) <0.001 0.576 (0.434, 0.764) <0.001 −6.54 (−9.92, −3.16) <0.001

Sedatives 0.959 (0.797, 1.153) 0.657 1.072 (0.923, 1.246) 0.362 1.33 (−0.49, 3.14) 0.152

WOB, work of breathing; PEEP, positive end expiratory pressure; DT, delayed triggering; IEE, ineffective effort during expiration; RR, relative risk.

TABLE 4 | Mixed linear model exploring factors associated with compliance.

Variables Coefficient (95% CI) p

Sex (Female as reference) 5.14 (−9.11, 19.39) 0.334

Recruitment 0.40 (−3.14, 3.94) 0.825

PEEP −0.27 (−0.36, −0.18) <0.001

Age (with each year increase) 0.22 (−0.32, 0.76) 0.291

Days from admission to intubation 0.02 (−0.03, 0.07) 0.291

Asynchrony Index (with each 1% increase) 0.01 (−0.00, 0.02) 0.113

Body position (supine as reference)

Prone 2.31 (1.75, 2.86) <0.001

Right 1.63 (1.08, 2.19) <0.001

Left 0.63 (0.20, 1.06) 0.004

PEEP, positive end expiratory pressure; CI, confidence interval.

TABLE 5 | Spirometry tests for survivors after extubation.

Patient 3 Patient 3 Patient 7

(Day 8) (Day 11) (Day 14)

FVC/predicted FVC 1,223/2,419 1,152/2,419 1,078/3,777

FEV1/predicted FEV1 896/1,849 884/1,849 865/1,789

FEV1/FVC 0.73 0.707 0.850

PEF/predicted PEF 103/350 171/350 65/544

PIF 70 107 58

MIP/predicted MIP 43/71 27/71 15/113

MEP/predicted MEP 43/130 42/130 22/212

FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume; FEV1/FVC ratio; PEF, peak

expiratory flow; PIF, peak inspiratory flow; MIP, maximal inspiratory pressure; MEP,

maximal expiratory pressure.

patient 7. PEF, MIP, and MEP were all decreased for the three
measurements (Table 5).

DISCUSSION

The study integrated high-granularity ventilator waveform data
with clinical variables to describe the temporal change of lung
mechanics of critically ill patients with COVID-19. At the time

of intubation, the lung compliance was similar in survivors and
non-survivors; but the survivors showed gradually improved
compliance. Prone positioning is effective in improve lung
compliance. Two types of PVA, IEE, and DT, were identified
with deep learning algorithm. Higher plateau pressure and
use of muscular relaxant were associated with lower risk
of PVAs. Spirometry tests showed that pulmonary functions
were significantly compromised after recovery from COVID-
19 induced ARDS. Long-term follow up for the change of
pulmonary functions would be relevant.

Although the lung compliance was similar at the time of
intubation, survivors showed gradual improvement in lung
compliance, while non-survivors showed persistently low lung
compliance. This is consistent with other studies that lung
compliance was an independent predictor of mortality (5,
23, 24). An important finding in our study was that RM
was not effective in improving lung compliance, which is in
contrast to findings from general ARDS patients. Although the
effect of RM on mortality was conflicting in general ARDS,
it has been consistently reported to be able to improve lung
compliance (25–27). For example, Kung and colleagues observed
that the respiratory system compliance was significantly higher
in the RM group from day 1 to 7 (25). There is evidence
that direct/pulmonary ARDS is more responsive to RM than
indirect/extrapulmonary ARDS. While only 21% patients with
lower percentage of recruitable lung were caused by pulmonary
ARDS, 51% patients with higher percentage of recruitable lung
caused by pulmonary ARDS (p = 0.01) (28). Thus, COVID-19
induced ARDS is pulmonary ARDS but is less responsive to RM
as shown in our study. The second reasons may be due to the
fact that we only employed sustained inflation RM. Since there
are many types of RM, it is largely unknown whether other types
of RM can be effective in improve lung compliance in COVID-
19 patients. Finally, the ARDS in COVID-19 may be due to viral,
bacterial, or any kind of lung insults. Thus, the RM should not be
able to demonstrate the benefits in this group of patients.

PVAs are commonly observed in patients with IMV, especially
those with protective ventilation strategy. Our study observed
that AI was 4.95% (IQR: 1.69–18.93) in overall observed hours.
Non-survivors hadmore AI than survivors, indicating AI is a risk
factor for mortality, which was consistent with other studies (29).
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Ventilator parameters can have differing effects on different PVA
types. For example, while higher respiratory rate was associated
with lower risk of IEE, it was associated with higher risk of DT.
Use of neuromuscular blockades was associated with lower risk
of both IEE and DT. However, we did not observe significant
effect of sedatives on AI. Other studies have shown that Propofol
or other sedatives can reduce AI (13, 30). It is not surprising
to observe that neuromuscular blockades are associated with
significantly reduced risk of PVAs.

Post-extubation pulmonary function has never been reported
for COVID-19 patients. Our results indicated that pulmonary
functions can be significantly compromised in a short period.
The FVC is reduced to one third of the predicted value. Other
pulmonary function parameters, such as PEF and MIP were
also reduced by one third of the predicted value. Boucher
and coworkers observed that the pulmonary function can be
significantly compromised in pediatric ARDS in short follow-up
period (31). In adult patients with general ARDS, the FVC can
recover to 3.34± 0.77 and 3.78± 1.11 L at 1 and 6 months follow
up (32), which is significantly higher than that in our study.
However, since we did not obtain the long term follow up data, it
is largely unknown whether COVID-19 can have long-term effect
on pulmonary functions.

Several limitations should be acknowledged in the study.
First, the sample size was limited, which prohibited patient-level
analysis. The effect of prone-positioning on mortality outcome
could not be analyzed with sufficient statistical power. Thus,
further large-scale studies are needed to validate our findings.
However, our data is rich with high-granularity waveform
data, which allows for patient-hour analysis for epidemiological
analysis. Second, we only developed deep learning algorithms for
identifying two types of PVA. There are other types of PVAs,
such as reverse triggering and short/long cycling. However, these
analyses are not applicable in pressure-controlled ventilation and
pleural pressure is required for reverse triggering (33). Third,
the impact of sedative on PVAs were estimated without the
dosing of sedatives. We only recorded the use of sedatives as
a binary variable. Such treatment would lose some information
but is easy to interpret because different sedatives imposes
challenge to standardize the dose. Finally, the pulmonary
function was measured in a short period of time; long-term
follow up data may provide important information for critically
ill COVID-19 patients.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the study for the first time described full trajectory
of lungmechanics of patients with COVID-19. The result showed

that prone positioning was associated with improved compliance;
higher plateau pressure and use of neuromuscular blockades were
associated with lower risk of AI. RM was not associated with
improvement on compliance.
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A growing body of evidence demonstrates that asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic

transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is a major contributor to the COVID-19 pandemic. Frontline

healthcare workers in COVID-19 hotspots have faced numerous challenges, including

shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE) and difficulties acquiring clinical

testing. The magnitude of the exposure of healthcare workers and the potential for

asymptomatic transmission makes it critical to understand the incidence of infection in

this population. To determine the prevalence of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection

amongst healthcare workers, we studied frontline staff working in the Montefiore Health

System in New York City. All participants were asymptomatic at the time of testing

and were tested by RT-qPCR and for anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. The medical,

occupational, and COVID-19 exposure histories of participants were recorded via

questionnaires. Of the 98 asymptomatic healthcare workers tested, 19 (19.4%) tested

positive by RT-qPCR and/or ELISA. Within this group, four (4.1%) were RT-qPCR

positive, and four (4.1%) were PCR and IgG positive. Notably, an additional 11 (11.2%)

individuals were IgG positive without a positive PCR. Two PCR positive individuals

subsequently developed COVID-19 symptoms, while all others remained asymptomatic

at 2-week follow-up. These results indicate that there is considerable asymptomatic

infection with SARS-CoV-2 within the healthcare workforce, despite current mitigation

policies. Furthermore, presuming that asymptomatic staff are not carrying SARS-CoV-2

is inconsistent with our results, and this could result in amplified transmission within

healthcare settings. Consequently, aggressive testing regiments, such as testing frontline

healthcare workers on a regular, multi-modal basis, may be required to prevent further

spread within the workforce and to patients.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, healthcare worker, asymptomatic infection, coronavirus, asymptomatic

infection carriers

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare workers (HCWs) have
experienced high levels of exposure to SARS-CoV-2, with the risk of infection rising with each time
point of exposure (1, 2). HCWs are at greatest risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection, representing a large
percentage of new infections. This, in part, has related to challenges in acquiring adequate personal
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protective equipment (3), resulting in a great deal of anxiety and
distress amongst providers due to concern for self-infection with
COVID-19 and family exposure (4). An important element in
the discussion of community and healthcare-worker infection
relates to asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic transmission of
COVID-19, which may occur in up to 30% of individuals (5–
7). New York City has been more severely affected then most
(8), with widespread community infection, including a significant
high-acuity disease burden (9). Attempts to address this concern
are currently in their infancy, with widespread rollout of PCR-
based and serological assessment in their early phases (10).
Results of a recent New York State pilot study, which randomly
tested 15,000 residents for serological evidence of SARS-CoV-2
exposure, found over 10% seroconversion statewide, with nearly
25% seropositivity in New York City (11). Importantly, we do
not yet know the significance of seropositivity against SARS-
CoV-2, particularly since most serological studies have been
done in patients with a history of severe disease, and relative
titers in asymptomatic carriers may not indicate immunity from
transmission or infection (12).

Given the elevated risk of COVID-19 infection among
HCWs and the consequent distress and concern from potential
asymptomatic infection and transmission, we endeavored to
address the rate of asymptomatic or possibly resolved infection
among HCWs. We proceeded to test a cohort of clinicians at
our institution for COVID-19 infection, including those working
in COVID-19 intensive care units, specialty service physicians,
and ambulatory staff. We evaluated both current infection
via RT-qPCR sampling for SARS-CoV-2 and serology for the
presence of anti-SARS-CoV-2-IgG antibodies. Beyond assessing
the rate of active and resolving infections within our clinicians,
internal testing would allow us to help prevent further spread of
COVID-19 by serving as a screening tool, keeping any infected,
asymptomatic HCWs quarantined pending disease presentation.
Finally, the ability to reassure our HCWs that they are not
infected and identify HCWs who may have silently recovered
from COVID-19 is important for attenuating worker anxiety.

METHODS

Study Design and Oversight
This cross-sectional study was approved by the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine Institutional Review Board, with all subjects
providing written informed consent. The goal of this study was
to identify both asymptomatic HCW carriers of the SARS-CoV-
2 virus, as well as those that may be immune to the virus,
as denoted by serum IgG anti-SARS-CoV-2-nucleocapsid (IgG-
anti-n) antibodies. These results would then assist in determining
the safe deployment of staff within the hospital system tomeet the
demands of the COVID-19 healthcare crisis as well as provide
an assessment of the rate of clinician infection in a COVID-
19 hotspot.

Study Participants/Demographics
Adult clinicians working within the Montefiore Health System,
Bronx, New York City, active during the COVID-19 pandemic,
were recruited to participate in the study (testing conducted

between 04/04–20/2020). Three positive control samples
(initially testing positive by RT-qPCR between 3/23–4/5/2020
and at least 2 weeks prior to serum sampling for serology)
were included as well. The goal was to sample clinicians with
varying degrees of hospital exposure to COVID-19 patients
who were not exhibiting typical symptoms of COVID-19
(including fever, cough, and shortness of breath) at the time
of participation. Exclusion criteria included an age over 65, as
the risk of infection during testing outweighed the benefits, and
individuals with any signs or symptoms typical of COVID-19.
Each participant completed a survey pertaining to the current
COVID-19 pandemic, exposure, workplace histories, recent
history of symptoms attributable to COVID-19 infection, and
medical history (used to calculate the Charlson Comorbidity
Index score). Statistical relationships between groups were
calculated using the Pearson’s Chi-squared test and Fisher’s
Exact test for categorical variables, the Mann-Whitney-U test
for continuous variables, and the Kruskal Wallis H test for
comparison of IgG titers.

SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR Testing
Participants underwent both nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal
swabbing concurrently, and samples were pooled. We collected
swabs directly into the RNA-lysis buffer, and we then isolated
RNA using a Zymo Research RNA MicroKit (Irvine, CA)
according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Each RNA
sample was evaluated by spectrophotometry and then analyzed
by RT-qPCR according to CDC-recommended protocols (13) for
SARS-CoV-2 testing with slight modification, utilizing primers to
the nucleocapsid gene (N1 and N2) and RnaseP (RP) as a control
(IDTDNA, Coralville, IA). Commercially available plasmid
controls were utilized for all primer sequences (IDTDNA). After
validating accuracy on several positive controls and redundantly
running the reaction on multiple samples, the reaction volume
was scaled down from a 96-well-plate format to a 384-well-plate
format, with samples run on the Applied Biosystems Via7 system
and analyzed using the QuantStudio software package (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA).

ELISA for Anti-SARS-CoV-2-Nucleocapsid
IgG
Blood was collected from each participant into serum separator
tubes (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ), allowed to coagulate at
room temperature for 60min, and then stored at 4◦C until
centrifugation. Serum was analyzed in duplicate using an anti-n
IgG ELISA (Epitope Diagnostics Inc., San Diego, CA), according
to manufacturer’s recommendations with slight modification.
Assay cut-off values per the protocol were determined as follows:
the optical densities of the negative control samples (all of
which between 0.19 and 0.22) were averaged and adjusted by
addition of a constant (0.18). This resultant reference value
was then multiplied by a correction factor of 1.1 (which
represents the cutoff value); anything above this being positive
and anything below being negative. In addition to the internal
controls provided with the kit, we included three participants
with a history of RT-qPCR-positive SARS-CoV-2 infection as
positive controls.
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TABLE 1 | Demographics and clinical characteristics of frontline healthcare

providers tested for SARS-CoV-2.

Demographics and clinical

variables

Total

(n = 98)

Positivea

(n = 19)

Negative

(n = 79)

P-

valueb

Mean age (+/– SD)- yr. 37.6

(10.6)

38.8

(13.7)

37.4 (9.8) 0.8151

Sex—no. (%) 1.0002

Male 49 (50.0) 10 (52.6) 39 (49.4)

Female 49 (50.0) 9 (47.4) 40 (50.6)

Job Type—no. (%) 0.2403

Both inpatient and outpatient 86 (87.8) 15 (79.0) 71 (89.9)

Exclusively outpatient 12 (12.3) 4 (21.5) 8 (10.1)

Job Title—no. (%) 0.4153

Physician 62 (63.3) 12 (63.2) 50 (63.3)

Physician’s Assistant 15 (15.3) 4 (21.5) 11 (13.9)

Nurse Practitioner 9 (9.2) 3 (15.8) 6 (7.6)

Nurse 6 (6.1) 0 6 (7.6)

Perfusionist 6 (6.1) 0 6 (7.6)

SARS-CoV-2 Exposure Risk Index-

no. (%)

0.2923

No known exposure 7 (7.1) 1 (5.3) 6 (7.6)

Wearing full PPE 57 (58.2) 8 (42.1) 49 (62.0)

Conventional droplet

precautions

16 (16.3) 5 (26.3) 11 (13.9)

No PPE 18 (18.4) 5 (26.3) 13 (16.5)

Typical COVID-19 symptoms- no.

(%)

0.0522

Absent 67 (68.4) 9 (47.3) 58 (73.4)

Present 31 (31.6) 10 (52.6) 21 (26.6)

Comorbidities—no. (%) 0.7852

None 68 (69.4) 14 (73.7) 54 (68.4)

Asthma 10 (10.2) 2 (10.5) 8 (10.1)

Hypertension 5 (5.1) 2 (10.5) 3 (3.8)

Hyperlipidemia 5 (5.1) 0 5 (6.3)

Malignancy 4 (4.1) 1 (5.3) 3 (3.8)

Autoimmune disease 3 (3.1) 0 3 (3.8)

Diabetes mellitus 2 (2.0) 1 (5.3) 1 (1.3)

Inflammatory bowel disease 2 (2.0) 0 2 (2.5)

Endocrine disorder 2 (2.0) 0 2 (2.5)

Hematological disorder 2 (2.0) 0 2 (2.5)

Charlson Comorbidity Index – no.

(%)

0.2053

0 80 (81.6) 13 (68.4) 67 (84.0)

1 10 (10.2) 4 (21.1) 6 (7.6)

2 4 (4.1) 1 (5.3) 3 (3.8)

3 1 (1.0) 0 1 (1.3)

4 3 (3.1) 1 (5.3) 2 (2.5)

aDefined as a positive swab PCR and/or positive serum IgG ELISA. bP-values calculated

using 1Mann-Whitney U test, Pearson’s 2Chi-squared test, or 3Fisher’s exact test.

TABLE 2 | IgG ELISA optical densities of frontline healthcare workers tested for

SARS-CoV-2.

SARS-CoV-2 test results Total (N = 98) Mean IgG

ELISA OD (+/–

SEM)

P-valuea

Result profile groups <0.0011

PCR Positive—no. (%) 4 (4.1) 0.251 (0.032)

PCR/IgG Positive—no. (%) 4 (4.1) 0.656 (0.055)

IgG Positive—no. (%) 11 (11.2) 0.589 (0.081)

PCR/IgG Negative—no. (%) 79 (80.6) 0.231 (0.008)

IgG results by prior symptom

profile

0.1122

No history of typical Covid

symptoms—no. (%)

67 (68.4) 0.264 (0.016)

Previous history of Covid

symptoms—no. (%)

31 (31.6) 0.343 (0.043)

aP-values calculated using 1Kruskal-Wallis H test when comparing multiple groups, and
2Mann-Whitney U test.

Performance of Clinically Administered
SARS-CoV-2 Testing
To assess the performance of clinically administered testing,
biostatistics were calculated by comparing hospital-administered
RT-qPCR testing with the anti-n IgG ELISA testing we
employed, using anti-n IgG ELISA as the reference standard for
historical infection in this case. Only individuals whose clinically
administered RT-qPCR test occurred ≥14 days before anti-n
IgG ELISA testing were included to allow time for a detectable
IgG antibody response to develop. Sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy were
calculated alongside 95% confidence intervals.

RESULTS

Subject Characteristics
We evaluated 98 clinicians working in the Montefiore Health
System who have been clinically active since the early part of
the COVID-19 pandemic within New York City. Several work
environments were represented, including COVID-19 medicine
units, COVID-19 ICUs, the ED, specialty consultants, and those
working in a purely ambulatory setting. These individuals had
varying degrees of workplace exposure to COVID-19 patients,
including invasive bedside procedures with COVID-19-positive
patients, intraoperative exposure, as well as in routine care.
Interestingly, overall exposure histories were not correlated with
testing results (p = 0.292, Table 1). Additionally, a history of
COVID-19-like illness was not correlated with optical densities
on ELISA (p = 0.112, Table 2). Importantly, none of the
subjects were symptomatic at the time of testing, though some
were previously tested due to exposure and/or typical COVID-
19 symptoms.

RT-qPCR for Active Infection
Nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs underwent RNA
purification, and spectrophotometry revealed excellent RNA
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FIGURE 1 | Association between prior complaint of COVID-19 symptoms and SARS-CoV-2 infection of 98 healthcare worker participants, 31 reported typical

COVID-19 symptoms prior to study participation, of whom 32.3% were found to have a history of SARS-CoV-2 infection (as defined by RT-qPCR or serology). There

were an additional nine participants with no symptoms prior to study participation, of whom two subsequently developed symptoms (PCR positive), and with others

asymptomatic as of this publication.

yields and quality. RT-qPCRwas runwith 10 ng RNAper reaction
in triplicates for each primer (N1, N2, and RP). All samples
demonstrated RP expression, indicating adequate RNA isolation
from respiratory epithelium. Through viral RNA amplification,
we identified a total of eight individuals who were SARS-CoV-
2 positive (PCR positive, 8% of tested clinical staff, Ct values
are the average of triplicates for each positive sample, standard
deviations of all triplicates <1, subjects 1–4 and 8–11, Figure 1,
Table S1), including four with a history of resolved symptoms
and two who subsequently developed moderate symptoms. Two
other individuals noted vague upper respiratory symptoms in
retrospect but were otherwise asymptomatic.

Serum Anti-SARS-CoV-2-Nucleocapsid IgG
For serum evaluation, we focused on IgG for two reasons: it
represents a more predictable and durable immune response
than IgM and, once positive, should persist so for an extended
period (14, 15). From a technical perspective, IgG is more readily
and specifically assayable given its higher affinity for individual
antigens (16). On ELISA, the positive control individuals, who
had typical COVID-19 symptoms that resolved over 14 days
prior to participation, had optical densities (ODs) above the
positive threshold (0.560, 1.494, 1.166; PCR/IgG positive, subjects
5–7, Table S1), which is consistent with the literature on IgG
responses during this pandemic (15). We further identified 15
individuals who met criteria for seropositivity (IgG positive,
subjects 8–22, Table S1). Of the IgG positive group, four
individuals were RT-qPCR positive (PCR/IgG positive, subjects
8–11) and 11 RT-qPCR negative (IgG positive, subjects 12–22).

Interestingly, of the four PCR/IgG-positive individuals, two had
a history of symptoms but were unable to secure testing due to
limited availability. Among the 11 IgG-positive individuals, four
had a history of symptoms with negative test results.

A total of 19 individuals had a history of clinically
administered SARS-CoV-2 testing by RT-qPCR ≥14 days prior
to participation in this study and anti-n IgG ELISA testing
(Table S1). Of these 19, three tested positive on clinically
administered testing; however, seven of these individuals tested
positive by anti-n IgG ELISA in this study. When evaluating all
those with a history of testing prior to this study, and assuming
the validity of ELISA as the reference standard for history of
infection (i.e., IgG positive = Infectious History), the sensitivity
of clinically administered RT-qPCR based diagnostics for SARS-
CoV-2 was only 42.86% (true positives/true positives + false
negatives: 3/7 individuals), though importantly the specificity
was 100% (true negatives/true negatives + false positives:
12/12 individuals) (Table 3). Subject #1 was characterized as
a true negative, presumably having contracted SARS-CoV-2 in
the interim.

DISCUSSION

There has been extensive discussion among healthcare providers,
researchers, and policy makers about the role that asymptomatic,
undiagnosed infections play in the spread of SARS-CoV-2
(7). Additionally, HCWs have found themselves inadequately
supplied with personal protective equipment while caring for
COVID-19 patients (3). Finally, the types of social distancing,
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TABLE 3 | Sensitivity and specificity of clinically administered RT-qPCR testing

prior to study participation (using anti-n IgG ELISA as the reference standard).

Statistic Value (n/n individuals) 95% CI

Sensitivity 42.86% (3/7) 9.90–81.59%

Specificity 100% (12/12) 73.54–100.00%

Positive predictive value 100% (3/3)

Negative predictive value 75.00% (12/16) 61.23–85.07%

Accuracy 78.95% 54.43–93.95%

Sensitivity and specificity of clinically administered RT-qPCR testing for SARS-CoV-2

infection prior to participation in this study was calculated to include false negatives

determined by current serology testing. Anti-n IgG ELISA was used as the reference

standard. Subject #1 (Table S1) may represent a false negative or may have contracted

the virus subsequent to clinical testing and was consequently characterized as a

true negative.

which, at the time of this writing, are having a successful
impact on decreasing community SARS-CoV-2 spread, are not
practically feasible within the healthcare work environment.
Consequently, it is reasonable to expect an increased incidence of
SARS-CoV-2 infection among healthcare workers. In this study,
of the 98 asymptomatic healthcare workers tested, we identified
19 (19.4%) SARS-CoV-2-positive participants, as defined by PCR
and/or serology.

Addressing the impact of SARS-CoV-2 among HCWs
requires identifying those in the pre-symptomatic/asymptomatic
phase as well as those who may have had the infection
and may now be at an attenuated risk of infection or
transmission. In a recent publication evaluating the SARS-CoV-
2 transmission pattern in an early Washington State skilled
nursing facility cluster, the authors highlighted the role that
asymptomatic and/or pre-symptomatic transmission between
residents certainly played in disease dissemination (7, 17).
Furthermore, their findings support the inadequacy of relying on
symptomatic presentation as the indicator for testing healthcare
providers. The latter finding is consistent with our own in
which more than 10% of asymptomatic HCWs presented with
SARS-CoV-2 profiles consistent with either recent infection or
seroconversion. Institutional and national testing limitations,
meanwhile, represented a problem at the start of this pandemic,
though routine screening of HCWs is recently available. Given
the limited ability to test minimally symptomatic individuals
during the early months of the pandemic, policymakers have
largely suggested identifying those that have recovered, through
serology, as an element of return to societal function in the
future. The independent testing presented herein utilized both
approaches, presenting important findings both regarding the
infectious status of healthcare workers, as well as issues with
PCR-based testing sensitivity, owing to fluctuating viral loads and
sampling technique variability. Additionally, as the vast majority
of testing has been validated in symptomatic individuals, the
sensitivity of PCR in asymptomatic individuals, such as the ones
studied here, remains uncertain.

We identified 19 of 98 clinicians (19.4%) that demonstrated
either a new diagnosis (PCR positive) or a history of SARS-CoV-
2 (IgG positive). These included four (4.1%) PCR-positive, four

(4.1%) PCR/IgG-positive, and 11 (11.2%) PCR-negative/IgG-
positive individuals. Of the 19 SARS-CoV-2 positive participants,
10 (10.2%) reported a prior history of COVID-19 symptoms,
now presenting as two PCR-positive, two PCR/IgG-positive, and
six IgG-positive individuals (Figure 1, Table 1). Of the nine
participants without a prior history of COVID-19 symptoms,
two were PCR-positive individuals that subsequently developed
symptoms with an additional two PCR/IgG-positive and five
IgG-positive participants that remained asymptomatic for 2
weeks after testing. Among all 16 (16.3%) participants with
negative clinical testing for SARS-CoV-2 prior to study
participation, four (4/16, 25%) were found to be IgG positive
(suggesting prior false negative testing), and one (1/16, 6.3%) was
PCR positive.

The IgG testing poses the primary limitation in this study
or any of its kind at this time. While the assay has reportedly
undergone validation with positive and negative controls,
is accompanied by internal controls, and has demonstrated
positivity with our own control participants, the novelty of
available assays requires careful interpretation. For example, the
recombinant nucleocapsid protein used in the chosen assays
shares some degree of homology with other coronaviruses,
including some, to which the studied population are routinely
exposed (18, 19). Additionally, the cutoffs for positivity and
negativity in the study, while reportedly validated by the
supplier on positive control and pre-pandemic sera, leave
an interval in between positive and negative results that
are unclear (which we considered negative for the purposes
of this study). Other assays, which use total viral lysate
as a plated antigen, would pose similar challenges. Recent
developments focused on a modified Spike protein, which
appears to have improved in-vitro stability, as well as a
more specific binding affinity for SARS-CoV-2, are underway
as well (20). Most importantly, we have yet to determine
whether seroconversion confers longstanding, seasonal, or
limited immunity, making serology of limited, diagnostic utility
at this time (12).

Despite inherent limitations in newly developed serological
assays and their interpretation, RT-qPCR behaved as expected. A
number of individuals were found to be persistently PCR positive,
after an extended period of time from symptom onset, consistent
with reports elsewhere (21–24). This feature of COVID-19
has the ancillary benefit of lending confidence to our IgG
results, as there was concordance between testing results in
nearly 40% of IgG positive individuals. The most significant
of our findings, in line with the primary goal of this study,
was de novo identification of eight asymptomatic individuals
amongst clinicians that were PCR positive for SARS-CoV-2. This
represents critical information in terms of staff management and
deployment. Indeed, several participant HCWs, functioning in
essential settings on the frontline of patient care, were pulled
from active duty shortly prior to developing symptoms.

A better understanding of the dynamics of healthcare-
worker infection with SARS-CoV-2 is essential in protecting
this key element of the workforce as well as mitigating their
role in nosocomial and community spread of COVID-19.
While this study represents a limited snapshot, it identifies
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several important findings. Foremost, healthcare workers may
be carrying and, therefore, spreading SARS-CoV-2, without any
signs or symptoms of disease. Additionally, prior negative testing
by PCR does not preclude infection, which can be identified
serologically. We applaud government efforts to scale-up
serological and PCR-based testing programs, but we caution that
an individual timepoint may not provide adequate mitigation of
SARS-CoV-2 transmission by and between healthcare workers.
In future studies, it will be interesting to evaluate HCWs over
time, to determine the rate of infection in a group with known
regular exposure. Collectively, our findings suggest that it is
appropriate to regularly test all healthcare workers in high disease
burden areas for SARS-CoV-2 by both PCR and serological
assays, irrespective of ostensible exposure or symptom history.
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INTRODUCTION

As of 20th June 2020, more than 8.6 million people are confirmed to have the novel COVID-19 in
more than 200 countries (1). To stop the spread of COVID-19, countries have responded in varied
ways. However, the response depended on several factors, of which, the number of cases and timing
of interventions are the most crucial.

In Jordan, the first case of COVID-19 was discovered on 2nd March 2020 (2). The government
started immediate interventions. Patients were immediately and completely isolated in specialized
hospitals and quarantine was initiated as per official guideline to the medical professionals and
using all personal protective equipment (3).

It has been reported in the literature that individuals with other co-morbidities are at a greater
risk for catching COVID-19 infection (4). The prevalence of chronic non-communicable diseases
in Jordan is considered high. For example, 38% of deaths is attributed to cardiovascular diseases (5).
In addition, a recent study from Jordan revealed that the prevalence of diabetes in men and women
aged ≥25 years was 32.4 and 18.1%, respectively (6). Therefore, the government started using all
media channels including social media, TV, press advertisements, and smart mobile applications to
raise the attention of people about the disease, its mode of transmission, and preventive measures.

JORDAN’S RESPONSE TO THE INCREASED NUMBER OF
COVID-19 CASES

During the first 2 weeks, Jordan had only one confirmed case of COVID-19 before starting to
diagnose new cases in the third week (from 14 to 20 March 2020), after which the country started
implementing vital interventions to combat the spread of the disease. These interventions were
empowered by the activation of the National Defense Law on 17th March 2020. This law stipulates
that, “upon a decision and a Royal Decree, a National Defense Law shall be passed in case of
emergency that would threaten the national security or public safety in all parts of the Kingdom or
in a region due to war, disturbances, armed internal strife, public disasters or the spread of a pest or
epidemic” (7). The activation of the law led to suspension of the studies at educational institutions,
closure of borders, stopping prayers in places of worship, and all large gatherings were banned.

After 19 days of discovery of the 1st case in Jordan (21 March 2020), 15 new cases were
confirmed heading a total of 98 cases in the country, which constituted a red flag sign. On
that day, several additional interventions have been taken, of which implementing complete
nationwide curfew (24/24 h) for 3 days−22–24 March—was of great efficiency (8). After these
3 days of nationwide lockdown (from 25 March until the moment of writing this report), the
government has implemented several days of complete curfews over weekends, in addition to the
daily partial lockdowns.
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During the curfew time, no one was allowed to move except
the medical and nursing staff, police, and the armed forces. The
government announced that these nationwide curfews will enable
epidemiological investigation teams to trace patients’ contacts
and test them. Moreover, the complete curfew promotes social
distancing and minimizes the number of new infections.

IMPACT OF CURFEW MEASURES

As of 20th June 2020, the total number of cases of COVID-19 in
the country was 1,008 (2). This denotes that the curfew measures
were effective and efficient. However, to assess the effectiveness of
the lockdown, a comparison between Jordan and other countries
in the Middle East would be beneficial in terms of the total
number of cases relative to date of confirming the first case and
time of implementing lockdowns. The number of cases divided
by the total number of population will be also considered to
understand the magnitude of the disease in each country. The
number of population for each country was figured from the
world live population meter, and total number of cases was
figured from Johns Hopkins University’s Coronavirus Resource
Center, both measures as of 20th June 2020.

Results in Table 1 show the latest statistics of COVID-19 in 12
Middle Eastern countries. It is noteworthy to say that countries
including Syria and Palestine were excluded from this analysis
because of their limited ability to contain the disease due to
economic and political reasons.

DISCUSSION

Results in Table 1 show that Jordan has the lowest number of
COVID-19 cases compared to other countries in theMiddle East.
Despite Jordan having the disease before some countries like
Turkey and Bahrain and having the disease on the same day

TABLE 1 | Number of cases of COVID-19 in 12 countries in the Middle East as of 20th June 2020.

Country Date of first

confirmed

case

Number of

cases at

curfew point

Current total

number of

cases*

Number of

cases/100,000

population**

Ratio of number of

cases/100,000 population

countries vs Jordan

Jordan 02 Mar 2020 98 1,008 11 -

Iran 19 Feb 2020 11,364 200,262 238 21.6

Turkey 11 Mar 2020 47,029 185,245 217 19.7

Saudi Arabia 02 Mar 2020 511 150,292 425 38.6

UAE 28 Jan 2020 611 44,145 437 39.7

Qatar 29 Feb 2020 562 85,462 3,015 274

Bahrain 16 Mar 2020 211 20,916 1,388 126.1

Kuwait 26 Feb 2020 176 38,678 782 71.1

Oman 25 Feb 2020 20 28,566 422 38.3

Lebanon 21 Feb 2020 368 1,510 19 1.7

Egypt 14 Feb 2020 363 52,211 51 4.6

Iraq 15 Mar 2020 124 27,368 64 5.8

*Figured from https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html as of 20/06/2020.

**Figured from https://countrymeters.info/en/World#population_clock as of 20/06/2020.

as Saudi Arabia, these countries had very high number of cases
compared to Jordan.

The lowest ratio of cases to the number of population was
seen in Jordan (11/100,000) compared to all other countries.
Qatar, Bahrain, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Iran had 3,015,
1,388, 437, 425, 238, and 217/100,000 population, respectively.
Interestingly, among all countries, Qatar and Bahrain had
the largest number of cases proportionate to the number
of population.

The crucial factors in minimizing the infection rate
are numerous. These factors may include demographic
characteristics, precautions taken, public commitment, firmness
in implementing measures, public awareness of the disease,
national vaccinations’ programs, and many other factors.
However, in case of COVID-19, timing of implementing the
lockdown is immensely crucial. In Jordan, the implementation
of the nationwide curfew was stated as one of the weapons
used in the battle against COVID-19 (9, 10). The country has
implemented strict nationwide curfew measures at early stages
compared to other countries. This early start and the relative low
number of cases enabled the epidemiological investigation teams
to detect the primary and secondary contacts and test them.
In fact, many of the detected cases in Jordan were from those
contacts. It is worth noting that the diagnostic tests are available
in Jordan as more than 400,000 tests were carried out until the
moment of preparing this report (2).

It seems that this was crucial in decreasing the infection rate.
The effectiveness of the curfew was enhanced by the closure of
all entry borders including the airport and the compulsory 14-
days quarantine for all individuals arriving to Jordan within 3
days preceding closing the borders. Similarly, Oman has initiated
curfew when they had only 20 cases. However, they have now
a huge number of cases compared to Jordan. This likely refers
to less strictly adopted curfew measures. All other countries
included in this analysis implemented curfew measures at later
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stages and when they had larger number of cases compared to
Jordan, which may explain their current statistics.

Disease statistics from Jordan reveal that interventions
implemented, and precautions taken, especially the strict
nationwide curfew, were successful in preventing the spread of
the disease (9, 10). Despite the high prevalence rates of chronic
diseases in the Jordanian population that put these vulnerable
groups at higher risk for catching COVID-19 infection, the
preventive measures and precautions taken by the country were
effective in decreasing its spread. Among all countries in the
Middle East, Jordan is in principle better positioned to respond
to the outbreak of COVID-19 (11, 12). The effectiveness of the
interventions is manifested by having the lowest number of cases
in the Middle East and the country started documenting only few
cases daily after 3 weeks of initiating the curfew. Nevertheless,
implementing strict and frequent nationwide lockdowns has
its price of impacting the economy due to the increased
unemployment rate and losses in the gross domestic product
especially in a country with limited resources, like Jordan,
despite the latest World Bank classification of Jordan as an
upper middle-income country (13). These adverse effects of the
lockdownmay have an impact on public mental health as a recent
review reported that subsyndromal mental health problems are a
common response to COVID-19 pandemic (14). The good news
is that Jordan started relieving lockdown measures due to the
controlled and comfortable epidemiological situation.

AUTHOR’S NOTE

Covid-19 has invaded more than 200 countries around the
world. Countries have responded in varied ways to combat
its spread. Western and developed countries are extremely
suffering from huge cases numbers. However, in the Middle East,
Jordan has implemented strict measures in fighting against the
disease. Initiating nationwide curfew in the country, parallel with
other interventions, has been effective in decreasing infection
rate in Jordan. This effectiveness is manifested by having the
lowest number of cases among Middle Eastern countries. Such
interventions are important to be viewed and recognized by
other countries, specially the developing ones, to fight against
such pandemics.
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The rapid and pandemic outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 recognizes in the
containment of the infection and in its therapeutic management the two most addressed and
challenging topics. Recent guidelines suggest that person-to-person transmission (droplets and
aerosol) are the main transmission routes and that, although less likely, also contact with surfaces
and objects on which the virus is present can represent a risk (1, 2). With regard to treatment,
many clinical trials are ongoing worldwide (3), but no specific antiviral treatment is unanimously
recognized leaving to supportive care and symptoms management the most recommended
approach (2, 4).

Ozone has extensively been studied in medicine and currently applied at different possible
concentrations in various disciplines such as dentistry, dermatology, acute and chronic infectious
diseases, and pneumology (5, 6). Chemically it is formed by a triatomic dynamically unstable
molecule of oxygen that in gaseous form has a half-life of about 1 h at room temperature, rapidly
reverting to oxygen (5). Regarding ozone-related risks, as environmental pollutant it has been
shown to reduce maximal transpulmonary pressure, increases respiratory rate and decreased tidal
volume as well as significantly increases mean airway resistance and specific airway resistance
possibly contributing to increased Influenza A infection (6). Furthermore, it has been shown that
the lipid peroxidation operated by high concentration of ozone at the alveolar level can cause strong
structural alterations of the surfactant, in a dose and time dependent manner. Strong fusion of
lamellar bodies (LBs), associated to the appearance of increasing concentrations of densely coiled
LB-like shapes in the alveolar lavage, are resulting ultrastructural changes in type II alveolocites
(7). At the same time, it occurs also a strong reduction of organized tubular myelin structures.
This is likely due to the fact that medium-high concentration of ozone induce alveolar lesions as
consequence of phospholipid peroxidation, causing time-dependent alterations in the organization
of stored, and secreted surfactant membranes (8); as a result, administration of gaseous ozone must
be avoided.

For medical purposes, ozone can be administered parenterally with minimal side effects, beside
the only exception of not being injected intravenously as a gas because of the risk of embolism
(5). As a powerful oxidant, when ozone comes into contact with blood or other body fluids, it
releases reactive oxygen species (ROS), and lipid oxidation products (LOPs) both of which are
responsible for the biological results (5). Themain form of ROS is hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) which
is easily transferred from plasma into the cells. When H2O2 abruptly appears above the threshold
medical concentration in the cytoplasm of cells it represents the triggering stimulus for the possibly
simultaneous activation of different biochemical pathways in erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets
in addition to other numerous biological effects, such as antimicrobial, immunostimulant, and
antioxidant ones. H2O2 is then suddenly inactivated into water by the high concentration of
glutathione (GSH), catalase (CAT), and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) enzymatic systems,
reducing its harmful potential (5). Although the exact mechanism of action of ozone is far to be
fully elucidated, it has been characterized to have different biological properties. For example, it
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has been showed to facilitate wound healing by promoting
the release of oxygen, platelet-derived growth factor and
transforming grow factor β (9). Ozone is also regarded as
capable to activate the immune system increasing the production
of interferon and interleukin-2 and decreasing tumor necrosis
factor (TNF) levels (6). In addition to this, ozone stimulates both
the red blood cell glycolysis rate leading to an increased amount
of oxygen released to the tissues and the Krebs cycle resulting
in an increased production of ATP. It also reduces significantly
NADH concentration and helps to oxidize cytochrome C, thus
stimulating oxygen metabolism (6), as well as it shows anti-
inflammatory and possible cytoprotective action interacting with
NF-KB and Nrf2 transcription agents (10, 11). The paradox
that ozone exerts an antioxidant response (known as oxidative
preconditioning) capable of reversing a chronic oxidative stress
is related to the stimulation of production free radical scavengers
and cell-wall protectors such as glutathione peroxidase, catalase,
and superoxide dismutase (5, 12).

Through the oxidation of double bonds, ozone possesses the
unique ability to inactivate biological contaminants, including
viruses. Ozone disrupts the integrity of the bacterial cell
walls causing their lysis and death (5, 13), and is able to
effectively control spore germination of various dermatophytes
(14, 15). Data obtained throughout years of research suggest
that ozone inactivation of viruses occurs primarily in by lipid
and protein peroxidation (16). Lipid peroxidation is initiated
by different ROS, including H2O2. Through oxidation of
the unsaturation along the hydrocarbon chain of fatty acid
component of phospholipidmembrane it causes severe structural
and functional damage to the lipid bilayer of the plasma
membrane (17). On the other hand, protein peroxidation is
due either to interaction of protein with ROS or by interaction
with secondary byproducts of oxidative stress; both of them
cause irreversible oxidative changes that inhibit normal cellular
mechanisms. These include loss of aggregation and proteolysis
control, changes in enzyme-substrate binding activities, and
modifications in immunogenicity (18). Protein peroxidation
particularly seems to play a key role in the inactivation of
non-enveloped viruses, such as adenovirus, poliovirus and
other enteroviruses (19, 20). Murray and coworkers (21)
demonstrated few years ago the efficacy of ozone against a
variety of simple and complex viruses, including enveloped,
non-enveloped, DNA, and RNA ones. Vesicular stomatitis
Indiana virus (VSIV), adenovirus type-2 (HAdV-2), and selected
strains of herpes simplex virus type-1 (HHV-1), vaccinia virus
(VACV), influenza A virus (FLUAV) pools were exposed in
vitro to a minimal amount of ozone (from 800 to 1,500 parts

per million by volume), and it was effective in inactivating
all these viruses. More in detail, enveloped viruses such as
VSIV, HHV-1, VACV, and FLUAV showed great sensitivity
to ozone while the non-enveloped HAdV-2 was more but
not completely resistant to ozone. The results of the study
suggest a direct and irreversible damage and destruction of
the lipid viral envelope and protein capsid confirming the
ability of ozone as a tool for the control of some viruses
(21). Ozone therapy has recently been suggested as a possible
economic and easily available further option for Sars-CoV-2
(22) thanks to its immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory and
biocide action and to the nitric oxide associated and dependent
antiplatelet effect (23, 24). About the relationship between ozone
and Sars-CoV-2 is also worth noting the “triangle” existing
among human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), that
both is a receptor facilitating virus entry and, as fundamental
component of renin-angiotensin system, also protects from acute
lung injury, and Nrf2 pathway modulation, influencing ACE2
activity and being in turn influenced by ozone (10, 11, 25–
27). Interestingly, the virus has also been found in substrates
other than respiratory secretions, such as fecal swabs and blood
(4), suggesting a possible interaction with the virus in case
ozone is in the blood. Recently, the Italian “Istituto Superiore di
Sanità” (National Institute of Health) answering to Prof. Franzini,
member of “Scientific Society of Oxygen Ozone Therapy”
Directive Board, recognized that oxygen-ozone therapy, after
Ethical Committee approval and under patient informed consent,
could represent a possible option (28). Remarkably, in this
regard, two recent reports of the “Scientific Society of Oxygen
Ozone Therapy,” referring to patients affected by COVID-19
undergoing immediately after hospitalization, in addition to
standard therapy, also to autohemotherapy with ozonated blood,
furnished very encouraging results (29, 30). Moreover, also other
reports hypothesizing the use of ozone in COVID-19 are being
progressively undertaken and published (31, 32).

Gas concentration, route of administration, safety, stage
of the disease in which administer it, patients’ selection,
contraindications, concomitant administration of antioxidants,
etc., are some of the aspects that need to be further addressed with
regard to its eventual use in COVD-19 patients, but in the authors
opinion ozone therapy is an option that could deserve to be
explored while waiting for specific treatments and for a vaccine.
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The COVID-19 pandemic is a global health crisis that requires the application of
interdisciplinary research to address numerous knowledge gaps including molecular
strategies to prevent viral reproduction in affected individuals. In response to
the Frontiers Research Topic, “Coronavirus disease (COVID-19): Pathophysiology,
Epidemiology, Clinical Management, and Public Health Response,” this Hypothesis
article proposes a novel therapeutic strategy to repurpose metabotropic glutamate
5 receptor (mGluR5) inhibitors to interfere with viral hijacking of the host protein
synthesis machinery. We review pertinent background on SARS-CoV-2, fragile X
syndrome (FXS) and metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) and provide a
mechanistic-based hypothesis and preliminary data to support testing mGluR5 inhibitors
in COVID-19 research.

Keywords: coronavirus, COVID-19, fragile X mental retardation protein, metabotropic glutamate receptor 5,
protein synthesis

INTRODUCTION

In December of 2019, an outbreak of respiratory disease began in Wuhan, China. The causative
agent was a novel betacoronavirus of the same subgenus as severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) coronavirus (CoV) and was named SARS-CoV-2, a.k.a. novel CoV (nCoV-2019), which
causes the disease coronavirus-19 (COVID-19) (Zhu et al., 2020). COVID-19 quickly spread
worldwide with clinical manifestations ranging from mild respiratory symptoms to severe
pneumonia and fatality. We submit this Hypothesis paper as an interdisciplinary research approach
supporting a molecular-based therapeutic strategy to reduce virus reproduction in individuals
infected with SARS-CoV-2. Specifically, we provide the conceptional framework to support testing
metabotropic glutamate receptor 5 (mGluR5) inhibitors to attenuate virus reproduction. Inhibitors
of mGluR5 have been extensively studied in the neurodevelopmental disorder fragile X syndrome
(FXS) as well as other psychiatric disorders (Gravius et al., 2010; Michalon et al., 2012; Scharf
et al., 2015; Berry-Kravis et al., 2017). Inhibition of mGluR5 represses exaggerated protein synthesis
that occurs in the absence of the RNA binding protein fragile X mental retardation protein
(FMRP) (Bear et al., 2004; Osterweil et al., 2010). Work by Soto-Acosta and colleagues in 2018
demonstrates that FMRP represses Zika virus (ZIKV) infection by blocking viral RNA translation
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(Soto-Acosta et al., 2018). Thus, we propose that mGluR5
inhibitors may be a viable therapeutic strategy to interfere
with the ability of SARS-CoV-2 to hijack the host cell
translational machinery.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

SARS-CoV-2
SARS-CoV-2 is a betacoronavirus of the same family as Middle
East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV) and SARS-CoV (Zhu
et al., 2020). Betacoronaviruses are enveloped, non-segmented,
positive-sense, single-stranded RNA [ssRNA(+)] viruses of
zoonotic origin that replicate in the host cell cytoplasm and
induce fever and respiratory symptoms. Infection starts by
attachment of the receptor binding domain of the spike protein
to host cell receptors, which mediates endocytosis of the virus
into the cell and release of the ssRNA(+) viral genome into the
cytoplasm. The SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV receptor binding
domains of spike protein share angiotensin-converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) as the host cell receptor (Li et al., 2003; Li, 2015; Wan
et al., 2020). Protein-protein docking experiments and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations indicate that SARS-CoV-2 binds to
ACE2 with a higher affinity than SARS-CoV, but the interaction
is more temperature sensitive (He et al., 2020). These data may
explain why SARS-CoV-2 is more infectious than SARS-CoV
and suggest that the infection ability of SARS-CoV-2 will decline
faster. Once inside the host cell, the coronavirus ssRNA(+) viral
genome is used as a template to synthesize viral proteins. The
viral RNA (vRNA) appears to evade the host immune system by
mimicking cellular mRNA. When a critical mass of new virions
are manufactured, they bud at membranes of the endoplasmic
reticulum and/or Golgi apparatus and are released by exocytosis.

Regarding post-transcriptional regulation of CoV RNAs, the
∼30 kb viral RNA includes a 5′-leader sequence, 5′-untranslated
region (UTR), coding sequences for viral proteins, 3′-UTR and
poly(A) tail (Fehr and Perlman, 2015). The 5′-proximal two-
thirds of the RNA encodes the replicase mRNA that contains
2 open reading frames, ORF1a and ORF1b. The 3′ third of
CoV RNA encodes structural and accessory proteins. First, the
viral RNA is translated to generate viral proteins required for
transcription. Translation of ORF1a yields polyprotein 1a (pp1a),
and a −1 ribosomal frame shift translates ORB1b to yield pp1ab.
Together these polyproteins are processed into 16 non-structural
proteins, which drive viral RNA replication and subgenomic
mRNA (sgmRNA) synthesis. Specifically, the ssRNA(+) viral
genome is a template for synthesis of double stranded (dsRNA),
which is transcribed, thereby providing new ssRNA(+) viral
genomes as well as nested sets of subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNA)
that encode structural proteins. The sgmRNA, like the RNA
genome, can function as a template for negative strand RNA
synthesis (Wu and Brian, 2010).

Of relevance to our hypothesis, the virus needs to
commandeer the host cell protein synthesis machinery in
order to propagate. Protein synthesis is dependent on the
interactions between trans factors (RNA binding proteins, RBP)
and cis-regulatory RNA elements. Specifically, cis-regulatory

elements in CoV RNA need to interact with host cell RBP to
translate viral mRNA. The detailed RNA-protein interactions
that mediate the post-transcriptional gene regulation of SARS-
CoV-2 RNA remain to be determined; however, we can predict
pivotal players based on current literature. We hypothesize that
FMRP, which functions as a protein synthesis inhibitor, is a
pivotal molecular player and that drugs under investigation to
reduce exaggerated protein synthesis in FXS may be applicable
to attenuate viral protein synthesis.

Fragile X Syndrome, FMRP and ZIKV
Subgenomic RNA
Fragile X syndrome is a neurodevelopmental disorder clinically
characterized by low IQ, autistic-like behaviors and seizures
(Hagerman and Hagerman, 2002). FXS results from a mutation
in the FMR1 gene on the X chromosome, which is associated
with transcriptional silencing of the FMR1 promoter and loss
of expression of FMRP (Verkerk et al., 1991). FMRP is a
mRNA binding protein that associates with polysomes or non-
translating ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particles and is involved
in the transport, localization and translational repression of
hundreds of mRNAs (Feng et al., 1997a,b; Weiler et al., 1997;
Brown et al., 2001; Darnell et al., 2001; Laggerbauer et al., 2001;
Li et al., 2001; Mazroui et al., 2002; Miyashiro et al., 2003; Bagni
and Greenough, 2005).

In 2018, Soto-Acosta and colleagues published an article,
“Fragile X mental retardation protein is a Zika virus restriction
factor that is antagonized by subgenomic flaviviral RNA” (Soto-
Acosta et al., 2018). Briefly, FMRP is a host factor that inhibits
ZIKV translation by binding to the 3′-UTR of ZIKV subgenomic
flavivirus RNAs (sfRNAs). The flavivirus life cycle is completely
dependent on the cytoplasmic fate of one RNA species, namely
the genomic vRNA, whose replication occurs entirely in the
cytoplasm and does not generate any DNA intermediates. To
create an environment favorable to infection, flaviviruses have
evolved mechanisms to dampen antiviral processes, notably
through the production of specific vRNA degradation products
termed subgenomic flavivirus RNA (sfRNA). sfRNAs are RNAs
produced by the viral replication machinery but do not
contribute to synthesizing viral proteins and are non-infectious
(Mazeaud et al., 2018; Berthoux, 2020). These sfRNAs bind to
and inhibit the activity of host proteins that would normally
block virus multiplication. FMRP is one of those proteins
that binds to Zika sfRNA and inhibits the production of viral
proteins. In the absence of FMRP, both the rate of infection
and translation of viral protein increase per cell; i.e., knockdown
of FMRP increases the infection rate ∼50–80%. Soto-Acosta
and colleagues hypothesized that because FMRP is a known
repressor of cellular mRNA translation, that translation of ZIKV
is inhibited by FMRP early after infection thus reducing ZIKV
infection, but as infection progresses, sfRNA antagonizes FMRP
function leading to increased expression of FMRP target genes.
Overall, the findings by Soto-Acosta et al. strongly suggest that
FMRP plays a pivotal role in ZIKV infection and pathogenesis
through regulation of protein synthesis.

Over two decades of studies elucidating the function of FMRP
demonstrate that this RBP regulates cellular protein synthesis
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through multiple mechanisms including stalling polyribosomes,
associating with miRNA and mRNA ribonucleoprotein
complexes, and regulating the formation of RNA granules
including processing (P)-bodies and stress granules (Lai et al.,
2020). FMRP interacts with at least 180 other proteins of which
30% are ribosomal assembly factors (Taha et al., 2020). Thus,
lack of expression of this pivotal translation regulator in FXS,
or sequestration of FMRP by viral RNA, is expected to have
large effects on cellular protein synthesis. Negative allosteric
modulation of mGluR5 rescues elevated protein synthesis in
mouse models of FXS and tuberous sclerosis (Michalon et al.,
2012; Kelly et al., 2018).

Fragile X Syndrome, FMRP and the
Immune System
Interestingly, FXS is associated with dysregulation of the immune
system, with an over-representation of infectious diseases and an
under-representation of autoimmune disorders (Yu et al., 2020).
Patients with FXS exhibit a significantly altered cytokine profile
compared to controls. Plasma protein levels of the cytokine IL-
1α are elevated and numerous serum chemokines are reduced
(Ashwood et al., 2010; Van Dijck et al., 2020). The reduced
levels of pro-inflammatory chemokines may indicate that the FXS
immune system has a decreased capacity to respond to infection.
Of importance, activation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC) from patients with FXS with a group 1 mGluR agonist
results in increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines
compared to PBMC from control subjects (Careaga et al., 2014a).
The increase in cytokine production can be blocked with an
mGluR5 antagonist. In addition to cytokine profiles, patients
with FXS have an increased propensity to exhibit elevated serum
anti-neuronal antibodies (43% of males) (Lisik et al., 2015). Non-
human FXS models also exhibit dysregulation of the immune
system. Drosophila melanogaster Fmr1 mutants are defective in
controlling bacterial infection by S. pneumoniae or S. marcescens
compared to wild type flies (O’Connor et al., 2017). Peripheral
immune system function appears normal in Fmr1KO mice, but
the mutant mice exhibit elevated hippocampal IL-1β and IL-6
mRNA compared to wild type controls at 4 h post-stimulation
with lipopolysaccharide (Yuskaitis et al., 2010; Hodges et al.,
2020). In contrast to full-mutation FXS, women carriers with
the FXS premutation have an increased comorbidity of immune-
mediated disorders and decreased cytokine production of GM-
CSF and IL-12 (p40) compared to controls (Winarni et al., 2012;
Careaga et al., 2014b; Jalnapurkar et al., 2015). Overall, these
studies suggest that altered FMRP levels are associated with
aberrant immune system function. It remains to be determined
if persons with FXS are more susceptible to infection by
SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses, and conversely, if the FMR1
premutation is protective against viral infection.

SARS-CoV-2 Negative Sense RNA
Contains a Canonical FMRP Binding Site
Fragile X mental retardation protein binds to hundreds of
cellular target mRNAs and predominantly functions to reversibly
stall ribosomal translocation of messages (Darnell et al., 2011).

It is of interest to determine if FMRP is a host cell factor
that binds to SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA or sgRNA as part
of a regulatory mechanism involved in SARS-CoV-2 mRNA
translation. FMRP binds to target RNAs via G-quartet cis-
regulatory elements through the consensus sequence 5′-DWGG
N(0−2) DWGG N(0−1) DWGG N(0−1) DWGG-3′ where D = A, G
or U and W = A or U (Darnell et al., 2001). Based on sequence
analysis of the whole genome of the Wuhan seafood market
pneumonia virus genome assembly (GenBank LR757995.1), we
predict that FMRP binds to negative sense of SARS-CoV-
2 RNA. Specifically, there is a canonical G-quartet sequence
from nucleotides 6014-5996 (Figure 1). FMRP also binds to
target RNA through kissing complex cis-elements with the
consensus site 5′-GGGCKAAGGARK. . . . . .. KAGCGRCUGG-
3′ where K = G or U and R = G or A (Darnell et al., 2005). We did
not find any kissing complex sequences in the positive or negative
sense of SARS-Cov-2 RNA. We predict that binding of FMRP to
negative sense of SARS-CoV-2 RNA sequesters FMRP such that
it cannot act as a translational brake for vRNA synthesis, similar
to the role sfRNA plays in antagonizing FMRP function in ZIKV.

Molecular Modeling Predicts That FMRP
Binds to SARS-CoV-2 Positive and
Negative Sense RNAs
Understanding how SARS-CoV-2 interferes with RNA-related
posttranscriptional processes could identify novel therapies
(Maranon et al., 2020). We utilized the catRAPID algorithm1

to predict RNA/protein interactions relevant to SARS-CoV-2
RNA (GenBank LR757995.1). This algorithm identifies potential
interactions between protein and RNA molecules by combining
the contributions of secondary structure, hydrogen binding and
van der Waal’s forces to generate an interaction profile (Bellucci
et al., 2011; Agostini et al., 2013; Cirillo et al., 2013). First, we
utilized catRAPID omics to compute which RBP are predicted
to bind to positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-2 RNAs.
Top-ranked RBP included several splicing and heterogeneous
nuclear ribonucleoproteins (Table 1). FMRP exhibited an average
interaction strength of 0.30 (range 0–0.95) with an average
star value of 2.58 (range 2.35–2.75) for positive sense SARS-
CoV-2 RNA based on 242 predicted interactions where 57 of
those interactions had an intensity ≥0.5, which is indicative of
high specificity for the interaction. FMRP exhibited an average
interaction strength of 0.27 (range 0–0.99) with an average star
value of 2.54 (range 2.34–2.74) for negative sense SARS-CoV-
2 RNA based on 42 predicted interactions where 8 interactions
had an intensity≥0.5. The interaction strength (enrichment with
respect to random interactions) was computed using a reference
set of 100 random protein and 100 random RNA sequences
having the same lengths as the molecules under investigation,
and the star rating system is a score representing the sum of
the catRAPID normalized propensity, the presence of RNA/DNA
binding domains and disordered regions, and the presence of
known RNA-binding motifs with the range of 0–3 (Agostini et al.,
2013; Cirillo et al., 2013).

1http://s.tartaglialab.com/page/catrapid_group
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FIGURE 1 | SARS-Cov-2 negative sense RNA contains a canonical G-quartet FMRP binding site. FMRP binds to target RNAs via G-quartet cis-regulatory elements
through the consensus sequence 5′-DWGG N(0−2) DWGG N(0−1) DWGG N(0−1) DWGG-3′ where D = any nucleotide except C and W = A or U. The whole genome
sequence of the Wuhan seafood market pneumonia virus genome assembly (GenBank LR757995.1) contains a canonical G-quartet sequence at nucleotides
6014-5996 of negative sense of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. The corresponding negative sense sequence is: 5′-TTGG-AT-ATGG-TTGG-T-TTGG-3′.

TABLE 1 | Top catRAPID hits for RBP that bind to SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

Positive Strand

CSTF2 Cleavage stimulation factor subunit 2

ESRP2 Epithelial splicing regulatory protein 2

FUS RNA-binding protein FUS

SRSF3 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 3

SRSF4 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 4

SRSF5 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 5

SRS10 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 10

SSB Lupus La protein

YBX1 Y-box-binding protein 1

Negative Strand

ESRP2 Epithelial splicing regulatory protein 2

HNRNPF Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein F

HNRNPH1 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H

HNRNPH2 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H2

QK1 Protein quaking

SFPQ Splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich

SRSF3 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 3

SRSF5 Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 5

TIA1 Nucleolysin TIA-1 isoform p40

TRA2B Transformer-2 protein homolog beta

Second, we utilized catRAPID Global Score with uniform
fragmentation to predict FMRP (GenBank AAH86957.1)/SARS-
CoV-2 interactions. The Global Score predicts the overall
interaction ability of a protein-RNA pair based on an algorithm
trained on data generated by photoactivatable ribonucleoside-
enhanced, high-throughput sequencing of RNA isolated by
crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (PAR/HITS-CLIP)
(Hafner et al., 2010). The Global Scores were 0.97 for positive
sense and 0.84 for negative sense SARS-CoV-2 RNA and FMRP.
The top 20 predicted interaction sites were between nucleotides
11,365–12,560 for both positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-2
RNA (interaction propensity range 279–417). Additional RNA
fragments with the highest interaction propensities are listed
in Table 2. The fragment of FMRP with the highest binding
activity for both positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-2 RNA
encompassed amino acids 311–362, which partially overlaps
with a known KH RNA binding domain in FMRP (amino
acids 283–325) (Siomi et al., 1994). Other FMRP protein
regions with high predicted binding affinity for nucleotides
11,365–12,560 for both positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-2

TABLE 2 | Top catRAPID hits of SARS-CoV-2 that bind to FMRP.

Fragment Interaction Propensity

Positive Strand

11365–12560 416.94

7783–8978 274.98

1216–2411 267.13

3007–4002 265.21

3604–4799 264.88

4798–5993 263.82

8380–9575 263.65

7186–8381 262.81

4201–5396 256.57

2410–3605 253.78

Negative Strand

11365–12560 413.11

7186–8381 272.08

4798–5993 268.10

7783–8978 267.37

10171–11366 261.15

5992–7187 259.99

5395–6590 257.13

9574–10769 255.20

8380–9575 254.77

4201–5396 254.30

RNA overlapped or partially overlapped with known Agenet
(63–120) KH1 (221–280), KH2 (283–325), C-terminal (C1,
399–526), and C2 (504–586) domains as well as intervening
FMRP protein sequences.

Third, the catRAPID signal localization algorithm predicted
the top interactions for positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-
2 RNA (Figure 2). The protein region of FMRP implicated in
binding overlapped with the C1 region, which is an arginine-
glycine-rich (RG-rich) region that participates in non-specific
RNA binding (Adinolfi et al., 1999).

And fourth, we utilized catRAPID Global Score with weighted
fragmentation to predict FMRP/SARS-CoV-2 interactions. The
fragmentation weighted option generates interaction predictions
using intact RBP (FMRP) and fragments of the RNA (100–
200 nucleotides of positive or negative SARS-CoV-2 RNA),
and is useful for the study of RNAs, which are larger than
1,000 nucleotides. FMRP and SARS-CoV-2 RNA are predicted
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FIGURE 2 | FMRP is predicted to bind to multiple regions of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. (A) The catRAPID Global Score algorithm with uniform fragmentation and signal
localization predicts multiple FMRP binding sites in both positive and negative sense SARS-CoV-2 RNA, with the strongest predicted binding in the region of
nucleotides 9,000–17,000 (positive sense) and nucleotides 9,000–15,000 (negative sense). (B) The top specific interactions are graphed by protein/RNA sequence
positions (x-axis) versus interaction score (y-axis). Protein and RNA coordinates are reported relative to the NCBI database.

to interact with propensities of 0.93 (positive sense) and
0.87 (negative sense). The top predicted interaction sites for
positive and negative sense SARS-COV-2 are provided in the
Supplementary Figure S1. Of note, 8 negative sense SARS-
CoV-2 RNA fragments spanned the putative G-quartet region
and exhibited an average interaction propensity of 5.8 ± 1.2
with FMRP. For comparison of interaction propensities, FMRP

interacts with human mRNAs including CAMK2A (BC040457.1),
PSD-95 (U83192.1) and APP (BC065529.1) with global scores of
0.54, 0.68 and 0.71, respectively, using the weighted algorithm.

Overall, these molecular modeling studies indicate an
overwhelming plentitude of potential interactions between
FMRP and SARS-CoV-2 RNA, which remain to be
experimentally validated. FMRP is predicted to bind along
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FIGURE 3 | CTEP reduces SARS-CoV-2 viral plaque load. SARS-CoV-2 virus
titer was assessed in response to a 100-fold concentration range (0.3–30 µM)
of the mGluR5 inhibitor CTEP. Confluent VeroE6/TPMRSS2 cells seeded at a
density of 5 × 105 cells per well in 6-well plates were infected with
SARS-CoV-2 [approximately 80 plaque-forming units of
SARS-CoV-2/UT-NCGM02/Human/2020/Tokyo (UT-NCGM02) isolated from a
mild case in Tokyo]. After 30 min infection, viral inoculum was removed and
cells were washed three times to remove any unbound virus before being
overlaid with MEM containing a final concentration of 5% fetal bovine serum
and 1.0% methyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich; to allow for plaque formation) along
with various concentrations of CTEP. After an incubation of 2 days, the
number of plaques were counted and IC50 values were calculated using
Graphpad Prism software (Graphpad Software, La Jolla, CA, United States).
CTEP reduced virus titer with an IC50 of 13.1 µM.

25 kB of the 29.8 kB length of positive and negative sense
SARS-CoV-2 RNAs such that the RNA could act as a sink for
FMRP and other RBP and prevent their normal function. The
predicted interaction propensities of FMRP with SARS-CoV-2
positive and negative sense RNAs are stronger than known
FMRP target mRNAs.

Repurposing mGluR5 Inhibitors for
Treatment of COVID-19
The leading drug target to date for FXS is the glutamate-
activated, G-protein-coupled receptor mGluR5, which signals
through FMRP (Bear et al., 2004; Stoppel et al., 2017). The
mGluRs contain a large extracellular amino terminal domain, a
heptahelical transmembrane region, and an intracellular carboxy
terminal domain. Negative allosteric modulators (NAMs) of
mGluR5 bind to the transmembrane heptahelical domain. These
drugs are potent, non-competitive, selective and systematically
active allosteric antagonists that are under study for a range
of indications including anxiety, epilepsy, pain, depression,
Parkinson’s disease, gastroesophageal reflux disease, FXS, autism,
and addiction (Westmark, 2014). There has been a concerted
effort to repurpose mGluR5 NAMs for the treatment of
FXS where these drugs rescue disease phenotypes in multiple
preclinical models and have been safely tested in clinical trials
(Gravius et al., 2010; Michalon et al., 2012; Scharf et al.,
2015; Berry-Kravis et al., 2017). Although mGluR5 expression is
enriched in brain tissue, the receptor is ubiquitously expressed
in the body including the lungs2. We hypothesize that mGluR5
NAMs could be a prophylactic treatment to slow viral protein
synthesis in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2.

2The Human Protein Atlas, accessed 04/02/20 at https://www.proteinatlas.org/
ENSG00000168959-GRM5.

Treatment of COVID-19 will likely require a therapeutic
cocktail approach. Lead candidate drugs have been reviewed
and include angiotensin receptor blockers, statins, remdesivir,
chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir-ritonavir and
interferon-beta (Kupferschmidt and Cohen, 2020). Angiotensin
receptor blockers and statins upregulate ACE2, the SARS-CoV-2
host receptor, and are expected to increase the host response
to infection allowing the patient to recover on their own
(Fedson et al., 2020). Remdesivir shuts down viral replication
by inhibiting viral RNA polymerase and has been shown
to inhibit both the SARS and MERS viruses but not Ebola.
Remdesivir must be given intravenously and is expensive.
Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine decrease the acidity
of cellular endosomes compartments, which are involved in
the degradation of foreign material. These drugs require high
doses that could cause severe toxicity and many side effects.
Lopinavir-ritonavir inhibits the HIV protease and has been
shown effective in marmosets infected with the MERS-CoV
virus. Interferon-beta regulates inflammation. A combination
of lopinavir-ritonavir with interferon-beta has lessened disease
severity in marmosets with MERS-CoV but could be risky
for patients with severe COVID-19 and lead to more tissue
damage. Other drugs under investigation for COVID-19 include
corticosteroids and baricitinib, which reduce inflammation in
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis; camostat mesylate, which
inhibits a human protein involved with infection; anti-viral
drugs including the influenza drug favipiravir; and additional
HIV antivirals (Kupferschmidt and Cohen, 2020). An alternative
therapeutic strategy is to boost immunity with plasma from
convalesced COVID-19 patients or monoclonal antibodies
directed at SARS-CoV-2.

We propose that inclusion of mGluR5 NAMs as part of
a drug cocktail approach to combat COVID-19 offers the
advantages of: (1) extensive preclinical research regarding
its mechanism of action; (2) prior safety testing in human
clinical trials of FXS; (3) numerous mGluR5 NAMs available
from multiple pharmaceutical countries worldwide; (4) orally
dosed; (5) protein target ubiquitously expressed including the
lungs; (6) less expensive to produce small molecule drugs;
and (7) targets a post-transcriptional gene regulatory step
in viral production not addressed by other therapies under
investigation. In addition, blockade of mGluR5 activity prevents
an increase in proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines (Shah
et al., 2012), which may quell the cytokine storm elicited by
SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Preclinical Testing Strategy of mGluR5
Inhibitors in SARS-COVID-2 Models
Proposed experiments to validate our hypothesis include: (1)
gel mobility shift and co-immunoprecipitation assays to identify
FMRP/SARS-Cov-2 RNA interactions, (2) in vitro translation
assays to quantitate viral and cellular protein synthesis levels
in the presence and absence of FMRP and mGluR5 inhibitors,
(3) in vitro assays in SARS-CoV-2 RNA-infected cells that
under- and over-express FMRP to assess protein synthesis levels
and virus production with/without mGluR5 inhibitors, and (4)
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FIGURE 4 | Operation mGluR5. COVID-19 is a global pandemic, i.e., a Blitzkrieg attack by SARS-CoV-2 on the human population. The port of attack for
SARS-CoV-2 is the cell surface receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) in the cells of the lungs À. Once SARS-CoV-2 lands and breaches the cell border,
the virus injects positive-sense, single-stranded RNA [ssRNA(+)] into the cell cytoplasm and immediately takes hostage of the host cell protein synthesis machinery Á

to replicate and transcribe new viral RNA Â. This is accomplished by a swift and effective disarmament of the cell’s shock troops, RNA binding proteins (RBPs).
Shock troops is a military term for infantry formations created to lead an attack. In the RNA world, RBPs bind to RNA to either degrade, localize, store or translate
messages. RBPs can bind to viral as well as cellular mRNA. In the case of viral infection, viral RNA recruits cellular RBPs to translate viral proteins at ribosomes, or
sequesters cellular RBPs at other cell encampments, such as stress granules and P-bodies, to block their normal cellular function. We hypothesize that FMRP is a
shock troop that is sequestered by SARS-CoV-2 RNA to prevent its normal function of acting as a brake on protein synthesis Ã. In the absence of FMRP, it is
predicted that the rate of viral protein synthesis Ä and hence further infection Å are increased. Public surveillance policies and on-site diagnostics (i.e., equivalent to
wartime communications and intelligence reports) to inform the public and health care professionals on viral spread are in place. Vaccines, which can mediate a rapid
immune response to fight infection are in progress (i.e., cell airborne attack) Æ. Drugs to target ACE2, the port of infection, are identified and under study (i.e., cell
naval response) Ç. What we lack in the fight against SARS-CoV-2 are drugs that support the boots on the ground, i.e., RBPs, and protect their encampments, i.e.,
ribosomes, stress granules and P-bodies. We propose that mGluR5 inhibitors È are a potential drug therapy to combat viral hijack of the host translational
infrastructure (i.e., the cell army) by slowing down protein synthesis to afford the innate immune system time to identify a viral infection and mediate an adaptive
response as well as to afford the cell degradation machinery (i.e., cell marines) time to recruit and degrade viral proteins. It is anticipated that reduced protein
synthesis could have negative consequences for the host cell as well as the virus; however, similar to chemotherapy that kills both healthy and cancer cells, this
defensive strategy to delay advance of the stealth virus invader could buy time until the enemy can be eradicated by flanking troops. An additional potential benefit of
mGluR5 inhibition is reduced cytokine production, which could attenuate the COVID-19 cytokine storm.
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in vivo testing of disease outcomes in a COVID-19 animal
model in response to mGluR5 inhibitors. An important caveat
to this hypothesis is that viruses can differentially affect the
host translational machinery. It will be important to test both
mGluR5 NAMs and positive allosteric modulators (PAMs) in
preclinical studies to ascertain effects on SARS-CoV-2 RNA and
protein synthesis. To our knowledge, the only study testing
mGluR5 drugs in a virus model was in a virus-induced temporal
lobe epilepsy (TMEV) model where treatment with the PAM
VU0360172 reduced acute seizures, while blocking mGluR5 did
not make seizure phenotypes worse (Hanak et al., 2019).

Toward validation of our model, we tested the
mGluR5 inhibitor 2-chloro-4-((2,5-dimethyl-1-(4-(trifluoro-
methoxy)phenyl)-1H-imidazol-4-yl)ethynyl)pyridine (CTEP)
in an in vitro SARS-CoV-2 assay (Figure 3). CTEP is a
commercially available, research-grade mGluR5 inhibitor
developed by Hoffmann-La Roche. This negative allosteric
modulator of mGluR5 acts with nanomolar affinity and greater
than 1,000-fold selectivity when tested against 103 targets
(Lindemann et al., 2011). CTEP has high oral bioavailability
and long duration of action in animal models with a single dose
lasting 18 h. CTEP reduced viral plaque load with an IC50 of
13.1 µM in a VeroE6/TMPRSS2 cell assay. In vivo testing of
CTEP in a hamster COVID-19 model is in progress.

Clinical Feasibility
The old adage, “feed a cold, starve a fever,” may apply to treating
COVID-19. Starving a fever is medical folklore for normalizing
metabolism that is in overdrive. Metabolism is dependent on
protein synthesis. Because virus translation dominates host cell
translation at later time points of infection due to the high level of
viral transcripts (Irigoyen et al., 2016), reducing protein synthesis
after the onset of symptoms would be predicted to starve virus
translation more than host cell translation leading to reduced
virus production and affording the adaptive immune system
more time to generate a response.

Inhibitors of mGluR5, which have been extensively studied
in both preclinical research and in clinical trials, particularly
as regards FXS and Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Gravius et al.,
2010; Michalon et al., 2012; Scharf et al., 2015; Tison et al.,
2016; Berry-Kravis et al., 2017), offer a potential repurposing
strategy for COVID-19 (Figure 4). The FXS field has three
decades of experience in mobilizing academic, pharmaceutical,
biotechnology and clinical partners to repurpose drugs for a rare
disorder through the efforts of FRAXA Research Foundation,
the National Fragile X Foundation (NFXF) and other advocacy
groups. There have been over 3,000 publications by the
biomedical community to understand the role of FMRP in
FXS and to test promising drugs with mGluR5 as the leading
drug target. This experience could be rapidly extrapolated to
COVID-19. Of most importance, multiple clinical trials have
been conducted in both children and adults with FXS as well as
adults with PD with minimal adverse effects.

Limitations regarding repurposing mGluR5 inhibitors for
COVID-19 include: (1) the need for key supporting experiments
regarding the mechanism, i.e., linking mGluR5, FMRP and viral
protein production; (2) FMRP is not the only downstream

target of mGluR5; (3) viral protein production is not exclusively
regulated by FMRP and/or mGluR5; (4) caution is required in the
interpretation of the in vitro virus titer data in response to CTEP
as weak activity is indicated by an IC50 of 13.1 µM; and (5) it is
unknown if an effective serum concentration can be achieved in
patients and if therapeutic doses will induce adverse reactions.
Nonetheless, considering the dearth of therapeutic options for
COVID-19 and the established safety profile of mGluR5 NAMs,
it is worthwhile to test clinical grade mGluR5 NAMs, such as
AFQ056, basimglurant and dipraglurant, in in vitro and in vivo
models of COVID-19.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, public surveillance and vaccine development for
COVID-19 are on-going, but we have limited knowledge of
SARS-CoV-2 post-transcriptional gene regulation and a dearth of
therapeutic options. Thus, there is a critical need for the research
community to rapidly mobilize to address these knowledge
gaps related to COVID-19. In addition, viral infections will
remain a serious threat even after COVID-19 passes. Viruses are
constantly mutating and have the capacity to transmit between
species. It is imperative to identify an arsenal of therapeutic
options. Evidence-based research to support vaccine and drug
development requires time and money to conduct rigorous
and reproducible studies in preclinical models to support a
hypothesis followed by extensive clinical trial validation. Thus,
when currently available drugs can be repurposed for a rare
disorder, or a global epidemic, it can greatly reduce the cost and
time of drug validation. Targeting protein synthesis as part of a
therapeutic arsenal may be a feasible broad-spectrum option to
target viruses, which depend on, and cannot replicate without,
the host cell translational machinery.

It remains to be determined if FMRP plays a role in
protein synthesis in response to SARS-CoV-2 infection, and if
mGluR5 NAMs are a viable therapeutic strategy to modulate
viral protein production. From a post-transcriptional gene
regulation perspective, research questions that need to be
addressed include: which RBP bind to and regulate synthesis
of SARS-CoV-2 genomic and subgenomic RNA? Does SARS-
Cov-2 RNA sequester and thereby inactivate host cell RBP such
as FMRP to promote viral RNA production? Do drugs that
target RBP attenuate viral replication? How do those drugs affect
the immune response? Nonetheless, mGluR5 NAMs have been
extensively studied in non-viral models, have proven relatively
safe, and may provide a rapid repurposing strategy. Similar to
physical distancing and the temporary shutdown of our economy
at the national level to allow public surveillance and prevent
viral spread, temporary attenuation of protein synthesis at the
cellular level may afford the immune system time to find and
fight SARS-Cov-2.
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Coronaviruses were first discovered in the 1960s and are named due to their crown-
like shape. Sometimes, but not often, a coronavirus can infect both animals and
humans. An acute respiratory disease, caused by a novel coronavirus (severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 or SARS-CoV-2 previously known as 2019-nCoV)
was identified as the cause of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) as it spread
throughout China and subsequently across the globe. As of 14th July 2020, a total
of 13.1 million confirmed cases globally and 572,426 deaths had been reported by
the World Health Organization (WHO). SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the β-coronavirus family
and shares extensive genomic identity with bat coronavirus suggesting that bats are the
natural host. SARS-CoV-2 uses the same receptor, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2), as that for SARS-CoV, the coronavirus associated with the SARS outbreak in
2003. It mainly spreads through the respiratory tract with lymphopenia and cytokine
storms occuring in the blood of subjects with severe disease. This suggests the
existence of immunological dysregulation as an accompanying event during severe
illness caused by this virus. The early recognition of this immunological phenotype could
assist prompt recognition of patients who will progress to severe disease. Here we
review the data of the immune response during COVID-19 infection. The current review
summarizes our understanding of how immune dysregulation and altered cytokine
networks contribute to the pathophysiology of COVID-19 patients.

Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, IL-6, pathogenesis, cytokines storm

INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, a novel Coronavirus (nCoV), emerged in the Huanan wet food Market, where
livestock animals are also traded, in Wuhan, Hubei Province in China. However, analysis of the
first 41 hospitalized patients suggests that Wuhan seafood market may not be source of novel virus
spreading (1).

This resulted in an epidemic of severe pneumonia of unknown cause (2). Genomic sequencing
of viral isolates from five patients with pneumonia hospitalized from December 18 to December 29,
2019, indicated the presence of a previously unknown β-CoV strain in patients (3). This nCoV has
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subsequently spread from the site of the original outbreak in
China and was named as SARS-CoV-2 by the World Health
Organization (WHO) on January 12th 2020 and the disease
as COVID-19 on 11th February 2020 (4). It was confirmed
as having 75–80% resemblance to the coronavirus that caused
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV) (5). COVID-19
currently affects 188 countries globally1 and up to July 14th 2020
the cumulative number of confirmed cases were 13.1 million
people and at least 572,426 people have died with SARS-CoV-
2 infection (6). The mortality rate varies from less than 1% up
to 3.7% between countries (7) compared with a mortality rate
of less than 0.1% from influenza2. Given the origin of the first
case of COVID-19, the infection was probably transmitted from
animal to human.

Coronaviruses have caused three epidemics in the past two
decades namely, COVID-19, SARS, and Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS) (8). No specific antiviral therapies currently
exist but efforts to develop anti-viral therapies and a vaccine are
urgently needed. This review summarizes the immune response
against SARS-CoV-2 and indicates areas of interest for the
development of specific anti-viral therapies against SARS-CoV-2.

CORONAVIRUS

CoV belong to the genus Coronavirus in the Coronaviridae
family. CoVs are pleomorphic RNA viruses with special crown-
shape peplomers between 80 and 160 nM in size and a genome
of 27–32 kb (8). Thus, enveloped CoV are some of the largest
known RNA viruses (9, 10). Coronaviruses are able to infect a
variety of hosts such as humans and several other vertebrates.
They are associated with several respiratory and intestinal tract
infections. Pulmonary coronaviruses have long been recognized
as harmful pathogens in domesticated animals that also cause
upper respiratory tract infections in humans (11).

Four coronavirus genera (α, β, γ, and δ) have been
characterized so far, with human coronaviruses (HCoVs)
detected as being in either the α (HCoV-229E and NL63) or
β (MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, HCoV-OC43, and HCoV-HKU1)
genera (12). Coronaviruses have a high mutation rate and a high
capacity to act as pathogens when present in humans and various
animals presenting with a wide range of clinical features. The
disease characteristics can range from an asymptomatic course
to the requirement of hospitalization in an intensive care unit.
Coronaviruses cause infections of the respiratory, gastrointestinal,
hepatic, heart, renal and neurologic systems and exacerbations of
lung diseases, croup and bronchiolitis (12–23).

Coronaviruses were not considered as highly pathogenic
for humans until the outbreak of SARS in 2002–2003. Before
these outbreaks the two most well-known types of CoV were
CoV OC43 and CoV 229E that induced mild infections in
immunocompromised individuals (13, 24, 25). Furthermore,
10 years after the SARS epidemic, another highly pathogenic CoV,
MERS-CoV emerged in Middle Eastern countries (2).

1https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
2https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/q-a-similarities-and-differences-
covid-19-and-influenza

ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING ENZYME 2
(ACE2)

Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) catalyses the formation of
angiotensin II from angiotensin I and, thereby, plays a key role
in the control of cardio-renal function and blood pressure (26).
ACE is highly expressed in the human heart, kidney, and testis
consistent with its role in cardio-renal function. ACE2 is a novel
gene encoding a homolog of ACE (27) that efficiently cleaves
the C-terminal residue from several peptides unrelated to the
renin–angiotensin system (28). Although highest ACE2 mRNA
expression levels were detected in the intestinal epithelium,
pulmonary ACE2 expression and function have been given
extensive attention in recent years due to the findings that ACE2
serves as the receptor for SARS-CoV (29, 30) and its role in
acute lung injury (31). ACE2 expression within bronchial and
nasal epithelial cells is mostly localized to goblet and mucociliary
cells (30). Recent evidence shows that cell entry of SARS-CoV-
2 via ACE2 could be inhibited by a pharmacologic inhibitor of
the cellular serine protease TMPRSS2, which is employed by
SARS-CoV-2 for S protein priming (32).

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 acts as a binding site or
receptor for the viral anchoring or spike (S) proteins present
on the exterior surfaces of beta coronaviruses (33). Upon
viral binding, ACE2 is released from the epithelial cell surface
into the airway surface liquid (34) via cleavage by ADAM
metallopeptidase domain 17 (ADAM17) and other sheddases (35,
36). ADAM17 activation also processes the membrane form of
the interleukin (IL)-6 receptor (IL-6R)-α to the soluble form (sIL-
6Ra) allowing gp130-mediated activation of the transcription
factor STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription
3) via an sIL-6Ra-IL-6 complex in a variety of IL-6R-α-
negative non-immune cells including airway epithelial cells (37).
STAT3 activation, in turn, induces full activation of the pro-
inflammatory nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) pathway (37).
Thus, SARS-CoV-2 infection in the respiratory tract can activate
both NF-κB and STAT3 in a feedforward mechanism (IL-6
amplifier or IL-6 Amp) leading to multiple inflammatory and
autoimmune diseases (37). Since IL-6 is a functional marker
of cellular senescence, the age-dependent enhancement of the
IL-6 Amp might correspond to the age-dependent increase in
COVID-19 mortality. Furthermore, the putative driving role
of IL-6 in SARS-CoV-2 induced inflammation suggests that
inhibition of Janus kinases may be an attractive therapy for severe
COVID-19 patients (38).

Airway surface liquid can contain catalytically active shed or
soluble ACE2 (sACE2) under both stimulated and constitutive
conditions (39). sACE2 acts in a feedback loop to suppress viral
entry into cells and suggests that reductions in ACE2 shedding
might contribute to disease pathogenesis (40).

Modulation of ACE2 expression is seen in many lung diseases
including acute lung injury (ALI). ALI is induced by viral
and bacterial infections and by gastro-intestinal events such
as diarrhea SARS infection induces ALI following binding to
airway epithelial cells, it is known that as the virus binds to
ACEs, the abundance on the cell surface, mRNA expression,
and the enzymatic activity of ACE2 are significantly reduced
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due shedding/internalizing processes (41, 42). Interestingly in an
animal model of SARS infection, binding of the virus to ACE2
results in decreased receptor expression and severe enhancement
of acid aspiration pneumonia (43). Downregulation of ACE2
following SARS infection upregulates angiotensin (Ang) II which
leads, in turn, to enhanced vessels permeability and induces
lung injury (43). Importantly, ACE2 is endocytosed together
with SARS-CoV, resulting in the reduction of ACE2 on cells,
followed by an increase of serum Ang II (44). Severe lung
inflammation itself may induce dysregulation of the renin-
angiotensin pathway followed by ARDS development following
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Indeed, SARS-CoV-induced ARDS in an
animal model is prevented by inhibitors of angiotensin receptor
type 1 (AT1R) (44).

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 is also implicated in
the pathogenesis of lung fibrosis as it modulates neutrophil
infiltration in the lung by inhibiting the Ang II/AT1R axis,
triggering lung fibrosis (45). In addition, the expression of Ang 1–
7, an ACE2-mediated anti-inflammatory metabolite of Ang II, is
dysregulated in asthma suggesting a role in asthma pathogenesis
(5, 46). In addition, the expression of ACE2 is down-regulated
by the asthma-associated cytokine IL-13 which may account for
the lower expression of ACE2 in nasal epithelial cells of asthmatic
subjects (47).

Human ACE2 is the receptor for SARS- CoV (48) as well
as for SARS-CoV-2 (3, 49). The binding of the SARS-CoV-2
viral S protein appears not to be as strong as that seen with the
SARS virus (3). However, other studies suggest that the SARS-
CoV-2 receptor binding domain (RBD) exhibits a significantly
higher binding affinity for ACE2 than SARS-CoV RBD (50).
Furthermore, additional reports suggest that receptors such as
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4 or CD26), which are involved in
SARS and MERS infection, may also be important in SARS-CoV-
2 infection (51–54).

IMMUNOPATHOLOGY OF COVID-19
DISEASE

The pathogenesis of COVID-19 is not defined but reports from
many countries indicate that the virus has the same mechanism
by which it enters or invades host cells as SARS-COV. The origin
of SARS-CoV-2 is not well-established, however, it is established
that bats are the source of related viruses and that human to
human transmission plays a critical role in its pathogenesis (1,
49, 55, 56). After entering into target cells following Spike protein
association with its receptor (57), viral RNA is encapsulated
and polyadenylated, and encodes various structural and non-
structural polypeptide genes. These polyproteins are cleaved
by proteases that exhibit chymotrypsin-like activity (58, 59).
Although transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) is the
major protease associated with CoV activation and has been
linked to SARS-CoV-2 activation, recent evidence from single
cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) analysis shows that ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 are not expressed in the same cell (30) suggesting
the involvement of other proteases such as cathepsin B and L
in this process.

In general, pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) recognize
invading pathogens including viruses (60). Viruses elicit several
key host immune responses such as increasing the release of
inflammatory factors, induction and maturation of dendritic
cells (DCs) and increasing the synthesis of type I interferons
(IFNs), which are important in limiting viral spread (60). Both
the innate and acquired immune response are activated by
SARS-CoV-2. CD4 + T cells stimulate B cells to produce virus-
specific antibodies including immunoglobulin (Ig)G and IgM
and CD8 + T cells directly kill virus-infected cells (Figure 1). T
helper cells produce pro-inflammatory cytokines and mediators
to help the other immune cells. SARS-CoV-2 can block the host
immune defense by suppressing T cell functions by inducing
their programmed cell death e.g., by apoptosis. Furthermore,
the host production of complement factors such as C3a and
C5a and antibodies are critical in combating the viral infection
(Figure 1) (61–64).

Viral-Track is a novel computational approach that screens
scRNA-seq data for viral RNAs (65). This approach identified
a major change in the bronchoalveolar lavage immune cell
landscape during severe SARS-CoV-2 infection. Interestingly,
Viral–Track identified co-infection of monocytes with human
metapneumovirus following dampening of the IFN response.

The pathogenesis of COVID-19 is therefore as much a result
of an abnormal host response or overreaction of the immune
system in some patients with unknown etiology. This results in
the local production of extremely high levels of a large number of
inflammatory cytokines, chemokines and free radicals locally that
cause severe damage to the lungs and other organs. In the worst-
case scenario, systemic overspill results in multi-organ failure
and even death (66, 67). Acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) is the main death cause in COVID-19 (1). However, the
precise reason for this being the common immunopathological
event for SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV infections is
unclear although it probably involves the generation of a cytokine
storm (68). COVID-19 infection induces pneumonia which is
characterized primarily by fever, cough, dyspnea, and bilateral
infiltrates on chest imaging (1, 23, 69). Edema and prominent
proteinaceous exudates, vascular congestion, and inflammatory
clusters with fibrinoid material and multinucleated giant cells has
also been reported in lungs of COVID-19 infected patients (70).

Overall, the transcriptional footprint of SARS-CoV-2 infection
is distinct from other highly pathogenic coronaviruses and
common respiratory viruses such as IAV, HPIV3, and RSV. It
is noteworthy that, despite a reduced IFN-I and -III response
to SARS-CoV-2, recent studies show a consistent chemokine
signature (71).

IMMUNE RESPONSE AGAINST
CORONAVIRUS

In patients with COVID-19, the white blood cell count can vary
between leukopenia, leukocytosis, and lymphopenia, although
lymphopenia appears to be more common (1, 72). Importantly,
the lymphocyte count is associated with increased disease severity
in COVID-19 (73, 74). Lymphopenia and lower lymphocyte
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic immune responses to CoVs. (A) When the SARS-CoV-2 virus invades the host, it is first recognized by the angiotensin converting enzyme
(ACE) 2 receptor present on respiratory epithelial cells allowing viral entry. Following viral replication within the cells, the virus is released where it is met by the host’s
innate immune system. T lymphocytes and dendritic cells are activated through pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) including C-type lectin-like receptors, Toll-like
receptor (TLR), NOD-like receptor (NLR), and RIG-I-like receptor (RLR). The virus induces the expression of numerous inflammatory factors, maturation of dendritic
cells, and the synthesis of type I interferons (IFNs) which limits the viral spread and accelerates macrophage phagocytosis of viral antigens resulting in clinical
recovery. However, the N protein of SARS-CoV can help the virus escape from the immune responses and overreaction of the immune system generates high levels
of inflammatory mediators and free radicals. These induce severe local damage to the lungs and other organs, and, in the worst scenario, multi-organ failure and
even death. (B) The adaptive immune response joins the fight against the virus. T lymphocytes including CD4 + and CD8 + T cells play an important role in this
defense. CD4 + T cells stimulate B cells to produce virus-specific antibodies whilst CD8 + T cells are able to directly kill virus-infected cells. T helper cells produce
pro-inflammatory cytokines to help the defending cells. However, SARS-CoV-2 can inhibit T cells by inducing programmed cell death (apoptosis). (C) Humoral
immunity including complement factors such as C3a and C5a and specific B cell-derived antibodies are also essential in combating SARS-CoV-2 infection.

counts indicated a poor prognosis in COVID-19 patients (75, 73).
ICU patients suffering from COVID-19 have lymphocyte counts
of 800 cells/µl and a reduced chance for survival (23). The
etiology and mechanisms of lymphopenia in COVID-19 patients
is unknown but SARS-like viral particles and SARS-CoV RNA
has been detected in T cells suggesting a direct effect of SARS
virus on T cells potentially through apoptosis (74, 75, 76).

The role of DCs in the host defense against COVID-19
unclear. During infection with SARS-CoV, antigen-presenting
cell (APC) function is altered and impaired DC migration
results in reduced priming of T cells. This will lead to a fewer
number of virus-specific T cells within the lungs (77, 78).
After initial infection with virus, lung resident respiratory DCs
(rDCs) seek out the invading pathogen or antigens from infected
epithelial cells, and when activated, process antigen and migrate
to the draining (mediastinal and cervical) lymph nodes (DLN).
Once in the DLNs, rDCs present the processed antigen in the
form of MHC/peptide complex to naïve circulating T cells.
Engagement of the T cell receptor (TCR) with peptide-MHC
complex and additional co-stimulatory signals induce T cell
activation, vigorous proliferation and migration to the site of
infection (79, 80).

Cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTLs) and natural killer (NK) cells
are important for the control of viral infection, and the functional
exhaustion of cytotoxic lymphocytesis may increase the severity
of diseases. In patients with COVID-19, the total number of NK
and CTLs are decreased which is in parallel with exhaustion
of their function and upregulation of NK inhibitory receptor
CD94/NK group 2 member A (NKG2A) (81). After successful
recovery of COVID-19 patients, the number of NK and CD8+
T cells was restored with reduced expression of NKG2A.
Furthermore, there is a lower percentage of CD107a + NK,
IFN-γ+ NK, IL-2+ NK, and TNF-α+ NK cells in COVID-19
patients (81).

As indicated above, increased T cell apoptosis occurs in MERS
infected patients (82, 83) and it is likely that this also happens
in COVID-19 patients. Interestingly, the decreased number of
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood of SARS-CoV-
2-infected patients possess high proportions of HLA-DR (CD4
3.47%) and CD38 (CD8 39.4%) double-positive cells indicating
highly activated cells (68). In addition, there was impaired
activation of CD4 and CD8 cells evidenced by the appearance
of CD25, CD28, and CD69 expression on these T cell subsets
(84, 85). These factors may together account for the delayed
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development of the adaptive immune response and prolonged
virus clearance in severe human SARS-CoV infection (86).

Decreased numbers of T cells strongly correlated with the
severity of the acute phase of SARS disease in humans (87, 88).
Both the S and N proteins of SARS-CoV contain immunogenic
epitopes that are recognized by CD4 and CD8 T cells. Viral S
protein induce neutralizing antibodies and immunization with
vaccines encoding the virus N-protein able to induce eosinophilic
response in animals (89). In order to produce neutralizing
antibodies, it is important that the viral antigen is recognized
by APC as these subsequently stimulate the body’s humoral
immunity via virus-specific B and plasma cells (Figure 1). In
SARS, IgM and IgG are important antibodies and the IgM
antibody was detected in patient’s blood 3–6 days after infection
and IgG could be detected after 8 days (90, 91). The SARS-specific
IgM antibodies disappeared by the end of week 12, whilst the IgG
antibody can last for a long time. This suggests that generation
of IgG antibodies may be essential to provide a longer term
protective role (92).

Understanding the immune response to SARS-CoV-2 is
crucial for vaccine development. HLA class I and II epitope pools
have been used to detect CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in 100 and 70%
of convalescent COVID patients (93). The CD4+ responses to
the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein correlated with the magnitude of
antiviral immunoglobulin titers although T cell responses were
also found against M, N, and open viral proteins. Intriguingly,
40–60% of non-SARS-CoV-2 exposed individuals also possessed
CD4 + cell responses against SARS-CoV-2 indicating a degree of
cross-reactivity between CoVs (93).

In addition to cell-mediated and humoral-mediated defense
by the immune system, pro-inflammatory cytokine release also
helps against COVID-19 infection. Effector cytokines such as
IFN-γ directly inhibit viral replication and enhance antigen
presentation (94). However, it has been postulated that SARS-
CoV-2, due to the secretion of a novel short protein encoded
by orf3b, inhibits the expression of IFNβ and enhances viral
pathogenicity (95). Chemokines produced by activated T cells
recruit more innate and adaptive cells to control the pathogen
burden. Cytotoxic molecules such as granzyme B directly kill
infected epithelial cells and help eliminate the pathogen (96–
99). One of the main mechanisms for ARDS induced by
SARS-CoV-2 is the cytokine storm, the deadly uncontrolled
systemic inflammatory response resulting from the release of
large amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines (100).

Besides lymphocytes, other innate immune cells also play a
role in the pathogenesis of COVID-19. For example, neutrophils
and neutrophil-associated cytokines such as CXCL2 and CXCL8
are elevated in the blood and serum of COVID-19 patients (101).
This may have prognostic value for identifying individuals at risk
for developing severe disease.

The cytokine storm syndrome (CSS) is the result of an
immune system running wild. In this condition the regulation
of immune cells is often defective, resulting in the increased
production of inflammatory proteins that can lead to organ
failure and death. Among these inflammatory mediators released
by immune effector cells are the cytokines IFN-α, IFN-γ, IL-
1β, IL-6, IL-12, IL-18, IL-33, TNF-α, and transforming growth

factor (TGF)β and chemokines such as CCL2, CCL3, CCL5,
CXCL8, CXCL9, and CXCL10 (1, 66, 86, 102). Early clinical
(fever, confusion) and laboratory (blood hyperferritinemia,
lymphopenia, prolonged prothrombin time, elevated lactate
dehydrogenase, elevated IL-6, elevated C-reactive protein,
elevated soluble CD25) results from critically ill COVID-19
patients suggest the presence of a CSS causing ARDS and multi-
organ failure (23, 72, 103) as seen with SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV infection (68).

Secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH) is
an under-recognized, hyperinflammatory syndrome which is
accompanied by a fulminant and fatal hyper cytokinaemia
with multi-organ failure which has been reported following
viral infections (104) and occurs in 3.7–4·3% of sepsis cases
(105). A cytokine profile resembling sHLH is associated with
COVID-19 disease severity, characterized by increased IL-2,
IL-7, GCSF, IP-10, MCP-1, and MIP-α (1). All patients with
severe COVID-19 should be screened for hyperinflammation
such as increased ferritin, decreased platelet counts and
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (106) to identify the subgroup
of patients for whom immunosuppression could improve
mortality. Therapeutic options include steroids, intravenous
immunoglobulin, selective cytokine blockade (e.g., anakinra or
tocilizumab) and JAK inhibition (107–111) and the results are
eagerly awaited.

Granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-
CSF) is an immunoregulatory cytokine with a pivotal role in
initiation and perpetuation of many inflammatory diseases. GM-
CSF links T-cell-driven acute pulmonary inflammation with an
autocrine, self-amplifying cytokine loop that leads to monocyte
and macrophage activation. This loop has been targeted in
CSS and in chronic inflammatory disorders. Importantly, the
expansion of GM-CSF-expressing CD4+ T cells (Th1), CD8+ T
cells, natural killer cells, and B cells are associated with disease
severity in COVID-19 patients (112).

It is plausible that GM-CSF serves as an integral link between
the severe pulmonary syndrome-initiating capacity of pathogenic
CD4+ Th1 cells (GM-CSF+ IFNγ+) with the inflammatory
signature of monocytes (CD14 + CD16 + with high expression
of IL-6) (113). The potential risks associated with inhibition of
GM-CSF in the context of viral infection and the challenges
of doing clinical trials in this setting, highlight the fact that
the mechanism(s) of induction of the cytokine storm are
not well understood and that unknown genetic factors might
be playing a role.

The reason for the resistance of children to COVID-
19 is also unclear. However, it seems that their immune
reactivity is lower than in adults and that although infants
are susceptible to SARS-CoV-2 infection the severity of the
disease is generally low (114). In addition, other reports have
hypothesized that the lower risk of infection among children is
due to differential expression of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) which increases its gene expression within nasal epithelial
with age (115).

A genetic predisposition to infectious viral disease has been
ascribed to young and healthy adults who succumb to SARS-
CoV-2 infection with resultant overt symptoms of COVID-19.
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However, there is limited evidence available as yet to delineate any
specific genetic markers. Dementia has been associated with an
enhanced risk of COVID-19 susceptibility and higher mortality
in United Kingdom patients. The apolipoprotein E (ApoE) e4
genotype is associated with an increased risk of dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease. Interestingly, within the United Kingdom
Biobank, ApoE e4e4 homozygotes were 2.3–4.0-fold more likely
to be COVID-19 test positives (OR = 2.31, 95% CI: 1.65 to 3.24)
and may relate to co-expression of ApoE e4 and ACE2 within
type 2 alveolar epithelial cells (116). The risks for COVID-19
mortality were not associated with chronological age or age-
related comorbidities. Further studies are needed to validate these
results in another cohort and to understand the mechanisms
linking ApoE genotypes to COVID-19 severity.

Furthermore, there is a global effort to define the human
genetics of protective immunity to SARS-CoV-2 infection (117).
The goal is to compare extremes of SARS-CoV-2 susceptibility in
young individuals with very severe disease and subjects with no
infection despite high viral exposure.

The presence of metabolic balance syndrome/obesity, and
particularly its complications, such as diabetes and hypertension,
is associated with an increased propensity to develop a more
serious illness, requiring hospital admission and probably
invasive ventilation (111). Furthermore, patients with previous
cardiovascular metabolic diseases also have a greater risk
of developing severe disease highlighting the fact that the
presence of comorbidities greatly affects the prognosis of the
COVID-19 (118). Whether there is a genetic link to this
increased risk in Caucasians is unknown but such a link
is present between COVID-19 and ACE2 polymorphisms in
disorders such as diabetic mellitus, cardiac diseases in Asian
populations (119, 120).

In conclusion, the host immune response is the critical factor
in driving COVID-19 and analysis of this response may provide
a clearer picture as to how the host response impacts upon the
disease severity in some individuals while most infected people
only show mild symptoms or no symptoms at all. Early analysis
of blood samples using scRNA-seq has revealed some interesting
features (121). These include a varied IFN-stimulated response
and HLA class II downregulation. Interestingly, in subjects
with acute respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation
a novel B cell-derived granulocyte population was identified.
Importantly, circulating leukocytes do not express high levels of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines suggesting that the
COVID-19 cytokine storm is driven by cells within the lung.

Thus, the study of the host immune response from acute
and convalescent individuals will provide molecular insights
into mechanisms by which we may enable protection and long-
term immune memory and enable the design of prophylactic
and therapeutic measures to overcome future outbreaks of
similar coronaviruses.
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Several studies have measured the effectiveness of masks at retaining particles of various

sizes in vitro. To identify a functional in vivo model, herein we used germ-free (GF)

mice to test the effectiveness of textiles as filtration material and droplet barriers to

complement available in vitro-based knowledge. Herein, we report a study conducted

in vivo with bacteria-carrying microdroplets to determine to what extent household

textiles prevent contamination of GF mice in their environment. Using a recently

validated spray-simulation method (mimicking a sneeze), herein we first determined that

combed-cotton textiles used as two-layer-barriers covering the mouse cages prevented

the contamination of all GF animals when sprayed 10–20 bacterial-droplet units/cm2.

In additional to exposure trials, the model showed that GF mice were again protected

by the combed-cotton textile after the acute exposure to 10 times more droplets (20

“spray-sneezes”, ∼200 bacterial-droplet units/cm2). Overall, two-layer combed-cotton

protected 100% of the GF mice from bacteria-carrying droplets (n = 20 exposure-

events), which was significantly superior compared to 100% mouse contamination

without textile coverage or when 95% partly covered (n = 18, Fisher-exact, p < 0.0001).

Of relevance is that two different densities of cotton were equally effective (100%) in

preventing contamination regardless of density (120–vs. 200 g/m2; T-test, p = 0.0028),

suggesting that similar density materials could prevent droplet contamination. As a

practical message, we conducted a speech trial (counting numbers, 1–100) with/without

the protection of the same cotton textile used as face cover. The trial illustrated that

contamination of surfaces occurs at a rate of >2–6 bacteria-carrying saliva-droplets per

word (2.6 droplets/cm2, 30 cm) when speaking at 60–70 decibels and that cotton face

covers fully prevent bacterial surface contamination.

Keywords: COVID-19, respiratory pandemic, cloth masks, fabrics, germ-free mouse model, public droplet safety,

coronavirus in schools, decibels speech
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INTRODUCTION

Since COVID-19 transmits primarily via droplet dispersion
from symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals as they
talk/cough/sneeze (1), the use of homemade masks is now
promoted in most regions for voluntary implementation by
the public (2–4). Public compliance, however, varies in part
because of a spread of misinformation or disbelief regarding face
masks (5). The economic impact of the COVID-19 respiratory
syndrome, with doubling times between 2.4 and 5.1 days (6), will
disproportionately affect poor communities (7); this is especially
true given that the public has limited access to the medical
personal protective equipment (including face masks) deemed
effective against COVID-19 (8–20).

As an alternative to medical masks, which are in short
supply due to the COVID-19 pandemic, our group (21) and
others have recently quantified the benefits of textiles (8, 22).
Using a spray-simulation method of bacteria-carrying macro and
microdroplets, as in rapid in-vitro culture methods reported by
our group (21) in 2020, reproducibly showed that two layers
of cotton textiles were as efficient as medical mask material
in reducing the environmental contamination of culture agar
surfaces with sprayed droplets. In those spray-simulation studies
(mimicking a sneeze), nutritious agar culture media was used to
enumerate the number of sprayed microdroplets that could cross
the textile.

To complement those studies, the main objective of the
present study was to determine to what extent the use of
germ-free (GF) mice, in a novel two-layer passive filtration
GF housing system [referred to as nested isolation (23)], could
be used as a functional model to characterize the benefit of
textiles in-vivo. We hypothesized that two-layer cotton textiles
used as covers could fully protect GF mice from exposure
to bacteria contained in microdroplets sprayed on the other
side of the textile. The goal was to quantify the potential for
absolute prevention of micro-droplet dissemination into the
textile-covered GFmouse cage/environment (binary data, yes/no
GF mouse contamination). For the first time, GF animals are
proposed as an effective in vivo system to assess microbial
sterility, as a functional test of textiles for use as face masks
and surface covers, furthering gathering data to promote a
“Universal droplet reduction model” to control rapid respiratory
pandemics. We also explored this further with a trial of droplet
production/contamination during speech.

METHODS

Herein, we conducted studies using laboratory GF Swiss Webster
mice to determine how effective household textiles are as barriers
to protect the mouse environment against contamination by
a mixture of bacteria-containing microdroplets using a spray
simulation method (21).

Textiles
From a series of textiles recently tested in our laboratory (21),
we selected 100% combed cotton (a widely available, “T-shirt
material”); fabric density clustered around two types, 120 and

200 g/m2 (GSM). This material was selected because two-layer
cotton textiles were one of the most effective options at retaining
sprayed liquid droplets containing bacteria during culture-
based in vitro testing, as we demonstrated early in 2020 (21).
Textiles were wrapped using surgical strategies as for surgical
drape preparation, individually wrapped in ink-free paper, and
autoclaved prior to use. At the time of use, the two layers were
manually separated to eliminate the areas where heat had “glued”
the two layers as one. Handling of materials was conducted strict
aseptic measures as they are customary and previously described
in our GF research facility (23).

Animals and Germ-Free Facility
The in vivo testing of such materials for the present study
were conducted using GF Swiss Webster mice available from
our Germ-Free and Gut Microbiome Core facility. The mouse
line was obtained originally obtained from Taconic Biosciences
Inc. (Hudson, NY). Animals were maintained using a portable
static isolation strategy widely validated in our laboratory (23).
Verbatim (24), as previously described in detail (23, 25), mice
were maintained as GF colonies at the Animal Resource Center at
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) School of Medicine.
Animals were housed in wire-topped polycarbonate shoebox
cages (∼30 cm L; 15 cm W; 15 cm H) in a 12 h:12 h light:dark
cycle. Autoclaved GF-grade 40–50 kGy irradiated pellet food
(PMI Nutrition Int’l., LLC., Labdiet R© Charles River. Vac-Pac
Rodent 6/5 irradiated, 5% kcal% fat) diets and water in bottles
were provided ad libitum. Protocols on animal handling, study
designs, and housing were approved by the IACUC at CWRU
in accordance with the National Research Council Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (26). To promote rigor
and analytical reproducibility (24), GF animals were individually
caged, eliminating the need to control for cyclical bias (23) or
cage-clustered data (27).

Bacterial Solution
Since respiratory viruses exist in association with bacteria
in respiratory fluids (28, 29), we used a bacterial-suspension
spray simulation method (previously described) to quantify the
number of droplets that could not be visualized but that could
escape textile barriers, as recently validated by our group. In
brief, we used a bacteria-carrying microdroplets spray simulation
method where spray bottles were filled with an aqueous
suspension of 12-probiotic-cultured dairy product (Lactobacillus
lactis, L. rhamnosus, L. plantarum, L. casei, L. acidophilus,
Leuconostoc cremoris, Bifidobacterium longum, B. breve, B. lactis,
Streptococcus diacetylactis, and Saccharomyces florentinus, 75ml;
3 × 106−7 cfu/ml, 25ml Saliva 106−7) in 200ml PBS (Fisher
BP-399-1) to simulate a cloud of droplets produced by a sneeze
(21). Probiotics are BSL-1/ “Generally Recognized As Safe” by
the FDA and all experiments were conducted in BSL-2 HEPA-
filtered microbiology laboratories. No human subjects were used
for experimentation. The parallel lanes plating method was used
to enumerate the bacterial counts in final solution (30).
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Spray Simulation
Before testing, spray bottle nozzles were adjusted to produce
cloud and jet-propelled droplets that match the visual
architecture of droplet formation described by Bourouiba
et al. (28). Specifically, we used a high-volume trigger single-
v-orifice nozzle sprayer (1.0ml per stroke) with 28/400 neck
and 9-1/4-inch dip tube fitted with a filter screen (model
PA-HDTS-EA, Mfr. Model # 922HL, Delta Industries, Inc.).
Before conducting the experiment with animals, infrared
imaging technology was used to illustrate that the spray model
was composed of various liquid phases occurring within a
single spray (1 ml/stroke), revealing a wide arrange of droplet
sizes (right skewed distribution ranges between 20 and 900
micrometers with a peak at 70–100 micrometer) (31). In context,
the size of droplets in the human sneeze ranges between 40
and 900 micrometers, with most droplets (70–100%) normally
or bimodally distributed around 360–390 micrometers (32).
The spray bottle ejects fluid with pressures that can reach 10
psi—sufficient to create a short burst of fluid/jet and fan cloud.
In perspective, the pressure during a sneeze is between 1 psi
(51.7- mmHg) in the trachea, and 2.6 psi in mouth/pharynx
(135 mmHg), which can be reached in 0.1 s (33), while
exhalation during strenuous activity reaches tracheal pressures
of 0.03 psi (1.55 mmHg).

Droplet Quantification
To quantify the droplet exposure per surface area we used 10-
mm-Petri dishes containing tryptic soy agar (56.75 cm2 surface
area/dish) with 5% defibrinated sheep blood placed on the center
of cages. Cages and the agar remained covered or open for 10min
following spray bottle droplet dispersion to allow droplet landing.
Before conducting the experiment with animals, infrared imaging
technology was used to visually illustrate that the spray model
using the methods described earlier by our group, and a liquid
suspension at 46◦C, on a background set at 21◦C (23, 34).

Gf Housing System
Animal experiments were conducted with a system of germ-
free-grade nested isolation (23) where a cage of a smaller size
is nested into another one of larger capacity, each containing
their respective Remay passive filtration filter as a lid for a total
of two layers of filtration. In this study, the two layers of Remay
filters (the cage lids) were replaced by two layers of 100% cotton
material. Upon replacement of the lid’s material, sets of cages
(500 cm2 floor area/cage) with individually caged (litter mate)
GF mice were sprayed with the bacterial suspension, covered, or
uncovered with the textiles at various distances and spray doses,
10 cm above the lid cage plane. For clarity, the “no-textile barrier
controls” were the cages that remained open without a lid. Thirty
seconds following the spray of the droplet-cloud, textiles were
removed, and the two Remay filter lids were placed back on the
nested cages.

Repeated Droplet Exposure of Mice
In short, the droplet exposure experiment was conducted in three
phases (see flow chart of study overview/design in Figure 1A). In
the first phase, 18 GF Swiss Webster mice (males:females, 1:1)

aged 9 weeks were individually caged in our GF-grade NestIso
caging system. Mice were assigned to two groups, 12 “textile-
cover” and six “no-cover.” Lids were temporarily removed from
all cages for the spray simulation test. Twelve mouse cages were
covered with the two-layer textile (“textile cover” group) while
the remaining cages remained uncovered (“no cover;” no lid
and no textile barrier). Each cage was then sprayed twice (spray
nozzle was located at 60 cm from the cage). To determine if
the droplet cloud had crossed the textile barrier, contaminating
the GF environment and causing the colonization of animals,
fecal samples of all animals were collected aseptically from each
animal, 36 and 120 h after droplet exposure. Upon confirmation
of the GF status at 120 h (5 days, end of phase one) all mice that
remained GF at 120 h were then used for the second phase of the
experiment: repeated exposure a cloud of sprayed microdroplets.
Using the same strategy (covered vs. uncovered paired side-by-
side cages), two thirds of the GF mice were exposed to 20 sprays
(instead oftwo2; 10 times more droplets) at 60 cm, while the
remaining third were left uncovered and sprayed only once at
180 cm (relevant to uncovered individuals at the recommended
social distance). Feces were again measured at 36 and 120 h.
Upon conformation of mouse GF status after 120 h (end of phase
two), we then conducted the third phase experiment. Using all
the mice that remained GF from phase two, phase three was
conducting by covering only 95% of the cage with the two-layer
textile (“partly covered” group, cages were covered, except for a
corner of 5% of cage area). In this experiment, all cages were
sprayed once at 90 cm. Culture of feces for confirmation of GF
status was verified 120 h later.

Droplet Production During Human Speech
To put the spray experiments with GF mice into practical
perspective for humans, we demonstrated the effectiveness of
the cotton textile in retaining/reducing the risk of environmental
contamination by oral/saliva droplets produced by one of
the investigators (a healthy volunteer) during a speech trial
(counting from 1 to 100 in English) conducted at 30 cm
over a sterile TSA (Becton Dickinson) agar plate. Speech
intensity and background noise in decibels were measured
with The National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) Sound Level Meter (SLM) phone app, which
was placed at 90 cm (arms’ reach) from the mouth. The
app was developed to help individuals monitor their noise
environment and promote better hearing health with accuracy
of ±2 decibels. The app is freely available at app stores
and from the Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention
website https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/noise/app.html. The
speech trial, conducted by the lead investigator (healthy
individual), is not considered human experimentation or
subject research.

Statistical Analysis
Each time a GF mouse was exposed to a spray simulation, the
event was deemed independent and referred quantitatively for
binary data count statistics to as a “GF mouse exposure event.”
Colonization data was compared between fully covered and non-
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FIGURE 1 | Study overview and infrared imaging of ejection features of spray model. (A) Study overview. The experiment phases were conducted at different

distances and with different droplet exposure doses. One mouse/cage. Each spray trail was counted as a droplet exposure event. Outcome, GF contamination 5 d

after spray: yes/no. “GF?,” question on whether mice remained GF, when tested after 120 h post-spray exposure to droplets, to select GF mice and continue with

re-exposure experiments. If “no,” end of study for those mice. If “yes,” animals were GF and re-exposed to droplets. (B) Spray-droplet simulation model using bacterial

solution as recently validated by our group for the assessment of textiles; unmodified from Rodriguez-Palacios et al. (21); open access Creative Commons Attribution

(CC BY) (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Note the TSA agar plate shown has no bacteria (control no bacteria), and notice the red color of the agar

changing to brown as increasing number of whitish dots (bacterial carrying microdroplets) land on the agar surface. (C) Infrared features of cloud-droplet ejection.

Infrared imaging is based on infrared light which is electromagnetic radiation with long wavelengths that are invisible to the naked eye. Being a form of radiation,

heated objects (the solution in the spray bottle) emit infrared light which contrast the lower background temperature in the room (blue or black). Electromagnetic

waves carrying radiant heat energy from objects that loose heat/energy is detected by the camera, which is shown. For imaging the spray bottle was filled with liquid

solution at 46.9◦C (vs. Room temp of 20.2◦C, humidity 70%); see high-volume trigger sprayer details in methods. The square in the center of the picture matches the

color inside the square, and the temperature is shown at the top of the image. Close-up pictures illustrate the fluid ejection in proximity to the spray bottle nozzle.

Notice that the solution rapidly cools down upon ejection as spray (shown as black colder area effects). Note that the simulation model resembles the features of

sneeze fluid dynamics (28), with wide dispersion of high-velocity microdroplets, large heavy macro-droplets, a long-range projectile-like jet, and a large conical cloud.

or partly-covered cages using Fisher’s exact test and STATA. Post-
hoc study power statistics were computed for each analysis as
recently described by our group (24). To promote open access
and review, this manuscript was made available as a preprint
for community contribution upon submission for peer-review
(34). Sample size estimations using the open-access software
G∗power (24), for expected 0.1 vs. 99.9% colonization:protection,
for two samples at a n1:n2 ratio of 1:1, and one-tailed P <

0.05, revealed that five mice per group was sufficient to achieve
a power of 0.99. Since the main outcome was the presence
or absence of sterility (or the permanence of GF status), the
binary status (yes/no) data were analyzed using Fisher’s exact
test (n exposed/n contaminated by droplets) to determine if
the shirt material density was a factor determining the risk of
droplet retention failure (STATA, v15.1). Confidence intervals
(95%) provided convey information relevant to sample size.

Textile density GSM (grams /squared meter) was tested using
unpaired T-test with Welch correction for unequal variances.
Paired T-tests were used for textile imaging and ImageJ
data analysis.

RESULTS

Infrared imaging technology illustrating the various liquid phases
occurring with our spray simulation model, revealed a wide
arrange of droplet sizes and velocities, thus demonstrating that
the mouse cages were exposed to a fast-moving jet and cloud of
macro and microdroplets, mimicking a sneeze (Figures 1B,C).

Trans-illumination and ImageJ analysis of the textile material
(23, 34) used for covering the mouse cages and protect the GF
mice from sprayed droplets, revealed a profound reduction (up
to 10-fold) of individual and total “pore” area (from 50% of
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FIGURE 2 | Image analysis with ImageJ to characterize the white light transillumination porosity of 2-layer textiles. (A) Photograph of the cotton textile tested with GF

mice in this study compared to a RemayTM filter-sheet (Spunbonded Polyester Non-woven Fabrics) used as an analytical “gold-standard” in cage lids for Nested

isolation (23) as comparator. (B) ImageJ analysis of single and double layers of both cotton and Remay materials. Histogram and surface plots illustrate significant

reduction of light passage through textile pores; notice two layers. (C) Statistical features of double layers promote increased retention of droplets (pore counts/areas

size).

textile area as single layer to 5% as two layers) and counts that
allow the flow of light for the cotton textile compared to the
“gold-standard” GF-grade Remay filter (Figures 2A–C).

Textile data supported the use of two-layer textile barriers
for the in vivo experiments. In the first phase of the spray
experiment with mice, microbiological analysis (fecal culture)
of mouse feces before and after two rounds of spray-droplet
exposure (2ml total) at an inoculation dose of 600–1,000 bacterial
droplet units per 56.75 cm2 showed that all GF animals with
no textile protection (simulating not wearing a mask) showed
signs of microbial contamination within 36 h. In contrast, the GF
status of the mice that were covered with the autoclaved textile
remained GF after exposure (measured at 120 h), indicating that
the textile barrier was extremely effective at retaining bacteria
carrying droplets, thus reducing the absolute contamination risk
(0/12 vs. 6/6, Fisher’s exact, p < 0.0001).

The second phase of the experiment testing repeated spray
exposure (20 sprays; 10 times as many droplets that initial
phase experiment, 20ml volume of liquid per mouse cage),
with 12 GF mice, showed that the textile maintained all
animals GF, even after 20 droplet sprays at 60 cm, while
mice located at 180 cm became colonized by bacteria-carrying
droplets with a single spray (0/8 vs. 4/4, Fisher’s exact, p =

0.002). Collectively, barriers protected all mice (even with low
textile density; heavy vs. light fabric, paired t-test, p = 0.002)
against high droplet doses two or 20 sprays) if the textile fully
covered the cage (0/20 vs. 10/10, Fisher’s exact, p < 0.0001,
study power= 1.0).

In the last phase of the spray-experiment, partly covered (95%)
cages revealed that, compared to fully unprotected cages, one
single dose of droplets at 90 cm of distance (1-spray, ∼0.2–
0.6 × 103 microdroplets) resulted in the bacterial colonization
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FIGURE 3 | A two-layer textile barrier fully protects germ-free mice from colonization by bacteria in sprayed microdroplets. (a) Nested isolation cage housing two-layer

system used to raise GF mice (23). (b) In this experiment, the two cage lids were replaced by a two-layer textile barrier cover compared with cages without a lid (no

cover). Sprayed from 60 to 180 cm distances (see Methods). (c) Visualization of bacteria present in cough microdroplets of a healthy adult volunteer. TSA plates,

aerobic incubation, 48 h. Note the color, number, size, and relative location and distribution of the bacteria colonies growing from “invisible” microdroplets (CFU)

shown as whitish spots on the agar surface. Bacterial growth alters the red color of the fresh non-inoculated agar leading to a brownish discoloring of the petri agars,

which is more pronounced as the number of bacterial colonies increase. (d) Quantification/visualization of bacterial community in microdroplet solution used to spray

GF mice. Parallel lanes plating method (30). (e) Visualization of bacteria-contained on macro/microdroplets sprayed on TSA. 21mm horizontal field. (f) Example of

fecal culture-negative from mice protected with textiles, which remained GF (gf), and culture-positive from mice not protected with textile (Non-gf), Inset, 20 cm plate,

eight samples. (g) Two textile densities were tested, but both protected gf mice. Notice the uncovered cage at the center with an open TSA plate located over the

cover to verify and quantify the bacteria-carrying microdroplet density that the mice were exposed to. (h) Feces, gram stain. See details in Supplementary Figure 1.

(i) Summary of in vivo mouse droplet exposure event results. Refer to overview of study design in Figure 1A as a referent.
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FIGURE 4 | Textile cotton face masks effectively prevent the contamination of the environment with microbial-carrying saliva microdroplets produced by a human

volunteer during speech. (A) Comparison of bacterial CFU density of plates contaminated by oral droplets during speech (counting from 0 to 100, taking breath every

15–20 numbers, at 30 cm distance from plate) vs. plates with sprayed microdroplets at 90 cm. Large TSA agar plates, 150mm diameter, and aerobic incubation at

72 h, 37◦C. (B) Speaking without a face cover causes heterogeneous contamination of environmental surfaces. (C) Speech intensity and background noise in

decibels (60–75 decibels during speech trials nomask#1 on (A) and #2 vs. face cover in (D). Background noise and speech volume intensity were measured in

decibels using the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention free phone application NIOSH Sound Level Meter App (https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/noise/app.

html). (D) Speech experiment repeat by human volunteer with and without a face cover as illustrated, quantified droplet contamination density of between 0.5 and 4

droplets/cm2 after counting numbers from 1 to 100, and prevention of surface contamination using a single textile layer/barrier. The apple on the agar is to provide a

visual and spatial context of the relevance of face covering during speech over food displays/service settings, and to provide the context for a citizen science project

we have proposed for adults and children to use the spray simulation model to test the efficacy of face coverings and numerous household textiles available in their

homes (see links to websites and educational modules in Spanish, French, English, and Portuguese in Eichler et al., in ref (35). The apple was washed and clean with

cloth and ethanol 70% before placed on agar. The dashed lines show area where apple was placed. Note that clean apple yielded no bacteria contamination on agar).

(E) Summary of droplet contamination for the second speech trial illustrate that, while face covers prevent surface contamination (e.g., 2–6 saliva droplets/cm2

@30cm; >2–6 droplets per word based on 78.53 cm2 plate), the lack of face masks renders the environment heterogeneously contaminated with droplets.

of all (n = 8) mice. Collectively, the number of GF mice that
remained GF with a cage fully covered was significantly superior
(0/20) compared to the number of mice that were colonized in
non-covered or partly covered cages (18/18, Fisher’s exact p =

1.14E-06, study power= 1.0; Figures 3a–i).
To put the spray experiment in GF mice in human context

and perspective, we then tested the ability of the same two-
layer cotton textile barrier, used as a face cover, to prevent
environmental contamination of an agar surface 10 cm in
diameter located at 30 cm with droplets during speech (counting
numbers out loud from 1 to 100) conducted within 60–
75 decibels. The lack of droplet protection during speech
causes the contamination of the environment with bacteria-
carrying oral droplets, at heterogeneous densities ranging
from 0 to 5 droplets/cm2 after the short speech trials when

measured at 30 cm of distance from the lips. Figures 4A–E

illustrates that even a single layer of the material used in
the experiments above, as spray simulated in another study,
was effective at retaining/reducing the risk of environmental
contamination by oral/saliva droplets compared to not using a
face cover.

DISCUSSION

This study illustrates that GF animals could be used as a
functional in vivo model to test the effectiveness of textiles
as droplet barriers. When protected by two layers of textile
(100% combed cotton), all mice were 100% protected from
becoming contaminated by the bacteria contained in the
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microdroplets. In this context, the study supports that the use
of textiles as face covers could be an effective prevention
strategy to halt the contamination of the environment
with respiratory and saliva/oral microdroplets which may
contain known and unknown infectious microorganisms
(36, 37).

Although inspired by the current COVID-19 situation
and our working model to promote textile face masks and
surface covers (21), this study was not intended to address
the complex biology of viral infections in humans or as a
means to replace long-validated N95 masks, which are fit-
tested directly in humans (8). Rather, our study sought to
test, in vivo, whether two-layer textiles would be effective
at preventing the crossing of liquid droplets, mimicking
a sneeze. To put the findings into context, our speech
trial illustrated that human speech is a constant source
of droplet production and contamination. Most importantly,
the speech trial illustrated that the textiles tested herein
prevented the contamination of the environment with saliva
borne microorganisms.

This is the first available study of its kind using GF mice
to assess the functional filtration efficiency of liquid micro-
droplet material amenable for the fabrication of face masks or
covers. Following the pre-print publication of the present study
(34), a widely publicized, yet unpublished, study with hamsters
indicated that “masks” reduced the contamination of animals
with COVID-19 virus by 75%when animals were confinedwithin
cages for a week (38). Such preliminary report supports the
importance, effectiveness, and value of using surrogate in vivo
models to study droplets and masks. In future pandemics, the
limited access to viruses, or the unwanted need to use such viruses
to study face mask effectiveness could be early initiated before the
pandemic accelerates using models based on bacterial carrying
microdroplets. Toward the future, animal models could be used
to further examine the role of droplet barriers in preventing
the respiratory transmission of viral particles, for instance, the
murine hepatitis Coronaviridae virus (39). Although we assessed
combed cotton textiles of two densities, studies indicate that most
textiles would be effective (21), and beneficial for the control
of viral particles (40), or nanoparticles especially if cotton and
electrostatic materials are used as a combination in cloth face
masks (10, 22).

Of remarkable interest to animal and biomedical research,
the textiles herein tested, using the GF-based testing model
and NesTiso, were unexpectedly 100% effective at preventing
contamination of the mice with the liquid microdroplets.
These findings are remarkable because they further support
our earlier work in 2018 where we proposed a novel
system of breeding and isolation of GF animals using
non-pressurized HEPA-filtration anchored methods based on
two-layer “nested” isolation (NestIso, nested isolation) (23).
In that study, serology conducted at 62 weeks in mice
demonstrated that all animals had no titers against 18
highly contagious rodent viruses, including betacoronavirus [see
Supplementary Materials in (23)]. Together, findings support
the potential to rapidly expanding the research capabilities of
using Nested isolation to promote the use of GF animals in

disease/microbiological research and assist microbiome research
reproducibility (24, 27).

Limitations and Future Directions
The science of textiles is complex, and the study of textiles in
particulate/air filtration using in vitro systems is becoming a re-
emerging field of research since the occurrence of increasingly
devastating respiratory pandemics, especially COVID-19 (10,
21, 22, 40). As a novelty, our study was designed to effectively
illustrate, as a proof-of-principle, the use of our germ-free
mouse housing system/model to examine the filtration potential
of any type of materials in an innovative in vivo animal
system. As such, our findings on the textile specifically used
to illustrate the GF model cannot be generalizable to other
types of filtration materials, or the number of layers, since
each material has their own porosity and hypothetical ability
to retain dry and wet droplets or particulates. Future studies
could study combinations of materials, practices, or animal
genetic lines, or features of the gut microbiota that could
modify the susceptibility to droplet-driven infections to tailor
current and new potential questions across various fields
of science.

Projecting the message from this report into the future
via education, along messages from an earlier study from
our group on the role of textile barriers reducing droplet
contamination distances21, the present studies were used to
further support strategies and the need to publicize the
relevance of facemasks in the community, especially in schools,
as students and workers start returning to highly-populated
classrooms and institutions. To promote such efforts, this and
our preceding complementary study21 have been used as the
foundation to create educational research activities amenable
for children and adults, at school and at home, and a citizen
science facemask experiment project concurrently launched in
multiple languages (Spanish, French. Portuguese and English)
to promote COVID-19/coronavirus safety and droplet science
awareness (35).

In conclusion, the GF animal protocol herein described
is a rapid reliable functional in vivo model to test the
effectiveness of textiles as droplet barriers or other
filtration materials required for infection control or high
sterility purposes. Together, the mouse experiment and
the speech trial emphasize the benefits of using textiles to
enhance the cleanliness of the environment, which can be
contaminated by oral-respiratory droplets, regardless of which
natural or infectious microorganisms are contained within
the droplets.
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SARS CoV appeared in 2003 in China, transmitted from bats to humans via eating

infected animals. It affected 8,096 humans with a death rate of 11% affecting 21

countries. The receptor binding domain (RBD) in S protein of this virus gets attached

with the ACE2 receptors present on human cells. MERS CoV was first reported in 2012

in Middle East, originated from bat and transmitted to humans through camels. MERS

CoV has a fatality rate of 35% and last case reported was in 2017 making a total of

1,879 cases worldwide. DPP4 expressed on human cells is the main attaching site for

RBD in S protein of MERS CoV. Folding of RBD plays a crucial role in its pathogenesis.

Virus causing COVID-19 was named as SARS CoV-2 due its homology with SARS CoV

that emerged in 2003. It has become a pandemic affecting nearly 200 countries in just 3

months’ time with a death rate of 2–3% currently. The new virus is fast spreading, but it

utilizes the same RBD and ACE2 receptors along with furin present in human cells. The

lessons learned from the SARS and MERS epidemics are the best social weapons to

face and fight against this novel global threat.

Keywords: SARS CoV, MERS CoV, SARS CoV-2, COVID-19, ACE2, DPP4

INTRODUCTION

Formerly, six different coronaviruses (CoVs) have been known as disease causing among humans
in which two alpha-CoVs (HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-229E) and two beta-CoVs (HCoV-OC43 and
HCoV-HKU1) have low pathogenicity (Cui et al., 2019). Whereas two already known beta-CoVs;
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS) caused potentially fatal and extremely severe respiratory tract infections (Wang et al.,
2013). In December 2019, a novel CoV named COVID-19 or SARS CoV-2 emerged in Wuhan
city of Hubei province, China and transmitted to almost 192 countries around the globe in just 3
months with 3 435,036 cases and 19,607 deaths till 25th March, 2020. Therefore, there is a need
to understand the main mechanism that underlie in this enormous spreading capability of SARS
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FIGURE 1 | Genetically modified coronaviruses and their transmission to human.

CoV-2 compared with other viruses of same group (Figure 1).
The present study may help the researchers identifying the main
route of vaccine success by getting a genomic, geographic, and
epidemiologic comparison among SARS CoV, MERS CoV, and
SARS CoV-2.

SARS COV

Epidemiology
SARS CoV originated in bats in China and transferred to humans
via civet cats (Low, 2004). It has many reservoirs among these
are animals, human, and laboratories. As SARS CoV have been
isolated from raccoon dogs, ferrets, and Himalayan palm civets
and these animals are consumed by humans living in China.
Its outbreak started in 2003 however no case of SARS CoV is
reported after 2004 (Donnelly et al., 2003). The most affected
country was China with 5,000 plus incidence rate and 349 deaths
followed byHong Kong with 1,500 plus cases and 299 deaths. The
worst hit areas of the world include China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Canada, Singapore, Vietnam, US, and Philippines. Rest of the 21
countries had <10 reported cases of SARS CoV (World Health
Organization, 2003). Data for SARS CoV transmission, incidence
and geographic information was retrieved from World Health
Organization available at: https://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/ and
presented on the world map using MapChart (Figure 2A). It was

reported by Low (2004) that SARS CoV will not reappear due to

limited reservoir of virus and isolation and precaution measures

taken. Once it is gone it will not return. SARS is an atypical
pneumonia that first emerged in Guangdong Province of China
in 2003 and later spread in many countries. The mortality rate of
SARS is about 11% with increased risk in older patients above 60
years of age (Choi et al., 2003).

SARS CoV Genome Structure and Mode of
Action
Later, the causative agent of this disease was identified as a virus
of corona family named as SARS-CoV. Coronaviruses have large,
positive-stranded, RNA genomes ranging from 27 to 31 kb in size
and among them SARS-CoV has RNA genome of ∼30 kb (He

et al., 2003). It consists of 5
′

and 3
′

UTR regions flanking 14 open

reading frames. The 5
′

untranslated region is of 265 bp whereas

3
′

end has 342 bp. In all the families of coronavirus the ORFs 1a,
1b, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 9a are conserved. Once the SARS CoV is inside
a suitable host ORFs 1a and 1b (that is approximately first two
third of genome) start translation of two large polyprotiens (pp1a
and pp1ab that are 486 and 790 kDa, respectively) that is cleaved
by papain like proteinase 2 and 3C like proteinase encoded
by virus in to non-structural proteins known as coronavirus
replication complex containing 16 mature replicase proteins
(Snijder et al., 2003). The CoV nsps comprise of proteins having
enzymatic activities consistent with roles in RNA synthesis
or modification, including: RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp; nsp12), RNA primase (nsp8), helicase-NTPase (nsp13),
exoribonuclease (ExoN; nsp14), endoribonuclease (EndoU;
nsp15), RNA 2

′

-O-methyltransferase (MT; nsp16), and RNA
cap N7-methyltransferase activity (nsp14). Structure of the virus
revealed three conserved motifs I to III of the DEDD superfamily
in nsp14 with a zinc finger domain and zinc-coordinating
residues (Eckerle et al., 2010). These proteins are responsible
for replication of virus as well as synthesis of nested sets of
subgenomic mRNAs that transcribe all the remaining ORFs.
Discontinuous nested sets are formed due to transcription
regulating sequences (TRSs) at the 5

′

end. The proteins formed
from the last one third portion of genome are of four different
types namely structural spike protein (S), membrane proteins
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FIGURE 2 | Continued
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Number of infected cases and Geographical distribution of SARS CoV around the globe. Key is provided in the map. (B) Number of infected cases

and Geographical distribution of MERS CoV around the globe. (C) Number of infected cases and Geographical distribution of SARS CoV-2 around the globe as per

23rd March 2020.

(M), envelope proteins (E), and nucleocapsid proteins (N). First
two proteins are directed via endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi
compartments. The RNA protein complex then joins with the
M protein and nucleocapsid particle buds into the endoplasmic
reticulum followed by Golgi apparatus and migrates outside the
cell by exocytosis. Along with these proteins a large number of
sets of accessory proteins are also formed and their sequence vary
among the coronavirus family and gives it a unique importance
of having large polyprotein (Baranov et al., 2005). The genes
encoded by ORF 3a, 3b, 6, 7a, 7b, 8a, 8, and 9b are not found in
other coronavirus families. This virus identifies the host through
the proteins that are attached in the S protein. Many phylogenetic
analysis have been carried out on SARS CoV genome and found
it to be an early split off lineage from coronavirus group II (Thiel
et al., 2003).

SARS CoV does not identify the previously known
coronavirus family infecting receptors but angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is the target receptor of human
cells (Li et al., 2003). Usually the S protein of corona virus is
cleaved into two subunits S1 and S2 but in case of SARS CoV
an uncleaved type I transmembrane S protein is found with S1
and S2 subunit homology (Xiao et al., 2003). The 193 aminoacid
fragment of S protein is involved in infection and specifically its
318–510 residues bind with ACE2 receptor (Jauregui et al., 2013).
A receptor binding domain (RBD) on S helps in the binding of

virus with peptidase domain of human ACE2. The ultrastructure
of RBD showed that it is structurally modified and is concave
surface cradles well with the N terminal of peptidase resulting
in providing attachment site for SARS CoV (He et al., 2004; Li
et al., 2005).

MERS COV

Epidemiology
In 2012, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS
CoV), was first reported among humans in the Middle East, and
then transmitted to numerous European countries. Emergence
of MERS-CoV involved dromedary camels, as, CoV strains
isolated from camels were almost identical to the human CoVs
(Haagmans et al., 2014). Laboratory confirmed cases of MERS-
CoV were reported in Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Qatar, United Arab
Emirates, France, United Kingdom, Germany, Tunisia, and Italy
(Bermingham et al., 2012; Zaki et al., 2012; de Groot et al., 2013).
All countries were linked to the Middle East, since the infected
cases either traveled or had been in close contact with people
that recently traveled to that region. A substantial number of
the infected patients (∼50%) had developed severe respiratory
illness and other clinical symptoms quite like those observed
during SARS outbreak in 2003 (Hui et al., 2014; Zumla et al.,
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2015). Precisely, epidemiological studies had suggested a human-
to-human transmission of MERS, heading toward a pandemic
(van Boheemen et al., 2012). As of 16th Jan. 2017, a total 1,879
MERS CoV cases with 659 deaths were reported by WHO,
worldwide. The fatality rate in infected cases (35%) is much
greater than that of SARS which was found to be 11%. The SARS
epidemic exhibited an increased estimated reproductive number,
peaked, declined, and finished in 8 months whereas MERS has
less reproductive number and absurdly continued with mostly
sporadic pattern for more than 4 years. MERS CoV transmission,
incidence and geographic information was retrieved fromWHO
repositories available at https://www.who.int/emergencies/mers-
cov/en/ (Figure 2B).

MERS CoV Genome Structure and Mode of
Action
MERS CoV is a zoonotic disease, part of lineage C of
betacoronavirus genus, intimately linked with Pipistrellus bat
coronavirus (HKU5) and Tylonycteris bat coronavirus (HKU4)
determined from the genetic and phylogenetic analysis, while
exact reservoir and source of MERS CoV remains ambiguous
(Woo et al., 2012). MERS CoV just like other members of its
class exploits a huge surface spike glycoprotein (S) to interact
with the target cell and entrance into it (Jiang et al., 2013).
This glycoprotein comprises of four different domains among
them first one is a globular S1 domain at the N – terminal,
afterwards membrane proximal S2, a transmembrane, and an
intracellular domain is present (Du et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2013). S1 domain contains all the necessary elements for
cellular tropism and interplay with the target cell whereas
S2 domain entails membrane fusion mediators (Millet and
Whittaker, 2015, 2018). Dipeptidyl peptidase−4 (DPP4) also
termed as CD26 acts as a cellular receptor for MERS-CoV,
identified by copurification with S1 domain of this deadly
virus (Doulkeridou, 2013; Wirblich et al., 2017). None of the
structural or sequence similarities of DPP4/CD26 were shared
with formerly reported human coronavirus receptors like ACE2
and HCoV-NL63/aminopeptidase N (APN) for SARS-CoV and
HCoV-229E, respectively (Forni et al., 2017; Wan et al., 2020;
Zhou et al., 2020). DPP4/CD26 is also expressed on surface of
various cell types such as those endowed with ectopeptidase
activity and resides in human airways just like APN and ACE2
(Lu et al., 2013; Walls et al., 2016). However, this enzymatic
functioning is not required for the viral entry into the host.
Sequencing and modeling experiments of multidimensional S
glycoprotein from numerous human CoVs has exhibited a potent
receptor—binding domain (RBD) of MERS CoV (McKimm-
Breschkin et al., 2018). But, less homology among S glycoprotein
sequences and interaction mechanisms with the definite cell
surface receptors, manifests significant changeability in structural
attributes amongst corresponding RBD receptor pairs (Liu
et al., 2020). The DPP4/CD26 extracellular domain comprises
of N–terminal 8–bladed–β-propeller domain (each consists of 4
antiparallel β strands) with a C–terminal α/β-hydrolase domain.
The DPP4/CD26 binds only with 4 and 5 number blades in
order to contract MERS RBD and no binding interaction was

observed for other blades conceivably because of shape and
charge complementarities. Explicitly, the outer surface of blades
4 and 5 in DPP4/CD26 β-propeller domain contains 3 positively
charged residues including K267, R317, and R336 which interact
with 4 negatively charged residues i.e., D510, D537, D539, and
E536 on the RBD surface (Lu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013).
Additionally, the contact/enzymatic site was found to be far away
from the hydrolase domain elucidated by adding DPP4/CD26
inhibitors (vildagliptin, sitagliptin, and saxagliptin) which does
not block the entrance of MERS CoV following the structural
pattern of ACE2 binding with SARS CoV receptor binding
domain (Al-Tawfiq andMemish, 2017; Takagaki et al., 2017; Shao
et al., 2020). In addition to potential differences in ACE2 and
DPP4/CD26 expression levels and distribution in various tissues
their structural modifications are anticipated to play crucial role
in in vivo cell tropism verification along with pathogenesis of
SARS and MERS coronaviruses (Bradley and Bryan, 2019; Jaimes
et al., 2020). Few sequence alterations in the contact residues
of DPP4/CD26 from different mammals diverged researcher’s
attention toward the exploration of cell susceptibility and MERS-
CoV host range (Lau et al., 2018; Letko et al., 2018). Vaccination
is the only beneficial measure to fight against viral infection and
its transmission. Many antibodies exhibit neutralization activity
by targeting receptor binding domain and thus disrupting the
virus—receptor interaction. Hence, accurately folded RBD could
serve as an ideal immunogen for vaccination (Modjarrad, 2016;
Al-Amri et al., 2017).

SARS CoV-2
In December 2019, an outbreak of pneumonia cases occurred
due to novel β-coronavirus resembling SARS in Wuhan, Hubei
province, China named as COVID-19 by WHO on 12 January
2020 (Zhou et al., 2020). As of March 25, 2020, a total of 81,218
SARS CoV-2 cases have been confirmed in China including
73,650 recovered and 3,281 deaths. Recent literature has shown
2.2 reproduction number of SARS CoV-2 which can reach
up to 6.5 and spreading progressively by human–to–human
transmission in 192 countries and territories. SARS CoV-2 has
96.2% sequence similarity with a bat CoV, RaTG13, and shared
79.5% similarity with SARS CoV, that’s why present virus is
also named as SARS CoV-2 by Coronavirus Study Group of
the International Committee on February 11, 2020 (Liu et al.,
2020). Therefore, based on evolutionary, genomic, and proteomic
investigations bat has been suspected as natural host of SARS
CoV-2 and it might be transmitted from bats to the humans
through some mysterious intermediate hosts.

Epidemiology, Transmission, and
Reservoirs
OnDecember 12, 2019, SARS CoV-2 an epidemic of unidentified
respiratory tract infection exploded first in Wuhan a city of
province Hubei, China probably linked to a seafood market.
However, no evidence is available yet of their seafood market
origin and bats are suggested to be their potential reservoirs,
confirmed by the genome sequencing (Giovanetti et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2020; Paraskevis et al., 2020). Additionally,
phylogenetic analysis and protein sequence alignment presented
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that analogous ACE2 receptor residues were found inmany other
species, which explain the prospects of substitutive intermediate
hosts like snakes, turtles, and pangolin (Banerjee et al., 2019;
Zhou et al., 2020). People who have traveled to Wuhan or
encounter the individuals who visited Wuhan have developed
this viral infection and transmitted it all over the world. Wuhan
Spring Festival would be a possible reason behind this much fast
transmission of SARS CoV-2 around the globe as thousands of
people have attended it (Wang et al., 2020). As per March 25,
2020, 69,176 COVID-19 cases and 6,820 deaths were recorded
in Italy. In the United States, 54,968 new cases with 784
deaths were recorded on March 25, 2020 and the situation
is getting worse all over the world except in China (COVID-
19 CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC, 2020). As per March 23,
2020, epidemiology/incidence and transmission of SARS CoV-2
around the globe is shown in Figure 2C.

Genome Structure and Mode of Action
SARS CoV-2 genome (29.9 kb) was isolated from a patient
admitted due to severe respiratory syndrome at Wuhan and
working in a seafood market (Wu F. et al., 2020). Whereas
RNA genomes of SARS and MERS CoVs were of 27.9 and
30.1 kb size, respectively (de Wit et al., 2016). Variable number
of ORFs (6–11) are present in the COVID-19 genome (Song
et al., 2019). Most of the viral RNA portion resides in the
first ORF, encoding 16 non-structural proteins, translating 2
polyproteins (pp1a and pp1ab) whereas, rest of the ORFs
encodes structural and accessory protein. The remaining part
of the virus genome encodes for four crucial structural proteins
such as spike glycoprotein (S), matrix protein (M), Envelope
protein (E), and nucleocapsid protein (N) together with various
accessory proteins responsible for interfering with host immune
response (Cui et al., 2019). In comparison with previously
known pathogenic CoVs genome, SARS, and MERS, COVID-
19 shares more sequence similarity with SARS like bat CoVs.
As, most of the genome encoded COVID-19 proteins are like
SARS CoVs with certain differences. No amino acid alterations
were found in the nucleocapsid (NSP7 and NSP13), matrix,
accessory (8b and p6), or envelope proteins. However, at the
protein level, few substitutions were observed in nucleocapsid
(NSP2 and NSP3), spike protein and RBD (Wu A. et al.,
2020). Nucleocapsid (NSP2 and NSP3) protein alterations play
significant role in differentiation mechanism and infectious
capability of COVID-19 (Angeletti et al., 2020). This triggers
researchers to investigate the host tropism and transmission
differences among SARS-CoV and SARS CoV-2 or explore
potential therapeutic targets (Zhang et al., 2020). It was
confirmed that COVID-19 utilizes similar cellular entry receptor
ACE2 just like SARS CoV. The S glycoprotein of CoVs binds
with ACE2 receptor on human cells surface leading to its entry
into the cell, and various approaches are in progress to explore
and inhibit this binding. Moreover, it was found that SARS
CoV-2 genotype mutated in different patients in China (Tang
et al., 2020), emphasizing in-depth investigations of epidemic
and virulence.

One of the recently published articles reported the structural
basis of COVID-19 interaction with ACE2. The trimeric COVID-
19 S1 spike binds with the PD domain of ACE2 and cause
cleavage of ACE2 C-terminal segment (residues 697–716) by
the transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) enhances
the S-protein-driven viral entry. They have compared the
805 amino acid residues of the 10 human ACE2 proteins
and the four different ACE2 isoforms available via GeneBank
using Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment, and found
100% identity between the complete ACE2 sequences and the
isoforms corresponded to a deletion in the CLD domain, or
transmembrane domain truncation (Hoffmann et al., 2020).
Researchers are still struggling to explore the role of these
isoforms in SARS CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 outcome. Cao
et al., demonstrated 32 ACE2 variants in different populations
among which seven are hotspot variants including Lys26Arg,
Asn638Ser, Ile486Val, Ala627Val, Ser692Pro, Leu731Ile/Phe, and
Asn720Asp. This evidence leads to the possibility that some of
the individuals could be less susceptible to SARS CoV-2 infection
than others (Cao et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION

Collectively genomic, evolutionary, pathogenic, and receptor
binding data elucidated that SARS CoV, MERS CoV, and
SARS CoV-2 most probably originated in bats via sequential
recombination’s of SARS-CoVs. Genetic alterations in ORFs
and S glycoprotein lead to their spread in many other animals
who transmitted these deadly viruses to humans leading to
human–to–human transmission. Currently, no treatment is
available, and researchers are struggling to find potential
therapeutics by targeting RBD. In addition, we suggest sustaining
barriers between human society and natural reservoirs in order
to prevent zoonotic diseases. Knowledge about SARS CoV-2 is
increasing with every single day and there is still much more
to know specifically about its epidemiological, genomic and
immunological features responsible for spread on a pandemic
level. The lessons learned from the SARS and MERS epidemics
are the best social weapons we must face this novel global threat.
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The new coronavirus pandemic continues to spread causing further public health, social,

and economic issues. The disparities in the rates of death between countries poses

questions about the importance of lifestyle habits and the immune status of populations.

An exploration of dietary habits and COVID-19-related death might unravel associations

between these two variables. Indeed, while both nutritional excess and deficiency are

associated with immunodeficiency, adequate nutrition leading to an optimally functioning

immune system may be associated with better outcomes with regards to preventing

infection and complications of COVID-19, as well as developing a better immune

response to other pathogenic viruses and microorganisms. This article outlines the

key functions of the immune system and how macronutrients, micronutrients, and

metabolites from the gut microbiome can be essential in the development of an efficient

immune system. In addition, the effects of intermittent fasting on the inflammatory state

as well as metabolic parameters will be discussed.

Keywords: COVID-19, coronavirus, immune system, balanced diet, micronutrients, macronutrients, probiotics,

intermittent fasting

INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, the world has seen the emergence of three novel coronaviruses (CoV)
leading to disease outbreaks that have caused considerable global health consternation: the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), the Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and the recently emerged coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (1–3).

COVID-19 is the name of a newly identified disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, and it was originally
observed as a cluster of atypical pneumonia cases occurring in Wuhan, China, in December 2019
(2). While this newly identified virus belongs to the same β-coronavirus genus as SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV, the novel disease seems to be characterized not only by mild upper respiratory
infections, similar to other corona-viruses, but also by the presence of symptoms of the lower
respiratory tract that are sometimes very severe (4). These mild and even asymptomatic cases have
contributed to the silent spread of infections worldwide, increasing the probability of infecting
high risk groups of individuals comprising immunocompromised patients and those with chronic
diseases (1, 4–12). Indeed, the WHO has estimated the reproductive number (R0) of the novel
infection by SARS-CoV-2 to range between 2 and 2.5, which is higher than SARS (1.7–1.9) and
MERS (<1), suggesting from the outset that COVID-19 has a higher pandemic potential (9, 10).
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT | (A) The conditions of lockdown tend to promote poor dietary habits; a decline in exercise and increase in comfort eating promotes the

weight gain that many have experienced during this time. A disrupted eating schedule and frequent snacking can result in a decrease in T cells and an increase in

pro-inflammatory cytokines. A delayed immune response and increased inflammation can occur as a consequence of a diet high in saturated fats. Furthermore, a high

sugar diet reduces the activity of neutrophils ad phagocytes. This will be accompanied by a reduction in T cells and promotion of inflammation if levels of minerals and

vitamins are insufficient. Finally, poor dietary habits change the gut microbiota, causing “leaky gut,” which results in a reduction of B & T cells, and subsequent

inflammation. (B) Conversely, following good dietary habits and undertaking daily exercise during lockdown helps maintain a healthy weight. If a regular eating

schedule is followed, with well-spaced meals, levels of T cells will actually increase, and there will be a reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokines. A diet rich in SCFAs

and with a high omega 3/omega 6 ratio will promote a strong immune response and decrease inflammation. If sugars are consumed only at low levels, the activity of

neutrophils and phagocytes will increase. An accompanying increase in T cells will occur if an adequate level of minerals and vitamins are consumed; they will also

protect against inflammation. These affects will also be promoted if a healthy gut microbiome is maintained to preserve the integrity of the gut epithelial barrier.

Some studies have shown that patients with COVID-19
experience a dysregulation of their immune response (13).
Conversely, other studies have emphasized how some individuals
can recover from COVID-19 symptoms within days; an effective
immune response was found to be associated with successful
clinical recovery (14). Many studies have highlighted the
important role of the human innate and adaptive system
in COVID-19 pathophysiology (15, 16). Furthermore, there
is evidence that environmental factors, such as unbalanced
nutrition, toxins, and inflammation, and the sudden lifestyle
changes that occur during quarantine/lockdown can cause
physicochemical and psychological stress. These factors may
lead to a compromised immune system and deregulate the
immune system, making the human body more vulnerable to
viral infections (17–20).

An optimal nutritional state has been found to be essential
for a well-functioning immune system and for the protection
against viral infections (21). Furthermore, malnutrition
and/or an unbalanced diet represent an important cause
of immunodeficiency worldwide, with infants, children,
adolescents, and the elderly being the most affected (22, 23).
In this context, deficiencies in essential nutrients are associated
with an impairment of cell-mediated immunity, phagocyte
function, complement system, and cytokine production in
humans (22, 23). Moreover, deficiency in micronutrients such
as vitamins, minerals, and polyphenols has been shown to have
profound consequences for immune system functioning and
susceptibility to infection. Carotenoids, vitamins, selenium,

zinc, and polyphenols, as well as many other nutrients, have
been shown to modulate the immune system. Furthermore,
dietary manipulation of these micronutrients has been shown
to alter immune function (21, 24–26). Nutritional excess of
carbohydrates, saturated fats, coupled with physical inactivity
leading to obesity, can also deregulate the immune system of
the host thereby increasing susceptibility to infection (21, 27).
Unfortunately, the quarantine and self-isolation of many
individuals during the current pandemic promotes these
unhealthy behaviors.

This narrative review principally aims at revealing the benefits
of balanced nutrition in prevention and treatment of viral
infection, by strengthening the immune system. We will be
discussing benefits of a number of macro and micronutrients as
well as their mechanisms of action.

In addition, evidence is emerging that chronic diseases are
strongly associated with the severity of the symptoms and
prognosis (11) but the mechanisms explaining this relationship
are still unclear and are being explored. Unfortunately, only

a limited amount of clinical data is available to draw direct
conclusions on the potential of nutritional changes in protecting

individuals from COVID19. However, we believe that it is
important to note that any changes in lifestyle can also
greatly impact chronic diseases in non-infected chronic patients
with a high risk for severe COVID-19 disease and thereby
indirectly affect their response to SARS-CoV-2 infections.
Therefore, information regarding the effects of nutritional
changes, including fasting, in reversing dysbiosis and chronic
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diseases in non-infected High Risk for Severe Illness (HRSI)
individuals is also included in this paper.

HUMAN CORONAVIRUS INFECTION AND
THE HOST’S IMMUNE SYSTEM

Components of the Human Immune
System and Lines of Defense Against Viral
Infection
The first line of immune defenses includes the physical and
chemical barriers that attempt to block the entry of microbes.
When these barriers are breached, the microbes will be fought
by the components of the internal innate immune system
which is composed of leukocytes and defensive proteins that act
immediately and non-specifically to eradicate infections (28). If
innate immunity fails to eliminate the infection, the adaptive
immune system will be activated. T and B lymphocytes are the
adaptive immune cells which are able to recognize antigens with
high specificity (28, 29). Table 1 summarizes the major functions
of the innate and adaptive immune cells.

The immune response is triggered by the interaction between
the pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) of the host cells
and the pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
(41). The antiviral defense is initiated when PRRs such

as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoic acid-inducible gene I
(RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs) or NOD-like receptors (NLRs)
bind to viral PAMPs such as DNA, RNA, or proteins (42).
This interaction induces some signaling cascades through the
activation of different families of transcription factors (43,
44). Type I and Type II interferons (IFN-I and IFN-II) are
cytokines produced in response to viral infections (45). IFN-
I (IFN-α and β) are produced by various types of cells and
interfere with viral replication which creates an antiviral state
through various mechanisms (46–48). In addition to directly
inhibiting viral replication, IFN-I can modulate the innate and
adaptive immunity including the activation of the cytotoxic
activity of natural killer (NK) cells and cytotoxic CD8+ T
lymphocytes (CD8+ CTL) cells which are essential to eradicate
the virally infected host cells. Furthermore, IFN-I can stimulate
the production of IFN-γ (IFN-II) by NK cells (49). IFN-γ
promotes themacrophages classical pathway (M1) which induces
inflammation and promotes the intracellular killing mechanisms.
Furthermore, IFN-γ stimulates the differentiation of CD4+ T
helper (Th) lymphocytes into Th1 which themselves are major
producers of IFN-γ (35). Conversely, Th2 activate the alternative
pathway of macrophages (M2) which suppresses inflammation
and promotes the repair mechanisms (36). Therefore, the Th1
response, together with the cytotoxic activities of NK and CD8+
CTL, are vital antiviral mechanisms (28, 50).

TABLE 1 | Summary of the major functions of the innate and adaptive immune cells.

Innate leukocytes Description and function References

Mast cells Produce/secrete proinflammatory mediators such as cytokines, eicosanoids, and vasoactive amines such as

histamine, which causes vasodilation and increases vascular permeability.

(30)

Macrophages Phagocytes that ingest and destroy microbes. They also produce inflammatory cytokines. (31)

Monocytes Circulating phagocytes which can ingest microbes in blood. They migrate to tissues under inflammatory

conditions and differentiate to macrophages. They also produce inflammatory cytokines.

(31)

Neutrophils Circulating phagocytes/granulocytes. They migrate to tissues under inflammatory conditions and destroy

microbes by phagocytosis and degranulation. They also produce inflammatory mediators.

(31)

Eosinophils Circulating granulocytes. They migrate to tissues under inflammatory conditions and kill parasites. (32)

Basophils Circulating granulocytes. They migrate to tissues under inflammatory conditions and kill parasites. (32)

Natural Killer (NK) cells They are responsible for killing host cells that are infected, stressed, or damaged. Therefore, they play an

important role in the eradication of intracellular pathogens and tumor cells. They also produce inflammatory

cytokines.

(33, 34)

Dendritic cells (DC) They function as antigen presenting cells (APC) which mediate the transition from innate to adaptive immunity.

If the innate immune system fails to eliminate infection, DC capture and process protein antigens and present

them to T lymphocytes. They produce inflammatory cytokines.

(28, 29)

Adaptive leukocytes

(lymphocytes)

Function References

CD4+ T cells Upon activation by APC, they become helper T cells (Th1, Th2, or Th17). Some CD4+ T cells are regulatory

(Treg).

(28, 29)

Th1: Activate the M1 pathway of macrophages which induce inflammation. They also produce inflammatory

cytokines.

(35)

Th2: Activate the M2 pathway of macrophages which suppress inflammation. (36)

Th17: Produce IL-17 which activates and recruits inflammatory leukocytes to various tissues. (37)

Treg: Regulatory CD4+ T cells which have immunosuppressive effect. (38)

CD8+ T cells Upon activation by APC, they become cytotoxic T cells (CTL) which are responsible for killing infected,

stressed, or damaged host cells.

(28, 29)

B cells When activated, they produce antibodies that neutralize pathogens and enhance the effector mechanisms of

other immune cells such as phagocytes.

(39, 40)
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The inflammasome is an important structure in the antiviral
defense which is assembled when cytosolic viral molecules
bind to NLR. It induces the activation and secretion of
interleukin (IL) 1β which is a potent pro-inflammatory cytokine.
Moreover, it induces pyroptosis leading to the host cell death
and consequently the control of viral infection (51). Tumor
necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) is another potent pro-inflammatory
cytokine that can cause host cell apoptosis (52). Both TNF-
α and IL-1β induce the expression of adhesion molecules by
endothelial cells which is essential for the migration of leukocytes
across capillaries as part of the inflammation cascade (52,
53). Inflammation could also be induced by a wide range of
cytokines such as IL-6, which, in addition to its pro-inflammatory
function, together with transforming growth factor (TGF)-β,
stimulate the differentiation of “CD4+ Th cells or Th cells”
into the proinflammatory Th17 subset (54, 55). Th17 cells
are characterized by the production of IL-17 which plays an
essential role in the antiviral defense by activating and recruiting
inflammatory leukocytes in various tissues (37). Furthermore, IL-
17 was reported to promote an effective Th1 and CD8+ CTL
responses in addition to the enhancement of humoral immunity
by promoting B cell proliferation and differentiation into plasma
cells during viral infections (37, 56). Humoral immunity is an
essential arm of the antiviral defenses, providing the antibodies
that neutralize the virus and enhancing the effector mechanisms
of other immune cells such as phagocytes (39, 40). IL-17 could
be also produced by a wide range of immune cells such as NK
and γ δ T cells (57–59). γ δ T cells are a subgroup of T cells
that have a different structure of T cell receptors compared
with conventional T cells (αβ T cells) which can bind to non-
peptide antigens. It has been shown that γ δ T cells link innate
and adaptive immunity and work as antigen presenting cells
(APC) to activate CD4+ Th and CD8+ CTL in addition to their
capacity to produce cytokines and lytic enzymes which take part
in controlling viral infections (60).

Another type of pro-inflammatory cytokines is the
chemokines that induce inflammation by functioning as
leukocytes chemoattractants. Examples of chemokines that take
part in antiviral defense are monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
(MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory protein-1 alpha (MIP-1),
IFN-γ inducible protein (IP-10) and IL-8 which are summarized
in Table 2.

Additionally, some cytokines are required for the
development, proliferation, differentiation, and survival of
leukocytes and may therefore act as pro- or anti-inflammatory
cytokines. For example, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
(G-CSF) enhances the production and function of neutrophils
and macrophages and consequently could function as a pro-
inflammatory cytokine (66, 67). On the other hand, both IL-7
and IL-2 play a pivotal role in the development and homeostasis
of lymphocytes and may induce inflammation (68, 69). However,
IL-2 is also required for the development and function of
regulatory T cells (Treg) (70). Accordingly, IL-2 may have
a dual function as pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory
cytokine (38, 69). Inflammation could be suppressed by
the anti-inflammatory cytokines which are summarized
in Table 2.

Despite the vital defensive role of inflammation as a major
immune response, it is important to note that in several viral
infections, the tissue damage is not directly caused by the virus,
it is instead the result of an exuberant inflammatory response to
the viral infection (73, 74).

Human Immune Responses to
SARS-CoV-2 Infection
MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 are β-coronaviruses
that can cause fatal respiratory tract infections and extra-
pulmonary manifestations (75–77). SARS-CoV-2 binds to the
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which it uses as a
receptor to enter the cell (78, 79). ACE2 proteins, part of the
renin- angiotensin system (RAS), are found at several locations,
including the olfactory epithelium and the gut and are numerous
throughout the respiratory epithelial tissue of the lung, kidney,
intestine, and blood vessels (80). Thismay be the cause behind the
high incidence of bronchitis and pneumonia in severe COVID-
19 infected patients. It has been shown that ACE2 is responsible
for the degradation of Angiotensin II resulting in the formation
of Angiotensin 1-7, thereby, negatively regulating RAS (81, 82).
Besides the role of ACE2 to serve as a functional receptor
for SARS-CoV-2, it has been shown that ACE2 is implicated
in many pathologies including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases
(CVD), and lung diseases (82–84). SARS-CoV-2 appears to use
different amino acids in its spike protein for binding the ACE2
receptor with more affinity than previous SARS viruses (85, 86).
Interestingly, the latest studies have shown that, after infection,
some cellular processes downregulate ACE2 expression (87).
Destruction of ACE2 further increases the activity of angiotensin
II, which has pro-inflammatory, pro-oxidative, vasoconstrictive,
and pro-thrombotic effects that can lead to the thrombotic
changes and organ failure that were noted in COVID19 patients
and which contributed to death (88). In fact, it seems that after
viral infection, ACE2 could play a key protective role in the
progression of the disease and the severity of the respiratory
distress syndrome (89). A study by Imai et al. (89) published in
Nature have shown that ACE2 protects mice form severe acute
lung injury after sepsis. Sepsis is characterized by oxidative stress,
systemic inflammation, and organ failure that is due to excessive
free radical production.

Based on the previous studies conducted on SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV, it could be predicted that the innate immune
response against SARS-CoV-2may start when the viral molecules
are recognized by TLRs, RLR, or NLR. This interaction triggers
the inflammatory response and stimulates the production of
IFN-I which controls viral replication (77). However, it was
also reported that SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV may evade
the innate immune response by interfering with the IFN-
I signaling pathways through various mechanisms. Failure to
initiate or complete the IFN signaling cascades during the
early phase of infection may result in an uncontrolled viral
replication. This may lead to the recruitment of neutrophils and
monocytes/macrophages to the infected tissues which results in
the excessive production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (90).
Accordingly, it could be hypothesized that the exaggerated
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TABLE 2 | Summary of the major functions of cytokines and chemokines.

Cytokine Function in antiviral immune

response

Mechanism of action References

IFN-I

(IFN-α and β)

Antiviral Interfere with viral replication, activate NK cells, and induce the

production of IFN-γ.

(49)

IFN-II (IFN-γ) Pro-inflammatory Activates the M1 pathway and promote Th differentiation to Th1. (35)

IL-1β Pro-inflammatory Induces the expression of adhesion molecules by endothelial cells and

induce pyroptosis.

(51, 52)

TNF-α Pro-inflammatory Induces the expression of adhesion molecules by endothelial cells and

induce apoptosis.

(53)

IL-6 Pro-inflammatory Promotes Th differentiation to Th17 and induce the production of CRP

which is part of the acute phase inflammatory response.

(54, 55)

IL-17 Pro-inflammatory Recruits inflammatory leukocytes to the site of infection, promote an

effective Th1 and CD8+ CTL responses and enhance humoral

immunity.

(37, 56)

MCP-1 Pro-inflammatory/chemoattractant Recruits monocytes from blood stream to the site of infection. (61)

MIP-1α Pro-inflammatory/chemoattractant Recruits inflammatory leukocytes to the site of infection. (62)

IP-10 Pro-inflammatory/chemoattractant Recruits inflammatory leukocytes and enhance inflammation by

promoting the Th1 response.

(63, 64)

IL-8 Pro-inflammatory/chemoattractant Recruits neutrophils to the site of infection which enhances

inflammation.

(65)

G-CSF Pro-inflammatory Enhances the production of neutrophils and macrophages and

enhances phagocytosis.

(66, 67)

IL-7 Pro-inflammatory Promotes the development, proliferation, and survival of lymphocytes

and suppress the expression of inhibitory molecules by T cells.

(68)

IL-2 Pro-inflammatory/Anti-inflammatory Enhances proliferation and survival of Th1, Th2, Th17, and Treg. (69, 70)

IL-4 Anti-inflammatory Activates the M2 pathway and promote Th differentiation to Th2. (71)

IL-10 Anti-inflammatory Regulates inflammation. (72)

damaging inflammatory response observed in COVID-19
patients is at least partially attributed to the suppressed/delayed
IFN-I pathways accomplished by SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, in
severe COVID-19 cases there is a diminished response of Th1
cells (13).

Several studies have documented that levels of cytokines
and chemokines vary according to disease stage and severity of
COVID-19. For example, one study showed that plasma levels of
IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and TNF-α, were found to be higher in
patients with severe infection than those with mild to moderate
infection (13). Another study showed a similar trend, with plasma
concentrations of IL-2, IL-7, IL-17, IL-10, MCP-1, MIP-1A, IP10,
and TNF-α being observed to be higher in COVID-19 patients
undergoing treatment in intensive care units than in any other
category of COVID-19 patients (91).

In one report, analyzing 99 cases in Wuhan, Zhou and
colleagues observed an increase in the total neutrophils (38%),
an increase in serum IL-6 (52%), an increase in C-reactive
protein (CRP) (84%), and a decrease in total lymphocytes (35%)
(92). In another report from Wuhan, analyzing 41 patients, an
increase in the total neutrophils and a decrease in the total
lymphocytes has been shown, which also correlate with disease
severity and death (91). Furthermore, the decreased level of
lymphocytes observed by (90), could be explained by the ability
of SARS-CoV-2 to infect T lymphocytes, which leads to apoptosis
of lymphocytes and consecutive lymphocytopenia (4, 93). In

fact, it was found that the absolute count levels of CD4+
and CD8+ T cells were significantly lower in subjects with a
severe SARS-CoV-2 infection (94–96). In addition to T cells, the
reduction of B cells and NK cells are seen in COVID-19 (13, 97).
Therefore, the reduced adaptive immune response against the
virus, manifested by an impaired T-cell function, may contribute
to the uncontrolled secretion of the pro-inflammatory cytokines
in what is known as a “cytokine storm” accompanied with a
multi-organ failure (8, 98). Interestingly, one study illustrated
how an otherwise healthy individual with a robust immune
system is capable of achieving an efficient clearance of SARS-
CoV-2, accompanied by clinical recovery after 13 days and full
recovery at day 20 after infection (14).

The impact of comorbidity is yet another factor that may
affect the outcome of COVID-19. It has been reported that
factors such as obesity, diabetes and CVD may increase the risk
of progression and mortality among COVID-19 patients (99).
One factor that may link such diseases to the increased severity
and progression of COVID-19 is inflammation. For example,
obesity is associated with metabolic alterations which may
dysregulate the immune response through various mechanisms
(100). Furthermore, obesity was found to be associated with
the increased production of IL-6, TNF-∞, MCP-1, and CRP
leading to chronic and low-grade inflammation which may result
in defective innate immunity and cause the development of
type 2 diabetes and CVD (100, 101). Likewise, the association
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between diabetes, CVD, and chronic inflammation has been well-
established (102, 103). Additionally, studies have shown that
ACE2 expression is significantly increased in obese individuals, as
the RAS upregulates ACE2 to protect the heart. However, because
of this increased ACE2 expression, obese individuals are thought
to bemore exposed to the SARS-CoV2 viral spread into the lungs.
Treatment and close management of obesity is an important
approach that needs to be considered to prevent patients from
being infected and developing complications.

Therefore, it could be elucidated that the efficiency of the
immune response, which is controlled by multiple factors
including nutrition, may dictate the outcome of COVID-19. The
following section presents a review of the nutritional components
that were shown to boost the immune system, including, but not
limited to viral infections and coronaviruses.

THE ROLE OF NUTRITION IN IMMUNE
FUNCTION

A balanced, adequate diet is required for the cells of the immune
system in order to function optimally. During situations with
increased requirements (e.g., infection, stress, and pollution),
the immune system is activated and thus increases the demand
for energy. A balanced, optimal diet strengthens the immune
response and supports the function of the immune cells not only
by producing an effective response against pathogens, but also
by resolving infections in a short time thus avoiding any further
chronic inflammation (104). Various nutrients are involved in
this process. This section highlights some that have been shown
to play specific roles in the development and maintenance of an
effective immune system.

Role of Macronutrients in the Immune
Function
Effect of Dietary Fats in the Immune System
Dietary fats are mostly triglycerides and are among the most
important sources of nutrition in humans if taken appropriately.
Many food sources contain various types of fatty acids, such as
olive oil which is rich in monounsaturated fatty acids, animal
products rich in saturated fats (but also with large proportions of
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids depending on
the origin), plants rich in alpha linolenic acid, and nuts and seeds
(such as walnuts and linseed), rich in omega 3 polyunsaturated
fatty (105). Fatty acids are known to play diverse roles in immune
cells (106, 107). Dietary fats are important for absorption of
liposoluble vitamins A, D, E, andK (which are also involved in the
immune system), as well as permeability and stability of immune
cell membranes (108).

Short chain fatty acids (SCFAs), like acetate, propionate,
and butyrate can be provided by many fermented foods made
by bacterial fermentation such as cheese, butter, pickles, soy
sauce, yogurt, and alcoholic beverages (109–113). Many studies
have shown that SCFAs exert anti-inflammatory properties
and present immunomodulatory potential in vitro (114, 115).
SCFAs are able to regulate the activation, recruitment, and
differentiation of immune cells, including neutrophils, dendritic

cells (DCs), macrophages, and T lymphocytes (116). A study
by Liu and colleagues showed that SCFAs not only reduced the
production of pro-inflammatory factors, including TNF-α, IL-1β,
IL-6, but also enhanced the production of the anti-inflammatory
cytokine IL-10 (117).

Many studies have shown that palmitoleic acid (PA) (a
monosaturated fatty acid belonging to the omega-7 group),
also presents anti-inflammatory properties in vitro (118, 119).
Dietary sources of palmitoleic acid include a variety of animal
oils, vegetable oils, and marine oils. A recent study evidenced
the role of the palmitoleic acid in decreasing pro-inflammatory
cytokine expression in cultured macrophages characterized by a
decrease in Th1 and Th17 response (120). Another important
constituent of dietary fats is polyunsaturated fatty acids, which
can be further subdivided into omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids.
Many studies using a variety of models show that a decrease
in omega-6/omega-3 ratio has anti-inflammatory effects (121–
125). A study using mice reported that the omega-3-derived
lipid mediator protectin D1, significantly reduced influenza
virus replication (126). Moreover, a randomized controlled
trial showed that omega-3 supplements were able to lower
inflammation in healthy middle-aged and older adults (124).
The data showed that administration of 1,25 and 2.5 g/d
of omega-3 decreased the IL-6 serum level by 10 and 12%,
respectively (124). Another randomized control study showed
that supplementation of omega 3 for 12 weeks reduced the
production of IL-6, and lowered anxiety by 20%. These changes
were accompanied by a decreasing ratio of omaga-6/omega-
3 and consequent reductions in IL-6 and TNF-α production
(127). Although the beneficial effect of omega-3 has been
revealed by many studies, a caution with dose and the status
of the body should be taken into consideration when this
compound is taken. On the other hand, it has been shown
that saturated and polyunsaturated omega-6 fatty acids present
pro-inflammatory properties (107, 128). Furthermore, omega-
6 fatty acids are precursors of potent lipid mediator signaling
molecules, termed “eicosanoids,” which have important roles
in the regulation of inflammation, and the eicosanoids derived
from omega-6 also present pro-inflammatory properties (129).
However, it should be mentioned that not all omega-6 have
pro-inflammatory characteristics. Gamma-linolenic acid (GLA,
18:3n-6) is a precursor of eicosanoids, which is found in human
milk and several botanical seed oils but is typically consumed
as part of a dietary supplement. Several studies have shown
that GLA can attenuate inflammatory responses (130, 131).
Furthermore, it has been shown that polyunsaturated fatty
acids are able to activate the peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptors γ (PPAR-γ), thus decreasing the pro-inflammatory
cytokines (132). For example, docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) interact with PPAR-γ and leads to
the inhibition of nuclear factor- κB (NF-κB), a key transcription
factor of pro-inflammatory cytokine production (133). On the
other hand, saturated fatty acids have been shown to trigger the
secretion of pro-inflammatory mediators from various cell types,
including macrophages (134, 135), adipocytes (136), astrocytes
(137), and endothelial cells (138). An in vitro study also showed
that the addition of palmitic acid to infected cells, by different
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strains of the influenza A virus, increased the cellular lipid
content and thus increased the replication of the virus (139). This
effect of palmitic acid has not been replicated for coronaviruses.

It has been reported that high-fat diets lead to increasing
circulating pro-inflammatory cytokine and neutrophil levels,
resulting in a poorer response to pandemic H1N1 influenza
A virus (pH1N1) vaccination (140). In the same context,
Milner and colleagues state that “Obesity has been identified
as an independent risk factor for severe or fatal infection
with 2009 pandemic H1N1 influenza (2009 pH1N1), but was
not previously recognized for previous pandemic or seasonal
influenza infections” (141). In this study, the authors showed that
obese mice had elevated viral titers, greater lung inflammation,
as well as increased inflammatory cytokine levels and damage,
and more memory CD8+ CTL in the lung airways (141, 142).
Moreover, HFD leading to obesity (animal model of obesity)
can exacerbate inflammation or infection in the host, and
consequently increase the mortality. This has been shown in
obese mice infected with the influenza virus (143, 144), which
was attributed to a delayed antibody response (141). In fact,
infection of obese mice with the 2009 pandemic H1N1 influenza
virus resulted in an elevation of pro- inflammatory cytokine
concentrations in circulation, but a lower response of IFN-
β and pro-inflammatory cytokine concentrations in the lungs,
compared to lean mice (144). Similarly, another study with obese
mice infected with the influenza virus showed that IFN-α and
β were minimally expressed and there was a notable delay in
expression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6 and TNF-α
(143). The lower level of IFN-α and β leads to a less effective
immune responses against viral agents (145). In this context,
it has been shown that there is strong association between
severity of COVID-19 disease and obesity (146). Thus, during
the lockdown, individuals with a tendency for obesity and other
metabolic disorders should avoid or reduce high fat meals since
it has been shown that high fat diet have a detrimental role,
downregulating ACE2 (147). Deregulation of ACE2 receptors in
the airways allows easier entrance of the virus and leads to the
increased angiotensin II release. In turn, this can cause vascular
(endothelial) trauma and micro-thrombo-embolism in various
organs, leading to multiple organ failure (82, 88).

Furthermore, high-fat dietary intake has been proven to be
responsible for the alteration of microbial composition in the
intestine by increasing the ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes
leading to an increase in intestinal permeability. This may cause
systemic inflammation thus affecting the immune system (140,
148). Trottier and colleagues observed induced inflammation
in the immune system in mice that had been fed a high-
fat diet. This was accompanied by a modest change in bone
marrow composition and a slight increase in the percentage of
lymphocytes (149).

In summary, the in vitro and in vivo studies using
animal models indicate that fatty acids can directly modulate
either negatively (high-fat diet, saturated and polyunsaturated
omega-6 fatty acids) or positively (polyunsaturated omega-3,
monounsaturated, and short-chain fatty acids) thereby affecting
the immune response and influencing infection susceptibility
(140) (Figure 1). However, a recent study in mice has shown that

short term feeding (3–6 weeks) either with low-fat or high fat
diets, rich with omega-3, omega-6 or monosaturated fatty acids,
did not significantly influence the susceptibility of mice to viral
infection, morbidity, viral titers in the lungs and liver, recovery
time, or mortality (125).

Effect of Dietary Carbohydrates in the Immune

System
Carbohydrates are nutrients found mainly in vegetables, fruits,
and cereals and can be divided into simple sugars and oligo-
or poly-saccharides. The recommended daily dietary allowance
of carbohydrates is 130 g/day (150). Carbohydrates consumed
as part of balanced diet are healthy but can be toxic if
overconsumed. Carbohydrates are the most important fuel
source and are necessary for the normal functioning of immune
cells. Although an increase on lymphocytes during anaerobic
glycolysis has been shown—which is an indicator of the increase
of glucose as a fuel—during lymphocyte proliferation the use
of this micronutrient as a source of energy decreases (151).
Moreover, carbohydrates have an important impact on the
immune system because of their ability to prevent the decrease
of the number of cells conjoint to apoptosis (108). This fact is
very important for COVID-19, because in severe cases there is an
increase in apoptosis of lymphocytes.

On the other hand, a recent study showed that during
times of stress (comparable to what many are facing during
the COVID-19 pandemic) many people change their dietary
behavior and tend to be drawn to unhealthy, high-sugar foods
(152). A diet based on overconsumption of simple carbohydrates
can lead to metabolic syndrome, an increase in abdominal fat,
hyperglycemia, and type 2 diabetes, as well as dysregulation in the
immune responses (151, 153). A recent paper by Goldberg and
colleagues reported that feeding mice an energy dense, high-fat,
low-carbohydrate ketogenic (keto) diet conferred protection in
the context of a potentially lethal influenza infection. The authors
identified that an energy dense, high-fat, low-carbohydrate
ketogenic (keto) diet promoted the expansion of γδ T cells in
the lung, leading to a conclusion that a keto diet may present a
viable avenue toward preventing or alleviating influenza disease
(154). Although this outcome was specific to mice and not to
humans, it cannot be ignored that a keto diet may have beneficial
effects for people with type 2 diabetes and other metabolic
disorders (155–157) who have higher risk of complications if
infected with SARS-CoV-2 (158). In this context, it has been
revealed for example that 5.3–20% of COVID-19 patients in
Wuhan had compromised innate immune responses because of
diabetes (159, 160). A low carbohydrate diet has positive effects in
people with type 2 diabetes (161) which may alleviate the severity
of infection by SARS-CoV-2. Additionally, severe COVID-19
cases have exhibited increased catabolism, and therefore have
increased energy requirements (162).

Effect of Dietary Proteins and Amino Acids on the

Immune System
Proteins are considered the building blocks of life and their
monomeric component, the amino acids, are considered key
regulators of various pathological and physiological processes,
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FIGURE 1 | The effect of inadequate fat intake and obesity on the pathophysiology of COVID-19. Increased dietary level consumption of saturated fatty acids,

decreased level of SCFAs and omega 3/omega 6 combined with obesity can lead to immune activation. This immune activation can alter microbial composition in the

intestine, leading to dysbiosis, which consequently enhances systemic inflammation. The complexity of the intestinal microbiota is correlated with dysfunctional

monocyte maturation and neutrophil dysfunction in the bone marrow. Obesity also leads to deregulation of ACE2 receptors in the lungs, which predisposes and

makes entrance the virus easier and leads to increased angiotensin II release, which causes vascular (endothelial) trauma and micro-thrombo-embolism in various

organs, leading to multiple organ failure. Altogether, these different factors that lead to the body being unbalanced can increase pneumonia severity and mortality,

which is more acute in the case of lung viral infection.

including immune responses (163). The recommended daily
dietary allowance of proteins is 19–56 g/day (150). It has
been demonstrated that a deficiency of dietary protein and
accompanying reduced concentrations of most amino acids
in plasma, impairs the immune function and increases the
susceptibility of humans to infectious diseases (164). A deficiency
in protein intake is associated with the alteration of one of the
first lines of defense against pathogens: the physical barrier. This
deficiency is accompanied by thinner collagen and connective
tissue, reducing the number of antibodies in the physical barrier,
which results in a favorable environment for the aggressor
(165). Moreover, the protein-energy malnutrition associated

with chronic diseases has been recognized as a virulence factor
for severe COVID-19 because it can deregulate immune cell
activation leading to increasing inflammation in the lungs and
longer viral persistence (133, 166). Moreover, it has been shown
that COVID-19 patients require a diet rich in high energy
nutrients (105–160 kj/kg/day or 25–40 kcal/kg/day) and proteins
(167–170). In this context a protein intake >1 g/kg/day (up to
1.5–2 g/kg/day) has been proposed in COVID-19 patients that
do not show any chronic renal insufficiency (22, 167).

There is increasing evidence on the important role of amino
acids in the enhancement of the immune response, as well
as in the reduction of an over-reaction, such as inflammation
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and autoimmunity (163). Thus, amino acids can regulate the
activation of T and B lymphocytes, macrophages, NK cells,
and the production of antibodies and cytokines (164, 171–
173). Many amino acids like glutamine, arginine, tryptophan,
cystine/cysteine, glutamate, histidine, and branched-chain amino
acids are important for immune function (163). Some of them are
discussed below.

Glutamine
This amino acid is the most abundant and versatile amino acid
in the body. Research has shown that in health and disease, the
rate of glutamine consumption by immune cells is similar to or
greater than glucose consumption (174, 175). In fact, a decreasing
level of glutamine in the plasma leads to: (1) a reduction in
human B cell differentiation as well as a decrease in antibody
production (176); (2) a suppression of T cell proliferation
and decrease in IL-2; and (3) downregulation of major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II antigen expression on
human macrophages and inefficient phagocytosis (177).

Arginine
For many years, a diet rich in arginine, which is found
abundantly in meats and nuts, often combined with other
micro- and macronutrients, has been used as a mechanism
to boost the immune system (178). It was reported that in
experimental animals housed under stressful conditions, arginine
supplementation was able to restore the reduced number of T
cells to normal (163). Another study showed that L-arginine
consumed through the diet can boost the activity of T cells.
In fact, this study showed that an increase in the level of L-
arginine reorganized the metabolism of the T cells, which made
them more effective in fighting tumors and gave them a longer
lifespan (179).

The Role of Micronutrients in the Immune
Function
Vitamins and other micronutrients are essential constituents of
the human diet that have long been known to influence the
immune system (165, 180). A deficiency in these micronutrients
affects the innate and adaptive immune system response, leading
to dysregulation of the balanced host response (181). Many
studies have shown that vitamins A, B, C, D, E, minerals zinc,
iron, magnesium, selenium, iodine, copper, and polyphenols
among other micronutrients, have an important effect in
supporting the immune system (182).

Vitamins

Vitamin C
Vitamin C is an essential micronutrient for humans that
contributes to enhancing the immune response by supporting the
innate and the adaptive immune system. The recommended daily
dietary allowance of this micronutrient is 25–90 µg/day (150),
and a deficiency in vitamin C deregulates the barrier function
against pathogens, increases oxidative damage, and decreases
phagocytosis (183, 184). In other words, vitamin C deficiency
results in impaired immunity and increases the incidence and
severity of pneumonia and other infections (182). Various studies

showed that supplementation with a high dose of vitamin C
stimulates phagocytic and T-lymphocytic activity in response
to infection by increasing cytokine production and synthesis
of immunoglobulins (182) and can help severely ill patients in
intensive care to recover more quickly (182). A randomized,
double-blind placebo-controlled trial in the UK showed that
the administration of 200 mg/day of vitamin C to elderly
patients with pneumonia reduced respiratory symptoms, mainly
in patients with more acute respiratory infection (185). In a
recent meta-analysis of nine randomized controlled trials, it has
been shown that administration of a high dose of vitamin C
(700–800 mg/day) against common cold virus infections lead to
a reduction of the duration of infection and a shorter time of
confinement (186). Although the used doses to treat pneumonia
are higher than the RDA, a recent NIH document revealed that a
diet with 1.5 g/kg body weight of vitamin C is safe and has no
major adverse events (187). In fact the use of such high doses
to treat infection, rather than the normal recommended doses,
could be explained by the fact that during infection, the level of
vitamin C decreases and the requirements of an infected person
increases with the severity of the infection (188).

Vitamin D
Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin that is naturally present in
very few foods, but is available as a dietary supplement, and
is produced by our body in response to sun exposure. The
RDA of this micronutrient is 15–20 µg/day (150). Vitamin
D has the capacity to maintain the structural and functional
integrity of mucosal cells in innate barriers, such as the skin
and the respiratory tract, which is very important during viral
infection. In fact, this vitamin increases the tight junction
protein expression, E-cadherin, and connection 43 in the gut,
supporting the gut barrier (182). Moreover, vitamin D has
various functional roles: it increases the differentiation of
monocytes to macrophages (189) and it promotes the movement
and phagocytic ability of macrophages (182). Also, this vitamin
increases superoxide synthesis (182), reduces the expression of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, and increases the expression of anti-
inflammatory cytokines by macrophages (190, 191), all of which
may enhance immune system reactivity. Vitamin D presents
stimulatory effects in the innate immune system, promotes the
production of Treg (182), and promotes antigen processing. A
study conducted by Cannell and colleagues showed that calcitriol,
an active form of vitamin D, was able to reduce the incidence
of respiratory infections in children during epidemic influenza
by restoring the immune function of macrophages (192). A
recent review recommended that people at risk of influenza
and/or COVID-19 take 250 µg/day of vitamin D3 for a few
weeks followed by 125 µg/day (193). The same review stated
that in order to treat infected people with COVID-19, higher
vitamin D3 doses might be useful (193). A recent study with
a group of 780 COVID-19 patients revealed that most positive
patients with insufficient or deficient vitamin D status died (194).
Moreover, Rhodes and colleagues highlighted that there is a
low population mortality from COVID-19 in countries south of
latitude 35 degrees North, supporting the hypothesis that vitamin
D is a cofactor determining the severity of the infection and
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then the immune system response (195). Besides the various
roles that vitamin D presents, this micronutrient could play
a direct role in virus-receptor binding. In fact, it has been
shown that vitamin D supplementation can reduce the number
of virus particles that could attach to the ACE2 receptors and
enter the cell by promoting the binding of the SARS-CoV-2 cell
entry receptor ACE2 to AGTR1 (angiotensin II receptor type 1)
(196). Altogether, although these data show that vitamin D can
act at different stages of the immune response, administration
of high doses of this vitamin as a therapy should be done
under medical control mainly for individuals with diseases
or disorders.

Vitamin A
Vitamin A is represented by many compounds, such as retinol,
retinal, and retinoic acid, as well as various provitamin A
carotenoids such as α- or β-carotene (197). Vitamin A, naturally
found in foods from animal sources, including dairy products,
fish, and meat, plays an important role in the regulation
of innate and cell-mediated immunity and humoral antibody
response (198, 199). The RDA of this micronutrient is 400–
900 µg/day (150). A deficiency of vitamin A alters the integrity
of mucosal epithelium, such as the eyes, gastrointestinal tract,
and the respiratory system, which causes an increase in their
susceptibility to many pathogens (199, 200). In fact, it has been
shown that deficiency in vitamin A is associated with increased
risk of infection (201) and is connected with an increased
risk of developing respiratory inflammation and diseases in
children (182). Moreover, vitamin A deficiency negatively affects
neutrophil, macrophage, NK, and eosinophil cell functions
(181, 182, 200, 202). Moreover, a deficiency in vitamin A may
promote an excessive inflammatory response by increasing the
production of IL-12, thus promoting T cell growth as well as
the pro-inflammatory TNF-α, which induces inflammation and
potentiates existing inflammatory conditions. Supplementation
with vitamin A can reverse these effects (203, 204). Deficiency in
this vitamin and its metabolites is also the cause of the alteration
of Th1/Th2 balance by decreasing Th2 (200). Furthermore, a
study revealed that persons with low vitamin A status showed
an increased risk of lung dysfunction and respiratory disease
(205). On the other hand, it has been shown that dietary
supplementation with vitamin A in humans improves antibody
titer response to various vaccines (204). Finally, Imad and
colleagues suggested that vitamin A supplementation at 5–20
mg/day, may prevent morbidity and mortality in children from
6 months to 5 years of age (206).

Retinoic acid, the biologically active retinoid metabolite, has
been shown to play an important role in the differentiation,
maturation, and function of the innate immune system cells
(207) and can also activate the NK cells (208). Different
pre-clinical and clinical studies have shown that retinoids
stimulate secretion and potentiate the effects of IFN-I,
which represent a family of cytokines of the early innate
immune response to viruses that are being tested against
SARS-CoV-2 (209). In this context, it has been proposed
that the key mechanism behind the relationship between
retinoic acid and IFN-I, is the activation of the retinoic

acid-induced gene I (RIG-I), which produces a pattern
recognition receptor responsible for sensing RNA viruses, thus
playing an important role in early innate anti-viral immune
responses (209, 210).

Finally, some carotenoids serve as provitamins or precursors
for vitamin A, and may thereby exert immune-modulating
functions (196). In fact, it has been shown that carotenoids may
regulate membrane fluidity and gap-junction communication
(211). Another major factor that makes carotenoids important
during the current pandemic is that this family of compounds
has the potential to play antiviral roles (212). Furthermore, serum
beta-carotene has been significantly associated with reduced risk
of death from various diseases including respiratory diseases
(213). In the same context, results from one study revealed that
higher supplementation of some carotenoids (lutein/zeaxanthin)
for people aged 65 years and over was associated with 23%
lower respiratory mortality (214). Although the safe total
carotenoid recommended intake range between 5.4 and 15.4
mg/day, supplementation with carotenoids should be taken with
caution and high doses of β-carotene have been proposed to be
prooxidant and toxic (215).

Vitamin E
Vitamin E, a known antioxidant, is found in many foods
including vegetable oils, cereals, meat, poultry, eggs, fruits,
vegetables, and wheat germ oil. The RDA of this micronutrient
is 7–15 mg/day (150). Besides its antioxidant activity, vitamin
E is able to optimize and enhance the immune response (181).
A diet rich with vitamin E has been shown to protect cell
membranes from damage caused by free radicals and support the
integrity of epithelial barriers including those of the respiratory
system (181). Supplementation with vitamin E, like vitamin
A, promotes Th1 cytokine-mediated response accompanied
by a decrease in Th2 response. Thus, this supplementation
increases lymphocyte proliferation production of IL-2, NK cell
cytotoxic activity, as well as the phagocytic activity by alveolar
macrophages, which consequently cause an increase in resistance
against infectious agents (182). Different studies have shown
the effect of vitamin E in preventing infections such as the
influenza virus (216). Moreover, a study conducted by Hemila
showed that administration of 50 mg/day of vitamin E for 5–
8 years may decrease the incidence of pneumonia by 69% in
elderly males (217). Similarly, a randomized controlled trial with
a total of 617 persons aged at least 65 years showed that a
supplementation of 180 mg/day of vitamin E, which is much
higher than the RDA, have an effect on lower respiratory tract
infections (216).

Vitamin B
Vitamin B is a class of eight water-soluble vitamins that play
important roles in cell metabolism. Many food sources are rich
in vitamin B, including whole grains, legumes (beans and lentils),
seeds and nuts, as well meat (especially liver). All three of
these B vitamins are important because they are involved in the
intestinal immune system, supporting the gut barrier, which is an
important factor in maintaining an efficient immunity, as we will
discuss later (218, 219).
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Vitamin B6
Vitamin B6 is essential as a co-factor in nucleic acid, amino
acid and protein biosynthesis, and therefore is important for
proliferation, differentiation, and functioning of immune cells
and synthesis of antibodies and cytokines (206, 220). An adequate
diet rich in vitamin B should contain an average of 0.6–1.7
mg/day of vitamin B6 (150). Human studies demonstrate that
vitamin B6 deficiency not only impairs lymphocyte maturation
and growth, even with marginal deficiency, but also lowers the
antibody responses as well as reduces responses to mitogens and
T-cell activity (182). A deficiency in vitamin B6 also decreases
the IL-2 production and NK cell activity and promotes Th2
cytokine-mediated activity, accompanied with a suppression of
Th1 (182). It is important to emphasize that an adequate diet rich
with vitamin B6 helps to restore cell-mediated immunity and has
been shown to improve lymphocyte maturation and growth and
increases the number of T-lymphocytes (182). Finally, Cheng and
colleagues showed that a daily injection of 50 or 100 mg/day of
vitamin B6 increased the immune responses in 51 subjects who
stayed in an intensive care unit for over 14 days (221), suggesting
that a higher dose than the one suggested by the RDAwould have
a beneficial effect, supporting the immune system of COVID-19
patients in an intensive care unit.

Vitamin B9 or Folate
Vitamin B9, similar to vitamins B6 and B12, plays an important
role in protein synthesis. Therefore, a deficiency in vitamin B9
alters the immune system (165). An adequate diet rich in vitamin
B should contain an average of 200–400 µg/day of vitamin
B9 (150). A deficiency in vitamin B9 decreases the resistance
to infections by inhibiting the proliferation and circulation of
CD8+ CTL (221). Moreover, it has been shown that a deficiency
in vitamin B9 impairs NK cytotoxicity (182). In this same context,
a study including 60 healthy subjects aged over 70 years who
received large intakes of vitamin B9 (supplementation of 400
mg/day), showed that the supplemented subjects reported an
increase in NK cell cytotoxicity leading to fewer infections,
suggesting that vitamin B9 supplementation increased innate
immunity and provided protection against infections in elderly
people (222).

Vitamin B12
Vitamin B12 is involved in carbon-1 metabolism and interacts
with the folate metabolism (223). An adequate diet rich in
vitamin B should contain an average of 1.2–2.4µg/day of vitamin
B12 (150). A deficiency in vitamin B12 causes suppression in NK
cell activity, a decreased number of lymphocytes, a significant
reduction in cells with a role in cell-mediated immunity, and
changes in the proportions of CD8+ CTL and CD4+ Th,
leading to abnormally high CD4+ Th/CD8+ CTL ratios (182,
219). A study of patients deficient in vitamin B12 showed that
a supplementation with vitamin B12 reversed the effects that
presented an abnormally high CD4+ Th/CD8+ CTL ratio and
suppressed NK cell activity, indicating that this vitamin may act
as amodulatory agent for cellular immunity, especially in relation
to CD8+ CTL and NK cells (219). It has also been shown that a
deficiency in vitamin B12 impairs the antibody response (181).

Bunout and colleagues showed that a regular diet including 3.8
µg of vitamin B12 in elderly subjects (aged >70 years) over 4
months increases NK cell cytotoxic activity, leading to increased
innate immunity in elderly people (222). Altogether, these studies
state the importance of vitamin B12 in maintaining an adequate
immune response, especially in older people (aged >65 years)
who have low serum B12 concentrations (224).

Vitamin B2 (Riboflavin)
Vitamin B2 has a very important role in many energy-related
enzymatic processes (196). The RDA of vitamin B2 is 0.6–1.3
mg/day (150). It has been suggested that vitamin B2 regulates
fatty acid oxidation and therefore controls the differentiation and
function of immune cells (225).

Vitamin B3 (Niacin)
Vitamin B3 is generally known as nicotinic acid and
nicotinamide, which plays an important central role in
aerobic respiration. The RDA of vitamin B3 is 8–16 mg/day
(150). Vitamin B3 has been shown to modulate the host immune
system by inducing the differentiation of Treg (226) and
inhibiting the production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines
IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α by macrophages and monocytes (227).

Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic Acid)
Vitamin B5, like some of other B vitamins, is essential in the
TCA cycle and fatty acid oxidation (228). The adequate intake
(AI) of vitamin B5 is 3–5 mg/day (150). Vitamin B5, similar to
vitamin B2, has been shown to be involved in the control of host
immunity via energy generation by immune cells, which is very
important in the case of COVID-19 patients (219).

Vitamin B7 (Biotin)
Vitamin B7 has a crucial role in nutrition and an important
effect in immunometabolism. In fact, by being an essential
cofactor for acetyl-CoA carboxylase and fatty acid synthase,
this vitamin is used by the body to metabolize carbohydrates,
fats, and amino acids (229). The AI of vitamin B7 is 12–
30 µg/day for adults (150). Vitamin B7 deficiency induces
Th1- and Th17-mediated pro-inflammatory responses in human
CD4+ T lymphocytes (230). In the same context, a diet rich
in vitamin B7 has anti-inflammatory effects and inhibits the
activation of the transcription of NF-κB and thus inhibits the
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1,
IL-6, and IL-8 (231).

Minerals

Zinc
Whole grains, milk products, oysters, red meat, and poultry
are good sources of zinc, and the RDA of this micronutrient
is between 2 and 11 mg/day (150). Zinc is an essential
micronutrient required for controlling key biological processes,
and is involved in the regulation of both the innate and adaptive
immune system (222). Zinc-deficient subjects may show severe
disturbances in immune cell numbers and activities and may
experience increased susceptibility to a variety of pathogens
(222). Zinc is important for the structural and functional integrity
of the skin and mucosal cells (189). Zinc-deficiency is manifested
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by an increased thymic atrophy, an imbalance in the Th1/Th2
ratio, characterized by a reduction in Th1 cell numbers, a
decrease in lymphocyte proliferation and function, particularly
T cells, and alteration in cytokine production—all of these
contributing to greater oxidative stress and inflammation (181,
182). Zinc deficiency also impairs survival, proliferation, and
maturation of monocytes, NK cells, T and B cells, phagocytosis
by macrophages and neutrophils, as well as antibody responses
to T cell-dependent antigens (181, 182). It has been shown that
correction of zinc deficiency boosts the defense-related immune
system, and reduces mortality from infectious diseases and viral
infections (222, 232). From several controlled studies, it is clear
that daily dietary supplementation of zinc for the elderly and
children at high risk for zinc deficiency, is protective against
infection and is associated with a decrease in mortality from
infections in these populations (233–237). Furthermore, persons
with a low zinc status have showed an increased risk of viral
infections (238). A systematic review and a metanalysis study
showed that zinc at doses of at least 75 mg/day is able to
significantly reduce the duration of symptoms caused by viral
infection on the upper respiratory tract but does not consistently
improve the overall severity of symptoms (239).

Iron
This micronutrient is present in animal sources such as red
meat and poultry, as well as in plants such as beans and lentils,
cashews, spinach, and whole grains. It is important to note that
the body absorbs two to three times more iron from animal
sources than from plants. Iron is an essential micronutrient for
the differentiation and growth of epithelial tissue as a first line
of defense against pathogens (189). A diet rich in iron (10–
18 mg/day) (150), or iron dietary supplementation, improves
intracellular microbial killing and cellular immunity by forming
toxic hydroxyl radicals, and is thus involved in the killing of
pathogens by neutrophils and maintaining a certain level of
lymphocyte bactericidal activity (189). Iron also has an important
role in maintaining a certain level of IL-6 and IFN-γ production,
as well as in the differentiation and the proliferation of T cells
and in helping to regulate the ratio between CD4+ Th and
CD8+ CTL (189). It has been shown that iron supplementation
in children reduces the risk of respiratory tract infection (182).
On the other hand, high doses of iron leads to increased viral
mutations in the influenza virus genome resulting in a more
virulent phenotype (240).

Magnesium
This micronutrient is present in greens, nuts, seeds, dry
beans, whole grains, and low-fat dairy products. An adult
diet containing 320–420 mg/day of magnesium can decrease
oxidative stress by reducing the superoxide anion production,
protecting the cells from oxidative damage (182). Magnesium
also boosts the immune system by increasing NK-cell activity,
regulating leukocyte activity and the ratio between CD4+ Th
and CD8+ CTL, decreasing the levels of cytokines such as IL-
6, and decreasing inflammation (182). Finally, it is important to
note that magnesium is involved in antibody responses through
antibody—particularly IgG—production, which is important in

maintaining immune tolerance in order to distinguish between
the “self ” and the “non-self ” (241).

Selenium
Among the nutrients implicated in viral infection, selenium
is a nutritional antioxidant incorporated as a rare amino
acid selenocysteine in selenoproteins (242). The RDA of this
micronutrient is between 15 and 55 µg/day (150). Selenium
plays an important role in antioxidant defense, by regulating
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and redox status in tissues.
Dietary selenium strongly influences inflammation and immune
responses. Some in vitro studies on influenza showed that
selenium deficiency resulted in reduced antioxidant activity
of cells and an important increase in the pro-inflammatory
cytokine IL-6, altering the response to influenza of epithelial
cells (242). In addition, studies by Beck et al. (243, 244)
showed that host selenium deficiency increased the virulence
of RNA viruses such as coxsackievirus B3 and influenza A
(242), while pointing at an interesting endemic disease in the
northeast of China, where soil is selenium-deficient, namely
Keshan disease. This disease is interesting to relate, as it is
a seasonal cardiomyopathy for which the virus coxsackievirus
B3 was identified as being a co-factor (243–245). Interestingly,
when the population received a supplementation in selenium,
the incidence of the disease decreased dramatically. In addition,
selenium prevented mutations of the viral genomic RNA that
lead to increased virulence and cardiac pathology (242). Finally,
selenium was shown to be associated with a decrease in the
occurrence of ventilator associated pneumonia in mechanically
ventilated patients (246).

Iodine
It is well-known that a large number of people around the world
do not consume enough iodine (247). However, deficiency is rare
in developed countries because of iodized salt. The RDA of iodine
is 150 µg/day for both males and females over 14 years old,
while it increases to 220 µg/day during pregnancy and to 290
µg/day during breastfeeding (150). It has been shown that iodine
presents a role in modulating the function of human immune
cells and present some therapeutic effects in different pathologies
(248, 249). A study showed that iodine is able to increase the
movement of granulocytes into the area of inflammation and to
improve their ability for phagocytosis, clearing infections (249).
Furthermore, it has been reported that iodine has an indirect
effect on the modulation of the immune system by modulating
the thyroid hormone synthesis (248). The modulation of the
thyroid hormones enhances NK cytotoxicity, the expression of
cytokines as well as B cell differentiation and increases the
frequency of T memory cells (248).

Copper
While enough dietary copper can be obtained from solids
and water, it is important to mention the effect of copper
deficiency, as it can occur in seriously ill individuals who require
parenteral nutrition. The RDA of copper is 440–900 µg/day
(150). Copper deficiency can also occur in older people as a
result of malnutrition or malabsorption. Failure to correct this
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might lead to susceptibility to further infections by decreasing
the number of circulatory blood cells (182, 250–252). Recent
studies supported the role for Cu in the innate immune response
against infections (250). Raha et al. hypothesized that copper
supplementation can help to fight COVID19, especially in older
people where a deficiency of Cu is a strong possibility (250).
In fact, they suggested that a diet supplemented with Cu affects
host immune function and metabolism of other micronutrients,
prevents the severity of the viral infection andmay protect people
from COVID-19 (250). Finally, it is important to note that a wide
array of lung infections can be accompanied by elevated copper
levels (253) and that an accumulation of copper can also be toxic
(254, 255).

Polyphenols
Polyphenols are produced in plants and can be classified
into flavonoids, phenolic acids, polyphenolic amides, and
other compounds (256). In addition to their well-established
anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant activities, studies have
highlighted their antiviral potential. For example, antiviral
properties of some polyphenols have been demonstrated
against several viruses including Epstein-Barr, enterovirus,
herpes simplex, and influenza (257). However, only a limited
number of studies have investigated the role of polyphenols
against coronaviruses directly (257). We will briefly cite the
important polyphenols that have been tested in this regard. Ten
polyphenolic compounds isolated from Brussonetia papyrifera
proved effective against MERS/SARS-CoV proteases (258).
Ethanolic extracts of Sambucus formosana proved effective
against the human coronavirus strain HCoV-NL63 (259).
Saikosaponin B2 has also shown good potency in this regard
(258). Griffithsin is a polyphenol extracted from a red algae called
Griffithsia genus and is one of the most promising inhibitors of
MERS-CoV (258). By specifically binding to glycans of the CoV
protein spikes, it can inhibit attachment of the virus to host cells,
with high potency, making this polyphenol a good candidate
for trials against SARS-CoV-2. Silvestrol is another polyphenol
compound, extracted from Aglaia sp., that showed inhibitory
properties against MERS-CoV (258).

Resveratrol (RSV) is probably the most promising polyphenol
to test against SARS-CoV2. Indeed, it has been found to
significantly inhibit MERS-CoV RNA replication in vitro on
Vero E6 cells, via several mechanisms including inhibition of
the virus protein expression, inhibition of the NFκB pathway
and activation of the AMPK/Sirt1 axis in the host cell (257).
RSV is found in mulberries, grapes, red wine, and peanuts, and
was showed to possess—in addition to its antiviral properties—
antioxidant, antitumoral effects, and scavenger of free radicals
properties (260). A study tried to add RSV to the diet of piglets
exposed to rotavirus and showed that RSV decreased TNF-α
levels and diminished diarrhea in a resveratrol piglet diet (261).
Another interesting study demonstrated the ability of RSV to
counteract MERS-CoV infection by acting at different levels
from reducing the cell death, inhibiting the viral replication,
reducing the viral titer and inhibiting the expression of the
nucleocapsid proteins, as well as inhibiting the apoptosis. This
study demonstrates that RSV can be an adjunctive antiviral agent

to consider in testing against SARS-CoV2. Finally a new clinical
trial has been registered in the database clinicaltrial.gov to test the
effect of resveratrol on COVID19 patients (NCT04400890) (262).

Although, data suggest that micronutrients play an important
role in strengthening the immune system, it must be emphasized
that the body requires optimal levels of micronutrients
for effective immune function, with different requirements
throughout every stage of life. For this reason, it is important
to be aware that RDA for all nutrients is the average daily
requirement necessary to avoid clinical or subclinical deficiency
in the majority of people (97–98%) in a healthy general
population (Table 3) (263). These RDA can be lower than
effective therapeutic recommended doses needed to increase
immune system responses in order to fight viral infections.

ROLE OF PROBIOTICS, DIET AND
FASTING IN IMMUNE FUNCTION

The Role of Probiotics in Immune Function
According to the FDA and the WHO, probiotics are defined
as “live micro-organisms which can provide health benefits on
the host when administered in adequate amounts” (264). Ever
since probiotics were recognized for their beneficial effects on
health, they have been used as potential dietary supplements
(265). Probiotics or the gut bacteria produce various metabolites
and co-metabolites as by-products of food metabolism (266).
These molecules, produced by the gut microbiota, have the ability
to cross the gut-blood barrier and affect the health through
various mechanisms, such as energy supplementation for colonic
epithelium and anti-inflammatory activity (267). One of the most
important groups of metabolites produced by the gut microbiota
through undigested fermented food are SCFAs (discussed in a
previous section), such as acetic acid, butyric acid, propionic acid,
that have been shown to have a beneficial effect by maintaining
the integrity of the epithelial barrier, decreasing the “leaky gut,”
and, as a consequence, triggering an inflammatory reaction and
the modulation of oxidative stress and the immune response
(268). In fact, probiotics are able to modulate the immune and
the inflammatory response in the gut through their interaction
with the gut mucosa and mucosal immune system, which host
the largest part of the body’s immune cells mainly within the
gut-associated lymphoid tissue (263). Various studies have shown
that probiotics are able to induce both: (1) the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines in order to facilitate the immune
system against a further infection, and (2) the production of anti-
inflammatory cytokines in order to have a balanced homeostasis
by reducing an excessive inflammatory reaction induced by an
infection (263). Moreover, probiotics’ health benefits are not only
limited to the intestinal tract, but also present modulatory effects
in other locations of the mucosal system, such as the upper
respiratory tract (269). In the same context, it has been shown
that besides infecting the respiratory tract, SARS-CoV-2 can also
infect the lower gastrointestinal tract, which is rich in ACE2
receptors (270).

Probiotics can have an effect on both the innate immune
system and the adaptive immune system. Some probiotics
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TABLE 3 | Recommended dietary allowance.

Macronutrients and

micronutrients

Recommended dietary allowance

Children, M/F

4–8 years

9–13 years

14–18 years

Adults, M/F

19–50 years

Old age, M/F

51–>70 years

Fats, g/day ND ND ND

Carbohydrates, g/day 130

130

130

130 130

Proteins, g/day 19

34

52

34/56 46/56

Vitamin C, mg/day 25

45

65/75

75/90 90/75

Vitamin D, µg/day 15 15 15/20

Vitamin A, µg/day 400

600

700/900

700/900 700/900

Vitamin E, mg/day 7

11

15

15 1.5/1.7

Vitamin B6, mg/day 0.6

1

1.2/1.3

1.3 1.5/1.7

Vitamin B12, µg/day 1.2

1.8

2.4

2.4 2.4

Vitamin B9, µg/day 200

300

400

300/400 400

Vitamin B2, mg/day 0.6

0.9

1.3

1.1/1.3 1.1/1.3

Vitamin B3, mg/day 8

12

16

14/16 14/16

Vitamin B5, mg/day 3*

4*

5*

5* 5*

Vitamin B5, µg/day 12*

20*

25*

30* 30*

Zinc, mg/day 5

8

11/9

8/11 8/11

Iron, mg/day 10

8

11/15

8/11 8

Magnesium, mg/day 130

240

360/410

310/420 420/320

Selenium, mg/day 30–40 55–70 55–70

Copper, mg/day 900–1,100 1,400–1,700 1,400–1,700

Iodine, mg/day 90–120 150 150

Except vitamin B5 and vitamin B7 where the values followed by an asterisk (*) represent

the AIs, the values related to other micronutrients and micronutrients present the RDAs.

achieve this beneficial effect by acting on the mucosal immune
system, in particular DCs and NK cells (271). As an example,
it has been shown that administration of lactobacilli to mice
can enhance the immune function in mice by increasing NK
cell activity and phagocytic activity of macrophages (272), as
well as enhance the phagocytic capacity of peritoneal leukocytes
(273), increase the expression of DC-maturation markers, and
enhance lymphocyte proliferation (274). Consistent with studies
using animal models, human studies also showed that probiotic
use could have a positive effect on the immune system.
Healthy, older individuals receiving Lactobacillus rhamnosus
HN001 or Bifidobacterium lactis HN019 in a milk-based diet
showed increases in their peripheral blood proportion of NK
cells and their tumoricidal activity, as well as increases in
phagocytic activity (275). Another study showed that a daily
ingestion of fermented milk containing Lactobacillus casei
DN114001 improved innate-defense capacity in 45 healthy,
middle-aged people (aged 51–58 years) by increasing the
oxidative burst capacity of monocytes as well as NK cells’
tumoricidal activity (276).

There is also evidence that supplementation with probiotics
has beneficial effects on the adaptive immune system by
modulating the functions of both T and B cells while preventing
an autoimmune inflammatory response (263). The effects of
probiotics on T cells varies widely depending on the strain,
going from promoting the production of Th1 (IFN-γ, IL-2,
IL-12, TNF-α), Th17 (IL-17, IL-22), and Treg (IL-10, TGF-β)
cytokines, to the inhibition of Th2 cytokines (IL-4) (208, 277).
In animal studies, the administration of Bifidobacterium bifidum
(5 × 108 CFU/d) for 8 week for old mice, showed an
enhancement of anti-oxidation activity in the thymus and spleen,
alteration of gene expression, and improvement in immune
function, leading to significantly increased cytokine IL-2 and
IFN-γ levels but also decreased pro-inflammatory cytokines
IL-6 and TNF-α concentrations (278). Mane and colleagues
showed that the consumption of a skim milk rich with a
mixture of Lactobacillus plantarum CECT 7315 and CECT 7316
for 12 weeks, enhanced systemic immunity in elderly subjects,

manifested by fewer incidences of infection and mortality due to

pneumonia, compared to those who received unenriched skim

milk only (279). The study showed that the participants who

consumed the skim milk enriched with probiotics had increased
percentages of B cells, NK cells, CD4+, and CD8+ and that most
of these changes lasted for another 12 weeks after stopping the
consumption of the probiotics (279). Guillemard and colleagues
conducted a double blind, controlled study, involving 1,072
volunteers (median age= 76.0 years) whowere given a fermented
dairy product containing the probiotic Lactobacillus casei DN-
114001 (280). This study showed that supplementation with
the fermented product was safe and was associated with a
decrease in the duration of respiratory infections in comparison
with the control group (280). A similar study showed that the
consumption of yogurt fermented with L. bulgaricus OLL1073R-
1, augmented NK cell activity and reduced the risk of infection
and the risk of catching the common cold in elderly individuals
(281). Altogether these studies suggest that the administration of
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probiotics can enhance the host’s resistance against infection for
older subjects and reduce the severity of viral infection in both
the gastrointestinal tract and the respiratory tract.

Like probiotics, some selective prebiotics—which is defined
as a substrate that is selectively utilized by host microorganisms
conferring a health benefit—have also been reported to be
beneficial for health. In this context, most of the studies
considered that prebiotics have indirect effects on the immune
system through changing the composition and population of gut
microbiota (282). It has been shown that prebiotic compounds
such as inulin, polydextrose, and maize fiber are able to improve
the immune response, gut diversity, and digestion in humans—
especially in elderly people (283, 284). In addition to the effects
on the composition of the microbiota, prebiotics also produce
notable shifts in the immune system by increasing the expression
of anti-inflammatory cytokines, while reducing the expressions
of pro-inflammatory cytokines (285, 286). Also, it is known
now that prebiotics such as wheat bran, fructo-oligosachharides,
and galactosachharides are known to increase butyrate levels
thereby reducing inflammation and improving conditions in
asthma and cystic fibrosis (287). It is to be noted that beneficial
effects of the prebiotics are thought to be mediated mostly
by increased production of SCFAs and strengthening of the
gastrointestinal immune system. Overall, it is apparent that diet
mediated modulation of gut microbiota, and to some extent
even lung microbiota, can influence immunity and reduce the
severity of viral infection in both the gastrointestinal tract and
the respiratory tract (270, 287).

Taking into consideration that probiotics and prebiotics
are generally safe, this microbiome therapy may improve
and quicken the recovery of elderly patients and immune-
compromised COVID19 patients. We suggest that
probiotics/prebiotics that have been shown to have antiviral and
respiratory benefits can be used as part of the actual therapies
used to reduce infection with SARS- CoV-2. Nutritional
recommendations could include a combinations of pre
and probiotics (symbiotic), such as fructo-oligosaccharides
and galactosaccharides, and various lactobacilli strains to
improve gut dysbiosis, thereby improving the overall immune
response (270, 288).

Diet and Fasting
The health effects of various forms of fasting have been studied
for decades and the database clinicaltrials.gov currently has 1,901
trials registered under the MeSH term “fasting” for a large
array of diseases and disorders. Water fasting (which restricts
everything except water), intermittent 16 h fasting, the fasting
mimicking diet (FMD), and religious “Ramadan” fasting are the
most common types of fasting under study. In particular, it is
important to highlight the concurrent COVID19 pandemic with
this year’s “Ramadan” fasting. This is important because Islam
has 1.8 billion adherents, the majority of whom were fasting
during the pandemic. As this situation is highly unusual, many
questions were raised as to whether fasting during the pandemic
is safe or not. This situation has led physicians and scientists
to consider the risks and benefits of fasting for their patients
during the pandemic. This exceptional situation shows promise

in providing data for observational clinical studies which will
be shown progressively in future scientific literature (289–291).
For these reasons, we will briefly review the risks and benefits of
fasting during the COVID-19 pandemic.

A study in this regard conducted by Develioglu and colleagues
revealed that lymphocyte numbers increased significantly, that
serum IgG and salivary IgA decreased and that there were no
changes in serum IgM (292). In fact, some evidence suggests
that “Ramadan” fasting can actually change the functions of
the immune system (291, 293). Other studies have shown the
beneficial effect of intermittent, prolonged fasting during the
month of Ramadan and how this could affect the inflammatory
state (293–296). An investigation of 50 healthy volunteers who
practiced “Ramadan” fasting was conducted 1 week before
“Ramadan” fasting, at the end of the third week of “Ramadan,”
and 1 month after the cessation of “Ramadan” (293). In this
study, the authors showed that intermittent Ramadan fasting
for a month, attenuated pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-
6) and decreased the number of lymphocytes, neutrophils, and
monocytes in circulation as well as decreased the abdominal
fat in healthy subjects (293). Similarly, another study on fasting
for 1 month examined the effect of this prolonged intermittent
fasting on serum cytokines levels in healthy and obese individuals
(295). This study showed that the levels of different inflammatory
biomarkers, including serum white blood cells (WBCs), IL-2, IL-
8, and TNF-α, were significantly lower in both the control group
and the obese group in comparison to pre-Ramadan values (295).
Although these two studies showed that immune cells decreased
during Ramadan but remained within the reference ranges, much
more data are needed on this topic.

A recent study revealed that fasting can be quite safe
for normal healthy individuals and can lead to “some
beneficial changes in some inflammatory markers, as well as
metabolic measurements” (297). Results showed decreased
levels of pro-inflammatory chemokines GRO (growth-
regulated oncogene)-alpha (Gro-α), IP-10, and stromal
cell-derived factor 1 (SDF-1) in comparison with cytokine
and chemokine profiles of COVID-19 patients that show marked
elevation (298).

Furthermore, another study demonstrated that prolonged
intermittent fasting has some positive effects on the inflammatory
status (296). This study showed not only that the level
of IL-6 decreased during fasting but the data also showed
increases in circulating levels of vitamin B12 and folate, which
have been previously found to be beneficial in supporting
the immune system against viral infection. Another study
showed that Ramadan fasting does not alter oxidative stress
parameters or biochemical markers of cellular damage in healthy
subjects. Although this study revealed a decrease in the level
of carotenoids, which has previously been shown to exert
immune-modulating functions (196), a slight reduction in lipid
peroxidative damage in erythrocytes and no changes in retinol,
vitamin E, and C have been observed (299). In fact, oxidative
stress has been shown to be implicated on viral pathogenesis
and infections (300, 301) and reducing lipid peroxidative
damage in erythrocytes may reduce the consequences of
viral infection.
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It has been shown that fasting can decrease
immunosenescence, extend life expectancy (302), reduce
markers of oxidative stress and inflammation, and improve lung
function, as well as to alleviate or reverse autoimmune disorders
(303–305). The other studies on Ramadan fasting also showed
reduced immune cell numbers, even though some found no
changes (301). Only one study (292) on a small number of male
subjects showed increased lymphocyte numbers.

Although some of the discussed results may support the
hypothesis that fasting during the pandemic lockdown might
not have a negative effect and might actually support the
immune system response in case of an infection by SARS-CoV2,
much more data are needed on this topic. One recent review
and systematic analysis on the effects of Ramadan fasting on
immunity by Adawi et al. (306) showed that the effects were

diverse, and that the study samples were small, thus, a definite
conclusion cannot be made.

CONCLUSION

Nutrition and diet are able to promote the functioning of
the immune system as a preventive measure by reducing
both inflammation and oxidative stress that might be caused
by various factors. Deficiencies in some micronutrients can
increase inflammation and the risk of infection (196). Several
of the micronutrients discussed in this review, can interact with
transcription factors to regulate the expression of receptors used
by viruses such as ACE2 (196). In addition, nutrition and diets
modulate the gut microbiota, which can affect gut permeability
and inflammatory status.

FIGURE 2 | Important role of nutrition in strengthening the immune system in regard to the fight against SARS-CoV-2 infection. Red box: The effect of an unbalanced

diet on the immune system response. Different host factors including age, smoking, diabetes, autoimmune disorders, malnutrition, or an unbalanced diet may affect

the immune system response, leading to high levels of inflammation which explain the severe cases of COVID-19. In fact, in this case, invasion of the respiratory

epithelium and other target cells by SARS-CoV-2 involves T-lymphocytes infection and apoptosis, leading to their decreased number and activity, and the consecutive

impaired activation of B cells and the production and secretion of antibodies. This leads to the compensatory increased neutrophil and macrophage activity, their

accumulation in the lungs and hyper-secretion of cytokines, in order to re-activate the adaptive immune system. The viral clearance is delayed and prolonged infection

causes a decrease in ACE2 receptors, leading to over-activity of renin-angiotensin II system (RAS), which causes endothelial dysfunction and thrombosis. This could

lead to a cytokine storm, accompanied by Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) and multiorgan dysfunction—characteristics of severe cases of COVID-19. Green

box: The effect of a balanced diet on the immune system response. Vitamins A, C, D, B, E, iron, magnesium, zinc, copper, iodine, selenium, proteins, SCFAs,

omega-3, a low-carb diet, polyphenols, probiotics, and a balanced diet were shown to directly support the body’s natural defense system by enhancing the different

levels of immunity and, therefore, might participate in the development of a strong immune system, which may help the body’s immune system fight any viral infection

and promote virus clearance.
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It is essential that probiotics and necessary nutrients
such as vitamins—which affect the immune system—
are not neglected before and during infection. Vitamins
A, C, D, B, E, iron, magnesium, zinc, copper, selenium,
iodine, proteins, SCFAs, omega-3, a low fat diet, and
polyphenols were shown to directly support the body’s
natural defense system by enhancing the different levels
of immunity and therefore might promote virus clearance
(Figure 2). It follows that infected patients who already have
nutritional deficiencies or excess may have an inadequate
inflammatory reaction causing more severe negative
clinical outcomes.

Future clinical studies should not neglect the potential of
minerals, vitamins, polyphenols, and probiotics in modulating
the immune response (307). Moreover, close monitoring of
micronutrient levels during treatment of COVID19 patients
would contribute to a great advance in understanding the role
of nutrition in treatment of COVID19.
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After the global spread of a severe acute respiratory syndrome caused by a coronavirus

(SARS-CoV-2), factors that influence viral diffusion have gained great attention.

Human-to-human transmission mainly occurs through droplets, but viral RNA clearance

in different biological fluids in coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) remains unclear. We

aimed to correlate the presence and the relevant temporal patterns of SARS-CoV-2

viral RNA in biological specimens (stool, urine, blood, and tears) of the transmission

with clinical/epidemiological features in patients with COVID-19. We focused on the

time window between the positivity of reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction

(RT-PCR) tests from different specimens. We used the Mantel–Cox log rank test to verify

the differences in terms of viral shedding duration, while we employed the Mann–Whitney

U-test for subgroup analysis. This review protocol was registered with PROSPERO

number: CRD42020183629. We identified 147 studies; we included 55 (1,348 patients)

for epidemiological analysis, of which we included 37 (364 patients) for statistical analysis.

The most frequently used specimens other than respiratory tract swabs were stool

samples (or anal/rectal swabs), with a positivity rate of 48.8%, followed by urine samples,

with a positivity rate of 16.4%; blood samples showed a positivity rate of 17.5%.

We found that fecal positivity duration (median 19 days) was significantly (p < 0.001)

longer than respiratory tract positivity (median 14 days). Limited data are available about

the other specimens. In conclusion, medical and social communities must pay close

attention to negativization criteria for COVID-19, because patients could have longer

alternative viral shedding.
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INTRODUCTION

At the end of the 2019, a novel coronavirus was isolated from
patients with pneumonia in Hubei province, China; it was named
the 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV), and the related severe
acute respiratory syndrome was referred to as SARS-CoV-2 (1).
On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)
announced that the new emerging coronavirus pneumonia
epidemic constituted a public health emergency of international
concern (2). On March 11, 2020, due to the exponential increase
in the number of reported cases and the high number of
deaths (3), WHO’s General Director announced that the novel
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) may be defined as a pandemic.

The main sources of infection are SARS-CoV-2-infected
patients, who produce a large quantity of the virus in the
upper respiratory tract during a prodromal period and clinical
manifestations. However, many factors play a crucial role in
augmenting diffusion, such as the presence of asymptomatic
carriers, the incubation period of the disease (usually ranging
from 1 to 14 days, and even up to 24 days), and the mild clinical
symptoms during the first disease period, with infected subjects
still having an active life (4, 5).

Our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 human-to-human
transmission is still evolving; currently, we know that it mainly
occurs through air droplets. However, feces may be another
potential route of transmission (6). Nosocomial transmission is a
severe problem, given the susceptible condition of inpatients, so
any action should be taken to minimize the risk of transmission.
Notably, there is no indication regarding the danger of biological
fluids from a patient with a negative pharyngeal swab. This could
become a major problem if he or she is admitted to a post-acute
hospital ward or to any sanitary structure with lower healthcare
assistance or when he or she is discharged into the community, as
demonstrated by a recent review on gastrointestinal symptoms
(7). Subjects with positive viral RNA excretion need to be
isolated; however, the persistence and clearance of viral RNA in
different biological fluids remains unclear. Thus, as the clearance
of viral RNA from patients’ stool is delayed compared with
that from oropharyngeal swabs, it is important to detect the
viral RNA in feces during the convalescence phase to provide
guidance to patients about contact limitations and even to
manage drug administration (i.e., avoiding immunosuppressant
drugs such as glucocorticoids).

In this context, our study, inspired by the needs expressed
by physicians in post-acute settings, aimed to systematically
review the existing data on novel coronavirus viral shedding. We
reviewed, referring to the recommended diagnostic criteria: (i)
the incidence of viral RNA in biological specimens (urine, stool,
blood, and tears); (ii) the persistence of viral shedding and the
correlation between the presence of viral RNA in the respiratory
tract and in feces; and (iii) the correlation between persistent viral
shedding in the post-acute phase with disease severity.

METHODS

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
For our systematic review and meta-analysis, we followed
PRISMA guidelines (8). We searched for data on confirmed

COVID-19 patients’ viral shedding reported in any kind of
study (case report/series, cohort studies, case-control studies,
or randomized control trials) with available data in English,
published until May 5, 2020. Two authors (G.M. and A.P.)
independently and synchronously searched PubMed, EMBASE,
and Web of Science up to May 5, 2020, in order to identify all
studies documenting modalities of SARS-CoV-2 viral shedding
in patients with a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19.

The search terms were “2019-nCoV,” “SARS-CoV-2,” “novel
coronavirus,” or “COVID-19” combined with “viral shedding”
and/or “feces,” “stool,” “feces,” “urine,” “blood,” or “tears.” We
found additional studies by carefully searching the reference lists
of the identified works. Titles and abstracts were screened, and
two authors (G.M. and A.P.) independently reviewed full-text
papers. Exclusion criteria were studies not written in English,
not reporting specimens other than respiratory tract swabs,
duplicates, or not matching the inclusion criteria and/or the topic
of the review (for this last criterion, in case of disagreement
between the two above authors, an independent reviewer stepped
in, namely D.D.).

We obtained data about the sites of studies, sample
sizes, patient demographics, analyzed clinical samples, disease
duration, and viral shedding duration through different routes.
We then focused on the time window between the positivity
of reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
tests from different specimens. In particular, we considered
the duration of sample positivity for SARS-CoV-2 from the
onset of symptoms or, for asymptomatic patients, from the
first positive result until the last available positive testing. We
considered respiratory samples (throat swabs, nasopharyngeal
swabs, oral swabs, sputum, or saliva) to be a hallmark of COVID-
19 diagnosis, while we compared the other specimens’ duration
of positivity to the respiratory one. We collected specific data
about single patients when available. When possible, we asked
corresponding authors for missing data in order to collect wider
information. When we could not obtain single patient data, we
took pooled data.

Data Analysis
M.I. performed all statistical analyses using Statistical Package for
Social Science (SPSS) 25.0. Continuous variables are expressed
as median (interquartile range) or mean (± standard deviation),
according to their normality test results (verified through
the Shapiro–Wilk test). In order to overcome the possible
heterogeneity within and between studies, M.I. performed the
analyses on a pooled database containing data from each patient
enrolled in the studies that provided single subject data and not
using aggregated measures. M.I. used the Mantel–Cox log rank
test to verify the differences in terms of viral shedding duration,
while M.I. used the Mann–WhitneyU-test for subgroup analysis.
Moreover, we assessed the quality of the selected studies using
the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (9). We registered our review on
PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42020183629).

RESULTS

The results of our search are shown in the PRISMA flow-
chart depicted in Figure 1. After removal of duplicates and
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of the search results, according to the PRISMA recommendations.

documents assessed as not eligible for our purposes, we
found 113 papers. Of these, we included 55 studies in the
present review for epidemiological analysis on group data and
dichotomous variables; 37 of these reported continuous values
and could be included in our quantitative analysis on single
patients’ data.

The detailed data of the 55 selected studies are available in
Table 1. All the selected articles used RT-PCR for viral RNA
detection (10–64). A few of them (32, 41, 42, 63) added viral

cultures, viral isolation, or next generation sequencing (NGS).
The total number of patients was 1,348 (1–132 for each article),
with an age range from 17 days to 96 years. Of 1,219 patients
for whom we found information about gender, 593 were female
(48.6%). Most of the studies (78.2%) were conducted in China,
while the others were from Asia (two from Korea, two from
Singapore, one from Taiwan, and one from Lebanon), Europe
(two from Italy, one from France, and one from Germany), and
the United States of America (two). Almost all studies (52 out
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TABLE 1 | Detailed information of the included studies (8–62).

First

author

Country Sample Method Total patient

number

Specimen

positivity

Age range

(years)

Sex NOS

1 Wu China R, F RT-PCR 74 41 F+ 40–52 35 Fem 39 Mal 9

2 Zhang Y China R, F RT-PCR 15 5 F+ 37 (10–73) 7 Fem 8 Mal 8

3 Xu China R, F RT-PCR 10 8 F+ 0.2–15.7 4 Fem 6 Mal 8

4 Xing YH China R, F RT-PCR 3 3 F+ 1.5–6 1 Fem 2 Mal 8

5 Chen China R, F, U RT-PCR 42 28 F+ 51 (42.75–62) 24 Fem 18 Mal 9

6 Lo China R, F, U RT-PCR 10 10 F+ 54 (27–64) 7 Fem 3 Mal 9

7 Nicastri Italy R, F, U, O RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 29 1 Mal 7

8 Young Singapore R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 8 4 F+ n. a. n. a. 7

9 Holshue USA R, F, Bl RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 35 1 Mal 7

10 Cai China R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 6 6 F+ 0.3–10.9 4 Fem 2 Mal 8

11 Zhang

JC

China R, F RT-PCR 14 5 F+ 18–87 7 Fem 7 Mal 8

12 Zeng L China R, F RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 0.46 1 Mal 7

13 Yang Z China R, F RT-PCR 3 3 F+ 25–62 1 Fem 2 Mal 7

14 Xiao F China R, F RT-PCR 73 39 F+ 43 (0.83–7) 32 Fem 41 Mal 7

15 Zheng China R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 96 55 F+, 39 Bl+,

1 U+

55 (44.3–64.8) 38 Fem 58 Mal 8

16 Pan China R, F, U RT-PCR 11 – n. a. n. a. 7

17 Cheng Taiwan R, F, U RT-PCR 1 – 55 1 Fem 7

18 Kim Korea R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 2 – 35–55 1 Fem 1 Mal 8

19 Qian China R, F RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 47 1 Mal 7

20 Xing China R, F RT-PCR 1 – 40 1 Mal 7

21 Tang China R, F RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 10 1 Mal 7

22 Tan China R, F, Bl RT-PCR 4 3 F+ 3.5–9 3 Fem 1 Mal 8

23 Mansour Lebanon R, F, U RT-PCR/

cultures

1 – 1.41 1 Fem 7

24 Chen China R, F RT-PCR 22 12 F+ 2–64 8 Fem 14 Mal 9

25 Han Korea R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 2 1 F+ Bl+ U+

Sal+, 1 F+

55 2 Fem 7

26 Zhang T China R, F RT-PCR 3 3 F+ 6–9 3 Mal 8

27 Yuang China R, F RT-PCR 6 6 F+ 36–71 4 Fem 2 Mal 8

28 Liu China R, F RT-PCR 4 4 F+ 8–46 2 Fem 2 Mal 8

29 Li J China R, F, Bl, U,

Vag, Mil

RT-PCR 13 3 F+ 1–73 7 Fem 6 Mal 8

30 Jiang China R, F RT-PCR 1 1 F+ 8 1 Fem 7

31 Paoli Italy R, U, Sp RT-PCR 1 – 31 1 Mal 7

32 Seah Singapore R, O RT-PCR/viral

isolation

17 – 20–75 6 Fem 11 Mal 7

33 Lescure France R, F, Bl, U, O RT-PCR/viral

isolation

5 2 F+, 1 Bl+ 30–80 2 Fem 3 Mal 9

34 Wölfel Germany R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 16 8 F 35 (2–58) 4 Fem 12 Mal 7

35 Kujawski USA R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 10 6 F+, 1 F+ Bl+ 53 (21–68) 3 Fem 7 Mal 9

36 Su China R, F RT-PCR 4 4 F+ 0.9–3.6 2 Fem 2 Mal 8

37 Sun China R, U RT-PCR 1 1 U+ 72 1 Mal 7

38 Cheung China R, F RT-PCR 59 9 F+ 22–96 32 Fem 27 Mal 6

39 Zhang W China R, F, Bl RT-PCR 16 10 F+ n.a. n.a. 7

40 Ling China R, F, U RT-PCR 66 66 F+ (4/58 U+) 34–62 38 Fem 28 Mal 7

41 Lei China R, F RT-PCR 7 4 F+ n.a. n.a. 6

42 Wu China R, F, Bl RT-PCR 132 36 F+, 4 Bl+ 66.7 ± 9.1 60 F 72M 7

43 Ma China R, F RT-PCR 8 5 F+ 0.9–39 6Fem 2 Mal 7

44 Fang China R, F, Bl, O RT-PCR 32 23 Bl+; 5 O+ 41 (34–54) 16 Fem 16 Mal 7

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

First

author

Country Sample Method Total patient

number

Specimen

positivity

Age range

(years)

Sex NOS

45 Wei China R, F RT-PCR 84 28 F+ 37 (24–74) 56 Fem 28 Mal 7

46 Qian GQ China R, F RT-PCR 91 2 F+ 5–96 54 Fem 37 Mal 8

47 Peng China R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 7 1 F+, 1 F+ Bl+1

Bl+, 1 U+

27–49 4 Fem 3 Mal 7

48 Yun China R, F, Bl, O RT-PCR 32 8 F+ 50 (37–66) 17 Fem 15 Mal 7

49 Wang China R, U RT-PCR 116 53 U+ 54 (38-69) 49 Fem 67 Mal 7

50 Yu China R, Bl, U RT-PCR/dd-

PCR

76 4 Bl- 14 U- 40 (32–63) 38 Fem 38 Mal 8

51 Lin China R, F, Biop RT-PCR 65 31 F+, 3/6

Biop+

n.a. n.a. 7

52 Wang China R, F, Sew RT-PCR 2 1 F+, Sew+ n.a. n.a. 6

53 Xie China R, F, Bl, U RT-PCR 9 8 F+ 18–62 5 Fem 4 Mal 7

54 Huang J China R, Bl RT-PCR/NGS 41 6 Bl+ 49 (41–58) 11 Fem 30 Mal 8

55 Wang W China R, F, Bl RT-PCR 20 6 F+, 2 Bl+ n.a. n.a. 7

NOS, Newcastle—Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale; R, respiratory tract swabs; F, fecal samples; U, urine samples; Bl, blood; O, ocular samples; Vag, vaginal samples; Mil, Breast

Milk; Biop, biopsies; Sew, sewage; +, number of positive samples; Fem, female; Mal, male; n. a., not available.

of 55) were assessed as high quality, showing Newcastle–Ottawa
Scale scores ≥7 (9).

As shown in Figure 2, the most frequently used specimens
other than respiratory tract swabs were stool samples (or
anal/rectal swabs). Indeed, 50 articles examined fecal samples,
with a positivity rate of 48.8% (490 out of 1,005 patients).
Moreover, 22 articles examined urine samples, with a positivity
rate of 16.4% (60 out of 366 patients), while blood samples
showed in 20 articles a positivity rate of 17.5% (80 out of 456
patients). Finally, five articles considered ocular samples (tears or
conjunctival swabs), with a positivity rate of 7.7% (5/65 patients).
However, most of these studies did not report the duration data
of each tested patient. One study (16) examined the semen of
only one patient, with a negative result, while another study (38)
looked for coronavirus RNA in the breast milk of a breastfeeding
woman, also with a negative result. Another study (60) added the
virus search on gastrointestinal tract biopsies (with three positive
results out of six biopsies). Wang and colleagues (62) analyzed
sewage and identified SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

From 37 studies (including 364 patients) reporting the
duration of both R+ (respiratory tract swab positivity) and
F+ (fecal sample positivity) for each patient (9–45), we pooled
data for statistical analysis. Although these studies included 364
patients, R+ and F+ duration data were only available for
215 individuals, plus 11 patients for whom only the difference
between F+ and R+ had been reported. Themedian R+ duration
was 14 days [interquartile range (IQR) 12 days], whereas that of
F+was 19 days (IQR 14 days). The Shapiro–Wilk test highlighted
that both R+ and F+ were not normally distributed (p < 0.001).
For this reason, we used theWilcoxon test to compare the lengths
of positivity; there was a statistically significant difference (p <

0.001, n = 215). There was a significant correlation between the
duration of R+ and F+ (Spearman correlation coefficient R =

0.507, p< 0.001). TheMantel–Cox log rank showed a statistically
significant difference between F+ and R+ trends (χ2

= 31.6, p

< 0.001; Figure 3). Of the 226 patients with both R+ and F+,
27 patients (11.9%) had the same duration for both routes of
viral shedding, 55 (24.3%) had a longer R+ duration, and the
remaining 144 (63.7%) showed a longer F+ duration.

Moreover, there were statistically significant differences
between severe and not severe [as defined by the American
Thoracic Society and Infectious Disease Society of America
guidelines for community acquired pneumonia (65)] patients in
terms of R+ duration (p < 0.001, Mann–Whitney U-test, n =

309), F+ duration (p = 0.010, n = 184), and their difference (p
< 0.001, n = 182). Interestingly, for the most severe subjects,
R+ and F+ durations were not statistically different from each
other (p= 0.496,Wilcoxon test, n= 69), whereas for less severely
affected patients, there was a statistically significant difference
(p < 0.001, n= 112; Figure 4).

There were age data available for 105 subjects, 41 of whom
were children (age < 18 years old), 38 of whom showed mild
symptoms (according to the literature). For this reason, we
compared the data of these 38 children with those of adults with
mild symptoms for whom age data were available (n = 48). We
did not find significant age-related differences in terms of R+
(median 8 days, IQR 9 days in children vs. median 10 days,
IQR 11 days in adults; p = 0.121) or F+ (median 22 days, IQR
12 days in children vs. median 18 days, IQR 12 days in adults;
p = 0.058). However, the difference between F+ and R+ was
significantly longer in children than in adults (median 12 days,
IQR 12 days in children vs. median 5 days, IQR 11 days in
adults; p= 0.001).

Statistical analysis about the duration of other specimen
positivity (blood, urine, and ocular samples) was not possible, due
to the reduced sample size of available data. Indeed, single patient
data about blood sample positivity were reported only in three
studies (24, 34, 42), and urinary sample positivity duration was
available for one single case study (34). There were no available
data on other specimens for single patients.
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FIGURE 2 | Flow diagram of the specimens considered in the 55 selected articles (R, respiratory tract; F, feces; U, urine; Bl, Blood; O, ocular samples). We want to

clarify that two of the F and Bl, one of the F, U, Bl and one of the F and U even consider ocular samples.

FIGURE 3 | Kaplan-Meyer Plot of R+ (respiratory tract swab positivity) and F+

(fecal sample positivity) duration.

Finally, digestive symptoms were available for 42 patients, but
all from the same study (14). For this reason, it was not possible
to perform a meta-analysis on these symptoms.

DISCUSSION

The available data confirm the presence of viral RNA in several
biological specimens (stool, urine, blood, and tears), but with very
different positivity rates. Our results confirm concerns initially
identified by Zhang and colleagues in their pioneering work
(48). These concerns are related to modalities of dealing with
people considered recovered after COVID-19 infection, without
considering the persistent viral shedding in their biological
specimens other than those collected in the respiratory tract. Not

FIGURE 4 | Box-whiskers plot with median and quartile values for the duration

of R+ (white boxes) and F+ (gray boxes) of less (left) and more (right) severe

patients (circles and stars indicate patients out of the 95% confidence interval).

keeping them isolated or not taking the appropriate precautions
could markedly increase the risk for virus spreading during
the post-acute phase. Indeed, the present work confirms, on a
wider basis than previous studies (364 patients), the significant
prolonged viral shedding through feces. Although our aim was
to also analyze other specimens, most of the analyzed studies
only reported respiratory tract and fecal data. Our results
revealed that the prolonged positivity of viral RNA excretion was
statistically significant, particularly in patients with less severe
disease, although digestive symptoms had only been anecdotally
reported in previous review studies (14). This outcome may
depend on the inclusion/exclusion search criteria of our review.
Other reviews have focused on gastrointestinal symptoms and
reported a higher prevalence inmore severe patients (46, 65). Our
findings suggest the importance of screening the viral positivity
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of patients’ stool even after negative results of their respiratory
tract swabs. Therefore, prolonging the contact precautions both
at home or in the post-acute environment for all post-COVID-19
patients seems to be advisable. The Kaplan–Meyer plot (Figure 3)
would suggest prolonging the precautions for about 10 days.
Moreover, as suggested by Yeo et al. (66), it is important to
clarify the possibility of fecal-oral transmission for SARS-CoV-2,
as already confirmed for other coronaviruses (67). In addition,
a recent review by Cheung (47) investigated the correlation
between fecal viral shedding duration and enteric symptoms.
Finally, we analyzed the correlation between viral RNA excretion
in feces and the disease severity. The longer duration of viral
shedding in feces was statistically significant for less affected
patients, and especially for children, a population in which the
severity of COVID-19 was lower, as has been widely reported
in literature.

Themain limitation of this work is related to the fact that most
of the studies detected viral RNA and not live viral shedding.
So far, the exact correlation between RNA viral shedding and
infectious viral shedding is not known, although live SAR-CoV-2
viruses have been isolated in different specimens including stool
(68). We identified four other limitations: (1) despite our aim to
analyze viral shedding in specimens other than respiratory swabs,
most of the data were limited to feces; (2) specimens collected in
different areas of the same body tract are considered a single type
of sample; (3) we analyzed all data available in the publications
about positivity rates and viral RNA shedding duration, but we
must consider possible biases in the previous publications, for
which only part of the data had been published by the authors
(publication bias); and (4) the duration of infectionmight depend
on the criteria related to the diagnosis of infection and to those
for defining the negativization of a patient (with one or two
consecutive negative tests) potentially related to different tracts
(nasal or fecal swab tests) and different symptoms (respiratory
or digestive).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, on the basis of our results, medical and
social communities must pay close attention to patients who
present COVID-19 with mild or no symptoms, because our
results suggest they could represent individuals with longer
alternative viral shedding, even after a negativized pharyngeal
swab. Therefore, appropriate management of the patient flow
between an intensive care unit (ICU) and post-ICU departments
(i.e., post-acute units) should be carefully considered by
implementing risk management that is also related to alternative
viral shedding.
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The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, the cause of the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, has ravaged the world, with over 22 million
total cases and over 770,000 deaths worldwide as of August 18, 2020. While the
elderly are most severely affected, implicating an age bias, a striking factor in the
demographics of this deadly disease is the gender bias, with higher numbers of cases,
greater disease severity, and higher death rates among men than women across the
lifespan. While pre-existing comorbidities and social, behavioral, and lifestyle factors
contribute to this bias, biological factors underlying the host immune response may
be crucial contributors. Women mount stronger immune responses to infections and
vaccinations and outlive men. Sex-based biological factors underlying the immune
response are therefore important determinants of susceptibility to infections, disease
outcomes, and mortality. Despite this, gender is a profoundly understudied and often
overlooked variable in research related to the immune response and infectious diseases,
and it is largely ignored in drug and vaccine clinical trials. Understanding these factors
will not only help better understand the pathogenesis of COVID-19, but it will also guide
the design of effective therapies and vaccine strategies for gender-based personalized
medicine. This review focuses on sex-based differences in genes, sex hormones, and
the microbiome underlying the host immune response and their relevance to infections
with a focus on coronaviruses.

Keywords: coronavirus, SARS-CoV, COVID-19, sex, gender, immune response, infection immunity

INTRODUCTION

Infecting both wild animals and royalty, the novel coronavirus has been able to proliferate and cause
the worst pandemic of the 21st century. As the world races to analyze the behavior of this pathogen
and develop a therapy for its disease, epidemiological studies have shown a male sex-based bias
in disease severity (1, 2) and increased rates of mortality in men over women (Table 1). A study
of over 70,000 coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) patients in Italy revealed a wide variability
in the case fatality rate (CFR). Increasing with age, average rates ranged from 0.16 to 20.88% for
women and 0.27–34.68% in men. Overall, men were calculated to have a risk ratio up to 1.74 when
compared to women. Of course, sex is intimately tied with demographics and characteristics such
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TABLE 1 | Gender-based differences in COVID-19 case and mortality rates.

Country Cases (%) Mortality (%) Total

Men Women Men Women Cases Deaths

United States 48 52 54 46 5,416,639 170,194

Brazil 55 45 58 42 3,340,197 107,852

India 76 24 73 27 2,647,663 56,757

South Africa 43 57 53 47 587,345 11,839

Peru 56 44 71 29 535,946 26,281

Mexico 53 47 65 35 522,162 56,757

Colombia 53 47 64 36 468,332 15,097

Chile 53 47 60 40 387,502 10,513

Spain 43 57 57 43 359,082 28,646

Iran 57 43 59 41 345,450 19,804

United Kingdom 43 57 57 43 275,200 42,072

Data are collated from the following sources. (1) https://globalhealth5050.org/
covid19/sex-disaggregated-data-tracker/; (2) http://www.ijmr.org.in; (3) https://
coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html; (4) https://www.duna.cl; (5) https://www.cdc.gov/
mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6924e2.htm.

as gender, profession, and hygiene, and there is a plethora of
confounding variables between sex and COVID-19 severity. Men
are known to smoke more than women and have higher rates
of non-communicable diseases, such as type II diabetes and
hypertension (1). Meanwhile, women are more likely to work in
the healthcare field and therefore have higher rates of nosocomial
infection. However, these factors do not deny the fact that
physiology may differ dramatically between the sexes, especially
in the context of infection.

Across species, females tend to develop a stronger innate
and adaptive immune response to contagions. In male and
female mice with SARS, male mice had a ∼90% mortality rate,
while female mice had a mortality rate of 20%. Doubling the
infection load killed every male mouse, while 40% of female mice
survived. This overall sex bias was statistically significant and
consistent over other strains of mice (3). From an evolutionary
standpoint, this increases the reproductive fitness of a species, as
mothers are more likely to survive and care for their offspring.
Interestingly, parental responsibility is associated with greater
immune capability beyond female sex. In seahorses and other
fish species, for example, the father is responsible for carrying,
delivering, and supporting seahorse fry, and there is an observed
upregulation in immunity in these species (4).

Paradoxically, the increased immune function observed
among women is accompanied by an increased risk of
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases (AD). Women can be
8–9 times more likely to develop an AD compared to men
(4). In SARS, these strong immune tactics may inadvertently
cause disease through destruction of host tissue. Fortunately,
upregulation of proinflammatory immune processes does not
seem to occur as much in women with COVID-19. In this
case, increased immune function pertains to enhanced anti-
inflammatory regulation and antiviral defense (1, 2).

This review will focus on the intrinsic differences in cell
types and humoral components of innate and adaptive immunity
(Figures 1, 2). Then, the influence of genetics (Figure 3), sex

hormones (Table 2), and microbiome variances across sex will
be evaluated. Additionally, the aspects of the ACE2 receptor
(Figure 4) for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) will be considered, as this unique receptor has
multidimensional differences between men and women. Finally,
sex differences in the immune response to vaccines will be
discussed. Sex is an underappreciated biological variable, and
sufficient study and analysis of physiological dimorphisms are
necessary to obtain a proper understanding for SARS-CoV-2
interactions in the body.

CLINICAL COURSE

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 is a novel
coronavirus structurally and pathologically related to the original
SARS-CoV of 2002. Like its older relative, the new strain
of virus accesses host cells using peplomers that are primed
by TMPRSS2 to bind the ACE2 receptor (5). The novel
coronavirus is an enveloped positive-sense single-stranded RNA
virus capable of infecting multiple organ systems in its host,
and the density of ACE2 receptors in each tissue correlates
with the severity of organ-specific pathology (6). In the lungs,
over 80% of cells that express ACE2 are type II pneumocytes,
making the lower respiratory tract the most vulnerable target
(1). Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infects
these cells and begins processes of viral replication that induce
proinflammatory cytokines that recruit components of the
innate immune system. The clinical presentations of COVID-19
patients have been heterogeneous, ranging from asymptomatic
to respiratory distress to multisystem organ failure and death.
One theory to explain this variable response is that the positive
inflammatory feedback becomes uncontrolled, resulting in a
cytokine storm that can damage host tissue (1, 5). The pathology
of COVID-19 disease is characterized by diffuse alveolar damage
with fibrin-rich hyaline membranes. Irregular wound healing
of the alveoli from the excessive presence of cytokines often
leads to thick scarring. This may result in acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) during which patients often require
mechanical ventilators, as this lung damage results in restrictive
lung disease from fibrosis and pneumonia (1).

ACE2 receptors are also found in extrapulmonary tissues,
such as the epithelial cells of the gastrointestinal tract, liver,
kidney, pancreas, and olfactory epithelium. They can also be
found in cardiomyocytes, pericytes, and fibroblasts of the heart,
which may provide a cellular basis for acute myocardial injury.
Damage to pericytes and vascular beds may trigger cascades of
abnormal clotting, thrombosis, and resultant ischemia that have
been noted. Evidence of ACE2 expression in oligodendrocytes
of normal brain tissue has also been indicated by RNA-
sequencing analyses, which may suggest an explanation for
the plethora of neurologic symptoms such as anosmia and
ageusia (2, 5). A recent publication reported the clinical
characteristics of over a thousand hospitalized adult patients
across China. They noted that the most common presenting
symptoms were pyrexia (88.7%) and cough (67.8%) (2).
Endorsement of congestion, shortness of breath, fatigue, myalgia,
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of sex-based differences in the immune response to Infections. Schematic shows how genes, sex hormones, and microbiome may influence
sex-based differences in the host immune responses to infections, determining susceptibility, disease course, and clinical outcomes.

headache, and confusion have also been commonly reported
in other studies. Emesis, diarrhea, and other gastrointestinal
symptoms are also observed in some patients. Brigham &
Women’s COVID-19 resource hub reported anosmia and/or
ageusia in up to 70% of patients1. The complete blood count
(CBC) on admission was most notable for lymphocytopenia

1https://covidprotocols.org

in 80% and thrombocytopenia and leukopenia in about 1/3
of patients (2). There is a mild hepatocellular injury pattern
with AST/ALT ratio ∼200. Elevated d-dimer, CRP, LDH,
CK, ferritin, and other markers of inflammation are also
commonly reported. Radiographic findings most commonly
included atypical pneumonia with bilateral, peripheral, and
posterior features. Chest CT findings include ground-glass
opacities and bilateral consolidation in more than half of
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FIGURE 2 | Innate and adaptive immune responses in SARS-CoV-2 Infection. Schematic shows a lung alveolus and a blood vessel. The left side of the figure
describes effects of the innate immune system specifically in men, while the right side depicts their delayed adaptive immune functions. Dotted arrows represent a
decrease in function or activity, while triple headed solid arrows signify an increase compared to infection in women. The most implicated cell types and their
associated cytokines have been shown. In men, the novel coronavirus infection has reduced activation of APC and early proinflammatory processes. A decrease in
this pathway causes delayed, excessive proinflammatory cytokine responses leading to the infamous cytokine storm implicated in both components of immunity.

admitted patients (2). Patients with features of these abnormal
laboratory findings were most likely in cases of severe disease.
Although a plethora of information has been published
recently on symptoms, signs, and pathology in COVID-19

disease, little information has been stratified by sex differences.
Optimistically, cognizance that these dimorphisms exist will
give rise to novel research and therapies that take advantage of
these differences.
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FIGURE 3 | Immune-related Genes implicated in the sex-based differences in the immune response. Schematic shows genes encoded on the X-chromosome and
chromosome 6. Table lists the role of these genes in innate and/or adaptive immunity and mechanism of action. Genes indicated in blue text escape X chromosome
inactivation, while those that do not undergo escape are indicated in red. NEMO is marked with an asterisk (*) to specify skewed X chromosome inactivation.

IMMUNE RESPONSE

Innate Immunity
Antigen-Presenting Cells
Dendritic cells (DC) are the primary antigen-presenting cells
(APC) of the human body and are divided into myeloid or
lymphoid types based on their visual characteristics. Lymphoid
DC are better known as plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC) and
are the most potent producers of the type I interferon (IFN
αβ). Plasmacytoid dendritic cells are activated by several pattern
recognition receptors (PRR), of which the most relevant to the
topic is Toll-Like-Receptor 7 (TLR7) (7). This PRR is primarily
expressed in pDC and recognizes ssRNA sequences, making it
vital for detection of coronaviruses in the host (7–9).

The role of IFNα as it pertains to viral infections and SARS in
particular has been hotly contested. Many studies show that IFNα

has a protective role in Coronaviridae and other viral infections,
and its study as a therapy is promising; on the other hand, there
is equal literature to show that it is elevated and responsible
for adverse host outcomes, such as fibrotic findings in SARS
patients (10–12). The current theory behind these conflicting
findings is that the timing and level of IFN release is critical to
its effect on the host. In a mouse model, Type I IFN (IFNαβ)
administration one day after infection seemed to protect mice
from adverse outcomes, while delayed IFN exposure enhanced
lethal proinflammatory processes (12). Plasmacytoid dendritic
cells are responsible for coordinating an early IFN signal, which
seems to be associated with better outcomes.

The first major wave of IFNα for antiviral processes is
coordinated by TLR7 signaling to pDC (13). This mechanism
has been studied to reveal sex-based differences in signaling.
For example, pDC from women are found to produce more
IFNα when stimulated by TLR7 than compared to men

(7). To compound this effect, TLR7 is a receptor that is
encoded on the X chromosome and is able to escape X
inactivation, meaning that XX females and XXY men [Klinefelter
Syndrome (KS)] have higher expression of TLR7 (9). Coronavirus
infection magnifies this sex bias, as recent literature has yielded
information that SARS coronavirus is a poor inducer of
IFN, as its papain-like protease is capable of inhibiting TLR7
signaling to pDC (8). In females, the increased production of
IFNα with the enhanced presence of TLR7 is correlated with
greater induction of pDC/TLR7-mediated pathways and immune
response, suggesting that coronavirus inhibition of host antiviral
pathways is reduced (8, 9).

Granulocytes
Neutrophils
In one study, male and female mice were both infected
with SARS-CoV, and their sex-specific outcomes were studied.
Male mice had higher rates of vascular leakage, leading to
alveolar edema, and a study of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
3 days after infection showed they had 4–5x higher rates of
neutrophils compared to female mice. Neutrophils are vital
for a protective immune response, and completely depleting
neutrophil populations by use of an αPMN antibody resulted in a
28% mortality compared to a control (3).

However, maintaining a balance in the level of PMNs is
critical, as PMNs can also cause pathological states in the
host. In the same study, an overly increased presence of
PMNs in a coronavirus rat model was found to be correlated
with lung tissue inflammation, epithelial cell permeability, and
hemorrhagic lesions (14). Additionally, compared with females,
male rats’ PMNs, showed significantly higher recruitment of
CXCL-1, which recruits neutrophils for killing microbes as well
as activating protease and reactive oxygen species (ROS) (11, 15).
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TABLE 2 | Sex Hormones and their effects on immunity and relevance to COVID-19.

Hormone Immune Cell/Cytokine Effect Relevance to COVID-19

Estrogen Type 1 IFN Promotes synthesis Proinflammatory, beneficial early on but harmful when
delayed

IL-12 Promotes synthesis Th1 cytokine, proinflammatory

IL-6 Promotes synthesis Pro-inflammatory (cytokine storm)

IL-1β Promotes synthesis Pro-inflammatory (cytokine storm)

Neutrophils Delays apoptosis High recruitment and subsequent apoptosis are found
in severe patients

B cells Promotes activation, maturation, differentiation, Ig
antibody production

Beneficial IgG response but cytokine response is higher
in women

CD4 + Promotes activation, Th1 differentiation Different T cell types are needed for successful infection
control

Th17 Suppresses response Th17 is proinflammatory, decreased levels means less
host damage

CD8 + Increases activity High levels early on may confer benefit

Tregs Increases FoxP3 expression and Treg production Tregs suppress Th1 and Th17 responses and are
anti-inflammatory

IL-10 Promotes synthesis Anti-inflammatory, suppresses cytokine synthesis and
MHC expression

Progesterone IL-1β Suppresses activation Th1 cytokine, pro-inflammatory

TNF Suppresses activation Pro-inflammatory, neutrophil and endothelial cell
immune activation

T cells Decreases proliferation May control T cell responses and cytokines

IL-4 Increases production Th2 cytokine, promotes Ig response controls T cell
proliferation

Tregs Increases production Tregs suppress Th1 and Th17 responses and are anti
inflammatory

Th17 Decreases production Protects the host from adverse immune response

CD8 + Reduces IFN-γ production and cytotoxicity Allows higher numbers of these cells without excess
proinflammatory cytokines

Testosterone TNF Decreases production Pro-inflammatory, neutrophil and endothelial cell
immune activation

IFN-γ Decreases production Pro-inflammatory, activates macrophages and
increases antibody response

IL-10 Increases production Anti-inflammatory, suppresses cytokine synthesis and
MHC expression

Table summarizes the role of sex hormones on immune cells and cytokines and the potential relevance to the SARS-CoV-2 infection.

It seems that in rats, male PMNs have higher rates of apoptosis
compared to females, and apoptosis recruits phagocytic cells to
the site of cell death (16, 17). Increased damage in the lung
tissue of male mice with the presence of up to 500% more
PMNs therefore suggests that the neutrophil immune response
is pathological in males compared to females, who exhibited few
alveolar edema on histological examination.

Eosinophils
The eosinophil response in SARS is largely unexplored, especially
as it pertains to sex differences. There is, however, convincing
evidence that female sex hormones are strong activators of
eosinophils. Estrogen promotes eosinophil development,
adhesion, and degranulation. Eosinophil numbers spike
when female rats have higher estrogen levels, and surgical
excision of rat ovaries results in a sharp decrease in uterine
eosinophils (17). A genetic study of patients who experienced
severe SARS-CoV symptoms revealed that the gene for the
enzyme eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EDN) is expressed

more in healthy individuals than in people severely afflicted
by SARS (18). Eosinophil-derived neurotoxin is a key protein
found in eosinophil granules and has strong ribonuclease
activity especially when activated by proinflammatory stimuli.
Differences in EDN expression have not yet been analyzed in
males vs. females of any species, but if female sex hormones are
supportive of eosinophil development and granulation, women
expressing EDN may have a unique advantage in fighting SARS
infection (12).

Basophils
Basophils are the rarest of the granulocytes, and study of the
basophil response to coronaviruses is even more unknown than
eosinophil interactions. In one study, the incubation of human
basophils with mild strains of coronavirus did not cause the
leukocytes to degranulate or release histamine (19). More studies
are needed, however, to establish that basophils are not involved
in the coronavirus response or that there are no sex-related
differences in their interactions.
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FIGURE 4 | ACE2 receptor expression in tissues. ACE-2 receptor expression is found in the lung type 2 pneumocytes, heart endocardial cells, blood vessel
endothelial cells, kidney tubular epithelial cells, and intestinal enterocytes. There is evidence that estrogen has a protective function on ACE-2 receptor expression in
these tissues, while male sex is correlated with an upregulation of ACE-2 receptors in these tissues. SARS-CoV-2 is able to bind to the ACE-2 receptor via ionic
interactions between Lys317 on the virus and Asp30 on the receptor and via Van der Waals interactions between Leu472 on the virus and Met82 on the receptor.

Mast cells
Mast cells reside in the submucosal layers of the respiratory
tract; although they are mainly known for their functions in
allergy responses, mastocytes are also intimately involved in
protection from viral invaders (20). In fact, their roles and
activation in the immune response are incredibly interesting
in the context of sex bias. It seems that, although mast cells
from female mice bear granules with higher enymatic activity,
these cells are activated to a lesser degree via the complement
system than mast cells from male mice. This may explain the
increased preponderance of lung injury in men with coronavirus
infection. Even when controlling for differences in number and
extent of activation, mast cells from female mice make, store,
and secrete more histamine than mastocytes of male origin. With
binding to high-affinity IgE receptors (FcεR1), mast cells from
female mice release an increased amount of other preformed
proinflammatory mediators, such as tryptase, chymase, and TNF-
α (17, 21). Gene analysis study has shown that genes such as

Tnf, Hexa, and several mcpt genes that encode these intracellular
granule mediators are upregulated in female mice. Mast cells
from women store this increase in protein product by increasing
the packing density of granules in mast cells (22). This set
of studies was repeated in the presence of various levels of
female sex hormones, as previous literature has shown that the
menstrual cycle can affect properties of mast cells in rodent
models. The study found that there was no statistically significant
difference in the amount of histamine that mast cells released
across levels of sex hormones in male and female mice (21).
This shows that while previous studies may point to significant
hormonal effects on mast cell properties, there are sex-based
differences in mastocyte biology that are not attributable to
hormone interaction.

Mastocytes in the context of SARS-CoV infection are
intimately involved with the complement system, which
has significant proinflammatory responses that can result in
pathological states. In fact, coronavirus infection activates
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the classical, the lectin, and the alternative pathways of the
complement system. Of particular interest are C3 and C5 proteins
which activate mast cell degranulation in SARS to trigger a
cytokine storm (19, 23). This cytokine storm can lead to further
downstream effects such as hyperemia and vascular permeability,
which can result in acute, fatal lung injury. C5a levels are actually
predictive for ARDS development, and blockade of the C5a
pathway in MERS infection reduces lung injury in mice (20). In a
similar vein, inhibition of the complement cascade via inhibition
of C3 in M15-infected mice results in less recruitment of
neutrophils and inflammatory monocytes to the lung tissue (23).

The conclusion that reduced activation of the complement
cascade results in maintenance of healthy lung tissue correlates
to the sex bias found in levels of complement proteins. A recent
study of 50,000 racially diverse subjects found that, compared to
men, women have significantly lower levels of C4, an activator of
C3. They were also able to prove that this results in a 42% decrease
in C3 in women compared to men (22). In an investigation of
Caucasian populations, levels of C3, C5, C7, C8, and C9 were
significantly lower in women compared to men. Women had
about 53% lower C5 protein levels than men. Also women had
lower amounts of proinflammatory positive regulators of the
cascade such as properdin, mannan-binding lectin (MBL), and
Ficolin-3 (24). These reduced levels of complement proteins were
found to control activity of the whole cascade and its terminal
products for the classical, lectin, and alternative pathways that are
involved in SARS infection (20, 24). While these findings were
obtained from a Caucasian cohort, evaluation of these in other
race/ethnicities remain to be seen. Yet, from both studies it is
justifiable to say that the female host has mechanisms to reduce
proinflammatory effects even with more potent mastocytes. In
the context of SARS, these techniques may prove useful if they are
an explanation for the minimized incidence of pulmonary injury.

Monocytes/Macrophages
In the discussion of pDC, it was iterated that the role and
clinical effects of Type I IFN are still incompletely understood
and are often conflicting across various studies. Current theories
support the idea that initial secretion of Type I IFN is effective
at reducing viral load without causing damage to the human
host in which XX females and XXY males seem to have better
outcomes than XY males in a mouse SARS-CoV model. For
example, Type I IFN administration 6 h post-infection (before
viral peak) in mice infected with SARS coronavirus completely
protected them from clinical disease (10, 12). Elevated and
extended exposure of the host to IFN, however, led to excessive
proinflammatory pathways and pulmonary pathology. In the
same study, mice were exposed to IFN post-peak of viral titers
which resulted in lethal pathology. This acute lung injury in mice
and humans with SARS is characterized by the presence of IFN-
stimulated inflammatory monocyte-macrophages (IMM) and
their associated proinflammatory cytokines in bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid (10–12). Although women have higher activation
of IFN pathways early in coronavirus infections, it is unknown
if there is a difference in IFN levels between men and women
after peak viral load. It may be that early activation of antiviral
pathways more effectively reduces viral load by priming the

innate and adaptive immune systems. This early activation can
better protect the host from the cytokine storm found mostly in
males that is associated with later IFN secretion (10, 12, 25).

Although the sex differences regarding late Type I IFN levels
are unknown, SARS-CoV-infected male mice have higher rates of
IFN-stimulated IMM in their bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. Just
three days post infection, there were 2–3-fold greater numbers
of these IMM (11). Cytokine analysis showed that IMM release
from males had a higher frequency of the pro-inflammatory
cytokines CCL2 and IL-6. IL-6 is an activator of CCL2 binding
to CCR2 which promotes lymphoid and myeloid chemotaxis as
well as properties of leukocyte adhesion, polarization, secretion,
and survival in the immune responses (12, 26). However, because
this IFN-stimulation of IMM is uncontrolled in SARS patients
with poor outcomes, methods of reducing their potency are
advantageous. Ablation of IFNAR, a Type I IFN receptor, 3 days
into infection produced improved outcomes from coronavirus
infections (10). Additionally, use of monoclonal antibodies has
also been considered for therapy in humans. In SARS-CoV
infection in mice, MC21 antibodies could bind to CCR2, and
this competitive inhibition provided significant protection in
male mice prone to poor-outcomes. This study demonstrated
that a depletion in IMM signaling is a protective feature in
SARS-infected female mice (11).

Natural Killer Cells
Natural Killer (NK) cells are cytotoxic lymphocytes of the innate
immune system that target cancerous and infected cells. Their
exhaustion is correlated with disease progression (27), as they are
primary secretors of IFN-γ, TNF-α, colony stimulating factors
(CSF), and many other cytokines (15, 27). In the diseases caused
by both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, studies have shown that
there is a marked decrease in the total number and activity of NK
cells in infected patients. In the same vein, there are significantly
lower recorded amounts of CD107a+ NK, IFN-γ+ NK, IL-2+
NK, and TNF-α+ NK in COVID-19 patients, suggesting that
functional exhaustion of NKC is associated with coronavirus
infection (27).

There is a plethora of puzzling information about the sex
bias in NK cells. Some studies have found greater numbers and
activity of NK cells from male rodents compared with females
(4, 17). Another study of healthy geriatric individuals found that
while there was an initial surplus of NK cells in men less than
70 years of age, there was a steep increase and superiority in
NK cell function in women over 70 years (17, 28). This post-
menopausal finding seems to defy other studies that found a rise
in NK cells during the periovulatory phase when estrogen and
progesterone are increased (4, 29). It is possible, however, that
even if estrogen derivatives increase the number of NK cells, the
cytotoxic capabilities of these cells may be reduced.

Adaptive Immunity
CD4 T Cells
Th1/Th2 cells
The physiology of CD4 T helper type 1 (Th1) and 2 (Th2)
cells in COVID-19 infection is the most striking when
considering the implications for sex differences. Th1 cells are
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differentiated CD4+ T lymphocytes that are microbicidal and
proinflammatory. In contrast, Th2 cells produce cytokines that
are more anti-inflammatory and redirect focus to humoral
immunity mechanisms. The homeostasis between Th1 and Th2
cells is vital for the obliteration of infectious microbes without
causing pathological states in the host. The Th1/Th2 ratio
is paramount for host success, as extermination of distinct
pathogens will require different levels of activation in Th1
and Th2 lymphocytes (30–33). An improper ratio of Th1/Th2
cytokines may result in prolonged disease states such as in
lepromatous leprosy or tuberculosis.

The SARS coronavirus of 2002 is notable in that it exclusively
produced an activation of Th1 cells and cytokines in the host.
In a study of patients in China, the Th1 response produced a
significant elevation in the proinflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, IL-
1β, IL-6, and IL-12 (30). These protein levels were elevated for at
least 2 weeks after onset and were sufficient for full recovery of the
host. Across several studies, induction of anti-inflammatory Th2
pathways was not necessary for host survival (30–32). The novel
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, however, seems to work differently
when compared to its older relative, as sufficient induction
of anti-inflammatory Th2 response is necessary. Patients with
COVID-19 show activation of both Th1 and Th2 pathways over
the course of infection with significant levels of IFN-γ, IL-1β, and
IL-6 as well as IL-4 and IL-10, respectively (31, 32). An elevated
Th1/Th2 ratio has been correlated to increased risk of mortality
in COVID-19 patients as the proinflammatory cytokine IL-6 has
been predictive for severe lung pathology (31). Another COVID-
19 study found that aberrant Th1 cells expressing significant
levels of IFN-γ, IL-6, and GM-CSF were found only in intensive
care unit (ICU) patients. Levels of these cytokines were much
lower in non-ICU patients and the control group (32), indicating
that pathogenic Th1 cells correlate with the hyper-inflammatory
response in SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no literature
yet on sex differences in Th1 and Th2 responses to COVID-
19. However, the implications of the Th1/Th2 balance could
be important in pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Physiologic changes within the immune system during pregnancy
typically involve an attenuation of the Th1 response and a
shift toward Th2 anti-inflammatory pathways (31, 32). This
is in the interest of protecting the developing fetus from an
overactive cell-mediated immune response, while simultaneously
developing antibodies for passive transfer of immunity through
the placenta and breast milk. In the Th1-dominant SARS-CoV
infection, the CFR of pregnant women was estimated to be up
to 18%, as the maternal immune system would attenuate Th1
and inadvertently compromise itself. The original SARS-CoV
stands in contrast to the novel SARS-CoV-2 COVID-19, however,
where the CFR is ∼1% (34); although hospitalization, ICU, and
ventilation requirements were higher in pregnant compared to
non-pregnant women, the risk of death was the same compared
to non-pregnant women (35), and disease course appears to be
milder than in SARS-CoV and MERS (31). Although there may
be numerous variables at play, it seems that host survival in
COVID-19 is tied to substitution of the proinflammatory Th1 for
the anti-inflammatory Th2 that is dominant in gravid hosts.

Th17 cells
Th17 cells are a differentiated form of CD4+ T lymphocytes
that mainly produce IL-17, IL-22, IFN-γ, and GM-CSF. They
are also involved in the production of related proinflammatory
cytokines such as IL-6, IL-26, and TNFα (36–38). It was found
that the severity in MERS and both forms of SARS was positively
correlated with Th17 and IL-17 levels in patients. IL-17 is the
most well-studied cytokine of Th17 cells, as it is the lymphocyte’s
hallmark cytokine. In coronavirus infections, IL-17 encourages
the assembly of downstream proinflammatory cytokines that
result in activation of neutrophil chemokines and secretory
elements that damage lung parenchyma (37). An investigation
of polymorphisms for IL-17 genes in SARS patients showed
that individuals predisposed to lower levels of IL-17 activation
had significantly increased 30-day survival when compared
with patients prone to increased IL-17 production (36). Th17
lymphocytes also contribute to ARDS pathogenesis by activation
of IL-22, which seems involved in the production of mucin
and fibrin-rich secretions in patients with pulmonary edema
(36, 38).

While the role of gender in relation to Th17 function in
coronavirus infections has yet to be studied, there is some
literature on how this cell type affects AD. In AD that
predominantly affect males, there has been significant literature
on Th17 cells playing a paramount role in disease progression
(37–39). For example, although multiple sclerosis (MS) affects
2–3 times more women than men, men tend to experience
more rapid and aggressive disease progression (39). Similarly, in
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) which afflicts women 9–10
times more often than men, men tend to experience more severe
complications especially nephritis leading to renal failure. In a
mouse model of MS, Th17 cells from male mice were transferred
into female mice and found to induce significantly higher levels
of IL-17 and IFN-γ secretion that led to worsening AD and
pathology (38). This finding suggested that male sex is a crucial
and inherent element of disease-induced severity related to Th17
cells. Whether this finding is applicable to host attack in the
context of SARS remains to be determined.

Treg cells
Regulatory T (Treg) cells are a subset of CD4 T lymphocytes with
unique immunosuppressive activities. As discussed previously,
the homeostasis between proinflammatory/anti-inflammatory
processes is critical to clearance of an infection without damage
to the host and subsequent AD (40). The optimal balance of these
activities is different for every pathogen, but, in the context of
mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) coronavirus, Tregs are necessary
for mild disease outcomes, as their depletion results in increased
mortality (40, 41). While studies of Treg influences and functions
have been performed on several types of respiratory viruses, there
is little information on their roles against human coronaviruses.
As seen in the disparity between Th1/Th2 responses with both
SARS coronaviruses, adaptive immunity mechanisms may vary
significantly even between similar virus strains. The role and
activity of Treg lymphocytes, therefore, cannot yet be verified in
the context of COVID-19, but these cells may offer a benefit by
reducing excessive damage to lung parenchyma.
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The transcription factor Foxp3 serves not only as a marker
for Treg cells, but it is also necessary for their development,
maintenance, and suppressive functions (42, 43). Foxp3 is
encoded on the X chromosome and can escape X inactivation,
giving XX females higher activity of Foxp3 and Treg cells (33,
41). This may give women an immunosuppressive advantage
in the context of coronaviruses. Scarcity of Treg cells from
loss-of-function alterations in Foxp3 lead to severe and even
lethal inflammation in human and rodent models of coronavirus
infection (41). There is more literature on this appreciable sex
bias of Treg cells that will be expanded on in the “Genetics”
section of this article.

CD8 T Cells
CD8+ cytotoxic T cells are differentiated lymphocytes that kill
infected, cancerous, or damaged cells through recognition of
antigens presented via major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class I and consequent signaling. Across several studies, there
are a significant portion of COVID-19 patients who present with
lymphopenia and markers of T cell exhaustion. PD1 and Tim3 are
molecular markers of this fatigue in CD8+ cells and are elevated
with lower levels of circulating cytotoxic T cells. It was found
that as patients progressed from prodromal to active symptoms,
their levels of PD1 and Tim3 would directly increase. In the
same vein, patients in the ICU had much higher expression of
these markers compared to non-ICU and control populations
(44, 45). Another study used granzyme B and perforin markers of
induced apoptosis as indicators of CD8+ cell fatigue. Consistent
with previous work, these markers were significantly elevated in
critically ill patients compared with those who were only mildly
symptomatic with COVID-19 (46). This new data indicates
that SARS-CoV-2 promotes extreme stimulation and ensuing
exhaustive collapse of CD8 + T cells, which is similar in fashion
to many malignancies (44–46).

Causes and effects of lymphopenia have not been thoroughly
studied in SARS, and much less can be said for differences in
sex. Healthy females in general, however, exhibit higher cytotoxic
T-cell activity along with an upregulation of CD8+ genes (47),
many of which have estrogen response elements (ERE) in
their promoters. Also, as discussed earlier, women have greater
activation of TLR7 and pDC. It appears that upregulation of this
pathway results in higher levels of CD8 + T-cell activation in
women compared to men (7, 13, 47). The implications of greater
CD8+ function are unknown in the context of this novel virus,
but it may decrease viral load in early coronavirus infection (47).

Memory T Cells
After an initial encounter with a pathogen, antigen-specific naive
CD4 and CD8 T cells clonally expand to become effector T
cells, which mount a cellular and humoral response against the
offending pathogen. After pathogen clearance, most effectors die
by apoptosis, while some survive and persist to become long-lived
memory T cells, and it is these cells that offer the host protection
from subsequent encounters with the pathogen. Memory cells
also form the basis for vaccinations which elicit a similar
immune response albeit at a significantly reduced magnitude
without causing disease. Memory T cells are heterogeneous in

phenotype, function and localization and include central memory
(Tcm), effector memory (Tem), tissue resident memory (Trm),
terminally differentiated memory (Temra), and other cells (48).
These antigen-specific cells are the basis of vaccine development,
as they are skilled in triggering a targeted immune response upon
re-exposure to an antigen. As SARS-CoV-2 is a novel infection,
development and viability of memory T cells in men and women
is truly unknown, especially in the face of viral mutation.

As SARS-CoV-2 is a novel infection, development and
maintenance of memory T cells in men and women is truly
unknown, especially in the face of viral mutation. Several studies
on the original 2002 SARS-CoV have, however, shown that SARS-
CoV-specific CD8+ memory cells can be found 6–11 years later
in the blood of past patients, while specific CD4+ cells have only
been reported for up to 2 years (48–51). In support of a gender
difference in memory T-cell survival, it appears that healthy
women harbor greater numbers of CD4+ lymphocytes (52). In
SARS, however, CD4+ T cells have mainly exhibited a central
memory phenotype while CD8+ cells were of the effector
memory phenotype, suggesting that CD8+memory cells may be
dominant in host attack upon re-exposure (51). This also suggests
that CD4+ abundance in women may not affect long-term and
effective resistance to SARS. In anamnestic response of CD8+
cells to the SARS coronavirus, these lymphocytes proved valuable
in that they could produce cytokines such as IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-
2, and granzyme B to reduce lung viral loads in mice (49–51).
A study did, however, find that while CD8+ cells were functional
in protecting vulnerable hosts from reinfection, their pathways
were downregulated without SARS CoV-specific CD4+ T cells or
differentiated B cells (49).

While memory T-cell immunity may be the key to protect
from reinfection from SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 has shown
evidence of mutation and therefore carries the possibility of
reinfection. Vaccine development has been rapidly under way
since the novel coronavirus’s introduction, and recommendations
based on genome analysis have been made to target portions of
the virus that are least likely to mutate. A promising population
coverage analysis found that 23% of known SARS-CoV-2 epitopes
map parallel to SARS-CoV, and no alterations have been reported
in these epitopes among known SARS-CoV-2 genomes (53).
This strongly suggests their potential for inducing a viable T-cell
response against SARS-CoV-2.

B Cells
Antibody functions
Antibody secretion is the primary function of B lymphocytes.
In a study of almost 300 patients who had SARS-CoV-2, 94%
formed IgM antibody titers, and 100% developed IgG at a
median of 13 days post symptom onset (54). As expected, IgG
antibody levels were stable while IgM antibodies reached low
levels within 5 weeks and became undetectable at 7 weeks (55).
Importantly, the IgM response typically precedes IgG, but several
investigations have seen synchronous seroconversion of IgG and
IgM as well as appearance of IgM or IgG first at about equal rates
(54, 55). This may have to do with the upregulation of IL-4, IL-
10, and other cytokines promoting antibody class-switching at
an ultra-rapid rate (56). These interleukins are part of the Th2
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pathway which is naturally enhanced in women, suggesting that
there may be a physiological sex difference in antibody switching,
although no known studies have been done in this specific area
(32) (34). Another study investigated IgG levels between male and
female COVID-19 patients, stratifying patients by disease severity
into mild, moderate, and severe status and into early, active,
and recovery phases. While there was no significant difference in
serum IgG levels across gender in mild and recovering patients,
IgG levels in women were significantly elevated in the early
disease phase and in severe cases (57). This situational increase
in antibody titers cannot yet be determined as helpful or harmful
in SARS, but it is worth noting for future investigation.

Cytokine functions
B-cell production of cytokines make these lymphocytes powerful
regulators of adaptive immunity, but in many cases turn
maladaptive, such as in SARS. A series of seven case studies
was recently published on B-cell immunocompromised COVID-
19 patients and sheds light on the excessive lymphocyte
immune response. Disease presentation of patients with common
variable immune deficiency (CVID) hypogammaglobulinemia
were compared to patients with agammaglobulinemia (AGG).
Surprisingly, the AGG cases proved to be mild, and the patients
had normal lung CT scans with no consolidation. The patients
were treated in the hospital for a maximum of 3 days and
went home without requiring assisted ventilation. In contrast,
the CVID patients had extensive ground glass opacities and
alveolar consolidation on lung CT. They were in the hospital
for at least two weeks and needed antiretroviral therapy (ART),
IL antagonists, and some required mechanical ventilation. These
findings suggest that complete depletion of B cells is associated
with mild symptoms in SARS. According to the study, the
difference in patient outcomes was likely due to the lack of non-
Ig B cell cytokine functions, meaning that patients with AGG
avoided a host-harming cytokine storm. Based on these results,
inhibiting B-cell cytokines may be a useful tactic in both men and
women with COVID-19 (47).

This cytokine activation is linked to stimulation of TLR in
T-cell independent activation (46). Blood analysis of COVID-
19 patients has shown marked decreases in naïve B cells with
increases in plasma cells, suggesting that there is a pressure on
naïve B cells to mature and proliferate for increased humoral
immunity. In the context of coronaviruses, IFN-α is released
by pDC upon stimulation from TLR7 binding. This causes an
upregulation of TLR7 receptors on the surface of the naïve
B lymphocyte. This process authorizes B cells to respond
to activation from coronavirus-TLR7 binding by immediate
expansion and differentiation without much T cell interaction.
These mature and activated B cells are capable of producing
IgM as well as proinflammatory cytokines, namely IL-6. IFN-α
is also able to induce this effect in memory B cells which are
activated to produce IgM and IgG. Together, these data indicate
that pDC IFNα controls the proliferation and differentiation of
B lymphocytes into Ig-secreting plasma cells. This conclusion is
paramount in coronavirus infections, as women express more
TLR7, initially secrete more IFN-α, and therefore have greater
activation of B-cell antibodies and cytokines (45, 46). Contrary to

other immune cells (discussed above), it seems that B-cell-derived
cytokines may be more harmful to a female host.

Genetics
Women mount a stronger immune response against viral
infections than men (58). Women possess both maternal and
paternal X chromosomes, which necessitates the silencing of
one copy of genes in order to ensure an appropriate gene
dosage. The silencing of one copy, or X chromosome inactivation
(XCI), leads to functional mosaicism in women with regards
to X-linked genes (58). The X inactivation center (XIC) is
located at locus Xq13 (58). X chromosome inactivation is cell-
specific and variable among individuals, which causes some
cells to express the maternal chromosomal copy and others to
express the paternal copy. In turn, this leads to a diversity of
possible immune responses in females, which provides women
with a wider variety of tools with which to fight pathogens (59).
Skewed inactivation patterns may additionally offer a protective
effect by silencing immunodeficiency-causing mutations (60).
Furthermore, X-chromosome skewing may preferentially express
beneficial alleles, leading to a larger proportion of cells producing
functionally advantageous gene products (60). X chromosome
inactivation is particularly relevant to discussion of the SARS-
CoV-2 immune response, as the X chromosome encodes for
several genes involved in both adaptive and innate immunity,
including those involved in the TLR pathway (58). Cellular
mosaicism suggests that women may be better equipped to
respond to immune challenges, particularly viral infections
such as SARS-CoV-2.

Several genes fail to undergo XCI and thus “escape”
inactivation, leading to biallelic gene expression with a double
dosage and resulting differences in gene dosage between
sexes. About 15% of X-linked genes escape XCI, while 10%
are only partially inactivated (59). Evidence shows that XCI
escape commonly occurs in female lymphocytes, which display
atypical heterochromatic modification and tend to reactivate the
inactivated X chromosome (Xi) (61). Expression of X inactive
specific transcript (XIST) RNA has been observed in both B and T
cells, leading to biallelic expression of CXCR3, TLR7, and CD40L
(58, 61). The XCI escape of genes involved in the immune system
may further contribute to an immunologic advantage in women.

CXCR3
Chemokine receptor CXCR3, located at locus Xq13, is one such
gene that escapes inactivation (58). In vitro mouse studies of
CXCR3 expression confirm that females express both copies of
CXCR3. Biallelic CXCR3+ T cells yield more CXCR3 protein
and subsequently secrete more IFN-γ, IL-2, and CD69 than
monoallelic CXCR3+ T cells (62). CXCR3 functions to mobilize
NK cells and T and B lymphocytes to areas of inflammation
and may aid in effector Th1 cell differentiation (63, 64). The
role of CXCR3 in leukocyte recruitment and the Th1 response
implies that the increased expression of CXCR3 may cause a
stronger antiviral response in females (62). Amplified CXCR3
signaling due to XCI escape may thus contribute to increased
immune activation and better ability to combat SARS-CoV-2
infection in women.
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Toll-Like Receptor-7
Toll-like receptor-7 (TLR7)-mediated secretion of IFN-α has
been demonstrated to play a key role in the response to
coronavirus infections (13). The gene for TLR7 is located at
Xp22.3 and participates in XCI escape, leading to overexpression
in women (65). About 30% of immune cells from women and
19.3–39% of immune cells from XXY KS men display biallelic
expression of TLR7 (66). In the presence of TLR7, CD27+ B
cells were found to proliferate more quickly in female cells than
non-KS cells, suggesting amplified TLR7 signaling in biallelic
cells (66). When stimulated by TLR7, biallelic B cells were 2.4
times more likely to undergo IgG class switching compared to
monoallelic B cells (66). Increased class switching suggests that
women and KS males may have enhanced humoral immune
response due to TLR7 overexpression. Estrogen levels likely
contribute to the sex-based difference in TLR7 signaling, as
immune cells from both men and women have been shown to
increase TLR7 expression post-exposure to estradiol treatment
(60, 67). Evidence suggests, however, that biallelic expression of
TLR7 may also increase TLR7 signaling capacity. Transplanted
pDCs from women produced a heightened TLR7-mediated IFN-
α response to influenza virus and HIV pathogen-associated
molecular pattern molecules (PAMPS), regardless of the sex
of the mouse host (67). This finding implies a contributor
to the IFN-α sex bias which is intrinsic to the immune cell.
This factor is likely independent from hormone signaling, as
similar increases in IFN-α were observed when comparing
pDCs from men and women that were transplanted into female
mice (67). As a result, the overexpression of TLR7 in biallelic
pDCs may play a part in increasing secretion of antiviral
IFN-α.

Further studies of 47, XXY karyotype KS—men with an extra
X chromosome—and Turner’s syndrome (TS)—women lacking
an X chromosome with a 45, XO karyotype—implicate XCI
escape in the sex-based difference in the immune response. KS
men, but not TS women, typically undergo XCI. As a result,
inclusion of genotypically diverse individuals may lend additional
insights into the impact of XCI escape on TLR7 gene dosing.
Lymphocytes purified from women and KS men expressed more
copies of TLR7 mRNA when compared to men and TS women
after exposure to TLR7 agonist CLO97 (65). As a result, XCI
escape may be correlated with increased TLR7 signaling and
more vigorous immune response to viral infections.

CXorf21
CXorf21 is located at gene locus Xp21.2 and escapes
X-inactivation (68, 69). It is implicated in SLE, which
predominantly affects women and KS males, and is expressed at
higher rates in individuals with SLE (69). Lipopolysaccharide,
IFN-γ, and IFN-α have been observed to increase CXorf21
expression in monocytes and B cells, suggesting possible roles in
both innate and adaptive immunity (68). Specifically, CXorf21
may collaborate with TLR7 to maintain optimal lysosomal pH
levels for degradation of pathogenic material, which APC display
for T-cell recognition. TLR7 promotes CXorf21 expression, while
CXorf21 decreases TLR7 transcription through a feedforward
response. As a result, CXorf21 likely participates in the TLR7

pathway and may engage in the SARS-CoV-2 immune response.
While its exact function is presently unknown, its overexpression
in female APC suggests that CXorf21 may cooperate with
TLR7 to contribute to the heightened antiviral response in
women (68).

CD40L
The gene locus for CD40L has been identified as Xq26.3-27.1
(65). CD40L functions in several aspects of the adaptive immune
response, including T-cell differentiation, immunoglobulin class
switching, and formation of long-lived plasma cells and memory
B cells (70). In particular, CD40L signaling acts on CD8 + T
cells to mobilize the mucosal cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)
response to viral infection (71). A comparison of antigen
presenting cells (APCs) from TS women, KS men, and
individuals with typical karyotype found that cells from typical
women expressed significantly more CD40L than those from
typical men or TS women (65). Klinefelter Syndrome men
yielded similar results to women possessing an XX karyotype,
suggesting that XCI escape may confer an advantage against viral
infections by increasing CD40L expression. Increased CD40L in
individuals with an additional chromosome may cause greater
T- and B-cell activation, leading to better ability to fight off
viral infection.

Complement C4
Evidence suggests that the complement system may serve as
the first line of defense against SARS-CoV infection. Mannose-
binding lectin was found to be depleted in patients with SARS-
CoV, suggesting that the complement system may aid in the
response to coronavirus infection (72). The presence of mannose
binding lectin similarly amplified the binding of complement
C4 on SARS-CoV in vitro, supporting the activation of the
lectin pathway in the SARS-CoV response. C4, which is located
at the MHC, is of particular interest because of observed
differences between sexes (22). C4 protein is more abundant
in the cerebrospinal fluid and plasma of men compared to
women, with a greater difference observed in men and women
of childbearing age (20–50 years). Moreover, mutation in the C4
gene affects disease risk differently in men and women. Mutations
which increase expression of C4 correlate with elevated risk
of schizophrenia, SLE, and Sjogren’s syndrome. Women have
higher incidence rates of SLE and Sjogren’s syndrome but lower
incidence rates of schizophrenia, while the opposite is true for
men. Moreover, the sex-based difference in disease incidence
mirrors that of C4 protein levels and is most noticeable between
men and women aged 20–50. As a result, the discrepancy in
disease rates may be attributed to variable effects of C4 between
men and women. The different actions of C4 in men and women
may contribute to observed disparities in severity and incidence
of SARS-CoV among sexes.

Human Leukocyte Antigen
Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) is located in the MHC gene
group along with C4 and has been linked to AD, including type 1
diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis (22). Human leukocyte antigen
enables differentiation between host cells and pathogens through
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antigen presentation to the T-cell receptor (TCR). The HLA
system shapes the TCR repertoire by bolstering or suppressing
different T cell lines based on antigen exposure, and thus may
affect the adaptive immune response to SARS-CoV-2.

Biological sex has been shown to affect HLA interaction
with the TCR. In men with AD (MS and rheumatoid arthritis),
CD8+ T cell clonal expansion is less dependent on HLA binding
affinity when compared to women with AD, leading to greater
production of T-cell clones with low TCR-MHC affinity in men
(73). As MHC binding is required for effective T-cell activity,
this finding is consistent with the observation that men are
biased toward infections and non-reproductive system cancers
(hypoactive T-cell response) while women are biased toward
autoimmune disorders (hyperactive T-cell response). The sex-
based difference in HLA signaling may thus contribute to sex-
based differences in COVID-19.

NF-κB Essential Modulator
NF-κB essential modulator (NEMO), gene locus Xq28, serves as
an activator of the NF-κB pathway (74). As the NF-κB pathway
has been implicated in the response to SARS-CoV, NEMO may
play a part in warding off SARS-CoV-2 infection (75). Evidence
suggests that “one hit inactivation” may disproportionately
place men at increased risk of complications from mutated
NEMO due to the absence of cellular mosaicism (76). For
instance, incontinentia pigmenti, caused by mutations in NEMO,
causes lethality in men but has variable presentation in women.
Skewed X-inactivation favoring the wildtype allele has been
observed in heterozygous women, which supports the notion
that X inactivation may confer a protective advantage against
immunodeficiency disorders (77). Moreover, men with KS have
been observed to escape lethality from incontinentia pigmenti
(78). As a result, the presence of an additional X chromosome
in women and KS men may decrease the likelihood of NEMO
dysfunction and serve as an advantage in the SARS-CoV-
2 response.

FoxP3
FoxP3 has been mapped to locus Xp11.23 (NCBI FOXP3). Mosaic
expression of FoxP3 suggests decreased risk of non-functional
FoxP3 in women, compared to men who possess one allele and
experience “one hit inactivation” (58). Immune dysregulation
polyendocrinopathy enteropathy X-linked syndrome (IPEX),
caused by mutant FoxP3, primarily affects men. Because FoxP3
does not undergo skewed X inactivation, heterozygous women
express both mutant and wildtype FoxP3 alleles equally (79).
However, women heterozygous for mutant FoxP3 exhibit normal
lymphocyte levels and normal immune response to infection.
The participation of FoxP3 in positive feedback loops, in which
FoxP3 protein further stimulates transcription of the FoxP3 gene,
indicates that one functional copy of the gene may be sufficient to
maintain appropriate levels of FoxP3 (80). As FoxP3 is critical
to Treg-mediated immunosuppression, the protective effect of
mosaicism implies an immunologic advantage for women at a
population level (81). Low levels of Tregs have been associated
with increased mortality rates in murine coronavirus-infected
mice, while mice administered CD4+CD25+ Tregs yielded

decreased mortality rates (40, 82). As a result, the ability to
curb excessive activity by cytotoxic neutrophils, macrophages,
and other immune cells may decrease risk of fatality from
SARS-CoV and other coronaviruses (83). Although Tregs may
offer benefit by reducing excessive tissue damage, they may also
dampen the immune system and limit ability to clear an infection,
indicating the need to strike a balance between the two. While
Tregs may be less important in acute viral infections requiring
an aggressive immune response, the disease characteristics for
SARS-CoV-2 suggest that Tregs may play a crucial role in
the antiviral response. Cellular mosaicism and the resulting
improvement in genetic diversity may allow women to strike this
balance more easily.

MicroRNA
MicroRNA (miRNA) are short, single stranded non-coding RNA
that bind complementary sequences on target genes and block
mRNA translation and degradation. Roughly 14% of all miRNA
show a sex-biased expression pattern (84). There are 113 miRNA
on the X chromosome and 2 miRNA on the Y chromosome (4).
Many of these X-linked miRNAs target immuno-suppressive
genes like FoxP3, CTLA4, CBL, and SOCS, preventing their
translation or triggering their degradation. Given that women
have two copies of the X chromosome, and that some of these
genes may escape X-inactivation, this may help to explain the
sex bias in immune responses. Additionally, it has been found
that miRNA that are evolutionarily conserved are more often
implicated in disease states (85), and male-specific miRNA
evolve more quickly than female miRNA (84) and therefore
are less conserved. Taken together, this suggests that female-
specific miRNA have more pro-inflammatory effects than male-
specific miRNA.

Several studies have shown the role of miRNA to control
the host cell response to infections by RNA viruses and to
control the virus’ levels of infectivity via binding to viral RNA
(86, 87). Following the binding, the miRNA can either inhibit
translation and decrease viral infectivity or it can stabilize the
RNA and effectively increase translation. These studies have
shown miRNA interaction with RNA viruses such as Hepatitis
C Virus (HCV), Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), West
Nile Virus (WNV), Dengue Virus (DV), and Influenza A Virus
(IAV). In contrast, the viral RNA itself can have an impact on host
miRNA to help evade the host immune system. This is exactly
what was observed in the MERS and SARS-CoV infections. An
in silico gene expression analysis (87) revealed that SARS-CoV
upregulates miRNA-17, -574-5p, and -214 and MERS upregulates
miRNA-628-5p, -6804-3p, -4289, -208a-3p, -510-3p, -18a-3p, -
329-3p, -548-ax, -3934-5p, -4474-5p, -7974, -6868-5p, and -342-
3p. Together, these contribute to viral evasion of the immune
response. This data suggests that the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus
may respond in a similar fashion and raise the possibility of
miRNA as a therapeutic target.

Sex Hormones
Sex hormones are an important biological factor contributing
to the gender-bias in the immune response, and can influence
outcomes of disease severity in infections and autoimmunity (4,
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88–90). Variations in sex hormone levels throughout the lifespan
as with puberty, pregnancy, exogenous sex-hormone therapies,
aging/menopause, and in transgender individuals modulate
the immune response to pathogens therefore underlying
the importance of their study. In general, estrogens are
considered immuno-stimulatory and activate both the innate
and adaptive immune responses and therefore women are
able to clear pathogens more efficiently than men, whereas
testosterone is immuno-suppressive, which may underlie the
higher susceptibility and severity of infectious diseases in men
(4). On the other hand, the stronger immune response in women
is thought to underlie the disproportionately high prevalence of
AD in women over men.

Sex hormones control both cellular and humoral components
of the immune response and thus determine the sex-bias
in susceptibility, manifestations and clinical outcomes in
infections, AD and malignancies (4, 90). Immune cells bear
estrogen receptors (ER) α and β, progesterone receptors
(PR), and androgen receptors (AR), which are ligand-activated
transcription factors. Sex hormones bind these receptors
and trigger intracellular signaling cascades to regulate gene
and protein expression to influence development, maturation,
activation, and function of innate and adaptive immune cells
during homoestasis and the immune response to infections.
While the immune responses are in part mediated against
the infectious agent and protective to the host, an overactive
response such as overproduction of inflammatory cytokines
can lead to severe immunopathology and organ damage and
ultimately fatality, as is seen in certain respiratory viruses with
complications of ARDS in the lungs during the SARS-CoV,
MERS, and the current SARS-CoV-2 COVID-19 pandemic.
Better understanding of the factors that control the immune
response in a sex-specific manner is therefore crucial to
not only understanding disease pathogenesis but also guiding
treatment and prevention strategies and a first step toward
personalized medicine.

The sex-biased factors that impact immunity have
developmental origins beginning in utero, infancy and childhood
(91). For example, placental hormones help shape fetal and
neonatal immunity, and some of these influences are retained
through adulthood. Estrogen and progesterone are important
in alveolarization and surfactant production respectively. Sex
hormones surge in a time of early infancy termed as “mini-
puberty”; this influences the immune system and early childhood
susceptibility to infections in boys versus girls. For some
infections and AD, these differences in susceptibility and severity
are retained through adulthood but may change or even reverse
for some allergy-related conditions and AD.

Studies on the role of sex hormones in immune cells range
from ex vivo cultures of human or mouse cells, or in vivo
supplementation in mice after gonadectomy, including those
assessing mice with genetic deletions of sex hormone receptors.
Given the wide variations in human versus rodents in vitro versus
in vivo systems, epidemiological studies have shown that there
is not a universal paradigm regarding the role of gender or
sex hormones on the immune response to respiratory viruses.
It is hypothesized that the disease outcomes are ultimately a

combination of the magnitude of the immune response and
degree of host tissue damage (92, 93). There is a male bias
when a weaker immune response contributes to damage, while
a female bias may occur due to a stronger immune response
that causes damage.

Estrogen and Innate Immunity
Estrogen-ER signaling regulates innate myeloid cells including
pDCs, monocytes, neutrophils, and lymphoid cells, including
innate lymphoid cells (ILC) (16). Estrogen is known to promote
type I IFN synthesis, and female plasmacytoid DCs produce
more type I IFN in response to viral nucleic acids and TLR-
7 activation than males, which correlates with IRF 5 levels.
Lower physiologic concentrations of estrogen are known to
enhance the proinflammatory cytokines IL-12, IL-6, and IL-
1β, while higher physiologic concentrations diminish their
levels and in turn promote IL-10 regulatory cytokines (16).
Furthermore, estradiol promotes the differentiation of murine
BM-derived DCs by increasing IRF4 transcription factor levels.
Estrogens contribute to delayed neutrophil apoptosis and can
modulate chemotaxis and NO production in vitro. The lung-
resident alveolar macrophages are important in respiratory
infections and produce type I IFN for viral clearance. Although
they express both ERα and AR, sex differences or the role
of sex hormones on these cells during respiratory viral
infections have not been reported (16). Differentiation of
M1 and M2 subtypes by a type 1 IFN-driven or a type
2 IL-4/IL-13-driven response are known to be influenced in
allergic asthma, where females/ERα promotes the M2 phenotype
important for tissue repair. These findings imply that wherein
estrogen and ERa enhance while AR may dampen the type 2
responses important for lung tissue repair post-viral infections.
ILC2s important in tissue repair and secrete IL-5/IL-13 are
the prominent subtype in murine lungs and their numbers
are increased in female mice and in humans compared to
males. While these cells predominantly express AR, there is
tissue specific regulation by sex hormones and estrogen-ER
signaling promoted uterine over lung ILC2. Elevated numbers
in IAV infections may provide superior tissue repair, however
their plasticity to convert to ILC-1 like cells and IFN-g
production may make them more pathogenic and contribute to
immunopathology (16).

Estrogen and Adaptive Immunity
In general, estrogens are immune-stimulatory and are known to
be involved in T-cell development, activation, differentiation and
function (4). Estrogen-ER signaling was shown to be necessary
for normal thymic size and development, and furthermore
estrogen is known to promote extrathymic T-cell differentiation
in the liver. Its role in T-cell homeostasis with respect to cell
survival and proliferation is complex and varies depending
on cell type, context, and concentration, where physiologic
doses of estradiol suppress apoptosis whereas pharmacologic
doses suppress proliferation in cancer cells. Estrogen and ERα

promote CD4 T-cell activation and deletion of ERα led to altered
transcriptomics with reduced levels of genes involved in T-cell
activation. Estrogen controls cell metabolism and genes involved
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in metabolic activity important to stimulate T-cell differentiation
and stimulate mitochondrial function.

Estrogen increases signaling through NK-κB to activate
production of inflammatory cytokines including IL-1β, IL-10,
and IFN-γ in mouse splenocytes (4). Estrogen is known to
suppress IL-2 cytokine production in human T cells (94) and
rat splenocytes. Accordingly, lower IL-2 levels are observed
during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle in healthy young
women and thought to contribute to the observed increase
in pre-menstrual infections. Estrogen is known to increase
proliferation of CD4 T cells and increase CD4 Th1 differentiation
and IFN-γ cytokine production which are necessary in the cell
mediated response to viral infections and in addition increases
the inflammatory response mediated by IFN-γ via activation of
iNOS, NO, and COX2. CD4 T follicular helper (Tfh) cells are
crucial for providing cognate help to B cells and promote class
switching and somatic hypermutation to produce antibodies.
Estrogen was shown to promote the expression of Calcineurin
and CD40L in human T cells (95), molecules important for
help to B cells in the antibody response. T cells traffic within
the body to peripheral tissue sites of infection and migrate
across chemokine gradients via chemokine receptors expressed
on their surface. Estrogen promotes both chemokines as well
as chemokine receptor expression as evidenced by ex vivo and
in vivo studies in mice (4). Female mice expressed higher levels
of chemokine receptors CCR1-CCR5 in response to chemokines
and mice administered estrogen expressed increased levels of
MCP-1, MCP-5, Eotaxin, and SDF. Estrogens also enhance CD8
T-cell activity and suppress Th17 immune responses.

The role of Tregs in response to viral infections is complex.
Estrogen increases FoxP3 levels and Tregs in vitro and
correlations have been observed in vivo. Increased numbers of
circulating Treg cells are observed during the late follicular phase
of the menstrual cycle in fertile non-pregnant women which
dropped in the luteal phase, correlating with β-estradiol levels.
In women with recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSA), lower
Treg levels were found in both follicular and luteal phases and in
postmenopausal women. The suppressive capacity of these Tregs
was also lower in case of RSA.

Estrogen promotes B-cell homeostasis, activation, maturation,
and differentiation and enhances immunoglobulin production
(4). These properties make women and female mice able to
mount greater magnitudes of neutralizing antibody responses to
infections and thus contribute to protection against respiratory
viral infections including the SARS-CoV infections. Estrogen
administration led to increased marginal zone B cells in the
spleen and in transgenic mice led to elevated anti-dsDNA
antibodies. Estrogen promoted the expansion of high-affinity
antibody-producing B cells and also promoted survival by
increasing expression of the Bcl-2 anti-apoptotic molecule (96).
In addition, higher levels of B lymphocyte stimulator (Blys) also
called B cell activating factor (BAFF) were observed in female
C57Bl/6 mice. Estrogen administration elevated BAFF levels and
this was reverted in mice deficient in ERα, STAT1, or IRF5
(97). Besides controlling B-cell activation which enhances the
Ig antibody response, ER can directly control the Ig as ER-
binding ERE have been found within the heavy chain locus of

Ig by an ERα antibody-mediated ChIP-sequencing analysis of
genomic DNA (4).

Progesterone and Androgens
Immune cells express PR and AR, and progesterone, androgen,
and testosterone in particular are considered immuno-
suppressive and may counteract the effects of estrogens,
contributing to the observed increased susceptibility to the
SARS-CoV-2 and disease in men (98–100). Progesterone
downregulates IL-1β and TNF proinflammatory cytokine
production by BM-DCs in mice, and testosterone is known
to decrease cytokines including IFN-γ and TNF and increase
regulatory cytokines such as IL-10. Androgen receptor-deficient
mice exhibit reduced numbers of neutrophils and accordingly
increased susceptibility of male mice to SARS-CoV infection
correlated with accumulation of neutrophils in the lung.
Progesterone reduces T-cell proliferation and T-cell-dependent
antibody responses in human peripheral blood and cell line or
mouse studies. Furthermore, progesterone regulates CD4 Th
differentiation and cytokine production with increased IL-4,
increased Treg cell differentiation, and reduced IFN-γ, Th17
responses. In cytotoxic CD8 T cells, progesterone reduces IFN-γ
and cytotoxicity. Its effects on B cells included reduced class
switch recombination and reduced T cell dependent antibody
production. Normal testosterone levels are associated with
normal respiratory capacity, whereas plasma testosterone levels
decline in men with increasing age with observed associations
between an increase of pro-inflammatory states and decline
in testosterone in aging men. Furthermore, hypogonadism
is associated with elevated pro-inflammatory cytokines and
testosterone decreases levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α (98). On
the other hand, high androgen levels may promote or contribute
to infection because AR mediated transcription of TMPRSS2
protease which is important for viral entry into host cells.

A proposed androgen sensitivity model provides a link
between increased disease severity in men and the role of
androgens in COVID-19 (101). Androgen sensitivity is primarily
determined by genetic variants of the AR. Specifically, shorter
CAG repeat polymorphisms in the AR gene have been
associated with both androgen sensitivity and more severe
COVID-19 symptoms. Shorter CAG repeat polymorphisms may
cause overexpression of the transmembrane protease, serine 2
(TMPRSS2) gene due to greater activation of the AR. TMPRSS2
overexpression in turn may enable greater viral entry and
replication through cleavage of both the SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein and ACE2 receptor, facilitating viral uptake and virus-cell
fusion (Wambier). In addition, it has been observed that SARS-
CoV cleavage by TMPRSS2 releases spike protein fragments
that act as decoys for neutralizing antibodies (102). A similar
mechanism may function in SARS-CoV-2 infection to dampen
humoral immunity. As TMPRSS2 transcription is activated upon
AR binding, elevated TMPRSS2 in men and individuals with
high androgen levels may contribute to sex-based disparities
in COVID-19 severity through the following mechanisms: viral
replication promotion and humoral immunity suppression.

While men are generally predisposed to these effects due
to higher testosterone levels compared to women, individuals
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with hyperandrogenism and other conditions may similarly
be impacted. For example, women with hirsutism and
polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), as well as women
taking progesterone-based birth control, may be at greater
risk for more severe COVID-19 symptoms (101). Markers
of androgen sensitivity such as PCOS, androgenetic alopecia,
and prostatic hyperplasia may thus be used as clinical signs of
vulnerability. The high rates of androgenetic alopecia observed
in hospitalized COVID-19 patients supports the theory that
elevated androgens may contribute to more severe COVID-19
symptoms by increasing TMPRSS2 expression in target tissues.

Clinical Trials With Estrogen and Progesterone for
COVID-19
In this pandemic, men are more acutely ill and exhibit higher
death rates with disproportionately higher numbers in ICU and
requiring ventilators compared to women. Even pregnant women
had lower rates and less severe disease and complications than
men. Estrogen and progesterone levels rise exponentially during
pregnancy, causing a shift in the immune response, and this may
underlie the observed protective effects. The importance of these
female sex hormones in the immune response to infections has
triggered two clinical trials with sex hormone administration to
patients with COVID-19. One trial at the Renaissance School
of Medicine Stony Brook University, Long Island, New York,
is administering Estrogen to 110 adult patients, including men
and women over 55, who present to the ER with symptoms of
COVID-19 like fever, cough, shortness of breath or pneumonia.
Half will receive a single-use transdermal estradiol patch for
7 days, and the other half will serve as a control group and receive
standard of care. The second, smaller randomized controlled
trial with 40 male patients at Cedars-Sinai hospital in Los
Angeles will administer progesterone in an effort to suppress
the overactive immune response and mitigate immunopathology.
Inpatients with mild to moderate disease will be included and half
will receive progesterone 100 mg subcutaneous twice daily for
5 days, and the other half is a control group. Since progesterone
is immune-suppressive and diminishes the proinflammatory
response, this trial is intended to determine whether progesterone
treatment can reduce the incidence of cytokine storm and related
immunopathology leading to ARDS.

Microbiome
It is well-known that the commensal bacteria in the GI tract
impact the immune response. Some possible mechanisms involve
microbiota affecting and regulating cytokine production (103),
while others involve microbiota modulation of the production
of mucous and antiviral defensins and ROS (104). In regard
to viral infections, however, some microbiota elicit protective
effects, while others serve as a route of viral entry and infection.
For example, the Lactobacillus genus prevents murine norovirus
replication in vitro, and there is in vivo evidence that this genus is
decreased in a mouse that is affected by norovirus. In response to
Influenza and WNV, gut microbiota secrete IgA and upregulate
TLR-7 in the respiratory mucosa (105) in order to promote
activation of important components of antiviral immunity—
cytotoxic T lymphocytes, Th1 cells, and inflammasomes. On the

other hand, human and murine norovirus utilize the commensal
gut bacteria as a place to harbor and/or break through the
mucosa—leading to infection.

There is currently less known about the interaction between
SARS-CoV-2 and gut commensal bacteria, but it has been noted
that COVID-19 patient fecal samples contain higher numbers
of the Prevotella genus (106). It is therefore possible that there
is an interaction between these bacteria and the virus, though
the exact relationship is unknown. One possible mechanism is
that, similarly to the human norovirus, the normally commensal
bacteria are harboring the virus and are producing a cytokine
response that is inappropriate for the response to the infection.
This ultimately would result in dysbiosis and a worse outcome for
the patient. Alternatively, a relationship between ACE-2 and the
gut microbiome may play a role in the immune response. SARS-
CoV and SARS-CoV-2 bind to the ACE-2 receptor and cause
downregulation. This protein is critical for the transportation
of tryptophan across the epithelium, which then normally
increases the production of antimicrobial peptides that affect
the composition of the microbiome (107). Lack of this peptide
production would likely result in dysbiosis and an impaired
immune response.

Recently, it has been noted that sex hormones have a
large effect on the microbiome. Particularly, higher levels of
systemic estrogen, like those seen in women, are positively
associated with the richness and diversity of the fecal microbiome
(108). Additionally, germ-free female mice have higher baseline
antibody levels than germ-free male mice (109). Women have
higher expression of antiviral and pro-inflammatory genes (92),
and male mice show higher levels of the anti-inflammatory
molecules TGF-β, IL-10, and FoxP3. Additionally, male mice
who received an in vivo transplant of female microbiota showed
increased T cell precursors in the thymus and decreased levels of
RORyt and FoxP3 + cells (110). RORγt cells are important for
controlling the Th17 cell response, while FoxP3+ cells are Tregs
that help to control the immune response. Taken together, these
studies suggest that female sex hormones, particularly estrogen,
have a pro-inflammatory effect (4) that promotes a more robust
response to infection.

In addition to lacking the stimulatory effects of estrogen,
men also produce androgens that seem to have a protective
mechanism against the immune response. Testosterone is known
to decrease the ability of NK cells to produce and secrete IFN-
γ, an important mediator of the immune response (111). Men
also have lower CD3+, CD4+ counts, lower CD4+/CD8+ ratios,
and lower Th1 responses than women (92). Furthermore, the
testosterone surge at puberty in male mice dampens B- and T-cell
development (112).

Commensal bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract have a role
in regulation of testosterone levels (109). An in vivo study
found that the number of species in microbiomes of mice was
not significantly different during the pre-pubescent stage but
was significantly different following puberty (113). This suggests
that hormone changes during puberty drive changes in the
microbiome. Further, the microbiome elevates androgens to a
level that confers protection from type 1 diabetes in mice (112,
113), which illustrates the synergistic effect of the male hormones
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and the microbiome. While this is thought to be a major factor in
the protection against autoimmunity, it is also reasonable to think
that the immune response may be dampened below the level
that is needed for a strong response to pathogens. Overall, these
findings suggest that the microbiome is an important biological
factor in the sex-bias in response to infection and may be involved
in the SARS-CoV-2 responses.

ACE2
The SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) glycoprotein enters the host cell
via binding to the ACE2 receptor. This binding leads to the
subsequent downregulation of ACE2, which is considered to
be protective against lung injury. ACE2 downregulation leads
to pathway shunting toward ACE enzyme and a buildup of
angiotensin II. Stimulation of AGTR1a receptor by angiotensin
II leads to endothelial cell permeability which may explain
the increase in pulmonary pathology with decreasing levels
of expressed ACE2.

The location of ACE2 on the X chromosome suggests
possible genetic influence in the elevated male mortality rate. As
the binding affinity between SARS-CoV-2S protein and ACE2
dictates transmissibility and disease severity, the presence of two
cell lines and subsequently two ACE2 variants in women may
contribute to the sex-based differences observed in COVID-19
patients. For example, mutations in ACE2 in one cell line may
alter the catalytic site and lead to divergent viral susceptibilities
between cell populations decreasing peak viral load (114).
Notable protein-protein interactions between ACE2 and SARS-
CoV-2 include a salt bridge formation between Lys317 of the
SARS-CoV-2 receptor binding domain (RBD) and Asp30 of
ACE2 as well as a Van der Waals interaction between Leu472 of
the RBD and Met82 of ACE2 (115). Substitutions in these amino
acids, among other mutations, may alter binding affinity between
the RBD and receptor, limiting the ability of the virus to enter the
cell and propagate.

Variable expression of ACE2 may also influence patient
outcomes. Viral entry into a cell causes downregulation of
ACE2, which may be detrimental in patients already deficient
in ACE2 (116). ACE2 downregulation leads to pulmonary
edema, alveolus hyalinization, and leukocyte accumulation.
Cecal ligation and perforation of ACE2 knockout mice has
also been shown to increase lung failure and tissue damage,
indicating that ACE2 may confer a protective role in microbial
infection (117). Gene dosage, however, likely does not contribute
to the sex-based difference in SARS-CoV-2 response, as
evidence suggests that sexual dimorphism in ACE2 expression
persists in renal tissue but not cardiac or pulmonary tissue
under non-pathological conditions (118). Moreover, changes in
chromosome dosage was not observed to affect ACE2 expression
in mice that had undergone gonadorectomy. This finding
implies possible hormonal but not chromosomal effects in ACE2
expression levels.

Despite limited evidence supporting the effect of chromosome
dosage in the increased male mortality rate, cellular mosaicism
in women may offer protection against immune deficiency.
As males are hemizygous for ACE2, they experience “one hit
inactivation” due to the absence of the “back-up” allele present

in women. As a result, the effect of detrimental mutations to
ACE2 may be more pronounced in men than women, altering
the clinical course in male versus female patient populations.

The ACE2 receptor is expressed in the type II pneumocytes
of the lungs and also in other tissues, including the heart,
tubular epithelial cells in kidneys, testis, adipose tissue, and the
enterocytes in the gastrointestinal tract and vascular endothelial
cells (119). A recent study evaluated ACE2 expression in older
men and women with heart failure and found in two independent
cohorts that circulating plasma concentrations of ACE2 were
higher in men than in women (120). This may reflect differences
in tissues from men versus women. Two studies utilized systems
biology approaches of meta-analysis, co-expression and network
analysis to draw information on the expression, regulation and
gender bias of ACE2 receptor expression. One study (121)
evaluated datasets from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx)
project, the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) program and the
human protein atlas (HPA) database to evaluate ACE2 expression
in 31 normal human tissues, comparing men versus women
and younger (ages = 49 years) versus older (ages = 49 years)
individuals and further correlating ACE2 expression with
immune signature enrichment (CD8+ T cells, IFN response, B
cells, and NK cells) across tissues. The highest levels of ACE2
expression were found in the small intestine, testis, kidneys, heart,
thyroid, and adipose tissue, medium levels in the lungs, colon,
liver, bladder, and adrenal gland, and lowest in blood, spleen,
bone marrow, brain, blood vessels, and muscle. While they did
not find a significant difference in gene expression between
men and women, ACE2 expression in the lungs was positively
correlated with immune signatures in men and negatively in
women. In addition the HPA database showed high levels of both
ACE2 gene and protein in the gastrointestinal tract (duodenum,
small intestine, colon, and rectum), kidney, gallbladder, and
male tissues (testis and seminal vesicle). Taken together these
data suggest that the differential host immune responses may
underlie the gender-bias of the remarkably distinct clinical
outcomes. The other study of patients with severe COVID-
19 who had comorbidities (122) evaluated data from over 700
lung transcriptome samples and found that ACE2 was highly
expressed in these patients, compared to controls. Correlation
and network analyses revealed many histone-related genes HAT1,
HDAC2, and KDM5B. Suggesting epigenetic regulation of ACE2
in the human lung.

ACE2 is known to be expressed in Leydig cells of both mice
and humans, albeit testosterone-independent, and is thought to
contribute to steroid synthesis (123, 124). It is also expressed in
ovarian granulosa cells and its levels increase in correlation with
increasing LH levels. In addition to expression in the gonads,
ACE2 expression and activity is influenced by sex hormones
in adipose tissue, myocardium, and kidneys. ACE and ACE2
are intricately involved in the renin angiotensin system for
fluid/electrolyte balance and cardiovascular homeostasis and
control of metabolic factors contributing to obesity, hypertension
and related cardiovascular complications. One study examined
the role of sex hormones on cardiac ACE and ACE2 activity.
Higher ACE and ACE2 activity and cardiac hypertrophy was
found in male rats compared to female rats which was
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reduced after orchiectomy, while ovariectomy elevated ACE2 and
hypertrophy in females (125). In male mice, chronic high fat
diet (HFD) led to decreased ACE2 expression in the kidneys.
In female mice, HFD increased adipose tissue ACE2 which
was reversed by ovariectomy implying that estrogen increases
ACE2 expression and activity in adipose tissue and kidneys.
Furthermore global deficiency of the ACE2 gene increased
HFD-induced obesity hypertension in male mice (126, 127).
Importantly, ovariectomy or treatment with an ER antagonist
in SARS-CoV infected female mice increased the mortality rate
therefore, suggesting a protective effect for the ER signaling
pathway in mice (3).

While sex hormones influence ACE2 expression and activity
to influence outcomes in obesity, hypertension, and related
comorbidities, thus influencing COVID-19 outcomes, the effect
of COVID-19 on male sex hormones has been recently explored.
Given that the ACE2 receptor is expressed in the testes, a
study from Hubei province of China reports that the COVID-
19 impacts male gonadal function and observed alterations in
hormone levels. They studied 81 men with COVID-19 and
found that serum luteinizing hormone (LH) levels were increased
while the ratio of testosterone to LH and the ratio of follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH) to LH were significantly lower
compared with 100 age-matched healthy men (128). Recent
reports of increased frequency of venous thromboembolism,
associated with worse outcomes in patients with COVID-19
warrant caution in treatment with testosterone, specifically in
hypogonadal men with greater genetic predisposition.

Immune Response to Vaccines
Besides its role in infection immunity, sex is equally important in
the immune response to vaccines (129, 130). Women not only
mount stronger antibody and T-cell responses to vaccinations
than men, but also suffer more adverse events. Yet there
is a serious lack of attention to gender in vaccine trials.
This leads to inappropriate dosage of vaccines as evidenced
by the fact that the same magnitude of protective immunity
is achieved by half the dose of seasonal influenza vaccine
in women compared to men. Likewise, these gender-blind
vaccination strategies lead to increased adverse effects in women.
Increased hospitalizations and mortality have been observed
in female infants and girls following DPT, measles and oral
polio vaccinations (130). Sex-based biological factors include
differences across the immune system within innate immunity,

antibody responses and T cell responses. Genetics, sex hormones,
epigenetic factors, nutrition, and the microbiome are important
biological contributors to these sex-based differences. Vaccine-
related research and clinical trials, including those currently
underway for COVID-19, must thus include sex as a key variable
when measuring and reporting outcomes of immunogenicity and
reactogenicity. This information would help tailor vaccine dosage
and strategies appropriately to maximize protective immunity
while minimizing adverse effects.

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed a striking gender-bias
with increased case and mortality rates in men compared with
women across the lifespan. Besides behavioral and lifestyle
factors, sex-based physiological differences influence the host
immune response to infections. Sex chromosome linked genes,
sex hormones, and the microbiome control aspects of the innate
and adaptive immune responses to infection. Genetics and sex
hormones also regulate and influence aspects of viral entry
including expression and activity of ACE2 and TMPRSS2. These
differences not only affect the risk/susceptibility to infection but
also the disease course/clinical outcomes and response/adverse
effects to vaccines. Better understanding of these factors is
necessary to tailor therapies and vaccine strategies in a step
toward sex-based personalized medicine.
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Cheng Yang 2,3, Heng Zhang 1, Mingxia Zhang 1, Lixing Gu 2,4, Xiaocui Zhou 1* and

Jingjiao Zhou 2,3*

1Department of Pediatrics, Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University, Wuhan, China, 2Department of Biology and Genetics,

College of Life Sciences and Health, Wuhan University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China, 3 Institute of Biology and

Medicine, The College of Life Sciences and Health, Wuhan University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China,
4Department of Medicine, Hubei Maternal and Child Health Hospital, Wuhan, China

To explore the metabolic changes and immune profiles in patients with COVID-19,

we analyzed the data of patients with mild and severe COVID-19 as well as young

children with COVID-19. Of the leukocytes, 47% (IQR, 33–59) were lymphocytes [2.5

× 109/L (IQR, 2.2–3.3)], and monocytes were 0.51 × 109/L (IQR, 0.45–0.57) in young

children with COVID-19. In 32 mild COVID-19 patients, circulating monocytes were

0.45 × 109/L (IQR, 0.36–0.64). Twenty-one severe patients had low PO2 [57 mmHg

(IQR, 50–73)] and SO2 [90% (IQR, 86–93)] and high lactate dehydrogenase [580 U/L

(IQR, 447–696)], cardiac troponin I [0.07 ng/mL (IQR, 0.02–0.30)], and pro-BNP [498

pg/mL (IQR, 241–1,726)]. Serum D-dimer and FDP were 9.89 mg/L (IQR, 3.62–22.85)

and 32.7 mg/L (IQR, 12.8–81.9), and a large number of RBC (46/µL (IQR, 4–242)

was presented in urine, a cue of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) in severe

patients. Three patients had comorbidity with diabetes, and 18 patients without diabetes

also presented high blood glucose [7.4 mmol/L (IQR, 5.9–10.1)]. Fifteen of 21 (71%)

severe cases had urine glucose +, and nine of 21 (43%) had urine ketone body +. The

increased glucose was partially caused by reduced glucose consumption of cells. Severe

cases had extraordinarily low serum uric acid [176 µmol/L (IQR, 131–256)]. In the late

stage of COVID-19, severe cases had extremely low CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells,

but unusually high neutrophils [6.5 × 109/L (IQR, 4.8–9.6)], procalcitonin [0.27 ng/mL

(IQR, 0.14–1.94)], C-reactive protein [66 mg/L (IQR, 25–114)] and an extremely high

level of interleukin-6. Four of 21 (19%) severe cases had co-infection with fungi, and

two of 21 (9%) severe cases had bacterial infection. Our findings suggest that, severe

cases had acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) I–III, and metabolic disorders of

glucose, lipid, uric acid, etc., evenmultiple organ dysfunction (MODS) and DIC. Increased

neutrophils and severe inflammatory responses were involved in ARDS, MODS, and

DIC. With the dramatical decrease of T-lymphocytes, severe cases were susceptible

to co-infect with bacteria and fungi in the late stage of COVID-19. In young children,

extremely high lymphocytes and monocytes might be associated with the low morbidity

of COVID-19. The significantly increased monocytes might play an important role in the

recovery of patients with mild COVID-19.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), metabolic disorders,

disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), multiple organ dysfunctions (MODS), Inflammatory responses
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, an unknown viral pneumonia emerged in
Wuhan, China, and it then escalated into an unprecedented
outbreak (1). Chinese authorities have identified a new type
of coronavirus named severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (2). On February 11, 2020, the
infectious disease caused by this viral strain was officially named
COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019) by the World Health
Organization (WHO) (3). By March 12, COVID-19 had swept
into at least 117 countries and killed more than 4,000 people,
and WHO officially announced a pandemic of COVID-19 viral
disease (4). As of June 21, 2020, COVID-19 cases have been
confirmed in 214 countries and territories, and the total was up
to 8,708,008, including 461,715 deaths (5).

So far, according to reported patients’ data, some remarkable
phenomena have been observed. First, only 1% of patients
with COVID-19 were infants and young children, and very
few young patients have developed severe COVID-19 (6).
Leukocytes are the main immune cells to fight against
pathogens, and the total leukocyte count is higher in young
children than in adults (7). Moreover, the thymus gland of an
infant is large and continues to grow throughout childhood.
Thus, the thymus produces more than enough matures T-
lymphocytes throughout the child’s life (8). We explored
whether the count and differential of leukocytes in infants and
young children are associated with very low morbidity rates
of COVID-19.

Second, from the epidemiology and clinical characteristics
of COVID-19, 81% of patients were diagnosed as mild cases,
and most mild cases can recover from COVID-19 infection
(9). So, it could be that specific leukocytes contributed to
the recovery of patients with mild COVID-19. Monocytes are
important immune sentinel cells critical in the defense against
viral infection in the blood. They achieve this via diverse
mechanisms that include the detection of viruses, migration into
infected tissues, differentiation into macrophages and dendritic
cells, and pathogen clearance by phagocytosis and intracellular
killing (10, 11). Besides monocytes, the effect of lymphocytes
on mild COVID-19 cases is still unclear. In this study, 32 mild
patients have been examined to explore the potential roles of
monocytes and lymphocytes in the recovery of patients with
mild COVID-19.

Third, according to an analysis of nearly 45,000 confirmed
cases, 19% of patients with COVID-19 have been identified as
severe cases and critically ill cases, involving severe pneumonia
and metabolic disorders, developing into acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS), multiple organ dysfunctions
(MODS), and even septic shock and death (9, 12). Some studies
suggested that the immunopathogenesis after viral infection
has been linked to the development of the disease into severe
cases (13, 14). To explore the potential roles of immuno-
pathogenesis in the progress of COVID-19 infection, 21 severe
COVID-19 patients have been investigated to explore how the
immunopathogenesis was involved in ARDS and metabolic
disorders, even MODS, disseminated intravascular coagulation
(DIC), and death.

In this study, we investigated mild cases and severe cases
infected with SARS-CoV-2, as well as healthy young children
and adults. Our multiple comparative analysis showed that not
only is leukocyte composition different in healthy groups, these
differences can also be found during various stages of SARS-
CoV-2 infection. Our study suggests that monocytes, neutrophils,
and T-lymphocytes are associated with the onset and progress
of COVID-19 infection, and immunopathogenesis was involved
in ARDS, metabolic disorders, and MODS in severe cases. This
study increases our understanding of the immune responses
during COVID-19 infection and provides support to develop
novel, feasible, and effective treatments for COVID-19 infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Research Sources: COVID-19 Patients and
Healthy Individuals
COVID-19 infection was rapidly endemic in Wuhan, China,
in January, 2020. Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University is at
the very forefront of the fight against COVID-19. We collected
the data of patients with COVID-19, including the clinical
records, laboratory results and chest computed tomography
(CT) scan images of mild and severe cases in the hospital. For
comparison with COVID-19 cases, the data of 35 healthy adults
and 31 young children have been collected from the Physical
Examination Center of the Hospitals. These healthy individuals
have no significant medical condition and were in stable physical
condition at that time.

The data of patients with COVID-19 and healthy persons have
been all reviewed by a group of professional doctors from the
hospitals, including basic features, nucleic acid tests, clinical data,
laboratory results, co-infection with other pathogens, CT images,
and other primary data. The study design has been approved by
the Ethics Committee of the hospital.

Diagnoses of SARS-CoV-2 Infection
Nasopharyngeal swab samples were collected from patients, and
tested as soon as possible to increase the detection rate of SARS-
CoV-2. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) kit (Daan Gene, Shenzhen, China) was used to detect
the conserved genes of SARS-CoV-2, such as ORF1ab gene,
N gene, and E gene with LightCycler 480 System (Roche,
Switzerland). If two or more of these three targeted genes has
been detected as positive or one gene has been detected positive
in two different samples from the same patient, the result is
considered as positive for SARS-CoV-2. Meanwhile, the results
can also be analyzed in conjunction with the patient’s chest
CT images.

Laboratory Data Analysis of Complete
Blood Cell Count, Coagulation Profile, and
Metabolic Indicators
Blood samples were collected from patients for laboratory tests.
Serum biochemical tests, including aspartate aminotransferase
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), creatine kinase (CK)
and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) were determined with
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Cobas C501 Testing System (Roche, Germany). Procalcitonin
(PCT) and cardiac troponin I (cTn I) were analyzed by
CL-2000i Chemiluminescence Immunoassay System (Mindray,
Shenzhen, China). Coagulation indicators were detecting with
ACL TOP 700 Hemostasis Testing Systems (Werfen, USA).
All the blood samples from healthy persons were used
for comparison.

Blood Tests for Immune Cells and
Inflammation Factors
To study the count and differential of lymphocytes, the blood
samples from COVID-19 patients were stained with CD3,
CD4, CD8, CD19, CD16, and CD56 antibodies (BD Multi-test
IMK kit, USA) and were analyzed by BD FACSCanto II Flow
Cytometer (BD, USA). Th1/Th2 kit (BD, USA) was used to
quantitatively measure IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, TNF, and IFN-γ protein
levels. To examine the effect of SARS-CoV-2 on the patients’
humoral immune function, immunoglobulins (IgM, IgG, IgA,
and IgE), complement 3 (C3) and complement 4 (C4) were
tested (Siemens Healthineers, USA). C-reactive protein (CRP)
and interleukin (IL-6) were measured for COVID-19 patients
(Mindray, Shenzhen, China).

Detections for Co-infection With Other
Pathogens
Serum samples of patients were collected and tested for the
IgM of respiratory tract pathogens with Pneumoslide IgM kit
(Vircell, Spain), including human respiratory syncytial virus,
influenza A virus (subtypes H1N1 and H3N2), influenza B
virus, parainfluenza virus 1/2/3, metapneumovirus, common
coronavirus, Epstein-Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, rhinovirus,
adenovirus, and bocavirus, as well as Legionella pneumophila
serum type I, Mycoplasma pneumonia, and Chlamydia
pneumoniae. Nasopharyngeal secretions were tested for nucleic
acids of 13 respiratory pathogens (Health Gene Technologies,
Ningbo, China). Sputum culture was performed to identify
bacterial and fungal co-infection. The fungal examination was
performed with Fungus (1-3)-β-D-Glucan kit (Dynamiker
Biotechnology, Tianjin, China) and Platelia aspergillus Ag kit
(Bio-rad, USA).

Statistical Analysis
Continuous measurements have been presented as median
and interquartile range (IQR) and categorical variables as
percentages. For assessing laboratory results, we also assessed
whether the measurements were outside the normal range.
Unpaired t-test withWelch’s correction was used for comparison,
and p < 0.05 and <0.01 were considered statistically significant
and highly statistically significant, respectively. GraphPad Prism
8.0.2 (San Diego, CA, USA) and SPSS25.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY,
USA) were used for all analyses.

RESULTS

The Clinical Characteristics and the
Changes of Lymphocytes and Monocytes
Presented in Patients With Mild COVID-19
Patients with fever and/or cough were admitted to hospital after
February 1, 2020. Chest CT images indicated multiple patchy,
ground-glass opacity in the lungs (Figure 1A). Thirty-two
patients were further diagnosed as infected with SARS-CoV-2 by
real-time RT-PCR. There were 17 men and 15 women, and the
median age of these mild cases was 42. The clinical characteristics
of mild patients were presented in Supplementary Table S1.

Compared with healthy adults, the count of leukocytes and
neutrophils in mild COVID-19 patients did not increase, but the
median percentage and count of lymphocytes were 26% (IQR,
19–34) and 1.2 × 109/L (IQR, 1.1–1.6), respectively, which were
significantly less than those of healthy adults, 34% (IQR, 29–
39) and 2.0 × 109/L (IQR, 1.8–2.5), respectively (p < 0.001).
Interestingly, the median percentage and count of monocytes
were 8.2% (IQR, 7.1–9.2) and 0.45 × 109/L (IQR, 0.36–0.64),
which were significantly higher than those of healthy adults 6.3%
(IQR, 5.5–7.1) and 0.39 × 109/L (IQR, 0.35–0.42) (p ≤ 0.001)
(Table 1). The significantly increased number of monocytes
could play an important role in the recovery of patients with
mild COVID-19.

The Exceptionally High Lymphocytes and
Monocytes Might Be Associated With Low
Morbidity of COVID-19 in Young Children
To investigate why infants and young children have low
morbidity of COVID-19, we analyzed the clinical characteristics
of young children with COVID-19, and collected the data of
circulating leukocytes of young children with/without COVID-
19. Comparative analyses showed that young children have
much higher leukocyte counts [6.9 × 109/L (IQR, 6.1–8.1)]
than adults. Of note, 51% (IQR, 42–58) of leukocytes are
lymphocytes [3.4 × 109/L, (IQR, 2.5–4.6)] in young children.
The median count of monocytes in young children is 0.46 ×

109/L (IQR, 0.41–0.67), which is much higher than that of
adults [0.39× 109/L (IQR, 0.35–0.42)] (p= 0.001). Lymphocytes
of young children with COVID-19 was a little lower than
those of healthy children, but remained at a high level [2.5
× 109/L (IQR, 2.2–3.3)]. Young children with COVID-19 had
a high level of monocytes [0.51 × 109/L (IQR, 0.45–0.57)]
as well (Table 2). Such a high number of lymphocytes and
monocytes has benefit to fight against SARS-CoV-2, which
might be associated with the low morbidity of COVID-19 in
young children.

Patients With Severe COVID-19 Suffered
From Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(ARDS, I-III)
We collected and compared the data of 21 severe cases and
32 mild cases. Chest CT images of severe cases indicated that
there was critically diffuse ground-glass opacity in both lungs.
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FIGURE 1 | CT and bedside chest X-ray images and serum cytokine concentrations of patients with COVID-19. (A) Chest CT image of mild patient showed small

patchy, ground glass opacity in the lower lobes of both lungs. (B) Chest CT image of severe patient showed critically diffusing, ground glass opacity in the lungs,

especially in right lung. (C) The critically ill patient’s bedside chest X-ray showed the lung texture enhanced and the translucency decreased, and multiple patchy

shadows in both lungs. (D) serum IL-6 concentration between mild patients (n = 32) and severe patients (n = 21). The normal range of IL-6 is ≤10 pg/ml. **p < 0.01.

(E) The analysis of Th1/Th2 cytokine panel between mild patients (n = 32) and severe patients (n = 21). The normal range of IL-2, IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-10 are ≤11.4

pg/ml, 18 pg/ml, 12.9 pg/ml, and 5.9 pg/ml, respectively. *p < 0.05.

A representative CT image is presented in Figure 1B. In bedside
chest X-ray results of the critically ill patients, the translucency
of both lungs was diffusely decreased, and a large area of patchy
shadow appeared with uneven density. Tracheal intubation
can be observed in the trachea and the heart shadow outline
(Figure 1C). The clinical characteristics of severe patients were
presented in Supplementary Table S1.

These CT and X-ray images showed that the primary andmost
significant changes were in the lower respiratory tract of patients
with severe COVID-19. Among the respiratory indicators we
measured, severe cases had lower partial pressure of oxygen
(PO2) and oxygen saturation (SO2), 57 mmHg (IQR, 50–73)
and 90% (IQR, 86–93), respectively, and suffered from different
degrees of ARDS, I to III (Table 3).
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TABLE 1 | Leukocyte count and differential of patients with COVID-19 and healthy adults.

Medium (IQR)

Normal range Healthy adults Mild Covid-19 patients Severe Covid-19 patients P-valuea P-valueb P-valuec

(n = 35) (n = 32) (n = 21)

WBC, × 109/L 3.5–9.5 6.2 (5.7–6.7) 4.7 (4.1–6.7) 7.6 (5.5–11.3) 0.3651 <0.001 <0.001

Lymphcyte, % 20–50 34 (29–39) 26 (19–34) 7 (4–10) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Monocyte, % 3–10 6.3 (5.5–7.1) 8.2 (7.1–9.2) 4.5 (3.1–6.2) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Neutrophil, % 40–75 56 (52–63) 64 (56–71) 88 (84–92) 0.004 <0.001 <0.001

Eosinophil, % 0.4–8.0 1.7 (1.0–2.4) 0.7 (0–2.6) 0 (0–0) 0.486 <0.001 <0.001

Basophil, % 0–1.0 0.7 (0.4–0.8) 0.3 (0.2–0.5) 0.1 (0–0.2) 0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Lymphcyte, ×109/L 1.1–3.2 2.0 (1.8–2.5) 1.2 (1.1–1.6) 0.5 (0.3–0.8) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Monocyte, × 109/L 0.1–0.6 0.39 (0.35–0.42) 0.45 (0.36–0.64) 0.37 (0.21–0.51) 0.001 0.289 0.023

Neutrophil, ×109/L 1.8–6.3 3.3 (3.1–4.3) 3.2 (2.3–4.6) 6.5 (4.8–9.6) 0.521 <0.001 <0.001

Eosinophil, ×109/L 0.02–0.52 0.11 (0.05–0.15) 0.03 (0–0.12) 0 (0–0) 0.159 <0.001 <0.001

Basophil, ×109/L 0–0.06 0.03 (0.03–0.05) 0.02 (0.01–0.03) 0.01 (0–0.02) 0.001 <0.001 0.019

COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; IQR, interquartile range; WBC, white blood cell.
aP-values indicate differences between mild COVID-19 patients and healthy adults. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
bP-values indicate differences between severe COVID-19 patients and healthy adults. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
cP-values indicate differences between mild and severe COVID-19 patients. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Severe COVID-19 Cases Had Metabolic
Disorders, MODS, and Coagulation
Disorders
Several cardiac parameters increased sharply, LDH [580 U/L
(IQR, 447–696)], cardiac troponin I (cTnI) [0.07 ng/mL (IQR,
0.02–0.30)], as well as and pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (pro-
BNP) [498 pg/mL (IQR, 241–1,726)], which indicated the heart
function disorder, even heart failure in patients with severe
COVID-19. Comparing the indicators of liver and kidney
functions with those of mild cases, severe cases had higher
AST [33 U/L (IQR, 26–64)] and glutamyltransferase (γ-GT) [45
U/L (IQR, 31–69)] and lower albumin (ALB) [32 g/L (IQR,
29–34)] and albumin/globulin ratio [1.1 (IQR, 0.9–1.3)] (p <

0.01); they also had higher urea [7.8 mmol/L (IQR, 5.9–9.1)]
and lower Ca2+ (1.97 mmol/L (IQR, 1.89–2.05). Severe patients
also had less of fibrinogen (FIB) [3.3 g/L (IQR 1.5–4.4)] and
antithrombin III [78% (IQR, 71–85)]. For healthy people, the
reference range of D-dimer is 0–0.55 mg/L, and the range for
fibrin degradation product (FDP) is 0–5 mg/L. The severe cases
had exceptionally high amounts of D-dimer and FDP, 9.89 mg/L
(IQR, 3.62–22.85) and 32.7 mg/L (IQR, 12.8–81.9), respectively
(Table 3). A high count of red blood cells (RBC) [46/µL (IQR,
4–242)] was presented in the urine of patients with severe
COVID-19 (Table 4).

Increased glucose and low uric acid in blood should be noted
here. The level of blood glucose was 5.2 mmol/L (IQR, 4.9–6.3)
in 32 mild cases. Three of 21 (14%) severe cases had comorbidity
with diabetesmellitus. Eighteen severe cases without comorbidity
of diabetes also had high blood glucose [7.4 mmol/L (IQR, 5.9–
10.1)]. Critically ill patients had extremely high levels of blood
glucose [8.9 mmol/L (IQR, 6.8–12.9)]. Meanwhile, 15 of 21 (71%)
severe cases had positive urine glucose +, and 9 of 21 (43%)
severe cases had positive urine ketone body +. Additionally,
serum uric acid was 275 µmol/L (IQR, 218–324) in mild cases,

whereas an extraordinarily low level of serum uric acid [176
µmol/L (IQR, 131–256)] was found in severe cases (Table 3).

Severe Cases Had a Dramatical Decrease
of T-lymphocytes and a Potentially High
Risk of Co-infection
The total of leukocytes was 7.6 × 109/L (IQR, 5.5–11.3) in the
peripheral blood of severe cases, which were much more than
those in mild cases. Compared with mild cases, severe cases
had low levels of monocytes [0.37 × 109/L (IQR, 0.21–0.51)].
However, the percentage and count of lymphocytes in severe
cases were only 7% (IQR, 4–10) and 0.5 × 109/L (IQR, 0.3–0.8)
respectively, which were significantly lower than those in mild
cases (Table 1).

The subsets of lymphocytes were examined by flow cytometry,
including natural killer (NK) cells (CD16+CD56+), B cells
(CD19+), and T cells (CD3+). The results showed that severe
cases had NK cells [63/µL (IQR, 26–109)] and B cells [91/µL
(IQR, 54–181)], which was not a significant difference from the
mild cases (p > 0.05). In addition, the functions of B cells and
complements were tested, including IgM, IgG, IgA, IgE, C3, and
C4, for both mild and severe COVID-19 cases. For severe cases,
the values of IgM, C3, and C4 were slightly lower than those in
mild cases, but these values were still within the normal range.
However, compared withmild cases, severe cases hadmuch lower
levels of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells, 146/µL [IQR, 107–277]
and 59/µL (IQR, 33–109), respectively. The decrease of CD8+ T
cells was much more than that of CD4+ T cells, and the ratio
of CD4+ T cells/CD8+ T cells increased by 2.38 (IQR, 1.62–
4.63) (Table 4). Further examination of Th1/Th2 cytokines also
indicated that severe patients had normal levels of IL-2, and IFN-
γ, as well as IL-4 in peripheral blood, but the level of IL-10 in
severe patients was 4 times higher than normal (Figure 1E).
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TABLE 2 | The clinical characteristics and leukocyte count and differential of

young children with COVID-19.

Median (IQR)

Healthy young

children

Healthy

children with

COVID-19

P-value

(n = 31) (n = 16)

Age (Y) 4 (2–6) 6 (3–7)

Gender (M/F) 16 (52%)/15

(48%)

10 (62%)/6

(38%)

Mild case/Severe case NA 1 (6%)/15 (94%)

Signs and symptoms at

admission

Fever NA 6 (38%)

Cough NA 12 (75%)

Sputum NA 0

Shortness of breath NA 1 (6%)

Diarrhea NA 0

Treatment

Antibiotic treatment NA 10 (62%)

Antiviral treatment NA 10 (62%)

hormone therapy NA 1 (6%)

Ventilation

Non-invasive (face mask,

etc)

NA 1 (6%)

Mechanical ventilation NA 0

Discharged NA 16 (100%)

WBC, ×109/L 6.9 (6.1–8.1) 5.6 (5.2–6.2) 0.007

Lymphcyte, % 51 (42–58) 47 (33–59) 0.239

Monocyte,% 6.7 (5.5–8.0) 8.7 (7.3–11.3) 0.027

Neutrophil, % 38 (33–46) 40 (26–65) 0.282

Eosinophil, % 2.1 (0.9–4.5) 2.6 (1.3–5.2) 0.646

Basophil,% 0.5 (0.2–0.7) 0.4 (0.3–0.5) 0.741

Lymphcyte, ×109/L 3.4 (2.5–4.6) 2.5 (2.2–3.3) 0.008

Monocyte, ×109/L 0.46 (0.41–0.67) 0.51 (0.45–0.57) 0.696

Neutrophil, ×109/L 2.6 (2.1–3.0) 3.0 (2.0–4.1) 0.286

Eosinophil, ×109/L 0.15 (0.06–0.32) 0.15 (0.04–0.29) 0.572

Basophil, ×109/L 0.03 (0.02–0.05) 0.02 (0.01–0.04) 0.673

P-values indicate differences between young children with COVID-19 and healthy young

children. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

In this study, the clinical course of severe cases was over 3
weeks, and severe cases had a potentially high risk of co-infection
with other pathogens due to critical exhaustion of CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells. The respiratory tract pathogens were tested
in severe cases, including 10 viruses, Legionella pneumophila,
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, and Chlamydia pneumoniae, which
were all negative. The fungal examinations, G assay and GM
assay, were also performed in severe cases. The results of bacterial
and fungal examinations indicated that four of 21 (19%) severe
cases had co-infection with fungi, and two of 21 (9%) severe cases
had co-infection with bacteria. A high number of white blood
cells (WBC) [18/µL (IQR, 9–46)] was found in the urine of severe
cases (Table 4).

Exceptionally High Neutrophils and Severe
Inflammatory Responses Might Be
Involved in ARDS, MODS and Coagulation
Disorders
Further examinations showed that the median PCT was
0.27 ng/mL (IQR, 0.14–1.94) in severe cases, a cue of potential
sepsis/septic shock. Among the inflammatory factors tested in
severe cases, the median of CRP was 66 mg/L (IQR, 25–114),
which was much higher than those in mild cases (Table 4). IL-
6 slightly increased in mild cases, but exceptionally high level
of IL-6 presented in severe cases, even 40 times higher than
normal in some critically ill cases (Figure 1D). The release of
the inflammatory factors triggered by SARS-CoV-2 replication
and/or co-infection with bacteria and fungi, played important
roles in the progress of COVID-19 infection.

In the late stage of the disease in severe COVID-19 cases,
88% (IQR, 84–92) of leukocytes were neutrophils [6.5 × 109/L
(IQR, 4.8–9.6)] (Table 1). Previous studies showed that largely
number of neutrophils triggered inflammatory responses and
caused excessive organ injury in acute inflammatory disease,
such as sepsis (15, 16). Exceptionally high neutrophil numbers
might be involved in severe inflammatory responses and might
be associated with ARDS, MODS, and even sepsis/septic shock,
DIC, and death during the late stage of severe COVID-
19 infection.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we first analyzed the clinical features and leukocyte
differential of mild COVID-19 patients admitted to the hospital
after February 1, 2020. Thirty-two mild cases, with a median age
of 42 years, had recovered from COVID-19 infection. Our data
showed that compared with healthy adults, patients with mild
COVID-19 had lower lymphocytes in the acute stage, which was
consistent with previous studies (12). However, mild COVID-19
cases had high counts of circulating monocytes [0.45 × 109/L
(IQR, 0.36–0.64)]. In addition, mild patients had normal level
of IL-4 and IL-10 in peripheral blood, but they had a 1–2-fold
increase of IL-6. Monocytes/macrophages play very important
roles in fighting against invading foreign viruses. Literature from
the past 30 years has emphasized links among IL-6 and innate
immune response, such as mononuclear phagocytes (10, 11, 17).
For patients with mild COVID-19, a high monocyte count
and slight increase of IL-6 might be helpful for eradicating
the SARS-CoV-2 infection and were associated with recovery
from COVID-19.

Based on the epidemiology and clinical characteristics of
COVID-19, young children under six have the lowest morbidity
rate, and very few young children with COVID-19 develop
severe cases (6, 18). According to our comparative analysis,
young children under six have highly circulating monocytes, and
51% (IQR, 42–58) of leukocytes are lymphocytes [3.4 × 109/L
(IQR, 2.5–4.6)], including B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes.
Lymphocytes of young children with COVID-19 was a little lower
than those of healthy children, but remained at a high level
[2.5 × 109/L (IQR, 2.2–3.3)]. Young children with COVID-19
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TABLE 3 | The metabolic disorders and multi-organ dysfunctions in severe patients with COVID-19.

Median (IQR)

Normal range Mild patients (n = 32) Severe patients (n = 21) P-valuea

P02, mm Hg 80–100 85 (82–115) 57 (50–73) 0.003

S02, % 95–98 97 (95–98) 90 (86–93) < 0.001

PC02, mm Hg 35–45 43 (39–47) 37 (33–40) 0.08

PH 7.35–7.45 7.39 (7.34–7.44) 7.46 (7.42–7.50) 0.04

BE, mmol/L −3–3 2 (−1.3–4.3) 3.2 (−0.3–5) 0.28

cTnl, ng/ml 0–0.04 <0.01 0.07 (0.02–0.30)

Mb, µg/L 0–110 29 (20–35) 54 (40–84) < 0.001

CK, U/L 50–310 44 (31–82) 92 (50–153) 0.006

CK-MB, ng/ml 0–5 0.6 (0.5–0.8) 1.3 (0.9–2.5) < 0.001

LOH, U/L 120–250 197 (170–229) 580 (447–696) < 0.001

Pro-BNP, pg/ml 0–450 21 (8–97) 498 (241–1,726) 0.001

ALT, U/L 9–50 20 (11–33) 23 (17–44) 0.228

AST, U/L 15–35 18 (15–27) 33 (26–64) 0.007

ALP, U/L 45–125 57 (46–71) 73 (54–98) 0.001

y-GT, U/L 7–45 24 (14–42) 45 (31–69) < 0.001

TP, g/L 65–85 65 (62–67) 61 (57–65) 0.006

ALB, g/L 40–55 42 (37–44) 32 (29–34) < 0.001

A/G 1.2–2.4 1.7 (1.5–2.1) 1.1 (0.9–1.3) < 0.001

TBIL, µmol/L 0–23 8.3 (6.5–11.2) 13 (8.5–17.6) 0.027

DBIL, µmol/L 0–8 2.8 (2.2–4.2) 5.1 (3.5–7.9) < 0.001

Glucose, mmol/L 3.9–6.1 5.2 (4.9–6.3) 7.4 (5.9–10.1) < 0.001

Uric acid, µmol/L 208–428 275 (218–324) 176 (131–256) < 0.001

Cr, µmol/L 57–97 57 (49–69) 56 (50–66) 0.377

Urea, mmol/L 3.1–8 3.8 (3.3–4.3) 7.8 (5.9–9.1) < 0.001

GFR, mL/min >90 119 (112–122) 101 (93–109) < 0.001

Na+, mmol/L 135–145 141 (139–143) 141 (138–145) 0.598

K+, mmol/L 3.5–5.5 3.9 (3.6–4.2) 3.7 (3.4–4.1) 0.461

Cl-, mmol/L 99–110 105 (103–107) 105 (101–107) 0.818

Ca2+, mmol/L 2.11–2.52 2.19 (2.11–2.25) 1.97 (1.89–2.05) < 0.001

Mg2+, mmol/L 0.75–1.02 0.84 (0.80–0.89) 0.86 (0.80–0.93) 0.642

D-dimer, mg/L 0–0.55 0.38 (0. 19–0.79) 9.89 (3.62–22.85) < 0.001

FDP, mg/L 0–5 0.9 (0.3–2.8) 32.7 (12.8–81.9) < 0.001

PT, s 9–13 12 (12–13) 13 (12–13) 0.132

PS, % 75–135 83 (74−87) 77 (68–87) 0.234

APTT, s 25–31.3 29.1 (26.6–30.5) 27.8 (25.9–33.6) 0.242

FIB, g/L 2–4 3.6 (2.9–5.0) 3.3 (1.5–4.4) 0.07

AT-III,% 80–120 92 (86–100) 78 (71–85) < 0.001

Urine

Urine glucose (+) Negative NA 15/21 (71%)

Urine ketone body (+) Negative NA 9/21 (43%)

PO2, partial pressure of oxygen; SO2 (%), oxygen saturation; PCO2, partial pressure of carbon dioxide; BE, Base Excess; cTnI, high-sensitivity cardiac troponin I; Mb, myoglobin;

CK, creatine kinase; CK-MB, creatine kinase isoenzyme; LDH, Lactate dehydrogenase; Pro-BNP, Pro-Brain-type natriuretic peptide; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate

aminotransferase; ALP, alkaline phosphatase; γ-GT, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase; TP, total protein; ALB, albumin; A/G, albumin-globulin ratio; TBIL, total bilirubin; DBIL, direct bilirubin; Cr,

creatinine; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; Na+, sodium; K+, potassium; Cl−, chloride; Ca2+, calcium; Mg2+, magnesium; FDP, fibrinogen degradation products; PT, prothrombin time;

PS, prothrombin time activity; APTT, activated partial thromboplastin time; FIB, fibrinogen; AT-III, antithrombin III.

P-values indicate differences between mild patients and severe patients. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

had a high level of monocytes [0.51 × 109/L (0.45–0.57)]
as well. The intricate process of T-lymphocyte development
in the thymus is essential in the formation and maintenance
of the peripheral T-lymphocytes. The thymus of a young

child is big, and has the function of maintaining the large
amounts of T-lymphocytes in the peripheral blood (19, 20).
Extremely high levels of circulating lymphocytes and monocytes
would benefit to fight against SARS-CoV-2 infection, which
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might be associated with the low morbidity of COVID-19 in
young children.

To explore the metabolic changes and immune responses in
the progress of COVID-19 cases, we investigated 21 patients with
severe COVID-19 infection. The median age of these patients
was 57, and the clinical course was more than 3 weeks. CT
scan images showed multiple patchy ground-glass shadows in
the left and right lungs. Bedside chest radiography of critically
ill patients indicated that the brightness of both lungs was
decreased and multiple patchy shadows were observed. These
clinical characteristics of severe cases are very similar to those
reported in previous studies (21, 22). The 21 severe COVID-19
cases had ARDS I to III, and had extremely high levels of cTnI,
LDH, and pro-BNP, a marker of severe cardiac dysfunction and
even heart failure. Besides that, an extraordinarily low level of
serum uric acid [176 µmol/L (131–256)] was found in severe
cases. Uric acid is synthesized mainly in the liver and other
tissues, which usually dissolves in the blood, and is removed
from the body through urine. The extraordinarily low level of
serum uric acid might indicate that potential liver and/or rental
metabolism dysregulated in severe patients.

Among 21 severe cases, three patients had the comorbidity
of diabetes, and other patients also had very high blood glucose
[7.4 mmol/L (IQR, 5.9–10.1)]. Meanwhile, 15 out of 21 (71%)
severe patients has positive of urine glucose (+), and nine out of
21 (43%) severe patients had positive of urine ketone body (+).
The increased glucose of blood and urine was partially caused by
the reduced glucose consumption of cells in severe patients. We
need to pay attention to the high risks of metabolic syndromes
mediated by high blood glucose, high urine glucose and urine
ketone bodies. Dramatically high level of D-dimers [9.89 mg/L
(IQR, 3.62–22.85)] and FDP [32.7 mg/L (IQR, 12.8–81.9)] were
found in severe patients. A large amount of RBC [46/µL (IQR,
4–242)] was in urine of severe patients. These results showed
that severe coagulation disorders, even DIC, occurred in these
severe cases.

We further investigated immune responses in patients with
severe COVID-19. First, different subpopulations of lymphocytes
were investigated. The percentage and count of B cells and NK
cells did not obviously change, which is consistent with the results
from a previous report (23). The results of IgM/IgG/IgA/IgE,
C3 and C4 also indicated that B cells and complements held
normal functions. However, compared with mild cases, severe
COVID-19 cases had lower levels of CD4+ T cells [146/µL
(IQR, 107–277)] and an even more significant reduction in
CD8+ T cells [only 59/µL (IQR, 33–109)], which has a
sharper drop than CD4+ T cell. We further analyzed Th1/Th2
panel, in severe patients, Th1 cytokines (IL-2 and IFN-γ)
were in the normal range, but IL-10, one of Th2 cytokines,
was about four times higher than normal. Previous studies
presented that in severe patients, CD4+ T cells and CD8+

T cells highly expressed the exhaustion markers, including
NKG2A, PD-1, and Tim-3 (24, 25). The dramatical decrease
and functional exhaustion of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T
cells represents an important immunological characteristic of
severe COVID-19 infection. Following the exhaustion of T cells,
severe cases had high potential for co-infection with other

TABLE 4 | Immune and inflammatory profiles of patients with COVID-19.

Median (IQR)

Normal Mild patients Severe patients P-value

range (n = 32) (n = 21)

Lymphocytes

CD3+, % 56–86 69 (66–77) 56 (49–66) < 0.001

CD3+, /µL 723–2,737 794 (586–1,112) 221 (168−414) < 0.001

CD4+, % 33–58 40 (36–46) 38 (27–46) 0.043

CD4+, /µL 404–1,612 433 (318−651) 146 (107–277) < 0.001

CD8+, % 13–39 26 (22–32) 15 (9–24) < 0.001

CD8+, /µL 220–1,129 297 (230–388) 59 (33–109) < 0.001

CD4+/CD8+ 0.9–2.0 1.45 (1.24–1.80) 2.38 (1.62–4.63) < 0.001

CD19+, % 5–22 13 (9–19) 23 (13–33) < 0.001

CD19+, /µL 80–616 125 (88−237) 91 (54–181) 0.123

CD16+CD56+, % 5–26 12 (9–18) 16 (10–19) 0.098

CD016+ CD56+, /µL 84–724 128 (87–213) 63 (26–109) 0.061

Humoral immunity

Serum gobulin, g/L 20–40 22 (21–26) 30 (26–33) < 0.001

lgM, g/L 0.4–2.3 1.0 (0.8−1.2) 0.7 (0.6–0.8) 0.027

lgG, g/L 7.0–16.0 11.2 (10.2–16.0) 16.6 (13.7–21.4) 0.016

lgA, g/L 0.7–4.0 2.4 (1.9–3.0) 2.3 (1.5–2.7) 0.263

lgE, IU/ml <100 92 (55–170) 112 (75–191) 0.339

C3, g/L 0.9–1.8 1.1 (0.9–1.2) 0.9 (0.7–1.0) 0.002

C4, g/L 0.1–0.4 0.3 (0.2–0.3) 0.2 (0.1–0.2) 0.062

Inflammatory responses

CRP, mg/L <10 24 (11–51) 66 (25–114) 0.003

PCT, ng/ml <0.1 0.05 (0.03–0.07) 0.27 (0.14–1.94) 0.02

Urine

RBC, /µL 0–10 NA 46 (4–242)

WBC, /µL 0–12 NA 18 (9–46)

IgM, Immunoglobulin M; IgG, Immunoglobulin G; IgA, Immunoglobulin A; IgE,

Immunoglobulin E; C3, complement C3; C4, complement C4; CRP, C-reactive protein;

PCT, procalcitonin.

P-values indicate differences between mild and severe patients. P< 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.

pathogens. In this study, 4 of 21 (19%) severe patients had co-
infection with fungi, and two of 21 (9%) severe patients had
bacterial co-infection.

Twenty-one severe cases had a high level of PCT and
CRP, 0.27 ng/mL (IQR, 0.14–1.94) and 66 mg/L (IQR, 25–
114), respectively. IL-6 was much higher than normal in
severe cases, even 40 times higher than normal in some
critically ill cases. With SARS-CoV-2 replication and/or co-
infection with bacteria and fungi, severe inflammatory responses
played important roles in the progress of severe COVID-
19 infection. In the late stage of severe COVID-19, 88%
(IQR, 84–92) of leukocytes were neutrophils [6.5 × 109/L
(IQR, 4.8–9.6). A high number of WBC [18/µL (IQR, 9–46)]
was presented in urine of severe patients. Previous studies
suggest that, in sepsis, a large number of neutrophil and the
formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NET) triggered
severe inflammatory responses and excessive tissue damage
(15, 16, 26). The significant increase in neutrophils might be
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involved in severe inflammatory responses and MODS, even
DIC and death in severe COVID-19 patients. Additionally, uric
acid is the predominant anti-oxidant molecule in the plasma
and respiratory tract, and is necessary for induction of type 2
immune responses. Uric acid plays a pivotal role in protecting
against pathogen infections and autoimmune diseases (27, 28).
Whether the decrease of serum uric acid is associated with
the inflammatory responses in severe COVID-19 cases need to
be explored.

There are several limitations to this study. First, we
investigated 16 young children with COVID-19 and 53
adult cases, including 32 mild cases and 21 severe cases.
More cases will need to be collected for comparative analysis
of the difference between severe and critically ill patients.
Second, more inflammatory cytokines and chemokines
will be analyzed for severe and critically ill patients and
will be further evaluated for inflammatory storm mediated
ARDS, DIC, MODS, and coagulation disorders. Third,
the mechanisms by which SARS-CoV-2 infection causes
the reduction and functional exhaustion of CD4+ T cells
and CD8+ T cells are still unclear. In-vitro and in-vivo
experiments need to be performed to explore the mechanisms of
T cell exhaustion.

In summary, our findings suggest that extremely high level
of lymphocytes and monocytes could help hamper SARS-
CoV-2 replication, which might be associated with the low
morbidity of COVID-19 in infants and young children. A high
number of monocytes would be helpful for removing SARS-
CoV-2 and play an important role in the recovery of patients
with mild COVID-19. In the late stage of the disease, severe
cases suffered from ARDS, metabolic disorders, MODS and
coagulation disorders. With dramatical decrease of CD4+ T
cells and CD8+ T cells, extraordinarily increased neutrophils
and severe inflammatory responses are involved in ARDS,
MODS, and coagulation disorders and can even lead to DIC
and death in severe cases. Whether the decrease of serum
uric acid is associated with the inflammatory responses in
severe COVID-19 cases needs to be further explored. These
findings can not only greatly improve our understanding of
metabolic and immunological characteristics, but also provide a

mechanistic basis for the prevention and treatment of COVID-
19 infection.
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in China
Ya Gao 1†, Kelu Yang 2†, Ming Liu 1, Yamin Chen 2, Shuzhen Shi 1, Fengwen Yang 3* and

Jinhui Tian 1,2,4*

1 Evidence-Based Medicine Center, School of Basic Medical Sciences, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China,
2 Evidence-Based Nursing Center, School of Nursing, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China, 3 Evidence-Based Medicine

Center, Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Tianjin, China, 4 Key Laboratory of Evidence-based Medicine and

Knowledge Translation of Gansu Province, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China

Background: Research collaboration of registered clinical trials for Coronavirus Disease

2019 (COVID-19) remains unclear. This study aimed to analyze research collaboration

and distribution of outcome measures in registered interventional clinical trials (ICTs) of

COVID-19 conducted in China.

Methods: The International Clinical Trials Registry Platform, China Clinical Trials Registry,

and Clinicaltrials.gov were searched to obtain COVID-19-registered ICTs up to May

25, 2020. Excel 2016 was used to perform a descriptive statistical analysis of the

extracted information. VOSviewer 1.6.14 software was used to generate network maps

for provinces and institutions and create density maps for outcomes.

Results: A total of 390 ICTs were included, and the number of daily registrations

fluctuated greatly. From 29 provinces in China, 430 institutions contributed to the

registration of ICTs. The top three productive provinces were Hubei (160/390, 41.03%),

Shanghai (60/390, 15.38%), and Beijing (59/390, 15.13%). The top three productive

institutions were Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science

and Technology (30/390, 7.69%), Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University (18/390,

4.62%), and Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital (18/390, 4.62%). Collaborations between

provinces and institutions were not close enough. There were many interventions, but

many trials did not provide specific drugs and their dosage and treatment duration. The

most frequently used primary outcome was Chest/lung CT (53/390, 13.59%), and the

most frequently used secondary outcome was hospital stay (33/390, 8.46%). There was

a large difference in the number of outcomes, the expression of some outcomes was not

standardized, the measurement time and tools for some outcomes were not clear, and

there was a lack of special outcomes for trials of traditional Chinese medicine.

Conclusions: Although there were some collaborations between provinces and

institutions of the current COVID-19 ICT protocols in China, cooperation between regions

should be further strengthened. The identified deficiencies in interventions and outcome

measures should be given more attention by future researchers of COVID-19.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, clinical trials, protocol, research collaboration, outcome measures
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INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2), a novel enveloped RNA betacoronavirus, has the
characteristics of fast spread and strong infectivity (1–3). In
late December 2019, the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-
19) caused by SARS-CoV-2 first appeared, and it then quickly
spread to various countries (4–6). On March 11, 2020, the
World Health Organization (WHO) declared the outbreak of
SARS-CoV-2 as a pandemic (7). As of July 12, 2020, a total of
12,552,765 confirmed cases were reported worldwide, including
561,617 deaths (8). To find an effective drug to treat COVID-
19, medical workers and scientific researchers actively carry out
research and have registered numerous clinical trials. Recently,
scholars have assessed the characteristics and status quo of
registered COVID-19 clinical trials (9, 10). However, no research
has focused on the research collaboration of these registered
clinical trials. This study was designed to evaluate the cooperation
between institutions and the distribution of outcome measures
in registered interventional clinical trials (ICTs) of COVID-19
conducted in China, to provide a reference for future researchers
to register and carry out COVID-19 clinical trials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sources
We systematically searched the International Clinical Trials
Registry Platform (ICTRP, https://www.who.int/ictrp/en/),
China Clinical Trials Registry (ChiCTR, http://www.chictr.org.
cn), and ClinicalTrials.gov to obtain registered trials related to
COVID-19. The searches were conducted initially on February
20, 2020 and updated on May 25, 2020. The search terms
included severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2,
SARS-CoV-2, new coronavirus, new coronary pneumonia, NCP,
2019-nCoV, COVID-19, novel corona virus, novel coronavirus,
nCoV-2019, corona virus pneumonia disease 2019, novel
coronavirus pneumonia, 2019 novel coronavirus, coronavirus
disease 2019, and coronavirus disease-19.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We included registered ICTs of COVID-19 that conducted
in China without restricting the types of interventions,
comparisons, and outcomes. We excluded trials conducted
outside China. Studies of basic science, diagnostic test, and
epidemiological research as well as duplication and retracted
records were also excluded.

Study Selection and Data Extraction
Two researchers (Y.G. and K.L.Y.) independently reviewed the
records and screened out eligible ICTs according to the inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and then proceeded to a cross-check.
Conflicts were settled through discussions with a third reviewer
(J.H.T.). We developed a data extraction form using Microsoft
Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corp, Redmond, WA, www.microsoft.
com) through discussions with the review team. Then, one author

Abbreviations: COVID-19, Corona Virus Disease 2019; SARS-CoV-2, Severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; ICTs, interventional clinical trials.

(Y.G., K.L.Y., or M.L.) extracted data from the included ICTs
using the pre-defined form and a second reviewer (F.W.Y, or
J.H.T.) checked the extracted data. The detailed data included:
registration number, registration time, title, inclusion criteria,
exclusion criteria, gender and age of the population, sample size,
provinces, institutions, interventions, primary outcomes, and
secondary outcomes.

Data Management and Analysis
For institutions, interventions, and outcomes with different
expressions, we have processed them, leaving only a standardized
name. Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corp, Redmond,
WA, www.microsoft.com) was used to perform descriptive
statistical analysis of the extracted information. VOSviewer
1.6.14 (Leiden University, Leiden, Netherlands) software was
utilized to extract provinces and institutions and generate
corresponding cooperation network maps. Furthermore, we
created density maps for high-frequency primary and secondary
outcome measures. In this study, the nodes in the network map
represented the analyzed elements (provinces and institutions),
the size of the nodes reflected the frequency of elements, the
colors of nodes and lines represented different clusters, and the
links between nodes indicated the relationship of cooperation
or co-occurrence (11–14). The parameters of the VOSviewer
were as follows: counting method (fractional counting), ignore
documents withmany authors (maximumnumber of authors per
document is 25).

RESULTS

Screening Results
A total of 3,541 records were retrieved through the systematic
literature search, and 1,159 were non-interventional trials.
After reading the detailed registration information, we further
excluded 1,992 records for the following reasons: trials conducted
outside China (n = 1,336), duplicate records (n = 609),
retracted/terminated trials (n = 47). Finally, 390 ICTs were
included for analysis. The flowchart of the screening process is
provided in Figure S1.

General Characteristics of Included ICTs
The number of daily COVID-19 ICT registrations fluctuated
considerably, and the maximum number of registrations per day
was 13 (Figure 1). Six (1.54%) ICTs incorporated only males,
and the remaining 384 (98.46%) ICTs included both males and
females. A total of 74.87% of ICTs included adults (18 years and
older), but 59 (15.13%) ICTs did not report the age of the included
population. The total sample size of the 390 ICTs was 109,372,
and the smallest sample size was only four; the maximum was
20,000, and the median was 100.

Provinces
A total of 29 provinces participated in the registration of COVID-
19 ICTs. The number of ICTs conducted by one, two, three, four,
five, and six provinces were 304/390 (77.95%), 61/390 (15.64%),
12/390 (3.08%), 4/390 (1.03%), 6/390 (1.54%), and 3/390 (0.77%),
respectively. The top five productive provinces were Hubei
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FIGURE 1 | Registration time for ICTs of COVID-19.

TABLE 1 | Provinces contributed to the registration of COVID-19 ICTs [N (%)].

Rank Provinces N (%) Rank Provinces N (%)

1 Hubei 160 (41.03%) 16 Fujian 6 (1.54%)

2 Shanghai 60 (15.38%) 17 Liaoning 6 (1.54%)

3 Beijing 59 (15.13%) 18 Guizhou 5 (1.28%)

4 Guangdong 44 (11.28%) 19 Tianjin 4 (1.03%)

5 Zhejiang 34 (8.72%) 20 Hebei 3 (0.77%)

6 Sichuan 21 (5.38%) 21 Guangxi 2 (0.51%)

7 Jiangsu 18 (4.62%) 22 Inner Mongolia 2 (0.51%)

8 Henan 17 (4.36%) 23 Ningxia 2 (0.51%)

9 Anhui 13 (3.33%) 24 Shanxi 2 (0.51%)

10 Hunan 13 (3.33%) 25 Hainan 1 (0.26%)

11 Jiangxi 13 (3.33%) 26 Hong Kong 1 (0.26%)

12 Heilongjiang 11 (2.82%) 27 Jilin 1 (0.26%)

13 Shaanxi 11 (2.82%) 28 Xinjiang 1 (0.26%)

14 Shandong 8 (2.05%) 29 Yunnan 1 (0.26%)

15 Chongqing 7 (1.79%)

(160/390, 41.03%), Shanghai (60/390, 15.38%), Beijing (59/390,
15.13%), Guangdong (44/390, 11.28%), and Zhejiang (34/390,
8.72%); the provinces participating in the registration of six to
21 ICTs were Sichuan (21/390, 5.38%), Jiangsu (18/390, 4.62%),
Henan (17/390, 4.36%), Anhui (13/390, 3.33%), Hunan (13/390,
3.33%), Jiangxi (13/390, 3.33%), Heilongjiang (11/390, 2.82%),
Shaanxi (11/390, 2.82%), Shandong (8/390, 2.05%), Chongqing
(7/390, 1.79%), Fujian (6/390, 1.54%), and Liaoning (6/390,
1.54%). The remaining provinces participated in the registration

of fewer than six ICTs, the detailed information is presented
in Table 1.

A social network analysis of provinces revealed that 26
provinces formed a cooperative relationship. Hubei, located in
the center of the network, had more collaborations with other
provinces. Shanxi, Fujian, Hainan, and Guizhou were situated on
the edge of the network and had little cooperation with other
provinces. Xinjiang, Jilin, and Hong Kong did not cooperate with
other provinces (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2 | The network map of provinces for registered ICTs of COVID-19.

Institutions
A total of 430 institutions contributed to the registration
of COVID-19 ICTs. The number of ICTs conducted by
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, and
more than nine institutions were 228/390 (58.46%), 78/390
(20.00%), 27/390 (6.92%), 15/390 (3.85%), 14/390 (3.59%),
10/390 (2.56%), 4/390 (1.03%), 4/390 (1.03%), 4/390 (1.03%),
and 6/390 (1.54%), respectively. A total of 282/430 (65.58%)
institutions participated in only one ICT, and 66/430 (15.35%)
institutions participated in two ICTs. Institutions participating
in the registration of more than 10 ICTs included Tongji
Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology (30/390, 7.69%), Zhongnan Hospital
of Wuhan University (18/390, 4.62%), Wuhan Jinyintan
Hospital (18/390, 4.62%), Shanghai Public Health Clinical
Center (17/390, 4.36%), Union Hospital, Tongji Medical
College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology
(14/390, 3.59%), the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
Medical University (13/390, 3.33%), Renmin Hospital of Wuhan
University (13/390, 3.33%), Guangzhou Eighth People’s Hospital
(11/390, 2.82%), Huoshenshan Hospital (11/390, 2.82%), and
Leishenshan Hospital (11/390, 2.82%), Table 2.

A cluster analysis was performed for institutions that
participated in more than four ICTs. A total of 32 institutions
have established cooperative relations and formed six clusters
(Figure 3). The largest cooperative team consisted of nine

hospitals and research institutions. The smallest team
only included three institutions. There was relatively more
cooperation between institutions within the team. However,
collaboration between different teams was sparse.

Interventions
There were various types of interventions. Commonly used
western medicines included Lopinavir/Ritonavir (34 times),
Mesenchymal stem cells (21 times), Interferon α (18 times),
Chloroquine phosphate (15 times), Favipiravir (14 times),
SARS-COV-2 inactivated/convalescent plasma (10 times),
Arbidol (10 times), Thymosin (eight times), Tocilizumab (seven
times), Hydroxychloroquine sulfate (six times), and Arbidol
hydrochloride (six times). Other western medicines were used
less than six times, such as Azvudine, Hydroxychloroquine,
Ritonavir, and Remdesivir. A total of 125/390 (32.05%) ICTs
focused on traditional Chinese medicine or integrated traditional
Chinese and Western medicine, of which 55/390 (14.10%) ICTs
mentioned traditional Chinese medicine treatment, traditional
Chinese medicine syndrome differentiation treatment, or
integrated traditional Chinese and western medicine treatment,
but they did not provide specific names of medicine. Among ICTs
that provided the specific Chinese medicine, drugs that appeared
more than once included Honeysuckle decoction/oral liquid
(four times), Xiyanping injection (four times), Shuanghuanglian
oral liquid (three times), Lianhua Qingwen capsules/granules
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TABLE 2 | Institutions contributed to the registration of COVID-19 ICTs (>5) [N (%)].

Rank Institutions N (%)

1 Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology 30 (7.69%)

2 Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University 18 (4.62%)

3 Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital 18 (4.62%)

4 Shanghai Public Health Clinical Center 17 (4.36%)

5 Union Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology 14 (3.59%)

6 The First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University 13 (3.33%)

7 Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University 13 (3.33%)

8 Guangzhou Eighth People’s Hospital 11 (2.82%)

9 Huoshenshan Hospital 11 (2.82%)

10 Leishenshan Hospital 11 (2.82%)

11 Hubei Integrated Traditional Chinese and Western Medicine Hospital 10 (2.56%)

12 Hubei Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine 10 (2.56%)

13 The First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University School of Medicine 10 (2.56%)

14 Hospital of Chengdu University of Traditional Chinese Medicine 8 (2.05%)

15 Huangshi Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine 8 (2.05%)

16 The First Affiliated Hospital of Nanchang University 8 (2.05%)

17 The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University 8 (2.05%)

18 Beijing You’an Hospital, Capital Medical University 7 (1.79%)

19 West China Hospital of Sichuan University 7 (1.79%)

20 Wuhan Third People’s Hospital 7 (1.79%)

21 Wuhan Pulmonary Hospital 7 (1.79%)

22 The First Hospital of Peking University 6 (1.54%)

23 Ruijin Hospital Affiliated to Shanghai Jiaotong University School of Medicine 6 (1.54%)

24 Longhua Hospital Affiliated to Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine 6 (1.54%)

25 The Third People’s Hospital of Shenzhen 6 (1.54%)

26 The Fifth Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University 6 (1.54%)

(two times), Babaodan (two times), Maxingshigan decoction
(two times), Qingfeipaidu decoction (two times), Tanreqing
capsule/injection (two times), Xuebijing injection (two times),
and Yinhu Qingwen decoction/granules (two times). The
remaining Chinese medicines appeared only once, such as
Baidu Duan Fang, Bufeihuoxue capsule, Shenqi Fuzheng
injection, Fuzheng Huayu tablets, Shenlingbaizhu powder, and
Reduning injection.

Outcome Measures
Primary Outcome Measures
The number of ICTs with one primary outcome measure was
the largest, with 193/390 (49.49%) ICTs. A total of 74/390
(18.97%) ICTs had two primary outcome measures, 47/390
(12.05%) ICTs with three primary outcome measures, and 6/390
(1.54%) ICTs with more than 12 primary outcome measures
(Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the primary outcome measures
with frequencies greater than two times, which includes 51
outcomes on the map. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 3,
chest/lung CT (53/390, 13.59%) was the most commonly used
primary outcome measure, followed by the time of viral nucleic
acid turning negative (40/390, 10.26%), clinical recovery time
(35/390, 8.97%), incidence of adverse events (30/390, 7.69%),
clinical improvement time (23/390, 5.90%), clinical symptoms

improvement (23/390, 5.90%), mortality (19/390, 4.87%), rate of
viral nucleic acid turning negative (19/390, 4.87%), hospital stay
(16/390, 4.10%), and blood routine (15/390, 3.85%).

Secondary Outcome Measures
Of the 390 ICTs, 279 (71.54%) ICTs have secondary outcomes.
Figure 6 shows the secondary outcome measures with
frequencies greater than two times, which includes 49 outcomes
on the map. Hospital stay (33/390, 8.46%) was the most
commonly used secondary outcome measure, followed by
all-cause mortality (30/390, 7.69%), incidence of adverse events
(25/390, 6.41%), time of viral nucleic acid turning negative
(22/390, 5.64%), rate of progression to severe (20/390, 5.13%),
mortality (18/390, 4.62%), chest/lung CT (17/390, 4.36%),
C-reactive protein (17/390, 4.36%), clinical improvement time
(16/390, 4.10%), and incidence of serious adverse events (16/390,
4.10%), Table 4.

DISCUSSION

A total of 29 provinces fromChina contributed to the registration
of COVID-19 ICTs, of which 55.17% provinces participated in
< 10 ICTs, while Hubei province participated in 160 ICTs,
indicating that ICTs registrations were mainly concentrated in
a few provinces. Through the network analysis of provinces,
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FIGURE 3 | The network map of institutions for registered ICTs of COVID-19.

FIGURE 4 | Distribution of the number of primary outcome measures for individual ICT of COVID-19.
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FIGURE 5 | The density map of high-frequency primary outcome measures for registered ICTs of COVID-19.

we found that Hubei and Beijing had more collaborations with
other provinces, but the collaborations between the remaining
provinces were not close. A total of 430 institutions participated
in the registration of COVID-19 ICTs, but only 26 institutions
participated in the registration of more than five ICTs, and
80.93% of the institutions contributed to only one or two ICTs.
The productive institutions formed six cooperative teams and
the number of institutions within the teams did not exceed
nine. The cooperation between institutions within each team
was relatively close, but cooperation between different teams
was sparse. Therefore, future researchers should strengthen more
comprehensive and extensive cooperation between different
provinces and different regions. Through the analysis of the
sample size, we found that the sample size of 26.67% ICTs was
lower than 50. Some ICTs only included 10 patients, which
were inadequate. 12.82% of ICTs had a sample size > 300, with
the maximum sample size up to 20,000, but the sample size of
some ICTs was too large to be performed in just one institution,
as the sample size far exceeds the total number of patients in
their region. However, they did not carry out cross-institutional
and cross-regional cooperation. Besides, patients before the trial

should be ruled out, which shows that it is difficult to complete
the trial according to the research protocol. This also shows that
it is necessary to strengthen cooperation and exchanges and carry
out multi-center research.

In clinical trials, many strategies have been tried to treat
COVID-19. Although there is no specific drug for COVID-
19 (15), the drug used in clinical trials should also be
carefully chosen to avoid additional damage to the patient’s
health. The commonly studied western medicines included
Lopinavir/Ritonavir, Mesenchymal stem cells, Interferon
α, Chloroquine phosphate, Hydroxychloroquine sulfate,
Favipiravir, and Arbidol. However, the sample sizes of many
trials were insufficient, and the usage, dosage, and treatment
course of drugs were unclear, which may lead to a lack of
credibility in the results of the research. Therefore, future
researchers should conduct large-scale, multi-center clinical
trials, rather than repeating trials for an intervention, to
avoid wasting resources. Of the 125 ICTs concerned with
traditional Chinese medicine or integrated traditional Chinese
and Western medicine, about 45.00% of the trials did not
provide specific names and usages of traditional Chinese
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TABLE 3 | The top 20 primary outcome measures in terms of frequency [N (%)].

Rank Primary outcome measures N (%) Rank Primary outcome measures N (%)

1 Chest/lung CT 53 (13.59%) 11 Nucleic acid detection 15 (3.85%)

2 Time of viral nucleic acid turning negative 40 (10.26%) 12 C-reactive protein 14 (3.59%)

3 Clinical recovery time 35 (8.97%) 13 Rate of progression to severe 14 (3.59%)

4 Incidence of adverse events 30 (7.69%) 14 Body temperature 13 (3.33%)

5 Clinical improvement time 23 (5.90%) 15 Lung function 13 (3.33%)

6 Clinical symptoms improvement 23 (5.90%) 16 TCM symptom 13 (3.33%)

7 Mortality 19 (4.87%) 17 Antipyretic time 12 (3.08%)

8 Rate of viral nucleic acid turning negative 19 (4.87%) 18 Oxygenation index 11 (2.82%)

9 Hospital stay 16 (4.10%) 19 Cure rate 10 (2.56%)

10 Blood routine 15 (3.85%) 20 Blood gas analysis 9 (2.31%)

FIGURE 6 | The density map of high-frequency secondary outcome measures for registered ICTs of COVID-19.

medicine. Besides, the most commonly used control was the
usual treatment, but most ICTs did not provide specific content
of the usual treatment. Future trial registers and reviewers
of registry platforms should pay more attention to these
aspects to promote the registration of COVID-19 clinical trials
more standardized.

Some ICTs only adopted one primary outcome measure,
and some ICTs had more than 12 primary outcome measures,

which indicated that there was a considerable difference in the
number of primary outcomes. Chest/lung CT, time of viral
nucleic acid turning negative, the incidence of adverse events,
clinical improvement time, mortality, and hospital stay were
among the top 10 primary outcomes, as well as among the
top ten secondary outcomes, indicating that these six outcome
measures were key outcomes in this field. Future researchers
can use these measures when conducting COVID-19 clinical
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TABLE 4 | The top 20 secondary outcome measures in terms of frequency [N (%)].

Rank Secondary outcome measures N (%) Rank Secondary outcome measures N (%)

1 Hospital stay 33 (8.46%) 11 Duration of mechanical ventilation 15 (3.85%)

2 All-cause mortality 30 (7.69%) 12 ICU stay 15 (3.85%)

3 Incidence of adverse events 25 (6.41%) 13 Clinical recovery time 12 (3.08%)

4 Time of viral nucleic acid turning negative 22 (5.64%) 14 Clinical symptoms improvement 12 (3.08%)

5 Rate of progression to severe 20 (5.13%) 15 Rate of viral nucleic acid turning negative 12 (3.08%)

6 Mortality 18 (4.62%) 16 Fever disappearance time 11 (2.82%)

7 Chest/lung CT 17 (4.36%) 17 Duration of supplemental oxygenation 10 (2.56%)

8 C-reactive protein 17 (4.36%) 18 Blood routine 9 (2.31%)

9 Clinical improvement time 16 (4.10%) 19 Blood gas analysis 8 (2.05%)

10 Incidence of serious adverse events 16 (4.10%) 20 Body temperature 8 (2.05%)

trials. This study found that there are some problems with the
outcome measures: (1) there were too many types of indicators
and lack of main outcome measures, which added difficulties
to the development of systematic reviews and guidelines; (2)
the expression of outcome measures was not standardized, and
there were multiple expression terms for the same measure;
(3) the definitions of outcome measures were not clear, and
many outcome measures were ambiguous; (4) most ICTs
did not clarify the time of follow-up and the measurement
time of the outcomes; (5) the selected outcome measures
cannot fully reflect the expected research results; (6) regarding
outcomes that need to be measured, most ICTs did not provide
measurement tools; and (7), considering ICTs that focused
on the traditional Chinese medicine and integrated traditional
Chinese and Western medicine, there was a lack of outcome
measures with characteristics of traditional Chinese medicine.
These shortcomings need to be further improved for future
clinical trials of COVID-19.

We conducted a comprehensive analysis of the registered
ICTs of COVID-19 conducted in China using the bibliometric
analysis method and presented collaborations of provinces
and institutions, and the distribution of outcome measures
by using visual network maps and density maps. However,
this study also has some limitations. Firstly, only ICTs
from China were included, and many clinical trials will be
registered in the future, which cannot fully reflect the status
of all clinical trials and may not apply to ICTs in other
countries. Secondly, since some institutions, interventions,
and outcomes have different expressions, although we have
standardized them, bias may still exist. Thirdly, some registered
ICTs may not provide all participating institutions, resulting
in the results of this study may differ from the actual
situation. Finally, since this study was based on data of
registered ICTs, we did not explore the effectiveness of the
interventions and outcome measures. Further studies are needed
to assess whether the registered ICTs have been completed
and whether the interventions and outcome measures studied
are effective.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we are very pleased that

scholars from all over the world are actively conducting clinical

trials to explore effective drugs for the treatment of COVID-19.

However, our study found that the registered ICTs had many
defects in methods and results. Therefore, future researchers
should optimize the methods of these trials and ensure the
transparency of their methods to produce high-quality evidence.
Otherwise, it will not only result in a waste of resources and
property, but more importantly, mislead the measures to deal
with COVID-19 and delay treatment for patients. Furthermore,
researchers should facilitate the completion of these clinical
trials and translate the results of these trials into practices
and policies.

CONCLUSIONS

The number of daily registrations for ICTs of COVID-
19 fluctuated significantly. Hubei, Shanghai, and Beijing
are the top three productive provinces. Tongji Hospital,
Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science
and Technology, Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University,
and Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital are the top three productive
institutions. Collaborations between provinces and institutions
were not close enough. More comprehensive and extensive
collaborations between different provinces and different
regions should be further strengthened. The identified
deficiencies in interventions and outcome measures
should be given more attention by future researchers
of COVID-19.
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INTRODUCTION

We are at a critical stage in managing the response to the COVID-19 outbreak, which requires
widespread access to fast and accurate testing. While PCR testing has been the backbone for
COVID-19 diagnosis, now there is an urgent need for surveillance of at-risk asymptomatic
populations. Antibody tests check for an antibody response to SARS-CoV-2 infection and are used
to determine infection and case fatality rates, or potential immunity in recovered patients and in
vaccine studies. Effective laboratory SARS-CoV-2 antibody technologies have been developed, and
some were validated by the FDA to have Sensitivity (Se) and Specificity (Sp) as high as 99–100%1.
For example, an IgG two-step ELISA test measures IgG responses to the recombinant receptor
binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (1). Positive samples are confirmed in
a second step that measures IgG response to the whole spike protein (1), resulting in a 100%
Sp (with 92.5% Se)1. However, while accurate, laboratory technologies are slow and rely on
expensive equipment.

Rapid (minutes vs. hours) and instrument-free SARS-CoV-2 assays are commercially available,
and some are already being used in surveillance studies. Debates about the recently reported
infection rates in NYC (21.1% as of 04/23/202), or in Santa Clara, CA [2.45% (2)], have raised
questions regarding whether antibody testing is sufficiently accurate to guide medical or policy
decisions. Recently, the COVID-19 Testing Project validated 10 rapid commercial tests in a head-
to-head comparison with samples from 80 SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR-positive, 108 pre-COVID-19
negative, and 52 recently negative patients (3). Many rapid tests performed worse than their
manufacturer’s specifications, raising questions about their quality and stability. Moreover, while
high specificity is crucial for testing low prevalence population (estimated COVID-19 prevalence is
only∼5%), only three out of 10 rapid tests had a Sp of >99%, while maintaining >90% Se (at >16
days after onset of symptoms) (3). More recently, the FDA started their own validation of 13 EUA
approved antibody tests and found that only one of the validated rapid tests has a > 99% Sp (with
a 95% Se)1. Introducing more stringent FDA criteria has driven the need for highly accurate rapid
tests3. Here we summarize some of the limitations of rapid COVID-19 antibody tests and suggested
ways for improvement.

1https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/eua-authorized-serology-test-performance
2https://publish.twitter.com/?query=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FNYGovCuomo%2Fstatus

%2F1253353968278876171&widget=Tweet
3https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices/insight-fdas-revised-policy-antibody-tests-prioritizing-access-and-accuracy
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ISOTYPE-SPECIFIC (IgM/IgG) DETECTION

After SARS-CoV-2 infection, IgM or IgG antibodies appear in

the patient’s blood that are specific for viral antigens to the
spike glycoprotein such as the S1, S2 subunits, the receptor
binding domain (RBD) or the nucleocapsid (N) protein (1).
First, IgM becomes detectable within a few days and lasts several
weeks after infection, followed by IgG detection. Currently,
all rapid SARS-CoV-2 antibody tests rely on the ability of

recombinant proteins of RBD, S1, S2, or the N domain
of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to capture IgM or IgG
antibodies in the patient’s blood3 (4, 5). This isotype-specific
detection (IgM or IgG) is time dependent; high sensitivity
rates are achieved only at 3 weeks from symptom onset (3).
For example, the COVID-19 Testing Project (3) showed that
overall sensitivity of all validated rapid tests reached >80%
Se only at >20 days of symptom onset (maintaining 95%
Sp). None of the tests showed >80% Se at 6–10 days of
symptom onset and only half showed >80% Se at 11–15 days of
symptom onset.

Moreover, these validated rapid tests tend to have a higher
Se for patients admitted to ICU compared to patients with
milder disease (3). Recent clinical studies of antibody responses
in patients with COVID-19 have associated higher IgG and
IgM titers with worse disease outcome at all time points
following the onset of symptoms (6), or with worse clinical
readouts and older age (7). These findings suggest that rapid
assay kits may favor the detection of higher IgG and IgM
titers, and therefore perform better in more severe disease.
In addition, while a growing number of studies report that
SARs-CoV-2 antibodies are best detectable in infected people
3–4 weeks after symptom onset (8, 9), the antibody levels
are lower and may have different kinetics in people with
milder symptoms (10) and are is still largely unknown in
asymptomatic people (9). This suggests that timing and choice of
assays may have to be optimized depending on the populations
to be tested. On the other hand, a study characterizing the
neutralizing antibodies (Nabs) response in a cohort of COVID-
19 recovered patients with mild symptoms, found a persistent
Nabs response in 70% of recovered patients, with SARS-CoV-
2-specific Nabs detected as early as 10–15 days after disease
onset with kinetics aligned to that of binding antibodies (11).
This suggests that Nabs detection could be performed in parallel
to rapid isotype specific IgG and IgM detection to provide
information about the functionality of the antibody repose and
potential protection.

Rapid antibody tests capture binding IgG and IgM antibodies
but not necessarily neutralizing antibodies (4, 5). Binding
antibodies do not have the same neutralizing abilities or
high affinity to the spike protein antigens as neutralizing
antibodies (12). Recently, a SARS-CoV-2 surrogate virus
neutralization test (sVNT) was developed that detects total
neutralizing antibodies in an isotype-independent manner (13).
This test utilizes the high-affinity interaction between the
receptor binding domain (RBD) protein from the viral spike
(S) protein and the host cell receptor ACE2 (hACE2) (14).
Neutralizing antibodies inhibit this interaction by binding

to the RBD protein prior to the virus-host interaction
(12, 13). The sVNT test mimics this process by utilizing
recombinant ACE2 and RBD proteins and detecting the %
antibody-mediated inhibition (13). This test was validated to
have 100% Sp (while maintaining 96% Se) in two patient
cohorts. Moreover, its authors report superior sensitivity
for low IgM/IgG titers compared to isotype-specific capture
ELISA (13), suggesting that it can be used for testing in
populations with lower levels of antibodies such as mildly
symptomatic populations. However, currently its sensitivity is
not validated by other studies and it is not yet adapted for rapid
detection platforms.

LATERAL FLOW DETECTION

Rapid SARS-CoV-2 antibody assays utilize lateral flow detection.
Lateral flow tests are performed on a low-cost nitrocellulose
strip which has assay reagents dried on the test zone. The target
analyte diffuses from the sample deposition pad to the test zone
by capillary action, and readout of the test zone is based on
colorimetric detection (with gold nanoparticles conjugated to a
detection antibody or recombinant protein), which eliminates the
need for laboratory instruments. However, lateral flow tests are
prone to variability due to many factors, including quality of the
nitrocellulose and recombinant proteins, and their stability after
drying. Moreover, simple lateral flow designs cannot perform
multistep, sequential processes. Many laboratory assays rely on
sequential washing and signal amplification steps for improved
specificity and sensitivity. To enhance lateral flow designs, two-
dimensional paper devices have been previously developed that
allow for the timely delivery of multiple reagents to the test
zone (15–17). These devices utilize capillary action and dried
reagents, but their design incorporates additional compartments
with detection, signal amplification or wash reagents so that
fixed reagent volumes are delivered to the test zone in a
sequential and controlled way. Such two-dimensional paper
devices have previously been used successfully for the detection
of antibodies against HPV and malaria (15–17), but not against
SARS-CoV-2.

NEW TESTING APPROACHES

One approach to improve the accuracy of rapid SARS-CoV-
2 antibody tests is to adapt isotype independent assays, such
as the sVNT test on lateral flow formats. Most current lateral
flow tests have separate test zones for IgM and IgG detection,
requiring two sets of capture and detection reagents (Figure 1A).
However, a lateral flow sVNT assay would have only one
test zone, simplifying reagent requirements (Figure 1B). We
also suggest that a lateral flow sVNT test will have improved
sensitivity, because it detects neutralizing antibodies with higher
affinity to the recombinant RBD antigen than binding antibodies,
optimizing capturing of the target analyte on the test strip.
Further improvement could be achieved by integrating with a
multi-step paper-based device (Figure 1C). This design allows
for sequential delivery of a wash prior to the detection step
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FIGURE 1 | Approaches for rapid SARS-COV-2 antibody detection: (A) Example of IgM and IgG lateral flow detection. Antibodies move from the sample to the

conjugation pad by capillary action where they bind dried recombinant RBD proteins conjugated to gold nanoparticles. Next, they are captured on the IgM or the IgG

test zone. Aggregated nanoparticles at the test zones results in colorimetric readout. (B) A lateral flow detection of neutralizing antibodies (Nabs). A proposed

application of the sVNT assay (13). Nabs move from the sample pad to the test zone by capillary action. At the conjugation pad, they bind to dried recombinant RBD

proteins causing their neutralization. At the test zone, neutralized RBD proteins cannot bind to immobilized recombinant ACE2 and are washed out. In the absence of

neutralizing antibodies, RBD proteins bind to ACE2 proteins at the test zone, causing colorimetric readout. (C) A multi-step, paper-based test for neutralizing

antibodies. In step one, Nabs move from the sample pad to the test zone by capillary action and block recombinant RBD proteins immobilized at the test zone.

(C) The left part of the device has a wash, detection (with dried recombinant ACE2 proteins conjugated to gold nanoparticles) and signal amplification pad. In step

two, the device is folded to initiate to sequential delivery of a wash, detection, and signal amplification volume to the test zone. In the absence of neutralizing

antibodies, the ACE2-gold nanoparticle complex binds to the test zone. The paper-based device schematic was adapted from (17).

(reducing false positives); and a final signal amplification
step (optimizing sensitivity), while keeping a user-friendly,
instrument-free, and disposable platform. In addition, testing
a population with low prevalence of infection is challenging
because even a highly specific assay can result in many false
positive results. Therefore, an approach for decreasing false
positives is to add confirmatory steps to lateral flow or paper-
based devices, such as multiple test zones on the same test strip
allowing binding to different viral epitopes (e.g., recombinant
RBD test zone with confirmatory zones with the S1, S2, or
N domains).

DISCUSSION

Results from SARS-CoV-2 testing influence the effective

management of the current health crisis. Here we have outlined
several factors that limit the accuracy of currently used rapid
serological tests. First, most rapid tests utilize lateral flow

detection with one-step delivery of the target analyte and
detection reagents, which we argue limits their accuracy.
Previously, multi-step paper-based platforms with time- and
volume-controlled delivery of the target analyte and detection
reagent have been validated for the detection of infectious
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diseases (15, 17). Exploiting such platforms for the detection of
SARS-CoV-2 antibodies allows incorporating wash and signal
amplification steps and sequential reagent delivery, currently
lacking from rapid tests designs. We suggest that these additions
will improve both sensitivity (due to signal amplification) as
well as specificity (due to the wash between the sample and
detection reagent delivery), while still maintaining a paper-
based, disposable and cost effective platform. In addition, we

argue that current rapid SARS-CoV-2 kits (based on isotype-
specific IgM/IgG assays) favor detection of higher antibody titers.

Specifically, since patients with more severe disease have higher

titers (6, 7), we argue that these kits may have higher false

negative rates when testing populations with mild disease as
compared to those with severe symptoms and disease. Assays

with better sensitivity for low titers such as such as the recently

developed sVNT test for SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies

(13) need to be applied on rapid detection platforms. Here

we suggest that approaches for combining new antibody-based
assays with multi-step, paper-based devices should be further
exploited to improve the accuracy of current rapid SARS-CoV-

2 testing. Formulation of these devices is straightforward and
scalable; it requires only simple, low cost materials, such as

nitrocellulose and glass fiber filters, and a laser cutter (17), as
well as high quality recombinant SARS-COV-2 proteins, that

are already commercially available (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ).

Therefore, the proposed approaches will potentially provide a

technology that is rapid and accurate, as well as scalable and
low-cost, making it an attractive solution for mass screening of

large populations.
Finally, SARS-CoV-2 antibody tests, even when highly

accurate, would detect infection at best 2 to 3 weeks after

symptom onset, which raises questions about how to optimize
testing approaches for mildly or asymptomatic populations. For
example, a study on the immune response of patients with mild

disease report that IgG antibodies titers peaked around 24 days
from symptom onset, suggesting that antibody testing should be
done at least 3 to 4 weeks after symptom onset (11). This study
also reports that in a cohort of people with suspected disease,
only 36% of cases had a positive antibody test result. The authors
suggest that this is partially due to insufficient time testing
for mounting an antibody response, which emphasizes that
improving detection of SARS-CoV-2 infection requires expanded
viral load as well as antibody response testing. In line with these
findings, we suggest that an optimized surveillance approach
for mildly or asymptomatic populations could involve rapid
testing for antibodies, as well as viral load. While PCR testing
for viral load requires expensive laboratory equipment, many
rapid and isothermal nucleic acid amplification approaches have
been already developed for point of care applications. Moreover,
recently the FDA approved the first SARS-CoV-2 antigen test that
detects virus particles without needing PCR4. Therefore, one way
to optimize screening of mildly or asymptomatic populations is
to develop one integrated rapid paper-based test to detect both
SARS-CoV-2 antibody status and virus load.
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The inflammatory response to and the subsequent development of Adult Respiratory
Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is considered to underpin COVID-19 pathogenesis.
With a developing world catastrophe, we need to examine our known therapeutic
stocks, to assess suitability for prevention and/or treatment of this pro-inflammatory
virus. Analyzing commonly available and inexpensive immunomodulatory and anti-
inflammatory medications to assess their possible effectiveness in improving the host
response to COVID-19, this paper recommends the following: (1) optimize current
health—cease (reduce) smoking, ensure adequate hypertension and diabetes control,
continue exercising; (2) start on an HMG CoA reductase inhibitor “statin” for its
immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory properties, which may reduce the mortality
associated with ARDS; and (3) consider using Diclofenac (or other COX-2 inhibition
medications) for its anti-inflammatory and virus toxicity properties. For purposes of
effectiveness, this needs to be in the early course of the disease (post infection and/or
symptom presentation) and given in a high dose. The downsides to these recommended
interventions are considered manageable at this stage of the pandemic.

Keywords: COVID-19, COX-2 inhibitors, statins, immunomodulatory, Diclofenac

INTRODUCTION

With an emergency response needed for an emerging viral disease, such as COVID-19, it is unlikely
a top-down approach to the development of specific vaccine and drugs will be possible or even
effective in the time frame required to meet such a threat. What can be examined is a bottom-up
approach, hopefully with some common easily obtainable and inexpensive medications, that can
target the host response to the virus (1).
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This manuscript involves understanding the mechanism
of pathophysiology of disease and previous experiments
(mostly laboratory based) to understand how a treatment
works and empirical direct observations that the proposed
treatments do work.

THE PATHOGENESIS OF SARS-CoV 2
(COVID-19)

Much of our information about COVID-19 comes from the
more lethal but less communicable SARS-CoV epidemic. The
considered pathogenesis is an inflammatory response of the lung
cells that overwhelms the system with a cytokine storm (2).
Cytokines are proteins that orchestrate inflammatory response.
Risk factors include being older and having hypertension and
diabetes. However, the epidemiology and risk factors are not
entirely clear with this newly recognized virus.

The entry point for the virus is the Angiotensin Converting
Enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor located on epithelial cells (3).
ACE2 receptors are proteins on the surface of many cell types
with a high abundance on the Type 2 pneumocytes of the
lungs. The spike-like protein of the SARCoV2 binds to ACE2
allowing entry and infection of cells. A host-mediated response
then occurs with an induction of the inflammatory (Cyclo-
Oxygenase Enzyme-2) COX-2 enzyme (2). This results in a
pro-cytokine (inflammatory) cascade (2). In some hosts, this
leads to Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), which has
a high lethality. The general time from symptom presentation
to the subsequent development to ARDS is approximately
4–10 days with a progressive worsening of the condition
during that time. It is not yet understood why some people
when infected with COVID-19 get a relatively mild illness
whereas others respond with an inflammatory response that can
result in ARDS.

The COX-2 enzyme is not expressed in many tissues,
including the lung, except when associated with inflammation.
The role of the COX-2 enzyme has a poorly understood role in
immunity (4). Viral infection COX-2 enzyme induction occurs
in a complex process with the consequential immunity response
being associated with the production of cytokines, inflammatory
prostanoids, and increased vascular permeability (4).

AIMS OF TREATMENT

Any treatment using the bottom-up approach is aimed at
improving the immunity of the entire host. Immunomodulation
would then need to be protective, enhancing host immune
health, and have treatment, anti-cytokine storm (anti-
inflammatory) properties. It is likely that during bout of
severe infection, different elements of the immune system will
need enhancing, whereas other parts need suppressing. It is also
likely that this may change during the infection, with unknown
and unpredictable timeframes associated with this required
alteration. Obviously, you need the “right” immunomodulating
drug at the “right” time as administration at the wrong time

could worsen clinical outcome. With current knowledge of
any condition, and particularly a new emerging threat such as
COVID-19, this is a difficult task.

In broad terms ARDS, the condition responsible for the
mortality associated with COVID-19 may be classified into
hyper- and hypo-inflammatory subphenotypes. With emerging
virus infections these are generally considered to be hyper-
inflammatory. Immediate cessation of smoking along with
better hypertension/diabetes control would immediately assist in
improving the bodies hyper-inflammation.

Other host responses that can be targeted with the specific
need of trying to assist in decreasing ARDS presentations
associated with the current COVID-19 pandemic include
altering the lung endothelial cell membrane to decrease virus
incorporation, decreasing the cytokine response with virus
presentation to the endothelial cell membrane, altering the
amount of lung host cell numbers to try and prevent virus
incorporation, inhibiting the direct cell-to-cell spread (a common
viral pathogenic mechanism), improving viral toxicity to prevent
viral replication, and inhibiting inflammatory pathways after
virus infection.

ENDOTHELIAL CELL MEMBRANE AND
HMGCOA REDUCTASE INHIBITORS
(STATINS)

It has been demonstrated that there is a 30% reduction in
mortality on those patients admitting to hospital with pneumonia
if they were taking HMGCoA reductase inhibitors “statins”
prior to admission (5). With the study being performed
retrospectively, it was also concluded that those patients taking
both statins with a combination of either ACEI (Angiotensin
Converting Enzyme Inhibitors) or an ARB (Angiotensin receptor
blockers) experience even less lethality (6). Having both drugs
in combination provided a more synergistic effect (6). Detailed
information on the dose of statins was not disclosed, but there
was slightly more protection from mortality when taking a higher
dose of the statin simvastatin (5). The study was performed
in the first decade of this century when simvastatin was more
commonly prescribed than other statins, such as atorvastatin
and rosuvastatin, and making a definitive conclusion about the
effectiveness of one statin over another is thus not possible.
Additionally, there was no statistical comparison performed
between the different doses of statins.

In a randomized controlled trial (7) on patients diagnosed
with ARDS there was no clinical benefit, morbidity or mortality,
in those given Simvastatin compared to placebo. However, when
the hyper-inflammatory sub phenotype of ARDS was separately
analyzed there was improved survival with simvastatin compared
to placebo, even when given late in the course of the disease (8).
There have been more recent studies repeating this using the
currently most commonly prescribed statins, Atorvastatin and
rosuvastatin, with disappointing results in the use of Statins as
a late treatment for ARDS (9).

Both statins and ACEI/ARB drugs are known to be
anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory. When the lung
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endothelial cell barrier is breached by the virus this triggers
a release of Angiopoietin (Angpt-2), which in turn increases
the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (1). Statins affect the
Angpt/TIE2 axis and decrease Angpt-2 whereas the ARB’s are
direct angpt-2 antagonists (1). Statins have been demonstrated
to inhibit airway inflammation, possibly by a pathway of
attenuating RANTES release.

RANTES (regulated on activation, normal T-cell expressed
and secreted) is now recognized to stimulate the influx of
numerous inflammatory cells, including monocytes, eosinophils,
and neutrophils. Additionally, statins attenuate viral dsRNA-
induced AKT phosphorylation, which reduces viral replication.

THE USE OF STATINS

With respect to side-effect profile there is probably only limited
downside in commencing statin drugs, considering the state
of the current epidemic. However, if statins are to be used
as a bottom-up approach, they need to be commenced with
as much time prior to the viral infection as possible if this
is to alter any underlying prevalent lung inflammation. The
principal side-effects of commencing statins is associated with
musculoskeletal side-effects, and these should be monitored in
anyone commencing these drugs.

This recommendation for the use of Statins for treatment
of SARS-CoV2 is difficult, as there are limited studies
demonstrating clinical benefit once you are infected with the
virus. The anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory properties
of statins need to be established prior to the host being infected.

ALTERATION IN THE AMOUNT OF HOST
CELL NUMBERS TO INFLUENCE THE
DISEASE

The ACE2 receptor on epithelial cells is the entry point for the
SARS-CoV2 virus. The understanding of ACE2 has altered over
recent years with it not being understood that overexpression
results in better anti-hypertensive control. It is also known
that ACE2 down regulates pro-inflammatory cytokines (2). In
contrast, ACE2 deficiency will increase IL-6 and other similar
pro-inflammatory proteins (10). There is a current argument
about the role of ARB/ACEI drugs with COVID-19 that is beyond
the scope of this analysis.

INHIBITION OF THE INFLAMMATORY
PATHWAYS TO PREVENT ARDS

Viral infection activates a COX-2 inflammatory cascade that is
most marked in the initial inflammatory phase (11).

Experiments demonstrated that administering a COX-2
inhibitor early in a disease course may enhance endogenous
interferon, a protein that coordinates cellular anti-viral response
(4). It was proposed that COX-2 inhibition could be an effective
anti-viral therapy in humans to boost the anti-viral response

provided it was given soon after the initiation of the infection (4).
Mice with COX-2 enzyme deletion exhibited a reduced mortality
to influenza (12).

With the respiratory distress associated with the H5N1 virus,
the proinflammatory cascade was rapider and broader than
those arising from other viral infections (13). As selective
COX-2 inhibitors suppress hyper-induction of cytokines in
the proinflammatory cascade, it was proposed that this
knowledge could provide a basis for the possible development
of novel therapeutic interventions for the treatment of hyper-
inflammatory ARDS, as adjuncts to antiviral drugs (13).

Which COX-2 inhibitor should we trial for use? The rest of
this analysis is devoted to that question.

PROPERTIES OF NSAIDs AND
CORTICOSTEROIDS

All Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug (NSAIDs) exert
their principal anti-inflammatory effect through their COX-2
inhibition. Of the commonly available NSAIDs, Diclofenac has
as much COX-2 inhibition as Celecoxib and is more selective
than Meloxicam (14). However, when the commonly prescribed
doses are taken into account, Diclofenac 50 mg tds, with its
shorter half-life (2 h), will result in more COX-2 inhibition when
compared to the other COX-2 inhibitors like Refecoxib (highly
selective Cox2 inhibitor) or Meloxicam (moderately selective
Cox2 inhibitor) (15).

Commonly available NSAIDs that are selective COX-2
inhibitors have significantly longer half-lives (5–20 h) when
compared to Diclofenac. Even Celecoxib, with the shortest half-
life of 5 h of the selective COX-2 inhibitors, still needs a loading
dose due its slow absorption with a plasma level peak at about
day 3–4 (16). Diclofenac can reach therapeutic plasma levels far
more rapidly due to its better absorption and shorter half-life.
Additionally, acidic NSAIDs with high degree of protein binding
(Diclofenac, Ibuprofen) more selectively accumulate and persist
at sites of inflammation. This compares to the specific COX-2
inhibitors, which are non-acidic and are diffused homogenously
throughout body. Diclofenac has been demonstrated to persist at
the site of inflammation, as it is bound to COX-2, despite plasma
clearance and kidney excretion (17).

When understanding inflammation, IL-10 (Interleukin-10)
is immunosuppressive and downregulates IL-6 and the other
proinflammatory cytokines. IL-6 mediates release of acute-phase
proteins, which with SARS-CoV2 infection we consider as
not desirable. In a randomized-controlled trial of post-surgical
patients, those treated with Diclofenac, and compared to those
not receiving a Diclofenac dosage, there was a decrease in IL-
6, an increase in IL-10, and a smaller increase in CRP (18).
It was observed that the IL-10 increased prior to the noted
decrease in IL-6 and prior to the subsequent stress-induced
cortisol action. The conclusion was that although prolonged
high IL-10 has been associated with developing sepsis altering
the immediate IL6-IL10 balance may be beneficial on reducing
the acute inflammatory response (19). Other COX-2 inhibitors
have been demonstrated to decrease IL-10, but these take a
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longer period with upregulation occurring by day 6–7 (19).
In the case of specific COX-2 inhibitors, this upregulation was
considered a consequence of the normal homeostasis feedback
loop rather than direct induction as proposed for the drug
Diclofenac (20).

In conclusion, in looking for a COX 2 inhibitor to use as
an anti-inflammatory agent in early viral disease, Diclofenac is
probably the best due to its short half-life, rapid mechanism of
action, and superior inhibition of COX-2 at therapeutic doses.

With the early response to the COVID-19 epidemic there has
been some non-scientific reports of avoiding Ibuprofen—a less
selective COX-2 inhibitor (15). It is known that taking COX-1
inhibitors can prime a subsequent inflammatory cascade, which
is a property of most NSAIDs. Avoiding taking these medications
prior to infection is therefore recommended. It is not known
whether taking COX-2 inhibitors taken prior to infection would
attenuate the COX-2 inhibition when it is required.

THE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY AND
ANTI-VIRAL PROPERTIES OF
DICLOFENAC MAKE IT SUITABLE FOR
USE AS TREATMENT IN THE EARLY
STAGE OF COVID-19 INFECTION

With infection there is a need for the endothelial cell
endosomes to acidify in order to allow viral entry to the
cell. Elevating endosomal pH by inhibiting cathepsin L, an
important lysosomal endopeptidase enzyme, is the aim of
another compound that has significant interest in the treatment
of COVID-19 infections, hydroxychloroquine. NSAIDs, like
Diclofenac, also inhibit Cathepsins L activity (21). In contrast,
steroidal anti-inflammatories are not considered to inhibit this
pathway (22).

It has been demonstrated that COX inhibition prevents
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) from spreading the virus from cell to
cell by a mechanism where the maturation and cell movement is
blocked (23). To achieve this effect, high doses were needed (23).
In this study another NSAID with a short half-life, Indomethacin,
was used. Diclofenac, when compared to Indomethacin, also has
a short half-life with similar COX-1-inhibition properties but
superior COX-2-inhibition properties.

It had been considered that NSAID Cyclopentenone
cyclooxygenase metabolites act against RNA viruses. COVID-19
is an RNA virus. To prove this, dogs known to have coronavirus
infections were given Indomethacin and infected with SARS-
CoV. When analyzed, there was a 1000-fold reduction in virus
yield with the mechanism of effect being considered a blocking
of viral RNA synthesis (24). However, this mechanism does not
prime the host cell to raise a defense response against the virus
but rather was useful when the virus had already entered the cell
(24). Finally, the viral cytotoxic effect was seen at higher doses
than would be needed for COX inhibition. Additionally, aspirin
did not work in a similar manner (24).

Even though it is an old drug (1976) Diclofenac still has
some unknown, somewhat novel, mechanisms of action which,

when analyzed, may also assist in anti-viral (anti-COVID-19)
action (25). Diclofenac blocks acid-sensing ion channels (25).
The ion channel activity of SARS-CoV 3a protein is essential
for activation of the pro-inflammatory NLRP3 inflammasome
(26). Diclofenac also inhibits PPAR-γ (25). Notably, alveolar
macrophages (AM) in the lungs constitutively express high
levels of PPAR-γ to rapidly produce inflammatory cytokines
following microbial challenge. The downregulation of PPAR-
γ in the AM cells may result in beneficial functions under
certain conditions (27), such as with the viral challenge to the
lungs from SARS-CoV2. Diclofenac also inhibits Phospholipase-
A2 (25) with binding by Diclofenac being demonstrated
(28). Phospholipase-A2 is important in the pro-inflammatory
response process. When comparing different drugs, Diclofenac
reduced phospholipase-A2 activity by 93%, ketoprofen 90%,
dexamethasone 62%, and methylprednisolone by 50% with weak
inhibition of phospholipase-A2 activity being demonstrated by
betamethasone and hydrocortisone (29). Finally, patients who
died following SARS-CoV infection had elevated Phospholipase-
A2 G2D (PLA2G2D) and were by the most part older
(30). It is known that Phospholipase A2 increases in older
people. Having these elevated PLA2G2D increases the level of
immunosuppressive lipid mediators presumably to dampen the
response to environmental antigens. It was considered that this
adversely effected the protective innate response when this was
required (30).

THE USE OF DICLOFENAC (OR OTHER
COX-2 INHIBITORS) IN THE EARLY
STAGE OF COVID-19 INFECTION

Diclofenac is inexpensive and available throughout the world,
often without medical supervision. Although relatively safe,
caution needs to be observed if using such a method of treatment
on a population basis. Allergy to aspirin is a contra-indication
with exacerbation of asthma and gastric mucosal lining damage
being common side-effects. Caution needs to be exhibited in
those people with impaired renal function. However, when
compared to the current morbidity and mortality of the COVID-
19 pandemic, amplified with the development of ARDS, and
without effective other treatments at this stage it would be
considered the downside risks could be managed.

CONCLUSION

This study used an analysis of the literature with a bottom-
up approach to try and improve the host response to the
looming (current) pandemic caused by the virus COVID-
19. Following this analysis, we recommend the following:
(1) optimize current health—cease (reduce) smoking, ensure
adequate hypertension and diabetes control, and continue
exercising; (2) with appropriate research being undertaken,
commence an HMG CoA reductase inhibitor “statin” in a
medium dose for its immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory
properties; and (3) consider using Diclofenac (or other COX-2
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inhibition medications) for its anti-inflammatory and virus
toxicity properties. For effectiveness and decreased risk, this
needs to be in the early course of the disease (post infection
and/or symptom presentation) and given in a high dose.
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The rapidly spreading Covid-19 that affected almost all countries, was first reported at

the end of 2019. As a consequence of its highly infectious nature, countries all over the

world have imposed extremely strict measures to control its spread. Since the earliest

stages of this major pandemic, academics have done a huge amount of research in

order to understand the disease, develop medication, vaccines and tests, and model its

spread. Among these studies, a great deal of effort has been invested in the estimation

of epidemic parameters in the early stage, for the countries affected by Covid-19, hence

to predict the course of the epidemic but the variability of the controls over the course

of the epidemic complicated the modeling processes. In this article, the determination of

the basic reproduction number, the mean duration of the infectious period, the estimation

of the timing of the peak of the epidemic wave is discussed using early phase data. Daily

case reports and daily fatalities for China, South Korea, France, Germany, Italy, Spain,

Iran, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States over the period January 22,

2020–April 18, 2020 are evaluated using the Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model.

For each country, the SIR models fitting cumulative infective case data within 5% error

are analyzed. It is observed that the basic reproduction number and the mean duration

of the infectious period can be estimated only in cases where the spread of the epidemic

is over (for China and South Korea in the present case). Nevertheless, it is shown that the

timing of the maximum and timings of the inflection points of the proportion of infected

individuals can be robustly estimated from the normalized data. The validation of the

estimates by comparing the predictions with actual data has shown that the predictions

were realized for all countries except USA, as long as lock-downmeasures were retained.

Keywords: COVID-19, SIR model, parameter estimation, mathematical models, epidemiology
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INTRODUCTION

The Coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a highly
contagious disease affecting huge numbers of people all over the
world. The earliest case was identified in China in December
2019. After the first diagnosis, the disease has spread very quickly
to other countries, in spite of efforts to slow and stop the
transmission of COVID-19, such as self-isolation, quarantine,
social distancing, contact tracing, and travel limitations. As a
result of its rapid spread and very high infection rates, the World
Health Organization (WHO) declared Covid-19 a pandemic in
March 2020 (1).

As of April 2020, even though the pandemic has passed
its early stage and there are 90% fewer cases in China as a
consequence of successful containment measures, the disease is
rapidly expanding in Europe, America, Asia, Middle East, and
Africa. Despite the application of travel restrictions by many
countries, there have been no substantial delays in the arrival of
the pandemic in non-affected areas, as in the case of the H1N1
epidemic in 2009 (2).

A great deal of effort has been invested in the estimation of
epidemic parameters of Covid-19 in the early stage for China
and some other countries (3–13). In (3), the authors analyzed
the temporal dynamics of the disease in China, Italy and France
in the period between 22nd of January and 15th of March 2020.
In (4), the potential for sustained human-to-human transmission
to occur in locations outside Wuhan is assessed based on the
estimations of how transmission in Wuhan varied between
December, 2019, and February, 2020. The difficulties related to
the accurate predictions of the pandemic is discussed in (5).
In (6), the authors used phenomenological models that were
developed for previous outbreaks to generate and assess short-
term forecasts of the cumulative number of confirmed reported
cases in Hubei province and for the overall trajectory in China
(7). Epidemic analysis of the disease in Italy is presented in (8)
by means of dynamical modeling (9). Forecasting Covid-19 is
investigated in (10) by using a simple iteration method that needs
only the daily values of confirmed cases as input. A cumulative
distribution function (CDF) and its first derivative are used to
predict how the pandemic will evolve in (11). In (12), the authors
proposed a segment Poisson model for the estimation. In (13),
a meta-population model of disease transmission in England
and Wales was adapted to predict the timing of the peak of
the epidemic. In addition, it was shown that the change in the
epidemic behavior of various countries can be traced by the use
of data driven systems (14).

One of the common features of these works is the existence
of variations in these parameter estimations. In the present work,
the determination of the following parameters is discussed:

1) The Basic Reproduction Number ℜ 0,
2) The mean duration of the infectious period T,
3) The time tm (days) at which the number of infectious cases

reaches its maximum, i.e., the first derivative of I(t) is zero,
4) The time ta (days) at which the rate of increase in the number

of infectious cases reaches its maximum, i.e., the time at which

the second derivative of I(t) is zero and the first derivative
is positive,

5) The time tb (days) at which the rate of decrease in the number
of infectious cases reaches its maximum, i.e., the time at which
the second derivative of I(t) is zero and the first derivative
is negative.

By employing the Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model,
we show that the quantity that can be most robustly estimated
from normalized data, is the timing of the maximum and timings
of the inflection points of the proportion of infected individuals.
These values correspond to the peak of the epidemic and to the
highest rates of increase and the highest rates of decrease in the
number of infected individuals. The stability of the estimations
is discussed by comparing predictions based on data with long
time spans.

DATA AND METHODS

Publicly accessible data that have been released by the state
offices of each country are used for the analysis. The data
set of each country is collected according to published official
reports and available at the website http://www.worldometers.
info/coronavirus/ (access: April 27, 2020). Updated data are also
available at the website http://epikhas.khas.edu.tr/. Data used
for the analysis covers the period January 22-April 18, 2020
and in the following, “Day 1” corresponds to January 22, 2020.
The analysis uses Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model
(15) and solutions are obtained by numerical methods. Updated
data covering the period 19 April-1 July is used to assess the
performance of the model.

SIR Model
The Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) model is a system of
ordinary differential equations modeling the spread of epidemics
in a closed population, under the assumption of permanent
immunity and homogeneous mixing (15). These equations are

S′ = −β S I, I′ = β S I − η I, R′ = η I (1)

Since the right hand sides of these equations add up to zero,
the sum S + I + R is a constant that is equal to the total
number of individuals in the population. Thus by normalizing,
we may assume that S, I, and R are proportions of individuals in
respective groups. Since the Covid-19 infection has an incubation
period, the right model to use is the SEIR system. But, in previous
work (16) it was shown that the parameters of the SEIR model
cannot be determined from the time evolution of the normalized
curve of removed individuals. Thus, the SEIR model should not
be used in the absence of additional information that might be
obtained by clinical studies. In the present work, since we assume
no clinical information we will use the SIR model, with necessary
modifications for the interpretation of the results, as indicated
in (16).
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FIGURE 1 | The graph of Rf, the final proportion of individuals that would be

affected by the disease, vs. the Basic Reproduction Number ℜ0.

Relation Between the Basic Reproduction
Number and the Total Number of Removed
Individuals
The ratio β/η, called the Basic Reproduction Number and
denoted as ℜ0, is the key parameter in both the SIR and
SEIR models. This number is related to the growth rate of the
number of infected individuals in a fully susceptible population
and determines the final value of R denoted by Rf that is the
proportion of individuals that will be affected by the disease.
This proportion includes individuals who gain immunity without
showing symptoms, those who are treated, as well as disease-
related fatalities. The reciprocal of the parameter η, T = 1/η is
considered as a representative of the mean infectious period.

The relation betweenℜ0 and Rf is determined as follows. Note
that R(t) is a monotonically increasing function, and hence it can
be used as an independent variable, instead of t. The derivative of
S with respect to R is given by

dS/dR = S′/R′ = − β/ η S = − ℜ0 S. (2)

Assuming initial conditions S → 1 and R → 0 as t approaches
negative infinity, on can integrate and obtain S(t) = e−ℜ0R(t).
Then, as t approaches positive infinity, since I → 0, S + R =

1 yields

Rf + e−ℜ0 Rf = 1. (3)

ℜ0 can be solved from this equation as a function of Rf, and their
relation is displayed on Figure 1.

The graph of Rf vs. ℜ0 is shown on Figure 1, together with
the ranges of ℜ0 for well-known diseases. It can be seen that for
ℜ0 >2.5, Rf is >90%. The figure also shows that the increase
in Rf with respect to ℜ0 is very slow for ℜ0 >3. It is generally
accepted that the ℜ0 for Covid-19 is >3 despite all containment

FIGURE 2 | The time evolution of S(t), I(t), and R(t) for ℜ0 = 3, T = 10 days

and R(0) = 10−3.

measures (17–19). Thus, unless vaccination is applied, one would
expect that at least 95% of the population would be affected by the
disease. In addition, the knowledge of its precise value would have
little effect on the planning of healthcare measures. It should also
be kept in mind that containment measures provide a temporary
control of the spread of the epidemic, just to the point of reducing
the burden of the epidemic to a manageable size.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), at the time we completed the data collection phase of
our research, it was still unknown when viral shedding begins
or how long it lasts for, and nor is the period of COVID-
19’s infectiousness known. Like infections with MERS-CoV and
SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 RNA may be detectable in the upper
or lower respiratory tract for weeks after illness onset, though
the presence of viral RNA is no guarantee of the presence of the
infectious virus. It has been reported that the virus was found
without any symptoms being shown (asymptomatic infections)
or before symptoms developed (pre-symptomatic infections)
with SARS-Cov-2, though the role they may play in transmission
remains unknown. According to prior studies, the incubation
period of SARS-CoV-2, like other coronaviruses, may last for
2–14 days1.

To illustrate an example for an SIR model, ℜ0, T, and R(0) are
chosen as 3, 10, and 10−3, respectively and the related graphs are
given on Figure 2.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that for parameter values ℜ0 =

3, T= 10 day, the duration of the epidemic is about 100 days. The
peak of the epidemic occurs approximately at day 35. Note that
the derivative of I(t) vanishes at time tm when S(tm) = 1/ ℜ0. In
this example, S(tm)= 0.3333, I(tm)= 0.3005, and R(tm)= 0.3662.

1https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/faq.html (accessed April 27,

2020).
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The final values of S(t) and R(t) are Sf = 0.0595 and Rf = 0.9404
at the end of the epidemic.

Representative Data for the Proportion of
Removed Individuals
It is in general accepted that the number of fatalities represents
the number of removed individuals and the number of confirmed
cases represents the number of infected individuals. In the
initial phase of the epidemic, little information was available
on the proportionality constants, but as long as they don’t
change in time, one can work with the normalized case reports
and normalized fatalities and look for the determination of the
epidemic parameters from the shape of these normalized curves.
In section Estimation of the SIR Model Parameters, it will be
shown that for the Covid-19 data, total cases would be a better
representative of the number of removed individuals.

OVERVIEW OF DATA

According to the SIRmodel, given by the equations in (1), the rate
of change of the number of removed individuals is proportional
to the number of infectious cases. In terms of observations,
this corresponds to the fact that the ratio of, for example, daily
fatalities to daily infectious cases should be constant. In the
literature on the analysis of historical epidemics, fatality reports
are usually the only available data, hence models are necessarily
based on the assumption that cumulative fatalities represent

cumulative number of removed individuals. For the Covid-
19 pandemic, as daily fatality and infectious case reports are
available, further evaluation of the representation of R(t) in terms
of fatality data is presented. Daily infections and total fatalities are
displayed on Figure 3, for all countries.

Time Evolution of Daily Infections and
Total Fatalities
Normalized daily infectious cases and total fatalities are shown
on Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the epidemic cycle has been
completed in China over the course of about 70 days. The jump in
total fatalities is due to a change in the reporting scheme. As our
analysis is based on total infectious cases, this change has no effect
on the models. For South Korea, the epidemic is in a state of slow
decrease at the end of about 60 days, but the rate of infections is
still high. This qualitative behavior is an indication of the fact that
ℜ0 for South Korea is expected to be much higher than the one
for China (7, 20). For France, Germany and Iran, the epidemic is
in the decline phase. For the rest of the countries, further analysis
is needed in order to assess epidemic phase.

ESTIMATION OF THE SIR MODEL
PARAMETERS

As noted above, the knowledge of ℜ0 determines the
total proportion of individuals that would be affected, Rf.

FIGURE 3 | Normalized daily case reports (Blue) and normalized total fatalities (Red) for each country. The horizontal axis represents days starting from January 22

and vertical axis represents ratios.
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Furthermore, the peak of I(t) occurs at the time tm, at which
the proportion of susceptible individual falls to the value
1/ℜ0. This information is useful for the determination of the
proportion of people that have to be vaccinated in order to drag
the proportion of susceptible individuals below this threshold.
The Basic Reproduction Number is “defined” as the number of
new infections per unit time in a fully susceptible population.
Thus, it is a quantity that might be measured by direct on-site
observations. On the other hand, the knowledge of ℜ0 by itself
does not give any information on the timing of the progress of
the epidemic.

It will be seen that ℜ0 and T can be estimated only for China
where the spread of the epidemic is over. For other countries,
ℜ0 and T cannot be estimated from the normalized data, but
the timings of the key events, tm, ta, and tb can be determined
quite reliably.

Methods for Estimating the Parameters ℜ0,

T, tm, ta, and tb
These parameters are determined by a “brute force” approach:
The models are run for a broad range of parameters. Then the
difference between data and the model is compared by using
various norms. Finally, the models that match data within 5%
are selected. If the scatter plot of the errors vs. the parameter
to be estimated has a sharp minimum, it is concluded that the
corresponding parameter can be determined from the shape of
the normalized data.

The parameter ranges for the SIR model are

1.5 < ℜ0 < 10, 2 < T < 30, (4)

and the initial values are chosen as

Rini = 10−k, Sini = e−(β/η)Rini , Iini = 1− Sini − Rini, (5)

where 1 < k < 10. For South Korea, these parameter ranges are
extended appropriately.

Selection of Representative Data for R(t)
In the SIR model, since R′ = η I; that is, the rate of change
in the number of removed individuals is proportional to the
number of infected individuals, it is expected that the cumulative
cases are proportional to cumulative fatalities. Thus, the SIR
model predicts the simultaneity of the daily fatalities and daily
infections. The verification of this fact requires the availability
of data both for infections and for fatalities. The data for the
2009 H1N1 epidemic collected at certain major hospitals (21) is
valuable in the sense of reflecting information on both infections
and fatalities. The peculiarity of this data is a shift of about 8 days
between total infections and total fatalities, the peak of infections
occurring 8 days prior to the peak of fatalities. This time shift was
explained by a multi-stage SIR model (22).

Cumulative cases and cumulative fatalities for Covid-19 do
not show such a clear time shift. On the contrary, in China and
Korea, fatalities increase faster than infections. In Germany, there
is a slight lead for infections, while for other countries the two
curves more or less coincide. The lead of fatalities over infections

that is observed in China and in Korea is an unexpected fact,
which is possibly due to the irregularities in the statistics, in
medical treatment practices, etc. We should also note that the
progression of the Covid-19 epidemic is unique in the sense that
new treatment methods are applied during the initial phase in
China and these methods have been applied in other countries.

For China, several programs were run, first by fitting the
predicted R(t) to the total fatality data, then to the cumulative
infectious case data. In the first case, about 700 models fitting
cumulative fatalities within 5% error and about 3,000 models that
fit cumulative infections within 5% error are found. Furthermore,
in the latter case, the minima for the quantities that were aimed
to be determined were much sharper. For South Korea, as it
will be explained later, the model matching was not successful.
For other countries, as the difference between total infections
and total fatalities was negligible, total infections are used as a
representative of R(t) of the SIR model.

Our main result is that it is not possible to determine the Basic
Reproduction Number and the mean duration of the infectious
period from the shape of the normalized data (unless there are
reasonable estimates for either of these parameters). In order
to make a reliable determination of the parameters ℜ0 and T
by using the early stage data, a certain period of time has to
pass. This period is ∼70 days for 2009 A(H1N1) epidemic (22).
However, this period for Covid-19 is still uncertain. This is
possibly the reason why the parameters for countries other than
China and South Korea can not be established. On the other
hand, the timings of the peak of the infectious cases, the peak
of the rate of increase and the rate of decrease of the infectious
cases can be determined more precisely from the shape of the
normalized data.

Simulations for SIR Models With ℜ0/T =

Constant
The ‘best’ estimations of the parameters ℜ0 and T lie on a curve
that is nearly linear when a SIR model is used to fit the data of an
epidemic. This fact has been observed in previous work (23), in
the study of the H1N1 epidemic and it was explained by the fact
that the duration of the epidemic pulse (appropriately defined in
terms of a fraction of the peak of infections) was nearly invariant
for values of ℜ0 and T, with ℜ0/T constant.

In order to visualize this situation, the solutions of this system
of differential equations of the SIR model (1) for parameter range
3< ℜ0 <20, and β = ℜ0/T = 1/5 are obtained. The graphs of
normalized solutions (after an appropriate time shift) are given
in Figure 4.

RESULTS FOR EACH COUNTRY

The scatter plots of the mean infectious period T vs. ℜ0, and
the scatter plots of the modeling error vs. the parameters are
presented in Figures 5–9 where It and Itt represent the values of
the first and the second derivatives of I(t) at the last day of the
data April 18, 2020, respectively. The error stands for the relative
error between the normalized R(t) of the model and normalized
total infectious cases, in the L2 norm.
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Normalized values of I(t) for 3< ℜ0 <20, and β = ℜ0/T = 1/5, together with the inflection points (ta, tb), the peak point (tm), and the timing of the initial

(t1) and final (t2 ) points when the 5% of maximum value I(t) epidemic, (B) dependency of t1, ta, tm, tb, t2 on ℜ0.

FIGURE 5 | China: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is in Phase IV. South Korea: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is in Phase IV. The

values for ℜ0 and T don’t seem to fall in reasonable ranges and the data for South Korea should be studied more closely.

Scatter Plot of the Mean Duration of the
Infectious Period vs. the Basic
Reproduction Number
In Figures 5–9, the first graph, in the upper left of the panel is
the scatter plot of the mean duration of the infectious period, T,
with respect to the basic reproduction number ℜ0, for models
that fit data within 5% error in the norm described above. For all
countries, the “best” parameters lie on a curve, instead of being
agglomerated around a mean. This indicates that although the
SIR model fitting normalized data is unique, the parameters ℜ0

and T cannot be determined precisely from normalized data. The
colors blue, red, and yellow in Figures 5–9 represent the results
according to whether the last day of the analysis, tf, is 78, 83, and
88, respectively.

Scatter Plot of the Modeling Error vs. the Basic

Reproduction Number and vs. the Mean Duration of

the Infectious Period
In Figures 5–9, the second (first row, right panel) and the third
(second row, left panel) graphs display the scatter plot of the
modeling error with respect to ℜ0 and T, respectively. For
China, there are well-defined minima in the modeling errors
at nearly ℜ0 = 3 and T = 9. For South Korea, the minima
of the error in ℜ0 seems to be located beyond ℜ0 = 8, and
the minimal error in T corresponds to T = 25 approximately.
These parameter values are not in the ranges reported in the
literature. Data for South Korea shows different characteristics,
that might be due to the strategy of extensive testing and
filiation, as opposed to lock-down measures. An indication of
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FIGURE 6 | France: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is at the beginning of Phase III. Germany: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is

at the beginning of Phase IV.

FIGURE 7 | Italy: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is in Phase III. Spain: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is in Phase III.

extensive testing policy is the fact that∼27.4 percent of confirmed
coronavirus patients in South Korea were in their 20s, showing
that asymptomatic cases are also included in the statistics. For all
of the remaining countries, the ranges ofℜ0 and T corresponding
minimal modeling errors are too large to attempt any reasonable
estimation for these parameters. If either ℜ0 or T is estimated by
using alternative methods (medical observations etc.), it would
be possible to obtain better estimates and improve the model
by bootstrapping.

Timing of the Peak of the Maximum for I(t)
The fourth (second row, right panel) graph in Figures 5–9 shows
the scatter plot of themodeling error vs. tm, the timing of the peak

of the number of infections. For all of the countries analyzed,
this parameter can be estimated quite sharply. In order to study
the reliability of this estimation, the model matching process is
repeated for tf = 78, 83, and 88.

Timing of the Inflection Points of I(t)
The ratio of infected individuals I(t) has two inflection points.
The first inflection point (ta) is located at the left of the maximum
(tm) whereas the second one (tb) is located at the right of tm.
ta and tb correspond to the highest rate of increase and decease
in I(t), respectively. In Figures 5–9, the right and left panels of
the third row display scatter plot of the error in these quantities.
Their variation with respect to tf is also investigated.
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FIGURE 8 | Iran: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is at the beginning of Phase IV. Turkey: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is at the

end of Phase II.

FIGURE 9 | United Kingdom: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is in Phase II. United States: the 7th and 8th graphs indicate that the epidemic is at

the end of Phase II.

Final Values of the First and Second Derivatives of I(t)
The values of the first and second derivatives at tf are shown
on the fourth row, left and right panels, respectively. If the first
derivative is positive (negative), the I(t) is in the rising (falling)
phase, while if the second derivative is positive (negative) the
curve is concave up (down).

The epidemic phases which are shown in Figure 10, are
categorized by the sign of the first and the second derivatives of
I(t) as follows

1. Phase I: slow increase
(
dI
dt

> 0, d
2I
dt2

> 0
)

2. Phase II: fast increase
(
dI
dt

> 0, d
2I
dt2

< 0
)

3. Phase III: fast decrease
(
dI
dt

< 0, d
2I
dt2

> 0
)

4. Phase IV: slow decrease
(
dI
dt

< 0, d
2I
dt2

> 0
)

Estimation of parameters for each country and for tf = 88 is
summarized in Table 1.

MODELING VS. FORECAST

In section Results for Each Country, it can be seen that although
ℜ0 and T cannot be determined, it was possible to estimate tm,
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ta, and tb quite sharply from data. In this section, the reliability of
these estimates is discussed by comparing predictions based on
data with different time spans.

The best SIR models fitting data for 78, 83, and 88 days are
obtained, and data and graphs of 10 best models for each time

FIGURE 10 | Phase I: slow increase, Phase II: fast increase, Phase III: fast

decrease, Phase IV: slow decrease.

span are plotted in Figures 11, 12. For China and South Korea,
for which the epidemic cycle is more or less complete, estimations
based on time spans varying by 5 days give the same result as can
be observed in Figure 11.

On the other hand, for those countries that are as yet before or
around the peak of the epidemic, the situation may be different,
as can be observed in Figure 12.

Accuracy of estimates was ascertained through comparison
with the real data between 19th April and 1st July. These
comparisons are given in Figures 11, 12 as red dashed curves.
The observations are as follows.

When the initial analysis was performed, China, and South
Korea were in Phase 4. Our estimates and the real data for both
countries are consistent.

The estimate for France is not consistent with the real data
post day 88. French authorities loosened quarantine restrictions
on 11th May (day 111). This event may be the reason for the
fluctuations in the number of infectious cases.

The estimates for Germany and Iran are consistent with the
real data. However, Germany is going through the third and the
fourth phases faster than expected. Besides, the active infectious
cases post 3rd May (day 103) show a continuous increase. The
decrease in the active infectious cases up to this date was close to
our estimates.

TABLE 1 | Timing of the phases of the epidemic.

China (tf = 85) South Korea France Germany Italy Spain Iran Turkey United Kingdom United States

ℜ0 3 8 – – – – – – – –

T 9 25 – – – – – – – –

tm (Estimated) 26 50 86 76 81 81 75 88–92 87–92 90–92

tm (Real) 27 50 84 76 89 93 75 93 N/A Not occur

ta 18 41 74 65 65 67 63 78 77 75

tb 35 59 95–104 88–90 97–100 93–95 86–88 96–104 100–108 97–102

FIGURE 11 | China and South Korea: Graphs of estimation of normalized I(t) curves for the best 10 SIR models for each time span (blue dashed curve: real data till

the day 88, red dashed curve: real data between the day 88 and day 162). Accuracy of estimates was ascertained through comparison with the real data post 18th

April. Data is normalized by dividing with the maximum value of infectious cases between day 1 and day 88.
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FIGURE 12 | Graphs of estimation of normalized I(t) curves for the best 10 SIR models for each time span (blue dashed curve: real data till the day 88, red dashed

curve: real data between the day 88 and day 162 except Spain and the United Kingdom) and the countries France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Iran, Turkey, the

United Kingdom, and the United States. Accuracy of estimates was ascertained through comparison with the real data post 18th April. Data is normalized by dividing

with the maximum value of infectious cases between day 1 and day 88.
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The estimates for Italy is consistent with the real data. On
the other hand, the maximum of the infectious cases occurred
slightly later than expected. In addition, Italy is going through
the third and the fourth phases more slowly than expected. The
most recent data conforms closely to our predictions.

Spain has not shared the data for daily discharged patients
since the 19th of May (day 119). Therefore, the estimates are
compared with the real data up to 18th May (day 118). Our
estimates and the real data for Spain are consistent. However,
the maximum of the infectious cases occurred slightly later than
expected. In addition, Spain is going through the third and the
fourth phases more slowly than expected as in Italy.

Our estimates and the real data for Turkey are consistent.
The maximum of the infectious cases occurred slightly later than
expected. The decrease in the active infectious cases was close to
our estimates up to a certain date. Later, the number of infectious
cases shows fluctuations. Loosening quarantine restrictions on
1st June may be the reason for these fluctuations.

United Kingdom has not shared the data for daily discharged
patients for a long time.We can not compare our estimation with
the real data.

As for the USA the spread of the epidemic has been beyond all
predictions and it is still growing.

The discrepencies between estimates and real data and the
failure to estimate parameteres for USA can be explained as
follows. The basic reproduction number ℜ0 is beta/eta and beta
is a product of the virulence of the virus and the contact rate
in the society. The contact rate depence crucially on lock-down
measures. As these measures change, the course of the epidemic
follows a different dynamic.

CONCLUSION

The epidemic parameters of Covid-19 for 10 selected countries
are estimated by using the data released by the state offices.
These parameters include the basic reproduction number, mean
duration of infectious period, the time at which the number

of infectious cases reaches its maximum, the time at which the
rate of increase in the number of infectious cases reaches its
maximum, the time at which the rate of decrease in the number of
infectious cases reaches its maximum. For each country, the best
Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) models fitting cumulative
case data are obtained. A wide variety of intervals with different
scales of the parameters, basic reproduction number ℜ0, and
infectious period T, are observed. More specifically, the basic
reproduction number andmean duration of infectious period are
estimated only for China since the spread of the disease there
is over. These parameters are found to be 3 and 5, respectively.
The fact that the median incubation and infection periods are∼5
days, supports the observations for ℜ0 and T. However, the basic
reproduction number and infectious period for other countries
cannot be predicted from the normalized data but the timing
of key events can be estimated quite reliably. To summarize, we
show that the quantity that can be the most robustly estimated
from the normalized data, is the timing of the highest rate of
increase in the number of infections, i.e., the inflection point of
the number of infected individuals. However, it should be pointed
out that the analysis performed by the SIRmodel for South Korea
provides dissimilar results which can be explained by the unique
age distribution nature of the confirmed cases.
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The COVID-19 outbreak was first declared an international public health, and it was later

deemed a pandemic. In most countries, the COVID-19 incidence curve rises sharply

over a short period of time, suggesting a transition from a disease-free (or low-burden

disease) equilibrium state to a sustained infected (or high-burden disease) state. Such

a transition is often known to exhibit characteristics of “critical slowing down.” Critical

slowing down can be, in general, successfully detected using many statistical measures,

such as variance, lag-1 autocorrelation, density ratio, and skewness. Here, we report an

empirical test of this phenomena on the COVID-19 datasets of nine countries, including

India, China, and the United States. For most of the datasets, increases in variance and

autocorrelation predict the onset of a critical transition. Our analysis suggests two key

features in predicting the COVID-19 incidence curve for a specific country: (a) the timing of

strict social distancing and/or lockdown interventions implemented and (b) the fraction

of a nation’s population being affected by COVID-19 at that time. Furthermore, using

satellite data of nitrogen dioxide as an indicator of lockdown efficacy, we found that

countries where lockdown was implemented early and firmly have been successful in

reducing COVID-19 spread. These results are essential for designing effective strategies

to control the spread/resurgence of infectious pandemics.

Keywords: COVID-19, critical transitions, indicators of critical slowing down, social distancing policies, non-

pharmaceutical interventions

1. INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of the COVID-19 disease caused by a novel pathogenic coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2),
which began inWuhan, China, in December 2019, is a global challenge for the healthcare, economy
and the society (1). The World Health Organization (WHO) assessed the epidemics of the disease
(COVID-19) and declared it a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) (2).
Since the Wuhan outbreak, nearly all the United Nations member countries have experienced a
rapid spread of the virus and have been taking preventive measures to overcome the threats posed
by the pandemic (3). Over the past years, several waves of viruses, such as influenza, cholera, and
HIV have transmitted across the world to pose a significant threat to human health. Investigations
on the interventions of these outbreaks have increased within the predictive theory of infectious
diseases. Importantly, prior understanding of the epidemic spread of COVID-19 can provide an
effective mitigation policy.
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The COVID-19 disease can spread in a population through
infected symptomatic/asymptomatic individuals who come
into contact directly or indirectly (4). Concerned with the
public health and well-being affected due to COVID-19,
various countries have thus adopted comprehensive clinical
and non-pharmaceutical strategies. The non-pharmaceutical
interventions have included social distancing, such as the closure
of schools, banning of large gatherings, isolation of symptomatic
individuals, and monitoring of travelers, particularly those
from COVID-19 hotspots (5–8). There also exists evidence
of similar non-pharmaceutical interventions used to mitigate
the 1918 influenza pandemic (9, 10). Evidence also highlights
the importance of mitigation interventions in controlling the
transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus (6, 11, 12). Nonetheless,
the timing of the implementation of strategies varies between
countries and can significantly influence the incidence curve of
the epidemic (13).

The COVID-19 incidence curve of total confirmed cases for
many countries initially demonstrates a gradual increase near the
start of the epidemic and is often followed by a sudden shoot or
a transition to a supercritical state (14–18), as the disease spreads
(major outbreak due to human-to-human transmission). This
sudden transition places a considerable burden on the limited
availability of the public health resources required to treat the
disease and inhibit its further spread. Most of the studies on
sudden transitions concern catastrophic shifts associated with
a saddle-node bifurcation; however, epidemic transitions are
non-catastrophic and associated with a transcritical bifurcation
(17, 19). In general, an epidemic transition occurs when the basic
reproduction number (or R0) of the disease becomes >1 and
a population moves from a subcritical to a supercritical state.
In many countries, however, major outbreaks of COVID-19 did
not initially occur, though the R0 of the disease is known to be
more than one from the very beginning (20). In fact, this may
be associated with a tipping delay where a population faces the
first major outbreak at a higher value of R0 than one (14, 21),
impending our ability to mitigate. It is thus crucial to anticipate
this precarious transition to take effective controlling measures
for the outbreak. There exists a rich history of investigations
that can predict processes that could lead to ecological outbreaks
(19, 22–24). Theory suggests applicability of a variety of leading
generic indicators, widely known as Early Warning Signals
(EWSs) (e.g., variance, autocorrelation, skewness, and kurtosis),
to identify the proximity of a system to such a critical transition
(22, 23, 25, 26). For instance, in time series data following ancient
abrupt climate shifts, EWSs could be identified before the critical
transition took place (27). Similarly, EWSs were seen in the
resurgence of malaria in Kericho, Kenya (18).

EWSs are hallmarks of critical slowing down (CSD) of
a system as it approaches a catastrophic/non-catastrophic
transition. The phenomenon of CSD is caused by to the loss
of resilience in the system such that even small disturbances
can invoke an often irreversible transition to an alternative
stable state (28–31). In particular, dynamical systems are
continuously subject to shocks that may be extrinsic or intrinsic
perturbations. In epidemiological theory, intrinsic perturbations
can be determined by the pathogen’s novelty in a new host, which

may depend upon various health factors associated with the
host. Furthermore, the mode of transmission, person-to-person
contact, and number of imported cases may account for external
perturbations for disease spread. Increased perturbations may
drive a system far from its original state and can increase the time
required for fluctuations in the number of cases to dampen. The
system thus loses its resilience, as it may eventually diverge at a
transition from a low burdened to a high burdened state. The
phenomenon of CSD can be captured as a large time taken by
a system to return to its previous states due to which the rate
of return of a system decreases prior to a transition. Moreover,
it leads to an increase in the short-term memory of a system,
this feature can be identified by the changes in the correlation
structure of a time series preceding a critical transition (22, 23,
26, 32, 33).

Model based epidemiological investigations predict the
phenomenon of CSD preceded by the epidemic transitions (14,
15, 34). These studies are built on the applicability of CSD-based
EWSs to anticipate disease emergence. However, construction
of emerging disease models can be complicated partly due
to non-linearity in many natural systems. Additionally, data
availability of key epidemiological parameters, such as rate and
mode of transmission, duration of infection, and the novelty
of the pathogen in a new host, can pose a barrier toward
disease predictive theory. The key support of CSD-based EWSs
analyzes over modeling prediction is that it does not require
comprehensive data calibration and can be calculated using
observed data. Furthermore, it is studied that imperfections in
the disease data does not form a barrier in applicability of
EWSs (15).

To mitigate the epidemic, China strictly restricted public
movement and followed with measures of quarantine and
symptomatic isolation 24 days after (i.e., January 23) the arrival
of the first reported case. The total reported cases (confirmed)
at the time of the lockdown were nearly 623 (accounting for
∼ 4.4732×10−7 of the total population). The daily increase in the
number of confirmed cases in China was saturated inmid-March,
hence flattening the incidence curve of the total confirmed
cases. European countries adopted different non-pharmaceutical
measures to intervene in the disease transmission. The spread
began later in Italy compared to China; however, the strict
interventions were initiated on March 9, which marks a gap of
nearly 40 days from the first reported case with ≈ 1.22 × 10−4

proportion of the cases. Spain, which is continued to suffer
severely by the virus, reported its first infected case on February
1 and took nearly 45 days when the proportion of affected cases
was more than 9.05 × 10−5, to put the country into lockdown
(see Table S1 in Supplementary Material). India confirmed its
first case on January 30 and prompted a “Janata curfew” on
March 22 followed by a nationwide lockdown on March 25 for
complete cessation of public contacts (nearly 55 days after the
first case being reported). The proportion of cases were∼ 2.36×
10−7 of its population (COVID-19-infected cases), while this
proportion was more than 1.7 × 10−4 in the US. Therefore, it is
essential to understand how prolonged gaps between the arrival
of the epidemic and non-pharmaceutical interventions, such as
quarantining/social distancing can influence public health and
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the environment at a national as well as a global scale. Of greater
interest is outlining whether the EWSs can be useful to stifle the
spread of an epidemic.

In this work, we analyze how the timing of strict controlling
strategies influence the COVID-19 incidence curve of
the total confirmed cases in different countries. We first
use the “change in the gradient” analysis (for details see
Section 4: Detection of the Transition Phase in Supplementary

Material), to estimate the emergence of the transition phase
in incidence curves. The occurrence of CSD is then analyzed
using the data prior to the transition. We calculate the variance
and lag-1 autocorrelation function of the time series data of the
cumulative confirmed cases each in nine different countries. Our
work suggests that the dynamics of incidence curve in the initial
days (depending upon the country), since the first reported case,
can signal an upcoming sudden rise in the cumulative number
of infected cases. Preliminary intervention is thus crucial for an
effective and timely containment of the disease emergence or
resurgence. Delay in the strict surveillance and control measures
can increase the time to contain the spread, which in turn
will affect a larger proportion of the population. Furthermore,
the proportion of the affected cases on the commencement of
public health measures plays a significant role in containing the
epidemic in each country. The time gap of implementation of
interventions from the arrival of the first case is almost similar
for many countries, such as Italy, India and Germany. However,
the EWSs depict an upcoming rise in Italy and Germany
relatively earlier than in India. The relatively low proportion
of the affected cases in the case of India compared to Italy or
Germany can be a significant factor, explaining a slow rise for
India but a relatively disruptive situation in the other countries.
A combination of these two factors for India may thus restrict
the extent of COVID-19 spread in the country, as compared
to many other countries across the world. Importantly, despite
keeping control of the situation up to April 29, India, having
greater carrying capacity for the disease and several challenges
to sanitization control (35), needs strict and highly effective
interventions for continued suppression in the daily number of
cases. We conclude that model-independent forecasting systems
can be applied to clinical datasets for predictability of the disease
re-occurrence and formulate control policies.

2. RESULTS

We obtain the datasets of the cumulative number of the COVID-
19 cases from the date of reporting of the first affected person up
to April 29, 2020, for India, China, South Korea, the United States
(US), Singapore, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom (UK), and
Spain (for the data source see Materials and Methods). Figure 1
depicts the incidence curve of the affected population in each
of these countries. Interestingly, it is noted that the incidence
curve of the confirmed cases follows a slow increment during
initial time period ranging from ≈20 to 50 days for different
countries, which can be interpreted as a time window to control
the epidemic promptly and effectively. Since human-to-human
contact is a leading transmitter of the disease, by-passing a

certain threshold of infected cases, the incidence curve thus
shows an increasing slope and finally depicts a transition in the
number of infected cases (see Figure 1) (36). It is important
to note that the growth in number of cases for China and
South Korea, countries that initiated public monitoring/social
distancing actions relatively earlier than the other countries,
saturates after nearly 3–4 weeks from the initiation of the
lockdown. The shift of the COVID-19 from a low-burden to a
high-burden state can be associated with the phenomenon of
critical transition. We thus employ statistical methods that can
monitor the onset of the transition phase and provide insights
into the incidence curve so as to suggest establishing worldwide
disease elimination campaigns.

2.1. Signals of Critical Slowing Down
To estimate statistical indicators anticipating the upcoming
shifts in each country, we consider the data of the cumulative
daily number of COVID-19 cases before a transition is
detected in the incidence curve of the epidemic (shaded
regions in Figure 1) (for most of the countries, a transition
threshold is detected by a gradient change analysis,
for details see Section 4: Detection of the Transition Phase

and Figure S5 in Supplementary Material). To examine
whether the system slows down to recover from perturbation
while approaching the transition, we calculate the variance
and autocorrelation at first lag [ACF(1)] of each extracted
data for all the nine countries (see Materials and Methods).
We have also calculated a few other generic EWSs of
CSD, like density ratio, skewness, and kurtosis (for details
see Section 1: Early Warning Indicators and Figure S1 in
Supplementary Material). CSD is reflected in systems near
a critical transition through an increase in the variance and
autocorrelation. We observe that the short-term memory
of the time series data exhibits an increasing trend in most
of the countries (Figure 2). However, there are no positive
signals of CSD exhibited by ACF(1) for the datasets of India
or Italy (Figures 2J,P). The increase in the variance forewarns
a sudden rise in the number of the COVID-19 cases for these
countries. Furthermore, the strength of the signals varies
among countries depending upon the datasets determining
the cumulative number of affected populations in individual
countries. For instance, we observe a weak increase in variance
in case of Singapore, and the trends in China and the US are
observed to be very strong, with ACF(1) approaching close to
1 (see Figures 2K,M) (32). Since the time lag of up to almost
2 weeks is expected for the detection of symptomatic cases
(37), the analyses suggest that the total cases gathered when
the phenomenon of CSD is observed must have been infected
with the disease around 2 weeks ago. Thus, early preventive and
surveillance strategies can be capable of suppressing the severity
of COVID-19 outbreak (38).

2.2. EWSs and Enforcement of
Interventions
The timing of intervention measures varies among the countries.
Notice that, apart from China and South Korea, in other
countries, EWS analyses are carried out using the data before the
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FIGURE 1 | Time series constructed as cumulative number of infected cases in nine different countries across the world from the onset of the epidemic in the

respective countries up to April 29. (A-I): Shaded regions depict the pre-transition phase for different countries from the onset and mark the data used to compute the

indicators of critical slowing down. The double-sided arrow marks the size of the moving window (up to the vertical dashed line). In the subfigures, the arrowhead on

the x-axis marks the beginning of the officially recorded social-distancing and/or lockdown dates (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material).

implementation of social distancingmeasures. China was the first
country to take the containment measures, nearly 24 days after
the beginning of the epidemic, while Italy took around 40 days,
and other countries followed even later. As a consequence, the
COVID-19 incidence curve in China flattened after nearly 20–
25 days of implementing the intervention measures. Like China,
South Korea adopted different combinations of controlling
measures around mid-February (in the time window of 20–
25 days since the epidemic began there). This measure was
accompanied by a drop in the number of cases, and the curve
followed the pattern observed for China (Figure 1C). The rising
indicators of CSD also suggest that the time gap in implementing
the protocols, such as the closure of public gatherings, controlled
public movement, and lockdown, can significantly influence the
incidence curve and result in the extended time required to
flatten it. However, the interventions around 2–3 weeks prior to
the change in the correlation pattern as well as variance in each
of these countries can slowly hamper the daily increase in the
number of cases.

The scenario is quite different in the case of India. The

EWSs weakly signal the behavior of CSD within the initial 40

days of the disease emergence (Figures 2A,J). Due to a rise in

the number of daily cases, we also analyze the EWSs in the
incidence curve for India considering the cumulative number

of infected cases of up to the beginning of the nationwide

lockdown (March 25, Figure 3A) since the reporting of the first
case. Here, we observe increasing trend in each of the generic

indicators capable of capturing the phenomenon of CSD. The

variance, autocorrelation, skewness, and kurtosis captures the

strong signals of CSD (Figures 3B–E).

2.3. Onset of Social Distancing Practices
and the Affected Population Density
Another important aspect is to consider the reported proportion
of a population affected at the time of the implementation of
intervention measures. So far, Germany, which accounted for
one of the largest outbreaks in Europe around mid-March, had
visible signals of the forthcoming transition (Figures 2F,O). It is
noted that each of the countries, namely India, Germany, and
Italy, adopted concerned public health measures around the time
when the EWSs were visible in their respective datasets (see the
arrowheads on the x-axis in Figure 1). However, the fraction
of the population affected by that time in Germany and Italy
was much higher (∼ 2.9 × 10−4 and 1.2 × 10−4, respectively)
compared to India − 2.36 × 10−7. Thus, the incidence curve
projected a significant rise in these two countries, whereas the
rise in the number of cases in India is relatively slow and is
expected to follow a similar response owing to the effectiveness
of these interventions. Overall, our analyzes suggest that delayed
interventions (depending upon the signals of CSD) along with
the fraction of the affected population can influence the country-
wide variation in the daily number of rising cases.

2.4. Sensitivity Analysis of the Generic
Indicators
The choices made to remove/filter out non-stationarities in
the time series datasets using Gaussian detrending can also
influence the trends observed. Thus, it is necessary to test the
robustness of the estimated trends toward the choice of rolling
window size and the filtering bandwidth. Here, we employ
sensitivity analysis for the variance (see Figure 4) and ACF(1)
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FIGURE 2 | Statistical estimates used to analyze the signals of a forthcoming

transition in the COVID-19 incidence curve. (A-I): Figures on the left panel

depicts the variance each for India, China, South Korea, USA, Singapore,

Germany, Italy, UK, and Spain. (J-R): The right panel shows the lag-1

autocorrelation of the time series data analyzed in the corresponding

countries. Scattered points are the estimated values of the respective slowing

down indicators. Solid lines reflect the increasing/decreasing trend in the

indicators and are obtained by fitting linear regression models. The shaded

regions are the confidence bounds for the fitted models.

(see Figure 5) using the CSD dataset. Sensitivity analysis ease
outs to disentangle accurate signals of an impending transition
from the false ones for a wide range of window sizes and
bandwidths. We use Kendall-τ estimates of these indicators for
all the combinations of these two parameters (for details, see
Materials and Methods). Furthermore, we test the sensitivity of

FIGURE 3 | Statistical analysis to measure the indicators of CSD for the

dataset of India up to the date of the nationwide lockdown. (A) The incidence

curve depicting the fraction of people infected from January 30 up to April 29.

The shaded region is the data used to calculate the changes in the generic

indicators. The arrow marks the size of the rolling window used to calculate

the statistical signals. The estimated values of the slowing down indicators (B)

variance, (C) autocorrelation function at lag-1, (D) skewness, and (E) kurtosis.

Solid lines are the fitted linear regression models to analyze the trend in the

indicators along with the confidence bounds (shaded regions).

these parameters on the P values of the estimated indicators (for
details see Section 3: Sensitivity Analysis and Figures S2,S3 in
Supplementary Material).

We find that the observed trends in the variance are robust to
the choice of parameters and does not vary between the datasets
of most countries. High bandwidths reveal the opposite outcome
of the variance for the datasets of South Korea (Figures 4C,L)
and Singapore (Figures 4E,F). Since we use the bandwidth, which
gives the best fit and does not over-fit or under-fit the data
therefore, the choice of window size can influence the observed
trends. In our work, we find a large size of rolling window
can alter the EWSs analysis and misleading estimates for the
autocorrelation function (Figures 5A–N). False signals of an
alarming situation can deviate from understanding the gravity
of any situation and intensity of surveillance needed. Thus, the
choice of these parameters is crucial in anticipating the signals
of a forthcoming transition and implementing convincing public
health measures.

2.5. Surrogate Analysis
The lower number of data points available for the analysis
can lead to feeble trends and influence the probability of
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FIGURE 4 | The sensitivity of the choice of the rolling window size and the

filtering bandwidth to estimate the EWSs. (A-I): Contour plots demonstrate the

effect of moving window size and the filtering bandwidth on the trends

observed while calculating the changes in the variance of the time series, using

the Kendall-τ test statistic. (J-R): Panels on right show the frequency

distribution of the trend statistic. The inverted arrows mark the choice of the

filtering bandwidth and moving window size used to capture the trends in the

variance of the time series data.

occurrence of the increased signals of CSD by chance. Further,
due to undocumented patients, there is always a chance of
stochasticity in the number of reported cases. Thus, we studied
the likelihood of coincidence in the occurrence of trends in
the variance and the ACF(1) observed in our original datasets
by investigating the indicators in the surrogate time series
(see Materials and Methods). The surrogate time series is

FIGURE 5 | The sensitivity of the choice of the rolling window size and the

filtering bandwidth to estimate the EWSs. (A-G): Contour plots demonstrate

the effect of moving window size and the filtering bandwidth on the trends

observed while calculating the short term correlation pattern using ACF(1) of

the time series data, using the Kendall-τ test statistic. (H-N): Panels on right

show the frequency distribution of the trend statistic. The inverted triangles

mark the choice of the filtering bandwidth and moving window size used to

capture the trends in the ACF(1) of the time series data.

generated to follow similar distribution (mean and variance)
of the data time series before the episode of a sudden rise
in the number, denoted by shaded regions in Figure 1 (see
Materials and Methods). Figure 6 depicts the distribution of
the test statistic of the surrogate time series. Solid lines show
the trend estimate obtained for the original time series. We
calculate the probability of randomness of our observed estimates
as the fraction of 1, 000 surrogate time series having trend
statistic of same or higher values than the original trend, i.e.,
P(τ ∗ ≤ τ ). The probability of, by chance, obtaining similar trend
statistic varies from country to country, depicting significant
estimates for changes in the variance, except for South Korea
(Figures 6B,I) and Singapore (Figures 6D,K). In the case of the
US, however, the probability of randomness in our observed
estimates is lower (Figures 6C,J), and rapid spreading in the
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FIGURE 6 | The probability distribution of Kendall-τ test statistic on a set of

1,000 surrogate time series generated by bootstrapping and shuffling (with

replacement) the residual time series of the original data. (A-G): Histograms

depict the distribution of the test statistic for the surrogate time series variance

(left panels) and (H-N): autocorrelation function at lag-1 (right panels). Solid

lines indicate the limit beyond which the Kendall-τ of the surrogate data is

higher than the statistic observed in the ACF(1) of the original time series.

TABLE 1 | Probability of, by chance, obtaining the observed trend statistic of the

original data for the set of 1, 000 surrogates having similar distribution (mean and

variance) as the original datasets.

Country Kendall-τ Kendall-τ

(variance) [ACF(1)]

China 0.04 0.09

South Korea 0.21 0.01

US 0.001 0.1

Singapore 0.48 0.09

Germany 0.08 0.20

UK 0.001 0.05

Spain 0.001 0.21

The likelihood of randomness in the estimated variance and ACF(1) is mentioned for the

datasets of each country studied in the work.

epidemic makes it keystone to consider applicability of EWSs to
warn-off such events. The probability estimates P obtained by
bootstrapping the datasets for each of the countries are given in
Table 1.

Overall, we find a low probability of randomness in both
the ACF(1) and the variance estimates for most of the cases.
However, the observations are more significant for the variance.
This analysis suggests the robustness of the variance as an EWS
in predicting the signals of CSD.

FIGURE 7 | (A-I): Time series of triads of the population-weighted

total-column NO2 (molecules/cm2 ) density over the length of the study period

for the nine countries considered in this work (depicted by the circular points).

The solid curve in each subfigure represents a 10-triad moving window

average of the time series.

2.6. Impact of COVID-19 Spread on the
Atmospheric Total-Column NO2 Density
The rigor of social distancing/intervention strategies can be
measured by atmospheric data, as the lockdown periods have
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witnessed better air quality across the globe (39). We note that
anthropogenic NO2 is emitted predominantly at the surface
from transportation activities, industries, and power plants.
NO2 emitted has a short lifetime and can be transported up
to a few hundred meters during the day. Therefore, NO2 is
expected to be a profound indicator of the efficiency of lockdown
measures enforced by the countries. Thus, we first obtain time
series of triads of the population-weighted total-column NO2

(molecules/cm2) density over the length of the study period
for the nine countries considered in this work (the circular
points in Figure 7) (for the NO2 data source see Materials
and Methods). The solid curve in each subfigure of Figure 7
represents a 10-triad moving window average. In the majority
of the countries, the timing of NO2 decline concurs with the
spread of the virus and the onset of pragmatic lockdown in
a country may be hypothesized by the reversal (or break)
in the trend of NO2. In China (Figure 7B), the decreasing
trend in NO2 is evident from January to February; after that,
it starts increasing which is coincident with the dynamics of
the spread of COVID-19 disease. In India (Figure 7A), South
Korea (Figure 7C), US (Figure 7D), Italy (Figure 7G), and Spain
(Figure 7F), the decreasing trend in NO2 coincides with time of
the rapid spread in the virus (Figure 1). We estimate that after
the date of official enforcement of lockdown, the time-averaged
NO2 decreased by 26.6% in China and 55.6% in Italy compared
to the pre-lockdown period. Spain, USA, and India have also seen
a significant decrease after the lockdown was enforced in these
countries by 33, 22.9, and 11.8%, respectively. It increased in the
UK and Germany by 18 and 32%, respectively, however, even
after the initiation of lockdown, which indicates an inefficient
closure of anthropogenic activities (like road and rail transport,
industries, and power plants). The spatial distribution of total-
column NO2 for all the triads from Dec 28, 2019, to May, 10,
2020, can be visualized Movie 1 in Supplementary Material.
It should be noted that we did not control for meteorological
variations, which may have a significant impact on total-column
NO2 over the period of our study (40). Overall, amidst the
fears of the novel coronavirus, the countries where the lockdown
intervened are expecting a rejuvenated environment. However,
at the same time, possibilities of decreasing air pollutants when
the world is not facing such harsh conditions is also important to
understand.

2.7. A Minimal Stochastic Model
We propose a minimal kinetic model for the short-term
prediction of the spreading of COVID-19 disease. Suppose that
the only processes are infection and recovery. The processes can
be described as

I +H
ki
−→ I + I; and I

kr
−→ H, (1)

where I and H are infected and healthy people, respectively, and
ki and kr are rate constants for infection and recovery. The first
equation shows that if I is the infected people, then H becomes I
at a rate ki; and the second equation indicates that I recovers at a
rate kr . A minimal kinetic model can be formulated as ordinary

differential equations for the population of I:

dI

dt
= kiI(1−

I

K
)− krI, (2)

where K is the size of the population.
We develop a master equation for the infected population

by considering the two elementary processes (Equation 1). The
transition probability at which the number of infected population
increases from i to (i+1) is w(i + 1|i) = kii(1 − i/K), and the
rate at which the number of infected population reduces from
i to (i-1) is w(i− 1|i) = kri. From these, the probability of finding
i infectives in the system at time t, P(i, t) can be obtained from
the following equation:

dP(i, t)

dt
= w(i|i− 1)P(i− 1, t)+ w(i|i+ 1)P(i+ 1, t)

−(w(i+ 1|i)+ w(i− 1|i))P(i, t). (3)

The above probabilistic model is solved by the kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations by means of the Gillespie algorithm, which
incorporates the intrinsic noise (41). The algorithm considers
each of the events as individual realizations of the Markov
process. The time and species numbers are updated stochastically
by choosing the random processes.

To simulate the system (Equation 3), we first obtain the
parameters from the cumulative time series data of confirmed
cases for India, China, and South Korea. In the datasets, we fitted
the below logistic function (which is a solution of Equation 2):

f (t) =
a

1+ b exp(−ct)
, (4)

where a, b, and c are parameters. Once we obtain these
parameters for an individual country, we map them to our model
and find the system parameters ki, kr and K, and i0 is the initial
infected population. We list those parameters below:

Country ki kr K i0

India 0.608 0.486 11,722,830 2

China 1.235 0.988 419,880 27

S. Korea 0.9075 0.726 54,200 4

Then the above parameters are used to solve the Master equation
(Equation 3), and we perform Monte-Carlo simulation to get
stochastic trajectories up to April 15. We present the simulated
stochastic trajectories in Figure 8. For each country, we have
five trajectories. For China and South Korea, we find that our
stochastic trajectories are consistent with the real time series
of the number of infected people. However, for India, our
result shows that on May 20, 2020, the number of infected
people reached ∼109,262 (an average of final values of the five
simulated trajectories).

The problem of predicting the spreading of COVID-19 is a
complex one and depends on many factors like social distancing,
an early detection of the disease, the detection of major hubs of
the disease, etc. Here, we have provided a minimal kinetic model
that uses the trends of the available data and may work only for
short term prediction.
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FIGURE 8 | Stochastic trajectories (marked with pink, yellow, gray, green, and blue curves) of the infected population generated using the Gillespie algorithm for: (A)

India, (B) China, and (C) South Korea. The original datasets up to April 6 for the respective countries are depicted by circular (red) points for a comparison.

3. DISCUSSION

The COVID-19 pandemic revealed an exponential rise in the
reported number of cases and has affected the public health,
ranging from mild to severe conditions. Countries across the
world are combating the spread of the coronavirus through
various social distancing/intervention measures, such as the
closure of schools and universities, banning of public events
and large gatherings, isolation of symptomatic COVID-19 cases,
implementation of mass quarantines, etc. For national as well as
international control of public health, it is crucial to understand
the significance of the onset timing of such measures (42).

The World Health Organization lately reported new cases
being detected in several new countries across the globe (43–45).
Our study can provide insight to tackle the ongoing pandemic
and its associated incidence curve in the context of the timing
and strength of the interventions. We use the data of the number
of COVID-19 cases in nine different countries to investigate some
statistical patterns in the incidence curves. The number of cases
covers a small fraction of the population during the initiation of
the epidemic, and the fraction remains nearly stagnant ranging
nearly from 20 to 50 days from the arrival of the first case.
Furthermore, the number of cases are increasing rapidly, and in a
relatively shorter span, a significant fraction of the population can
be affected. This trend is analogous to the idea that the incidence
curve remains close to one stable state for a sufficient time and,
crossing a time threshold, invokes a sudden shift/transition to
another stable state, where a significant fraction of the population
gets affected. In our work, we employ statistical indicators of
critical slowing down to check if such transitions can be signaled
beforehand and how the anticipation of such transitions can help
mitigate such a crisis at a policy level.

We observe that the initial time window from the arrival of
the first case in each country signaled an impending transition.
An increase in the ACF(1) of the data as well as variance,
before an actual rise in the number of cases, indicates the
phenomenon of critical slowing down. Our work suggests that
while non-pharmaceutical interventions are necessary tomitigate
such an epidemic, the timing of initiation of concerned actions
can strongly influence the outcome of the situation. Owing
to the time lag in the detection of symptomatic cases, the
statistical indicators suggest that a time period of 2–3 weeks
before an impending transition is crucial to suppress the loss of

public health. The controlled response of the epidemic incidence
curve for China and South Korea can be associated with the
time distance between implementation of interventions and the
transition point. Both these countries initiated interventions
before the visible signals of CSD in the incidence curve.
Timely interventions were thus important factors to suppress the
fluctuations in the number of cases and shape the curve. The
analysis of EWSs analysis is crucial while defining the onset of the
interventions and suppress the rise in daily cases. Importantly,
another crucial aspect is the proportion of affected cases in each
country, i.e., a measure of the fraction of the country’s population,
and not the absolute numbers, which is infected at the time of
interventions, such as a strict lockdown. As probability of the
propagation of disease can be thought of as mostly similar or
equal amongst individuals across the globe, it depends upon the
fraction of infected cases in each country during the beginning
of interventions. For instance, the EWS analysis anticipated the
upcoming rise in the incidence curves for both India as well as
Italy, and, interestingly, both the countries imposed individual
nationwide lockdown near the situation close to the transition
(see Table S1 in Supplementary Material). However, the control
in India depicts better results in altering the incidence curve than
that in Italy. The alterations in the incidence curve is most likely
to be a consequence of a difference in the proportion of cases
affected by the epidemic at the beginning of mitigation strategies.
India, resembling China in terms of the total population density,
accounted for ∼ 2.36 × 10−7 cases of the total population,
while Italy, with a relatively smaller population density, crossed
1.22 × 10−4 cases of their total population. Thus, even with
imposition of the public health measures near the signals of
CSD, the outcome for both the countries can vary dramatically.
The variation is the consequence of the proportion of affected
cases when visible signals of EWSs are observed and at the time
of interventions. This suggests that the proportion of affected
population during visible signals of CSD is key to shaping the
disease incidence curve. The strength of the signals can alter the
duration and scale of the interventions needed. Furthermore, the
disruptive situation in the US is indicated by EWSs, as the EWSs
indicators show significant trends for the US in addition to a
large fraction of population being affected at that time. A sharp
rise in the number of cases for the country is a consequence of
both the delay in effective social distancing interventions as well
as a significant proportion of affected cases. Overall, our work
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suggests that, in almost all the countries, an imminent sharp rise
in the incidence curve can be seen using statistical measures prior
to the actual transition.

Another issue the infectious coronavirus raises is the quality
of air pollution in countries where social distancing/lockdown
is enforced. NO2, which is majorly emitted from anthropogenic
activities like land transportation, industries, and energy sectors,
was estimated to decrease in consequence to lockdown measures
implemented by the government of respective countries.
Population-weighted average columnNO2 was found to decrease
with amplification in a number of cases across most of the
countries. Apart from this, NO2 column quantities may be used
as a proxy to estimate the effectiveness of a lockdown on air
quality. We find that NO2 column quantities started following a
decreasing trend during the last week of February in Italy and the
US, which indicates a partial unofficial closure of anthropogenic
activities, taking into consideration that the official COVID-19-
induced lockdown was enforced on March 09 and around March
25 in Italy and the US, respectively. In the UK, however, an
increasing trend in the NO2 column up until May 10 indicates
no such public awareness to restrict anthropogenic activities
(the government declared the lockdown from March 23). We
acknowledge that the reduction in NO2 is also associated with the
compliance of the population of the individual nation to abide by
the lockdown measures.

Furthermore, we suggest that the interventions employed by
India may not come at a time when the curve is very far from
reaching the transition; however, the smaller number of affected
cases may be the determining factor in limiting the disease spread
in India. Implementation of a nationwide lockdown in India may
have better prepared the country for taking measures to control
the epidemic spread and bend of the curve. However, our analysis
also suggests that the period beyond the signals of CSD also needs
efficient monitoring. The results of our minimal stochastic model
predicted that, on May 20, the number of infected people could
go up to∼109,262. Thus, an extended period of such measures is
needed and likely to be effective (6).

We envision that it is fundamental to identify the situation
of such a crisis across the world and make use of the
lead time. The EWSs can keep track of the changes in the
trend statistics in the number of reported cases and warn
when a threshold is reached. The statistical tools used can
be beneficial to identify whether the features of shift in a
system are suppressed by the intervention strategies being
adopted. In particular, while different combinations of strategies
are adopted to overcome such a crisis, the information of
an upcoming transition and its threshold is important to
formulate the degree of such interventions. However, special
care should be taken in the choice of rolling window size and
the filtering bandwidth while estimating the signals of slowing
down. Inappropriate choices may give weak and/or diminished
signals of an imminent transition, which may deviate from
understanding the urgency of the situation. Another aspect to
consider is that the varying extent of testing for COVID-19 across
the countries may have affected the total number of reported
cases; thus, our results here hold specifically for the number of
reported cases.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1. The COVID-19 Data Source
We have used the COVID-19 dataset provided by the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC): An agency
of the European Union (available from https://www.ecdc.europa.
eu/en/publications-data). Initially, we extract the data of the
daily number of reported cases up to March 25, 2020, and in
general mark the first date of the reported cases as the day
of the beginning of the epidemic in the respective countries.
Regardless of the affected person recovers or dies, the virus
contraction occurs once; we thus consider cumulative data of the
daily number of the confirmed cases for nine different countries
for our study.

4.2. Data Selection
We use the available time series to test the predictability
of an upcoming transition for each country. The generic
indicators are examined using the time series segments before
the transition in the number of cases of the epidemic (see
Section 4: Detection of the Transition Phase and Figure S5 in
Supplementary Material) in each country (shaded regions
in Figure 1).

4.3. Detrending
Often, non-stationarities in the data lead to false indications of
impending transitions. To overcome this, we obtain the residual
time series by subtracting a Gaussian kernel smoothing function
from the empirical time series (23). Furthermore, we estimate
the variance and autocorrelation at first lag for the residual time
series choosing a rolling window size from the sensitivity analyzes
of the time series data for each country. We choose the filtering
bandwidth and avoided any under-fit or over-fit (for details see
Table S2 in Supplementary Material).

4.4. Autocorrelation at First Lag and
Cariance
The fluctuations in the time series reveal different novel
phenomena, such as sudden transition, flickering, stochastic
switching, etc. It is established that followed by a perturbation,
the rate of return of the system slows down near an impending
transition or a tipping point. This phenomenon of slow return
rate or recovery from a perturbation in the vicinity of a sudden
transition is known as critical slowing down (CSD). We capture
the signals of CSD by estimating changes in the short-term
autocorrelation (at lag-1) and variance of the time series. CSD
increases the short-term memory of the time series, which is
observed through the correlation structure of the time series
before a transition. We compute autocorrelation at lag-1 by
fitting an autoregressive model of order 1 (of the form zt+1 =

α1zt + ǫt) using an ordinary least-squares fitting method. The
time series analysis has been performed using the “EarlyWarning
Signals Toolbox” (http://www.early-warning-signals.org/).

4.5. Sensitivity Analysis
The predictability of each of the indicator depends upon the
datasets investigated as well as the choices made for processing
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the data. Thus, it is essential to check the efficacy of our results
to such choices. In particular, we analyze the sensitivity of our
observations to the choice of rolling window size and degree of
smoothing (filtering bandwidth) used during the calculation of
indicators and detrending/filtering the datasets, respectively. We
estimate the CSD indicators using window sizes ranging from 40
to 90% of the time series length in an increment of 1 point and
for bandwidths ranging from 5 to 100% with the increment of
1 point. We quantify the robustness of the outcomes toward the
range of window sizes and bandwidth using the distribution of
the Kendall-τ test statistic.

4.6. Surrogates
To test the significance of our statistical analysis, we estimate
Kendall rank correlation-τ test statistics for both the generic
indicators. We generate 1,000 surrogate time series of the same
length as the analyzed real datasets to test the likelihood of
obtaining the computed trends by chance. The surrogate records
are obtained on bootstrapping the real datasets by shuffling
the original residual time series and sampling the data with
replacement. This method generates the surrogate time series
with a similar distribution of the original time series (27).
For each surrogate, we consider the Kendall-τ estimate as
the test statistic to measure the robustness of the outcomes.
Furthermore, we calculate the fraction of the surrogates having
the same or higher test static value than the original data
and measure the probability P(τ ∗ ≤ τ ) to calculate that
the observed test statistic is by chance. We also generate
surrogate time series using phase randomization method (for
details see Section 3: Surrogate Analysis and Figure S4 in
Supplementary Material).

4.7. Satellite Retrieved Total Column NO2
Worldwide, the lockdown response to the onset and spread of
COVID-19 caused a decrease in daily and economic activities,
which in turn is expected to cause a reduction in ambient air
pollution. This can also be used as an indicator to determine
whether government policies of lockdowns/restricted human
movements are successful or not. To further examine this, we use
the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) retrieved total column
NO2 (available from https://aura.gsfc.nasa.gov/omi.html) as a
proxy to infer the change in anthropogenic air pollution for

the time-period of our study. OMI flies onboard the EOS Aura
sun-synchronous polar-orbiting satellite. It has a swath length of
2,600 km and a level-2 and spatial resolution of 13 × 24 km2

(46). The OMI NO2 column was satisfactorily validated against
surface spectrometer measurements in recent studies (47, 48).
To roughly obtain a global coverage, we consider 3-days time
slices (triads) within which the overlapping swath overpasses
were averaged. Thereafter, we perform a population-weighted
average of the grids that lie within the political boundaries of the
countries considered in this study. Gridded population data was
obtained for 2015 from SEDAC (https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.
edu/data/collection/gpw-v4).
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INTRODUCTION

According to the UNICEF, children between 0–14 years represent ∼26% of the total
global population (∼45% in Africa; 22% in USA, of which 90% attend school; ranging
from 85–100% across countries) (1). With high case-fatality ratios between 4.5–7.5%
(Germany/Iran/USA/Brazil/Canada) and 11.9–16.4% (Spain/Italy/UK/France/Belgium) (2), there
is a critical need to empower citizens, especially children (often asymptomatic carriers), with
education strategies to control COVID-19. Especially, there is need to support facemask citizen
science and experiential education among children and families as the globe exits from the current
lockdown, and teachers and students desire and seek for safe strategies to return to densely-
attended schools. COVID-19 is a pandemic respiratory disease that disseminates as infectious
respiratory or saliva droplets are released into the environment as people talk, sneeze, and cough (3–
5). Currently themost publicizedmethods to prevent local transmission of COVID-19 and promote
“droplet safety” in hospitals and communities include hand washing, social distancing, and stay-
at-home strategies. In contrast to established benefits for medical masks in hospitals, the benefits
of wearing masks or face covers/coverings (hereafter, “facemask”) in the community have been
inconsistently debated by the media, creating confusion, and misinformation (6). Furthermore,
high-profile political leaders in countries heavily affected by the pandemic have given misleading
signs regarding containment measures associated with COVID-19 (7–11) increasingly polarizing
local communities around arguments on the value of facemasks in promoting public health, which
is critically important to incentivize during the emergence of citizens from their lockdowns and
during the phase of reopening local economies.

DROPLET AND FACEMASK SCIENCE TO EMPOWER
COMMUNITY ACTION

Two of the most important measures recommended for public areas are social distancing and
wearing facemasks to prevent COVID-19. Of these, facemasks predetermines the minimum
person-person distance required in social distancing. That is, facemask utilization allows for
safer interactions at closer distances because droplets are contained within the mask. However,
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such concept is not well publicized and facemasks value
have received contradictory attention. Inconsistent compliance
with droplet control strategies now threatens COVID-19
containment. Governments that led initiatives against COVID-
19 have reversed orders on facemasks as “mandatory” due to
protests, highlighting that cultural acceptability is necessary for
the success of any measure intended to control COVID-19.
The science of facemasks is straightforward (12), facemasks stop
(97.2–99.7%) droplets dispersion (12–15). Thus, the reversal of
mask-wearing mandates leaves education and self-awareness as
our ultimate strategies to ensure equitable and sustained public
droplet safety.

Adapting a recent spray-bottle “sneeze-simulation” technique
(14), we propose an educational module to promote citizen
science for greater understanding of facemask effectiveness to
protect the environment and the general public. Completion
of simple home or school-based activities followed by online,
volunteered data submission, with graphical feedback summaries
encourages understanding, and quantitative learning about
facemasks. Our module will help improve the knowledge about
germ dissemination by droplets, which is less confusing than
teaching the abstract concept of prevention of disease for the
wearer. This citizen science educational campaign could inspire
the sustained routine wearing of facemasks and solidarity in the
community, leading to COVID-19 reduction. Ubiquitous use of
facemasks combined with international and multi-disciplinary
cooperation at a global scale are necessary to overcome the
pandemic (16) and also to prevent further infections and
overburdened healthcare systems as recently forecasted (17).

COVID-19 COMMUNICATION AND
FUTURE EDUCATION

Promoting established and new approaches to protect human
health, effective public messaging, and health education
programs are paramount during infectious disease outbreaks
(18). This is especially true in the era of COVID-19 so that a
second global wave of coronavirus infections does not surpass
the first wave. COVID-19 has created many challenges and fears
for society because of its high infection rate, rapid community
transmission, and high mortality rate, in particular for the
elderly and those with underlying health conditions. There
are various health challenges across urban/rural gradients that
may impact the future local rates of associated mortality. These
include sanitation infrastructure, hygiene and health education,
implementation of prevention measures, and variable access
to health care relevant to COVID-19 diagnosis, monitoring,
and treatment.

Moving forward, public health approaches need to remain
nimble to allow improvement in interventions and research tools
quickly enough to stay ahead of the pandemic trajectory. New
collaborative efforts are vital to ensure that the health needs in
various communities can be met (19, 20). One such approach
is appropriate access to health education programs (21), and
evidence-based solutions such as home-made, double-layered
facemasks (22). Thus, communities are empowered equitably
and sustainably to improve health outcomes through proactive

citizen science and education (23). Increasing community
understanding of personal and community prevention measures
and widespread signage promoting droplet education and
facemask use (24) could alleviate personal conflicts surrounding
citizen-citizen requests to wear facemasks in public. Well-
communicated and unified educational campaigns are important
in primary/high-school and higher education institutions, where
the majority of individuals are eager to return (to often highly-
populated classrooms), and because facemask compliance and
social distancing withinmost young communities are suboptimal
for various reasons. Returning to schools without clarifying with
students the science of droplets and facemasks will facilitate
the spread or misinformation and conceptual polarization. With
∼26% of the population attending schools, education leaders
have the great opportunity and potential to authoritatively help
improve our collective knowledge and understanding of how and
why it is important to increase the coronavirus safety in their
local communities.

CONTRADICTING GUIDELINES ON
FACEMASKS

Ongoing debates about the usefulness of facemasks for the
public developed in response to contradicting global health
directives widely-publicized early in the COVID-19 emergency
(6, 25–30). International health and political leaders insisted
that mask use by non-healthcare workers would not protect the
public, but rather would exacerbate supply shortages needed for
hospitals (31, 32). This logic was reiterated in numerous regions,
including Australia, where similar “anti-masking” arguments
featured prominently (33).

Reportedly, healthcare workers experienced high rates of
infections and mortality, partly because insufficient access to
personal protection equipment (PPE) increased droplet exposure
risk (34, 35). As PPE shortages worsened, governments, and
institutions resorted to public requests for PPE (e.g., using social
media #GetMePPE) (36). Latin America has also experienced
widespread PPE shortages, e.g., Ecuador was assisted by the
Pan-American Health Organization with PPE in April 2020 (37).

Being increasingly aware of foreseen shortages, hospital
systems made calls for donations of homemade facemasks for
use by caregivers (38–42). As part of pandemic containment
strategies, more than 50 countries outside the US have
mandatory facemask policies (43). In those countries, there
is apparent cultural acceptance and adoption of facemask
guidelines; however, while the precautionary principle applies,
more research on implementation measures is needed (44). As
of May 11, 2020 several states removed their requirements for
facemasks in public (45).

Further challenges recently emerged as local violence, conflict,
and publicized protests attracted global public attention leading
to some high-profile public officials reverting orders or declining
to wear facemasks in public (46). Some of the reasons cited
were political in origin (e.g., US civil rights movement legacy,
and fears of increased racial profiling), and some reflected a
lack of information regarding “what a facemask will or will
not do” in reducing COVID-19. The lack of clear information,
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combined with politicization in certain regions, could lead
to medical advice being discounted–even though most people
consider the use of facemasks protective (47, 48), which is
in agreement with data showing reduction of transmission.
Clear guidance and the dissemination of factual information
in the community is needed as part of citizen science and
education campaigns. Contributing to such educational strategies
to inform and incentivize the public, our laboratory recently
determined that textiles, when used as 2-layer-covers, can
reduce the contamination of the environment with bacteria-
carrying droplets by 99.7%, which also fully protects germ-
free mice when their cages are covered with 2-layer textiles
(13, 14, 49). To share this important finding with the public, we
created an educational module on the effectiveness of facemasks,
described in brief below and freely accessible in English, French,
Spanish, and Portuguese at https://sites.google.com/kent.edu/
face-mask-challenge/face-mask-challenge-home, which address
many regions facing severe rates of COVID19 infection.

DROPLET SCIENCE AND DOOR SIGN
EDUCATION

Telling people that they did not needmasks early in the pandemic
created public distrust, because official messages assumed that
the public was unable to process facts, specifically, that masks
indeed protect health-workers (6). To regain public confidence,
we propose that there is a need to provide detailed information
to the public regarding the basics of droplet science. The
physics of droplet dynamics in disease dispersion has been
studied for decades in agriculture and plant sciences as a means
to understand disease control (50, 51). In medicine, there is
increasing interest in the dynamics of human droplet production
and contamination of the environment (4, 5, 49, 52–56).

Except for health, food, and some industry workers, it is
sensible to assume that most people never used facemasks
before the pandemic. Thus, droplet education campaigns
to prevent respiratory pandemics should acknowledge the
novelty of facemask interventions so that knowledge discovery
via experimentation translates into greater compliance.
Communities need instruction that masks should be worn
effectively, and basic droplet science recognized.

Clinical observations have shown that masks do not always
prevent disease in people at high risk, especially, because subjects
often (∼50%) do not use masks properly, or all the time,
and because ancillary measures like “handwashing” and “not
touching their face” are often lax (57, 58). Prevention failures
can be corrected with educational campaigns aimed at a broad
range of public but especially school children provided that
instructions emphasize practice. And practice can be achieved
through hands-on activities.

Viruses live and replicate in liquid phases inside cells and
as such can only be expelled in liquid droplets as mucus/saliva
in company with other more abundant microorganisms that
also live in the respiratory/oral system, including other viruses,
bacteria, and fungi. To correct such source of confusion among
citizens, herein we provide a graphical summary of the biology

and physics of droplets in humans as they speak, cough, and
sneeze (Figure 1A). Also we provide customizable door sign
examples to promote public droplet safety amidst COVID-19
to promote widespread awareness while decreasing the need
for citizen-citizen verbal interactions, reducing conflict risk [see
resource in (24)]. By simulating sneeze droplet dynamics using
recently validated rapid spray-bottle methods and inocuous
bacterial suspensions (14), we also illustrate that mask wearing
reduces the range of droplet dispersion, increasing the margin
of droplet safety within person-person interaction distances
(Figures 1B–F).

CITIZEN SCIENCE: DROPLET AND
FACEMASK EXPERIMENTS FOR
COMMUNITIES AND SCHOOLS

A community-based approach to enhance public health
preparedness was fundamental during past emergencies with
Hurricane Katrina (2005), and the H5N1 avian influenza
(2004) and H1N1 pandemic (2009) (61). Local community
preparedness during emergencies is recognized as an important
goal but remains challenging to implement and monitor (62–64).
During global emergencies, integrated approaches to delivering
community health services can significantly improve the
emergency management by creating supportive social contexts
within which communities can withstand and recover from
public health emergencies (65, 66). Appropriate communication
of health response actions -or lack thereof- can impact both
epidemiologic and economic trends (67). Integration of equity,
health literacy (including information, scientific, digital, and
numeracy literacies) (68), cultural tailoring (69), and educational
efforts must all be considered to provide clear instruction and
improved understanding of the benefits of facemask use in
public. In our view, a major educational campaign is needed in
order to build community cooperation toward wide scale use of
face coverings to increase community resilience to both current
and future infectious disease outbreaks such as COVID-19.

As a response to this call, an educational exercise and
citizen science project is presented here to promote discussion
and greater awareness of facemask effectiveness by providing
an innovative hands-on activity. Based on a validated spray
simulation method (13, 14), community members can observe
first-hand how textile barriers stop the dispersal of colored
droplets, made with coffee for instance, or stop the dispersal
of germs using solutions containing microbes safely present in
foods like yogurt or garden soil. The educational module contains
four experiments of varying difficulty and is freely available as an
archive of latest versions and community contributions (https://
github.com/axr503/education), as a website inmultiple languages
(English, Spanish, French and Portuguese, specifically developed
for this project, or amenable for automatic translation via online
search engines such as Google Chrome, see also Figure 1G-H for
direct smartphone access) at https://sites.google.com/kent.edu/
face-mask-challenge/face-mask-challenge-home or as ’ready-to-
print’ PDF module files for direct public access in four languages
(see Supplementary Materials).
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FIGURE 1 | Detailed educational citizen science modules could be based on information on droplet biology and experiments to increase experiential knowledge,

facemask compliance, and public droplet safety. (A) Human sneezes produce the most droplets that are spread farther than 6 ft (180 cm) in which most are large

droplets that contain far more viral particles than small droplets. Sneezes result in large droplets followed by a mix of large and small droplets in sizes proportional to a

basketball relative to a golf ball, respectively. Virtually all large droplets and most small droplets are contained by a two-layer textile barrier, which reduces the resulting

area of contamination (14, 55, 59, 60). Communicating the importance of face covers via door signs can reduce person-to-person verbal interactions and lessen

exposure risk (see https://figshare.com/articles/Door_Signs_to_Promote_Public_Droplet_Safety_Amidst_COVID-19/12202808). (B) Infectious droplets can easily

travel 180 cm (the recommended social distancing space) without a barrier as evidenced by bacterial colony forming units on agar plates in the line of culture spray,

whereas (C) a loose double-layered t-shirt barrier reduced transmission of infectious particles nearly as thoroughly as a medical mask (49) (D–F). A face cover results

in 99.98% cleaner environmental surface following two sneezes- protecting both the wearer and others who may contact surfaces. (G) An example of a citizen

science facemask experiment project can be accessed at Supplementary Material and the data report form at https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/

1FAIpQLSd9cV7HQzxr49MsC-icHCzxIOnlhX2z7e7iza3cJ-NGzJaFRw/viewform. (H) To rapidly enable the visualization of the module on mobile smart phones, reader

should activate their cameras, point the camera to the QR-code, and then wait a couple of seconds for the phone to direct them to the website where the module or

the answer submission forms are hosted. Studies supporting the droplet size and types of sneeze concepts in this graphical summary were adapted from (55, 59, 60).

(C–E), Unmodified from Rodriguez-Palacios et al. (14) under open CC BY license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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The online data submission form where the citizen scientists
(adults, supervised children, or teachers) can share the results
of their experiments with the global community, and see the
aggregate responses globally or for their respective languages, is
available at https://bit.ly/facemaskchallengedata.

This project is inspired by recent spray-simulation research
that shows the effectiveness of cloth covers in reducing the
contamination of the environment by liquid droplets (13,
14). Facemasks drastically cut environmental contamination to
<8 cm (>99.7% reduction, if two-layers are used) compared
to a radial area of contamination of 2m if we do not wear
droplet barriers (13, 14). Our module also helps demonstrate
how many droplets people release into the environment during
normal speech.

EDUCATIONAL MODULE CONTAINS FOUR
EXPERIMENTS AVAILABLE IN MULTIPLE
LANGUAGES

To enable a more uniform implementation of such education
activities, the experiments are provided translated in four
languages. Additional translations will also be possible. The
educational module contains an introduction for teachers
or parents and simple instructions for each of four home
experiments that adults and supervised children could choose
to complete. The activities are suitable for “citizen scientists”
with at least a third-grade reading comprehension. In the
activity, participants record the distance of droplet travel without
any covering and compare dispersal patterns to those of a
simulated sneeze that has been covered with a cloth. These citizen
scientists can further investigate the spread of germs with and
without a face cover by using home-made gelatin microbial
growth plates to intercept and visualize germs spread through
simulated sneeze or speech. Participants can choose to share their
observations through an anonymous online (IRB-approved)
form. Volunteered responses from the “#FaceMaskChallenge”
will build a citizen science database and display simple graphs
that illustrate the reduction in droplet spread.

The citizen science activity module is presented without
political motivation or emotional language and adheres to
basic scientific methods approach to knowledge discovery.
Through the completion of a few hands-on activities, participants
will discover details related to the effectiveness of facemasks
including affordable and accessible home-made face covers.
Questions and talking points in the module will encourage
participants to think about community spread germs and their
own choices regarding masks. Engagement with the science of
public droplet safety may help move beyond the sensationalized
discourse currently dominating the media and contribute to
pandemic preparedness actions. This citizen science project with
experiential educational modules (entitled - Facemask Challenge
- A COVID-19 Educational Campaign To Promote Public
Droplet Safety) is critically important to promote coronavirus
safety. The educational campaign presented here and other
experiential learning will support plans that ensure a safe return
of students to classrooms, to protect children, prevent the

asymptomatic dispersion of the virus, and protect vulnerable
teachers, many of whom in the US school system (∼30%) are 50
years or older (70).

CONCLUSION

Scientific discoveries are often communicated to the public
with uncertainty, unintentionally creating confusion among non-
scientists. To control COVID-19, social distancing alone, as
widely promoted (e.g., in radio stations, without encouraging
facemasks), will be impossible to sustain as communities exit
lockdowns. In the communication process, it is therefore
important to realize that empowering citizens with tools to
numerically visualize the benefits of a healthy behavior could
facilitate the sustained experiential-based adoption of facemasks.
The use of citizen science modules, as herein proposed,
could improve cultural acceptability, community resilience and
facilitate the development of educational strategies and policies
to promote public droplet safety to control COVID-19. A
straightforward “Test-your-Facemask” challenge and droplet
experiment modules are herein released as a paper-and-online
open-access resource for the benefit of the community. These
resources can promote coronavirus safety in schools -protecting
vulnerable populations, including experienced teachers, and
families in local school districts as institutions seek strategies for
a safe return to classrooms this year.
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Information about severe cases of 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) infection

is scarce. The aim of this study was to report the clinical characteristics and outcomes

of severe and critical patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection in Wenzhou city. In

this single-centered, retrospective cohort study, we consecutively enrolled 37 RT-PCR

confirmed positive severe or critical patients from January 28 to February 16, 2020 in a

tertiary hospital. Outcomes were followed up until 28-day mortality. Fifteen severe and 22

critical adult patients with the COVID-19 infection were included. Twenty-six (68.4%) were

men. Echocardiography data results suggest that normal or increased cardiac output

and diastolic dysfunction are the most common manifestations. Compared with severe

patients, critical patients were older, more likely to exhibit low platelet counts and high

blood urea nitrogen, and were in hospital for longer. Most patients had organ dysfunction

during hospitalization, including 11 (29.7%) with ARDS, 8 (21.6%) with acute kidney injury,

17 (45.9%) with acute cardiac injury, and 33 (89.2%) with acute liver dysfunction. Eighteen

(48.6%) patients were treated with high-flow ventilation, 9 (13.8%) with non-invasive

ventilation, 10 (15.4%) with invasive mechanical ventilation, 7 (18.9%) with prone position

ventilation, 6 (16.2%) with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), and 3 (8.1%)

with renal replacement therapy. Only 1 (2.7%) patient had died in the 28-day follow up in

our study. All patients had bilateral infiltrates on their chest CT scan. Twenty-one (32.3%)

patients presented ground glass opacity (GGO) with critical patients more localized in the

periphery and the center. The mortality of critical patients with the COVID-19 infection

is low in our study. Cardiac function was enhanced in the early stage and less likely to

develop into acute cardiac injury, but most patients suffered with acute liver injury. The CT

imaging presentations of COVID-19 in critical patients were more likely with consolidation

and bilateral lung involvement.
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INTRODUCTION

Since December 2019, the outbreak of the novel coronavirus that
originated in Wuhan has spread to more than 100 countries
in Asia, Europe, North America, and the Middle East, and
has become a global threat to human health. In February
2020, the World Health Organization designated the disease
COVID-19 (1). More than 80,000 people have been infected
in China, South Korea, Iran, and Italy, who are coping with
significant outbreaks. Many studies have reported the clinical,
epidemiological, laboratory, and radiological characteristics, and
also treatment and clinical outcomes of patients confirmed with
COVID-19 pneumonia (2–5). However, most of those studies
focused mainly on Wuhan or Hubei. There are significant
regional differences in the outcomes of COVID-19 in Wuhan
and elsewhere. The pathophysiology of COVID-19 has gradually
been recognized, the mortality of patients with COVID-19 in
Wuhan was significantly higher than that in other regions.
Understanding the clinical characteristics of patients in other
regions outside Wuhan is really necessary for implementing
different levels of prevention and control measures.

By February 17, 2020, there were 504 confirmed cases reported
according to a government announcement in Wenzhou. Yang.et
al presented the clinical characteristics and chest CT scan
manifestations of most of the mild patients in Wenzhou, but
did not report the severe COVID-19 characteristics (6). Aimed
at exploring clinical characteristics and outcomes of hospitalized
severe or critical patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection
in Wenzhou, here, we show details of those patients admitted to
the First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University and
clinical outcome as of 28-day mortality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Participants
For this single-centered, retrospective cohort study, we recruited
adult inpatients (≥18 years old) admitted to The First Affiliated
Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University, the only designated
hospital in Wenzhou for patients with a severe or critical
COVID-19 infection. The patients were consecutively enrolled
from January 28 to February 16. Diagnosed with COVID-19
according to a laboratory reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) test, all these adult patients were confirmed
as having the COVID-19 infection. The study was approved by
The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University
Ethics Committee.

Data Collection
We retrospectively collected the medical records which included
epidemiological, demographic, symptoms, laboratory results,
complications, outcome, and treatment data. We collected the
admission data of these patients. Laboratory confirmation of
COVID-19 was done by real-time RT-PCR methods.

The data on age, sex, exposure history, comorbidity
(hypertension, diabetes cardiovascular disease, chronic
kidney disease, chronic liver disease, cerebrovascular disease,
hematological diseases), symptoms from onset to hospital

admission (fever, cough, expectoration, dyspnea, muscle pain,
headache, sore throat, chill, diarrhea, fatigue), laboratory results
on admission (hemoglobin, white blood cell count, neutrophil
count, lymphocyte count, monocyte count, platelet, d-dimer,
creatine kinase, creatine kinase–mb, alanine aminotransferase,
aspartate aminotransferase, total bilirubin, blood urea nitrogen,
creatinine, hypersensitive troponin I, procalcitonin, brain
natriuretic peptide, lactate, albumin, total cholesterol, cytokine
levels, T lymphocyte cell subsets), treatment [Glucocorticoid
therapy, Immunoglobulin therapy, Thymosin, Thaliduan,
Antibiotic treatment, Antiviral treatment, Oxygen Treatment,
Prone Position Ventilation, Continuous renal replacement
therapy (CRRT)], clinical outcome [Sepsis, Septic Shock, Acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), Acute cardiac injury,
Acute kidney injury, Acute liver injury, Secondary infection,
Acidosis, Prognosis], and radiological and echocardiography
data and as well as living status were collected. The Acute
Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHEII) and
SOFA score system were used to assess pneumonia severity.

Definitions
Sepsis and septic shock were diagnosed according to sepsis-
3.0 definition (7). Acute kidney injury was defined according
to the KDIGO clinical practice guidelines; acute cardiac
injury was diagnosed if serum levels of cardiac biomarkers
(e.g., high sensitive cardiac troponin I or brain natriuretic
peptide) increased. Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)
was defined by the Berlin definition. Acute liver injury was
diagnosed if serum levels of liver biomarkers (e.g., Alanine
aminotransferase, Aspartate aminotransferase, Total bilirubin)
increased. Secondary infection was defined when patients had
a positive culture of a new pathogen after admission. The
disease severity (severe or critical) was defined according to
the 6th edition guideline issued by China’s National Health
Commission (7).

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were presented as medians (IQR) or mean
(SD) and compared with the Mann–Whitney U-test. Categorical
variables were presented as n (%) and were compared by the chi-
square or Fisher exact test between severe and critical patients
with COVID-19. We used SPSS (version 22.0) for all analyses.
A p < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant, statistical
analyses were done using the SAS software, version 24.0.

RESULTS

By February 16, 2020, 37 severe or critical patients had been
admitted to The First Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical
University with confirmed COVID-19 pneumonia, of whom,
15 (40.5%) severe and 22 (59.5%) critical. The mean age was
57 years (21–93), 14 (21.5%) patients were older than 60
years old. Twenty-six (68.4%) patients were men. Ten (26.3%)
patients recently visited Wuhan or Hubei, and 13 (34.2%) had
contact with Wuhan residents, 4 (10.5%) had been exposed to a
confirmed case, 11 (28.9%) patients had no definite causes. The
most common chronic diseases were hypertension [14(36.8%)]
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TABLE 1 | Baseline characteristics of patients infected with COVID-19.

Variable ALL patients (n = 37) Severe (n = 15) Critically severe (n = 22) p

Clinical parameters

Age, median (IQR), year 55 (48–68) 54 (48–60) 56 (47–73) 0.132

>60 year 14 (21.5%) 3 (20.0%) 10 (45.5%) 0.111

Male gender, n (%) 26 (68.4%) 11 (73.3%) 15 (76.2%) 0.736

hospital-stay, mean (SD), d 30.4 (14.7) 25.1 (15.8) 31.9 (11.1) 0.134

Exposure history no. (%)

Recently visited Wuhan or hubei 10 (26.3%) 4 (26.7%) 6 (27.3%) 0.967

Contact with Wuhan residents 13 (34.2%) 7 (46.7%) 6 (27.3%) 0.225

Exposure to patients* 4 (10.5%) 1 (6.7%) 3 (13.6%) 0.503

No definite causes 11 (28.9%) 4 (26.7%) 7 (31.9%) 0.875

Comorbidity no. (%)

Hypertension 14 (36.8%) 6 (40.0%) 8 (36.4%) 0.823

Diabetes 8 (21.1%) 3 (20%) 5 (36.4%) 0.843

Cardiovascular disease 1 (2.6%) 0 1 (2.6%) –

Chronic kidney disease 1 (2.6%) 0 1 (2.6%) –

Chronic liver disease 1 (2.6%) 0 1 (4.5%) –

Cerebrovascular disease 1 (2.6%) 0 1 (2.6%) –

Hematological diseases 1 (2.6%) 0 1 (2.6%) –

Signs and symptoms no. (%)

Fever 37 (100%) 15 (100%) 22 (100%) –

Cough 29 (78.4%) 11 (73.3%) 18 (81.8%) 0.835

Expectoration 16 (43.2%) 6 (40%) 10 (45.5%) 0.742

Dyspnea 8 (21.6%) 2 (13.3%) 6 (27.3%) 0.545

Muscle pain 4 (10.8%) 2 (13.3%) 2 (9.1%) 1.000

Headache 2 (5.4%) 2 (13.3%) 0 (0%) 0.158

Sore throat 4 (10.8%) 3 (20%) 1 (4.5%) 0.344

Chill 8 (21.6%) 5 (33.3%) 3 (13.6%) 0.307

Diarrhea 2 (5.4%) 1 (6.7%) 1 (4.5%) 1.000

Fatigue 7 (18.9%) 2 (13.3%) 5 (22.7%) 0.773

Scoring sytems

APACHEII, median (IQR) 8 (4.5–10.5) 7 (4–9) 10 (6–13) 0.042

SOFA, median (IQR) 1 (0–3) 0 (0–2) 2 (1–3) 0.012

APACHEII, The median Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment; Data are n (%) or mean (SD) median (IQR); patients, *Patients

who have confirmed COVID-19 infection or are highly suspected of being infected.

and diabetes [8(21.1%)]. Twenty-two patients had increased
serum levels of aspartate aminotransferase. All of the 37 patients
had bilateral infiltrates on their chest CT scan. Themost common
symptoms were fever (100%), cough (78.4%), and expectoration
(43.2%). The median APACHE II score and SOFA score of all
patients were 8.0 (4.5–10.5) and 1 (0–3) (detail in Table 1).

Most patients had organ dysfunction during hospitalization,
including 11 (29.7%) with ARDS, 8 (21.6%) with acute kidney
injury, 17 (45.9%) with acute cardiac injury, and 33 (89.2%) with
acute liver dysfunction. Only 3 patients (8.1%) had hypersensitive
troponin I increased on admission. Eighteen (48.6%) patients
were treated with high-flow ventilation, 9 (13.8%) with non-
invasive ventilation, 10 (15.4%) with invasive mechanical
ventilation, 7 (18.9%) with prone position ventilation, 6 (16.2%)
with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), 3 (8.1%)
with renal replacement therapy. 37 (100%) received antibacterial

agents and antiviral treatment, 21 (56.8%) patients received
glucocorticoids. Thymosin was treated in 21 (56.8%) of the
patients. Thaliana was treated in 15 (40.5%) of the patients
(Details in Tables 2, 3).

Among the 37 severe or critical patients with the COVID-19
infection, only 1 (2.7%) patient died, after 14 days. Compared
with severe patients, critical patients were older [52.4 (21–81) vs.
60.1 (39–93)], and had high APACHE II [7 (4–9) vs. 10 (6–13)],
and SOFA scores [0 (0–2) vs. 2 (1–3)]. Of the 22 critical patients,
13 (59.1%) patients were discharged, 8 (36.4%) patients remained
in hospital (Details in Table 3)

The radiological and echocardiography data on admission
are summarized in Table 4. All patients had bilateral infiltrates
on their chest CT scan. Twenty-one (32.3%) patients presented
ground glass opacity (GGO) with critical patients more
localized in the periphery and the center. Thirty patients
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TABLE 2 | Laboratory findings of patients infected with COVID-19 on admission to ICU.

Variable Normal range ALL patients (n = 37) Severe (n = 15) Critically severe (n = 22) p

Hemoglobin, g/L 115–150 127.0 (112–142) 128.0 (119–150) 126.0 (109–139) 0.202

White blood cell count, ×109/L 3.5–9.5 7.8 (5.3–11.4) 5.6 (4.8–8.0) 9.3 (6.9–11.8) 0.135

Neutrophil count, ×109/L 1.8–6.3 6.1 (3.3–9.4) 4.8 (2.4–7.1) 7.0 (4.6–9.6) 0.197

Lymphocyte count, ×109/L 1.1–3.2 0.7 (0.5–1.0) 0.8 (0.6–1.3) 0.7 (0.5–1.0) 0.449

Monocyte count, ×109/L 0.1–0.6 0.5 (0.3–0.7) 0.4 (0.3–0.7) 0.5 (0.3–0.9) 0.266

Platelet count, ×109/L 125–350 207.0 (114–259) 253.0 (191–289) 179.0 (106–252) 0.005

D-dimer, mg/L 0–0.5 1.1 (0.7–1.7) 1.0 (0.7–1.2) 1.2 (0.8–1.8) 0.329

Creatine kinase, U/L 20–140 129.0 (63–258) 90.0 (52–244) 152.5 (69–355) 0.111

Creatine kinase–MB, U/L 0–16 9.0 (7–13.5) 8.0 (6–10) 11.0 (7.8–12.3) 0.062

Alanine aminotransferase, U/L 7–40 31.0 (21.5–61.5) 29.0 (24–42) 38.5 (20.8–69.5) 0.596

>40, N (%) 16 (43.2%) 5 (33.3%) 11 (50.0%) 0.315

Aspartate aminotransferase, U/L 13–35 41.0 (30.5–59.0) 35.0 (30–44) 50.0 (34.2–69.0) 0.060

>35, N (%) 22 (57.9%) 6 (40%) 16 (72.7%) 0.047

Gamma-glutamyl transferase, U/L 10–60 43.0 (26.0–96.5) 33 (24–95) 49.5 (26.8–101.0) 0.284

>60, N (%) 16 (43.2%) 5 (33.3%) 10 (45.5%) 0.460

Total bilirubin, mmol/L 0–20 13.0 (9–16) 14.0 (9–15) 11.5 (8.0–16.3) 0.655

Blood urea nitrogen, mmol/L 2.5–6.1 5.0 (3.9–6.0) 4.0 (3–5.1) 5.24 (4.4–6.9) 0.018

Creatinine, µmol/L 46–92 60.0 (55–76) 57.0 (52–63) 64.5 (57.5–80.8) 0.044

Hypersensitive

troponin I, ug/L ≥0.015, No. (%) 0–0.015 3 (8.1%) 0 3 (13.6%) 0.202

Procalcitonin, ng/mL ≥0.05, No. (%) <0.05 2 (5.4) 1 (6.7%) 1 (4.5%) 0.951

Brain natriuretic peptide, pg/ml 0–100 39.0 31.0 (14–58) 64.5 (15.0–156.0) 0.056

Lactate, mmol/L 0.7–2.1 2.4 (1.9–3.1) 2.8 (2.4–3.1) 2.2 (1.7–3.0) 0.143

Albumin, g/l 31.9 (29.1–34.6) 32.8 (30.5–34.9) 30.5 (28.5–33.9) 0.279

Total cholesterol, mmol/l 3.9 (3.5–4.6) 4.4 (3.7–5.2) 3.8 (3.4–4.4) 0.075

IL-2, pg/ml <3.1 0.9 (0.6–1.1) 0.9 (0.6–1.1) 0.9 (0.7–1.1) 0.357

IL-4, pg/ml <3.0 0.8 (0.6–1.4) 1.0 (0.5–1.4) 0.7 (0.6–1.4) 0.843

IL-6, pg/ml <3.0 12.7 (3.49–80.2) 4.9 (2.5–52.4) 38.6 (4.6–103.1) 0.115

IL-10, pg/ml <4.1 5.9 (3.6–14.6) 4.3 (3.1–7.1) 11.4 (3.7–18.5) 0.367

TNF-a, pg/ml <3.1 0.2 (0.1–0.5) 0.2 (0.1–0.5) 0.2 (0.1–0.5) 0.716

T cell(CD3+), % 53.7–80.9 53.6 (42.5–66.3) 53.6 (41.3–64.1) 54.3 (42.5–67.9) 0.952

CD4+T cell, % 27.4–49.2 32.3 (27.8–40.1) 32.2 (28–40.2) 33.3 (27.4–40.3) 0.962

CD8+T cell, % 15.8–37.5 18.3 (12.5–27.1) 18.3 (10.9–28.0) 18.3 (13.4–24.5) 0.910

B cell, % 5.1–20.3 22.2 (14.2–29.4) 20.7 (12.8–24.9) 23.9 (14.8–40.8) 0.167

NK cell, % 6.7–30.9 13.9 (10.8–27.8) 18.7 (13.8–28.5) 12.9 (7.7–19.1) 0.069

Data are n (%) or median (IQR).

had echocardiography data. The most common abnormality
in echocardiography was diastolic dysfunction and left atrial
enlargement. All cases had normal cardiac output or increased
cardiac output.

DISCUSSION

This retrospective cohort study presented severe and critical
patients’ clinical characteristics and outcomes in Wenzhou city
who were hospitalized with the COVID-19 infection. In this
study, we found higher age, and higher SOFA and APACHE
II scores on admission were associated with disease severity.
Additionally, elevated levels of Blood urea nitrogen, decreased
levels of platelet were more common in critical COVID-19

patients. To our best knowledge, this retrospective cohort study
is the first report to compare severe and critical patients from one
city with COVID-19 outside Wuhan.

Comparing our data with those published from Wuhan, we

found that patients in Wenzhou city had a milder infection

(8, 9). According to our study, the epidemiological, demographic,
symptom, and laboratory results, and CT scans of COVID-19

were similar to these previous studies (6, 7, 9). The announced

mortality in Hubei is much higher, which shows a significant
regional difference. Compared with female or those of a younger
age, male, and people of an older age (>65 years) are more
likely to develop ARDS (10). In previous studies, evidence
found that older and male patients are the most susceptible
to the COVID-19 infection, nearly 70% of patients infected by
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TABLE 3 | Treatments and outcomes of patients infected with COVID-19.

Variable ALL patients (n = 37) Severe (n = 15) Critically severe (n = 22) P

Treatment

Glucocorticoid therapy 21 (56.8%) 3 (20%) 18 (81.8%) <0.001

Immunoglobulin therapy 19 (51.4%) 7 (46.7%) 12 (54.5%) 0.638

Thymosin 21 (56.8%) 4 (26.7%) 17 (77.3%) 0.002

Thaliduan 15 (40.5%) 4 (26.7%) 11 (50%) 0.156

Antiviral treatment 37 15 22 –

Antibiotic treatment 37 15 22 –

Oxygen treatment

High flow 18 (48.6%) 0 18 (81.8%) <0.001

NIV 9 (13..8) 0 9 (40.9%) 0.005

IMV 10 (15.4%) 0 10 (45.5%) 0.002

ECMO 6 (16.2%) 0 6 (27.3%) 0.063

Prone Position Ventilation 7 (18.9%) 0 7 (31.8%) 0.028

CRRT 3 (8.1%) 0 3 (13.0%) –

Complications

Sepsis 34 (91.9%) 12 (80%) 22 (100%) 0.059

Septic Shock 6 (16.2%) 0 6 0.063

ARDS 11 (29.7%) 0 11 (50%) <0.001

Acute cardiac injury 17 (45.9%) 1 (6.7%) 16 (72.7%) <0.001

Acute kidney injury 8 (21.6%) 1 (6.7%) 7 (31.8%) 0.156

Acute liver injury 33 (89.2%) 12 (80.0%) 21 (95.5%) 0.344

Secondary infection 13 (35.1%) 1 (6.7%) 12 (54.5%) 0.003

Acidosis 10 (27.0%) 0 10 (45.5%) 0.002

Prognosis

28-day mortality 1 (2.7%) 0 1 (4.5%)

Data are n (%); NIV, non-invasive ventilation; IMV, invasive mechanical ventilation; ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenator; CRRT, continuous renal replacement therapy; ARDS,

Acute respiratory distress syndrome.

COVID-19 were male (7, 11), which is also supported by our
data. We observed that critical patients were significantly older
than severe patients. Elderly patients experienced a markable
decline in cell-mediated immune function and reduced human
immune function. The induction of proinflammatory cytokines
after infection is not adequately controlled by anti-inflammatory
mechanisms in elderly persons, potentially leading to a poor
prognosis (12).

Liver complications, including elevated levels of ALT, AST, or
bilirubin are common in patients with sepsis. Several large-scale
case studies have reported the clinical features of patients with
COVID-19 (4, 6, 9). These data indicate that 14–53% of patients
with COVID-19 reported increased levels of ALT andAST during
disease progression. Patients with severe or critical COVID-19
seem to have higher rates of liver dysfunction. In our study,
elevation of ALT or AST was observed in 22 (33.8%) out of 37
patients. In addition, gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT), which
is a diagnostic biomarker for cholangiocyte injury, has not been
reported clearly. We found that GGT was elevated in 26 (70.3%)
out of 37 patients with COVID-19 during hospitalization.
Compared with severe cases, critical cases were more likely to
have an elevation of AST, liver injury was also related to the
disease severity. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) is
a membrane-bound aminopeptidase that has a vital role in the

liver and immune systems (13). ACE-2 has been identified as
a functional receptor for coronaviruses (14). The preliminary
study by Chai et al. suggested that ACE-2 receptor expression
is enriched in cholangiocytes, indicating that COVID-19 might
directly bind to ACE-2-positive cholangiocytes to dysregulate
liver function (15).

Based on previous studies, nearly 17% of patients had acute
cardiac injury, with a high sensitive cardiac troponin I increase or
abnormalities seen in electrocardiography and echocardiography
(4, 8, 11). In our study, only 3 critical patients had hsCnTI mile
increase on admission, showing a significant regional difference.
Cardiac function was enhanced in the early stage and was
less likely to develop into acute cardiac injury. The potential
explanation of this difference may be early intervention. For
critical patients, COVID-19 manifests as “silent hypoxemia,”
showing rapid deterioration and death after admission, which
may begin the process of long-term hypoxia which can easily
cause damage to myocardial cells. In Wenzhou, the government
searched for suspected COVID-19 patients to be admitted to
the hospital for treatment, we were capable enough to provide
effective medical care to all infected patients to improve the
prognosis of COVID-19.

The APACHEII and SOFA scores reflect the state and degree
of illness severity and multi-organ dysfunction, respectively, the
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TABLE 4 | Radiological and echocardiography data of patients infected with

COVID-19.

Variable ALL patients

(n = 37)

Severe

(n = 15)

Critically

severe

(n = 22)

Density

GGO 21 (32.3%) 11 (66.7%) 10 (45.5%)

consolidation 1 (1.5%) 0 1 (4.5%)

mixed 15 (23.1%) 4 (27.6%) 11 (50.0%)

Location

Peripheral 15 (40.5%) 9 (60.0%) 6 (27.3%)

Central and peripheral 22 (59.5%) 6 (40.0%) 16 (72.7%)

Pleural effusion 3 (4.6%) 2 (13.3%) 1 (4.5%)

Echocardiography, N 30 10 20

cardiac output, CO L/min 6.0 (1.6) 6.6 (1.6) 5.7 (1.5)

stroke volume, SV ml 75.4 (16.7) 79.6 (18.7) 73.4 (15.6)

Ejection fraction, EF % 63.5 (4.8) 66.0 (3.5) 62.3 (5.0)

Diastolic dysfunction 17 (56.7%) 7 (70%) 10 (50%)

pulmonary hypertension 2 (6.7%) 0 2 (10%)

Left atrial enlargement 17 (56.7%) 5 (50%) 12 (60%)

Mitral regurgitation 7 (23.3%) 0 7 (35%)

Tricuspid regurgitation 4 (13.3%) 0 4 (20%)

GGO, ground glass opacity; Data are n (%).

SOFA score is also a good diagnostic marker for sepsis (16,
17). High APACHEII and SOFA scores on admission can help
clinicians to identify a patient’s illness severity at an early stage. In
previous studies, more than half of the patients developed sepsis.
In addition, we found that sepsis is really common in severe
and critically ill patients, but only several developed septic shock.
Decreases in CD4+ T-cell levels, and lymphopenia and abnormal
cytokine levels were common features in cases of COVID-19,
which might be a critical factor associated with disease severity
and mortality (18, 19). We observed a decrease in lymphocytes
and a significant increase in cytokine IL-6 levels, but in our
case cohort, only a few patients’ CD4+ T-cell levels decreased.
It shows that those patients had a milder overall condition
and they also may have benefited from receiving timely and
effective intervention and treatment, and their immune levels
had not significantly decreased. Furthermore, more than half of
the patients received immunoglobulin and Thymosin therapy to
improve immunity.

Our study has some limitations. Firstly, several patients in
our study still remain in the hospital, the final outcome is not
complete, but those patients have survived longer than 28 days.
Secondly, several patients were transferred from other medical
institutions and may have received effective intervention before
being transferred, this hospital admission may not be their
first admission. Thirdly, only 37 patients were included, our
conclusion might be limited by the sample size.

CONCLUSIONS

The mortality of critically ill patients with COVID-19 is low
in our study. Cardiac function was enhanced in the early stage
and therefore less likely to develop into acute cardiac injury, but
most patients suffered with acute liver injury. The CT imaging
presentations of COVID-19 in critical patients were mostly
patchy ground glass opacities in the peripheral areas under
the pleura, and more likely with consolidation, and bilateral
lung involvement.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is challenging the health care

systems around the world and compelling them to timely share their strategies,

tactics and experiences. Since mid-January, a huge volume of instructions has been

released by Iran’s Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOHME) covering diverse

aspects of disease control and prevention. In this study, we aimed to review the

instructions published either before or after COVID-19’s transmission to Iran to depict

the clinical approach and therapeutics used in Iran to battle the current pandemic. We

retrospectively gathered and critically reviewed all official situation reports, guidelines,

guidance, flowcharts, protocols, recommendations and advice released by Iranian

scientific, or administrative arms of action against COVID-19. The ongoing clinical trials

approved by MOHME and registered to the Iranian Registry of Clinical Trials (IRCT)

have been reviewed as well. Our study resulted in the following mainstays of Iran’s

approach to COVID-19: (i) active clinical screening; preferably on-line or on-phone, (ii)

management of limited paraclinical resources; by using them as diagnostic tools rather

than epidemiological, (iii) a trend toward outpatient care of mild-to-moderate cases;

either confirmed or suspicious, with active scheduled follow-up, and (iv) avoidance of

pharmacotherapy, as far as possible. The therapeutic and administrative instructions are

still being actively updated with some recommendations different from the previous ones.

Nevertheless, a common approach in the background could be detected, It seems that

the instructions are conceptually in line with the first “National Guideline for 2019-nCoV”

published on 20 January 2020. The screening has mainly been clinically oriented rather

than being based on laboratory tests and MOHME seems to be following the approach

of “early detection of symptomatic cases followed by early source control.”

Keywords: Iran, COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, antiviral therapy, infection prevention and control, public health

INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) first detected as unusual pneumonia in four Chinese
patients on 26 December 2019, was quickly declared by the World Health Organization (WHO)
as “Public Health Emergency of International Concern” on 30 January and, finally, as Pandemic on
11 March 2020 (1, 2).
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The microbial cause of COVID-19 was identified on 7 January
to be a coronavirus, at first called novel Coronavirus 2019 (2019-
nCoV) and later SARS-CoV-2 by WHO (1, 2).

To timely being prepared against a possible epidemic
of the novel coronavirus, Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) of Iran’s Ministry of Health and Medical
Education (MOHME) released a comprehensive actionable
guideline, named “National Guideline for 2019-nCoV”
on 20 January 2020 and established thereby the primary
framework for prevention, early detection and treatment of
patients in the onward outbreak of the novel coronavirus
based on WHO’s Risk Communication and Community
Engagement (RCCE) strategies, risk management strategies,
infection prevention and control (IPC) strategies and internal
instructions (3). A new, more detailed edition was released on
2 February, while still no case of COVID-19 was detected in
Iran (4).

On 19 February 2020, while COVID-19 was reported
in a total of 75,204 cases from 26 countries, MOHME
officially announced the death of two old patients due
to COVID-19 in Iran (5). Five days later, MOHME
established the “Scientific Committee of COVID-19”
aimed to release and continuously update an actionable
“Diagnostic Therapeutic Flowchart for COVID-19,” abbreviated
hereinafter as DTFC, as an appendix to the above-mentioned
National Guidelines for 2019-nCoV. As of 6 June 2020,
the flowchart that was first released on 25 February
(DTFC1) has been updated six times (DTFC2-7) with
several changes according to the national and international
experiences (6–11).

Furthermore, specific guidance and protocols have been
released for the clinical management of patients with COVID-19
in intensive care units (ICU) and for the pediatric and pregnant
population (12–14).

In the past month, MOHME announced the appearance of
second country-wide wave of COVID-19, which emerged in
the regions spared by the first wave and spread to previously
affected areas.

A summary of the main actions of WHO, MOHME, and
“Iran’s National Headquarter Against COVID-19” (INHAC) and
a timeline of national and international events is outlined in
Table 1.

Of note, the present narrative review is independent research
trying to identify Iran’s strategies against the pandemic of SARS-
CoV-2 through scientific review of official documents released by
responsible authorities.

Abbreviations: WHO, world health organization; 2019-nCoV, novel coronavirus

2019; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; COVID-

19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; RCCE, Risk Communication and Community

Engagement; IPC, infection prevention and control; SCC-19, Scientific Committee

of COVID-19; DTFC, Diagnostic Therapeutic Flowchart for COVID-19; INHAC,

Iran’s National Headquarter Against COVID-19; MOHME, Iran’s Ministry of

Health and Medical Education; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase- polymerase chain

reaction; ICU, intensive care unit; INF, interferon; SpO2, saturation of peripheral

oxygen; PaO2, partial pressure of oxygen.

IRAN’S INTERNAL GUIDELINES,
FLOWCHARTS, AND PROTOCOLS ON
COVID-19: A SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS

Since mid-January, different instructions and recommendations
covering diverse aspects of the disease control and prevention
have been released by INHAC, MHOME and their subdivisions
in order to minimize the burden of the disease and the speed of
its propagation.

The authors retrospectively gathered and critically reviewed
all official situation reports, guidelines, guidance, flowcharts,
protocols, recommendations and advice. The documents were
collected through search of all actual or archived official
documents released by MOHME or INHAC on the web since 26
December 2019.

Although the instructions are still being actively updated
with some recommendations different from the previous ones,
a common approach in the background could be detected. As
noted on the cover page of DTFCs, these flowcharts are subjected
to revisions based on new scientific findings or upcoming
resource limitations.

The mainstays of the current approach consist of (i)
Active clinical screening; preferably on-line or on-phone
(ii) Management of limited paraclinical resources; by using
them as diagnostic tools rather than epidemiological (iii) A
trend toward outpatient care of mild-to-moderate cases; either
confirmed or suspicious, with active scheduled follow-up (iv)
Pharmacotherapy should be avoided as far as possible, rather
in hospitalized patients or those who have been defined as high
risk population.

Active Clinical Screening
In January 2020, MOHME mainly tried to inform people about
symptoms of COVID-19 and encourage patients with respiratory
symptoms, especially those with a history of recent travel to
China, to seek medical attention not too late. This approach of
“early detection of symptomatic cases followed by early source
control” was reinforced by the release of the National Guideline
of 2019-nCoV on 20 January. Since late January, moreover, all
passengers have been subjected to temperature screening upon
arriving in Iran.

Despite these preparations, the transmission of the novel
coronavirus was officially announced on 19 February and has
been attributed to some passengers from China, who visited the
crowded city Qom, which is one of the two main religious towns
of the country. Of note, the visa-free policy of Iran for Chinese
citizens may facilitate the travel and entry of Chinese to Iran at
the beginning of pandemic in China.

Since 6 March 2020, the screening for COVID-19 has
been entered a new phase. On this day, MOHME launched
the “National Campaign Against COVID-19” and, thereby,
established the three following bases for screening: (i) An
electronic simple-to-deal portal, in which people fulfill a short
web-based questionnaire with 6 questions. Finally, they receive
a notification noting the possibility of having COVID-19
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TABLE 1 | Timeline of main responses to the novel coronavirus pandemic at national and international level.

27. Dec 2019 1st report of 4 unusual pneumonia to local CDC in Wuhan, China

31. Dec 2019 1st report of pneumonia of unknown cause to the WHO China Country Office

04. Jan 2020 WHO publicly announced the pneumonia of unknown causes in Wuhan, China on social media

05. Jan 2020 WHO’s 1st disease outbreak news advised against travel and trade restriction with China

07. Jan 2020 Novel coronavirus (nCoV-2019) identified

10. Jan 2020 - WHO’s released “National capacities review tool for a novel coronavirus”: ongoing active monitoring and preparedness

- WHO published an “Advice for international travel and trade”: no restriction for international traffic

12. Jan 2020 China publicly shared the genetic sequence of 2019-nCoV

13. Jan 2020 - The 1st reported case of COVID-2019 outside of China (in Thailand)

- WHO published an interim guidance for Risk communication and community engagement (RCCE), readiness and response to the novel

coronavirus (2019-nCoV); updated on 26 January and 16 March 2020

17. Jan 2020 WHO released interim guidance for “laboratory testing for 2019-nCoV” (last update on 19 March)

20. Jan 2020 - MOHME released Iran’s National Guideline for 2019-nCoV

- WHO’s field visit to Wuhan

- WHO released an interim guidance for “home care of mild patients” (last update on 17 March 2020)

21. Jan 2020 China publicly released primers and probes used in rRT-PCR kits

22. Jan 2020 WHO’s mission to China observed evidences of human-to-human transmission

24. Jan 2020 WHO published an update of “Advice for international travel and trade”: Advice for exit screening in countries with ongoing transmission and

entry screening in countries without transmission

26. Jan 2020 Iran started screening at Point of Entry (PoE)

28. Jan 2020 - WHO released an interim guidance of Clinical management of severe acute respiratory infection (SARI) when 2019-nCoV is suspected−1st

report of limited human-to-human transmission outside China

30. Jan 2020 WHO declared the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern

01. Feb 2020 Iran’s government officially banned flights from China

02. Feb 2020 MOHME released the 2nd edition of Iran’s National Guideline for 2019-nCoV

05. Feb 2020 Iran’s government repatriated Iranian nationals from Wuhan, China (They have been isolated and closely monitored by MOHME)

11. Feb 2020 - WHO named the novel virus and the disease, SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19, respectively

- WHO convened a Research and Innovation forum on COVID-19

- WHO published key consideration for repatriation of travelers

19. Feb 2020 MOHME officially announced death of two patients due to COVID-19 in Iran

21. Feb 2020 MOHME release a guidance on environmental sanitation and safe burial

22. Feb 2020 - MOHME established the Scientific Committee of COVID-19 (SCC-19)

- Iran’s government closed schools and universities in the provinces affected by COVID-19

23. Feb 2020 Iran’s government established Iran’s National Headquarter against COVID-19

25. Feb 2020 SCC-19 released a “Diagnostic Therapeutic Flowcharts for COVID-19” (DTFC1)

26. Feb 2020 Interim guidance for IPC of COVID-19 in pregnant or breastfeeding mothers and in neonates and infants with mothers confirmed or suspicious

to COVID-19

27. Feb 2020 Some provinces in Iran started to clinically screen the travelers at PoE

28. Feb 2020 Iran’s National Headquarter against COVID-19 closed all schools around the country, decreased working hours and announced a nation-wide

screening of travelers at PoE of all cities

02. Mar 2020 - WHO’s field visit to Iran -SCC-19 released a DTFC for pediatric population

- MOHME released an operative guidance for drug delivery and follow up in out-patient setting

- MOHME officially advised against routine use of corticosteroid in COVID-19

- MOHME temporarily decreased the frequency of prenatal care visits

03. Mar 2020 - SSC-19 released DTFC2 and a protocol for management of critically ill patients with COVID-19 in intensive care units (ICU)

- MOHME released interim guidance for follow up of COVID-19 patients treated in out-patient setting

- MOHME released an action plan for care of COVID-19 patients in convalescent care facilities

- MOHME released a guidance for in-patient care of pregnant women, confirmed or suspicious to COVID-19

04. Mar 2020 - MOHME launched a National public awareness campaign and released a detailed action plan

06. Mar 2020 - MOHME launched a National campaign against COVID-19 for active screening of COVID-19 and released a detailed action plan

07. Mar 2020 - MOHME released various therapeutic guidance for management of COVID-19 in patients with underlying chronic diseases e.g., cancer

- MOHME released nutritional guidance for patients with COVID-19, treated in out-patient or in-patient settings

- MOHME released guidance for telerehabilitation during viral epidemic

10. Mar 2020 - SCC-19 released DTFC3

- MOHME released a guidance for the use of Iranian traditional medicines in patients with COVID-19

- MOHME updated the operative guidance for drug delivery and follow up in out-patient setting, first released on 2 March 2020

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

11. Mar 2020 - WHO characterized COVID-19 as a pandemic

12. Mar 2020 - WHO’s expert mission to Iran acknowledged Iran’s strategies and comprehensive coordinated approach against COVID-19

13. Mar 2020 - WHO updated the interim guidance of Clinical management of SARI when 2019-nCoV is suspected, first released on 28. Jan 2020

- WHO launched COVID-19 Solidarity Response Fund

15. Mar 2020 - MOHME officially advised against routine use of oseltamivir in COVID-19

- MOHME released an additional protocol for management of COVID-19 in ICU to the previous guidance released on 03. Mar 2020

18. Mar 2020 - WHO launched the Solidarity Trial (2)

- SCC-19 released DTFC4

- MOHME released an operative guidance for home care management of patients with mild COVID-19

25. Mar 2020 SCC-19 released DTFC5

30. Mar 2020 MOHME updated the action plan for care of COVID-19 patients in convalescent care facilities, first released on 3 March 2020

04. Apr 2020 MOHME released a guidance for clinical trials related to COVID-19

10. Apr 2020 MOHME launched the 2nd phase of National campaign against COVID-19: follow up of cases detected in 1st step and close-contact tracing

of confirmed cases

14. Apr 2020 MOHME released an update of the protocol for management of critically ill patients with COVID-19 in intensive care units (ICU)

29. Apr 2020 SCC-19 released DTFC6

28. Jun 2020 SCC-19 released DTFC7

In addition to the mentioned guidelines, flowcharts and protocols a significant number of advices, recommendations and guidance regarding environmental sanitation, social distancing,

mental health and infection prevention and control (IPC) have been released by MOHME and other aligned, responsible authorities.

and some related recommendations. Moreover, in the case of
being clinically suspicious to COVID-19 or being in contact
with known cases of COVID-19, they will be automatically
called by determined healthcare providers responsible for
patients geographical sub-region, (ii) Telephone Screening
through regional and sub-regional healthcare authorities via
some publicly announced phone numbers, and (iii) Screening
offices at selected and publicly announced medical centers and
hospitals (15).

As of 5 August 2020, MOHME clinically screened more
than 90% of Iran’s population with above-mentioned methods
as opposed to a total of 2,560,374 persons who were screened
by the reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) test.

As discussed above, the screening in Iran has mainly been
clinically oriented and symptoms-based rather than being purely
based on laboratory tests, an approach in agreement with the
above-mentioned approach of “early detection of symptomatic
patients followed by early source control.” However, getting
equipped with enough laboratory resources e.g., diagnostic RT-
PCR kits has activated the laboratory-based screening for a
broader population of suspicious cases. On 10 April, MOHME
launched the second phase of National Campaign Against
COVID-19, mainly aimed to screen the people in close-contact
with confirmed cases uning RT-PCR tests.

Management of Limited Paraclinical
Resources
TheNational Guidelines for 2019-nCoVmention that specimens,
either from the upper or lower respiratory tract, should be taken
from suspicious cases. Moreover, the RT-PCR should be repeated
every 3–4 days in hospitalized patients until having two negative
results with a time interval of at least 24 h. The first update of
DTFC (DTFC2), released on 3 March 2020, mentioned that the
RT-PCR for the detection of E gene (screening test) must be

done for all hospitalized patients suspicious to COVID-19 and
should be avoided in the outpatient setting. In addition, RT-PCR
for the detection of N gene (confirmation test) should only be
ordered in intubated patients with a positive RT-PCR for the E
gene. The Next update (DTFC3), released on 10 March 2020,
added that sampling and testing in the outpatient setting could be
done in immunocompromised patients and health care providers
suspicious to COVID-19.

Performing the RT-PCR test in clinically suspicious patients
was first explicitly mentioned in DTFC6. It seems that the parallel
increase in laboratory resources and reduction in the number of
cases caused the extension of the eligible populations. In this line,
all patients in close-contact with confirmed cases should also be
tested based on DTFC6.

Blood tests of C-reactive protein (CRP) and complete blood
count (CBC) have been noted that could be measured in
afebrile patients without dyspnea presenting with respiratory
symptoms, in the case of suspicion to COVID-19. However,
DTFC6 substituted RT-PCR tests for these blood tests in clinically
suspicious patients in the outpatient setting. DTFC7 restricted
RT-PCR tests in outpatient setting only to patients or people
with close contact (with a known COVID-19 case) who are older
than 60 years-old, pregnant, or with a known medical history,
which is a risk factor for COVID-19. Beside, based on DTFC7 all
hospitalized cases need to perform RT-PCR test.

The role of imaging examinations as useful tools in the
diagnosis of COVID-19 was not discussed until the DTFC1
was released. It could partly be resulted from the characteristic
pulmonary involvement of COVID-19 compared to the SARS
and MERS, which has been reported by other affected countries,
especially China.

As shown in Figure 1, pulmonary imaging should be exploited
in (a) febrile high-risk patients, defined in Figure 1, without
dyspnea and (b) immunocompromised patients with clinical
suspicion of COVID-19, independent of being febrile or not. The
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FIGURE 1 | Iran’s Flowchart of Clinical Approach to COVID-19 (10).

second group has been considered first in DTFC2. According
to the DTFC2 and the later updates, COVID-19 compatible
findings in chest CT scans might act as equivalent to the RT-PCR
test in confirmation of the diagnosis of COVID-19 in clinically
suspicious patients.

Although lung imaging has not been still considered as
a tool in the follow-up of patients, a significant resolution
of pulmonary involvement in imaging was included as an
indispensable criterion for patient discharge from hospital in
DTFC3-5, which has been removed in DTFC6.

A Trend Toward Outpatient Care
The first guideline released on 20 January emphasized that
patients with the mild disease could be cared at home and should
be consulted to back to COVID-19 centers for early evaluation
upon exacerbation of symptoms. In this line, DTFCs strongly
recommended home care in all patients except the followings: (a)
those presenting with respiratory symptoms having dyspnea or
respiratory rate > = 30 per min or oxygen saturation <93%, (b)
high-risk febrile patients with imaging findings compatible with
COVID-19, and (c) immunocompromised patients suspicious
to COVID-19. According to the “Operative guidance for home
care management of patients with mild COVID-19,” patients

should be consulted to enough rest, appropriate meals, high fluid
intake and isolation. A detailed brochure, provided by MOHME,
containing information about patient care at home, instructions
of drug consumption, alarming symptoms and isolation will be
given as well. In addition, all patients receiving outpatient care or
therapy should be isolated for at least 14 days after the resolution
of symptoms.

An active follow-up has been considered in all DTFCs as an
indispensable part of the care of COVID-19 patients in outpatient
settings. The follow-up is generally composed of (1) continuous
self-monitoring and (2) scheduled surveillance by health care
providers. According to the DTFC1, all patients treated in the
outpatient setting should be daily followed up by health care
providers in on-phone mode and upon emerging one of the
following symptoms should be referred to hospitals: (a) dyspnea,
(b) loss of consciousness, (c) continuation of fever, and (d)
exacerbation of cough. However, the two latter criteria have been
revised in DTFC2 to (c) a continuation of fever after 5 days
from treatment start and (d) exacerbation of cough or productive
cough, which are still valid.

The follow-up takes place through the Iranian Integrated
Health portal, the so-called SIB R©. The duration of daily
telephone follow-up recommended by DTFC1 and DTFC2 has
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been explained in the next updates more detailed. According to
the DTFC3-5, active telephone follow-up should daily be done
in the first 5 days accomplished by a final follow-up 10 days
after being registered as suspicious COVID-19 patient in SIB R©.
In DTFC6, the telephone follow-up should be done every 2 days
until 14 days after registration in SIB R©. In this regard, operative
guidance was released on 2March 2020, updated on 10 March, to
precisely address the mechanism of drug delivery and follow-up
in the outpatient setting. Based on these instructions, all patients
receiving outpatient therapy will be registered in SIB R© and have
to be followed up as recommended in DTFCs.

Notably, convalescent care facilities have found a place in the
care of patients with COVID-19 as an intermediate stage between
inpatient and outpatient care settings and the role of these centers
has been well-defined in an action plan released on 3 March
2020, updated later on 30March 2020. Accordingly, patients with
positive RT-PCR results, who: (a) are not hospitalized or (b) have
been discharged earlier than 14 days after symptom onset or (c)
might not receive enough care at home, should be referred to
these centers.

Therapeutics in Outpatient and Inpatient
Settings: Regular Reconsideration
The national guideline released on 20 January 2020 and
its single update on 2 February 2020, did not deal with
therapeutics in detail. They generally recommended oxygen
therapy, conservative rehydration and empirical antibiotic
therapy in the setting of severe acute respiratory infection
(SARI). Moreover, they are strongly against the routine use of
corticosteroid in COVID-19 and recommend, also, the use of
oseltamivir only when influenza is suspected. However, DTFCs
have been mainly devised to be exploited as ready-to-use clinical
action plans.

All versions of DTFC emphasized that COVID-19 could be
managed in most patients without special antiviral or antibiotic
therapies. In the outpatient setting, the recommendation of
adjunctive medicines with possible beneficial effects against
SARS-CoV-2 has been restricted to the following patient
groups presenting with respiratory symptoms: (a) febrile high-
risk patients without dyspnea with normal lung imaging (b)
immunocompromised patients without dyspnea with normal
lung imaging; independent of being febrile or afebrile.

In DTFC1-3, the treatment regimen in the outpatient setting
consisted of oseltamivir 75mg and hydroxychloroquine sulfate
200mg (or chloroquine phosphate 250mg) both twice daily
for a minimum of five and a maximum of 14 days. In
DTFC4-6 similar to the National Guidelines for 2019-nCoV,
the indication of oseltamivir prescription has been restricted to
those, in whom there is a virological or epidemiological clue of
influenza infection.

In DTFC5-6, the proposed daily dose of hydroxychloroquine
sulfate (or chloroquine phosphate) has been doubled on the
first day of therapy and, also, the maximum duration of
therapy has been reduced to 10 days. In DTFC7, the dosage
for hydroxychloroquine sulfate (or chloroquine phosphate)
administration remained the same as DTFC6, however was
restricted to so-called “high risk population.”

In the inpatient setting, two different treatment regimens
based on disease severity were proposed in DTFC1-4. According
to the DTFC1-4, COVID-19 is considered to be very severe
if at least one item of the followings is present: (a) loss of
consciousness, (b) respiratory rate >= 24 per min, (c) systemic
blood pressure < 90/60mm Hg, (d) multilobular infiltration on
lung imaging, (e) persistent hypoxemia.

In patients not being classified as very severe, a
combination of (i) hydroxychloroquine sulfate 200mg (or
chloroquine phosphate 250mg) twice daily only on the
1st day, (ii) lopinavir/ritonavir 200 mg/50mg two tablets
twice daily for a minimum of five and a maximum of
14 days, which based on DTFC3-6 could be replaced by
atazanavir/ritonavir 300/100 in the case of gastrointestinal
intolerance or past history of cardiac arrhythmia. If
atazanavir/ritonavir is prescribed, the hydroxychloroquine
sulfate 200mg twice daily should be continued for 5–14
days, (iii) oseltamivir 75mg twice daily for 5–14 days was
also recommended in DTFC1-3, not recommended in the
later updates.

In patients, in whom the disease course was classified as very
severe, ribavirin 1,200mg daily based on DTFC1-2 and 2,400mg
daily based on DTFC3-4 plus the above-mentioned regimens was
recommended. However, ribavirin has been removed from the
proposed regimen in DTFC5-6. DTFC7 does not recommend
hydroxychloroquine sulfate (or chloroquine phosphate) anymore
for inpatient setting and recommends: (i) lopinavir/ritonavir
200/50mg two tablets twice daily or atazanavir/ritonavir 300/100
once daily for a minimum of seven and a maximum of 14 days
(ii) interferon-beta-1-a 250 microgram or interferon-beta-1-a 44
microgram subcutaneous every other day 5–7 days.

Indeed, the DTFC5-7 do not deal anymore with critically ill
patients and referred the clinical management of this group of
patients to a separate “protocol for the management of critically
ill patients with COVID-19 in intensive care units (ICU) (12).”

Therefore, DTFC5-7 recommends only hydroxychloroquine
sulfate 200mg (or chloroquine phosphate 250mg) two tablets
twice daily on the 1st day and then one tablet twice daily for 7–
14 days in the inpatient setting. In addition, concomitant therapy
with lopinavir/ritonavir or atazanavir/ritonavir (two tablets twice
daily for 7–14 days) is a dispensable part of standard regimen
in DTFC5-7 and might be ordered at the discretion of the
responsible clinicians.

According to the ICU protocol, lopinavir/ritonavir or
atazanavir/ritonavir should be prescribed in ICU-admitted
patients with a respiratory rate >= 24 per min or SpO2 =<

80–85% (12). This protocol recommended ventilatory support
suggested by WHO (16), the Surviving Sepsis Campaign (17),
and Marini and Gattinoni (18). It considers oxygen therapy if
SpO2 <90% and recommends intubation in COVID-19 patients
as early as one item of the followings is present: (a) persistent
hypoxemia (PaO2 < 60 mmHg or SpO2 < 85%) following 1–
2 h application of non-invasive ventilation or 30–60min usage
of high-flow devices (b) moderate to severe respiratory acidosis
(PaCO2 >= 60 mmHg or PH = < 7.25) (c) Respiratory rate
>= 36 per minute (d) Hemodynamic instability (mean arterial
pressure (MAP) < 60 mmHg without response to the fluid
therapy), and (e) loss of consciousness.
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REGISTERED CLINICAL TRIALS

As of 4 August 2020, a total of 305 clinical trials have been
registered to the Iranian Registry of Clinical Trials (IRCT)
(19). As a part of WHO’s SOLIDARITY trial, 16 centers in
Iran are involved in a large five-arm randomized controlled
trial with a target sample size of 3,000, The recruitment
phase has been completed in May 2020. SOLIDARITY trial
(IRCT20200405046953N1) aims to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of four different medicines including Remdesivir,
chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir/ritonavir, and
interferon plus lopinavir/ritonavir on COVID-19. The enrolled
patients will receive these medications in conjunction with the
local standard regimens.

Among registered trials, 17 randomized trials evaluate or
compare the safety and efficacy of different antivirals including
sofosbuvir, sofosbuvir/ledipasvir, sofosbuvir plus velpatasvir,
sofosbuvir plus daclatasvir, ribavirin, lopinavir/ritonavir,
favipiravir, umifenovir, and remdesivir in the treatment of
COVID-19 (IRCT20151227025726N14, IRCT20200322046833N
1, IRCT20200128046294N2, IRCT20200324046850N2, IRCT202
00318046812N1, IRCT20100228003449N29, IRCT20171122037
571N2, IRCT20130812014333N145, IRCT20200328046882N1, I
RCT20200421047155N1, IRCT20130812014333N145, IRCT200
80901001165N46, IRCT20200403046926N1, IRCT20200328046
886N1, IRCT20200406046968N3, IRCT20180725040596N2, IRC
T20200428047228N1). The largest randomized trial on antivirals
(IRCT20200318046812N1) is currently recruiting patients from
11 centers with a target sample size of 324. It is designed to
compare the therapeutic efficacy of hydroxychloroquine plus
favipiravir with a combination of hydroxychloroquine plus
lopinavir/ritonavir in COVID-19.

A single-arm non-controlled trial (IRCT20171122037571N2)
with a target sample size of 120 evaluates the safety and efficacy
of remdesivir in COVID-19 patients. The control group is
treated with the standard regimen and the intervention group
concomitantly receives remdesivir and the standard regimen for
5 days. The recruitment phase has been completed in May 2020.

As the humoral immunity is vastly involved in antiviral
immunity, some groups suggested the potential beneficial
role of blood products in the treatment of COVID-19.
Eighteen trials have been designed to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of convalescent plasma or intravenous immunoglobulin
in COVID-19 (IRCT20200325046860N1, IRCT202003100467
36N1, IRCT20151228025732N53, IRCT20181104041551N1, I
RCT20200325046859N1, IRCT20200317046797N3, IRCT2020
0409047007N1, IRCT20200413047056N1, IRCT202004160470
99N1, IRCT20200406046968N2, IRCT20200501047258N1, IR
CT20200418047116N1, IRCT20150808023559N21, IRCT20200
414047072N1, IRCT20120215009014N353, IRCT20200404046
948N1, IRCT20150808023559N20, IRCT20200328046882N1).
The largest of them (IRCT20200325046860N1), is currently
recruiting patients with severe COVID-19 from four COVID-
19 centers with a target sample size of 200 and an expected
recruitment completion on 20 August 2020. A trial with a
target sample size of 45 (IRCT20200310046736N1) aims to
compare the safety and efficacy of convalescent plasma with the

plasma-derived immunoglobulin-enriched solution in COVID-
19 patients.

Seven trials have been registered to assess the efficacy of
interferon (INF) ß-1a or 1b (IRCT20080901001165N53, IRC
T20200406046968N3, IRCT20160118026097N3, IRCT20190804
044429N1, IRCT20150914024017N1, IRCT20100228003449N2
8, IRCT20100228003449N27, IRCT20151227025726N12). The
recruitment phase of the four latters has been completed with
a targeted sample size of 40, 30, 30 and 20, respectively.
A trial (IRCT20190804044429N1) with a sample size of 70
compares the efficacy of the standard regimen with the
combination of the standard regimen and INF ß-1b. The
recruitment phase completed in May 2020. The largest one
(IRCT20080901001165N53) with a sample size of 100 is studying
the efficacy of INF ß-1a nasal spray.

Among 10 registered trials in the recruiting phase,
which evaluate the prophylactic or therapeutic efficacy of
chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine in COVID-19 (IRCT2013091
7014693N10, IRCT20100228003449N30, IRCT2012082601066
4N6, IRCT20200718048129N1, IRCT20100228003449N3, IRC
T20130306012728N8, IRCT20080901001165N51, IRCT201901
22042450N4, IRCT20151222025660N2, IRCT20200405046958
N1), the first one is the largest with a target sample size of 100
patients and an expected date of recruitment completion of 8
June 2020. The latter (IRCT20080901001165N51), a randomized
trial, studies the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine nasal spray in
80 patients.

Nine trials are aimed to study the safety and efficacy of
mesenchymal stem cell therapy in COVID-19, all with a small
sample size of 5–10 (IRCT20200418047121N2, IRCT202004130
47063N1, IRCT20130306012728N8, IRCT20190717044241N2, I
RCT20200217046526N2, IRCT20200217046526N1, IRCT20140
911019125N6, IRCT20200325046860N2, IRCT20140528017891
N8). The recruitment phase of the two latters with a sample size
of 5 and 10 has been completed.

Five trials (IRCT20151227025726N13, IRCT201503030213
15N17, IRCT20200501047258N1, IRCT20200406046968N3, I
RCT20130306012728N8) evaluate the safety and efficacy of
Tocilizumab in COVID-19. The latter, a multicentric study with a
target sample size of 500 will expectedly complete the recruitment
phase in July 2020.

The use of corticosteroids in COVID-19 is still controversial.
WHO’s interim guidance released on 13 March 2020 and Iran’s
National guidelines for 2019-nCoV are explicitly against routine
use of corticosteroids (3, 4, 16).

To evaluate the efficacy of corticosteroids, six trials have
been registered (IRCT20200324046852N1, IRCT20200404046
947N1, IRCT20200204046369N1, IRCT20200406046963N1, I
RCT20170210032478N3, IRCT20120215009014N354). These
are randomized trials investigating efficacy of corticosteroid
administration, either oral or inhalational or intravenous, as
adjunctive therapy to the standard regimens.

The recruitment phase of the two first trials with a sample size
of 30 and 40 patients, respectively, has been completed.

A large multicentric trial (IRCT20200318046812N2), with a
target sample size of 906, recruits as of 10 April patients from
four centers for 1 year. This study aims to evaluate the safety
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and efficacy of three therapeutic interventions with the following
regimens: “Hydroxychloroquine + Azithromycin + Naproxen
+ Prednisolone” or “Hydroxychloroquine + Azithromycin +

Naproxen” regimens or “Hydroxychloroquine+ Kaletra.”
ACE2, a negative regulator of the renin-angiotensin-

aldosterone system (RAAS) works as the SARS-CoV-2 entry
receptor. In this line, medications with activity on RAAS e.g.,
ACE inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) could
be of therapeutic interest.

A randomized controlled trial (IRCT20180802040678N4)
with a target sample size of 100 patients evaluates the efficacy
of losartan 25mg twice daily on the treatment of COVID-
19. The recruitment phase has been completed in May 2020.
Similar to SARS-CoV, the spike protein priming of the SARS-
CoV-2 during entry to the alveolar epithelial cells occurs
through the serine protease TMPRSS2 (20). A randomized
clinical trial (IRCT20200317046797N1) comparing a treatment
group receiving camostat mesylate, a serine protease inhibitor,
plus the standard regimen with a control group receiving
only the standard regimen completed its recruiting phase
in May 2020.

A total of 98 clinical trials has been registered to
the IRCT to evaluate the efficacy of diverse herbal or
traditional Iranian medicines, supplements or vitamins
e.g., high dose Vit C (IRCT20190917044805N2) and Vit
D3 (IRCT20200324046850N1).

As of 5 August 2020, a total of 314,786 confirmed, 17,617 death
and 272,535 recovered COVID-19 cases have been reported
by Iran.

CONCLUSION

The presented narrative review tries to identify the mainstays
of Iran’s approach to COVID-19. As almost all of the national
instructions released by responsible authorities are in Persian,
this review may contribute to the global data sharing in the era
of COVID-19. The presented review found that the instructions
are conceptually in line with the first “National Guideline for
2019-nCoV” published on 20 January 2020. The screening has
mainly been clinically oriented rather than being purely based
on laboratory tests and MOHME seems to be following the
approach of “early detection of symptomatic cases followed by
early source control.”
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Purpose: We aimed to investigate the relationship between clinical characteristics,

radiographic features, and the viral load of patients with coronavirus disease

2019 (COVID-19).

Methods and Materials: We retrospectively collected 56 COVID-19 cases from two

institutions in Hunan province, China. The basal clinical characteristics, detail imaging

features and follow-up CT changes were evaluated and the relationship with the viral

load was analyzed.

Results: GGO (48, 85.7%) and vascular enlargement (44, 78.6%) were the most

frequent signs in COVID-19 patients. Of the lesions, 64.3% of the margins were uneasily

differentiated. However, no significant correlations were found in terms of leucocytes,

neutrophils, lymphocytes, platelets, and C-reactive protein (all P > 0.05). In contrast, the

uneasily differentiated margin was negatively correlated with the Ct value (r = −0.283, P

= 0.042), that is, an uneasily differentiated margin indicated a lower Ct value (P = 0.043).

Patients with a lower Ct value were likely to present a progress follow-up change

(P = 0.022). The Ct value at baseline could predict a progress follow-up change with an

AUC of 0.685 (Cut-off value= 29.48). All four patients with normal CT findings presented

new lesion(s) on follow-up CT scans.

Conclusion: The viral load of COVID-19 is negatively correlated with an uneasily

differentiated lesion margin on initial CT scan images and the Ct value should noted

when making a diagnosis. In addition, following-up CT scans are necessary for patients

who presented a normal CT at the initial diagnosis, especially for those with a low

Ct value.

Keywords: CT, COVID-19, viral load, follow-up, margin

KEY RESULTS

- The uneasily differentiated margin was negatively correlated with the Ct value (r = −0.283,
P = 0.042). In another words, an uneasily differentiated margin indicated a lower Ct value.

- Follow-up CT scans are necessary for patients with normal CT findings at initial diagnosis,
especially for those with a low Ct value.
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INTRODUCTION

A cluster of “unknown viral pneumonia” cases in Wuhan,
China, was reported to World Health Organization (WHO)
on December 31 2019 (1). A novel coronavirus, named severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was
identified through deep sequencing analysis (2). The outbreak
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), declared as a public
health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) (3), has
raised intense concerns around the world (1). The situation of the
outbreak of COVID-19 in China has been brought under control
(4), however, it still threatens the global medical system.

The genome sequence findings suggested that the presence
of COVID-19 was closely related to another coronavirus termed
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-related CoV (5).
According to the latest study (6), the modality of COVID-19
is lower than that of SARS-CoV. It has been proven that the
possibility of human-to human transmission (7, 8) and the R0

(i.e., the expected number of additional cases that one case
will generate) ranges from 2 to 3 (9). Since the pathogenesis
and the many comprehensive biological features (i.e., the
microenvironment change and immune system reaction) of
COVID-19 remain undiscovered, no specific antiviral agent
and effective vaccine is available for treatment of this disease
(10). Early detection, early diagnosis, early isolation, and early
therapy remain the basic and essential strategies (11). Accurately
assessing the disease severity of COVID-19 is still vital for
clinical treatment scenarios and taking action in advance to
avoid the presence of rapid progress. The viral load, inversely
correlated with the cycle threshold (Ct) value, is considered
as a parameter to reflect the disease severity (12–14) and
indicate the transmission ability (15). However, not all hospitals
reported the Ct value and only gave a binary diagnosis (i.e.,
positive or negative). Moreover, the assessment of the Ct
value of the virus needs a real-time reverse transcription-
polymerase chain reaction test (RT-PCR), which has inherent
disadvantages including possible false positive results and a long
turnaround time. Identifying the potential clinical alternative
factors of the Ct value may help us assess the disease
severity efficiently.

Several available clinical factors, such as white blood
cell/neutrophil/lymphocyte count, might have the potential
to reflect the severity of COVID-19 (6, 8, 16). The clinical
importance of computed tomography (CT) is emphasized by the
evidence of its value in the screening, diagnosis, and evaluation
for the daily treatment of patients with COVID-19 in clinical
practice (17–19). Moreover, the radiographic features are also
reported to reflect the severity of COVID-19 (17–19). Therefore,
all the aforementioned potential risk factors may throw light
on the viral load indirectly and be considered as convenient
and alternative factors to reflect the condition of COVID-
19. However, the relationship between the aforementioned risk
factors with viral load remains unclear.

In the present research, the purpose is to investigate
the relationship between clinical characteristics, radiographic
features, and Ct values in patients with COVID-19 and provide
some hints for its early diagnosis.

TABLE 1 | Clinical features, laboratory tests in our cohort.

Basal characteristics All patients (n = 56)

Sex

Male 26

Female 30

Age (years)a 50.34 ± 15.65

Epidemic history

Direct exposure historyb 21 (37.5)

Indirect exposure history 37 (66.1)

No exposure history 4 (7.1)

Family outbreak 17 (30.3)

Onset symptoms

Fever 36 (64.3)

Cough 31 (55.4)

Myalgia or fatigue 10 (17.9)

Sore throat 6 (10.7)

Headache 5 (8.9)

Dyspnea 4 (7.1)

Diarrhea 2 (3.6)

Nausea and vomiting 1 (1.8)

More than one symptom 35 (62.5)

None 2 (2)

Underlying disease

Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases 3 (5.4)

Surgery history 1 (1.8)

Digestive system disease 3 (5.4)

Respiratory system disease 3 (5.4)

Endocrine system disease 2 (3.6)

None 45 (80.4)

Leucocytes (× 109 per L)c 4.83 (3.57–6.24)

Neutrophils (× 109 per L) 2.92 (2.35–4.18)

Lymphocytes (× 109 per L) 1.08 (0.77–1.43)

Platelets (× 109 per L) 163.50 (121–202)

C-reactive protein (mg/L) 14.95 (4.22–39.04)

Ct value 33.20 (28.30–36.66)

apresented as mean ± SD, bpresented as number (percentage), cpresented as median

(Inter quartile range).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This retrospective study was approved by our Medical Ethical
Committee (Approved Number. 2020002), which waived the
requirement for patients’ informed consent referring to the
CIOMS guideline.

Patients
In the study, we retrospectively included confirmed COVID-19
cases from Hunan Province, China. From January 16 2020 to
February 6 2020, a search of the electronic system and the picture
achieving and communication system (PACS) was performed
to collect clinical features, laboratory values (the first one upon
admission), epidemic characteristics, and all scanned CT images.
The inclusion criteria included: (1) patients with PCR-confirmed
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FIGURE 1 | A 52-year old female with confirmed COVID-19 infection. Patient had close contact with a confirmed case and the onset symptom of fever. (A,B) Initial

CT scan (performed on February 5 2020) showed bilateral GGO and mixed GGO and consolidation (white thick arrow) with an easily differentiated margin. The viral

load (Ct value) was 38.65. (C,D) The follow-up CT scan (performed on February 9 2020) showed an improvement change. All the lesions had been absorbed (white

fine arrow).

COVID-19; (2) patients who underwent CT scanning before
treatment; (3) the interval between a CT scan and throat swab
sample being taken was <2 days; (4) the initial viral load was
reported. The exclusion criteria included: (1) patients without
PCR-confirmed COVID-19; (2) patients that had not undergone
CT scanning before treatment; (3) the interval between a CT scan
and throat swab sample being taken was more than 3 days; (4) No
viral load was reported. Finally, 56 of 360 cases (30 women, 26
men; mean age, 50.34 years ± 15.65 [SD]; age range, 2–79 years)
were included (27 patients from the Second Xiangya Hospital
and 29 patients from the First People’s Hospital of Yueyang). We
characterized patients into four groups, mild type, common type,
severe type, and fatal type based on the guideline of COVID-19
(Trial Version 7) (20), proposed by the China National Health
Commission. Based on the different treatment regimens, we
divided the included patients into two groups, non-severe group
(mild type and common type) and severe group (severe type or
fatal type). The interval between the onset of the disease and CT
scans was 5 (2–8), presented as the median (Inter quartile range).

PCR Method
Duplex RT-PCR assays were performed by using throat swab
samples in accordance with the protocol established by WHO
(21). The nucleic acid was extracted by using an automatic
system (Nathch CS, sansure biotich, Hunan). The nucleic acid
amplification was performed on slan96P (Shanghai Hongshi
Medical Technology Co., LTD). Each reaction tube was internally
controlled. The Ct value was recorded for all samples and a Ct
value <40 and >0 was considered as PCR positive.

Imaging Technique and Imaging
Interpretation
All CT scans were performed with the following three scanners:
Somatom definition AS (Siemens Medical Solutions), Somatom
emotion (Siemens Medical Solutions), and ANATOM 16HD
(ANKE Medical Solutions). The acquisition parameters were as
follows: 120 kVp; 100–200 mAs; pitch, 0.75–1.5; and collimation,
1–5mm, respectively. All imaging data were reconstructed by
using a medium sharp reconstruction algorithm with a thickness
of 1mm. CT images were acquired in the supine position at full
inspiration for all patients. All chest CT scans were reviewed
blindly and independently by two radiologists (with 5 and 15
years of experience). If an inter-observer difference happened, the
two radiologists would re-review the imaging feature(s) together
and reach an agreement (in consensus). All images were viewed
on both lung (width, 1,500 HU; level,−700 HU) and mediastinal
(width, 350 HU; level, 40 HU) settings. Twelve imaging
features including features of ground-glass opacities (GGO),
consolidation, mixed GGO and consolidation, margin of the
lesion (easily differentiated and uneasily differentiated, based on
the lesions-lung interface), architectural distortion, reticulation,
traction bronchiectasis, sub-pleural bands, intrathoracic lymph
node enlargement, fibrosis, vascular enlargement in the lesion,
and pleural effusions were evaluated according to our previous
studies (18, 22). The number of involved lung lobes, the
craniocaudal distribution (upper lung predominant, lower
predominant, and no craniocaudal distribution), the transverse
distribution (central or peripheral or no transverse distribution),
and the scattering distribution (focal, multifocal, or diffuse) were
also evaluated. The transverse distribution of the abnormalities
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FIGURE 2 | A 67-year old female with confirmed COVID-19 infection. Patient had close contact with a confirmed case and the onset symptom of fever. (A,B) Initial

CT scan (performed on January 31 2020) showed bilateral GGOs (white thick arrow) with an uneasily differentiated margin. The viral load (Ct value) was 29.13. (C,D)

The first follow-up CT scan (performed on February 5 2020) showed a progress change. All the lesions had been enlarged (white fine arrow). The diameter of the

vascular was larger than that of initial CT image [red fine arrow of (C)] and a new lesion was presented [red fine arrow of (D)]. Please note that the margin of lesions on

first follow-up CT images was clearer than before. The second follow-up CT scan (performed on February 8 2020) showed an improvement change (white arrowhead)

(E,F).

were categorized as central (i.e., peribronchovascular), peripheral
(i.e., sub-pleural), or with no transverse predilection. Focal was
defined as a single lesion of abnormality, multifocal as more
than one lesions, and diffuse as involvement of most of the
volume of one lung lobe. A CT score system was used to
evaluate the extent of disease (23). We defined three imaging
changes: no change, progress change, and improvement change
(22). No change referred to no obvious changes presented in
the chest CT. Progress change referred to the presence of new
lesions or the presence of an extent involvement area during
the treatment. Improvement change referred to continually
absorbed abnormities.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were presented as median (IOR) and
categorical variables were presented as numbers (%). The

correlations between clinical features, laboratory tests, imaging
features, and viral load were analyzed using the Spearman
analysis. The ROC analysis was used to investigate the
performance of the Ct value in predicting the follow-up change.
A two-sided P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software
(version 24.0).

RESULTS

Clinical Characteristics and Laboratory
Detection
In the beginning, 4 patients (male 1, female 3) were divided into
the mild group, 49 patients (male 23, female 26) were common,
another 3 patients (male 2, female 1) were in the severe group.
Twenty-one (37.5%) patients had a direct exposure history link
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TABLE 2 | Imaging finds of patients with COVID-19.

Imaging findings All patients (n = 56)

GGO 48 (85.7)

Vascular enlargement 44 (78.6)

Margin (uneasily differentiated) 37 (66.1)

Reticulation 26 (46.4)

Traction bronchiectasis 26 (46.4)

Consolidation 24 (42.9)

Fibrosis 22 (39.3)

Mixed GGO and consolidation 21 (37.5)

Architectural distortion 18 (32.1)

Sub-pleural bands 13 (23.2)

Pleural effusions 1 (1.8)

Intrathoracic lymph node enlargement 0 (0)

Craniocaudal distribution

Upper lung predominant 6 (10.7)

Lower lung predominant 19 (33.9)

No craniocaudal distribution 27 (48.2)

Transverse distribution

Central 0 (0)

Peripheral 46 (82.1)

No transverse distribution 6 (10.7)

Scattering distribution

Focal 2 (3.6)

Multifocal 32 (57.1)

Diffuse 18 (32.1)

CT score 6 (3–7.75)

Number of involved lung lobe

0 4 (7.1)

1 2 (3.6)

2 6 (10.7)

3 6 (10.7)

4 16 (28.6)

5 22 (39.3)

Number of lesions

>5 40 (71.4)

<5 16 (28.6)

Number of absent CT findings 4 (7.1)

Follow-up CT changes

Improvement change 27 (51.8)

Progress change 25 (41.1)

Data were presented as numbers (percentage), except for CT score, which presented as

median (Inter quartile range).

to Wuhan (i.e., long-term exposure history to Wuhan, traveling
inWuhan before diagnosis), 37 (66.1%) patients had an exposure
history to confirmed patients. It is noted that 4 (7.1%) patients
denied any direct exposure history and indirect exposure to
confirmed patients and 17 (30.3%) patients were related to a
family outbreak (more than 2 patients were confirmed in one
family). Fever (36 of 56, 64.3%) and cough (31 of 56, 55.4%)
were the most common onset symptoms. Other onset symptoms,
including myalgia or fatigue, sore throat, dyspnea, diarrhea,
nausea, and vomiting were presented in Tables 1, 2 patients had

TABLE 3 | The correlations between clinical features, laboratory tests and imaging

features and viral load.

Characteristics Ct value

r P

Sex 0.181 0.183

Age 0.086 0.529

Leucocytes (× 109 per L) 0.087 0.521

Neutrophils (× 109 per L) 0.148 0.277

Lymphocytes (× 109 per L) −0.071 0.603

Platelets (× 109 per L) 0.058 0.672

C-reactive protein (mg/L) 0.096 0.483

GGO 0.208 0.123

Vascular enlargement 0.094 0.490

Margin (reference: easily differentiated) −0.298 0.026

Reticulation −0.024 0.859

Traction bronchiectasis −0.095 0.485

Consolidation 0.051 0.707

Fibrosis 0.152 0.265

Mixed GGO and consolidation 0.01 0.94

Architectural distortion −0.05 0.716

Sub-pleural bands −0.071 0.605

Pleural effusions 0.104 0.444

Craniocaudal distribution 0.158 0.246

Transverse distribution 0.081 0.555

Scattering distribution 0.135 0.322

CT score 0.179 0.187

Number of involved lung lobe 0.256 0.057

Number of lesions 0.125 0.360

Number of absent CT findings 0.227 0.092

Follow-up CT changes (reference: improvement change) −0.322 0.016

The bold numbers indicated an significant correlation.

no onset symptoms andmost patients (80.4%) had no underlying
disease. The information about laboratory tests are also presented
in Table 1. The median Ct value was 33.20 in our cohort.

CT Findings
GGO (48 of 56, 85.7%) and vascular enlargement (44 of 56,
78.6%) were the most frequent signs in COVID-19 patients
(Figures 1, 2). The lesion’s margins were 64.3% uneasily
differentiated. Intrathoracic lymph node enlargement and pleural
effusions were rare findings in our cohort. Lesions were more
likely to be peripherally distributed (46 of 56, 82.1%) and contain
bilateral involvement (49 of 56, 87.5%). 39.3% of patients had
5 lung lobes involved and 71.4% of patients had more than 5
lesions. Other evaluated imaging features are described in detail
in Table 2. The median CT score of the lung involvement was 6.
It is notable that 4 patients had no obvious abnormity on initial
CT images.

The Relationships Between Clinical
Factors, Imaging Findings and Ct Value
We investigated the relationships between clinical factors,
imaging findings, and Ct value. No significant correlations
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were found in terms of leucocytes, neutrophils, lymphocytes,
platelets, and C-reactive protein (all P > 0.05). In contrast, the
uneasily differentiated margin was negatively correlated with

FIGURE 3 | The ROC curve of Ct value in predicting the follow-up CT

changes.

the Ct value (r = −0.298, P = 0.026, Table 3), that is, an
uneasily differentiated margin indicated a lower Ct value, which
potentially indicated a more severe presentation of the disease
(Figures 1, 2).

Follow-Up CTs and The Relationship With
Ct Value
In total, 52 of 56 (92.9%) patients had undergone follow-up
CT scans. Among the 52 patients, 27 patients presented an
improved change, whereas 25 patients presented a progressed
change. Furthermore, we investigated the relationships between
the follow-up CT changes and Ct value. The results showed that
the progressed follow-up change was negatively correlated with
the Ct value (r = −0.322, P = 0.016, Table 3), that is, patients
with a lower Ct value were likely to present a progressed follow-
up change (P = 0.022). The Ct value at baseline could predict
a progress follow-up change with an AUC of 0.685 (Cut-off
value = 29.48) (Figure 3). All 4 of the patients (Ct value: 25.23,
29.37, 25.22, and 33.19, respectively), with normal CT findings
presented new lesion(s) on follow-up CT scans (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we investigated the relationships between
clinical characteristics, radiographic features, and Ct values
in patients with COVID-19 and we found that an uneasily
differentiated margin of lung lesions was negatively correlated
with the Ct value, which could be used as a predictor for the

FIGURE 4 | A 45-year old male with confirmed COVID-19 infection. Patient had a direct exposure history to Wuhan and the onset symptom of vomiting. (A–D) CT

scan performed four times. Initial CT scan (performed on January 30 2020) showed no obvious abnormal CT findings (A). The next three times follow-up CT images

showed a strip lesion in the right lower lobe (white thick arrow), first presented on second CT scan [performed on February 3 2020, (B)], enlarged on the third CT scan

[performed on February 6 2020, (C)] and absorbed on the fourth CT scan [performed on February 9 2020, (D)]. An ambiguous lesion was shown in the upper left lobe

[white fine arrow, (B)] and was absent in other images. The viral load (Ct value) was 22.53.
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severity of COVID-19, that is, patients with a lower Ct value were
likely to present a progress follow-up change (P = 0.022).

Both the number of confirmed cases and deaths has overtaken
that of SARS in China (24). The clinical features and epidemic
history have been well-reported recently. The onset symptom
of fever and specific exposure history were also reported in our
study. Most patients (66.1%) had an indirect exposure history
and 17 (30.3%) patients were related to a family outbreak.
The incidence indicated a serious risk of human-to-human
transmission, therefore, early identification of positive cases and
separating the negative patients from the suspected group is
urgently warranted.

Although advances in treatment scenarios have been made,
there is no existing evidence of curative medicine for COVID-
19. Early diagnosis and treatment remained the basic strategies.
The treatment response and clinical outcome of patients with
COVID-19 were not well-documented, especially for severe/fatal
patients or patients with rapid progress, so identifying patients
with potential rapid progress early, accurately evaluating the
severity of the disease at baseline, and further predicting
clinical outcomes may improve the prognosis and curative
rate. It was reported that the viral load (Ct value) has the
potential to determine the severity of the disease (14). However,
obtaining the viral load needs a long-term PCR test which
has the potential of providing a false negative (18), therefore,
investigating the relationships between these factors and the vial
load may overcome the disadvantage. Leukopenia, lymphopenia,
thrombocytopenia, and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) levels
were identified as risk factors for severe cases (6, 8). Liu et al. has
discovered that the Ct value of the virus highly correlates with
CRP and lymphopenia in patients with COVID-19. However,
no laboratory manifestations were correlated with the viral load
whichmay contribute to data bias, given the fact that we included
a relatively large sample size.

CT scans, most frequently used in the diagnosis and
monitoring treatment response of COVID-19, has contributed a
lot in clinical practice. The typical chest CT features have been
reported in previous studies (17, 25). GGOwas the most frequent
sign among the positive patients in our study, which is consistent
with previous studies (25). In addition, the radiographic features
were also considered as predictors for the severity of the disease
(6). The CT score, a semi-quantitative score to evaluate the extent
of the lesions, was a severity predictor in our previous study
(26). However, it had no statistical correlation with the viral load.
Moreover, another factor related to the extent of the lesions, e.g.,
number of involved lung lobe and the number of lesions were also
not significantly correlated with the viral load. A low viral load
may cause more serious reactions in the body, leading to a higher
extent of lesions in the lung. The unexpected results may be due
to the small sample size. Although the lesions were more likely
be peripherally distributed and multifocal, the viral load had
no predominant distributions. In other words, the distributions
can be considered as a differentiated feature from other viral-
related pneumonia instead of a severity predictor. Interestingly,
we found that an uneasily differentiated margin indicated a lower
Ct value, which possibly indicated the severity of the disease. The
suggestion that an uneasily differentiated margin could indicate
the reaction of the immune system against COVID-19 is still

ongoing and the potential of further progress is expected. In
contrast, an easily differentiated margin indicates that the virus
has been restricted.

We also found the follow-up CT changes could help identify
the patients who might progress in the later stage in our previous
study (22). In this study, we also investigated the relationship
between the viral load and the follow-up CT changes and found
that the progressed follow-up changes were negatively correlated
with the Ct value, which means patients with a lower Ct value are
likely to present a progressed follow-up CT change, maybe even a
worse prognosis. The Ct value at baseline yields an AUC of 0.685
to predict a progress follow-up CT change.

It is notable that 4 patients had no abnormal CT findings in
our cohort. All 4 of the patients presented new lesions in the
follow-up CT scan images, indicating that abnormal imaging
findings might be absent in the early stage of COVID-19. This
also further proved a lower Ct value are likely to present a
progress follow-up CT change. It reminds physicians of the
importance of follow-up CT scans for patients with normal
CT findings at initial diagnosis, especially for those with a low
Ct value.

Nevertheless, the study has several limitations. Firstly, this
is the experience of a single center and the sample size was
small. Our conclusions cannot be generalized to other centers
taking care of COVID-19 patients directly, which needs further
investigation. A multicenter study and/or including more cases
might provide more information on the viral load and clinical
outcomes of COVID-19. Secondly, the relationship between Ct
value during the treatment and clinical features, laboratory tests
and radiographic features were not investigated and will be
conducted in a future study.

In conclusion, the viral load is negatively correlated with an
uneasily differentiated lesion margin on initial CT scan images
and the Ct value should be paid attention to in making the
diagnosis. In addition, follow-up CT scans are necessary for
patients with normal CT findings at initial diagnosis, especially
for those with a low Ct value.
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Certain high-risk factors related to the death of COVID-19 have been reported, however,

there were few studies on a death prediction model. This study was conducted to

delineate the clinical characteristics of patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (covid-19)

of different degree and establish a death prediction model. In this multi-centered,

retrospective, observational study, we enrolled 523 COVID-19 cases discharged before

February 20, 2020 in Henan Province, China, compared clinical data, screened for

high-risk fatal factors, built a death prediction model and validated the model in 429

mild cases, six fatal cases discharged after February 16, 2020 from Henan and 14 cases

fromWuhan. Out of the 523 cases, 429 were mild, 78 severe survivors, 16 non-survivors.

The non-survivors with median age 71 were older and had more comorbidities than the

mild and severe survivors. Non-survivors had a relatively delay in hospitalization, with

higher white blood cell count, neutrophil percentage, D-dimer, LDH, BNP, and PCT

levels and lower proportion of eosinophils, lymphocytes and albumin. Discriminative

models were constructed by using random forest with 16 non-survivors and 78 severe

survivors. Age was the leading risk factors for poor prognosis, with AUC of 0.907 (95%

CI 0.831–0.983). Mixed model constructed with combination of age, demographics,

symptoms, and laboratory findings at admission had better performance (p= 0.021) with

a generalized AUC of 0.9852 (95% CI 0.961–1). We chose 0.441 as death prediction

threshold (with 0.85 sensitivity and 0.987 specificity) and validated the model in 429

mild cases, six fatal cases discharged after February 16, 2020 from Henan and 14

cases from Wuhan successfully. Mixed model can accurately predict clinical outcomes

of COVID-19 patients.

Keywords: novel coronavirus pneumonia, risk factors, death prediction model, random forest,

epidemiology investigation
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INTRODUCTION

In late December 2019, Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China
found several cases of unexplained pneumonia. On January 7,
2020, a new coronavirus was detected in the laboratory and the
whole genome sequence of the virus was obtained. On January
12, 2020, theWorld Health Organization temporarily named this
new virus 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV). On February 11,
2020, the World Health Organization announced that the same
time the International Virus Classification Committee named
the new coronavirus “SARS-CoV-2.” Although the lethal rate
of SARS-CoV-2 is not as high as SARS and MERS, it is more
infectious than other viruses including influenza virus (1–3). The
range of basic regeneration number (Ro) is estimated to be 2–5
(4, 5). China has effectively controlled the epidemic by adopting
strict prevention and control measures, but in areas outside
China, the epidemic of novel coronavirus is still spreading. The
number of infections caused by SARS-CoV-2 is large and no
specific therapeutic is available yet, which is the main cause of so
many deaths. SARS-CoV-2 can cause pneumonia and systemic
inflammation, leading to multiple organ failure in high-risk
patients. More and more studies have focused on the high-risk
factors of death. Demographic factors, advanced age, combined
underlying diseases, and D-dimer exceeding 1 µg/L have been
confirmed as risk factors for death in adult patients (6). In
the absence of vaccines and specific antiviral drugs, targeted
application of supportive therapy may be beneficial to relieve
symptoms and protect organ functions (7). How to quickly
identify high-risk patients in the early stage of the disease and
actively adopt supportive treatment to reduce mortality is an
urgent problem to be solved in the clinic. Cao Bin (6) and others
reported some characteristics and clinical progress of the early
stage of severe and dead patients, which improved our further
understanding of the characteristics of dead patients. However,
there are no relevant studies on the application of models to
predict COVID-19 death. Using admission characteristics and
laboratory test results to establish a predictivemodel can calculate
the probability of over-all mortality due to SARS-CoV-2, identify
high-risk patients as early as possible and give support to reduce
mortality as soon as possible.

In this study, we collected data of 523 discharged cases
of novel coronavirus infection in Henan Province, China and
compared the demographics, clinical characteristics, laboratory
test, imaging between the mild, severe survivors and non-
survivors.We established a death predictionmodel using the data
upon admission of the severe survivors and non-survivors.

METHODS

Study Design and Participants
From January 22, 2020 to February 20, 2020, a total of 717
patients confirmed COVID-19 were discharged in 18 cities of
Henan Province, China, of which 19 died. We designed a data
collection table, including age, gender, epidemiological history,
past history, clinical symptoms, laboratory examination, chest
CT and recorded the treatment process and clinical outcome,
and data of 556 patients with novel coronavirus pneumonia

discharged before February 20, 2020 was collected. All data were
checked by two physicians (AL and XM) and a third researcher
(QZ) adjudicated any difference in interpretation between the
two primary reviewers. For different interpretations and missing
data, we contacted the doctor who filled out the form and the
patient or their family members to review and supplement.
Excluding 18 cases under the age of 18, 10 cases missing key
information and five cases transferred to other hospitals with
no end point, 523 cases were included for statistical analysis, of
which 19 cases died including three fatal cases with data missing.
According to the Guidance for Corona Virus Disease 2019 (6th
edition) released by the National Health Commission of China,
the enrolled cases were categorized as mild or severe (8). There
were no deaths in the mild. According to the clinical outcome,
we divided the severe into severe survivors and non-survivors.
Up to April 1, there were 22 cases died of COVID-19 in Henan
Province. We have managed to collect data of another six fatal
cases of Henan Province and 14 cases from the Fourth People’s
Hospital of Wuhan to validate the predictive power of the model.
The flow diagram of included patients is shown in Figure 1.

Definition
The incubation period was defined as the interval between the
potential earliest date of contact of the transmission source
(wildlife or person of suspected or confirmed case) and the
potential earliest date of symptom onset (i.e., cough, fever,
fatigue, or myalgia). We excluded cases with an incubation
period of <1 day or cases of continuous exposure, because
those patients continued to be infected. Fever was defined as
an axillary temperature of 37.3◦C or higher. Lymphopenia was
defined as a lymphocyte count of <1,200 per cubic millimeter.
Thrombocytopenia was defined as a platelet count of <100,000
per cubic millimeter. Chest CT was divided into normal, mild,
moderate and severe infections according to the range of lesions.
The range of lesions< 15%wasmild; the range of lesions 15–40%
was moderate; the range of lesions > 40% was severe.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses on cohort characteristics were performed on R
version 3.6.1. Participants’ demographic, laboratory findings and
questionnaire were summarized with a standardized statistical
significance test method, categorical variables were shown as
counts and percentages [n (%)], and associations were tested
using a fisher’ exact test. Continuous variables were shown
as median (interquartile range, IQR), and differences between
groups were analyzed with non-parametric test (Wilcoxon’s rank-
sum test). A single-sided p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Discriminative models were constructed by using
random forest with leave-one-out cross validation, features were
selected by using embedded backward selection. Missing data
were filled by chose median value in relative cohort (Severe
death, severe survival, and mild) for model construction and
validation. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and
Precision-Recall curve were visualized by using R program
package “pROC” and “precrec,” respectively.
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FIGURE 1 | Flow diagram of included patients.

RESULTS

Clinical Characteristics of the Study
Patients According to Disease Severity and
Clinical Outcome in Severe
Table 1 shows that among the 523 patients 429/523 (82.03%)
were mild, 94/523 (17.97%) severe, and 16/94 (17.02%) in
severe cases died of COVID-19. The median age of the 523
patients was 44.0 years (IQR 32–54), with male patients (55.26%)
accounting for the majority. Severe patients were older than
mild patients (50.00 [IQR 38.25–61.5] vs. 42 [IQR 31–54]), and
non-survivors were older than 65 years with a median age of
71 years (IQR 67.75–80). Age difference between the cases was
statistically significant.

Within 14 days before the onset, 324 (61.95%) had lived in
or visited Wuhan; 158 (30.21%) had contact history with Wuhan
returnees; 136 (26%) had confirmed contact history of COVID-
19 cases; 76 (14.53%) occurred from familial clusters, and 67
(12.81%) had unknown contact history. Non-survivors were not

much different from the mild or severe survivors in terms of
epidemiological history.

Hypertension (74/465 [15.91%]), diabetes (42/462 [9.09%]),
coronary heart disease (24/461 [5.21%]) were the most common
comorbidities. The average number of comorbid diseases in the
non-survivors was 1.94 which was significantly higher than that
of the mild and severe survivors. The most common symptoms
on admission were fever (449 [88.74%], cough (309 [62.3%]
and fatigue (190 [39.58%]); the more common symptoms were
expectoration (138 [28.75%]), chest tightness (92 [19.53%]), sore
throat (65 [13.83%]), anorexia (61 [12.9%]), gasp (44 [9.4%]),
and dyspnea (41 [8.7 %]). Muscle and joint pain, runny nose,
diarrhea, dizziness, and headache were rare. The symptoms of
fever, cough, dyspnea, gasp, chest tightness, nasal congestion,
and muscle and joint pain had a higher incidence in severe
cases, and the difference was significant; the incidence of chest
tightness in non-survivors was higher than that in severe
survivors. The patients in the non-survivors had more symptoms
at the onset.
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TABLE 1 | Clinical characteristics of the study patients according to disease severity and clinical outcome in severe.

Characteristics All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

p-value Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

p-value

Age, years 44 (32–54) 42 (31–54) 50 (38.25–61.5) 0.00004 71 (67.75–80) 47 (34–54.75) 0

18–49 314/523 (60.04) 270/429 (62.94) 44/94 (46.81) 0.00384 1/16 (6.25) 43/78 (55.13) 0.00036

50–64 146/523 (27.92) 121/429 (28.21) 25/94 (26.6) 0.75274 1/16 (6.25) 24/78 (30.77) 0.03505

≥65 46/523 (8.8) 23/429 (5.36) 23/94 (24.47) 0 14/16 (87.5) 9/78 (11.54) 0

Female sex 234/523 (44.74) 199/429 (46.39) 35/94 (37.23) 0.06599 3/16 (18.75) 32/78 (41.03) 0.07824

Exposure to Source of Transmission Within Past 14 Days

Had the history of travel or residence in

Wuhan and its surrounding areas, or other

communities where the case of COVID-19

had been reported

324/523 (61.95) 272/429 (63.4) 52/94 (55.32) 0.08999 5/16 (31.25) 47/78 (60.26) 0.03216

Had contact with Wuhan residents 158/523 (30.21) 132/429 (30.77) 26/94 (27.66) 0.32199 6/16 (37.5) 20/78 (25.64) 0.24972

Cluster 76/523 (14.53) 66/429 (15.38) 10/94 (10.64) 0.15317 2/16 (12.5) 8/78 (10.26) 0.5381

Had contact with patients

confirmed0020COVID-19

136/523 (26) 115/429 (26.81) 21/94 (22.34) 0.22412 5/16 (31.25) 16/78 (20.51) 0.263

Not clear 67/523 (12.81) 48/429 (11.19) 19/94 (20.21) 0.01702 3/16 (18.75) 16/78 (20.51) 0.58924

Comorbidity

COPD 13/463 (2.81) 6/373 (1.61) 7/90 (7.78) 0.00526 5/15 (33.33) 2/75 (2.67) 0.00117

Asthma 3/459 (0.65) 2/369 (0.54) 1/90 (1.11) 0.48126 0/15 (0) 1/75 (1.33) 0.83333

Interstitial pneumonia 8/462 (1.73) 7/372 (1.88) 1/90 (1.11) 0.51749 1/15 (6.67) 0/75 (0) 0.16667

Diabetes 42/462 (9.09) 29/371 (7.82) 13/91 (14.29) 0.0475 5/15 (33.33) 8/76 (10.53) 0.03604

Coronary heart disease 24/461 (5.21) 13/371 (3.5) 11/90 (12.22) 0.00237 5/15 (33.33) 6/75 (8) 0.01681

Hypertension 74/465 (15.91) 48/375 (12.8) 26/90 (28.89) 0.00034 7/15 (46.67) 19/75 (25.33) 0.09088

Cerebral infarction 11/461 (2.39) 9/371 (2.43) 2/90 (2.22) 0.63343 1/15 (6.67) 1/75 (1.33) 0.30712

Cerebral hemorrhage 6/459 (1.31) 4/369 (1.08) 2/90 (2.22) 0.33495 1/15 (6.67) 1/75 (1.33) 0.30712

Cancer 7/230 (3.04) 4/191 (2.09) 3/39 (7.69) 0.09676 2/10 (20) 1/29 (3.45) 0.15593

Pregnancy 2/469 (0.43) 2/382 (0.52) 0/87 (0) 0.66309 0/16 (0) 0/71 (0) 1

Digestive system disease 11/307 (3.58) 10/257 (3.89) 1/50 (2) 0.44053 0/10 (0) 1/40 (2.5) 0.8

Chronic kidney disease 5/307 (1.63) 3/256 (1.17) 2/51 (3.92) 0.19413 0/11 (0) 2/40 (5) 0.61176

Symptoms

Fever 449/506 (88.74) 360/412 (87.38) 89/94 (94.68) 0.02648 15/16 (93.75) 74/78 (94.87) 0.6154

Fatigue 190/480 (39.58) 151/387 (39.02) 39/93 (41.94) 0.34364 10/16 (62.5) 29/77 (37.66) 0.06087

Cough 309/496 (62.3) 241/403 (59.8) 68/93 (73.12) 0.01064 11/16 (68.75) 57/77 (74.03) 0.43858

Dyspnea 41/471 (8.7) 18/378 (4.76) 23/93 (24.73) 0 7/16 (43.75) 16/77 (20.78) 0.05703

Gasp 44/468 (9.4) 22/375 (5.87) 22/93 (23.66) 0 4/16 (25) 18/77 (23.38) 0.55775

Chest tightness 92/471 (19.53) 60/378 (15.87) 32/93 (34.41) 0.0001 11/16 (68.75) 21/77 (27.27) 0.00236

Nasal congestion 32/467 (6.85) 20/374 (5.35) 12/93 (12.9) 0.01303 1/16 (6.25) 11/77 (14.29) 0.34485

Runny nose 31/467 (6.64) 21/374 (5.61) 10/93 (10.75) 0.06599 1/16 (6.25) 9/77 (11.69) 0.45525

Sore throat 65/470 (13.83) 51/378 (13.49) 14/92 (15.22) 0.38807 2/16 (12.5) 12/76 (15.79) 0.54396

Expectoration 138/480 (28.75) 107/387 (27.65) 31/93 (33.33) 0.16827 7/16 (43.75) 24/77 (31.17) 0.24499

Anorexia 61/473 (12.9) 44/380 (11.58) 17/93 (18.28) 0.06352 5/16 (31.25) 12/77 (15.58) 0.13271

Diarrhea 25/467 (5.35) 17/374 (4.55) 8/93 (8.6) 0.10097 2/16 (12.5) 6/77 (7.79) 0.41557

Headache 37/471 (7.86) 27/378 (7.14) 10/93 (10.75) 0.17119 0/16 (0) 10/77 (12.99) 0.13578

Dizziness 28/470 (5.96) 23/377 (6.1) 5/93 (5.38) 0.50991 0/16 (0) 5/77 (6.49) 0.38017

Muscle and joint pain 39/464 (8.41) 26/371 (7.01) 13/93 (13.98) 0.02981 1/16 (6.25) 12/77 (15.58) 0.29732

The Basic Vital Signs on Admission

Respiratory rate >24 breaths per min 4/489 (0.82) 3/399 (0.75) 1/90 (1.11) 0.02936 1/13 (7.69) 0/77 (0) 0.00554

Pulse oxygen saturation <90% 8/165 (4.85) 0/122 (0) 8/43 (18.6) 0 5/11 (45.45) 3/32 (9.38) 0.00019

Fever on admission, ◦C 37.2 (36.7-37.9) 37.1 (36.7-37.9) 37.2 (36.8-38) 0.26312 36.7 (36.6-37.1) 37.3 (36.8-38) 0.00776

<37.5 293/496 (59.07) 237/404 (58.66) 56/92 (60.87) 0.68771 12/15 (80) 44/77 (57.14) 0.09703

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Characteristics All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

p-value Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

p-value

37.5–38.0 90/496 (18.15) 78/404 (19.31) 12/92 (13.04) 0.15947 1/15 (6.67) 11/77 (14.29) 0.37752

38.1–39.0 97/496 (19.56) 77/404 (19.06) 20/92 (21.74) 0.55865 1/15 (6.67) 19/77 (24.68) 0.10886

>39.0 16/496 (3.23) 12/404 (2.97) 4/92 (4.35) 0.34306 1/15 (6.67) 3/77 (3.9) 0.51568

Time form illness onset to seeing a doctor,

days

2 (0–5) 2 (0–5) 2 (1–5) 0.41842 4.5 (1.75–7) 2 (1–4) 0.04202

Time form illness onset to hospital

admission, days

4 (2–7) 4 (2–7) 3 (2–7) 0.29878 8 (6–10) 3 (1–6) 0.00047

Incubation period, days 5 (1–9) 5 (1–9) 4 (1–9) 0.30537 5 (2–10) 4 (1–8) 0.10345

Data are median (IQR)or n/N (%). P-values were calculated by Fisher’s exact test or Mann-Whitney U-test. COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Four (0.82%) had a respiratory rate > 24 breaths/min, one of
them died; 8 (4.85%) pulse oxygen saturation < 90%, all severe;
median body temperature 37.2◦C (IQR 36.7–37.9), 293 (59.07%)
body temperature < 37.5◦C, 16 (3.23%) body temperature
> 39◦C and 80% non-survivors body temperature < 37.5◦C
upon admission.

The median duration from onset of symptoms to first visit to
doctor was 2 days (IQR 0–5), from onset of symptoms to first
hospitalization 4 days (IQR 2–7) while 8 days (IQR 6–10) in non-
survivors. The median incubation period was 5 days (IQR 1–9),
with no significant difference between the cases.

Radiographic and Laboratory Findings on
Admission
Table 2 shows the imaging and laboratory examination results.
Of all the cases, 419 patients had detailed chest CT data on initial
admission, with 17 (4.06%) being normal; 224 (53.46%) chest CT
lesions < 15%; 154 (36.75%) chest CT lesions between 15 and
40%; 24 (5.73%) chest CT lesions> 40%, of which 15 were severe.
In the non-survivors, 100% of patients had a chest CT lesion area
of more than 15% for the first time.

In the first nucleic acid testing, 323 (65.25%) were confirmed
positive for SARS-CoV-2. The leucocyte count in non-survivors
(8.66 × 109/L [IQR 7–12.335]) was significantly higher than that
in mild and severe survivors. Lymphocytopenia is more common
in the severe than in the mild (39.24 vs. 18.16%). 96.65% of
patients experienced a decrease in eosinophil count. The level of
D-dimer at admission was significantly higher in severe patients
(0.8 mg/L [IQR 0.19–4.18] vs. 0.39 mg/L [IQR 0.16–0.98],
p = 0.04076), and the non-survivors was significantly higher
than the survivors (6.9 mg/L [IQR 1–32.47] vs. 0.46 mg/L [IQR
0.1625–1.63225, p = 0.00199). The alanine aminotransferase,
lactate dehydrogenase and creatine kinase in the severe were
significantly higher than those in the mild, and the non-survivors
was more obviously, the difference was significant. The incidence
of renal impairment was higher in the non-survivors. The
incidence of arterial blood gas hypoxia and respiratory alkalosis
on admission in the non-survivors was higher than that in the
mild and the severe survivors. Three hundred and seventy-two
people were tested for C-reactive protein (CRP) upon admission.

Two hundred and eleven (56.72%) had CRP > 10 mg/L. The
increase rate in the severe (85.51%) was significantly higher than
that in the mild (50.17%). Two hundred and thirty-five patients
were tested for procalcitonin (PCT) upon admission, and 100%
patients in the non-survivors had elevated PCT. Patients in non-
survivors had more laboratory abnormalities than those in mild
and severe.

Treatments During the Hospitalization
Two hundred and seventeen (41.49%) patients received
respiratory support during hospitalization, of which 18 (4.2%)
of mild patients received nasal catheter inhalation, as shown
in Table 3. The respiratory support rate of the severe was
higher than that of the mild, and the non-survivors all received
mechanical ventilation treatment, of which six received non-
invasive mechanical ventilation treatment and 11 received
invasive mechanical ventilation treatment. Nine patients in
the severe received ECMO treatment, and no one survived.
Thirty-nine (52.7%) of the severe survivors were treated with
CRRT, and only 5 (33.33%) of the non-survivors applied this
technique. In terms of drug treatment, antiviral treatment
was commonly used in each group. The severe had a higher
proportion of antibiotics than the mild, and the non-survivors
had a higher proportion of carbapenem and glycopeptide
antibiotics than the survivors. One hundred and twelve (21.41%)
received glucocorticoid therapy, and the non-survivors received
a higher proportion of glucocorticoid therapy than the severe
survivors (62.5 vs. 41.03%).

Death Prediction Model
We constructed classification models to evaluate death risk for
severe patients. Model performance was assessed by receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis using the area
under the curve (AUC). In considering age is among leading
risk factors for poor prognosis in several studies (3, 6, 7, 9–
11), we firstly constructed models by using single age, which
could achieve and AUC of 0.907 (95% CI 0.831–0.983) for
death and alive severe COVID-19 patients. Mixed models
constructed with combination of age, demographics, symptoms,
and laboratory tests when firstly admitted to hospital had better
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TABLE 2 | Radiographic and laboratory findings on admission.

Characteristics All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

p-value Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

p-value

Radiographic Findings

Chest CT

Normal 17/419 (4.06) 13/342 (3.8) 4/77 (5.19) 0.38245 0/10 (0) 4/67 (5.97) 0.56639

Mild 224/419 (53.46) 202/342 (59.06) 22/77 (28.57) 0 0/10 (0) 22/67 (32.84) 0.02666

Moderate 154/419 (36.75) 118/342 (34.5) 36/77 (46.75) 0.04398 6/10 (60) 30/67 (44.78) 0.2873

Severe 24/419 (5.73) 9/342 (2.63) 15/77 (19.48) 0 4/10 (40) 11/67 (16.42) 0.09699

Laboratory Findings

Pathogens identified

COVID-19 viral nucleic acid test

positive on the first time

323/495 (65.25) 258/404 (63.86) 65/91 (71.43) 0.10514 16/16 (100) 49/75 (65.33) 0.00249

Influenza A virus Ag+ 8/323 (2.48) 8/263 (3.04) 0/60 (0) 0.18936 0/7 (0) 0/53 (0) 1

Influenza B virus Ag+ 13/324 (4.01) 10/264 (3.79) 3/60 (5) 0.44419 1/7 (14.29) 2/53 (3.77) 0.31543

Mycoplasma pneumonia IgM Ab+ 28/319 (8.78) 22/262 (8.4) 6/57 (10.53) 0.3824 1/7 (14.29) 5/50 (10) 0.5621

HBsAg+ 26/357 (7.28) 23/288 (7.99) 3/69 (4.35) 0.2214 0/11 (0) 3/58 (5.17) 0.58892

HCV-Ab+ 7/353 (1.98) 7/285 (2.46) 0/68 (0) 0.22041 0/11 (0) 0/57 (0) 1

TP-Ab+ 7/345 (2.03) 7/277 (2.53) 0/68 (0) 0.21186 0/11 (0) 0/57 (0) 1

Blood routine

Leucocyte count, ×109 /L 4.82

(3.585–6.225)

4.74

(3.5025–6.0475)

5.38 (4–7.05) 0.00281 8.66 (7–12.335) 5.12

(3.8675–5.9875)

0.00007

>10 24/487 (4.93) 14/398 (3.52) 10/89 (11.24) 0.00537 5/15 (33.33) 5/74 (6.76) 0.01073

4–10 310/487 (63.66) 252/398 (63.32) 58/89 (65.17) 0.74263 9/15 (60) 49/74 (66.22) 0.64496

<4 153/487 (31.42) 132/398 (33.17) 21/89 (23.6) 0.07869 1/15 (6.67) 20/74 (27.03) 0.07944

Platelet count, ×109 /L 175.5 (143–210) 176 (143–209.5) 168 (145–216) 0.29403 153

(93.25–210.75)

171 (147–213.5) 0.08684

<100 26/452 (5.75) 19/375 (5.07) 7/77 (9.09) 0.13423 4/14 (28.57) 3/63 (4.76) 0.01824

Absolute lymphocyte count, ×109 /L 1.1 (0.84–1.49) 1.12 (0.9–1.55) 0.92

(0.595–1.225)

0.00005 0.72 (0.44–0.89) 0.985

(0.6325–1.2475)

0.03876

<0.8 98/448 (21.88) 67/369 (18.16) 31/79 (39.24) 0.00004 7/13 (53.85) 24/66 (36.36) 0.23802

Lymphocyte percentage, % 24.5

(17.055–33.18)

24.8

(18.575–33.625)

19.75

(9.36–29.025)

0.00029 8.34

(5.3–13.405)

21.75

(11.225–29.775)

0.00526

<20 152/456 (33.33) 112/376 (29.79) 40/80 (50) 0.0005 11/14 (78.57) 29/66 (43.94) 0.01858

Absolute neutrophil count, ×109 /L 3.09

(2.085–4.415)

3.04 (2.06–4.3) 3.73

(2.37–5.765)

0.01557 6.29

(4.03–11.09)

3.54 (2.25–4.62) 0.01067

Neutrophil percentage, % 65.5

(56.35–74.65)

65.4 (56.5–73.7) 68.6 (56.6–85.1) 0.00649 86.105

(80.1125–

92.025)

65.95

(55.4–77.1775)

0.00172

Absolute eosinophil count, ×109 /L 0.01 (0–0.03) 0.01 (0–0.03) 0.01 (0–0.03) 0.24402 0 (0–0.02) 0.01 (0–0.03) 0.15484

<0.2 375/388 (96.65) 314/324 (96.91) 61/64(95.31) 0.36519 10/11 (90.91) 51/53 (96.23) 0.43774

Eosinophil percentage, % 0.2 (0–0.7) 0.2 (0–0.78) 0.1 (0–0.4) 0.00506 0 (0–0.2) 0.1 (0–0.4) 0.0478

<0.1 143/405 (35.31) 109/330 (33.03) 34/75 (45.33) 0.04418 9/15 (60) 25/60 (41.67) 0.20205

<0.5 276/405 (68.15) 217/330 (65.76) 59/75 (78.67) 0.03031 13/15 (86.67) 46/60 (76.67) 0.32384

Hemagglutination examination

Fibrinogen, g/L 3.48 (2.8–4.76) 3.43 (2.79–4.72) 3.607

(2.99–5.075)

0.18678 3.7055

(2.685–5.035)

3.607

(2.99–5.0825)

0.42719

>4 127/367 (34.6) 97/297 (32.66) 30/70 (42.86) 0.10666 5/14 (35.71) 25/56 (44.64) 0.54597

Prothrombin time, s 11.9 (10.7–12.9) 11.9 (10.77–12.9) 11.8 (10.6–13) 0.41355 12.5

(11.25–14.6)

11.7 (10.5–12.8) 0.06903

≥16 21/370 (5.68) 17/302 (5.63) 4/68 (5.88) 0.56081 1/11 (9.09) 3/57 (5.26) 0.51496

D-Dimer, mg/L 0.41

(0.18–1.77225)

0.39 (0.16–0.98) 0.8 (0.19–4.18) 0.04076 6.9 (1–32.47) 0.46

(0.1625–1.63225)

0.00199

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Characteristics All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

p-value Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

p-value

0.5–1 57/304 (18.75) 47/241 (19.5) 10/63 (15.87) 0.54445 2/13 (15.38) 8/50 (16) 0.66288

≥1 87/304 (28.62) 60/241 (24.9) 27/63 (42.86) 0.00498 10/13 (76.92) 17/50 (34) 0.00534

Liver function examination

Glutamic-pyruvic transaminase, U/L 22.45 (15–35) 22 (15–34) 26.5

(19.375–38.825)

0.00972 28 (21–41.4) 26 (19.3–38.1) 0.38532

>40 86/378 (22.75) 69/310 (22.26) 17/68 (25) 0.62525 3/11 (27.27) 14/57 (24.56) 0.55735

Glutamic-oxalacetic transaminase,

U/L

25 (19–33) 24

(18.8275–31.875)

30

(20.75–38.075)

0.00755 37 (32–42.25) 27 (20–35.4) 0.01613

>40 55/374 (14.71) 40/306 (13.07) 15/68 (22.06) 0.09858 5/11 (45.45) 10/57 (17.54) 0.05567

Total bilirubin, µmol/L 10.25

(7.575–15.35)

10.2 (7.5–14.7) 11.18 (8.05–17) 0.09421 14.755

(8.975–17.505)

10.9 (8.05–16.2) 0.16849

>17.1 61/384 (15.89) 45/311 (14.47) 16/73 (21.92) 0.11717 4/12 (33.33) 12/61 (19.67) 0.24509

Lactate dehydrogenase, U/L 208 (170.69–

255.445)

202.38

(166.9–235)

246.5 (186.75–

387.795)

0 437

(306.315–715.5)

223

(177.4–343.74)

0.00182

≥250 102/383 (26.63) 64/307 (20.85) 38/76 (50) 0 9/11 (81.82) 29/65 (44.62) 0.02248

Creatine Kinase, U/L 69.66 (45–113) 69 (43–106.81) 72.5 (53.99–

168.3125)

0.0169 172.875

(119.75–282.84)

67.195

(53–113.75)

0.01175

≥200 36/363 (9.92) 22/299 (7.36) 14/64 (21.88) 0.00042 4/10 (40) 10/54 (18.52) 0.13805

Albumin, g/L 40.4 (36.7–44) 40.7 (37.2–44.15) 39.9 (34–42.8) 0.00594 32.8

(29.75–39.45)

39.95

(34.975–43.175)

0.01982

<30 17/380 (4.47) 8/311 (2.57) 9/69 (13.04) 0.00094 3/11 (27.27) 6/58 (10.34) 0.14825

Renal function examination

Creatinine, µmol/L 65.29

(54–78.35)

65.29 (54–78.1) 64.85

(54.775–79.55)

0.47011 83.5 (61.38–88) 63 (54.85–71) 0.0379

≥133 5/354 (1.41) 3/284 (1.06) 2/70 (2.86) 0.25749 2/11 (18.18) 0/59 (0) 0.02277

Blood urea nitrogen, mmol/L 3.94

(3.035–5.17)

3.905

(2.9925–5.03)

4.2 (3.2–6.9625) 0.08176 5.695

(4.2075–9.99)

3.815

(3.175–5.5725)

0.07124

>8 49/332 (14.76) 35/266 (13.16) 14/66 (21.21) 0.09869 4/10 (40) 10/56 (17.86) 0.12549

Glomerular filtration rate,

ml/min/1.73 m²

106.39 (89.12–

120.9885)

106.49 (88.239–

120.9885)

105.0085

(89.6875–

121.645)

0.48903 114

(106.59–122.84)

104.17

(88.48–118.3)

0.35179

>120 16/55 (29.09) 12/39 (30.77) 4/16 (25) 0.46779 1/3 (33.33) 3/13 (23.08) 0.60714

Arterial blood gas analysis

PH value 7.435

(7.41–7.47)

7.43 (7.409–7.46) 7.45

(7.42625–7.48)

0.02645 7.4475

(7.425–7.4675)

7.455

(7.4285–7.48)

0.29188

>7.45 41/97 (42.27) 21/61 (34.43) 20/36 (55.56) 0.04183 5/10 (50) 15/26 (57.69) 0.48092

7.35–7.45 54/97 (55.67) 39/61 (63.93) 15/36 (41.67) 003294 4/10 (40) 11/26 (42.31) 0.60234

<7.35 2/97 (2.06) 1/61 (1.64) 1/36 (2.78) 0.60696 1/10 (10) 0/26 (0) 0.27778

PCO2, mmHg 35.7 (31.7–39) 36.3 (32–39.2) 35

(30.775–38.45)

0.0975 32.5

(26.4–35.55)

35.05

(31.85–38.55)

0.10487

<35 40/97 (41.24) 23/61 (37.7) 17/36 (47.22) 0.35762 7/10 (70) 10/26 (38.46) 0.09239

35–45 51/97 (52.58) 34/61 (55.74) 17/36 (47.22) 0.41712 2/10 (20) 15/26 (57.69) 0.04698

>45 6/97 (6.19) 4/61 (6.56) 2/36 (5.56) 0.60563 1/10 (10) 1/26 (3.85) 0.48413

PO2, mmHg 80.8 (67–96.6) 86.9 (78.8–103) 68.5

(53.8–83.65)

0.00008 62.6

(49.275–86.45)

68.5

(58.575–81.5)

0.2567

<60 17/97 (17.53) 5/61 (8.2) 12/36 (33.33) 0.00166 5/10 (50) 7/26 (26.92) 0.17793

Other examination

Brain natriuretic peptide, pg/mL 117.8

(53.5625–604.9)

90.71 (41–109) 612.5

(256–1121)

0 455.95

(314.715–

666.75)

736.4 (256–1166) 0.22236

>100 46/74 (62.16) 17/41 (41.46) 29/33 (87.88) 0.00004 8/8 (100) 21/25 (84) 0.30914

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Characteristics All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

p-value Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

p-value

C-reactive protein, mg/L 11.425

(4.075–28)

10 (3.45–22.715) 30.86

(11–73.49)

0 68 (30.91–96) 21.105

(10.6175–50.175)

0.02518

>10 211/372 (56.72) 152/303 (50.17) 59/69 (85.51) 0 12/13 (92.31) 47/56 (83.93) 0.39436

Procalcitonin, ng/mL 0.07

(0.05–0.1525)

0.055 (0.05–0.11) 0.13 (0.05925–

0.20475)

0.00012 0.1835

(0.15625–

0.3225)

0.12 (0.05225–

0.20475)

0.04056

<0.1 132/235 (56.17) 116/187 (62.03) 16/48 (33.33) 0.00035 0/8 (0) 16/40 (40) 0.02787

0.1–0.25 63/235 (26.81) 41/187 (21.93) 22/48 (45.83) 0.00085 6/8 (75) 16/40 (40) 0.07686

0.25–0.5 25/235 (10.64) 20/187 (10.7) 5/48 (10.42) 0.95548 0/8 (0) 5/40 (12.5) 0.38428

≥0.5 15/235 (6.38) 10/187 (5.35) 5/48 (10.42) 0.16861 2/8 (25) 3/40 (7.5) 0.18874

Cardiac troponin T, µg/L 0.01

(0.004–0.0895)

0.01 (0.003–0.2) 0.0135 (0.0075–

0.04525)

0.37652 0.015

(0.012–0.079)

0.01

(0.007–0.031)

0.1928

>0.2 11/47 (23.4) 9/33 (27.27) 2/14 (14.29) 0.28702 1/5 (20) 1/9 (11.11) 0.6044

Cardiac troponin I, µg/L 0.24

(0.055–0.4775)

0.24 (0.1–0.4) 0.29 (0.02–0.9) 0.38233 0.045

(0.014–0.6925)

0.4 (0.25–5.25) 0.2669

>1.5 6/42 (14.29) 3/29 (10.34) 3/13 (23.08) 0.262 1/6 (16.67) 2/7 (28.57) 0.56294

Data are median (IQR)or n/N (%). P-values were calculated by Fisher’s exact test or Mann-Whitney U-test. CT, computerized tomography; Ag, antigen; IgM, immunoglobulin m; Ab,

antibody; HBsAg, hepatitis B surface antigen; HCV-Ab, hepatitis C virus antibody; TP-Ab, treponema pallidum antibody; PH, pondus hydrogenii; PCO2, partial pressure of carbon

dioxide; PO2, partial pressure of oxygen.

performance (p = 0.021) and could achieved an AUC of 0.984
(95% CI 0.961–1) for death and alive severe COVID patients
(Figures 2A,B). In considering fetal cases are with a small sample
size, we randomly chose 40 samples from severe cases, then
calculated the generalized AUC by using death probabilities
and the median generalized AUC was 0.9852 (Figure 2C). Pulse
oxygen, age, creatinine, creatine kinase, D-Dimer are the most
important features (Table 4). We chose 0.441 as death prediction
threshold (with 0.85 sensitivity and 0.987 specificity), then used
six additional fatal cases (Henan), 429 mild cases and 14 cases
(Wuhan) as independent validation cohort, and four in six death
cases (0.67%) were assigned as death and majority of predicted
death probabilities in the mild Henan cases and those Wuhan
cases were below 0.441 (Figure 2D). Summary characteristics of
six Henan additional fatal cases and 14 Wuhan cases and were
outlined in Table 5.

DISCUSSION

Henan Province has a large population of 95.593 million people,
bordering Hubei Province, China. As of April 1, 2020, there
were 1,273 people confirmed COVID-19 in Henan, which was
the second most in China outside Hubei Province. We collected
data of 523 confirmed COVID-19 cases who had been discharged
from 18 cities in Henan Province before February 20, 2020 and
conducted statistical analysis. Our data showed that the main
epidemiological characteristics of novel coronavirus pneumonia
in Henan Province were import and cluster, which were similar
to other provinces and cities outside Hubei in China. Among
the 523 cases, there were 289 males (55.26%) and 234 females
(44.74%). Other reports also showed a higher percentage of males

(9, 12, 13), suggesting that males were more susceptible. Our
study suggested that people of all ages were generally susceptible,
with people aged 18–64 accounting for 87.96%, which was
consistent with the Chinese CDC report (3). In our study, there
were 16 fatal cases before February 20, 2020, and 87.5% of the
deaths were ≥65 years old, with a median age of 71 years,
while the median age for the mild and severe survivors was 42
and 50 years, respectively. The most common comorbidities in
the non-survivors were hypertension (46.67%), coronary heart
disease (33.33%), diabetes (33.33%), and COPD (33.33%). The
average number of comorbidities in non-survivors was 1.94.
Several studies about severe novel coronavirus pneumonia in
China suggested that advanced age and comorbidities were high-
risk factors for COVID-19 patients to develop into severe and
death (10, 13, 14). In our study, advanced age was the biggest risk
factor for death, which was consistent with that. A study from
Italy involving 1,043 critically ill COVID-19 cases showed similar
results, but male patients accounted for a higher proportion
(82%) (9).

The median incubation period of the 523 cases in Henan
Province was 5 days, and there was no significant difference
between mild and severe. The median time from the onset
of symptoms to hospitalization in the non-survivors was 8
days, and it was significantly longer than the severe survivors,
suggesting that a delay in hospitalization might be one of the
factors leading to death. Fever (88.74%), cough (62.3%), fatigue
(39.58%), and expectoration (28.75%) were the most common
symptoms. In spite of more symptoms, 60.87% of the severe
and 80% of non-survivors had a temperature below 37.5◦C
at the time of admission. Zhong et al.’s study on 1,099 cases
of COVID-19 also found that 52% of patients did not have
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TABLE 3 | Treatments during the hospitalization.

Treatments All patients

(N = 523)

Disease severity Clinical outcome in severe

Mild

(N = 429)

Severe

(N = 94)

Non-survivors

(N = 16)

Survivors

(N = 78)

Oxygen support 217/523 (41.49) 152/429 (35.43) 65/94 (69.15) 15/16 (93.75) 50/78 (64.1)

Oxygen inhalation through nasal catheter 73/523 (13.96) 18/429 (4.2) 55/94 (58.51) 9/16 (56.25) 46/78 (58.97)

Usage time, days 10 (6–14.5) 10 (7–14) 7.5 (4–14.75) 3.5 (2–4.25) 11 (4–15.75)

High-flow oxygen 48/523 (9.18) 0/429 (0) 48/94 (51.06) 10/16 (62.5) 38/78 (48.72)

Usage time, days 6 (4–11) NA (NA-NA) 6 (4–11) 3.5 (2–4.75) 8 (4.75–12.25)

Non-invasive mechanical ventilation 15/523 (2.87) 0/429 (0) 15/94 (15.96) 6/16 (37.5) 9/78 (11.54)

Usage time, days 6 (5–12) NA (NA-NA) 6 (5–12) 4.5 (3.25–7.25) 7 (6–13)

Invasive mechanical ventilation 13/523 (2.49) 0/429 (0) 13/94 (13.83) 11/16 (68.75) 2/78 (2.56)

Usage time, days 2 (1.25–7.75) NA (NA-NA) 2 (1.25–7.75) 2 (1–4) 13 (13–13)

ECMO 9/523 (1.72) 0/429 (0) 9/94 (9.57) 9/16 (56.25) 0/78 (0)

Usage time, days 7 (2–9) NA (NA-NA) 7 (2–9) 7 (2–9) NA (NA-NA)

CRRT 44/449 (9.8) 0/360 (0) 44/89 (49.44) 5/15 (33.33) 39/74 (52.7)

Adsorptive 12/44 (27.27) 0/0 (NA) 12/44 (27.27) 3/5 (60) 9/39 (23.08)

Usage time, times 3 (2–3) NA (NA-NA) 3 (2–3) 2 (1.5–2.5) 3 (3–3)

Non-adsorptive 32/44 (72.73) 0/0 (NA) 32/44 (72.73) 2/5 (40) 30/39 (76.92)

Usage time, times 2 (2–2) NA (NA-NA) 2 (2–2) NA (NA-NA) 2 (2–2)

Drug Treatment

Antiviral treatment

497/523 (95.03) 408/429 (95.1) 89/94 (94.68) 14/16 (87.5) 75/78 (96.15)

Other 174/523 (33.27) 142/429 (33.1) 32/94 (34.04) 4/16 (25) 28/78 (35.9)

Immunotherapy 181/523 (34.61) 126/429 (29.37) 55/94 (58.51) 13/16 (81.25) 42/78 (53.85)

Methylprednisolone 103/523 (19.69) 61/429 (14.22) 42/94 (44.68) 10/16 (62.5) 32/78 (41.03)

Usage time, days 5 (3–6) 5 (3–6) 5 (3–6) 5 (3–6) 5 (3–6)

Prednisone 9/523 (1.72) 9/429 (2.1) 0/94 (0) 0/16 (0) 0/78 (0)

Usage time, days 6 (4–14) 6 (4–14) NA (NA-NA) NA (NA-NA) NA (NA-NA)

Immunoglobulin 80/523 (15.3) 43/429 (10.02) 37/94 (39.36) 12/16 (75) 25/78 (32.05)

Usage time, days 4 (3–5) 4 (3–4.25) 4 (2–5) 2.5 (1.75–4.25) 4 (3–5)

Thymosin α 68/523 (13) 50/429 (11.66) 18/94 (19.15) 4/16 (25) 14/78 (17.95)

Usage time, days 8.5 (6–13.75) 8 (5–13) 11 (8–15) 9 (6.5–10) 11 (8.25–15.75)

Antibiotics 347/523 (66.35) 279/429 (65.03) 68/94 (72.34) 12/16 (75) 56/78 (71.79)

Quinolone 266/523 (50.86) 220/429 (51.28) 46/94 (48.94) 5/16 (31.25) 41/78 (52.56)

Penicillin 67/523 (12.81) 51/429 (11.89) 16/94 (17.02) 3/16 (18.75) 13/78 (16.67)

Cephems 99/523 (18.93) 72/429 (16.78) 27/94 (28.72) 6/16 (37.5) 21/78 (26.92)

Carbapenem 25/523 (4.78) 11/429 (2.56) 14/94 (14.89) 6/16 (37.5) 8/78 (10.26)

Glycopeptide 9/523 (1.72) 2/429 (0.47) 7/94 (7.45) 5/16 (31.25) 2/78 (2.56)

Tetracycline 11/523 (2.1) 3/429 (0.7) 8/94 (8.51) 2/16 (12.5) 6/78 (7.69)

Antifungai agents 26/523 (4.97) 6/429 (1.4) 20/94 (21.28) 10/16 (62.5) 10/78 (12.82)

Fluconazole 4/523 (0.76) 0/429 (0) 4/94 (4.26) 2/16 (12.5) 2/78 (2.56)

Voriconazole 11/523 (2.1) 1/429 (0.23) 10/94 (10.64) 6/16 (37.5) 4/78 (5.13)

Caspofungin 8/523 (1.53) 0/429 (0) 8/94 (8.51) 5/16 (31.25) 3/78 (3.85)

Anti-inflammatory treatment 198/523 (37.86) 148/429 (34.5) 50/94 (53.19) 11/16 (68.75) 39/78 (50)

Acetylcysteine Effervescent Tablets 38/523 (7.27) 27/429 (6.29) 11/94 (11.7) 1/16 (6.25) 10/78 (12.82)

Data are median (IQR)or n/N (%). ECMO, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; CRRT, continuous renal replacement therapy.

fever when they became ill (12). The lack of fever symptoms
made it difficult to identify COVID-19 patients and could
also be one of the factors that caused a delay in visiting the
doctor. Another study on refractory COVID-19 also found that
the refractory pneumonia cases had a significantly lower fever
incidence than the common pneumonia cases, suggesting that

slow or poor response to SARS-CoV-2 was more likely to cause
severe illness (15).

Compared with the mild and severe survivors, the non-
survivors had higher leucocyte count, neutrophil percentage,
D-dimer, LDH, BNP, and PCT levels, while the proportion
of eosinophils, lymphocytes and albumin were lower, which
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FIGURE 2 | Models to predict death risk. (A) Performance of the classifiers using AUCs, significance determined by single sided AUC comparison by using bootstrap

method with 10,000 permutations (boot. n = 10,000). (B) Precision-recall curves of models based on mixed features and age. (C) Distribution of generalized AUC by

using bootstrap sampling (n = 100). (D) Boxplots showing distribution of death probabilities among different cohorts. horizon dashed line indicates selected threshold.

was consistent with other studies. White blood cell count,
neutrophil percentage and elevated PCT suggested that the non-
survivors might be hospitalized with bacterial infection. Low
albumin indicated that the patient was seriously depleted and
the nutritional level was poor. D-dimer elevation had been
confirmed in multiple studies as a high-risk factor for severe
illness and death (10, 16, 17), which was consistent with our
study. Chen et al.’s study found that in the non-survivors 56%
had increased leucocyte count and 91% had lymphopenia, while
in the severe survivors 4% had increased leucocyte count and
47% had lymphopenia (10). Zhang et al.’s study found that

most COVID-19 cases combined with lymphopenia (75.4%) and
eosinophilia (52.9%), and lymphopenia and eosinophilia were
associated with disease severity (17). In our study, eosinophilia
generally occurred in all cases, and there was no significant
difference between the non-survivors and the severe survivors,
but most of the eosinophils in the severe survivors returned
to normal when discharged, while that of the non-survivors
continued to decrease. Liu et al. also found that eosinophilia
might be an indicator of disease improvement (18).

In the non-survivors, 100% of the patients had chest CT
pneumonia area > 15% at admission, which was more severe
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TABLE 4 | Importance of features in death risk prediction model.

Feature Mean decrease Gini

Pulse oxygen saturation <90% 3.234

Age 3.025

Creatinine 1.907

Creatine Kinase 1.903

D-Dimer 1.787

Neutrophil percentage 1.292

Lactic dehydrogenase 1.274

Leucocyte count 1.207

Albumin 1.047

Time form illness onset to hospital admission 0.815

Glutamic-oxalacetic transaminase 0.737

Neutrophil count 0.731

Lymphocyte percentage 0.685

Respiratory rate >24 breaths per min 0.613

Prothrombin time 0.587

Blood urea nitrogen 0.562

Platelet 0.504

Direct bilirubin 0.486

C-reactive protein 0.405

Incubation period 0.388

Eosinophil percentage 0.264

Temperature 0.259

Chronic respiratory disease 0.207

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 0.202

Chest tightness 0.125

Diabetes 0.119

Coronary heart disease 0.116

Chest CT 0.095

Cardiovascular disease 0.072

Hypertension 0.064

Dyspnea 0.057

Cluster 0.050

Expectoration 0.031

CT, computerized tomography.

in imaging than the mild and severe survivors. In terms of
respiratory support, the rate ofmechanical ventilation in the non-
survivors was significantly higher than that in the mild and the
severe survivors, which also suggested that the lung function
of the non-survivors was more seriously impaired. In the non-
survivors, the percentage of invasive mechanical ventilation was
68.75%, higher than other reports fromWuhan, China, but lower
than those reported by the United States (71%) and Italy (88%),
and Henan Province’s mortality rate was also lower than that
of the United States and Italy (9, 19). In addition to the aging
factor, the fatal rate difference between Italy and Henan Province
could be due to the fact that the number of COVID-19 cases in
Henan province was relatively smaller and the medical resources
were relatively more sufficient. Nine patients were applied with
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation and technology (ECMO),
but no one survived. Research showed application of ECMO
could reduce mortality of patients with H1N1-related ARDS
and MERS-related ARDS (20, 21), but there was no large-scale

TABLE 5 | Summary characteristics of six Henan additional fatal cases and 14

Wuhan cases.

Feature WH (n=14) HN (N=6)

Age 63.5 (45–75.5) 77 (65–78.5)

Time form illness onset to

hospital admission

10 (7–14.75) 2.5 (1–7)

Breath 21.5 (20.25–22.75) 24.5 (23.25–25.75)

Cardiovascular disease 3/14 (21.43) 4/5 (80)

Diabetes 2/14 (14.29) 1/5 (20)

Coronary heart disease 2/14 (14.29) 1/5 (20)

Systolic pressure 128 (123.25–133) 157.5 (144.5–160)

Chest tightness 10/14 (71.43) 2/6 (33.33)

Pulse oxygen saturation 92.5 (90–94.75) 93.5 (89–95)

Chronic respiratory disease 1/14 (7.14) 2/5 (40)

Chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease

1/14 (7.14) 2/5 (40)

Hypertension 5/14 (35.71) 4/5 (80)

Temperature 36.75 (36.5–36.88) 37 (36.58–37.43)

Sputum 2/14 (14.29) 4/6 (66.67)

Cluster 2/14 (14.29) 1/6 (16.67)

Dyspnea 7/14 (50.00) 1/6 (16.67)

Incubation period 0 (0–0) 8 (4–10.5)

White Blood Cell 5.95 (4.74–7.09) 8.04 (6.52–10.53)

Aspartate Aminotransferase 25 (23–30) 28.5 (18.5–50.5)

Lactic dehydrogenase 175.5 (153.5–235) 566.5 (294.25–876.25)

Blood urea nitrogen 6.13 (4.32–7.27) 10.46 (5.01–18.28)

Neutrophil percentage 69.4 (62.7–79.1) 92.35 (90.83–94.4)

Albumin 32.8 (30.2–37.6) 33.2 (29.38–35.75)

Creatinine 70 (60.2–103) 57 (42.36–67.25)

D-Dimer 0.71 (0.33–0.86) 40.31 (40.31–40.31)

Neutrophil count 4.33 (3.23–5.29) 7.33 (6.1–9.92)

Creatine Kinase 66.5 (50.25–115.25) 133.5 (66.25–197.75)

Platelet 235.5 (196.25–309) 110 (98–156.5)

Direct bilirubin 4.2 (3.1–6.1) 4.1 (3.1–13.5)

Lymphocyte percentage 18.6 (12.8–28) 5 (3.33–6.3)

Eosinophil percentage 0.6 (0–1) 0.1 (0.03–0.33)

C-reactive protein 23.35 (3.95–66.53) 55.25 (19.74–106.43)

Prothrombin time 11.5 (10.7–12.2) 14.2 (14.1–14.3)

Data are median (IQR)or n/N (%).

clinical report on the application of ECMO in the treatment of
COVID-19, and its success rate is still unclear. In Yang et al.’s
report, six patients applied ECMO with only one survived (13).
Only a few cases were reported with successful ECMO treatment
(22, 23). The recovery of lymphocyte count was the key factor for
improvement of COVID-19. The application of ECMOdestroyed
lymphocytes and affected the function of lymphocytes. At the
same time, it could cause IL-6 increase. This could be a reason
for the low success rate of ECMO treatment. How to successfully
apply ECMO in the treatment of COVID-19 still requires further
research. 52.7% of patients in the critical severe survivors applied
CRRT technology, while 33.33% patients in the non-survivors,
suggesting that CRRT could help improve the prognosis of
COVID-19. The application rate of glucocorticoids in the non-
survivors was significantly higher than that in the mild and
the severe survivors, which was consistent with other studies.
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Glucocorticoids had been widely used in SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV, but studies showed that the application of glucocorticoids
prolonged the clearance time of virus and the probability
of mental illness was significantly increased (24). Similarly,
there was no evidence that glucocorticoids were beneficial to
improve the prognosis of patients with COVID-19. Whether
glucocorticoids can improve the prognosis of COVID-19 still
requires long-term follow-up and further research.

In our study, some independent risk factors for death were
found and we firstly developed a forest tree to accurately
predict clinical outcomes of patients with COVID-19 based
on combination of age, demographic features, symptoms and
clinical tests at admission. Old age was the most important risk
factor for poor prognosis of COVID-19 patients. The mixed
model conducted by forest tree performed well in predicting
survival and death, with AUC of 0.984 (95% confidence interval
0.961–1) for survival and death, which is helpful for further
understanding and improve clinical strategies against COVID-
19. We also found the predicted value was positively correlated
with the severity of COVID-19. Of the 14 confirmed cases
from Wuhan, seven were mild, seven were severe, 13 were
cured and discharged, and one was referred to other hospital
due to critical illness. In the death prediction model based
on Wuhan data, those with a predicted value >0.3 were all
critically ill, and the respiratory support treatment intensity
was higher than the other 10 cases. The predictive value of
the case transferred to other hospitals due to critical illness
was 0.673, unfortunately we failed to follow up on the clinical
outcome. The death prediction model we have established has
also been validated in mild and six other fatal cases in Henan
Province. The prediction of death for all mild survivors was
below 0.3 and 4 in six death cases (66.67%) were assigned
as death.

Mild patients have rare fetal cases thus we excluded mild cases
in the death prediction models. Several studies have constructed
models for early identification of cases at high risk of progression
to severe COVID-19 (11) or improved prognosis (25). However,
fatal cases were always rapid disease progression and died in
hospitals in a short time, though we have plenty of medical
support in Henan province. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first death prediction model for COVID-19 established by
random forest. The model can accurately predict the prognosis
of patients with COVID-19. Our study provided a new method
for the evaluation of disease severity. Early identification of high-
risk COVID-19 cases and early supportive therapy is critical to
the prognosis.

There are some limitations of our study. Firstly, this is a
retrospective study. There was incomplete documentation of the
history, symptoms, or laboratory findings in some cases, even
after trying to feedback and recollect. Secondly, as a retrospective
and observational study, although this random forest model

was validated in mild cases and additional fatal cases in Henan
Province and 14 cases from Wuhan and showed good predictive
effects, there were few validators outside Henan Province.
Thirdly, imageology lacked objective judgment standards, and
the investigators’ judgment was subjective, which might lead to
some bias.
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Background: The SARS-CoV2 infection has rapidly spread throughout the world,

particularly affecting those with underlying conditions.

Objective: To assess the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on the most prevalent comorbidities,

among people who died of COVID-19 in Romania.

Methods: The study comprised 814 deaths caused by COVID-19 between 22nd March

and 8th May, 2020 as reported by the Ministry of Health. WHO data regarding deaths

of the general population of Romania was used for comparison. The study analyzed the

demographics, number and prevalence of comorbidities and calculated the relative risk

for each comorbidity.

Results: The study sample consisted of 61.4% males and 38.6% females; the

mean age was 68.2 y; 90.9% of deaths occurred in people 50+ years. The mean

number of pre-existing conditions was 2.73 (SD = 1.521), with 97.4% of the

patients having at least one. The most prevalent comorbidities were hypertension

(43.1%), diabetes (33.2%), and coronary heart disease (26.0%). The calculated

relative risk of death due to COVID-19 was divided into 3 risk categories: high

impact comorbidities (RR > 3) included diabetes RR = 6.426 (95% CI, 4.965–

8.318), chronic renal disease RR = 4.338 (95% CI, 3.556–5.292) and hypertension

RR=3.261 (95% CI, 2.687–3.958). The medium impact (RR = 2–3) group comprised

chronic pulmonary disease RR = 2.615 (95% CI, 2.061–3.319) and chronic liver

disease RR = 1.577 (95% CI, 1.183–2.104) and the low impact group (RR<2)

–coronary heart disease RR = 0.664 (95% CI, 0.581–0.758), cancer RR =

0.515 (95% CI, 0.416–0.637) and stroke RR = 0.468 (95% CI, 0.370–0.593).
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Conclusion: In the studied sample, SARS-CoV-2 had a greater impact on people with

diabetes, chronic renal disease and hypertension and a lesser impact on those with

coronary heart disease, cancer and stroke. Therefore, future policies in Romania should

focus on shielding people in the high-risk group and prioritizing them for vaccination,

whilst encouraging those in the low risk group to continue seeking treatment for their

underlying diseases.

Keywords: coronavirus, diabetes, hypertension, chronic renal disease, coronary heart disease, cancer,

stroke, COPD

INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses represent a class of RNA viruses that are
enveloped, positive-sense and belong to the Coronaviridae
family. They can be encountered primarily in human and other
mammalian hosts (1). Even though most of the human infections
of coronaviruses are mild, they have been responsible for two
other notable epidemics in the last two decades that had high
mortality rates (10% and 37% for SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV,
respectively) and caused a significant number of deaths (2–4).

The latest global pandemic reported its first pneumonia cases
of unknown origin in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan,
Hubei province, China (4). The virus responsible for it was
identified as a novel RNA coronavirus and subsequently named
SARS-CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2),
due to its similarities to the first SARS-CoV (5). From a genetic
standpoint, SARS-Cov-2 has been found to have >80% sequence
similarity with SARS-CoV and 50% with MERS-CoV (6). The
most common symptoms of this condition include fever, cough,
myalgia and, to a lesser extent, vomiting or nausea and diarrhea
(4, 7). As of May 8, 2020, a number of 4,009,284 cases have been
documented globally, with a total of 275,976 reported deaths (8).
Out of the infected people, 2,337,180 were still active at that date,
with 2,288,477 or 98% in a mild condition and 48,703 or 2% in a
serious or critical state (8).

On the same day in Romania, there were 14,811 confirmed
cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection and 922 recorded deaths caused
by this pathogen (9). However, most of the patients who died
had a number of comorbidities associated and, as other previous
articles have suggested, some of these diseases could be directly
responsible for a proportion of these deaths (10). Furthermore,
other studies have also demonstrated an important correlation
between certain ailments, like diabetes, and exitus due to the
novel coronavirus infection, suggesting that they could represent
an important underlying risk factor (11, 12). In this study, we
aim to analyze the impact of SARS-CoV-2 infection on the most
frequent comorbidities encountered amongst those who have
died due to this pathogen in the Romanian population, and how
their lifespan was influenced.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
The first reported case of Covid-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019)
emerged in Romania on 26th February, 2020 in Gorj County,

where a 20-year-old male was infected by a 71-year-old Italian
man from Cattolica who was diagnosed with coronavirus.
Further, on March 22nd, the first three patients died in Romania,
all of whom had preexisting conditions.

The Romanian Ministry of Health centralized daily the new
information received from hospitals across the country regarding
the deceased patients. Furthermore, they provided a daily update,
at 1 p.m., about the number of new confirmed cases, the number
of people cured and the number of deaths that occurred in
the past 24 h, together with a number of details regarding
each deceased person. The public communication was done
through the Strategic Communication Group and through the
official website of the Ministry of Health at http://www.ms.
ro/comunicate/. Because the data was made publicly available
online, it does not require Institutional Review Board oversight
and approval.

The authors took into consideration for this study all the
deaths caused by SARS-CoV-2 between 22nd March and 8th
May, 2020 that were reported by the Ministry of Health. The
available data generally included information about the age,
gender, the ward where the patient was admitted, symptoms,
the date when the patient was tested, confirmed positive, the
date of death and also their underlying comorbidities. All the
information was anonymous, with no patient identifiers. Data
regarding ethnicity or race was not included in the report,
however, according to the last available census, 88.9% of the
total population was represented by Romanians, 6.5% were
Hungarians, 3.3% were Romani, while the rest comprised other
minorities, such as Ukrainians, Germans, Turks and Russians.
Information about race was not covered by this census (13).
In order to be included in the study, the minimum amount
of details considered essential by the authors consisted of age,
gender and comorbidities (including whether they had them or
not). Therefore, after manually selecting each case, out of the total
number of 922 reported deaths on May 8th, only 814 met the
abovementioned criteria.

From the 108 people excluded, 54.6% were from Suceava,
Arad or Ialomita, where there were known outbreaks and where,
because of the high number of deceased, the doctors did not
always report all the details about them. Furthermore, there were
a number of people that did not have a family doctor or whose
records were in overseas territories, for whom it was stated that
the comorbidities were not known. Finally, there were also people
that have died in care homes and whose medical records were
not known.
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According to law number 436 from 13th March 2020, which
was later updated on 6th April 2020, both being published in the
Official Monitor, the protocol regarding the diagnostics of death
from SARS-CoV-2 states that there are a number of situations
when a doctor can write Covid-19 as the main cause on the death
certificate (14, 15).

- All the patients that have died while they were hospitalized
and were diagnosed with the coronavirus infection during
their stay will have Covid-19 considered as their main
cause of death. An autopsy will not be performed because
of the infection risk for the medical personnel, unless
it is done for a scientific scope or it is considered a
forensic case.

- All the people that have died while in self-isolation or in
quarantine upon their return from countries considered at risk
will be classified as deaths due to Covid-19 and confirmed as
being positive for coronavirus infection.

- All the people that have died while in hospital and were
suspected to have been infected with coronavirus, but did
not get a confirmation test, will be considered deaths caused
by SARS-Cov-2.

The Romanian law is in accordance with the WHO International
Guidelines for Certification and Classification (Coding) of
Covid-19 as Cause of Death, which also states that “individual
countries should not correct what is assumed to be an error,
since changes at the national level will lead to data that are
less comparable to data from other countries, and thus less
useful for analysis.” Therefore, the authors cannot state that
all of the patients who were officially reported as Covid-
19 deaths by the Ministry of Health had a positive SARS-
CoV-2 test, as they were not necessarily required one in
order for this diagnosis to be considered on their death
certificates (16).

Terms and Measures
In this study, the authors aimed to look into the impact of
the new coronavirus over certain comorbidities in a cohort of
people that have died from Covid-19, how their lifespan was
influenced and whether it suffered a reduction or was simply not
affected. In order to achieve that desiderate, the group of Covid-
19 deaths reported by theMinistry of Health was compared to the
percentages of deaths caused by the studied comorbidities in the
general population of Romania. However, a significant number of
people that have died from the coronavirus group had multiple
comorbidities, while the analysis on the general population was
done by a singular cause of death.

To be able to make an appropriate comparison, a 3 stage
selection criteria was put in place. First, it was taken into
consideration the ward through which the patient arrived at
the hospital or the train of events that led to the intake of
the patient, indicating that the respective affliction was in an
acute state and could have posed a potentially greater risk of
exitus at that time. If the patient came through the emergency
room, it was considered that for each subject in the coronavirus
group, the comorbidity that would have had the highest impact
on their overall life expectancy would be the one with the

lowest 5 year survival rate. Therefore, a literature review was
performed and a ranking system was put in place for these
cases. Lastly, if the comorbidity was known for causing deaths
indirectly and a 5 year life expectancy could not be found,

the selection was made according to the number of reported

deaths caused by it within the Romanian population. The
summary of disease severity ranking considered by the authors

for this study, in the absence of Covid-19, is summarized in

Table 1. Further on, the 5 year survival rate is detailed for
each disease.

- Coronary Heart Diseases (CHD) are considered the number

one cause of mortality worldwide, having a particularly high
impact on the Romanian population. They are responsible for
over 9 million deaths per year across the globe, according to

the World Health Organization (WHO) (44). Even though
their mortality has progressively decreased over the last
years in Western countries, thanks to the advancements
in primary prevention and the improvement of diagnosis
and treatment, they still represent a significant burden for
developing countries (45). The 5 year survival rate after
suffering an acute myocardial infarction was found to be
around 56%, with 27.1% dying within a 30 day interval and
23.7% beyond that (41). Diabetes, stroke, heart failure and
obesity (BMI>30) showing adjusted hazard ratios (AHR) of
1.83 (95% CI, 1.43–2.34), 1.73 (95% CI, 1.35–2.22), 1.69 (95%
CI, 1.28–2.22), and 1.39 (95% CI, 1.01–1.90), respectively, were
also shown to increase the mortality of CHD independent of
other risk factors (41).

- Cancer represents the second cause of morbidity and mortality
in the world. Despite the fact that Europe only represents 9%
of the world population, the WHO has reported that 20.3%
of the total number of deaths through cancer are encountered
here (46). In Romania, cancer of all causes is responsible for
∼20% of deaths, the most frequent types being lung cancer,
colon cancer, breast cancer and stomach cancer (47). Some of
the 5 year survival rates for the types of cancer encountered
in our cohort are: for non-small cell lung cancer−61% for
localized cancer, 35% for regional and 6% for distant, with
an all stages combined average of 24%; for small-cell lung
cancer−27% for localized cancer, 16% for regional and 3% for
distant, with an all stages combined average of 6%; for colon
cancer−90% for localized cancer, 71% for regional and 14% for
distant, with an all stages combined average of 63%; for breast
cancer−100% for Stages 0 and I, 93% for Stage II, 72% Stage
III, and 22% Stage IV; for acute lymphoblastic leukemia−70%
for people aged 15–24, 40% for people aged 25–64 and 15%
for people over 65 years old. Because of the high number
of different types of neoplasms, the rest will be summarized
in Table 1.

- Stroke is also one of the leading causes of death around
the world. In Romania, it is responsible for ∼17% of
all deaths (47). The 5 year survival rate for stroke was
reported to be 58.3% across all types, with 59.2% of
ischemic strokes surviving after 5 years, 55.4% of intracerebral
hemorrhages and 55.2% of subarachnoid hemorrhages,
respectively (42).
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TABLE 1 | Five year survival rates by disease type and subtype.

Category Disease subtype 5 Year

survival rates

References

Cancer Mediastinum cancer–distant

metastasis

0% (17)

Pancreas cancer stage 4 3% (18)

Cancer—SLC 6% (19)

Cancer–Leukemia (65+) 15% (20)

Rectal cancer—distant 15% (21)

Ovarian cancer–stage IV 17% (22)

Liver cancer 18% (23)

Stage 4 cervical cancer 20% (24)

Cancer–Breast Stage 4 22% (25)

Cancer—NSLC 24% (19)

Melanoma—distant 25% (26)

Gastric cancer—spread 31% (27)

Waldenstrom Disease—severe 36% (28)

Neuroendocrine tumors 39% (29)

Cancer–Leukemia (25–64) 40% (20)

Laryngeal cancer—regional 45% (30)

Mediastinum cancer–pulmonary

metastasis

45% (17)

Myeloid metaplasia 50% (31)

Multiple myeloma—overall 52% (32)

Meningioma malignant 55% (33)

Cancer—colon 63% (21)

Melanoma—regional 65% (26)

Oropharyngeal cancer—overall 65% (34)

Rectal cancer—overall 67% (21)

Duodenal cancer—overall 68% (35)

Gastric cancer—localized 69% (27)

Cancer–Leukemia (15–24) 70% (20)

Chronic Leukemia over 75 years

old

70% (36)

Meningioma benign 70% (33)

Rectal cancer—regional 71% (21)

Cancer–breast stage 3 72% (25)

Mediastinum cancer—localized 72% (17)

Meningioma atypical 75% (33)

Uterine cancer 75% (37)

Chronic Leukemia (under 75

years old)

83% (36)

Rectal cancer—localized 89% (21)

Melanoma—overall 92% (26)

Cancer–breast stage 2 93% (25)

Prostate cancer—overall 98% (38)

Melanoma—localized 99% (26)

Cancer–Breast Stage 0 & 1 100% (25)

Chronic liver

disease

Chronic Liver Disease

(Hospitalized)

33% (39)

Chronic liver disease (ambulatory) 66% (39)

Chronic

pulmonary

disease

COPD 26% (40)

Coronary heart

disease

Coronary heart disease 56% (41)

Stroke Stroke 58% (42)

Chronic renal

disease

Renal disease–end stage (dialysis) 35% (43)

Renal disease–end stage (after

transplant)

80% (43)

- End Stage Renal Disease is estimated to affect around 2 million
people worldwide, with an increase of 5–7% per year. There are
only two treatment options for these patients at the moment,
which are transplantation or dialysis. Transplantation can be
made with a kidney from a living or deceased donor and it
leads to a 5 year survival rate of over 80%. However, compatible
donors are difficult to find and most patients will require
dialysis. This can be done in two ways—hemodialysis and
peritoneal dialysis, with the vast majority (over 90%) belonging
to the first group. The 5 year survival rate for patients on
dialysis is 35% overall (43).

- Chronic Pulmonary Diseases (CPD) are represented by asthma
and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). COPD is
currently the third leading cause of death around the world,
with 384 million people suffering from this disease and 3
million people dying each year. At the same time, 334 million
people are known to be diagnosed with asthma, therefore
making it the most prevalent chronic childhood disease (48).
Previous studies have shown that the 5 year survival rate for
COPD after the first episode of acute exacerbation was 26%
(40). In the case of asthma, the authors could not find a
5 year survival figure, therefore the severity was determined
according to the number of deaths caused by asthma in
Romania in one year.

- Chronic Liver Disease (CLD) is another global health challenge
and it is defined as a hepatic suffering for more than 6 months.
In this case, studies found that the 5 year survival rate was
around 47%, for all causes of cirrhosis, while the average
survival probabilities at 5 years were 0.66 (95% CI, 0.63–0.68)
for ambulatory treated patients and 0.31 (95% CI, 0.29–0.33)
following hospitalization (39).

- Diabetes andHypertension were considered in most cases to be
predictors of mortality for the abovementioned diseases. In the
cases where they could not be associated with another illness,
the difference between the two was made based on the number
of deaths caused by each one in the Romanian population.
The results lead to the conclusion that hypertension should
be placed ahead of diabetes, with a number of 8,900 reported
deaths caused by it in one year, against 2,700 caused by
diabetes (47).

Procedures
After collecting the data and categorizing it according to the
abovementioned criteria, the authors proceeded to analyze it. In
order to facilitate the understanding, a more visual approach
was taken by creating several charts and tables. As a first
step, the group of people deceased from SARS-CoV-2 was
separately described.

The gender distribution was evaluated and then placed
side by side with the gender distribution of deaths in the
general population of Romania. Then, the age distribution
was considered and also the distribution of the number of
comorbidities. For these two, histograms shaped as bell curves
were created, thus displaying the mean, median and mode
values, together with the standard deviation. The last step was
performed using the latest version of SPSS Statistics software
package, developed by IBM. Further on, the cumulative number
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of comorbidities was calculated and converted into percentages,
for both ascending and descending values and after that the
prevalence of each comorbidity in the studied cohort was assessed
and turned into a bar chart.

After having completed the first step and once all the data
from the Covid-19 group were summarized, the study moved on
to the second stage, which involved the statistical analysis of the
chosen comorbidities in comparison to the deaths in the general
population. The sample consisted of 814 cases which met all the
necessary inclusion criteria. Out of these, 654 people had at least
one of the chosen comorbidities, 22 people had no comorbidities
and 137 people had other comorbidities that were not
analyzed due to insufficient cases for each comorbidity to have
statistical significance.

Statistical Analysis
The second step consisted of two different statistical analyses.
The first question that was answered was whether a correlation
between the age and the number of comorbidities existed
in the Covid-19 group. In order to achieve this, a scatter
plot was created and the coefficient of determination
(R square) was assessed. In this case, the R square was
applied to a linear regression model that had only one
independent variable (the age), therefore the following formula
was used:

R2=

{(
1

N

)
×

∑ [
(xi−x)×

(
yi−y

)]
(
σx×σy

)
}2

Where N was the number of observations, 6 was the symbol of
summation, xi was the value of x for observation i, xwas themean
of all the x values, yi was the value of y for observation i, y was the
mean of all the y values and σx and σy are the standard deviations
of x and y, respectively (49).

The next question was whether the novel coronavirus
impacted certain comorbidities and by how much was the
risk of death increased for the people infected, compared
to the number of deaths caused by these diseases under
normal circumstances. To answer this, the authors first applied
the Pearson’s chi-squared test to assess if in the sets of
categorical variables used, any observed differences between
them was due to chance. The mathematical formula for
this was:

x2c=
∑ (Oi−Ei)

2

Ei

Where c represented the degrees of freedom, Owere the observed
values and E were the expected values. A value of p ≤ 0.05 was
indicative of statistical significance.

Further on, in order to quantify the effect of SARS-CoV-2
over the risk of death by having certain comorbidities associated,
the authors computed the relative risk (RR), the odds ratio
(OR), the attributable risk (AR), and the attributable risk percent
(AR%). For all of their values, a 95% confidence interval (CI)
was considered, and the lower and upper limits of the interval

TABLE 2 | Contingency table to showcase the formulae for RR, OR, AR, and

AR%.

Factors Comorbidity Total

Yes No

SARS-CoV-2 exposed group A B a+b

SARS-CoV-2 non-exposed group C D c+d

were presented. The formulae were calculated given the following
example of a contingency table (Table 2):

Relative Risk (RR) =

(
a

a+b

)

(
c

c+d

)

Odds Ratio (OR) =
a
b
c
d

Attributable Risk (AR) =

(
a

a+b

)
−

(
c

c+d

)

Attributable Risk Percent (AR%) =

(
a

a+b

)
−

(
c

c+d

)

(
a

a+b

) ×100

The statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics
for Windows, Version 26.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

The total number of reported deaths due to SARS-CoV-2
infection until the 8th of May was 922, out of which 13 were
excluded because the data did not contain age and/or gender
information. Further, 95 reported cases lacked information
about preexisting comorbidities, leading to a sample size of 814
patients, which was analyzed for age, gender and the number of
comorbidities distribution. Out of this sample, 21 patients had
no preexisting conditions and 139 had various others that were
not included in the study because the preliminary data did not
result in significantly statistical information, meaning that the
sample analyzed for the prevalence of comorbidities consisted
of 654 cases (Table 3). Most of the excluded cases for lack of
information pertained to highly infected areas where probably
not enough time was available for thorough anamnesis and/or
data uploading.

Sample Data
After the exclusion criteria detailed above were applied, the
COVID-19 study group consisted of 814 patients that were
reported to have died because of SARS-CoV-2 infection between
22nd March and 8th May 2020, out of which 500 were males
(61.4%) and 314 were females (38.6%) (Figure 1).

Further, we compared the obtained results with the most
recent statistical data of the general Romanian population deaths
provided by theWHO,which showed a slightly higher percentage
of female deaths (51.5 vs. 48.5%) in the year 2016. Thus,
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TABLE 3 | Sample sizes and exclusion criteria.

Sample category Frequency Percent Mean age Mean no. of

comorbidities

% Male

Total deaths in

Romania

922 100% – – –

Total with age &

gender info

909 98.6% 68.1 – 61.4%

(Those without

age & gender)

13 1.4% 66.5 – –

Total with

comorbidity info

listed*

814 88.3% 68.3 2.73 61.4%

(Those without

comorbidity info

listed)

95 10.3% 66.7 – 61.1%

Total with studied

comorbidities**

654 70.9% 68.7 2.87 61.6%

(Those with other

comorbidities)

139 15.1% 67.7 2.52 58.3%

(Those recorded

with no

comorbidities)

21 2.3% 59.0 – 76.2%

* This figure was used for all the analyses except prevalence.

** Total used for the study of disease prevalence.

FIGURE 1 | Gender percentage of study sample vs. Romanian population.

The percentages of male and female deaths were clearly different from those

of the general population. Study: Male (500): 61.4%, Female (314): 38.6% vs.

Romanian Population: 48.5 and 51.5%, respectively. Male RR = 1.268 (95%

CI, 1.200–1.339), p < 0.0001; Female RR = 0.748 (95% CI, 0.686–0.816), p

< 0.0001. Source of Romanian Population Deaths: WHO Member States

2016 (47).

the relative risk of each gender dying due to COVID-19 was
calculated and it was discovered that males had an RR of 1.27
(95% CI, 1.200–1.339), p < 0.0001, meaning that they had a
27% increase in the risk of death in the event of SARS-CoV-
2 infection, while females had a RR of 0.75 (95% CI, 0.686–
0.816), p < 0.0001, translating into a 25% decrease in the risk of
COVID-19 exitus.

The age distribution of the COVID-19 study group was
analyzed and it was observed that the mean age of death due to
SARS-CoV-2 infection was 68.26 y (SD 13.609) (Figure 2), being

FIGURE 2 | Age distribution of study sample. The mean age of death = 68.26

y, median = 69 y, mode = 70 y, min = 20 y, max = 98 y, SD = 13.609.

Distribution by age intervals: 0–19: 0%, 20–29: 0.9%, 30–39: 2.9%, 40–49:

5.3%, 50–59: 13.3%, 60–69: 28.0%, 70–79: 28.3%, 80–89: 18.1%, 90–99:

3.3%. 77.6% of deaths were over 60 (22.4% under) and 90.9% of deaths

were 50+ (9.1% under 50).

FIGURE 3 | Number of comorbidities distribution of study sample. The mean

number of comorbidities was 2.73, median = 3, mode = 2, min =0 (21

patients), max =9 (1 patient), SD = 1.51.

slightly higher for females (70.2 y) compared to males (67.1 y).
Out of the 814 patients studied, 740 deaths (90.9%) occurred to
those over 50 y. The percentages for each age group can be found
in the description of Figure 2 below.

In the next step, the distribution of the number of
comorbidities was taken into consideration, and it was found that
the mean number of underlying diseases was 2.73 (SD=1.521)
(Figure 3), with one patient having nine comorbidities reported
and 21 patients having none. Furthermore, the cumulative
frequency by number of comorbidities was calculated and the
data obtained showed that 793 patients (97.4%) had at least
one underlying ailment, while 415 patients (50.9%) had three or
more (Table 4). Additional data on the cumulative frequency of
comorbidities can be found in Table 4.
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TABLE 4 | Cumulative frequency by number of comorbidities of study sample.

No. of comorbidities Frequency Percent Cumulative

percent

Inverted

cumulative

0 21 2.6% 2.6% 100.0%

1 163 20.0% 22.6% 97.4%

2 215 26.4% 49.0% 77.4%

3 187 23.0% 72.0% 50.9%

4 127 15.6% 87.6% 27.9%

5 57 7.0% 94.6% 12.3%

6 31 3.8% 98.4% 5.3%

7 8 0.9% 99.3% 1.5%

8 4 0.5% 99.8% 0.6%

9 1 0.1% 99.9% 0.1%

Total 814 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

As mentioned in the beginning of the Results section, out of
the total of 814 cases studied, 21 more patients were excluded
for the comorbidity prevalence analysis because they had no
preexisting condition and 139 had other comorbidities than
those studied, leading to a sample size, for this particular
analysis only, of 654 cases. Hypertension (43.1%), diabetes
(33.2%), and coronary heart disease (26.0%) were the three
most prevalent preexisting conditions among the patients that
died due to SARS-CoV-2 infection, while cancer (10.9%),
stroke (9.8%) and chronic liver disease (9.7%) were the least
prevalent (Figure 4).

Further, after applying the criteria for the most severe
comorbidity, the prevalence of comorbidities in the study group,
which included those without preexisting conditions and patients
with other diseases (814 cases), was compared to the mortality
data provided by the WHO for the general population of
Romania. As can be seen in Table 5, some of the comorbidities,
such as hypertension (11.3 vs. 3.5%), chronic renal disease (10.8
vs. 2.5%), chronic pulmonary disease (7.7 vs. 3.0%) and diabetes
(6.8 vs. 1.1%) had higher frequencies in the COVID-19 group
than in the general population. In contrast, coronary heart
disease (21.0 vs. 31.7%), cancer (9.5 vs. 18.4%) and stroke (7.9
vs. 16.8%) were less frequent in the study group than in the
general population (Table 5). Small differences were observed in
the percentages of those with no comorbidities (2.6 vs. 3.8%) and
those that had other conditions (17.1 vs. 16.0%). For comparison,
the authors further included a table comprising 10 other relevant
countries by region, showcasing the difference in prevalence
amongst the people that have died of these particular diseases
(Table 6). The countries were selected taking into consideration
the quality of the reported data, as per theWHO assessment (47).
The table shows that Romania fits into the central and eastern
European model, having similar figures to Russia, with higher
than average rates for coronary heart diseases and stroke and
a lower incidence of diabetes and chronic pulmonary disease.
To ascertain the relative risk of each comorbidity by country, a
further analysis should be done within that country’s Covid-19
data set.

Obesity was also a potential risk factor but was not included
as part of the studied comorbidities, as it was classified together

with other metabolic disorders as a cause of death in the WHO
reference data. 137 patients (16.8% of 814) had obesity listed
on their death certificates in total and 37 patients had obesity
in the other comorbidities group (12.2% of 139). The average
age of death for those with obesity was 58.8 y, while those
with normal weight had an average age of 70.2 y. Obesity was
present in 40.5% of cases for those under 50 y and in 14.5% for
those over 50 y.

Statistical Analysis
In order to assess the relationship between the number of
comorbidities and age, a linear regression model was applied,
illustrated in Figure 5. The findings showed that the number
of comorbidities did increase with age, however the R squared
value indicated to us that age was not a major influencing
factor for the number of underlying diseases. In this case,
the R squared value was 0.035, meaning that in only 3.5%
of cases the correlation between age and comorbidities was
positive. The overall mean number of comorbidities was 2.73
(SD=1.521), with a slightly lower average observed in younger
ages (39, 40, 42, 43, 46–51) than in older patients (80–89)−2.7
vs. 3.0 (Table 7).

Further, the Pearson’s chi-squared test was applied in order
to evaluate if the association between the two variables was a
random event. A value under 0.05 was considered statistically
significant, which in our case was valid for all the comorbidities
studied. After that, the relative risk of exitus for each disease
in the SARS-CoV-2 group was computed against that of the
general population of Romania, using the most recent statistical
data provided by the WHO, from the year 2016. The results
showed an increased relative risk for some of the ailments,
such as diabetes −6.426 (95% CI, 4.965–8.318), chronic renal
disease −4.338 (95% CI, 3.556–5.292), hypertension −3.261
(95% CI, 2.687–3.958), chronic pulmonary disease −2.615
(95% CI, 2.061–3.319) and chronic liver disease −1.577 (95%
CI, 1.183–2.104), while for others there was a lower risk,
as in the case of coronary heart disease −0.664 (95% CI,
0.581–0.758), cancer −0.515 (95% CI, 0.416–0.637), and stroke
−0.468 (95% CI, 0.370–0.593) (Table 8). For all the relative
risk values above mentioned, the p-value was <0.05. The
calculated odds ratios also supported the previously described
findings (Table 8).

For the next step, the COVID-19 group was divided into
3 categories, according to the relative risk, as following: for
the diseases that had a relative risk over 3 it was considered
that the coronavirus had a high impact on mortality, the ones
with a relative risk between 1 and 3 were considered medium
impact, while those below 1 were considered low impact. In
order to determine the negative influence of SARS-CoV-2 over
these comorbidities, the attributable risk was calculated for each
of them, together with the percentage that could have been
prevented if the infection had not occurred (attributable risk
percent). Lastly, themean age for each group was also determined
and added into Table 9. The average attributable risk (AR) for the
COVID-19 high impact group was 0.219 (95% CI, 0.201–0.236),
with an AR% of 75.7% (95% CI, 69.6–81.8%) and a mean age of
66.0. For the COVID-19medium impact group, the ARwas 0.068
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FIGURE 4 | Comorbidity prevalence in study group. Sample size = 654 (108 excluded for lack of information, 21 had no comorbidities, and 139 had other

comorbidities). The most prevalent three comorbidities were hypertension, diabetes and coronary heart disease, while cancer, stroke, and chronic liver disease were

the least prevalent.

TABLE 5 | Death frequency by comorbidity for study group and Romanian

population.

Most severe comorbidity Study sample Romanian population

Frequency % Deaths (’000) %

Coronary heart disease 171 21.0% 81.3 31.7%

Hypertension 92 11.3% 8.9 3.5%

Chronic renal disease 88 10.8% 6.4 2.5%

Cancer 77 9.5% 47.2 18.4%

Stroke 64 7.9% 43.1 16.8%

Chronic pulmonary disease 63 7.7% 7.6 3.0%

Diabetes 55 6.8% 2.7 1.1%

Chronic liver disease 44 5.4% 8.8 3.4%

No comorbidities* 21 2.6% 9.8 3.8%

Other comorbidities 139 17.1% 41.0 16.0%

Total** 814 100.0% 256.8 100.0%

*This included injuries and substance abuse.

**500 neonatal and maternal deaths were excluded from the data set for the Romanian

population, as they were not relevant for this study.

Source of Romanian Population Deaths: WHO Member States 2016 (47).

(95% CI, 0.051–0.084), with an AR% of 51.4% (95% CI, 38.6–
64.2%) and a mean age of 64.8, whereas for the low impact group,
the ARwas−0.285 (95%CI,−0.317–−0.253), AR%was−74.3%
(95% CI, −82.8%– −65.9%) and a mean age of 72.0. It can be
observed that the mean age of death was lower in the first two
risk categories, compared to the low impact one. All the obtained
results can be found in Table 9.

In addition, for the patients with no comorbidities, the cause
of death was attributed entirely to the SARS-CoV-2 infection.
The group with other comorbidities than the ones studied were
not taken into consideration due to the fact that the p-value was
above 0.05.

DISCUSSION

Most of the results obtained in this study were in accordance
with previous research regarding the SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Pertaining to the gender, the findings showed that more deaths
occurred amongst men (61.4 vs. 38.6%), in comparison to the
deaths in the general population, which seemed to be more
balanced andmore increased for women (48.5 vs. 51.5%). A prior
retrospective study, conducted on 168 patients, also revealed that
men were more predisposed to severe outcomes, such as death
(12.8 vs. 7.3%), in comparison to women and were more prone
to develop critical illness. This might be explained by the fact
that the male gender seemed to be more at risk when associating
comorbidities, than women (OR= 3.824, 95%CI= 1.279–11.435
vs. OR = 2.992, 95% CI = 0.937–9.558) (50). Similar outcomes
have been observed in the case of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV
infections (51, 52). The mechanism why men are more prevalent
in the deceased group is not clear, but one possible explanation
could be attributed to steroid hormones and X chromosome
genes, both of which were previously shown to regulate the
immune response in viral infections (53, 54). Another cause
that should be considered is the fact that men are less likely
to seek early medical consultations for the common diseases,
which could have led to more severe states of their underlying
conditions (55).

Regarding age, 77.6% of the studied group were over 60 years
old, which is in alignment with reported data from China, where
80% of deaths occurred in the 60+ age group (56). Furthermore,
the mean age of death in the study group was 68.26 y (SD =

13.609), with a mean age for females of 70.2 y and for males of
67.1 y. In comparison, the average life expectancy provided by
the WHO for Romania was 75.2 y, 71.6 y for males, and 79.0
for females (47). Perhaps the lower means could be explained
by the coronavirus infection in Romania, however it should
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TABLE 6 | Death frequency by comorbidity for Romania vs. ten other countries.

Region World avg. Romania Australia Brazil China Israel Italy Japan Russia South Africa United Kingdom USA

% % % % % % % % % % % %

Coronary heart disease 17.4 31.7 14.9 13.2 18.7 11.7 17.6 11.7 32.1 8.2 12.8 17.9

Cancer* 15.0 18.4 26.2 16.3 21.7 24.8 24.4 26.9 17.4 9.3 25.6 20.5

Stroke 10.7 16.8 6.8 8.6 19.6 5.6 9.7 9.6 16.5 6.0 6.4 5.3

Chronic pulmonary disease** 6.4 3.0 5.9 5.0 8.9 4.5 5.0 5.2 1.7 4.2 6.5 7.1

Diabetes 2.9 1.1 3.0 5.0 1.6 6.1 3.5 1.1 0.5 7.3 1.1 3.0

Chronic liver disease 2.3 3.4 1.0 1.9 1.5 0.9 1.4 1.3 2.2 1.1 1.3 1.8

Chronic renal disease 2.2 2.5 1.6 2.0 1.9 4.1 2.3 2.7 0.5 2.2 0.8 2.4

Hypertension 1.7 3.5 0.8 1.6 2.7 1.4 2.8 0.3 1.1 2.4 0.6 1.7

Other comorbidities 32.2 16.0 33.0 33.8 16.1 36.6 29.6 36.3 19.1 49.5 41.0 32.4

No comorbidities*** 9.3 3.8 6.7 12.5 7.3 4.3 3.9 4.9 8.8 9.6 3.9 7.9

*Includes cancers present among patients in this study, as listed in Table 1. Other cancers are included in Other Comorbidities.

**Includes COPD and Asthma.

***Includes deaths from injury and substance abuse.

Neonatal and maternal deaths have been excluded for the total deaths, as they are not relevant for this study.

Countries were selected in each world region, to give a diverse range, based on a balance of the quality of data as determined by the WHO, population size and covid-19 deaths.

The world average includes countries with good and poor quality data, as judged by the WHO, so should be considered with caution.

Source: WHO Member States 2016 (47).

FIGURE 5 | Figure 5 Linear regression scatter plot of age and number of comorbidities. It can be observed that the number of comorbidities slightly increases with

age (R squared = 0.035).

be noted that the WHO life expectancy data is from 2016,
therefore it refers to the population born in that year. For a more
accurate comparison, previous information on life expectancy
should be used, altogether with proper adjustments for medical
advancements regarding diagnostics and treatment. For more
thorough insights, a separate multinational study should be
conducted on this matter.

The number of comorbidities analysis showed amean number
of 2.73 (SD=1.521), with a cumulative frequency of underlying
diseases of 97.4% for at least one preexisting condition and
50.9% for 3 or more. A previous study conducted in the Wuhan

province of China on 1,590 confirmed COVID-19 patients
discovered that 25.1% of them had at least one comorbidity, while
8.2% had at least two. They also pointed out that the patients
with two or more conditions were more likely to have a severe
outcome. After comparing these two groups with the patients
without comorbidities, they reached anHR of 1.79 (95%CI, 1.16–
2.77) for the people with at least one underlying condition and
2.59 (95% CI, 1.61–4.17) for those with two or more (12). These
figures suggest that not only is the presence of comorbidities an
influencing factor for the outcome, but also their number plays a
proportional part in determining the severity of evolution.
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TABLE 7 | Mean number of comorbidities by age.

Age Frequency Mean No.

comorbidities

Standard

deviation

0–19 0.0% 0.0 0.0

20–29 0.9% 2.71 1.50

30–39 2.9% 1.92 1.35

40–49 5.3% 2.12 1.37

50–59 13.3% 2.38 1.55

60–69 28.0% 2.69 1.46

70–79 28.3% 2.93 1.54

80–89 18.1% 2.99 1.46

90–99 3.3% 3.11 1.76

Total 100% 2.73 1.52

Similar to other studies (12), the linear regression analysis
showed a low strength of association between the number of
comorbidities and age (R squared= 0.035), with a relatively even
distribution of comorbidities throughout the age groups. This
could suggest that even though some deaths occurred in younger
people, they were very likely to have had at least one underlying
condition. The most prevalent disease amongst the studied group
was hypertension (43.1%), followed by diabetes (33.2%) and
coronary heart disease (26.0%). These results were very close
to the ones found by another already published article, that
showed a prevalence of 48% for hypertension, 31% for diabetes
and 24% for coronary heart disease (57). Although this could
be an explicable encounter for coronary heart disease, which, as
mentioned in the literature review, represents the number one
cause of mortality worldwide, the other two have a considerably
higher prevalence in the coronavirus affected population. Further
on, statistical tests were applied and the results are next to
be discussed.

The statistical analysis applied to the most common
comorbidities encountered in the study group revealed an
increased relative risk for some of the ailments, while others
were at a lower risk compared to the general population. To ease
understanding, the authors decided to divide the study sample
into three categories, based on the relative risk value. The diseases
considered at high risk were diabetes RR=6.426 (95% CI, 4.965–
8.318), chronic renal disease RR=4.338 (95% CI, 3.556–5.292),
and hypertension RR=3.261 (95% CI, 2.687–3.958), the ones
that displayed a medium risk were chronic pulmonary disease
RR=2.615 (95% CI, 2.061–3.319) and chronic liver disease
RR=1.577 (95%CI, 1.183–2.104) and the low risk group included
coronary heart disease RR=0.664 (95% CI, 0.581–0.758), cancer
RR=0.515 (95% CI, 0.416–0.637), and stroke RR=0.468 (95%
CI, 0.370–0.593).

Similar to our findings, other studies have looked into the
association between the SARS-CoV-2 infection and the high risk
comorbidities found in this article. Several papers conducted
meta-analyses on the relationship between diabetes and Covid-19
related mortality, showing that the presence of diabetes mellitus
increased these patients’ risk of in-hospital deaths (OR=1.90

and RR=2.12, respectively) and also enhanced the severity and
disease progression of Covid-19 (OR=2.75 and RR=3.31) (58,
59). Chronic renal disease was also found to negatively influence
the outcome and progression of SARS-CoV-2 infection, with
prior meta-analyses showing a hazard ratio (HR) of in-hospital
death as follows: HR=2.10 for patients with increased baseline
serum creatinine; HR=3.97 for increased blood urea nitrogen;
HR=1.90 for patients suffering from stage 1 acute kidney injury,
HR=3.51 for stage 2 acute kidney injury and HR=4.38 for
stage 3 acute kidney injury, respectively (60–63). Hypertension
was one of the most studied comorbidities affected by the
novel coronavirus, havingmultiple meta-analyses that focused on
identifying the effect it had on the outcome. Results indicated
OR values of 3.36 for elevated mortality risk in hypertensive
patients in comparison to normotensive and an OR of 2.49 for
the occurrence of a severe form of Covid-19 (64, 65).

The mean calculated ages were 66.0 (SD=13.32) for the high
risk group, 64.8 (SD=12.92) for the medium risk and 72.0
(SD=12.92) for the low risk sample. Instead of following an
ascending trend from the high to the low risk group, the mean
age was found to be lowest in the medium risk group. One
possible reason that the authors found, at least in the case of
chronic liver disease, was that it has a naturally lower average
age of death, even in the absence of SARS-CoV-2 infection. A
nationwide analysis performed in Brazil between the years 2000
and 2012, which included 265,180 deaths due to cirrhosis, found
that people suffering from this condition had a median age at the
time of death of 56 years (95% CI, 47–67) (66).

Prior research looked into the reasons why diabetes,
hypertension and chronic renal disease consistently displayed a
higher mortality rate amongst the people infected with SARS-
CoV-2. One of the common traits that these three diseases
and SARS-CoV-2 share is the fact that angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) is involved in their pathogenesis. ACE2 can
be found in lungs, kidney, blood vessels and intestine. It was
observed that SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 used ACE2 in order
to attach to their host cells. It is also well-known that higher levels
of ACE2 can be detected in diabetes, hypertension and chronic
renal disease patients, who can benefit from ACE2 inhibitor
therapy (67, 68). Further research on this matter needs to be
undertaken in order to reveal the exact mechanisms that cause
these afflictions to be more at risk.

Finally, the authors calculated the attributable risk percentage
(AR %) for the infected group against the general population
for each comorbidity. The scope was to assess the percentage of
deaths that could have been avoided if the SARS-CoV-2 infection
had not occurred, for the diseases studied. The results were AR%
= 75.7% (95% CI, 69.6–81.8%) for the high risk group, AR%
= 51.4% (95% CI, 38.6–64.2%) for the medium risk one and
AR%=−74.3% (95% CI,−82.8–−65.9%) for the low risk group.
The respective values for each affliction can be found in Table 9.
Assuming that the risk that can be attributed to the SARS-CoV-2
infection in the case of people with no comorbidities was 100%,
the authors then multiplied the AR% value with the percentages
that represented each disease in the high and medium risk from
the study group, thus obtaining the proportion of deaths directly
caused by COVID-19 in these particular categories. The results
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TABLE 8 | Relative risk, odds ratio, Pearson’s Chi-Squared test for the most severe comorbidity.

Most severe comorbidity Relative risk p-value Odds ratio p-value Pearson’s Chi-Squared test

Value 95% CI Value 95% CI

Lower Upper Lower Upper

Diabetes 6.426 4.965 8.318 <0.05 6.820 5.173 8.990 <0.05 <0.05

Chronic renal disease 4.338 3.556 5.292 <0.05 4.742 3.796 5.925 <0.05 <0.05

Hypertension 3.261 2.687 3.958 <0.05 3.549 2.854 4.414 <0.05 <0.05

Chronic pulmonary disease 2.615 2.061 3.319 <0.05 2.751 2.125 3.561 <0.05 <0.05

Chronic liver disease 1.577 1.183 2.104 <0.05 1.610 1.188 2.184 <0.05 <0.05

Coronary heart disease 0.664 0.581 0.758 <0.05 0.574 0.485 0.680 <0.05 <0.05

Cancer 0.515 0.416 0.637 <0.05 0.464 0.367 0.587 <0.05 <0.05

Stroke 0.468 0.370 0.593 <0.05 0.423 0.328 0.546 <0.05 <0.05

TABLE 9 | COVID-19 influence on comorbidities.

Most severe

comorbidity

Freq. study

group

Rom.

Pop.

Relative risk

(95% CI)

Attributable risk

(95% CI)

Attributable risk

% (95% CI)

Mean age

(Std. Dev.)

COVID-19 high impact 235 28.9% 7.0% 4.119

(3.694–4.592)

0.219

(0.201–0.236)

75.7%

(69.6%−81.8%)

66.0

(13.32)

Diabetes 55 6.8% 1.1% 6.426

(4.965–8.318)

0.057

(0.05–0.064)

84.4%

(74.0%−94.9%)

64.5

(11.54)

Chronic renal disease 88 10.8% 2.5% 4.338

(3.556–5.292)

0.083

(0.072–0.094)

76.9%

(67.0%−86.9%)

68.1

(13.47)

Hypertension 92 11.3% 3.5% 3.261

(2.687–3.958)

0.078

(0.066–0.091)

69.3%

(58.2%−80.5%)

65.0

(13.82)

COVID-19 medium

impact

107 13.1% 6.4% 2.058

(1.724–2.457)

0.068

(0.051–0.084)

51.4%

(38.6%−64.2%)

64.8

(12.92)

Chronic pulmonary

disease

63 7.7% 3.0% 2.615

(2.061–3.319)

0.048

(0.036–0.059)

61.8%

(46.7%−76.9%)

67.4

(12.02)

Chronic liver disease 44 5.4% 3.4% 1.577

(1.183–2.104)

0.020

(0.036–0.059)

36.6%

(13.4%−59.8%)

61.2

(13.42)

COVID-19 low impact 312 38.3% 66.8% 0.574

(0.526–0.626)

−0.285

(−0.317- −0.253)

−74.3%

(−82.8%- −65.9%)

72.0

(12.92)

Coronary heart disease 171 21.0% 31.7% 0.664

(0.581–0.758)

−0.107

(−0.139- −0.075)

−50.7%

(−65.9%- −35.5%)

73.0

(12.82)

Cancer 77 9.5% 18.4% 0.515

(0.416–0.637)

−0.089

(−0.116- −0.063)

−94.3%

(−122.5%- −66.1%)

68.6

(10.15)

Stroke 64 7.9% 16.8% 0.468

(0.370–0.593)

−0.089

(−0.115- −0.064)

−113.5%

(−146.1%- −80.8%)

73.4

(9.89)

No & other

comorbidities

160 19.7% 16.0% – – – 66.6

(16.18)

No comorbidities* 21 2.6% 3.8% – – 100% 59.0

(17.56)

Other comorbidities** 139 17.1% 16.0% – – – 67.7

(15.72)

Total study group 814 100.0% 100.0% – – – 68.3

(13.61)

*Assumed all deaths with no comorbidities were due to covid-19.

**Other comorbidities were not statistically significant, so were removed.

were 21.9% (95% CI, 20.1–23.6%) out of 28.9% for the high
risk group, 6.8% (95% CI, 5.1–8.4%) out of 1–3.1% for the
medium risk group and 2.6% out of 2.6% for the group with
no comorbidities. This led to a total of 31.2% (95% CI, 27.8–
34.7% out of 44.6%, proportion of deaths that could have been

directly caused by the SARS-CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, even
though the patients in the last category (38.3%) were considered
low risk and were statistically more likely to die because of
their underlying condition, more information would be required
in order to make a precise assessment of the proportion that
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could have been directly attributed to SARS-CoV-2 infection.
Moreover, in the case of people with other comorbidities (17.1%),
a separate study should be conducted, that would take into
consideration all of the particularities of the diseases found in
that group.

Clinical Implications
This study has shown that in Romania, the number and type
of comorbidities had an important contribution to the outcome
of SARS-CoV-2 infection. After taking into consideration all
of the aspects and because this paper comes as an additional
confirmation of prior studies, one of the most important
recommendations for clinical practice would be to offer extra
protection to people that have certain types of underlying
conditions. Diabetes, end stage renal disease and hypertension
were shown to be at high risk when targeted by the novel
coronavirus, while chronic pulmonary diseases (COPD and
asthma) and chronic liver diseases (in particular cirrhosis) were
moderately impacted. All the patients affected by any of these
afflictions and especially those at high risk should be closely
monitored by their physicians and in the eventuality of SARS-
CoV-2 infection, they should present to a hospital in order
to be immediately tested. Furthermore, when possible, they
should be sheltered and if that desiderate cannot be achieved,
they should at least be informed about their situation and
the additional precautions they should be taking to protect
themselves. Nonetheless their underlying condition should also
be monitored and it should be kept under control with an
adequate treatment.

In a study published in 2013, the outcome of 91,605 diabetic
people was analyzed after the flu vaccination. Scientists then
discovered a significant decrease, amongst these patients, in
influenza and pneumonia incidence, of up to 43% for people
under 65 years old and 55% for those over 65 (69). Taking into
consideration the fact that COVID-19 has similar symptoms
to influenza (fever, cough, and myalgia) and pneumonia,
pneumococcal and flu vaccines could prove of great use in the
colder seasons, not only for preventing these afflictions, but
also for reducing the potential confusion between them. This
matter could prove of great importance especially for people
that are more at risk, such as those with the abovementioned
comorbidities and the elderly. Lastly, the authors consider that
the people in the high and medium risk groups should also be
prioritized for future vaccination programs against SARS-CoV-
2 in order to attempt to decrease mortality and hospitalization
costs. This point is also supported by two official documents
released by the WHO and the UK Government. Amongst the
categories of people that are considered for vaccine prioritization
in the two papers, those who are over 65 and/or suffering from
diabetes, chronic kidney disease and chronic pulmonary disease
have been included (70, 71).

Another important recommendation that emerged from this
study would be for the people in the low risk category. They
should be advised to respect their regular follow ups, according
to their specialist and should be monitored for their underlying
condition as usual. As the study has shown, for this category,

the greatest risk is represented by their most severe illness,
rather than the SARS-CoV-2 infection, in which case, missing
doctors’ appointments together with the natural progression of
the disease could lead to a premature death. Amongst cancer
patients, a recent study calculated an excess of 6,270 deaths in
England and 33,890 in the USA, in 1 year due to missed or
postponed medical appointments during the pandemic (72). For
epidemiological research, the risk factors for each comorbidity
could help model the potential fatality rates of SARS-CoV-
2, within a given population, based upon the prevalence of
these comorbidities.

Study Limitations
One of the limitations of this study was the lack of information
about the people that have been infected and survived in Romania
and as a result, the comparison between these two groups was not
possible. However, the study was repurposed and the data was
replaced with that of the deaths amongst the general population
of Romania. This led to another constraint, given the fact that
the most recent data available on the WHO website was from
2016. Furthermore, because of outbreaks in certain regions,
some patients’ information was incompletely reported, leading
to a reduction in the study sample. Also, because this was a
retrospective study and the data was collected from multiple
sources, the accuracy of the information provided did not fall in
the authors’ responsibility. In addition to those mentioned above,
the results discussed in this paper best reflect the population of
Romania, as in other countries prevalence rates and therapeutic
approaches may vary for the studied comorbidities and therefore,
different outcomes could be observed.

Another limitation of this study was the lack of information
regarding the initial clinical data at presentation, such as the level
of hypoxia, the inflammatory markers and the severity of the
disease, which could have offered a better insight on the impact
of SARS-CoV-2 infection on the outcome.

Future Considerations
Another larger, ideally multicenter study comparing both
the deceased and the survival group amongst those infected
with SARS-CoV-2 would be beneficial in order to further
identify preventable causes that led to a worse outcome.
This study should also include details regarding laboratory
parameters as well as radiological information. Additional
analysis on the hospitalization rates for each comorbidity
could help hospital capacity planning and preventing
severe consequences. Moreover, future research should
focus their efforts on developing therapeutic protocols
that would improve the survival rates or vaccines to
prevent infection.
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INTRODUCTION

The pandemic triggered after the massive spread of SARS-CoV-2 from Wuhan (1) is hitting
most countries with varying degrees of virulence, striking particularly hard in Spain. A pandemic
without precedent, and of a magnitude and severity unknown to this century. Let’s contrast and
compare some recent data on other seasonal respiratory viruses with serious health consequences.
During the 2018–2019 influenza epidemic in Spain, there were 490,000 non-serious cases,
35,300 hospitalizations, 2,500 patients were admitted to the intensive care units (ICU) and
6,300 died (https://vacunasaep.org). Concerning SARS-CoV-2 infection, on May 15, 2020, the
Spanish Ministry of Health (https://www.mscbs.gob.es) had reported 230,183 cases, 124,571
hospitalizations, 11,493 ICU admissions, and 27,459 deaths. Therefore, the numbers speak for
themselves when both infections were compared.

It is true that the Spanish Healthcare System has some peculiarities that may have made initial
control of the pandemic difficult. These include the system fragmentation into 17 health regions
and the absence of a proactive strategy to tracing contacts or search for potential cases, coupled with
an absence of preventive measures to foresee the supply chain shortages for personal protection
equipment and diagnostics tests (RNA extraction reagents and RT-PCR kits). Nevertheless, the
Spanish Healthcare System has demonstrated great flexibility and adaptability during pandemics.
In fact, hospital beds and intensive care facilities have increased, even external hospitalization
centers such as the IFEMA in Madrid with up to 5,000 beds (an ∼39% increase in the number
of hospital beds in one of the most affected regions in Spain) have been set up in record time to
attend COVID-19 patients, and a number of research laboratories (24 laboratories accreditated
by the National Research Institute Carlos III) got ready to do RT-PCR diagnostics test across the
country. The Spanish civil society has also demonstrated a great responsibility in adopting all the
preventive measures taken by the health authorities. Besides, our knowledge of the best therapeutic
measures to fight against coronavirus is rapidly increasing. Therefore, there is likely to be room for
hope even in the case of a second SARS-CoV-2 wave in our country.

Without a doubt, the economic impact in a system highly dependent on the tourism and
service sectors will be enormous, with the consequent impoverishment and added difficulty in
taking public health actions. At the time of writing this manuscript, and with the confinement
period just finished, the Spanish government, advised by experts, has implemented a number of
measures intended to gradually start the normal daily activities. These actions are accompanied by
increased SARS-CoV-2 testing to know the degree of immunization in the general population (2).
However, within the first weeks of “normal activity” we are seeing an ever increasing number of
traceable outbreaks and, in some cases, they are at risk of developing as community epidemics in a
second wave.
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WILL THE SANITARY PASSPORT CLEAR
ALL OUR DOUBTS?

Due to several reasons, we deem that classifying the individuals
into immunized and non-immunized groups will not solve all our
troubles as most people believe:

(a) At present, not only do we not know the real prevalence
of the viral infection, but more importantly, we do not know
what the progression of the pandemic will be. We also do not
know whether subjects who have had COVID19 will be immune
in a possible future SARS-CoV-2 wave, probably next winter (3).
Besides, we still do not appreciate the mutation capacity of SARS-
CoV-2 and its impact on infectivity and lethality. Preliminary
data from Spain big survey on seroprevalence indicates 5.2%
overall humoral immunity (4).

(b) There are some doubts about the sensitivity and specificity
of SARS-CoV-2 serological tests, as well as about the SARS-CoV-
2 epitopes they include. Thus, these tests should be interpreted
with caution, especially in the case of lateral flow rapid tests (5).

(c) Although the original intention is on massive population-
wide testing, the impossibility of carrying out this measure in
the entire Spanish population is clear. From the outset, it seems
reasonable to select the high-risk groups for testing: elderly
people (especially nursing homes residents), immunosuppressed
patients, health care workers, etc. (6). A different issue arises
when a low-risk population is considered: Are we going to
force the entire population to test? Are we going to test all
the children or youth people? In fact, although there is little
information (7) they are probably the main asymptomatic groups
and potentially spreaders of the disease to high-risk individuals.
Besides, some experts consider that summer is a season with a
lower incidence of viral infections not only because of climatic
factors but also because, with schools closed, viruses have
much less ability to spread, as it has happened with other
viral outbreaks.

(d) Therefore, not only are there factors dependent on the
virus, but we also ought to take into account host factors. Not
everyone may be capable of developing an effective immune
response against the infection. It is also unclear what level of
antibodies one should reach, or whether this level could protect
against a second encounter with the virus or any of its variants
(8). If the outbreak becomes endemic-seasonal, the possibility
of response might also decrease over time. On the other hand,
recent evidences point to the protective role of cellular immunity,
which has not been taken into account until very recently, either
cross-reactive with seasonal coronavirus (9) or after SARS-CoV-2
infection (10).

(e) Something very similar would happen if we hopefully
had an effective vaccine. It might not protect everyone, or
at least not equally. Furthermore, the duration of a proper
immunization is also unknown. Therefore, until we increase
our knowledge about immunity generated by SARS-CoV2,
continuing to work on general preventive actions and antiviral
treatments seems to be the key to success against this infection.
The use of facial mask and hand washing, together with
social distancing, will remain the main actions in counteracting
the pandemic.

DISCUSSION

Given the current uncertainty derived from the lack of knowledge
of the natural history of the viral disease, we can anticipate two
extreme scenarios:

1) Favorable scenario: a virus with little ability to mutate, the
development of permanent humoral and cellular immunity,
adequate preventive actions (including general measures,
effective pharmacological interventions, and vaccines), the
discovery of effective antiviral drugs, and no appearance of
another breakthrough pandemic.

2) Unfavorable scenario: a virus with high capacity for mutation,
the development of transient immunity, inadequate
preventive measures, the lack of effective antiviral agents, or
a new pandemic breaking out.

It is crucial to bear in mind that it is extremely complicated for all
the favorable conditions to eradicate COVID19. Nonetheless, the
presence of a single unfavorable condition can be critical in the
general outcome of the pandemic.

So far in Spain, only those patients with moderate-severe
symptoms have been tested for coronavirus with PCR tests.
The health system has made a heroic effort to treat those
patients with serious COVID19, and several drugs have been
used with a rational pathophysiological principle, despite the
lack of solid scientific evidence to date (11). On the other hand,
not only in Spain but in the rest of the world, numerous well-
designed studies have been launched in a short period of time,
to demonstrate whether the different therapeutic agents we are
currently using can really be effective in treating COVID19.
It stands to reason that knowing the real efficacy of these
therapeutic agents will help patients who become infected in
the future to overcome their disease and design treatment
protocols according to its severity, although today none of these
agents seems to have a curative role. Only the collective effort
of the international scientific community, through the careful
study of SARS-CoV-2 characteristics, the intimate pathogenic
mechanisms of the disease, the pattern of the different responses
of the host to infection, and the protective health measures
against it, would help to control this pandemic promptly.

The possibilities that we are going to face and the different
clinical scenarios in which we have to fight to overcome
COVID19 are shown in the Table 1. The war against this serious
disease, as previously discussed, is still being waged without truce.
This fight will provide relevant information for new patients
with severe COVID19 manifestations: identifying prognostic
factors for disease severity and progression to ARDS (12, 13),
and determine the real efficacy of therapeutic options through
well-designed clinical trials (14). The study of mild cases of the
disease and the asymptomatic carriers might help us answer
other relevant questions, such as the duration of the contagious
period, the characteristics of the non-severe disease or even
the type, intensity and duration of immunization (8). The issue
of immunization is relevant in the development of vaccination
strategies once they are ready to be used.

A critical part of the fight against SARS-CoV-2 is the
improvement in diagnostic tests, not only during the acute
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TABLE 1 | Possible scenarios, groups susceptible to intervention, and opportunities in SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Individuals Scenario Susceptible to

intervention

Opportunities

INFECTED - Clinical* +/Test + - Serious disease. Hospital

admission

- Mild disease. Outpatient treatment

No - Study available and new treatment

options (randomized controlled trials)

- Identify prognostic factors for disease

severity and progression to ARDS

- Determine the characteristics for non-

severe disease

- Determine contagious period

- Determine duration of immunization

- Clinical +/Test - - False negative test result

- COVID19 ruled out (others URTI)

Yes - Improve molecular diagnostic tests

(conventional RT-PCR, Xpert RT-PCR,

LAMP)

- Identify (**) and prophylaxis (?)

- Clinical +/Test ND - Mild disease. Outpatient control

- COVID19 ruled out (others URTI)

Yes - Identify and determine the characteristics

for non-severe disease

- Identify and prophylaxis (?)

- Clinical—/ Test ND - Asymptomatic carriers No - Identify and determine characteristics for

non-severe disease

- Determine the duration of immunization

“SUPPOSEDLY

NOT INFECTED”

- Clinical—/Test ND - COVID19 contact +/No high-risk

group

Yes - Identify and determine immune status

- Prophylaxis accordingly

- Clinical—/Test ND - COVID19 contact+/High-risk

group (elderly, immunosuppressed

patients, heath care workers, etc.)

Yes - Identify and determine immune status

- IgM—/ IgG—(mandatory prophylaxis)

- Clinical—/Test ND - No contact/No high risk group

They are impossible to distinguish

from asymptomatic carriers

Yes (?) - Identify and determine immune status (?)

-Prophylaxis accordingly (?)

- Clinical—/Test ND - No contact/High-risk group

(elderly, immunosuppressed

patients, health care workers, etc.)

Yes - Identify and determine immune status

- IgM—/IgG—(mandatory prophylaxis)

*Clinical, clinical manifestations suggestive of respiratory tract infection of any cause; Test, means RT-PCR; ND, not done; URTI, upper respiratory tract infection; ARDS, acute respiratory

distress syndrome; RT-PCR, real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction; LAMP, loop-mediated isothermal amplification). (**) Identify, means to determine immunization status through

reliable serological tests.

phase of the disease, but also in the sensitivity and specificity
of serological tests (6, 15). Furthermore, the development of
more suitable tests to determine the cellular immunity against
the virus, will improve the knowledge of the disease and the
opportunities for intervention. This is a key aspect, especially in
high risk groups, where in the absence of curative treatments for
the infection, establishing appropriate prophylaxis measures is
crucial. Nowadays, and pending the results of appropriate studies
(antimalarial drugs, vitamin D, trained immunity, etc.) (16–19),
the only preventive measures that have been proven effective
are the implementation of precautions and hygienic measures to
minimize human transmission of the virus, especially in high-
risk populations.

The investigation focused on “healthy” people who have
contacted the virus and did not develop the disease, or those who
have been cured without problems (including the asymptomatic
carriers) is a crucial issue (9). Probably, this may be the
key to identifying new therapeutic or preventive interventions.

Perhaps, we ought to go for strategies that combine the study
of the “sick” and the “healthy” individual. In the meantime,
it is probably utopian to reach the entire population with an
appropriate diagnostic test, but we must prepare ourselves to
reach the maximum number of people, with a logistical and
economic effort of unprecedented dimensions. At this moment,
probably the most cost-effective approach will rely in the urgent
identification of cases and outbreaks by RT-PCR together with
searching of contacts to trace any focus (20). However, this will
all be investment and not spending. As it is evident, we have a
lot of work to do but, at the same time, a lot of opportunities
to explore.
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As the world’s attention has been riveted upon the growing COVID-19 pandemic, many

researchers have written brief reports supporting the hypothesis that vitamin D deficiency

is related to the incidence and severity of COVID-19. The clear common thread among

the top risk groups—vitamin D deficiency—may be being overlooked because of previous

overstated claims of vitamin D benefits. However, the need to decrease COVID-19

fatalities among high-risk populations is urgent. Early researchers reported three striking

patterns. Firstly, the innate immune system is impaired by vitamin D deficiency, which

would predispose sufferers to viral infections such as COVID-19. Vitamin D deficiency

also increases the activity of the X-chromosome-linked “Renin-Angiotensin” System,

making vitamin D deficient individuals (especially men) more susceptible to COVID-19’s

deadly “cytokine storm” (dramatic immune system overreaction). Secondly, the groups

who are at highest risk for severe COVID-19 match those who are at highest risk for

severe vitamin D deficiency. This includes the elderly, men, ethnic groups whose skin is

naturally rich in melanin (if living outside the tropics), those who avoid sun exposure for

cultural and health reasons, those who live in institutions, the obese, and/or those who

suffer with hypertension, cardiovascular disease, or diabetes. And thirdly, the pattern

of geographical spread of COVID-19 reflects higher population vitamin D deficiency.

Both within the USA and throughout the world, COVID-19 fatality rates parallel vitamin

D deficiency rates. A literature search was performed on PubMed, Google Scholar,

and RSMLDS, with targeted Google searches providing additional sources. Although

randomized controlled trial results may be available eventually, the correlational and

causal study evidence supporting a link between vitamin D deficiency and COVID-19

risks is already so strong that it supports action. The 141 author groups writing primarily

about biological plausibility detailed how vitamin D deficiency can explain every risk factor

and every complication of COVID-19, but agreed that other factors are undoubtedly at

work. COVID-19 was compared with dengue fever, for which oral vitamin D supplements

of 4,000 IU for 10 days were significantly more effective than 1,000 IU in reducing virus

replication and controlling the “cytokine storm” (dramatic immune system over-reaction)

responsible for fatalities. Among the 47 original research studies summarized here,

chart reviews found that serum vitamin D levels predicted COVID-19 mortality
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rates (16 studies) and linearly predicted COVID-19 illness severity (8 studies). Two causal

modeling studies and several analyses of variance strongly supported the hypothesis

that vitamin D deficiency is a causal, rather than a bystander, factor in COVID-19

outcomes. Three of the four studies whose findings opposed the hypothesis relied upon

disproven assumptions. The literature review also found that prophylactically correcting

possible vitamin D deficiency during the COVID-19 pandemic is extremely safe. Widely

recommending 2,000 IU of vitamin D daily for all populations with limited ability to

manufacture vitamin D from the sun has virtually no potential for harm and is reasonably

likely to save many lives.

Keywords: vitamin D, COVID-19, health disparities, minority health, vitamin D deficiency, preventive medicine

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT | Search and reporting method.

INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 was first recognized in December of 2019 (1, 2p)1.
By January of 2020 it was clear the elderly are by far the most
likely succumb to COVID-19 pneumonia, which is caused by a
“cytokine storm.” (6, 7). Later, male sex, obesity, and possessing
naturally melanin-rich skin while living outside of the tropics
came to be known as the highest risk factors after older age
(2p, 8–13, 14p, 15, 16). Unlike influenza, children under age
10 are almost completely spared in COVID-19 (17, 18). This

Abbreviations: RCT, Randomized Controlled Trial; 25(OH)D, serum vitamin D

level; RAS, Renin-Angiotensin System; UV, ultra violet (light); UVI, ultra violet

light index.
1Note: Because this is such a rapidly evolving topic, some of the references for this

article were still in the preprint stage of publication when this review was finalized.

In addition, three studies (3–5) from Southeast Asia, all with results consistent with

that of other studies, may have relied upon data from unofficial sources.

unusual risk factor pattern presented a mystery that spawned
studies showing that COVID-19 fatalities are especially high
in areas with lower levels of sunshine due to latitude or air
pollution, except when population vitamin D intake is high
(9, 10, 12, 19–24). In fact, the risk groups for severe COVID-
19 match the risk groups for vitamin D deficiency exactly, and
there is biological plausibility: vitamin D is known to modulate
the immune system, helping prevent both an under-reaction
that allows upper respiratory infections to be contracted, and
the over-reaction referred to in COVID-19 as the “cytokine
storm” (see section Biological Plausibility Discussions) (19, 25,
26). This review explores the evidence related to the hypothesis
that vitamin D deficiency increases both COVID-19 rates and
illness severity.

The Vitamin D Debate
The discussion of idea that the top risk groups for severe COVID-
19 complications tend to have vitamin D deficiency (Table 1)
was initially popularized, not by the scientific community or
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TABLE 1 | Classification of vitamin D levels (serum 25(OH)D levels):

(3–5, 12, 27–39).

Classification Nanograms Nanomoles Recommended D

Danger of toxicity >100 ng/ml* >250 nmol/l

Normal or optimal >30 ng/ml >75 nmol/l 400–4,000 IU/day

Insufficient 21–29 ng/ml 51–74 nmol/l 4,000–6,000 IU/day

Deficient 11–20 ng/ml 26–50 nmol/l 7,000 IU/day

Severely deficient (often

not distinguished from

deficient)

<10 ng/ml 25 nmol/l 10,000 IU/day x 1

month or 500,000 IU

x 1

*some sources found that 150 ng/ml was not harmful.

governmental bodies, but rather, by some entertainers and
bloggers, who recommended supplements to their audiences
(40–42). This led some in the scientific community to respond
with either agreement or disapproval. Trinity College Dublin
researchers quickly issued a news release urging the Irish
government to change their recommendations for vitamin D
supplements in light of evidence of an association between
vitamin D levels and COVID-19 mortality (43). However, most
governments, medical organizations, and key opinion leaders
give one or more of these four reasons not to recommend
vitamin D supplements: past claims for vitamin D benefits were
overstated, evidence for a link to COVID-19 is insufficient,
overdoses are theoretically possible, and the public might believe
that taking vitamin D supplements will make them “immune” to
COVID-19 (44–53).

Although the International Association for Gerontology and
Geriatrics (IAGG) Asia/Oceania Region COVID-19 Prevention
Statement acknowledged that increasing vitamin D levels could
reduce infection risks in elderly individuals whose levels are
insufficient, they recommended only “getting enough sunlight
in the morning” without mentioning supplements (54). Two
May 2020 Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine rapid reviews
concluded, without discussing any of the recent studies, that there
is no evidence to support a role for vitamin D in prevention
or treatment of COVID-19 or the cytokine storm (45, 55).
Alarmed by the media response to a literature review suggesting
a link between COVID-19 and vitamin D, two Brazilian medical
associations jointly published a note stating that vitamin D
supplements are only approved for bone health (56–58). The high
mortality rates among minorities are providing momentum for
various public health program expansions, which could diminish
if vitamin D deficiency, rather than access to care and economic
disparities, were found to be even a partial explanation (59–
62). In addition, previous studies of dubious quality suggesting
that vitamin D can “cure” various chronic illnesses and may
be influencing the reluctance to recommend supplements for
COVID-19 (63).

However, despite these concerns, former CDC Chief Dr.
Tom Frieden recommended sunshine and up to 2,000 IU/day
of vitamin D as a potential preventative for COVID-19, the
British Dietetic Association recommended sunshine (or 400
IU/day for those are not able to go outside due to self-isolation),
and former vitamin D skeptic Dr. JoAnn Manson’s calls for
daily vitamin D supplements (1,000–2,000 IU/day) during the

COVID-19 pandemic—if vitamin D intake is low and going
outdoors is not feasible—were published on both Medscape and
WebMD (19, 64–67). Medscape published a second review of
the topic by McCall, in which correcting possible vitamin D
deficiency was characterized as “low hanging fruit” that has
no downside (68). Mitchell’s brief review (20 May 2020) in a
Lancet-affiliated online journal also supported the vitamin D
hypothesis (69). Authors of an early meta-analysis of nine studies
found that a high percentage of COVID-19 patients are either
vitamin D insufficient or deficient, and that countries with lower
population vitamin D status have somewhat higher COVID-19
mortality rates and somewhat lower COVID-19 recovery rates
(70). In Qatar, vitamin D for prevention of COVID-19 is being
proactively delivered to the homes of high-risk diabetics (71).

Irish Medical Journal Debate on Vitamin D

Supplements During the COVID-19 Pandemic
The Irish Medical Journal hosted a six-article formal debate on
the topic in response to three published reports, including one
by the researchers managing Ireland’s part of the 26-country
longitudinal study on aging (TILDA), in their May 2020 issue
(72–75). All three reports strongly recommended vitamin D
supplements to help protect all adults in Ireland from COVID-19
while they are “cocooning” (not going outdoors) (72, 73) (details
in Appendix).

Debate Over Reports Using “Big Data” (the UK

Biobank and EPIC, see Results and Retrospective

Chart Reviews That Are Neutral or Strongly Oppose

the Hypothesis)
Three research teams relied on the 2006-2010 UK Biobank
data for the vitamin D levels included in their analyses of
the relationship between COVID-19 incidence and vitamin D
status (13, 76, 77). Roy et al., challenged the assertion that
vitamin D levels are stable over time (important since levels
were assessed 10–14 years prior to the pandemic) noting that
the cited study only included women and followed up for only
5 years (13, 78, 79). In fact, the cited study (Meng et al.) found
that, rather than being stable, the mean 25(OH)D increased
significantly (p < 0.05) over the 5 years, and that the increase
was driven by significant (p < 0.05) increases among participants
who were initially at risk for deficiency; supplement intake and
overall vitamin D intake increased significantly (p < 0.05) (78).
Etsy criticized a UK Biobank study’s assumption that, despite
government’s recommendations to supplement, the participants
failed to correct any vitamin D deficiency revealed by their
participation (13, 80). In their preprint, Darling et al., cited
a different study to support their assertion that vitamin D
levels are stable over time (76, 81). However, the Norwegians
in the cited study had far higher vitamin D levels than the
UK Biobank participants at their initial evaluation, a subset
increased their 25(OH)D levels significantly (p < 0.001) by
initiating supplements, and, as in the study by Meng et al.,
vitamin D levels did increase significantly for the group as
a whole over time (p < 0.01) (81). The authors of the
most recent article using the UK BioBank study data did not
address the issue of the use of potentially no longer accurate
25(OH)D levels in their preprint, but added a reference to
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the same Norwegian study as Darling et al., in their published
article (77).

During the time frame of these three studies, COVID-
19 testing in the UK was extremely limited (Raisi-Estrabragh
et al., stated that most were tested only if hospitalized) (77,
79). Such limited testing, Roy asserted, raises the possibility
that the authors of the first UK Biobank study accidentally
included COVID-19 positive patients who were only moderately
ill in their negative group (13, 79). It is also likely that the
two UK Biobank studies authored later compared COVID-19
patients with patients who had serious illnesses such as influenza
pneumonia, rather than with healthy individuals (76, 77). If
vitamin D deficiency increases viral infection risk and severity as
hypothesized, the patients in both arms of these studies could be
expected to have higher deficiency and insufficiency rates than
the general population. In fact, the research teams found high
rates of vitamin D insufficiency and deficiency in both of their
study groups (76, 77).

Three authors all pointed out that the UK Biobank studies
failed to address the severity of the COVID-19 the patients
experienced, which is critical to the question of whether or
not vitamin D deficiency contributes to the potentially fatal
cytokine storm (13, 76, 77, 79, 80, 82). Boucher cautioned against
adjusting COVID-19 study data for obesity or dark-skinned
ethnicity, providing empirical evidence that both directly lower
25(OH)D (83).

Grant and McDonnell formally responded to the first UK
Biobank study, asserting that their multivariable model was
over-adjusted because causal factors were treated as confounds,
suggesting that the authors provide multiple analyses for
transparency, including simple and complex models (13, 84).
They also requested that the analysis be stratified by ethnicity,
citing a previous study in which low 25(OH)D increased risk
for preterm birth equally across ethnicities (84). They echoed
Roy’s concern that lack of a positive COVID-19 test result did
not assure lack of infection in the UK at the time (84). Grant
and McDonnell concluded by pointing out that few UK Biobank
participants had 25(OH)D levels in the immune-protective range
(>40 ng/ml), which would decrease the effect (13, 84).

In their response, rather than addressing the question of
vitamin D deficiency being caused by old age, disability, obesity,
etc., the authors of the first UK Biobank study stated that
25(OH)D cannot be a mediator because it is not the “cause” of
old age, disability, etc. (84). They asserted that impaired health
is more likely associated with reduced outdoor activity than with
vitamin D status (84). They presented the non-significant results
of an “intermediate” model that still included the deficiency-
related variables of age, sex, ethnicity, and obesity, omitting
only “health-related covariates” (e.g., BP, diabetes) as proof that
inclusion of potential mediators did not influence their initial
study results (84). The original study authors also reiterated their
assertions that there is no statistical interaction between ethnicity
and vitamin D deficiency and a positive COVID-19 test would
ascertain more severe infections, and concluded by stating that
40 ng/ml is not deficient because in the adult UK population
mean 25(OH)D levels are only 17.4 ng/ml for men under 65 years
and 18.9 ng/ml for women under 65 years (84).

Although vitamin D levels are not drawn routinely, Fox used
data from EPIC, a database with 15,000,000 patients across 26
states in the USA, in his analysis of the relationship between
vitamin D status and COVID-19 infection, hospitalization, and
mortality rates (85). DeFilipps commented succinctly, pointing
out because vitamin D deficiency is ubiquitous, assuming
patients with no 25(OH)D in their charts were vitamin
D sufficient renders the study results study unreliable (86).
DeFilipps recommended evaluating only the subgroup who were
hospitalized for COVID-19 who had pre-existing conditions
and known vitamin D deficiency to determine if there was a
relationship between their level of deficiency, illness severity,
complications, or length of stay (86).

Defining Appropriate Serum Vitamin D
Levels and Appropriate Supplementation
Dosages
The 25(OH)D (serum vitamin D level) is the most reliable
indicator of functional vitamin D status, but until recently, the
test assays varied (87). However, past research study results
can be compared by mathematically harmonizing them, and
increasingly, labs are adopting LC/MS (D2+D3) as the standard,
increasing consistency (87).

Controversy Concerning Risk of Overdose
Food fortification was introduced shortly after the discovery of
vitaminD. However, there was a dramatic increase in infants with
hypercalcemia in the UK, leading to an abrupt scaling back of
fortification (88). Later, a rare genetic defect, Williams–Beuren
syndrome, was found to be responsible for the hypercalcemia
(88). However, vitamin D toxicity concerns remain heightened,
with a reluctance to recommend supplements (Figure 1). Dietary
sources provide UK adults with only about 100 IUs of vitamin
D per day (89, 90). During the COVID-19 pandemic, after
concluding that vitamin D is likely to reduce acute respiratory
tract infection risk, and that 10,000 IU/day is safe, the NHS
paradoxically recommended only 400 IU/day “to protect bone
and muscle health”(50, 90).

It is not considered possible to achieve toxic levels via
the sun alone, and supplementation for prolonged periods
brings 25(OH)D to toxic levels only if the dose is consistently
extraordinarily high (40,000 IU/day for many months) (28,
88, 91, 92). The average naturally acquired 25(OH)D among
equatorial tribal groups is 46 ng/ml (93). Healthy lifeguards
typically have 25(OH)D levels of 100–125 ng/ml (29).

The Endocrine Society found toxicity symptoms only at
levels above 150 ng/ml (93). Toxicity is related to high calcium
levels; 25(OH)D levels higher than 150 ng/ml in conjunction
with high calcium levels produce weakness, GI symptoms and
accompanying weight loss, arrhythmias, confusion, and kidney
damage (28, 88, 92). Historically, toxic levels of vitamin D
(>150 ng/ml) have almost exclusively been the result of industrial
errors (inaccurate doses in supplements or fortified foods),
and the few cases of toxicity from extremely high doses being
intentionally taken for prolonged periods of time (sometimes
under the direction of a health care practitioner) were rarely
severe (94, 95).
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FIGURE 2 | Study authors’ supplementation support by country.

Controversy Over Appropriate 25(OH)D Goals
In 2014, Veugelers and Ekwaru asserted that the statistical
calculations to determine recommendations for vitamin D were
incorrectly interpreted, leading to a US RDA (600 IU, or 700
IU/day for those over 70) that is off by a factor of more than
10 (87, 96). Heaney et al., supported the higher level in a
reply, citing a recent supplementation study which supported
an RDA closer to 7,000 IU/day (97). All three groups used the
goal of 20 ng/ml for musculoskeletal health (70). In contrast,
the Endocrine Society, aiming to optimize immune health and
other aspects of vitamin D function, recommends adults take in
1,500–2,000 IU per day to maintain a 25(OH)D level of 30 ng/ml;
30 ng/ml is the NIH target level as well (29, 87).

Controversies regarding appropriate 25(OH)D, are also
informed by studies of parathyroid hormone levels (29).
Parathyroid hormone levels were not reduced in participants
taking 15,000 IU/day, even with 25(OH)D levels above 60 ng/dl,
in a study with a goal of bringing 25(OH)D levels up to at least
40 ng/dl (93). Mean serum calcium levels were not increased
from baseline (93). 25(OH)D levels of up to 120 ng/dl appeared
safe, and hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria were least common
in participants with the highest 25(OH)D levels (calcium was
not supplemented) (93). Goal 25(OH)D levels were achieved by
70% of the participants with 6,000 IU/day for normal weight
participants, but 7,000 and 8,000 IU was required for overweight
and obese participants, respectively (93).

Growing research suggests that 40–60 ng/ml is needed for
prevention of respiratory infections, and 50–80 ng/ml is required
to favorably influence hypertension and cardiovascular disease

(28). In a 2019 randomized controlled trial, subjects without
deficiency [initial 25(OH)D< 25 ng/ml] who took 10,000 IU/day
for 3 years were slightly less likely to suffer a serious adverse event
than those taking 400 IU/day (98). Mean 25(OH)D levels in the
400 IU/day group did not increase, while 25(OH)D for the 10,000
and 4,000 IU/day groups rose and then plateaued at 58 and 53
ng/dl, respectively (98).

Controversy Over Recommended Supplement Doses
Recommended upper limits of vitamin D supplements in the
USA were relaxed after several studies demonstrated that 4,000
IU of vitamin D daily is safe (28, 75, 91). One review showed
that 10,000 IU daily seemed to be the upper limit of tolerability
(75). The Endocrine Society recommends up to 10,000 IU/day,
particularly for obese individuals (93, 99). However, some study
participants have taken 15,000 to 40,000 IU daily for at least 6
months without apparent adverse effects (91).

The European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism
recommends a one-time dose of 500,000 IU IV for ICU patients
who are vitamin D deficient (25(OH)D less than 20 ng/ml),
based upon evidence that this practice decreases length of stay
(12, 19, 100). Giving 500,000 IU enterally over 5 days increased
25(OH)D levels and decreased ICU length of stay, but giving the
entire 500,000 IU in one bolus enterally did not improve 90-day
mortality rates (101, 102).

Grant et al. authored an early article positing a relationship
between COVID-19 and vitamin D which recommended
10,000 IU/day for 1 month, followed by 5,000 IU/day, with
a goal 25(OH)D of 40–60 ng/ml (19). Although some other
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researchers agreed, many were outraged (Tables A1, A2). Kow
et al., questioned both the dose and the goal, citing a robust
study in which supplements decreased the incidence of acute
respiratory tract infections only when 25(OH)D levels were
less than 10 ng/ml, and 800 IU/day was sufficient (103, 104).
Grant et al., replied with several additional studies to support
their recommendation of 40–60 ng/ml as a goal, but included
an example of significantly decreased incidence of respiratory
infections with lesser vitamin D3 doses (although 800 IU was
inferior to 2,000 IU, it still provided significant benefits over the
placebo) (105, 106).

Sharma et al., reviewed the literature informing decisions
about COVID-19 and vitamin D3, finding compelling evidence
for 10,000 IU/day for a month, followed by 5,000 IU/day
to bring 25(OH)D levels up to the target of 40–60 ng/ml,
then recommended a more modest 1000–2,000 IU/day (107).
One group, Quesada-Gomez et al., posited that vitamin D
supplementation should be with oral calcifediol (108). However,
the majority of researchers and commenters recommend vitamin
D3 supplements of 1,000 IU−4,000 IU during “COVID-19
times,” with a goal of achieving 25(OH)D levels of 30 ng/ml
(see citations for Table 1 and section COVID-19-Specific
Recommendations of Experts) (109).

A meta-analysis of vitamin D supplementation to prevent
acute respiratory infections found that daily vitamin D
supplementation was safe and provided modest protective
benefits, rising to a 70% protective effect when deficiency was
corrected (104, 110). However, studies also found that large bolus
doses are not particularly beneficial (104). Effective study doses of
vitamin D were most often in the range of 400–2,000 IU (10–50
mcg), with the higher doses being given to adults (104). A 2020
study of pregnant women also found that daily supplementation
is superior to boluses, that 2,000 IU/day was sufficient to resolve
deficiency over time, and that up to 5,000 IU/day is safe (111).

METHODS: LITERATURE SEARCH

“COVID-19” is the MeSH term for SARS-CoV-2 disease,
coronavirus 2019, COVID-19, and derivative terms. The topic
of COVID-19 is a relatively new one, with the first reports
published only 6months ago (January 2020). In addition, because
vitamin D supplementation is controversial, publication bias
is a significant concern. Consequently, a significant percentage
of the pertinent literature is found only on preprint services,
most of which are captured by Google Scholar. PubMed casts
a wider net than MEDLINE. Therefore, initially, PubMed and
Google Scholar were searched for “COVID-19” AND “Vitamin
D” (date range, 2020, omitting citations and patents, no language
limitations). Repeated searches confirmed the growing interest in
the hypothesis that vitamin D deficiency may play an important
role in the COVID-19 pandemic (3, 10, 12, 19, 25, 110, 112–127)
FromMay 2 to May 19, Google Scholar hits increased from 49 to
88 and PubMed hits increased from 17 publications to 32. By June
16, the Google Scholar search retrieved 158 possible references
and the PubMed publications on the topic had increased to 69.
Using the same search terms, the author also accessed the Royal

Society of Medicine Library Discovery Service, which, on 16
June, 2020, provided 144 results from academic journals, reports,
magazines, and electronic resources.

Duplicates were deleted and full texts obtained for every
publication from all three sources as of June 16, 2020, references
were scanned for additional sources, and appropriate articles
found on ResearchGate and through other internet sources were
added to capture how the topic is being addressed in the popular
press. Authors of perspectives and studies on this topic span
the globe (Figures 2A,B). Most of the research publications are
quite brief, and many of the PubMed indexed articles are expert
summaries of relevant data supporting the biological plausibility
of the hypothesis, rather than reports of original research.
Therefore, the author deemed it premature to limit this review
to the “best evidence” as one would do in a formal systematic
review of the literature. Rather, every publication discussing
vitamin D with respect to COVID-19 found by the three formal
searches as of June 16, 2020 is included in Table A1 (Biological
Plausibility and In Vitro Studies, n = 141) or Table A2 (Original
Research, n = 47). All original research studies (excepting in
vitro) are summarized in the Results (section Results of Searches).
However, due to space limitations, while many of the Table A1
documents are cited, few are summarized individually.

RESULTS OF SEARCHES

Planned Clinical Trials
Formal clinical trials that include COVID-19 and vitamin D
(including 16 on clinicaltrials.gov) include: vitamin D boluses
plus other medications for COVID-19 positive patients, boluses,
or moderate daily doses to prevent severe complications in at-
risk populations, low-dose vitamin D as a placebo in a drug
trial, genetic variant studies focused upon the interaction between
vitamin D and COVID-19, and studies of vitamin D levels in
patients with differing severities of COVID-19 illness (45, 128–
145). As late as May 19, 2019, few studies had begun recruiting.
Although most of these studies are not designed to determine if
daily modest vitamin D supplementation decreases either the risk
of contracting COVID-19 or its severity, Dr. Manson plans to test
this hypothesis (66).

Testing the hypothesis that vitamin D deficiency prior to
contracting the virus increases COVID-19 rates and severity
necessitates screening participants for deficiency at enrollment.
Failing to correct a deficiency being considered as a potentially
significant risk factor for fatal COVID-19 complications would
be unethical (146). Therefore, before and after population study
designs (recommending supplements to groups known to be
vitamin D deficient and observing if the groups’ fatality rates
decline) might be more feasible than randomized controlled
trials (146).

Biological Plausibility Discussions
Many of the reports examining the relationship between vitamin
D and COVID-19 present biological plausibility arguments.
These reports are summarized in both Table A1 and Table A2.
The main arguments are presented concisely here, citing both
COVID-19 specific and primary sources.
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Interest in the topic—Biological plausibility article authors’ locations (141 Articles). (Blank maps from wiki images: Creative Commons, credit:

Canuckguy and many others). (B) Interest in the topic – Original research article authors’ locations (47 Articles). (Blank map from wiki images: Creative Commons,

credit: Canuckguy and many others).

Vitamin D Enhances Resistance to Viral Illnesses
Early studies of vitamin D supplementation for acute respiratory
tract infections produced conflicting results (28, 104). Most
studies of vitamin D for influenza prevention were conducted

on healthy populations with high baseline levels, rather than on
the deficient populations who would benefit most (19, 30, 121,
125, 147). Despite this, some found that higher 25(OH)D linearly
enhance the innate immune response to acute winter respiratory
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infections, halving the incidence and significantly reducing the
duration of illness (31, 148, 149).

In 2017, 25 international researchers from 23 institutions
performed a meta-analysis of individual participant data from
25 high-quality randomized controlled trials of vitamin D
supplementation to prevent acute respiratory tract infections
to determine why the results were inconsistent (104). They
found that bolus doses were not consistently protective, even
in severely vitamin D deficient populations (104). Removing
bolus-dose data led to consistent findings of benefit, regardless
of initial vitamin D status (104). Daily or weekly vitamin
D supplementation was most beneficial for participants with
baseline 25(OH)D <10 ng/ml (severe deficiency), providing
more statistically significant (p < 0.001) protection than
the (p < 0.02) protection vitamin D provided less deficient
participants (104). The authors found that response to vitamin D
supplementation is so variable that studies should base findings
on changes in 25(OH)D levels, rather than relying upon the
vitamin D dose given to each participant (30, 104). They also
found that vitamin D supplementation is extremely safe: even
large doses did not increase risk of serious adverse events, such
as renal stones (104).

Historical data provides modest support for the hypothesis
that populations with high vitamin D deficiency rates allow
new pandemic viral strains to propagate more freely. The only
recorded time period void of new strains of pandemic influenza
is 1920–1957, and vitamin D food supplementation was most
prevalent during the middle of that time period: from 1930 to
1950 (63). The COVID-19 pandemic began in Wuhan during a
particularly dark January: 42% darker than their average January
in 13 years (2007–2020) (150).

Several studies have shown that vitamin D decreases the
severity of dengue fever (151). Oral vitamin D supplements
of 4,000 IU for 10 days were significantly more effective
than 1,000 IU in reducing dengue virus replication and
controlling the damaging cytokine hyper-reaction (151–154).
Vitamin D supplementation also reduced rotavirus replication
in pigs (154). A recent review article by Sharma et al.,
summarized biological plausibility arguments and found that
vitamin D deficiency is associated with a wide range of
viral illnesses, and that vitamin D supplementation was
both preventative and decreased severity, limiting hyper-
inflammatory complications (107).

In the lungs, formation of the peptide LL37, an innate immune
system component that, among other things, attacks enveloped
viruses such as SARS-CoV-2 and modulates the immune system,
requires sufficient vitamin D levels (28, 32, 117, 155). LL37 is
inhibited by carbon and other nanoparticles in air pollution (32).
Therefore, vitamin D deficient individuals can be expected to be
at increased risk of both developing COVID-19 and experiencing
the “cytokine storm” if they become infected, particularly in areas
of the world with high levels of air pollution (32, 117).

How Vitamin D May Decrease Serious

COVID-19-Associated Complications
During the “Spanish flu” pandemic of 1918-1919, deaths were
substantially reduced when patients were treated in “open air”

hospitals with access to sunlight, perhaps due to vitamin D’s
“cytokine storm” suppression (63, 150, 156). In the deep south,
dramatically increased incidence of pneumonia led to much
higher Spanish flu case fatality rates for African Americans than
for whites (19). COVID-19 usually produces mild symptoms in
the seemingly-vulnerable homeless, who are disproportionately
outdoors, despite the population skew toward older males
and African Americans (157–159). Prior to antibiotics, cod
liver oil, UVB phototherapy, and sunshine, all of which are
vitamin D sources, were considered successful treatments for
tuberculosis (99).

Vitamin D enhances the innate immune response while,
paradoxically, protecting against excessive inflammation by
suppressing TNFα and the cytokines (e.g., IL-6, IL-17) implicated
in severe COVID-19, and elevating anti-inflammatory IL-10 (19,
28, 31, 33, 45, 91, 149, 160–169). Many of the articles referenced
here include detailed descriptions of the role of vitamin D in
preventing a “cytokine storm” and several authors, including
Meftahi et al., and Biesalski, added a series of cartoons to their
papers to simplify the concept (167, 168).

Given that vitamin D decreases pro-inflammatory IL-6 and
that IL-6 is implicated in the COVID-19 “cytokine storm,” (170)
and finding that mean IL-6 levels are higher in males and
African Americans and increase with age and obesity (groups
with increased risk for COVID-19 mortality), Silberstein went
on to evaluate the possibility that vitamin D deficiency causes
upregulation of IL-in high risk individuals prior to exposure
to COVID-19, increasing their likelihood of developing fatal
COVID-19 complications (171). Using detailed IL-6 data from
Tuscany, Italy, Silberstein found a strong correlation between age
stratified COVID-19 deaths in Italy and mean IL-6 levels [r(6)=
0.9837, p = 0.00025] (171). Data for a similarly detailed analysis
for sex, obesity, and ethnicity was not available (171). The authors
note that IL-6 is generally low in children, but it is high for a brief
time in early childhood, which could explain the Kawasaki-like
COVID-19 sequela in some children (171).

Vitamin D also helps prevent viral infections from progressing
to pneumonia by tightening cell junctions (19, 28, 165, 172) And,
vitamin D’s influence on the coagulation pathway decreases risk
of acute respiratory distress syndrome as it decreases thrombosis
risks (114, 127, 157, 162, 169, 173). Therefore, correcting vitamin
D deficiency might help prevent COVID-19 illness AND help
limit complications when prevention is unsuccessful (25, 28, 114,
169).

Daneshkhah et al., proposed that Vitamin D deficiency causes
C-reaction protein (CRP) levels to rise, thus increasing the
likelihood of a cytokine storm (174). The authors found that CRP
and vitamin D status are inversely related in healthy individuals
(174). CRP levels were increased in severe COVID-19 patients,
but because CRP is a marker for inflammation, it was unclear if
this was a cause or an effect (174). The authors used population
data from 10 countries to show a possible link between vitamin
D status and the adaptive average case mortality ratio, and
provided significant biological plausibility arguments in support
of the hypothesis (174). The authors proposed further studies to
determine if COVID-19 patients with high CRP are deficient in
vitamin D (174).
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Risk for Severe COVID-19 Parallels Risk for
Vitamin D Deficiency
Many authors, some with compelling statistical analyses, propose
vitamin D deficiency from low sunlight levels (Nordic countries
have high vitamin D intake) to explain the geographic
distribution of severe COVID-19 (9, 10, 26, 34, 112, 122, 150).
Italy and Spain have very high vitamin D deficiency rates (12,
27, 34, 63, 122, 175). First-generation non-Western immigrants,
even in countries with low overall rates, are often vitamin D
deficient (176–178). Vitamin D deficiency is especially common
in the elderly, in part because synthesis from sunlight is muted
in old age (19, 31, 34, 116, 122, 179–182). Naturally melanin-
rich skin increases vitamin D deficiency risks, particularly
in high latitudes (13, 34, 112, 116, 122, 148, 181). It takes
significantly more sunlight exposure for someone with dark skin
to attain the benefits that someone with lighter skin receives
(14). Lower 25(OH)D is associated with diabetes, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, and COPD risk (19, 25, 31, 34, 183).
Dialysis patients are often severely vitamin D deficient (184). Up
to 50% of US nursing home patients, and 75% of institutionalized
people in general, are vitamin D deficient (122, 182, 185).

The UK’s low sunlight levels have been posited in the
public press as an explanation for why health workers with
naturally melanin-rich skin (mostly nurses and physicians) are
so disproportionately represented on the Telegraph’s tribute wall
(186, 187). The only postpartum COVID-19 fatality in the UK
was a vitamin D deficient diabetic Pakistani woman who suffered
a thrombotic complication (188).

Current increased “stay at home” regulations and increased
boredom and stress can be expected to result in eating patterns
which increase obesity and the comorbidities with which it is
associated (189). In part because vitamin D is fat-soluble, obese
individuals have increased daily vitamin D intake requirements
and are often deficient (25, 34, 57, 91, 175, 190, 191). In addition,
vitamin D deficiency causes the body to store more fat by
increasing parathyroid hormone levels (192). Obesity is a major
risk factor for fatal COVID-19 complications, particularly in
younger adults (34, 190). Ekiz et al., found that increasing vitamin
D levels makes it easier to lose excess weight, which could lower
individual COVID-19 risk (192).

Recent studies in Ireland and Switzerland both found that
older males are at even higher risk of vitamin D deficiency than
older females (72, 124). Vitamin D deficiency increases the X-
chromosome linked “Renin-Angiotensin” System (RAS) activity,
making men more susceptible to ACE2 receptor dysregulation
and theoretically, to increased COVID-19 morbidity (25, 33,
123, 165, 193, 194). Although vitamin D deficiency is not
universal in severe COVID-19, every deleterious symptom can be
explained by RAS over-reaction, which would occur more easily
in individuals without sufficient vitamin D to control the RAS
(25, 126, 165, 183).

Evidence Informing the Hypotheses That
Vitamin D Deficiency Influences COVID-19
While data from randomized controlled trials is superior, the
hypothesis that vitamin D deficiency is a major contributor

in COVID-19 risk and severity is already supported by
20 population-data analyses, both causal inference modeling
reports, four case studies/series, one prospective correlational
study, one case control study, one cohort observational study,
and 10 retrospective chart reviews. One population-data analysis
and three retrospective chart reviews supported the dissenting
view. One population-data analysis, one retrospective chart
review, and the lone systematic review were neutral. Recognizing
that truth is not exposed by the mere tallying of positions, but
rather, by evaluating the specifics of the data and the strength
of the study designs, all 47 studies are summarized here and in
Table A2.

Analyses of Population Data
Bäcker asked whether temperature or radiance could explain
the speed and level of geographic spread of COVID-19 (150).
Every location with over 2000 cases by March 15, 2020 had an
average temperature of 10◦C or lower (150). And, over a longer
time period, locations with 4-week temperature averages under
14◦C when they reached 100 cases all had faster growth than any
of the warmer locations (p = 0.0001) (150). The same analysis
using deaths instead of cases yielded a similar negative correlation
(p < 0.02) (150). However, Finland, Norway, and Russia, all
reaching 2000 cases after March 15, did not conform to the
pattern, leading to a study of sunlight (150). Indeed, irradiance
and cloudopacity better accounted for all the of data (p < 0.01)
(150). Bäcker suggests (with data to back up his hypothesis)
that increased cloudiness and air pollution can explain why in
Korea, Daegu had 10 times as many cases of COVID-19 as more
internationally-connected Seoul, and in Italy, Lombardy had
over 10 times as many cases as more internationally-connected
Lazio (Rome) (150). Multivariate regression found that the best
independent predictor of COVID-19 case (p < 0.001) and death
(p < 0.001) growth rates was the average zenith (most direct
sun rays) when the location reached its 100th case (150) Zenith,
correlated with both irradiation (p < 0.01) and temperature (p
< 0.001), explained the lower growth rate in Finland, Norway,
and Russia, and fully accounted for the variance from both
(150). No association with increased travel or visiting was found
(150). Bäcker concluded that sunlight leads to less COVID-19
transmission, likely due to both the direct result of irradiation and
increased vitamin D, and thus, advising people to stay indoors
rather than opening up outdoor recreation areas during the
COVID-19 pandemic appears to be a poor choice (150).

In contrast, Yao et al., found no association between COVID-
19 transmission rates and temperature or UV radiation across the
62 cities (of 224) in China with at least 50 cases at the peak of the
outbreak (10 Feb) and at least 10 cases remaining on 9 March
(195). However, the authors note that their study examined data
from early January to early March, 2020, a time during which
strict travel restrictions were put into place to prevent COVID-
19 transmission in China (195, 196). It is possible that many of
the cities in which UV light or temperature effectively reduced
transmission were eliminated from the study because they no
longer had the minimum of 10 cases by 9 March.

Two statistical analyses of geographical areas in the USA
addressed the question of whether high COVID-19 fatality rates
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in African Americans could be explained by income levels
(14, 197). Bäcker’s initial statistical analysis from 8 cities and
states that provide a racial breakdown of COVID-19 victims
found that race-based fatality rate differences diminish in direct
proportion to available sunlight, with COVID-19 deaths among
blacks in Detroit at 193% higher than the percent-black area
population, but only 7% higher in Florida (Pearson −0.76, p
< 0.05) (14). African Americans comprise 26% of Milwaukee
County’s population, half of their COVID-19 cases, and 81% of
its deaths (14). This led to an exploration of the hypothesis that
rather than socioeconomics (lower incomes, jobs that do not
permit social distancing) being solely responsible, irradiance may
play a large role in the disproportionate COVID-19 morbidity
andmortality rates among African Americans in the USA (14). In
Michigan, the state with the highest racial disparity in COVID-19
deaths, a county-by-county analysis showed that percent African
American, but not percent over 65 years, median income, median
age, or number of people per household, significantly (p < 0.05)
correlated with COVID-19 morbidity (14).

Similarly, Li et al., focused on US counties with at least 50
COVID-19 cases (661 counties) and those with at least 10 deaths
(221 counties), grouping them into quartiles and comparing
highest to lowest (197). Multivariate analysis demonstrated
that “percent black” predicted county cases and fatalities, even
after controlling for other demographics, socioeconomics, and
comorbidities (197). Higher daily temperatures decreased county
case numbers, but not mortality rate (197). They proposed
vitamin D deficiency among black Americans as a “unifying
theory” to explain their results (197).

Laird et al., plotted COVID-19 mortality/million against
mean 25(OH)D levels for twelve European countries, finding a
significant correlation (p = 0.046) (27). Panarese and Shahini
ranked the 108 countries with at least 100 COVID-19 cases on
2 April 2020 by latitude, demonstrating visually that, overall,
deaths per million were higher in the northern-most countries,
whose citizens would be the most likely to be vitamin D deficient
from the dark winter (198). Following up on Panarese and
Shahini’s work, Rhodes et al., compared the 120 countries with
more than 150 COVID-19 cases by 15 April 2020, finding that
COVID-19 mortality rates were significantly correlated with
latitude (r = 0.53, p < 0.0001) (26). Rhodes et al., used a simple
scatter-graph to illustrate that the COVID-19 mortality rates per
million population were dramatically lower in countries with
capitals south of 35◦N, where sunshine in the time immediately
preceding the pandemic made maintaining vitamin D levels
possible (26).

Ilie et al., reported a significant correlation between low mean
vitamin D levels across 20 European countries and both COVID-
19 fatalities/million population (p = 0.05) and COVID-19
cases/million population (p= 0.050) (122). Kumar and Srivastava
objected to Ilie et al.,’s study, stating that the correlation was
being stretched by themedia to claim that vitaminD supplements
may reduce COVID-19 mortality rates by 50% (199). Expressing
concern that this exaggerated claim would lead to fatal overdoses,
the authors conducted a statistical analysis of COVID-19 case and
death rates and life expectancy using the data from Ilie et al. (122,
199). The authors asserted that because vitamin D deficiency

increases with age, controlling for life expectancy would reveal
the true relationship between vitaminD andCOVID-19 infection
and fatality rates (199). The researchers found that life expectancy
was a better predictor of both COVID-19mortality and case rates
than vitamin D (199). Kumar and Srivastava did, however, call for
clinical trials of vitamin D supplementation (199).

Citing Ilie et al., Singh et al. compared mean 25(OH)D levels
and COVID-19 cases and deaths per million population for 20
European countries on 8 April and again on 12 May (200). The
significance of the inverse correlation between vitamin D and
case rates increased from r(20):−0.4435; R2 = 0.1967 (p= 0.0501)
in April to r(20): −0.5504; R2 = 0.3029 (p = 0.0119) in May
(192p). However, the inverse correlation for death rates decreased
from r(20): −0.4378; R2 = 0.1917 (p = 0.0535) to r(20): −0.3935;
R2 = 0.1549 (p = 0.0860) (200). Singh et al., did not discuss the
possibility that vitamin D levels increased between April andMay
as sunshine increased, potentially protecting patients from the
“cytokine storm” (200).

Notari and Torrieri’s much larger, more detailed,
comprehensive 126 country data review found that most of the
24 identified potential risk factors for COVID-19 propagation,
including blood type, life expectancy, and even greeting habits,
were significantly correlated with one another (201). Prevalence
of Type-I diabetes, BCG vaccination, and vitamin D levels were
the only “almost independent factors” (201). In the 42-country
subset with vitamin D data and high GDP, lower mean annual
levels of vitamin D were linearly related to increased COVID-19
risk (p = 0.006), with seasonal values (March) demonstrating
even more significance (p= 0.002) (201).

Kara et al., mapped the population prevalence of vitamin
D deficiency (<20 ng/ml) and severe deficiency (<10 ng/ml)
against COVID-19 total fatalities for the 40 most affected
countries, worldwide, finding a clear relationship (34).
Regression analyses demonstrated a quadratic relationship
between prevalence of vitamin D deficiency and insufficiency
and COVID-19 cases (34). A histogram with regression lines
illustrated the relationship between latitude, population vitamin
D status, and country rank (by number of cases) (34). Finding
vitamin D deficiency and COVID-19 to be related pandemics,
they agreed with Grant et al., in recommending vitamin D
(without high calcium) supplementation, as well as encouraging
fortified food intake and increased sun (UVB) exposure (34).

Braiman noted that as of March 22, 2020, although 10%
of the COVID-19 cases lived south of the Tropic of Cancer,
they represented only 1% of the fatalities (146). The three
exceptions could all be explained by mean population vitamin
D levels (146). Nordic countries have vitamin D deficiency rates
below 1% (due to diet or supplementation) and impressively
low COVID-19 fatality rates, except Sweden (146, 202). In
Stockholm, severe vitamin D deficiency is common among
displaced Somalis, who with less than 1% of the population have
suffered 40% of the COVID-19 fatalities (10, 178, 203). Indonesia
straddles the equator, but its predominately Muslim women have
vitamin D levels that are only half that of notoriously low Italy
(146). Sunscreen use is popular in the Philippines, which may
account for the high levels of vitamin D deficiency there (146).
Braiman recommended ethical testing of the hypothesis that
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vitamin D and COVID-19 outcomes are related by encouraging
supplementation in deficient populations and evaluating death
rate changes (146).

Although Latinos and African Americans were found to
be at higher risk of COVID-19 mortality in New York City,
it is difficult to determine the influence of Latino ethnicity
vs. race (over 75% of Latinos identify as non-white), because
New York City does not provide sufficiently detailed data
(204). In contrast, Georgia does break down COVID-19 data
by both ethnicity and race (204). Black Latino COVID-19
morbidity was 123% higher than white Latino morbidity (p <

0.001), supporting researcher Bäcker’s hypothesis that a darker
complexion decreases sun exposure benefits (204). COVID-19
morbidity is 37% higher for white non-Latinos than for white
Latinos (p < 0.0001), 689% higher for Native American non-
Latinos than for their Latino counterparts (p < 0.01), and there
were no cases of COVID-19 among Latino Asians (204). Latinos
spend more time outdoors than any other racial group (85%
more than African Americans) which could explain why Latinos
defied externally-imposed racial disparity explanations (204).
The author concluded that irradiance exposure seems to help
prevent COVID-19 (204).

Countries with higher rates of vitamin D-rich sea fish
consumption or food supplementation have lower COVID-
19 mortality rates than adjacent countries (182). The elderly,
especially in nursing homes, where 84–93% of residents in the US
are vitamin D insufficient, are at highest risk for severe COVID-
19 (182). Bäcker andMageswaran evaluated vitamin D deficiency
rates among elderly females and COVID-19 deaths prior to May
31st in 32 countries, finding that case fatality rates were up
to twice as high in countries with high vitamin D deficiency
rates (p < 0.04) (182). They also found that case fatality rates
were significantly higher (p < 0.026) in countries with a high
percentage of black inhabitants (182). Noting many biological
plausibility arguments and vitaminD deficiency and insufficiency
race disparities, the authors recommend COVID-19 prevention
and treatment studies (182).

Li et al., used machine learning to produce logistic models to
predict case rates, death rates, and case fatality rates in all 50 US
states and 154 countries listed on the Johns Hopkins COVID-19
dashboard on 15 May 2020, assessing the interdependence of the
57 factors LASSO identified as potentially influencing COVID-19
outcomes (205). Among their many findings, Li et al., determined
that higher population vitamin D intake is an independent factor
in reduced COVID-19 cases (205).

Kohlmeier performed a Mendelian randomization to test the
effect of latitude (a proxy for vitamin D) on rates of African
American COVID-19 deaths in the 22 reporting states with more
than 15 African American deaths as of 16 April 2020, finding
a strong relationship (r = 0.427) (206). A correlational analysis
found that excess mortality rates were significantly higher (r
= 0.435, p = 0.02) in states with higher latitudes (206). The
highest excess mortality rates were all in states near or above
40◦ N, where UVB intensity in winter and spring is too low to
provide vitamin D (206). The African American fatality over-
representation was 5.6-fold inWisconsin compared with 1.3-fold
in Florida (206).

Adding the proposed relationship between latitude and
COVID-19 to knowledge that ozone filters the ultraviolet-
B radiation the body requires to produce vitamin D, Alipio
evaluated data from all 34 countries with April 2019 ozone
data available on an open-access database (207). Kendall rank
correlation test found that ozone concentration significantly (P
< 0.001) positively correlated with COVID-19 cases, but latitude
and COVID-19 cases appeared to have no relationship (207).

Recognizing the advantages of comparing cities within a single
country with varied UV radiation, altitude, and weather patterns,
such as consistent policies, culture, and genetic factors, Skutsch
et al., conducted a multiple regression analysis of data from 45
cities in Mexico, comparing the rate of increase in cumulative
COVID-19 cases and fatalities (208). Data from January was
included because, while UV light’s sterilization effect would be
immediate, physiologic vitamin D formation precedes its impact
on infection and mortality rates (208). Skutsch et al., found a
negative relationship between rate of transmission and altitude
(r = −0.354, p = 0.014), but temperature, relative humidity, and
latitude were insignificant (208). UV levels in January correlated a
bit more strongly with transmission rates (r=−0.369, p= 0.014)
than UV levels during the transmission period (r = −0.32, p =

0.032), supporting the hypothesis that the influence of UV is due
to vitamin D rather than sterilization (208). In contrast, UV was
only marginally associated with rates of mortalities (208). Mexico
City’s air pollution may have explained this (208). Surprisingly,
altitude and UV levels were not significantly interrelated, but
their combined effect accounted for 18% of transmission rate
variation (p = 0.0062) (208). Data for 834 individuals scattered
across 561 municipalities showed that lower altitude is a highly
significant (r =−0.35, p= 0.0005) predictor of vitamin D levels,
perhaps influenced by the high levels of UV light in coastal cities
and the cooler climate of higher altitude cities leading to more
clothing coverage (208).

Noting that all five US states with fatalities greater than 5,000
and four of the five states with cases over 90,000 are in latitudes
above 37◦N, Li, et al., used latitude as an indicator to evaluate the
relationship between sunlight, vitamin D, and COVID-19 case
and death rates per 100,000 population (209). Aggregate data (22
Jan−23 May 2020) showed that states in latitudes above 37◦N,
when compared with states at lower latitudes, had significantly
higher case rates (702 vs. 255/100K) and death rates (43 vs.
11 deaths/100K) (p < 0.001) (209). The higher case rates were
not attributable to higher test rates (209). The authors suggested
sunlight and vitamin D as the explanation, calling for studies to
evaluate the impact of vitamin D on the prevention of COVID-
19 (209).

In a less detailed study, Marik et al., evaluated the case fatality
rates for all 50 US States, mapping the results to illustrate that,
with the exception of states with very low population densities
and Louisiana, case fatality rates increased with increasing
latitude (210). The cumulative summary case fatality rate for
states over 40◦N was significantly higher than for states below
40◦N (6.0 vs. 3.5%, p < 0.001) (210). Attributing the differences
to vitamin D’s dampening of excessive inflammation, they
advocated for standard vitamin D supplement doses and further
studies (210).
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Moozhipurath et al., obtained UVB radiation data for 108
days (through 8 May 2020) in the 152 countries with more than
20 COVID-19 cases, beginning when the country had over 20
cases, analyzing the relationship between daily UV index (UVI—
a surrogate for UVB), COVID-19 deaths, and COVID-19 cases,
controlling for weather variables, including ozone levels (24).
UVI increase was associated with a 1.2% decrease in the daily
growth rate of cumulative COVID-19 deaths (p < 0.01) and a
1.0% decrease in the daily growth rate of cumulative COVID-
19 case fatality rates (p < 0.05) (24). The authors asserted that
their methods led to very conservative estimates of the effect
of UVB on COVID-19 deaths, and advocated for “sensible”
increased exposure to sunlight, particularly for people at high risk
of vitamin D deficiency (24).

A statistical analysis by Davies et al., found that COVID-
19 outbreaks with large fatality rates occurred exclusively above
30◦N, with a 55:1 ratio between 30 and 55◦N and more southern
latitudes (63). The Epidemic Severity Index was greater than 2.5
in nine of 239 locations, all above 30◦N (63). Northern outliers all
had higher vitamin D population levels, southern countries with
the most severe outbreaks (Philippines and Brazil) have a high
vitamin D deficiency prevalence, and fatality rates are doubled by
naturally melanin-rich skin in the USA and UK (63). Iran, where
religious full-body clothing is worn and vitamin D deficiency is
common, fared far worse than Israel, whose vitamin D deficiency
prevalence is relatively low (63).

Causal Inference Modeling Reports
Davies et al., also analyzed three potential root causes for
their influence on COVID-19 outcomes, categorizing factors as
lowering vitamin D, negatively influenced by low vitamin D,
or vitamin D neutral (63). Environmental conditions hostile to
the virus and environmental measures (e.g., distancing) decrease
COVID-19 spread, but do not influence case fatality rates (63).
If vitamin D is a “bystander” variable (simply a marker of bad
health), case fatality rates would correlate best with vitamin
D-neutral comorbidities (63). The authors provide a detailed
analysis of the known COVID-19 epidemiological, latitude, and

environmental data (63). A table illustrates that 16 predictions
of the causal model accurately match the known facts, while 14
predictions of the bystander model strongly contradict the data
and two more are not supported (Figure 3) (63).

Annweiler et al., used Hill’s methodology for determining
causality, which states that the more of the seven criteria are met,
the stronger the claim, to evaluate the hypothesis that vitamin D
is causally linked to COVID-19 outcomes (211). Vitamin D met
six of the criteria, failing only on specificity (because vitamin D
deficiency is high in the general population) (211). Concluding
that vitamin D deficiency is highly likely to be a cause of poor
COVID-19 outcomes, the authors suggest that these results,
coupled with the excellent safety profile of vitamin D and lack
of other treatments, support testing vitamin D as an adjuvant
treatment and prophylaxis for the general population (211).

Case Studies and Case Series in Which Vitamin D Is

Mentioned
Ahmed et al., reported that a COVID-19 positive maternity
patient with diabetic ketoacidosis, vitamin D deficiency, and
a history of asthma developed a fatal thrombosis 4 days post
extubation (188). Horowitz et al., reported on two COVID-19
pneumonia patients with histories of immunosuppression from
Lyme disease who responded to repeated doses of glutathione,
along with a multitude of other drugs and remedies (212).
One had a history of low vitamin D (212). Bossoni et al.,
reported on a 72-year-old thyroidectomized COVID-19 positive
patient who experienced sudden onset severe hypocalcemia
(213). Her parathyroid level was low, and she was extremely
vitamin D deficient (8 ng/ml) (213). Bossoni et al., noted that
home confinement can worsen vitamin D deficiency, increasing
the risk of systemic infections and potentially life-threatening
hypocalcemia (213).

Vitamin D deficiency is common in Indonesia, affecting
35.1% of elderly institutionalized women and 23% of the general
population (214). Pinzon et al., tested 10 PCR-positive COVID-
19 patients in Indonesia, finding that nine were vitamin D
deficient (25(OH)D <10 ng/ml) and the remaining patient was

FIGURE 4 | Davies et al., Causal model results (63).
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insufficient (25(OH)D= 20.5) (214). Finding no clinical evidence
to inform the decision to provide vitamin D supplements to
prevent or treat COVID-19 in their review of the literature, they
called for randomized controlled trials and now prescribe all
patients 2,000 IU/day (214).

Prospective Correlational Study, Case-Controlled

Survey, and Cohort Observational Study
Vitamin D deficiency is common among Irish males (median
25(OH)D of 18.8 ng/ml for ages 40–60) (215). Faul et al., drew
25(OH)D in 33 COVID-19 positive Caucasian males over the age
of 40 who were admitted to the hospital in respiratory failure
without cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, or chronic
immunosuppressant intake in Ireland in March of 2020 (215).
The 12 requiring mechanical ventilation (including all four
fatalities) had mean serum 25(OH)D levels of 10.8 ng/ml,
compared with 16.4 ng/ml for those requiring only oxygen (p
= 0.03) (215). Patients with 25(OH)D <12 ng/ml had a hazard
ratio for requiring ventilator care of 3.19 (p = 0.03) (215). The
authors concluded that low vitamin D is either a marker for poor
health, or it permits pro-inflammatory changes that lead to severe
COVID-19: “a thought worthy of further study” (215).

Concerned about the effects of COVID-19 on their
community-dwelling Parkinson’s Disease patients in Lombardy,
Italy, Fasano et al., conducted telephone interviews with 1,486
patients and 1,207 family-member case controls (216). The 105
Parkinson’s patients with COVID-19 and 92 family members
with COVID-19 differed only in decreased shortness of breath
(p = 0.004) and decreased hospitalization rates (p = 0.018) for
the Parkinson’s patients (216). The authors adjusted the data
for the age differences between groups, thought to be due to
aggressive protective measures for the elderly in the area (216).
Parkinson’s, hypertension, and COPD medications did not
influence the likelihood of developing COVID-19, while Vitamin
D supplementation was protective (p= 0.048).

Tan et al., compared the 26 consecutive patients 50 years or
older not requiring oxygen on admission who were hospitalized
immediately prior to initiation of a daily oral combination of
1,000 IU vitamin D3, 150mg magnesium, and 500 mcg vitamin
B12 with the next 17 consecutive patients meeting the same
criteria to determine if these supplements altered support needs
(217). Of the 9 patients supplemented within a week of symptom
onset, only one required oxygen, and that was within 24 h of
supplement initiation (217). Of the 8 patients supplemented over
a week after symptom onset, one required ICU care within 24 h
of supplement initiation, and one required oxygen 3 days later
(217), Supplemented patients were less likely to need any oxygen
(17.6 vs. 61.5%, p= 0.006) or ICU care (5.9 vs. 30.8%) (217).

Retrospective Chart Reviews Favoring the

Hypothesis
Alipio performed a chart review using de-identified data from
212 COVID-19 patients with recorded pre-COVID-19 25(OH)D
levels from three hospitals in Southern Asia in which 25(OH)D
was tested initially and weekly (3). Individuals’ 25(OH)D levels
did not vary significantly during hospitalization, confirming that
battling COVID-19 does not, in and of itself, deplete vitamin D

(3). Vitamin D status (3 categories: >30, 21–29, or <20 ng/ml)
correlated significantly and linearly with more critical COVID-
19 illness (4 levels clearly defined by previous researchers) (3).
For each standard deviation increase in serum 25(OH)D, the
odds of having a mild, rather than a critical, case of COVID-
19 were almost 20 times as great (OR = 0.051, p < 0.001) (3)
(Figure 4).

A statistical analysis by D’Avolio et al., of records in a Swiss
clinic’s database for 107 symptomatic individuals obtaining a
SARS-CoV-2 PCR test found that the 27 PCR-positive patients
had significantly lower (p = 0.004) 25(OH)D (11.1 ng/ml) when
compared with test-negative subjects (24.6 ng/ml) (124). PCR-
positive patients were 70.4% male, while PCR-negative patients
were only 48.8% male, with similar ages (124). Differences
between 2019 median 25(OH)D verses PCR-positive 2020
median 25(OH)D were significant for both women (25.6 vs.
9.3 ng/ml, p = 0.019) and men (22.9 vs. 11.4 ng/ml, p = 0.005),
but not for PCR-negative for either gender (Figure 5) (124).

Lau et al., found that among all 20 COVID-19 patients with
recorded 25(OH)D at a New Orleans hospital, every ICU patient
under age 75 had vitamin D insufficiency (157). Eleven of 13
ICU patients had vitamin D insufficiency verses 4 of 7 patients
with milder COVID-19 (157). Seven ICU patients had critically
low 25(OH)D (<20 ng/ml) and three had levels below (10 ng/ml)
(157). Patients with the lowest 25(OH)D levels were African
American (Figure 6) (157).

In Jakarta, Indonesia, hospitals are designed to provide
patients sunlight and home patients exercise outdoors (218).
In this setting, daily minutes of sunshine were compared
with patient recovery, death rates, and incidence (218). Asary
and Veruswati found sunshine was not related to prevention,
but COVID-19 patient recovery briskness was significantly
(Spearmen’s α = 0.05) correlated with sunnier days (218).

Sun et al., conducted a 241 patient retrospective chart
review in a hospital in Wuhan, China, using standardized
definitions of mild, moderate, severe, and critical COVID-19
(219). On admission, 74.7% of patients were hypocalcemic (219).
Noting that vitamin D deficiency can cause hypocalcemia, the
researchers found a median 25(OH)D of 10.20 ng/ml (severe
deficiency) among the 26 patients tested; none were vitamin D
sufficient (219). These 26 patients had worse CRP (p < 0.001),
D-dimer (p < 0.001), and parathyroid hormone (p = 0.048)
levels (219). Calcium levels positively correlated with 25(OH)D
levels (p = 0.004), and lower calcium levels correlated linearly
with lower SpO2 levels (p < 0.001), higher complication rates (p
< 0.001), and higher 28-day mortality rates (p < 0.001) (219).
Vitamin D deficiency and hypoproteinemia were associated with
increased mortality in critically ill patients (219).

Cuñat et al., found that although recommended for all
ICU patients, vitamin D was tested in only 17 of the 226
consecutive COVID-19 patients admitted to their hospital
in Spain (220). All 17 were vitamin D deficient (25(OH)D
<20 ng/ml), 13 had <12.5 ng/ml, and three had <5 ng/ml
(220). Of these 17 patients, 35.2% had hypocalcemia and 64.7%
had hypophosphatemia (220). The incidence of nosocomial
infections was very high (76.5%) (220). The authors stated that
vitamin D deficiency is especially problematic for COVID-19
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FIGURE 5 | Some of the results of the retrospective chart review by Alipio et al. (3). Of the 212 hospitalized COVID-19 patients, 96% of those with mild COVID-19 had

normal vitamin D levels (above 30 ng/ml). In contrast, over 50% of the patients with severe or critical COVID-19 were vitamin D deficient (level 20 ng/ml or lower).

FIGURE 6 | Some of the results of the retrospective chart review by D’Avolio

et al. (124). In the 107 individuals tested for both 25(OH)D and COVID-19,

vitamin D predicted infection.

ICU patients because vitamin D reduces pro-inflammatory and
increases anti-inflammatory cytokines (220).

Raharusuna et al., conducted a retrospective chart review of
780 hospitalized test-confirmed COVID-19 patients in Indonesia
(4). After controlling for age, sex, and comorbidity, both
insufficient (odds ratio 7.63) and deficient vitamin D (odds ratio
10.12) were significantly associated with COVID-19 mortality
(p < 0.001 for each) (4). Fatalities were 4.1% in patients with
normal 25(OH)D, 87.8% with insufficiency, and 98.9% with
deficiency (4).

FIGURE 7 | Some of the results of the retrospective chart review by Lau et al.

(157). In the 20 hospitalized individuals tested for both 25(OH)D and

COVID-19, vitamin D predicted severity of infection.

In India, Glicio et al., performed a statistical analysis on the
data from the 176 COVID-19 patients 60 years or older in two
tertiary medical centers whose medical records included body
mass index (BMI), sex, comorbidities, clinical characteristics,
and pre-hospitalization 25(OH)D (5). Over 80% were vitamin
D insufficient or deficient, and of those, 72% were male (5).
Inadequate 25(OH)D was strongly associated with chronic
kidney disease, hypertension, and diabetes (5). Vitamin D levels
were lower, with a linear distribution, in older patients (oldest
age was 85) (5). Insufficient 25(OH)D was found in 45% of the
24 patients with mild COVID-19 vs. 86% of the 131 patients
with severe outcomes (5). As age increased, vitamin D levels
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correlated linearly with outcomes, with patients over 70 suffering
severe COVID-19 only if they were vitamin D insufficient (5). In
contrast with obese patients, those with healthy BMIs tended to
have severe COVID-19 only if they were vitamin D deficient (also
a linear correlation) (Figure 7) (5).

De Smet et al., found endemic vitamin D deficiency in their
area of Belgium, with lower mean levels in men than women
except in summer (p < 0.05) (221). Children under age 18
had lower deficiency rates (p < 0.05) (221). Comparing 186
consecutive test-positive COVID-19 patients (109 male) with the
2,717 consecutive age-matched controls whose 25(OH)D was
tested during the same season in 2019, they found that vitamin
D deficiency was prevalent in controls (45.2%), but significantly
(p < 0.05) more common in the hospitalized COVID-19 patients
(58.6%) (221). The median 25(OH)D for COVID-19 patients
was 18.6 ng/ml, compared with 21.5 ng/ml for controls (p =

0.0016) (221). Male patients were more likely than their control
counterparts to be deficient (67.0 vs. 49.2%, p = 0.0006) (221).
Vitamin D deficiency was strongly associated with more severe
COVID-19 pneumonia in males (55.2% with stage 1, 66.7% with
stage 2, and 74%with stage 3, p= 0.001), but not in females (221).
Vitamin D was stable across all stages of COVID-19 for females,
suggesting that the illness itself does not deplete vitamin D (221).
The authors argue that as a whole, their data supports a causal
role for vitamin D deficiency in COVID-19 (221).

Meltzer et al., analyzed data from their US facility’s COVID-
19 positive patients with documented 25(OH)D levels in EPIC
within the previous 2 years to determine if deficiency increases
COVID-19 incidence (222). Data for the most recent 25(OH)D
and treatment (dose and time span) led to four categories (1)
likely still deficient, (2) likely sufficient, (3) likely deficient but
improved since testing, and (4) uncertain status (222). Known
risk factors and factors that influence vitamin D activation were
evaluated (222). A multivariate analysis found that, of patients
with 25(OH)D levels within the previous year, those likely to

FIGURE 8 | Some of the results of the retrospective chart review by Glicio

et al. (5). In the 176 elderly (over age 60) hospitalized individuals tested for

both 25(OH)D and COVID-19, vitamin D predicted severity of infection.

still be deficient (category 1) were more likely (RR = 1.77, p
< 0.02) to test positive for COVID-19 than those likely to be
vitamin D sufficient (category 2) (222) Older age, non-white race,
and immunosuppression were the only other factors associated
with testing positive for COVID-19 (222). Hypertension, obesity,
and diabetes were not covariates with vitamin D (222). Vitamin
D deficiency was associated with supplement type and dose (p
< 0.01), unless the relatively few patients receiving 2,000 IU or
more of vitamin D3 were omitted (indicating that lower doses,
D2, and calcitrol did not improve deficiency) (222). The authors
concluded that the relatively low doses of vitamin D usually given
to correct deficiency in their institution decreased the apparent
benefit of supplementation on COVID-19 rates, and that 4,000–
5,000 IU/day may be indicated for COVID-19 prevention (222).

Retrospective Chart Reviews That Are Neutral or

Strongly Oppose the Hypothesis
Fox and Sizemore evaluated the Electronic Health Records of
over 15,000,000 patients in EPIC across 26 US states, finding
28,185 patients with documented 25(OH)D (of which, 86%
were deficient) and a documented COVID-19 test (85). No
association was found between vitamin D deficiency (defined
by each lab) and COVID-19 rates, hospitalizations, or fatalities
(85). In contrast with the study by Meltzer et al., no date limits
were placed on the testing; the authors noted that vitamin D
levels are usually drawn to confirm suspected deficiency (85).
The authors recognized this limitation and recommended future
studies including patients with normal vitamin D levels, along
with studies to assess the effect of vitamin D supplementation on
prevention or treatment of COVID-19 (85).

Hastie et al., evaluated data from the 1,474 participants in the
UK Biobank study whose COVID-19 test results were available
to them (13). Rather than comparing the 1,025 PCR-negative
participants to the 449 PCR-positive patients, every person in the
348,598 database without a PCR-positive test result was assumed
negative (13). The 25(OH)D levels obtained 10–14 years prior
were significantly lower in blacks and South Asians (13). Black
or South Asian ethnicity was also strongly associated (p < 0.001)
with confirmed COVID-19 infection (13). Median 25(OH)D was
significantly lower (p= 0.013). for those with confirmed COVID-
19 infection, and 25(OH)D predicted infection univariably (13).
In contrast, the multivariate analysis did not find 25(OH)D was
significant (13). Unlike most other studies of COVID-19, the
authors found no association between diabetes or hypertension
and COVID-19 risk, raising concerns that important variables
were factored out in their analysis (13, 84).

Another review using 2006–2010 data from the UK Biobank
was conducted by Darling, et al., who compared the vitamin
D status, BMI, ethnicity, and lifestyle factors of 580 COVID-19
positive cases (including outpatients) with 723 negative controls
of similar age (76). 25(OH)D levels were 3.6 ng/ml lower (p <

0.001) in patients who were obese and 6.4 ng/ml lower for those
whose ethnicity was not white (p < 0.001) (76). COVID-19 risk
was increased for non-smokers, London dwellers, males, and
non-whites (76). After factoring out overweight and obesity (the
factor with the highest odds ratio), and after grouping participant
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data into quartiles rather than using individual data, 25(OH)D
did not independently predict COVID-19 risk (76).

Raisi-Estabragh et al., conducted a third multivariate analysis
on the UK Biobank participants, including all 4,510 who had
positive (1,326) or negative (3,184) COVID-19 tests from 16
March to 18 May 2020, almost all of whom were hospitalized
(77). The researchers used the baseline data from 10 to 14 years
ago for age, sex, deprivation, BMI, and 25(OH)D levels, adjusting
the 25(OH)D levels for seasonality and ethnicity (77). Compared
with the 497,996 untested participants of the UK Biobank study,
men and non-white ethnicities were over-represented in the
test group, with black ethnicity being 3.5 times more likely
to be test positive than the untested cohort (77). Men and
whites had higher average 25(OH)D levels than women and
non-white ethnicities (77). Evaluating data from males and
females independently, statistical significance was reached for
males only for non-white ethnicity, more deprivation, and higher
BMI (77). For women, in addition to these three factors, lower
25(OH)D, more overcrowding, and greater risk-taking were all
statistically significantly related to testing COVID-19 positive
(77). Rather than conducting a multivariate analysis on all
potential influencers of COVID-19 positivity, Raisi-Estabragh
et al., grouped exposures, testing each group against sex, age,
and ethnicity, finding no significant association between these
three factors, seasonally and ethnically adjusted 25(OH)D levels,
and positive COVID-19 status (77). The researchers found that
25(OH)D and COVID-19 status are confounded by ethnicity and
BMI (77) Mean 25(OH)D levels for both COVID-19 negative
(14.18 ng/ml) and COVID-19 positive (13.55 ng/ml) primarily
hospitalized patients were extremely low (77).

Rapid Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis With an

Ecological Approach
Ghasemian et al., conducted a formal systematic review of nine
studies, with six studies entering into a meta-analyses, and added
their own evaluation of the correlation between global vitamin
D status and COVID-19 recovery and mortality (70). The meta-
analysis revealed that 46.5% of COVID-19 patients were vitamin
D deficient and an additional 43.3% were vitamin D insufficient
(70). Although their basic evaluation of 51 countries did not find
a significant correlation between population vitamin D status
and recovery or mortality rates, when latitude was factored
in, both mortality rates and recovery rates weakly supported
the vitamin D hypothesis (70). The researchers recommended
large randomized clinical trials of vitamin D during the “Age of
COVID-19” (70).

COVID-19-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
OF EXPERTS

Although a few recommended only sunshine or 400 IU/day, none
of the authors strongly opposed vitamin D supplements during
the pandemic. At the extremes, some researchers recommend
large bolus doses of vitamin D, or correction of deficiency,
primarily for patients who are diagnosed with COVID-19, and
others recommended only the dose of vitamin D needed to

maintain bone health (200–400 IU/day) (44, 45, 73, 91, 108, 118,
160, 169, 223–229). Additional authors recommend vitamin D
supplements to boost the immune systems of patients diagnosed
with COVID-19 (2p, 35, 69, 71, 74, 75, 118, 120, 125, 230–233).
However, most authors recommend widespread daily vitamin D
supplementation (most often with 1,000–5,000 IU per day) to
prevent and decrease the severity of COVID-19, at least until the
pandemic abates (1, 5, 12, 28, 34, 36, 42, 64, 65, 107, 109, 113, 114,
116, 121, 124, 127, 165, 171, 172, 178, 190, 192, 197, 198, 210, 214,
219, 222, 234–248) (Figure 8).

Although vitamin D toxicity is extremely rare, considering
the recent spate of chloroquine overdoses due to panic from
COVID-19, recommendations include cautioning the public that
excessive artificial supplementation can lead to serious harm (94,
225, 249, 250). Suresh noted that in India, vitamin D deficiency is
due in large part to calcium deficiency, which must therefore also
be addressed (234).

Serum response to vitamin D supplementation is highly
variable between individuals, leading to recommendations of
higher doses than the US RDA (28, 30). The NIH states that
vitamin D supplements of up to 5,000 IU/day have not produced
toxicity, leading to a maximum recommended intake for persons
9 years and older of 4,000 IU (100 mcg)/day (125, 250). Although
the USRDA for vitamin D is 600–800 IU/day, the Endocrine
Society and many other experts recommend 1,000–2,000 IU/day
(widely available dosages) (31, 64, 65, 250). A comprehensive
article on optimizing nutrition to protect against COVID-19
specifically suggests adults take 2,000 IU/day of supplemental
vitamin D, in keeping with the recommendations of the US
National Academy of Medicine (36, 251). The consensus of the
authors reviewed here seems to be 2,000 IU/day for the entire
adolescent and adult population.

DISCUSSION

Prior to modern times, individuals living in high latitudes had
a much larger food supply from April to October, leading to
weight gain (252). Excess vitamin D from sunshine was stored
in accumulated fat (24, 206). Weight loss during relatively dark,
food-scarce winters, released this excess vitamin D, preserving
immune function (24, 206). Now, food is plentiful year-round,
leading to weight gain from decreased activity in winter (252).
Without weight-loss related vitamin D release, dangerously low
25(OH)D can develop by spring, and the obese, the elderly, those
with naturally melanin-rich skin living outside the tropics, and
anyone not spending time in the sun are at risk year-round (206).

Sunscreen with a rating of only 15 SPF decreases vitamin
D production in the skin by 99% (206). Studies show that
non-burning sun exposure increases vitamin D levels and may
be melanoma-protective (37). In tropical areas with wealthier
populations, sun exposure may decrease in the summer due to
a preference for air conditioning (253). Encouraging uninfected
people, including the homeless, to stay indoors could cause
an increase in COVID-19 fatalities by increasing vitamin D
deficiency rates. In contrast, encouraging weight loss through
increased activity and structured programs can serve to improve
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FIGURE 9 | Word Cloud of recommendations from authors of 47 studies.

vitamin D levels (206). Studies show that exercise increases
serum vitaminD levels, even when indoors, perhaps by triggering
release of vitamin D stored in fat (254).

CONCLUSION

The 141 articles (Table A1) presenting primarily biological
plausibility evidence overwhelmingly support the assertions that
vitamin D sufficiency increases resistance to viral infections and
helps prevent every symptom of severe COVID-19 that results in
fatalities. They show that vitamin D deficiency can also explain
every major risk factor, including the mystery of why children
seem relatively protected and why males, the elderly, and people
with naturally melanin-rich skin are especially vulnerable.

The 47 studies (Table A2) summarized here demonstrate that
vitamin D deficiency explains the geographical differences in
COVID-19 case and fatality rates. They provide overwhelming
correlational evidence for the hypothesis, and causal evidence
as well. COVID-19 mortality was predicted by vitamin D in 16

studies (4, 14, 24, 27, 63, 122, 127, 146, 150, 182, 197, 206, 209–
211, 219) and vitamin D levels or sunlight predicted contracting
COVID-19 in 17 (34, 122, 124, 150, 197, 198, 200, 201, 204,
205, 207–209, 211, 216, 221, 222). Both causal modeling studies
and eight chart reviews demonstrated that lower 25(OH)D was
linearly associated with more severe COVID-19 outcomes (3–5,
63, 157, 211, 215, 217, 219, 221).

None of the four objections to recommending universal
vitamin D supplements are supported by the evidence. The
exhaustive literature search found no vitamin D proponent who
suggested that COVID-19 could be completely eliminated with
supplementation. Rather than overstating the case, they present
compelling evidence that vitamin D deficiency is one factor
which increases risk for COVID-19 infection and progression.
Although overdoses are theoretically possible, they are highly
improbable. The recommended dose by consensus, 2,000 IU/day
for adults, is 1/20th the amount that must be taken for many
months to risk toxicity (28, 88, 91, 92). The evidence strongly
suggests that vitamin D deficiency is an easily modifiable risk
factor and correcting it is potentially life-saving. Suppressing this
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evidence out of fear that the public might believe supplements
will make them “immune” to COVID-19 is not only elitist,
but it is inconsistent with existing public policy approaches.
Many mitigation strategies are publicized. None are seen as
conferring immunity.

This succinct but comprehensive review of the evidence found
that despite almost complete absence of official government
guidelines favoring vitamin D supplements to potentially
decrease COVID-19 risk and severity, support among clinicians
and other researchers for correcting and preventing vitamin D
deficiency with modest daily vitamin D supplementation during
the COVID-19 pandemic is very strong, worldwide. The evidence
supports recommending 2,000 IU (50 mcg) vitamin D daily for
at-risk teens and adults, which is well within safe limits andmight
dramatically reduce COVID-19 fatalities.

LIMITATIONS

Many of the articles and studies included in this review were
preprints, or were published in haste. The study descriptions were
often too brief for a critical appraisal of the designs. Definitions
of variables, such as race and ethnicity, were often omitted.
Many researchers did not make their data public, although some
emailed corrections or clarifications. Although the author is
familiar with inflammation and cytokines from her work with
chronic wounds, and she is familiar with epidemiology from
her health education work in developing countries, she is not
an endocrinologist or an epidemiologist. Single authorship could
also be considered a limitation.
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The 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic has caused a global health

emergency. The outbreak of this virus has raised a number of questions: What is

SARS-CoV-2? How transmissible is SARS-CoV-2? How severely affected are patients

infected with SARS-CoV-2? What are the risk factors for viral infection? What are the

differences between this novel coronavirus and other coronaviruses? To answer these

questions, we performed a comparative study of four pathogenic viruses that primarily

attack the respiratory system and may cause death, namely, SARS-CoV-2, severe acute

respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV),

and influenza A viruses (H1N1 and H3N2 strains). This comparative study provides a

critical evaluation of the origin, genomic features, transmission, and pathogenicity of

these viruses. Because the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused by

SARS-CoV-2 is ongoing, this evaluation may inform public health administrators and

medical experts to aid in curbing the pandemic’s progression.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, influenza A virus, COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

The 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(SARS-CoV),Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and influenza A viruses
are major pathogens that primarily target the human respiratory system. Diseases associated with
their infections vary from mild respiratory illness to acute pneumonia and even respiratory failure.
Since 1918, the influenza A viruses have caused four pandemics. The first andmost severe pandemic
in recent history, known as “Spanish influenza,” occurred in 1918 and was caused by an H1N1
influenza A virus (IAV) strain (1). Approximately 500 million people were infected, and 50 million
people died during this pandemic. The second pandemic, known as “Asian influenza,” occurred
in 1957, was caused by an H2N2 IAV strain, and resulted in ∼1.1 million deaths worldwide (2).
The third pandemic, known as “Hong Kong flu,” occurred in 1968 and was caused by an H3N2
IAV strain, resulting in ∼1 million deaths worldwide (3). The fourth pandemic was caused by the
influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 virus, also known as the “novel influenza A virus,” and resulted in
151,700–575,400 deaths worldwide from 2009 to 2010 (4, 5). Since that time, the novel influenza
A virus has continued to spread as a seasonal flu virus. From September 2019 to February 2020,
this virus caused at least 34 million flu illnesses and 20,000 deaths. In November 2002, before the
fourth influenza A pandemic, an epidemic caused by a betacoronavirus (SARS-CoV) and known as
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) began in South China and spread to 29 countries. The
SARS outbreak caused∼8,000 infections and 774 deaths before it was contained in July 2003, with
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a case fatality rate (CFR) of 9.6% (the CFR was ∼50% among
patients 65 or older) (6). However, since 2004, there have
not been any SARS cases reported anywhere in the world. In
September 2012, Saudi Arabia reported the first case of Middle
East respiratory syndrome (MERS), which was caused by another
type of betacoronavirus (MERS-CoV). MERS-CoV spread to 27
countries and caused 2,519 infections and 866 deaths by January
2020, with a CFR of 34.4% (7).

In December 2019, cases of the new coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), caused by a new betacoronavirus (SARS-CoV-
2), were first reported in Wuhan, China (8). These cases were
characterized by acute pneumonia-associated symptoms, such as
fever, dry cough, chills, shortness of breath, and muscle pain
(9). The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak rapidly spread worldwide. It has
infected more than 14 million individuals and resulted in more
than 500,000 deaths as of 20 July 2020. In comparison with the
other two coronaviruses, SARS-CoV-2 appears to be much more
contagious and infectious; it has rapidly resulted in a pandemic
constituting a global health emergency (Figures 1A–C).

To better understand the current COVID-19 pandemic
caused by SARS-CoV-2, we have performed a comparative
study between SARS-CoV-2 and past epidemic/pandemic viral
infections that primarily affect the respiratory system: the
influenza A viruses (H3N2 and H1N1 strains) and the
two coronaviruses SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. We have
explored the genomic characteristics, transmission, reservoirs,
and pathogenesis of these four pathogens. We have also
considered the preventive and control measures conducted by the
World Health Organization (WHO) against the spread of these
pathogens. Additionally, we have elucidated how these viruses
attack the immune system and the associated host immune
system response. This comparative study will aid in informing
public health administrators and medical experts on how to
adequately distinguish between these viruses and identify the
preventive and control measures recommended by the WHO
against the spread of SARS-CoV-2.

A brief comparison between the four pathogenic viruses,
including their characteristics, pathogenesis, and transmission, is
summarized in Table 1.

TAXONOMY, STRUCTURE, AND GENOMIC
PROPERTIES OF THE VIRUSES

Influenza A
Influenza A viruses that infect humans mainly consist of two
strains (H1N1 and H3N2). Both strains are characterized as
enveloped, negative-sense, single-stranded RNA viruses with a
total genome size of ∼13.5 kb (18, 19). The influenza A virus
genome consists of eight different segments, with each segment
containing a region that encodes one or two proteins with
specific functions, including hemagglutinin (HA), polymerase

Abbreviations: SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

2; SARS-CoV, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus; MERS-CoV, the

Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; WHO, world health organization;

CDC, center of disease control and prevention; nt, nucleotide; kb, kilobase; KDa,

kilodalton molecular weight unit.

basic protein 2 (PB2), nucleoprotein (NP), polymerase basic
protein 1 (PB1), neuraminidase (NA), matrix (M), nonstructural
protein (NS1), and polymerase acidic protein (PA) (20, 21).

The HA protein of influenza A viruses binds to the
glycoprotein terminal sialic acid and glycolipid receptors, which
contain α-2,6 and α-2,3 sialic acid groups attached to galactose.
Although HA is considered to be a more crucial antigenic
determinant than NA, both proteins are potentially restrictive
factors for viral evolution (20, 22). In addition, there are three
viral polymerase proteins, PB1, PB2, and PA, encoded on
segments 1, 2, and 3, respectively; these polymerase proteins
form an enzyme complex that plays a role in transcription and
replication. Finally, the NP protein encoded on segment 5 is used
as a model to generate additional copies (23, 24).

Influenza A viruses exhibit antigenic drift/shift properties,
allowing them to avoid the host immune response. The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) defines antigenic drift
as genetic variation that occurs in antigen structures owing to
point mutations in the HA and NA genes over time, whereas
antigenic shift is the result of a sudden genetic reassortment
between two or more closely related influenza viral strains (23,
24). A well-known example of the antigenic shift phenomenon
is the triple reassortment that occurred in the influenza A pdm09
virus and caused the 2009 pandemic as a result of the replacement
of the hemagglutinin H2 and polymerase PB1 genes of the avian
H2N2 virus with two new avian H3 and PB1 genes (25, 26)
(Figure 2A). These antigenic drift/shift properties can potentially
reduce the effectiveness of vaccines and become a considerable
challenge in antiviral therapy (27, 28).

SARS-CoV
The coronavirus family is so named because of the large spike
protein molecules that are present on the virus surface and
gives the virions a crown-like shape; coronavirus genomes
are the largest among RNA viruses (29). This family has
been classified into at least three primary genera (alpha, beta,
and gamma). Within this family, seven viruses are currently
known to infect humans, namely, NL63 and 229E from the
alpha genus and OC43, HKU1, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2 from the beta genus. SARS-CoV is a positive-
stranded RNA virus belonging to the family Coronaviridae
(30), order Nidovirales, genus Betacoronavirus, lineage B (from
the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses). It was
characterized as a giant, enveloped, positive-stranded RNA virus
with a genome comprising 29,727 nucleotides (∼30 kb), 41% of
which are guanine or cytosine. The genomic body of this virus
has the original gene order of 5’-replicase (rep), which makes
up approximately two-thirds of the genome and consists of the
large genes ORF1a and ORF1b. ORF1a and ORF1b of the rep
gene encode two large polyproteins known as pp1a (486 kDa)
and pp1ab (790 kDa). In addition, the 3’ structural spike (S),
envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins are
encoded by four open reading frames (ORFs) downstream of the
rep gene (31). The rep gene products are translated from genomic
RNA, whereas the remaining viral proteins are translated from
subgenomic mRNAs. In addition to the original genes, the SARS-
CoV genome encodes another eight putative accessory proteins,
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FIGURE 1 | General characteristics of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and influenza A viruses. (A) Epidemics of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and

influenza A viruses. The timeline, natural reservoirs, total number of deaths, and symptoms of the patients infected with these viruses. (B) Cumulative numbers of

cases and deaths caused by SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and influenza A (during the last seasonal flu 2019–2020) viruses. Influenza A virus infected the

most people, while SARS-CoV-2 caused the most deaths. (C) Case-fatality rate (CFR) of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and influenza A

(the last seasonal flu 2019–2020) viruses stratified by age.

known as ORFs 3a, 3b, 6, 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, and 9b, which vary in
length from 39 to 274 amino acids. Although the SARS-CoV
rep gene and structural proteins have some sequence homology
with other coronaviruses, the accessory proteins do not show
substantial homology to the viral proteins of other coronaviruses
at the amino acid level (31).

MERS-CoV
Although MERS-CoV belongs to the same family, order, and
genus as SARS-CoV, it was the first betacoronavirus lineage C
member identified as a “novel coronavirus” with a genome size
of 30,119 nucleotides. The genome of MERS-CoV encodes 10
proteins. These 10 proteins comprise two replicase polyproteins
(ORF1ab and ORF1a), four structural proteins (E, N, S, and M),
and four nonstructural proteins (ORFs 3, 4a, 4b, and 5) (32).

In addition to the rep and structural genes, there are accessory
protein genes interspersed between the structural protein genes
that may interfere with the host innate immune response in
infected animals (7).

SARS-CoV-2
Although SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the same family and genus
as SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, genomic analysis revealed
greater similarity between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. Thus,
researchers classified it as a member of lineage B (from the
International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses). Initially,
the Coronaviridae Study Group of the International Committee
on Taxonomy of Viruses identified this virus as a sister clade
to the prototype human and bat severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronaviruses (SARS-CoVs) of the species Severe acute
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TABLE 1 | General characteristics of SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and influenza A viruses.

Characteristic SARS-CoV-2 SARS-CoV MERS-CoV Influenza A

Year of the first reported

case

2019 2002 2012 1918

Country/Region of the first

reported case

China China Middle East United States

Natural reservoir Unclear (possibly bats) Chinese horseshoe bats Camels (possibly bats) Birds

Intermediate host Debatable (possibly pangolins) (10) Civet cats Dromedary camels Pigs

Primary modes of

transmission

Droplet, aerosol, and contact Droplet, aerosol, and contact Droplet, aerosol, and contact Droplet, aerosol, and

contact

Incubation period 2–14 days 2–7 days 2–14 days 2 days

Reproduction number (R0) R0 = 3.1 (coefficient of

determination, r2 = 0.99)

Median: 0.58; IQR: 0.24–1.18 Mean: 0.69 (95% CI 0.50–0.92) Median: 1.27; IQR:

1.19–1.37

Host receptor ACE2 ACE2 DPP4 Sialic acid-containing

molecules

Dominant cell entry

pathway

Unclear Clathrin- and

caveolae-independent endocytic

pathway (11)

Cell membrane fusion (12) Receptor-mediated

endocytosis (13)

Blood test results Lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia,

leukopenia, leucocytosis,

monocytosis, and low CRP (14)

Lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia,

and leukopenia (15)

Leucocytosis, monocytosis,

and low CRP (16)

Lymphopenia, eosinopenia,

hypoferremia, decreased

levels of serum CO2-CP,

increased levels of serum

CRP and serum CH50 (17)

Case fatality rate 1–3% ∼15% 34.4% 0.1%

IQR, interquartile range; CRP, C-reactive protein; CI, confidence interval; ACE2, Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2; DPP4, Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor; CO2-CP, carbon dioxide;

CH50, Total Complement Activity.

respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus. Later, it was labeled
as SARS-CoV-2 (33). The RNA genome size of SARS-CoV-2 is
30,000 bases in length. Among other betacoronaviruses, this virus
is characterized by a unique combination of polybasic cleavage
sites, a distinctive feature known to increase pathogenicity and
transmissibility in other viruses (34).

Genomic analysis of SARS-CoV-2 revealed that the genome
consists of six major ORFs and shares less than an 80% nucleotide
sequence identity with SARS-CoV.However, the seven conserved
replicase domains in the ORF1ab amino acid sequence share a
94.4% identity with those in SARS-CoV (35). Genomic analysis
also revealed that the SARS-CoV-2 genome is highly similar
to that of the bat coronavirus (Bat CoV RaTG13), with a
sequence identity of 96.2%. Furthermore, the receptor-binding
spike protein shares a 93.1% similarity to Bat CoV RaTG13 (35).
Meanwhile, relative to SARS-CoV, significant differences were
observed in the sequence of the S gene of SARS-CoV-2, including
three short insertions in the N-terminal domain, changes in four
out of five of the crucial residues in the receptor-binding motif,
and the presence of an unexpected furin cleavage site at the S1/S2
boundary of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein. This insertion
is a novel feature that differentiates SARS-CoV-2 from SARS-
CoV and several SARS-related coronaviruses (SARSr-CoVs) (36).

VIRAL ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION

Influenza A
Influenza A H1N1 and H3N2 subtype viruses are two of the
three combinations known to have circulated widely in humans

and to currently cause seasonal influenza; these strains originated
from birds and swine. Before 1979, the only lineage detected in
swine herds from Europe was the classical swine influenza virus
A H1N1 lineage 1A (25). This strain shares a mutual ancestor
with the virus that caused the 1918 human influenza A pandemic.
However, in the early 1980s, the classical swine H1N1 strain
was displaced by a new European enzootic swine influenza A
viral strain: the Eurasian, avian-like H1N1 (H1avN1) lineage
1C (26). After its rapid transmission from birds to mammals,
the H1avN1 virus underwent rapid and sustained adaptation
in mammals. Furthermore, this virus has also undergone rapid
reassortment, resulting in the appearance of multiple genotypes.
The two primary enzootic subtypes are H1N2 (H1huN2) lineage
IB and H3N2, which occurred through the acquisition of HA or
NA gene segments originating from seasonal human influenza
viruses (Figure 2B) (37).

As previously mentioned, influenza A exhibits antigenic
drift/shift phenomena resulting from the HA protein’s ability to
undergo rapid evolution because of the plasticity of the viral
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. It is believed that mutations
occurring in the HA protein, including reassortments and
mutations among animals and humans, were the drivers of
previous pandemics (38).

Adaptive mutations can lead to a number of phenotypic
changes, including variations in antigenicity, increased diversity
in viral protein sequences, the ability to avoid antibody pressure,
receptor preference, virulence, altered fusion functionality, and
evasion of the immune response. Rapid modifications can give
rise to new strains with features that are different from any viruses
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FIGURE 2 | Influenza A evolution. (A) Triple reassortment influenza A viruses of the H1N1 subtype containing avian, swine, and human gene segments. The colored

solid genes represent the gene segments as follows: yellow, classical swine A (H1N1) virus; green, North American avian virus; blue, human A (H3N2) virus; gray,

Eurasian avian-like swine A(H1N1). (B) Reservoirs and interspecies transmission events of the pathogenic influenza A viruses. Wild birds, domestic birds, pigs, horses,

and humans maintain their influenza A viruses. Spillover events occasionally occur, most frequently from wild birds (arrows in green).

that have previously been confronted, potentially causing another
epidemic/pandemic (38).

SARS-CoV
In the early stages of the SARS outbreak, most of the new
patient cases had animal exposure before developing the disease.

Wide-ranging investigations revealed that SARS-CoV strains
were transmitted to palm civets from other animals (39–41).
Later, two studies reported the discovery of coronaviruses
related to human SARS-CoV, which were named SARS-
like coronaviruses or SARSr-CoVs, in horseshoe bats (genus
Rhinolophus) (42, 43). Another study revealed that the viral
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strains of the SARS-like coronaviruses contain all of the genetic
elements that are needed to form SARS-CoV. In particular,
the bat strain WIV16, the closest relative to SARS-CoV, likely
occurred through recombination of two other prevalent bat
SARSr-CoV strains. These results suggest that bats may be the
natural reservoirs for the virus and that palm civets are only
intermediate hosts (Supplementary Figure 1) (44, 45).

Thus, the hypothesis formed was that the direct ancestor
of SARS-CoV was produced by recombination within bats and
then transmitted to palm civets or other mammals via fecal–
oral transmission. When virus-infected civets were transported
to Guangdong market, the virus spread among the civets in the
market and underwent further mutations before transmission to
humans (46).

MERS-CoV
Unlike the SARS cases, most of the MERS cases had previous
contact with dromedary camels. The MERS-CoV strains isolated
from camels were almost identical to those isolated from humans
(47, 48), and the MERS-CoV isolates were found to be highly
prevalent in camels from the Middle East, Africa, and Asia (49,
50). Genomic sequence analysis indicated that the Tylonycteris
bat coronaviruses HKU4 and HKU5 are phylogenetically related
to MERS-CoV (they are all representatives of betacoronavirus
lineage C) (51). Generally, all of the related MERS-CoVs isolated
from bats support the hypothesis that MERS-CoV originated
from bats (Supplementary Figure 1) (46).

SARS-CoV-2
Before the epidemic outbreak of COVID-19 in late January 2020,
several patients had been exposed to different animals (from wild
animals to poultry) at the Huanan seafood wholesale market.
When the CDC declared the situation to be an epidemic, several
studies identified potential reservoirs, but at present, the origin
and evolution of SARS-CoV-2 remain debatable. The earliest
genomic sequence analysis of SARS-CoV-2 indicated that it is
a member of the genus Betacoronavirus and falls within the
subgenus Sarbecovirus, which also includes SARS-CoV (9, 35,
52–54). As mentioned above, preliminary comparisons revealed
that SARS-CoV-2 has an almost 79% similarity with SARS-
CoV at the nucleotide sequence level and a 96% similarity with
horseshoe bat RaTG13 (55–57). Correspondingly, a comparative
study between the RmYN02 virus from Rhinolophus bats
in Yunan Province, China, and SARS-CoV-2 indicated that
RmYN02 was the closest relative to the long replicase gene of
SARS-CoV-2 (∼97% nucleotide sequence similarity) (35, 36).

Even though bats are likely to be the reservoir host for this
virus, their general biological differences from humans make
it feasible that other mammalian species acted as intermediate
hosts, in which SARS-CoV-2 obtained some or all of the
mutations needed for effective human transmission. One of the
suspected intermediate hosts, the Malayan pangolin, harbors
coronaviruses showing high similarity to SARS-CoV-2 in the
receptor-binding domain, which contains mutations believed
to promote binding to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) receptor and demonstrates a 97% amino acid sequence
similarity. By contrast, the genomic similarity was more

divergent from SARS-CoV-2 (∼91%) at the whole genome level
(Supplementary Figure 1) (58, 59).

Coronaviruses have lower mutation rates than other RNA
viruses, especially influenza A viruses, and high rates of viral
replication within hosts because of the 3′-to-5′ exoribonuclease
activity associated with the nonstructural protein nsp.14
(36, 60). This protein has an RNA proofreading function
and is responsible for coronaviruses’ resistance to RNA
mutagens (60, 61).

RECEPTOR BINDING OF VIRUSES

The high unpredictability among influenza A viral strains and
their HAs relates to the significant discrepancy among host cells
in showing different vulnerabilities to viral infection. HA plays a
role in mediating the binding of influenza A viruses to sialic acid
host cell receptors (62). The receptor-binding site lies at the top of
the R domain of HA and contains exceptionally variable antigenic
binding loops (63). Once the virus is bound to the host receptor,
endocytosis of the virus element occurs. Additionally, a pH-
dependent membrane fusion process is significant in controlling
the viral genome’s release into the host cell. Influenza A viral
strains and their HAs are very variable, which contributes to
the significantly different vulnerabilities of host cells to viral
infection (64).

Influenza A viruses have demonstrated dominant genomic
mutations, such as those within the HA 220 loop (Q223) and
the D222G and D222N mutations, in which aspartic acid (D)
is replaced by glycine (G) or asparagine (N), respectively. The
D222G mutation is responsible for a change in receptor-binding
affinity that enables the virus to bind to α-2,6 and α-2,3 sialic
acid receptors on the epithelial cells of the upper respiratory
tract and ciliated epithelial cells in the lower respiratory tract,
respectively (65, 66).

Although HA plays a crucial role in receptor binding and
concurrent mutation capabilities, NA also has a key role in
removing sialic acids from cellular receptors and from the new
HA and NA on budding virions, which are sialylated as part of
the glycosylation processes within the host cell (67). A balance
between HA and NA is essential for viral fitness. Any mutations
in HA or environmental changes, such as low pH conditions, can
affect NA’s activity against sialoglycans (68, 69).

The SARS-CoV trimeric spike protein facilitates coronavirus
entry into host cells by binding to the host receptor and
subsequently fusing the viral and host membranes. The spike
protein consists of three segments, one of which is the
ectodomain (70). The ectodomain is composed of two subunits:
S1 and S2. The S1 subunit contains two individual domains, an
N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C-domain, and each NTD or C-
domain (sometimes both) binds to the host receptor to function
as the receptor-binding domain (RBD). ACE2 is the host cell
receptor of SARS-CoV and the primary target of deactivating
antibodies. Several studies have shown that the binding affinity
between the RBD of each SARS-CoV strain and ACE2 positively
correlates with the contagion of different SARS-CoV strains in
host cells (Supplementary Figure 2) (71, 72).
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The MERS-CoV spike protein subunit S1 C-domain has also
been identified as the RBD (73). However, unlike SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV uses a dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) β-propeller
as its receptor. Likewise, the RBD of MERS-CoV contains an
accessory subdomain that functions as the receptor-binding
motif (RBM). Although the RBD core structures are remarkably
analogous between MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, their RBMs are
distinct and may result in the recognition of different receptors
(Supplementary Figure 2) (73).

Since the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2, several studies have
analyzed its genome and compared it with other coronaviruses,
such as MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV (74, 75). The results of
these studies have shown that SARS-CoV-2 has a similar RBD
structure to that of SARS-CoV, despite amino acid variations
at some key residues (9). Genomic comparison of SARS-CoV-2
with SARS-CoV and bat SARS-like coronaviruses revealed that
the S1 subunits of the spike proteins have a sequence identity
of ∼75%, and recent experimental studies confirmed that ACE2
is the human receptor of SARS-CoV-2 (34). Therefore, it is
essential to characterize the human receptor-binding capacity
of SARS-CoV-2 to evaluate its human–human transmissibility.
A recent study used the protein–protein docking method to
measure the interaction between the SARS-CoV-2 spike RBD
and ACE2; it was revealed that the SARS-CoV-2 human
receptor-binding affinity was 73% of that of SARS-CoV, which
suggests that SARS-CoV-2 binds to ACE2 with intermediate
affinity (76) (Supplementary Figure 2).

HOST FACTORS, DISEASE SEVERITY, AND
PATHOGENESIS

Influenza, SARS, and MERS have caused major global health
threats, and now the COVID-19 pandemic is rapidly spreading
worldwide and is having a widespread and profound impact.
Both viral and host factors determine the severity and clinical
outcomes of the diseases caused by these viruses. Host
factors include host immunity, age, sex, morbidities, and
genetic variations.

Influenza infections can cause high morbidity and mortality
rates in the elderly (65 or older) and young populations with
comorbidities (Figure 1C). Pathogenesis following influenza A
infection occurs in two stages. The first stage is defined by the
peak viral titer, along with the peak amount of inflammation
associated with the infection, and lasts ∼1 to 3 days. In the
second stage, the infection progresses in some patients, and
in severe cases, it may be associated with acute respiratory
distress syndrome and sometimes death (77). Once a patient is
infected with an influenza A virus, the humoral immune response
will release neutralizing antibodies to target the influenza HA
protein by blocking the binding of HA to sialic acids, thereby
preventing viral fusion, inhibiting the release of offspring virions,
and delaying proteolytic cleavage of HA by host receptors (78).

Once a patient is infected with SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, or
SARS-CoV-2, the host innate immune system will identify the
virus by using pattern recognition receptors, such as a toll-like
receptor, NOD-like receptor, or RIG-I-like receptor, to recognize

pathogen-associated molecular patterns. The adaptive immune
response also plays a significant antiviral role by stabilizing
the host defense mechanism against pathogens and minimizing
the risk of developing an autoimmune reflex response or
inflammation (9, 79). In general, human coronaviruses can be
classified into two types: lowly pathogenic and highly pathogenic.
Viruses with low pathogenicity, including HCoV-229E, HCoV-
OC43, HCoV-NL63, and HCoV-HKU, can cause mild upper
respiratory tract infections. In contrast, highly pathogenic
viruses, including SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2,
can cause lower respiratory tract infections, severe pneumonia,
and sometimes fatal acute lung injury or acute respiratory
distress syndrome, especially in older individuals (≥65 years old)
(Figure 1C) (80).

In addition to the lungs, coronavirus infection may damage
other organs or tissues, including the gastrointestinal tract (81),
spleen, lymph nodes, brain, skeletal muscles, thyroid, and heart
(82, 83). The destruction of lung cells prompts a local immune
response, engaging macrophages and monocytes that respond
to the infection, release cytokines, and enhance adaptive T
and B cell immune responses. In some cases, a dysfunctional
immune response occurs, which can cause severe lung and
systemic pathology. The invading coronavirus may incite host
immune responses, and an excessive immune responsemay cause
immunopathological damage (known as a cytokine storm) in
patients with coronavirus infections (9, 84). Cytokine stormsmay
enhance the infiltration of non-neutralizing antiviral proteins
that facilitate viral entry into host cells, leading to increased
viral infectivity (82, 85). Therefore, cytokine storms play a key
role in the pathogenesis and clinical outcomes of patients with
coronavirus infection.

TRANSMISSIBILITY AND VIRULENCE

The initiation of a pandemic requires the rise of a virus in a
human population in which there is little or no pre-existing
immunity, and the virus must be able to persist through human-
to-human transmission (86, 87). The ability of influenza A viruses
to adapt to various hosts and undergo reassortment events
ensures the constant generation of new strains. These strains have
variable degrees of pathogenicity, pandemic transmissibility,
and reproduction numbers (R0) (Table 1) (88). However, only
three subtypes of influenza A (H1–H3) have acquired the
properties to cause pandemics in the last two centuries. Thus,
an understanding of the capability of a virus to attain a
contagious phenotype is a critical factor in evaluating the
pandemic potential of novel subtypes (89, 90). The use of
animal models has facilitated detailed studies of influenza A virus
transmission by the contact and respiratory droplet routes. The
presence of a single sick individual in a small space, such as
an airplane or room, has been shown to be adequate for an
outbreak among healthy individuals (Supplementary Figure 3)
(91). Although infection and case fatality rates vary from one
pandemic to another, the rates of influenza A virus infections
in the pandemics were high, especially among people with little
to no pre-existing immunity. When pandemic viruses become
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established in humans, their effective seasonal spread among
healthy individuals eventually provides an enduring and even
more significant public health issue in terms of hospitalizations
and, in some cases, fatalities. Particle size (92), the distance of
spread (92), disposition (92, 93), temperature (94), and relative
humidity (95) are all considered to be factors that influence
the rate of transmissibility of influenza A viruses. In addition,
sialic acid receptors (α-2,3 and α-2,6) can affect the general
species-specific cellular tropism of influenza A viruses (63).

Contaminated surfaces also play an essential role in
transmission. A respiratory pathogen can survive on surfaces,
be transferred to hands or other equipment, and initiate
infection through contact with the eyes, nose, or mouth
(Supplementary Figure 3) (96). Influenza A has been shown
to survive for 24–48 h on stainless steel and plastic surfaces.
Inversely, the strains survived for <8–12 h on cloth, paper,
and tissues. Quantifiable amounts of influenza A viruses were
observed to be transmitted from stainless steel surfaces to
hands after 24 h and from tissues to hands for up to 15min.
Viruses also survive on hands for up to 5min after transfer
from environmental surfaces. These results indicate a high
transmission rate for influenza A viruses (97).

SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 can survive on
surfaces for extended periods, sometimes up to months. Like the
influenza A viruses, the factors affecting the survival of these
viruses on surfaces include the strain variation, titer, surface type,
mode of deposition, temperature, humidity, and method used
to determine the viability of the virus (98, 99). Several studies
have indicated that SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2
can survive on dry surfaces for a sufficient duration to accelerate
onward transmission. Viable MERS-CoV was detected on steel
and plastic surfaces after 48 h at 20◦Cwith 40% relative humidity,
with a decreased viability of about 8 h at 30◦C with 80% relative
humidity and of about 24 h at 30◦C with 30% relative humidity.
The estimated half-life of MERS-CoV ranges from ∼0.5 to 1 h
(98). On the other hand, another study conducted on the viability
of SARS-CoVs detected on plastic surfaces and on polystyrene
Petri dishes revealed that the virus survived for more than 5 days
and more than 20 days, respectively, at room temperature. The
viral viability was constant at lower temperatures (28◦C) and
lower humidity (80–89%) (100), whereas survival times ranged
from 5min to 2 days on paper, disposable gowns, and cotton
gowns (99).

Since the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak began, several researchers
have attempted to analyze the survival time of this virus
on different surfaces. One study published in the middle of
March 2020 analyzed the aerosol and surface stabilities of
SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV. The study utilized five different
environments (aerosols, plastic, stainless steel, copper, and
cardboard). The results showed that the half-lives of SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV were similar in aerosols and on copper.
However, on cardboard surfaces, the half-life of SARS-CoV-
2 was longer than that of SARS-CoV, and the highest levels
of viability for both viruses were observed on stainless steel
and plastic (∼5.6 h on stainless steel and 6.8 h on plastic). The
researchers concluded that the differences in the epidemiological
characteristics of these viruses could result from other factors

and that aerosol and fomite transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is
probable because the virus can remain viable and infectious
in aerosols and on surfaces for hours and hours to days,
respectively (101).

The effective management and control of such infections
are increasingly performed with extensive contributions from
mathematical modeling, which not only provides information on
the nature of the infection itself but also makes predictions about
the likely outcome of alternative courses of action (102). One
useful mathematical model is the reproductive number R0, which
is defined as the average number of secondary cases generated
per typical infectious case (103). A value of R0 > 1 indicates
that the infection may persist or grow in the population, whereas
a value of R0 < 1 indicates that this infection will decrease in
the population, although exceptions occur (103). The majority
of seasonal influenza R0 values have been calculated for different
populations and different continents, such as Europe and North
America, with a median point estimate of R0 = 1.27 (IQR: 1.19–
1.37) (104). The initial estimations of the reproduction numbers
of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV were calculated for China and the
Middle East with R0 median = 0.58 (IQR: 0.24–1.18) (105) and
R0 mean= 0.69 (95%CI: 0.50–0.92) (106), respectively. However,
among the four viruses, SARS-CoV-2 has been calculated to
be the most contagious, such as the R0 value associated with
the Italian outbreak with a median point estimate of R0 = 3.1
(coefficient of determination, r2 = 0.99) (107).

PREVENTION, CONTROL, AND
TREATMENT OF VIRUS INFECTION

Strategies for preventing and controlling pandemic/epidemic
viruses can be improved by being well-prepared. Preparedness
strategies, which primarily include the quarantine of infected
persons, self-protection (wearing facemasks, using disinfectants,
washing hands, and disinfecting surfaces with bleach or
alcohols), and social distancing are all considered to be
important for a comprehensive plan that can be tested
and promoted by conducting exercises to engage the whole
of society.

An influenza pandemic can be catastrophic, and in a typical
year of seasonal outbreaks, influenza A viruses cause as many as 5
million cases of severe illness in humans and over 500,000 deaths.
After the first confirmed cases of H1N1 influenza appeared
in Mexico in February 2009, cases began to spread to the
United States, and by the end of April 2009, cases had been
reported in several United States cities and other countries
on various continents, such as Canada, the United Kingdom,
and New Zealand (108). During the last pandemic, the
first activation of the International Health Regulations (IHR)
provisions was prompted. The discussions that led to the IHR
implementation were based on the SARS outbreak experience in
2003. These regulations describe the responsibilities of individual
countries and the leadership role of the WHO in declaring
and managing a public health emergency of international
concern, establishing systematic approaches to surveillance,
promoting technical cooperation, and sharing logistic support
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TABLE 2 | List of antiviral drugs and vaccine approaches for SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and influenza viruses.

Virus Drug or vaccine Drug mechanism of action/comments

SARS-CoV-2 Bevacizumab, Chloroquine

phosphate,

Methylprednisolone,

Fingolimod, Favipiravir,

Lopinavir and ritonavir,

Remdesivir, mRNA-1273*,

ChAdOx1 nCoV-19*

• Bevacizumab: inhibiting vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which is higher in COVID-19 patients than

in healthy controls; VEGF is the most potent vascular permeability inducer that induces hypoxia and severe

inflammation

• Chloroquine: increasing endosomal pH, which is required for virus fusion; interfering with the glycosylation of

cellular receptors of SARS-CoV; suppressing the production or release of tumor necrosis factor α and interleukin 6

• Glucocorticoids: suppressing “cytokine storms”

• Fingolimod: preventing acute respiratory distress syndrome development

• Favipiravir: based on the results of two trials conducted in Wuhan and Shenzhen, China recommended this drug

as a treatment approach for COVID-19

• Lopinavir/ritonavir: reducing viral replications in patients infected with SARS and MERS; ritonavir reduces the first

pass metabolism of lopinavir to increase its bioavailability

• Remdesivir: antiviral drug against a wide array of RNA viruses that works by combining with the nascent viral

RNA chains to result in premature termination, reducing virus infections (82, 117–122)

SARS-CoV Ribavirin, Methylprednisolone,

Interferons, Lopinavir and

ribavirin, Pentaglobin*

• Ribavirin: preventing replication of RNA and DNA viruses

• Methylprednisolone: using interferons plus corticosteroids to reduce disease-associated impaired oxygen

saturation, radiographic lung abnormalities, and creatine kinase levels (controversial arguments about using

corticosteroids in SARS)

• Interferons: reducing viral replication

• Lopinavir and ribavirin: blocking the final step of virion assembly; reducing the peak viral load and the

associated immunopathological damage (123)

MERS-CoV Ribavirin and interferon-α2a,

Lopinavir/ritonavir,

Convalescent plasma*

• Ribavirin: combining interferon-α2b to reduce MERS-CoV replication

• Lopinavir/ritonavir: improving the outcomes of MERS-CoV infection; improving pulmonary function but not

reducing virus replication or severe lung pathology (124)

Influenza A virus

(drugs

recommended

by CDC to treat

flu in the

2019–2020

season)

Oseltamivir phosphate,

Zanamivir, Peramivir, Baloxavir

marboxil, flu vaccines (such

as flu shots, nasal spray flu

vaccine, quadrivalent

influenza)

• Oseltamivir: blocking neuraminidases on the surfaces of influenza viruses; interfering with host cell release of

complete viral particles

• Zanamivir: inhibiting influenza A and B virus neuraminidases; preventing the release of progeny viruses from host

cell surfaces; inhibiting viral replication

• Peramivir: inhibiting influenza virus neuraminidases

• Baloxavir marboxil: inhibiting polymerase acidic endonuclease, an enzyme essential for viral replication; being a

prodrug converted by the hydrolysis of baloxavir

• Flu vaccines: including flu shots, nasal spray flu vaccine (FluMist Quadrivalent), quadrivalent influenza vaccine, flu

vaccination by jet injector, Fluzone high-dose seasonal influenza vaccine, flu vaccine with adjuvant (FLUAD),

cell-based flu vaccines (Flucelvax Quadrivalent), recombinant influenza vaccine, and intradermal influenza

vaccination (125, 126).

*Indicates that the drug is under investigation; otherwise, it has been approved by the FDA.

(108). However, because of the significant diversity of influenza
viruses in animal hosts, extensive experimental testing and the
development of pandemic preparedness measures against all
viruses is unachievable (109).

In this regard, the WHO periodically updates the influenza
risk management and preparedness plan, and the latest guidance
document, Pandemic Influenza Risk Management (PIRM),
was released in May 2017 (110). This updated document
supports national and global pandemic preparedness and risk
management and utilizes lessons learned at the country, regional,
and global levels (110). Furthermore, several WHO preparedness
documents have been released since PIRM, such as Essential
steps for developing or updating a national pandemic influenza
preparedness plan (released in March 2018) and A practical guide
for developing and conducting simulation exercises to test and
validate pandemic influenza preparedness plans (published in
September 2018) (111).

During the SARS epidemic, more than 8,000 people were
infected, and 774 deaths occurred between November 2002 and
December 2003. SARS is highly contagious and is transmitted
primarily by respiratory droplets; the highest transmission rates
of SARS occurred in healthcare facilities (112). At the end
of the SARS outbreak, the cases of over 1,700 healthcare

workers who had been affected were reported to the WHO,
from China (19% of total cases), Canada (43%), France (29%),
and Hong Kong (22%). During this epidemic, insufficient or
inappropriate infection control measures, such as inconsistent
use of personal protective equipment, reuse of N95 masks,
and lack of adequate infection control, were related to the
high risk of infection among healthcare workers (113). Thus,
in 2004, after the epidemic was contained, the WHO released
a framework that was prepared according to the six phases
of an epidemic, moving from preparedness, planning, and
routine surveillance for cases, through to the prevention of
the consequent international spread, to the disruption of global
transmission (114).

Since 2012, 27 countries have reported cases of MERS; Saudi
Arabia has reported ∼80% of human cases, and more than 50%
of the cases in healthcare workers were nurses (115). The WHO,
in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO), the World Organization for Animal
Health (OIE), and national governments, have been working with
healthcare workers and scientists in affected countries to gather
and share scientific evidence based on the previous coronavirus
epidemic. This information gathering process has been beneficial
for better understanding of the virus and the disease it causes
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and for the regulation of outbreak response priorities, treatment
approaches, and clinical management tactics (113).

Although accumulated knowledge and risk preparedness from
the influenza pandemics and SARS/MERS epidemics allowed
researchers to examine the effectiveness of strategic plans in
dealing with the ongoing pandemic of COVID-19, several
challenges have been raised in preventing the spread of COVID-
19, such as the lack of medical supplies and laboratory facilities
for the assessment of the disease and the presentation of
a high number of asymptomatic cases. In response to the
announcement of the emergency, governments were bound by
the IHR to disclose vital information regarding the identification
and detection of COVID-19, regardless of the causative agent.
Within the context of the Global Humanitarian Response Plan,
a Health Cluster platform has been created to assess the response
to the COVID-19 pandemic worldwide. This framework has
adopted the following strategies: contain the spread of the
COVID-19 pandemic and decrease morbidity and mortality;
decrease the deterioration of human assets and rights, social
cohesion, and livelihoods; and protect, assist, and advocate
for refugees, internally displaced people, migrants, and host
communities who are particularly vulnerable to the pandemic
(source: WHO). The primary goal of the Health Cluster is to
coordinate and support partners to fulfill essential health services
to achieve the framework strategies. This goal is achieved by
different roles and tasks, such as by raising awareness, alertness,
and response planning at the country level and by conducting
training and simulation exercises. The WHO Health Cluster
framework is a gateway to useful resources to support COVID-19
preparedness and response (116).

Generally, each pandemic/epidemic has presented a public
health emergency of uncertain scope and effect; thus, essential
elements of current approaches to pandemic preparedness
and extenuation, such as the development of vaccines and
stockpiling of antiviral drugs, necessitate detailed virological
and immunological data on viruses with apparent pandemic
potential. However, the development of vaccines against new
strains is challenging. Therefore, physicians and health workers
have found themselves facing the massive challenge of preventing
infections or stabilizing patients’ conditions. Thus, several
promising attempts have been made to utilize different antiviral
treatments that have already been approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of viral
pneumonia infections. A list of antiviral drugs and vaccine
approaches for influenza viruses, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2 that have been used in clinics or are undergoing
clinical trials are summarized in Table 2.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Although the mode of transmission for SARS-CoV-2 is still
somewhat unclear, all four viruses are thought to be transmitted
by the same mechanism. Infection via respiratory droplets
or secretions of infected individuals is the primary mode
of transmission between humans. The spread of infection is
occurring more rapidly for the current outbreak than in the
SARS and MERS epidemics, although rates of human-to-human
transmission were generally lower for MERS.

The CFRs across the four viruses range from 0.1 to 35%
(Table 1), with the highest rate for MERS cases and the lowest for
seasonal influenza; however, it is essential to note that the CFR for
COVID-19 should be interpreted carefully because the outbreak
is still ongoing.

With the exception of the influenza A viruses, the other
viruses (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2) are similar
in zoonotic transmission. The MERS-CoV reservoir hosts are
dromedary camels, and the SARS-CoV reservoir hosts are likely
bats. It is still unclear whether SARS-CoV-2 was zoonotically
transmitted from an infected palm civet, snake, or other animal
at the Chinese seafood market.

Regarding the origin of the virus, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-
2 originate from China and share a high degree of similarity,
including exposure to wild animals, whereas MERS-CoV and
SARS-CoV-2 have shared similarities in that cases can remain
asymptomatic while still spreading the disease. Furthermore,
influenza A viruses and SARS-CoV-2 also have a similar
characteristic when it comes to transmissibility (127).

In the setting of extensive SARS-CoV-2 transmissions, the
possibility of SARS-CoV-2 should be considered in all persons
with a fever or lower respiratory infection, because it is
challenging to straightforwardly distinguish between seasonal
influenza and COVID-19, even if an epidemiologic link cannot
be readily established. Furthermore, the timely reporting of cases,
updates on clinical status and disposition of patients, the real-
time analysis of data, and the appropriate dissemination of
information are essential for outbreak-managing decisions.
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Supplementary Figure 2 | Virus-host interaction. Th1, T helper 1; Th17, T helper

17; ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; INF-1, interferon 1; INFγ, interferon
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gamma; DPP4, dipeptidyl peptidase-4; HA, hemagglutinin; NA, neuraminidase;

M2e, Matrix 2 protein; MHC-1, major histocompatibility complex class 1.

Supplementary Figure 3 | Potential transmission routes of respiratory infection

between infected and susceptible individuals (128). Respiratory infections with a

droplet nuclei size ≤5µm can travel to a distance ≥1m. In contrast, respiratory

infections with a droplet nuclei size ≥5µm cannot travel to a distance ≥1m. Large

droplets may fall on different surfaces and infect healthy individuals through direct

or indirect contact.
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The COVID-19 outbreak has become a pandemic. The outbreak was able to be

controlled in China by mid-April through the implementation of critical measures;

however, significant reverse transmission has resulted in hot spots perturbing prevention

and control. To date, there have only been a total of 92 indigenous COVID-19 cases

confirmed in the Gansu Province, which is considered to be a consequence of

the strict screening approach applied during the outbreak. The emergency response

level to COVID-19 were able to be decreased from high to low, despite some

relatively minor reverse transmission cases from other countries in March 2020. The

stringent preparative measures undertaken by the Gansu authorities, involving high-level,

streamlined cooperation between the transportation, quarantine, and medical resource

departments, have underpinned this success. There has been an emergence of clusters

of freshly infected COVID-19 patients in the Jilin Province in northeast China. The single

largest cluster has been in Shulan of the Jilin Province, involving 43 confirmed infections.

A strict lockdown was implemented immediately. The source of the current outbreak

of COVID-19 is suggested to be travelers returning from Russia. The current strategy

from the Chinese authorities is aimed at preventing reverse transmission via international

importation to avert a rebound of COVID-19 in China. These data highlight the need for an

exceptionally high level of vigilance and for a pre-emptive response that is informative for

the development of policy to prevent a second and further waves of infections in general.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, China, COVID-19, second wave, primary wave

INTRODUCTION

2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), caused by infection with SARS-CoV-2 virus, was
originally discovered in Wuhan, Hubei Province of Central China in December 2019 (1). The
outbreak of COVID-19 was far more severe than anyone expected due to insufficient knowledge
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus transmission during the initial stages of the spread (2). Currently (as at
August 12, 2020), data on the extent of the pandemic are as follows: the pandemic has involved
215 countries and territories with a total of 19,936,210 confirmed cases that have been reported,
including a total of 732,499 deaths (3). Wuhan is located in Central China with a population of
15 million (4). Due to the impending Chinese New Year, more than 5 million people traveled
from Wuhan for either family reunions and/or holidays (5), contributing to the subsequent
outbreak of COVID-19 in every province/region in China within a matter of weeks (6) that evolved
into a pandemic within a matter of months (7). In response to the spread of the virus, a strict
lockdown was implemented in late January 2020 in China in an attempt to stop person-to-person
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transmission, including the mandatory use of face masks in
public, no public gatherings, and school and factory closures (8).
It has been striking to observe that these measures were able
to substantially reduce the number of COVID-19 cases to close
to zero within a month, i.e., by February 2020 (9). In addition,
mandatory COVID-19 testing was instigated for all staff and
patients in every in-patient department in all hospitals, including
accompanying family members (10). As expected, subsequently
there have been almost no new COVID-19 cases reported in
China (11). Since late April 2020, almost all schools in China have
been allowed to re-open, following initial online teaching only
during March and April 2020 (12). Manufacturing industries
around the country have gradually reopened following the
reopening of schools (13). This evidence supports the remarkable
achievement in controlling the outbreak of COVID-19 within
China (14).

While most publications by clinicians and researchers have
been focusing on the epicenter of COVID-19, i.e., Wuhan,
China, this manuscript aims to cover the epidemiology of the
COVID-19 infection in the Northern region of China, namely the
Gansu (Northwest) and Jilin (Northeast) Provinces. The primary
outbreaks in the Gansu and Jilin Provinces were very similar and
mild during the first wave that occurred in January and February
2020. However, once the initial outbreak was under control,
Gansu accepted the task of quarantining Chinese nationals
returning from abroad and undertook to provide treatment for
those returnees whowere infected with coronavirus. On the other
hand, Jilin subsequently experienced a second wave of infection
triggered by asymptomatic cases. In this review, we will outline
the differences in the epidemiological approaches adopted by the
two provinces in northern China to provide the scientific basis
for epidemic prevention and control.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH
RESPONSE

We hypothesize that the general population continues to
face dangerous SARS-CoV-2 viral transmission from distant
locations, including from the epicenter (Wuhan, Hubei Province,
China), if no effective measures are implemented, despite
considerable precautions being undertaken by the provincial
governmental authorities. One of the current critical challenges
in China is to detect and avert possible reverse transmission
of SARS-CoV-2 virus from overseas. The information from our
current studies provides some key points that could be used by
other regions/countries where COVID-19 is still not yet over the
peak of the outbreak.

Recently, we have demonstrated that the primary COVID-19
cases seen in northern China were originally transmitted from
Wuhan, Hubei Province, China (2). It is well-documented that
COVID-19, originally discovered in Wuhan in late December
2019, was transmitted to Northern China (2). We have reported
that within 10 days, from January 23 to February 3, 2020, there
were 54 people infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus, where 35
cases had traveled from Wuhan, and 19 were infected by close
contact with the identified travelers. However, the identification

of case zero or the index case in northern China could not be
made with absolute certainty because the index case in most
countries has been found to be asymptomatic (15). Thus, it
is critically important to develop novel diagnostic tool(s) with
both high sensitivity and specificity to combat this devastating
pandemic. Our data suggest that the implementation of adequate
interventions has been able to decrease transmission of the
COVID-19 virus in the Gansu Province. Following the pandemic
of COVID-19 within months of the original outbreak in China,
the countries most affected at the time point of March 2020
were Italy (16) and Iran (17). Despite some precautions being
undertaken in Italy and Iran in late February 2020, e.g., reducing
public gathering and implementing social distancing in Italy
and cancellation of mosque worship in Iran and blockage of
interstate travel (18), the morbidity and mortality was still able
to increase with enormous speed in early March 2020 (19).
The increased incidence of COVID-19 in Italy and Iran after
emergency response measures were implemented may be due to
the long incubation period of the SARS-CoV-2 viral infection,
which may be up to 20 days (20). Furthermore, this rapid spread
may also be due to relatively low adherence to the restriction
orders within these two countries (21). To provide shelter for the
overseas Chinese residents in risky countries from the potential
risk of COVID-19, the Chinese government provided chartered
planes to repatriate these Chinese citizens back to China (22).
The destination for these returnees from Italy and Iran was the
Zhejiang and Gansu Provinces, respectively (23).

PRIMARY OUTBREAK OF COVID-19 IN
THE JILIN AND GANSU PROVINCES,
CHINA

We have reviewed the epidemiology of COVID-19 in Jilin and
Gansu provinces, Northern China. Jilin Province is located in the
middle of the northeast of China, covering an area of 187,400
km2 with a total population of 27,746,000. Due to the strategically
important location in the northeast of China, the Jilin Province
is an important gateway connecting the Eurasian land route via
Siberia, e.g., the Jilin Province is only 4 km from Vladivostok,
Russia, and 15 km from the Sea of Japan (24). On the other
hand, the Gansu Province is very similar to the Jilin Province in
several aspects. The Gansu Province is located in the northwest of
China, covering an area of 454,000 km2 with a total population
of 26,257,100 (25). Geographically the Gansu Province is also a
key transportation hub connecting to five provinces in northwest
China. Although the Gansu Province is located in a rather remote
region in northwest China, it is considered to be the beginning
of the Silk Road (Figure 1). During the primary outbreak, there
were 93 and 92 cases, including two deaths, in the Jilin and Gansu
Provinces, respectively (26, 27).

SECOND WAVE: REVERSE
TRANSMISSION OF COVID-19

The epidemic of COVID-19 was brought under control in these
two provinces in March 2020 and remained under control for
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FIGURE 1 | The location of Jilin Province and Gansu Province with the updated indigenous and imported COVID-19 cases. The figure demonstrates the primary

COVID-19 transmission from Hubei province to Gansu and Jilin Provinces (in red dotted lines). The secondary reverse transmission from Iran to Gansu Province has

been labeled with an orange color, and the same from an unidentified source to Jilin Province is labeled with a blue line.

almost 2 months. In response to this level of control, the Jilin
government proposed a series of measures to control COVID-19.
Similarly, within the Gansu Province, the schools have reopened,
and the enterprises have been able to recover and re-commence
production. During May 2020, however, there has been a re-
emergence of COVID-19 in northeast China, particularly in the
Jilin Province, while fortunately northwest China has remained
free of new infections. It has been reported from the Reuters news
agency that another outbreak of COVID-19 has been detected
in the Jilin Province, in northeast China, since the removal of
the restrictive lockdown and the increase in public activity since
April 8, 2020 (28).

A single new case of COVID-19 was discovered on May 7,
2020, in Shulan, in the Jilin Province, without any obvious history
of contact with COVID-19 patients and also without a history of
interstate/international travel. Additionally, 11 COVID-19 cases
were confirmed on May 9, 2020, which broke the record of 73
days of no new cases in this city (26). An immediate lockdown
was then implemented in Shulan, Jilin, from May 10, 2020, and
the risk level was increased from level II (moderate) to level III
(high) (26). The prevention and control measures implemented
in Shulan are as high as those in Wuhan at the peak of infection,
which was the original epicenter of COVID-19. However, despite
the strict lockdown in Shulan, the number of new COVID-
19 cases has continued to increase to 43 as of May 20, 2020,
which is thought to be a consequence of the close contact of the

infected people in this clustering outbreak. It has been reported
that the Chinese national returnees coming from Russia have
mainly traveled back via train, suggesting that poor screening and
quarantine measures may have occurred, and that most imported
cases in the Jilin Province are from Russia (26).

In response to the primary COVID-19 outbreak in their
Provinces, the authorities from both the Gansu and Jilin
Provinces found themselves dealing with this form of emergency
for the first time (2). The response included strict prohibition
of public gatherings, limitation of social activity to an extremely
minimal level, and in-house working via the internet during
the outbreak of COVID-19 (29, 30) and these measures were
rigorously adhered to. These emergency approaches to deal with
COVID-19 were closely modeled on those developed within the
epicenter,Wuhan, Hubei Province of China. However, during the
reverse transmission outbreak (or second wave), these provincial
authorities had already had previous experience in dealing with
this subsequent COVID-19 outbreak (22).

Infection in the Gansu Province has been shown to have
occurred in two stages. The first stage was the imported case
stage of the epidemic, meaning that the cases arrived in travelers
fromWuhan (2). In the second indigenous case stage, the patients
have been mainly shown to have been infected by the cases from
the first imported stage (2). Importantly, during the progression
of the COVID-19 epidemic in the Gansu Province, the basic
reproduction number (R0) has been shown to have decreased
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from 2.61 in the first stage to 0.66 in the second stage (31),
which largely due to the substantially more strict social distancing
arrangements implemented during the second stage. New cases
of COVID-19 almost reached zero in Northern China within the
period from late March 2020 to the middle of May 2020 because
of the implementation of restrictive orders. In addition, the
clinical interventions for COVID-19 patients were also effective
and efficient in reducing morbidity and mortality, in addition
to the restrictive quarantine approach (32). Consequently, the
mortality rate in Northern China was only two in the Gansu (26)
and Jilin Provinces (27).

As the epidemic progressively came under control in China,
an alarmingly rapid spread of the virus occurred worldwide, and
the epidemic became a pandemic. As the preferred place for
receiving Chinese returnees by the Chinese authority, Lanzhou
city has received a total of 311 evacuated Chinese citizens from
Iran, amongst whom there has been 37 confirmed positive
cases of COVID-19 infection, which were only discovered
shortly after arrival in Lanzhou (32). Compared to the handling
procedures utilized during the primary outbreak of COVID-
19 in the Gansu province, the local government had gained
substantially increased knowledge and experience in controlling
the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 virus that they were able to
apply during the secondary reverse transmission of COVID-19
(32). Consequently, due to a substantially more organized level
of preparation, local Gansu authorities were able to implement
an effective approach in advance of the evacuation, involving
high-level, streamlined cooperation among the departments of
transportation, quarantine and hospitals, aiming to isolate, and
quarantine for 14 days all potentially infected evacuees within
designated hotels to prevent the potential risk of transmission
of SARS-CoV-2 virus within the Chinese communities of origin
of the evacuees. In addition to these organized returnees
from Iran, 10 COVID-19 patients have been confirmed in the
Gansu Province among independent travelers from abroad who
have traveled from locations such as Saudi Arabia and the
United States of America (33).

Unfortunately, a proportion of these infected international
travelers who returned to China, including to the Jilin and Gansu
Provinces, during the early stages of international spread before
March 2020 were able to scatter within the community without
being quarantined (34), which caused a significant potential risk
of the spread of COVID-19. The reason why these COVID-19-
infected travelers were able to scatter within their local provinces
was that no testing for COVID-19 was undertaken, as COVID-19
testing for returnees was not mandatory in early March 2020—
the beginning of the first wave of the outbreak. Subsequently, the
local authorities have learnt a heavy lesson from these mistakes
and implemented much greater restrictive orders. These data
highlight the need for an exceptionally high level of vigilance and
the need for a pre-emptive response to prevent a second wave
occurring within a community, where the pandemic had been
successfully controlled, from returnees from other international
locations where the extent of infection at those distant sites had
not yet been fully realized.

With the recognition of the seriousness of the SARS-CoV-
2 virus in May 2020, the local and central governments called

for strengthening of border biosecurity controls, including in
the North-eastern provinces, e.g., the Jilin Province, where a
growing cluster of infections near the Russian and North Korean
borders has threatened to develop into a second wave (35). In
addition to the lockdown in the Jilin Province, in order to further
reduce possible inadvertent transmission, all private clinics in
the Jilin Province have been temporarily suspended until further
notice. All patients requiring assessment are now required to
attend public hospitals for help, especially for any patients with
suspected symptoms associated with COVID-19 who should go
to the specialist fever clinics. Thus, Chinese authorities have
sought to exhibit flexibility with a rapid response time to enhance
the control of the COVID-19 epidemic in key areas that require
increasing regular prevention measures in line with the changing
situation of the outbreak (36).

One effective approach that has been applied by the Chinese
authorities is to launch a health QR (quick response) code
system on each individual’s smartphone; it is intended to offer
a reasonably good indicator within the general population of
potential infective status to keep the virus from spreading further.
The healthy tracking application has been used previously in
monitoring other chronic illnesses for several different purposes
(37). This healthy tracking system provides either a green or
red code, i.e., non-infected or infected person, respectively. This
rating system permits the green code individuals to restart
normal activities with minimal risk of infection to others.
However, the health QR code system is not foolproof. For
example, there has been one individual in Lanzhou with a green
code who had traveled from the Hubei Province. A nasal swab
RNA test later confirmed that this individual was infected with
COVID-19 but asymptomatic (38).

It should be cautioned that there is no significant difference
in the secondary infection rate of COVID-19 within the
population, caused by infected individuals who are either
symptomatic or asymptomatic (39). With this in mind, the
Chinese authorities have also been paying particular attention to
the detection of asymptomatic cases to prevent further spreading.
Interestingly, a comparable project, the Australian Sentinel
Practice Research Network (ASPREN) surveillance program, is
currently being used for COVID-19 detection in Australia, which
was originally intended for monitoring influenza-like illnesses
(40). Nevertheless, this approach is in line with an Australian
proposal of a system of sentinel testing of people in which
large numbers of random, but potentially risky, individuals
have been presumptively tested irrespective of showing any
symptoms. Such an approach has enabled the authorities
to gauge the extent of asymptomatic carriers and detect
infection clusters before any infected individuals develop clinical
symptoms (41).

Thus, it is essential for the authorities in China to identify
these potential COVID-19 risk populations, including local
residents and/or overseas returnees, using a more sensitive
diagnostic approach, e.g., detection of serum antibodies (42), in
addition to nucleic acid testing, which only detects the presence
of the virus. Such an approach probably offers greater reliability
and flexibility in dealing with potentially infected people within
an infection cluster.
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SCREENING POLICY AND CONTROLLING
STRATEGIES

In Wuhan, the epicenter of COVID-19 infection, a series of
policies were implemented. It was confirmed that SARS-CoV-
2 virus was able to be transmitted from person-to-person on
January 20, 2020. Although COVID-19 was classified as a
category B infectious disease, the procedures for preventing
and controlling category A infectious diseases (e.g., plague
and cholera) were adopted (43). The implementation of these
procedures was undertaken by the Wuhan local government,
including, firstly, the mandatory wearing of facial masks in a
list of public places, including hotels and department stores,
and, secondly, strict limitations on outdoor and group activities,
particularly in relation to banning public and/or private social
gatherings (44). Finally, a complete lockdown of Wuhan was
commenced on January 23, 2020, and it lasted for 76 days
until April 8, 2020 (45), including a complete shutdown of
manufacturing facilities and shops except for essential food
and groceries.

Following the concurrent confirmation of the first COVID-
19 case on January 23, 2020, in the Gansu and Jilin
Provinces (1, 46), the Gansu and Jilin provincial governments
immediately implemented the following policies for preventing
and controlling COVID-19; emergency response measures were
raised to the highest level, effective immediately, which was
equivalent to the policies applied inWuhan at the same time. The
emergency response levels to any infectious diseases are classified
by the National Health Commission of China (47).

General population screening in China has included
mandatory temperature checking for everyone entering any
building, using a temperature gun. In addition, for quarantine
purposes, monitoring of people’s movements was undertaken
using a smartphone QR health code system, where an on-screen
QR code (for a quick response) was required at the entrance
to all buildings to facilitate contact tracing in the event that
any positive case was confirmed within the building. Any
person with a continuous abnormal temperature was required
to have a COVID-19 RNA test for screening confirmation (47).
Nevertheless, using this high-level emergency response has
proven to be extremely useful, demonstrating that COVID-19
has been effectively brought under control. Consequently, on
February 26 andMarch 2, 2020, the Jilin and Gansu governments
lowered the emergency response measures from high to medium
and high to low, respectively (48, 49). However, the policy
of screening within the general population, i.e., temperature
monitoring, and the use of the QR code app are still being used
as a major screening approach to the present time (June 2020).

In northern China, the sequential procedures that were
adopted were as follows: city lockdown, use of road blocks
except for essential travel, maintenance of social distancing,
restrictions on social gatherings, mandatory wearing of face
masks in public, closure of manufacturing facilities and
schools, temperature checking at building entrances, reporting
of whereabouts and health condition via QR code app, and
remote online working and schooling in the Gansu and Jilin
Provinces during the first wave of COVID-19. In response

TABLE 1 | The strategies implemented to control COVID-19 epidemic spread

(taking Wuhan as an example).

No. Strategies Implementation duration

1 Keep social distance 20 January to 8 April 2020

2 Restrict social gathering 20 January to 8 April 2020

3 Mandatory face mask wearing in public 22 January 2020 till now

4 Suspending production 22 January to 8 April 2020

5 School closure 22 January 2020 till now

6 Temperature checking at building entrance 23 January 2020 till now

7 Lockdown of Wuhan 23 January to 8 April 2020

8 Blockage of unnecessary traveling 23 January to 8 April 2020

9 QR code reporting health condition 23 January to 8 April 2020

10 Internet remote working and schooling 10 February 2020 till now

to the second wave in the Jilin Province, the emergency
response was immediately re-implemented as described above.
The series of strategies implemented to control COVID-19
spreading in Wuhan were essentially the same procedures
that were utilized in both the Gansu and Jilin Provinces, the
only difference being the commencement and finishing times
(Table 1).

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, COVID-19 is almost completely controlled in
the general population of the Gansu Province in northwest
China. The first lesson we have learnt from these studies, up
to the present time, is that the SARS-CoV-2 virus is able to be
transmitted among people very effectively. Thus, it is necessary
that strict prohibition of public gatherings, limiting social activity
to an extremely minimal level, and remote online working during
the outbreak of COVID-19 (29, 30) should be rigorously adhered
to. However, it is still debatable whether mandatory wearing
of face masks should be undertaken (50, 51). From a public
health and safety point of view, it is crucial to continue robust
vigilance and implement aggressive control measures to prevent
further outbreaks of COVID-19 until complete containment of
the pandemic is achieved.

LIMITATIONS

Despite using primary data collected from the local health
officials (23), we acknowledge that there are limitations for the
current mini review. One limitation is that there has been only
one original research paper published concerning the recent and
current situation in the Jilin Province (46). Additionally, our
available data are insufficient to calculate the R0 in the Jilin
Province and the R0 during the second wave in the Gansu
Province, and there has been no published data concerning the
R0 in these two provinces, which we will determine in our future
studies. Notably, the most significant outcomes of the second
wave of the outbreak in the Jilin Province are still evolving and
hence are not settled yet. This is despite all necessary measures
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that were used in the control of the first wave of COVID-19
having been implemented.
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I am a scientist and this is my brief on what the world needs to know about science and COVID-19.
Science is a method of truth-telling about the physical world and ways to improve quality of life. It is
the most powerful enterprise that has led to improved healthcare, a more sustainable environment,
a safer world, and a better “knowing and understanding” about the world we live in. Science is fun
and spectacular. And it has rarely let us down, until now.

Despite multiple warnings in 2015, the current global pandemic has revealed major deficits in
our preparedness for a viral attack. Governments have let the public down by not supporting early
warning programs and for not providing sufficient science funding to understand how different
people respond differently to a viral attack, and vaccine development. The present pandemic
has also revealed that science underpins a country’s national security in ways never appreciated
before. The resultant economic upheaval has thrown global supply chains, stockmarkets, the airline
industry, oil markets, and the central bank into frenzied disarray (1). It is regrettable that it took
a global pandemic, and the most powerful global economies to come crashing to their knees, with
hundreds of thousands of lives lost, to bring science out of the shadows, and into the spotlight.

For decades, politicians have conveyed to the public how their country is leading science
innovation and technology but they fail to sufficiently support it. In many areas, they are deaf to the
calls from scientists, universities and research institutions to increase funding. Scientists themselves
must also do a better job at explaining what they do and how science works. What most people
don’t understand is that science begins with a question and ends with a question (2). This is often
confusing. If science is open-ended, how does it solve problems, like those from COVID-19? The
short answer is you first have to understand what a virus is, where it has come from, how it enters
the body, what it does when it gets there, and finally how to remove it. Finding answers to these
questions raises more questions, and it is this process of knowledge-building and self-correction, that
leads to improved understanding and development of new therapies, vaccines, and technological
advances. Unlike bacteria that can thrive almost anywhere, a virus needs a living animal’s cellular
machinery for its replication and survival. Understanding how a virus has evolved the “tricks” to
enter the body “undetected” is not fully understood. And if the COVID-19 virus enters our bodies,
why do some people die a horrific death, others have flu-like symptoms, and 20 to 50% become
asymptomatic carriers (3, 4)? And why do some children, a few weeks after contracting COVID-
19, suffer a hyper-inflammatory attack and succumb to cardiovascular complications and toxic
shock? (5).

Before science can answer questions on COVID-19, scientists need to better understand how
the immune system works (6). The basic question on why some people have a very mild response,
and others die from an explosive inflammatory attack is the 64-billion-dollar question. We have
been working on new drugs to bolster a patient’s defense to a pathogen or injury, as part of the
stress response, which we believe is controlled by the brain and resides at the intersection of the
immune and inflammatory systems (7, 8). While governments are spending billions of dollars
developing a COVID-19 vaccine, we should not get complacent. Notwithstanding the global
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importance of developing a successful vaccine, it will not answer
these, and related, fundamental scientific questions. Nor is a
vaccine a substitute for the need to increase science funding,
because history will repeat itself, another pandemic will occur,
and the cycle will start over again.What we urgently need are new
frontline drugs to blunt uncontrolled inflammation, and prevent
pulmonary and cardiovascular dysfunction, coagulopathy and
metabolic impairment (8–10).

I argue here that the current financial and health crisis is a
symptom of a decade or more of budget cuts to basic scientific
research, lack of job security among scientists, and declining
interest in the next generation to pursue a career in science.
Once a research grant is submitted to a funding body, the
current success rate in the USA, Australia, UK and Europe is
around 5 to 10%, so why facing these odds would a 12th grader
or young university student want to become a scientist? The
scientist and science, like teachers and nurses, continue to be
undervalued by society. In the past decade, funding for the
US National Institutes of Health (NIH) has steadily declined,
losing around 20% of its funding capacity due to budget cuts,
sequestration, and the impact of inflation. President Trump has
proposed another 7% drop in NIH funding in 2021, and similar
reductions to other science-based agencies (11). In Australia,
government investment into research and development is at its
lowest in 40 years (12). In Europe, a giant research programme,
known as Horizon Europe, will be launched in 2021 across its 28
member states, and other countries, to fund Big Science involving
large research groups (13), which leaves the individual scientist
or small group of collaborators at a distinct disadvantage. It
also remains to be seen, what percentage of those funds will be
earmarked to support basic research, and early career scientists
to set up their laboratories, who otherwise find it challenging
to join large collaborative groups (13). Big Science is not the
answer, and history has shown that most discoveries are made
serendipitously by individual scientists thinking outside-the-box
(2, 14, 15).

Notwithstanding the relentless hyperbole by government
officials on funding, and their increasing attempts to pass the
torch to industry, many scientists, universities and research
institutions are in “survival mode” because of cut-backs.
Universities are not businesses in a strict sense; they are involved
in teaching and learning, research and technology, and job
creation, which are designed to serve the needs of society.
Industry, does, however, eventually benefit as the final receiver of
potentially translatable products, but they are rarely the primary
funders. Hopefully, the current pandemic will drive home to
politicians and lawmakers the societal role of a university, and that
the current funding schemes are not fit for purpose.

Another critical aspect of science is that a “truth” or
“fact” in science is an evidence-based statement, not just a
“subjective” feeling or an impression (2).When President Donald
Trump told the world that he thinks the antimalarial drug
hydroxychloroquine is safe and that he would take it, is not an
evidence-based statement. An evidence-based statement needs
to be tested using the tools of science and medicine, which
involves some kind of effect, measurement, human trials and

peer review. That CO2 in our atmosphere is rising has also
sparked a lot of political and public confusion with mixed
messages. The preponderance of evidence from the vast majority
of scientists specializing in this research conclude that the rise
in CO2 is associated with global warming and is accelerated
from the burning of fossil fuels, deforestation and human activity
(16). Of course, there are critics, however, the preponderance of
evidence suggests that time is running out, and the warnings
that are eerily similar to those leading up to the present
pandemic. Unexpectedly, the current global shutdown in early
2020 has also provided us with a global experiment in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Some countries like China decreased
emissions by up to 25%, and the people in India can now
see the snow-capped peaks of the Himalayas for the first
time in decades (17). It is important to remember that the
statement “The rise in CO2 is associated with global warming
and human activity” is not an absolute statement–it is based
on the preponderance of available evidence. Science does not
deal with absolutes or first causes, which is its power not
its weakness. A provisional-based knowledge allows science
to self-correct with improved “truths” and deliverables. This
provisional nature of science is often used to attack the process
in the media, which sends mixed messages to the public
and politicians.

Since February 2020 I have never heard the word “science”
mentioned so many times in my 30 years as a scientist, or have
I witnessed its credibility being blindly attacked for political gain.
We live in a dangerous world and we are outnumbered; 20
million viruses can fit on the head of pin. We need to embrace
these new realities, listen to the experts, and not be swayed by
the uninformed or naysayers (18–20). Now is a pivotal time
in history. I hope the current COVID pandemic has exposed
major gaps in Government funding of basic science, and that they
stop throwing out pocket-change to scientists thinking that the
problem will go away. If we do not learn from our mistakes, I fear
100 years from now historians will write: “the people of the early
twenty-first century remained imprisoned by the past and failed
to embrace the tools to break free.” Breaking free requires a new
global stewardship, with new partnership programs in education,
increased funding of basic science and technology, and a renewed
optimism that anything is possible.
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Spain is one of the countries most severely affected by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic,

with almost 190,000 cases as of April 18, 2020. As healthcare workers (HCW) are one

of the groups hardest hit by the infection, it is important to know the seroprevalence

of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 in pediatric departments. We performed 175

immunoglobulin (Ig)M and IgG immunochromatographic rapid tests in the personnel

working at the Pediatric Department of the Hospital Clínico Universitario of Santiago de

Compostela (Spain), including pediatricians, residents, nurses, and other staff, on days

31–33 since the lockdown started. Seven out of the 175 tests were positive, including

four for IgM and three for IgG, leading to a seroprevalence of 4.0% (95% CI: 1.1–6.9%).

Only one of them had symptoms at the time of testing (sore throat). All seropositive

cases yielded negative RT-PCR of the upper and lower respiratory tract. This is the first

SARS-CoV-2 serological survey among HCWs reported in Spain. Notwithstanding the

test limitations, our results reveal that personal protection policy and lockdown measures

have been effective to limit population exposure. The low seroprevalence rate poses a

significant challenge for the next strategic steps of pandemic control.

Keywords: seroprevalance, COVID-19, healthcare worker (HCW), SARS-CoV-2, rapid test for COVID-19

INTRODUCTION

Spain is one of the countries with the highest number of cases of SARS-CoV-2 reported worldwide,
with almost 190,000 cases confirmed as of April 18, 2020 (1). The first case in Spain was recorded
on January 31, and the Spanish government started the lockdown on March 14, when the country
had 7,753 active cases. In Galicia (northwest Spain), the first case was recorded on the March 4, and
at the moment of the lockdown, there were 195 confirmed cases. In the last 2 weeks, the cumulative
incidence of SARS-CoV-2 is 149.61 cases/100,000 inhabitants in Spain, and 103.5 cases/100,000
inhabitants (1) in Galicia. To date, we have identified 19 pediatric cases in our hospital, and
only one of them was admitted to hospital for reasons unrelated to the infection. We aimed to
assess the seroprevalence rate of SARS-CoV-2 among healthcare workers (HCWs) of the Pediatric
Department of theHospital ClínicoUniversitario de Santiago de Compostela, the reference hospital
in Galicia.
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the seropositive subjects.

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 Subject 7

Place of work PW PICU PC NICU NICU PW PW

Staff category NA Nurse Pediatrician Nurse RP RP NA

Age (years) 55–64 35–44 55–64 35–44 25–34 25–34 35–44

Exposure No No Yes No Yes No No

House contacts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Pets at home No No – No No No No

Comorbidities No No – Yes Yes No No

Symptoms No No No No No No Yes

Test result IgM+/RT-PCR– IgM+/RT-PCR– IgM+/RT-PCR– IgM+/RT-PCR– IgG+/RT-PCR– IgG+/RT-PCR– IgG+/RT-PCR–

Treatment received No No No No No No No

PW, pediatric ward; PC, primary care; RP, pediatrics resident; NA, nurse aide; PCR–, RT-PCR negative; Exposure, exposure to SARS-CoV-2-positive patients; Symptoms, symptoms

suggestive of SARS-CoV-2; Ig, immunoglobulin; PICU, pediatric intensive care unit; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.

METHODS

We performed a sero-epidemiological survey on days +31, +32,
and +33 after lockdown started, including all HCWs of the
Pediatric Department of the Hospital Clínico Universitario de
Santiago de Compostela, namely, pediatricians, resident doctors,
nurses, and administrative staff. Emergency Department and
the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit were considered the most
exposed areas.

We tested immunoglobulin (Ig)M and IgG against SARS-
CoV-2 by an immunochromatographic rapid method (Virusee R©

by Genobio Pharmaceutical, Shanghai, China) using 10-µl
finger-prick/capillary blood. Sensitivity and specificity rates
specified by the manufacturer were 96.0% and 96.8% for IgG and
94.6% and 96.8% for IgM detection, respectively. The rapid test
used provides the result in 10min. Epidemiological, clinical, and
laboratory data were collected in all cases.

RESULTS

The test was performed on 175 HCWs. Most of them were
pediatric consultants (32.6%; n = 57), followed by nurses and
nurses’ aides (47.4%; n = 83), pediatrics residents (13.1%; n =

23), and others (6.9; n = 12). In addition, 18.3% (n = 32) of the
workers were ≥55 years old, and 12.6% (n = 22) had preexisting
comorbid conditions such as asthma (4.0%; n = 7), high blood
pressure (1.7%; n = 3), or obesity (1.7%; n = 3). Moreover,
22.5% of the workers had a known exposure to SARS-CoV-2-
positive patients. When asked if they recalled any symptoms
suggestive of SARS-CoV-2 in the last 2 months, 53% of the
workers declared none.

Seven workers yielded positive test results, three of them were
IgG positive and four of them were IgM positive, representing
a total seroprevalence of 4.0% of the cohort (95% CI: 1.1–6.9%)
(Table 1). The subjects who tested positive for IgM worked in
the most exposed areas were: two medical residents and one
consultant, two nurses, and two nurse aides. None of the workers
who tested positive for IgM presented symptoms at the time of
the test. Of the subjects who tested positive for IgG, only one
of them recalled symptoms suggestive of coronavirus infection
(cough and sore throat), and these persisted at the time of

testing. In the positive cases, RT-PCRwas performed on the lower
(oropharyngeal swab) and upper respiratory tracts (nasal swab),
all with negative results.

DISCUSSION

To date, there are few data regarding serological responses to
SARS-CoV-2 in infected patients (2) and virtually no data on
serological responses to SARS-CoV-2 in asymptomatic exposure.
Rapid tests using serology have the advantage of delivering
quick results and allowing the testing of asymptomatic people
reliably (3); the technique is easier and quicker than RT-PCR
in respiratory samples. True sensitivity and specificity can vary
depending on the commercial test, and this fact warrants the
need for further studies. Despite the limitations of the rapid test
applied, the limited number of subjects analyzed, and the lack
of confirmatory alternative serological assays, the present study
indicates a low exposure to SARS-CoV-2 among pediatric HCWs
in Spain. There is only one other serologic study published in
Spain (4) where the total number of participants with evidence
of past or current infection (by PCR and/or serology) was
11.2% (65/578); however, these results come from a large referral
hospital in Barcelona, Spain, one of the regions with the highest
burden of disease of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
in Spain.

Although our results must be interpreted with caution since
it is possible that some of the HCWs with IgG positivity
could have acquired the infection outside the hospital, the low
seroprevalence against SARS-CoV-2 among pediatric HCWs
points to the success of personal protection and lockdown
policies together with a low nosocomial risk of infection, while
highlighting the challenge for the next stages of SARS-CoV-2
pandemic management.
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Respiratory viruses, including coronaviruses, are known to have a high incidence of

infection during winter, especially in temperate regions. Dry and cold conditions during

winter are the major drivers for increased respiratory tract infections as they increase virus

stability and transmission and weaken the host immune system. The novel severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) emerged in China in December 2020

and swiftly spread across the globe causing substantial health and economic burdens.

Several countries are battling with the second wave of the virus after a devastating first

wave of spread, while some are still in the midst of their first wave. It remains unclear

whether SARS-CoV-2 will eventually become seasonal or will continue to circulate

year-round. In an attempt to address this question, we review the current knowledge

regarding the seasonality of respiratory viruses including coronaviruses and the viral and

host factors that govern their seasonal pattern. Moreover, we discuss the properties of

SARS-CoV-2 and the potential impact of meteorological factors on its spread.

Keywords: coronaviruses, COVID-19, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2, respiratory viruses,

seasonality, temperature, humidity

INTRODUCTION

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the third zoonotic and
highly pathogenic coronavirus (CoV) to emerge in the twenty-first century (1). The earliest cases
of SARS-CoV-2 infections were reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, the
epicenter of the outbreak (1). Since then, the virus has been rapidly spreading across the globe (2).

CoVs are a large group of positive-stranded RNA viruses that commonly infect birds and
mammals, causing a wide range of pathological conditions (3). These viruses undergo frequent
mutations and recombinations, yielding new variants that can cross the species barrier (3).
Since 1960, seven coronaviruses (CoVs) have been identified to cause infections among humans
(4). Human coronaviruses (HCoV) 229E, OC43, HKU1, and NL63 are common in the human
population and are responsible for about 15–30% of the annual respiratory tract infections (5). They
are commonly associated with mild and self-limiting symptoms. Still, severe illnesses, accompanied
by lower respiratory tract infection, might also occur, especially in elderly, neonates, and patients
with underlying health conditions and risk factors (5).

In the current millennium, three highly pathogenic CoVs, SARS-CoV-1 (6), the Middle
East respiratory syndrome CoV (MERS-CoV) (7), and the recently emerged SARS-CoV-2 (1),
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have crossed the species barrier and resulted in human infections.
SARS-CoV-1 was first detected in Guangdong Province, China,
in November 2002 and then rapidly spread to Hong Kong and
29 other countries, resulting in more than 8000 confirmed cases,
including 774 deaths (6, 8). By July 2003, the virus died out
throughout the world. MERS-CoV was first detected in Saudi
Arabia in 2012, with the camels being the source for human
infections (9). The virus caused a total of 2,519 laboratory-
confirmed cases, including 866 associated deaths as of the end
of January 2020 (7). The majority of cases were detected in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), in addition to one major
outbreak in South Korea (10).

SARS-CoV-2 is a highly contagious virus that is associated
with severe pneumonia cases (11). On January 30, 2020, the
World Health Organization (WHO) announced COVID-19
(coronavirus infectious disease) as Public Health Emergency of
International Concern after it affected 7,818 people with 170
deaths in 19 countries, including China (12). Since late February,
the number of reported COVID-19 cases along with the number
of affected countries had sharply increased within a short period,
which led the WHO to declare the global COVID-19 outbreak
a pandemic (13). Since then, the number of globally confirmed
COVID-19 cases has been increasing exponentially, resulting
in nearly more than 21 million confirmed cases and 761,000
fatalities as of August 16, 2020 (14).

Different approaches and interventions have been adopted
to contain and control the disease spread including travel
restrictions (global), partial or complete lockdowns (e.g., China
and Singapore) (15, 16) and/or massive testing and isolation
of confirmed cases and their contacts (South Korea) (17). The
reluctance and delayed implementation of multilayered public
health measures in some countries (e.g., Italy, Iran, the UK,
Brazil, and the US) resulted in dire outcomes. Despite all the
efforts and measures to contain the virus, it is still spreading
globally, traversing all climate and environmental settings (2).

Nearly every acute viral disease has a particular seasonal
window of occurrence, which differs according to the geographic
location and environmental conditions (18). The incidence of
respiratory viral infections is highly affected by seasonal changes,
especially in temperate climates (19). Extensive research has been
done to better understand the seasonality of respiratory viruses.
Yet, our knowledge about this phenomenon remains limited.
Here we attempt to address the possible impact of weather
on SARS-CoV-2 spread, taking into consideration the current
knowledge regarding its stability and transmission patterns, and
the behavior of other respiratory viruses.

SEASONALITY OF CORONAVIRUSES AND
OTHER RESPIRATORY VIRUSES

Most viral respiratory infections tend to follow seasonal patterns
with high incidence during winter in temperate regions and
during the rainy season in tropical regions (20). Influenza virus
and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) have a single annual
seasonal peak during winter in the Northern and Southern
temperate regions (21). These viruses peak from December to

March in the Northern hemisphere, and between June and
August in the Southern hemisphere (21). Parainfluenza viruses
have a seasonal peak from April to June in the Northern
temperate sites and during September in the Southern temperate
areas (21). In most of the tropical regions, these viruses occur
year-round with increased incidence in rainy seasons (21, 22).
Rhinoviruses and adenoviruses, two non-enveloped respiratory
viruses, are known to circulate throughout the year in all
climatic regions with occasional peaks in autumn and winter
for rhinoviruses and in winter and early spring for adenoviruses
(23, 24).

Epidemiologic studies of common cold HCoVs suggest that
they exhibit a seasonal pattern. In a temperate climate, HCoV
infections are primarily detected in winter and spring, with low-
level circulation throughout the year (3). The early known types,
HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-229E, predominantly circulate during
the winter season in temperate climate countries (25, 26). An
eight-year study of HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-229E among young
adults in the US reported an equal number of infections with
these two types during the winter (December through February)
and spring season (March through May) (27). In Belgium,
HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-229E were only detected in winter and
early spring (28). Several other studies from the United States,
Belgium, France, Canada, Japan, Jordan, Italy, and Germany
consistently reported winter circulation of the other two HCoVs:
NL63 and HKU1 (28–36).

On the other hand, tropical/subtropical regions display year-
round circulation of HCoVs but with increased activity during
certain months. A study conducted in China during 2008–
2009 reported that HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-HKU1 infections, in
hospitalized children with acute respiratory infections, showed
increased activity during summer, fall, and winter (37). In
another 7-year epidemiologic study between 2009 and 2016
in China, HCoVs circulated year-round but with the highest
incidence during the spring and autumn (38). A study by
Chiu et al., in Hong Kong, showed that HCoV-NL63 infections
were notable during the spring and summer months of 2002,
whereas HCoV-OC43 infections mainly occurred during the fall
and winter of 2001 (39). Additionally, a study from Thailand
confirmed the previous findings and reported the peak of
HCoV-OC43 activity in winter, whereas HCoV-NL63 frequently
occurred in autumn (40). In Australia, HCoV-NL63 peaks in
mid-winter but was also detected between late-autumn and early-
spring (41). Studies from some African countries (South Africa
and Ghana) also reported a year-round circulation of HCoVs
(42, 43).

Despite its rapid spread to about 30 countries, the SARS-
CoV-1 was quickly contained. Thus, it was not possible to assess
its seasonality. In the case of MERS-CoV, seven years have
passed since its emergence and is still causing intermittent and
sporadic infections without obvious seasonality (10). In fact,
MERS-CoV has demonstrated low ability to transmit between
humans, and most of the outbreaks have occurred mainly in
healthcare settings. In camels, the virus seems to peak between
late-winter and early-summer (44). This coincides with a spike
in zoonotic transmission between April and July (45). A 5-
year epidemiologic study, conducted between 2012 and 2017,
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demonstrated that MERS-CoV has the highest global seasonal
occurrence during June with some observed seasonal variations
(46). A case-cross-over analysis of the associations between
primary human MERS cases and weather conditions found that
the primary MERS infections are more likely to occur in cold and
dry conditions (47).

In summary, most respiratory viruses follow a seasonal
pattern. However, some factors might increase the incidence
of these infections, even in seasons with low circulation. For
instance, an increased incidence of respiratory infections occurs
among pilgrims during the Hajj Season (48). The mass crowding
in a limited space, in addition to the close contact between
pilgrims, increases the risk of viral importation and transmission,
particularly the respiratory ones (49) Rhinovirus, influenza virus,
and the common cold HCoVs (mainly HCoV-229E) are usually
the most commonly detected viruses during the Hajj (48).

DRIVERS OF SEASONALITY OF
RESPIRATORY VIRUSES

Seasonality of viral respiratory infections can be primarily
attributed to two main factors: the environmental and weather
effects on the virus and the host, as well as the host’s behavior
and physiology (20). Studies on respiratory viruses, including
influenza viruses, suggest that cold weather and low relative
humidity are highly associated with the onset of respiratory
infections in the temperate regions (50, 51). This was mainly
attributed to the effect of temperature and humidity on the
stability and transmissibility of the viral particles, in addition to
the effect on the host airway immune response (19).

Effect of Meteorological Factors on the
Stability and Transmission of Respiratory
Viruses
A study by Price et al. demonstrated that unlike the non-
enveloped viruses that circulate throughout the year, enveloped
viruses, including influenza and RSV, tend to be more seasonal,
with a clear preference for colder temperatures (20). Harper
et al. found that the optimal airborne influenza survival is at
low temperatures and the survival decreases as the temperature
increases (52). Low temperatures seem to enhance the lipid
ordering of the viral envelope and improve influenza virus
stability (53). This enhances the virus’s ability to stay protected
outside the body for a longer period of time (54). Further,
a systematic review examined the factors that affect influenza
survival on different metrics revealed that longer virus survival
is favored at lower temperatures (55).

Besides their effect on stability, low temperature and relative
humidity are also shown to enhance aerosol transmission of
respiratory viruses (52). It was proposed that influenza virus
transmission occurs mostly by aerosols in temperate regions and
by contact in tropical sites (56). Using the guinea pig model,
Lowen et al. showed that influenza virus aerosol transmission
is suppressed by high humidity and warm temperature, but
enhanced under cold and dry conditions (57). Low relative

humidity induces evaporation of water from the exhaled bio-
aerosols, leading to the formation of droplet nuclei (1–5µm
in size) (58). The extent of infectious viral particles survival in
dried aerosols is not known; however, it is speculated that these
nuclei can stay suspended in the air for prolonged periods (58).
The opposite happens at high relative humidity, whereby the
respiratory droplets increase in size by taking on water from
the surrounding and quickly settle out of the air, thus, decrease
aerosol transmission of the virus (58).

On the other hand, the transmission of influenza viruses
by contact was shown to be efficient even at high humidity
(54). High humidity enhances the indirect virus transmission
by increasing the virus particle’s stability, inside droplets, on
surfaces (54). A study by Yang et al. showed that humidity
promotes the survival of influenza A virus by controlling the
extent of evaporation in these virus-containing droplets, which
affect the solute concentrations and thus, viral stability (59). This
partially explains the year-round occurrence of viral respiratory
infections in tropical regions, particularly during rainy seasons
when humidity is high.

In addition, it is well-known that solar UV radiation (UV)
of all wavelengths effectively inactivate RNA and DNA viruses
to varying extents (60, 61). Three types of UV radiations, UVA,
UVB, and UVC, exist in nature, with UVC, having the shortest
wavelength range, being the most effective against viruses (62).
However, only UVA andUVB radiations are found at the ground-
level sunlight, and these are known to have lower efficiency
against viruses (60). The low incidence of respiratory infections
during summer in temperate regions can also be attributed
to the solar inactivation of viruses on the outdoor surfaces
contaminated with respiratory secretions, thus decreasing the
possibility of fomite transmission.

Effect of Meteorological Factors on Host’s
Susceptibility to Infection
Meteorological or environmental conditions were also shown to
have a direct effect on the host’s susceptibility to infections (63).
The role of cold weather in weakening the immune response
is controversial (63, 64). However, many studies indicated
that cold and dry environments have an immunosuppressive
effect on the host, and thereby increase the risk of acquiring
infections (65–67). Increased exposure to cold air was shown
to induce a temperature-related reduction in lung function in
patients with chronic inflammatory airway diseases, such as
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma (68).
Seasonal changes in temperature were also shown to affect the
local immune response in the nose (66). It was shown that
the antiviral defense response against rhinovirus infection in
cultured mouse airway cells is reduced at low temperature (69).
The cooling of the nasal airway by the inhaled cold air induces
a decrease in the temperature of the respiratory epithelium, and
compromise both the mucociliary clearance (MCC) in the nose
and the local immune response in the upper airway (66).

The nasal respiratory epithelium is made up of ciliated cells
covered with an airway surface layer comprised of a mucus
layer that catches inhaled particles and low viscosity pericilliary
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layer that moisturizes the surfaces and enable ciliary beating
(70). MCC is a key mechanism required for getting rid of
particles, including infectious agents, stuck on the surface of the
respiratory epithelium (70). Production of thin mucosal layer
and beating of cilia at a specific frequency are considered key
factors for efficient MCC (66). MCC was shown to be affected by
temperature and relative humidity. A recent study demonstrated
thatMCC and epithelial cellular repair in influenza virus-infected
cells is reduced at a low relative humidity (67). Using a climate
chamber for cell culture, a study showed that a temperature
of 25◦C and RH of 40% induced more production of mucin
compared to 37◦C and 80% RH (71). In addition, it was shown
that tracheal and nasal mucociliary beat frequency decreases as
the temperature falls below 20◦C and totally ceases at 5◦C (72).
These studies indicate that low temperature and low humidity
in the nasal airway compromise the MCC by increasing mucin
secretion and reducing mucociliary beat frequency (67, 71, 73).
Moreover, a study done on guinea pigs revealed that breathing
dry air can disrupt cilia, damage epithelial cells, and induce
local inflammation of the trachea (74). More importantly, the
phagocytic activity of macrophages, a key non-specific immune
response mechanism against viruses, was found to be reduced
both in vivo and in vitro at low temperatures (75).

It has also been postulated that shortened exposure to
sunlight during the winter affects vitamin D levels, a key
modulator for both innate and adaptive immune responses,
which increases the susceptibility to respiratory infections during
winter (76, 77). A systematic review assessing the relation
between vitamin D and respiratory tract infections found that
vitamin D supplementation reduces the incidence of respiratory
tract infections (78). The high incidence of influenza was also
correlated with the seasonal decrease in vitamin D levels (79). A
recent observational study of 212 patients from three South Asian
hospitals, found a positive association between vitamin D levels
and clinical outcomes of COVID-19 patients (80).

MODES OF SARS-CoV-2 TRANSMISSION

The respiratory transmission mode of SARS-CoV-2 is not fully
understood. However, the virus is assumed to have a transmission
pattern similar to that of the influenza virus (81). These modes
include transmission through direct or indirect contact with
infected individuals. Transmission of the virus can occur via
fomites or direct contact with an infected person or through
respiratory droplets released during sneezing, coughing, or
talking (82). Studies showed that SARS-CoV-2 can stay viable on
surfaces for hours or even days especially in healthcare facilities
where the concentration of the virus released by the patients is
relatively high (82–84). The survival of the virus on these surfaces
depends on relative humidity and temperature and on the nature
of the contaminated surfaces (85, 86).

Although airborne virus transmission has not yet been
confirmed in humans, studies suggest that the occurrence of
aerosol transmission cannot be excluded, especially in closed
venues (82, 87). Airborne transmission occurs when the aerosols
(droplet nuclei <5µm) containing infectious viral particles
spread in air over a long distance and remain suspended for a
long time (82). These aerosols are produced from evaporation

of large respiratory droplets or released from the infected
individuals by coughing, sneezing, talking, or exhaling. The
aerosols can be breathed by individuals and cause infection
if enough infectious dose of the virus is present or upon
extended exposure (82). A study by Van Dormalan et al.
found that SARS-CoV-2 virus particles remained infectious for
3 h in experimentally generated virus-containing aerosols that
mimic the human-generated ones (83). Several studies reported
detecting SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the air samples collected from
different areas inside the hospitals such as patients’ toilet areas,
medical staff areas, and public areas prone to crowding (83,
88, 89). Recently, it was shown that infectious SARS-CoV-2
can be detected in air samples collected 2–4.8m away from
hospitalized COVID-19 patients, supporting the possibility of
airborne transmission at least in confined environments (90).

The possibility of transmission via the fecal-oral or fecal-
respiratory route has been also considered for COVID-19. SARS-
CoV-2 RNA and viable virus were also found in urine and
feces of infected patients (91–95). However, no evidence on
virus transmission through feces or urine exists (91–95). Some
studies also reported the detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA but not
infectious virus in blood samples of COVID-19 patients and
breast milk of infected mothers (91, 96, 97). The absence of viable
virus in blood and breast milk excludes the possibility of virus
transmission through these routes (91, 96, 97).

Controlling the transmission of respiratory viruses is very
challenging on its own, but is even more complicated in the
case of SARS-CoV-2 due to the well-demonstrated role of
asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic carriers (98–101). A meta-
analysis of nine studies from six countries (including 21,035 close
contacts of 843 COVID-19 cases) estimated the proportion of
asymptomatic COVID-19 carriers at 15% (95% CI 12–18%). The
transmission rates ranged from 0 to 2.2% for aymptomatic cases
compared to 0.8–15.4% among symptomatic ones (102). Lau
et al. estimated the presymptomatic transmission proportion to
be 44% (95% CI, 30–57%) with infectiousness peaking between
2 days before and 1 day after symptoms onset (103). While
a study carried out in Singapore found that around 6.4 % of
the secondary infections are caused by the pre-symptomatic
patients (104).

ROLE OF METEOROLOGICAL FACTORS
DURING SARS-CoV-2 TRANSMISSION

The seasonal differences between the Southern and Northern
hemispheres might have played a role in the spread of SARS-
CoV-2. Early in the pandemic, Northern hemisphere countries
with cold climates appeared to be the most vulnerable to
COVID-19 transmission, while tropical regions and those in
the Southern hemisphere seemed to be the least affected. Initial
studies suggested a potential role for meterological factors in
the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Sajadi et al. found more virus
spread in areas with an average temperature of 5–11◦C and
absolute humidity of 4–7 g/m3, suggesting a potentially seasonal
behavior (105). Another study found that around 90% of the
cases were reported in countries with temperatures maxima
below 17◦C and absolute humidity of 3–9 g/m3. The study
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suggested that the summer season might reduce the impact of
COVID-19 pandemic in those countries as the temperatures
rise (106). Another study concluded that SARS-CoV-2 transmits
more easily in countries with relatively cool conditions and that
transmission is reduced in sites with high temperatures and high
relative humidity (107). Chen et al. reported that the optimal
temperature for virus spread was found to be at 8◦C and humidity
between 60 and 90%. The authors suggested that the weather
plays a key role in the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 around
the world (108).

The association between the daily incidence of COVID-19
cases and climatic conditions in mainland China was examined
between January 20 and February 29, 2020. Using modified
susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered (M-SEIR) model, Shi
et al. found that COVID-19 transmission rate decreased at higher
temperatures (109). However, another study conducted during
the same period in China concluded that the increase in humidity
and temperature alone would not reduce the virus spread if the
public health interventions have not been strictly implemented
(110). Similarly, a prospective cohort study done on 144 different
areas other than China, South Korea, Iran, and Italy, found that
it is the strict interventions that are strongly associated with the
decrease in virus transmission but not latitude and temperature
(111). Nonetheless, the early lockdowns in some countries and
variable public interventions taken by various countries hindered
the ability of scientists to study the association between climate
and virus transmission. The aforementioned studies are also
being challenged by the fact that many countries in the Northern
hemisphere are witnessing a second wave of COVID-19 despite
entering the summer season.

CONCLUSION: WILL COVID-19 BECOME
SEASONAL?

The basic reproduction number (R0) is the number of secondary
cases resulting from a primary case in a susceptible population

and is an important indicator to predict the spread of a virus. For
a virus to follow a seasonal pattern, and thus wane in summer,
its effective R0 should drop below 1 (112). For SARS-CoV, the
R0 is estimated between 2 and 3 (112) and in some estimates
as high as 5.7 (113). As discussed above, several factors in the
summer might reduce the effective R0 of respiratory viruses
including the effect of warm tempertures and humidity on the
stability of the virus and susceptibility of the host as well as
behavior of the population such as indoor crowding. For seasonal
influenza virus, its R0 is estimated to be 1.27 (114). Therefore,
these aforementioned factors could easily drop the effective R0
to below 1 in summer halting the virus spread and resulting in
the observed seasonal pattern of flu. The warm temperatures and
humidity of the summermight impact the host immune response
and thus its susceptibility to infection by SARS-CoV-2 similar
to its effect on influenza (66). However, other factors including:
(1) a much higher R0, (2) higher stability of SARS-CoV-2 (it can
survive for up to 72 h on hard surfaces at temperatures between
21 and 23◦C and in relative humidity of 40%) (83), and (3) a
largely immunologically naïve population against SARS-CoV-2
compared to influenza make it unlikely for the R0 to drop in
summer enough to halt the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore,
without public health interventions, SARS-CoV-2 will continue
to spread in summer as witnessed in many countries around the
world. Nonetheless, as the population herd immunity is attained
through natural infections and/or vaccinations then the effective
R0 is expected to drop substantially making the virus more prone
to seasonal fluctuations.
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Objective: The present study aimed at investigating the clinical risk factors for COVID-19

patients developing frommoderate condition to severe condition, and providing reference

for early intervention and prognosis.

Methods: We collected the clinical data of 24 patients with moderate-to-severe

COVID-19 who were admitted to the isolation ward of the First Affiliated Hospital of

Bengbu Medical College from January, 2020 to February 20, 2020, and evaluated the

data of clinical characteristics, blood test results, inflammatory index, chest CT imaging

characteristics, and antiviral treatment, comparing this with the clinical data of 41 patients

with moderate condition in the same period. From this comparison we thus summarized

the current knowledge of potential risk factors for COVID-19 patients developing from

moderate to severe condition.

Results: (1) Clinical characteristics: The moderate-to-severe group and the moderate

group in terms of combined common underlying diseases and respiratory frequency

showed significant difference statistically (t-value were 13.32, 6.17, respectively,

P < 0.05), while no significant difference between the two groups in gender, age, or

clinical symptoms was statistically observed(P > 0.05).

(2) Analysis of blood test results: The lymphocyte count and plasma albumin of the

moderate-to-severe group were significantly lower than those of the moderate group

(t-values were 4.16, 4.11, respectively, P < 0.05), and the blood glucose and urea

of the moderate-to-severe group were significantly higher than those of the moderate

group (t-value were 3.27, 4.19, respectively, P < 0.05). However, there was no

significant difference in terms of white blood cell count (WBC), platelet count (PLT), and

glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (GPT) (P > 0.05).

(3) Comparison of inflammatory indicators: The level of IL-6 and CRP of the

moderate-to-severe group were significantly higher than those of the moderate group

(t-values were 2.84, 4.88, respectively, P < 0.05).

(4) Imaging comparison: As for patients with moderate COVID-19, the imaging

manifestations were the concurrence of ground-glass opacity, patchy shadow, and

consolidation shadow in both lungs, diffuse ground-glass opacity in both lungs

accompanied by air bronchogram, and large area consolidation of both lungs with
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pulmonary interstitial changes. The possibility for these patients to develop into severe

condition increased, and the differences were statistically significant (t= 10.92, P< 0.05).

(5) Clinical antiviral treatment: There was no statistically significant difference in the

combination of two or three antiviral drugs between the two groups (χ2
= 0.05, P> 0.05).

Conclusion: Current evidence suggested that the combination of common underlying

diseases, respiratory frequency, lymphocyte count, blood glucose, albumin, urea level,

inflammatory factors (CRP, IL-6), and imaging manifestations collectively contributed to

the potential risk factors for the development of COVID-19 from moderate condition to

severe condition. Particular attention should be paid to early detection and intervention

during clinical work, which will be of vital significance to the ascent of the recovery rate

as well as the reduction of mortality.

Keywords: COVID-19, moderate, severe, risk factors, IL-6

INTRODUCTION

Since December 2019, patients with novel coronavirus
pneumonia have been detected in the city of Wuhan in Hubei
province. With the rapid spread of the epidemic, additional cases
have been found in other parts of China and abroad. The disease
was officially named “2019 coronavirus disease” (COVID-19)
by the Director-General of WHO, Tan Desai, on February
11th and a subsequent announcement by the National Center
for Disease Control and Prevention declared the inclusion of
COVID-19 in the national “class B” infectious diseases and the
adoption of “class A” infectious disease prevention and control
measures Novel coronavirus pneumonia diagnosis and treatment
plan of People’s Republic of China national health and Health
Committee. Fundamental clinical and epidemiological studies
on COVID-19 have been reported recently (Chan J. et al., 2020;
Chen L. et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020). With the efforts of positive and effective prevention
and control measures throughout the country and the devotion
from the vast majority of medical workers, the epidemic has been
basically controlled. However, the number of cases has continued
to grow dramatically among overseas countries, especially Italy,
Spain, and others, accompanied by a relative high mortality
rate. We found that some moderate patients tend to develop
into severe condition in a short period of time, or even become
critical, so it is very difficult to improve the level of treatment.
The distinction for these patients in the early stage will be of
great value to the improvement of diagnosis and treatment. In
the study, we collected clinical data derived from 24 patients
admitted to our hospital with COVID-19 developing from
moderate to severe condition, compared this with the clinical
data of 41 patients with moderate condition in the same period,
and analyzed the potential risk factors for COVID-19 patients
developing from moderate to severe condition.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
The study has been approved by the medical ethics committee
of the First Affiliated Hospital of Bengbu Medical College, which

conforms to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Our
hospital is the designated hospital for COVID-19 in Anhui
Province, and one of the four intensive treatment bases for
severe patients in the province. All the cases meet the COVID-19
diagnostic criteria (sixth edition): (1) epidemiological history:
travel history or residential history inWuhan and its surrounding
areas or other communities with reported cases within 14
days before onset; history of contact with a novel coronavirus
infected person (positive in nucleic acid test) within 14 days
before onset; exposure to patients with fever or respiratory
symptoms from Wuhan and its surrounding areas or other
communities with reported cases within 14 days before onset;
and a clustering onset of disease. (2) Clinical manifestations:
fever and/or respiratory symptoms; the aforementioned imaging
characteristics of COVID-19; and the total WBC is normal
or decreased in the early stage, or the lymphocyte count is
decreased. A suspected case can be diagnosed if the patient
has any one of the characteristics of epidemiological histories
and conforms to any two of the clinical manifestations. If
the patient has no epidemiological history and conforms to
three of the clinical manifestations, it can be diagnosed as a
suspected case. The inclusion criteria for confirmed cases was:
suspected cases with one of the following pieces of etiological
evidence: positive nucleic acid of novel coronavirus was detected
in Real-time fluorescence RT-PCR; or gene sequencing of the
virus revealed a high homology with the novel coronavirus.
We collected the clinical data of 24 patients with moderate-to-
severe COVID-19 who were admitted to the isolation ward of
the First Affiliated Hospital of Bengbu Medical College from
January, 2020 to February 20, 2020, and evaluated the clinical
characteristics, blood test results, inflammatory index, chest
CT imaging characteristics, and antiviral treatment, comparing
these with the clinical data of 41 patients with moderate
condition in the same period, and summarized the potential
risk factors for COVID-19 patients developing from moderate to
severe condition.

Clinical Typing of Disease Severity
All confirmed patients were clinically classified according to the
“diagnosis and treatment plan of novel coronavirus pneumonia”
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of clinical characteristics between two groups.

General Moderate- Moderate χ
2/t P-value

information to-severe Group

Group (N = 41)

(N = 24)

Gender Male 15 20 1.15 >0.05

Female 9 21

Age <40 yr 1 5 2.52 >0.05

40–50 yr 4 11

51–60 yr 12 15

≥60 yr 7 10

Combined underlying

diseases

1 13 36 13.32 <0.05

≥2 11 5

Clinical symptoms Fever 21 41 3.41 >0.05

Cough/sputum 8 12

chest distress

and dyspnea

3 1

others 0 1

Main physical signs <24 times /min 16 36 6.13 <0.05

≥24 times /min 8 5

TABLE 2 | Comparison of hematological indexes between the two groups.

Hematological Moderate-to-severe Moderate Group t P-value

index Group (N = 24) (N = 41)

WBC (×109/L) 6.34 ± 3.68 6.42 ± 3.53 0.09 >0.05

Lymphocyte

count (×109/L)

0.98 ± 0.53 1.56 ± 0.55 4.16 <0.05

PLT (×109/L) 237.58 ± 125.53 257.68 ± 84.12 0.77 >0.05

Plasma albumin

(g/L)

35.03 ± 5.92 40.01 ± 3.85 4.11 <0.05

ALT (U/L) 42.88 ± 41.83 36.73 ± 34.71 0.63 >0.05

Blood glucose

(mmol/L)

8.84 ± 3.88 6.51 ± 1.86 3.27 <0.05

Urea (umol/L) 5.97 ± 2.96 3.74 ± 1.31 4.19 <0.05

TABLE 3 | Comparison of inflammatory indicators between the two groups.

Inflammatory Moderate-to-severe Moderate Group t P-value

indicators Group (N = 24) (N = 41)

IL-6 (pg/ml) 9.88 ± 4.59 6.69 ± 4.23 2.84 <0.01

CRP (mg/L) 47.88 ± 16.63 28.35 ± 14.91 4.88 <0.01

at admission. Moderate condition was classified as a patient with
fever and respiratory symptoms with whom manifestations of
pneumonia can be found in imaging findings. Severe condition
was classified based on any of the following: respiratory distress,
RR ≥ 30 times/min; under resting state, oxygen saturation
≤93%; and arterial partial oxygen pressure (PaO2)/oxygen
concentration (FiO2) ≤300 mmHg (1 mmHg = 0.133 kpa).

Patients with lesion progression more than 50% shown by
pulmonary imaging within 24–48 h were managed under severe
care Novel coronavirus pneumonia diagnosis and treatment
plan of People’s Republic of China national health and Health
Committee.

Test Method
In the morning of the second day after admission, 2ml of
the fasting venous blood was taken and sent to the laboratory
to check the blood routine and blood biochemistry; automatic
blood cell analyzer and blood biochemical analyzer were used
for detection. The serum inflammatory factor IL-6 was detected
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The operation
was carried out in strict accordance with the manual. The kit was
purchased from eBioscience company (EPX650-16500-901).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS 19.0 was used. The counting data of normally distributed
measurements was expressed by x̄± s, t-test was conducted, and
themeasurement data in percentage were tested by χ2/t. P< 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Comparison of Clinical Characteristics
The general information of the 24 patients developing from
moderate to severe condition on admission included: the median
age, which was 56 years (21–83 years); 15 males (62.50%) and
nine females (37.50%); and 13 patients (54.17%) with one or
no common underlying diseases, and 11 patients (45.83%) with
more than two kinds of common underlying diseases, such
as hypertension, coronary heart disease, diabetes, etc. The 41
moderate patients were 30–78 years old, and the median age
was 53 years old; there were 20 male patients (48.78%), and
21 female patients (51.22%); 36 patients (87.80%) had one or
no common underlying diseases, and five patients (12.20%)
had more than two kinds of common underlying diseases.
Among the 24 confirmed patients, symptoms and signs included:
21 patients (87.50%) with fever, eight patients (33.33%) with
cough and sputum, three patients (12.50%) with chest tightness
and dyspnea, and no patients (0%) with other symptoms. The
main physical signs included increased respiratory frequency
(≥24 times /min) in eight patients (33.33%). Among the 41
confirmed cases, 41 patients (100%) had fever, 12 patients
(29.27%) had cough and expectoration, one patient (2.44%) had
chest distress and dyspnea, and one patient (2.44%) had other
signs. The main signs included increased respiratory rate (≥24
times/min) in five patients (12.20%). By comparison, there were
significant differences in combined common underlying diseases
and respiratory frequency between the moderate group and the
severe group (t-values were 13.32, 6.17, respectively, P < 0.05),
while there were no significant differences in gender, age, or
clinical symptoms between the two groups (P > 0.05) (Table 1).

Comparison of Blood Test Results
The comparison of hematological indexes on the second day
after admission of the two groups of patients showed that the
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FIGURE 1 | Single ground-glass opacity.

FIGURE 2 | Multiple external subpleural ground-glass opacity.

FIGURE 3 | Ground-glass opacity, patchy shadow, and consolidation shadow

in both lungs.

FIGURE 4 | Diffuse ground-glass opacity in both lungs accompanied by

air bronchogram.

FIGURE 5 | Large area consolidation of both lungs with pulmonary

interstitial changes.

lymphocyte count and plasma albumin in the moderate-to-
severe group were significantly lower than that in the moderate
group (t-values were 4.16, 4.11, respectively, P < 0.05). The
levels of blood glucose and urea in the moderate-to-severe group
were significantly higher than the moderate group (t-values
were 3.27, 4.19, respectively, P < 0.05). However, there was no
significant difference in terms of white blood cell count (WBC),
platelet count (PLT), or glutamic-pyruvic transaminase (GPT)
(P > 0.05) (Table 2).

Comparison of Inflammatory Indicators
The levels of IL-6 and CRP of the moderate-to-severe group were
significantly higher than those of the moderate group (t-values
were 2.84, 4.88, respectively, P < 0.05) (Table 3).

Comparison of Imaging Manifestation
According to the CT imaging manifestation of 65 COVID-19
patients, the typical imaging signs were (Figures 1–5): (1) single
ground-glass opacity (GGO); (2) multiple external subpleural
ground-glass opacity; (3) concurrence of ground-glass opacity,
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TABLE 4 | Comparison of imaging manifestation between the two groups.

Imaging Moderate-to- Moderate t P-value

manifestation severe Group (%) Group (%)

Single ground-glass opacity 1 (4.17%) 8 (19.51%) 10.92 <0.05

Multiple external subpleural

Ground-glass opacity

4 (16.67%) 17 (41.46%)

Ground-glass opacity, patchy

shadow and consolidation

shadow in both lungs

11 (45.83%) 10 (24.39%)

Diffuse ground-glass opacity in

both lungs accompanied by air

bronchogram

7 (29.16%) 6 (14.64%)

Large area consolidation of both

lungs with pulmonary interstitial

changes

1 (4.17%) 0

TABLE 5 | Comparison of antiviral treatment between the two groups.

Antiviral Moderate-to- Moderate χ
2 P-value

treatment severe Group Group

Combination of 2

antiviral treatment

20 35 0.05 >0.05

Combination of 3

antiviral treatment

4 6

patchy shadow, and consolidation shadow in both lungs; (4)
diffuse ground-glass opacity in both lungs accompanied by air
bronchogram; and (5) large area consolidation of both lungs
with pulmonary interstitial changes. Comparisons of the imaging
manifestation between the two groups showed a statistically
significant difference (t = 10.92, P < 0.05). In terms of the
proportion of the latter three typical signs, the moderate-to-
severe group was higher than the moderate group (Table 4).

Comparison of Antiviral Treatment
For clinical antiviral treatment of COVID-19, according to
the current scheme, it is recommended to use abidol, klidge,
interferon, chloroquine, ribavirin, etc. Two or three used in
conjunction are recommended. The dosage, method, and course
of treatment are in accordance with the national covid-19
treatment program. This study shows no statistically significant
difference in the combination of two antiviral drugs or the
combination of three antiviral drugs between the two groups
(χ2

= 0.05, P > 0.05) (Table 5).

DISCUSSION

It can be suggested that some of the moderate patients can
develop to the severe type, or even to the critical type, within
a very short period of time from the clinical work, which
makes the improvement of the remedy rate of clinical treatment
more difficult. The detection of these patients from the early
stage will be worthwhile to the improvement of diagnosis and

treatment. This study analyzed the clinical data of 24 COVID-
19 patients admitted to our hospital developing from moderate
to severe condition, and compared this with the clinical data
of 41 moderate patients in the same period; the results were
consistent with the results of Guo et al. (2019). Themost common
underlying diseases are hypertension, diabetes, and coronary
heart disease. This may be because the majority of patients are
the elderly with a compromised immunity, so we should pay
extra attention to elderly patients. However, further analysis
of gender, age, and clinical symptoms revealed no significant
correlation with the development from moderate to severe
condition (P > 0.05), which might be attributed to the small
number of cases. (2) Compared with the hematological indexes of
the two groups after admission, the lymphocyte count and plasma
albumin levels in themoderate-to-severe group were significantly
lower than those in the moderate group (t-values were 4.16,
4.11, respectively, P < 0.05). The decrease of lymphocyte count
indicates the possibility of immune impairment, and the decrease
of albumin may contribute to the hepatic albumin synthesis
disorder caused by the direct damage of the virus to hepatocytes.
Some researchers (Guo et al., 2019) proposed to use lymphocyte
count <0.8 × 109/L as one of the indicators to predict the
death risk model of viral pneumonia. The moderate-to-severe
group was significantly higher than the moderate group in blood
glucose and urea (t-values were 3.27, 4.19, respectively, P <

0.05), these patients with elevated blood glucose and urea are
more likely to develop to severe type. The increase of blood
glucose may be connected with the severity of patients or the
existence of complicated diabetes, while the increase of BUN
may be related to the severe inflammatory response and the
hypermetabolism caused by fever in severe patients. However,
there was no significant difference in contrast with WBC, PLT,
and GBT (P > 0.05). It is inferred that moderate patients with
a low lymphocyte count and low albumin on admission are
more likely to develop to severe condition, which is consistent
with the results of most clinical studies (Chen Y. et al., 2020),
thus more efforts should be given to these cases. With great
individual diversities, we also found that patients had different
immune responses to the virus, leading to vast varieties in clinical
symptoms, disease progression, and response to therapeutic
drugs (Castrucci, 2018). Therefore, for the clinical progression of
COVID-19, we should also consider the differences in individual
inflammatory responses and search for some objective indicators
to help accurately predict the clinical progression and cover
the deficiency.

It is well-known that the immune function can enable
the body to acquire the defense ability required to resist
external infection and eliminate foreignmicroorganisms, thereby
inhibiting the infection and restoring health. But everything has
two sides. When the virus invades the body, if the immune
system is overactivated or out of control, it will produce
an extreme immune response, and release large amounts of
cytokines, which in turn attack the host. This phenomenon is
called “inflammatory storm.” Numerous evidences have shown
that cytokines and chemokines are significantly elevated in
patients with severe infection and are considered to reflect the
severity of the disease (La Gruta et al., 2007). Studies have
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shown that the expression levels of serum IL-2R, IL-6, and other
cytokines in patients with COVID-19 dramatically increased on
average, particularly in the critical patients. Therefore, some
scholars pointed out that peripheral blood IL-6 could be applied
as a key factor to independently predict the progression of
COVID-19. It can be speculated on the basis of that, as a
blocking target, IL-6 might have potential clinical value in
inhibiting the inflammatory response. Tocilizumab, namely
human anti-human interleukin-6 receptor monoclonal antibody,
suppresses the activity of IL-6 in peripheral blood to block
or reduce the inflammatory response (Yang et al., 2020). With
the detection of serum CRP and IL-6 in patients, we found
that the levels of IL-6 and CRP in the moderate-to-severe
group were significantly higher than that in the moderate group
(t-values were 2.84, 4.88, respectively, P < 0.05), indicating
the possibility of immunocompromise. The moderate patients
with elevated CRP and IL-6 are more likely to develop into
severe condition.

In order to understand the status of lung lesions in COVID-
19 patients, we recommend chest HRCT to avoid misdiagnosis
and missed diagnosis. Clinical studies have demonstrated
that COVID-19 has characteristic manifestations in chest CT.
According to the CT imaging manifestations of 65 COVID-
19 patients, the comparison of the imaging manifestations
between the two groups of patients displayed that the latter
three manifestations in the moderate-to-severe group were
significantly higher than those in the moderate group (t =

10.92, P < 0.05). It is necessary to note that COVID-19
patients rarely present with pleural effusion or lymphadenopathy
(Medical Expert Group of Tongji Hospital Affiliated to Tongji
Medical College of Huazhong University of Science Technology,
2020).

For antiviral treatment, the treatment scheme in “the
Diagnosis and Treatment Scheme of the Pneumonia Caused
by the Novel Coronavirus” established by the National Health
Commission of the People’s Republic of China has been
constantly adjusted. α- interferon, lopinavir/ritonavir, abidor
tablets, ribavirin, and chloroquine phosphate, can be trialed.With
the ever-changing treatment courses, the joint application of
three or more antiviral drugs is not recommended. For the vast
majority of the studied cases, we adopted two antiviral drugs.
For a small number of young patients, we tried three antiviral
drugs with the consent of patients, which had no apparent effect
on preventing the moderate patients from developing into severe

condition, and the difference between the two groups was not

statistically significant (P > 0.05). Meanwhile, the time for the
virus to turn negative was not shortened, and a proportion of
patients even had adverse reactions. So, we do not recommend
the use of more than two antiviral drugs, the exact efficacy of
which needs further clinical observation.

In our study, the majority of the 24 moderate-to-severe
patients developed into moderate condition after active
treatment, one patient developed into critical condition, and
all these patients were cured and discharged eventually. In
conclusion, the risk factors for COVID-19 patients to develop
from moderate to severe condition consists of: complicated
common underlying diseases, respiratory frequency, lymphocyte
count, blood glucose, albumin, urea, inflammatory factor (CRP,
IL-6), and imaging manifestations. It is worth noting in clinical
work that early detection and treatment is crucial to raise the
cure rate and reduce the mortality. However, due to limited
number of cases in this study, it may be necessary to conduct a
meta-analysis of the relevant parts in further research to make
the results more convincing.
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The first patient infected by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) in Panama was reported on March 9, 2020. Here, we describe the

first case of recovery from coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the country. The

patient was a 49-year-old male high school teacher, who did not show any primary

symptoms of COVID-19 described by health authorities as the signs for medical attention.

Nonetheless, he became severely ill over the course of 2 weeks and almost lost the

battle against COVID-19. The identification of the first cluster of SARS-CoV-2 community

transmission in the secondary school where the patient of this case report taught, led to

the closure of the school and, a day after, the shutdown of the national education system,

which may have prevented the spread and slowed the transmission rate of COVID-19

during the early stages of invasion. This case report highlights the need to increase

awareness among healthcare professionals in Latin America to consider symptoms such

as anosmia and dysgeusia as the sentinel signs of COVID-19 infection in order to prevent

deaths, especially in high-risk patients.

Keywords: epidemiological investigation, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, anosmia, dysgeusia, Panama City

INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is the etiological agent of the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic that has affected more than 100 countries, with more
than 19.3 million confirmed cases (1). High fever (38◦C), dry cough, and shortness of breath are
the most common symptoms resulting in patients requiring oxygen treatment, and some needing
immediate access to the intensive care unit (ICU) due to respiratory distress with≥50% probability
of death (2). Globally, a lethality rate ranging from 2.1% (South Korea) to 14.3% (Italy) has been
reported, depending on case surveillance strategy and number of tests (per million people) across
countries affected by COVID-19 (1–3). The infection severely affects people >60 years of age,
while children and young adults are often oligosymptomatic. Nonetheless, the infection could be
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dangerous in younger individuals with underlying diseases (2, 3).
With no specific antiviral drug therapy or an effective vaccine
against SARS-CoV-2 in the near future, patients under critical
conditions are treated with the standard supportive care practices
for acute respiratory distress syndrome (4). At the same time,
public health outbreak response measures are based on enforcing
isolation, quarantine, and social distancing to mitigate the spread
of the disease, and reduce the number of people requiring
hospitalization (3–5).

Panama City is the second most populous urban center in
Central America and a hub of international trade and tourism.
It has a metropolitan population of 1.6 million people, and
∼2.5 million visitors arriving from abroad annually (6). The
Ministry of Health in Panama (MINSA, for its initials in Spanish),
with the support of the Pan-American Health Organization, had
established a strong containment strategy that covered all ports
of entry into the country since March 16, 2020. Extra stringent
actions of community containment such as closing schools and
universities, private sector companies, and government offices
were also implemented by March 12, 2020, including limiting
large gatherings of people in commercial centers, sport arenas,
and other public spaces (7). The main goal of these actions was
to reduce the transmission rate of the virus for 14–20 days after
a cluster of activity had been identified, and protect the overall
healthcare system capacity.

Currently, attempts to prevent the spread of the virus are no
longer focused only on the close contacts of confirmed cases
within familial households or work-related spaces. Strict social
distancing measures are being implemented to help decrease
the spread of the virus, but the curve has not flattened yet. As
of August 7, 2020, SARS-CoV-2 has infected 71,418 people in
the country, and 1,574 have died (1, 8). Although it is believed
that the initial infections in Panama originated from travelers
who entered the country from Europe and the US (9, 10),
the epidemiological scenario surrounding a potential index case
has not yet been established in the country. In this report, we
describe the epidemiological chronicle of the first COVID-19
recovery case in Panama. This patient is a high school teacher
in Panama City, who initially had no fever or dry cough, but
instead presented loss of appetite, anosmia, and dysgeusia along
with episodes of mild-to-moderate dyspnea that worsened over
2 weeks.

CASE REPORT

Written and signed informed consent was obtained from the
patient to publish this case report. On February 21, 2020,
a 49-year-old male with flu-like symptoms such as myalgia,
dehydration, fatigue, and chills, but without fever, cough, or
respiratory distress visited the hospital to seek medical treatment.
He was sent back home with prescriptions by the medical doctor
for a probable viral infection. At that point, there were no
reported cases of COVID-19 in Panama. Prior to this time, the
patient was healthy, without any preexisting medical conditions
and had not traveled outside Panama in the last 12months. As the
symptoms continued, including additional ones such as diarrhea,

dizziness, and dyspnea, the patient visited a private clinic twice
in <6 days, and tested negative for dengue virus (Figure 1). A
week after symptom onset, his body temperature (37.0◦C, 98.6◦F)
and total white blood cell count (9.2 × 103 cells/µl) were in the
normal range, but he would easily get tired after simple activities
such as walking up the stairs of the school. During the first
days of the academic year in Panama (March 1–3, 2020), he was
unable to smell (anosmia) or taste any food (dysgeusia). He had
diminished appetite but decided to continue teaching biology to
∼40 teenage students.

On March 3, 2020, he was admitted to the public hospital
Caja de Seguro Social (CSS) Complejo Hospitalario Doctor
Arnulfo Arias Madrid, along with the 64-year old male director
of the same school, who had high fever, severe cough, and
persistent respiratory problems. It is important to note that this
occurred 6 days before MINSA officially confirmed the first case
of COVID-19 in Panama in a Panamanian citizen who had
recently returned from Spain on March 8, 2020. On arrival, the
high school teacher’s symptoms had evolved to dry cough, fever,
and shortness of breath (Figure 1), and his chest radiograph
showed extensive areas of multilobar opacities and bilateral
minor pleural effusions, suggesting pneumonia (Figures 2A–D)
(11). At that point, the complete blood count (CBC) showed
leukocytosis (82.1% neutrophils) and hyperglycemia (Table 1).
These measurements exceeded or were short of the normal
range from day 2 until day 18 of hospitalization. In addition,
CBC from day 8 to day 21 showed low levels of hemoglobin
and hematocrit (Table 1). Moreover, on March 3, 2020, he
was tested for a panel of respiratory diseases/pathogens by the
Film Array polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique (BioFire;
Salt Lake City, USA), including several strains of coronavirus
known to infect humans, and other numerous viral and bacterial
pathogens. However, all results were categorized as undetected
(Table 1). Additional laboratory testing was completed on day 2
of hospitalization, including microbiological culture, urinalysis,
and serum chemistry. Between day 1 and day 18, the patient
presented leukocytosis with neutrophilia, lymphopenia, and
hypoalbuminemia (Table 1). From day 2–21, there were some
alterations in the hepatic function, including higher levels
of alanine transferase (ALT), aspartate transferase (AST), and
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (Table 1). The chest radiographs
continued to show signs of bilateral alveolar infiltrates until
day 20, but signs of improvement were seen from March 12
(Figures 2E–G). Despite not knowing the cause of the patient’s
illness initially, on March 6, 2020, the medical team decided to
initiate treatment with cephalosporins and continuous infusion
of methylprednisolone (100 mg/24 h) for 4 days (Figure 1).

Given the many tropical infectious diseases with similar
symptomologies to COVID-19 in Latin America, the medical
staff thought the patient’s presentation was most likely caused
by a local infection. Also, since no confirmed case of COVID-
19 had been reported in Panama at the time when the patient
was admitted to the hospital, and theWorld Health Organization
(WHO) had not yet declared the pandemic, he was not tested
for SARS-CoV-2 using reverse-transcription-PCR (RT-PCR).
Instead, the medical staff suspected that he had contracted the
Hantavirus (HTV) or Sin Nombre virus of the Bunyaviridae
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FIGURE 1 | Case history of the first recovered coronavirus disease (COVID-19) patient from Panama. *The patient experienced no fever, sore throat, nasal congestion,

running nose or severe coughing since symptom onset until the day of hospitalization. **Carnivals (“Carnavales”) are one of the most popular holiday celebrations of

the year in Panama. ***The first confirmed case of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in Panama using reverse-transcription

polymerase-chain-reaction (RT-PCR) testing was reported on March 9, 2020, and the same day the patient was confirmed positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection. The

school where the first cluster of activity was detected in Panama City closed on March 10, 2020, 5 days after the beginning of the academic year. ICU, Intensive care

unit; IgG, Immunoglobulin G.

family, an endemic and rarely fatal infection that causes severe
pulmonary and renal complications in humans (12). Indeed,
he had been in the Azuero peninsula visiting relatives during
a family gathering 3 weeks earlier, which is the area with the
most number of HTV cases per year recorded in Panama. He
could have potentially been exposed to urine secretions from the
animal reservoir (e.g., Oligoryzomys fulvescens) (12). However,
the result for HTV test was negative. After receiving information
from MINSA about the first confirmed COVID-19 case in the
country, which was after 6 days of being hospitalized and more
than 13 days of symptom onset, the patient underwent RT-PCR
and tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA. On March 6, 3 days
before the SARS-CoV-2 infection was confirmed in the patient,
his respiratory pattern worsened together with deterioration
of the oxygenation parameters, requiring intubation and
invasive mechanical ventilation. He was transferred to the
ICU on March 9 (Figure 1; Table 1), where the medical
team suspended treatment with steroids and began treatment
with hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, and lopinavir/ritonavir
regimen according to WHO recommendations (4).

An epidemiological investigation began almost immediately
to determine all contacts and potentially newly infected people.
Approximately 15 people, including family members, students,
friends, and colleagues were tested for SARS-CoV-2, none of
whom tested positive or became ill with COVID-19. In addition,
∼200 people from the school who had been in close contact
with the director and the patient were followed-up clinically,
and 10% were tested for SARS-CoV-2. The patient still does
not know where he may have acquired the virus, as he had
not been in close contact with the director or co-worker

during the school organization week (Figure 1). Instead, cluster
transmission might have been already occurring at the school,
as seven more professors tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, after
this patient was tested for the virus. Interestingly, none of these
people or their relatives had traveled outside Panama in the
last 12 months, and none developed severe symptoms or died
due to COVID-19. As part of the first officially reported cluster
of COVID-19 cases in the country, this case report served as
evidence for health authorities to close the patient’s school on
March 10, 2020 (13), and shutdown the national education
system just a day after (14).

Due to recurrent fever and neutrophilia, blood cultures and
respiratory samples were obtained from the patient on March 18
(day 16 of hospitalization), showing an Acinetobacter baumannii
complex infection without organ dysfunction, which was treated
successfully (Figure 1). On March 19, the patient was extubated,
weaned off the invasive mechanical ventilation, and discharged
from the ICU after 4 days. He was officially designated as the first
Panamanian resident to have recovered from an aggravated case
of COVID-19 disease in the country (15). The patient’s co-worker
and director of the high school died on March 8, 2020, 5 days
after being hospitalized. The autopsy revealed a prior infection
with SARS-CoV-2 and resultant death due to COVID-19.

DISCUSSION

Panama was one the of the first Latin America countries to
enter the list of territories affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
It has the largest testing rate per inhabitant in the region, and
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TABLE 1 | Clinical results of the first recovered coronavirus disease (COVID-19) patient from Panama.

Measure Reference range Day 1 Day 2 Day 8 Day 10 ICU Day 16 ICU Day 18 ICU Day 21

Mar 3 Mar 4 Mar 10 Mar 12 Mar 18 Mar 20 Mar 23

White cell count (/µl) 3.9–11.5 × 103 13.0 15.3 17.5 16.8 25.5 14.7 7.6

% Neutrophil 50–70 82.1 88 86.2 89.9 91.5 81 59.4

Platelet count (/µl) 150–400 281 249 464 515 455 342 410

% Lymphocytes 25–50 8.5 6.2 6.5 6.7 2.7 10.2 22.2

Red blood cell count (per µl) 4.0–6.2 × 106 4.51 4.0 3.57 3.37 3.32 3.74 3.8

Hemoglobin (g/dl) 12.5–18 12.7 12.5 11.3 10.5 9.9 11.2 11.5

Hematocrit (%) 36–50 41.9 37.7 35 32.2 32.3 35.4 35.8

Glucose (mg/dl) 70–105 126 151 119 115 178 77 80

Blood urea nitrogen (mg/dl) 6–20 11 12 18 21 35 22 25

Creatinine (mg/dl) 0.7–1.2 1.07 0.85 0.80 0.65 0.59 0.60 0.60

Albumin (g/dl) 3.4–4.8 - 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.1 2.9 3.4

Sodium (mEq/liter) 136–145 137 136 146 145 145 138 140

Potassium (mEq/liter) 3.5–5.1 4.3 3.9 4.5 4.0 4.4 3.1 4.7

Chloride (mEq/L) 98–107 97 100 103 103 106 100 104

Alanine transferase (U/L) 10–50 - 146 150 282 530 241 133

Aspartate transferase (U/L) 10–38 - 178 107 252 146 50 48

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L) 120–230 - 372 424 605 414 335 356

Creatine phosphokinase (U/L) 38–174 - 325 371 907 - 127 76

C-Reactive protein (U/L) 0–3 - - - - 16.7 96 -

Culture (Endotracheal Secretion) n/a - - - - *** - -

*Film Array PCR Respiratory Panel n/a ** - - - - - -

Color code: uncolored boxes, values within the reference range; green boxes, values below the reference range; red boxes, values above the reference range; gray boxes, values not

measured.

ICU, Intensive care unit.

A nasopharyngeal swab specimen was tested for a respiratory panel of human pathogens and illness by *Film Array polymerase chain reaction (BioFire; Salt Lake City, UT, USA),

including various viruses (Coronavirus 229E, Coronavirus HKU1, Coronavirus OC43, Coronavirus NL63, Adenovirus, Human Metapneumovirus, Human Rhinovirus/Enterovirus, Influenza

A, Influenza A/H1, Flu-A-H1 2009, Flu-A-H1 PAN, Flu-A-H3, Flu-A-PAN-1, Flu-A-PAN-2, Influenza B, Parainfluenza virus 1, Parainfluenza virus 2, Parainfluenza virus 3, Parainfluenza

virus 4, and VRS) and bacteria (Bordetella pertussis, Chlamydophila pneumoniae, and Mycoplasma pneumonia).

**Not detected; ***Acinetobacter baumannii complex associated health care infection.

consequently the highest incidence of COVID-19 with 71,418
confirmed cases and 1,574 deceased by day 151 since the initial
invasion (8). This makes it an ideal location to outline the
potential epidemiological scenarios that might be present in the
early stages of SARS-CoV-2 invasion in other countries of this
region. Here, we described the epidemiologic chronicle of the
first COVID-19 recovery case from Panama. The patient was
a 49-year-old male high school teacher, who did not show any
of the primary COVID-19 symptoms initially (i.e., fever, dry
cough, and respiratory distress) as described by health authorities
for seeking medical attention (16, 17). Nonetheless, he became
severely ill over the course of 2 weeks and almost lost the battle
against COVID-19.

Despite having severe pneumonia and being critically ill for
17 days, the medical staff claimed that he recovered quickly from
COVID-19 because he did not have any underlying conditions
such as hypertension, diabetes, and cardiovascular or renal
diseases (17). From a clinical stand point, it is noteworthy
to mention that the 4-days course of continuous infusion of
steroids seems to have had a positive impact on the clinical
condition of the patient, evidenced by the significant radiological
improvement from March 9 to 20 (Figures 2D–G). However,

steroid treatment in COVID-19 patients has been controversial,
with inconsistent clinical outcomes (4, 16, 17). Similar to other
COVID-19 case studies, the patient showed signs of lymphopenia
and 16% increased levels of aspartate amino transferase (17–
19). Further laboratory testing confirmed lymphopenia and
elevated values of AST, ALT, C-reactive (CRP), and LDH
levels. Nevertheless, leukocytosis was detected in the patient
upon arrival at the hospital and remained until day 18 of
hospitalization. This finding differed from previous publications
where up to 31% of COVID-19 patients showed consistent signs
of leukopenia (18–20). On day 18, his leukocyte count was
25.5 × 103 cells/µl, due to an infection with the gram-negative
bacterium Acinetobacter baumannii complex, which is one of
the most frequent opportunistic pathogens causing hospital-
acquired infections worldwide.

OUTBREAK INVESTIGATION

Based on the case history, it appears that the patient was
infected with SARS-CoV-2 before the “Carnivals” (Carnavales
in Spanish), as he began feeling ill around February 21 and
sought medical attention for the first time on February 24.
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FIGURE 2 | Chest radiographs. The radiographs show bilateral ground-glass opacities (A) on admission to the hospital on March 3, 2020; (B) during intubation on

March 5; (C) during begin treatment with steroids on March 6; (D) on entering the intensive care unit on March 9; (E) on March 12; (F) on March 17; and (G) on March

20. No alveolar infiltrates observed on the radiographs (H) on March 23 and (I) during discharge from intensive care unit on March 24, 2020.

The Carnavales started on February 22 and lasted for 4 days
until February 26, 2020 (Figure 1) (21). Carnavales is one of the
most popular holiday celebrations of the year in Panama, where
thousands of locals and foreigners travel throughout the country
to celebrate in social spaces or visit their family homes in the
countryside. Whether or not the arrival and spread of SARS-
CoV-2 in Panama can be associated with Carnavales remains to
be answered, but such movements and gatherings could have
facilitated numerous close contacts with potentially infected
people over a short period of time and across long distances
(17). The initial transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in Panama might
have occurred during the preparation week (February 17–20),
when 206 professors and 60 administrative workers shared the
school with the first cluster of COVID-19 cases in the country,
including our case in point. Some of these workers might have
traveled overseas during late January and early February of
2020 for their annual vacation. Closing the school on March
10, 2020 a week after the beginning of the academic year, and
immediately after becoming the first cluster of COVID-19 cases
in the country, helped to reduce exposure to the virus and

stopped further transmission among 4,200 teenaged students.
This is corroborated by the lack of symptoms or deaths among
the students from that school until now. To the best of our
knowledge, there has not been any report published in the
literature about the effectiveness of school closure in stopping the
spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection to other geographic regions. In
fact, this is currently a subject of much debate, and there is not
much evidence against or in favor of this containment strategy.
Our case report stands as an early circumstantial evidence that
school closure could in fact be beneficial to inhibit the spread of
SARS-CoV-2 to a larger portion of the academic community.

Panamanian health authorities must be on the lookout for
early symptoms, including appetite loss, anosmia, and dysgeusia,
and use them as sentinel signs of COVID-19 disease in order
to treat people in a timely and effective manner (22–24). This
is especially important to avoid further fatalities in individuals
from the high-risk group, including those over 65 years of age,
smokers, and/or those with co-morbidities (i.e., hypertension,
diabetes, and cardiovascular or renal diseases). These symptoms
can also help to differentiate between COVID-19 disease and
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other sign-related illnesses such as dengue, influenza, or HTV,
especially now that some of these diseases are likely to emerge
with the beginning of the rainy season in Panama. Dengue virus
and HTV are just two examples of many other tropical diseases
that are not observed in the northern hemisphere (e.g., Europe
and the US), which were initially suspected as the cause of the
disease in this patient. Therefore, not considering the diversity
of zoonotic tropical pathogens that can cause misdiagnosis of
COVID-19 could be a problem in the future as this emergent
disease is likely to become the next neglected infection in the poor
communities of tropical countries. Our report implies that SARS-
CoV-2 must be included in the panel of respiratory infectious
diseases to routinely test for potential COVID-19 cases, especially
in the post-pandemic era.

This report suggests that patients who do not experience
aggressive coughing and/or high fever in the early stages of
infection might not spread the virus actively. Therefore, the
use of face masks in public spaces along with actions of self-
quarantine and social distancing are highly recommended to
disrupt further transmission. Primary and secondary schools as
well as universities must remain closed in Panama until sufficient
herd immunity has been acquired in the susceptible population,
and COVID-19 asymptomatic carriers no longer seem to be
a threat to the local healthcare system. Homeschooling and
online teaching could ultimately prevent waves of SARS-CoV-2
infections in the future due to reduced transmission rates.

LIMITATIONS

We know that this is in fact the first COVID-19 patient who
recovered from an episode of aggravated respiratory illness;
therefore, he might have been closely associated with the first
infected person who came to the school. A possible contact
between our patient and a pre-symptomatic COVID-19 person
cannot be ruled out, especially because this phenomenon has
been reported in the early stages of an outbreak (25). However,
due to the lack of epidemiological information from the other
seven COVID-19 positive patients of the school, we cannot
corroborate this possibility, nor can we discuss additional
transmission scenarios among all these patients. After closure
of the school by health authorities on March 10, 2020, 12
more people, mostly middle-aged adults, reported respiratory
problems. However, confirmatory RT-PCR testing was not
performed for these patients; hence, it is unknown if they were
infected with SARS-CoV-2.

CONCLUSION

The patient described in this case report was among the
first patients admitted to the ICU in a public hospital in

Latin America. Furthermore, he was among the first survivors,
notwithstanding the fact that the doctors did not treat him
with therapeutic practices and medication specifically targeting
a SARS-CoV-2 infection. Our patient was treated for atypical
pneumonia after 4 days of being hospitalized and more than
13 days of symptom onset. Surviving an infection with a new
and deadly pathogen is a remarkable and fascinating clinical
outcome considering the limited knowledge and preparation
that the Panamanian medical staff had at the beginning of this
invasion. The closure of a secondary school in Panama City due
to the identification of the first cluster of SARS-CoV-2 activity,
triggered the immediate shutdown of the education system in
the entire country, which may have prevented the spread and
slowed the transmission rate of COVID-19 during the early stages
of invasion.
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The Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has elicited an abrupt pause

in the United States in multiple sectors of commerce and social activity. As the US

faces this health crisis, the magnitude and rigor of their initial public health response

was unprecedented. As a response, the entire nation shutdown at the state-level for

the duration of a ∼1–3 months. These public health interventions, however, were not

arbitrarily decided, but rather, implemented as a result of evidence-based practices.

These practices were a result of lessons learned during the 1918 influenza pandemic

and the city-level non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) taken across the US. During

the 1918 pandemic, two model cities, St. Louis, MO, and Philadelphia, PA, carried

out two different approaches to address the spreading disease, which resulted in two

distinctly different outcomes. Our group has evaluated the state-level public health

response adopted by states across the US, with a focus on New York, California,

Florida, and Texas, and compared the effectiveness of reducing the spread of COVID-19.

Our assessments show that while the states mentioned above benefited from the

implementations of early preventative measures, they inadequately replicated the desired

outcomes observed in St. Louis during the 1918 crisis. Our study indicates that there

are other factors, including health disparities that may influence the effectiveness of

public health interventions applied. Identifying more specific health determinants may

help implement targeted interventions aimed at preventing the spread of COVID-19 and

improving health equity.

Keywords: evidence-based practice, health disparities, coronavirus, spread, intervention, prevention, outcomes,

influenza virus

INTRODUCTION

As the first wave of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic began to sweep through the
United States (US) in March 2020, multiple public health measures were enforced across the nation
in an unprecedented manner. However, by the end of June 2020, the US remained one of the largest
COVID-19 epicenters, globally, with more than 2.5 million confirmed cases and the number of new
daily cases reaching highs in certain states and the US (1). Now, faced with the renewed threat of
experiencing prolonged second wave, many states are reintroducing partial shutdown measures,
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which are examples of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs).
During the first wave of this pandemic, the US strictly
implemented multiple NPIs to help mitigate the spread of the
disease and reduce the number of COVID-19-related deaths.
Herein we discuss the successes and failures of the implemented
evidence-based public health practices amid a nationwide public
health crisis that abruptly brought the nation and its economy to
a screeching halt.

As of February 2020, while China, Italy, and Spain experienced
the turmoil of being the epicenters for the COVID-19 pandemic,
the US had only about 50 confirmed cases, and the national
populace was nearly unaffected. No one could have anticipated
how life was about to change in the ensuing months. In
March 2020, different states started to sound the alarms and
place their respective constituencies under states of emergency
(2–4). After that, increasingly rigorous preventative measures
that affected the function and dynamics of societal interaction
were implemented. These interventions, aimed at facilitating
social distancing and preventing the spread of COVID-19, can
be categorized into four broad measures (5, 6). These are (1)
screening and testing, (2) prevention of mass gatherings, (3)
stay at home orders, and (4) the use of face masks. In the US,
44 states of the 50 states implemented statewide stay at home
orders at the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, paralleling
other measures listed above (Figure 1, Supplemental Table 1).
The mean duration of stay at home orders for all US states was
49.5 days (SD± 16.5) (median 50 days, range 25–81 days).

While seemingly sudden and societally intrusive, historical
precedent and evidence-based practices have guided these
measures. For example, a century ago, the world experienced a
devastating toll on lives caused by the 1918 influenza pandemic.
In response to this pandemic, health officials implemented
a broad range of NPIs according to the then available
understanding of disease transmission (8–10). Furthermore,
studies comparing public health measures implemented by
several cities across the United States and other nations such as
England further illustrated how thesemeasures helped reduce the
spread of the 1918 influenza pandemic and decrease mortality
rates (11–14).

Studies on the 1918 influenza pandemic have focused on
contrasting NPIs implemented by two US cities, St. Louis,
MO, and Philadelphia, PA. St. Louis imposed strict preventative
interventions early on, while Philadelphia minimally applied
restrictions at a much later date. Accordingly, St. Louis
had a milder outbreak, whereas Philadelphia experienced
significantly higher mortality rates (14). These outcomes
observed in the 1918 influenza pandemic helped guide the
widely-adopted rigorous public health measures against COVID-
19. Hatchett et al. (14) also identified four critical factors that
helped determine the success of the control of the pandemic
dissemination. These factors were (1) implementation of early
and rapid interventions, (2) duration of the responses, (3)
multiple concurrent interventions, and (4) the intensity of the
interventions implemented.

Other studies supported these conclusions while emphasizing
the effectiveness of early interventions, but also noted that
stringent preventative measures could leave many more

susceptible individuals once these NPIs are relaxed (12, 15).
During the 1918 pandemic, most of the US cities maintained
preventative measures for about 2–8 weeks (14). However, cities
that relaxed NPIs earlier experienced increased case numbers
resulting in second wave resurgences. An inverse relationship
between the intensity of the first and second waves of the
pandemic was also observed. These observations were partly due
to the smaller proportion of susceptible populations present in
cities after a strong first wave of the disease (12, 14).

Here we compare and contrast public health interventions
implemented in the US during the first wave of the COVID-
19 pandemic, focusing on four states: New York, Florida, Texas,
and California. These states included most of the populous US
counties and were affected sharply by the early stages of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, we studied the case rates
of COVID-19 before, during, and after these measures were
implemented, and then compared it to the outcomes of St.
Louis, and Philadelphia, during the 1918 influenza pandemic
(Figure 2). While variation in the timing and the intensity of
the public health measures applied was observed, all four states
implemented very similar interventions. Our comparisons show
that the early evidence-based interventions implemented by the
US were not adequately able to replicate the desired outcomes of
St. Louis vs. Philadelphia and curtail the COVID-19 pandemic.

PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE TO COVID-19

As mentioned earlier, responses to earlier pandemics in the US
included school closures, restaurant restrictions, emergency
declarations, gathering restrictions, stay at home orders,
and non-essential business closures (16). The COVID-19-
related responses have been mainly relegated to state-level
decision making and based on necessity and intensity
within each state. To characterize the state-level COVID-19
interventions, we compared and contrasted the broad measured
implemented by the states of California, Florida, New York,
and Texas.

Screening and Testing
Targeted screening for COVID-19 began in California and
New York with Los Angeles (LAX), San Francisco (SFO), and
New York (JFK) airports for travelers coming from Wuhan,
China, starting on January 17th (17). The first reported case
in the US occurred on January 26th in California. New York,
Florida, and Texas all had initial cases within the 1st week
of March (Figure 1C). Early in the pandemic, testing was
limited, and priority was given to high-risk individuals, including
symptomatic patients, healthcare workers, first responders,
essential workers, and individuals in contact with other high-
risk individuals. As more tests were readily available, fewer
restrictions were placed on who was able to get tested [Florida
Department of (18–21)]. In addition to walk-up and drive-
through sites, mobile testing sites were also deployed in Florida
and New York to increase the number of tests administered
(22, 23). Each state also implemented contact tracing to identify
potentially exposed individuals (24).
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FIGURE 1 | State and county-level public health interventions to contain the spread of COVID-19. (A) The number of lab-confirmed COVID-19 cases at the start of

the stay at home orders implemented by each state (7). Arkansas, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming did not issue statewide stay at home

orders and are not included. Cluster 1 - states that implemented stay at home orders before March 29th, 2020, and Cluster 2 - states that implemented these orders

after March 29th. (B) Case rates of lab-confirmed COVID-19 patients at the start of the stay at home orders implemented by each state. Cases rates are the number

of cases per 10,000 of the county population. (C) Timeline of public health response (non-pharmaceutical interventions) in the states of New York (NY), California (CA),

Florida (FL), and Texas (TX). These interventions included screening and testing, a ban on mass gatherings, stay at home orders, requirements for face masks in public

locations, and other state-specific measures. In NY contained a one-mile containment effort around hotspot New Rochelle in Westchester County. In FL airport and

roadway, screening was implemented for travelers coming to FL from the tri-state region as well as other regions with a high prevalence of COVID-19. In TX Airport

and roadway, screening was implemented mainly for travelers coming into TX from the tri-state area and Louisiana, where the prevalence of COVID-19 was high. TX

did not enforce mandatory use of cloth facemasks at the state level. Travis (4/13), Harris (4/13), Bexar (4/16), Dallas County (4/18) ordered mandatory facemasks.

Mass Gatherings
The next primary public health intervention implemented
across all four states was the cancellation of mass gatherings
of 250 individuals, followed by 50 individuals per location
(Supplemental Tables 2–5). These orders followed shortly after
initial cases were identified in each state. Events that brought in
large amounts of attendance, such as concerts, sporting events,
and festivals were canceled first. Next, the states incrementally
decreased the number of people allowed to gather in one location
until, eventually, the state recommended that people should only
interact with those who were within the same household.

Stay at Home Orders
One of the most rigorous measures utilized during COVID-
19 was the stay at home orders. California was under stay at
home order for 50 days (March 19th to May 7th) (25). The stay
at home order in California was implemented more rigorously
at the county level because the state-level order acted more as
a recommendation (Supplemental Table 3). The NY “State on
PAUSE” plan stay at home order was enforced for 68 days (March
22nd toMay 28th) before the state started its Phase one reopening
plan (26–28). Florida state stay at home order was in effect for 27
days (April 3rd to April 29th) (29). Texas implemented a stay at
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FIGURE 2 | United States COVID-19 cases and mortality in the six most populous counties in the states of New York, California, Florida, and Texas. COVID-19 Cases

and deaths are presented as 7-day averages from data provided by Johns Hopkins University and the City of New York (7). Gray boxed areas are the duration

statewide stay-at-home orders that were implemented by each state: New York (NY) March 22nd to May 28th (68 days), California (CA) March 19th to May 7th (50

days), Florida (FL) April 3rd to April 29th (27 days), and Texas (TX) April 2nd to April 20th (29 days). (A,C,E,G) Case rates are new confirmed COVID-19 cases per

100,000 population in the respective counties. (B,D,F,H) Death rates are new COVID-19 related deaths per 1,000,000 population in the individual counties. (A,B) Six

most populous counties in the state of NY: KN-NY - Kings, QE-NY - Queens, NY-NY - New York, SF-NY - Suffolk, BR-NY - Bronx, and NS-NY - Nassau. (C,D) Six

(Continued)
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FIGURE 2 | most populous counties in the state of CA: LA-CA - Los Angeles, SD-CA - San Diego, OR-CA - Orange, RV-CA - Riverside, SB-CA - San Bernardino,

and SC-CA - Santa Clara. (E,F) Six most populous counties in the state of FL: MD-FL - Miami-Dade, BW-FL - Broward, PB-FL - Palm Beach, HB-FL - Hillsborough,

OR-FL - Orange, and PN-FL - Pinellas. (G,H) Six most populous counties in the state of TX: HR-TX - Harris, DL-TX - Dallas, TR-TX - Tarrant, BX-TX - Bexar, TV-TX -

Travis, and CL-TX - Collin.

home order for 29 days before relaxing these measures statewide
(April 2nd to April 30th) (30).

Many US states enacted stay at home orders very early
on in the COVID-19 transmission. States with early COVID-
19 cases placed these measures before April 29th (cluster
1) and did so with a statewide case count of fewer than
2,000 cases, while states that put stay at home orders after
April 29th did so before reaching 5,000 cases (cluster 2)
(Figure 1A, Supplemental Table 1). When adjusted to the
county population, these measures were implemented with
case rates of below 50 cases per 10,000 (Figure 1B). The only
exception was New York, which implemented these measures
after 11,700 cases were confirmed (Figure 1A).

Cloth Face Masks
On April 3rd, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) released its recommendation for all individuals to
use cloth face masks when in public (31). The goal of this
recommendation was to reduce the viral transmission from
asymptomatic carriers that may unknowingly spread to disease
to susceptible individuals (5, 32). While the extent to which
the effectiveness of this measure is debatable, it helps bring
more awareness to the public and help curtail the person-to-
person transmission of the virus (33). California was the first
to implement this statewide on April 1st, which was 2 days
before the CDC’s recommendation (Figure 1C). New York also
implemented this measure as a state-level order, but it happened
2 weeks after the CDC’s recommendation. Florida and Texas only
recommended face coverings at the state-level but was mandated
in most counties (Supplemental Tables 4, 5).

DIFFERENCES IN STATEWIDE
RESPONSES TO COVID-19

The public health interventions implemented across the
four states, New York, California, Florida, and Texas, were
very similar. Any differences stem from the relative time
of implementation and the intensity of measures taken.
Unfortunately, New York was one of the first states severely
affected by COVID-19 and was likely too late to implement
these preventative measures (Figures 1A,B, 2B). The initial
wave of COVID-19 in New York, therefore, resembled that
of Philadelphia during the 1918 pandemic. California, on the
other hand, initiated precautionary measures early and seemed
to follow the outcomes of St. Louis, at least in the initial stages
(Figures 2C,D). Regulations in both of these states were more
stringent, and often had consequences such as fines and jail time
tied to not adhering to them.

In Texas and Florida, the implementation of specific public
health interventions was less rigorous as compared to California
and New York. In Texas, for example, the regulations were not

implemented as quickly or as firmly at the state-level. Some
public health interventions, such as the ban on gathering, stay
at home orders, and wearing cloth face masks, may have been
perceived as violations of individual liberties and disrupting
businesses. In many ways, the small-government philosophy
of these states left essential decisions and actions to be made
at the county-level. Around the time many states went into
shut down mode, spring break activities remained open in
Florida. The decision to not shut down before spring break
was made in support of the state’s economy. It was only after
large tourist attractions, including Universal Studios and Disney
World, decided to close weremore rigorousmeasures put in place
in Florida.

THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 ACROSS
STATES AND COUNTIES

During the 1st months of COVID-19, the disease spread rapidly
across the United States. In New York, the number of positive
cases grew exponentially over the 1st month of the pandemic,
especially in the New York City area and surrounding boroughs.
However, unlike other states, the number of daily cases in
New York has decreased consistently since the end of April. In
California, Florida, and Texas, the number of daily cases has
continued to increase over time at a slower rate compared to New
York. To better understand the dynamics of COVID-19 spread
in each of these states, we reviewed the number of cases and
deaths in the six most populous counties in each of these states
(Figure 2).

In New York, the most populous counties all experienced a
similar first wave of COVID-19, with a peak of about 100 cases
per 10,000 people in early April (Figure 2A). Most counties in the
state of California continued to have a relatively slow, but steady
rise in the number of cases, making it difficult to distinguish
between a first and a second wave (Figure 2C). We observed
a similar pattern in the counties in Florida and Texas, except
Miami-Dade County in Florida, which showed a peak case rate of
about 15 cases per 10,000 people in early April (Figures 2C,E,G).
Among these states, it is clear that New York experienced a
robust first wave and a negligible second wave of the COVID-19
pandemic.While California, Florida, and Texas were spared from
a significant first wave with cases rate peaking at < 20 cases per
10,000, they are now facing a much higher risk for a prolonged
second wave of the disease.

US COVID-19 INTERVENTIONS FAILED TO
REPLICATE 1918 PANDEMIC OUTCOMES

In the COVID-19 pandemic, the goal of effective public health
preventative measures implemented was to mitigate and contain
the spread of the disease. In the US, for the most part, public
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health interventions followed the principles of effective NPIs.
They were implemented early on in the pandemic, using multiple
preventative measures, with high intensity and for average
durations longer than 45 days (Figure 1, Supplement Table 1).
The exception to this was New York, which delayed the initiation
of these measures (Figures 1A,B). This caused New York to
experience a peak first wave, with hospitals reaching their
capacity and a peak number of deaths occurring during mid-
April (Figure 1B). However, New York enforced its preventative
measures for close to 3 months, which in turn helped them bring
their daily case rates to < 5 cases per 10,000 by the end of June.

In contrast to New York, most other states followed the
evidence-based recommendations, as stated above (Figure 1).
This helped states “flatten the curve” to various degrees and
control the initial spread of COVID-19 within their states.
However, these public health interventions seemed to have also
prolonged the transmission potential of the COVID-19 as states,
including California, Florida, and Texas were experiencing new
daily highs in confirmed cases by the end of June 2020 (1).
While the general expectation was that US states would follow
the outcome of St. Louis during the 1918 pandemic, they have
fallen short of replicating this desired outcome. On the contrary,
by the end of June 2020, many such states were reimplementing
statewide partial shutdown measures to prevent a potential
second wave of COVID-19.

DISCUSSION

While the United States failed to prevent the early spread
of COVID-19 effectively, some countries had better success
containing the Coronavirus with their public health
interventions. In Iceland, for example, when cases were
identified, public health officials implemented the following
strategies: quarantine requirements for international travelers,
rigorous tracing of infection, ban on gatherings larger than 20
persons, school closures with limited openings of elementary
and preschools, defining areas of higher risk, and regular
communication with the general public (34). New Zealand,
another island nation with great success, was more rigorous in
the process by modifying and intensifying pre-existing plans
for the management of influenza pandemics from previous
outbreaks (35). These methods included the declaration of a
national emergency, a nationwide lockdown, closure of non-
essential work locations, banning social gatherings, extreme
restrictions on travel, and closure of all schools. Furthermore,
as part of this intensified strategy, border security was also
tightly regulated. However, there are distinct differences between
Iceland, New Zealand, and the United States. Iceland and New
Zealand are small island nations with much smaller populations,
making it much easier to implement rigorous preventative
measures, including better travel restrictions and contact tracing.
They were also able to coordinate their public health response
more consistently nationwide, unlike the US, which enforced
COVID-19 interventions mainly at the state level.

Several factors can help explain why the US was unable to
effectively replicate the outcomes of St. Louis vs. Philadelphia

during the 1918 flu pandemic. These include (1) the level
of adherence to these implemented preventative measures
and social behaviors, (2) disparities in social determinants
of health, and (3) extensive global and domestic travel with
little restrictions. Regardless of the public health intervention
intensity, they can be ineffective if people do not consistently
adhere to them. Besides, numerous risk factors have been
identified for COVID-19 and its clinical outcomes. These
include advanced age, sex, immune-compromised status,
and comorbidities, including chronic respiratory diseases,
diabetes, and hypertension (36–38). American Indians, African
Americans, and Hispanic individuals have been reported to be
four to five times more likely to be hospitalized for COVID-19
when compared to non-Hispanic whites (39). Disparities in social
determinants of health, such as access to healthcare, uninsured
population, employment, poverty, education, and population
density, can also contribute to the differences observed in
COVID-19 transmission. Potential clusters of these risk factors
and health determinates present in different geographic regions
can lead to the disproportionate spread of the Coronavirus. In
conclusion, it is crucial to consider factors such as adherence
to preventative measures, and health disparities, in evaluating
the effectiveness of COVID-19 interventions implemented.
These factors likely caused the US early COVID-19 public health
measures to be less effective in containing the Coronavirus
pandemic and is an important further direction of research.
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The pandemic caused by the new coronavirus (SARS-Cov-2) has encouraged numerous

in vitro studies and clinical trials around the world, with research groups testing existing

drugs, novel drug candidates and vaccines that can prevent or treat infection caused

by this virus. The urgency for an effective therapy is justified by the easy and fast viral

transmission and the high number of patients with severe respiratory distress syndrome

who have increasingly occupied intensive care hospital beds, leading to a collapse in

health systems in several countries. However, to date, there is no sufficient evidence

of the effectiveness of any researched therapy. The off-label or compassionate use of

some drugs by health professionals is a reality in all continents, whose permission by

regulatory agencies has been based on the results of some clinical trials. In order to guide

decision-making for the treatment of COVID-19, this review aims to present studies and

guidelines on the main therapies that have been and are currently being tested against

SARS-CoV-2 and to critically analyze the reported evidences.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, coronavirus, drug treatment, prophylaxis, viral infection

INTRODUCTION

The new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) is an RNA virus that belongs to the Coronaviridae family and
to the Nidovirales order. It belongs to the same beta subgroup of viruses that caused severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) andMiddle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(MERS-CoV) in the past decades, sharing 80% and 50% of their genome, respectively (1). Since
the first cases of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) reported in Wuhan (China) in late
2019, more than 80,000 cases have been reported in China alone. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), the epidemic COVID-19 peaked between late January and early February
2020 in China and the rate of new cases declined substantially in early March (2). A World Health
Organization report published in March estimated a global mortality rate of 3.4% (3) and until July
1, 2020, 10,357,662 confirmed cases were registered, with 508,055 deaths (4).

In most of the cases, the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 is represented by a mild upper airway
infection with symptoms that include fever, cough, sore throat, shortness of breath, loss of smell
and taste, as well as diarrhea (5). However, it can progress to severe acute respiratory syndrome
in a short period of time. The virus usually infects the type 2 alveolar cells in the lung, which may
explain the severe alveolar damage found in cases of SARS-CoV-2. Due to the astonishing number
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of COVID-19 patients requiring hospitalization and mechanical
ventilation, this current pandemic has already strained healthcare
systems in several countries (6).

To date, multiple therapies have been proposed based mostly
on the findings of in vitro studies and on observational and
clinical trials. In these studies, researchers investigated the
efficacy and safety of new and old drugs by studying their
potential in inhibiting the entry and fusion of the virus within the
cells, in controlling viral replication, in suppressing the intense
inflammatory response and in controlling hypercoagulability (6–
8). In a recent review, Sanders et al. presented a panel of articles
published in English that focused on the treatment of adults
with COVID-19. The authors admitted that the growing number
of publications on therapies against this virus indicates that
discoveries about such therapies are constantly evolving (9).

Although no effective vaccine or drug has been approved
to treat COVID-19 until the date of writing this paper, some
clinical trials have been carried out with already approved drugs,
as well as with vitamins and biological samples with promising
effectiveness. The aim of this work is to review the literature
about which therapies are being researched against the new
coronavirus, update the data published in previous reviews
and critically evaluate the evidence from the in vitro and in
vivo studies.

METHOD

For this review, the inclusion criteria were guidelines as well as
clinical, in vivo and in vitro studies that investigated the use of
drugs, chemicals, vitamins and biological agents, with reported
efficacy and adverse effects, intended for COVID-19 prophylactic
and/or therapeutic purposes.

Guidelines and articles published until July 20th, 2020 were
searched without language restriction in Pubmed, Embase,
Scopus, and Up ToDate databases. Search terms included
coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2, 2019-nCoV, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 in combination with
therapeutics, therapy, treatment, in vitro, drug evaluation studies,
cohort studies, clinical trials, guidelines and pharmacology.
The search resulted in a total of 3,948 articles. The authors
independently reviewed the titles and abstracts for inclusion.
Additional relevant articles were identified based on the citations
and references of each paper.

The drugs are presented in sections arranged in alphabetical
order, with the critical analysis of the evidences being individually
presented. A summary of the selected studies, researched drugs
and dosage regimen is presented in Table 1.

DRUGS AND PERSPECTIVES

Anticoagulants
Recent studies (11, 24) have demonstrated that patients infected
with SARS-CoV-2 who have progressed to viral pneumonia
with severe respiratory distress syndrome were diagnosed with
disseminated intravascular coagulation and presented abnormal
coagulation results during the later stages of the disease. In

those infected, increased concentrations of D-dimer and other
fibrin degradation products were associated with poor prognosis.
Fibrinolysis and pulmonary coagulation are believed to be
regulated by several pro-inflammatory cytokines, however, the
concrete mechanisms for coagulopathy have not been identified
yet (28, 29).

Infection-induced endothelial cell dysfunction results in
increased production of thrombin which might lead to a state
of hypercoagulability. In addition, hypoxia resulting from severe
viral pneumonia can stimulate thrombosis due to increased
blood viscosity (28). Ozolina et al. (30) demonstrated that the
plasma concentrations of tissue factor and plasminogen activator
inhibitor-1 were significantly higher in patients with severe
respiratory distress syndrome (SARS) in comparison with those
without the syndrome (Figure 1).

A recent review reported studies that compared the D-dimer
and fibrin values among patients with COVID-19. The authors
point out that coagulopathy seems to be related to the severity of
illness and to the extension of the inflammatory process and not
to the intrinsic viral activity. In addition, they stated that elevated
D-dimer at hospital admission has been associated with increased
mortality (31).

A meta-analysis (32) including 9 randomized controlled trials
and 465 patients with SARS showed that among those treated
with low molecular weight heparin, a significant reduction in
mortality was observed. Thus, Chinese clinicians decided to use
anticoagulants in patients with SARS-CoV-2 as they believed that
such drugs could significantly reduce mortality. Seffer et al. (33)
claim that viruses bind to immobilized heparin in a similar way
as heparan sulfate interacts with the cell surface. This binding is
non-reversible and as such, the pathogens are removed from the
bloodstream. Thus, they conclude that since heparin has already
shown to be effective in reducing viral load in animal models
infected by Zica virus, cytomegalovirus, adenovirus and SARS-
CoV-2, additional clinical trials are need in order to prove its
effectiveness in the treatment of patients with COVID-19.

Tang et al. (18) made a retrospective survey of 449 patients
(268 men) aged ≥18 that were hospitalized in China due to
serious respiratory problems (respiratory rate > 30/min, arterial
oxygen saturation ≤ 93% at rest and PaO2/FiO2 ≤ 300 mmHg)
as a result of COVID-19. Of these, 99 received heparin, mainly
low molecular weight (94 received enoxaparin. 40–60mg per
day) for at least 7 days. According to the authors, the early
use of anticoagulant therapy in severe cases of COVID-19 was
suggested in China based on the analogy with what is known
to occur in other viral infections. This hypothesis has been
corroborated by a recent evidence of occlusion necropsy and
formation of microthrombi in small pulmonary vessels in those
infected with the new coronavirus. This study demonstrated that
28-day mortality was no different between heparin users and
non-users (30.3 and 29.7%, respectively), but was significantly
lower (40.0 vs. 64.2%, p = 0.029) in the group of heparin
users with severe coagulopathy induced by sepsis and also in
those with D-dimer > 6 times the upper limit of normal (32.8
vs. 52.4%, p = 0.017). The authors suggest that only patients
with more severe forms of COVID-19 (those with considerably
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the drugs and vitamins that have been investigated for prophylaxis and treatment of COVID-19 infection with their respective recommended dose

and posology.

Author

(Reference)

Study design Drugs Dose and posology

Yao et al. (10) In-vitro Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine Hydroxychloroquine – 400mg, twice daily, followed by 200mg twice

daily for 4 days

Chloroquine – 500mg twice daily 5 days

Huang et al. (11) Randomized clinical trial Chloroquine, lopinavir, and ritonavir Chloroquine – 500mg twice daily 10 days.

Lopinavir/Ritonavir 400/100mg, twice daily, for 10 days

Gautret et al. (12) Open label

non-randomized clinical

trial

Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin Hydroxychloroquine – 600mg daily, followed by 200mg twice daily for

10 days

Azithromycin – 500mg on day one, followed by 250mg per day for

04 days

Lagier et al. (13) Cross-sectional Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin Hydroxychloroquine – 200mg three times daily for 10 days

Azithromycin – 500mg on day one, followed by 250mg per day for

4 days

Mitjá et al. (14) Randomized clinical trial Hydroxychloroquine Hydroxychloroquine – 800mg on day1, followed by 400mg once daily

for 6 days

Skipper et al. (15) Randomized clinical trial Hydroxychloroquine Hydroxychloroquine – 800mg on day1, followed by 600mg once daily

for 5 days

Cavalcanti et al. (16) Randomized clinical trial Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin Hydroxychloroquine at a dose of 400mg twice daily plus azithromycin at

a dose of 500mg once daily for 7 days

Borba et al. (17) Randomized clinical trial Chloroquine Chloroquine – 600mg twice daily for 10 days

Chloroquine – 450mg for 5 days, twice daily only on the first day

Tang et al. (18) Cross-sectional Enoxaparin Enoxaparin– 40–60mg per day for at least 7 days

Duan et al. (19) Cross-sectional Convalescent plasma Convalescent plasma– 200ml single dose

Health Alert Network

(20)

Guidelines Interferon-alpha (IFN-α);

lopinavir/ritonavir

Interferon-alpha (IFN-α) in 5.000U twice a day (bis in die – BID);

Lopinavir/ritonavir (400/100mg twice a day through oral route)

Wang et al. (21) Cohort Favipiravir + oseltamivir Favipiravir 1,600mg BD on day 1 and 800mg BD on 2–10 days +

Oseltamivir 75mg BD once a day for 10 days

Goldman et al. (22) Randomized Remdesivir Remdesivir 200mg intravenous on day 1 and 100mg for 9 days

Or

Remdesivir 200mg intravenous on day 1 and 100mg for 5 days

Wang et al. (23) Randomized double-blind

Controlled

Multicentric

Trial

Remdesivir Remdesivir 200mg intravenous on day 1 and 100mg for 9 days

Chen et al. (24) Randomized clinical trial Oseltamivir

Ganciclovir

Lopinavir/ritonavir

Oseltamivir 75 mg twice a day through oral route

Ganciclovir 0.25 mg twice a day intravenous

Lopinavir/ritonavir 500mg twice a day, oral route

Caly et al. (25) In vitro controlled trial Ivermectin 5µM

No correlation with human dose

Rossignol (26) Clinical trial Nitazoxanide + Hydroxychloroquine;

Hydroxychloroquine

Nitazoxanide 500mg + Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 10

days;

Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice a day for 10 days

Grant et al. (27) Review based on several

clinical trials

Vitamin D Daily dose of 10,000 IU of vitamin D3 for a few weeks and once the

levels of 25(OH)D increases, the daily dose should decrease to 5,000 IU

high D-dimer) may benefit from anticoagulant treatment,
especially with low molecular weight heparin (Figure 1).
However, they claim that such findings need to be confirmed by
prospective studies.

Although the study of Tang et al. is the only one so
far that investigated the use of anticoagulant therapy in
patients infected with SARS-CoV-2, the International Society
of Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) recently published a
protocol on the management of coagulopathy. In this document,
the recommendation is that treatment with low molecular

weight heparin (enoxaparin 40–60mg/day) should be considered
for all patients infected with the new coronavirus receiving
hospital care, even the patients with mild infection, except
for those with active bleeding and platelets below 25,000. The
authors stated that there is an additional benefit for using
low molecular weight heparin due to its anti-inflammatory
properties, which might contribute to a reduction of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and may prevent the disseminated
intravascular coagulation, which is so common in patients with
sepsis (34).
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FIGURE 1 | Thromboembolic complications in patients with pulmonary infection caused by SARS-CoV-2 and the mechanism of action of heparin in the pulmonary

microthrombotic events. This viral infection results in high levels of cytokines in the pulmonary interstitial fluid, in addition to increased production of thrombin by the

pulmonary endothelium, which increases the thromboembolic events in the lung tissue resulting in less oxygenation. The use of heparin reduces the conversion of

thrombin to fibrin and decreases the activity of cytokines in the pulmonary interstitium. TSE, Erythematous sedimentation rate. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

Anti-inflammatories
Immune mediators such as inflammatory cytokines and
chemokines, including interleukins (IL-1β; IL-6, IL-7, IL-8,
IL-9, IL-10), induced protein 10 (IP10), C-reactive protein,
tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α), monocyte chemoattracting
protein 1 (MCP-1), are significantly elevated in patients

with COVID-19. The presence of these mediators was more
commonly observed in critically ill patients, in addition to very
low levels of lymphocytes in peripheral blood, especially natural
Killer cells (NK), which demonstrate that the immunological
status is closely related to the prognosis of the disease
(Figure 2) (35–37).
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FIGURE 2 | Cytokine release syndrome (CRS) and low levels of lymphocytes in peripheral blood, especially natural Killer cells (NK), in patients infected with

SARS-CoV-2. The storm of immune mediators due to infection by SARS-CoV-2 has a direct impact on laboratory tests, with an increase in interleukin, Ip10, CRP,

TNT-α, and MCP-1 and a decrease in some of the blood elements such as lymphocytes and NK cells. (Ip10, induced protein 10; CRP, C-reactive protein; TNF-α,

tumor necrosis factor; MCP-1, monocyte chemoattracting protein 1). Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

In patients with COVID-19 with elevated inflammatory
cytokines, the postmortem pathology revealed tissue necrosis,
interstitial macrophages and monocyte infiltrations in the
lung, heart and gastrointestinal mucosa. In addition, severe
lymphopenia with hyperactivated proinflammatory T cells and
decreased regulatory T cells are commonly seen in critically
ill patients (10, 37, 38). Huang et al. measured the cytokine
levels in 41 patients with COVID-19 and the results showed that
significantly higher cytokine levels are observed in critically ill
patients in different age groups in the presence or absence of
comorbidities, as mentioned in other studies. Most critically ill
patients with COVID-19 have a considerably high and persistent
levels of erythrocyte sedimentation rate and immune mediators,
being associated with acute respiratory failure syndrome,
hypercoagulation and disseminated intravascular coagulation,
manifested as thrombosis, thrombocytopenia and gangrene of
extremities. It seems that the immune response worsens lung
damage and leads to further complications (10, 36, 38–40).

These findings reveal that patients with COVID-19 are
usually accompanied by increased immunological factors with
inflammatory responses, justifying that the concentrations of
immunological factors are associated with the severity of the
disease. In fact, a storm of immune mediators is one of the
clinical manifestations of COVID-19. These immune mediators
act as pro-inflammatory agents, resulting in the cytokine release
syndrome (CRS), being an important factor in the pathology of
COVID-19 (39).

Corticosteroids were widely used during outbreaks of severe
SARS-CoV1 and MERS-CoV2 and their use are now being

considered in patients with COVID-19 in combination with
other therapies (11). Corticosteroids have a good inhibitory effect
on inflammatory factors and are often used as an auxiliary
treatment for viral pneumonia, which is one of the reasons
corticosteroids are being commonly prescribed for the treatment
of patients with COVID-19 in the intensive care unit. Patients
with COVID-19 are treated mainly with symptomatic therapy,
however, corticosteroids are widely used in the symptomatic
treatment of severe pneumonia (41, 42).

The main anti-inflammatory effect of glucocorticoids involves
the inhibition of a high number of pro-inflammatory genes
that encode cytokines, chemokines, cell adhesion molecules,
inflammatory enzymes and receptors that ultimately address
the inflammatory process (42). The use of glucocorticoids can
improve early fever, promote the absorption of pneumonia and
induce better oxygenation of the airways. However, some studies
have shown no beneficial effect of glucocorticoids due to their
adverse reactions and delay in eliminating the virus (43).

As described in the Chinese guidelines of COVID-19 (44),
clinicians need to be cautious about steroid use due to its
nebulous benefits in the scenario of viral respiratory infection.
Several studies have reported inferior results in patients with
SARS treated with corticosteroids (45) and, in the case of
MERS-CoV coronavirus, the results showed that patients who
received corticosteroids were more likely to need mechanical
ventilation, vasopressors and renal replacement therapy (46).
Another concern of corticosteroid use is their short- and long-
term adverse effects that may lead to consequences such as joint
pain and bone marrow abnormalities in patients with SARS (47).
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FIGURE 3 | Considered as one of the most damaging effects of the pathophysiology of SARS-CoV-2, CRS determines a reduction in gas exchange in pulmonary

alveoli while causing an increase in thromboembolic events that disrupt the lung tissue and reduce the respiratory reserve. The anti-inflammatory drugs reduce the

levels of cytokines and improve the gas exchange between the alveolus and pulmonary capillary. In addition, they reduce the production of thrombin by the capillary

endothelium. (O2, oxygen; IVIG, Intravenous immunoglobulin). Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

Previous reports have shown that the use of corticosteroids
can lead to prolonged removal of viral RNA from the airways
(46), blood (48), and feces (49), resulting in longer hospitalization
and ultimately increased mortality risk. The main concern is
that corticosteroids may delay the elimination of the virus and
increase the risk of secondary infection, especially in those
with compromised immune system. In addition, biological
agents targeting pro-inflammatory cytokines can only inhibit
specific inflammatory factors and, therefore, may not be so
effective for COVID-19 treatment in which other cytokines may
be involved.

Siddiqi and Mehra (50) suggested that the target therapy in
stage III of COVID-19 requires the use of immunomodulatory
agents to reduce systemic inflammation. At this stage, the use
of corticosteroids may be justified if combined with cytokine

inhibitors, such as tocilizumab (IL-6 inhibitor) or anakinra (IL-
1 receptor antagonist). Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) can
also play a role in modulating immune systems under hyper-
inflammatory state (Figure 3). In general, the prognosis and
recovery from this critical stage of the disease are poor and
the rapid introduction of this therapy might result in some
benefits (36, 50).

Wang et al. reported that 44.9% of patients with COVID-
19 have received glucocorticoid therapy with no effective results
(42). Russell et al. reported clinical evidences that did not support
the treatment with corticosteroids in lung injury caused by
COVID-19 (45). Due to the lack of enough evidences, the WHO
provisional guidelines (February 22, 2020) do not support the use
of systemic corticosteroids in the treatment of viral pneumonia
and in suspected cases of COVID-19 (51). Therefore, the efficacy
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FIGURE 4 | Main sites of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) expression and binding of S protein to the ACE2 receptor after activation of the transmembrane

serine protease 2 (TMPRESS2). ACE2 is a surface enzyme that acts as a port of entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the cells. This enzyme is present mainly in the pulmonary,

cardiac, renal and vascular tissues, even though its presence in the adipose tissue places obesity as one of the risk factors for COVID-19. Figure source: Authors’ own

drawing.

and adverse effects associated with the use of glucocorticoids in
COVID-19 need to be elucidated.

A review of treatments for acute respiratory distress syndrome
based on six studies with a total of 574 patients concluded
that there is insufficient evidence to recommend treatment with
corticosteroids. Observational data suggest increased mortality
and higher secondary infection rates in influenza, as well as
impaired clearance of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV. Patients who
received corticosteroid therapy were more likely to develop
bacterial infection due to immunosuppression. This can worsen
the disease and might lead to death (52, 53).

A team of frontline clinicians in China recommended
administration of corticosteroids in low to moderate doses for
a short period of time in critically ill patients with COVID-19
pneumonia (54). However, current WHO provisional guidelines
(released on January 28, 2020) on the clinical treatment of severe
acute respiratory infection in suspected cases of new coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2) advises against the use of corticosteroids, unless
otherwise strictly indicated (51).

Other anti-inflammatory drugs, such as baricitinib, also block
the production of IFN-γ, which is necessary for fighting the virus,
and theoretically may not be suitable for the treatment of the
inflammatory response caused by COVID-19. The time frame
of anti-inflammatory treatment is very important and according
to reports, critically ill patients generally experience abrupt
deterioration within 1–2 weeks, which means that the immediate
start of anti-inflammatory therapy in this extremely short time
window is likely to achieve a favorable response (10, 52).

The receptors for SARS-CoV-2 may be ACE2, which is a cell
surface protein that exists widely in cells of the heart, kidney,

blood vessels and especially in alveolar epithelial cells. SARS-
CoV-2 can invade and enter these cells through endocytosis
(Figure 4). One of the regulators of endocytosis is protein kinase
1 associated with AP2 (AAK1). AAK1 inhibitors can stop the
virus from passing into cells and can be useful in preventing
virus infections. Baricitinib, a JAK and AAK1 inhibitor, has been
suggested as a possible candidate for the treatment of COVID-
19, considering its relative safety and high affinity for ACE2.
Therapeutic doses in the range of 2–4mg once a day is enough
to reach the plasma inhibitory concentration (52). However,
as mentioned above, the biggest concern with JAK inhibitors
is that it can inhibit a variety of inflammatory cytokines,
including interferon, which plays an important role in controlling
virus activity.

Tocilizumab (TCZ) is a recombinant human IL-6 monoclonal
antibody, which specifically binds to membrane-bound IL-
6 receptors (IL-6R), thereby blocking IL-6 signaling and its
mediated inflammatory response. Along with basic antivirus
treatment, TCZ was administered to 20 patients (400mg once
a day, intravenously) and within a few days, the fever returned
to normal and other symptoms improved markedly. Seventy
percentage showed improvement in oxygenation and the opacity
lung injury on CT scans absorbed in 90.5% of the patients. In
addition, the percentage of peripheral lymphocytes returned to
normal in 52.6% of the patients. Their data suggest that TCZmay
be an effective alternative for the treatment of critically ill patients
with COVID-19 (9, 53, 54).

Previous reports have shown that the administration of
corticoid therapy to patients with immunological disorders has
improved their health status (55). The use of 6 mg/day of
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dexamethasone reduced the mortality rate of patients when
compared to those without corticoid treatment. In addition, a
reduction in mortality was observed in one third of the patients
who received invasive mechanical ventilation and in one fifth
who received oxygen without invasive mechanical ventilation.
However, the treatment did not reduce mortality in those who
did not receive respiratory support. These findings reveal that
the use of dexamethasone (6 mg/day) for up to 10 days reduced
mortality by 28 days in patients with COVID-19 who received
invasive mechanical ventilation (55).

A randomized clinical trial compared the mortality rate
between a group of patients treated with dexamethasone (2,104
patients) and another group treated with the usual care (4,321
patients). Overall, 482 patients (22.9%) in the dexamethasone
group and 1,110 (25.7%) in the usual care group died 28 days
after randomization. The proportional and absolute differences
between groups in respect to mortality rate varied considerably
according to the level of respiratory support at the time of
randomization. In the dexamethasone group, the incidence of
death was lower than that of the usual care group among patients
with invasive mechanical ventilation (29.3 vs. 41.4%) and among
those receiving oxygen without invasive mechanical ventilation
(23.3 vs. 26.2%), but not among those who did not receive
respiratory support at randomization (17.8 vs. 14.0%) (55).

Corticosteroid administration for a short period of time in
patients with COVID-19 has improved the prognosis of the
disease, resulting in decreased mortality and intubation (56).
Such findings were corroborated by Selvaraj et al. (57) who
reported that the short-term use of systemic corticosteroids by
hospitalized patients with SARS-CoV-2 with hypoxic respiratory
failure was well-tolerated and that the majority of the patients
had an improvement in their prognosis. In addition, other studies
have shown that short-term use of corticosteroids alleviates
the severity of inflammation and reduces the mortality rate
(38, 58). These findings support the use of corticosteroids
during the ideal window of time to help alleviate the severity
of inflammation and ultimately prevent the phase of severe
hyperinflammation. However, a thorough clinical evaluation
of each patient is mandatory before initiating corticosteroid
therapy. Glucocorticoid treatment in patients with initial C-
reactive protein (CRP) above 20 mg/dL has been associated with
a significantly reduced risk of mortality and a decreased need
for mechanical ventilation, whereas glucocorticoid treatment in
patients with CRP below 10 mg/dL has been associated with
significantly increased risk of mortality and higher need for
mechanical ventilation (59).

There are several reports on the administration of anti-
inflammatory drugs for the treatment of COVID-19. Some
studies demonstrate the benefits of using corticosteroids in low
doses for a short period of time during stage III of COVID-19.
The use of corticosteroids needs to be well-evaluated, as other
drugs can treat hyperthermia and inflammatory processes more
selectively. In general, many studies indicate that there is no
single reason to expect patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection to
benefit from corticosteroids use but are otherwise more likely
to be harmed by this treatment. Based on the studies analyzed
in this review, corticosteroid administration to patients with

COVID-19 may more likely inhibit immune responses and
increase the rate of bacterial infection, which would probably
prolong hospitalization and increase mortality rate.

Antivirals and Their Use in the Context of
SARS-CoV-2
In order to find specific antiviral treatment for the new
coronavirus, tests with broad spectrum drugs have been carried
out. In addition, a screening of existing chemicals capable
of affecting the transcription mechanisms from different cell
perspectives has identified some promising drug candidates.
Finally, the development of new specific antiretroviral drugs
based on the genomic characteristics and viral behavior of SARS-
CoV-2 has also been considered (60).

The use of interferon-alpha (IFN-α) at 5.000U twice a day
(bis in die—BID) and lopinavir/ritonavir (400/100mg twice a
day through oral route) has been recommended by Chinese
guidelines. IFN-α is a broad-spectrum antiviral while lopinavir
is a protease inhibitor and ritonavir enhance lopinavir activity by
increasing its half-life. The use of lopinavir/ritonavir showed to
be more effective than ribavirin alone as the patients treated with
the former association showed lower rates of progression to acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and mortality (20, 61).

Nucleoside Analogs
Favipiravir and ribavirin are the main nucleoside analogs, whose
mechanism of antiviral activity involves the induction of lethal
mutagenesis of some viruses, such as influenza. In fact, the use of
favipiravir associated with oseltamivir in the treatment of severe
influenza showed to bemore effective than oseltamivir alone (21).
However, there is an exonuclease expression in non-structural
protein 14 (nsp14-ExoN) in the coronavirus families, which may
point to SARS-CoV-2 being resistant to this category of antivirals,
corroborating studies in which ribavirin and favipiravir showed
relatively poor activity against coronavirus (62).

Remdesivir is another nucleoside analog that has shown
previous activity against Ebola and Nipah virus infection, whose
mechanism of action involves the inhibition of RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRp), therefore, it can inhibit the replication
of coronaviruses. In fact, remdesivir has demonstrated activity
against both SARS and MERS, whose antiviral effect might
potentially be extrapolated to SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 5) (63).

Amolecular docking study was carried out involving ribavirin,
remdesivir, sofosbuvir, galidesivir and tenofovir against SARS-
CoV-2 RdRp. These are anti-polymerase drugs that are currently
on the market and have been previously approved for use as
antivirus. All five drugs were able to tightly bind to the new
coronavirus strain RdRp and therefore, are considered promising
candidates to treat COVID-19 (64).

Remdesivir has shown a promising antiviral effect against
COVID-19 in mild to moderate clinical situations. In an
experimental animal study, the rodent groups infected with the
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)-CoV that received
remdesivir showed an effective reduction in viral load when
compared to the control group. An improvement in the damage
to the lung parenchyma was observed, which promoted better
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FIGURE 5 | Mechanism of action of nucleoside analogs (Remdesivir) through inhibition of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). (A) Entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the

cell, (B) Formation of the endosome, (C) Release of viral RNA in the cell’s cytoplasm, (D) Viral self-replication by RdRp, (E) Synthesis of virus structural proteins, (F)

Incorporation of RNA viral, (G) New viral units, (H) Release of new viruses, and (I) Inhibition of viral self-replication by RdRp. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

local tissue recovery compared to the group treated with lopinavir
and ritonavir in combination with IFN-β (64).

In a randomized phase 3 study, whose inclusion criteria
included SARS-CoV-2 infection and O2 saturation equal to or
<94% with pneumonia, 200mg of remdesivir was administered
intravenously on day 1 and 100mg on subsequent 5 or 10
days. Three hundred ninety-seven patients were used in this
study, 200 under a 5-days regimen and 197 under a 10-days
regimen. In general, patients who underwent 10-days treatment
had a significant clinical worsening in relation to the 5-days
group. Most common adverse reactions were nausea (9% of
reports), worsening of respiratory failure (8%), elevation of
alanine aminotransferase level (7%), as well as constipation
(7%) (22).

Sixty four percentage of the patients from the 5-days
regimen group had recovered, compared to 54% from the 10-
days group. However, this study has some limitations such
as the absence of a randomized and placebo-controlled trial
as well as the lack of analysis of viral load for SARS-CoV-
2 during and after treatment. In addition, this study showed
no significant difference in terms of efficacy between 5 and 10
days of treatment with intravenous remdesivir in patients with
severe COVID-19 who did not need mechanical ventilation. For

patients with the need for mechanical ventilation, the 10-day
regimen was more effective, although it needs more in-depth
studies among risk groups and immunocompromised patients
in order to identify the effectiveness of the shorter-duration
treatment (22).

An investigator-initiated, randomized, placebo-controlled,
multicentered, double-blinded trial was conducted using
intravenous remdesivir in 155 patients that were positive for
SARS-CoV-2 and had chest imaging suggestive for pneumonia,
oxygen saturation of 94% and FIO2 ≤300 mmHg. Patients
received intravenous remdesivir (200 mg/day on the first day and
100 mg/day on days 2–10), whereas the placebo group received
the same infusion volume of a placebo solution for a total of 10
days. The results showed that the rate of clearance of the virus
and mortality were not significantly changed in the group treated
with intravenous remdesivir, however, an overall reduction of
nearly 5 days in the median time of improvement of the clinical
manifestations was observed. There was no significant reduction
in the viral loads and in the duration of invasive mechanical
ventilation. There were reports of adverse events in 66% of the
patients in the remdesivir group and in 50% of those in the
placebo group (23). It is important to emphasize the need for
additional studies with larger samples, as well as strategies to
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enhance the effectiveness of remdesivir by either using higher
doses or associating with other antivirals/antibodies that could
possibly neutralize SARS-CoV-2.

Neuraminidase Inhibitors
Chen et al. (24) studied the use of neuraminidase inhibitors
such as oseltamivir (75mg twice a day through oral route) in
75 patients receiving treatment with non-specific antivirals such
as ganciclovir (guanine nucleotide analog, 0.25 g twice a day
intravenously) and the aforementioned association of lopinavir
with ritonavir (500mg twice a day, oral). Associations with
antibiotics of different classes, as well as with corticosteroids
were also investigated but with no description about the specific
outcome in relation to the hospitalization period and death
rate (24).

The use of neuraminidase inhibitors such as oseltamivir and
zanamivir can influence influenza-like manifestations resulting
in a decrease in the duration of symptoms. They can be
used in situations of mild respiratory manifestations and
therefore, it might be considered as a preventive measure
among the strategies for flattening the curve and for preventing
the collapse of health systems due to non-specific problems
related to COVID-19 (65). On the other hand, since the new
coronavirus does not synthesize neuraminidase (62), it seems
likely to infer that this class of antivirus might not be effective
for SARS-CoV-2.

Ivermectin
Ivermectin’s antiviral activity has been proven in vitro against
several viruses, including influenza, dengue, viral encephalitis
and HIV. It acts by inhibiting the integrase protein and
importin α/β1 (IMPα/β1) heterodimer which helps the former
to be inserted into the nucleus during the interaction between
HIV-1 and the human cell, resulting in interruption of viral
replication (Figure 6). It is believed that the activity of IMPα/β1
on RNA viruses is what designates the broad spectrum of
ivermectin (66). In addition, ivermectin stimulates GABA-gated
chloride channels that ends up triggering a hyperpolarization
process, resulting in paralysis of the infecting organism. Another
proposed mechanism involves the immunomodulation of the
host’s response through the activation of neutrophils, with
increased levels of C-reactive protein and IL-6 (67).

Another study investigated the hypothesis that IMPα/β1
influences the closure of the signal-dependent nucleocapsid
protein of the SARS-CoV-2 nucleus-cytoplasmic, which impacts
on the division of the host cell. Accessory protein ORF6
plays a role in antagonizing the activity of the transcription
factor STAT1 by capturing IMPα/β1 in the membrane of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi membrane. This study was
undertaken by infecting Vero/hSLAM cells with SARS-CoV-2
from the isolated strain Australia/VIC01/2020, followed by the
addition of 5µM of ivermectin. On days 0–3, supernatant cell
materials were collected for RT-PCR analysis for SARS-CoV-
2. As a result, a 93% reduction in the viral supernatant RNA
(indicative of released virions) was found after 24 h. At 48 h, the
reduction in viral RNA in the ivermectin-treated group increased

to approximately 5,000 times compared to the control group,
with no viral replication within 72 h (25).

Despite the broad antiviral spectrum of ivermectin found
mostly in vitro, it is necessary to emphasize that clinical trials
need to be conducted in order to better correlate the results of
animal models to humans. It is worth noting that there was no
evidence of reproducibility of the results found in infected rat
models, which reinforces the FDA statement in April 2020 about
the risks of self-medication with ivermectin against COVID-19.
In vitro studies with promising results represent only the first
stage of drug development. In addition, the studies that showed
the efficacy of ivermectin on SARS-CoV-2 used doses within
the microgram range. On the other hand, in humans, serum
ivermectin levels for a safe therapeutic window should be around
20–80 ng/mL, which are considerably lower than those used in
the in vitro experiments (68).

Nitazoxanide
Nitazoxanide has been considered as a therapeutic option for
SARS-CoV-2. It is an antiparasitic agent approved by FDA for
the treatment of Cryptosporidium and Giardia, in addition, it
has shown a broad-spectrum antiviral activity against Noro and
Rotavirus, as well as hepatitis B and C. Its mechanism of action is
based on the increase in the sensitivity to cytoplasmic RNA and
Interferon I pathways, which implies in regulating specific host
cellular mechanisms dodged by the virus for its replication (69).

An ongoing clinical trial has shown the antiviral activity
of nitazoxanide against 16 viruses including Influenza A
subtypes (H1N1, H3N2, H3N2v, h3n8, h5n9, h7n1), Influenza
B, respiratory syncytial viruses, dengue fever, yellow fever,
Japanese encephalitis virus, rotavirus, HIV, SARS and MERS.
A randomized, double blind study with 86 participants is
currently being undertaken in Mexico where it compares the
use of Hydroxychloroquine (200mg, 12/12 h for 10 days) vs.
Hydroxychloroquine + Nitazoxanide (200 + 500mg, 12/12 h
for 10 days). This latter association aims to decrease the
hyperinflammatory process that leads to the evolution of the
respiratory condition (26).

Azithromycin
Epithelial tight junction functions as a barrier that impedes
the entrance of pathogenic microorganisms to several
organs and tissues, such as lungs. Coronaviruses seem to
disrupt the epithelial tight junctions by downregulating
proteins involved in the maintenance of their integrity,
which increases the potential for SARS-CoV-2 invasion and
penetration. Conditions known to increase risk for COVID-
19 complications include advanced age, diabetes mellitus,
smoking and chronic lung disease. All these conditions
are associated with higher predisposition to dysfunction of
tight junctions. Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 infected patients
have been reported to have increased levels of IL-6, TNF-
alpha and interferon-gamma, all of which have shown to
impair tight junctional function in several epithelial cell lines
(Figure 7) (70).

It is believed that azithromycin can limit the growth of
pathogens that disrupt intercellular tight junctions. This drug
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FIGURE 6 | Mechanism of action of Ivermectin – Inhibition of integrase protein and importin α/β1 (IMPα/β1) heterodimer which helps the former to be inserted into the

nucleus during the interaction between the virus and the human cell, resulting in interruption of viral replication. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

alters the processing and location of natural sealant molecules,
which seems to exhibit a sealing effect on respiratory tight
junctions (71). In addition, azithromycin has long been used to
prevent respiratory tract infections caused by virus (72). It has
shown to be effective against some viruses such as influenza (73),
Zika (74), and Ebola (75).

Some preliminary data is available to support the use of
azithromycin with hydroxychloroquine for treatment of patients
with COVID-19, even though the success of its use may be
limited to patients at the peak of COVID-19 symptoms and
in potential respiratory collapse. A clinical study conducted in
France showed that the association of hydroxychloroquine (600
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FIGURE 7 | Azithromycin activity in maintaining the integrity of tight junctions. (A) Alveoli, (B) Tight junction, (C) Lung infection by SARS-CoV-2, (D) Tight junction

disruption caused by virus interleukin 6, tumor necrosis factor and interferon α, (E) SARS-CoV-2 entrance, (F) Administration of azithromycin, and (G) Restoration of

tight junctions.

mg/day for 10 days) with azithromycin (500 mg/day on the first
day followed by 250mg/day on the next 4 days) was advantageous
as 100% of the individuals treated with this association were
virologically cured compared with 57.1% of those treated with
only hydroxychloroquine (12). Despite its small sample size (26
patients in the treated group and 16 in the control group),
this study opens the possibility of a synergistic effect of the
combination of azithromycin with hydroxychloroquine.

Gabriels et al. (76) advert that the combination of
hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin can prolong the QT
interval and therefore may increase the arrhythmogenic risk of
the patients submitted to such treatment. The authors raised
the importance of cardiac rhythm monitoring in SARS-CoV-2
positive patients under hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin
treatment, especially those with prior history of atrial fibrillation.

Although azithromycin has shown potential activity in
maintaining the integrity of pulmonary epithelial tight junctions,
a question arises whether it could aid in ameliorating pulmonary
compromise in those patients in which SARS-CoV-2 has already
penetrated the respiratory epithelium with the patient exhibiting
pulmonary complications. Therefore, it seems likely to infer
that the sealing activity of azithromycin on respiratory epithelial
tight junctions might be useful for prophylaxis of COVID-19. In
addition, its widespread use during this pandemic wave might
increase the risk of antibiotic resistance and therefore, the pay-off
must be worthwhile.

The use of azythromycin in combination with
hydroxychloroquine has been investigated. Retrospective
study involving 2,541 hospitalized patients with a mean age of
64 revealed a significant reduction in mortality among those
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FIGURE 8 | Mechanisms of action of chloroquine (C) and hydroxychloroquine (H). (1) Inhibition of host glycosylation receptor and quinone reductase 2 responsible for

the formation of the sialic acid necessary for the incorporation of the virus into the host cell, (2) Alteration of the endosome pH and inhibition of cathepsins responsible

for the extrusion of the viral RNA of the endosome, (3) MAP kinase inhibition interfering with the proteolytic processing of protein M, and (4) Immunomodulatory effect

resulting in inhibition of the synthesis of cytokine. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

who received the combination of hydroxychloroquine and
azithromycin. However, the authors emphasize that prospective
studies are essential to confirm the impact of such association in
comparison with the use of hydroxychloroquine alone (77).

Chloroquine and Hydroxychloroquine
Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are drugs derived from
4-aminoquinolines that have been reported to inhibit SARS-
CoV2 by blocking viral entry through the inhibition of host
receptor glycosylation, as well as through proteolytic processing
and endosomal acidification. In addition, immunomodulatory
effects have been attributed to these drugs through inhibition
of cytokine production, autophagy and lysosomal activity in
host cells (Figure 8). Hydroxychloroquine seems to have a
greater antiviral activity (EC50 = 0.72µM) besides having more
tolerable safety profile, which makes it the preferred drug to treat
malaria and autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis,
lupus erythematosus and dermatological conditions caused or
aggravated by sunlight (78).

Based on preliminary results (79) carried out since January
2020, Chinese, South Korean, American and Brazilian health
authorities have recommended the use of chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine for the treatment of SARS-CoV-2. Some
clinicians consider their use reasonable in hospitalized patients

with severe illness due to SARS-CoV-2 who are not eligible for
hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine trials (80, 81).

In a randomized double-masked, phase IIb clinical trial
(ChlorCovid-19 Study), with 81 adults who were hospitalized
with SARS-CoV-2, preliminary findings suggest that the highest
dose of chloroquine (600mg, 2x/day, for 10 days, total dose
of 12 g) should not be recommended for critically ill patients
with COVID-19 due to security risk. These findings prematurely
interrupted the recruitment of patients for this study (17, 82, 83).

The ideal dosage is uncertain; the FDA suggests
hydroxychloroquine 800mg on the first day followed by
400mg daily and chloroquine 1 g on day 1 followed by 500mg
daily. Duration of treatment varies from four to seven days
depending on the clinical response. Other hydroxychloroquine
regimens includes: 1–400mg twice a day on day 1 followed by
400mg once a day for 5 days; 2–400mg twice a day on day 1 and
200mg twice for 4 days and 3–600mg twice daily on day 1 and
400mg daily for four days (84, 85).

The clinical data available for the use of hydroxychloroquine
and chloroquine against COVID-19 is limited and its
effectiveness is so far unknown. In the United States, the FDA
has authorized the emergency use of these drugs in adolescents
and adults hospitalized by COVID-19 when participation in
clinical trials is not feasible. However, if these agents are used
outside a clinical trial, the possibility of drug toxicity (including
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prolongation of the QTc interval, drug-induced torsades de
pointes—a form of polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, as well
as cardiomyopathy and retinal toxicity) are more likely to occur.
Gastrointestinal responses, such as vomiting and diarrhea, are
the most common adverse effects of these two drugs. Previous
reports have shown that patients with long-term exposure to
chloroquine suffer from severe side effects, such as retinopathy,
circular defects (or bull eye maculopathy) and diametric defects
in the retina. In addition, drug interactions should be considered
before use, especially in individuals who may be at risk. Thus,
more susceptible patients should be monitored closely for side
effects during chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine use. In fact, the
American College of Cardiology suggests QTc monitoring in
those patients at risk under the use of these drugs (80, 86–89).

Recent retrospective studies show a reduction in mortality
among COVID-19 hospitalized patients who received the
combination of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin
compared to those who underwent other treatments (13).
However, a recently published multicenter randomized
controlled trial with 504 patients with mild-moderate COVID-19
showed that the use of hydroxychloroquine at a dose of 400mg
twice daily alone or with azithromycin at a dose of 500mg once
daily for 7 days did not improve clinical status at 15 days when
compared with standard care (16).

Two recently published randomized controlled trials
investigated the use of hydroxychloroquine in reducing the
severity of symptoms in adults with mild COVID-19. In the first
study (15), 491 adults, of which 341 had laboratory-confirmed
infection, were randomized into 2 groups that received either
800mg of hydroxychloroquine on the first day and 600 mg/day
on the next five days or equivalent doses of placebo. In the
second study, 136 adults were randomly treated with 800mg
of hydroxychloroquine on the first day and 400 mg/day on
the following six days and 157 did not receive this treatment
(14). Both studies showed that hydroxychloroquine was not
effective in reducing the severity of symptoms and that the rate
of hospitalization was not significantly lower among those not
treated with this drug.

Based on these findings, randomized clinical trials have not
proven the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine alone or combined
with azithromycin in reducing the duration and severity of
symptoms in adults with mild-moderate COVID-19.

Convalescent Plasma
Plasma therapy consists in administering to patients with
infectious diseases and severe conditions the plasma itself,
or fractionated antibodies, along with other immunoglobulins
obtained from donors who are in the stage of convalescence of
the infection or have been cured. This therapy has been used since
the Spanish flu pandemic between 1917 and 1918, as well as in
other pandemics due to infectious diseases, being the last record
of studies in the Ebola epidemic between 2013 and 2015 (5, 90).

A study carried out with 69 Ebola infected patients (44
receiving plasma therapy) between 2014 and 2015 revealed a
significant reduction in viral load after 24 h of treatment, even
though no significant reduction in mortality was observed.
However, the authors highlighted the promising effects of this

therapy, although the study sample was small and randomized
clinical trials with a larger sample is needed in order to confirm
its efficacy (91).

During the first epidemic of SARS caused by coronavirus
between 2002 and 2003, several studies involving plasma therapy
were published, and the majority revealed a significant reduction
in viral load and improvement of symptoms among treated
patients (5). Subsequently, a meta-analysis involving 32 studies
with patients infected with influenza and SARS coronavirus
showed that convalescent plasma therapy was safe and may
have reduced the mortality of these patients even though the
study was biased and the quality of the evidence was low. In
fact, the authors recommended conducting clinical trials with an
appropriate methodology to better assess the effectiveness of this
therapy (92).

To date, two studies have been published on the use
of convalescent plasma in patients infected with the new
coronavirus. Shen et al. evaluated a series of 5 cases of SARS-
CoV-2 with severe symptoms characterized by pneumonia
with rapid progression, PaO2/FiO2 ≤ 300 mmHg, under
mechanical ventilation and with high viral load despite treatment
with antivirals. All patients were treated with transfusions
of convalescent plasma and it was demonstrated that body
temperature was normalized in 4 patients after 3 days, whereas
a decrease in the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA)
score, negative viral load and increased PaO2/FiO2 were
observed after 12 days of treatment. However, the authors
recommended more robust clinical trials in order to confirm
these findings (93).

In the second study, 10 critically ill patients infected with the
new coronavirus received a transfusion of 200mL of convalescent
plasma donated by people who had recently recovered from
infection with antibody titers above 1:640. The authors stated
that there was a significant improvement in oxygen saturation
after 3 days, a decrease in C-reactive protein, varied absorption of
lung lesions in radiological exams after 7 days and undetectable
viral load in 7 patients without any serious side effect. However,
they highlighted the need for randomized clinical trials with
the purpose of defining the ideal dose and the best time for
administration of convalescent plasma (19).

Finally, Roback and Garner stated in a recently published
editorial that the use of convalescent plasma is not new as it
had been tested in the pandemics of avian influenza (H5N1),
influenza in 2009 (H1N1) and Ebola. The study by Cheng
et al., who in 2003 tested the therapy in Honk Kong patients
with SARS coronavirus, found that among the 80 patients who
received plasma transfusions, the mortality rate was significantly
lower than the 299 who did not receive the treatment. However,
considering its use in cases of SARS-CoV-2, the authors warned
that the administration of convalescent plasma has not yet been
evaluated in randomized clinical trials. Therefore, it cannot be
guaranteed that the improvement in the symptoms was due only
to this intervention as the patients received additional drugs,
such as corticosteroids and antivirals, that may have influenced
the improvement of the condition. On the other hand, they
agreed that the study published by Shen et al. provides sufficient
evidence for large clinical trials involving the administration
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of convalescent plasma to critically ill patients with COVID-19
(19, 44, 93, 94).

The use of convalescent plasma associated with anticoagulants
has been considered for patients with severe or life-threatening
COVID-19 symptoms. However, a systematic review with 8
studies (no randomized clinical trial) and with 32 patients
concluded that due to the high risk of bias and the low quality
of evidence there is no certainty of the effectiveness and safety of
convalescent plasma for hospitalized patients (95).

A randomized clinical trial that investigated the use of
convalescent plasma in comparison with a standard treatment
in 103 critically ill hospitalized patients showed no significant
difference in the meantime for clinical improvement considering
28 days of follow-up (96). In this study, plasma was collected
from adult donors aged between 18 and 55 with two negative
PCRs before hospital discharge, who were asymptomatic and had
left the hospital for more than 2 weeks. The authors pointed out
that as the trial was terminated early, this study may not have
enough power to detect an important clinical difference.

Spyropoulos et al. based on retrospective studies with
hospitalized patients receiving anticoagulants, recommended the
use of these drugs especially in those with high D-dimer (97).
Likewise, in an article authored by an international collaboration
of clinicians and investigators, the use of anticoagulant therapy to
severe or life-threatening COVID-19 patients is recommended
(98). However, there is a consensus in all these studies that
randomized clinical trials are necessary in order to prove the
effectiveness of plasma and anticoagulants.

Vitamins
In supportive care, it is recommended the continuous assessment
of nutritional status of all patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 in
which those at nutritional risk should receive nutritional support
as soon as possible. It is also emphasized that even patients
with COVID-19 who are not at risk of malnutrition should
maintain an adequate intake of proteins (1.5 g/day) and calories
(25–30 kcal/day). In addition, some vitamins and oligoelements
may have the potential to benefit infected patients due to their
anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and anti-viral properties (99).

Virtual screening and other computational techniques have
been used to discover drugs against SARS-CoV, dengue
and Ebola viruses. Kandeel and Nazawi (100) used virtual
screening to access the binding ability of 20 FDA approved
molecules including a broad-spectrum antiviral (ribavirin), anti-
hepatitis B (telbivudine) and two vitamins (vitamin B12 and
nicotinamide) to a crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 main
protease. The evaluated parameters included the docking
scores, ligand efficiency as well as lipophilic and hydrogen
bonding interactions. The results showed that vitamin B12
and nicotinamide were ranked at the 4th and 6th position,
respectively. Although the authors suggest that both vitamins
have potential to be used for COVID-19 treatment in
combination with other drugs, in silico modeling needs to be
validated in vitro.

Previous reports have shown that vitamin C is a promising
alternative to reduce the susceptibility of high-risk individuals
to infection of the lower respiratory tract under certain

conditions (101). Therefore, a moderate amount of vitamin
C supplementation may be a way to prevent COVID-19. In
addition, it has been shown that reduced levels of vitamin D and
vitamin E in cattle can lead to bovine coronavirus infection (102).
This suggests that adequate supplementation of vitamin D and
vitamin E must be tested in humans in order to verify whether
they may increase human resistance to SARS-CoV-2.

One of the most deleterious consequences of the prolonged
indoor stay (lockdown) during this COVID-19 pandemic is
the reduced levels of circulating vitamin D as a result of the
insufficient sunlight exposure. Low levels of vitamin D has been
associated with higher susceptibility to infections. The receptors
for vitamin D are highly expressed by several immune cells,
such as monocytes as well as T and B lymphocytes. Therefore,
vitamin D deficiency is associated with significantly higher risk of
respiratory viral infection, which means that increased vitamin D
intake must be considered as an additional prophylactic measure
for SARS-CoV-2 respiratory infection. Adequate levels of vitamin
D might be achieved by administering this vitamin as a dietary
supplement or by consuming foods with relatively high content
of vitamin D, such as fatty fish, cod liver oil and egg yolks (102).

The use of vitamin D is justified by the growing evidence
that normal values of this vitamin in infected patients can
enhance immunity against pathogen and improve immune
recovery during treatment with antiretroviral (99, 102–107).
In addition, previous studies have demonstrated the role of
vitamin D in preventing asthma and in improving the severity
of asthmatic symptoms (108). A systematic review and meta-
analysis published in 2017 identified 25 eligible randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trials with a total of 11,321
participants, whose effect of vitamin D supplementation on
the risk of acute respiratory tract infection was assessed. This
study showed that vitamin D supplementation was able to
significantly reduce the risk of acute respiratory tract infection
in 100% of the participants, especially those with considerably
low 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels. It is interesting to note that
such protective effect was more pronounced in individuals who
received daily doses of vitamin D instead of large boluses. This
latter procedure has been associated with reduced efficacy of
vitamin D and increased risk of adverse outcomes (109).

In vitro studies have shown that vitaminD actively participates
in the respiratory homeostasis by increasing the expression
of antimicrobial peptides and by affecting the replication of
respiratory viruses. In addition, vitamin D preserves tight
junctions, eradicates enveloped viruses by inducing cathelicidin
and defensins and decreases the proinflammatory cytokines by
the innate immune system, which prevents the cytokine storm
that leads to pneumonia (Figure 9) (110). In fact, The British
Medical Journal has recently published an editorial where many
researchers included vitamin D deficiency as one of the putative
risk factors for the novel coronavirus infection (111). Regarding
the adequate dose of vitamin D, it depends on the severity of
the hypovitaminosis D. It is recommended that the levels of
circulating 25-hydroxyvitamin D should fall in the 40–60 ng/mL
range for optimum protection against acute viral infections (112).

Patients with a deficit of 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25 (OH) D]
should promptly have vitaminD supplied according to the results
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FIGURE 9 | Mechanism of action of vitamins: 1- Reduction of susceptibility to viral infections of the respiratory tract, 2- Maintenance of the integrity of intercellular

tight junctions resulting in increased resistance to microorganisms penetration, 3- Improvement of immunity, 4- Direct antiviral activity, 5- Antioxidant activity, 6-

Anti-inflammatory activity, and 7- Increased production of antimicrobial peptides. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

of blood tests [50,000 IU/week when levels of 25 (OH) D <20
ng mL; 25,000 IU/week when levels of 25 (OH) D are between
20 and 30 ng/mL] (13, 15, 16, 84, 89). On the other hand, a
recent review study stated that for people at risk for influenza
and/or COVID-19 a daily dose of 10,000 IU of vitamin D for a
few weeks should be considered and once the levels of 25(OH)D
increases, the daily dose of vitamin D should decrease to
5,000 IU (27).

Although several studies have demonstrated the role of
vitamin D in the maintenance of immune homeostasis, a
randomized controlled trial is still needed in order to confirm
that adequate vitamin D intake can prevent respiratory tract viral
infections such as that caused by SARS-CoV-2. In addition, it is
worth to point out that vitamin D supplementation should take
place under proper medical supervision as hypervitaminosis D
can result in irreversible calcification of soft tissues and although
rare, it can be life-threatening.

Zinc
Zinc is an essential trace element that plays an important
role in direct antiviral and immune responses. Such evidence
can be confirmed by the higher risk of viral infections
(Herpesviridae, HIV and Hepatitis C) in individuals with zinc
deficiency. In vitro demonstration of the multiple mechanisms
of antiviral actions of zinc has led to the indication of its
supplementation as a preventive or therapeutic strategy to
control viral infections (113–115).

An in vitro study demonstrated that the intracellular
increase in Zn+2 associated with its ionophore pyrithione at
concentrations of 2/2µM, was able to inhibit viral replication of
SARS-CoV and equine arteritis virus in cell cultures. According
to the authors, the antiviral activity of Zn+2 is attributed to
the inhibition of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)
responsible for the transcription of the viral genome (Figure 10)
(116). Additionally, Read et al. pointed out that zinc has other
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FIGURE 10 | Mechanism of action of zinc – Inhibition of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). (A) Entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the cell, (B) Formation of endosome,

(C) Release of viral RNA in the cell cytoplasm, (D) Viral self-replication by RdRp, (E) Synthesis of virus structural proteins, (F) Incorporation of RNA viral, (G) New viral

units, (H) Release of new viruses, and (I) Inhibition of viral self-replication by RdRp. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

properties such as a direct inhibitory activity on other viruses,
as well as inhibition of the formation of the viral coating and
processing of its structural components (115).

The use of 75 mg/day of zinc has been able to reduce the
severity of the cases and the period of illness in patients with
viral infections. It is recommended though that the use of zinc
should be started within the first 24 h of the onset of the infection
symptoms and that its daily administration should be maintained
throughout the disease period (117). On the other hand, Zhang
and Liu state in their systematic review that the association of
zinc and pyrithione at low concentrations contributes to the
reduction of SARS replication (SARS-CoV), therefore having a
direct antiviral effect (118).

Finally, Xue et al. demonstrated a synergistic effect of
chloroquine with zinc in terms of the cytotoxic effect on
cancer cells, opening a new possibility of association between
antimalarial and zinc for other conditions such as viral
infections (119).

DISCUSSION

At the time of writing this review, no drug has proven to be
fully effective against COVID-19, however, regulatory agencies

from all over the world are cautious by only supporting the
use of agents whose effectiveness has been proved under certain
conditions and based on promising results from reliable studies.

Throughout this review, scientific evidence for multiple
therapeutic combinations was discussed, in which the studies
have shown greater efficacy in comparison to each treatment
individually. For instance, the increase in the effectiveness
of the treatment has been documented for the association
of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin (77) as well as for
lopinavir and ritonavir (20, 51, 62). In addition, in hospitalized
patients with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome,
interventions are indicated to control coagulation disorders
and exacerbated inflammatory response as well as to increase
the immune response. Thus, in severe or life-threatening
COVID-19 patients, most guidelines indicate the association
of anticoagulants, corticosteroids, antibiotics and immunity
mediators. Furthermore, it seems that the use of multi-therapy by
associating different therapeutic agents that act through distinct
mechanisms of action is a promising alternative to overcome
this current health crisis until a fully effective drug or vaccine
is discovered.

In some countries, the prophylaxis of COVID-19 for health
professionals, elderly and infected contacts has been proposed
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FIGURE 11 | Summary of the mechanisms of action of the drugs currently used in SARS-CoV-2 infection. Chloroquine – Interferes with ACE2 ligands and receptors,

decreasing the penetration of the virus into the cell, in addition, it changes the pH of the endosome, making it difficult to release viral RNA in the cell’s cytoplasm;

Azithromycin - Reduces the number of microorganisms in the alveolus and maintains the integrity of tight junctions, reinforcing the virus barrier; Anti-inflammatory

drugs - Reduce the inflammatory process by decreasing the release of cytokines, Ivermectin - Inhibits the integrase protein and importin α/β1 (IMPα/β1) heterodimer

that promote the entry of viral proteins in the cell nucleus; Convalescent plasma - Immunoglobulins directly fight the virus; Anticoagulant drugs- Interact with

antithrombin reducing the thrombotic process; Antivirals (Remdesivir) - Inhibit the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) preventing the self-replication of viral RNA;

Zinc - inhibits RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) preventing self-replication of viral RNA. Figure source: Authors’ own drawing.

with drugs that have shown in vitro antiviral activity (67), which
includes chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.
However, randomized clinical trials have not demonstrated
a prophylactic effect with reduced hospitalization among
adults with mild COVID-19 that have been treated with
hydroxychloroquine. In addition, there are no randomized
studies that prove the efficacy and safety of ivermectin
prophylaxis against SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, the existing
evidences do not support that the benefits of such prophylactic
treatment outweigh the risks and we advise that all the risks
must be clearly explained to patients who seek protection against
SARS-CoV-2 by using these drugs.

Multiple treatment of COVID-19 has been adopted
(Figure 11) from a responsible perspective, given the massive
need to adopt important therapeutic measures in an increasingly
intense relationship of disease severity and time. It is important
to reinforce precautions regarding the side effects of some drugs
and that in many cases only off-label and compassionate use
are justified.

The development ofmore research to find amore specific drug
to treat this disease has been ensured by the scientific community,
preserving the bioethical principles of research involving human
beings. We hope that as the several randomized clinical trials are
being conducted worldwide, the drugs with the best efficacy and
safety profile will soon be found.
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The emergence of SARS-CoV-2/human/Wuhan/X1/2019, a virus belonging to the
species Severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus, and the recognition
of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) as a pandemic have highly increased the
scientific research regarding the pathogenesis of COVID-19. The Renin Angiotensin
System (RAS) seems to be involved in COVID-19 natural course, since studies suggest
the membrane-bound Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) works as SARS-CoV-
2 cellular receptor. Besides the efforts of the scientific community to understand
the virus’ molecular interactions with human cells, few studies summarize what has
been so far discovered about SARS-CoV-2 signaling mechanisms and its interactions
with RAS molecules. This review aims to discuss possible SARS-CoV-2 intracellular
signaling pathways, cell entry mechanism and the possible consequences of the
interaction with RAS components, including Angiotensin II (Ang II), Angiotensin-(1-7)
[Ang-(1-7)], Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), ACE2, Angiotensin II receptor type-
1 (AT1), and Mas Receptor. We also discuss ongoing clinical trials and treatment
based on RAS cascade intervention. Data were obtained independently by the two
authors who carried out a search in the PubMed, Embase, LILACS, Cochrane,
Scopus, SciELO and the National Institute of Health databases using Medical Subject
Heading terms as “SARS-CoV-2,” “COVID-19,” “Renin Angiotensin System,” “ACE2,”
“Angiotensin II,” “Angiotensin-(1-7),” and “AT1 receptor.” Similarly to other members
of Coronaviridae family, the molecular interactions between the pathogen and the
membrane-bound ACE2 are based on the cleavage of the spike glycoprotein (S)
in two subunits. Following the binding of the S1 receptor-binding domain (RBD) to
ACE2, transmembrane protease/serine subfamily 2 (TMPRSS2) cleaves the S2 domain
to facilitate membrane fusion. It is very likely that SARS-CoV-2 cell entry results in
downregulation of membrane-bound ACE2, an enzyme that converts Ang II into Ang-
(1-7). This mechanism can result in lung injury and vasoconstriction. In addition, Ang II
activates pro-inflammatory cascades when binding to the AT1 Receptor. On the other
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hand, Ang-(1-7) promotes anti-inflammatory effects through its interactions with the Mas
Receptor. These molecules might be possible therapeutic targets for treating COVID-19.
Thus, the understanding of SARS-CoV-2 intracellular pathways and interactions with the
RAS may clarify COVID-19 physiopathology and open perspectives for new treatments
and strategies.

Keywords: Renin Angiotensin System, SARS-CoV-2, ACE2, COVID-19, Ang II, Ang-(1-7), AT1 receptor,
pathogenesis

INTRODUCTION

SARS-CoV-2/human/Wuhan/X1/2019 was firstly described in
December 2019, in Wuhan, China (Zhou et al., 2020). The
World Health Organization (WHO) declared the Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic on 11 March 2020. The
scientific community is concentrating efforts to better understand
COVID-19 natural course, as well as its pathogenesis and
possible therapeutic strategies. SARS-CoV-2 is the etiological
agent of COVID-19 and belongs to the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome-related coronavirus species (Coronaviridae Study
Group of the International Committee on Taxonomy of
Viruses, 2020), which are RNA-enveloped viruses from the
Coronaviridae family.

Besides SARS-CoV-2, only SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
outbreaks, in 2003 and in 2012 have been described to cause the
life threatening diseases, the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS),
respectively. From 1965, when the first coronavirus was identified
in patients with common cold (Tyrrell and Bynoe, 1965) until
now, seven coronaviruses are described to cause human diseases:
HCoV-OC43, HKU1, HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 (Wang Q. et al., 2020). These
pathogens are zoonotic viruses that jumped species boundaries
(Zhang and Holmes, 2020), leading to human diseases. The
coronaviruses share the potential to outbreak as pandemics,
but small and crucial genetic mutations directly influence
their infectivity. On this wise, viruses are obligate intracellular
pathogens and their survival relies entirely on host cell machinery
control to synthesize and organize their structural components.
Viral infections are complex processes, which initiate with viral
recognition and attachment to the host cell receptor. SARS-
CoV and SARS-CoV-2 have several genetic similarities (Lu
et al., 2020; Zhang and Holmes, 2020) and both attach to
Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is anchored
to plasma membrane via its transmembrane domain (Hoffmann
et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2020). SARS-CoV-2 envelope is
composed of two proteins to structure maintenance (membrane
and envelope proteins), and the spike glycoprotein (S), which
mediates host cell entry. SARS-CoV-2 entry mechanisms are
still under investigation and further characterization is needed
to best describe SARS-CoV-2 hypothetical mechanisms. In this
review, we present published studies about SARS-CoV-2, SARS-
CoV, ACE2 and other mediator components of the first step
of infection. Furthermore, we also show how the binding of
SARS-CoV-2 may trigger a Renin Angiotensin System (RAS)

imbalance due to its binding to ACE2, possibly contributing to
the pathogenesis of COVID-19.

Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2 is an important component
of the RAS (Donoghue et al., 2000; Tipnis et al., 2000) a molecular
system composed of a wide range of peptides, enzymes, and
receptors (Simões e Silva and Flynn, 2012). Angiotensin II (Ang
II) and Angiotensin-(1-7) [Ang-(1-7)] are the major effector
molecules of the two main RAS pathways: the classical axis,
composed by the Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), Ang
II and Angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1), and the alternative
axis, which includes ACE2, Ang-(1-7), and the Mas receptor
(MasR) (Santos et al., 2003). Under physiological circumstances,
the homeostatic state is achieved due to the counter-regulatory
actions of these two arms. Although there’s hardly any published
evidence in this regard, SARS-CoV-2 binding to ACE2 might
result in ACE2 availability reduction, leading to ACE2/Ang-(1-
7)/MasR axis downregulation and consequent exacerbation of
the ACE/Ang II/AT1R axis (Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017; Lanza
et al., 2020). This may cause important pulmonary, immune and
hematological disturbances. Thus, RAS imbalance might not only
be a consequence of the disease, but a crucial step of COVID-19
pathogenesis (Lanza et al., 2020).

This counter-regulatory pattern might explain both
symptomatology and epidemiological patterns of risk groups.
Usually after a 5-day incubation period, the most common
observed symptoms are fever, dry cough, tiredness, and
neurological manifestations, including anosmia, ageusia and
dysgeusia (Lechien et al., 2020; Li Q. et al., 2020). Other signs
and symptoms can also be found, including sputum production,
headache, hemoptysis, diarrhea, dyspnea, lymphopenia and
important changes in lung imaging investigation (Rothan and
Byrareddy, 2020). Evidence shows that the symptoms related to
severe pneumonia are mainly due to an exaggerated immune
response and cytokine storm (Mehta et al., 2020). These findings
are closely related to pulmonary tissue damage, inflammatory
response and hematological disturbances. The three steps
pathophysiology proposed in this article link these phenomena
with the RAS imbalance hypothesis (Lanza et al., 2020).

METHODS

The references were obtained independently by the two authors,
who carried out a comprehensive and non-systematic search in
the PubMed, Embase, LILACS, Cochrane, Scopus and SciELO
databases. Search strategies included Medical Subject Heading
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terms as: “SARS-CoV-2,” “COVID-19,” “Renin Angiotensin
System,” “ACE2,” “Angiotensin II,” “Angiotensin-(1-7),” and
“AT1 receptor.” The search emphasized recent articles, published
case series, consensus statements, guidelines, meta-analyses,
systematic reviews and prospective cohort studies, critically
reviewed and selected by the authors.

SIGNALING AND CELL ENTRY
MECHANISMS OF SARS-CoV-2

Summarizing Current Knowledge About
How SARS-CoV-2 Enters Host Cell
Several studies reported membrane-bound ACE2 as SARS-CoV-
2 receptor (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Zhou
et al., 2020). The binding of SARS-CoV-2 to its functional
receptor, the membrane-bound ACE2, facilitates the virus entry
into the cell. Viral binding to ACE2 involves distinct domains
of the spike (S) protein. Due to a multi-step variation of
its conformational state, SARS-CoV-2 is able to attach itself
to the cell surface, firmly binding to ACE2 and starting the
membrane fusion step (Letko et al., 2020). Other membrane
proteins are essential to viral entry into the cell through
priming and activating of the S protein. Firstly, SARS-CoV-
2 has a FURIN cleavage site, which is absent in SARS-CoV
(Coutard et al., 2020). This site may enhance binding affinity
between the SARS-CoV-2 S protein and the human membrane-
bound ACE2. Moreover, SARS-CoV-2 receptor-binding domain
(RBD) has significant differences in its amino acid sequence
if compared to SARS-CoV RBD, leading to higher affinity
of SARS-CoV-2 to membrane-bound ACE2. The binding of
SARS-CoV spike protein occurs with less affinity, due to its
naturally less accessible conformation (Shang et al., 2020a).
Additionally, SARS-CoV-2 exploits a cellular serine protease,
TMPRSS2, and, in a smaller rate, an endosomal cysteine protease,
cathepsin B, and L (CatB/L) (Hoffmann et al., 2020). In this
sense, the TMPRSS2 downregulation as a cell self-defense
mechanism (Guzzi et al., 2020) may be overpassed by SARS-
CoV-2 through the CatB/L endosomal pathway (Kawase et al.,
2012). Simultaneous treatment in vitro with a serine protease
inhibitor and a cathepsin inhibitor blocks both cell entry and the
multistep growth of SARS-CoV-2 in human airway epithelial cells
(Hoffmann et al., 2020).

Although the endocytosis-mediated entry is not a consensus,
growing evidence points to mechanisms for this pathway.
Endosomal transport through the cell depends on H+ - ATPases
activity, which are coupled to the endosomal membrane due to
the fusion of circulating vesicles carrying these proton pumps
(Bright et al., 2016; Naslavsky and Caplan, 2018). Subsequently,
endosomes can fuse with lysosomes. In the meantime, internal
pH decreases, inducing irreversible conformational changes by
a variety of mechanisms, including protonation of histidine
residues and salt bridges. Furthermore, endosomal cathepsin
L proteolysis might act as a third priming event (Simmons
et al., 2005). This buries S fusion peptide (FP) and exposes
it to the endosomal membrane (Rachakonda et al., 2007;

White et al., 2008). The endosomal membrane is then disrupted,
forming a pore through which the viral particles translocate
to the cytoplasm.

SARS-CoV-2 and S Protein Structure
The SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped, positive-strand RNA
Betacoronavirus of the Coronaviridae family. Genomic sequence
analysis of SARS-CoV-2 suggests that the 30 kb genome encodes
as many as 14 open reading frames (ORFs) (Gordon et al., 2020).
ORF1a/ORF1ab encodes 16 non-structural proteins (Nsp1-16)
that form the replicase and transcriptase complex (RTC). The
other 13 encode four structural proteins – Spike (S), Envelope
(E), Membrane (M), and Nucleocapsid (N) – and nine putative
accessory factors.

There are six open reading frame proteins (ORFs), ORF3a,
ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, and ORF10, and the polyprotein
ORF1ab (Srinivasan et al., 2020). A study of evolutionary
conservation found that the majority of these proteins has either
no modifications or a mutation in the peripheral binding region,
in comparison to SARS-CoV (Srinivasan et al., 2020). However,
unlike most of these protein cited before, the Spike protein of
SARS-CoV-2 has significant changes at amino acid sequence
if compared to other human coronaviruses (hCoV), including
SARS-CoV (Ou et al., 2020; Shang et al., 2020b; Walls et al., 2020;
Wang Q. et al., 2020). S is formed by a S1 subunit, responsible
for receptor binding, attached to S2, the subunit responsible
for membrane fusion, which comprises three subdomains that
loop back on each other (Shang et al., 2020a). This might result
in essential differences regarding molecular interactions, which
enhance the binding affinity of SARS-CoV-2 to ACE2.

Although all viral fusion proteins have a similar conformation
at the end of virus-cell membrane fusion, known as trimer
of hairpins, they are divided into three classes that differ in
structure (White et al., 2008). Coronaviruses S proteins are
class I viral fusion proteins, which mean that these proteins
are assembled into trimers in their pre- and post-fusion states
(White et al., 2008). The trimer of hairpins form a structure
called 6HB, a six-helix bundle that approximates target cell and
virion membranes (White et al., 2008). Viral S proteins have
two functional subunits: S1, the distal receptor-binding subunit,
and S2, the fusion machinery subunit (Millet and Whittaker,
2015). In addition, S1 has the RBD and N-linked glycans, which
may function as glycan shields, protecting SARS-CoV-2 from
antibody recognition (Walls et al., 2020). S1 is the less conserved
subunit, reflecting a high selective pressure promoted by the
host immune system. SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 S share about
79.6% of amino acid residue sequence in regard to the entire
protein, but only 74% comparing the RBD (Ou et al., 2020). On
the other hand, S2 has a high sequence identity with other hCoV
in some important regions: the short cytosolic tail; palmitoylated
cysteines-transmembrane domain; two heptad repeats (HR1 and
HR2); and a fusion peptide, a hydrophobic amino acid residue
sequence that engages target membrane (White et al., 2008; Millet
and Whittaker, 2015; Walls et al., 2020; Figure 1). S1/S2 and
S2′ are the two cleavage sites in SARS-CoV-2 S, allowing the
activation and priming steps (Hoffmann et al., 2020) through
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FIGURE 1 | Potential mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 Spike glycoprotein (S) binding to and invading host cell. (A) Virion gets closer to the host cell that expresses a
high-affinity binding receptor on its surface. In its native fusion-competent state, the Spike glycoprotein (S) of SARS-CoV-2 is anchored on the virion envelope. (B) S
is formed by a S1 subunit, which contains the receptor-binding domain (RBD), and by a S2 subunit, comprising the fusion peptide (FP) domain. (C) Two of the most
important proteins in the host cell surface related to the virus entry are Angiotensin-converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) and Transmembrane protease/serine subfamily 2
(TMPRSS2); (D) Membrane bound-ACE2 is the SARS-CoV-2 receptor, and TMPRSS2 is the S primer. These two host cell proteins probably form a complex on the
lipid bilayer; (E) S1 RBD attaches to ACE2 and TMPRSS2 cleaves S2 in a step named as priming, leading to the exposure of the FP; (F) Viral S protein is anchored
not only to virion surface, but also to host plasma membrane. Hence, other S is recruited and the endocytic viral entry process begins. These are representative
no-scale images.

protease actions. S1/S2 also has a four amino acid residue furin-
like cleavage sequence (PRRA), indicating that furin, a calcium-
dependent serine peptidase, can cleave this site (White et al.,
2008; Walls et al., 2020). S2′ contains a residue sequence located
upstream the fusion peptide and can be cleaved by a diversity of
proteases (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Walls et al., 2020). Although
few evidence show the role of these proteolytic activation sites
on SARS-CoV-2 life cycle, it is believed that S2′ is cleaved during
biosynthesis and S1/S2 is cleaved for the virus to enter the cell
(Walls et al., 2020).

S Protein Binding to ACE2
Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 is a zinc membrane-bound
metalloproteinase that acts as a carboxypeptidase able to
hydrolyze Ang I to Ang-(1-9) and Ang II to Ang-(1-7). ACE
converts Ang I into Ang II, while ACE2 forms Ang-(1-9) from
Ang I. ACE2 differs from ACE regarding its insensitivity to
conventional ACE inhibitors (Donoghue et al., 2000; Tipnis
et al., 2000; Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017). Both SARS-CoV
and SARS-CoV-2 have ACE2 as their host cell receptor (Lee
et al., 2003; Letko et al., 2020), but SARS-CoV-2 S RBD has
a receptor binding motif (RBM) capable to attach ACE2 with

higher affinity if compared to SARS-CoV S. Studies showed major
structural changes that explain this difference (Glowacka et al.,
2010; Shang et al., 2020b; Walls et al., 2020; Wrapp et al., 2020):
(1) variable ridge loop with four residue motif (Gly-Gln-Thr-
Gly) instead of a three motif, allowing additional main-hydrogen
bonding between RBM and ACE2 N-terminal helix; (2) SARS-
CoV-2 S RBM better insertion into ACE2 hydrophobic pocket,
due to novel interactions because of Leu472; (3) Lys31 and Glu35
from ACE2 binding to Leu455 and Gln493 from SARS-CoV-2,
respectively (hotspot 31); (4) unique hydrogen bonding between
Lys353 from ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 RBD main chain (hotspot
353) (Shang et al., 2020b). Hence, the high-affinity SARS-CoV-
2/ACE2 interaction could be an explanation for the greater
infectivity of this virus when compared to others hCoVs.

Figure 1 illustrates the mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2
binding to membrane-bound ACE2 and subsequent entry
into the human cell.

Other Potential SARS-CoV-2 Receptors
Tissue tropism and host range are determined by a variety
of factors. Nonetheless, receptor recognition and attachment
are essential steps for a viral infection (Maginnis, 2018).
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Intracellular pathogens usually attach to more than one host
cell surface structure that exerts the function of viral receptor.
Carbohydrates, such as sialic acid (SiAc), and proteins, integrins
and the membrane-bound ACE2 for instance, are common
receptors used by viruses. Studies suggest that infection might
follow a series of receptor engaging and detachment, until
the pathogen interacts with host cells in a high-affinity event
(Maginnis, 2018).

Sialic acid is ubiquitously expressed on the surface of
host cells and is capable of mediating cell adhesion and
transduction-signaling events. SiAc might be the first host cell-
virus interaction in SARS-CoV-2 infection. MERS-CoV binds
not only to dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4), its protein receptor,
but also to sialic acids (α2,3-linked especially) (Li et al.,
2017). Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 is the first discovered hCoV
that has a specific motif in its S able to bind to integrins
receptors, integral membrane proteins arranged as heterodimers
with alpha and beta subunits. Integrins mediate a variety of
mechanisms, including cell adhesion, signaling events, and
cytoskeletal rearrangement. In relation to the SARS-CoV-2, these
molecules recognize two specific motifs: RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) and
KGE (Lys-Gly-Glu). Although integrin-binding is essential for
a variety of human-viruses (Stewart and Nemerow, 2007), no
previously described coronaviruses were capable of making these
transmembrane proteins as receptors. Therefore, SARS-CoV-2
is the first coronavirus that has a RGD motif S protein present
in the RBD of S1 (residues 403–405) (Sigrist et al., 2020). The
implications of this finding, however, are still unknown.

The extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer
(EMMPRIN), also known as CD147, represents another potential
receptor for SARS-CoV-2 (Ulrich and Pillat, 2020). Wang K.
et al. (2020) showed that SARS-CoV-2 invaded human host cells
via CD147 binding (Wang K. et al., 2020). This protein belongs
to an immunoglobulin superfamily enrolled in inflammatory
processes and virus host cell entry (Pushkarsky et al., 2001; Chen
et al., 2005; Sagkan and Akin-Bali, 2020). Differently from ACE2,
CD147 is ubiquitously expressed in epithelium and immune cells
(Radzikowska et al., 2020). Interestingly, CD147 is upregulated
in patients with obesity and diabetes, which might explain, at
least in part, why these comorbidities are considered risk factors
for severe COVID-19.

Proteases and Priming
Proteolytic activation of viral fusion-protein is an essential step
for membrane fusion in a variety of viruses. Besides allowing the
fusion triggering process named as priming, induced viral fusion-
protein conformational changes release sufficient energy to
overcome the lipid bilayer fusion energy barrier. On that matter,
SARS-CoV-2 receptor is a protease distinct of the S primer, once
RBD binds ACE2 distant from its action site (Shang et al., 2020b).
Therefore, several proteases are capable of priming viral fusion-
proteins. Based on previous knowledge about other hCoVs,
researchers discovered that TMPRSS2 is essential for SARS-CoV-
2 cell entry (Hoffmann et al., 2020). TMPRSS2 belongs to the type
II transmembrane serine proteases family (TTSP) and is found
on cell surface or in the secretory pathway (Szabo and Bugge,
2008, 2011). Evidence suggests that this protease forms complexes

with ACE2 in plasma membrane microdomains (Shulla et al.,
2011; Tarnow et al., 2014), corroborating to the hypothesis that
TMPRSS2 and ACE2 operate together in SARS-CoV-2 cell entry.
Thus, TMPRSS2 might catalyze the cleavage of S2′ after S binding
to the receptor.

Cathepsin L, another protease related to a variety of
coronaviruses, seems also to be involved in SARS-CoV-2
molecular mechanisms (Ou et al., 2020). This ubiquitously
expressed protein is a cysteine protease activated in low pH.
Besides acting as an essential protease for several viruses (Millet
and Whittaker, 2015), cathepsin L can be found in lysosomes
(Turk et al., 2012). SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, for instance,
used cathepsin L to cell entry (Simmons et al., 2005; Qian et al.,
2013). The role of cathepsin L in SARS-CoV-2 cell infection is
not well defined. Bosch et al. (2008) reported that cathepsin L
cleavage site for SARS-CoV S is T678, 11 residues downstream
the trypsin cleavage site.

RENIN-ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM AND
COVID-19

RAS Ubiquitous Role in Homeostasis
The Renin-Angiotensin System was first conceived as centered
in the local and systemic actions of Angiotensin II (Ang II).
However, last decades’ studies regarding the RAS established a
complex and dynamic molecular cascade with two fundamental
arms, a classical and an alternative axes, and a range
of counter-regulatory actions in different organ systems.
Its endocrine (tissue-to-tissue), paracrine (cell-to-cell) and
intracrine (intracellular/nuclear) effects (Patel et al., 2017) are
crucial for cardiovascular, renal, immune, pulmonary, and neural
homeostasis (Nehme et al., 2015). The RAS also plays a pivotal
role in several pathophysiological disease models, including
pulmonary and renal diseases (Simões e Silva and Flynn, 2012;
Magalhaes et al., 2018).

The classical axis, comprising the ACE, its main product
Ang II and the angiotensin II type 1 (AT1) receptor, mediates
the well described body fluid homeostasis through restoration
of blood volume. Several lines of evidence, however, attribute
a range of deleterious actions to the classical ACE/Ang
II/AT1R axis, including enhancement of inflammation, fibrosis,
cellular growth, and migration (Rodrigues Prestes et al.,
2017). Additionally, this axis triggers vasoconstriction, cardiac
hypertrophy and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production
(Ardaillou, 1998; Yamada et al., 1998).

Findings on the ACE2/Ang-(1-7)/MasR arm are substantially
new. Santos et al. (1988) described Ang-(1-7) production
in dog brainstem dependently and independently of Ang II
formation, which suggested an alternative route for generating
RAS fragments. In the same year, Schiavone et al. (1988) showed
the first biological effect of Ang-(1-7), with the heptapeptide was
able to release Vasopressin from pituitary-hypothalamus tissue
explants (Schiavone et al., 1988). Further, several actions of Ang-
(1-7) were successively reported (Santos et al., 2000). However,
until 2000, the preferential route of Ang-(1-7) formation was still
lacking. In this regard, in 2000, two independent research groups
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discovered almost simultaneously the enzyme homolog to ACE,
named ACE2, as the main responsible for the conversion of Ang
II into Ang-(1-7) (Donoghue et al., 2000; Tipnis et al., 2000).
Three years later, Santos et al. (2003) determined the G-protein
coupled Mas receptor (MasR) as Ang-(1-7) receptor. The high
affinity binding of Ang-(1-7) to the MasR is possible after the
cleavage of Ang II by ACE2, subtracting the Phenylalanine amino
acid (Santos et al., 2018). Discoveries on ACE2 and the MasR
resulted in a new conception of the RAS. Currently, the RAS is
defined as a dual arm system formed by two counter-regulatory
axes, the classical ACE/Ang II/AT1 axis and the alternative
ACE2/Ang-(1-7)/MasR arm (Santos et al., 2005). The alternative
arm exerts beneficial effects through counter-regulating the RAS
classical axis and its effects includes vasodilation, inhibition
of cell growth and ROS production, anti-inflammatory, anti-
thrombosis and anti-arrhythmogenic actions (Simões e Silva and
Flynn, 2012; Simões e Silva and Teixeira, 2016; Rodrigues Prestes
et al., 2017).

Several studies demonstrated the pivotal role of RAS
imbalance in disease progression through disruption of the
system’s equilibrium (Simões e Silva and Teixeira, 2016). Hence,
the reduction of a RAS molecule function or bioavailability
might lead to exacerbation of one axis. Indeed, administration of
RAS blocker therapy, which inhibits the classical RAS axis, has
been also described to enhance the alternative axis in humans
and animal models (Simões e Silva and Flynn, 2012). This
principle might be an underlying component in many diseases
pathogenesis, including COVID-19 (Lanza et al., 2020). Figure 2
shows the potential mechanisms that may link RAS imbalance to
signs and symptoms of COVID-19.

RAS Imbalance and COVID-19
Pathophysiology
Growing evidence supports the role of ACE2 downregulation
in COVID-19 pathophysiology and the possible contribution of
RAS axes unbalance to COVID-19 natural history (D’Ardes et al.,
2020; Gheblawi et al., 2020; Lanza et al., 2020; Verdecchia et al.,
2020). It seems that the dynamics of ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2
infection relies on an apparent paradox that depends on the
bioavailability of ACE2: either (1) the individual infected by the
virus has enough reservoir of ACE2 to resist the depletion of
the enzyme and still counteract the deleterious effects of reduced
ACE2 levels and activity; or (2) individuals with a small reservoir
of ACE2 will not be able to activate the anti-inflammatory axis
of the RAS and consequently will suffer from an exacerbated
activation of the classical pro-inflammatory arm.

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 is significantly
downregulated in several experimental studies with induced
pulmonary injury (Imai et al., 2005; Kuba et al., 2006; Gu
et al., 2016; Sodhi et al., 2019). Its blockade or genetic
manipulation resulted in enhanced vascular permeability,
neutrophil accumulation, increased lung edema, and worsened
lung function in a study conducted by Kuba et al. (2006). Gu
et al. (2016) observed reduced animal survival and exacerbated
lung injury following respiratory syncytial viral infection in mice
with genetic deletion of ACE2 gene. Another study in a mice

model of Pseudomonas aeruginosa lung infection showed an
increased pro-inflammatory cytokine and chemokine response,
as well as parenchymal inflammation (Sodhi et al., 2019). In
the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection specifically, Imai et al.
(2005) attributed to Ang II upregulation the responsibility for
severe lung failure via AT1.

The diminished ACE2 levels may result in: (1) Ang II
upregulation, leading to classical RAS axis overactivity; and (2)
Ang-(1-7) depletion, attenuating the protective effects of the
alternative RAS axis (Figure 2). Ang II is a pro-inflammatory
peptide and its upregulation contributes to acute lung injury
by promoting endothelial dysfunction and cytokine storm
(Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017). The unbalance between both
RAS axes may result in three major disturbances: pulmonary,
inflammatory/immune, and hematological. Therefore, as shown
in Figure 2, a three-phase disease course was proposed in order
to explain COVID-19 pathophysiology and correlate its evolution
to RAS activity (Lanza et al., 2020).

First phase: ACE2 is expressed in several tissues, including
airways epithelium, brain, bone marrow, gastrointestinal (GI)
tract, kidney, and heart (Nehme et al., 2015; Li M. Y. et al.,
2020). Airways epithelium is the initial site of SARS-CoV-
2 infection, from where the virus spreads throughout the
body. Therefore, early in the disease course, COVID-19 is
remarkably distinguished from other respiratory diseases due
to the lymphopenia found in nearly half of the patients at
admission (Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2020).
Several possible explanations support this finding, with the four
most promising ideas being related to the invasion of different
tissues and immune activation. The first one is the invasion of
bone marrow. ACE2 is found in hematopoietic stem/progenitor
cells (HSPC) and viral induced hypoxia might lead to three
main consequences: (1) increased proliferation and migration
of HSPC; (2) upregulation of ACE2 and Mas receptor; and (3)
shedding of ACE2 ectodomain in HSPC (Joshi et al., 2019).
The second hypothesis regards lymphocyte invasion, as this cell
expresses ACE2 on its surface and the novel coronavirus is able
to invade this cell. The third one considers the deflagration
of the hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH), although
this mechanism is only enhanced later in disease’s course and
might be related to other clinical manifestations. Lastly, studies
hypothesized on SARS-CoV-2 interactions with the GI tract,
as the function of ACE2 in this system is still unclear and GI
symptoms are common in COVID-19 (Li M. Y. et al., 2020; Musa,
2020; Tan et al., 2020).

Second phase: the second stage in COVID-19 is the
pulmonary involvement. In this regard, Ang-(1-7) depletion
might prosecute a key role, given that Ang-(1-7) allegedly
reduces lung inflammation, fibrosis, and pulmonary arterial
hypertension (Jia, 2016; Santos et al., 2018). In COVID-19 cases
with severe manifestations, the disease does not behave as a
typical acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (Gattinoni
et al., 2020b). Therefore, the described phenomenon of severe
hypoxemia in compliant lungs may be due to a low ventilation-
perfusion ratio as a result of lost perfusion regulation and
hypoxic vasoconstriction reaction (Gattinoni et al., 2020a;
Wang D. et al., 2020). This underlying pathophysiology may
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FIGURE 2 | The proposed role of the Renin-Angiotensin System in the pathophysiology of COVID-19. Schematic representation of COVID-19 pathophysiology
related to the Renin-Angiotensin System (RAS) imbalance. This figure highlights the downregulation of transmembrane Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) in
SARS-CoV-2 infection. The virus enters the host cell after binding to TMPRSS2 and transmembrane ACE2. Viral replication and release from lung cells to the
bloodstream enhance viremia, besides diminishing circulating and transmembrane ACE2 levels. The reduction of ACE2 availability results in RAS imbalance due to
downregulation of the alternative axis. Consequently, we have an increase in Angiotensin II (Ang II) and decrease in Angiotensin-(1-7) [Ang-(1-7)] levels. The binding
of Ang II to the Angiotensin II type 1 (AT1) receptor triggers inflammatory response, including vascular leakage and alveolar edema, both of which can be amplified by
Cytokine Storm Syndrome (CSS). This mechanism may contribute to several clinical presentations of COVID-19, including respiratory signs and symptoms. In
addition, the downregulation of the ACE2/Ang-(1-7)/Mas receptor axis reduces the anti-inflammatory effects of the alternative RAS axis. Due to ACE2 expression in

(Continued)
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FIGURE 2 | Continued
mature lymphocytes, SARS-CoV-2 may result in lymphopenia. This finding can also be triggered by hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) due to intense tissue
inflammation. In addition, the invasion of the bone marrow by the virus, specifically of the hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPC), leads to apoptosis and
consequent reduction of oxygen saturation levels. Other mechanisms that may contribute to lower saturation include vascular leakage, alveolar edema and
inflammation. ACE2, Angiotensin Converting Enzyme 2; TMPRSS2, Transmembrane protease serine 2; RAS, Renin-Angiotensin-System; ANGII, Angiotensin II;
ANG(1-7), Angiotensin (1-7); HLH, Hemophagocytic Lymphohistiocytosis; HSPC, Hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell; [O2], Oxygen concentration; ACE, Angiotensin
Converting Enzyme; ANG(1-9), Angiotensin (1-9); ANGI, Angiotensin I; PEP, prolyl-endopeptidase; NEP, neutral-endopeptidase.

be responsible for the high mortality rates in COVID-19
patients that undergo mechanical ventilation (MV), as up to
80% of patients who required MV evolve to death (Richardson
et al., 2020). The classical axis exacerbation possibly promotes
endothelial dysfunction directly by Ang II effects and indirectly
through immune system activation and hypoxia (Hu, 2020;
Sardu et al., 2020). In addition, Ang II may act locally in the
lungs’ endothelium enhancing ROS production and reducing
NO release (Forrester et al., 2018). All these pathophysiological
mechanisms might result in vascular leakage and alveolar
edema, causing hypoxia and dyspnea (Channappanavar and
Perlman, 2017; Leiva-Juarez et al., 2018). In addition to a
probable hepatocytes invasion by SARS-CoV-2, an exaggerated
inflammatory response might lead to liver injury (Zhang C.
et al., 2020). Elevated D-dimer levels, prothrombin time and
International Normalized Ratio (INR) and reduced activated
partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) are some laboratory findings
that might be related to endothelium dysfunction and liver
injury, which, in turn, increase the risk for thrombotic and
thromboembolic events (Driggin et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020;
Tang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020).

There is an important gap between the second and third
phases. Immune response and inflammation start right at the
beginning of COVID-19, but, as the disease progresses, these
mechanisms increase in intensity. SARS-CoV-2 binding to
alveolar epithelial cells makes possible for the virus to activate
innate and adaptive immune systems, leading to the release
of several cytokines, including Interleukin (IL)-6. Previous
studies demonstrated that some viral products (as the human
immunodeficiency virus TAT protein transactivator) are able to
enhance the DNA-binding activity of nuclear factor κB (NF-
κB) and nuclear factor IL-6 (NF-IL-6), resulting in increased
IL-6 mRNA transcription (Tisoncik et al., 2012; Tanaka et al.,
2014). The same mechanism may also occur in COVID-19. In
addition, due to the action of pro-inflammatory factors, vascular
permeability increases and a large amount of fluid and blood cells
get into the alveoli, resulting in dyspnea and respiratory failure
(Channappanavar and Perlman, 2017; Leiva-Juarez et al., 2018).
The IL-6 is usually synthesized locally on the lesion in the acute
stage of inflammation, mediating pleiotropic effects on immune
response and hematopoiesis (Tanaka et al., 2014). This cytokine
also promotes specific differentiation of naïve CD4+ T cells and
is indispensable for T-helper 17 (Th17) differentiation from naïve
CD4+ T cells, being related to the disruption of immunological
tolerance, auto-immune and chronic inflammatory diseases
(Kimura and Kishimoto, 2010; Tanaka et al., 2014). IL-6 moves to
the liver through the bloodstream and rapidly induces the release
of several acute phase proteins, including C-reactive Protein

(CRP) and fibrinogen (Tanaka et al., 2014). On the other hand, IL-
6 reduces the production of fibronectin, albumin, and transferrin.

Third phase: this last stage is marked by a systemic
hyper-inflammatory state named Cytokine Storm Syndrome
(CSS) (Mehta et al., 2020). CSS seems to be responsible for worse
clinical outcomes and represents an important maker of disease
severity (Huang et al., 2020). Indeed, the association between
ACE2 downregulation, exacerbation of the ACE/Ang II/AT1
axis and the release of several pro-inflammatory cytokines,
including IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α, is well established in
literature (Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017). This finding might
be enhanced by the activation of innate and adaptive immune
systems triggered by the viral infection itself, which increases
the activity of nuclear factors and mRNA transcription of
interleukins. In addition, COVID-19 severity is associated with
higher levels of IL-6, IL-2R, IL-10, and TNF-α, as well as
lower CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Pedersen and Ho, 2020).
Furthermore, SARS-CoV-2 infection could trigger both primary
and secondary HLH, an unusual syndrome characterized by
fever, splenomegaly, jaundice and the histopathologic finding of
hemophagocytosis in bone marrow and other tissues (Fisman,
2000). However, the mechanism by which viruses contribute
to HLH development is not fully established. On this wise,
previous studies analyzed the association between DNA viruses,
the Herpesviridae family for instance, and the HLH, mainly
because they are potent modulators of the immune response
(Brisse et al., 2017). Less frequently, though, cases of HLH arise
in RNA virus infections, including Influenza virus and DENV,
among others (George, 2014).

Another important issue to be considered is the gut dysbiosis
and its potential link to disease progression in COVID-19 (Aktas
and Aslim, 2020; Dhar and Mohanty, 2020; Zuo et al., 2020).
The detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the stool of some patients
and diarrhea in others point to a link between the lung and
the intestine. Despite no fecal-oral transmission being reported
up to this date, it’s possible that asymptomatic children and
adults may shed infectious virus particles in the stool, leading to
infection of others (Dhar and Mohanty, 2020). Gut microbiota
diversity and the presence of beneficial microorganisms in the
gut may play an important role in determining the course of this
disease (Aktas and Aslim, 2020; Dhar and Mohanty, 2020; Zuo
et al., 2020). Interestingly, gut dysbiosis is present in several risk
groups for COVID-19 as well, including the elderly, immune-
compromised and diabetic patients (Dhar and Mohanty, 2020).
In addition, ACE2 is highly expressed in the luminal surface
of the gastrointestinal tract (Nehme et al., 2015), allowing the
gastrointestinal tract to be colonized by SARS-CoV-2. This might
explain why patients with COVID-19 exhibit gastrointestinal
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discomfort and diarrhea. The ACE2 loss in the intestine is also
related to the hyperactivation of classical RAS axis and the role of
gut-lung axis in COVID-19 (Aktas and Aslim, 2020). SARS-CoV-
2 infection may lead to degeneration of the gut blood barrier,
driving to systemic propagation of bacteria and endotoxins,
resulting in a septic shock. In this regard, a pilot study, including
15 patients with COVID-19, found persistent alterations in the
fecal microbiome during the time of hospitalization (Zuo et al.,
2020). Furthermore, fecal microbiota alterations were associated
with fecal levels of SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 severity (Zuo
et al., 2020). Additional studies are necessary to address the
potential role of probiotics in COVID-19.

Risk Groups
Risk groups are subsets of the population that may probably
evolve with the worst prognosis once ill, requiring special
attention and more precaution warnings. For COVID-19, some
well-established diseases and conditions are considered risk
factors: diabetes, hypertension, chronic respiratory diseases,
cardiovascular diseases, chronic kidney diseases, and cancer
(Nikpouraghdam et al., 2020). Moreover, age and gender
differences also seem to outline prognosis variety. Two other
non-medical conditions require further investigation. The first
one is pregnancy, due to the possibility of vertical transmission
of SARS-CoV-2 to the fetus (Simões e Silva and Leal, 2020).
The second one is related to the health workers, who are highly
exposed to infected people. This exposure may predict a higher
viral charge when infection is installed, which could result in
higher disease severity. Epidemiological data further support
RAS as a protagonist player in COVID-19 pathophysiology. In
this regard, we present these risk groups establishing possible
connections with RAS unbalanced.

Age groups: the most affected population is 50–60 years old
(Chen et al., 2020) and epidemiological reports suggest a positive
association between severity and aging. Patients with a severe
form of disease were significantly older than the rest of the
patients enrolled in a study conducted in China (Feng et al.,
2020). In addition, the same study showed significantly lower
survival rates in patients older than 75 years old, in comparison
to younger patients (Feng et al., 2020). This age distribution
of COVID-19 prognosis is not only related to the prevalence
of preexistent comorbidities, but to the lifespan physiological
oscillation of RAS molecules (Chen et al., 2020). In the aging
process, there is a decrease in the estrogen/testosterone ratio,
which promotes an increase in plasma renin activity, modifying
the RAS axes equilibrium (Colafella et al., 2016). Furthermore,
children and young adults have higher ACE2 reservoirs than
elderly (Zhang P. et al., 2020). Thus, ACE/Ang II/AT1R is
upregulated, an essential characteristic for COVID-19 bad
evolution. This physiological mechanism is proven by the lower
vascular and renal AT2 receptor expression, the raised AT1R
expression and the enhanced pressor responsiveness to Ang II in
female animal models, as well as the increased sensitivity to Ang
II with aging male animal models (Colafella et al., 2016).

Hypertension and diabetes: epidemiological studies also
showed worse outcome in patients with COVID-19 and
associated comorbidities, including arterial hypertension and

diabetes mellitus (Gheblawi et al., 2020; Vaduganathan et al.,
2020). Indeed, these conditions are closely related to an
exaggerated activation of ACE/Ang II/AT1R axis (Rein and
Bader, 2017; Nistor et al., 2018; Schiffrin et al., 2020; Zheng
et al., 2020). In diabetes, Ang II have been described to exert
several deleterious effects, including increase in insulin resistance,
endothelial damage and deterioration of renal function (Simões
e Silva et al., 2017). Similarly, arterial hypertension courses with
an inflammatory state, which includes higher levels of Ang II,
chemokines and cytokines, including IL-6 and TNF-α (De Miguel
et al., 2015). Therefore, a previous history of RAS imbalance
favors the inflammatory state proposed to be responsible for
disease severity in COVID-19. On the other hand, once again
ACE2 expression might be crucial in prognosis: because several
diabetic and/or hypertensive patients take RAS inhibitors to
manage the classical axis upregulation.

RAS RELATED MEDICATIONS

The exposed mechanisms about COVID-19 pathophysiology
explain the use of RAS-related medications in ongoing clinical
trials. In this regard, RAS blocker therapy has been largely
discussed on its beneficial or harmful effects. Considering that
RAS inhibitors, like angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors
(ACEi) and angiotensin II type 1 receptor antagonists (ARB), are
first-line treatments for hypertension and diabetic nephropathy,
some clinical trials aim to investigate whether RAS blockade
therapy should be continued or not. Concerns about ACEi
therapy are based on the proposition that these medications
blunt the conversion of Ang I to Ang II. In addition, ACEi
may also increase ACE2 expression and by doing so might
favor SARS-CoV-2 binding to ACE2, the receptor for the
virus (Fosbol et al., 2020; Perico et al., 2020). In this sense,
the Irish CORONACION study (NCT04330300) enrolled 2414
patients with primarily hypertension to evaluate the association
between RAS blocker administration and poorer prognosis.
Similarly, French ACORES-2 trial (NCT04329195) separated 554
participants in two groups, one continuing RAS blocker therapy
and one discontinuing it. Experimental findings, however, show
inconclusive data regarding the effect of ACEi upon tissue levels
of ACE2 (Bean et al., 2020). The risk of abrupt withdrawal
of ACEi and ARB for patients chronically treated with these
medications must be taken into account as well. In this regard,
a retrospective cohort study using data from Danish national
administrative registries concluded that prior use of ACEI/ARBs
was not significantly associated with COVID-19 diagnosis among
patients with hypertension or with mortality or severe disease
among patients diagnosed as having COVID-19 (Fosbol et al.,
2020). Therefore, several research groups advocate for treatment
continuation in SARS-CoV-2 patients (AlGhatrif et al., 2020;
Fosbol et al., 2020).

Despite the concerns about ARB medication by some
researchers, other studies propose a potential therapeutic effect
of these medications in COVID-19 (Vaduganathan et al.,
2020). The general idea is based on the likely enhancement
of ACE2 expression following chronic administration of ARB
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(Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017). Although the precise
mechanisms beyond this upregulation of ACE2 require further
characterization, experimental studies on heart, lung, and
kidney tissues support this assumption (Rodrigues Prestes et al.,
2017). The consequent upregulation of the RAS alternative
arm might seem deleterious at first glance, since circulating
ACE2 is directly derived from membrane-bound ACE2, minus
the anchoring proteins. However, the further protective effects
of the ACE2/Ang-(1-7)/MasR axis in the lungs have been
considered beneficial in the final balance of RAS blocker therapy,
as previously discussed in this article. Blocking the ACE/Ang
II/AT1 axis, in this sense, diminishes Ang II lung injury due
to its binding to the AT1 receptor and implies upregulation of
the alternative arm, as raised ACE2 levels favors the conversion
of Ang II into Ang-(1-7) (Rodrigues Prestes et al., 2017).
Figure 2 highlights the main effects of Ang-(1-7) binding to
the Mas receptor. Additionally, the antagonism of the AT1R by
ARAs could enhance the Ang II binding to the AT2 receptor,
upregulated under chronic ARA administration, which may
also exert protective effects in lung tissue (Vaduganathan et al.,
2020). Several clinical trials aim to analyze the clinical outcomes
of Losartan administration in patients positive for COVID-19.
Two robust American trials aim to analyze the effect of a 7-day
administration of Losartan 50 mg in comparison to placebo in
patients positive to COVID-19 (NCT04312009, NCT04311177).

A different approach consists on the direct enhancement
of the RAS alternative axis by the administration of Ang-
(1-7) and Recombinant Human ACE2 (RhACE2). Belgic
ATCO Trial will evaluate the results of Ang-(1-7) infusion in
comparison to placebo in 60 participants positive for COVID-
19 (NCT04332666). The proposed mechanism is based on the
tentative of counter-regulating the exacerbation of the RAS
classical arm. The administration of RhACE2, on its turn, might
have two favorable effects: (1) the upregulation of the ACE2/Ang-
(1-7)/MasR axis leading to and its beneficial actions and (2) the
functionally neutralization of SARS-CoV-2 in the bloodstream.
The second mechanism is possible due to the lacking of the
membrane-anchoring domain in RhACE2. Therefore, it would
not allow viral entrance into the host cell, but it is rather capable
of antagonizing SARS-CoV-2 and preventing its endocytosis
(Gheblawi et al., 2020). The binding of the virus to rhACE2 may
also stimulate the immune system to counteract SARS-CoV-2
(Gheblawi et al., 2020). Although being promising therapeutic
alternatives to COVID-19, treatment with these peptides face

some major challenges, including the short half-life in vivo, low
stability, high manufacturing cost and rapid degradation in the
gastrointestinal tract when administered orally, meaning the need
of a continuous intravenous infusion (Shenoy et al., 2015). In this
sense, the one trial proposing RhACE2 administration to treat
COVID-19 still lacks the Center of Drug Evaluation approval
(NCT04287686). Further pharmacological investigation on these
peptides could represent a brand new therapeutic perspective for
COVID-19, as well as for other diseases related to RAS imbalance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Coronavirus Disease 2019 pathogenesis and pathophysiology are
far from being fully elucidated. The first studies considered
different stages of the diseases separately and without well-
established mechanisms. In this context, we do believe that
RAS imbalance may exert an important role in COVID-19. The
shift of RAS equilibrium toward the classical axis, ACE/Ang
II/AT1R, in parallel with downregulation of the alternative axis,
ACE2/Ang-(1-7)/MasR, may contribute to the plethora of clinical
manifestations of COVID-19 and its severity. In this regard, we
defend that the novel therapeutic and preventive strategies take
into account the importance of restoring RAS equilibrium.
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INTRODUCTION

The need to integrate prisons and other custodial settings in the comprehensive response to
COVID-19 epidemic was recently advocated (1) and WHO as recently issued guidance to support
members states in this direction (2).

The COVID-19 pandemic has been particularly dramatic in Italy, one of the first countries to be
affected in Europe, with more than 200,000 cases reported as of 22/4/2020 (3). Within the country,
the northern regions, including Lombardy and Emilia Romagna, were the epicenter of the epidemic
andmassive efforts were put in place to contain its spread. The custodial system has been part of this
wider endeavor, as prison healthcare services are managed by Ministry of Health in Italy, although
with differences across regions due to healthcare decentralization.

THE PRISON SETTING

Prisons are settings of higher risk for COVID-19 infections as confined conditions, especially in a
context of overcrowding, are one of the biggest challenges for controlling the spread of the infection.
Italy is the third country in Europe per prison density with an occupational rate of 120% for 61,230
prison population at 29/2/2020 (4). People in prison are more vulnerable to COVID-19 because of
their underlying health conditions with disproportionally higher rates of acute and chronic physical
and mental illnesses, including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and chronic respiratory diseases,
and frequently facing greater exposure to risks such as smoking, poor hygiene and weaker immune
defense to stress (5).

RESPONSE MEASURES IN PRISON SETTINGS

Avoiding COVID-19 spread into the custodial system is the primary objective of an effective
strategy tailored to prisons. In the early stage of the epidemic a rapid scale-up of prevention
and control measures was implemented in the northern regions in close coordination with
relevant health authorities. Triage and syndromic screening were set-up for all individuals
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entering prison premises, including staff, visitors and incoming
detainees. Dedicated areas for triaging were identified and
in 77% (151/1971) of existing institutions temporary tensile-
structures were put in place. Collection of biological samples
and access to laboratory facilities was ensured as per standard
community protocols. Areas for medical isolation (dedicated
wings, single detention rooms, COVID-19 prison hub) of close
contacts/suspects/confirmed cases were designated and provided
with adequate protective measures, in order to minimize risks
of transmission within prison and to allow for management
of mild COVID-19 cases. Severe cases were transferred
to referral tertiary hospitals in the community. Adequate
supply of personal protective equipment and disinfectants was
managed in collaboration with Civil Protection Agency. As the
epidemic spreads across the country, national guidance was also
issued (6).

ADDITIONAL MEASURES

The Ministry of Justice early on in the epidemic response issued
organizational recommendations and stringent limitation on
admission to prison premises, in particular restricting access
to essential staff and banning visitors including relatives (7).
The measure was deemed necessary to minimize COVID-
19 introduction risks, and swiftly implemented. To mitigate
its impact, alternatives to face-to-face visits were gradually
implemented. Yet, when enacted, the measure sparked unrest
across the whole country, with serious events occurring in some
institutions. In Modena and Milan prisons people assaulted
pharmacies ingesting large quantity of opioids used to treat
drug addictions. Nine persons died in 1 day in the Modena’s
prison (8), although was ongoing at the time of writing.
Like in many other countries, people with drug use disorders
are overrepresented in prison, with 28% of the entire Italian
prison population falling in this category and 34% being
incarcerated for drug related crimes at 31/12/2018 (4, 9).

1As of 4th of April 2020.

Alternative measures to incarcerations (house arrest for up to
5,000 individuals) currently implemented within the COVID-19
response framework to reduce the number of inmates (10),
might largely involve the sub-groups of drug users and people
incarcerated for drug related crimes (9). Therefore, while
COVID-19 prevention remains a primary concern, appropriate
management of addiction, including linkage to community
drug and social services, is necessary to respond to released
individuals’ health needs.

CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT

Still, the data currently available at this early stage suggest that
the introduction of prevention and control measures had a
positive impact on the spread of COVID-19 into and within the
Italian prison system. More than 8-week into the epidemic with
thousands of cases reported, only few cases occurred in prison.
In Lombardy (11) and in Emilia-Romagna regions, where prison
services swiftly implemented thorough prevention and control

protocols, respectively 19 and 14 COVID-19 cases were reported,
including one death, as of 22/4/2020.

CONCLUSIONS

While COVID-19 cases in the prison system are unavoidable,
heightened attention along with stringent and comprehensive
measures are needed when country-wide lockdown measures
are relaxed. The COVID-19 pandemic calls on us to fulfill the
principle “prison health is public health” in order to protect the
well-being of people in prison and their community, uphold
equity and avoid serious organizational, security and safety
dangers resulting from outbreaks occurring in this setting.
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The SARS-CoV-2 S protein is a major point of interaction between the virus and the
human immune system. As a consequence, the S protein is not a static target but
undergoes rapid molecular evolution. In order to more fully understand the selection
pressure during evolution, we examined residue positions in the S protein that vary
greatly across closely related viruses but are conserved in the subset of viruses that
infect humans. These “evolutionarily important” residues were not distributed evenly
across the S protein but were concentrated in two domains: the N-terminal domain
and the receptor-binding domain, both of which play a role in host cell binding in
a number of related viruses. In addition to being localized in these two domains,
evolutionary importance correlated with structural flexibility and inversely correlated with
distance from known or predicted host receptor-binding residues. Finally, we observed
a bias in the composition of the amino acids that make up such residues toward more
human-like, rather than virus-like, sequence motifs.

Keywords: flexibility, host like, molecular evolution, phylogenetics, SARS-CoV-2, spike protein, structural
modeling, structure alignment

INTRODUCTION

Over 200 viruses are known to infect humans (Woolhouse et al., 2012). Among recent human
virus outbreaks, three (SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2) have arisen from beta
coronaviruses. The close interaction between pathogen and host can be a driving force for molecular
evolution. This is nowhere more apparent than on the surfaces of the viruses themselves. The
characteristic crown-shaped spikes, for which coronaviruses are named, enable binding to and
entering host cells, and also provide camouflage from the host immune system. The ectodomain –
the most outer part of the spike (S) protein – consists of two functional subunits, the receptor-
binding subunit (S1) and the membrane fusion subunit (S2) (Figure 1A). The S1 subunits are highly
variable across genera, while the S2 subunits are much more conserved. These differences reflect
their distinct functions: Whereas the S1 regions engage with receptors on the surfaces of host cells,
the primary function of S2 is to mediate fusion with host cell membranes. The S1 subunit is located
within the N-terminus of the S protein and can be further divided into an N-terminal domain
(NTD) and a C-terminal domain, which, in itself, can be divided into a receptor-binding domain
(RBD) located at the apex of the protein when viewed from the side and two additional domains
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connecting it to the NTD (Wang et al., 2020). In SARS-CoV-2, the
RBD contains a receptor-binding motif (437–508) that contains
host receptor-binding residues. The structural domains of the S
protein wind around each other such that the three RBDs and
NTDs constitute a nearly continuous surface at the apex of the
trimeric protein (Figure 1B).

The targets of the S1 NTD and RBD can differ greatly
among beta coronaviruses. For example, the NTD can recognize
sugar derivatives in human coronavirus (HCoV)-HKU1 and
HCoV-OC43, which facilitate attachment to host cells; in mouse
hepatitis coronavirus (MHV), the NTD binds to the host
protein carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule
1 (CEACAM1). Meanwhile, the RBD binds hACE2 in SARS-
CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2, but binds aminopeptidase N (APN)
and dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) in HCoV-229E and MERS-
CoV, respectively (Wang et al., 2020). This large variability in
binding partners suggests that NTD and RBD are sites of intense
evolutionary pressure.

In order to better understand this evolutionary pressure,
we estimated the evolutionary importance of residue positions
in SARS-CoV-2 by comparing the amino acid diversity of
each position to that of equivalent positions in closely related
viruses that infect non-human hosts. We found that evolutionary
importance was high in the NTD and RBD. Moreover, within
these domains, residues with high evolutionary importance could
be characterized by three features: they are more flexible (when
simulated by molecular dynamics) than surrounding residues,
they occur in or around known functionally important host –
protein binding sites, and their sequences are much more self-like
or familiar to the host immune system than other residues.

Estimating Evolutionary Importance
It is possible to infer evolutionarily important residues in
the S protein by observing sites that are conserved within a
given branch of the phylogenetic tree but vary among different
branches. To construct a phylogenetic tree, 20 SARS-CoV-
2 S protein sequences, 6 close outgroups that infect bat and
pangolin, and several sequences from other lineages of beta
coronavirus (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and HCoV-HKU1) were
collected. Amino acid sequences were aligned by MAFFT (Katoh
and Standley, 2013), and a neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei,
1987) tree was estimated to roughly visualize the phylogenetic
relationship (Figure 1C). We subsequently estimated the
sequence diversity at each position using 9,827 SARS-CoV-2
sequences (https://www.gisaid.org; after filtering out those with
many ambiguous bases and/or fragmentary sequences). These
sequences were compared only with the close outgroups that
infect bat and pangolin. The diversity for the combination
of human + outgroup and for the human group alone
was compared. We defined “evolutionary importance” as the
difference:

diversity(human+ outgroup)− diversity(human)

assuming that this difference reflects the change in evolutionary
pressure when this virus is transmitted to humans. This resulted
in three levels of importance: low (0), medium (1), and high (2)

as indicated in the heatmap projected onto the molecular surface
of the S protein. While low- and medium-importance positions
were distributed widely across the S protein surface, most of the
positions with high importance were confined to two domains:
the NTD and the RBD (Figure 1D).

For comparison, local evolutionary rate in the human-
infecting lineage was estimated by (100 AA) sliding window
analysis. The evolutionary rate in this lineage is proportional
to the evolutionary distance between the present-day sequences
infecting humans and the common ancestor of human-infecting
and bat-infecting lineages. The average distance, D, between these
two points was estimated, for each window, by the relative rate
test (Sarich, 1969):

D =
1
2
{d(h, p)+ d(h, b)− d(b, p)}

where, h, p, b denote human, pangolin, and bat, respectively;
pairwise distance was computed using the Poisson correction,
d(,) = −ln(1− x/y), where x is the number of differences
between sequences, and y is the number of sites. A high
evolutionary rate in this lineage was clearly observed near
hACE2-binding sites (Figure 1E). This observation is consistent
with the site-specific diversity observed in the evolutionary
importance; such sites have apparently changed radically upon
transfer to humans and have been highly conserved thereafter.
However, regarding the NTD region, the evolutionary rate was
not estimated to be as high as the RBD in the human lineage.
This local evolutionary rate analysis has three limitations: (1)
it uses average rates of multiple adjacent residues, (2) it does
not consider conservation within the human-infecting lineage,
and (3) it cannot distinguish changes in a specific lineage from
background changes in the same region. By defining evolutionary
importance as we have above, we clearly observe sites that are
specifically conserved in the lineage infecting humans.

Evolutionary Importance of Flexible
Regions
It has been established that in SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-
2, the RBD undergoes a large conformational change from the
“closed” state to the “open” state upon engagement with hACE2
(Walls et al., 2020; Wrapp et al., 2020). In order to visualize
flexible regions in the SARS-CoV-2 S protein, we carried out
molecular dynamic simulations of the S protein in the open
conformation followed by the root-mean square fluctuation
(RMSF) analysis (Figure 2A). Not surprisingly, the most flexible
parts of the protein were in loop regions. We observed that
the beta sheet cores of both the S1 NTD and RBD domains
were stable, as was most (but not all) of the S2 subunits. There
were two exceptions with a higher RMSF: residue alanine 684 is
part of the furin cleavage site (RRAR), which has been shown
to be essential for infection of human lung cells (Hoffmann
et al., 2020) and residues 830–840, which constitute a fusion
peptide. Overall, we observed a nearly linear correlation between
evolutionary importance and mean RMSF of these regions
(Spearman correlation 0.30, p < 2.2 × 10−16) (Figure 2B). It is
possible that flexibility in the NTD and RBD loops provide an
induced-fit binding mechanism, wherein loop regions rearrange
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FIGURE 1 | Sequence, structure, and evolution of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. (A) The sequence of the ectodomain is obtained from Uniprot with accession number
P0DTC2 and is shaded according to six structural domains that correspond to those of (B). The trimeric ectodomain can be divided into S1 and S2 subunits. In this
figure, S1 is defined as residues 27–700 and S2 as 701–1,146. The S1 subunit can be further divided into the N-terminal domain (NTD, residues 27–291) and
C-terminal domain (CTD, residues 294–700). The S1 CTD can further be divided into smaller structural domains, including the receptor-binding domain (RBD), in
magenta, which is composed of residues 333–526 in this figure. The furin “RRAR” cleavage site at the end of S1 is underlined. (B) The three chains are interwoven
to form the complete trimer. Here, the overall model was based on PDB entry 6vsb with NTD domains replaced by those of entry 5×4s. (C) Phylogenetic tree of
closely related spike proteins from viruses that infect humans along with a representative outgroup. (D) Molecular surface of spike with evolutionary importance
represented as a heatmap at three levels: low (blue), medium (green), and high (red). (E) Molecular surface of spike with evolutionary rate represented as a heatmap
on a scale from lowest (blue) to highest (red).
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FIGURE 2 | Correlation between evolutionary importance and other properties. (A) The ectodomain of the spike protein colored according to the root-mean square
fluctuation (RMSF), with the scale going from blue (low RMSF), via green and yellow to red (high RMSF). The NTD and RBD are labeled, and an arrow indicates the
location of the fusion peptide. (B) Boxplot of RMSF as a function of evolutionary importance indicating that evolutionary importance is higher in flexible regions.
(C) Boxplot of distance from carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 1 (CEACAM1) interface, as inferred from superposition on MHV, for residues in
the three groups of evolutionary importance. (D) Boxplot of distance from ACE2-binding site for residues in the three groups of evolutionary importance. (E) Similarity
is represented as a heatmap (from low to high: blue, cyan, green, yellow, orange, red) on a single chain of the spike protein with the other two chains shown in gray.
(F) Boxplots showing similarity to human proteins highest for evolutionary important residues.
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in order to properly bind to their host receptors. To explore this
idea further, we analyze the relationship between evolutionary
importance and distance from host receptor-binding sites below.

Evolutionary Importance and Proximity
to Functional Binding Sites
The SARS-CoV-2 RBD mediates host cell entry by binding
to hACE2. While the target of the SARS-CoV-2 NTD is still
unknown, the high evolutionary importance in the NTD suggests
a potential binding partner. Even without knowing the target
of the NTD, we can assume that the location of the binding
site is roughly conserved, and the distance of each residue in
the NTD from this location using the NTDs of other viruses
as proxies was measured. We can, of course, perform a similar
and more precise analysis in the RBD using the known RBD–
ACE2 complex crystal structure (Lan et al., 2020). When we
compared the evolutionary importance in SARS-CoV-2 S1-NTD
with the distance to the MHV NTD–CEACAM1 interface (Peng
et al., 2011), we observed a negative correlation with distance
(Spearman correlation -0.19, p = 1.8 × 10−3) (Figure 2C).
The fact that evolutionary importance is higher in residues
located near the equivalent site suggests that SARS-CoV-2 S1-
NTD may have retained host binding and that the location
of the binding site is roughly conserved. We compared the
evolutionary importance with the distance to the hACE2-binding
site (Yan et al., 2020) and observed that the evolutionary
importance was higher in residues located near the ACE2
interface, consistent with its functional importance (Spearman
correlation -0.38, p < 8.8 × 10−8) (Figure 2D). Taken together,
we can say that evolutionary important residues occur often
in flexible loops in or near known or putative virus – host
binding interfaces.

Evolutionary Importance of Host-Like
Sequences
Since the outer parts of the virus are most exposed to the host
immune system, we aimed to look for their similarity with
human cell surface proteins, as such similarity may indicate
immune evasion. We carried out local alignment of all five-
residue sequence fragments with a representative set of 507
human cell surface proteins as annotated by the Cell Surface
Protein Atlas (Bausch-Fluck et al., 2015). The local sequence
similarity was computed for each SARS-CoV-2 residue using
rigorous matching criteria for each fragment. This analysis
revealed several hotspots of similarity, including the NTD
and RBD (Figure 2E). We quantified the relationship between
similarity to human cell surface proteins and evolutionary
importance and found that the similarity was highest for
residues with the greatest importance (Spearman correlation
0.13, p < 7.7× 10−6) (Figure 2F).

DISCUSSION

We estimated evolutionary importance based on generally
diverse residue positions that are conserved within the
SARS-CoV-2. We observed that such residues were primarily

restricted to two domains, the NTD and RBD, both of which
have host receptor-binding functions in a number of closely
related viruses. Interestingly, these “important” residues were
more flexible than less important residues, suggesting that
the flexibility is a characteristic of rapid molecular evolution.
Moreover, the residues tended to cluster near or within
known or predicted host receptor-binding sites. This is not
surprising, since the Evolutionary Trace method, on which our
simple definition of evolutionary importance was based, has
widely been used for predicting protein – protein interactions
(Wodak and Mendez, 2004).

The fact that the NTD includes many evolutionary important
residues strongly hints at a role in host receptor binding.
Moreover, the correlation of evolutionary importance with
distance from the known CEACAM1-binding site implies that
the location of the binding site might be conserved. A recent
report that anti-NTD antibodies can be neutralizing (Chi et al.,
2020) supports this notion. We observed that evolutionary
important residues appeared to be biased toward “human-
like” sequence motifs more than other residues suggesting
that they may have more potential to evade the immune
system through mimicking the host protein. Although the
sequence data on SARS-CoV-2 is still limited, the patterns
may provide clues about the identity of targeted human cell
surface receptors.
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One of the primary tools for diagnosing COVID-19 is the nucleic acid-based real-time

reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test performed on respiratory

specimens. The detection rate of SARS-CoV-2 in lower respiratory specimens (such

as sputum) is higher than that for upper respiratory specimens (such as nasal and

pharyngeal swabs). However, sputum specimens are usually quite viscous, requiring

a homogenization process prior to nucleic acid (NA) extraction for RT-PCR. Sputum

specimens fromCOVID-19 and non-COVID-19 patients were treatedwith four commonly

used reagents—saline, N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NALC), proteinase K (PK), and dithiothreitol

(DTT), prior to NA extraction. These reagents were then compared for their performance

in diagnosing COVID-19 in real clinical practice. The detection rate of SARS-CoV-2 in

PK- or DTT-treated sputum was comparable, and higher than that in sputum treated

with NALC or saline. While there was a 4.8% (1/21) false negative rate for the PK- and

DTT-treated sputum, neither treatment showed any false positive cases among patients

with non-COVID diseases. Moreover, sputum pretreated with saline, NALC, PK or DTT

showed higher detection rates of SARS-CoV-2 as compared to pharyngeal swabs. Taken

together, we provide direct evidence recommending the use of PK or DTT to pretreat

sputum samples to facilitate SARS-CoV-2 detection by clinical laboratories. Moreover,

our methods should help to standardize the procedure of processing sputum specimens

and improve the ability to detect SARS-CoV-2 in these samples.

Keywords: sputum, detection of SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, proteinase K (PK), DTT

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak caused by SARS-Cov-2 was declared a global
pandemic on Mar 11, 2020. One of the primary tools for diagnosing COVID-19 is the nucleic
acid-based, real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test, performed
on respiratory specimens. The detection rate of SARS-CoV-2 in lower respiratory specimens (such
as sputum) is higher than that obtained with upper respiratory specimens (such as nasal and
pharyngeal swabs) (1). However, sputum samples often contain a large amount of mucus and
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are viscous, resulting in the trap of virus containing cell
components within the mucus. This will prevent nuclei acid
(NA) extraction reagents from accessing to these components,
leading to low yield of RNA. Without being homogenized
sufficiently, sputum samples can have multiple adverse effects,
such as introducing cross-contamination to the automatic
nucleic acid extraction instrument, and causing pipetting errors,
clot formation, or failed amplification (2). Surprisingly, a number
of kits used for detecting SARS-CoV-2 in sputum lack specific
instructions on how to homogenize sputum samples before
NA extraction.

Several reagents have been used to homogenize sputum
samples, such as proteinase K (PK), dithiothreitol (DTT), and N-
acetyl-L-cysteine (NALC). PK is a stable serine alkaline protease,
and has broad substrate specificity (2, 3). It is often used to digest
abundant proteins present in sputum samples, and preferentially
degrades ester and peptide bonds next to the C-termini of
hydrophobic, sulfuric, or aromatic amino acids. This digestion
process inactivates nucleases that could degrade DNA or RNA
during isolation and purification procedures. DTT has a very
low redox potential, and is able to quantitatively reduce disulfide
bonds and maintain monothiol in a reduced state. As a source of
the reactive sulfhydryl groups, NALC is mucolytic (4). It prevents
the formation of intramolecular and intermolecular disulfide
bonds in sputum samples. By disrupting disulfide bonds, both
DTT and NALC are widely used to liquefy mucus (5, 6).
The proper homogenization and liquefaction of mucus by PK,
DTT, and NALC will help to remove substances that inhibit
amplification, as well as increase the yield of extracted RNA.
This will ultimately improve the detection of virus RNA by RT-
PCR. Using spiked sputum samples, a previous study showed that
PK-DNase method was ideal for homogenizing sputum samples
prior to RT-PCR for the detection of Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) (7). Sputum appeared to be
a good clinical specimen in patients at the early stage of SARS
infection (8), and it also outperformed nasal/pharyngeal swabs in
detecting other respiratory viruses, such as respiratory syncytial
virus, parainfluenza virus, and human metapneumovirus (9).
More recently, SARS-CoV-2 is shown to be more readily detected
in sputum samples than in throat swabs of convalescent COVID-
19 patients (10). Despite these findings, clinical assessment is
lacking regarding how sputum should be pretreated for its
best performance in diagnosing SARS-CoV-2 infections. To
address this, we treated clinical sputum specimens with four
commonly used reagents—saline, NALC, PK, and DTT, prior to
NA extraction, and compared their performance in diagnosing
COVID-19 in real practice.

METHODS

Sputum Collection
A total of 68 sputum specimens were collected from adult
patients admitted to Tongji Hospital, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology (Wuhan, China) between Jan 28 and
Mar 2, 2020. Of these patients, 21 were diagnosed as SARS-CoV-
2 positive (SARS-CoV-2+) based on clinical symptoms (fever,

cough, and dyspnea), computed tomography (CT) and/or RT-
PCR results from pharyngeal swabs. The remaining 47 patients
had diseases unrelated to COVID-19. This study was approved
by the ethics committee of Tongji Hospital (TJ-C2030).

Sputum Treatment
All sputum specimens were repeatedly pipetted up and down
every 5min, and vortexed for 30min. Each sputum specimen
was aliquoted into four Eppendorf tubes (500 µl per tube),
followed by the addition of 500 µl of saline, NALC (0.5 g/100ml,
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd, freshly made), PK (1 g/l,
TianLong Science and Technology Co., Ltd., Xi’an, China), and
DTT (Sputasol, Oxoid Microbiological Products) into each tube.
Samples were kept upright at room temperature for 30min,
and pipetted up and down once at the 15min interval, until
completely liquefied.

RNA Extraction and RT-PCR Test
Liquefied sputum samples were centrifuged, and the supernatants
(250 µl) were used for RNA extraction on a fully automated
nucleic acid extraction system 9600E, using the NA extraction
kit from Tianlong Science & Technology (TianLong Science and
Technology Co., Ltd., Xi’an, China). The RT-PCR was performed
with a SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid detection kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Da’an Gene Co., Ltd. of Sun Yat-Sen
University, Guangzhou, China, approved by National Medical
Products Administration). This kit detects ORF1ab and N genes
from SARS-CoV-2. Samples with cycle threshold values (Ct-
values) for both genes ≤ 40, or a Ct-value of only one gene ≤

40, repeated twice, were defined as SARS-CoV-2+. Samples with
Ct-values for both genes > 40, or not showing an amplification
curve for either gene, were defined as SARS-CoV-2 negative.

RESULTS

With the sputum samples collected from the 47 patients having
non-COVID-19 diseases, no amplification curves were observed
for either the ORF1ab or N gene under any treatment conditions
(saline, NALC, PK, and DTT), suggesting no SARS-CoV-2 in
these samples. In contrast, RT-PCR tests of all the sputum
samples from the SARS-CoV-2+ patients showed Ct-values for
both genes < 40, or Ct-values of one gene < 40 (repeated
twice), under at least one treatment condition. Ct-values of the
N gene from saline-, NALC-, PK-, and DTT-pretreated sputum
samples were 38.3 ± 9.8, 34.2 ± 8.0, 34.0 ± 7.4, 33.4 ± 6.8,
respectively, with the NALC-, PK-, and DTT-pretreated groups
significantly lower than the saline-treated group (Figure 1A). Ct-
values of theORF1ab gene from these treatments were 41.4± 8.7,
39.3 ± 9.2, 39.3 ± 8.8, 36.9 ± 8.0, respectively, with the DTT-
pretreated group significantly different from the saline-treated
group (Figure 1B).

According to the positive criteria described in the methods
section, pretreatment of sputum samples with NALC, PK, and
DTT increased the detection of SARS-CoV-2+ cases to 85.7%
(18/21), 95.2% (20/21), and 95.2% (20/21), respectively, as
compared to the 52.4% (11/21) obtained with saline pretreated
sputum (see Table 1). Of the 8 mucopurulent sputum samples,
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of different pretreatments for detection of SARS-CoV-2 from sputum. (A) Ct-values of the N gene from clinical sputum specimens under

different treatments. (B) Ct-values of the ORF1ab gene from clinical sputum specimens under different treatments. Statistical differences were calculated using

one-way ANOVA with post-hoc turkey multiple comparison test. For clinical sputum specimens showing no amplication curves, Ct-values of 50 were arbitrarily

assigned to calculate statistical differences. **p < 0.01; ns, not significant. NALC, N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine; PK, Proteinase K; DTT, Dithiothreitol.

only 1 was found to be SARS-CoV-2 negative when treated with
PK or DTT. Notably, the amount of sputa required for the
detection of SARS-CoV-2 by NALC, PK, or DTT treatments was
as low as 0.2 ml.

Of the 21 SARS-CoV-2+ patients, 15 also had pharyngeal
swabs collected within 1 day of sputum collection (i.e., when
sputum was used for RT-PCR test), with only 40% (6/15) of these
patients identified as SARS-CoV-2+ based on testing the swabs
by RT-PCR.

DISCUSSION

Based on previous experience with other respiratory viruses, the
USA CDC has recommended the use of DTT to pretreat sputum
for the detection of SARS-CoV-2. However, there is a lack of
direct clinical evidence supporting this suggestion or the use of
other chemicals to pretreat sputum prior to performing RT-PCR
tests for SARS-CoV-2.

We examined how different pretreatments affected SARS-
CoV-2 detection from sputum specimens. Our RT-PCR assay
showed a higher sensitivity for detecting the N gene, similar
to that reported by others (11, 12). This likely results from
the relative amplification differences between the ORF1ab
or N genes, as the N gene has a much higher level of
subgenomic mRNA (13). The homogenization of sputum by

PK and DTT appeared to be very thorough, as these pre-
treatments increased the positive rates by ∼32.8% as compared
to saline-treated sputum. Similar to our report, the detection
of human avian influenza A (H7N9) virus from sputum
samples is also improved by PK and DTT pretreatment (14).
Pretreating sputum samples with NALC also improved the
detection of SARS-CoV-2+ cases, with freshly made NALC
improving the detection rate by 15% as compared to 1-day-old
NALC (data not shown). However, the detection rate of SARS-
CoV-2 in NALC-treated sputum was lower than that obtained
with PK- or DTT-treated sputum. One plausible reason for
this could be that PK and DTT are able to digest mucous
protein more completely than NALC, resulting in increased
concentration of extracted RNA. Supporting this, DTT (a dithiol
having two redox-active cysteine residues) is more effective
than NALC (a monothiol) in reducing sputum elasticity (15,
16).

Sputum pretreated with saline, NALC, PK, or DTT showed
a higher detection rate than when assessing pharyngeal swabs,
a finding similar to that outlined in two recent reports (1, 17).
While there was only a 4.8% (1/21) false negative rate for the PK-
or DTT-treated sputum samples, neither treatment caused any
false positive cases among patients with non-COVID-19 diseases.
These data suggest that testing sputum may be a preferred
approach to diagnosing COVID-19, as well as differentiating
SARS-CoV-2 from other prevalent viral infections that cause
similar symptoms (18). Such approaches could potentially
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TABLE 1 | Summary of sputum test results and sputum characteristics.

Patient ID Treatment Sputum characteristics

Saline NALC PK DTT Swabs Viscosity Appearance Amount (ml)

1 – + + + NA Moderate Mucopurulent 2.5

2 – – + + NA High Mucopurulent 1.6

3 – + + + – Moderate Mucoid 2

4 – + + + – Mild Mucoid 1.5

5 – + + + NA High Mucoid 8

6 + + + + + Moderate Mucopurulent 6

7 + + + + + Mild Blood-tinged 1.2

8 + + + + + Moderate Blood-tinged 1.4

9 + – + + – Mild Mucoid 0.8

10 – + + + – High Mucopurulent 0.4

11 – + + + – Moderate Mucoid 1.5

12 – + + + NA Mild Mucoid 3

13 + + + + NA Mild Mucoid 4

14 + + + + – High Mucopurulent 0.5

15 + + + + NA Mild Mucoid 16

16 + + + – – Moderate Mucopurulent 1

17 – + + + + High Mucopurulent 0.2

18 + + + + – High Mucopurulent 2.5

19 + + + + + Moderate Blood-tinged 1.5

20 – – – + – Moderate Mucopurulent 1.2

21 + + + + + High Blood-tinged 2

A total of 21 sputum specimens were obtained from SARS-CoV-2 positive patients. Saline, NALC, PK, and DTT treatments of sputum were able to detect 52.4% (11/21), 85.7% (18/21),

95.2% (20/21), and 95.2% (20/21) of SARS-CoV-2+ cases, respectively. Pharyngeal swabs were able to detect 40.0% (6/15) of SARS-CoV-2 positive cases. NA, not available.

decrease the pressure on critical care resources in hospitals
where multiple pharyngeal swabs are often required to rule
in/out COVID-19. Currently, many point-of-care tests (POCT)
have already been developed for SARS-CoV-2 detection. These
POCT tests will not only significantly reduce time of testing,
but also help to optimize clinical management and increase
patient satisfaction (19).While these tests are most likely effective
with nasal/pharyngeal swabs or aspirates, it may not work well
with non-homogenized sputum. Our findings thus provide a
very promising scenario whereby sputum specimens pretreated
with PK or DTT, in conjunction with these POCT tests, could
significantly increase the accuracy of diagnosing COVID-19 as
well as provide rapid diagnosis.

This study was limited to the single collection of sputum
from a small number of SARS-CoV-2+ inpatients with moderate
to severe infections. Further studies should include more
patients, particularly those with mild infections, as well as
collect sputum at least twice from each patient. Also, in
some cases, there is a limited availability of sputum from
COVID-19 patients. In a study with a larger population,
∼33% of COVID-19 patients produced sputum (20), and the
majority of COVID-19 patients may produce no or very limited
amount of sputum. However, since the amount of sputum
required for this assay is as low as 0.2ml, we anticipate that
pretreating sputum samples with PK or DTT will facilitate
SARS-CoV-2 detection from patients who fail to produce
abundant sputum.

CONCLUSION

In summary, while it is known that sputum samples usually
outperform nasal/pharyngeal swabs in detecting respiratory
viruses, including SARS-CoV-2, the performance of sputum
samples in the diagnosis of COVID-19 can be further affected
by the way how sputum was pretreated. We provide direct
clinical evidence recommending the use of PK or DTT to
pretreat sputum to facilitate SARS-CoV-2 detection in clinical
laboratories. This recommendation could be further confirmed
with more diverse clinical samples, ultimately improving the
procedure of processing sputum specimens for their best
performance in detecting SARS-CoV-2.
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Background: As global healthcare system is overwhelmed by novel coronavirus disease

(COVID-19), early identification of risks of adverse outcomes becomes the key to optimize

management and improve survival. This study aimed to provide a CT-based pattern

categorization to predict outcome of COVID-19 pneumonia.

Methods: One hundred and sixty-five patients with COVID-19 (91 men, 4–89 years)

underwent chest CT were retrospectively enrolled. CT findings were categorized as

Pattern 0 (negative), Pattern 1 (bronchopneumonia pattern), Pattern 2 (organizing

pneumonia pattern), Pattern 3 (progressive organizing pneumonia pattern), and Pattern

4 (diffuse alveolar damage pattern). Clinical findings were compared across different

categories. Time-dependent progression of CT patterns and correlations with clinical

outcomes, i.e.„ discharge or adverse outcome (admission to ICU, requiring mechanical

ventilation, or death), with pulmonary sequelae (complete absorption or residuals) on CT

after discharge were analyzed.

Results: Of 94 patients with outcome, 81 (86.2%) were discharged, 3 (3.2%) were

admitted to ICU, 4 (4.3%) required mechanical ventilation, 6 (6.4%) died. 31 (38.3%)

had complete absorption at median day 37 after symptom onset. Significant differences

between pattern-categories were found in age, disease severity, comorbidity and

laboratory results (all P < 0.05). Remarkable evolution was observed in Pattern 0–2

and Pattern 3–4 within 3 and 2 weeks after symptom-onset, respectively; most of

patterns remained thereafter. After controlling for age, CT pattern significantly correlated

with adverse outcomes [Pattern 4 vs. Pattern 0–3 [reference]; hazard-ratio [95% CI],

18.90 [1.91–186.60], P = 0.012]. CT pattern [Pattern 3–4 vs. Pattern 0–2 [reference];

0.26 [0.08–0.88], P = 0.030] and C-reactive protein [>10 vs. ≤10 mg/L [reference];

0.31 [0.13–0.72], P = 0.006] were risk factors associated with pulmonary residuals.
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Conclusion: CT pattern categorization allied with clinical characteristics within 2

weeks after symptom onset would facilitate early prognostic stratification in COVID-

19 pneumonia.

Keywords: novel coronavirus disease, computed tomography, CT pattern, clinical outcome, pulmonary sequelae

INTRODUCTION

Since the latter part of December of 2019, an outbreak of
respiratory disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome-
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) has become a pandemic (1). As of
May 29, 2020, 5,704,736 laboratory-confirmed cases and 357,736
deaths have been reported (2). Numerous studies have revealed
the epidemiological, clinical, and radiological characteristics of
the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) (3–6). Despite the
fact that more than 80% of infected patients manifest with
only mild clinical symptoms (3), early identifying the risks of
an adverse outcome remains the key to optimize management
and improve survival. Previous studies found that advanced
age and presence of comorbidity (e.g., cardiovascular disease
or hypertension) were risk factors associated with an adverse
outcome such as admission to intensive care unit (ICU), need
for mechanical ventilation, or death (7, 8). In addition, some
laboratory indicators e.g., elevated hypersensitive troponin I,
leukocytosis, neutrophilia, lymphopenia, and elevated D-dimer
were found to be linked with unfavorable clinical outcomes (7–
9). Presence of consolidation on computed tomography (CT) was
also considered to be predictive of poor outcome in COVID-
19 (10). Despite the above, the identification of early prognostic
signs of COVID-19 remains of urgent importance due to the
diversity in clinical and imaging findings as well as the severity
and rapid progression of disease.

It is recognized that CT plays a central role in diagnosis and
management of COVID-19 pneumonia (11–13). Reported CT
findings of COVID-19 pneumonia included the ground glass
opacities (GGO), consolidation, septal thickening mainly along
the subpleural lungs or bronchovascular bundles or diffusely
in the entire lungs (14). These are highly suggestive of lung
organization response to injury from COVID-19 pneumonia,
similar to radiological findings in the diffuse alveolar damage
(DAD) and organizing pneumonia (OP) (15). Pathological
studies also observed DAD in patients who succumbed to
COVID-19 (16). Previous studies have demonstrated a decreased
survival rate of 35–50% in DAD, while most patients with OP
had better prognosis (15). In this regard, a pattern categorization
of COVID-19 pneumonia, i.e., DAD and OP patterns may help
the prognostic stratification. Based on the prior study regarding
influenza A (H1N1) pneumonia (17), Lee also suggested a pattern
categorization of COVID-19, i.e., bronchopneumonia, OP and
DAD (18). A rapid progression of OP-like injury in Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was considered to be predictive of
a protracted clinical course (19). This may suggest a progressive
subtype of OP pattern. Based on the aforementioned knowledge,
a CT pattern categorization of COVID-19 pneumonia, i.e.,
bronchopneumonia, OP, progressive OP and DAD may have

potential prognostic implications, e.g., adverse outcome, clinical
course with recovery. As healthcare systems in many countries
are overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients, improved prediction
of the course of the disease based on early findings can assist
with improved utilization of limited resources. To this end, this
study aimed to investigate the prognostic significance of a CT
pattern categorization in conjunction with the clinical indicators
on clinical outcome and pulmonary sequelae in COVID-19.

METHODS

Participants
The internal review board approved this retrospective study.
Written informed consent was waived with approval. Between
January 22, and March 16, 2020, 172 laboratory-confirmed
COVID-19 patients who underwent chest CT were collected
from eight hospitals in China. The cases were from four regions
(Xi’an, n= 80; Baoji, n= 10; Ankang, n= 18; Hanzhong, n= 17)
in Shaanxi province and Wuhan (n= 47) in Hubei province.

A case of COVID-19 was confirmed by a positive result
on next-generation sequencing or real-time RT-PCR. The
disease type, i.e., uncomplicated illness, mild pneumonia, severe
pneumonia, critical illness (acute respiratory distress syndrome,
sepsis or septic shock) was evaluated based on the criteria
published by World Health Organization (WHO) (20).

All the patients were treated based on Diagnosis and
Treatment Protocol for Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia (Trial
Version 7) issued by National Health Commission of the
People’s Republic of China, which includes initiation of
antivirals, interferon, Chinese herbal medications, supplemental
oxygen as needed and hospitalization. The criteria for patient
discharge with recovery included: (1) afebrile for >3 days,
(2) improved respiratory symptoms, (3) chest imaging shows
obvious resolution of inflammation, and (4) two consecutively
negative nucleic acid test results (sampling interval ≥1 day) (21).
The recommendations for discharged patients included (1) 14
days of isolation management and health monitoring; (2) follow-
up hospital visits with a next-generation sequencing or real-
time RT-PCR test and chest CT scan to detect whether there
exist a positive return and/or pulmonary residuals excluding
the underlying lesions on CT with linear opacities, and/or a
few consolidation with/without GGO at 2 and 4 weeks after
discharge (21).

CT Image Acquisition
All chest CT were acquired by using 16- or 64-multidector CT
scanners (GE LightSpeed 16, GE VCT LightSpeed 64, GE Optima
680, GE Healthcare; Philips Brilliant 16, Philips Healthcare;
Somatom Sensation 64, Somatom AS, Somatom Spirit, Siemens
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TABLE 1 | Definition of COVID-19 pneumonic pattern based on CT findings.

CT pattern Definition CT findings

Pattern 0 Negative None

Pattern 1 Bronchopneumonia pattern • Discrete lesion with a peribronchial distribution

• CT signs with GGO or consolidation, or tree-in-bud sign or nodular opacity (Figure 3)

• Lung lobar involvement assessed by total CT score ≤5

Pattern 2 Organizing pneumonia pattern • Multifocal lesions with a peripheral distribution predominantly in the middle to lower lung zones

• CT signs with GGO or consolidation, and/or interlobular septal thickening (Figure 4)

• Lung lobar involvement assessed by total CT score ≤6

Pattern 3 Progressive organizing

pneumonia pattern

• Multiple lesions with a peripheral distribution predominantly in the middle to lower lung zones

• CT signs with consolidation or GGO or mixed GGO and consolidation, and/or interlobular septal thickening

(Figure 5)

• Lung lobar involvement assessed by total CT score more than 6 and < 10

Pattern 4 Diffuse alveolar damage pattern • Lesions with extensive distribution diffusely in the entire lungs

• CT signs with consolidation mixed with or without GGO, and/or air bronchograms (Figure 6)

• Lung lobar involvement assessed by total CT score more than or equal to 10

The primary CT signs (GGO, consolidation, linear opacity, interlobular septal thickening and air bronchograms) were included to define the CT patterns; while other signs e.g.„ pleural

effusion, lymphadenopathy and so on were not considered due to the infrequency in each pattern. Negative refers to the no abnormality on CT.

GGO, ground glass opacities.

Healthcare). Patients were scanned in the supine position from
the level of the upper thoracic inlet to the inferior level of the
costophrenic angle with the following parameters: tube voltage
of 120 kVp, current intelligent control (auto mA) of 30–300mA,
and slice thickness reconstructions of 0.625–1.5 mm.

Data Collection and Evaluation
We extracted the demographic data, clinical symptoms, and
laboratory tests on admission from electronic medical records.
The date of disease onset was defined as patients’ reported date
of symptom onset. The time intervals from symptom onset
to each CT were determined. The primary clinical outcome
was discharge or adverse outcome (admission to ICU, use of
mechanical ventilation, or death). The secondary outcome was
pulmonary sequelae, i.e., complete absorption or residuals on CT
at the first follow-up visit after discharge.

All CT images and pattern categorization were independently
evaluated by two experienced radiologists, respectively, with
4 and 10 years of pulmonary imaging experience, who were
blinded to the clinical and laboratory data of patients. Prior to
the evaluation, they were trained by a lecture- and literature-
based session that explained CT findings (10–13), a chest
imaging score assessing the degree of lobar involvement (22),
and pattern categorizations (15, 17) of COVID-19. During
the session, 209 CT images from 56 cases randomly selected
from this study cohort were individually evaluated and then
differences were discussed with a final consensus. The remaining
CT images were first individually evaluated and then evaluated
together 3 weeks after individual evaluation. Any difference was
discussed with a final consensus. Individual evaluations were
used for calculation of inter-observer agreement (see more in the
Supplementary Material), and consensus evaluations were used
for subsequent analysis.

CT findings including the presence and distribution
of GGO, consolidation, linear opacity, pleural effusion
and lymphadenopathy were evaluated. The degree of lobar

involvement and total lung severity score were also evaluated
(22). Based on the degree or area of involvement, each of the five
lung lobes was scored of 0 for 0% lobe involvement, 1 for 1–25%
lobe involvement, 2 for 26–50% lobe involvement, 3 for 51–75%
lobe involvement, or 4 for 76–100% lobe involvement. A total
severity score was calculated by summing the scores of the five
lobes (range, 0–20).

CT pattern categorization was performed based on the above
CT findings and total lung severity (15, 17) (Table 1). Receiver
operating characteristic curve analysis was used to estimate the
cutoff CT scores in discriminations of Pattern 2 vs. 3 and Pattern
3 vs. 4, respectively (see more in Supplement Material). In cases
with two or more patterns, predominant pattern was designated.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were represented as means and standard
deviations, while categorical variables were expressed as
counts and percentages. Differences of demographic, clinical
and CT imaging characteristics across pattern groups were
analyzed by dependent sample t-test, Chi-square test or
Fisher’s exact test as appropriate. Bonferroni correction
was used in multiple comparisons. Chi-square test for
trend was used to explore the time-dependent change of
each CT pattern. Univariate Cox proportional-hazards
regression was first used to explore the risk factors related
to clinical adverse outcomes and pulmonary residuals.
Multivariate Cox proportional-hazards regression with
Kaplan-Meier curve plots were further used to explore the
risk factors based on the significant variables in the above
univariate analysis.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 17.0
(SPSS; Chicago, IL, USA) and Medcalc 19.1.7 (MedCals
Software Ltd.; Ostend, Belgium). P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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FIGURE 1 | Study flow diagram. COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; ICU, intensive care unit.

RESULT

Patient Demographic and Clinical
Characteristics
Of 172 patients, 165 patients were included. As of 16 Mar

2020, 94 patients had clinical outcomes and 71 were follow-
up lost without clinical outcome records due to hospital

transfer (Figure 1). Of 94 patients, 81(86.2%) were discharged,
3(3.2%) were admitted to ICU, 4(4.3%) required mechanical

ventilation, 6(6.4%) died. 31(38.3%) patients had complete

absorption of lesions on CT after discharge. The median
time from symptom onset to discharge was 21 (range, 10–
41) days, and median times from symptom onset to being
admitted to ICU, to requiring mechanical ventilation, and
to death were 7 (range, 2–8) days, 8 (range, 8–49) days,

and 33.5 (range, 7–39) days, respectively. The median times
from symptom onset and from discharge to post-discharge
CT scan were 37 (range, 14–58) days, 15 (range, 9–29)
days, respectively.

Patients were categorized into five CT patterns based on the
baseline CT: 7(4.3%) were Pattern 0, 36 (21.8%) were Pattern 1, 67
(40.6%) were Pattern 2, 32 (19.4%) were Pattern 3, and 23(13.9%)
were Pattern 4. All the patients had 478 chest CT, 34 (21.2%) had
1 CT, 41 (23.6 %) had 2 CT, 39 (23.7%) had 3 CT, and 51 (31.5%)
had more than 3 CT. The median time from symptom onset to
baseline CT was 7 (range, 1–44) days.

Table 2 detailed the clinical characteristics and laboratory
results of patients by CT pattern group. In the full cohort, the
mean age was 49.5 (SD, 15.9; range, 4–89) years and there was
no gender difference [91 [55.2%] men, 74 [44.8%] women].
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TABLE 2 | Characteristics of COVID-19 pneumonia patients with various CT patterns.

Characteristic All (n = 165) Pattern 0

(n = 7)

Pattern 1

(n = 36)

Pattern 2

(n = 67)

Pattern 3

(n = 32)

Pattern 4

(n = 23)

P-value Pattern 0 vs.

Pattern 1

Pattern 1 vs.

Pattern 2

Pattern 2 vs.

Pattern 3

Pattern 3 vs.

Pattern 4

P-value P-value P-value P-value

Age (years) a 49.5 ± 15.9 39.7 ± 13.7 47.4 ± 16.5 43.9 ± 14.7 56.7 ± 11.1 61.7 ± 14.7 < 0.001 0.253 0.266 < 0.001† 0.158

Male sex 91 (55.2) 3 (42.9) 26 (72.2) 28 (41.8) 17 (53.1) 17 (73.9) 0.012 0.129 0.003† 0.289 0.118

Disease severity < 0.001 0.294 0.949 < 0.001† 0.014

Mild 111 (67.3) 7 (100) 31 (86.1) 58 (86.6) 13 (40.6) 2 (8.7)

Severe 44 (26.7) 0 5 (13.9) 9 (13.4) 16 (50.0) 14 (60.9)

Critical illness 10 (6.0) 0 0 0 3 (9.4) 7 (30.4)

Comorbidity b 101 (61.2) 2 (28.6) 8 (22.2) 21 (31.3) 18 (56.2) 15 (65.2) 0.002 0.716 0.326 0.018 0.503

Clinical symptom on admission

Fever 140 (84.8) 4 (57.1) 26 (72.2) 60 (89.6) 28 (87.5) 22 (95.7) 0.020 0.655 0.024 0.743 0.387

Fatigue 30 (18.2) 3 (42.9) 2 (5.6) 11 (16.4) 5 (15.6) 9 (39.1) 0.008 0.024 0.133 0.920 0.048

Pharyngalgia 18 (10.9) 2 (28.6) 4 (11.1) 9 (13.4) 2 (6.3) 1 (4.3) 0.347 0.248 >0.999 0.495 >0.999

Headache 6 (3.6) 0 2 (5.6) 4 (6.0) 0 0 0.602 >0.999 >0.999 0.301 –

Cough 96 (58.2) 4 (57.1) 16 (44.4) 42 (62.7) 17 (53.1) 17 (73.9) 0.195 0.687 0.075 0.365 0.118

Expectoration 36 (21.8) 1 (14.3) 6 (16.7) 18 (26.9) 3 (9.4) 8 (34.8) 0.129 >0.999 0.243 0.046 0.038

Chest congestion/breath

shortness

34 (20.6) 0 2 (5.6) 9 (13.4) 13 (40.6) 10 (43.5) < 0.001 >0.999 0.321 0.002† 0.832

Muscle soreness 8 (4.8) 0 2 (5.6) 4 (6.0) 1 (3.1) 1 (4.3) >0.999 >0.999 >0.999 >0.999 >0.999

Nausea and vomiting 1 (0.6) 0 1 (2.8) 0 0 0 >0.999 – >0.999 >0.999 –

Diarrhea 4 (2.4) 0 0 2 (3.0) 1 (3.1) 1 (4.3) 0.735 – 0.541 >0.999 >0.999

No symptom 5 (3.0) 0 3 (8.3) 2 (3.0) 0 0 0.365 >0.999 0.340 >0.999 –

Laboratory test on admission c

Lymphocyte percentage (%) < 0.001 0.280 0.097 0.004† 0.836

< 20 62 (38.0) 0 6 (16.7) 21 (31.8) 20 (62.5) 15 (65.2)

≥20 101 (62.0) 6 (100) 30 (83.3) 45 (68.2) 12 (37.5) 8 (34.8)

Monocyte percentage (%) 0.315 0.414 0.085 0.102 0.261

>10 39 (24.5) 1 (16.7) 12 (33.3) 12 (18.2) 10 (33.3) 4 (19.0)

≤10 120 (75.5) 5 (83.3) 24 (66.7) 54 (81.8) 20 (66.7) 17 (81.0)

Leukocyte count (109/L) 0.062 0.167 0.570 0.924 0.014

< 3.5 40 (24.5) 0 9 (25.0) 20 (30.3) 10 (31.2) 1 (4.3)

≥3.5 123 (75.5) 6 (100) 27 (75.0) 46 (69.7) 22 (68.8) 22 (95.7)

Alanine Aminotransferase (U/L) 0.065 0.554 0.102 0.200 0.945

>50 28 (17.4) 0 2 (5.6) 11 (16.9) 9 (28.1) 6 (27.3)

≤50 133 (82.6) 6 (100) 34 (94.4) 54 (83.1) 23 (71.9) 16 (72.7)

Aspartate Aminotransferase (U/L) 0.122 0.328 0.035 0.702 0.583

>40 32 (19.9) 1 (16.7) 2 (5.6) 14 (21.5) 8 (25.0) 7 (31.8)

≤40 129 (80.1) 5 (83.3) 34 (94.4) 51 (78.5) 24 (75.0) 15 (68.2)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Characteristic All (n = 165) Pattern 0 (n

= 7)

Pattern 1 (n

= 36)

Pattern 2 (n

= 67)

Pattern 3 (n

= 32)

Pattern 4 (n

= 23)

P-value Pattern 0 vs.

Pattern 1

Pattern 1 vs.

Pattern 2

Pattern 2 vs.

Pattern 3

Pattern 3 vs.

Pattern 4

P-value P-value P-value P-value

Creatine kinase (U/L) 0.014 0.014 0.022 0.429 0.038

>310 18 (11.8) 1 (16.7) 0 9 (13.6) 2 (7.7) 6 (31.5)

≤310 134 (88.2) 5 (83.3) 35 (100) 57 (86.4) 24 (92.3) 13 (68.4)

Neutrophil percentage (%) < 0.001 0.391 0.080 0.232 0.043

>75 48 (29.4) 0 4 (11.1) 17 (25.8) 12 (37.5) 15 (65.2)

≤75 115 (70.6) 6 (100) 32 (88.9) 49 (74.2) 20 (62.5) 8 (34.8)

C-reactive protein (mg/L) 0.002 0.130 0.245 0.356 0.055

>10 96 (63.6) 1 (16.7) 17 (50.0) 38 (62.3) 23 (71.9) 17 (94.4)

≤10 55 (36.4) 5 (83.3) 17 (50.0) 23 (37.7) 9 (28.1) 1 (5.6)

Hemoglobin (g/L) 0.494 0.873 0.976 0.684 0.251

< 130 35 (22.4) 1 (16.7) 7 (19.4) 13 (19.7) 7 (23.3) 7 (38.9)

≥130 121 (77.6) 5 (83.3) 29 (80.6) 53 (80.3) 23 (76.7) 11 (61.1)

CT findings on admission

CT signs

GGO only 28 (17.0) 0 13 (36.1) 12 (17.9) 2 (6.3) 1 (4.3) 0.005 – 0.040 0.215 >0.999

Consolidation 17 (10.3) 0 5 (13.9) 6 (9.0) 3 (9.4) 3 (13.0) 0.880 – 0.510 >0.999 0.686

GGO and consolidation 51 (30.9) 0 10 (27.8) 16 (23.9) 10 (31.3) 15 (65.2) 0.002 – 0.664 0.436 0.013

Linear opacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 – – – – –

GGO and linear opacity 7 (4.2) 0 2 (5.6) 3 (4.5) 2 (6.3) 0 0.839 – >0.999 0.657 0.504

Consolidation and linear

opacity

5 (3.0) 0 1 (2.8) 4 (6.0) 0 0 0.618 – 0.665 0.301 –

Three mixed signs 50 (30.3) 0 5 (13.9) 26 (38.8) 15 (46.9) 4 (17.4) 0.003 – 0.009† 0.446 0.023

Lobe involvement < 0.001 – 0.121 0.008† 0.632

Number of lobe affected < 3 52 (31.5) 7 (100) 18 (50.0) 23 (34.3) 3 (9.4) 1 (4.3)

Number of lobe affected≥3 113 (68.5) 0 18 (50.0) 44 (65.7) 29 (90.6) 22 (95.7)

CT severity score a 6.0 ± 4.4 0 3.3 ± 2.1 4.7 ± 2.7 7.5 ± 2.8 14.0 ± 2.9 < 0.001 < 0.001† 0.005† < 0.001† < 0.001†

Unless otherwise indicated, data are reported as the number of patients, with percentages in parentheses. a, data are reported as the mean ± standard derivation. b, 70% of patients had history of hypertension and diabetes mellitus

while only 2 had pulmonary tuberculosis and 2 had chronic bronchitis. c, more than 91·5% of patients had all laboratory tests and a few were lack of one or two indicators.
†
, Significance at P < 0.0125 with Bonferroni correction.

Abbreviations: Pattern 0 = negative; Pattern 1 = organizing pneumonia pattern; Pattern 2 = progressive organizing pneumonia pattern; Pattern 4 = diffuse alveolar damage pattern; GGO, ground glass opacity; Three mixed signs =

GGO, consolidation and linear opacity. The bold value refers to P < 0.05.
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FIGURE 2 | Evolution of proportions of COVID-19 pneumonic CT pattern with the disease progression. Pattern data were designated to four time groups according

to the time from symptom onset to CT scan: ≤1 week (CT pattern number = 153), >1–2 weeks (CT pattern number = 147), >2–3 weeks (CT pattern number = 101)

and >3 weeks (CT pattern number = 77). The circular area indicated the proportion of CT pattern in each time group, e.g.„ proportions of Pattern 0 to 4 were 3.9,

28.8, 49.0, 12.4, and 5.9% during 1 week after symptom onset, respectively. Arrow line indicated the evolution of each CT pattern from a time group to the following,

e.g.„ 33.3% of Pattern 1 progressed to Pattern 2 from 1 to 2 weeks after symptom onset; here four arrow line style denoted the categorization of evolution proportion,

i.e.„ >50% (thick solid line), >20–50% (medium solid line), >10–20% (thin solid line), and ≤10% (dashed line).

Significant differences between pattern groups were found in age,
sex distribution, disease severity, comorbidity, CT findings and
laboratory results (all P < 0.05). Significant differences were also
observed in multiple comparisons between any two patterns in
one or more than one terms of age, sex distribution, disease
severity, comorbidity, CT findings and laboratory results (all P
< 0.017).

Evolution of COVID-19 Pneumonic CT
Pattern With Disease Progression
Chi-square tests for trend indicated that as disease progresses
from 1 to >3 weeks, proportions of Pattern 1 and 2 remarkably
decreased, while those of Pattern 3 and 4 increased (all P <

0.01). With regard to evolution of CT pattern, Pattern 0–2
showed a remarkable evolution with overlaps of progression

and downgrade within 3 weeks after symptom onset, and
mostly remained the same thereafter. Pattern 3 and 4 showed
a remarkable evolution (progression or downgrade) within 2
weeks, and most of them remained afterwards (Figure 2).

Figures 3–6 presented CT findings with disease progression
in Pattern 1 to 4 cases. Pattern 1 and 2 showed limited
progression with increasing density and size of lesions from
1 to 2 weeks after onset, while had complete absorption
subsequently. Pattern 3 showed a fast progression from
patchy GGO to extensively mixed GGO and consolidation
within 2 weeks, and subsequently turned into mixed GGO
and linear opacities. Pattern 4 showed a considerably fast
progression to diffusely mixed consolidation and interlobular
septal thickening in both lungs and had adverse outcome within
1 week.
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FIGURE 3 | CT Pattern 1 (bronchopneumonia pattern) in a 38-year-old woman with COVID-19 pneumonia who was admitted to hospital at day 2 after symptom

onset. (A–C) Axial and coronal CT images demonstrate multifocal peribronchial ground-glass opacity (GGO) at day 2; Axial CT images demonstrate increasing density

and size of lesions at day 9 (D) and subsequently complete absorption at day 19 (E).

FIGURE 4 | CT Pattern 2 (organizing pneumonia pattern) in a 49-year-old woman with COVID-19 pneumonia who was admitted to hospital at day 7 after symptom

onset and discharged at day 24. (A,C) Axial and coronal CT images demonstrate multifocal ground-glass opacity (GGO), mixed GGO and consolidation at day 7; Axial

CT images demonstrate consolidation at day 13 (B), subsequent absorption with mixed GGO and linear opacities at day 19 (D), and complete absorption at

day 45 (E).

Prognostic Significance of Pneumonic CT
Pattern in COVID-19
Supplementary Table 1 detailed the clinical, laboratory and CT
imaging characteristics of patients in clinical outcome and

pulmonary sequelae on CT. Significant differences between

discharge and adverse outcome were found in age, disease

severity, comorbidity, laboratory results, CT pattern and CT
score (all P < 0.05). For pulmonary sequelae, significant
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FIGURE 5 | CT Pattern 3 (progressive organizing pneumonia pattern) in a 65-year-old woman with COVID-19 pneumonia who was admitted to hospital at day 7 after

symptom onset and discharged at day 24. Axial and coronal CT images demonstrate a fast progression from patchy ground-glass opacity (GGO) with slight bronchial

dilatation (arrow) at day 7 (A), to extensive GGO and consolidation with progressive bronchial dilatation (arrow) at day 12 (B,C); Axial CT images reveal that extensive

GGO and consolidation turned into consolidation and reticulation at day 21 (D) and into mixed GGO and linear opacities at day 46 (E).

FIGURE 6 | CT Pattern 4 (diffuse alveolar damage pattern) in an 82-year-old woman COVID-19 pneumonia and with history of cardiovascular disease and chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease, who was admitted to intensive care unit with mechanical ventilation at day 7 after symptom onset and died at day 39. Axial CT images

demonstrate a fast progression from mixed ground-glass opacity (GGO) and consolidation at day 2 (A) to a geographic distribution of mixed consolidation and

interlobular septal thickening at day 4 (B); (C) Coronal CT image demonstrates mixed consolidation and interlobular septal thickening with diffused distribution of

both lungs.
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TABLE 3 | Risk factors associated with adverse outcome in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia.

Variable Stratification Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR 95% CI P-value HR 95% CI P-value

Age (years) ≥65 vs. < 65 (Ref.) 9.39 2.38–37.11 0.001 3.04 0.74–12.56 0.124

Sex Male vs. female (Ref.) 0.86 0.27–2.77 0.805

Comorbidity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 4.14 1.09–15.71 0.037

Disease severity Severe, critical illness vs. Mild (Ref.) 4.62 2.04–10.46 < 0.001

Laboratory test at admission

Lymphocyte percentage (%) < 20 vs. ≥20 (Ref.) 1.00 0.24–4.16 0.998

Monocyte percentage (%) >10 vs. ≤10 (Ref.) 0.33 0.04–2.60 0.294

Leukocyte count (109/L) < 3.5 vs. ≥3.5 (Ref.) 0.03 0–76.60 0.390

Alanine Aminotransferase (U/L) >50 vs. ≤50 (Ref.) 0.82 0.21–3.16 0.820

Aspartate Aminotransferase (U/L) >40 vs. ≤40 (Ref.) 2.01 0.63–6.40 0.239

Creatine kinase (U/L) >310 vs. ≤310 (Ref.) 3.39 0.87–13.18 0.078

Neutrophil percentage (%) >75 vs. ≤75 (Ref.) 14.12 1.75–114.21 0.013

C-reactive protein (mg/L) >10 vs. ≤10 (Ref.) 53.87 0.12–2.5 × 104 0.203

Hemoglobin (g/L) < 130 vs. ≥130 (Ref.) 0.69 0.17–2.83 0.606

CT findings

GGO only Yes vs. No (Ref.) 2.79 0.34–23.19 0.343

Consolidation Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.04 0–6781 0.607

GGO and consolidation Yes vs. No (Ref.) 3.24 0.93–11.27 0.065

Linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) —- —- —-

GGO and linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.04 0–2.3 × 104 0.641

Consolidation and linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.05 0–1.7 × 106 0.730

Three mixed signs Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.47 0.13–1.74 0.255

Number of lobe affected >3 vs. ≤3 (Ref.) 4.86 0.59–39.77 0.141

CT severity score ≥10 vs. < 10 (Ref.) 11.66 2.31–58.75 0.003

CT pattern Pattern 4 vs. Pattern 0–3 (Ref.) 36.67 4.38–307.25 0.001 18.90 1.91–186.60 0.012

Ref. refers to the stratification of variable as reference in the Cox hazard-proportional regression analysis.

HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; GGO, ground glass opacity; Three mixed signs, GGO, consolidation and linear opacity; Pattern 0, negative; Pattern 1, organizing

pneumonia pattern; Pattern 2, progressive organizing pneumonia pattern; Pattern 4, diffuse alveolar damage pattern. The bold value refers to P < 0.05.

differences between complete absorption and residuals were
found in age, elevated neutrophil percentage, elevated C-reactive
protein, CT pattern and CT score (all P < 0.05).

Correlations of CT Pattern With Clinical
Outcomes
Univariate Cox proportional-hazards regression indicated that
CT Pattern 4 [Hazard ratio [HR] 36.67, 95% confidence interval
[95% CI] 4.38–307.25, P = 0.001] significantly correlated with
adverse outcomes. Besides, age ≥65 years (HR 9.39, 95% CI
2.38–37.11, P = 0.001), comorbidity (HR 4.14, 95% CI 1.09–
15.71, P = 0.037), severe or critical illness (HR 4.62, 95% CI
2.04–10.46, P < 0.001), presence of fatigue (HR 3.62, 95% CI
1.16–11.28, P = 0.027) and chest congestion and/or shortness
of breath (HR 3.81, 95% CI 1.19–12.18, P = 0.024), neutrophil
percentage >75% (HR 14.12, 95% CI 1.75–114.21, P = 0.013),
CT score ≥10 (HR 11.66, 95% CI 2.31–58.75, P = 0.003) were
associated with adverse outcomes (Table 3). Multivariate analysis
indicated that after controlling for age, Pattern 4 was found to be
an independent risk factor for adverse outcomes (HR 18.90, 95%
CI 1.91–186.60, P = 0.012) (Figure 7).

Correlations of CT Pattern With Pulmonary
Sequelae on CT After Discharge
By univariate Cox proportional-hazards regression, it was found
that CT Pattern 3 or 4 (HR 0.23, 95% CI 0.07–0.78, P = 0.017)
were significantly related with pulmonary sequelae. Beyond,
significant factors included age≥45 years (HR 0.36, 95% CI 0.15–
0.88, P= 0.025), C-reactive protein concentration>10mg/L (HR
0.28, 95% CI 0.12–0.65, P = 0.003), number of lobe affected >3
(HR 0.34, 95% CI 0.16–0.71, P = 0.005), CT score ≥4 (HR 0.32,
95% CI 0.15–0.65, P= 0.002) (Table 4). The multivariate analysis
showed that Pattern 3 or 4 (HR 0.26, 95% CI 0.08–0.88, P =

0.030) and C-reactive protein (HR 0.31, 95% CI 0.13–0.72, P =

0.006) were two independent factors associated with pulmonary
residuals (Figure 8).

DISCUSSION

By delineating the COVID-19 pneumonic CT patterns and their
evolutional characteristics, this study aimed to determine their
value in predicting adverse outcomes. Results indicated that CT
Pattern 4 was associated with a higher rate of an adverse outcome
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FIGURE 7 | Kaplan-Meier curve plots showing time from symptom onset to

adverse outcome events (admission to intensive care unit, use of mechanical

ventilation, or death) by categories of COVID-19 pneumonic CT pattern

(Pattern 4 vs. Pattern 0–3 as reference).

after controlling for age; meanwhile, Pattern 3 and 4 showed
more prevalence of pulmonary residuals on CT. Individual CT
pattern for prognostic implication can be determined within 2
weeks after symptom onset due to the remarkable evolution of
patterns before 2 weeks and subsequent stabilization or evolution
without prognostic impacts.

Three kinds of phenotypes by characterizing the hypoxemia-
related severity have been proposed to guide the respiratory
treatment for COVID-19 (23–25). Among them, a two-
phenotype of type L (low) and H (high) and a five-phenotype
were defined to delineate the disease severity, mainly for
hypoxemia state by clinical and/or imaging findings (23, 25).
While, another three-phenotype stemmed from CT findings
(multiple, focal, possibly overperfused GGO; inhomogeneously
distributed atelectasis; a patchy, ARDS-like pattern) (24). These
phenotype classifications could be supplement to Diagnosis and
Treatment Protocol for Novel Coronavirus Pneumonia (Trial
Version 7) (21). By comparison, our CT pattern categorization
detailed the extent of lung injury in COVID-19. Among them,
Pattern 2 to 4 showed compatible with CT signs of three-
phenotype (24). Pattern 1 was found to be linked with a good
prognosis as well as Pattern 0. This resembled the prior reports
of H1N1 pneumonia (17). Pathologically, organization has been
recognized as a common response in lung injury (15, 26). In
this study, OP patterns accounted for 60% and the overall
degree of lung injury especially for Pattern 2 was mild where
reparative process and resolution of lesions seem to follow. Note
that more prevalence of residuals may indicate a protracted
disease course in Pattern 3. This may be related to older patients
with comorbidity and decreased lymphocyte percentage. For
Pattern 4, 85.7% cases had an adverse outcome. Pathologically,

intraalveolar edema, fibrin, and variable cellular infiltrates with
a hyaline membrane were observed in DAD (16, 27). It may
be more severe disease, more prevalence of elevated creatine
kinase, neutrophil percentage and C-reactive protein that led to
the higher rate of adverse outcomes in Pattern 4. Previous studies
have demonstrated the residual fibrosis in 38 and 85% of DAD
survivals, which may be related to barotrauma due to mechanical
ventilation or oxygen toxicity (28). Differently, fibrosis was not
pathologically observed in COVID-19 death perhaps due to the
short disease course of 15 days from onset to death (29). A long-
term follow up of discharged DAD patients who survived after
mechanical ventilation or continuous high-flow oxygen therapy
would be required to further understand the sequelae.

Diverse evolutions with overlaps of progression and
downgrading were found in Pattern 0–2 within 3 weeks and
Pattern 3–4 within 2 weeks after onset. Most of them remained
thereafter. It is noting that 28.6% of Pattern 1 progressed to
Pattern 2 from 2 to 3 weeks. This evolution was consistent
with prior report of acute and progressive characteristics of
COVID-19 (11). In addition, this progression from Pattern 1 to 2
after 2 weeks may reflect the organization regarding lung repair
and would have good prognosis (15). From the above, individual
CT pattern for prognostic implication can be determined within
2 weeks after onset due to the remarkable evolution of patterns
before 2 weeks and subsequent stabilization or evolution without
prognostic impacts.

Univariate analysis indicated that age ≥65 years, presence of
comorbidity (70% hypertension and diabetes mellitus), severe
or critical illness, neutrophil percentage >75%, CT score ≥10,
CT Pattern 4 were significantly related with adverse outcome.
These findings echo the latest reports (7, 8). In details, a
poor clinical outcome was associated with increased age (>65
years), presence of comorbidity as well as elevated levels of
hypersensitive troponin I, leukocyte and neutrophil in COVID-
19 patients (7–9). By multivariate analysis, only Pattern 4 was
associated with an adverse outcome after controlling age. In our
cohort, most of Pattern 4 cases were age ≥65 years (64.3%),
presence of comorbidity (71.4%) and critical illness (57.1%).
This may be the underlying reason regarding Pattern 4 as only
significant factor in multivariate analysis. This further enhanced
the potential role of CT pattern in predicting the risks of adverse
outcomes in COVID-19.

As for pulmonary sequelae, CT Pattern 3 or 4 and elevated
C-reactive protein were two independent factors associated
with pulmonary residuals on CT. Pattern 3 and 4 showed
more prevalence of pulmonary residuals than others. This may
be linked with more severe CT findings of these cases with
more number of lobe affected and CT scores. In concert with
MERS studies that radiological sequelae can remain at least 1
year after infection (30), our study found similar but slighter
residuals mainly presenting with linear opacities and/or a few
consolidation and GGO. Beyond, elevated C-reactive protein
may indicate the state of tissue injury and/or acute inflammation,
which may suggest a risk indication of progression to a critical
disease state (31). In this regard, elevated C-reactive protein may
be predictive of radiological sequelae. Prior studies indicated
that radiological sequelae from SARS and MERS may suggest
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TABLE 4 | Risk factors associated with pulmonary sequelae of lesion resolution at 2–3 weeks after discharge in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia.

Variable Stratification Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR 95% CI P-value HR 95% CI P-value

Age (yr) ≥45 vs. < 45 (Ref.) 0.36 0.15–0.88 0.025

Sex Male vs. Female (Ref.) 1.09 0.53–2.25 0.806

Comorbidity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.46 0.18–1.21 0.116

Disease severity Severe vs. Mild (Ref.) 0.87 0.12–6.43 0.893

Laboratory test at admission

Lymphocyte percentage (%) < 20 vs. ≥20 (Ref.) 0.50 0.22–1.13 0.094

Monocyte percentage (%) >10 vs. ≤10 (Ref.) 1.94 0.92–4.09 0.082

Leukocyte count (109/L) < 3.5 vs. ≥3.5 (Ref.) 0.96 0.39–2.38 0.928

Alanine Aminotransferase (U/L) >50 vs. ≤50 (Ref.) 0.50 0.17–1.46 0.202

Aspartate Aminotransferase (U/L) >40 vs. ≤40 (Ref.) 0.69 0.27–1.81 0.451

Creatine kinase (U/L) >310 vs. ≤310 (Ref.) 0.50 0.12–2.12 0.349

Neutrophil percentage (%) >75 vs. ≤75 (Ref.) 0.32 0.10–1.06 0.062

C-reactive protein (mg/L) >10 vs. ≤10 (Ref.) 0.28 0.12–0.65 0.003 0.31 0.13–0.72 0.006

Hemoglobin (g/L) < 130 vs. ≥130 (Ref.) 0.36 0.09–1.54 0.169

CT findings

GGO only Yes vs. No (Ref.) 1.14 0.34–3.84 0.827

Consolidation Yes vs. No (Ref.) 2.89 1.08–7.72 0.035

GGO and consolidation Yes vs. No (Ref.) 1.02 0.45–2.28 0.969

Linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) – – –

GGO and linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.88 0.21–3.71 0.856

Consolidation and linear opacity Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.89 0.12–6.59 0.911

Three mixed signs Yes vs. No (Ref.) 0.52 0.24–1.13 0.098

Number of lobe affected >3 vs. ≤3 (Ref.) 0.34 0.16–0.71 0.005

CT severity score ≥4 vs. < 4 (Ref.) 0.32 0.15–0.65 0.002

CT Pattern Pattern 3,4 vs. Pattern 0–2 (Ref.) 0.23 0.07–0.77 0.017 0.26 0.08–0.88 0.030

Ref. refers to the stratification of variable as reference in the Cox hazard-proportional regression analysis.

HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; GGO, ground glass opacity; Three mixed signs, GGO, consolidation and linear opacity; Pattern 0, negative; Pattern 1, organizing

pneumonia pattern; Pattern 2, progressive organizing pneumonia pattern; Pattern 4, diffuse alveolar damage pattern. The bold value refers to P < 0.05.

the abnormal or repaired lung function (30, 32). Despite
the slight residuals in COVID-19, a long-term follow-up is
required to further trace the resolution and associations with
lung function.

This study had some limitations. The first was the small
sample, especially for those with adverse outcomes and/or with
Pattern 4. A larger sample is required to further verify the findings
regarding the risk factors affecting the adverse outcome and
disease progression, as well as factors in relation to respiratory
treatment strategy (e.g., non-invasive or mechanical ventilation).
Besides, more clinical indicators such as body mass index would
be gathered to explore the potential correlations with prognosis
due to the prior report of obesity as risk factor of severe COVID-
19 (33). Second, because discharged patients remained during
the recovery and pulmonary CT residuals were unknown at
the time of our analysis, a long-term follow-up is required
to further trace the outcome of lesion absorption, as well as
changes in lung functions. Third, despite of using a high-
resolution CT protocol recommended by American College
of Radiology (34), varying CT scanners may have potential

impacts on CT pattern evaluation. A large sample from these
CT scanners should be collected to first clarify the impacts
and thereby facilitate the generalization of our findings. Forth,
multicenter data collection may lead to selective bias of patients
with various CT patterns. Although no significance in univariate
analysis (see more in Supplement Material), potential impacts
from varying hospital, epicenter vs. non-epicenter should be
considered in further studies. Last, given the inadequate CT
resource, an alternative pattern categorization by X-ray image
and/or available quick-test laboratory indicators should be
further explored.

In conclusion, CT pattern categorization of COVID-19
pneumonia based on chest CT within 2 weeks after symptom
onset has prognostic significance. CT pattern 4 cases present
high risk of admission to ICU, need for mechanical ventilation
or death, while Pattern 3 and 4 signal likelihood of pulmonary
residuals on CT. In this regard, when allocating medical
resources, pattern 0–2 cases could be considered as mild
group and then admitted to community hospital or mobile
cabin hospital, while pattern 3 or 4 should be admitted
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FIGURE 8 | Kaplan-Meier curve plots showing time from symptom onset to complete resolution of pulmonary lesions by (A) categories of COVID-19 pneumonic CT

pattern (Pattern 3–4 vs. Pattern 0–2 as reference), and (B) conditions of C-reactive protein.

to designate general hospital. These findings would help
early prognostic stratification of COVID-19 and facilitate the
decision making for treatment strategy and optimal use of
healthcare resources.
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Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Corona Virus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) induced Coronavirus

Disease - 19 (COVID-19) cases have been increasing at an alarming rate (7.4

million positive cases as on June 11 2020), causing high mortality (4,17,956 deaths

as on June 11 2020) and economic loss (a 3.2% shrink in global economy in

2020) across 212 countries globally. The clinical manifestations of this disease are

pneumonia, lung injury, inflammation, and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).

Currently, there is no vaccine or effective pharmacological agents available for the

prevention/treatment of SARS-CoV2 infections. Moreover, development of a suitable

vaccine is a challenging task due to antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) and

Th-2 immunopathology, which aggravates infection with SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, the

emerging SARS-CoV-2 strain exhibits several distinct genomic and structural patterns

compared to other coronavirus strains, making the development of a suitable vaccine

even more difficult. Therefore, the identification of novel small molecule inhibitors

(NSMIs) that can interfere with viral entry or viral propagation is of special interest

and is vital in managing already infected cases. SARS-CoV-2 infection is mediated

by the binding of viral Spike proteins (S-protein) to human cells through a 2-step

process, which involves Angiotensin Converting Enzyme-2 (ACE2) and Transmembrane

Serine Protease (TMPRSS)-2. Therefore, the development of novel inhibitors of

ACE2/TMPRSS2 is likely to be beneficial in combating SARS-CoV-2 infections.

However, the usage of ACE-2 inhibitors to block the SARS-CoV-2 viral entry requires

additional studies as there are conflicting findings and severe health complications

reported for these inhibitors in patients. Hence, the current interest is shifted

toward the development of NSMIs, which includes natural antiviral phytochemicals
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and Nrf-2 activators to manage a SARS-CoV-2 infection. It is imperative to investigate

the efficacy of existing antiviral phytochemicals and Nrf-2 activators to mitigate the

SARS-CoV-2-mediated oxidative stress. Therefore, in this review, we have reviewed

structural features of SARS-CoV-2 with special emphasis on key molecular targets and

their known modulators that can be considered for the development of NSMIs.

Keywords: SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, natural Nrf-2 modulators, NSMIs

INTRODUCTION

Global Burden of COVID-19
COVID-19 is a devastating disease caused by a coronavirus
related to the one that caused outbreaks of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in the year 2002 (1, 2). Middle
East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)-related coronavirus is an
infamous member of this cohort. COVID-19, which is caused
by the SARS-CoV-2 infection, was detected in Wuhan, China
in December 2019. The World Health Organization (WHO)
declared this infection a pandemic on March 11 2020 due to its
severity and rapid spread across the globe. As of June 11 2020,
SARS-CoV-2 had infected 7.4 million individuals, and caused
4,17,956 deaths across 212 countries worldwide (Table 1).

Structural Features of SARS-CoV-2
Coronaviruses (CoV) belongs to a family of single-stranded RNA
viruses (+RNA) that can infect a variety of mammals such as
bats and humans (3). SARS-CoV-2 contains RNA of 29,891-
nucleotide length, which codes for 9,860 amino acids (4). The
RNA has a 5’ cap and 3’ poly-A tail and produces a poly-protein
1a/1ab (pp1a/pp1ab) in the host (4). SARS-CoV-2 belongs to
beta CoV category and appears in a crown shape with a size of
∼60–140 nm (Figure 1).

Gene sequencing data revealed that SARS-CoV-2 has 89 and
82% sequence similarity with bat SARS-like-CoV-ZXC21 and
human SARS-CoV, respectively (4, 5). The spike (S) protein-
coding gene mutation in the nsp2 and nsp3 regions results in
the replacement of glycine (G) with serine (S) at 723 position
(G723S), and an isoleucine (I) replaced with proline (P) at
1010 amino acid position (I1010P). Due to these mutations, the
invading potential of SARS-CoV-2 has increased significantly
toward host tissues. This virus can also be transmitted through
the respiratory droplets from coughs and sneezes of infected
individuals (4). This mode of aerosol transmission is possible,
especially, when protracted exposure occurs in closed areas
(4). The incubation time of the virus varies significantly from
individual to individual. In general it takes about 6 days from
the day of infection to the first appearance of symptoms.
However, in a few cases the symptoms may appear only after 2
weeks (6).

Abbreviations: RTIs, Respiratory tract infections; ORF, Open reading

frame; TMPRSS2, Transmembrane serine protease; ADAM17, Disintegrin

and metallopeptinase-containing domain 17; SARS-CoV, Severe respiratory

syndrome-coronavirus; SARS-CoV-2, Severe respiratory syndrome-Coronavirus-2

(COVID-19); GM-CSF: Granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor.

SARS-CoV2 Infection and Pulmonary
Pathogenesis
Members of Coronaviridae are known to induce respiratory
complications in humans (7, 8). At first, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV,
and SARS-CoV-2 varieties were transmitted from animals
to humans which triggered severe respiratory diseases (9–
11). However, subsequent transmission occurred among
humans primarily due to physical contact. Hence, conventional
preventive measures such as physical isolation were implemented
to avoid propagation of early infection across the human
population (1, 12). Similar to the SARS-CoV, the pathological
manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 could induce lung malfunction
in humans as indicated by the severe acute respiratory syndrome
and pneumonia (12). Recent studies reported that SARS-CoV-2
infection can induce mild, moderate, and severe illness in
infected patients (4). Clinical manifestations of this infection
include chronic pneumonia, sepsis, septic shock, fever, and
dry cough (4). A progressive respiratory failure during this
infection may lead to sudden death (4). Mild illness resulting
from a SARS-CoV-2 infection is characterized by the presence
of malaise, headache, low fever and dyspnea. In the case
of moderate illness from SARS-CoV-2, the complication is
manifested by the presence of cough and mild pneumonia.
Severe illness from SARS-CoV-2 is associated with chronic
pneumonia, cough, SARS, hypoxia, and tachypnea (in children)
followed by respiratory, and cardiovascular system failure

TABLE 1 | Recent statistics of SARS-CoV2 infection—Top 10 countries.

Country Infected (in

Millions) (%)#
Recovered (in

Millions) (%)$
Deaths (in

Thousands) (%)*

United States

of America

2.064 (0.623) 0.800 (38.79) 115,115 (5.57)

Brazil 0.772 (0.363) 0.380 (49.23) 39,680 (5.13)

Russia 0.493 (0.338) 0.252 (51.20) 6,358 (1.28)

United Kingdom 0.290 (0.427) 0.135 (46.52) 41,128 (14.17)

Spain 0.289 (0.618) Not available 27,136 (9.37)

India 0.287 (0.020) 0.140 (49.09) 8,107 (2.82)

Italy 0.235 (0.389) 0.169 (72.08) 34,114 (14.46)

Peru 0.208 (0.633) 0.098 (46.94) 5,903 (2.82)

Germany 0.186 (0.22) 0.170 (91.34) 8,844 (4.73)

Iran 0.177 (0.212) 0.140 (79.01) 8,506 (4.78)

#Percentage of total population.
$Percentage of total infected cases.

*Percentage of total infected cases.

List of top 10 countries in the world affected with COVID-19.
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FIGURE 1 | The schematic representation of SARS-CoV-2 structure: SARS-CoV-2 has a size ranging from 60 to 140 nm, and is a spherical to elliptical shaped virus

with a crown-like appearance; it consists of a single-stranded RNA genome, a Spike protein (S), a Matrix protein (M), a nucleoprotein (N), and an Envelope-protein (E).

(4). The autopsy and biopsy reports of SARS-CoV-2 patients
revealed severe edema with pulmonary tissue exudates, focal
reactive hyperplasia, damage to pneumocytes as well as alveolar
macrophages, and patchy cellular infiltration (13).

Coronavirus-induced lung damage has been demonstrated
experimentally by several investigators in animal models (14).
For instance, the Sialodacryoadenitis virus and Parker’s RCoV
were shown to induce damage to alveolar type-I cells through
the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and chemokines
such as CINC-2, CINC-3, LIX, MIP-3α, and fractalkines (15–21).
For example, fractalkine promotes the infiltration of cytotoxic
lymphocytes in the alveolar epithelium thereby inducing a severe
inflammatory response (15, 22). Similarly, MIP-3α confers the
chemotaxis of immune cells via IL-1β and TNF-α inflammatory
mediators (17, 22–25). Therefore, these animal models could be
used to develop effective pharmacological agents against SARS-
CoV-2 infections.

Molecular Mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2
Infection
Studies from several laboratories have demonstrated that the
entry of SARS-CoV-2 into human cells is facilitated by ACE-
2 (26). ACE-2 is a member of the Renin-angiotensin system
(RAS), which plays a vital role in cardiovascular and renal
homeostasis. ACE-2 and TMPRSS2 facilitates the entry of the
virus into host cells during SARS-CoV-2 infection (7). In
addition, there are other proteases such as aminopeptidase
N (APN) which plays a prominent role for the entry of
HCoV-NL63 and HCoV-229E into host cells (27–30). APN
is a membrane-bound glycoprotein that mediates the zinc-
dependent protease activity during the entry and or replication
of coronavirus strains into host cells (29, 31, 32). Hence, the
ACE-2 receptor’s down-modulation may prevent SARS-CoV-2
viral entry/replication (33). The S-protein of SARS-CoV and
other coronavirus strains are different in their structural and

functional domains (3). S-protein can bind to the N-terminus
of ACE-2 receptors on the outer surface of host cells including
respiratory epithelium of the lungs (34–36). Identifying the key
amino acid residues in S-protein of the SARS-CoV-2 strain
may benefit virologists and medical scientists to develop better
therapeutic agents. However, to date these details are not
known, hence, there is an immediate requirement to identify the
amino acids involved in binding S-proteins to ACE-2 receptors
on host cell surfaces. Furthermore, investigations should also
focus on establishing the structural similarities of S-protein
motifs that are interacting with the ACE-2 receptors of other
coronavirus strains (37–41). These investigations might help in
deciphering molecular strategies to target receptor binding sites
of ACE-2 proteins with SARS-CoV-2 using novel therapeutics
and vaccines to avoid membrane fusion process and viral
entry (7).

The TMPRSS2 protease can foster the entry of the SARS-
CoV-2 virus by activating the S-protein for virus-host cell
membrane fusion, consequently enhancing viral replication in
the host cells (7, 42–46). TMPRSS2 plays a vital role in generating
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in lung epithelial cells
by cleaving S-protein during coronavirus infections including
SARS-CoV-2. Hence, TMPRSS2 is another potential therapeutic
target to consider for the novel drug development against SARS-
CoV-2 (46–48).

Novel Small Molecule Inhibitors (NSMIs) in
the Prevention and Treatment of
SARS-CoV-2 Infections
Prevention and treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infections are achieved
at different levels (49). The primary approach involves physical
isolation to prevent the spread of virus from individual to
individual; the second approach involves inhibiting the entry of
virus into human cells and the third method includes treating
the infected individuals to minimize inflammatory reactions and
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TABLE 2 | Structure and probable mechanism of action of NSMIs against SARS-CoV-2.

Small Molecule Inhibitors Predicted to

be effective against SARS-CoV-2

Mechanism of Action Structure References

SiRNA Targets Orf7a required for viral assembly

(or) Targets Orf7b (or) Targets Orf3a

required for viral budding and release

Note: SiRNA is yet to be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

– (50)

GRL0617 Targets non-structural proteins nsp3

(Papain like proteinase) Note: Yet to be

examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection

(51)

Benzodioxolane derivatives Targets non-structural proteins nsp3

(Papain like proteinase) in coronavirus

Note: Yet to be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

1-[(R)-1-(1-Naphthyl)ethyl]-4-[3,4-

(methylenedioxy) benzylamino]

carbonylpiperidine

1-[(S)-1-(1-naphthyl) ethyl]-4-[3,4-

(methylenedioxy)benzylamino]

carbonylpiperidine

(52)

5-chloropyridinyl indolecarboxylate Targets non-structural proteins nsp5

(3C-like main protease in SARS

coronavirus) required for

replicase synthesis Note: Yet to be

examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection

(53)

2978/10 humanized antibodies Mitigate SARS-CoV infection by targeting

virus-neutralizing epitopes

– (54)

Amiodarone Targets SARS-CoV by inhibiting

endosomal processing in host cells Note:

Clinical Trials are at Recruiting Stage to

test against

SARS-CoV-2 infection—NCT04351763

(Pubchem)

(55)

Arbidol Targets S-protein of SARS-CoV and

prevent viral fusion Note: Clinical Trials are

at Recruiting Stage to test against

SARS-CoV-2 infection -NCT04255017

(Pubchem)

(56)

TSL-1 Targets SARS-CoV replication Note: Yet to

be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

(57)

(58)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Small Molecule Inhibitors Predicted to

be effective against SARS-CoV-2

Mechanism of Action Structure References

TACE inhibitor (TAPI-2) Blocks SARS-CoV replication in lungs

Blocks ACE2 shedding Note: Yet to be

examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection

(59)

IFN—α B/D Blocks SARS-CoV replication in lungs (60)

IFN-β and-γ Blocks SARS-CoV replication in lungs

Note: Completed Clinical Trials for

Interferon Beta-1A and Interferon

Beta-1B -NCT04343768 Clinical Trials are

at Recruiting Stage to test against

SARS-CoV-2 infection-NCT04324463;

NCT04350281 (IFN-β)

(61)

(62)

(63)

Camostat TMPRSS2 serine protease Inhibitor in

SARS-CoV-2 infection Note: Clinical Trials

are at Recruiting stage to test against

SARS-CoV-2 infection—NCT04321096

(Pubchem)

(7)

Nafamostat TMPRSS2 serine protease Inhibitor in

SARS-CoV-2 virus Note: Yet to be

examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection in

clinical trials

(Pubchem)

https://www.eurekalert.org/

pub_releases/2020-03/

tiom-nie032420.php

Pegylated IFN-α Blocks SARS-CoV replication in lungs

Note: Yet to be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

– (2)

Remdesivir Effective against SARS-CoV-2 infection

in vitro Note: Clinical Trials—Recruiting

stage to test against SARS-CoV-2

infection - NCT04365725

(Pubchem)

(64)

Lopinavir Predicted to block SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

(Molecular docking studies) Note: Clinical

Trials are at Recruiting stage to test against

SARS-CoV-2 infection-NCT04364022

(Pubchem)

(65)

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued

Small Molecule Inhibitors Predicted to

be effective against SARS-CoV-2

Mechanism of Action Structure References

Nelfinavir Predicted to block SARS-CoV-2 Mpro

(Molecular docking studies)

(Pubchem)

(66)

Tocilizumab Block SARS-CoV-2 viral induced cytokine

storm—IL-6 receptor-targeted monoclonal

antibody (mAb) (Ongoing clinical trials in

China and Italy)—ChiCTR2000029765;

NCT04377750; NCT04377659

– doi.org/10.1038/s41577-

020-0308-3

SSAA09E1

[[(Z)-1-thiophen-2-

ylethylideneamino]thiourea]

Blocks cathepsin L required for

SARS-CoV processing Note: Yet to be

examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection

(67)

SSAA09E2

N-[[4-(4-methylpiperazin-1-

yl)phenyl]methyl]-1,2-oxazole-5-

carboxamide

Blocks SARS-CoV interaction with ACE-2

Note: Yet to be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

(67)

SSAA09E3

[N-(9,10-dioxo-9,10-dihydroanthracen-2-

yl)benzamide]

Blocks SARS-CoV fusion to host

cell membrane Note: Yet to be examined

against SARS-CoV-2 infection

(67)

NCT numbers were obtained from https://clinicaltrials.gov/.

pulmonary damage. Although physical isolation is the ideal way
of limiting the spread, in reality this approach is difficult to
execute, hence, many pharmacological companies are actively
involved in developing small molecule inhibitors to prevent the
entry of the virus into human hosts (7, 49). In this regard
several NSMIs have been investigated to treat SARS-CoV; but,
significant breakthroughs are yet to come for treating SARS-
CoV-2 (48) (Table 2).

Viral Entry Inhibitors vs. SARS-CoV-2
Adedeji et al. (49) reported the discovery and characterization
of novel inhibitors to block SARS-CoV replication via different

mechanisms. One mechanism uses screening of small molecule
inhibitors using “HIV-1 pseudotyped with SARS-CoV surface
glycoprotein S (SARS-S)” (49, 68). “SSAA09E2” is a novel small
molecule inhibitor, which blocks the interaction of CoV SARS-
S with ACE-2 receptors, thus blocking the viral entry (49).
Another NSMI is “SSAA09E1” reported to be involved in
blocking the cathepsin L, which is required for CoV-SARS-
S processing to mediate viral entry into the host cell (49).
SSAA09E3 is another NSMI, which can block the fusion of
viral membranes with host cell surfaces (49) (Figure 2). Since
the pathological aspects and genomic similarity of SARS-CoV-
2 virus with SARS-CoV, the above strategies of inhibition may
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FIGURE 2 | Molecular pathogenesis of SARS-CoV-2 in human lung cells. Binding of S-protein of SARS-CoV-2 to the ACE-2 receptors triggers the processing of

ACE-2 through ADAM-17/TNF-α-converting enzyme and induces the “ACE-2 shedding” into the extracellular space and facilitates uptake of SARS-CoV-2 followed by

the development of SARS. Alternatively, the entry of SARS-CoV-2 by membrane TMPRSS2 serine protease’/HAT (Human Airway Trypsin-like protease)-mediated

cleavage of ACE2 can facilitate SARS-CoV S-glycoprotein-mediated virus entry. Even though, several NSMIs targeting these processes were described and their

mode of action against coronavirus were delineated, their efficacy against SARS-CoV-2 is yet to be tested.

be considered for developing potent pharmacological agents to
prevent SARS-CoV-2 infections (49). However, the prospective
research should address the efficacy of these inhibitors against
SARS-CoV-2 infections.

Kinase Inhibitors vs. SARS-CoV-2
Cytokine storm was predominantly reported during SARS-
CoV-2 infection. Targeting cytokine-mediated inflammatory
responses induced by SARS-CoV-2 is another viable approach
for mitigating the complications of viral infection. In this
regard, Chang et al. (35), documented the inflammatory cascades
mediated through intracellular signaling pathways conferred by
the SARS-CoV in both lung epithelial cells and fibroblasts.

Authors of this study have reported that S-protein of SARS-
CoV efficiently mediate the IL-8 release in the infected lung
cells by activating MAPKinases, and activator protein-1 (AP-
1) without intervention of NF-kB cascade (35). This study
suggested a promising lead for novel rational drug design
through the identification of a “specific sequence motif of S-
protein functional domain,” which is responsible for inducing
IL-8-mediated inflammatory response in lungs (35). Baricitinib is
a pharmacological agent, which was reported to block the SARS-
CoV-2 viral entry and inflammation through the inhibition of
AP2-associated protein kinase 1 (AAK1), cyclin g-associated
kinase, and janus kinase-1 and 2 (69). Chloroquine (CQ) and
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) were reported to be effective in
mitigating the coronaviral load (70, 71). CQ and HCQ not only
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inhibit the entry of SARS-CoV-2 but also change the pH of
acidic intracellular organelles such as endosomes and lysosomes
thereby preventing membrane fusion reactions. However, many
contradictions and queries prevail pertaining to the use of HCQ
for the treatment of COVID-19. At the time of the submission of
this review, results of many clinical trials are yet to be announced,
hence, the efficacy of HCQ for inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 infection
is still a possibility.

Prospective studies should focus on testing the FDA approved
inhibitors of “ABL-1 kinases,” “PI3K/Akt/mTOR” signaling,
and “MAPKinase” pathways against SARS CoV-2. Since these
pathways are involved in cell survival, inflammatory cytokines
production, and proliferation of cells, targeted downregulation
of these pathways is likely to mitigate the exacerbations induced
by coronavirus. In this direction, many of these inhibitors
are currently being tested against SARS-CoV-2 (Table 3) (72–
74). For instance, sorafenib, which inhibits RAF, is being
experimented in preclinical models and early clinical trials (72).
Likewise, the efficacy of IL-1 receptor antagonists and TNF-α
receptor antagonists for blocking the rat coronavirus-mediated
chemokine production was already proven effective in animal
models (15, 75, 76). Further studies testing the safety and efficacy
are warranted before considering these inhibitory agents for
treating individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 (76).

TABLE 3 | Ongoing clinical trials against SARS-CoV2 using MAPKinase Inhibitors.

MAPK Inhibitor Mechanism of Action References Current Status

of Clinical

Trials against

SARS CoV-2

Trametinib

Selumetinib

Inhibits MAPK/ERK—kinase

family proteins viz.

MEK1/2 inhibitor—Inhibits

MAPK/ERK—kinase family

Investigational (Phase III)

MEK1/ERK1/2 inhibitor

(72)

(72)

Ongoing

Ongoing

Everolimus

Miltefosine

Teriflunamide

Leflunomide

Inhibits PI3K/Akt/mTOR

Kinases—Akt/mTOR

Inhibits viral block of cell

stress response

and apoptosis

(73) Ongoing

Dasatinib

Imatinib

Nilotinib

Inhibition of actin motility

Blocks ABL1 kinase.

(73)

(74)

Ongoing

PD98059

SB308520

SP600125

MEK inhibitor

p38 inhibitor

JNK inhibitor

*MOA: Inhibits SARS-CoV S

protein-induced IL-8

Promoter activity using

above MAPK

cascade inhibitors

(35) –

Chloroquine

(NCT04351724)

Hydroxychlorquine

(NCT04352933)

Inhibits p38 MAPK

activation and blocks viral

replication

(70, 71) Ongoing

*Mechanism of action.

However, the concept of “One Drug to Treat All” should
be followed to combat several devastating viral infections
(77, 78). For instance, the Ebola, Marburg, and SARS-
CoV-2 are undoubtedly devastating viral pathogens, which
can induce high mortality as they transmit rapidly via air
and body fluids (78). Outbreaks of these viruses occur
sporadically and currently there are no clinically approved
NSMIs available to combat these viruses. A recent report by
Taylor et al. (79) demonstrated the efficacy of a synthetic
adenosine analog, BCX4430 in blocking a broad spectrum
of viral species viz., “coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses, and
bunyaviruses” as these viruses could induce SARS, measles,
and mumps. BCX4430 could efficiently block both Ebola and
Marburg viral titers in non-human primate models by targeting
viral RNA polymerase (78, 79). Hence, this molecule should
be tested for further studies against SARS-CoV2 infections
in humans.

Membrane Protease Inhibitors vs. SARS-CoV-2
Targeting the membrane protease involved in viral S-protein
processing and the viral entry into host cells is another
approach in mitigating SARS-CoV-2. The host cellular
proteases viz., “trypsin,”, “miniplasmin,” “human airway
trypsin like protease,” “tryptase Clara,” and “TMPRSS2” could
cleave the HA glycoprotein located in influenza A virus
and thereby promote viral entry into lung cells (80). The
usage of serine protease inhibitors such as Camostat and
Aprotinin significantly blocked the replication of influenza
virus in epithelial cells of lungs and bronchioles (81). In
addition, these NSMIs could block the release of inflammatory
mediators such as cytokines, IL-6 and TNF-α, during this
infection (81).

TMPRSS2 is a key protein involved in the pathogenesis
of several seasonal viral infections including influenza, H1N1,
H3N2, and H7N9 (82–85). TMPRSS2 cleaves the S-protein of
coronavirus to produce unlocked, fusion-catalyzing viral forms
and binds to the host cell surface thereby enhancing rapid viral
entry (43, 44, 86–90). Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV could
rapidly enter into the host cells as TMPRSS2 can facilitate viral
binding to the cell surface (42, 43, 45, 87, 91, 92). TMPRSS2
also plays a vital role in the immuno-pathology of coronavirus
infections including SARS-CoV-2 across lungs by inducing lung
fibrosis (46). Hence, the emerging research should promote
the development of NSMIs to target these proteases thereby
hindering the entry of SARS-CoV-2 into host cells.

A proof-of-concept study by Iwata-Yoshikawa et al. (46)
reported that SARS-CoV failed to replicate in the bronchioles
and lungs of TMPRSS2 knockout mice. Authors of this study
reported elevated expression of TLR3-mRNA expression in the
lungs of “SARS-CoV-inoculated TMPRSS2-deficient mice” and
showed enhanced TLR-3 mediated localization of dsRNA into
endosomes (46). In this study, TMPRSS2 knockout has resulted
in downregulation of inflammatory cytokines and chemokine
expression, which are involved in the bronchiolitis obliterans
organizing pneumonia (BOOP), SARS, and pulmonary fibrosis
in SARS-CoV infection (46, 93, 94).
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Interferon Therapy vs. SARS-CoV-2
The intricate SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis is similar to that of
SARS-CoV. Studies have reported the efficacy of IFNs to block
SARS-CoV in cell line models but not against SARS-CoV-2.
Among IFN- α/ -β/ and -γ, the IFN-βwas reported to be the most
potent blocker of SARS-CoV growth (3, 95–98). Furthermore,
IFN-β and-γ have a synergistic effect in blocking SARS-CoV
viral replication (62, 63). However, the effect of this combination
against SARS-CoV-2 is not yet reported. Therefore, future studies
should focus on determining the efficacy of IFN- α/ -β/ and –γ
against SARS-CoV-2 infections.

SiRNAs vs. SARS-CoV-2
Unlike small molecule inhibitors, siRNAs are specific and can be
designed to mitigate SARS-CoV associated structural proteins
by targeting ORF4 (99, 100), ORF5 (101, 102), ORF9a (50, 103,
104), and ORF7a (50, 105–107). For example, siRNAs siSC2
and siSC5 have shown success in cultured cells as well as
in preclinical mouse models in inhibiting the SARS infection
without causing toxicity (108). Several other reports have also
recently demonstrated the efficacy of SiRNAs to inhibit the
expression of SARS-CoV genes coding for 3CL protease in cell
line models (108–114). The activity of SARS-CoV 3CL protease
is essential for viral replication as this protein is involved in
the processing of viral proteins (114). Selective optimization
and screening of hexa-chlorophene analogs can be “active 3CL
protease inhibitors” during a SARS-CoV infection (114). Hence,
the pharmacological agents/SiRNAs targeting these pathways
may likely produce effective clinical outcomes in SARS-CoV-2
infections. However, clinical studies should test the utility of these
agents/siRNA in reducing the burden of infections caused by
SARS-CoV-2 (111).

Monoclonal Antibodies (MABs) and Other NSMIs vs.

SARS-CoV-2
The genome of coronaviruses is reported to be significantly
involved in coding both structural proteins, and non-structural
proteins (nsp’s) for the effective viral replication (115). The nsp’s
(nsp8C and nsp7) are required for novice CoV viral particle
formation through viral ORF 1ab polyprotein processing (115).
Several NSMIs were reported to target these non-structural
proteins in coronavirus infections to treat SARS (115). For
instance, GRL0617, a bendioxolane derivative, could target
papain-like proteinases like nsp3 (51, 52, 116, 117), whereas 5-
choloropyridinyl indolecarboxylate targets nsp5 (53, 118–120)
and a “combination of zinc derivatives with pyrithione” targets
nsp12 (121, 122); ranitidine bismuth citrate targets nsp13 (123–
127). Monoclonal antibodies; CR3014 (128), mAb-201 (129),
mDEF-201 (130), ampligen (131), polyICLC (61, 132), stinging
nettle lectin (131), and TAPI-2 (a TACE-inhibitor) (59) are anti-
coronaviral agents tested in vivo models of SARS. For instance,
a study showed that Amiodarone (a known anti-arrhythmic
agent) effectively targets coronaviral spreading in in vitro
models (55). Working in a similar fashion, 2878/10 humanized
antibodies can neutralize coronaviruses thereby reduce the
complications caused by viral infections (54). However, the above
NSMIs should be tested against SARS-CoV-2 viral associated

proteins and against the activity of nsp’s to derive an effective
therapeutic intervention. Prospective research must focus on
the development of novel “helicase inhibitors, viral attachment
inhibitors, and activity of Rhesus θ-defensin” that block SARS-
CoV-2 infection using in vitro, in vivo, and clinical studies (115).
Hence, the development of NSMIs to target the synthesis of
nsp’s in SARS-CoV-2 may deliver cellular antiviral responses by
blocking their replication in host cells (115, 133, 134).

Drug Repurposing Strategies (DRS) vs. SARS-CoV-2
Repurposing existing drugs is another strategy widely under
consideration to target key proteins involved in the SARS-CoV-2
infection. In this regard, the existing NSMIs viz., antivirals
(umefenovir, remdesivir, Nitazoxanide, favipiravir, ritonavir,
lopinavir, IFNs), anticytokines, antimalaria drugs (chloroquine,
hydroxychloroquine), and passive antibody therapies are
currently being evaluated to improve clinical outcomes in SARS-
CoV-2 infected patients (3, 47, 64, 135, 136). However, these
agents require additional experimental and clinical validations
before being tested in SARS-CoV-2 infections. For example,
hydroxychloroquine (anti-malarial drug) and the tocilizumab
(immunosuppressive drug) are preferred currently to mitigate
viral entry and cytokine production in the SARS-CoV-2
infection. These drugs are being tested in ongoing trails in China
and Italy (135, 137).

Priming the Spike (S)-protein of coronavirus by host cells
using membrane proteases is a necessary process for viral entry
and replication, which further determines zoonotic potential
of coronaviruses (138). A recent report by Markus Hoffmann
et al. (7) investigated the protease dependence of SARS-CoV-
2 for its entry into cells. For example, SARS-CoV-2 uses the
TMPRSS2 protease for its priming (7). Inhibition of TMPRSS2
using Camostat mesylate retarded the viral entry into Caco-
2 cells (7). Camostat mesylate could be recommended as an
NSMI for human clinical trials to combat the SARS-CoV-
2 virus (7). This report delineated the ability of neutralizing
antibody responses against S-protein to block the SARS-CoV-
2 entry into host cells (139). The serum antibody responses
raised to combat the “SARS-S protein/ACE-2 interface” during
the SARS-CoV-2 infection indicates that the vaccination strategy
may be an effective therapeutic modality against the COVID-19
infection (7).

Conflicting Reports About the ACE-2
Inhibitors Usage for Treating SARS-CoV-2
Infections
ACE-2 catalytic efficacy is significantly higher than ACE for
Angiotensin-II (140). Several compounds, such as MLN-4760,
were screened according to structure-based/substrate-based
studies through virtual screening for inhibiting ACE-2 activity
(140–143). ACE-2 is predominantly expressed in lungs, brain,
heart, blood vessels, and renal organs (144, 145). ACE-2 is
essential for cardiovascular homeostasis, and CNS homeostasis as
ACE-2 confer redox homeostasis by mitigating Ang-II-induced
oxidative stress (146). However, in COVID-19, ACE-2 acts as
receptor on human respiratory epithelial cells for SARS-CoV-
2 binding (7). A recent report by Markus Hoffmann et al. (7)
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provided evidence that the SARS-CoV-2 strain use its spike
(S)-protein to bind to ACE-2. Authors of this paper have also
demonstrated the efficiency of TMPRSS2 in SARS-CoV-2 viral
strain priming in host cells (7). Therefore, targeting ACE-2 could
be a viable strategy to prevent the entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the
human system. However, a recent report by Guan et al. (147)
cautioned that the administration of ACE inhibitors significantly
induced adverse clinical outcomes in COVID-19 patients due to
severe hypertension, coronary artery disease, and chronic renal
failure; hence, further use of ACE inhibitors to treat COVID-
19 infections was halted (147–149). In another report Diaz (149)
hypothesized that COVID-19 patients receiving I.V. infusions of
ACEIs and ARBs (AT1- Receptor Blockers) are at a higher risk
of attaining severe disease pathogenesis. Hence, they supported
the development of NSMIs such as “TMPRSS2 inhibitors to treat
SARS-CoV-2 infections (7)”.

Reasons for the Failure of Current
Therapeutic Modalities Against
SARS-CoV-2
The failure of disease management and lack of selective therapies
could be due to the intricate COVID-19 pathogenesis induced
by the SARS-CoV-2 infection. Hence, the early recognition of
disease is essential for effective management of COVID-19 (48).

Although, several reports delineated the efficacy of certain
NSMIs viz., ribavirin, promazine, and IMP dehydrogenase
inhibitors to inhibit in vivo models of SARS- CoV replication,
later, they were proven ineffective (60, 150–152). A report by
Reghunathan et al. (153) showed that the immune response
produced against SARS-CoV may be different from other
viral infections as indicated by the lack of upregulation
in MHC-I genes, cytokines, and IFNs or complement-
mediated cytolysis in peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs). The failure in the development of a vaccine
is due to antibody-dependent enhancement and Th-2
immunopathology (154–156).

Pegylated IFN-α inhibits viral replication of SARS-CoV and
offers protection against type I pneumocytes in lungs (2). A
significant reason for the failure or lack of selective therapies
against SARS-CoV-2-induced SARS is the intricate immune
system mediated pathophysiology (4). Other reports by Law et
al., also detailed similar mechanisms (157, 158). SARS-CoV can
evade host IFN-mediated viral growth inhibition by activating
IFN-regulatory factor 3 (157). Furthermore, SARS-CoV could
induce apoptosis in lymphocytes in vitro using “ORF 7a, ORF 3a,
and ORF 3b, E protein, and N protein” (159–162). For instance,
the SARS-CoV can evade immunity as indicated by the decline
in CD4 and CD8T cells (163). Therefore, it is necessary to
uncover the complement-based cytolysis in human patients in
response to the SARS-CoV-2 strain as this virus executes unusual
mechanisms to evade the human immune system consequently
inducing pathogenesis and mortality. The prospective research
should focus on this viral-mediated immune signaling with
respect to SARS-CoV for developing effective NSMIs.

Intravenous (IV) hyperimmune globulin therapy is one of the
immunotherapies known to downmodulate pro-inflammatory

cytokines and mitigate the severity of infection in COVID-19
patients. IV infusion of immunoglobulins composed of a high
dose of antibodies, which can bind to a number of inhibitory
receptors viz., Fc gamma receptor IIB (FcγRIIB) (164, 165)
and FcγRIIC (166) and confer anti-inflammatory responses
against SARS-CoV-2 (Completed Clinical Trials: hyperimmune
plasma NCT04321421).

Nrf-2 Modulators vs. SARS-CoV-2 Induced
Oxidative Stress
Oxidative stress is significantly induced by several viral infections
inside the lungs through the downregulation of redox regulator
nuclear factor-erythroid 2 related factor 2 (Nrf-2) (167). Nrf-
2 is a leucine-zipper transcription factor (167) expressed
predominantly in nasal epithelium, epithelial cells of lungs, and
alveolar macrophages (168, 169). Disruption of Nrf-2 and Keap1
interaction triggers the activation of the anti-oxidant defense
mechanism (169). For instance, Nrf-2 activation offers protection
against inflammation and lung injury induced by influenza viral
infections and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) through the
anti-oxidant defense pathway (170). Several viral proteins in the
host cells can foster optimum levels of ROS-mediated oxidative
stress to facilitate viral metabolism and the viral replication
cycle without killing host cells (168, 171–174). Recent seminal
studies described the active role of viruses in inhibiting the Nrf-
2 pathway (175–177). For instance, the positive regulation of
Nrf-2 in modulating the thiol redox system and oxidative stress
for the survival of infected astrocytes was observed in Moloney
murine leukemia virus and HIV virus (178). The HCV virus could
induce the downregulation of Nrf-2 dependent NQO1, GCLC,
and GPx and modulate oxidative stress (179, 180). An RSV
infection mediates proteasomal degradation, deacetylation, and
SUMOylation of Nrf-2 consequently causing the downregulation
of NQO1, CAT, and SOD1 gene expression (181). Hence, Nrf-
2 activators are potential anti-viral agents, which can be tested
against the SARS-CoV-2 infection (167). Future research is highly
imperative in unraveling the underlying activity of Nrf-2 for
emerging SARS-CoV-2 survival by analyzing Nrf2 target genes
NQO1, GCLC, and GPx. In addition, the SARS-CoV-2 mediated
expression of serine and cysteine proteases in different cell lines
should be investigated in relation to Nrf-2 activation, which is
a beneficial strategy to combating SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis.
However, in the case of certain viral infections, it is imperative
to develop Nrf-2 inhibitors to protect the host cells (182).
For instance, the Marburg virus (a causative agent for lethal
hemorrhagic fever) can modulate oxidative stress by activating
Nrf-2 dependent signaling through the blockade of “VP-24 viral
protein” binding to KEAP1 (183). Therefore, VP-24 dependent
Nrf2 activation can mediate the upregulation of genes HO
(heme oxygenase)-1, NQO1, and GCLM (183). In the case of
Dengue virus, the viral particles could induce ER stress and
activate Nrf-2 signaling, which then lead to TNF-α secretion
(184). In this scenario, it is crucial to uncover any underlying
mechanisms of emerging SARS-CoV-2 survival through the
modulation of oxidative stress via Nrf-2 signaling in different
cells of different organs including lungs (183). The prospective
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TABLE 4 | Structure and mechanism of action of naturally occurring Nrf2 modulators.

Nrf-2 modulators

effective against

viruses

Mechanism of Action Source and structure References

EGCG Inhibits viral replication of influenza

A/Bangkok/1/79 infection in lung cells

Inhibits Tat-induced HIV-1 infection

A polyphenol-Dried leaves of green tea (167)

(185)

(202)

SFN Inhibits viral replication by enhancing

expression of Nrf-2 expression, and

antiviral mediators viz., RIG-1, IFN-β, and

MxA.

Isothiocyanate—cruciferous vegetables (185)

(203)

α-luminol (monosodium

α-luminol)

Inhibits MoMuL virus Chemical synthesis (191)

Tanshinone IIA Inhibits Tat-induced HIV-1 via Nrf-2

upregulation

Salvia miltiorrhiza Bunge (204)

(204)

Lucidone Inhibits Dengue virus HCV (Hepatitis C

Virus) growth

Lindera erythrocarpa Makino (195)

Celastrol (quinone

methide triterpene)

Inhibits Tat-induced HIV-1 infection Tripterygium wilfordii (197)

(205)

Bakuchiol (phenolic

isoprenoid)

Inhibits influenza A H1N1 lung virus

infection

Psoralea corylifolia L. (199)

(206)

Rupestonic acid

(sesquiterpene)

Inhibits influenza A (H1N1) lung virus

infection

Artemisia rupestris L. (207)

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Nrf-2 modulators

effective against

viruses

Mechanism of Action Source and structure References

Curcumin Inhibits influenza A (H1N1) lung virus

infection

Turmeric (208)

(201)

research studies should focus on the development of Nrf-2
modulators against SARS-CoV-2.

Natural Nrf-2 Modulators vs. Viral Infections
Natural products were proven to offer protection against virus-
induced oxidative stress by modulating anti-oxidant defense
pathways (185, 186). For instance, the administration of EGCG
has mitigated viral replication of “influenza A/Bangkok/1/79
infection” by activating Nrf-2 to attenuate virus-induced
oxidative stress, inflammation, and apoptosis in lung cells (186).
Similarly, the cytoprotective and antioxidant efficacy of Nrf-2
was reported against PR8 influenza-A viral infection in AT-I and
AT-II cells (186). Prospective research should focus on testing
the efficacy of several natural products to block SARS-CoV-
2 viral replication by ascertaining Nrf-2 mediated antioxidant
responses. Studies have also shown the activation of host cellular
transmembrane proteases (for example, serine proteases, cysteine
proteases), which can further foster a prompt viral entry and
viral replication in host cells by reducing Nrf-2 expression (4).
Decline in proteolysis of the above proteases can actuate the
propagation of several human viruses viz., Influenza, HIV, NIpah,
Ebola, and Coronaviruses (SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-
2) (42, 90, 187–189). In this scenario, similar to influenza-A
virus (190), it is highly important to unravel the influence of
Nrf-2 expression on TMPRSS2, and human airway trypsin-like
protease during SARS-CoV-2-mediated inflammatory conditions
and oxidative stress in lungs. The downregulation of the Nrf-
2 gene is correlated to serine protease activity and consequent
influenza viral entry (185). Recent studies have demonstrated
the efficacy of natural Nrf-2 activators viz., EGCG and
sulforaphane (SFN) for blocking viral entry/viral replication
as well as promoting antiviral mediators RIG-I, IFN-β, and
MxA (185). In this context, it is essential to demonstrate
the effects of nutritional interventions like SFN and EGCG
against SARS-CoV-2 induced oxidative stress by modulating
Nrf-2 signaling.

Evidence has demonstrated the use of naturally occurring
Nrf2 activators for mitigating viral infections/post-viral infection
induced complications. For example, α-luminol is a natural Nrf-
2 activator, which confers the protection of astrocytes against
the MoMuL virus (191). EGCG enhances nuclear Nrf-2 levels
during Tat-induced HIV-1 infection and offers protection against
virus induced oxidative stress (192). Tanshinone II A can
induce upregulation of Nrf-2 expression and mitigates ROS
production during Tat-induced HIV-1 infection via modulating
AMPK/Nampt/SIRT1 signaling in host cells (193). SFN enhances

the phagocytic function of “HIV-infected alveolar macrophages
in lungs” by activating Nrf-2 signaling, which further induces
downstream antioxidant cascades (194). Lucidone is effective
for the Nrf-2 mediated blockade of Dengue virus by inducing
heme oxygenase-1 (195); rographolide could induce Nrf-2
induced antioxidant defenses against influenza A in lung
cells (196); celastrol can mediate Nrf-2 induced antioxidant
defenses against HIV-1 Tat-induced inflammation (197). Broccoli
sprouts containing SFN acts as a Nrf-2 activator to reduce
influenza-induced infection in lung cells (198). Bakuchiol
and Rupestonic acid are phytoconstituents that confer Nrf-2
activation thereby promoting NQO1 gene expression and HO-
1-mediated interferon activity to enhance antioxidant response
against influenza virus in lung cells (199, 200). Curcumin is
another significant compound that can modulate Nrf-2 signaling
and enhance the generation of IFN-β to offer protection
against the influenza virus (201). Curcumin can mitigate
this viral infection by modulating TLR2/4, p38/JNK MAPK,
and NF-κB pathways (201). However, studies are required to
decipher the activity of these phytochemicals against SARS-
CoV-2 (Table 4). A recent report by Drăgoi (209) hypothesized
that the potent natural Nrf-2 activators viz., resveratrol, SFN,
curcumin, and Asea redox should be evaluated in different
combinations with conventional drugs against SARS-CoV-2
infection in both in vitro and in vivo models and to further
deduce a correlation between Nrf-2 activity and SARS-CoV-2
viral entry/replication.

Naturally Occurring Small Molecule Inhibitors vs.

SARS-CoV-2
SARS-CoV-2 is progressively inducing a high mortality rate
across the globe due to the lack of selective therapeutic
interventions or vaccination. Recent reports by Lu et al. (210)
and Xu et al. (148) delineated that the S-protein of SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS Co-V exhibit similar 3-D pharmacophore
in the receptor binding domain (RBD) of ACE-2 of human
cells. COVID-19 patients are characterized by the severe viral
pathogenesis due to extensive cytokine storm viz., TNF-α, IL-1β,
IL-10, IFNγ, and MCP-1 in infected lung tissues (48). A report
by Chen and Du (211) hypothesized that the phyto-constituents
such as “baicalin, scutellarin, hesperetin, nicotianamine, and
glycyrrhizin” may deliver anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects. Hesperetin
glycoside abundant in citrus fruits, which can inhibit the SARS-
CoV 3CLpro (212). The activity of this molecule must be
examined against serine/cysteine proteases, which support SARS-
CoV-2 viral entry/replication. Traditional citrus flavonoids were
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TABLE 5 | Structure and mechanism of action of NSMIs identified against SARS-CoV2 using molecular docking studies.

NSMIs Identified using

Molecular Docking

Mechanism of Action Source and Structure References

Baicalin (a flavonoid) Predicted to exhibit a capacity for binding to

ACE-2 for inducing anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects

Scutellaria baicalensis (211, 217)

Scutellarin (a flavone

glycoside)

Predicted to exhibit a capacity for binding to

ACE-2 to induce anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects

Erigeron breviscapus (211, 218)

Nicotianamine Predicted to exhibit a capacity for binding to

ACE-2 to induce anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects

Leaves of L. chinense

Fagus sylvatica, Avena sativa

Oryza sativa, Soybean

(211, 219, 220)

Glycyrrhizin Predicted to exhibit a capacity for binding to

ACE-2 to induce anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects

Note: Yet to be examined against

SARS-CoV-2 infection

Liquorice root (Glycyrrhiza radix), (211)

Hesperetin glycoside Potent inhibitor of SARS-CoV 3CLpro Note: Yet

to be examined against SARS-CoV-2 infection

Citrus aurantium

Citri Reticulatae Pericarpium

(211, 212)

Naringenin Binds to ACE-2, a receptor for SARS-CoV-2 Citrus wilsonii Tanaka (211, 213)

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

NSMIs Identified using

Molecular Docking

Mechanism of Action Source and Structure References

Betulinic acid Competitively inhibits SARS-CoV 3CL protease Outer bark of the birches (Betula) (214, 221)

Griffithsin Binds to the SARS-CoV spike (S) -protein and

inhibit viral entry

Red algae (Griffithsia species) (215, 222)

Savinin Competitively inhibits SARS-CoV 3CL protease A Lignan from Pterocarpus santalinus (214)

Quercetin Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Red grapes, citrus fruit

(Pubchem)

(65)

Kaempferol Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Delphinium

(Pubchem)

(65)

Allicin Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Garlic (Allium sativum)

(Pubchem)

(65)

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 | Continued

NSMIs Identified using

Molecular Docking

Mechanism of Action Source and Structure References

Gingerol Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Ginger (Pubchem) (65)

Catechin Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Green tea

(Pubchem)

(65)

Epicatechingallate Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Rhubarb, Parapiptadenia rigida

(Pubchem)

(65)

Curcumin Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Curcumin longa

(Pubchem)

(65)

Apigenin-7- glucoside Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Parsley

(Pubchem)

(65)

Luteolin-7- glucoside Predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 6LU7 Main

protease (Mpro)

Leaves of Capsicum annuum

(Pubchem)

(65)
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reported to have a potential to act against SARS-CoV-2 as studied
by molecular docking studies. Molecular docking simulations,
LC-MS studies described the efficacy of citrus flavonoids (ex.
naringenin) in binding to ACE-2, and mitigating inflammation-
induced lung injury by the SARS-CoV-2 virus (213). Further
studies should evaluate these compounds in preclinical models
to determine the safety and efficacy against the SARS-CoV-
2 infection.

Natural products such as di/tri-terpenoids, lignoids were
proven to inhibit the viral replication of coronaviruses in vitro
(214); griffithsin could block coronaviral entry by binding
to the SARS-CoV spike glycoprotein (215). TSL-1 can block
coronaviral entry/replication; Leaf extracts of Toona sinesis Roem
effectively blocked SARS-CoV replication (57). Betulinic acid,
savinin can act as competitive inhibitors against SARS-CoV
3CL protease to block viral entry (214). The research gap
must be filled to develop nutritional therapeutic interventions
by investigating the efficacy of these phytochemicals against
SARS-CoV-2 viral entry. Seeds of Psorelia corylifolia exhibit
inhibitory effects against the SARS-CoV papain-like protease
required for coronavirus entry/replication. The efficacy of
these molecules should be examined against SARS-CoV-2
(216) (Table 5). The active site pockets of main proteases
such as 6LU7 and 2 GTB in SARS-CoV-2 are reported to
be involved in conferring viral entry/fusion; hence, these
sites should be considered as the potential drug targets
against SARS-CoV-2 (66). A molecular docking study by
Khaerunnisa et al. (65) reported the predicted efficacy of bioactive
compounds against above SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro)
sites viz., “nelfinavir, lopinavir, kaempferol, quercetin, luteolin-7-
glucoside, demethoxycurcumin, naringenin, apigenin-7-glucoside,

oleuropein, curcumin, catechin, epicatechin-gallate, zingerol,
gingerol, and allicin” (Table 5).

CONCLUSIONS

The life-threatening consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic
remain high due to lack of selective targeted therapies and
vaccination strategies. This is primarily due to extreme genomic
variability of RNA viruses as well as variations in the host-cell
invading mechanisms. Hence, this review benefits virologists,
medical scientists, and cell biologists to ascertain and develop
NSMIs, Nrf-2 modulators, and clinically viable vaccines to
combat this devastating SARS-CoV-2 strain. However, many
more preclinical and clinical studies are required to uncover
the therapeutic efficacy of potential phytochemicals, natural
Nrf2 modulators, and several NSMIs against the SARS-
CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, studies are also warranted to
overcome ADE responses, and Th-2 immunopathology for the
development of safe and efficacious vaccines against SARS-CoV-
2. In summary, this review provides an overview on the existing
knowledge and shows directions to various areas that require
immediate attention.
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A vast majority of COVID-19 cases present with mild or moderate symptoms. The study

region is in an urban and well-defined environment in a low-incidence region in Northern

Germany. In the present study, we explored the dynamics of the antibody response

with respect to onset, level and duration in patients with confirmed SARS-CoV-2

infection. Anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG and IgA were detected by automated enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of SARS-CoV-2 infected patients monitored by the Health

Protection Authority. This explorative monocentric study shows IgA and IgG antibody

profiles from 118 patients with self-reported mild to moderate, or no COVID-19 related

symptoms after laboratory-confirmed infection with SARS-CoV-2. We found that 21.7%

and 18.1% of patients were seronegative for IgA or IgG, respectively. Clinically, most

of the seronegative patients showed no to only moderate symptoms. With regard to

antibody profiling 82% of all patients developed sustainable antibodies (IgG) and 78%

(IgA) 3 weeks or later after the infection. Our data indicate that antibody-positivity is a

useful indicator of a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection. Negative antibodies do not rule

out SARS-CoV-2 infection. Future studies are needed to determine the functionality of

the antibodies in terms of neutralization capacity leading to personal protection and

prevention ability to transmit the virus as well as to protect after vaccination.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, immunoglobulin, IgG, IgA, seroprevalence, herd immunity

INTRODUCTION

The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) causes a respiratory
disease, known as COVID-19 (1). On December 31, 2019, Chinese officials reported a
cluster of cases of pneumonia in Wuhan, China. The infection was quickly qualified as
epidemic (2). As of January 30, 2020, it was announced a public health emergency of
international concern. As of March 11, 2020 WHO officially declared the epidemic a pandemic
(World Health Organization, Director-General’s Opening Remarks at the MediaBriefing on
COVID-19 - 11 March 2020). Early reports from China and Italy indicated that SARS-
CoV-2 causes illness of varying degrees (3). A vast majority of COVID-19 cases present
with mild or moderate symptoms ranging from fatigue, sore throat, cough and fever to
a more severe disease course including acute respiratory distress syndrome and septic
shock (4, 5). The infection can spread easily as the virus is able to transmit during the
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presymptomatic or asymptomatic phase of infection (6, 7). In
Germany, the first COVID-19 case was detected on January 27,
2020 and spread rapidly around the country (8, 9). On February
28, 2020, Germany’s national Public Health Institute (Robert
Koch Institute [RKI]) rated the risk of the COVID-19 pandemic
for the population in Germany as “low to moderate,” which was
then revised to “high” (March 17, 2020) and to “very high” for risk
groups (March 26,2020)1.

The core basis for the management of the outbreak is
the early detection of SARS-CoV-2 in respiratory specimens
(nasopharyngeal swabs) from patients presenting with clinical
signs such as fever, dry cough or shortness of breath or
in asymptomatic persons with close contact to a laboratory
confirmed COVID-19 case. People who have a cumulative face-
to-face contact with a confirmed case for≥15min, direct contact
with secretions or body fluids of a patient with confirmed
COVID-19 disease, or, in the case of health-care workers, work
within 2m of a patient with confirmed COVID-19 disease
without personal protective equipment are at high risk for
infection (10). The gold standard for SARS-CoV-2-detection
is a specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing from a
nasopharyngeal swab, sputum, or broncoalveolar lavage (11).
Recently, commercial assays for serological analysis of specific
COVID-19 antibodies became available (12, 13). From a public
health perspective it is an easy to establish and cost effective
laboratory-based screening strategy that may assist in rapid
case detection and surveillance and ultimately in a better
understanding of this epidemic (10). Since there is no specific
medical treatment or a vaccine available at present, it is crucial
that sufficient herd immunity will develop in the population
to interrupt uncontrollable transmission of the virus. Like in
other coronaviruses, it is likely that neutralizing antibodies are
central to the development of herd immunity to SARS-CoV-2.
Therefore, insight into the development of immunity is pertinent
for future guidance of preventive measures. In addition, antibody
levels may give information on whether patients with COVID-19
infection are immune to re-infection. However, given that SARS-
CoV-2 is a newly emerging virus, the antibody response remains
largely unknown.

At present, different investigations are ongoing to get insight
in seroprevalence of COVID-19 infection in Germany and
Europe. Many researchers report from hot spot areas in Europe
(14, 15) or regions of high prevalence in Germany (16). The
extent, duration and the protective function of the antibody
response are not clear. The infection rate in northern Germany
has been milder than in other parts of the country. Due to
rigorous containmentmeasures and early contact tracing, the city
of Luebeck had an incidence rate that was lower than the average
incidence in Germany.

In the present study, we explored the dynamics of the antibody
response with respect to onset, level and duration in patients with

Abbreviations: COVID-19, coronavirus disease 19; ELISA, enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay; IgG/A, immunoglobulin G/A; rtPCR, real-time polymerase

chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2, Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
1https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/

Situationsberichte/2020-03-26-de.pdf?__blob=publicationFile.

confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection in this low incidence region.
Most of the study patients were outpatients with either mild,
moderate or even without symptoms. The disease severity of all
patients was manageable by doctors in general practice (GP) or
as outpatients in the local clinics. The precise knowledge of the
disease severity allowed us to attempt the clinical validation of
the antibody development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population and Participant
Recruitment
The city of Luebeck, with a population of 220,238 inhabitants,
is situated in Northern Germany. The first two laboratory-
confirmed SARS-CoV-2 cases were detected on February 29,
2020. The epidemic grew to 166 cases from which 151
recovered and one person (79 years) died (as of July 31, 2020)
(Figure 1 above). A total of 166 confirmed COVID-19 patients

FIGURE 1 | Development of the COVID-19 pandemic in the City of Lübeck

(above), in Germany (middle) and incidence/100,000 inhabitants in the city of

Lübeck (below).
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FIGURE 2 | Flowchart of participant enrollment.

who fulfilled the RKI definition2 were detected by the local health
authority between February 27, and July 31, 2020 (Figure 2) and
were enrolled in the study. All enrolled cases were confirmed
to be SARS-CoV-2 infected by use of a standard polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) assay on throat swab samples from the
respiratory tract taken by the local health authority. According
to the guidelines, patients were quarantined routinely for at least
14 days from the onset of symptoms or from laboratory testing,
respectively, in the absence of symptoms. Of these 166 index
cases, 118 gave their written informed consent to participate
(Figure 2). For children under the age of 18 years parents or
other legal guardians provided “informed permission/consent”
for study participation. For all of the enrolled patients, the date
of symptom onset, disease severity (e.g., hospitalization) and
demographic information were obtained from clinical records

2https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/

Falldefinition.pdf?__blob=publicationFile

available to the local health authority and through a self-
reported questionnaire.

Test Procedures
Detection of SARS-CoV-2
Nasopharyngeal swabs were taken from suspected COVID-19
cases by trained professionals either in a general practice (GP)
or in a “drive-in” swab center run by the Health Protection
Authority. Swabs were stored in stabilization media and
processed immediately within 4 h, following DIN EN ISO
17025 und 15189 quality criteria, in the “Laboraerztliche
Gemeinschaftspraxis Luebeck,” which is located in the
immediate vicinity of the “drive-in” swab center. SARS-
CoV-2 RNA was detected qualitatively by using an automated
one step real-time RT-PCR (RIDA R©GENE SARS-CoV-2
RUO Test; R-Biopharm AG, Darmstadt, Germany; E-gene
amplification) run on a RIDA R©CYCLER according to the
manufacturer’s instruction.
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Detection of IgG and IgA Against SARS-CoV-2
Anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG and IgA were detected by automated
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay - ELISA (product EI 2606-
9601G or A; EUROIMMUN; https://www.euroimmun.com)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The ELISA plates
are coated with recombinant protein expressed S1 domain
glycoprotein as antigen of the SARS-CoV-2. According to the
latest data sheet (April 2020), the specificity for IgG testing is
reported to be 99.1% for IgG and 88.5% for IgA, respectively.
The data sheet reports cross-reactivities with SARS-CoV-1, but
not with MERS-CoV, HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, HCoVHKU-
1, or HCoV-OC43 virus. Thus, possible cross-reactivities are, at
most, of marginal importance for this study, since very little,
if any, SARS-CoV-1 infection is to be expected. The optical
density (OD) was detected at 450 nm. A ratio of the OD of
each sample to the reading of the calibrator, included in the
kit, was automatically calculated according to the formula: OD
ratio = OD of serum sample/OD of calibrator. According to the
manufacturer, a ratio below 0.8 was evaluated as negative, 0.8
–<1.1 as borderline and >-1.1 as positive.

Statistical Analysis
Baseline and demographic characteristics of the patients were
summarized by standard descriptive statistics. In order to
investigate the seroconversion, the data from 118 sera samples
were divided into six time windows of collection after
symptom onset:

- 0–7 days
- 8–14 days
- 15–21 days
- 22–28 days
- 29–36 days
- 37 and more days

Categorical variables are expressed as numbers and percentages.
Since data was not normally distributed, non-parametric tests
were chosen. Spearman’s correlation was conducted to assess
the correlation between age and disease severity and antibody
load (IgA and IgG load). A p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Statistical analyses were conducted
using SPSS version 26.0.

RESULTS

Local and National Development of the
COVID-19 Pandemic
Figure 1 above shows that from March 21 the number of active
cases increased in a linear fashion and reached a plateau-like
curve after April 16. From April 1 on, the number of recovered
patients always exceeded the active cases. Until July 30, in total
166 COVID-19 laboratory-confirmed cases have been reported
to the local health authority of Luebeck. One patient died due
to COVID-19. For Germany, until April 30th, in total 161.539
COVID-19 laboratory-confirmed cases and 6.467 deaths due to
COVID-19 were reported (Figure 1 middle). After March 16, the
local incidence rate always was lower than the national incidence

TABLE 1 | Clinical and demographic characteristics of the patients included

(n = 118).

Characteristics N (%)

Gender

Female 67 (56.8)

Male 51 (43.2)

Age groups

10–19 7 (5.9)

20–29 22 (18.6)

30–39 18 (15.3)

40–49 14 (10.2)

50–59 34 (28.8)

60–69 17 (14.4)

70–79 6 (5.1)

80 and older 2 (1.7)

Disturbance of smell and/or taste (data available for 105 patients)

Yes 64 (61.0)

No 41 (39.0)

Disease category (data available for 105 patients)

1. No symptoms 6 (5.7)

2. Feeling of illness, but temperature < 38◦C 45 (42.9)

3. General weakness, dry cough, temperature

>38◦C (influenza like illness)

45 (42.9)

4. As in 3 plus shortness of breath, signs of

pneumonia

6 (5.7)

5. As in 4, hospital treatment required 3 (2.9)

rate (Figure 1 below) and since April 15 it was relatively stable
at 68.1–72.6/100,000, while the incidence in the rest of Germany
was steadily increasing (∼189/100,000) as of April 27. A total
of 118 patients with a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 were
included in this study. All patients were positive for SARS-CoV-2
according to PCR testing of nasopharyngeal swabs.

Sample Characteristics
Clinical and demographic characteristics are reported in Table 1.
Among all notified cases, 7 (5.9%) were children or adolescents
aged 10–19 years, 88 (72.9%) persons were aged 20–59 years, 23
(19.5%) persons were aged 60–79 years, 2 (1.7%) persons were
aged 80 and older (Table 1). Sixty-seven patients (56.8%) were
female and 51 patients (43.2%) were male (Table 1).

Disturbance of Smell and Taste
More than half (61%) of the patients self-reported slight to
massive decrease in one or both senses (i.e., taste or smell).
Although we did not quantify, they reported a duration between
one and up to 4 weeks after recovery from the acute illness.

Disease Severity
Patients exhibiting one or more of the following conditions
were classified as having severe COVID-19: Fever above 38◦C
and signs of pneumonia accompanied by shortness of breath
(i.e., category 4); Hospitalization (respiratory failure requiring
mechanical ventilation and ICU care) (i.e., category 5).
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Patients not meeting the above criteria, but exhibiting one
or more of the following conditions classified as having mild
COVID-19: feeling of illness, but temperature < 38◦C (i.e.,
category 2); General weakness, dry cough, temperature >38◦C
(influenza like illness) (i.e., category 3).

Among the 118 patients, ∼6% of showed no symptoms; 86%
had mild COVID (category 2 and 3) and 9% were severe cases
(category 4 and 5) (Table 1). The main symptom was general
weakness with or without headache or body ache, but no fever.
We could not find a significant correlation with age and disease
severity (p> 0.05) and neither an association between gender and
disease severity (p > 0.05).

Antibody Profiling
As of July 31, 2020, IgA and IgG antibody results from 118
participants were available. A total of 83 patients were tested
twice to monitor the course of antibody development (Figure 2).

Antibody levels for the first and second testing are shown in
Table 2. According to the manufacturer’s data sheet, an antibody
ratio≥ 1.1 is defined as positive, where as an antibody ratio< 0.8
is defined as negative. In the present sample, 21.7 and 18.1% of
patients were seronegative for IgA or IgG, respectively (Table 2).
Clinically, most of the seronegative patients showed no to only
moderate symptoms. Among the six asymptomatic patients, two
patients did not develop IgG antibodies (not shown). Twenty
nine (24.5%) patients and 34 (28.8%) patients had high IgG
and IgA antibody levels above 5 in the first testing, respectively
(Table 2). Again, most of them had no to moderate symptoms
thus were in category 1 to 3 (not shown).

Figures 3, 4 show the antibody levels for IgA and IgG,
respectively, in relation to symptom onset. Antibodies were
analyzed between day 7 and day 67 after symptom onset. As
shown in Figure 3 and Table 3, anti-SARS-CoV-2 S-specific
IgA and IgG antibodies were not detectable in the very early
days of infection (from day 0 to day 6). The first positive
signals were detected at day 7 for IgA antibodies. Positive levels
for IgG were detected between 8 and 14 days after symptom

TABLE 2 | IgA and IgG antibody levels against SARS-CoV-2 in COVID-19

patients.

Antibody levels IgA (1)*

(n= 118)

IgA (2)*

(n = 83)

IgG (1)**

(n= 118)

IgG (2)**

(n = 83)

N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%)

< 0.8 23 (19.5) 18 (21.7) 28 (23.7) 15 (18.1)

0.8–0.9 6 (5.1) 4 (4.8) 7 (5.9) 3 (3.6)

1.0–2.0 21 (17.8) 25 (30.1) 25 (21.2) 18 (21.7)

2.1–5.0 34 (28.8) 22 (26.5) 29 (24.6) 23 (27.7)

5.1–10.0 29 (24.6) 11 (13.3) 26 (22.0) 23 (27.7)

10.1–15.0 2 (1.7) 2 (2.4) 3 (2.6) 1 (1.2)

15.1–20.0 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

20.1–25.0 1 (0.8) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

≥25.1 2 (1.7) 1 (1.2) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

*(1) First test ** (2) Second test.

onset (Figures 3, 4, Table 3). There was a wide inter-individual
variation in the antibody levels. Figure 5 indicates that IgA levels
remain fairly stable, but increase at around day 50. A similar
pattern could be detected for IgG levels, although IgA levels seem
to increase over time (Figure 6).

DISCUSSION

Our analysis of SARS-CoV-2 cases provides insight
into the development of immune response in patients
with light or moderate course of COVID-19 disease or
asymptomatic patients.

Our cohort of patients was defined as having had viral mRNA
in nasopharyngeal swabs by qualitative RT-PCR. The viral load
was not analyzed quantitatively. The severity of diseases was
very variable from completely asymptomatic to pneumonia-like
symptoms. The severity of the symptoms may be dependent on

FIGURE 3 | Simple Scatter of IgA Antibodies by days after symptom onset.

FIGURE 4 | Simple Scatter of IgG Antibodies by days after symptom onset.
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the viral load at the time of infection. In Germany, the first and
only commercially available test kit came into the market as of
March 25, 2020. Based on the experience with the SARS-CoV-1
epidemics in 2003, the manufacturer (who also offers an antibody
kit detecting SARS-CoV-1) decided to include IgA and IgG. The
rationale behind this was, as suggested, that IgA would be much
earlier and more specific than IgM and was expected to indicate
mucosal immunity.

We analyzed IgA and IgG antibodies recognizing the S1 spike
glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 in the serum of 118 SARS-CoV-
2 PCR-positive patients with mild-to-moderate symptomatic or
asymptomatic course in a low COVID-19-incidence region in
northern Germany. Overall, more women (56.8%) than men
tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, which is in line with overall
findings for Germany as a whole (52%)3.

With regard to the initial stratification the course of the disease
was mild to moderate. Most patients, with a few exceptions, did
not require hospital treatment, but most were treated by their
general practitioner. Patients were treated by their family doctors.
More than half self-reported sudden disturbances of smell and/or
taste with varying durations (days to weeks) (17). The extent of
olfactory dysfunction did not correlate with age, sex, or severity
of the disease (not shown).

The antibody tests specifically interact with S1. It is
likely, that other antigens like the viral nuclecapsid (NCP)
antigen also induce antibody production. In the analysis of
antibody levels, it appeared that, within a period of 50
days after the infection, 95/118 (81%) and 90/118 patients
(76%) of the patients developed antibodies for IgA and IgG,
respectively, above the threshold ratio of 1.1 at the first testing
(Table 2). The level of antibodies, however, did not correlate
significantly with age or sex or disease severity. Remarkably,
18% of the patients, with or without symptoms, did not
develop IgG antibodies above the cut-off-value (1.1) after
two testings. Again, no correlation with sex, age or disease
severity could be observed (not shown). Our findings are in
line with recent reports by colleagues who reported around
30% IgG-negative patients after SARS-CoV-2-infection (18).
Others recently reported that mild disease – like in most
of our cases – may stimulate mucosal SARS-CoV-2 secretion
and IgG production may be associated mainly with severe
cases (19).

The accumulating evidence supports a role for T cells in
COVID-19 and probably in the immunological memory that
forms following recovery from SARS-CoV-2 infection (20). Most,
although not all, patients who are hospitalized seem to mount
both CD8+ and CD4+ T cell responses, and evidence points
to possible suboptimal (lymphopenia), excessive or otherwise
inappropriate T cell responses associated with severe disease.
Very rare data are available on T-cell responses from patients with
mild to moderate disease like in our cohort.

It remains to be determined, whether S1 or NCP has the
better positive or negative predictive value, as far as protection
or resistance to re-infection is concerned.

3https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/

Situationsberichte/2020-05-05-de.pdf?__blob=publicationFile

TABLE 3 | IgA and IgG detection in positive COVID-19 patients at different

periods after disease onset.

Days after symptom onset IgA positive*

(ratio ≥1)

IgG positive*

(ratio ≥1)

N (%) N (%)

0–7 1 (1.1) 0 (0.0)

8–14 10 (11.2) 10 (12.0)

15–21 24 (27.0) 19 (22.9)

22–28 31 (34.8) 30 (36.1)

29–36 20 (22.5) 21 (25.3)

≥37 3 (3.4) 3 (3.7)

Antibody levels here coded as binary outcome: IgA level ≥1.0 = positive; IgA level

<1.0 = negative; IgG level ≥1.0 = positive; IgG level <1.0 = negative.

FIGURE 5 | IgA antibody development by days after symptom onset.

FIGURE 6 | IgG antibody development by days after symptom onset.

We can only speculate that the antibodies are neutralizing.
Therefore, at this time, it will not be possible to testify protection
for recovered patients. The severity of symptoms may be
dissociated from the antigenicity or presentation of the S1
glycoprotein to the immune system. This assumption would
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explain the high antibody variability which was not related to
expression of clinical symptoms.

Six (5.7%) of the patients did not develop any SARS-CoV-
2 specific symptoms. One out of these did not have detectable
antibodies within 50 days. Thus, a negative antibody test does
not rule out infection. The infectious inoculum possibly was not
sufficiently high to induce disease and a subsequent immune
reaction. Thus, both, a combination of SARS-CoV-2 PCR and a
specific serological test are required to rule out infection (21).

One of the asymptomatic patients had an IgG ratio > 5.
Although unlikely, it cannot be excluded entirely, that the patient
was infected some weeks before the virus was detected and,
thus, would have been protected in the observation period of
this study. In any case, the data suggest that activation of the
humoral immunity might require less virus than activation of
symptomatic disease processes. Further studies are needed to
define the respective minimal viral loads.

When we investigated the antibody levels in relation to time, it
was obvious that there was a great diversity for both IgA and IgG.
For IgA we found one positive value (IgA ratio ≥ 1.1) starting
at day 7 after symptom onset (Table 3). For IgG, positive values
(IgG ratio ≥ 1.1) were detected roughly 8–14 days after disease
onset (Table 3). This is in line with other research that found that
among most laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases, antibodies
start to be detectable around 5–14 days after onset of symptoms
(22–25). The test systems used were different. It remains to be
seen, which antigen (nucleocapsid, spike glycoprotein) is the best
to detect relevant antibodies. We could not find a correlation
between antibody levels and age (p > 0.05).

Based on these findings, it is clear, that antibody diagnosis
is a significant pillar to identify COVID-19 -positive patients in
addition to SARS-CoV-2 PCR. It also will be indispensable for
management of the pandemic. It is likely, that antibodies directed
against the S1 glycoprotein are neutralizing (16).

In the cited study, most of the patients, but not all, with
an IgG ratio above 2, had positive neutralization titres. They
used the same test system as we did in our study. Thus, our
data add information, but do not prove protection. For the
individual patient, however, it cannot be answered at present,
which antibody level will be protective and whether antibody-
positive individuals are able to transmit the disease. Further
studies are needed to answer this question, which is of utmost
importance e.g., for health care workers.

There are some limitations in our study. Cross-reactivity
could possibly be a limitation of immunoassays. On the one
hand, our test was validated with a sensitivity of 89–100%
and a specificity of 87.5–95.5% for IgA and 83.5–97.5% for
IgG and a recent study has demonstrated negligible cross-
reactivity from other human coronavirus NL63 to SARS-CoV-
2 (12, 26). Our study does not give information on protective
antibody functions with regard to resistance to re-infection
and reduction of transmissibility of the virus. The results on
the neutralization capacity are not present till now. Based on

the development of IgG antibody dynamics, however, it might

be reasonable to assume that ratios beyond 2 might confer
protection. Nonetheless, this study provides valuable information
regarding the seroconversion response, especially for IgA and
IgG antibody development.

CONCLUSION

In the present study we detected that ∼2 weeks after infection
the majority of symptomatic patients develop IgA and IgG
antibodies. Our findings demonstrate that antibody tests have
important diagnostic value in addition to RNA tests. In patients
with viral RNA detection by PCR, but in the absence of
symptoms, significant antibody levels were not detectable in a
relevant proportion. This finding raises the question of false-
positive PCR results that has to be investigated in further
studies. Our data indicate, however, that antibody-positivity is a
useful indicator of a previous SARS-CoV-2 infection. Negative
antibodies cannot rule out SARS-CoV-2 infection. A number
of questions still have to be answered. For the clinic, the
determination of the neutralizing capacity of the antibodies
in plasma therapy regimes will be of utmost relevance. On a
population level, the protective effect for re-infections needs to
be determined.
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Similar to SARS and MERS, the host immune response to COVID-19 is implicated in the

severity of the disease itself. Here, we investigate the possible use of scoring systems to

help guide clinicians in their determination as to when to commence immunosuppressive

treatment in COVID-19. We utilized the relatively established clinical and biochemical

severity indicators from large cohort studies to develop a potential scoring system for

the hyperimmune response in COVID-19.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, 2019-nCov, hyperimmune, cytokine storm, corticosteroids, treatment,

inflammation

INTRODUCTION

SARS-CoV2 causes COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019). As of April 2020, the total reported
cases of COVID-19 was over 1.5 million, with 100,000 deaths over 4 months. More than half these
deaths have occurred in the last month.

Severity of COVID-19 can be associated with prolonged fever, rising inflammatory markers and
signs of systemic inflammation such as bone marrow suppression, in the absence of secondary
infection (1). A growing body of evidence suggests such an inflammatory response may be more
related to a hyperimmune response as opposed to the direct effects of the virus.

Total viral load in COVID-19 seems to decrease after the initial phase of the infection (2), and
early evidence suggests such a reduction in viral load does not correlate with severity or mortality
outcomes (3, 4), although there is a report of correlation between stage of disease (early, progressive,
and recovery) and level of virus in nasopharyngeal swabs (5). It seems individuals with low viral
loads can still progress to severe lung pathology, and equally, those with similar viral loads can
suffer only mild symptoms and recover quickly (5).

Postmortem examinations have identified marked inflammatory changes within the lung
tissue, together with virally activated T-cells without intranuclear or intracytoplasmic viral
inclusions. This led investigators to suggest that based on the pathological findings in lung tissue,
immunosuppressive medication would be indicated (6).

Such a hyperimmune response can be characterized in a number of ways. Cytokine Release
Syndrome (CRS), Haemophagocytic Syndrome (HS), and Cytokine Storm Syndrome (CSS) have
all been described in COVID-19 (7, 8). Commonalities between these different hyperimmune
responses include, systemic upset with pyrexia andmalaise; rising inflammatory markers with bone
marrow suppression, and eventually Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS) and Acute
Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS).

Similar findings were discovered in SARS and MERS (9, 10).
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Most of these hyperimmune states respond to disease
modifying agents. For example, Cytokine Release Syndrome
is often responsive to Tocilizumab or corticosteroids (11).
Haemophagocytic Syndrome is managed with corticosteroids,
intravenous Immunoglobulin or Tocilizumab (8).

Disease Modifying Agents in SARS-Cov2
SARS treatment was developed during the outbreak itself,
based on clinical findings and experience. Over time, the
mainstay of treatments included ribavarin, broad-spectrum
antibiotics and corticosteroids. Such practice became established.
This led to challenges in undertaking Randomized Contrlled
Trials (RCT). As such, the evidence for these established
interventions lacks the power to provide the certainty necessary
to generate national or international guidelines (12). Still to
this day, many different groups maintain different protocols
for the treatment of SARS, although corticosteroids remain a
cornerstone of intervention.

There is limited data on corticosteroid use in SARS-CoV2.
One of the few studies report on a retrospective analysis of
low-dose, short-term corticosteroid use in patients with severe
COVID-19 infection. They report significant improvement in
oxygenation and resolution of CT changes with 5–7 days of 1–
2 mgs/kg/day of methylprednisolone vs. no methylprednisolone
(8.2 days [IQR 7.0–10.3] vs. 13.5 days [IQR 10.3–16]; P < 0.001).
There were only three deaths in the total cohort of 46, so no
inference relating to mortality can be drawn (13).

A further trial is underway in China with a dosing schedule of
1–2 mgs/kg methylprednisolone for a duration of 3 days (14).

There are additional trials currently underway examining
other disease modifying agents in COVID-19, including
Tocilizumab, Immunoglobulin, and Convalescent Plasma.

GENERATING A HYPERIMMUNE SCORING
SYSTEM

In this present study we aimed to generate an initial, testable
hyperimmune score specific to COVID-19. Building on the
suggestions of Cron et al. (7) and Mehta et al. (8), and with
the increasing body of evidence supporting various inflammatory
markers as disease severity indicators (15–17), we first took the
validated hyperimmune score associate with hyperphagocytic
syndrome, the HScore, and adapted it to COVID-19 specific
clinical features (Table 1).

COVID-19 pneumonia typically presents with high CRP,
relatively low PCT and often low lymphocytes (16, 17).
The persistence of fever, further bone marrow suppression
(e.g., thrombocytopenia)—in the absence of evidence for
secondary infection—would be typically interpreted as a systemic
inflammatory response. The COVID-19 Hyperimmune Score
(CHIR Score) was designed to reflect these relative consistencies
in clinical and pathological parameters. Crucially, the scoring
systemwas designed to aid in the confirmation of a hyperimmune

Abbreviations: SARS, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome; COVID-19,

Coronavirus Disease 2019; SARS-CoV2, Severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2; MERS, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome.

TABLE 1 | COVID-19 Hyperimmune Response (CHIR) scoring criteria.

Measure Points

Temperature (C)

38.4–39.4 30

>39.4 50

Days of symptoms

3–7 30

7–10 15

White cell count (109/L)

<6.0 30

Lymphocytes (109/L)

<1.0 15

<0.5 30

AST (IU/L)

>30 15

Platelets (109/L)

<110 15

<90 30

<60 50

CRP (mg/L)

>100 15

>200 30

Procalcitonin (ng/ml)

<0.21 15

>0.5 and <0.8 −25

0.8 to 1.0 −50

>1.0 −75

Total score Hyperimmune Response

<80 Unknown

80–149 Possible

>149 Likely

WCC, White Cell Count; CRP, C-Reactive Protein; PCT, Procalcitonin; AST,

Aspartate Aminotransferase.

response, and not to have any negative predictive value (i.e., the
CHIR Score cannot provide any guidance as to the absence of a
hyperimmune response). As such scores were divided into Likely
(Score 150 and above) and Possible (Score 80–150).

In determining the weighting for each clinical or pathological
parameter we considered point measures with ease of repeating.

Fever was given a relatively substantive weighting. Whilst
a hyperinflammatory syndrome can occur without fever
(particularly in the elderly), the presence of fever is the most
common symptom (11). There is limited evidence for the
relationship between level of fever and severity of hyperimmune
response, however the severity of fever is generally viewed as a
marker of severity. As such, the CHIR score attributes a greater
value to temperatures over 39.4◦C.

The “Days to Onset” may not determine the probability
of a hyperimmune response, but those who develop marked
inflammatory changes early in the disease (in the absence of
secondary infection) seem to be at risk of a more severe
inflammatory cascade, consistent with other hyperinflammatory
syndromes (7). As such the CHIR score attributes a higher score
to a shorter history.
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White cell count, lymphocyte count and platelet count are
attributed a positive score at varying levels in the CHIR score
due to the frequent occurrence of bone marrow suppression
in an acute hyperinflammatory syndrome (11, 18), and the
quite consistent relationship between level of lymphopenia with
severity (16, 17).

C-Reactive Protein (CRP) is a marker of inflammation, and
as such has relevance in a hyperinflammatory condition. As it
is a non-specific marker of inflammation—rising in infection, a
hyperimmune response andmalignancy -, it is not discriminatory
between infection and inflammation, and as such is attributed a
modest predictive score.

Evidence suggests procalcitonin (PCT) has discriminatory
value between infective inflammation and non-infective
inflammation (19). A significantly raised PCT is highly
suggestive of bacterial infection. Given the main differential
when considering a hyperinflammatory state is a secondary
bacterial infection, PCT has added value, and has been attributed
a high negative CHIR score.

The CHIR Score is only intended to be utilized where there is
confidence that a secondary infection has been excluded. Patients
with, for example, clear and confirmed immunosuppression (e.g.,
neutropenia) may well-achieve higher CHIR scores, but may be
more likely to have superadded infection vs. a hyperimmune
response. The negative scoring of significantly raised PCT serves
tomitigate such patient groups, however clinical acumen remains
a necessity in interpretation.

DISCUSSION

An international collaboration led by the American Thoracic
Society recently issued emergency guidance on treatment

recommendations in COVID-19. This pragmatic stance reflects
the reality of the significant time-lag to the results of sufficiently
powered RCTs, and the need for treatment options during the
pandemic (20).

Physicians on the ground facing this new disease must make
the best decisions they can based on their knowledge, experience,
and the limited available data. Hyperimmune scoring systems
such as the CHIR Score presented here may provide some
support in the consideration of when to commence disease
modifying agents or immunosuppressives such as corticosteroids
in patients with severe COVID-19. As such, this publication
builds on the suggestion made by Zhou et al. (21): tailored
and responsive corticosteroids may well-offer survival benefit
in SARS-CoV2.

The CHIR Score remains a preliminary concept.
Future studies will include a retrospective analysis of
the predictive power of the CHIR Score in determining
treatment responsiveness in clinical trials involving
immunosuppressive medications. If predictive, a prospective
clinical trial would be required to validate the score as a usable
clinical tool.
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The pandemic caused by the new severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) is a worldwide public health concern. First confined in China and then

disseminatedwidely across Europe and America, SARS-CoV-2 has impacted andmoved

the scientific community around the world to working in a fast and coordinated way to

collect all possible information about this virus and generate new strategies and protocols

to try to stop the infection. During March 2020, more than 16,000 full viral genomes have

been shared in public databases that allow the construction of genetic landscapes for

tracking and monitoring the viral advances over time and study the genomic variations

present in geographic regions. In this work, we present the occurrence of genetic variants

and lineages of SARS-CoV-2 in Chile during March to April 2020. Complete genome

analysis of 141 viral samples from different regions of Chile revealed a predominance

of variant D614G like in Europe and the USA and the major presence of lineage B.1.

These findings could help take control measures due to the similarity of the viral variants

present in Chile, compared with other countries, and monitor the dynamic change of

virus variants in the country.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV- 2, epidemiology, variants, lineages

INTRODUCTION

The rapid infection and spread of the new severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) made it necessary to adopt extraordinary measures, such as quarantines, social
distancing, extreme hygienic procedures, and official useful information. In this line, the rapid
sharing of trustable information plays a key role in providing guidance to physicians and
investigators who advise the authorities to take the best decisions during each stage of the
pandemic. Free and quick access to the latest scientific findings contributes to the management
and control all aspects of the pandemic, be it scientific or social, without neglecting the quality of
this information (1–3).

The outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 was declared as a pandemic on March 11, 2020 by the World
Health Organization due to the rapid increase in the number of infected patients outside China
(13-fold) and the growing number of countries (up to 113) with cases of coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) (4). By August 12, 2020, there are more than 20,162,474 positive cases in 215 countries
and territories, with a death toll of 737,417 worldwide (5).
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Since the COVID-19 outbreak in China in later December
2019, almost 5 months later and with an unprecedent speed,
investigators around the world have uploaded and shared
near to 16,000 high coverage genomes, contributing to the
development of new diagnostic strategies, tracking the strains
for a better understanding of virus spread dynamics and
vaccine and treatment development, among other valuable
knowledge contributions.

Those genome sequences are hosted in the GISAID Initiative
(https://gisaid.org/CoV2020), created to collect influenza viruses
information, previous to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. To date,
there is no official system for naming the phylogenetic diversity,
making it confusing and difficult to reach a consensus about
strains classification, but there are two ways to group the fast-
growing number of isolates, in variants and lineages. According
to the guidelines of the GISAID database, the genetic diversity
of the isolates was categorized in clades as a consequence of
specific single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) present in the
genome. The genetic variants are located in the nucleotide
positions 23,403, 26,144, and 28,144 based on the reference
sequence NC_045512.2, and the variant’s name is represented by
a capital letter that corresponds to the amino acid substitution
product of the SNP G: Spike—D614G, V: NS3—G251V, S:
ORF8—L84S, respectively, and O for other strains that keep
some of the nucleotide as the reference strain on that genome
position that cannot be assigned to the previous described
clades (6). Tracking the cumulative SNPs along the genome
has been used to identify the lineages related to the viral
spread (7).

RNA viruses are ever-evolving structures, adapting constantly,
due to the exposure to variable environments, and the lower
viral fitness in these scenarios, for example, interspecies jumps
and geographical dissemination, and the high error rates of the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRp) contribute to fit in the
new ambient in just a few generations. The error rates in viral
RNA polymerases are near to 10−4 compared with 10−7-10−11

in DNA viruses (8, 9). However, SARS-CoV-2 possesses a non-
structural gene with proof-reading activity; thus, its mutation rate
is slow, at the pace of 1–2 base substitutions per month across the
genome (10).

Up to date, several SNPs across the SARS-CoV-2 genome have
been identified (11) in the genes involved in the life cycle of the
virus and potential target for antivirals, such as RdRp (12) and
Spike protein (13, 14). Until now, there is a few evidence to assign
pathogenic or infective special features to the genomic variants
(15), but we know that G variant is currently prevalent in the
world, with 64% of the sequences found mainly in Europe and
North America.

We have already published the phylogenetic analysis of the
first four genomes detected in Chile that revealed the two variants
derived from strains present mainly in Europe (16).

According to the last report of the Chilean Ministry of Health,
until August 9, the cumulative COVID-19 cases had reached
418,196 patients, with 10,402 deaths, where the Metropolitan
Region of Santiago concentrates the highest number of affected
people, with 69.8% of infected patients and 79% of deaths in the
country (17).

In this report, we show the geographical distribution
of 141 SARS-CoV-2 isolates collected along the Chilean
territory. The complete genome analysis of those samples
allows us to identify and classify both genomic variants
and lineages.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Types, RNA Extraction, and Virus
Detection
Chilean law by the Supreme Decree 7/2019 mandates the
notification of communicable diseases and their surveillance.
Throat and nasopharyngeal swab samples were mainly collected.
A volume of 140 µl of each sample was used for viral RNA
extraction with QIAamp Viral Mini Kit (Qiagen, Cat. No.
52926) in a QIACube extractor. All suspicious cases were
confirmed by real-time reverse transcription (RT)-PCR using
TaqManTM 2019-nCoV Assay Kit v1 (Thermo Fisher, Cat.
No. A47532).

Full Viral Genome Amplification
Genome amplification must be performed in two-steps RT and
conventional PCR in order to generate a total of 12 fragments
around 2.3–2.7 Kbp (16). From total RNA extraction, we
performed a first amplification round in order to obtain six
cDNA fragments. Each fragment around 5 Kbp was amplified
by RT-PCR using 5 µl of RNA, 400 nM of each primer, and the
SuperScript R© III one-step RT-PCR System with Platinum R© Taq
Kit (12.5µl of reactionmix and 0.5µl of RT/Taqmix, Invitrogen)
in a 25 µl final volume. The thermal profile used was 60min
at 45◦C, 2min at 94◦C, 40 cycles consisting of denaturation
at 94◦C, 15 s; annealing at 47◦C, 30 s; and elongation at 68◦C,
6min, followed by a final extension for 5min at 68◦C. Each
DNA product obtained in the first RT-PCR round is the
substrate for the second PCR round, generating two fragments
from each first round DNA product. PCR conditions using
SapphireAmp fast PCR—hot-start master mix (Takara Bio USA,
Cat. No. RR350B) were: initial denaturation for 2min at 94◦C,
30 cycles consisting of denaturation at 94◦C, 30 s; annealing
at 47◦C, 30 s; elongation at 72◦C, 1min; and final extension
at 72◦C, 5 min.

Library Generation and Sequencing
The 12 DNA fragments from full genome amplification were
pooled, and libraries were prepared with the Nextera XT
Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), purified with
Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA,
USA), and quantified by Victor Nivo Fluorometer (PerkinElmer)
using Quant-it dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen). The resulting
DNA libraries were sequenced on MiSeq (Illumina) using a 300-
cycle (total) reagent kit. About 0.3 GB of data was obtained for
each sample.

Phylogenetic and Lineage Analysis
The sequencing quality was analyzed with FastQC software
v0.11.8. Readouts were filtered and trimmed using the software
BBDuk considering a minimum read length of 36 bases and
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quality ≥20. Coronavirus assemblies were performed with
IRMA software v0.9.3 using as reference NCBI sequence ID
NC_045512.2. To identify the G, S, V, and O variants, an
alignment was performed using MAFFT v7.458 and Pangolin
v1.1.13 package for assigning SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences to
global lineage (7).

RESULTS

Geographical Distribution of Variants and
Lineages
The full genome analysis of 141 SARS-CoV-2 Chilean cases
shows a predominance of the variant G in great part of the

FIGURE 1 | Geographical distribution of the SARS-CoV-2 isolates. Parts of whole graphs represent the proportion of the variants in the regions of Chile. Blue color

represents G variant, green S variant, purple V variant, and red O variant. Sphere size is proportional to the number of samples of each zone.
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TABLE 1 | Variants and lineages per geographic region in Chile.

Region Variant Isolates Lineage Isolates

Antofagasta S 2 A.5 2

G 5 B.1 5

G 65 B.1 18

B.1.1 19

B.1.1.1 3

B.1.1.10 2

B.1.5 22

B.1.5.4 1

S 10 A.1 1

A.2 6

A.5 3

V 5 B 1

B.2 2

B.2.1 1

B.2.5 1

O 1 B 1

O’Higgins G 8 B.1 1

B.1.1 5

B.1.5 2

O 1 B 1

Maule S 2 A.5 2

Ñuble G 4 B.1 3

B.1.5 1

Bio Bio G 3 B.1 1

B.1.1 1

B.1.5 1

Araucanía G 14 B.1 13

B.1.1 1

Los Lagos G 3 B.1 3

Aysén G 1 B.1 1

Magallanes G 17 B.1 17

Total 141 141

territory between March 2 and April 5, 2020. The Metropolitan
region of Santiago houses near to 8.1million inhabitants and with
17,979 positive cases represents the most sampled area and the
second with incidence rate (165.8) second to Magallanes region
(437.9) (7). G variant is widespread over the territory, mostly
in central and south regions, such as Valparaiso, Metropolitan,
O’Higgins, Ñuble, Bio Bio, Araucanía, Los Lagos, Aysén, and
Magallanes. S variants are present in the central region of
Maule and also in the northern region of Antofagasta. The less
represented variants, V and O, were found in the Metropolitan
and O’Higgins regions (Figure 1, Table 1).

According to a recent classification criteria (7), lineages of
SARS-CoV-2 can be identified by a phylogenetic analysis and
grouped by specific SNPs present in the genome. Lineage B
is associated with variants G, V, and O, meanwhile lineage A
is related to the variant S. The predominant variant G houses
the sublineages B.1, B.1.1, B.1.1.1, B.1.1.10, B.1.5, and B.1.5.4,
variant V houses the lineages B, B.2, B.2.1, and B.2.5, and

TABLE 2 | Nucleotide substitutions associated with viral lineages of Chilean

isolates.

Lineage Position Region of genome Protein product

A.2 c 8,782 t ORF1ab-nsp4 Contains transmembrane

domain 2 (TM2)

t 9,477 a ORF1ab-nsp4 Contains transmembrane

domain 2 (TM2)

c 14,805 t ORF1ab-nsp12 RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp)

g 25,979 t ORF3a ORF3a protein

t 28,144 c N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

c 28,657 t N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

c 28,863 t N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

A.5 c 8,782 t ORF1ab-nsp4 Contains transmembrane

domain 2 (TM2)

c 26,088 t ORF3a ORF3a protein

t 28,144 c N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

B.1.1 c 241 t 5
′

UTR –

c 3,037 t ORF1ab-nsp3 Viral protease

c 14,408 t ORF1ab-nsp12 RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp)

a 23,403 g S Spike protein

g 28,881 a N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

g 28,882 a N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

g 28,883 c N Nucleocapsid nucleoprotein

B.1.5 c 241 t 5
′

UTR –

c 3,037 t ORF1ab-nsp3 Viral protease

c 14,408 t ORF1ab-nsp12 RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp)

a 20,268 g ORF1ab-nsp15 EndoRNase

a 23,403 g S Spike protein

B.1 c 241 t 5
′

UTR –

c 3,037 t ORF1ab-nsp3 Viral protease

c 8,389 t * ORF1ab-nsp3 Viral protease

c 14,408 t ORF1ab-nsp12 RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRp)

a 23,403 g **S Spike protein

g 25,563 t ORF3a ORF3a protein

SNPs present in the *47.5 and **72% of the samples on this lineage.

variant O is also associated with the lineage B. On the other
hand, variant S is associated with sublineages A.1, A.2, and
A.5 (Table 1, Supplementary Figure 1). A detailed list of the
nucleotide substitutions and genome location is presented in
Table 2.

Progression of the Genetic Variants and
Lineages in Chile
The different variants and lineages identified in Chilean samples
were analyzed and classified according to the isolate date. Tracing
of the genetic mutations allows to identify the progression of the
introduced events, local contagion, and the emergence of new
sublineages by the introduction of new mutations. In a previous
report about the first SARS-CoV-2 complete genome analysis, we
detected a relative prevalence of variant S over G, a picture of
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FIGURE 2 | Chronological scheme of the variants and lineages occurrence in Chile. Daily accumulated frequency plot of the sequenced isolates classified according

to variant (A) and lineage (B). Sampling dates are from March 2 to April 4, 2020.

the beginning of the outbreak in Chile in early March 2020. With
the progression of the days and more viruses tested, we observed
a rapid amount and predominance of G variant over the wild-
type genotype, meanwhile the S variant slightly increased on this
period. G variant reaches up to 85.1% of the total samples (120
isolates), followed by S with 10% (14 isolates), V with 3.5% (5
isolates), and O with 1.4% (2 isolates) by the beginning of April
2020 (Figure 2A). A similar behavior had the lineage apparition
pattern, starting with A.5 (S variant) in early March, and a
rapid progression turning predominant sublineages B.1 (41.8%),
B.1.1 (20.5%), and B.1.5 (18.4%), all belonging to the G variant
(Figure 2B).

DISCUSSION

In this work, we present the genetic analysis of the SARS-CoV-2
isolates in Chile, the geographical occurrence of Chilean variants,
lineages, and tracking of the outbreak. Current data in all fields of

investigation regarding variants and lineages are not sufficient to
predict infection rates, host susceptibility, or mortality.

At the beginning of the outbreak, Chinese isolates were
mainly variant O, the most related to the reference sequence
NC_045512.2, but in mid-January 2020, variant S (T 28144C)
and few cases of V (G 26144 T) and G (A 23403G) started to
appear. By the end of March, the variant O reached 58.6% of
the sequenced isolates, followed by S, V, and G with 34, 4.8, and
2.7%, respectively. In the rest of the world, variants distribution
changes dramatically compared with China, with special focus in
Italy and Spain during March and the USA in April. In European
countries, the prevalent variant by the end of March was G
(Italy 96.1%, Spain 61%), followed by S (Italy 3.9%, Spain 33.3%),
meanwhile in the USA, the most representative variant was also
G over S (62.9 and 28.6%) by the end of April, according to the
uploaded genomes in the GISAID repository.

We also analyze the variant distribution in South America,
and it displays a similar behavior to Spain and the USA,
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showing a prevalence of G variant with 74.3%, followed by S,
V, and O variants (16.2, 4.8, and 4.8%, respectively). Complete
genome sequences were obtained from the GISAID database
from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Panama, Peru, and Uruguay between February 25 and
April 18.

Beyond the prevalence of certain variants and lineages in
South America and Chile compared with the rest of the world,
there is not enough evidence to suggest if a particular phenotype
is more or less aggressive than others.

The current number of SARS-CoV-2 complete genomes is
growing fast every day, but the disease spread is faster. All the
collected information regarding genome sequencing represents
<1% of the total infected patients (Chile 0.5%, USA 0.38%, Italy
0.04%, Spain 0.18%, China 0.6%); thus, these epidemiological
and phylogenetic studies represent the current picture, and the
presented data must be considered as that. In the case of Chile,
we are collecting samples in more cities in order to generate a
genetic landscape from the entire country. In a previous report
about the first cases of SARS-CoV-2 in Chile, we described the
introduction of the variants S and G from Southeastern Asia and
Europe (16), and most of the current cases belong to the G clade,
at the beginning only imported cases, but quickly spread into
local transmissions.

The pandemic moved to Europe and America after the China
outbreak and followed the complete lockdown of countries. G
variant quickly spread across every country it took place, reaching
more than 50% of the sequenced samples, except in China where
it barely rose up to 2.7%. The variant G looks to be more
infectious due to its high prevalence over the other variants in
the rest of the world but there is still no conclusive evidence to
link a unique SNP with the viral phenotype (15). Many other
variables are absolutely necessary to consider, such as effective
confinement, ethnic groups, access to quality health services, and
vaccination programs, in order to confirm/discard those kinds of
assumptions (18–21).

Table 2 shows the positions of the SNPs in the genome that
determine the variants and lineages and the ORFs where they
are located. The most recurrent locations are in the ORF1ab-
nsp3, ORF1ab-nsp4, ORF1ab-nsp12 (RdRp), S, and N. Despite
the current information and public knowledge about SARS-CoV-
2, it is still not possible to determine the precise effect of the
nucleotide mutations and the amino acid substitution in viral
infectivity, but it is likely that these mutations are involved in
differences in viral pathogenesis.

Success in managing the pandemic does not only depend on
how the virus is mutating or winning the race to find effective
vaccines and antivirals but also depend on how much we have

learned from past viral pandemics, how we develop successful
social strategies to stop the spread of the virus, and the way we
focus our efforts and resources to generate new knowledge by
surveillance and high-quality research (22). In this line, we must
keep studying viral phylogeny, epidemiology, and molecular and
mathematical modeling, and improve diagnostic, and novel and
effective therapies (23).
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The common presenting symptoms of fever, fatigue, and mild respiratory symptoms

like dry cough, are associated with COVID-19, however, patients can also develop

neurological manifestations like headache, anosmia, hyposmia, dysgeusia, meningitis,

encephalitis, and acute cerebrovascular accidents during the disease. Although very rare,

these neurological manifestations are sometimes the sole initial presenting complaint of

COVID-19. This case report discusses patients where the initial presenting symptoms

seemed to be exclusive to meningitis but the later diagnosis was COVID-19. It is

important to increase awareness of these rare presentations in physicians and healthcare

workers and facilitate early diagnosis and management to prevent the horizontal spread

of the disease.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, meningitis, meningo encephalitis, neurological manifestation

INTRODUCTION

Following its emergence in Wuhan, China in December 2019, the Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), which is caused by severe acute respiratory coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2), has become
a pandemic (1) and been declared a global health emergency (2). In addition to the common
presenting symptoms of fever, fatigue, and mild respiratory symptoms like dry cough, patients
with COVID-19 can also develop neurological manifestations like headache, anosmia, hyposmia,
dysgeusia, meningitis, encephalitis, and acute cerebrovascular accidents during the course of the
disease (3, 4). The first case of meningitis associated with COVID-19 was reported in Japan
in February 2020 (5). Since then, two or three more cases of meningoencephalitis have also
been reported in the United States (6–8). Although very rare, these neurological manifestations
sometimes are the sole initial presenting complaint of COVID-19. In this article, we present a case
discussion of instances in which the initial presenting symptoms were exclusive to meningitis and
later diagnosed as COVID-19, to make physicians and healthcare workers cognizant of such rare
presentations. It is important to diagnose and manage these patients at the earliest possible stage of
treatment to prevent the horizontal spread of COVID-19.

CASE REPORT

A 21-years-oldmale medical student with no known co-morbidities was presented to an emergency
department with a 2-days history of frontal headache and fever, and 1-day history of neck stiffness.
He denied any cough, shortness of breath, body aches, and diarrhea (Table 1). On physical
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TABLE 1 | Demographics and clinical characteristics.

Characteristics Patient

Age 21

Sex Male

Significant past medical history None

Symptoms onset Frontal headache, Fever, and neck stiffness

Respiratory distress Developed 5 days after symptoms onset

Cause of death Multi-organ failure

TABLE 2 | Cerebrospinal fluid analysis.

Tests Results

Appearance Clear with no xanthochromia

Lactate dehydrogenase 48 U/L

Glucose 83 mg/dL

Protein 164 mg/dL

RBCs 05

Neutrophils 10

Lymphocytes 90

Gram stain/Ziehl-Neelsen Stain No micro-organisms seen

HSV-PCR Negative

VZV-PCR Negative

Culture No growth after 48 h of incubation

examination, he was alert, oriented, and awake with a Glasgow
coma scale score of 15/15. He had a fever of 101 F and neck
rigidity with absent Babinski sign and 2+ deep tendon reflexes.

Based on clinical presentations and initial blood work up,
bacterial meningitis was suspected and he was started on
intravenous antibiotics empirically after cerebral spinal fluid
(CSF) was sent for analysis. CSF analysis showed a picture of
viral meningitis and in addition to empiric antibiotics, he was also
given antiviral agents. CSF gram staining, Ziehl-Neelsen staining,
and culture showed no microorganisms, and tests for Herpes
simplex type 1, Herpes simplex type 2, and Varicella zoster virus
were negative (Table 2).

On day 2 of hospitalization (day 4 of initial symptoms), he
had swelling of his left eye, and a computed tomography (CT)
head was ordered on neurologist recommendation which showed
no significant findings. Even though he had no respiratory
symptoms of cough and shortness of breath, a chest x-ray
was ordered due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and it
showed a patch of consolidation. Based on these X-ray findings,
testing for COVID-19 was done and a reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction for SARS-CoV-2 on nasopharyngeal
swab was positive on day 5 of hospitalization. On that same
day, he developed tachycardia, tachypnea, and hypotension; his
oxygen saturation started to drop progressively and was put on a
ventilator. His chest X-ray showed diffuse multi-lobar infiltrates
consistent with acute respiratory distress syndrome (Figure 1).
His laboratory work up showed respiratory acidosis and a picture
of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) (Table 3). One
day later, he passed away due to multi-organ failure.

FIGURE 1 | Chest X-ray shows diffuse multi-lobar infiltrates consistent with

acute respiratory distress syndrome.

TABLE 3 | Laboratory findings (on day 5 of initial symptoms).

Test Results

Leukocytes count 2.2 (x109/l)

Lymphoctes 07%

Neutrophils 89%

Platelet count 65 (x109/l)

Serum procalcitonin 50 ng/mL

Serum ferritin 1,358 ng/mL

Serum CRP >32 mg/dL

Serum LDH 527 U/L

Serum CK-MB 54 U/L

Albumin/globulin ratio 0.8

Serum AST 88 U/L

Serum albumin 2.6 g/dL

Serum total protein 5.7 g/dL

International normalized ratio 1.7

Protheombin time 18 s

Plasma FDPs 8,340 ng/FEUm

pH 7.295

HCO3 22.3 mmol/L

PCO2 52 mmHg

Base excess/deficit −2.7 mmol/L

DISCUSSION

This case indicates that in addition to common presenting
symptoms of fever, fatigue, and mild respiratory symptoms
like dry cough and shortness of breath, patients with COVID-
19 can also develop neurological manifestations like headache,
anosmia, hyposmia, dysgeusia, meningitis, encephalitis, and
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acute cerebrovascular accidents during the course of the disease
(3), which highlights the neurotropic potential of SARS-CoV-
2 (4). To date, the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms
through which SARS-CoV-2 implicates the central nervous
system (CNS) are not fully understood, however, the following
mechanism have been proposed in other studies (9, 10):

1. Direct spread of SARS-CoV-2 to brain.
2. Spread through neuronal pathways.
3. Haematogenous spread to brain.
4. Immune mediated injury (cytokine storm syndrome).
5. Hypoxic related injury to CNS.

In this case, the patient initially presented with fever and
frontal headache along with neck stiffness. There was a delay in
the diagnosis because this initial presentation of patients with
COVID-19 is rare and only a few cases have been reported so
far. To the best of our knowledge, in the USA only two cases
have been reported where the initial presenting complaint was
a meningitis-like illness (6, 8).

The RBCs in the CSF are an indication of blood brain barrier
breach which can occur in SARS-CoV-2 and has been linked
to cytokine storm syndrome. Cytokine storm syndrome related
damage to the central nervous system has also been implicated
in many other viral infections (11). However, only five RBCs in
the CSF of our patient could be attributed to traumatic lumbar
puncture. Likewise, it has also been suggested that cytokine storm
syndrome causes severe symptoms and brain damage in patients
with COVID-19 and this is supported by the fact that patients
having severe symptoms associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection
respond to interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptor blocker [i.e., tocilizumab
(12)]. Together with typical picture of viral meningitis on CSF
analysis, negative polymerase chain reaction for herpes simplex,
and positive reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction for

SARS-CoV-2 on a nasopharyngeal swab, we labeled this case
of meningitis as viral meningitis secondary to SARS-CoV-2.
Although there have been some cases reported of SARS-CoV-
2 detection in CSF by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) (5, 13), yet US Food andDrug Administration
has not approved any test to detect SARS-CoV-2 in CSF.
Additionally, as the CT head was normal in this case, we should
have ordered a magnetic resonance imaging of the brain for
detailed imaging.

During this ongoing pandemic, there is a need to make
physicians and other healthcare workers cognizant of rare
presentations such as this, so that we can diagnose and manage
these patients at the earliest possible opportunity, which prevents
the horizontal spread of the virus and ensures patient safety.
We recommend testing of CSF for SARS-CoV-2 via RT-PCR in
suspected cases.
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Background: Emerging evidence indicates a potential role for monocytes in COVID-19
immunopathology. We investigated two soluble markers of monocyte activation, sCD14
and sCD163, in COVID-19 patients, with the aim of characterizing their potential role in
monocyte-macrophage disease immunopathology. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study of its kind.

Methods: Fifty-nine SARS-Cov-2 positive hospitalized patients, classified according to
ICU or non-ICU admission requirement, were prospectively recruited and analyzed by
ELISA for levels of sCD14 and sCD163, along with other laboratory parameters, and
compared to a healthy control group.

Results: sCD14 and sCD163 levels were significantly higher among COVID-19 patients,
independently of ICU admission requirement, compared to the control group. We
found a significant correlation between sCD14 levels and other inflammatory markers,
particularly Interleukin-6, in the non-ICU patients group. sCD163 showed a moderate
positive correlation with the time lapsed from admission to sampling, independently of
severity group. Treatment with corticoids showed an interference with sCD14 levels,
whereas hydroxychloroquine and tocilizumab did not.

Conclusions: Monocyte-macrophage activation markers are increased and correlate
with other inflammatory markers in SARS-Cov-2 infection, in association to hospital
admission. These data suggest a preponderant role for monocyte-macrophage
activation in the development of immunopathology of COVID-19 patients.

Keywords: COVID-19, monocyte, sCD14, sCD163, immunopathology
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INTRODUCTION

Emerging evidence from SARS-Cov-2 infected patients suggests
a key role for monocyte-macrophage in the immunopathology
of COVID-19 infection, with a predominant monocyte-
derived macrophage infiltration observed in severely damaged
lungs (1), and morphological and inflammation-related
changes in peripheral blood monocytes that correlate with
the patients’ outcome (2). An overexuberant inflammatory
immune response with production of a cytokine storm and
T-cell immunosuppression are the main hallmarks of severity in
these patients (3). This clinical course resembles viral-associated
hemophagocytic syndrome (VAHS), a rare severe complication of
various viral infections mediated by proinflammatory cytokines,
resulting in multiorgan failure and death (4). A chronic
expansion of inflammatory monocytes and over-activation of
macrophages have been extensively described in this syndrome
(5–7). Viral-associated hemophagocytic syndrome has been
identified as a major contributor to death of patients in past
pandemics caused by coronaviruses (8), including previous
SARS and MERS outbreaks (9), and currently suggested for
SARS-Cov-2 outbreak (10).

CD14 and CD163 are both myeloid differentiation markers
found primarily on monocytes and macrophages, and
detection of soluble release of both in plasma is considered
a good biomarker of monocyte-macrophage activation (11,
12). Elevated plasma levels of soluble CD14 (sCD14) are
associated to poor prognosis in VIH-infected patients, are
a strong predictor of morbidity and mortality (13, 14), and
associated with diminished CD4+-T cell restoration (15).
In addition, soluble CD163 (sCD163) plasma levels are a
good proxy for monocyte expansion and disease progression
during HIV infection (16). In measles infection, a leading
cause of death associated with increased susceptibility to
secondary infections and immunosuppression, sCD14 and
sCD163 levels have been found to be significantly higher,
indicating an important and persistent monocyte-macrophage
activation (17).

We hypothesized that monocytes/macrophages may be
an important component of immunopathology associated
to SARS-Cov-2 infection. In this paper, we analyze serum
levels of soluble monocyte activation markers in COVID-
19 patients and their correlation with severity and other
inflammatory markers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We recruited 59 patients with confirmed PCR-positive diagnosis
of SARS-Cov-2 infection, classified according to ICU admission
requirement (n = 22 patients), or non-ICU requirement (n = 37),
and age-matched healthy individuals (n = 20) as a control group.
Demographic data, main medication treatment and routine lab
clinical parameters including inflammatory biomarkers were
collected for all infected patients. Leftover sera samples from
routine analytical controls were employed for the analysis, after

obtaining the corresponding informed consent. Time elapsed
from hospital admission to sample extraction was also recorded.

Measurement of sCD14 and sCD163
Serum Levels
To determine levels of soluble monocyte activation markers in
serum specimens, appropriate sandwich ELISA (Quantikine,
R&D systems, United Kingdom) were used following
manufacturer indications. Briefly, diluted sera samples were
incubated for 3 h at room temperature in the corresponding
microplate strips coated with capture antibody. After incubation,
strips were washed and incubated with the corresponding
Human Antibody conjugate for 1 h. After washing, reactions
were revealed and optical density at 450 nm was determined in a
microplate reader. Concentration levels were interpolated from
the standard curve using a four-parameter logistic (4-PL) curve-
fit in Prism8 GraphPad software. Final values were corrected
applying the corresponding dilution factor employed.

Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as median and interquartile range. All
statistical analyses were performed using the statistical package R.
Mann–Whitney tests were used for comparison between ICU and
non-ICU groups versus healthy controls. Pearson’s correlation
coefficients were used to quantify the association between sCD14
and sCD163 concentration and other lab parameters in non-
ICU patients. Data outliers, falling outside the 1.5 interquartile
range, were excluded from the statistical analysis. The nominal
significance level considered was 0.05. Bonferroni adjustment was
used to account for multiple testing.

RESULTS

Demographic and Clinical Laboratory
Parameters
Patients in the ICU group showed significant differences
when compared to non-ICU group in several clinical
laboratory parameters: lymphocytes, ferritin, D-dimer, Lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), procalcitonin (PCT), and Interleukin-6
(IL-6). The absolute value for circulating monocytes did not
show significant differences between groups. However, these
values may have been distorted by the use of tocilizumab, an IL-6
blocking drug extensively employed in the ICU group which
interferes with monocyte function. Age and time elapsed from
admission to sample extraction did not show differences between
groups. Values are summarized in Table 1.

Serum Levels for sCD14 and sCD163
Median levels for sCD14 in sera from ICU patients were 2444.0
(95%CI: 1914.0–3251.0) ng/ml, compared to 2613.0 (95%CI:
2266.0–2991.0) ng/ml in non-ICU patients. The healthy control
group median value was 1788.0 (95%CI: 1615.0–1917.0) ng/ml.
We observed significant statistical differences when comparing
infected patients against controls (P-value < 0.0001), however no
significant differences were observed between ICU and non-ICU
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TABLE 1 | Demographic and clinical laboratory parameters of patients recruited.

Parameter ICU non-ICU P-value

Clinical laboratory parameters

Lymphocytes 0.54 (0.47–1.058) 1.16 (0.79–1.62) 0.0004

Monocytes 0.35 (0.16–0.65) 0,42 (0.35–0.58) ns

Platelets 264 (204.3–354.5) 272 (213–413) ns

D-Dimer 3676 (1198–8121) 755 (413–1033) 0.0002

Lactate
dehydrogenase
(LDH)

677 (429–818.5) 469 (391–595) 0.0188

C-reactive protein
(CRP)

7.37 (2.56–20.51) 4,65 (2.16–11.41) ns

Procalcitonin (PCT) 0.22 (0.09–0.4) 0.09 (0.05–0.21) 0.0305

Ferritin 1257 (837.3–3020) 467 (254.5–785) <0.0001

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) 83.10 (14.45–381.8) 12.70 (6.95–46) 0.0014

Glycosylated
hemoglobin
(Hb1Ac)

5.95 (5.65–6.47) 6.1 (5.7–6.9) ns

Troponin-I 0.021 (0.017–0.246) 0.017 (0.017–0.019) ns

Time elapsed from admission to sample (days)

5 (3.75–10) 4 (2–6) ns

Age (years)

52 (48.75–61.25) 52 (44–65) ns

Corticoids

19/22 (87%) 2/37 (5.4%) <0.0001

Bold values are significant values.

TABLE 2 | Concentration (ng/ml) of serum levels of sCD14 and sCD163 in
patients from ICU and non-ICU groups, and healthy controls.

Concentration ICU non-ICU Healthy controls

sCD14 2444.0
(1914.0–3251.0)

2613.0
(2266.0–2991.0)

1788.0
(1615.0–1917.0)

sCD163 911.5
(624.7–1167)

910.4
(733.1–1088)

495.6
(332.5–600.7)

Data are represented as median and interquartile range.

groups. Median levels for sCD163 in sera from ICU patients were
911.5 (95%CI: 624.7–1167.0) ng/ml, and 910.4 (95%CI: 733.1–
1088.0) ng/ml in non-ICU patients. The healthy control group
value was 495.6 (95%CI: 332.5–600.7) ng/ml. As with sCD14,
we observed significant differences for values from infected
patients compared to control group (P-value < 00001), but no
differences between ICU and non-ICU infected patients. Values
are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1.

Correlation Between sCD14 and sCD163
Levels and Time Elapsed From Hospital
Admission
We assessed the correlation between sCD14 and sCD163
levels and time elapsed from hospital admission to sample
extraction (Figure 2). We found a significant positive correlation
between sCD163 levels and time elapsed (r2 = 0.3246,
P-value = 0.0156) We did not observe a significant correlation

between sCD14 levels and time elapsed from hospital admission
to sample extraction.

Correlation Between sCD14 and sCD163
Levels and Clinical Laboratory
Parameters
We found significant correlations between sCD14 and sCD163
levels and several clinical laboratory parameters in infected
patients (in these analysis, adjusted significance under Bonferrori
correction is 0.01), but only in the non-ICU group, possibly
reflecting an interference of the use of tocilizumab or corticoids
in the ICU group. Levels of sCD14 showed a negative
correlation with the absolute value of lymphocytes (r2 = −0.5501,
P-value = 0.0005) and a positive correlation with levels of
LDH (r2 = 0.5906, P-value = 0.0001), CRP (r2 = 0.6275,
P-value < 0.0001); PCT (r2 = 0.4608, P-value = 0.0091), and
Ferritin (r2 = 0.4414, P-value = 0.0090) (Figure 3). No other
significative associations were found with other lab parameters.
Levels of sCD163 did not show significant correlation with
clinical laboratory parameters (Figure 3). Particularly, IL-6 also
showed significant positive correlation with sCD14 (r2 = 0.6034,
P-value = 0.0003) (Figure 4).

Effect of Treatment on sCD14 and
sCD163 Levels
We analyzed possible interference of different treatments on
sCD14 and sCD163 serum levels for all patients. We found
an interference of corticoid treatment on sCD14, levels with
median values of 2034 (95%CI: 1319–3159) ng/ml for treated
group, and values of 2613 (95%CI: 2466–2913) ng/ml for non-
treated group. Values were significantly lower in corticoid-treated
group (P-value = 0.0069) (Figure 5). No impact was found
for corticoids on sCD163 levels. Likewise, hydroxychloroquine
and/or tocilizumab were not found to have an impact on sCD14
and sCD163 serum levels.

Correlation Between sCD14 and sCD163
Levels and Hospital Stay
Levels of sCD14 and sCD163 did not show association with
length of hospital stay in both groups. Also, these biomarkers
did not show association with the number of days of
onset of symptoms.

Age-Dependence of sCD14 and sCD163
Levels
We analyzed for possible age-dependence of sCD14 and sCD163
levels. Values did not show association between these biomarker
levels and the age of patients.

DISCUSSION

Our results show, for the first time, increased levels of sCD14
and sCD163 in sera from SARS-Cov-2 infected patients admitted
to hospital. We did not observe statistical differences when
comparing ICU versus non-ICU patients. This is probably due
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FIGURE 1 | Values of sCD14 (A) and sCD163 (B) in sera samples from patients in ICU, non-ICU, and healthy controls. Results are presented as median and
interquartile range levels in ng/ml. Non-parametric Mann–Whitney tests were used for comparison between groups, and P-values for the different comparisons are
displayed.

FIGURE 2 | Correlation between serum levels of sCD14 and sCD163 and time elapsed from admission to sample extraction (in days) for all infected patients.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r2) and P-value are shown.

to the interference on monocyte function and sCD14 levels
produced by the use of corticoid treatment in ICU patients, as
shown here and previously by others (18, 19). However, levels
of sCD14 showed a strong correlation with clinical laboratory
parameters, including acute phase reactants (ferritin, LDH,
C-reactive protein, procalcitonin) and a strong correlation with
IL-6 levels in the non-ICU patient group, where no corticoids

treatments were used. Hydroxychloroquine and tocilizumab
treatment did not show interferences on sCD14 and sCD163
levels. Furthermore, sCD163 levels showed a correlation with
the time elapsed from hospital admission to sample extraction,
suggesting a potential indicator of disease progression.

Monocytes and macrophages constitute a key component
of immune responses against viruses, acting as bridge between
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FIGURE 3 | Association between serum levels of sCD14 and sCD163, and
several laboratory parameters including Absolute Valor Lymphocytes (A,B),
LDH (C,D), CRP (E,F), PCT (G,H), and Ferritin (I,J) in the non-ICU patient
group. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r2) and P-value are shown. LDH,
lactate dehydrogenase; CRP, C-reactive protein; PCT, procalcitonin.

innate and adaptive immunity (20). Activation of macrophages
has been demonstrated to be pivotal in the pathogenesis of
the immunosuppression associated to several viral infections
(such as VIH, measles), where expansion of specific subsets of

FIGURE 4 | Association between serum levels of sCD14 and IL-6 levels in the
non-ICU patient group. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r2) and P-value are
presented.

monocytes and macrophages in peripheral blood are observed,
and considered to be drivers of immunopathogenesis (21).
Our results support the hypothesis of a preponderant role for
monocytes in SARS-Cov-2 immunopathology, associated to an
overexuberant immune response. Increased levels of monocyte-
macrophage activation markers, and their correlation with other
inflammatory biomarkers (particularly IL-6), indicate a close
relationship between monocyte activation and immunopathology
in these patients. Inflammatory markers are closely related to
severity in COVID-19 pathology (22) and selective blockade of
IL-6 has been demonstrated to be a good therapeutic strategy
in COVID-19 pathology (23). Our results thus suggest that
monocyte-macrophage activation can act as driver cells of
the cytokine storm and immunopathology associated to severe
clinical course of COVID-19 patients. Further, monitorization of
monocyte activity trough these soluble activation markers and/or
follow-up of circulating inflammatory monocytes in peripheral
blood, could be useful to assess disease progression in the same
way as in other viral infections (16).

In addition, our results identify monocyte-macrophage as a
good target for the design of therapeutic intervention using drugs
that inhibit monocyte-macrophage activation and differentiation.
In this sense, anti-GM CSF inhibitor drugs, currently under
clinical trials for rheumatic and other auto-inflammatory diseases,
might provide satisfactory results in COVID-19 patients. Other
drugs targeting monocyte and/or macrophage could also be
useful in COVID-19, as in other inflammatory diseases (24).
The strategy of inhibiting monocyte differentiation has proved
useful in avoiding cytokine storm syndrome after CAR-T
cell immunotherapy (25), suggesting a possible therapeutic
application to COVID-19 immunopathology (26, 27).
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FIGURE 5 | Effects of corticoid, hydroxychloroquine, and tocilizumab treatment on sCD14 and sCD163 levels. Results are presented as median and interquartile
range levels in ng/ml. Non-parametric Mann–Whitney tests were used for comparison between groups, and P-values for the different comparisons are displayed.
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The present study has several limitations, including a
relatively low sample size and the interference of corticoids in
ICU patients’ results. However, these preliminary results are
strongly suggestive of an important implication of monocyte-
macrophage in COVID-19 immunopathology, as highlighted
by the correlations found between these biomarker levels and
inflammatory parameters. Further studies using broader series
are needed to confirm our findings.

In summary, our data underscore the preponderant role of
monocyte and macrophage immune response in COVID-19
immunopathology and provide pointers for future interventions
in drug strategies and monitoring plans for these patients.
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A new virus belonging to the coronaviridae family has been identified and named severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) (Zhu et al., 2020). This virus can generate
a severe respiratory disease named coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19). In November 2019,
SARS-CoV-2 began to infect humans and cause high rates of respiratory disorders worldwide;
accordingly, COVID-19 was declared a pandemic in March 2020 (Li J. Y. et al., 2020). COVID-
19 has already affected millions of people and killed over 600,000 individuals worldwide (WHO,
2020).

Similar to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-1 (SARS-CoV-1), which was
responsible for the 2002 pandemic, SARS-CoV-2 infection is initiated when its S-protein binds to
the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor through which it gains entry into the host’s
cells (Kuba et al., 2005; Walls et al., 2020). The affinity of SARS-CoV-2 for the ACE2 receptor is 10
times higher than that of SARS-CoV-1 (Wrapp et al., 2020). This receptor is mainly expressed in
the lungs and to a lesser degree in other organs, such as the heart, kidneys, and intestines (Bavishi
et al., 2020), which could explain the increased prevalence of lung infection.

Many risk factors are associated with the course and severity of COVID-19, including older age,
systemic arterial hypertension (SAH), pregnancy, and obesity (Alberca et al., 2020a,b). Although
asthma is a debilitating pulmonary syndrome, initial reports have not identified asthmatic patients
as having a higher risk for COVID-19 (Guan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). In this manuscript, we
review the possible association between the SARS-CoV-2 entry receptor ACE2 and asthma.

ASTHMA

Asthma is a complex respiratory syndrome that affects ∼350 million people worldwide (Global
Initiative for Asthma, 2018). This disease is generally defined by restricted airflow, airway
inflammation, and airway hyperresponsiveness, resulting in symptoms such as shortness of breath,
wheezing, and cough; moreover, if untreated, asthma can be lethal (Global Initiative for Asthma,
2018). Asthma mortality seems to be declining worldwide (Ebmeier et al., 2017), and it is estimated
that in 2015, over 400,000 deaths occurred due to asthma complications (Soriano et al., 2017).
Asthma is also associated with other comorbidities, including SAH (Ferguson et al., 2014) and
pulmonary hypertension (Rosival, 1990), which are two established risk factors for COVID-19
(Zhang et al., 2020). Other characteristics associated with the worst asthma symptoms, such as
obesity and old age, are also associated with poor COVID-19 prognoses (Schatz et al., 2014; Skloot
et al., 2016; Płusa, 2017; Zhang et al., 2020).

Asthmatic patients can suffer from a progressive worsening of symptoms called asthma
exacerbation, which necessitates treatment with systemic corticosteroids and eventuallymechanical
ventilation and intensive care (Dougherty and Fahy, 2009). A common concept in asthma is that
viral infections can be associated with asthma exacerbation (Costa et al., 2014), and in respiratory
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viral infections, asthma patients can upregulate a wide range of
molecules expressed in the lungs; one of these molecules is ACE2
(Bai et al., 2015).

SARS-COV AND ACE2

The ACE2 receptor is crucial for COVID-19, as SARS-CoV-
2 can only enter ACE2-expressing cells (Zhou et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, ACE-2 expression is also important for the control
of lung inflammation and damage upon viral infection (Imai
et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2014).

During SARS-CoV-1 infection, the overexpression of ACE2
increases viral infection and replication rate (Li et al., 2003),
and in animal models, infection with SARS-CoV-1 is ACE2-
dependent (Kuba et al., 2005). However, in SARS-COV-
2 infection, Chen et al. proposed a negative association
linking ACE2 expression and COVID-19 fatality, as ACE2
expression is reduced in elderly and type II diabetic patients
(Yoon et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2020).

Interestingly, children also express low levels of ACE2 in
the lungs (Bunyavanich et al., 2020), and the death rate
in this group has been described as low (Bialek et al.,
2020). In addition to the lower ACE2 expression in the
lungs of elderly patients (Wu and McGoogan, 2020), other
characteristics, such as the presence of other comorbidities,
immune senescence, or low-grade inflammation associated with
aging (inflammaging), could influence COVID-19 outcomes
(Franceschi and Campisi, 2014; Fuentes et al., 2017).

Another important finding is that men infected with SARS-
CoV-2 have more severe disease and higher mortality than
women (Sharma et al., 2020). The primary female sex hormone
(estrogen), in addition to being able to directly influence
immune responses, is able to upregulate the expression of ACE2
(Bukowska et al., 2017).

Recently, it has also been described that some
structural variations in the ACE2 receptor can lead to
differences in protein binding with SARS-CoV-2, helping
to understand different infection profiles in humans and
even cases of viral resistance (Hussain et al., 2020). ACE2
may also play a larger role in SARS-CoV-2 infection,
participating in postinfection regulation of the immune
response, cytokine secretion, and viral genome replication
(He et al., 2020).

ASTHMA AND COVID-19

A report from Wuhan, China, identified a low number
of asthmatic patients among COVID-19 patients (0.9%);
however, asthma was not associated with greater COVID-
19 severity or mortality (Li X. et al., 2020). Another study
with 5,700 COVID-19 patients from New York City, USA,
identified 479 patients with asthma (9%) (Richardson et al.,
2020). In addition to this discrepancy in the incidence
of asthma among COVID-19 patients, a recent study
with 1,827 patients identified that mortality was similar

in asthmatic and non-asthmatic COVID-19 patients
(Wang et al., 2020).

Song et al. evaluated the prevalence of asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in patients from a
cohort of COVID-19 patients in China and found that
2.3% of the patients had asthma and 2.2% had COPD;
none of the patients had asthma and COPD (Song et al.,
2020). They verified that COPD patients had a higher risk
of severe COVID-19 than asthmatic patients. In addition,
the number of ACE2-positive cells in alveolar epithelial
cells was lower in asthmatic patients and higher in COPD
patients than that in patients without asthma or COPD
(Song et al., 2020).

ASTHMA, CORONAVIRUSES, AND ACE2

Asthma is the most common chronic disease in children
(Ferrante and La Grutta, 2018), and in the previous pandemic
caused by SARS-CoV-1, asthmatic children infected with SARS-
CoV-1 did not sustain an increase in asthma exacerbation
(Van Bever et al., 2004). Moreover, a 2019 report indicated
that the most common chronic condition in Middle East
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) patients was
asthma (van Kerkhove et al., 2019). In another report, two
patients who died from MERS-CoV complications had chronic
respiratory syndromes: one had COPD and one had asthma (Min
et al., 2016). Therefore, similar viral infections do not present
a clear picture of how SARS-CoV-2 infection progresses in
asthmatic patients.

In a murine asthma model, ACE2 activation has been
implicated in a reduction in airway inflammatory response
(Dhawale et al., 2016). It is important to highlight that
asthma can be divided into four different endotypes: T
helper cell (Th)2 high/eosinophilic, Th17/neutrophilic,
Th2/Th17/mixed inflammation, and paucigranulocytic (without
an increase in polymorphous nuclear cells in the lungs)
(Wenzel, 2013).

The asthma endotype is especially important, as cytokines can
modify ACE expression. IL-17 can upregulate ACE2 expression
(Song et al., 2020), whereas IL-4 and IL-13 can downregulate
ACE2 expression (Kimura et al., 2020; Song et al., 2020).

Eosinophils may also play a larger role in COVID-19, as
non-asthmatic patients with COVID-19 who present an absence
of eosinophils in the first day of hospitalization have a worst
prognose than non-asthmatic patients with eosinophils (Tanni
et al., 2020). Another study suggested that eosinophil count
in peripheral blood has prognostic value, as patients with
a low number of eosinophils were more likely to exhibit
shortness of breath and require longer hospitalization time
(Xie et al., 2020). An increase in eosinophils is associated
with COVID-19 improvement and hospital release (Liu et al.,
2020; Xie et al., 2020). We hypothesize that different endotypes
of asthma may modify ACE2 expression differently, thereby
affecting COVID-19.
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ACE2 expression in the lungs is also modulated in other
respiratory diseases. In an experimental model of smoke-
induced acute respiratory distress, a Th17/neutrophilic
syndrome, ACE2 was upregulated (Wösten-Van Asperen
et al., 2011). In addition, cytokine release from smoking-
associated lung injury induces upregulation of ACE2 in the
lungs (Leung et al., 2020). In summary, different endotypes
of asthma and patients with multiple characteristics, such
as smoking asthmatic patients or asthmatic patients with
other morbidities, may also present a difference in lung
ACE2 levels.

ASTHMA TREATMENT AND COVID-19

Approximately 50–70% of asthmatic patients have Th2
high/eosinophilic asthma (Peters et al., 2014; Seys et al.,
2017). Th2 high/eosinophilic asthma can be treated with
allergen-specific immunotherapy or symptomatic medication.
Allergen-specific immunotherapy is a process that usually
increases the circulation of regulatory IL-10-producing cells
(Asamoah et al., 2017; Alberca-Custodio et al., 2020), which
could help to curb the pro-inflammatory cytokine storm
in COVID-19. Asthma medications, such as corticosteroids
and long-acting beta agonists, reduce lung inflammation and
provide symptomatic control (Asamoah et al., 2017). Recently,
the usage of inhaled corticosteroids was also associated with
lower expression of ACE2 in the sputum of asthmatic patients
(Peters et al., 2020).

Dexamethasone, a long-acting glucocorticoid commonly
used in the treatment of asthma exacerbation (Shefrin and
Goldman, 2009; Cross et al., 2011), has recently shown
positive results in COVID-19 (Recovery Collaborative
Group et al., 2020). Dexamethasone treatment reduced
mortality among COVID-19 patients receiving respiratory
support (RS) but not among patients not receiving RS
(Recovery Collaborative Group et al., 2020).

Other anti-asthma drugs (AADs), mainly cromolyn, fenoterol,
montelukast, and reproterol, have been postulated to be of
potential use in SARS-CoV-2 infection (Wu et al., 2020).
These drugs could help reduce inflammation and improve
lung function (Mombeini et al., 2012; Davino-Chiovatto et al.,
2019). Therefore, both dexamethasone and AAD usage for
the treatment of asthma could confer additional protection to
asthmatic patients.

Immunobiological treatment, including the use of
monoclonal antibodies targeting asthma-related molecules,
such as IL-5 and IgE, has proven effective in reducing asthma
symptoms (Samitas et al., 2015; Farne et al., 2017). To date,
there is no report on the influence of anti-IL-5 on SARS-CoV-2
infection; therefore, the usage of this immunobiological agent
during COVID-19 is contraindicated, as this type-2 cytokine
could potentially counteract the type-1 cytokines released during
infection (Vultaggio et al., 2020).

Interestingly, treatment with anti-IgE decreases endothelin-1
(Zietkowski et al., 2010), and the decrease in endothelin-1

upregulates the expression of ACE2 in bronchial epithelial
cells (Zhang et al., 2013). On the other hand, a case of
COVID-19 in a patient with severe asthma treated with
the anti-IgE antibody did not provide evidence of asthma
exacerbation or pneumonia (Lommatzsch et al., 2020). Hence,
further studies with a larger cohort are necessary to better
understand the role of this immunobiological treatment
during COVID-19 and the corresponding influence on the
ACE-2 receptor.

COVID-19 CYTOKINES, ACE2, AND
ASTHMA

SARS-CoV-2 infection can generate a process called a cytokine
storm, which is characterized by an increase in the levels of
mainly type-1 cytokines, including IL-1, IL-8, IFN-γ, IP10,
MCP1, and TNF, in the blood (Huang C. et al., 2020). The
concentration of these cytokines can be a predictive factor in a
patient’s disease course (Huang C. et al., 2020). Investigations
on the influence of the interaction between comorbidities,
COVID-19 and cytokines on ACE2 expression are crucial for
the development of new treatments for COVID-19 (Pagliaro and
Penna, 2020). The upregulation of ACE2 is associated with an
increase in the levels of IL-1, IL-10, IL-6, and IL-8 (He et al.,
2020), which are important cytokines in the pathophysiology of
COVID-19 (Guan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). IL-1 and IL-6
are likely involved in the development of fever, which is the most
common COVID-19 symptom (Cartmell et al., 2000; Fabricio
et al., 2006). IL-8, or CXCL8, is an important chemokine for the
migration of neutrophils to the lungs in acute respiratory distress
and the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps in COVID-19
(Wong et al., 2004; Gong et al., 2020; Middleton et al.,
2020).

Although ACE2 plays a crucial role in SARS-CoV-2 viral
infection, the use of ACE2 inhibitors may not be possible
due to ACE2 being a protective factor in acute lung injury
(Ye and Liu, 2020). Currently, no specific treatment or
vaccine is available for SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 (Huang L.
et al., 2020). A preliminary study by Leng et al. showed
that transplantation of seven patients from Beijing YouAn
Hospital, China, with ACE2-negative mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) was effective in improving the clinical outcomes of
pneumonia, mainly due to immune modulation, with decreased
TNF and increased IL-10 (Leng et al., 2020). Other reports
have highlighted the usage of anti-TNF (Brito et al., 2020)
and anti-IL-1β to regulate inflammation in COVID-19 patients
(Cauchois et al., 2020).

IL-4 and IL-13, which are cytokines highly produced
in Th2/eosinophilic asthma, can downregulate ACE2
expression in airway epithelial cells (Kimura et al., 2020;
Song et al., 2020), whereas, TNF, IL-12, and IL-17A,
which are cytokines highly produced in Th17/neutrophilic
asthma and COPD (Alcorn et al., 2009), can upregulate
ACE2 expression in in vitro BEAS-2B cells (Song et al.,
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2020). In addition, circulating soluble angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (sACE2) is upregulated in the
blood of asthmatic patients (Ayada et al., 2015); hence,
sACE2 could act as a competitive interceptor, limiting
SARS-CoV-2 attachment to airway cell membranes
(Batlle et al., 2020).

Further investigations are needed to better understand the
role of ACE2 in asthmatic patients during SARS-CoV-2 infection,
which would enable the development of better and more effective
treatments for the COVID-19 pandemic while mitigating deaths
in asthmatic individuals and the overall population.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has been a global threat. Through rapid and effective
surveillance and control, the newly confirmed patients have been fluctuated at a very
low level and imported case explained most of them through March, 2020 to the
present, indicating China’s response has achieved a stage victory. By contrast, the
epidemic of COVID-19 in other countries out of China is bursting. Different countries are
adopting varied response strategy in terms of their public health system to prevent the
spread. Herd immunity has been a hot topic since the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic.
Can it be a possible strategy to combat COVID-19? To fully interpret the knowledge
regarding the term upon the background of COVID-19-related health crisis, we aim to
systematically review the definition, describe the effective measures of acquiring herd
immunity, and discuss its feasibility in COVID-19 prevention. Findings from this review
would promote and strengthen the international cooperation and joint efforts when
confronting with COVID-19.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, herd immunity, outbreak, pandemic

INTRODUCTION

On March 11st, 2020, the world health organization (WHO) declared Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) as a global pandemic. By 10am on August 30th, 217 countries or regions had reported
confirmed cases, with a total of more than 25,070,000 cases (World Health Organization, 2020b).
In early March, British Prime Minister Boris Johnson unveiled UK’s plan to tackle the COVID-
19 outbreak through four phases – Contain, Delay, Research and Mitigate. On March 12nd, the
Prime Minister announced that the country had switched from the “Contain” to “Delay” phase.
On March 13rd, Sir Patrick Vallance, the Government’s chief scientific adviser, mentioned “herd
immunity” and pointed out that passively waiting for “herd immunity” would lead to 60% of
the population infected with COVID-19. Ever since then, “herd immunity” was top searched
through the internet and remains to be a hot issue in debate. Even in April, Sweden’s chief
epidemiologist, Dr. Anders Tegnell, said Sweden was tackling the COVID-19 outbreak through
“herd immunity.” At approximately the same time, the United States and Australia were also under
public scrutiny over whether the two countries were adopting “herd immunity” strategy. The term
“herd immunity” has never been noticed by the general public before and this is unprecedented that
it comes into our sight. Here, we choose China, the United Kingdom, Sweden, the United States,
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and Australia as our settings, illustrating the theoretical basis
of “herd immunity,” and discuss its feasibility in the fight of
curtaining COVID-19 outbreak.

WHAT IS “HERD IMMUNITY”?

“Herd immunity,” as a concept in immunology, is used to
describe the resistance to the spread of a contagious disease
within a population or herd. The concept was first proposed
in Topley and Wilson (1923) in their publication named the
spread of bacterial infection: The problem of “herd immunity.”
Herd immunity only exists when a sufficiently high proportion of
the population generate immunity against the foreign pathogen
so that the probability of transmission between infected and
susceptible individuals is reduced (Smith, 2019). In other
words, it is becoming difficult for contagious disease to spread
between individuals if herd immunity exists as the chain of
transmission is broken and the susceptible individuals are
protected from infection.

In 1933, Dr. Arthur W. Hedrich, health official of Chicago,
Illinois, observed the phenomenon that the measles outbreak was
prevented after 68% of children were infected between 1900 and
1930 in Boston, Massachusetts (Fine, 1993). The number of cases
were kept to a low level after the measles vaccine was legalized
in 1964 and the second dose was inoculated till the late 1980s
(Figure 1; CDC, 1993; McNabb et al., 2007).

HOW TO ACHIEVE HERD IMMUNITY?

Herd immunity is based on individual immunity which refers to a
physiological function that the body’s immune system recognizes
and differentiates its own and alien substances and eliminates
the antigenic substances (such as bacteria and viruses) through
immune response to maintain health. It may be built up by
confronting a disease or infection in the past and recovering from
it. Immunity can also be induced by vaccination. Herd immunity
is usually achieved by vaccination (e.g., smallpox vaccine) or
by lots of people being infected with the contagious disease
(e.g., influenza).

COVID-19 AND HERD IMMUNITY

The History of Herd Immunity
There are many examples in human history of blocking or even
eliminating infectious diseases through herd immunity (Fine
et al., 2011). Smallpox is considered to be among the most deadly
infectious diseases human are generally prone to be infected.
Its spread in populations initiated for thousands of years from
ancient times to the recent human history (Theves et al., 2016). In
1979, smallpox was officially declared eradicated based on herd
immunity achieved by intensive vaccination campaigns (Lane,
2006). Similarly, rinderpest, a highly contagious disease, was
eradicated in 2011 through herd immunity in animals (Tounkara
and Nwankpa, 2017). Other ubiquitous diseases such as measles,

FIGURE 1 | Measles cases in the United States from 1950 to 2004.

rubella, pertussis are not eradicated yet, herd immunity is
maintained by keeping the proportion immune above some
threshold to protect susceptible individuals (Black, 1982; Assaad,
1983; Fine et al., 2011). Up to now the number of cases were
kept in a low level (Adams et al., 2017). In 1988, the incidence of
measles in the United States fell to 1.3 cases per million following
the introduction of measles vaccines by initiating two measles
elimination efforts, and reemergence of indigenous transmission
in the United States finally disappeared since 2000 (Katz and
Hinman, 2004; Phadke et al., 2016) .After the whole-cell pertussis
vaccines were widely used into routine childhood immunization
in the mid- 1940s, there was a markable reduction in the pertussis
incidence, from 150,000 to 260,000 cases to a nadir of just 1010
cases in 1976 annually (CDC, 1922-2018; Phadke et al., 2016).

Possible Outcomes After Herd Immunity
Since there’s no approved vaccine for COVID-19 yet, the herd
immunity cannot be achieved by vaccination. If herd immunity
is derived from natural infection, what is the proportion of a
population that need to be immunized in order to achieve the
effect of protection? We can estimate this ratio based on the
basic infection number (R0, the expected average number of
additional cases that one case will generate over the course of
its infectious period in an otherwise uninfected and generally
susceptible population) of COVID-19. The R0s of some common
vaccine-preventable contagious diseases are shown in Table 1
(Fine et al., 2018). Based on the formula of herd immunity
threshold (threshold = 1–1/R0) (Fine et al., 2011), and the R0
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TABLE 1 | R0 and threshold value of herd immunity of common
vaccine-preventable contagious diseases.

Disease Route of transmission R0 Herd immunity threshold

Diphtheria Saliva 6–7 83–85%

Measles Air borne 12–18 92–94%

Mumps Droplet spread 4–7 75–86%

Pertussis Droplet spread 12–17 80–94%

Poliomyelitis Fecal-oral transmission 5–7 50–95%

Rubella Droplet spread 5–7 83–85%

Smallpox Contact transmission 6–7 80–85%

of COVID-19 being 2.27 (Zhang et al., 2020), only when about
56% of population get specific immunity to SARS-CoV-2, then
transmission-blocking can be achieved with herd immunity.
Herd immunity in measles suggests the whole population is
protected from emerging infections when 90% or more are
immunized, whether by vaccination or recovery from natural
infection. However, in the case of COVID-19, there are two
outcomes when people get naturally infected – recovery and
death. It is unclear whether those who are cured are free of the
virus and exempted from the contagious, which indicates that the
percentage of infected people would be more than 60–70%.

According to an epidemiological analysis of COVID-19 in
China, COVID-19 can cause about 15% severe cases and a
2% death rate (World Health Organization., 2020a; Zhang
et al., 2020). Particularly, the projections above were based
on the existing data in China where the overall isolation and
the centralized allocation of medical resources of the whole
country are adopted. Without effective medical resources and
isolation interventions, natural infection may result in a more
severe mortality rate.

What will be the cost of the government’s “herd immunity” or
“mitigate” strategy? A simulation study about the pandemic trend
by epidemiological model found that an estimated number of
510,000 British people will die if nothing is carried out, and about
250,000 British people would also die if mitigation measures were
maximized (Ferguson et al., 2020). The study predicted that the
peak in mortality would occur after 3 months and, given the
estimated R0 of 2.4, 81% of United Kingdom and United States
populations would be infected.

Herd Immunity Lessons From Other
Viruses
The length of duration of herd immunity was challenged by
immune senescence, and the breadth of duration was challenged
by antigenic diversity of a pathogen (Mallory et al., 2018). Over
time, the progressive loss of responsiveness to a pathogen and the
decreased antibody titer or cellular responses would result in loss
of immunity. In the early 21th century, measles infections peaked
in Chinese middle-aged adults after re-introduction of the wild-
type virus, who had been immunized by early-age vaccination
and then boosted with attenuated virus after a time interval (He
et al., 2013). And this phenomenon also occurred in South Korea
(Kang et al., 2017).

Generally, a viral species especially RNA viruses, consists of
multiple antigenically distinct variants resulted from antigenic
drift, antigenic shift, and recombination (Pica and Palese, 2013;
Payne, 2017). However, most RNA polymerases lack a proof-
reading function to solve it. It poses challenging obstacles in
eliciting broad immunity through vaccination with a single
serotype of attenuated virus, as evidenced by Norovirus (Debbink
et al., 2014), dengue (Midgley et al., 2011), and influenza
(Wu et al., 2017). Moreover, vaccination with a single serotype
may increase the severity of a secondary infection, which ever
occurred in Dengue virus with four serotypes (de Alwis et al.,
2014). Similarly, vaccination with the bivalent HPV vaccine
caused decline in the prevalence of HPV types 16 and 18 and
cross-protection against non-vaccine types HPV 31, 33, and 45,
but increased prevalence of non-vaccine, non–cross-protective
HPV types (Brisson et al., 2016; Cameron et al., 2016; Ribeiro
et al., 2020).

Being a Threat to the World
We are now living in an era of “the global village” with constant
flux of large populations. There will be an “Immunity gap” if
the majority of people gain antiviral immunity to SARS-CoV-2
in particular countries by natural infection but not in the other
countries. Once the solid growth of economy is restored and
traffic controls are lifted, there might be large-scale international
transmissions with unsatisfactory outcomes. For example, in
the early 16th century, the smallpox virus ever killed 3 million
Indians who had never been exposed to it after it was introduced
to America by European colonists who had been immunized
against the smallpox virus (Eyler, 2003).

Besides, taking measles as another example, measles epidemics
continues to occur even when the measles vaccine is widespread
(Smiianov et al., 2019). In 2008, an unvaccinated 7-year-old
boy contracted measles and infected 11 children, after returning
home from a family vacation in Switzerland to San Diego,
a city with a 95% measles vaccination rate (Sugerman et al.,
2010). That proportion, by the concept of herd immunity,
should be enough to keep measles at bay and protect those
unvaccinated. This outbreak is mainly due to failure to vaccinate
and importation of cases (Haralambieva et al., 2019). In fact,
although the average vaccination rate may be high across the
county, it varied locally. Rates in some neighborhoods may be
far below the necessary threshold to achieve herd immunity
(Peeples, 2019). Various studies have estimated that 2–10%
of individuals vaccinated against measles may not develop
immunity, allowing a gradual accumulation of susceptible
individuals to infection and subsequently outbreaks (Poland
and Jacobson, 1994; HaralambievaI, Ovsyannikova et al., 2011;
Whitaker and Poland, 2014; Haralambieva et al., 2015). Since the
mobility of individuals with measles across global, it is hard to
avoid imported infections.

The epidemics above can be addressed by vaccinating and
treating patients. But now there’s no approved vaccine for
COVID-19, many people will inevitably die once the emergence
of an epidemic occurs. The total number of imported cases of
COVID-19 in China reached 2482 as that of August 30th, which
poses a threat to the country.
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FIGURE 2 | Newly reported cases in last 6 months of United Kingdom, Sweden, United States, and Australia.

Potential Risk of Virus Mutation
To survive and escape the herd immunity, the virus may fight
by gene mutation and then the original immune system won’t
recognize the mutated virus and the herd immunity will thus
be ineffective. In this case the viruses can be divided into
two categories – DNA and RNA viruses. DNA viruses are
stable with low possibility of mutation while RNA viruses are
unstable and prone to mutate (Gelderblom, 1996). The SARS-
CoV-2 is an RNA virus with a high potential risk of mutation
(Phan, 2020). Homologous recombination may result in the
cross-species transmission of SARS-CoV-2 (Ji et al., 2020).
Population genetic analysis of 103 SARS-CoV-2 genomes showed
that SARS-CoV-2 could be categorized into two major types:
L and S. The S type was relatively an ancestral version while
the L type was found to be more prevalent than S type in
the early stage of the outbreak in Wuhan. Besides, 149 sites
across 103 sequenced strains were identified (Tang et al., 2020).
Recently, a phylogenetic analysis based on 377 complete genomic
sequences of the SARS-COV-2 suggested that the virus was
actively evolving in human hosts from December 2019 to March
2020 (Li et al., 2020). The highly frequent mutations resulted in

at least 5 differentiated SARS-CoV-2 strains and are predicted
to enhance the virulence and transmission (Singh et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2020). However, this is a relatively small number of
mutations passed through over 300,000 people. At this point, it
is still believed that the mutation rate remains low. The analysis
from existing study showed that the polyprotein 1ab(pp1ab),
the largest protein of coronaviruses, hadn’t changed in most
isolates during the outbreak (Cárdenas-Conejo et al., 2020).
In addition, the critical mechanism for SARS-CoV-2 infection
is through S protein binding to the human ACE2 (Lu et al.,
2020), and there is no evidence that the binding site of S
protein was mutated. Thus the SARS-CoV-2 should be relatively
genomically stable.

Epidemiology of COVID-19 in the
United Kingdom, Sweden, the
United States, and Australia
United Kingdom
The first two cases were confirmed in the United Kingdom on
31 January, 2020. One of them is an international student at
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York University and the other is the relative of the student. On
March 6th, the number of covid-19 cases in the United Kingdom
showed a rapid increase, and the number of new cases in a single
day broke new record, reaching 36, with a total of 87 confirmed
cases. United Kingdom was the first country that mentioned
“herd immunity,” but in fact United Kingdom did not adopt
“herd immunity” as their strategy against the virus. At present,
the total number of confirmed cases in the United Kingdom got
stabilized and the outbreak has shown a controllable trend. As
of August 30st, 2020, the total number of COVID-19 infections
in the United Kingdom reached 334,915. The total number of
deaths is 41585.

Sweden
The epidemic in Sweden has come under an intense scrutiny
since April, when the country’s chief epidemiologist, Dr. Anders
Tegnell, announced the country was adopting “herd immunity”
to fight against the COVID-19 outbreak. In Sweden, from 31
January to 30 August 2020, there have been 87,072 confirmed
cases of COVID-19, along with 5,821 deaths. The number of
newly infected cases has become decreased in June but surged
again in July. Sweden’s death toll is more than three times than
that of it’s neighbors, Denmark, Finland, and Norway, combined,
where lockdown was adopted.

US
Due to the negative response to fight against COVID-19, the
epidemic situation in United States had attracted global attention
and more and more people began to doubt whether they are
adopting “herd immunity” as response strategy or not. Based
on the monitoring data of COVID-19 from WHO, we observed
that the cases newly infected in the United States has been
decreased in June but went up in July, which should be related
to the economy reactivation. Currently, the United States has the
highest number of confirmed cases in the world, with the huge
number of new cases every day.

Australia
Similarly, Australia was also exposed to public scrutiny whether
they had adopted “herd immunity”. From the WHO data we can
see that the cases newly infected in Australia went up again after
complete suppression.

It seems like a risky move to adopt herd immunity as a national
strategy. And honestly, Figure 2 shows that herd immunity
doesn’t seem to be working. In contrast, United Kingdom, has
been witnessing newly infected cases decreasing since May as a
result of adopting positive measures against COVID-19.

DISCUSSION

Herd immunity can be safely achieved only if it is actively
obtained through vaccination. It is not desirable or feasible
to achieve herd immunity through natural infection
of the population.

To combat with the pandemic of COVID-19, the Chinese
government put people’s life and health above everything
else by taking the most proactive and decisive measures and

provided valuable successful experiences for the global “anti-
pandemic” battle, such as differentiated isolation strategies and
clinical treatments according to different symptoms. In fact,
United Kingdom did not adopt “herd immunity” as their strategy
against the virus.

We are pious toward our history in order to stay alert and take
effective action if needed. COVID-19, SARS and MERS-CoV all
belong to human coronaviruses but COVID-19 has caused more
deaths than combination of the other two despite the fact that
COVID-19 has a lower fatality rate (Mahase, 2020). The history
of combating with SARS as well as MERS-CoV has provided
much valuable information on the COVID-19 pandemic control.
Epidemiological research helps unveil some traits of the viruses
but yet there are so many questions remain unanswered.

Figure 3 shows the schematic flow diagram of virus
transmission within a population. Susceptible individuals, first
become infected and then enter into a latent class, L. They can
then progress to a short asymptomatic and potentially infectious
stage, I, before the onset of symptoms and the progression to
class Y. This diagram assumes that every infected individual
eventually goes to hospital and either recovers(HR) or dies(HD)
(Riley et al., 2003).

A review on MERS-CoV raised a set of unanswered questions
concerning an emerging virus outbreak, such as: the exact routes
of the transmission and the incubation period. We don’t know
yet whether the virus can cause mild and unrecognized diseases
and it is also possible that what is reported only represents the
tip of an iceberg. The same questions also exist with COVID-19
(Al-Tawfiq, 2013).

However, the strict isolation strategy adopted by China was
proved to be effective in the fight against the COVID-19 outbreak.
Although the epidemic is currently recurring in some cities at

FIGURE 3 | Schematic flow diagram of SARS transmission within a
population (Riley et al., 2003).
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present, all of them are within controllable range. The result
of South Korea’s fight against the epidemic also confirmed the
effectiveness of the isolation strategy.

In contrast, India has not implemented strict isolation
interventions. Since May, the number of new cases per day has
continued to increase, even reaching to 70,000. Currently, the
total number of cases reached to 3.4 million, ranking third in
the world. The same situation also occurs in Brazil and Mexico,
which rank second and eighth globally in total cases.

Iran and Iraq had already controlled the epidemic through
strict isolation strategy in the early stage. Recently, due to
deregulation and imported cases, the epidemic rebounded again
and started to get a little out of control.

Taken together, before the emergence of vaccines, isolation is
the best and most effective way to fight against the pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a global public health event,
and no country can survive alone. We need to prepare for long-
term battles, emphasizing adopting strict isolation measures in
severe countries, and resuming work and production without
deregulation in countries where the epidemic has improved.
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The coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) pandemic poses a serious threat to the

sustainability of healthcare systems and is currently having a significant effect on living

conditions worldwide. No therapeutic agent has yet proven to be effective for the

treatment of COVID-19. The management of this disease currently relies on supportive

care and the off-label and compassionate use of antivirals and immunomodulators.

Nevertheless, there has been a great worldwide effort to progress research and test the

efficacy and safety/tolerability profiles of numerous candidate agents that may positively

affect the various clinical syndromes associated with COVID-19. In parallel, vaccination

and chemoprophylaxis strategies are being investigated. This article provides a summary

of interventional studies targeting COVID-19 during the emergency phase of the outbreak

to broadly inform clinicians and researchers on what happened and what they can

expect in upcoming months. The clinicaltrials.gov database and the European Union (EU)

Clinical Trials Register were investigated on March 31, 2020, to identify all ongoing phase

1–4 research protocols testing pharmacological interventions targeting SARS-CoV-2

infection and/or clinical syndromes associated with COVID-19. Overall, six phase 1, four

phase 1-2, 14 phase 2, ten phase 2-3, 19 phase 3, and nine phase 4 studies were

identified, and the features of these studies are described in the present review. We

also provide an updated overview of the change overtime in the pipeline following this

emergency phase and based on the current epidemiology of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Keywords: COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, clinical trials, antivirals, immunomodulators, research protocols, drug

development
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INTRODUCTION

The coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) pandemic has been
caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2). It poses a serious threat to the sustainability of
healthcare systems, with substantial effects on living conditions
worldwide. As of April 3, 2020, more than one million COVID-
19 cases and around 53,000 deaths have been calculated in 181
countries worldwide (1). In parallel, nearly half of the global
population is currently in lockdown.

To date, no therapeutic compound has been proven to
be effective for the treatment of COVID-19. In the initial
emergency phase of the outbreak, therapeutic management
of affected individuals relied on supportive care (2, 3) and
on the off-label and compassionate use of a variety of
antiviral (e.g., lopinavir/ritonavir, remdesivir, favipiravir) and/or
immunomodulator (e.g., chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, anti-
IL-6 inhibitors, steroids) drugs, the efficacy of which had not then
been demonstrated (4, 5). Moreover, their safety and tolerability
profiles in patients with COVID-19 remains to be clarified (4, 6).

In this pandemic scenario, a great deal of effort is currently
being devoted to the identification of novel therapies and
prophylactic strategies, with new research protocols registered
internationally every week (if not daily) (7). Moreover, the
urgent need to move this field forward in response to this
ongoing outbreak needs to be counterbalanced by ensuring
that the products under investigation are evaluated through
scientifically and ethically appropriate studies (8). There
are challenging time-frames connected to the process of
developing new therapeutic strategies against COVID-19 or
repositioning existing compounds with plausible modifying
effects on the disease. The clinical course of patients is not
yet fully elucidated (9), and there is incomplete data on the
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms (10) and potential
therapeutic targets.

In this article, we provide a summary of the interventional
studies that have been conducted worldwide to test the efficacy
and/or safety/tolerability of pharmacological compounds against
COVID-19 in the emergency phase of the pandemic.

METHODS

Data Source
Two databases, the clinicaltrials.gov database and the European
Union (EU) Clinical Trials Register, constituted the reference
sources for the present study. Clinicaltrials.gov is a web-based
resource maintained by the US National Library of Medicine
and the National Institute of Health that provides information
on publicly and privately supported clinical studies. Registration
on this database is mandatory for all clinical investigations of
any US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-regulated drug
or medical device. However, it also represents a repository for
the vast majority of clinical trial protocols conducted worldwide.
EU Clinical Trial Register gathers information on ongoing
authorized interventional studies in the EU and the European
Economic Area (EEA) that are registered in the EU Drug
Regulation Authorities Clinical Trials Database (EudraCT).

Search Strategy
The databases were investigated on March 31, 2020, using
the following search terms: “COVID-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2”
OR “2019 novel coronavirus” OR “2019-nCoV” OR “severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2” OR “coronavirus.”
In clinicaltrials.gov, the advanced search function was used
to restrict the search to: (i) interventional studies (STUDY
TYPE); (ii) “recruiting,” “enrolling by invitation,” and “active
not recruiting” protocols (STATUS: RECRUITMENT); and (iii)
phase 1, phase 2, phase 3, phase 4 studies (PHASE).

Two reviewers (L.T. and G.R.) screened the identified
protocols to remove duplicates and verify the fulfillment of
the following predefined inclusion criteria: (1) targeting SARS-
CoV-2 infection and/or clinical syndromes associated with
COVID-19; and (2) testing the efficacy and/or safety/tolerability
of pharmacological interventions. Studies investigating novel
medical devices or diagnostic tools were not considered in the
present analysis. Disagreements in the selection were solved
by consensus, involving two additional reviewers (M.C. and
V.R.). The flow chart in Figure 1 illustrates the process of
protocols’ selection.

Data Extraction
The following data were abstracted by three authors (F.T.,
Ga.R., and Gi.R.) from the selected protocols: NCT (the
unique identification code assigned by clinicaltrials.gov) and/or
EudraCT codes; study phase; allocation and masking procedures;
tested compound(s); way of administration; mechanism
of action; primary outcome measure(s); expected primary
completion date; expected number of participants; age range
of participants; targeted COVID-19 related condition; sponsor;
and location.

Clinical syndromes associated with COVID-19 were coded
according to the classifications provided by the World Health
Organization (WHO) (i.e., mild illness, pneumonia, severe
pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome [ARDS], sepsis,
and septic shock) (2). When the WHO classification could not
be applied or was not specified, the targeted conditions were
classified according to the definitions provided in the protocol.

RESULTS

Search Results
A total of 74 protocols were identified through a structured
search of the two adopted databases (n = 57 on clinicaltrials.gov
and n = 17 on EU Clinical Trials Register). After the removal
of six duplicates, six additional protocols were excluded because
not targeting COVID-19. Specifically, five of them were focused
on the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome and one on other
bacterial or viral infections. Thus, 62 protocols were ultimately
retained. The reviewers reported a >90% agreement in the
selection process.

Characteristics of the Selected Protocols
Clinical trials involving new drugs are commonly classified into
four phases, with some individual trials encompassing more than
one phase (e.g., combined phase 1–2). Overall, six phase 1, four
phase 1–2, 14 phase 2, ten phase 2–3, 19 phase 3, and nine
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FIGURE 1 | Flow-chart describing the selection of protocols. MERS, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome.

phase 4 studies were identified. Their detailed characteristics are
presented in Tables 1–3.

Most trials were conducted in China (n = 30), followed
by the US (n = 10), Italy (n = 8), Germany (n = 6), France
(n = 6), Spain (n = 5), and Korea (n = 5) (Figure 2).
Seven trials involved international networks of clinical
sites, whereas 55 were run in single countries; 35% of
studies (n = 22) are multicentric. The majority of studies
were funded by non-commercial research institutions (e.g.,
universities, hospitals, foundations, institutes) while only
11 were sponsored by the biopharma industry. Protocols
had a varying duration and are expected to be completed
(in terms of primary completion) between April 2020
and July 2023.

Forty-five trials had a randomized design, mostly relying
on a parallel assignment of participants. Masking procedures
were instead adopted by less than half of the trials (n = 26),
with nine studies reporting quadruple masking involving both
the participants, investigators, care providers, and outcomes
assessors. Placebo or standard care were used as comparators in
27 studies, and 14 use one or more active comparators, whereas
nine compared different regimens (i.e., dosages and/or duration)
of the same treatment.

Tested Interventions
Most protocols (n = 32) investigated the efficacy and/or
safety profiles of compounds that are expected to act as
immune system modulators in COVID-19 associated conditions
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of the selected phase 1, phase 1-2, phase 2, and phase 2-3 protocols targeting COVID-19-related conditions.

Identification

Trial Number

Treatment(s) Comparator(s)(if any) Primary

completion

Allocation

Assignment

Masking Primary outcome(s) Subjects Age Condition

Phase 1

NCT04252118 1. Mesenchymal stem cells IV

2. Conventional treatment

December 20 Non-randomized

Parallel

None - Size of lesion area by chest radiograph or CT (day

0,3,6,10,14,21,28)

- Side effects (day 0,3,6,10,14,21,28,90,180)

20 18-70y Pneumonia*

NCT04313322 1. Wharton’s Jelly mesenchymal stem

cells IV

June 20 Single group None - Improvement of clinical symptoms (week 3)

- Side effects measured by chest radiograph (week 3)

- RT-PCR results (week 3)

5 ≥18y Infection*

NCT04299724 1. Artificial antigen presenting cells

(aAPC) vaccine SC

July 23 Single group None - Vaccine events and severe events (days 0-28)

- Proportion of subjects with positive T cell response

(days 0-28)

100 6m-80y Healthy subjects

Infection*

NCT04313127 1. Ad5-nCoV vaccine (low) IM

2. Ad5-nCoV vaccine (middle) IM

3. Ad5-nCoV vaccine (high) IM

December 20 Non-randomized

Sequential

None - Safety indexes of adverse reactions (days 0-7) 108 18-60y Healthy subjects

NCT04283461 1. mRNA-1273 vaccine (low) IM

2. mRNA-1273 vaccine (middle) IM

3. mRNA-1273 vaccine (high) IM

June 21 Non-randomized

Sequential

None - Frequency of adverse events and new-onset chronic

medical conditions (days 0-394)

45 18-55y Healthy subjects

NCT04280224 1. Natural killer cells

2. Conventional treatment

September 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Improvement of clinical symptoms (days 0-28)

- Adverse events (days 0-28)

30 18-65y Pneumonia*

Phase 1-2

NCT04288102 1. Mesenchymal stem cells IV

2. Placebo

December 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Size of lesion area and severity of pulmonary fibrosis by

chest CT (day 0,6,10,14,28,90)

90 18-75y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04324996 1. Natural killer (NK) cells IV

2. IL15-NK cells IV

3. NKG2D CAR-NK cells IV

4. ACE2 CAR-NK cells IV

5. NKG2D-ACE2 CAR-NK cells IV

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Clinical response (day 28)

- Side effects (day 28)

90 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

Sepsis/septic shock

NCT04276896 1. Synthetic minigene vaccine

(LV-SMENP-DC) IV SC

July 23 Single group None - Clinical improvement (day 28)

- Lower Murray lung injury score (day 7)

100 6m-80y Healthy subjects

Infection*

NCT04275245 1. Meplazumab IV December 20 Single group None - Virological clearance rate using RT-PCR (day 3,7,14) 20 18-75y Pneumonia*

Phase 2

NCT04307693 1. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

2. Hydroxychloroquine O

3. No intervention

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Viral load (day 3,5,7,10,14,18) 150 16-99y Pneumonia

NCT04280588 1. Fingolimod O

2. No intervention

July 20 Non-randomized

Parallel

None - Change of pneumonia severity on X-ray images (day 5) 30 18-85y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

NCT04317092

EudraCT-2020-

001110-38

1. Tocilizumab IV December 20 Single group None - Mortality rate (month 1) 330 All Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04279197 1. Fuzheng Huayu O

2. Placebo

December 22 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (PI) - Evaluation of pulmonary fibrosis (CT)(week 24)

- Evaluation of lung function improvement (week 24)

136 18-65y Pulmonary fibrosis*

NCT04305457 1. Nitric oxide IN

2. No intervention

April 21 Randomized

Parallel

None - Reduction in the incidence of patients requiring intubation

and mechanical ventilation (day 28)

240 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

NCT04306393 1. Nitric oxide IN

2. No intervention

March 21 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Change of arterial oxygenation (48 hours) 200 18-99y ARDS

NCT04269525 1. Umbilical cord derived mesenchymal

stem cells IV

April 20 Single group None - Oxygenation index (day 14) 10 18-75y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04264533 1. Vitamin C IV

2. Placebo

September 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCOa)

- Ventilation-free days (day 28) 140 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 | Continued

Identification

Trial Number

Treatment(s) Comparator(s)(if any) Primary

completion

Allocation

Assignment

Masking Primary outcome(s) Subjects Age Condition

NCT04323527 1. Chloroquine (low) O

2. Chloroquine (high) O

August 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Absolute mortality (day 28) 440 18-100y SARS with or

without infection*

NCT04276688 1. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O + Ribavirin O +

Interferon ß-1b SC

2. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

January 22 Randomized

Parallel

None - Time to negative nasopharyngeal swab (month 1) 70 ≥18y Infection*

EudraCT-2020-

001200-42

1. Camostat mesylate O

2. Placebo

na Randomized

Parallel

Yes (DB) - Time to clinical improvement (from day 0 to

discharge/death)

180 ≥18y Infection*

EudraCT-

2020-001023-14

1. Interferon β-1a IN

2. Placebo

na Randomized Yes (DB) - Clinical improvement (day 14) 400 ≥18y Infection*

EudraCT-2020-

001224-33

1. Hydroxychloroquine O

2. Placebo

na Randomized

Parallel

Yes (DB) - Viral clearance (RT-PCR) 220 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

EudraCT-2020-

001243-15

1. Itraconazole O

2. Best clinical practice

na Randomized None - Clinical improvement (day 15) 200 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

Phase 2-3

NCT04315298 1. Sarilumab (low) IV

2. Sarilumab (high) IV

3. Placebo

March 21 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Time to resolution of fever (day 29)

- Clinical improvement (day 15)

400 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

Sepsis

NCT04278963 1. Yinhu Qingwen Decoction (low) O

2. Yinhu Qingwen Decoction (high) O

January 21 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (PO) - Mean clinical recovery time (day 28) 300 ≥18y Pneumonia

NCT04275414 1. Bevacizumab IV April 20 Single group None - PaO2 to FiO2 ratio (day 1,3,7) 20 18-80y ARDS

NCT04322344 1. Escin O

2. Escin IV

3. Standard therapy

June 20 Non-randomized

Parallel

Yes (PC) - Mortality rate (day 30)

- Clinical status (day 30)

120 18-75y Infection*

NCT04323592 1. Methylprednisolone IV May 20 Single group None - Death or ICU admission or Invasive ventilation

(composite)(day 28)

- Death (day 28)

- Admission to ICU (day 28)

- Endotracheal intubation (day 28)

104 18-80y ARDS

NCT04244591 1. Methylprednisolone IV

2. Standard of care

April 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Lower Murray lung injury score (day 7,14) 80 ≥18y ARDS

NCT04319900 1. Favipiravir O + Chloroquine O

2. Favipiravir O

3. Placebo

April 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (PC) - Time of improvement or recovery of respiratory symptoms

(day 10)

- Number of days virus nucleic acid shedding (day 10)

- Frequency of improvement or recovery of respiratory

symptoms (day 10)

150 18-75y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

EudraCT-2020-

001246-18

1. Sarilumab IV

2. Tocilizumab IV

3. Anakinra IV

4. Standard of care

na Randomized

Parallel

None - Survival without needs of ventilator utilization (day 14)

- Cumulative incidence of successful tracheal extubation (day

14)

- Clinical improvement (day 4)

1,000 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

EudraCT-2020-

001113-21

1. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

2. Interferon β-1a IN

3. Dexamethasone IV

4. Hydroxychloroquine O

na Randomized

Parallel

None - In-hospital mortality (day 28) 2,000 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

EudraCT-2020-

001162-12

1. Sarilumab IV

2. Placebo

na Randomized

Parallel

Yes (DB) - Time to resolution of fever (day 29)

- Clinical improvement (day 15)

460 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

IM, intramuscular; IN, inhaled; IV, intravenous; O, oral; SC, subcutaneous; DB, double blind; P, participant; I, investigator; C, care provider; Oa, outcomes assessor. *Not based on theWHO classification of COVID-19 associated conditions.
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TABLE 2 | Characteristics of the selected phase 3 protocols targeting COVID-19-related conditions.

Identification

trial number

Treatment(s) Comparator(s)(if any) Primary

completion

Allocation

Assignment

Masking Primary outcome(s) Subjects Age Condition

NCT04292899

EudraCT-2020-

000841-15

1. Remdesivir IV (5 days)

2. Remdesivir IV (10 days)

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Proportion with normalization of fever and oxygen

saturation (day 14)

2,400 ≥18y

≥12y

Pneumonia

NCT04292730

EudraCT-2020-

000842-32

1. Remdesivir IV (5 d)

2. Remdesivir IV (10 d)

3. Standard of care

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Proportion of participants discharged by (day 14) 600 ≥18y Pneumonia

NCT04304313 1. Sildenafil O Mar 20 Single group None - Rate of disease remission (day 14)

- Rate of entering the critical stage (day 14)

- Time of entering the critical stage (day 14)

10 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

NCT04304053 1. Darunavir/Cobicistat O

2. Hydroxychloroquine O

3. Isolation

June 20 Cluster-RCT

Randomized

Parallel

None - Incidence of secondary COVID-19 cases among contacts

(day 14) (chemoprophylaxis)

3,040 ≥18y Healthy subjects

Infection*

NCT04252664 1. Remdesivir O

2. Placebo

April 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Time to clinical recovery (day 28) 308 ≥18y Pneumonia

NCT04320238 1. Recombinant human Interferon

α-1b IN

2. Recombinant human Interferon α-1b

IN + Thymosin α1 SC

May 20 Non-randomized

Parallel

None - New-onset COVID-2019 (week 6) 2,944 18–65y Healthy health care

providers

NCT04261270 1. ASC09F + Oseltamivir O

2. Ritonavir + Oseltamivir O

3. Oseltamivir O

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Rate of comprehensive adverse outcome (day 14) 60 18–55y Pneumonia

NCT04322682 1. Colchicine O

2. Placebo

September

20

Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Composite of death or the need for hospitalization due to

COVID-19 infection (day 30)

6,000 ≥40y Infection*

NCT04315948

EudraCT-2020-

000936-23

1. Remdesivir IV

2. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

3. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O + Interferon

β-1a SC

4. Hydroxychloroquine O

5. Standard of care

March 23 Randomized

Parallel

None - Clinical improvement (day 15) 3,100 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04280705

EudraCT-2020-

001052-18

1. Remdesivir IV

2. Placebo

April 23 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (PI) - Clinical improvement (day 15) 440 18–99y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04257656 1. Remdesivir IV

2. Placebo

April 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIO)

- Time until clinical improvement (day 28) 453 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04252274 1. Darunavir/Cobicistat O

2. Conventional treatment

August 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Virological clearance (day 7) 30 All Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

NCT04320277 1. Baricitinib + Ritonavir O

2. Ritonavir O and/or

Hydroxychloroquine O

April 20 Non-randomized

Crossover

None - Percentage of ICU admission in patients vs. controls (week

2)

60 18-85y Pneumonia

NCT04308668 1. Hydroxychloroquine O

2. Placebo

April 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes

(PCIOa)

- Incidence of COVID-19 in asymptomatic subjects (day 14)

- Change in COVID-19 Severity (day 14)

among symptomatic:

3,000 ≥18y Healthy subjects

Infection*

(Continued)
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(Figure 3). These compounds included vaccines (n = 5), cell-
based therapies (n = 6; e.g., mesenchymal stem cells, natural
killer cells), antimalarial drugs (n = 9; e.g., chloroquine
and hydroxychloroquine), corticosteroids (n = 4), interleukin
inhibitors, and interferons. Twenty-two studies have been testing
antiviral agents such as antiretroviral protease inhibitors (e.g.,
darunavir, lopinavir, ritonavir), neuraminidase inhibitors (e.g.,
oseltamivir), nucleotide analogs (e.g., remdesivir), and broad-
spectrum antivirals. The remaining trials were designed to
investigate other potential adjuvant therapies such as nitric oxide,
antioxidants, phosphodiesterase inhibitors. Finally, seven studies
have been evaluating the combinations of substances with both
immunomodulant and antiviral properties.

Most of the selected primary outcome measures
referred to clinical endpoints (e.g., mortality rates, clinical
improvement/remission, hospital discharge, intensive care unit
admission, ventilation-free days). A sizeable proportion
of studies (n = 24) incorporated laboratory (e.g., viral
clearance/load) or radiological (e.g., change of pneumonia
severity on X-ray or CT) changes as primary endpoints. A
residual number of trials (n = 7) were instead primarily
aimed at exploring the safety and tolerability profiles of the
tested interventions.

Targeted Conditions
A total of 41,110 participants will tentatively be recruited in the
selected protocols, with sample sizes widely ranging between five
and 6,800 subjects.

The entire clinical spectrum of COVID-19, ranging from
infection with mild symptoms to sepsis complicated by shock,
was targeted by the studies in the emergency phase of the
COVID-19 outbreak. It also planned to recruit healthy subjects
or individuals exposed to higher risk (e.g., healthcare providers
or household contact).

Early phase studies (Table 1) preliminarily tested the tolerated
dose, the safety, and efficacy of candidate agents in small
representative groups. The target population was composed by
healthy subjects (n = 4), individuals with laboratory confirmed
infection without a clear WHO definition of the clinical
syndrome (n = 6), patients with pneumonia ranging from mild
to severe (n = 19), and more severe/critical clinical syndromes
including acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and sepsis
(n= 14). In the late phases studies (Tables 2, 3) that are testing on
a large scale those agents with documented safety and evidence of
preliminary efficacy in the earlier phases, the target participants
were largely represented by healthy or at-risk subjects with
infection (n= 7), patients with mild/severe pneumonia (n= 20),
and patients withmore severe/critical clinical syndrome (n= 10).

DISCUSSION

Although the first COVID-19 cases were reported just 4 months
ago (11), there has been an unprecedented response from the
international community. The findings of several interventional
studies have already been disseminated (5, 12). Encouragingly, a
relevant number of clinical trials have explored safe and effective
therapeutics to face the pandemic, enrolling individuals with
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TABLE 3 | Characteristics of the selected phase 4 protocols targeting COVID-19-related conditions.

Identification

trial number

Treatment(s) Comparator(s)(if any) Primary

completion

Allocation

Assignment

Masking Primary outcome(s) Subjects Age

Years

Condition

NCT04308317 1. Tetrandrine O

2. Standard of care

March 21 Randomized

Parallel

None - Death event (week 12) 60 18–75y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

NCT04326920

EudraCT-2020-

001254-22

1. Sargramostim IN or IV

2. Placebo

October 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - Improvement in oxygenation (day 5) 80 18–80y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04255017 1. Abidol hydrochloride O

2. Oseltamivir O

3. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

4. Symptomatic treatment

June 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Rate of clinical remission (week 2)

- Time of lung imaging recovery (week 2)

400 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04254874 1. Abidol hydrochloride O

2. Abidol hydrochloride O + Interferon

(PegIFNα-2b) IV

June 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Rate of clinical remission (week 2)

- Time of lung imaging recovery (week 2)

100 ≥18y Pneumonia

Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT04263402 1. Methylprednisolone (<40mg) IV

2. Methylprednisolone(40-80mg) IV

June 20 Randomized

Parallel

Yes (P) - Rate of disease remission (day 7)

- Rate and time of entering the critical stage (respiratory

failure or multiorgan failure)(day 7)

100 ≥18y Severe pneumonia

ARDS

NCT02735707 1. No antiviral

2. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

3. Hydroxychloroquine O

4. Hydroxychloroquine O +

Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

5. No immune modulators 6. Interferon

β-1a IV 7. Anakinra IV

December

21

Randomized

Factorial

None - All cause death (day 90)

- Days alive and outside of ICU (day 21)

6,800

(main

study)

≥18y Sever pneumonia

ARDS

Sepsis/septic shock

NCT04252885 1. Lopinavir/Ritonavir O

2. Arbidol O

3. Standard of care

May 20 Randomized

Parallel

None - The rate of virus inhibition (in nose/throat swab) (day

0,2,4,7,10,14,21)

125 18–80y Infection*

2020-001010-38 1. Hydroxychloroquine O

2. Standard of care

Randomized None - Rate of decline in SARS-CoV-2 viral load in nasopharyngeal

samples (96 h)

200 ≥18y Pneumonia

EudraCT-2020-

000919-69

1. Bacillus Calmette-Guérin vaccination

ID

Randomized Yes (DB) - Number of days of unplanned absenteeism for any reason

(hospital personnel) (days 0–180)

1,000 ≥18y Healthcare

providers

ID, intradermal; IN, inhaled; IV, intravenous; O, oral; DB, double blind; P, participant. *Not based on the WHO classification of COVID-19 associated conditions.
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FIGURE 2 | Geographic location of the selected protocols.

COVID-19 worldwide, and some of these trials will publish the
results as early as in the next few weeks/months. This emerging
evidence will largely be concerned with hard outcomes such as
mortality (adopted as the primary endpoint in ten studies), access
to intensive care units, clinical remission, and will therefore have
profound clinical implications.

This review provides an overview of studies in the emergency
phase of the outbreak, utilizing the two most common open
access protocol registries in the US and Europe, with the aim of
informing clinicians and researchers on what they can expect in
the upcoming months. Of note, is the fact that we restricted our
focus to only two clinical trial registries and we are aware that
this might potentially underestimate the current situation. When
a broader search is conducted by including most of the existing
national and international databases, the number of ongoing
studies is much higher and needs to be constantly updated (13).
Accordingly, coalitions/networks have recently been launched
to provide frequently updated resources (e.g., living systematic
reviews) summarizing the characteristics of research protocols
targeting COVID-19 (7, 13). These initiatives are particularly
welcomed, as they potentially allow for the coordination of a
multinational research effort and better allocation of the available
research resources.

As expected, interventional studies were largely performed
and promoted in those countries where the outbreak has already
significantly affected the community and the healthcare system.

The inclusion criteria of the studies was designed to target the
entire spectrum of clinical syndromes associated with COVID-
19 at the time the study was conducted, namely asymptomatic
status, mild illness, pneumonia, ARDS, and septic complications.
The opportunity to include the clinical struggles for different
categories of patients was also implemented. Several trials were
instead focused on the vaccination and chemoprophylaxis of
healthy individuals. Two studies were specifically dedicated
to health care providers, consistently with their established
vulnerability in the COVID-19 pandemic (14). These studies are
very much needed, as in some countries the number of healthcare
providers with infection is rapidly increasing due to a shortage of
personal protective equipment, in parallel with the high demand
for care that usually occurs during a pandemic (15). Currently,
slowing the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 relies on measures of
social distancing and recommended changes to lifestyle and
behavior that have unmeasurable consequences on the life of
individuals and communities, not to mention the economic crisis
that countries face. In light of this, it is pivotal to cooperate
and optimize the effort for a common solution starting from the
systematic recruitment of patients to complete the ongoing trials.

Based on the registered information, some protocols will
probably provide proof-of-concept evidence supporting the
design of large-scale clinical trials. Conversely, some of the
ongoing phase 3 randomized controlled trials and phase 4 post
marketing studies seem already adequately informed to be able to
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FIGURE 3 | Pharmacological interventions against COVID-19 tested in the emergency phase of the outbreak according to the study phase and mechanism of action.

IFN, interferon; MSCs, mesenchymal stem cells; NK, natural killers.

draw either positive or negative conclusions on the efficacy and
safety/tolerability of pharmacological compounds with different
mechanisms of action. Of note, is the fact that some trials
are adopting adaptive designs, allowing them to rapidly accept
or reject multiple experimental therapies, which is especially
promising in the current outbreak scenario (4).

The major limitation of our study is related to the extremely
dynamic evolution of knowledge on the topic. As mentioned,
an incredible number of trials have been proposed on COVID
during the past weeks and it is likely that this number will
rapidly and exponentially increase in the next months, especially
given the more consistent dissemination of the coronavirus in
different regions of the world. In this regard, since April 1, 2020,
585 new protocols have been registered on the clinicaltrials.gov
database (search updated to August 18, 2020) with an expected
overall number of around 375,000 participants. As compared
with the emergency phase, a greater proportion of phase 1 and
2 studies are currently active (70.2 vs. 54.8%). An increase in
the percentage of industry-funded trials (34.2 vs. 17.7%) and

of studies adopting a randomized design (85.3 vs. 72.6%) has
been observed. As expected by the changes that have occurred
in the epidemiology of COVID-19, the US and Europe persist as
the main recruiting sites while centers in South America, India,
and Africa have recently started to contribute. It is noteworthy
that, due to a better understanding of the pathophysiological
mechanisms of the disease (10), there are a relevant number of
novel compounds, mostly acting as immunomodulators, that are
being tested (e.g., ruxolitinib, colchicine, heparins, mavirilumab,
ivermectin). These were not present nor in the pipeline at the end
ofMarch 2020.Moreover, 47 protocols are currently investigating
the efficacy and safety profiles of vaccines whereas 67 focused
on convalescent plasma therapies. As of August 18, 2020, the
(negative) findings of four of the studies that started in the
emergency phase have already been published (i.e., three testing
remdesivir [NCT04292899, NCT04292730, NCT04257656] and
one testing hydroxychloroquine [NCT04308668]) (16–19).

In conclusion, the present analysis provides an account
for researchers and clinicians for them to understand present
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research and envision the future of therapeutics testing for the
management of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Since its emergence in China, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread rapidly around

the world. Faced with this unknown disease, public health authorities were forced to

experiment, in a short period of time, with various combinations of interventions at

different scales. However, as the pandemic progresses, there is an urgent need for tools

and methodologies to quickly analyze the effectiveness of responses against COVID-19

in different communities and contexts. In this perspective, computer modeling appears

to be an invaluable lever as it allows for the in silico exploration of a range of intervention

strategies prior to the potential field implementation phase. More specifically, we argue

that, in order to take into account important dimensions of policy actions, such as the

heterogeneity of the individual response or the spatial aspect of containment strategies,

the branch of computer modeling known as agent-based modeling is of immense

interest. We present in this paper an agent-based modeling framework called COVID-19

Modeling Kit (COMOKIT), designed to be generic, scalable and thus portable in a variety

of social and geographical contexts. COMOKIT combines models of person-to-person

and environmental transmission, a model of individual epidemiological status evolution,

an agenda-based 1-h time step model of human mobility, and an intervention model. It

is designed to be modular and flexible enough to allow modelers and users to represent

different strategies and study their impacts inmultiple social, epidemiological or economic

scenarios. Several large-scale experiments are analyzed in this paper and allow us to

show the potentialities of COMOKIT in terms of analysis and comparison of the impacts

of public health policies in a realistic case study.

Keywords: COVID-19, agent-based modeling (ABM), epidemiological modeling, GAMA platform, computer

simulation (CS)
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Context: The COVID-19 Pandemic
In December 2019, human infections by an unknown agent
causing pneumonia were reported in Wuhan, China (1). The
infectious pathogen, later known as SARS-COV-2, is a novel
coronavirus responsible for causing the new COVID-19 disease.

While the first human cases appeared to be related to a seafood
market, the following cases were not, indicating that SARS-
COV-2 is capable of sustained human-to-human transmission
(2). This preliminary investigation of the Wuhan outbreak in
mid-January reported a baseline reproductive index (R0) of 2.2,
meaning that the introduction of an infected individual into
a fully susceptible population would result in an average of
2.2 additional infections. This strongly suggests that outbreaks
could have grown exponentially if interventions and containment
strategies had not been put in place early enough.

Given the initial lack of knowledge about the COVID-19
disease, the differences in preparedness, practices and cultural
background of their populations, countries have naturally
chosen different intervention policies to fight the pandemic.
For instance, South Korea decided to move to massive drive-
through virus testing programs after a fast increase of the number
of infected cases (3), while France chose a late lockdown of
the whole country [see (4) for an interesting overview of the
strategies of 11 EU countries]. China imposed a lockdown to
the most impacted city, Wuhan (followed by a lockdown of the
entire province of Hubei) and implemented a strategy of contact
tracing through the use of a smartphone application giving
the exact location of an individual through time, allowing fast
identification of contacts of an infected case (5). In Hong Kong,
the fast implementation of border restrictions, isolations and
quarantine, coupled with school closures and social distancing,
has been shown really effective to reduce the transmission (6).
Singapore initially chose to keep schools open, but performed
health checks, reduced social gatherings, canceled large scale
events, and traced contacts of infected cases, allowing the public
to know the exact location of a known case once reported (7).
Finally, Vietnam quickly chose to limit exchanges with China
and applied very localized policies: for every identified infected
individual, authorities tracked all the persons in contact with it
and quarantined them. They also decided very early to lockdown
full communes (e.g., Son Loi and Ha Loi in the province of Vinh
Phuc) (8–10), an intervention similar to China but at a much
smaller scale.

1.2. Proposal: An Agent-Based, Spatially
Explicit, Modeling Kit
The wide range of possible interventions makes it extremely
difficult to decide which ones are most appropriate in a given
context. In this regard, computer modeling is an invaluable
tool for exploring a range of intervention strategies in silico
before the potential field implementation phase (11–13). It has
been widely used, for example, to justify public health policies
based on locking down entire populations (6, 14). However,
while classical compartmentalized epidemiological models (15)
or highly simplified individual-based models (16) seem to be

relevant at the scale of an entire country, they are paradoxically
not relevant at smaller scales, where it is of utmost importance to
be able to accurately predict the impact of localized interventions.
As a matter of fact, when an intervention is applied on a
small population, the individual and social heterogeneities in
terms of social or economic characteristics, medical profiles (17),
spatial distribution (18), behaviors, opinion, or compliance to
the public rules (19), are crucial factors to take into account in
models. Moreover, among these features, some might remain
constant (e.g., spatial distribution) but others can evolve during
the intervention itself (e.g., compliance), making it difficult
to approximate them with average values: models that only
consider the evolution of the epidemic through the interactions
between aggregated variables (representing compartments or
other subsets of the population) are unable to represent these
heterogeneities, let alone their evolution, and thus to use them for
analysing, comparing, or even proposing possible interventions.

The urgent need of tools and methodologies that enable fast
analysis of the effectiveness of the responses against COVID-
19 across different communities and contexts, including small-
scale ones, made us adopt an approach based on the design
and simulation of agent-based computational models (20), where
the profiles of people and households, their interactions, their
evolution in time and space, are explicitly represented and serve
as a basis for describing the dynamics of the epidemic. This
is a “complex systems” perspective (21), where this dynamics
is not only the result of a transmission mechanism, but
also that of the non-linear interactions between actors with
complex relationships and mechanisms across numerous levels
of organization, which act and interact with each other and with
their environment.

This has led us to design COMOKIT (COVID-19 MOdeling
KIT) based on the agent-basedmodeling and simulation platform
GAMA (22). As stated in Drogoul et al. (23), COMOKIT follows
a set of principles:

• be as close as possible to public decision making by having the
possibility to answer to concrete questions;

• be based on a detailed and realistic representation of space
(public health policies are also predominantly spatial);

• rely on spatial and social data that can be collected easily
and quickly;

• be generic, flexible, and applicable to possibly any case study;
• be trustable by relying on inner mechanisms that can be

isolated and validated separately;
• be open and modular enough to support

interdisciplinary cooperation;
• offer an easy access to large-scale experimentation and

statistical validation by facilitating the exploration of
its parameters;

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose a
rapid state of the art, which allows us to point out the limitations
of existing models (whether mathematical or agent-based) in
terms of decision support and realism in representing the impacts
of interventions against COVID-19. Section 3 then presents the
main structure and processes of the COMOKIT model, designed
not only to overcome these limitations but also to provide a
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basis from which more comprehensive models can be built.
In section 4, we present a set of experiments carried out on
COMOKIT with two ambitions: the first to show its dynamic
characteristics (in terms of sensitivity to certain parameters,
stochasticity and the need for replication), the second to show
its potentialities in terms of studying and comparing the impact
of public health policies in different scenarios. On the basis of
these very encouraging initial results, section 5 concludes by
listing some of the limitations of version V1.0 of the model
and presenting its prospects for evolution and application to
different contexts.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Several modeling studies have been undertaken at very early
stages of the pandemic in order to study the impact of different
policies against COVID-19 and to better prepare public health
systems. Most of them relied on well-known mathematical
models. As a matter of fact, at least in epidemiology,
mathematical models are tools that can be developed very
rapidly to answer a limited range of questions in critical
and urgent situations. For example, such a model, using the
meta-population of different cities represented by a Susceptible
Exposed Infectious Recovered (SEIR) compartment model, was
developed in less than a month to predict the spread of
COVID-19 in a region or country and estimate the number
of cases exported from Wuhan through human mobility and
flights (24). This model was useful in showing whether and
to what extent cases were likely to occur in areas other than
Wuhan. Another mathematical model was used to represent
the risk of virus introduction and the effectiveness of symptom
screening in travelers (25). This probabilistic process model
showed that, because of asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic
infections, symptom screening alone was not sufficient to prevent
the introduction of infected persons. Mathematical models
have also been used to study control and non-pharmaceutical
interventions in Europe, Wuhan and more abstract contexts (4,
26–28). For example, a model was designed taking into account
the different contacts between the age groups represented in
the SEIR compartments and examining the effect of control
strategies implemented in Wuhan (27). Another model studied
the effect of lockdown in European countries, assuming that the
effect was the same regardless of the country of implementation,
using a Bayesian approach (4). Health care capacity in the
United States has also been studied using compartmentalized
models representing individuals in the same age category in
different states with different age-contact matrices (29). Finally,
mathematical modeling was also applied prospectively to study
the post-pandemic situation, examining seasonality and herd
immunity (30, 31).

While mathematical models are particularly useful for rapid
response and when there is a high degree of uncertainty in the
different parameters, they also assume a certain homogeneity
of individuals in a population, which can be a weakness
when it comes to representing dynamics that rely heavily on
individual aspects. While the use of age matrices in different

compartmentalized models has countered this phenomenon,
taking into account the fact that older populations appear to
have a higher risk of developing a severe and more fatal form
of the disease (4–6) while children are less likely to develop
symptoms (32, 33), these models are still unable to take into
account heterogeneities between individuals in terms of social
relationships, behaviors, and attitudes toward the disease (34).

For example, intervention policies, such as lockdown
are effective when everyone acts in accordance with policy
statements. However, studies show that age groups may respond
differently to containment, which may increase the risk of
infection for that particular group (35, 36). This is particularly
important because super-spreading events (infections of several
people by one individual) have been reported in several locations
(37). It is therefore essential to add complexity and heterogeneity
in the models in terms of social relationships, spatialization, and
individual characteristics. Although more complex to design and
to explore (because of a generally more stochastic approach) than
mathematical models, individual-based models have begun to be
used to study COVID-19.

In Hellewell et al. (38), an individual branch process model
is proposed to examine the possibility of preventing the
introduction of the disease into a totally disease-free population
by applying isolation and contact tracing. Interventions have also
been studied in different contexts. For example, in Ferguson et al.
(6), an ABM representing the population with different contact
settings (school, work, home, etc.) for high-income countries has
been designed to study the impact of different interventions to
mitigate epidemics, including social distance, isolation of cases,
quarantine and school closure. The model took into account
spatialization but also individual characteristics to represent
the risk profile, using the number of patients in intensive
care units (ICUs), hospitalizations and deaths as indicators.
However, the possibility of environmental transmission was
not taken into account in the model. Indeed, several studies
have shown that the virus can survive in the environment
and on different types of surfaces (39, 40), possibly leading
to environmental contamination and transmission, but also to
nosocomial infections (41, 42). This type of transmission has
already been reported in other coronaviruses, such as SARS and
MERS (43, 44), and infections of several health care workers have
also been reported (45). In addition, evidence of the viability
of aerosolized virus transmission has also been provided (46).
Another limitation of this model is that it does not account for
hospitalizations, although it is known that some deaths are due to
lack of hospital capacity. Finally, no information on recreational
activities was represented, although bars, restaurants, nightclubs,
cinemas and the like can be important contamination sites (47).

In Wang et al. (48), another model is presented, representing
2,000 people in four different states (susceptible-latent-
infectious-removed) and examining a possible set of
interventions, such as personal protection, isolation and
quarantine, containment and social distance, and their
cost-effectiveness after importation of infected cases. Again,
intensive care and hospitalizations were used as indicators,
but sociological aspects were not represented in this model.
Transmission occurred in the community without taking into
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account households, workplaces or other social gathering events
known to facilitate the spread of the disease, and again, no
environmental contamination was represented.

Modeling of pandemic transmission and control was also
the objective of another study using ABM in Australia (19).
In this model, interventions, such as school closures, travel
bans, social distancing and case isolation were studied using an
influenza-derived model representing a synthetic population of
24 million individuals with their own characteristics and social
context. Nevertheless, no environmental contamination was
represented due to the large scale of the model, which prevents
the representation of buildings and other places. In addition,
the model did not take into account the possibility of leisure
activities, which can be explained by the fact that each stage
corresponds to several hours (day and night periods). Finally, no
dynamics concerning hospitalization capacity were represented.

Finally, another agent-based model, derived from influenza,
was used in a study in Singapore (11), representing transmission
during 12-h cycles for a set of buildings visited by infected
persons. Again, school closure, quarantine and isolation of cases
were studied, with an interesting aspect of the model being
the focus on high-risk locations. However, as with the two
models previously mentioned, no recreational activities were
represented, as the temporal representation was done by day and
night steps. In addition, environmental contamination was also
not taken into account.

This rapid state of the art, far from being exhaustive due to the
proliferation of more or less similar models, nevertheless makes
it possible to highlight several limitations of existing models in
terms of decision support:

• The limited and usually not flexible representation of
individual activities does not allow these models to faithfully
reproduce many social dynamics known to be at risk in terms
of transmission: group leisure activities (karaoke, dance halls,
restaurants, bars, etc.), groups at school or in companies,
religious celebrations, etc.

• The often too large time step (day or half-day) cannot
account for the shorter contacts or interactions
that nevertheless constitute the bulk of our daily
interactions. The resulting “averaging” effect erases
any representation of the behavioral heterogeneity
of individuals.

• In these models, individuals, even if their behaviors are
different, are assumed not only to react in the same way to
health authorities’ injunctions, but also to do so in the same
way regardless of when these injunctions are issued. However,
a crucial point in the implementation of intervention policies
is precisely to know how to anticipate the population’s
acceptance or rejection, and to be able to measure the effects of
habituation, exasperation, or even revolt toward these policies.

• No environmental transmission is envisaged in any
of these models, which raises the problem of their
realism, especially when they take as a case study urban
environments, where the opportunities for transmission
through synthetic surfaces handled by many people (lifts,
public transport, vending machines, handrails, counters, etc.)
are legion.

COMOKIT has been primarily designed to meet these
limitations. The following section presents version V1.0 of
the model1 in more detail.

3. MODEL

3.1. Overview of the Model
COMOKIT aims to simulate and compare the application of
policies to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 at the scale of an
urban area, with the disease beingmodeled at the individual scale.
Its objective is to answer questions, such as: Is the containment
of a neighborhood more effective than that of an entire village?
Does school closure reduce transmission peaks? How does the
wearing of masks affect the dynamics of the epidemic? What
should be the ideal duration of containment? What proportion
of the population should be allowed to engage in activities during
a containment?

COMOKIT combines a sub-model of direct person-to-
person transmission, a sub-model of environmental transmission
through the built environment, a policy design model, and an
agenda-based model of mobility and occupation of people at
a rate of 1 h. A key point is that it allows the representation
of heterogeneities in individual characteristics (gender, age,
household), agendas (based on social structures, available
services or age categories), social relations behaviors (e.g.,
compliance with policies), and response to COVID-19.

3.2. Description of the Model Entities
The central entity of the model is the Individual type (or
species) of agents: it represents the individual inhabitants of the
area under consideration with their individual characteristics
(age, sex, occupational status) and their epidemiological
status, whether they have been tested, and other individual
epidemiological values (e.g., latent_time, infectious_time
. . .more details in section 3.3.3). They carry out their daily
activities (e.g., going to work, school, shopping, eating out,
etc.) according to their personal agenda. This agenda is a set of
generated activities that can be shared by several people (for
example, going out to eat with friends), depending on the age
and family status of the Individual agent. Attributes of Individual
agents include their parents (their family, which in our model
corresponds to the other Individual agents living in the same
apartment in a Building), friends (with whom they can share
activities), colleagues (co-workers or classmates), and their
home, workplace, and school Buildings. An overview of the
structure of the model is presented in the form of a UML class
diagram in Figure 1.

Building agents are spatial entities where Individual agents can
perform an Activity, which depends on the type of Building. Two
special types of Buildings have been defined because they play an
important role in the simulation: The Outside, which houses the
activities performed by individuals outside the modeled area, and
the Hospital, where sick Individual agents with critical symptoms

1The complete description of the COMOKIT model, using the classical O.D.D.

protocol (49), is available at the address: https://comokit.org/ressources/ODD-

COMOKIT_v1.pdf.
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FIGURE 1 | Class diagram of the COMOKIT entities.

can be contained and treated. In order to take into account the
possible transmission of the virus through the environment, all
Buildings are equipped with a viral load, which can be used by the
epidemiological sub-model (see section 3.3.3).

Individuals’ hourly behaviors are determined by their
agendas, which associate Activities with hours. Individuals have
preferences for certain types of Activities that can be set
according to their age and gender: for a leisure activity, a child
may prefer to go to a play center while an older personmay prefer
to go to the cinema. The Building where Individuals carry out
an Activity can be chosen at random (uniformly), as the closest,
or according to a probability (negative function of distance and
positive function of the area of the target place). COMOKIT also
defines a number of specific Activities to represent some classical
ones: visiting_a_neighbour, working, staying_at_home, studying,
visiting_a_friend. Of course, custom activities can also be created
from the generic Activity species.

In COMOKIT, particular attention is paid to policies that
change the behavior of the population in order to reduce contact
and thus infections between people: an Individual’s ability to
engage in a particular Activity is limited by the authorization of
the Authority agent. Authorization to engage in specific activities
depends on the Policy adopted and managed by this Authority.
Examples of Policy include total containment, schools closure,
working places closure . . . These Policies may be limited to a
given area (using SpatialPolicy) or may be more or less tolerant
(for example, containment may be complete or complete but
for some people, or a certain percentage of the population,
using PartialPolicy).

3.3. Description of the Model Processes
3.3.1. Initialization
A simulation is initialized by creating Building agents from
shapefiles, Authority and Policy agents, and setting other
parameters from data files. The Individual agents with their
demographic attributes are created from a synthetic population
generator [either an ad hoc generator coded in the model
or by the Gen* generator using available data (50)]. Agendas
are created using an ad hoc generator: they are composed
by seven daily agendas depending on the Individuals’ age
and employment status: students and workers have an agenda
composed of working days and leisure days (i.e., a day with
activities different from working, learning or staying home);
retired and unemployed Individuals have an agenda full of
leisure days. Individuals that are too young have an empty
agenda. The choice of activities outside of work and study will
depend on the age and gender of the Individual. It is indeed
possible to parameterize (through a CSV file) the fact that young
people will, for example, favor leisure activities while elders
will favor shopping activities. For each activity, a list of fellow
Individual agents sharing the same activity can be defined to
represent for example a group of friends or colleagues eating
at the same table in a restaurant. Lastly, the simulation is
initialized with N (a parameter) infected (but not yet infectious)
Individual agents.

3.3.2. Process Overview and Scheduling
The dynamics of the model is entirely represented by three
interconnected but nevertheless independent sub-models: ESM,
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the epidemiological submodel (which combines infection,
hospitalization and transmission processes), ASM, the activity
submodel, and PSM, the policy submodel (which combines
application and adoption processes). The simulation step is set
to 1 h.

A simulation step starts by the evolution of the viral load
in a building (it decreases over time, before disappearing).
Then the Individual agents first evaluate whether they are
infected. If they are, they may infect other Individuals and/or
contaminate the current building in which they are located.
Depending on their updated epidemic status, individuals will
revise their behavior (e.g., wearing a mask) and execute their
daily activities: they find the activity corresponding to the current
hour, ask the Authority whether they are allowed to execute
it and act in accordance. Finally, the Authority agent checks
its current Policy and tries to apply it (e.g., executing a mass
testing campaign).

3.3.3. ESM, the Epidemiological Submodel
As the virus is capable of surviving for long periods in the
environment (39, 46), we consider two possible pathways
of viral transmissions: either human-to-human transmission,
through interactions between neighboring Individual agents,
or, because of the potential persistence of the virus in the
environment, through contacts between co-located Individual
and Building agents, the latter of which being provided
with a dynamic viral load (increased by the long-term co-
location of infectious individuals, and decreasing according to
some decay).

In our model, the disease-related state of the Individual
agents follows a slightly modified SEIR model (15) (Figure 2).
First, we assume that the whole population starts the simulation
in the Susceptible state (S): as this is an emergent disease,
nobody is immunized. When an Individual is in contact with
an infectious Individual or located in an infected Building,
it can become infected and move to the Latent state (L) (a
renaming of the traditional Exposed compartment), depending
on the success of the transmission, defined by the probability
for one Individual at a given step to be infected by an infectious
Individual in the same Building, or by a Building with a positive
viral load.

Once the latent period is expired, an Individual transitions
to one out of three possible infectious states (whereas the
traditional SEIR model contains only a single one): it can
become asymptomatic (IA), pre-symptomatic (IP) or
symptomatic (IS). If the serial interval value is negative, it
becomes pre-symptomatic for a short time, equal to the
absolute value of the serial interval, before transitioning to
the symptomatic state. The Individual remains in these states
during the serial interval (for pre-symptomatic ones) or
the infectious period for symptomatic and asymptomatic

ones. Finally, we consider that asymptomatic and pre-

symptomatic Individuals share the same transmission
rate, i.e., the chance of infecting a neighboring susceptible
Individual, while symptomatic agents have a much
higher one.

After the infectious period, Individual agents become
Removed (R): they are not infectious anymore and fall into one
out of two sub-compartments, Recovered (RR) orDead (RD).

During their infectious period, symptomatic individuals can
go through different clinical states: not needing hospitalization
(NH), needing hospitalization (HN) and needing ICU
(HI). Previous asymptomatic agents (la) become directly
Recovered, as we assume that they cannot die from COVID-19
without showing symptoms, whereas symptomatic ones have a
probability to recover or die (Figure 3). This probability depends
on the (given) severity of the disease for the age category of the
agent and the care it has been provided with (i.e., hospitalization
and ICU). We consider that Individuals needing intensive
care will become Dead if they do not get it. On the contrary,
symptomatic Individuals that do not need intensive care (i.e.,
not needing hospitalization or needing hospitalization without
intensive care treatment) become Recovered.

It is important to note that ESM, despite the fact that it is
a more detailed model than most of those used in agent-based
models (19, 48), makes certain assumptions, some of which are
shared with other epidemiological models because of a lack of
knowledge about the disease, others because we assume that they
have no influence on the model itself.

1. Effective contact rate

(a) Presymptomatic and asymptomatic individuals share the
same contact rate

(b) The contact rate does not differ during the
infectious period.

(c) Masks do not deliver any protection, but rather reduce
the effective contact rate of an infectious individual and
its viral release in the environment.

2. Environmental transmission

(a) Individuals can be infected by a contaminated
environment, and for a maximal viral contamination in
one building, the effective contact rate is the same as one
infectious Individual.

(b) The viral release of an Individual in its environment
(in our model, in Buildings) is the same for all
infectious Individuals

3. Homogeneity of the population

(a) The sex of individuals does not have any impact on the
epidemiological model.

(b) The age of individuals does not have any impact on the
incubation period, the proportion of asymptomatic cases,
and the effective contact rate for human to human and
environmental transmission

(c) Asymptomatic and symptomatic individuals share the
same infectious period distribution

4. Recovery and death

(a) Recovered Individuals are totally immunized against the
infection.

(b) Infection can lead to death only for Individuals expressing
a need for intensive care.
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FIGURE 2 | Epidemiological model of an Individual agent.

FIGURE 3 | Additional states of Individuals, used and manipulated by the HospitalizationPolicy when it exists.

(c) Testing is performed only for virus isolation, not
antibodies, therefore recovered people are not
considered positive.

3.3.4. ASM, the Activities Submodel
The Individual agents in COMOKIT are an extremely simplified
representation of their actual counterparts; their daily activities
are ultimately only the dynamic support of their role as disease
spreaders. These activities, as discussed in section 3.3.3, are
organized in the form of a weekly agenda that can distinguish
between days off and days worked, and provides an hour-by-
hour activity for all the agents. Once the weekly and daily agendas
are created, at each simulation step, and unless they have already

been enrolled in a collective Activity, Individual agents obtain the
Activity corresponding to the current day and time, request the
authorization from the Authority agent to perform it, and find a
nearby building associated with this specific Activity. Individual
agents can also enroll certain agents to participate in the Activity
(e.g., colleagues, friends . . . ) who are expected to have a closer
relationship, and therefore have a higher probability of being
infected. Since we have set the time step at 1 h, we decided not
to represent the movement itself from one place to another :
Individuals are translated directly from their current location to
the building chosen to perform their new Activity.

This last choice may appear to be a limitation (or at least a
somewhat too restrictive assumption), but it is consistent with the
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scale at which wemodel the disease and the control policy. Public
transport, which represents one of the main risks of transmission
in large conurbations or on national and international scales, is
not used in small or medium-sized towns, which are the current
target of COMOKIT.

3.3.5. PSM, the Policy Submodel
The Authority is responsible for implementing one or more
mitigation policies that may impact the simulation in two ways:
at each step, on one hand, the Authoritymay proactively perform
certain actions, for example by conducting a given number of
tests on the population, and on the other hand, each Individual
agent asks the Authority whether it is authorized to perform a
given activity.

We have chosen a modular approach to defining policies: a
general policy is based on a small set of specialized, concrete
policies (e.g., the DetectionPolicy that authorizes all activities,
but performs tests at each step, or the ActivitiesListingPolicy that
limits activities within a given set of authorized activities)
that are composed using the composite (implemented
by CompoundPolicy) and nesting (by ForwardingPolicy)
design patterns:

• CompoundPolicy is a policy composed of a list of other policies.
It applies the policies listed in order and allows an activity for
a given individual if and only if it is allowed by all policies.

• ForwardingPolicy is a policy that embeds another policy and
can change its enablement dynamically (for example, the
specialized SpatialPolicy restricts the application of its target
policy in a given geographical space, while TemporaryPolicy
does it within a limited period of time).

Among the different policies delivered with the standard
version of COMOKIT is the one that explicitly links to the
epidemiological sub-model ESM (without being necessary for
its operation). This is the HospitalizationPolicy, which depends
on the existence of at least one hospital Building in the
dataset, and which takes care of the Individuals that need to be
hospitalized after a certain period of time following symptom
onset, given by a distribution, and remain hospitalized until they
are recovered or dead. Hospitalized Individuals are considered
Recovered after having tested negative for a given number of
consecutive days, and not showing symptoms (i.e., not being in
the Symptomatic state).

The availability of these policies and the ease with which
they can be combined make it possible to represent complex
and realistic public policies. For instance, a “realistic lockdown”
experiment was created to test the impact of a 60-days lockdown
policy, in which positive individuals are not allowed to travel,
others are only allowed to stay at home or shop, and only
10% of the total population is allowed to work. The policy of
the Authority in this experiment is therefore constructed as a
TemporaryPolicy, limiting the application of a CompoundPolicy
within a 60-days period. This nested composite policy was
composed of:

• A policy applying a given number of tests at each step of the
simulation (this policy allows any activity).

• A policy prohibiting any activity other than shopping and
staying home, nested in another policy that limits its
application to 90% of the population (the remaining 10% are
free to engage in any activity).

• A policy prohibiting any activity for those who have
tested positive.

• The hospitalization policy described above.

3.4. Input Data
All input data files used to initialize a COMOKIT simulation
are summarized in Table 1. In addition to the geographic data
(buildings.shp, boundary.shp, and satellite.png), the files describe
either the synthetic population of Individuals generated by an
external tool or the parameters of the generators integrated
in COMOKIT.

3.4.1. Spatial Data
The initialization of the spatial environment of the model
requires one main input: a shapefile describing the buildings
of the studied area. This shapefile must obligatorily contain
two attributes: the type of building, which will be used in the
definition of activities (each type of activity will be linked to
one or more types of buildings), and the number of apartments
per building, which is used to locate the households inside (one
household per apartment). COMOKIT provides a spatial data
generation tool, allowing, from a spatial boundary given as a
shapefile, to download existing OSM2 data of the area and put
it in the right format so that it can be directly used in the
simulations. The existing tool also allows the vectorization of
images (e.g., GoogleMap) to enrich the OSM data.

3.4.2. Demographic Data
The simulation initialization can use a CSV file describing
the synthetic population, where each line (also called record)
corresponds to a unique individual with age, gender, household
identifier and employment status. The Gen* library (50) can be
used to generate such a population file from an IPUMS3 open-
access population sample file and the marginal distributions of
the demographic attributes available on the given case study. The
generation of this synthetic population follows the combinatorial
optimization approach described in Williamson et al. (51).
Among the various algorithms available, we chose a simple
random draw in order to fit the actual population sample to
a known aggregate distribution of attributes. This algorithm
begins with a random population (containing the desired number
of individuals) composed of households uniformly selected
from the sample; we then exchange n records of the synthetic
population with records drawn from the sample. This operation
is repeated until either a minimum matching is obtained or
a maximum number of iterations has been performed. In the
different experiments we made, we found that the algorithms

2OSM stands for OpenStreetMap. The data have been accessed and retrieved

from the website: https://www.openstreetmap.org/, using the provided Application

programming interface (API).
3 https://ipums.org/
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TABLE 1 | Overview of the dataset.

Data file Data type Description Source

Buildings.shp GIS shapefile Geometries of buildings, with their type and number

of flats as attributes

OpenStreetMap, Google Maps, and hand

digitalization from Google satellite image.

For Ben Tre, the initial data come from the

Land Use map (produced by the DONRE*

in 2010)

Population.csv CSV tabular file The synthetic population generated from a sample

using the Gen* library. Each line corresponds to a

single individual with age, sex, and household id

https://international.ipums.org/

international/ https://www.gso.gov.vn/

default_en.aspx?tabid=774

Population parameter.csv CSV tabular file The set of parameters to define the population of

Individuals

See O.D.D. description for more details

Activity parameter.csv CSV tabular file The set of parameters to define the activity of

Individual

See O.D.D. description for more details

Activity type weights.csv CSV tabular file According to the age (interval) and sex, the weight

of the different activities

See O.D.D. description for more details

Building type weights.csv CSV tabular file According to the age (interval) and sex, the weight

of the building type

See O.D.D. description for more details

Epidemiological Parameters.csv CSV tabular file The set of epidemic parameters for the COVID-19 Various sources from the literature (see

O.D.D. description for more details)

*DONRE stands for Department Of Natural Resources and Environment. This is a department of the Vietnamese Ministry Of Natural Resources and Environment.

performed well with n equal to 5% of the population size and a
maximum number of iterations equal to 100.

The obtained population contains only demographic
variables. These are supplemented by built-in COMOKIT
generators for location, social network, and agenda.

3.4.3. Epidemiological Data
The epidemiological parameter file is a table of parameters.
For each parameter, the following values are provided: (i) the
name of the parameter, (ii) the lower limit of the age category,
(iii) whether the value of the parameter is given or whether
it is to be chosen from a given probability distribution (and
in this case the distribution considered), (iv) its value (if of
a given value type) or the first parameter of the distribution,
and (v) the second parameter (of the distribution). These
data contain in particular the parameters that will make it
possible to specify, in different case studies, the human-to-
human transmission (within households, during activities) and
environmental transmission processes.

3.5. Outputs
Much of the rapid assessment of a model’s relevance depends
on its ability to display results in a way understandable by its
designers, programmers and users. When COMOKIT is used in
the form of a dashboard or a demonstrator, the user interface
of the simulations that each experiment runs can be completely
defined and specialized according to the needs of its users. As
the model was primarily designed to evaluate and compare
policies, most experiments run several simulations in parallel
with different parameter values. The user interface then contains
a display of the spatial evolution of the disease for each parameter
value and a graph plotting the evolution of the number of infected
individuals over time. Figure 4 shows an example of such an
interface considering five different proportions of unconfined

individuals. It is also possible to display decreases in activity for
different types of activities (compared to a baseline where no
policy would be applied). Many other visualizations are possible,
both in 2D and 3D, using the declarative approach proposed by
GAMA. Some of them are provided in the model as a base, but
can be enriched according to the needs of the users in order to
compose real dashboards.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In order to illustrate how COMOKIT can be used, we conducted
a series of experiments for Son Loi Commune in Vinh Phuc
Province, Vietnam. Son Loi is a rural commune of about
10,600 inhabitants and has 3,000 buildings of different types
(houses, schools, temples, administrative buildings, industries...).
Returning from a business trip to China, the first two cases were
identified on January 17, 2020 (9). After the identification of nine
other cases (on the 13th of February), the provincial authorities
decided to lockdown the entire commune: the inhabitants were
advised to stay at home and could not leave the commune; their
state of health was checked daily and the authorities organized
the supply of food and masks. After 18 days with no new cases
identified, the lockdown was lifted on the 2nd of March.

To initialize the simulations, we first obtained spatial data
on the buildings of the commune from the buildings present
in Google Map and Bing data. The population input data
file was generated using the Gen* library to produce a set
of individuals grouped into households. We then used an
approach based on combinatorial optimization to find a trade-
off between maintaining the consistency of the microdata
sample at the household and individual levels, while trying
to match the census marginals (e.g., number of men/women,
frequency of age category). In our case study, we used the
IPUMS sample of individuals in households available for the
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FIGURE 4 | Example of the graphical interface of a COMOKIT experiment on Son Loi commune. The experiment compares five simulations with different numbers of

unconfined people.

whole Vietnam in 2014 (15% of the total population) with age,
sex, household identification and employment status. Then, we
randomly selected households with corresponding individuals in
the sample to match the age and sex distribution at the individual
level that we found in the 2019 Vietnamese census for Son Loi.
The indicator chosen to assess the quality of the population is a
normalized Total Absolute Error (TAE)4. The normalized TAE
of the best synthetic population (that is used in the experiments
below) is 0.1. This means that in the best generated population,
when considering the distributions in each age and sex category,
the number of individuals in the synthetic population differs on
average by 10% from the aggregate census count.

As far as epidemiological parameters are concerned, most
of them come from the literature. A preliminary calibration
step is nevertheless necessary to make the disease transmission
rate matching with data available on the considered case study:
the “Successful_contact_rate_human” (the main parameter
impacting the transmission between human beings) is computed

4Consider the distribution tables of age and sex attributes in the real population

and in the synthetic population. The TAE is “the sum of absolute differences

between cells” in these two tables (51), and the normalized TAE is the TAE

divided by twice the population size. This normalized TAE represents the rate of

individuals with at least one incorrect value in a category.

given the R0 of the epidemic in the considered area and the
average number of contacts between people in the simulation5.

We used the default value for all the other parameters (see the
O.D.D. description of the COMOKIT model for the complete set
of values, c.f. section 3).

4.1. Stochasticity Sensitivity Analysis
In a first experiment, we analyze the impact of the randomness of
the simulations on the results and in particular on the dynamics
of the epidemiological status of Individuals. The main objective is
to find a threshold value of replications beyond which an increase
in the number of replications would not imply a significant
marginal decrease of the difference between the results. To
do this, we compare the global incidence (defined here as the
number of new infected individuals per time step), and the
number of Individuals recovered and dead, between replications
of the simulation. Incidence dynamics are not expected to be
smooth since the number of new infections depends on the
contacts between Individual agents, and those do not have much
contact when staying at home during the night. We undertake
this exploration with the simplest possible scenario, i.e., a free
spread of the disease without containment and two infected

5The method is detailed on the COMOKIT website: https://comokit.org/docs/

parameterize#calibration-of-the-transmission-rate-value-beta.
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FIGURE 5 | Median of the incidence and number of individuals in recovered or dead states per step for 25, 50, and 500 different repetitions.

individuals at the beginning of the simulation. We perform 500
replications of such a simulation and compare the variability of
the results for the first 25, 50, 100, 250, and 500 replications.

In Figure 5, we plot the median value (over the replications),
by time steps, of the incidence (first column), the number of
individuals recovered (middle column) and dead (last column).
The shapes are as expected for a SEIR-like epidemiological
model of the disease: the incidence increases exponentially until
a peak before decreasing to 0, and the number of Recovered
and Dead Individuals increase until a time step where they
become constant.

The results suggest that increasing the number of replications
beyond 25 does not have a great impact on the aggregate trend
of the simulated epidemic: the curves soften as the number of
replications increases, but the patterns remain the same. One of
the reasons is certainly the absence of interventions outside the
introduction of the first two cases: the dynamics of propagation
is ultimately only marginally influenced by the usual activities of
the agents. On the other hand, we can expect the simulations
to show quantitatively and qualitatively different results, or
greater variability, when interventions will be introduced (see
next section).

Figure 6 plots the simulation steps for the maximum of
incidence and the steps to reach the maximum of the number

of Dead and Recovered Individuals: it shows the median
(black line), the second and third quartiles (the box) and
the minimum and maximum peak cycle (whiskers) excluding
outliers (simulation results that differ from the median by
more than 1.5 times the IQR). We can observe that most
of the simulations show a near peak cycle, between 500 and
1,500 for incidence, 3,000 and 4,500 for recovered individuals
and 2,500–4,000 for deaths: this shows that the number of
replications does not have a large impact on the aggregate
outcome. However, after more than 100 replications, we have
observed some simulations that show a very contrasted behavior:
for example, when performing 500 replications, three simulations
have their maximum number of agents recovered at less than
1,000 cycles, which means that the epidemic is not occurring
or at least that the spread of the epidemic has been rapid
and less impacting. The probability of “extreme” outcomes
occurring (e.g., a long duration or complete absence of epidemic
spread) is obviously positively correlated with the number
of replications.

For the policy impact study presented in the following
section, we decided to set the number of replicates at 50 in
order to minimize the computation time required while trying
to maintain realistic statistical properties, in particular the
occurrence of extreme outcomes.
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FIGURE 6 | Whiskers plots and minimum/maximum excluding 1.5 IQR outliers of the simulation step of the maximum of the incidence, and the minimum step to

reach the maximum of the cumulative number of recovered and dead individuals per step for different number of repetitions.

4.2. Comparison of Policies
In this section, we illustrate the possibilities of COMOKIT, on
the same case study (Son Loi, Vietnam), for comparing the
impacts of policies and analyzing their performance against a
reference scenario where the virus would have spread freely.
The simulations presented here are limited in number, as the
objective is not to provide exhaustive results, for which an overall
sensitivity study would have been necessary, and which would in
any case make no sense for this particular case study, but to show
what can be achieved with the simulator.

4.2.1. Impact of Wearing Masks
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of
wearing masks on the spread of the epidemic. While masks
are still not recommended for the general population by the
WHO and there is scientific debate on their use (52), a
study has shown the ability of surgical masks to prevent the
exhalation of respiratory viruses (53). In addition, asymptomatic
and presymptomatic COVID-19 infections have been reported
in different locations (54–57), and are suspected to play an
important role in the persistence of epidemics (58). Therefore,
the use of masks by the population could reduce the impact of
presymptomatic and asymptomatic carriers by preventing them
from releasing aerosols when they are not yet symptomatic,
or droplets when they sneeze (not necessarily related to the
disease). Due to past events related to respiratory diseases, such
as SARS and influenza, people in Asian countries have been
extremely cautious, wearingmasks from the onset of the COVID-
19 epidemic as a hygienic practice, even when people did not
show any symptoms (52).

We therefore sought to assess the impact of the proportion
of people wearing masks on the total incidence, the number of
people recovered and the number of deaths. A comprehensive
experiment exploring one parameter of the simulation (the
proportion of individuals wearing a mask, taking a value between

0 and 1 and a step size of 0.25), was then launched. For each value
of this parameter, we ran 50 replications.

In Figure 7, even if wearing a mask does not help reduce the
total number of infections or deaths (because it only influences
disease transmission), it is found that the use of masks helps to
flatten the incidence curve. Therefore, recommending the use
of face masks would avoid overloading hospitals and intensive
care units in our model as much as possible. The most important
change in the dynamics of the incidence curve was achieved with
a probability of wearing face masks of 0.75 (and above), which
avoided the sudden increase in cases that was still noticeable
with a probability of wearing face masks of 0.5. Since the policy
applied was only to wear masks, no symptomatic individuals
were admitted to hospital. Therefore, neither hospital overload
nor the benefits of being admitted were simulated. The number
of deaths did not change, but the reduction in the number of
infected persons should avoid exceeding hospital capacity as
much as possible.

4.2.2. Impact of the Duration of the Lockdown on the

Epidemic Peak
Faced with a pandemic without specific treatment or vaccine,
public health services rarely have any choice but to choose
policies to limit transmission and “flatten the curve” of incidence
in the population. Depending on the country and region, there
is a range of measures from soft social distancing, such as
wearing masks in public spaces, avoiding congested areas or
maintaining a distance of 1 m from other public transport
users, to blanket travel restrictions, forced quarantine, total
containment and technological monitoring (59). The positive
effects of such actions on the number of hospitalizations,
intensive care admissions, deaths or on the reproduction number
have been demonstrated in different contexts, such as France
(16, 60), Wuhan in China (61) or Italy (62). While complete
lockdown appears as one of the best ways to mitigate the spread
of an epidemic, it raises serious concerns related to economic
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FIGURE 7 | Plots of the median of the incidence and cumulative incidence and deaths on the population per step for different proportions of the population wearing a

mask.

(63) and socio-psychological (64) outcomes and also questions
about the duration of its effectiveness (65) or the consequences of
a partial or total lifting of restrictions (16).

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of the
duration of a complete lockdown (i.e., when all the activities
are forbidden) on the incidence, the number of recovered and
dead Individuals. Simulations are launched with a simulation
parameter encoding the duration of the lockdown taking values
among 0 (no lockdown), 15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 days. More
specifically, we observe how lockdown duration modifies the
magnitude (e.g., lower or flatten) and time frame (e.g., happen
fast or last long) of the epidemic peak. All the simulations are
initialized with two new infected Individuals chosen randomly in
the population. The complete lock-down policy is applied at the
initial state of the simulation. The case study is also a simplified
situation as no infected Individuals, external to the commune,
can enter in the commune during the simulation.

In Figure 8, we have plotted the incidence, cumulative
incidence and deaths in the population, per step, for different
lockup durations. First of all, we can see that it is not necessary
to continue confinement after 60 days, as this is enough time
to let the disease disappear. For shorter durations, preliminary

results show that a peak in the number of infected individuals
cannot be avoided, although confinement for between 15 and
45 days tends to delay the peak (by giving the health services
more time to prepare) and flatten the curve (by avoiding
overloading hospitals).

4.2.3. Comparison of Realistic Policies
The objective of the last experiment is to compare the impact on
the same case study of three realistic public health policies:

• A combination of policies similar to that used in South Korea:
mass testing (in the model: more than 900 tests per day) with
home quarantine for households with confirmed cases. South
Korea is recognized as one of the countries with the most
effective mitigation strategies implemented: according to the
UNDP (3), it was one of the first countries to implement mass
test programs (between 15 and 20,000 tests per day) with home
quarantine guidelines for confirmed cases. The South Korean
government’s rapid and organized response has produced
excellent results in freezing the early spread of the epidemic.

• A combination of policies similar to the one used in France:
few tests (in the model: less than 200 per day) and, from 1%
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FIGURE 8 | Plots of the median of the incidence, cumulative incidence and deaths on the population per step for different lockdown durations.

of confirmed cases, significant mobility restrictions applied
to 90% of the population (to take into account people who
cannot work at home and who are essential for everyday
activities). According to the French government, there have
been ∼5,000 tests per day on average from the beginning of
the epidemic, which is 4–5 times less than Korea or Germany.
Regarding the lockdown, while it was one of the first countries
to cancel major events, the closure of schools and non-essential
economic activities occurred 14 days after the first deaths
due to COVID-19, only preceding Great-Britain among the
European countries (60).

• A combination of policies similar to the one used in Malta: no
confinement for all the Individuals, but individuals belonging
to risk groups (in the model: individuals over 50 years old) are
required to stay at home.

In Figure 9, we depicted the policy consequences over the
incidence (left column) and the number of casualties (right
column). Only the policy involving a conjunction of mass testing
and confirmed cases’ household home confinement (similar to
what South Korea implemented) have been able to contain
the epidemic. However, the two other policies lead to specific
mitigation outcomes: small sample testing in conjunction with

heavy restriction on movement manages to delay and flatten the
epidemic curve, while home containment directive toward at-risk
people seems to lower the number of deaths.

All these experiences illustrate the characteristics and
capabilities of COMOKIT. First of all, we have shown that,
although the model is very stochastic, it is not very sensitive to
this randomness, which allows us to launch explorations with a
limited number (50) of replications. Second, we illustrated the
ability of COMOKIT to compare different policies, for example
by exploring the impact of the proportion of the population
wearing a mask or the duration of a lock. Finally, we highlighted
the expressive power of the model by implementing realistic
policies close to those applied in three countries and by being able
to compare their effectiveness at the scale and in the context of the
Vietnamese commune used as a case study.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In less than 3 months after its emergence in China, the COVID-
19 pandemic spread to the entire world. In the absence of prior
experience with this new disease, public health authorities were
forced to experiment, in a short period of time and in a largely
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FIGURE 9 | Plots of the median of the incidence, cumulative incidence and deaths on the population per step for different realistic interventions (each with a duration

of 60 days).

uninformed manner, with various combinations of interventions
at different scales.

As the pandemic continues its progression, data are being
collected from a variety of sources, allowing authorities to make
adjustments to ongoing and planned interventions, but also
revealing an urgent need for tools and methodologies to quickly
analyse, understand, compare, and predict the effectiveness of
responses to COVID-19 in different communities and contexts.
In this perspective, computer modeling, and especially agent-
based approaches, allows detailed in silico exploration of these
responses prior to their potential implementation. In this paper,
we presented an agent-based modeling software built on the
GAMA platform called Covid-19 Modeling Kit (COMOKIT),
designed to be generic, scalable, and thus portable in a variety
of social and geographical contexts.

COMOKIT is an integrated model, presented in detail
in section 3, which combines a direct person-to-person
transmission sub-model, an environmental transmission sub-
model across the built environment, a policy design sub-
model, and a person mobility and activity model based on
a 1-h time step agenda. As shown in section 4, COMOKIT

offers many guarantees in terms of reproducibility of results
and sensitivity to input parameters. In addition, as we have
demonstrated by implementing and comparing different policies
and policy combinations, COMOKIT is modular and flexible
enough to allow modelers to represent different strategies
and study their impacts under several social, epidemiological
or economic scenarios. It should be noted that although
it comes with a predefined set of policies and activities
for individual agents (e.g., buying, studying, working, etc.),
adapted to most contexts, it can easily be extended to new
agents, policies or activities by editing the models written
in GAML.

Thanks to this inner flexibility and genericity, and to the
increasing availability of open data, new case studies can be
processed in COMOKIT within a few hours, allowing it to be
used in a variety of contexts and by amajority of decision-makers.
In fact, as shown in section 3, the model can work with only
a minimal (usually open) initial dataset: the built environment
and administrative boundaries of the study area can be extracted
from OpenStreetMap, while a statistically consistent synthetic
population can be generated by the Genstar Toolkit from IPUMS
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datasets. More accurate and sophisticated data can of course
be mobilized to support the design of more complex models if
required, and this can be done in a progressive and incremental
fashion. This first version of COMOKIT (version v1.0, released
in May 2020) has however some limitations that are already
identified and that we think we can gradually remove with the
help of other modelers:

• Scaling up: in computational terms, an agent-based approach
will always be more expensive than an aggregate approach,
not only in terms of execution time, but also in terms
of the necessary replications (with respect to deterministic
mathematical models). In its version 1.0, COMOKIT can
reasonably (i.e., in less than 10 min on an average laptop with
a graphical user interface enabled) simulate several months of
pandemic fighting in cities with 10–20,000 inhabitants. Why
take this standard? Quite simply because many users will test
COMOKIT in this way and they should also be able to benefit
from it. More serious experiments, varying more parameters
and exploring different scenarios, will of course require scaling
up. We are working on scaling up on two fronts: the first is to
make it as easy as possible to use an HPC architecture from
the simulator so that any user can access sufficient computing
resources to run many replications or parallelize some of
the operations of the simulations (66). This approach is the
subject of a partnership with the EDF company, which has
agreed to make its computing resources available (including
the GAIA supercomputer); the second is to allow a more
significant scaling-up of the model itself by implementing
a hybrid approach (67–69) that is capable, dynamically, of
aggregating individuals into groups of individuals according to
different criteria (belonging to the same household, presence
in the same space, sharing the same states, etc.) when this
proves possible and relevant, in order to simulate much larger
scales. As GAMA allows to couple computer models and
mathematical models within the same simulation at different
scales (70), this approach will not pose any technical problems,
but it does raise quite interesting conceptual problems (71).

• The second limitation of the model is related to the
assumptions made regarding the representation of group
activities. So far, by design, no activities can be held outside
a building and no group transportation is represented (for
obvious reasons given the size of the initial case studies). This
implies that agents cannot congregate outside buildings, nor
can they congregate by chance; when they do congregate and
have a chance to contaminate each other, it is because they are
performing the same activity and/or are located in the same
building. This strongly limits the representation of informal
activities, such as markets or street restaurants, which are
so common in Vietnam and other countries, outdoor public
events (concerts, religious gatherings, etc.) or collective leisure
activities (walks in pedestrian areas, parties, etc.), even though
some of these activities (especially religious gatherings) are
suspected to have contributed to the initial creation of clusters.
Moving to larger scales will also, of course, require taking into
account the transmission in public transport, from human to
human during travel, but also through the environment, via

the contamination of shared surfaces. These extensions are
already planned for the next version of the model, but any new
contribution is of course welcome!

The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in countless casualties
and contaminations, imposing massive public health campaigns,
such as social isolation through widespread containment. The
differences between countries and territories in terms of the
occurrence of the virus and the number of victims are striking,
as are the approaches of governments and their effectiveness
in combating the pandemic. In such a context, it is important
to recognize the increasing importance of data-based modeling
approaches in the design of public health strategies. Platforms,
such as COMOKIT can contribute to this effort, provided, as
in this case, that they are open, transparent, easily explorable
and testable, and above all built on sound theoretical and
computational foundations.
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